
 

Biblioteca Arcana 

●     Theory, History, etc. 
●     Rituals 
●     Divination 
●     Hymns, Poetry, etc. 
●     Other 

Theory, History, etc.

●     Ancient Greek Samhain Festivals (including the story of Ariadne and Theseus) 

●     Seasonal Festivals of the Greeks and Romans 

●     De Saturno & Jano Tractatus. Ancient philosophical ideas about Saturn and Janus, and why They 
are especially honored in December and January. 

●     Construction and Use of Ancient Greek Poppets 

●     Eoster: Mysteries of the Resurrected Child. Pagan origins of Easter celebrations (with an 
emphasis on the Hellenic tradition). 



●     The Pythagorean Pentacle 

●     Hellenic Neo-Paganism. Published in Green Egg, Vol. 28, No. 109 (Summer 1995), pp. 8-10. 

●     The Rotation of the Elements. An explanation of this most important alchemical procedure, 
which has many applications in the material and spiritual worlds. Published in Caduceus, Vol. 1, 
No. 4 (Winter 1995), pp.2-10. 

●     Liber de Octo Mutationibus. A discussion of the eight phases that occur in any cycle between 
opposing poles, and their relation to the eight trigrams of the I Ching. 

●     The Eigthtfold Year and the Stages of Life. A discussion of ancient Greek and Roman systems of 
seven and eight seasons (separated by the quarters and cross-quarters), and their correspondence 
with the lifestages, planets, elements, qualities, etc. (A version without tables is available.) 

●     The Pentagram and the Elements. How should the elements be associated with the points of the 
pentagram? (See also the Pythagorean Pentagram.) 

●     The Pythagorean Theology of Triads and Information on Pythagorean Figured Numbers (Square, 
Oblong, Triangular, etc.). An introduction to the Pythagorean theology of numbers. 

●     The Parts of the Soul (A Greek System of Chakras). Did the ancient Greeks recognize a system 
of seven "energy centers" comparable to the chakras? 

●     Some Notes on the History of Isopsephia (Gematria). Surveys historical evidence for the history 
of gematria, from Sumeria, to Greece, and then to the Jews; includes information on the 
development and dissemination of the alphabet. 

●     Genetic Correspondences Between the Hebrew, Greek and Roman Alphabets. An annotated table 
showing corresponding letters on the basis of their derivation from common ancestors - a tool for 
comparative isopsephia (gematria). 

●     Objectivity and the Human Sciences. Published in PsychoScience, Vol. 2, No. 1 (Spring-Summer 
1995), pp. 39-40. 

●     The Caduceus, or: Wandering Among the Worlds. A short essay arguing for metaphysical 
pluralism ("you can't have too many realities"). Published in Widdershins, No. 6, pp. 42-44. 

●     Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements Based on a series of articles published in Circle 

http://www.hermetic.com/caduceus/index.html
http://www.cyprian.org/widdershins
http://www.circlesanctuary.org/CNN/cnn.html


Network News, issues 68-71, 1998-1999. 

●     The Ancient Greek Sacred Lunar Month 

●     Greek Esoteric Music Theory A collection of annotated and cross-linked charts to aid the use of 
Ancient Greek Music for esoteric purposes. 

●     Axioms of Magic 

●     A Summary of Pythagorean Theology.  - 
Updated!

●     Using Ancient Greek Music for Care of the Soul: Hê Mousikê Therapeia.   Use of the ancient 

Greek modes for tempering the four humors. 

●     Short Essays 

Rituals

●     Greater Tool Consecration - 
Updated!

 

●     Lesser Tool Consecration 

●     Olympic Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
An adaptation of the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram to the Graeco-Roman tradition 
based on the shamanic cosmological principles underlying the original. An older version was 
published in Caduceus, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring 1995), pp. 15-34. (There is postscript for just the 
spoken text of the older version in English, Latin and Greek [in both Roman and Greek letters].) 

●     The Orphica Holodemiurgia, a contemplative exercise or practice for aligning the energy centers 
of the soul and for infusing Divine Energy into them. It is similar to the well-know Middle-Pillar 
Exercise, but is based on the Greek tradition rather than Cabalistic ideas. A fully annotated 
version is available, which documents its sources and provides additional commentary. 

●     Exercise for Unity (Tantra LITE). This exercise aims to dissolve interpersonal boundaries by 
encouraging openness, trust, compassion, kindness, connection, respect, affection and love. It is 
based on the Liturgy of Philotetos. To encourage more widespread practice, detailed instructions 
for facilitators are now available. 

http://www.circlesanctuary.org/CNN/cnn.html
http://www.hermetic.com/caduceus/index.html
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/OLBRP-text.ps


●     Neoclassical Celebratory Sacrifice. Originally published as "The Way of Neoclassical Sacrifice" 
in The Lyre, Summer 1995, pp. 19-22. 

●     Saturnalia Ritual 

●     Dionysian Meditations: 
❍     The Rural (or Lesser) Dionysia (early Jan.) 
❍     The Lenaia (late Jan.) 
❍     The Anthesteria (late Feb.) 
❍     The City (or Greater) Dionysia (late March) 

●     The Triple Dionysia (Ta Triploa Dionysia) - a Dionysian Spring Equinox ritual 

●     The Labyrinth Ritual (for the Samhain season) 

●     Rite of Release for a Pet or Familiar 

●     Dawn Devotions, including information about the Goddess of Dawn 

●     Astrapsoukhos' Spell for the Favor of Hermes from the Greek Magical Papyrus (London 122) 

●     Hellenic Magic Ritual: A General Framework 

Divination

●     The Pythagorean Tarot. A tarot system based on Pythagorean numerology and ancient 
Mediterranean spirituality. 

●     Limyran Greek Alphabet Oracle in hypertext and ASCII text forms. An authentic ancient 
Greek alphabet oracle, translated and interpreted. Published in Circle Network News (issue 57, 
Fall 1995, pp. 12-13), Mythos (Spring 1996), and Manteia: A Magazine for the Mantic Arts (No. 
16, Spring 1997, pp. 54-56). Italian translation, "Un Oracolo dell' Alfabeto Greco," published in 
Mercurio: Pubblicazione Interna della Federazione Pagana (num. 4 (Beltane), 1996, pp. 5-8). 

●     Calculators for Isopsephia (Gematria) in Greek, Roman and Hebrew alphabets, and for the 
related Thesis system. Also available: a Generalized Isopsephia calculator, which allows you to 



anter whatever numerical values you like for the Greek or Roman alphabets. See also the 
accompanying Alphabet Charts. 

●     Ars Haruspicina (modernized Etruscan divination), and a sample reading. Haruspicy was the 
ancient Etruscan art of reading the liver of a sacrificial victim. Here the ancient principles of 
haruspicy are applied to a raw egg. "The Art of Haruspicy, which is The Etruscan Discipline" 
was published in Harvest (later Tides), Vol. 11 (1991), No. 4, 22-24 (part I); No. 5, 11-14 (part 
II); No. 6, 13-15 (part III). 

Hymns, Poetry, etc.

●     Hymn to Athena. Published in Green Egg, Vol. 27, No. 104 (Spring 1994), pp. 8-9. 

●     Hymn and Invocation of Aphrodite in hypertext and postscript form. Published in Green Egg, 
Vol. 28, No. 109 (Summer 1995), pp. 32-3. 

●     The Liturgy of Love; see also the "executive summary". The "Liturgia Philotetos of 
Epaphroditus" has been partly serialized, part I in The Golden Apple and the remaining parts in 
its successor, Agape (now inactive). The Goddess Philotês, daughter of Aphrodite, explains Her 
four sacraments and initiates Epaphroditus into Her order. The Exercise for Unity is based on Her 
teachings, and includes a summary of Empedocles' teachings about Her. 

●     Sophia Abscondita (The Month of the Fishes: A Parable of Our Times). A prophetic modern 
gnostic myth about how Sophia (female wisdom) leads the old Gods to retake Olympus. 

●     The Yew Demon (a shamanic "sword & sorcery" story). Published in Pagan Review, Vol. 1, No. 
1 (Spring 1995), pp. 21-28. 

●     Vaticinatio de Cometae (for the collision of the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter, July 16, 
1994). Interprets the collision as an omen of the return of the Old Gods. 

●     Select Homeric Hymns. "To Hera," "To Gaia, Mother of All" and "To the Mother of the Gods" 
published in The Lyre, Summer 1993, p. 15. Also appear with "To Hestia," in Alexandria 3, 1995. 
Also, two hymns to Aphrodite, hymns to the Muses and Apollo, hymns to Zeus, Hephaistos, 
Artemis, Poseidon, Athena, Demeter and Aesculapius. 

●     Mesomedes' "Hymn to the Muse," translated and set to the original (ancient) music (now with 
MP3 files). Published in Mythos, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Sept. 1995), p. 11.    

http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/HApr.ps


●     Selected Charms from the Carmina Gadelica, translated and "reheathened" (i.e., reconstructed 
possible pre-Christian forms). Published in Circle Network News, Issue 58 (Winter 95/96), p. 14. 

●     The Janid: Historia Sacra Janarum. Mythic history of the Sardinian Gianae from 23,800 BCE. 

●     Ariel Psychopompos - an alchemical poem, published in The Terminal Journal, Fall 1997, pp. 12-
13. 

Other

●     The Stele: homepage of Omphalos, the networking service for Graeco-Roman Neopagans. 

●     Anecdota Vergilii - The Secret History of Virgil 

●     Pauca Anecdota Neapolitana (A Few Anecdotes of Naples). Featered under "Visiting Friends & 
Scholars" on novelist Katherine Neville's Home Page. 

●     Description of Ta Rat', the Subterranean Temple of the Giane 

●     Necronomicon Novum. A "Necronomicon," in the spirit of H. P. Lovecraft, but based on 
authentic ancient sources. Published as "Necronomicon Conjecturale" in Mythos, Vol. 1, No. 2 
(Nov. 1995), pp. 4-7. 

●     Biography of Apollonius Sophistes (John Opsopaus). To put this in context, see also The Role of 
History in Practical Occultism. 

●     Glaukidai: The Myth of Glaucus and his Descendants, the Blue Men Published in Circle Network 
News, Issue 66 (Winter 97/98), pp. 18-19. 

●     Useful Ancient Greek Phrases in Greek and Roman transcription (hypertext) and in Greek 
alphabet (postscript) 

●     Selections from the Greek Magical Papyri, Books I, II and III 

●     Interpretations of Magical Herbs. When an ancient spell tells you to use "snake's blood," it 
doesn't necessarily mean the blood of a snake. Here is an ancient key to arcane ingredients from 

http://www.eschatonbooks.com/
http://www.katherineneville.com/
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/UAGP.ps
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/UAGP.ps


the Greek Magical Papyri. 

●     Goethe's Pagan Poetry. Many of Goethe's poems are sympathetic to Paganism. 

●     Wotan's Invocation of Erda from Wagner's Siegfried 

●     Samples of the mysterious Rydumy language 

●     The Centaur Skeleton from Volos. See also my report on The Cave of the Centaur  

●     Review of Burkert's Homo Necans 

●     Review of Kingsley's Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic (published in Caduceus, Vol. 3, 
No. 1 (Spring, 1997), pp. 37-9) 

●     A Brief Guide to Ancient Greek Pronunciation 
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Ancient Greek Samhain Festivals 

John Opsopaus
(c) 1996 

●     Introduction 
●     Festivals 

❍     Puanepsia 
❍     Oskhophoria 
❍     Theseia 

●     Ariadne and Theseus' Descent into the Labyrinth and Return 
●     Sources 

Introduction

Because Ancient Greek festivals were held according to a lunar calendar, which was often out of step 
with the solar year, it is difficult to say what festivals would correspond to Samhain. 

In Homer's time the cosmical setting (first visible setting on western horizon at sunrise) of Orion, the 
Pleiades and the Hyades, which marked the beginning of the winter, herding season, occurred at the 
beginning of November (Nov. 5-10, by various computations). (Orion was the son of Poseidon and 
Euruale, daughter of Minos and sister of Ariadne, about whom more later.). Significantly, these 
constellations, which mark the seasons, are at the center of the Shield of Achilles (Iliad XVIII), that 
famous mandala of the Homeric Universe. 

In classical Greek times there were several important festivals that nominally occur at the end of 
October and beginning of November. Two of these, which occur on the same day (7 Puanepsion), are 
especially interesting; they are followed on the next day by the Theseia (for Theseus), which is 
intimately connected with the first two. 

Festivals



●     Puanepsia 
●     Oskhophoria 
●     Theseia 

Puanepsia

The Puanepsia is in honor of Phoebus (Bright) Apollo, Helios (the Sun) and the Horai (the "Hours" or 
Seasons) - all solar deities connected with the turning of the year. The festival celebrates late autumn 
fruit gathering and seeks divine blessings for the autumn sowing. In the cycle of the year it balances the 
(nominally late May) Thargelia, a first-fruit festival for Apollo (marked by the first appearance in the 
east at dawn of Orion, the Pleiades and Hyades - their heliacal rising). 

In the procession, every child with two living parents carries an Eiresiônê: a wand of laurel (sacred to 
Apollo), 2-3 feet long, decorated with fruit and pastries in the shape of lyres (sacred to Apollo), and cups 
and vine branches (for Dionysos; see below). As the children come to each house, they sing: 

The Eiresione bears rich cakes
and figs and honey in a jar, and olive oil
to sanctify yourself, and cups
of mellow wine that you may drink and fall asleep. 

If you give the children a gift, then they will give you an Eiresione, which will bring good luck all year 
long if fixed above the door. If your house is off the path of the procession, you can place your own 
Eiresione to bless your house. 

The Puanepsia gets its name from "puanon epsein" (to boil beans), in reference to the special 
Panspermia (Allseeds) served at the festival; it is composed of boiled beans, leguminous vegetables and 
cereals boiled in a cauldron. This is in celebration of the return of Theseus (see below), for these were 
the only provisions they had left from which to make an offering. Sowing rituals typically involve a 
Panspermia. 

Oskhophoria

The Ôskhophoria, in honor of Dionysos, occurs on the same day as the Puanepsia. It may seem odd to 
honor Apollo and Dionysos, so often taken as polar opposites, on the same day, but we must remember 
that They share Delphi, and this is the time of year when the changing of the guard occurs. An ancient 



pot shows Them shaking hands over the Omphalos (World Naval) at Delphi. 

The procession is led by the Oskhophoroi, two men dressed as women in ankle length tunics; this 
commemorates the two youths whom Theseus disguised as maidens to protect the other maidens (see 
below). They carry vine branches still bearing grapes (ôskhoi). The herald carries a wand with a garland 
wrapped around it, rather than on his head, to signify the triumph of Theseus return mixed with the grief 
for his father's death. The procession also includes "Dinner Carriers," women bringing the Sacred Meal, 
which represents the meat, bread, and encouraging tales that the parents brought to the Twice-seven 
Children, who went to Crete with Theseus. When the procession, which starts at temple of Dionysos, 
arrives at the Shrine of Athena Skira (Athena as protectress of the grape harvest), there are cries of 
"Eleleu! Iou! Iou!" This is a paradoxical combination of encouragement (Eleleu) and woe (Iou), which 
recalls both Theseus' return, and the death of Dionysos by which He is reborn. 

The Oskhophoria balances summer (nominally mid-June) festivals, the Arrhephoria (for Athena) and 
Skiraphoria (for Athena, Dionysos and Poseidon; see below). 

Theseia

The Theseia, in honor of Theseus, is celebrated by processions, sacrifices and athletic contests. The 
sacred meal includes meat, distributed to the people, for Theseus was a benefactor of the people, and 
Atharê, a porridge of husked wheat and milk. 

Ariadne and Theseus' Descent into the Labyrinth and Return

To throw some additional light on these festivals, and provide a subject for meditation, I will retell the 
story of Ariadne and Theseus' Descent into the Labyrinth and Return Home. 

King Minos of Crete was a son of Europa the Bull and of Zeus, and was especially dear to Him (they 
met in the Idaen Cave every nine years to renew his kingship), but had angered His brother Poseidon. 
For he had promised to sacrifice to the Sea God his most beautiful bull, but when the time came he could 
not bring himself to do so. In this and other ways Minos (lord of a maritime empire!) had neglected the 
God of the Sea. Therefore Poseidon caused Minos' queen Pasiphaê to fall in love with the bull (for she 
had also neglected the Rites of Aphrodite). Through the contrivance of Daidalos, the master craftsman 
from Athens, they were able to mate, and so was born the monster Minotaur (from Minoos Tauros = the 
Bull of Minos), who was named Asterios (Star). Minos ordered that Daidalos build the Labyrinth to 
house it; like Hades' realm, it is easy to go in, but difficult, if not impossible, to come out again. 



Crete and Athens were in conflict for many reasons. First, Daidalos, an exile from Athens, was 
instrumental in bringing the shame of the Minotaur upon Minos, but he also collaborated in Minos' 
plans. Also Androgeos, a son of Minos, had won all the games at the Panathenaia (the Athenian festival 
for Athena!) and befriended the enemies of King Aigeus of Athens, but then had been killed, either by 
treachery of accident. But most of all, Minos, son of Zeus, was alienated from Poseidon, a patron of 
Athens. (Recall that Athena and Poseidon had competed to see which would be the principal patron of 
Athens.) 

When Athens was struck with a terrible drought the oracle of Apollo was consulted, and the God said 
that Minos had to be appeased. Therefore Minos demanded that every nine years, seven youths and 
seven maidens, chosen from the noblest of Athenian families, were to be sacrificed to the Minotaur. 

Now the hero Theseus was taken to be the son of King Aigeus, but everyone says his real father was 
Poseidon, perhaps because He came to Theseus' mother Aithra (the Bright) when she was wading in the 
sea at Sphairia after having sex with Aigeus. 

When Minos came for the Twice-seven, Theseus was chosen for the sacrifice. Theseus picked seven 
valiant youths and seven brave maidens to go with him to try to slay the beast. But in place of two of the 
maidens he picked two boys with girlish features, and trained them to walk and talk like girls, so that 
they could go among the maidens and protect them with their greater strength. The parents of the Twice-
seven brought food down to the boats, and in spite of their grief tried to encourage the children with 
songs and stories. 

While the black-sailed ship was returning to Crete, Minos began to molest one of the maidens, Eriboia, 
but Theseus stopped him, by his authority as a son of Poseidon. Minos asserted that he was a son of 
Zeus, and in proof called upon the Father to make a sign, whereupon the heavens shook with thunder. 
Then Minos threw his golden ring into the sea and challenged Theseus to prove his parentage by 
recovering it. Theseus immediately jumped into the water, where he was led by dolphins to his father 
Poseidon. In addition to the ring, Amphitrite, wife of Poseidon and Queen of the Sea, gave him a crown 
and cloak of royal purple. Athena was also there to encourage him. When he returned to the ship with 
these treasures, his pedigree was proved. 

Ariadne (whose name means "Very Holy") was the daughter of Minos, son of Zeus, and of Pasiphae 
(All-shining), daughter of the Sun. Nevertheless she hoped for some means of escape from the her 
father's tainted kingdom, where she was Mistress of the Labyrinth. When she beheld Theseus 
disembarking from the boat, she immediately fell in love with him, but also saw him as her means of 
escape. She consulted with Daidalos and he taught her that the only way to ascend out of the Labyrinth 
was by the exact same path by which one had descended into it. And so she devised the method called 
Ariadne's Thread (Linon Ariadnês), by which Theseus might escape after the monster was killed. 

Ariadne also had a radiant circular crown of gold, made by Aphrodite, which Dionysos had given her in 
token of His love. She gave this to Theseus, and Ariadne's Crown (Stephanos Ariadnês) illuminated his 



journey and guided him along the way. The Beast was slain and the Athenians were able to return from 
the Labyrinth. Before the admiring eyes of Ariadne, Theseus played a lyre (given him by Athena) and 
led the Twice-seven in a labyrinthine dance of celebration on the Dancing Floor (Choros Ariadnês), 
which Daidalos had made for her. Ariadne placed her Crown on Theseus' head in token of victory. 

The Athenians broke holes in the hulls of all the ships but their own and set sail on it with Ariadne. 
However, a strange wind blew the ship to the isle of Dia (Divine). There, Theseus and Ariadne were 
offered "mellow wine that you might drink and fall asleep." While they slept, Dionysos came to Theseus 
in a dream and claimed the princess as His bride; when he awoke, Athena led him away and told him 
that his destiny was in Athens, and that he must leave Ariadne behind. Theseus sadly boarded his ship 
and the wind carried it quickly from shore. 

Dionysos arrived in a chariot drawn by black panthers and awoke Ariadne from her deathlike sleep in 
time for her to see the ship disappearing over the horizon. First she offered him her cup and He filled it 
with His divine wine. Then He returned to her the Crown of His Love, and the two ascended together 
into the heavens where Her Crown is still visible (the constellation Corona). She is now a Goddess and 
dwells with Dionysos, Her Olympian husband. She bore Him two boys, Oinopion (from oinos = wine) 
and Staphulos (from staphulê = a bunch of grapes). 

Theseus forgot, either because he was consumed with sorrow for having to leave Ariadne behind, or 
perhaps because Athena or Dionysos made him forget, that he had promised his father that if he was 
successful and killed the Minotaur he would take down the black sail and put up a white one. When 
King Aigeus saw the black sail come over the horizon, he threw himself in grief from the Acropolis, at 
the place where the Temple of Athena Nike stands, and so Theseus became king. 

The ship touched land and Theseus and the Twice-seven made an offering of the only provisions they 
had left: beans, leguminous vegetables and cereals, which they boiled in a cauldron. Soon a herald 
arrived from Athens with a laurel wreath with which to crown Theseus in token of victory. But when 
Theseus heard of his father's death, he refused the wreath, and with the wreath wrapped around his staff, 
the herald led the Athenian children back to the city in a procession of grief for the old king and triumph 
for the new. So also each year dies to make way for the next. 

Sources

1.  Timothy Gantz, Early Greek Myth, Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, pp. 248-249, 260-277. 
2.  Carl Kerenyi, The Gods of the Greeks, Thames & Hudson, 1951, pp. 269-272. 
3.  M. P. Nilsson, Greek Folk Religion, Harper & Row, p. 29, 34-35. 
4.  Oxford Classical Dictionary, 3rd ed., Oxford Univ. Press, 1996, s.vv. labyrinth, Minos. 
5.  Ginette Paris, Pagan Grace, Spring Publs., pp. 39-44. 
6.  H. W. Parke, Festivals of the Athenians, Cornell Univ. Press, pp. 75-82. 
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                           INTRODUCTION

The dates listed for the festivals should not be taken too seriously, since
calendars in the Greek and Roman worlds were quite chaotic before the calendar
reform of Julius Caesar.  Months were lunar and were often out of step with
the solar year.  In Greece each city had its own months (over 300 are known),
and often picked different times to begin the year.  The dates shown here are
based on the Julian calendar and the "standard" months of Athens.
Nevertheless, the dates may be taken a guide to the time of year of a
festival.  For the Imbolc festival season I have listed the major or most
characteristic festivals first, and the lesser festivals later, even though
the dates may be out of order.



Aequinoctium Vernum 

(Spring Equinox, Ostara, c. Mar. 21)
Gk. Hê Isêmeria Earinê. 

March was the first month of the Roman year, and the Spring Equinox was on the 25th day. [SFR 84-5]

●     Anthesteria (c. Feb. 25-27) 
●     Festival for Mars (Mar. 1) 
●     Festival for Anna Perenna (Mar. 15) 
●     Liberalia (Mar. 17) 
●     City Dionysia (c. Mar. 24-28) 
●     Quinquatrus (Mar. 19-24) 
●     Veneralia (Apr. 1)
●     Minor Festivals 

❍     Lesser Mysteries (late Feb.) 
❍     Matronalia (Mar. 1) 
❍     Diasia (c. Mar. 10) 
❍     Elaphebolia (c. Mar. 21)

Anthestêria (Grk., c. Feb. 25-27; ancient: 11-13 Anthestêriôn, 
full moon).

This is the "Festival of Flowers," when the first shoots of blossom appear, and is one of the oldest Greek 
festivals, dating back to the second millennium BCE; it was also called the Older Dionysia. At this time 
the vines are pruned again and the second fermentation of the wine is complete; it is now ready for 
drinking, and so this festival complements the Oskhophoria (c. Oct. 22), which celebrates the vintage. 
[A "Dionysian Meditation on the Anthestêria" is available.]

1st day: Pithoigia (Jar-opening)

The first day celebrates the opening of the pithoi (jars) in which the wine has fermented. A pompê 
(procession) symbolizes the coming of Dionysos from the sea in a ship-chariot to His sanctuary; the God 

http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/SF/MidAut.html#oskhophoria


may be represented by an image or a masked man. The procession includes musicians and bearers of the 
ritual instruments, and other men, riding in the carts and perhaps masked as Satyrs, merrily hurl insults 
at bystanders.

The pithoi are also brought, and after they are broken open and the wine is mixed by the priestesses (i.e. 
diluted with water, as Dionysos taught the Greeks to drink it), a first-fruits offering is made to Him with 
a prayer that the wine be beneficial. Then the wine is tasted and there are songs and dances, in which He 
is celebrated as the Fair-Flowering, the Reveller, the Stormer, etc.

2nd day: Khoes (Pitcher Feast)

On this day all the temples of the gods are closed except the Limnaion, the temple of "Dionysos in the 
Marshes" (limnais, though there may be no marshes present), which is only open during this festival. 
Thus the underworld spirits are free to roam and join the feasts of the living. For protection people paint 
pitch on their doors and chew buckthorn in the morning; business is suspended and no oaths are sworn.

Also on this day it is customary that everyone at least three years old drinks wine. (Children are 
expected to participate because of their connection to fertility.) Everyone, including the children, has 
their own khoes (pitchers, 2-liter for adults) and drinking cups for wine, often purchased at the festival. 
The khous has a round body, short neck and trefoil mouth.

This is a very child-oriented festival, and a child's first Khoes is one of the major milestones of life: 
Birth, Khoes, Puberty and Marriage. He or she is crowned with flowers and might be given a khous, as 
well as other gifts, such as toys and pets; teachers often invite their pupils to a reception.

This is a day for drinking parties, both public and private. Distinguished people are invited by the high 
priest of Dionysos to a public drinking contest. A trumpet signals the start of the contest, during which 
no one may speak (for at this time people are cut off from one another as from all other gods but 
Dionysos). The victory goes to the first to empty his khous, who is awarded a full wineskin. Private 
contests are similar, but the prize is a cake. 

Participants bring their own food, cups and khoes, already filled with mixed wine (from the Pithoigia); 
the host provides the garlands, perfume and dessert. After the contests, they put their garlands around 
their khoes and proceed to the Limnaion, where they give their garlands to the priestess. There they all 
thank Dionysos by pouring a libation for Dionysos of the last of the wine from their khoes.

3rd day: Khutroi (Pot Feasts)

Since the Greeks and Romans reckoned the day from sundown, the last day of the festival begins on the 
night of the Day of Pitchers. This is the night of the Hieros Gamos (Sacred Marriage) of Dionysos with 
the Basilinna (Queen), the wife of the Archôn Basileus (Priest King); he must surrender his wife to 
Dionysos as Theseus, his distant predecessor, surrendered Ariadne to Him.



In the sacred precinct the Basilinna administers an oath of purity to the fourteen women, the Gerarai 
(Venerable Ones) of the Limnaion, who are appointed by her:

"I sanctify myself and am both pure and holy, from all things which are not purifying and 
especially from all intercourse with men, and I shall act as Gerara ... in the ancestral 
fashion and at all appropriate times."

They then conduct secret rites, which include making offerings at the fourteen altars and dancing before 
masks of Dionysos as at the Lenaia (c. Jan. 28).

Another pompê (procession) brings the Holy Bride, who is identified with Ariadne, to her bridal 
chamber in the Boukoleon (perhaps the ancient house of the Archôn Basileus). She is proceeded by a 
guide bearing two torches, who embodies Hermes Psukhopompos (Spirit Guide); he wears the 
ependutês, a decorative tunic. A Satyr (perhaps masked) carries the tall dowry basket on his head or 
holds a sunshade over the Basilinna; one of the Gerarai bears a torch.

The actual rites of the Hieros Gamos are secret, but this much can be said. The Holy Bride waits on her 
bridal bed, while a Satyr acts as Thurôros (Doorkeeper) at the bridal chamber. Then, in secret but for an 
accompanying Satyr bearing His khous, Dionysos comes drunk to His bride for the consummation of 
their marriage, during which the revelers with their torches celebrate outside the bridal chamber. (It has 
been hypothesized that the Basillena may sleep with a herm of Dionysos or with a masked person, 
perhaps the Archon Basileus or the high priest of Dionysos.)

After daybreak the Aiôra (Swing) commemorates Erigone (Early-born), who hanged herself in grief 
when her father, who brought viticulture to Athens, was killed by drunken men. Girls swing on swings 
and boys jump on sacks filled with wine. By these actions and by hanging swaying masks and puppets in 
trees, the children transform the memory of a sad death into a symbol of joyous new life, purify the 
vintage of this tragedy (swinging is a traditional means of purification by Air) and banish the 
underworld spirits (see below).

Also on this day the Hudrophoria (Water-bearing) is celebrated: a procession of girls carrying hudriai 
(water jugs) on their heads go to a place where the water can be poured into a cubit-wide chasm in the 
earth; thus they commemorate their ancestors who died in the flood of Purrha and Deukalion, and 
celebrate the disappearance of the flood waters into the earth.

Finally, a meal is prepared for the dead (and for Hermes Psukhopompos, their guide) by cooking various 
grains with honey in khutrai (earthen pots, after which this day is named). According to tradition, it was 
this meal, which is the most primitive cereal dish, that was eaten after the flood. Everyone shares this 
food except the priests (for the temples are closed).

At the close of the festival the underworld spirits are banished by saying: 



Thuraze Kêres, ouk eni Anthestêria! [LSJ s.v. Kêr, I]
"Begone, Keres (Death Spirits), the Anthesteria are finished!"

The ritual celebration of the flood, the swinging, and the banishing of the dead mark a resurrection, like 
that of Dionysos Himself.

[BGR 237-41; NFR 33; PFA 107-19; SFA 92-9]

Festival for Mars (Rom., Mar. 1; ancient: Kal. Mar., new moon).

In pre-Julian Roman calendar, March was the first month, the time when nature returns to life after the 
winter; thus this day was the old New Year's Day. The month is named for Mars, who is much more 
then a war god; He is the protector of family and field. Cato prescribes (De Agri Cultura, cxli) the 
following prayer to Him (abridged):

"Father Mars, I pray and I beseech Thee to be merciful and gracious unto me, and to my 
house, and to my family; therefore has the offering been brought around my field, my 
house, my farm; that Thou might turn away, ward off, remove all sickness, seen and 
unseen, barrenness, destruction, ruin and untimely influences. Grant good health and 
strength to me, my house and to my family. For this goal, to purify my farm, my land, my 
ground, for making expiation, please accept these offerings, Father Mars."

He is offered strues (finger-cakes) and ferta (oblation-cakes). In addition, prayers and libations are 
offered to Jupiter and Janus.

Mars is further honored on this, His birthday, by the Salii (Dancers or Leapers), two groups of twelve 
priests, who dance in armor and carry ancilia (ancient, bronze-age figure-eight shields). In ancient times 
one of these shields was the original ancile that had fallen from the sky as a gift from Jupiter. The Sallii 
dance through the city to flute music, and sing a song so ancient that even the Romans didn't understand 
its words. According to Frazer, the clashing arms routs the evil spirits and the stamping feet and leaping 
promotes the earth's fertility. The priests feast throughout the month.

[CDA 114, 120-2; SFR 84-6]

Festival for Anna Perenna (Rom., Mar. 15; ancient: Ides Mar., 
full moon).



The goddess Anna Perenna (Unfailing Years), who appears as an old woman, presides over the turning 
of the years, and so Her festival falls on the first full moon of the ancient year. There are offerings for 
Her, and prayers that the year will be prosperous and healthy. Men and women go to the park or 
countryside, stay in tents, and celebrate, singing, dancing and drinking as many cups of wine as the 
number of years they hope to live. (Frazer considers this to be a relic of fertility rites.) Whenever people 
meet they address each other as "Blessed" (Fortunatus or Fortunata). [OF p. 406; SFR 90]

Liberalia (Rom., Mar. 17; ancient: XVI Kal. Apr.)

This is a festival for Liber Pater (Father Liber), a god of fertility and especially of the vine, often 
identified with Dionysos, and for Libera Mater (Mother Libera) who brings fertility to women (as Liber 
does to men). They are closely associated with Ceres, and the three correspond to Iakkhos, Persephone 
and Demeter, respectively.

On this day old women act as priestesses for these Gods; they sit by the side of the street and sell liba 
(offering cakes) made of oil and honey, which they will offer to the Gods on their small altars. There is a 
procession bearing a phallus to the market place (cf. the City Dionysia, c. Mar. 24), where a virtuous 
matron lays a wreath upon it. There may also be games on this day, and the "coming of age" for boys is 
celebrated on this day. [SFR 91-2]

City Dionysia (Grk., c. Mar. 24-28; ancient: 9-13 Elaphêboliôn, 
first quarter to full moon).

A principal characteristic of the City Dionysia, as opposed perhaps to the Rural Dionysia (c. Jan. 7), is 
the presence of dramatic contests. On the first day, costumed choruses of men and boys sing dithyrambs 
(odes to Dionysos), on the second day there are comedies (such as Aristophanes'), and on the third to 
fifth days there are trilogies of tragedies (such as Aeschylus's). Crowns and other prizes are awarded. 
The priest of Dionysos presides over the contests, and the image the God attends them; the officials in 
charge of administrative details are called chorêgoi. Other honors may also be announced and awarded.

The sacred image of the God is a wooden stulos, or column, on which is affixed a terracotta mask of the 
bearded Dionysos. A procession called "Bringing in from the Sacrificial Hearth," which may include 
mounted Ephêboi (youths), brings the image to His sanctuary and mimics the arrival of the God in the 
city. (The image is removed from the sanctuary and taken outside the city for this purpose.)

On the following day is the main procession, the central feature of which is the Sacred Phallus, made of 



wood and carried on a tray (indeed, there may be several such phalli in the procession). A maiden of 
good birth is chosen as Kanêphoros (Basket Carrier), and she bears the Kaneon, a golden basket filled 
with first-fruit offerings. Next come the Askophoroi (Bottle Carriers), citizens of the city bearing on their 
shoulders askoi (leather bottles) of wine to be offered as first fruits to the God; they may wear whatever 
they like. Others carry obeliai (spit-like things), phallus-shaped loaves of bread, on their shoulders. 
Likewise purple-robed Skaphêphoroi (Tray Carriers) bear skaphia (trays) of offerings. In ancient times 
bulls were brought for sacrifice. The day ends with a Kômos (Revel), a feast on beef and wine. At night, 
accompanied by flute and harp music, the people sing and dance through the streets.

[PFA 125-34; SFA 101-4]

[A "Dionysian Meditation on the City Dionysia" is available.]

Quinquatrus (Rom., Mar. 19-24; ancient: XIV-X Kal. Apr.)

This is a spring equinox festival in which Mars and Minerva are honored. In ancient times it inaugurated 
the military campaigning season; nowadays, since Mars was originally a vegetation god and Minerva is 
a patron of the crafts and arts, we may think of it as a celebration of new beginnings.

Though named for Mars, March is under the protection of Minerva, and the first day of the Quinquatrus 
is especially sacred to Her because it is Her birthday; therefore no bloodshed is permitted on that day, 
though She likes to see martial contests on the following days. Ovid exhorts practitioners of every art to 
pray to Minerva for knowledge and skill; here is an abridged version:

Pray now to Pallas, boys and tender girls;
whoever wins Her favor will be skilled,
for She's the Goddess of a Thousand Works.

[LEM 207; OF III.809-34; SFR 92-4]

Veneralia (Rom., Apr. 1; ancient: Kal. Apr., new moon).

April is under the protection of Venus, and some ancient authors derived the month's name from 
Aphrodite (perhaps via a conjectured Etruscan form, Aprodita); others derive it from aperire (to open), 
since it is the time when, according to Cincius and Varro, "fruits and flowers and animals and seas and 
lands open."



The Veneralia, on the first day of Venus' month, honors Venus Verticordia (Changer of Hearts) and Her 
companion Fortuna Virilis (Bold Fortune). In ancient times all the women, married and unmarried, went 
to the men's baths, as today they might go to swimming pools. Upon arriving they offer incense to 
Fortuna Virilis and pray that the men will not see any blemishes the women might have. They make a 
libation and drink the potion Venus drank on Her wedding night: pounded poppy with milk and honey. 
An ancient commentary (probably by Verrius) says they go to the baths to view the men's virile 
members. The women, crowned with myrtle wreaths, bathe and pray that Venus will bring them concord 
and a modest life. Ovid says, "beauty and fortune and good fame are in Her keeping."

In addition, the women remove the jewelry and other ornaments from the statues of Venus and Fortuna 
so that they can be washed, after which they are redecorated and adorned with roses (Venus's flower). 
[OF IV.133-64; SFR 96-7]

Minor Festivals 

Lesser Mysteries (Grk., late Feb.; ancient: early Anthestêriôn)

Initiation in the Lesser Mysteries is a prerequisite to initiation in the Greater (Eleusinian) Mysteries (c. 
Sept. 29); they accomplish the preliminary purification of the Mustos (Initiate). These secret rites belong 
to Rhea, the Mother of the Gods, and the oldest of the Rhea-Demeter-Kore triad, but no more can be 
said about them.

[PFA 122-3; SFA 26-7]

Matronalia (Rom., Mar. 1; ancient: Kal. Mar., new moon)

The Kalends of March, the old New Year's Day, are sacred to Juno Lucina (from lux = light) as the 
goddess of childbirth, who brings babies from the womb into the light. Husbands pray for the health of 
their wives and give them presents; the wives, in turn, entertain the servants. Everyone dresses up, and 
there is general celebration, feasting and play. [SFR 87]

http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/SF/AutEq.html#greatmysteries


Diasia (Grk., c. Mar. 10; ancient: 23 Anthestêriôn)

The Diasia (from Deus = Zeus) is the principal festival for Zeus Meilikhios (The Kindly), who is Zeus in 
chthonic aspect, manifesting as a giant snake. On this day everyone makes bloodless offerings (thumata 
epikhôria) to Him, typically cakes in the shape of animals such as sheep or pigs, but also grain and fruit 
because He is responsible for the fertility of the soil and is often shown with a cornucopia. Since this is a 
festival of propitiation, the entire offering is burnt for the God. After that there is general feasting and 
gifts may be given to children (who are especially dear to chthonic deities). [PFA 120-2; SFA 12-5]

Elaphêbolia (Grk., c. Mar. 21; ancient: 6 Elaphêboliôn, 1 day prior to 1st 
quarter)

This festival (and month) is named for Artemis Elaphêbolos (Deer-shooting), that is, the Goddess as 
huntress; it is on the sixth day, which is always Hers. Now, as in ancient times, She is offered elaphoi 
(stags), which are stag-shaped cakes made from dough, honey and sesame-seeds. [PFA 125]
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Introduction 

The Anthestêria is a Festival of Flowers (Anthê) for Dionysos Anthios (also Antheus and Euanthês - 
Fair-flowering), the Blooming God. For, as Ovid (Fasti 5.345) says, "Bacchus loves flowers," which 
herald His arrival by their appearance in the spring. 

At this time (c. Feb. 25-27), when also the Lesser Mysteries are held at Agrai, the Divine Child was 
conceived; He grew in the womb of Semele (who is Persephone) for seven months, until the time of the 
Greater (Eleusinian) Mysteries and grape harvest, when Zeus blasted her with his bolt (c. Sept. 29 - Oct. 
5) and sewed the Child into His thigh. After the wine fermented for 40 days (c. Nov 8), we called 
Dionysos in the Marshes. This is the beginning of winter, marked by the rising of the Pleiades, when 
Dionysos rules at Delphi. He came to term ten months after conception, when we first tasted the wine at 
the Rural Dionysia (early Jan.). We celebrated Dionysos' birth and also His emergence from the 
Underworld in the Lênaia (c. Feb. 2). Now we have come full circle and we celebrate the God's 
wedding. At Delphi He yields to Apollo, whose birthday was four days ago. 

This is the time when the fermentation of the wine is complete and the new wine is ready to drink, and 
so we make a first-fruit offering, but it is also the time when the vines are pruned in preparation for the 
next season. Therefore the Anthestêria is also the most important Festival of the Dead, for we appreciate 
the beauty and fruits of the Earth, the delights of wine, and indeed all pleasures, the most when we salute 
the Dead. Indestructible Life (Zôê) necessitates the birth and death of Individual Lives (Bioi), and so our 
Mother Earth both brings forth fruits and welcomes the dead back to Her bosom. 

We have held this festival since before the Greeks sailed to Troy [c. 1200 BCE]; its origin is beyond the 
limits of memory. The rites occur on the 11th, 12th and 13th - that is, during the full moon - of the 
month called Anthesterion. Nominally, this is the end of February, but more precisely the full moon 
following the full moon of the Lênaia, and two moons following the full moon nearest the winter 
solstice. This is the time when Zeus mated with Semele, who is also Persephone, and Dionysos was 
conceived. It is also the time when Dionysos took Ariadne to be His wife, and so we celebrate the 
marriage of the Basilinna (religious Queen {BASI/LINNA}) and the God. (The days are reckoned from 
sundown to sundown.) 

The First Day: Pithoigia (Jar-opening) 

Today we open the Pithoi (large wine jars), which have been half buried in the Earth, and in which the 
wine has fermented, since the time when Dionysos was sewn in the Father's thigh. Therefore, this day is 
called the Pithoigia, the Festival of Pithoi-opening. 

At this time of year the World also lies open (Patet Mundus, as they say in Latin), and Varro wrote, 



"When the World lies open, it is as though the gates of the sad Underworld Gods are open." We give 
offerings to the Underworld and accept Its gifts in turn. The fragrance of the wine from the open Pithoi 
will attract the Thirsty Ones (Dipsioi), the Shades of the dead, who will come to drink. Dionysos too, 
who has been dwelling among them as the Emasculated God, is also reborn from the Underworld. 

This is the day of the God's epiphany, when He comes to His 
sanctuary. A festive procession accompanies His ship-chariot, for 
He is Lord of Moist Nature (Kurios Hugras Phuseos). It looks like 
a small boat with its ram shaped like an mule's head; it rolls on 
four wagon wheels and is drawn by Silenoi or Satyrs. In it sits the 
dignified image of Lord Dionysos, around which Silenoi and 
Satyrs pipe and sing dithyrambs. (Therefore some say that 
Carnival, which is celebrated at this time of year, takes its name 
from the Carrus Navalis, the ship-chariot.) Sometimes the ship-
chariot may be drawn by mules, or the God may arrive riding on a mule, for the lusty mule, one of 
Dionysos' favorite animals, reminds us that pleasure for its own sake can be as worthwhile as pleasure 
that serves a purpose. 

The Second Day: Khoes (Pitchers) 

At sundown, when the next day begins, the new wine is brought to the Limnaion, His sanctuary in the 
Marshes, where it is mixed with water the way He taught us. First we pour a libation of the new wine to 
Lord Dionysos; by this first-fruit offering it becomes right for us to enjoy the bounty of the harvest. We 
pray: 

Lord Dionysos, hear! We thank You for
this gift of wine, now mixed as You have taught,
and pray its potent force will always be
of benefit to us,
both now and evermore.* 

Then we taste the new wine, miraculous gift of the God. Now to bed to await sunrise, for the day will be 
spent celebrating the pleasure of the vine! 

* * * 

As Dionysos comprehends all opposites, so the Anthestêria comprises both joy and sorrow, both life and 
death. Although this is a day of joyous celebration, it is also an uncanny day, a polluted day (miara 
hêmera), for Shades and other Daimônes are free to roam abroad. Therefore I chew the buckthorn 
(rhamnus) leaves, and smear my door with pitch to keep Them away. So also the sanctuaries are closed 



to keep the Shades outside, and no one may swear an oath today. 

This day is for drinking, and is named for the Khoes (sing. Khous), the distinctive pitchers that hold the 
mixed wine: they are short and squat with a trefoil lip, and we can buy them at the special market held 
for the festival. (A Khous holds about three liters of mixed wine, which is enough to fill a Kotulê, a large 
Skuphos or cup, 12 times.) 

Everyone joins in the joyous celebration, man and woman, adult and child. Everyone drinks. In a 
procession we all come to the sanctuary of Dionysos Limnaios (In the Marshes), the sacred spring which 
is a passage to the Underworld. Today is the only day of the year on which the Limnaion, the oldest 
Dionysian sanctuary, is open, and likewise only during the Anthestêria is the way open between the 
worlds of the living and the dead. (Conversely, all the other sanctuaries are closed during the 
Anthestêria.) On this day we are compelled to think of love and death, Eros and Thanatos. Indeed, the 
journey to the Underworld becomes an exciting erotic adventure. 

A stele by the Altar in the Marshes declares that the Basilinna must have been a virgin when she married 
her husband, the Basileus (religious King), otherwise she is not fit to be the God's bride. (In origin the 
Basileus is a Guild-master, especially of smiths.) 

The Basileus has chosen the twice-seven Gerairai {GE/RAIRAI}, the Venerable Women, who will assist 
the Basilinna. With the Sacred Herald standing by, she swears them in with this oath: 

I sanctify myself and am both pure
and holy from all things that are impure,
especially from intercourse with men,
and I shall act as Geraira in the
ancestral way and at appropriate times.** 

Now they assist her mixing the wine in front of the awesome Mask of the God set up in the sanctuary. 

While we are lined up, waiting for the Priestesses to fill our Khoes with the mixed wine, we call the God 
from the Underworld, where He is Lord over the Shades: 

Euanthês! (Fair-flowering)
Dithurambos! 

Cry out to Him:
We shall sing Dionysos
On the Holy Days,
Him who was so long away.
Now the season! Now the flowers!
(Para d' hôra, para d' anthê!)



{PA/RA D' W(/RA, PA/RA D' A)/NQH}*** 

Although the Anthestêria is primarily a festival for women, children and the Dead, the Priest of 
Dionysos invites distinguished men to a strange drinking contest supervised by the Basileus at the 
Thesmotheteion {QESMOQETEI=ON}, to which we bring our jugs of mixed wine. We sit apart; no one 
speaks; a blast from the ancient Salpinx, the trumpet of Dionysos, hidden in the leaves of a Thursos 
(Dionysian staff), signals everyone to start, and the winner is whomever the Basileus judges to have 
emptied his cup first. And so the rounds continue. Thus we call Dionysos back to our world. 

Unlike at ordinary parties, we bring our own wine and food; our host provides only the garlands, 
perfumes and desserts. This, and the silence, is an inversion of the usual sharing and conversation that 
accompany our symposia (drinking parties). Instead, we act as in the days before Orestes had been 
purified of the Pollution (Miasma) of murder, having taken vengeance on his mother for slaying his 
father. Each person used a different vessel so that the pollution would not be spread. Then as now, 
everyone drank in silence and in isolation. So also all the temples were closed to prevent Orestes from 
defiling the sacred places. Likewise, we are guilty of killing the God whose gifts we enjoy today. Our 
ancestors, the Titans, killed the Child and cut Him into seven pieces. Now we cut back the vine, crush 
the fruit, and drink the scarlet lifeblood pressed from its flesh. 

The winner of this contest receives a skin full of wine, but there are many informal contests taking place 
around the city, and the winners of these will receive cakes or garlands for their heads. 

Everyone drinks today! Everyone who is at least three years old, for that is the age at which children are 
enrolled in their clans (phratriai). Each little boy is presented with his first Khous, which is smaller than 
an adult's, and with many other gifts, including toys and pets. First-Khoes is one of the milestones of our 
lives: Birth, Khoes, Ephêbia (Puberty), Marriage. Indeed the garlands of flowers (anthê) worn by the 
three-year-olds give their name to the festival. Many of the children push toy wagons with long handles, 
and they imitate the sacred processions and rituals of the adults. Thus is the Divine Child honored 
through the mortal children. Thus we celebrate the "new shoots" brought forth from the Earth. Today the 
children and the Shades throng the streets together, for everyone is welcome at our feasts, the Dead as 
well as the living. 

As in the Lênaia, in the Khoes procession there are carts of male revellers who sing Ribald Songs 
(Skômmata) to drive away unhealthy pollutions. The revellers shout abuse at the crowd as they pass, 
which the people happily return, with interest! In this way we release our tensions and exult in lusty life. 
Laughter banishes the impotent enemies of Life. 



 
Before the Altar of the Twelve in the Agora stands a chorus singing dithyrambs that celebrate the birth 
of the Divine Child after His long incubation. The six men wear long, decorative tunics (khitônes) with 
long sleeves, and togas (himationa) over them; garlands wreathe their brows. They are the choral leader, 
his four singers (two holding ivy sprigs), and the double-aulos (reed pipe) player to accompany them. 
They stand around Dionysos' Pole: a thin shaft, taller than the men, standing on an omphalos-shaped 
tripod wound with ivy and surmounted by a crossbar: the Tree of Life Growing from the Navel of the 
Earth. As in the Lênaia, this skeletal Pole shows the God as Lord of the Underworld, for when the 
Anthestêria are done, He will return to the Underworld with the other Shades, and appear to us only in 
this form. The Dead descend into the Earth, from which new Life is born. 

 

Also on Khoes day we celebrate the Aiôra (Swing), the Feast of Swings, for this is the day when Êrigonê 
found her father's grave. The maidens sing "Alêtis" ("The Wandering One"), which tells the story: 

Êrigonê (Born-at-Dawn) is called Alêtis because she wandered like the Moon Goddess, 
searching with her she-dog Maira (Glittering One) for her father Ikaros. For the farmer 
Ikaros had brought the gift of wine from the birthplace of Dionysos, where the God 
Himself had taught him viticulture. Ikaros hitched up his plough team to pull the wagon of 
full wine skins through the countryside, but he was killed by wild shepherds when they 
became drunk. The dog Maira found the corpse where they had buried it by a tree, and 
brought Êrigonê to it. In grief she hung herself from that very tree, around which a vine 
had grown; thereby her love was fulfilled. 



The three ascended to the heavens; Ikaros became Bootes (the Ploughman), Êrigonê 
became Virgo (the Virgin) and Maira became Canicula (the Little Dog), or, as others say, 
the Dog-star (Sirius). For the Dog-star is called Iakar, and the first rising of Sirius at dusk 
(c. July 19) marks the New Year, the date of Apollo's arrival at Delphi, and the beginning 
of Opôra (Fruit-time); the wine harvest follows in 49 days with the setting of Arcturus 
(early Sept.), at that time of year when Dionysos was plucked from Semele's womb in 
blazing heat, for the Pure Light of High Summer (Hagnon Phengos Opôras) is essentially 
Dionysos. Therefore the Dog shows us the way to the Vine, and Dionysos transforms the 
stifling heat of the Dog Days into the Pure Light of High Summer, from which the grapes 
are born. Therefore He comes as torch-bearing Iakkhos, keeper of the treasures of the 
vine, by which name He is invoked in the Greater (Eleusinian) Mysteries [c. Sept. 29 - 
Oct. 5], at the time of the wine harvest, when the Divine Child was born in the 
Underworld. 

Some say Father Eleuthereus (Freedom, i.e., Dionysos) transformed Ikaros, Êrigonê and Maira into 
stars. But in truth, Ikaros and Êrigonê were Iakkhos and Ariadne disguised as wandering strangers; the 
tree grew from the body of the Slain God, whereby He was reborn in the vine that grew around it, which 
the faithful Dog brought to light. 

Therefore in the Aiôra children (boys as well as girls) swing like Êrigonê from trees near their homes; 
the Delphic Oracle told us to do this to appease Êrigonê's spirit. This is also the reason we hang little 
figures and masks in the trees so they swing in the breeze; good luck goes wherever they look. 

Also, parents put their children on 
swings near open, half-buried pithoi 
(jugs) of wine, which are openings to 
the Underworld. Therefore they 
swing between the upper and lower 
worlds, like Êrigonê and Ariadne, 
who descended into death and 
ascended to the heavens. Sometimes 

they swing over smoking censors, and as they swing they are 
purified by the element Air. But beyond this, the swinging is fun, 
and a theme in this festival is joy for its own sake. Like wine, swinging elevates us to the heavens. By 
swinging, girls participate in the tragedy of Êrigonê, but through the Maenadic toss of the head (krata 
seisai), swinging may bring erotic pleasure, by which the young maids (and older women too!) share the 
ecstasy of Dionysos' Bride. Therefore we sometimes see Silenoi pushing them on their swings. 

As Dionysos was slain by the shepherds, so now a he-goat is slain for the God, that his blood may 
nourish the vines, and Dionysos' tragic death is lamented in Goat-songs (trag-ôidia = tragedies). We sing 
and dance for the Goat, and after he is slaughtered, we make a wineskin (askos) of his hide. We use it 
for the Askôliasmos, wherein we blow up the wineskin and grease it with oil, to see who can balance 



longest on it. A source of much laughter! 

Thus we relive the ancient myth that tells how a Goat got into the first vineyard, which had been planted 
by Ikaros according to the directions of Father Eleuthereus, and ate all the most tender leaves. In anger, 
Ikaros killed the Goat and made the first wineskin from his hide. Then he blew it up, tied it tight, threw 
it to his companions, and told them to dance around it. As Eratosthenes says in his Êrigonê, "Then first 
they danced around the goat of Ikaros." In this way too, the Goat is made to expiate his sin against the 
vine and the God. Thus tragedy is transmuted into comedy. (So also the dramatic tragedies are followed 
by satyr plays to make us laugh.) 

While we men are occupied in our drinking contests, all the city's women are preparing for the arrival of 
the God tonight. Each Geraira {GE/RAIRA} goes to the Marshes, accompanied by her servant, a 
Silenus, who holds a three-cornered umbrella over her head. In the inner sanctum of the Sanctuary in the 
Marshes, the Gerairai make their secret preparations for the sacred marriage to the God to the Basilinna. 
From the Marshes each carries a mysterious basket to one of the twice-seven Dionysian altars, where she 
performs the sacred rite. The Gerairai also make preparations at the Boukoleion (Bull's Stable), where 
the Basilinna will marry the Horned Dionysos, for the Old Women call the Bull-footed God: 

Come, Lord Dionysos,
with the Graces to the temple,
holy temple by the sea,
raving with Your bull's foot,
worthy Bull,
worthy Bull!**** 

At sundown we all, including the contest winners, wrap our garlands, which have become polluted by 
blood-guilt, around our Khoes and walk back to the Limnaion, singing as we go. Many of us are more 
than a little tipsy and suffering hangovers! When we arrive at the Marshes, we give our garlands to the 
Priestess, who is seated in her throne and holding a torch in her right hand. There we pour out the rest of 
our wine as a libation to the God. We eagerly anticipate the arrival of Dionysos among us tomorrow! 
Spurning the God brings madness! 

The Third Day: Khutroi (Pots) 

The third day begins at sundown, and, although the contests are officially over, drinking continues 
throughout the night, for there will be many symposia to keep us men occupied. We will have drinking 
and dancing, Aulêtrides (Flute girls) and Hetairai (Escorts). Thus the women keep us diverted while they 
indulge their secrets. What of it? I strip off my clothes, and hand them to a friend to hold, so that I can 
dance more freely with my Khous. 

Meanwhile at the Limnaion the Basilinna prepares to perform the Arrhêta Hiera (Ineffable Secret Rites) 



by which she will become the Horned God's bride. The Gerairai have also conducted their secret rituals 
in the Marshes and at the twice-seven altars. Little more than this can be said about the Arrhêta Hiera: 

The Basilinna's rich wedding garments are draped over a swing (aiôra) above a fire, on which a female 
assistant pours aromatic oils and sprinkles incense. When dressed, the Queen will be escorted by holy 
Pompê (Procession) to the Boukoleion, where she will see what no other mortal is permitted to see. 
Perhaps it is an Agalma, an archaic cult statue of the Horned God. Nobody but she knows. 

An empty wagon pulled by mules comes for the Queen. (Unlike in an 
ordinary, mortal wedding, the Divine Groom does not accompany His bride.) 
She steps into the wagon, which continues to the Boukoleion. She is preceded 
by a Satyr, wearing an Ependutês (decorative tunic) and carrying the two 
torches that signify a wedding processing. Another Satyr follows with the tall 
basket containing her dowry. Next are the Dendrophoroi (Tree-bearers), 
Silenoi carrying the Dionysian Pole, and the rest of the procession. Eros is in 
the air. 

When they arrive at the marriage chamber, the bride is escorted inside. A 
Satyr takes his position as Thurôros (Porter) at the threshold of the marriage 

chamber. Revellers with torches keep vigil outside the Boukoleion and sing wedding hymns. 

Alone inside the inner sanctum, the Basilinna awaits the arrival of the God. She performs the Theion 
Prêgma (Divine Act), the Mystêrion that calls the Immortal Lord to her in Sacred Marriage (Hieros 
Gamos) and Divine Union (Theia Summeixis) - the Consummatio Divini Matrimonii. This night the 
King (Basileus) surrenders his wife to the God, as was first done by Theseus. Tonight she is Ariadne. 
Dionysos' mules remind us that this union is to affirm Indestructible Life (Zôê), not to beget children. 
By this sacred rite the Basilinna awakens Indestructible Life and invokes It to move upon the Earth. 

Also on this very night on the crags above Delphi the raving Maenads awaken Dionysos Liknitês, the 
God in the Winnowing Fan. Nurses of the Child, they now unite with the Mystery in the Winowing Fan. 
Thus is the God awakened and called back among the living. 

On this night all mature women may become Dionysos' brides, but especially the women who have 
taken mortal husbands in the preceding Month of Marriages (Gamêliôn), especially on the night 
preceding the new moon two weeks ago. Tonight they will unite with the source of Indestructible Life 
through Dionysos, for which their earthly marriages have been a prelude. (Virgins had a lesser union by 
means of the Aiôra during the day.) 



 
Daimônes (Divinities) walk the streets tonight! While I am celebrating tonight, some torch- or thursos-
bearing Silenos or Satyr, sent by the God, may come to my house, and my wife will follow him into 
awesome mysteries, perhaps led by his hand as though to her wedding. Where will she go? To the 
mountains? To the clandestine rites of some Thiasos? I dare not wonder! Tonight all women may unite 
with Lord Dionysos, whomever He calls and whoever is willing. 

 
And yet there are also times when I'm a Satyr or Silenos! We men who belong to Dionysian 
Brotherhoods of Satyrs (Dionusiakoi Thiasoi Saturôn) will take on the identities of His animals, 
especially the He-Goat or Stallion, and spread His Phallic Energy throughout the town. And on this 
night of exuberant life, if I wear the headband of Dionysos Mitrêphoros, I may find myself approached 
by thursos-bearing Bacchants to be led off by torch-light to manifest for them the God or some lesser 
Daimôn in their mysteries. (This Dionysian Mitra or headband proclaims my willingness to invoke my 
Lord; it encircles the head and loops are pulled up under it so the ends hang like flaps at the ears.) 
Dionysos is the God of the Mask and, all night long, masked souls will roam the streets manifesting the 
awesome presence of Divinity. 

* * * 

With daybreak we turn our attention to appeasing the Dead and driving Them from the land of the 
Living. The Khoes was a happy day, but now begins the Khutroi, the somber part of the Anthestêria, a 
day of gloom. This day is named for the Khutroi, the pots in which we prepare a Panspermia, a honeyed 
porridge of many vegetables and grains, which we give, as food for the Dead, to the Psychopompos 



(Soul-guide), Hermes Chthonios. The Ithyphallic Herms embody the Underworld Guide. (No Gods are 
present in the city today except Hermes and Dionysos, and some say that They are the same.) 

Just so, long ago, on the day after the Anthestêria, the survivors of the Great Flood in the time of Pyrrha 
and Deukalion, cooked their first meal after the water receded. They celebrated the triumph of Life 
while lamenting those who perished. The Flood marked a fresh beginning in which the old was washed 
away to make way for the new, and so we celebrate new beginnings. (We all eat this Panspermia, except 
the Priests, for the temples are closed today.) 

We also honor our distant ancestors who died in the Flood, and we give thanks for the disappearance of 
the water. Young girls celebrate the Hudrophoria (Water-bearing) by making offerings of wheat-flour 
and honey and by pouring libations of water to the victims of the Flood. (We offer water because that is 
what the Thirsty Ones may be given.) The girls carry water-jugs (hudriai) on their heads to the cubit-
wide chasm into which the flood waters drained; it is a passage to the Underworld. 

Among the day's amusements are the Contests of the Khutroi (Agônes Khutrinoi), in which the Comoi 
(Comic Revellers) compete for the honor of performing at the City Dionysia next month, but as the day 
grows old, we carry the pots and escort the Dead to the Marshes. Glutted with wine, They will return at 
our bidding to the Underworld. We have honored the Dead and now They can depart. At sundown we all 
shout: 

Begone Ye Ghosts!
Thuraze Kêres!
{QU/RAZE KH=RES} 

Begone Ye Ghosts! The Anthestêria are done! 
Thuraze Kêres, ouket' Anthestêria! 
{QU/RAZE KH=RES, OU)KE/T' )ANQESTH/RIA} 

By this spell, as also by the Aiôra and Hudrophoria, the city is cleansed of all impurities and hostile 
spirits. The paradoxical God Dionysos both descends with the Shades to the Underworld and remains 
above with us, a divine mystery, simultaneously alive and dead, at once Child and Husband. 

Activities 

Read Aristophanes' Frogs, which is about Dionysos in the Marshes. 

Sources 

1.  Burkert, Walter. Greek Religion, pp. 237-41. 



2.  Hyginus. Poetica Astronomica II.4. 
3.  Kerenyi, Carl. Dionysos: Archetypal Image of Indestructible Life, pp. 73-5, 77-8, 152-60, 169-70, 

182, 198-9, 233-4, 289-90, 292-3, 300-13, 317, 323-5, 362, 364, 366, 378. 
4.  Nilsson, M. P. Greek Folk Religion, p. 33. 
5.  Otto, Walter F. Dionysus: Myth and Cult, pp. 80, 100, 116-7, 139, 159. 
6.  Parke, H. W. Festivals of the Athenians, pp. 107-19. 
7.  Pickard-Cambridge, Arthur. Dramatic Festivals of Athens, pp. 1, 9-19. 
8.  Simon, E. Festivals of Attica: An Archaeological Commentary, pp. 92-9. 

Notes

*
based on Parke 108 

**
adapted from a speech attributed to Demosthenes 

***
adapted from Kerenyi 198-9 

****
Plutarch, Quaest. Graec. 299A-B 
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Dionysian Meditations: 

THE RURAL DIONYSIA
(Ta Kat' Agrous Dionysia) 

also known as 

The Lesser Dionysia
(Ta Mikra Dionysia)

of Apollonius Sophistes 

1.  Forword 
2.  Introduction 
3.  Phallic Procession 
4.  Revels 
5.  Afterword 
6.  Sources and Notes 

Forward

Early January is the season of the Rural Dionysia (the Lesser Dionysia). Since most of you will not have 
the opportunity to participate physically in this festival, I have set down the following meditation, which 



may be used as the basis for a visualization exercise. 

Introduction

We harvested the grapes at that time of the year when the Eleusinian Mysteries are held (c. Sep 29 - Oct 
5), in that month when the Divine Child Dionysos was snatched from the womb of Semele (who is also 
Persephone), where He had been for seven months, since the time of the Lesser Mysteries at Agrai (late 
Feb.), when He was conceived. After Zeus had snatched the Divine Child from Semele's womb, the 
Father sewed Dionysos into His thigh, and He became the Sewed-in God (Eiraphiôtês). So also have we 
enclosed the crushed grapes in jugs, which we have placed in the Earth, so the grapes might lie hidden 
and protected until the wine is ready to emerge from the Earth and see the light of day. 

Remember how, in the third quarter of the month Puanepsiôn (beginning of Nov.), when the Pleiades 
first rose, we called Dionysos Limnaios, Dionysos in the Swamps, at the place where springs erupt from 
the ground, the very place where He descended into the Underworld. We went there when the wine had 
fermented for forty days. Although its fermentation was not complete, we brought it to the sanctuary, 
pouring libations for the God; we mixed it with the spring's sacred water (as the Divine Child's blood 
was mixed with His nurses' tears) and tasted the sweet new wine (gleukos). 

Now is the time, ten lunar months from conception, when Semele's child would have been born, were 
He mortal. But the Divine Child has a little longer yet to grow in Zeus's thigh. He will come to term at 
the time of the Lênaia (c. Jan 28-31), when the wine is also ready. Nevertheless the arrival of the Divine 
Child is eagerly anticipated even now. (And this is when, every year, on the island of Andros, Dionysos 
transforms water into wine.) 

The three winter months (Maimaktêriôn-Gamêliôn, roughly mid Nov. - mid Feb.) belong to Dionysos; 
the rest of the year belongs to Apollo. But now it is still the depths of winter; indeed the coldest weather 
is yet to come. But the days are getting longer. Thus hope is born in the heart of darkness. When 
Dionysos emerges from the thigh, He will be hailed as Light of Zeus (Deos Phôs). Now is the time when 
the force of Indestructible Life (Zôê) first springs forth, breaking all bonds. At this time we celebrate the 
breaking of all barriers, the fulfillment of every wish. 

We also remember the story of how with toys the chalk-faced Titans lured the infant Dionysos to Their 
cave. When He was there, They cut Him into seven pieces, which They put into a pot of milk on a tripod 
to be boiled. Then they spitted the parts and roasted them in a fire. But before the Titans ate the Child's 
flesh, Zeus smelled the roasting meat and came to look. When He discovered the Titanic crime, He 
incinerated Them with His lightning. From the soot (the Aithalê, the "sublimated vapor," of the 
alchemists) that rose in the air, it is said, humanity was formed. Only one part of Dionysos had not been 
destroyed: His virile member, the Divine Phallus. Pallas Athena placed it in a basket and took it to 
Father Zeus, who gave it to the Mother of the Gods (Rhea). Although Dionysos' flesh was destroyed and 
his bones were buried at Delphi, Indestructible Life survives through His Phallus. 



The Phallic Procession (Ta Phallêphoria)

Now we stand outside the sanctuary of the God, waiting for the sacred procession, and soon it comes 
into sight. Everyone is dressed in their finest robes and bedecked with jewels; gaiety prevails. First are 
the bearers of the amphora of wine and the vine branch. Next is the leader of the sacrificial billy goat, 
who prances along happily. Then a young woman, the Basket Bearer (Kanêphoros), bejeweled and 
adorned in her best finery, carries forward the sacrificial basket of figs, that most sexual of fruit. 

Behind her are the strong Phallus Bearers (Phallophoroi) carrying the giant Phallus on a platform that 
holds it erect at an angle. It is a long red pole, which is wreathed in ivy and has two eyes painted on the 
sides of the head. The Phallus Bearers' heads are crowned with ivy and violets, and their faces are 
shaded by the greenery. Their Phalli are erect like the Divine Phallus they carry. As they arrive at the 
sanctuary, the Phallus Bearers call out: 

Give way! Make room
For the God! For it's His will
To stride exuberantly
Erect through the middle.* 

In just this way Indestructible Life expresses its will through every phallus; individual men are just the 
means by which it achieves its ends. In life as in the sacred procession, individual men bear the burden 
of the divine Phallus, but may be crushed under it. They must dedicate their phalli to the Great Mother 
so that the cycle of life may continue to turn. Yet, the phallus is also both a ridiculous thing and a source 
of joy, so the celebration today is filled with lusty merriment. Ridicule and joy will be the recurrent 
themes. 

Following closely on the heals of the Phallus Bearers comes the Priest, who improvises a Phallic Hymn 
(Phallikos), which is addressed to Phalês, the companion of Bacchus. The hymn as usual is filled with 
double entendre and explicit sexuality. 



O Phales, comrade revel-roaming
Of Bacchus, wanderer of the gloaming,
Of wives and boys the naughty lover,
Here in my home I gladly greet Ye,
The worst of winter nearly over,
And press You with my bold entreaty. 

Far happier 'tis to me and sweeter,
O Phales, Phales, some soft glade in,
To woo the saucy, arch, deceiving,
Young Thratty, buxom country maiden,
As from my woodland fells I meet her,
Descending with my kindling laden,
And catch her up and I'll entreat her,
And make her pay the fine for thieving. 

O Phales, Phales, come and sup,
And in the morn, to brace you up,
Of joy you'll quaff a jovial cup.** 

The Priest is followed by the bearer of the pot of vegetables and by the other men and maidens. 
(Although married women participate in the sacrifice and revels, they are not in the procession, but 
watch it from the sidelines. In this festival the men are in charge, whereas the women dominate other 
Dionysian festivals: the Lênaia, Anthestêria and Oskhophoria.) 

Now the men have set up the Phallus outside the sanctuary where the comic dancers will dance around 
it. Now we worship You as Orthos, He Who Stands Erect. And when they place two rocks or full wine 
skins at the base of the Phallus, then we will know the God is Enorkhos (He With Testicles). They say 
that Dionysos and His Divine Phallus are always together, and so He is with us here at the sanctuary. 

Inside the sanctuary we hear the Priest call out 

"Euphêmeite! Euphêmeite!" {EU)FHMEI=TE} (Speak no evil!). 

The Basket Bearer comes forward and with a ladle spreads sauce on the cakes that have been brought for 
the God. The Priest prays to Dionysos: 

'Tis well. Lord Dionysos, grant me now
To show the show and make the sacrifice
As Thou woulds't have me, I and all these folk;
Then keep with joy the Rural Dionysia;



No more of striving now. And may this rest
Restore our souls and answer to our hopes.*** 

Before he sacrifices the goat, the Priest says: 

You, the Goat, who is the God, came and ate the fruit-bearing vines, but now the root shall 
bring forth grapes in abundance, and we will have sufficient wine to pour over you in this 
sacrifice. 

The women trill the shrill "Ololugê" and the goat is slaughtered. 

When the goat has been cut up, the pieces are first boiled in milk in a cauldron on a tripod, and then 
spitted and roasted until they have been burned up. This is because boiling softens the meat, as the 
grapes become soft when they ripen. And as the meat is burned up, so also then grapes will be entirely 
consumed, as was the mortal flesh of Dionysos. 

The Revels (Ho Komos)

Now, outside the sanctuary of the God, we will celebrate the impending birth of Dionysos. While inside 
the sanctuary the new wine is ladled from the storage jars, outside, whenever the priest cries 

Invoke the God!
Kaleite Theon!
{KALEI=TE THEO/N} 

we call out to the Divine Child: 

Son of Semele, Iakkhos, Bestower of Wealth!
Semelêi' Iakkhe Ploutodota!
{SEMELH/I' )/IAKXE PLOUTODO/TA.} 

The scarlet lees remaining in the bottom are brought out so that the revelers can use them as makeup. 
Soon we will be entertained by comedic contests and we will be served new wine, nuts and other food. 
Each performance offered to the Divine Child will be new, fresh, like the kid that was given to Him. 
Each Comos (band of revelers) will strive to give greatest honor to the God through its outrageous 
exuberance. (Usually each Comos has twelve men and two women, like the twelve months of the year 
and Mother and Her Daughter.) 

All barriers will be broken in these revels, so the actors and chorus will often step out of character to 



interact with the audience. 

I too smear my face with lees and dress in a costume: perhaps a Satyr or Silenos, with a huge strapped-
on leather phallus or other bodily exuberances, with pointed ears, the tail of a horse or goat, horns, or 
furry legs. We will touch our Phalli and our Thyrsi (Bacchic staffs) to the Earth to awaken Her to bring 
forth Her fruit. We will dance lewd dances. Some will see-saw back and forth, touching their noses and 
buttocks on the Earth. Our well-developed and admirable body parts will be compared by word and 
gesture to the hearty crops for which we pray. 

Some men will dress as women and some women as men; all boundaries are crossed. Some will dress as 
Maenads and Nymphs, the companions of the Satyrs. We will take on the identities of Satyrs and 
Nymphs; though They are less human than us, They are often much wiser; They are untamed and do not 
hide Their natural vitality. 

Some of us will wear masks of cloth, canvas or goatskin. Some of us will dress in animal skins; some of 
us will become animals. We will wear bells strapped around our chests and ankles to call the God to 
awaken and emerge again from the Earth. 

I will not reveal my disguise! Now I am free to mock whomever I will: superiors, family members, 
government or religious authorities, even the Gods - indeed I may mock myself! Now my farcical 
actions shall fulfill all my dreams. But I will not tell you my antics; you must think of your own, as 
Indestructible Life springs up in your heart and goes whichever way it will. 

When we have split our sides with laughter, and filled our bellies with new wine and other treats, we 
will thank Dionysos for His gift of Indestructible Life, and look with greater joy and optimism toward 
the year to come. But for now, let the Revels begin! 

Afterword

Here are some examples of modern activities in the spirit of the Rural Dionysia: 

●     Read Whitman's "From Pent-up Aching Rivers" (in Leaves of Grass). It is not especially comic, 
but expresses the sort of "phallic pride" represented by the Rural Dionysia, 

●     Read a play by Aristophanes; the translations by David Barrett (available from Penguin Books) 
are especially appropriate. (These plays were written to be performed - once - at a Dionysian 
festival.) 

●     Watch a Monty Python movie (especially one you haven't seen before or recently). 
●     Go to a comedy club. 
●     Have wild sex. 



Sources and Notes

* 
Semos in Athenaios XIV 622B (Kerenyi, p. 287) 

** 
adapted from Aristophanes' Acharnians ll.263-78 (tr. B. B. Rogers). See the Greek text or an 
English translation. 

*** 
adapted from Aristophanes' Acharnians ll.247-52 (tr. B. B. Rogers). See the Greek text or an 
English translation. 

1.  Kerenyi, Carl, Dionysos: Archetypal Image of Indestructible Life, Princeton University Press, 
1976, pp. 215, 242, 245-50, 260, 276-9, 285-8, 291-2, 312-5, 298, 317, 335-43. 

2.  Aristophanes, Aristophanes Comedies, Rarity Press, 1931, notes in vol. I, pp. 112-3. 
3.  Aristophanes, with the Translation of Benjamin Bickley Rogers, vol. I, Loeb Classics, Harvard 

University Press, 1924, pp. 27-31. 
4.  Hunt, Yvonne, Traditional Dance in Greek Culture, Centre for Asia Minor Studies, 1996, pp. 48-

58. 
5.  Otto, Walter F., Dionysos: Myth and Cult, Indiana University Press, 1965, pp. 164, 166. 
6.  Oxford Classical Dictionary, 3rd ed., s.vv. Dionysia, Dionysus. 
7.  Pickard-Cambridge, Arthur, The Dramatic Festivals of Athens, 2nd ed., Oxford University Press, 

1968, pp. 27, 34. 
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Bruma 

(Winter Solstice, Yule, c. Dec. 21)
Gk. Hai Kheimeriai Hêliou Tropai. 

The winter solstice is 25 December in the ancient Roman astronomical calendar, but 21 December in the 
modern calendar. December is under the protection of Vesta, and the Greek month Poseideôn (mid-Dec.-
mid-Jan.) is under the protection of Poseidon. 

This is a time of rest and celebration after the last sowing, and so agricultural deities, such as Saturn, 
Ops and Consus, are especially honored. Generally speaking, Graeco-Roman festivals of this season are 
more concerned with raising human spirits and reviving the crops than with the return of the sun. [PFA 
97, 103; SFR 199, 205, 209, 212] 

●     Saturnalia (Dec 17-23) 
●     Country Dionysia (c. Jan 1-15) 
●     Halôa (c. Jan 11) 
●     Minor Festivals 

❍     Festival for Tellus (Dec. 13) 
❍     Consualia and Opalia (Dec. 15 & 19) 
❍     Festival for Iuventas (Dec. 19) 
❍     Poseidea (Dec. 23) 
❍     Larentalia (Dec. 23) 
❍     Festival for Sol Invictus (Dec. 25) 

Saturnalia (Rom., Dec. 17-23; ancient: XVI-X Kal. Jan.) 

This most joyous of festivals was called "the best of days" (Catullus 14.15); at various times in the past 
the festivities have lasted three, five or seven days, during which normal business and many prohibitions 
are suspended. The Saturnalia (which has much in common with the Kronia, c. Jul. 30) is preceded by 
the Festival for Tellus and the Consualia and is followed by the Opalia, Angeronalia (Dec. 21), 
Larentalia and Festival for Sol Invictus, resulting in a holiday season lasting from Dec. 13 to Dec. 25 
(the ancient Winter Solstice). 



The festival begins with a formal sacrifice at the temple of Saturn (whose name was derived from satus 
= sowing), which is conducted Graeco ritu (by Greek rite), that is, with uncovered head. First the 
woolen bonds are untied from the statue of Saturn. Next there is a festive banquet at which people dress 
informally, wearing the synthesis (perhaps a light dressing-gown) and pilei (soft caps), which may be 
made out of paper (Guhl & Koner 481). At the end of the banquet everyone shouts, "Io Saturnalia!" 

At home it is a period of general relaxation, and in ancient times, the master waited on the servants at 
meal times. The household chooses the Saturnalicius Princeps (Master of the Saturnalia), the "Lord of 
Misrule," who is free to order others to do his bidding. On the last day it is common to exchange small 
gifts, such as sigillaria (small pottery dolls) for the children and cerei (candles) for adults. 

Of the Saturnalia, Statius said, "Time shall not destroy that Holy Day, so long as the hills of Latium 
endure and Father Tiber, while your city of Roma and the Capitol remain" - and indeed it has not been 
destroyed, only disguised. [OCD s.vv. Saturnus, sigillaria; SFR 205-7] 

A Neo-Pagan Saturnalia Ritual is available. 

Country Dionysia (Grk., c. Jan 1-15; ancient: last half of 
Poseideon, i.e. in the first half of Jan.). 

This festival for Dionysos, which is called the Country Dionysia (ta Kat' Agrous Dionusia) or Small 
Dionysia (ta Mikra Dionusia), is not celebrated on any fixed date, but at a time determined by each 
village. Everyone participates (including, in ancient times, slaves), and in this regard it is like the 
Saturnalia. 

According to Plutarch (3.527D), there is a procession comprising the carriers of a jar of wine and a vine, 
someone leading a he-goat, next the Kanêphoros (Basket-bearer) carrying a basket of raisins, then the 
carriers of an erect, wooden phallus-pole, decorated with ivy and fillets, and finally the singer of the 
Phallikon (Phallic Song), which is addressed to "Phalês" (see Aristophanes' Acharnians, 247ff, for a 
comic portrayal), although the procession may be more elaborate. 

On Askôlia, the second day of the festival, there is the Askôliasmos, a contest to see who can balance 
longest on top of a greased, inflated wine-skin (askos). Askôliazô may refer to standing on one leg, 
because there are many other one-legged contests at the festival (e.g., one-legged races, one-legged tag 
with the raised leg, one-legged hopping endurance). There may also be dramatic contests; indeed 
Aristotle claimed (Poet. 1449a) that comedy was born in the Country Dionysia. [PFA 100-2; SFA 101-
2] 

See also the Dionysian Meditation on the Rural Dionysia. 



Halôa (Grk., c. Jan 11; ancient: 26 Poseideôn) 

Most likely the Halôa is a celebration of the pruning of the vines and the tasting of the wine after its first 
fermentation, or it may be to encourage the growth of corn from the seed. It is named after the halôs (the 
circular threshing-floor) and is in honor of Demeter and Dionysos. 

In the earliest times the first part of the festival was restricted to married women, but after the fourth 
century BCE to hetairai (courtesans). The Eleusinian Arkhontes (Magistrates) prepare a banquet 
comprising many foods, including phallus- and pudenda-shaped cakes, but not those foods forbidden in 
the Mysteries (pomegranates, apples, eggs, fowls, some fish). 

The Arkhontes then leave, permitting the women to eat, to drink much wine, and to celebrate 
licentiously. Carrying clay models of phalli and pudenda, they dance on the halôs around one or more 
giant phalli, and engage in ritual obscenity. The women may carry on their heads kernoi (offering 
dishes) containing incense, grains or other offerings. Offerings may be sprinkled on the phalli, around 
the bases of which are corn leaves. Some women, including the Priestesses, encourage the other women 
to take secret lovers. 

Afterwards men are admitted and a joyful kômos (revel) begins, which develops into an all-night orgy. A 
Priest and Priestess, with torches representing Demeter and Persephone, sit on chests and preside over 
the fertility celebration. [NFR 32; PFA 98-9; SFA 35-7] 

Minor Festivals 

Festival for Tellus (Rom., Dec. 13; ancient: Id. Dec.) 

A festival in honor of Tellus, the most ancient Earth Goddess, and perhaps also in honor of Ceres. [SFR 
204-5] 

Consualia and Opalia (Rom., Dec. 15 & 19; ancient: XVIII & XIV Kal. Jan.) 



These festivals are essentially the same as the summer Consualia and Opiconsivia (Aug. 21 & 25, q.v.). 
We see here a pattern: a festival for Consus (God of the Storage-bin) followed in four days by a festival 
for Ops (Goddess of Plenty). Between these, there was, in the summer on Aug. 23, another festival for 
Ops (the wife of Saturn) corresponding to the Saturnalia on Dec. 17. [SFR 177-81, 205] 

For a Neo-Pagan version, see the Saturnalia Ritual. 

Festival for Iuventas (Rom., Dec. 19; ancient: XIV Kal. Jan.) 

Iuventas is the Goddess of Youth, analogous to Greek Hebe. A celebration is held for all the youth who 
have come of age (14 years old) in the preceding year. [SFR 208] 

Poseidea (Grk. c. Dec. 23; ancient: perhaps 8 Poseideôn) 

The month of Poseideôn was dedicated to Poseidon and the eighth day was especially sacred to him (as 
was the seventh to Apollo and the sixth to Artemis). (In general the summer months are assigned to 
Apollo and the winter months to other Gods, since that is when He is in Hyperborea and Dionysos takes 
His place at Delphi.) Poseidon's name seems to mean "Lord of the Earth" or "Husband of Earth," which 
reminds us of Saturn, husband of Rhea (Doric Poteidon = Potei-Dan = Lord of Earth, as his sometime 
wife Dêmêtêr = Dê-Mêtêr = Gê-Mêtêr = Earth-Mother). [OCD s.v. Poseidon; PFA 97-8] 

Larentalia (Rom., Dec. 23; ancient: X Kal. Jan.) 

This festival honors Acca Larentia. Acca is an obscure Latin word: in Greek akkô means a "ridiculous 
woman" or "bogey"; in Sanskrit akka means "mother." Therefore Acca Larentia seems to be the Mater 
Larum (Mother of the Lares), who is also called Lara, Larunda, Larentina and Mania. Indeed Larentia 
was said to be the wife of the shepherd Faustulus (perhaps = Faunus), who found Romulus and Remus 
(who became the Lares of Rome) when they were being suckled by the she-wolf, and that Larentia 
became their foster-mother. Others say that Larentia herself was the she-wolf (lupa), and that's why she 
is celebrated as a prostitute (lupa). In any case, in this festival She is given parental rites (Parentalia) as 
the mother of the divine ancestors. [LSJ s.v. akko; SFR 210-2] 



Festival for Sol Invictus (Rom., Dec. 25; ancient: VIII Kal. Jan.) 

The cult of Sol Invictus (Unconquered Sun) was a comparatively late (3rd cent. CE) arrival from the 
East (Syria). It became the chief imperial cult of the Roman Empire, until it was replaced by 
Christianity. In the old calendar the winter solstice (Bruma = shortest [day]) fell on Dec. 25, so this was 
the day on which Sol proved Himself to be yet unconquered. [OCD s.v. Sol; SFR 212] 
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Preface

This ritual compresses the Consualia (for Consus, God of the Storage Bin), the Saturnalia (for Saturn, 
God of Sowing), and the Opalia (for Ops, Goddess of Plenty) into a single festival, a Brumalia, or 
Winter Solstice (Bruma) ritual. The Saturnalia Chants are available on a separate page, which may be 
printed for use in the ritual. 

The primary sources for this ritual are Macrobius' Saturnalia (Bk. I, Chs. 7, 8, 10, 11) and Scullard's 
Festivals and Ceremonies of the Roman Republic (pp. 205-7). (There is additional information available 
on the Saturnalia, Consualia and Opalia; see De Saturno & Jano Tractatus for background information 
on Saturn.) 

This ritual is dedicated to the Gods and may be used for any nonprofit purpose, provided that its source 
is acknowledged. 

I. Equipment & Supplies 

1.  Saturnus Image/Simulacrum Saturni Saturnus should be an old, dignified but jovial man; his 
usual attribute is the sickle. For this ritual, the image needs to be standing and have legs that can 
be bound. A traditional Father Christmas or St. Nicholas may work well. Look for an image with 
nature symbols (e.g. plants) and symbols of bounty (e.g. a cornucopia or bag of presents). If 
possible, the image should have a reservoir inside capable of holding oil; if this is not possible, 
have a separate vessel that can be placed in front of or behind the Saturnus. 

2.  Ops Image/Simulacrum Opis (optional) Ops is Saturnus' wife and sister, so they should look 
about the same age; She is an Earth Mother. A "Mrs. Claus" image may work, if you have used 
Father Christmas for Saturnus. 

3.  Consus Image/Simulacrum Consi (optional) There is no traditional image for Consus, so far as 
I am aware, so use an image compatible with Saturnus and Ops. Attributes associated with grain 
are very appropriate. 

4.  Candles/Cerei A number of small wax candles, of sufficient number that everyone can keep one. 
5.  Corn Oil/Oleum Frumentarium Enough to fill reservoir in Saturn. 
6.  Oil Lamp/Lucernus In which to burn corn oil. (A lamp of the sort Father Time, or the Tarot 

Hermit, is shown carrying, is especially appropriate.) 
7.  Woolen Yarn/Filum Lanae (several feet) For binding Saturn's feet. It is best to have ten pieces 

(for the ten months to December), each long enough to tie a bow around Saturn's feet. 
8.  Self-setting Clay, Play-Dough, etc. For making Sigillaria ("little figures"). 
9.  Ingredients for Decorated Cookies At least one cookie for every participant. 

10.  Treasure Chest/Thesaurus Large enough to hold the grains and pennies. Optionally, large 
enough to hold cookies and treats to be produced "magically." 



11.  Seed corn, Barley, Other Grains Try to use uncracked grains. 
12.  Pennies (optional) Use shiny, new pennies. 
13.  Cauldron of Local Soil Enough soil to hold all the candles, pushed into it. 
14.  Ritual Robes For the formal sacrifice, Romans wore a toga. Worshippers provide their own 

ritual robes. 
15.  Banqueting Robes (optional) For the banquet after the sacrifice, Romans changed into the 

Synthesis, a brightly-colored garment of light muslin, like a tunic on top, but loose like a toga on 
the bottom. Normally, worshippers provide their own banqueting robes. 

16.  Caps/Pilei (optional) At the banquet it is customary to wear a red Pileus, a loose peaked cap of 
felt (e.g. the Phrygian cap, the "Liberty cap" or bonnet rouge of the French Revolution). 
Alternately, one may use store-bought or home-made party hats, or Santa hats! According to 
tradition, men wear the peak folded forward, while women wear it folded back over their necks. 
There should be enough Pilei for everyone. 

II. Preparation 

Saturnus Image

If this is the first time the Saturnus has been used, bind his feet with lengths of yarn and consecrate it; if 
the Saturnus has already been used, it will still be bound from the last Saturnalia. Tie simple bows, not 
too tight, so that they will be easy to loosen. 

Cookies

Make the cookies and decorate them with simple faces; they should look similar to the Sigillaria (see 
below). Make at least enough for all the participants. (A bean may be baked into one of the cookies as a 
means of selecting the Ruler of the Saturnalia.) Other small treats (e.g. candies, especially candy corn 
kernels and chocolate "gold coins") may also be provided. For the "magical transformation," wrap the 
cookies and treats in a cloth to make a flat package that can be placed on the bottom of the Treasury 
before the ritual. 

Sigillaria

Make flat, oval faces, of self-setting clay, play-dough or something similar; make at least one for every 
participant. Make a hole for hanging in each one, so that later, for the Dionysia, they can be hung on a 
pine tree. 

III. Location 



It is best if the Saturnalia can be conducted out of doors, where the participants can touch the Earth. If 
this is not possible, the Cauldron of Earth can be used. 

IV. Timing 

The text of the Sacrifice takes about 15 minutes; the actual ritual will be longer, depending on the 
number of worshippers. There are several options for the date on which to hold the Saturnalia: 

According to Julian Date (Dec. 17)

In the Julian calendar, the Saturnalia took place on Dec. 17; it was preceded by the Consualia (Dec. 15) 
and followed by the Opalia (Dec. 19). The celebrations typically lasted for a week (Dec. 17-23), ending 
just before the (late imperial) festival for Sol Invictus (Unconquered Sun) on Dec. 25 (the Solstice in the 
pre-Julian calendar). Before the reforms of Julius Caesar, the Saturnalia and Opalia may have been on 
the same day (14 before the Kalends of Jan.). 

According to Solstice (Dec. 21)

At one time Dec. 17, the Julian date of the Saturnalia, was the first day of Capricornus, marking the 
coldest season. Since the sun now enters Capricorn on Dec. 21, the Solstice, it would be appropriate to 
celebrate the Saturnalia on the Solstice; the seven days of celebration would then end Dec. 27. 

According to Christmas Season (Dec. 25)

The week of Saturnalian celebrations fits nicely into the Christmas-New Year week, with the Saturnalia 
falling on Christmas day. A variant of this is: Consualia (Dec 21/solstice), Saturnalia (Dec 24/Xmas Eve 
- so gifts come after ritual), Opalia (Dec 26 or 27); Saturnalia celebrations (Dec 25- 31); Lesser Dionysia 
(Dec 31/New Year's Eve); then Roman New Year celebrations. 

V. Ritual 

●     A. Terminology and Notation 
●     B. Preliminaries 
●     C. Sacrificium (Sacrifice) 
●     D. Convivium (Banquet) 
●     E. Closing the Temple 



●     F. End of Saturnalia 

A. Terminology and Notation

●     "Sacerdos" (S) refers to the officiating priest. The ritual is conducted Graeco Ritu (by Greek 
Rite), that is, with uncovered head. 

●     "Cultores" (C) refers to the other worshippers participating in the rite. 

B. Preliminaries

C: When gathering, worshippers greet each other with "Bona Saturnalia!" 

C: Before going to the temple, it is appropriate to visit the store room or pantry, open it and give thanks 
for the stores. (This corresponds to the Consualia before the Saturnalia.) 

S: Erects the temple (casts the circle) in the usual way. For example: 

We circle round creating sacred space,
invoking from the Heavens holy grace.
We call the Gods to guard our solemn rite,
and ward this hallowed ground with walls of light.
Let sky above and earth below unite,
a bond established by Olympic might.
Let fear and discord leave without a trace,
and peace prevail within this holy place. 

Let word be deed by this decree.
As it is said, so must it be!
(Sit verbum factum hoc decreto.
Ut dictum est, sic statim fiat!) 

C: During the procession, as each worshipper enters the temple, he or she takes a handful of grain and 
pennies. 

C. Sacrificium (Sacrifice)



1.  Prologue 
2.  Condens (Putting Away) 
3.  Interlude 
4.  Edens (Bringing Forth) 
5.  Epilogue 

1. Prologue

S: When everyone has formed a circle, S says: 

Welcome to the Saturnalia!
The Circle of the Year is cut in fourths,
and in the ancient lands of Greece and Rome
the darkening time from autumn equinox 
to winter solstice was the time to plow 
and plant the ground, to store away the seeds.
When this was done the people rested through 
the winter months, until the Sun returned.
Three ancient Gods are honored at this time:
Saturnus, Ops and Cônsus are Their names.
Now listen to the Myth of Saturn's reign: 

Before the mighty Gods that rule the world
from high Olympus' snowy peak were born,
Saturnus was the king of all the Gods
and Ops, His sister, was His wife and queen.
But when the time had come to yield His throne
in favor of a younger God, His son,
then Father Saturn would not step aside.
A fight ensued between the old and new,
Till Jove had thrown Saturnus from the sky.
He tumbled down to Earth, and with His wife
He made a ship and sailed to this, our land.
He taught the people many useful arts,
to save the seeds and sow them in the ground,
so we need never have to search for food.
He showed us how to breed our animals
so we might always have their meat and fur,
so they would help to plow the fertile Earth.



Saturnus first taught folk to strike bright coins
from shining silver, glittering gold and bronze.
He showed how money might be put away,
and saved, and put to use another day.
In these and other ways Saturnus made
our lives much easier and free.
His happy reign was called the Golden Age,
when there was food enough for everyone,
and people shared the bounty that they had,
and no one ever stole or fought or lied.
But when the end had come to Saturn's reign,
He wisely chose to set aside His crown.
He sailed away beyond the Northern Wind,
to Hyperborea, where He now sleeps,
upon a hidden island at the Pole,
where He awaits another Golden Age.
But till that happy time is come again,
in this, the coldest season of the year,
we go in thought to Saturn's snowy realm
to wake from sleep the ancient kindly king,
and ask Him once again to walk with us,
and let us live for this short time with Him,
enjoying blessings of His Golden Age.
I wish you, "Bona Saturnalia!"

C: All reply: 

Bona Saturnalia! 

2. Condens (Putting Away)

S: Slowly fills Saturn Image with oil and explains: 

When Saturn rules, all things are turned around,
and everything becomes its opposite.
Just once each year this Image is filled up;
it's empty while Saturnus lies asleep.
We feed Him with the oil that's pressed from corn,
the golden nectar from the nuggets born.
So also we in wisdom store away 



our energy to use another day. 

Drink deep, Saturne, of this golden oil!
Return our gift and bless our sacred soil! 

S: After a pause, S places Thesausus forward and says: 

Saturnus has an aid, the God of Storage Bins, 
who guards the seed corn; Consus is His name,
which means to hide things, mostly underground.
We open up the secret storage chest
and place the seed corn safely into it.
From what we've reaped, we always save a bit,
uneaten, using it to seed new growth.
A portion of our hard-won money, too,
we put away to use another day.
And even some of our best thoughts are hid,
to later bring to light when they can grow.
All this and more is hidden in the Earth,
committed to the care of Mother Ops.
Remember all the bounty you have reaped;
Consider what it's wise to save inside. 

Begin to circle sunwise now before 
the altar; each time that you come to it, 
deposit some, not all, of what you hold,
and place it in the sacred Treasury.
Keep circling till you've given everything
away, and while you circle, chant these words: 

"Save the seed corn for the sowing;
Plant the seed to start it growing." 

S: When everyone has been around at least three times, S says: 

But now your weary work is almost done; 
commit to Consus all the rest you hold. 

3. Interlude



S: When everyone has empty hands, S closes the Thesaurus, and says: 

You may stop chanting now; your seeds are safe!
In darkness they must lie until the time
when Sun returns to wake the seeds from sleep.
So also Saturn sleeps upon His bed,
awaiting to be waked and called to come,
to leave the Pole and bring His gifts to us,
abundant blessings of the coming light. 

December was the tenth month of the year,
in ancient Roman times, the year's last month.
And as the baby hides within the womb
for nine full months, but sees the light of day
within the tenth, so also everything
will be reborn beneath December's Sun. 

S: The Treasury may be moved back and replaced by the Cauldron of Earth. 

4. Edens (Bringing Forth)

S: Pass Candles and Sigillaria to first worshipper on left, so they are passed around sunwise to all adults, 
including back to S. S explains: 

Let each adult pass on the gifts, around
the sacred circle, moving like the Sun.
Since ancient times these gifts have been exchanged:
the waxen candles, calling forth the Sun,
the little figures, symbols of our souls.
These inexpensive gifts have been decreed
by Saturn, so that no one will feel poor. 

S: If children are participating, S says: 

Now give your little figure to a child, 
to any child you like, but please make sure
that every child receives a little face;
the waxen candle must be kept by you. 

C: The adults give their Sigillaria to children. If no children are present, the adults keep their Sigillaria. 



S: Lights candle of first worshipper to his left, and bids him or her to pass the flame to the next so that it 
passes sunwise around the circle and back to S. S says: 

Now as the Sun revolves around the Earth,
we pass the light around the circle thus,
and as each year the Sun returns to us,
the candle flame comes round to bring rebirth. 

The lights remind us how Saturnus led 
us from the murky night of ignorance, 
and freed us from the dismal darkness of 
starvation, to the light of wiser ways. 

S: When his candle has been lit, completing circle, says: 

Now come around and let the adults put 
their candles in this cauldron filled with Earth.
And come around and let the children place 
their little figures in the Treasury.
In dedicating symbols of our souls, 
we dedicate ourselves to Saturn's work, 
but give ourselves through children to the task. 

C: The adults plant their candles in the cauldron of Earth; the children place their Sigillaria on the altar. 
S does same with his. 

S: When this is done, S pours oil from Saturn into the oil lamp and lights it, while saying: 

Saturnus brings the Sun's bright golden light
that wakens hidden seeds to come to life.
The seed is nourished in the fertile Earth,
by Saturn's wife, the Queen of Plenty, Ops. 

S: When the lamp is lit, S says: 

This time of year we loosen Saturn's bonds.
The ancient God awakens from His sleep,
and rules the Earth as in the Golden Age. 

Now circle round again and say this chant: 

"Bring the light to wake the seed;



Let the shoot from earth be freed." 

Continue circling sunwise, faster now;
continue chanting; call the holy Sun! 

S: As each woolen bond is untied from Saturn's feet, S prays: 

Saturne, Ancient Father, hear our prayer!
As we untie Your woolen bonds this year,
so let the hidden seeds be brought to birth,
and let Your Golden Age return to Earth. 

S: When energy has been raised sufficiently, calls out: 

Now stop, and all call out three times with me! 

All: 

Io Saturnalia!
Io Saturnalia!
Io Saturnalia! 

S: Produces "by magic" the cookies and/or other treats. For example, S opens the Thesaurus and pulls up 
wrapped cookies through the deposited seeds, pennies and Sigillaria, opening it to reveal the goodies. 
While doing this S says: 

Behold the gift of Saturn! See His work!
Behold how seed and money are transformed!
And see how carefully saved and hidden seeds 
become the fruits that satisfy our needs. 

Come forward now and taste the fragrant fruit,
the gift of Saturn and His sister Ops.
But share it with the people near to you,
for that's the law in Saturn's Golden Age.
Continue to enjoy till all is gone.
But don't neglect the Gods when all is well; 
first touch the sacred Earth of Mother Ops,
and looking skyward where Saturnus dwells,
remember these two Gods and Consus too. 

C: Each comes forward one at a time, touches the earth and looks skyward in prayer, then takes a cookie 



or other treat. 

S: Says "Bona Saturnalia" to each celebrant as they come forward. 

C: Should break off pieces and share with one another. Drink may also be offered and shared. Blessings 
may be exchanged, such as: 

"May you always have enough, and some to share."
"May you never thirst!"
"Bona Saturnalia!" 

S: When everyone has received, S touches Earth and offers formal thanks to Saturnus, Ops and Consus: 

You gracious Gods: Saturnus, Consus, Ops,
accept our thanks and look on us with love.
And let us see that seed corn must be saved,
that we need light to bring our seeds to fruit.
As we have done this day, so every day! 

C: Repeat: 

As we have done this day, so every day! 

5. Epilogue

S: Speaking more informally, says: 

We very soon shall have our festive feast, 
our little taste of Saturn's Golden Age.
Rejoice tonight for every rule's reversed!
Please dress in something comfortable
and wear a silly Saturnalia cap! 

S: May produce paper caps for those that don't have their own Pilei. S continues: 

Soon one of you will be the chosen one,
the Saturnalia Ruler, picked by Chance,
to be the Lord or Lady of Misrule! 



Before you leave the temple, will you please 
accept a candle, take it with you too; 
this way you'll take a little of the light,
the blessings of the Saturnalia.
The children too should take with them a gift,
a little earthen image, if they want;
the rest will be donated to the Earth. 

The rite is ended, now all join with me,
and raise the sacred cry of Saturnalia: 

All: 

Io Saturnalia! Io Saturnalia! Io Saturnalia! 

D. Convivium (Banquet)

All: Change into informal clothes for the Convivium. The traditional robe is the Synthesis and the hat is 
the Pileus. 

S: Chooses the Saturnalia Ruler a bean baked into one of the cookies, by a specially marked candle or by 
some other means. 

E. Closing the Temple

S: Closes the temple in the usual way. This may be done after the Convivium, if it is held in the temple, 
or before it, if it is held elsewhere. 

F. End of Saturnalia

S: At the end of the Saturnalia season (traditionally, 7 days), thanks Saturnus for His gifts and rebinds 
the image, keeping it this way until the next Saturnalia. 
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Saturnalia Chants 

This page may be printed for use in the Saturnalia Ritual. 

Chant I

Save the seed corn for the sowing;
Plant the seed to start it growing. 

Chant II

Bring the light to wake the seed;
Let the shoot from earth be freed. 

Response I

Io Saturnalia!
Io Saturnalia!
Io Saturnalia! 

Response II



As we have done this day, so every 
day! 
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De Saturno & Jano Tractatus 

(c) 1995, John Opsopaus 

Saturn and Janus are especially honored in the months of December and January; the following essay 
(which is based mostly on Macrobius' Saturnalia, I.7-10) explains why. 

1.  Saturn and December 
2.  Janus and January 

Saturn and December 

I begin with Saturn, whom the Greeks call Kronos, which is almost the same as their word for Time 
(Khronos), and so from the earliest ages they have said that He is the God of Time. He is the Son of 
Heaven and Earth, Uranus and Gaea, and became King of the Gods when His mother gave Him the 
sickle to castrate His father, for the work of generating the Elements and other eternal things had been 
completed; there was no further reason for the mating of Heaven and Earth, and so it was necessary to 
separate Them forever. When the deed was done, Saturn allowed the gonads of Heaven to drop to earth, 
which shows that the seeds of all things come from Heaven. They landed in the sea, and Venus was born 
of the froth churned from Heaven's seed, and so from that time all generation has been according to Her 
law, that is, by the intercourse of male and female. So also with the reign of Saturn, Father Time, the 
cosmic order and history as we know it began, for before Him was Chaos, but with Him came the 
measurement of Time, the seasons and the years. 

When the time came for Saturn, in turn, to yield the kingship of the Gods, He resisted and swallowed 
each of His children. Well known is the story of how His wife Ops tricked Him, saving Jupiter, who 
later caused Him to vomit forth all the others. This myth shows how Time creates, destroys but then 
recreates all things. Further, the story of the defeat of Saturn by Jupiter shows that in Time the old must 
yield to the new, though it may resist doing so. 

Although Saturn had to relinquish the kingship, He took on a new role as Wise Old Man, for He sailed 
to Italy, where He was welcomed by Janus, who was king there and by whom He was made a king. He 
taught the people many useful things: animal husbandry, the cultivation of fruit trees, how to fertilize 
fields, the use of honey, indeed how to cultivate and gather all the fruits of the earth. In this way Saturn 
led the people from their gloomy barbarous existence into the light of civilization. 

It is said that His name is connected with the word satus, which means "sowing or planting." Similarly, 
the name of His wife, Ops, means "bounty," for life is nourished by Her bounty, or it comes from opus, 



which means "toil," which is needed to bring forth the fruits of trees and fields. Thus when we pray to 
Ops we make sure to touch the Earth, for She is the mother of everything mortal. 

Saturn's reign was a Golden Age, a time of happiness and plenty, in which there was no servitude or 
theft. Indeed there was no private property at all, nor did people mark the boundaries of fields. Because 
He protected the common property of the people, in later times the state treasury was placed in His 
temple. Therefore also, in the Saturnalia, which is temporary return to the Golden Age, it is an offence to 
the God to punish a criminal or begin a war. 

Saturn's sickle or scythe is a sign of harvest, which means that everything must be cut down at its proper 
Time, as He cut short His father's generative activity, and as in turn His reign was cut off by Jupiter. As 
a king in Italy He was older and wiser, and when His Time came again, He knew it, and secretly left the 
land. It is said that to this day He lies in a magic sleep on a secret island near Britain, and at some future 
Time (perhaps in the Reign of the Virgin), He will return to inaugurate another Golden Age. 

After Saturn disappeared, Janus instituted the yearly Saturnalia in gratitude and in His honor. It is in 
December because in the old calendar it was the tenth month (Decem-ber), for that month brings forth 
all things. At that time all the fruits of the earth have been gathered. So also, the baby, which has been in 
the womb for nine months, is born and claims its life in the tenth. 

The Saturnalia is followed immediately by the Opalia, which is a festival for Ops; it is preceded by 
festivals for Tellus (Mother Earth) and Consus (God of the Storage-bin). It is a time of thanks for fruits 
of the Earth. 

The statue of Saturn in His temple is bound with wool to represent, concretely, the stalks tied up in the 
fields, but more abstractly the immutable law which interconnects all things in Time. During Saturnalia, 
the statue is unbound to show that in the tenth month the seed and their fruits are released from 
"heaven's gentle bonds," but also the loosening of the universal law during this festival. 

The Saturnalia is a joyous festival in which children and adults exchange gifts. Adults exchange wax 
candles, some say because Saturn led humanity out of gloomy barbarism into the light of civilization and 
first taught the seven liberal arts. Thus we see images of Saturn, Old Father Time, carrying an hour glass 
or lantern in addition to his scythe or sickle (cf. the tarot trump commonly called the Hermit, but 
originally called Time or the Old Man). Also, in later times, a Roman tribune made a law that only a 
candle could be given to a richer person by a poorer person, because the habit of giving lavish Saturnalia 
gifts was impoverishing the poor (and enriching the rich). Indeed, in Saturnalia the master waits on the 
servants, because Saturn protects those who toil the hardest, no matter how lowly. Further, during 
Saturnalia all people are equal, so everyone dresses casually, and anyone may be Saturnalicius Princeps 
(Master of the Saturnalia), who acts as the Lord of Misrule, for this festival is a return to the Golden 
Age, before the current cosmic order. 



Janus and January 

January is named for Janus, the Twofold God, who looks both ways: to the inside and the outside, to the 
past and the future, to the old year and the new year, to the old order and the new order (e.g. Saturnian 
and Jovian). 

He was the first to build temples and to ordain religious rituals (such as the Saturnalia), so He is the first 
to be called upon by name in rituals. He proclaimed the inviolability of the house, the entries and exits of 
which are dedicated to Him; He is the Divine Gatekeeper. 

There is an alchemical mystery in the nature of Janus, for the ancient physicists said that He comprises 
both Apollo and Diana (Sun and Moon). To see this it's necessary to understand that by the laws of 
phonetic variation Diana, Jana and Iana are all equivalent. (So we discover that Diana was the ancestor 
of the Janae nymphs, that is, the Giane of Sardinia and Aguane of Italy.) So also, Dianus, the solar 
counterpart of Diana, is the same as Janus and Ianus. 

Further, Janus, who is a guide on the roads, corresponds to Apollo Aguieus, the Guardian of Streets, the 
counterpart of Diana Trivia, the Guardian of the Crossroads. Thus we have the solar spirit of the straight 
path and the lunar spirit of the fork in the road. 

The two faces of Janus represent the two Gates of Heaven (the rising and setting places of the sun), and 
as Gatekeeper of the Gods, He must allow entry of all prayers and sacrifices. So also He is the 
Gatekeeper of both Heaven and Hell. Indeed He is often portrayed Quadratus, with four faces looking to 
the Four Quarters of the World. 

As solar God, Janus measures the year, and so He shows 300 with His right hand and 65 with His left, 
and He has 12 altars and authority over the Kalends (first day) of each month. Beyond this He is the 
rotating heavens, which always return to the place where they began. Thus the Phoenicians portray Him 
as the Ouroboros Serpent, the snake swallowing its own tail. In the Hymn of the Salii He is called "God 
of Gods." 

Alchemically He is the universal solvent for, as Marcus Messala explained, Janus "fashions all things 
and guides them," and He is the agent of unification that brings together the naturally heavy elements 
(water and earth), which are cold, with their opposites, the naturally light elements (air and fire), which 
are hot. In this way the Quintessence is synthesized. 

 Return to Biblioteca Arcana page 
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             Media Aestas (Midsummer, Lammas, c. Aug. 1)
             Gk. To Mesoun Theros or To Statheron Theros.
                               (c) 1995

The heat of the summer is past its peak and the harvest is
nearing completion.  This is the month of Hekatombaion (nominally
mid-July to mid-August), which began the Athenian year. [SFA 5; SFR 169]

Panathenaia (Grk., c. Aug. 14) Ancient: 28 Hekatombaion (dark of the moon).

The Panathenaia is, in effect, the celebration of Athena's
birthday, for according to tradition 28 Hekatombion was the day She
burst from Zeus's head (depicted on the east pediment of the
Parthenon).  Though it is Her day, all the Olympians attend the
festivities (as we see in the east frieze), for They were also all
present at Her birth.  This is a sacred feast at which gods and
mortals celebrate Athena's birthday together.

The day before the Panathenaic procession is a festival called
Pannukhis (All-night Vigil - a common feature of Greek festivals,
since they begin at sunset, like Roman festivals).  At sunrise the
sacred fire is fetched from the altar of Eros in the Academy, where
a sacrifice was made to Eros and Athena.  (An altar to Prometheus,
who brought fire to mortals, was also in the Academy.)  A torch race
brings the fire to the altar of Athena.

Every fourth year the Greater Panathenaia is held, for which a
new peplos (robe) is woven for the Goddess (Her birthday present).
Its middle stripe of panels display the Gigantomachy, the battle of
the Giants and the Olympians (depicted in the east metopes of the
Parthenon), which symbolizes the triumph of civilization over
savagery.  The procession brings the peplos through the city, hung
like a sail on the mast of a wheeled ship, which is steered by
priests and priestesses adorned with colorful garlands; mounted
Epheboi (young men) may accompany the procession.  The ship is left
at the entrance of the sacred precincts and the peplos is carried
the rest of the way by itself or on the mast alone.

At the head of the Panathenaic procession are the Kanephoroi, the
gold-bedecked girls who carry the Kana, the holy offering baskets,
which they give to the marshals at the altar.  The Kana contain the
barley that is thrown over the sacrifice and covers the sacrificial



implements in the Kana.  (See "Neoclassical Sacrifice" in The Lyre
#3 for more detail.)  Next come the Ergastinai (Workers), who wove
the new peplos, and other girls bring bowls, jugs, incense burners
and additional ritual implements.

In ancient times the procession split into two lines.  The north
line brought a cow for Athena Polias, the Bronze Age city guardian,
and a ewe for Pandrosos (one of the daughters of Kekrops).  They
were sacrificed at the altar in the "Old Temple," which the
Goddesses shared, and the roasted meat was eaten by the priests and
officials.  This indoor rite is older than the outdoor sacrifice,
which was the destination of the south line, which brought cattle to
Athena Parthenos, the patron of democracy, at the "Big Altar"
outside the Parthenon, where the roasted meat was given to the
public.

In the more sacred northern procession the victor(s) of the torch
race (one victor in the Lesser Panathenaia, all four in the Greater)
may bring water to the sacrifice in the hudria (water jugs) they won
in the races; they serve as Hudriaphoroi (Water Bearers).  They are
followed by musicians, such as lyre players (Kitharodoi) and
flutists (Auletes), since music usually accompanies sacrifices.  The
musicians are elegantly dressed, for example, in a sleeved chiton
(tunic), a peplos (robe) and a himation (mantle), as we see on the
north frieze of the Parthenon (slabs VII and VIII).

In both lines there are Skaphephoroi (Tray Bearers), purple-
gowned young men who carry bronze or silver trays of cakes and
honeycombs on their shoulders.  (They followed the torch victors in
the northern procession and the cattle in the southern procession.)
After the Tray Bearers in the procession come the Thallophoroi
(Sprig Bearers), good-looking Elders who carry sprigs of the sacred
olive trees, and the other celebrants.  Non-Hellenes carry oak
branches.  The number Four organizes the procession:  four
Hudriaphoroi, four Kitharodoi, four Auletes, four ewes and four
cows.

The peplos is dismounted from the mast, if necessary, and folded
by a young boy or girl and a priest (the Archon Basileus), who will
give it to the priestess of Athena Polias.  The girl may be one of
the Arrhephoroi (see the Arrephoria of mid-June), who are the ritual
daughters of the Archon; the boy, who is his ritual son, may be the
lad charged with feeding the Holy Snake.  They correspond to the



three daughters and the son of Kekrops, the serpent-man who was the
first king of Athens and a great benefactor of the people.

Children assist in many other ways; some carry accerai (Lat.,
incense boxes) to fill the thumiateria (incense burners).  They also
carry small, sacred tables and chairs, which are set up to entertain
the chthonic goddesses allied with Athena:  Pandrosos (All Bedewed)
and Ge Kourotrophos (Nursing Mother Earth, a patron of nurses).  Ge
Kourotrophos has the bigger chair, since She is more important than
Pandrosos, for Ge receives the prothuma (first offering) at all
Athenian sacrifices, perhaps barley from the Kanoun (holy basket) or
the honey cakes born by the Tray Carriers (both typical offerings to
chthonic deities).  The city is especially thankful to Her for
beautiful children and young women, who walk together in the
procession.  The thirtieth Homeric Hymn thanks Mother Earth for
"well-ordered states with women fair," where

  their sons exult with youthful merriment;
  their daughters play in dances flower-strewn
  with happy heart, and skip through fields abloom.
  Such givest Thou, Holy Rich Divinity.

Notice that, like the sacrificial victims, which must be blemish-
free, good-looking and distinguished people (hoi kaloi k'agathoi)
are prominent in the procession - the Goddess is honored with the
best the city has to offer.

The new peplos is placed on Athena's knees as a gift, and is
later stored in the treasury; She is not rerobed at this time, which
was done in the Plunteria (mid-June).  Sacrifices are also made for
Athena Hugieia (Goddess of Health) and Nike (Victory).

In the Greater Pananthenaia, the three or four days following the
procession are occupied by Agones (contests) of sport (races, boxing
and wrestling) and art (music, poetry).  Traditionally the prize for
athletes is a "Panathenaic amphora" containing olive oil from the
Goddess's sacred grove, and the prize for artists is a gilded crown
of wild olives and sometimes money.  There may be contests for
children, for which they are awarded plain crowns of olive.

Ten officials called Hieropoioi (Managers of the Rites) organized
the Lesser Panathenaia; the ten Agonothetai (Contest Directors)
managed the Greater. [BGR 232-3; PFA 34-39, 42-9; SFA Ch. 4]



Aphrodisia (Grk., c. July 21)  Ancient:  4 Hekatombaion.

This is the bathing festival of Aphrodite Pandemos (Aphrodite of
All Peoples) and Peitho (Persuasion), Her helper, who have been
considered powerful goddesses since the archaic period; like Ishtar
They are goddesses of war and statecraft as well as love.

First the temple is purified (in ancient times with the blood of
a dove, Aphrodite's bird) and the altar is annointed.  Nowadays we
might dedicate an unblemished rose to Her and annoint the altar with
pure rose oil.  (Apples, apple blossoms and myrtle sprays are also
appropriate.)  Finally the sacred images are carried in a procession
to a place where they are washed (see the Plunteria, mid-June, for a
discussion of washing festivals).  (Note that the fourth day of
every month is sacred to Aphrodite.) [SFA 48-50]

Kronia (Grk., c. July 30)  Ancient:  12 Hekatombaion.

The Kronia is a festival in honor of Kronos as a god of the grain
harvest, who is depicted with a reaping hook; on this day a harvest
supper celebrates the final end of the harvest.  More broadly it is
(like the Saturnalia) a celebration of the Golden Age ruled by
Kronos and Rhea, when there was no labor or oppression.  Since this
was before Zeus brought order to the world, the Kronia is a chaotic
festival.  In ancient times, slaves were allowed to run riot in the
streets, and were invited to sumptuous banquets by their masters.
During the Kronia we are allowed a temporary return to the Golden
Age, to equality, luxury, ease and unconstrained freedom.
[BGR 231-2; PFA 29-30]

Festival for Diana (Rom., Aug. 13) Ancient: Id. Sext. (full moon)

The Ides of August are sacred to many gods, but especially Diana.
In addition to being a protector of women and a patron of hunters,
since ancient times She has been a protector of slaves.  (Her temple
on the Aventine was an asylum for runaway slaves, and slaves were
allowed to attend Her rites.)  Thus this day was a holiday for all
slaves, perhaps as a reward for the toil of the harvest.  Nowadays
we take it as a celebration of tasks completed, during which people
of all occupations feast together.  Women make a habit of washing
their hair on this day.



The Ides of August are sacred to Jupiter (as are the Ides of
every month).  Also honored on the Ides of August are Vertumnus (an
Etruscan patron of trade), Hercules Victor, the Gemini (Castor and
Pollux), Hecate, Flora and the Camenae (deities of springs,
eventually identified with the Muses). [SFR 173-4]

Lesser Festivals

Neptunalia (Rom., Jul. 23)  Ancient:  X Kal. Sext.

A festival in honor of Neptune, originally as protector of the
water supply, later as patron of seafarers.  The security of water
supply is especially critical during this dry time of the year.
Thus, two days later the Furrinalia is celebrated for Furrina, a
minor goddess of wells and springs. [SFR 168-9]

Consualia (Rom., Aug. 21)  Ancient:  XII Kal. Sept.

Consus is a god of the harvested grain and its storage (cf.
condo, to store, preserve, etc.); on this day the harvest-home is
celebrated by a sacrifice at His underground altar:  when the earth
is removed from the altar He is given burnt first-fruit offerings.
Working horses and asses are hung with garlands, given a day of
rest, and honored by horse races etc.  Consus is associated with Ops
(Goddess of Plenty), who has a festival four days later (as She also
does after Consus' autumn sowing festival on Dec. 15).
[OLD s.vv. condo, consus; SFR 177-8, 180]

Vulcanalia (Rom., Aug. 23)  Ancient:  X Kal. Sept.

Vulcan is the god of fire, an ambivalent force of destruction and
preservation.  His temple is outside the city, because He is too
dangerous to be allowed within the walls (especially at this time of
year), and His altar is cut into the Lapis Niger (Black Rock).  As
lord of beneficial fire, He is called Mulciber ("who charms fire")
and Quietus (Peaceful), and in the latter role He is associated with
Stata Mater (the Mother Goddess who stays advancing fires).  In
ancient times lay people offered live fish (which normally are safe
from Vulcan) and other animals to Vulcan as a substitute for human
lives.  Now we might offer Him small parts or symbols of ourselves
(hair, nail parings, poppets), our homes (bits of wood), our
possessions (clothing, paper), etc.



Other gods associated with Vulcanus are also honored on this day,
including Maia (His wife), Ops (whose is worshipped again in two
days), and the Nymphs. [SFR 178-80]

Opening the World of Ceres (Rom., Aug. 24)  Ancient:  IX Kal. Sept.

On this day the Mundus Cereris (World of Ceres), a two-
compartment vaulted ritual pit, is opened, which occurs on only two
other days (Oct. 5, Nov. 8).  Since its lid, the Lapis Manalis
(Stone of the Manes), is considered an Ostium Orci (Gate of Hades),
the Manes (ancestral spirits) are freed to roam the streets;
therefore no marriages, battles, business or enterprises of any kind
is conducted.  First-fruit offerings to the Manes may be placed in
the pit. [OCD s.v. Mundus; OLD s.v. manalis; SFR 179-81]

Opiconsivia (Rom., Aug. 25)  Ancient:  VIII Kal. Sept.

The Opiconsivia is a festival for Ops Consiva (Plentiful Sowing),
who is identified with "Terra (Earth) who supplies all resources
(omnes opes)."  It follows by four days a festival for Consus (as
does Ops' festival on Dec. 19).  The sacrifice is conducted by the
Rex Sacrorum (King of Holy Things), who wears the suffibulum (white
veil), and by the Vestal Virgins, who are his symbolic daughters.
They are the only ones allowed to enter the sacrarium (shrine) of
Ops, whither they bring offerings of the fruits of the earth on a
praefericulum ("that which is born in front"), a kind of broad
bronze basin without handles.  [OLD s.vv. consero, consiua,
Opeconsiua, praefericulum; SFR 180-1]

                                finis



 

Dionysian Meditations: 

THE LENAIA
(Dionusia ta epi Lênaiôi) 

of Apollonius Sophistes
(c) 1997 

1.  Introduction 
2.  Procession (Pompê) 
3.  Holy Rites (Ta Hiera) 
4.  Sources and Notes 

Introduction

In many respects, the Lênaia is like an urban version of the Rural Dionysia (but it is not the same as the 
City Dionysia, which is held later), and so the Meditation on the Rural Dionysia should be read in 
conjunction with this on the Lênaia. 



The Lênaia, which is held at the coldest time of year (c. Jan 28-31), is for Dionysos Lênaios, and 
celebrates His birth from Zeus's thigh and His emergence from the Underworld. He was conceived at the 
time of the Lesser Mysteries at Agrai (late Feb), and grew in the womb of Semele (who is Persephone) 
for 7 months, before Zeus blasted Her and rescued the Divine child, born in death. This was at the time 
of the Greater (Eleusinian) Mysteries (c. Sep 29 - Oct 5) and of the grape harvest. During the same 
period (Oct - Jan) that Dionysos was the Sewed-in One (Eiraphiôtês), the wine has fermented in buried 
jugs. Now, at the time when the Divine Child emerged from Zeus, at the coldest time, the wine has 
cleared, and it also will be brought out of the Earth, at this time also when Dionysos emerged from the 
Underworld. Therefore we celebrate at once Dionysos' emergence from the Underworld and His birth as 
Divine Child. God and Wine together manifest a miraculous rebirth. 

The Lênaia is held under the full moon on the 12th of Gamêliôn. (Nominally, this is c. Jan. 28, so 
generally the best time for the Lênaia is the full moon nearest Feb. 1, or, we might say, the full moon 
following the full moon nearest the winter solstice.) Gamêliôn is the month for marriage (gamos), 
because in the Anthestêria (c. Feb. 25-27) - the wedding of Dionysos - new brides will want to unite 
with the Indestructible Life of Dionysos. This month is also called Lênaion, for the Lênaia, and 
Eiraphion, because it is the month when the Sewed-in God appears. Yesterday (11 Gamêliôn), many of 
us made sacrifice to Semele as mother of the Divine Child. (Her resurrection from the Underworld and 
ascent to Heaven will be celebrated in the Herois, the mysteries of the resurrection of Semele as 
Heroine.) Purified by Heavenly Fire, She ascended to the Gods. 

Procession (Pompê)

The religious official called Basileus (King) and the Epimeletai (Festival Superintendents) of the 
Eleusinian Mysteries lead the procession. 

Next come the twice-seven Gerairai, the college (thiasos) of Venerable Women, priestesses sworn in by 
the Basilenna, the religious "Queen" (wife of the Basileus, who will give her to the God in the 
Anthestêria). We know that at other times the Gerairai are responsible for the twice-seven altars of 
Dionysos, which reminds us that the infant Dionysos was cut into seven parts by the Titans. Now, 
however, they are midwives for the birth of the Divine Child. These distinguished women wear long 
robes and ivy crowns and walk at a dignified pace. 

Next come people riding in carts and singing ribald songs (skômmata) to drive away unhealthy 
influences. 

Around and through the whole procession dance the Lênai, the Maenads who attend the God in this rite, 
for winter is the season when Maenads rave. They wear long flowing robes and ivy wreaths, and, with 
hair unbound, they dance with tumpana (frame drums), castanets, double auloi (reed pipes), torches and 
thursoi (Bacchic staffs). They are the nurses of Nysa, daughters of moisture who cared for Dios-Nysos 



after His birth from Zeus's thigh and who become the ecstatic companions of the mature God. 

So also the pregnant Semele was compelled to dance when she heard the pipes, for the Divine Child 
danced in her womb; so also all the Olympian Immortals danced when Dionysos was born. 

The wild cacophany and whirling motion prepare us for the advent of the God. 

 

Holy Rites (Ta Hiera)

The procession comes to the Lênaion, the sanctuary of Dionysos where the birth of the Divine Child is 
celebrated. This is the place of the pressing vat (lênos), where the crushed grapes are pressed and the 
wine is kept in jugs (stamnoi) buried in the Earth for fermentation. Here the Wine and the God, reduced 
to chaotic matter, are brought to rebirth. 

In the Lênaia Dionysos appears as the Mask God, the image of the Subterranean Dionysos; indeed, this 
is the only day of the year when the awesome mask of the God can be seen in the temple. There is an 
erect wooden pillar as tall as a man, with a cross-bar one cubit wide. The Mask of the bearded Dionysos 
hangs at its top, and a long robe hangs from the cross-bar, below the mask, as though He were dressed in 
it. Hanging by ribbons here and there are Plakountes (thin, disk-shaped ritual cakes). The pillar is 
decorated with upward thrusting ivy branches, at the top, at the base, through the robe's arm holes. 

As the God reborn from the Underworld, He no longer has His Phallus (or the rest of His body), and so 
we see Him as this pillar. His wound is hidden beneath the long robe, for this is the aspect of the Reborn 
God. 

Ivy belongs to Him because it blooms in the autumn, when the grapes are harvested and the Child was 
snatched from Semele's womb, and it bears fruit in the spring, when the fermentation is complete and the 
God is married. Its time of glory is the winter months, when Dionysos rules at Delphi, His epiphany. 



When Zeus blasted Semele, the ivy entwining her waist protected the Child by its cool nature. The 
duality of Dionysos is expressed by the ivy and the vine, for ivy belongs to the cool element of moisture 
as vine belongs to the hot element of fire. (So we wear ivy, as Lord Dionysos instructed us, to temper the 
fiery effects of wine.) The vine shows the God in the world of the living as the ivy shows Him in the 
world of the dead (which is why it is used to decorate graves). He is alternately lord of moist warm 
creation and lord of the moist cold creation. 

 

Dionysos! The Mask embodies Your power more than that of any other God! No mortal dons Your 
mask, for Your power resides in the empty mask. Your eyes transfix us, steadier than any human gaze. 
We reply to Your face in the inmost depths of our souls. You confront us in Your paradox. Child of a 
God and a mortal, born of Heaven and Earth, uniter of opposites. Lord of Moist Nature (Kurios Hugras 
Phuseos), Born of Fire (Purigenes). You are the Primordial Force of Life, madly creating and destroying 
as You will! For Indestructible Life implies both birth and death. Your mask dramatically unifies 
illusion and reality. No body, nothing behind the surface: pure persona. Ephemeral shell. Absent, yet 
present. Appearing and disappearing. At once you are and are not. Dionysian madness! 

There is a table before the Image, and on it are two large wine jars (stamnoi), recently raised from the 
Earth, where they had been buried while the wine fermented. 

The second Priest from Eleusis, the Daidoukhos (Torch-bearer), calls for quiet ("Euphemeite!"). There is 
sudden, complete silence - the uncanny hush. The Lênai stand motionless, rigid, staring wide-eyed into 
space, entranced. 

In his welcoming address the Daidoukhos tells us that Iakkhos, who is honored in the Eleusinian 
Mysteries, is none other than Bakkhos, who is honored at the Lênaia. Therefore we make offerings to 



Demeter, Kore and Plouton (Pluto), as well as to Dionysos. The Gerairai sing a hymn to Dionysos: 

Brightest of all the stars that breathe forth light,
The sovereign son of Zeus, immortal king,
Leader of all the dancers of the night,
Come, and Thy train of Lênai with Thee bring,
Thy maddened rout,
Who dance before Thee all night long and shout,
Thy handmaids we,
Of Iakkhos Thee.* 

While the Old Women sing, the Lênai - their eyes flashing lightning - begin to dance again and play 
their instruments, in ever increasing ecstasy. Their wild, enthusiastic dance will last all night, for they 
are the Wine-press Women, who care for the newborn Divine Child. 

The Old Women, midwives to the God, dip wine out of the jugs with long-handled ladles, carefully 
leaving the lees behind, and put the new wine, the fiery drink of the wild Black Mother - scarlet like the 
God's blood - into cups (skuphoi), mixing the fiery wine (embodying the heat of the Sun) with cooling 
water from the sacred spring. Thus the slain Child's blood was mixed with His nurses' tears. The 
newborn elixir, young wine newly brought up out of the Earth, is passed out to all the worshippers. Thus 
the rebirth of the Grape and the God is made manifest to the celebrants waiting outside.** 

The Wine of Dionysos contains all the antitheses, but especially joy and sorrow. Thus Horace addresses 
his cask of birth wine in these words (Carm. 3.21.2-4): 

Whether you bear in yourself complaints or laughter,
or whether you contain mad love and strife or friendly sleep,
O faithful cask. 

And Nonnus tells us that wine contains the tears Dionysos shed for His dead friend Ampelos, and that 
the wine brought Him consolation; so for all of us, as Nonnus writes (Dion. 12.171): 

"The Lord Bacchus wept to still the tears of mortals," 

for Semele bore Him as a joy to mortals (kharma brotoisin). Wine, the gift of the God, breaks down all 
barriers and brings forth truth, but its fruit may be joy or sorrow, love or strife. So also the Dionysian 
force of life comprises creation and destruction, birth and death, triumph and lament. 



Now, as the wine is passed out, from time to time the Daidoukhos raises his 
torch high and calls to the people: 

"Invoke the God!"
Kaleite Theon!
{KALEI=TE QEO/N} 

Immediately both the Lênai dancing inside the temple and the people 
celebrating outside respond, 

"Son of Semele, Iakkhos, Bestower of Wealth!"
Semelêi' Iakkhe Ploutodota
{SEMELH/I' )/IAKXE PLOUTODO/TA} 

In this way we invoke Dionysos as He was in the Mysteries. 

As the stamnoi are emptied, and replaced by full ones, the lees from the wine, a gift of the Divine Child, 
are given to the Revelers (Cômoi) as we did at the Rural Dionysia. The Cômoi, who have been touring 
among the villages, have come now to the city to present their shows. Once again we have new 
comedies offered to the Divine Child, analogous to the young, flawless animals offered to Him. The 
Cômoi celebrate the growing masculine force of the Sun, and these entertainments help us to forget the 
hard winter. However, we may also have "tragedies" (goat-songs) looking forward to the Anthesteria 
next month. The Basileus supervises these dramatic singing contests. Thus the people are entertained by 
shows (and free snacks) while they call out for the Divine Child. 

Sources and Notes

1.  Burkert, Walter. Greek Religion, pp. 173, 240. 
2.  Kerenyi, Carl. Dionysos, pp. 279, 283-4, 293, 296-300, 317, 327, 335-6, pll. 84, 85. 
3.  Lempriere's Classical Dictionary s.v. Herois. 
4.  Otto, Walter. Dionysos, pp. 67-8, 73, 80, 83, 86, 93-4, 96, 146-8, 154-6, 161, 175, 189-90, 200-1, 

209, 216. 
5.  Parke, H. W. Festivals of the Athenians, pp. 105-6. 
6.  Pickard-Cambridge, Arthur. The Dramatic Festivals of Athens, 2nd ed., pp. 30, 36. 
7.  Plutarch, On Isis and Osiris, 364D, 365A. 
8.  Rose, H. J. Ancient Greek Religion, p. 79. 
9.  Simon, Erika. Festivals of Attica, p. 100. 

Notes



*
Adapted from Sophocles, Antigone 1146-51, tr. by F. Storr. See the Greek text and an English 
translation from the Perseus project. 

**
See 7.Temperance in the Pythagorean Tarot for more on the esoteric significance of mixed wine. 
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VII. Temperantia - Sophrosune - Temperance (6, 
14) 

Magistra Poculi - Mistress of the Cup 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Ne quid nimis. (Nothing in excess.) 

Deities:
Iris; Hebe, Juventas, Ganymeda. 

Dice:
2+2 = Virtue + 2.Female/I.Source (Water); 4+1 = Virtue + 1.Source (Fire). 

Astragali:



1+6+1 = Pers. Tr. + Virtue + I.Source. 
Greek Letter = Eta:

Eos = Daybreak, Dawn, Aurora; Hebe = Youth; Henis = yearling. 
Trigram:

::I Name: Ken = Keeping Still. Image: Mountain. The Third Daughter, associated with stopping, 
stillness and keeping still. Southwest in the Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

A rather androgynous-looking, golden-winged young woman holds in her left hand a silver patera (dish) 
decorated with a lion, in her right a golden oinokhoe (wine jug) decorated with an eagle. She pours a 
light-colored liquid from the golden oinokhoe into the reddish fumes that rise from the silver patera and 
spill over its edge. 

She is barefoot and stands on the shore of a river with her left foot on land and her right in a river, beside 
which irises grow. She wears a peplos (gown) of many iridescent colors, and a multicolored headband 
binds her short hair. It supports a diadem, a golden hexagram with a purple-red gem in the center. On 
her breast is a round, silver medallion marked with an upright triangle in a square. 

In the background is a twin-peaked mountain, and the glow of a sunrise appears between the peaks, over 
which shines a rainbow. High clouds obscure the top third of the rainbow, but the two ends appear to 
descend from the clouds above the peaks to the earth on either side. An upward-pointing golden arrow, 
with an equilateral-triangular arrowhead, is superimposed over the center of the clouds, precisely where 
the missing third of the rainbow would be. 

Verse 

The Child Divine is born of Moon and Sun. She tempers wine with water, never done With mixing, and 
her rainbow joins the poles, For she's the messenger and guide of souls. Accept her cup, and let the two 
be one. 

Interpretation 

In 6.Love, the Mother and Father were united; the Father was consumed by conception and the Mother 
was consumed by the child in her womb. Thus each met their dissolution, thereby implementing the 
alchemical Solve. In 7.Temperance the Father's Fire and the Mother's Water find new embodiment in the 



Divine Child, and thereby implement the complementary alchemical Coagule. Mistress Temperance is 
simultaneously the Divine Child and the alchemist alter-ego of Mercury the Magician, for she brings 
about the fixation of the volatile and the volatilization of the fixed, which engenders the Child. In this 
way she decants the soul to purify it. The Child comprises all the oppositions of her parents, conscious 
with unconscious, thought with feeling, intuition with sensation; she is the integrated Self and is destined 
to undergo the initiation of the remaining trumps. 

Commentary 

In the Ferrara sequence, 7.Temperance concludes the first group of seven trumps; it is the synthesis of 
the aspects of the psyche symbolized by the Magician, Empress, Emperor, High Priestess, High Priest 
and Love. 

In 6.Love the Magician Mercury, disguised as Eros, brought the father and mother together. They 
mingled their seed, the father's semen dissolving in the mother's Water, and the father's Fire coagulating 
the mother's sexual fluids. The father died in the consummation of love, dissolved in the mother's 
corrosive waters or stung with her venom; the entirety of his life poured out in his semen. The child in 
the mother's womb consumed her substance by its growth; she gave her life to the child. In the end she 
was destroyed, perhaps wasted away, perhaps incinerated by a lightning blast, and the child was 
snatched from her womb and nursed by the Moon, the child has been tempered by Fire to make it 
immortal. (To "temper" comes from the same root as "temperance," as will be explained later.) The child 
has assimilated the opposites of its parents; it embodies the Coincidentia Oppositorum, which will lead 
to redemption (21.World). (Jung, MC 29-37, 294-5, 314-6, 380) 

This alchemical process recalls the birth of Asclepius the Savior, rescued by his father Apollo from the 
womb of Coronis as she was consumed on her funeral pyre (see 6.Love). When the child was grown he 
was blasted again by Apollo, but was resurrected as the god of healing. Remember also Dionysos, 
rescued by Zeus from Semele's womb when she was incinerated by his blazing glory, and sewed into his 
father's thigh as surrogate womb; later he was dismembered by the Titans, but was resurrected as a god 
(by Demeter, in some stories; Kerenyi 274). Finally this trump recalls Demeter's attempt to give 
Triptolemos immortality by tempering him in the fire, and a similar myth in which Isis tried to 
immortalize the child of Queen Astarte, who comforted her when she was searching for Osiris (Plutarch, 
Isis & Osiris 15-6). 

The child is born out of death (trump 7), but before it can reach its destined apotheosis (trump 21), it 
must mature (trumps 8-11), and as an adult undergo another death (trumps 12-15) and rebirth (trumps 16-
20). (That is, the child matures through Fortitude, Victory, Fortune and Experience; he or she is tried 
through Sacrifice, Death, Temptation, and Destruction; and is reborn through Hope, Instinct, 
Illumination, Judgement, and Balance to attain Unity.) 

Temperance mixes the wine and water by pouring from one vessel into the other, and then back again; 



her actions represent a periodic reversal of flow. In this case, the sublimation of the parents' energies to 
produce the child (trumps 1-6) is reversed, with a consequent resurgence of the libido in the child. This 
energy manifests in many forms (trumps 8-11), which she must learn to control and direct towards 
growth (trumps 12-20). (Nichols 252-3) 

The four cardinal virtues of classical Greece and Rome are usually listed Temperance, Fortitude, Justice 
and Prudence (which is conspicuously absent from the Tarot, so various commentators have tried to find 
a place for it among the trumps.) However, the contemporary English meaning of "temperance" gives a 
misleading impression of this trump. It derives from Latin temperantia, meaning moderation and self-
control, which comes from the verb temperare, meaning to observe limits, to control oneself, but also to 
regulate, to mitigate, to mix properly and to temper. In the list of virtues temperantia translates Greek 
sophrosune, which means moderation, self-control, soundness of mind, and the harmonia (well-balanced 
integration) of the soul (Peters s.v.); in Jungian terms it represents the integrated Self. Sophrosune is 
summed up by the inscription on Apollo's temple at Delphi: Meden agan. "Nothing too much." (Two 
Latin translations are Ne quid nimis and Ne nimium.) 

We will see that all of the foregoing meanings enter into the interpretation of this trump. The central idea 
is the blending of opposites to achieve a harmonious state, the proper mixture, the solution, which frees 
us to see the right way. In action it is finding the middle way, taking the right action (which may be 
inaction). In temperament it is the proper blending of the four humors (fiery choleric, airy sanguine, 
watery melancholic and earthy bilious). 

Such a state of well-balanced integration may be achieved by tempering - trial by fire and water; in this 
trump the female tempers the male sword in the fire of passion and the water of love. Likewise, the 
philosopher's stone is attained by an alchemical circulation through the celestial fire and the abyssal 
water of the reflux condenser. Thus the child begins the rotation of the elements symbolized in 21.
World; it is a process of spiritual purification, which she initiates by decanting the wine and water. 
Temperance is regulation and adjustment, for indeed the Emerald Tablet tells us, "all things have their 
birth from this one thing by adaptation." 

(Case 154; Gad 238, 242; Nichols 255, 258-9; Pollack 95, 98; Waite 127; Walker 109; Williams 93) 

The child mixes water and wine, for the ability to achieve a proper balance between the two was 
considered in ancient times a sign of temperance (only an intemperate person drank undiluted wine). 
Since wine is a symbol of fire and spirit, the child becomes the alchemist who knows how to mix fire 
and water to create the quintessence, the "damp-fiery-cold spirit" (Jung, MC 44-51). Only the child, who 
is Sophia, Divine Wisdom (Sophrosune), has the experience and patience to balance the ingredients. 
(Thus, Crowley calls this trump "Art.") Psychologically, the child mixes feeling with reason, the fiery 
spirit with divine wisdom. (Case 156; Crowley 101; Gad 241; Nichols 249, 255; Williams 93) 

So also ancient statues show Pan as Priapus pouring water on his erect phallus, thereby representing the 
use of the passive principle to invigorate the active principle (Knight & Wright 72-3). 



In our image the light colored liquid poured from the upper vessel represents water and the principle of 
fluidity; the effervescing red liquid in the lower vessel represents wine and the principle of volatility. 
The watery power of the moon is drawn down, and the fiery power of the sun rises upward, for the 
quintessence combines solar heat with lunar etheric moisture. Thus the rain couples with the sun to 
promote the fertility of the earth. (Crowley 103; Nichols 249-50, 252, 255; SB&G 45; Walker 108) 

The two fluids meet in the air in a turbulent flux that blends their opposing natures and aerates the 
mixture. It is an alchemical principal that air (or less frequently earth) is required to reconcile the 
polarities, fire and water, for fire is hot and dry but water is cold and wet; they are polar opposites. Since 
air, however, is warm and wet, it has warmth in common with fire and wetness in common with water. 
Thus it forms a link between the poles and allows them to be joined; it is the harmonizing mean between 
the extremes. Earth can also be a mediator, since it is cold and dry, but air is the natural mediator since 
its sphere is between the spheres of water and fire, since its subtlety is intermediate. Thus, on the 
Emerald Tablet we read, "The sun is its father, the moon its mother, the wind hath carried it in its belly, 
the earth is its nurse." Fire, water, air and earth - all the elements participate in the quintessence, all the 
opposites are resolved in the Divine Child. (See also 17.Moon for aeration of the waters.) (Crowley 103) 

By Temperance the masculine and feminine fluids are blended. They correspond to the primeval waters 
of the Babylonian Genesis: Apsu, the sweet, fresh waters of the Abyss (governed by Ea, i.e. Hermes), 
and Tiamat, the bitter salt waters of the ocean (who is female). (Walker 107) (See 17.Moon for more on 
the waters and for the salt symbol.) 

The golden, male jug pours out the white elixir, the camphor drops, which fall into the red elixir, the red 
sandalwood, in the silver, female dish. In a Tantric text we read (Shaw 158): 

  In the sacred citadel of the vulva of
  A superlative, skillful partner,
  Do the practice of mixing white seed
  With her ocean of red seed.

These esoteric colors do not derive from the colors of the sexual 
fluids (or
from menstrual fluid), but from their endocrinal content, or, in 
Ayurvedic
physiology, from the foetus getting the red elements (blood, flesh, 
etc.) from
the mother and the white elements (bone, brain etc.) from the father 
(Shaw
157-8, 249n82).  When the nectar resulting from this mixing is 
reabsorbed, it
gathers the spiritual winds into the central channel to engender the 



Wisdom
Wind, which frees us from dualistic thinking (Shaw 161-3).

We find a similar blending of the Waters of Life in the Cabirian 
Mysteries, in
which the archetypal male and female, Cabirius and Cabiria, were 
worshipped in
the form of vessels filled with water; Cabirius was identified with 
Dionysos and
Cabiria with Demeter (who are lovers in the Orphic tradition; Kerenyi 
274).
Thus life is renewed by the Waters of Life. (Gad 240; OCD s.v. 
Cabiri; Waite
124; Walker 108-9)

Temperance also conjoins the opposites by standing with her right 
foot in the
river and her left foot on land.  Though her conscious mind is 
occupied with the
archetypal world (right foot in River Styx), her unconscious mind 
remains
grounded in physical reality (left foot on dry ground).  Thus she 
bridges the
potential of the archetypes to the actuality of concrete 
manifestation. (Case
152, 156; Pollack I.97; Sharman-Burke 70; Waite 125; Walker 107; cf. 
SB&G 45)

The river is the same one we see in 17.Moon, a trump which is closely 
related to
7.Temperance (see below).  The connection is confirmed by the fact 
that
7.Temperance and 17.Moon have the same positions (7) in their decads; 
also note
1+7 = 8, which is the role of Temperance in the first Hendecad (given 
by its
Greek letter, Eta).  Case (155) observes that the river in Temperance
corresponds to Yesod, the sphere of the Moon, which represents the 
vital soul
(see also Crowley 101).



The Seventh Key of Basil Valentine

The emblem the Child wears on her breast is a symbol 
for Mercury as embodied in
the floorplan of the Sabaean temple of Mercury.  The 
triangle in the square in

the circle represents the unity of the spirit in the body; 
specifically, mind,
soul and spirit embodied by the four elements. (Jung, Sp. Merc. 224; 
Pollack 98)

The hexagram on her head represents, of course, the perfect union of 
the four
elements, since it is a superposition of the symbols for the 
elements.  It also
shows that the essence of this union is the conjunction of Fire and 
Water, the
Quintessence.  She wears the hexagram on her brow at the location of 
her "third
eye" (Ajna-chakra, the sixth chakra), which is a symbol of her 
awakening
consciousness and, in Jungian terms, her progress toward 
individuation.  It is
also a solar symbol, which represents balanced, cyclic alternation, 
and
spiritual gold, the final goal of the Magnum Opus of alchemy.  The 
purple-red
gem in the center of the hexagram is a symbol of future growth:  the 
kernel
hidden in the fruit and the embryo hidden in the womb.  Its color 
represents the
culmination of the alchemical transformation, which "has the power to 
remove man
from this vale of sorrow," in the words of the alchemist Basilius 
Valentinus.
(Burckhardt 184, 191-2; Gad 240; Nichols 251)



Both emblems, the hexagram with its central gem and the triangle in 
the square,
represent seven, the number of Temperance; Temperance blends the 
natures of the
seven metals and the characters of the seven planets (Case 156).  
Finally, both
emblems emphasize the symmetry and balance of Temperance.

The gold and silver vessels represent many polarities:  sun and moon, 
conscious
and unconscious, male and female, spirit and soul, mind and body.  
The lower,
silver vessel is a patera, a broad, flat ritual dish; it is a womb 
symbol, the
alchemical uterus, and represents the Cauldron of Regeneration (which 
we see for
example in the legend of Medea the Witch).  The upper, golden vessel 
is an
oinokhoe, a narrow, tall wine jug; it is a phallic symbol and 
fertilizes the
womb. (Gad 238, 241; Nichols 249; SB&G 45; Sharman-Burke 70; Walker 
108-9)

Tarot decks differ in whether they place the gold or silver vessel 
higher, and
which on the right and which on the left (e.g. Wirth vs. Waite).  Our 
placement
reflects the harmonization of oppositions symbolized by Temperance.  
Notice that
the upper, golden (masculine, solar) vessel, in the right (conscious) 
hand,
pours (feminine, lunar) water, whereas the lower, silver (feminine, 
lunar)
vessel, in the left (unconscious) hand, holds the (masculine, solar) 
wine (cf.
Crowley 102).  Thus the silver womb of the unconscious overflows with 
feeling
and fiery spiritual content, which rises up from it, while the golden 
ewer of
the conscious mind pours out on the lower vessel the clear stream of 



reason and
wisdom.

It is significant that the actual mixing takes place in the lower 
vessel, the
unconscious, for such alchemy is ultimately beyond conscious 
comprehension.
This is why Temperance as alchemist is, though generally androgynous,
specifically female; she is at home with the chemistry of the 
Cauldron of
Regeneration. (Nichols 252)

There is an additional meaning to the wine being in the silver vessel 
and the
water in the golden vessel:  the male spirit is in the female vessel 
and the
female spirit is in the male vessel.  This symbolizes the ritual 
transvestitism
and other forms of androgyny that symbolize the unification of 
opposites in
spiritual initiations in many cultures (Eliade, M&A 111-114).  So we 
may
interpret Temperance as the divine child undertaking her first 
initiation.

The trumps 7.Temperance and 17.Moon are allied, for they differ by 
the Decad,
and in the Moon trump the silver patera of Temperance expands to 
cosmic scale as
the Abyssal Sea (infused with the salty spirit) in which the soul is 
reborn.  So
also the alchemist of Temperance (daughter of the Sun and Moon) 
corresponds to
Circe, the potion-mixing daughter of Helios and Hecate (see 17.Moon). 
(Walker
108)

Temperance refers to the artful mixture that balances the opposites, 
which is an



alchemical operation, and so the opposites are symbolized by the lion 
and eagle.
The white eagle is a water symbol, but it decorates the golden jug 
held in the
right hand (all associated with fire); the white eagle has become 
red, though
its prior state is reflected in the water in the jug; we see the red 
eagle in
3.Emperor.  Conversely, the red lion is a fire symbol, yet here we 
find it
decorating the silver dish held in the left hand (all associated with 
water);
the red lion has become white (or green), though its prior state is 
reflected in
the red wine in the dish; we see the green lion in 2.Empress.  In 
alchemical
terms, the red blood of the lion has been exchanged for the white 
gluten of the
eagle, which effects the reconciliation of opposites and sets the 
stage for
completing the work. (We have already seen the Tantric interpretation 
of the
mixing of the red and white elixirs.)  In more mundane terms, the 
descending
water quenches the fiery spirits below, while the ascending fire 
spiritualizes
the flux above. (Case 157; Crowley 102, 228; Nichols 258)

To recap, the mixing accomplished by Temperance creates the green 
lion who
accompanies 2.Empress and the red eagle who accompanies 3.Emperor.  
Further, the
gluten of the eagle is the white sulphur, associated with 4.High 
Priestess, and
the blood of the lion is the red sulphur, associated 5. High Priest 
(cf. Pollack
I.97).  Temperance mixes the two sulphurs in the grey Philosophic 
Egg, which
blends the black and white, and is in turn the child born from the 
silver Orphic
Egg, the pneumatos, the "harmony of an intermediate spirit," the 
quintessence



(see 6.Love).

The sulphur-infused water is called hudor theion in Greek, which 
means both
sulphur-water and holy-water.  When incubated in the Philosophic Egg 
this
mixture will engender the Philosopher's Stone, the perfect 
unification of the
mercury, sulphur and salt of the alchemists (i.e., spirit, soul and 
body).  The
mercury is the fluid principle (associated with the water), the 
sulphur is the
fiery principle (associated with the wine), and the salt is the 
material
principle, the earthly vehicle for their embodiment.  The result, 
according to
Basilius, is alchemical vitriol (or the oil thereof), "that true 
fluid Gold of
Philosophers, which nature drove together from the three principles, 
wherein is
found a spirit, soul and body "

Indeed, Crowley's equivalent of 7.Temperance bears the seven-letter 
alchemical
formula VITRIOL (seen, e.g., in Stolcius' Viridarium Chymicum, 1624), 
which is
said to contain the whole secret of alchemy.  It stands for:

    Visita Interiora Terrae Rectificando Invenies Occultum 
Lapidem

That is, "Visit the interior of the earth and by rectification you 
will find the
hidden stone."  The text explains, in words echoing the Emerald 
Tablet, "The Sun
is father to the Stone, wandering Cynthia [the Moon] its mother, Wind 
bore the
child in its womb, Earth gave it food" - fire, water, air and earth 
contribute



to its birth.  This formula admits many interpretations, but here it 
tells us
that the divine child will be found in the center of the earth-egg, 
but that it
must be further refined (in the later trumps) before the Great Work 
is complete.
Crowley (104) says, "It is to fertilize and bring to manifested Life 
the Orphic
Egg." (Crowley 103-4; Jung, MC 149, 516; Nichols 258; Read 105, 155, 
195)

(Note bene, if you are interested in VITRIOL:  In a figure titled 
"The Whole
Work of Philosophy," Stolcius gives the formula this way around a 
circle:
1V2I3T4R5I6O7L; corresponding to the numbers are the planets Saturn, 
Jupiter,
Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon.  Finally the three principles are 
aligned as
follows:  1 = Saturn = salt = corpus (body), 3 = Mars = sulphur = 
anima (soul),
6 = Mercury = quicksilver = spiritus (spirit).  Corresponding emblems 
depict the
steps of the Great Word:  putrefaction, distillation, sublimation, 
white work,
peacock, red work, birth.  There is much to be learned from this 
arrangement.
See Read 269, 272)

The child in 7.Temperance holds the patera, which reminds us that she 
is the
Mistress of the Cups, corresponding to the Master of the Cups in 6.
Love (who is
Eros/Hermes).  Thus it is not surprising that Temperance is connected 
with
divine cup-bearers, in particular Hebe and Iris.

Hebe is the daughter of Hera and Zeus (2.Empress and 3.Emperor), that 
is, the
divine child of the cosmic parents; her name means youth and youthful 



vigor.
She is a cup-bearer for the gods, serving them their youth-preserving 
nectar.
(Gantz 81-2; Larousse 137)

Zeus and Ganumedes (c. 515-510 BCE)

She is sometimes called Ganymeda (Ganumeda), since she 
is the female counterpart
of Ganymede (Ganumedes), another cup-bearer, who is 
identified with Aquarius.
Indeed, Ganymede replaced her as cup-bearer after she 
married Heracles, which
symbolizes the conjunction of opposites.  Ganymede also 
brings the rejuvenating
waters, and indeed Hellenistic Egyptians identified him 
with Osiris, who governs
the revivifying waters of the Nile.  Conversely, an Egyptian statue 
that has
been identified with the Nile has both a beard and female breasts. 
(Larousse
137-8; OCD s.v. Hebe; Williams 92, 96; Zolla 58-9)



As in our image, Hebe is often depicted winged, barefoot, wearing a 
long peplos
(robe), carrying a patera (dish) of ambrosia in her left hand and an 
oinokhoe
(wine jug) of nectar in her right, or she may be shown pouring the 
jug into the
patera. (Murray 217; Oswalt 123)

Hera and Hebe

(Chicago Painter, 440 BCE)

Another cup-bearer is Iris, who is a female 
counterpart of Hermes, even to
carrying the kerukeon (caduceus) and wearing 
winged sandals or a winged hat.

Though both may carry messages for any of the gods, Iris is 
especially assigned
to Hera the Mother, as Hermes is to Zeus the Father (2.Empress and 3.
Emperor).
Like Hermes, Iris is a guide to the underworld; indeed she goes there 
to fill
her golden cup with the waters of the river Styx (depicted in our 
image), by
which the gods swear their inviolable oaths.  She also serves the 
gods their
immortality-conferring nectar and ambrosia. (Gantz 18; OCD s.v. Iris; 
SB&G 45-6)

Iris is generally depicted barefoot and wearing either a short or 
long chiton
(tunic) or a peplos (long robe); she may have wings (in the Iliad she 
is call
khrusopteros - golden-winged - twice) and is sometimes seen with a 
pitcher -  so
on the west pediment of the Parthenon. (Iliad 8.398, 11.185; OCD s.v. 
Iris;
Smith & Anton s.v. Iris)  Most of the earliest tarot decks, including 



the
Visconti-Sforza deck, show an unwinged Temperance (the Piedmontese 
deck is the
exception), though she is winged in most other decks (Kaplan, Vol. I, 
s.v.
Temperance).  Indeed, she is the only winged (i.e. divine) figure to 
appear on
earth, which shows her to be the liaison between heaven and earth.  
(Dummett
128; Nichols 250, 258; SB&G 45; Williams 92)

Iris and Hebe are closely connected; for example, in book 5 of the 
Iliad Hebe
helps Hera hitch her chariot, as Iris helps Aphrodite unhitch hers. 
(Gantz 82)

Temperance, as the messenger (angelos) of the gods, the mediator 
between heaven
and earth, brings conscious awareness to subconscious content (as 
symbolized by
the vessels and their contents).  Her decanting back and forth is the 
inner
dialogue, the meditation that harmonizes the psyche. (Nichols 250-1; 
note,
however, that mediate and meditate are not related)

The flowers in the background are irises, as they are in the Waite-
Smith and
some other decks. (Case 155; SB&G 45)

The rainbow is the visible manifestation of Iris carrying a message 
to earth
from heaven or vice versa.  It is a nearly universal symbol of the 
Celestial
Bridge, the shamanic path to the sky, the path between heaven and 
earth, and its
seven colors correspond to the Seven Heavens (and to the levels of 
the Ziggurat;
see 15.Tower).  The rainbow is the seven-runged ladder of alchemical 



initiation.
(Eliade, Sham. 132-5, 490; SB&G 45)

Iris, from an anon. late 15th cent. ms.

The rainbow is also a symbol of promise and renewal, 
the reborn child.  It
represents the peace after the storm that destroys 
old structures and patterns;
it heralds the new manifestation following 
dissolution of the old, the
alchemical Coagule following the Solve.  Indeed, the 

colors of the rainbow
correspond to the alchemical Peacock's Tail, which heralds the 
completion of the
Magnum Opus. (Case 155; Crowley 103; Nichols 251; Pollack 97; SB&G 45)

The rainbow also symbolizes the androgynous blending of opposites 
represented by
Temperance.  As Zolla (57) remarks, "The androgyne character of the 
rainbow is
so strong that there are many legends in the French, Serbian and 
Westfalian
countryside about people changing sex when passing under a rainbow.  
But its
peculiar symbolic character consists in a blend of androgyny with a 
conjunction
of the human and the divine."  Thus it is especially significant that 
Temperance
stands under a rainbow.

The rainbow doubles as an archery bow, which shoots an arrow straight 
upward;
indeed the arrow pierces the rainbow.  The upward-flying arrow 
contrasts with



the dart that Eros aims downward in 6.Love.  The descending silver 
dart of
6.Love is the alchemical Solve, which brings about the dissolution of 
the
parents (the downward flow of Water, symbolized by the dart head), 
reducing them
to prima materia.  The ascending golden arrow of 7.Temperance is the 
alchemical
Coagula, which brings about a new fixation of spirit (by means of the 
upward
leaping Fire, symbolized by the arrowhead), which synthesizes the 
opposites.
Indeed, Crowley says this trump is "the complement and the 
fulfillment" of
6.Love.  We may say that the descending dart, associated with Eros, 
represents
the desire to unify the polarities, whereas the ascending arrow 
(which Crowley
calls the purest sign of Hermes), represents the directed will and 
burning zeal
that achieves the desired integration. (Crowley 101, 104; Gad 241)

Eliade (Zal. 53) observes that shooting arrows into the clouds is a 
ritual found
around the world.  When we recall that the divine child's parents, 
the Dark Moon
and Dark Sun (4.High Priestess & 5.High Priest), come together in 
eclipse, it is
significant that the Chinese shoot arrow into the sky during an 
eclipse "to
reconstitute the ritual space and reestablish the order of the world, 
threatened
by the darkness" (Eliade, Zal. 53).  So also 7.Temperance represents 
the divine
child's reconstitution of the world order.

For Crowley (101) this trump depicts Diana the Huntress, which 
connects it with
17.Moon (as we've already seen) and with the Archer, that is, 
Sagittarius.  In
the Zodiac Gemini, representing 6.Love (Master of Cups, descending 



dart) is
opposite Sagittarius, which we see corresponds to 7.Temperance 
(Mistress of
Cups, ascending arrow). (Case 155-6)

The twin mountains, which appear on 7.Temperance and 17.Moon, also 
establish a
link between these trumps.  This is the Eastern Gate of the Sun, Mt. 
Parnassus,
the abode of Apollo and the Muses, the Babylonian Mt. Mashu (Twins), 
the cosmic
axis, the destination that will finally be reached in 18.Sun.  The 
twofold
mountain represents the conjunction of opposites; cabalistically, the 
peaks are
Wisdom and Understanding (Chokma and Binah). (Case 155; Sharman-Burke 
70; Zolla
73)

Mt. Parnassus appears in emblem 38 of 
Michael Maier's Atalanta Fugiens (1617).
In the foreground Hermes and Aphrodite 
engage in foreplay, while Eros, holding a
phallic quiver, looks on.  In the 
background, bridging the valley between 
the
two peaks, is the divine child born of 
their union, Hermaphroditus, the Rebis
(Two-thing), the two-headed, two-gendered 
alchemical androgyne.    Maier
explains (p. 162), 

ita Rebis duorum montium inquilinus censetur, videlicet
Mercurii & Veneris, unde & nomen Hermaphroditi ipsi inditum ab 
utroque parente.
That is, "the Rebis occupies the two mountains, obviously those of 
Mercury and
Venus, and the name of Hermaphroditus himself derives from each 
parent."  He
adds (163), "the mountain of the Mercury of the Philosophers   is the 



twofold
peak of Parnassus, on one of them dwells Hermes, on the other 
Venus."  Of
course, Hermes and Venus are 1.Magician and 2.Empress.

In Maier's image, the right-hand side of the Rebis is male, the left 
female;
likewise Hermes sits on Venus's right.  On the other hand the 
sephirotic
associations suggest that the peak on the Rebis' right corresponds to
Understanding and therefore Venus, and that on the left to Wisdom and 
therefore
Hermes (see also 17.Moon).  The explanation may be the balance and 
exchange of
opposites represented by this trump.

The unification of the opposites is represented by the images that 
connect the
peaks:  the rising sun (representing new hope), the rainbow, the 
cloud and the
arrow (Sharman-Burke 70).  Case (155) identifies them with the Crown 
(Kether),
which, like the Rebis, unites Wisdom and Understanding on the Tree of 
Life, and
represents the end of the path of attainment.



Greek Hermaphroditic Statue

Androgyny is a pervasive theme in 7.Temperance:  the 
union of opposites, the
ambiguous gender of Ganymede/Ganymeda (Hebe), the sex-
changing power of the
rainbow, the blending of the male and female essences 
in the vessels,
Hermaphroditus born of Hermes and Aphrodite, and so 
forth.  It represents a kind
of psychological wholeness:  a man's union with his 
anima (inner woman), or a
woman's union with her animus (inner man).  It also 

represents the
reality-twisting cross-dressing and androgyny of the shaman, the 
psychopomp
(soul guide) and messenger between the mundane and spiritual worlds. 
(Waite 124;
Williams 94-5)

The goddess Isis can also be seen in the Temperance trump.  According 
to Walker
(108), her name and several of her titles (Queen of Heaven, Great 
Mother) have
appeared as names of this trump, and O'Neill (220) mentions a 
Renaissance image
of Isis in which she carries a water vessel and has one foot on earth 
and the
other in the water.

Since ancient times Isis has been associated with the Nile, and her 
resurrection
of Osiris and reunion with him has been taken to symbolize the 
periodic flooding
of the Nile (Plutarch, Isis & Osiris 39-40).  This story contains the 
common
mythological theme of feminine love bringing rebirth; recall Ishtar 



and Tammuz,
Aphrodite and Adonis (Walker 109); in some myths Dionysos was 
resurrected by
Demeter, his lover, or by Athena (Kerenyi, Gods of Greeks 274).

Walker (108) observes that the Egyptian menat amulet represents two 
vessels (one
apparently emptying into the other, as in our image), one narrow, the 
other
broad, which correspond to the male and female organs of generation. 
It is
associated with Temperance the regenerated child for, as Budge (61) 
explains, it
confers "the power of life and reproduction."

Nevertheless, though Isis may be associated historically with the 
Temperance
trump, it corresponds better to Horus, the divine child of Isis and 
Osiris (High
Priest and High Priestess), conceived when they coupled while still 
in the womb;
indeed, the two eyes of Horus are the sun and moon (e.g., Plutarch, 
I. & O. 12,
52).

We may compare Temperance with a later trump that also balances 
opposites,
20.Justice, who makes her judgements from afar, and seeks a fixed 
balance by
means of measurement and her scales.  In contrast, Temperance is 
present as a
mediator, and accomplishes a fluid alternation between the opposites 
by means of
her skill and sensitivity.  This dynamic alternation between water 
and wine is
critical, for life is renewed by a continual flow between the 
conscious and
unconscious minds.  The Greek letter associated with Temperance is 
Eta, which is
the numeral eight, associated with Rhea (also represented in 10.



Fortune), who
represents the natural rhythmic flow of Nature; so the Pythagoreans 
call her
Embracer of All Harmonies. (Case 154; Cooper 118; Nichols 254, 256; 
TA 73)

We can contrast Temperance and Justice in another way.  The two 
vessels held by
Temperance are connected by the flow of feeling, and this trump 
emphasizes the
feeling function of consciousness, for feeling is a bridge between 
opposites,
just like the fluids in this trump.  Temperance is fluid whereas 
Justice is
inflexible (represented by the crossbeam of the scales); Iris serves 
Mother
Hera, whereas Athena (Justice) serves Father Zeus; Iris is kind and 
merciful,
whereas Athena is fair and objective; Temperance values relationship, 
whereas
Justice values independence. (SB&G 45-7)

Indeed, as cup-bearer, Temperance is connected with the Water-Bearer 
Aquarius
(who was also identified with Ganymede).  Aquarius is the sign of 
ideal
relationships, and also shows us that this trump is the initiation of 
Aquarian
Age of the psyche, which brings about its wholeness.  In one act she 
both pours
and receives, thus effecting the integration of conscious and  
unconscious
minds. (Nichols 249, 253)

The gold and silver vessels, the pool, and her stance relative to the 
pool
correspond to 16.Star, for the Star Woman also governs the conscious-
unconscious
alternation, but at a more advanced level.  The connection between 7.
Temperance



and 16.Star is confirmed by 7 = 1+6 (since the Pythagoreans say that 
10 is the
Monad of a higher-order Decad, 1+0 = 1).

Temperance follows the first  Triaktys pattern (*, **, ***) in the 
tarot.  The
monad is 1.Magician, the undifferentiated unity preceding 
distinctions (the 1-1
dice-cast in the Fire Hexactys).  The dyad comprises 2.Empress and 3.
Emperor,
the primary duality of female and male (the 2-1 and 2-2 casts).  The 
triad
comprises 4.High Priestess, 5.High Priest and 6.Love - the wife, the 
husband and
their union (3-1, 3-2, 3-3), which engenders 7.Temperance, the child.
7.Temperance is the Hidden Monad (see 7s in Minor Arcana), which 
begins the
tetrad (4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4) that completes the Holy Tetractys of the
Pythagoreans.  With 0.Fool the Tetractys (trumps 1-10) constitutes 
the first of
the two Hendecads (groups of 11) of the tarot.  So also the Moon and 
the Sun
were wed on the 28th (7 X 4) day, the new moon, which was considered 
especially
favorable for weddings in Athens (Jung, MC 129).

The position of Temperance is confirmed by the numerical value of  
HBH H QEA
(Hebe He Thea, the Goddess Hebe) = 41, which reduces to 11+1-4 = 8 in 
the
Hendecad.  Further, the Pythagoreans inform us that the octad is 
female and call
it the Threefold Vessel of Rebirth (so Temperance is the reborn divine
daughter); she rebalances the destabilizing effect of the heptad 
(Love). (Cooper
118; Neumann, GM 329-30; see also the 8s in the Minor Arcana.)

  The female contains all qualities and tempers them,
  She is in her place and moves with perfect balance,
  She is all things duly veil'd, she is both passive and active



                             - Walt Whitman, "I Sing the Body 
Electric"
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Errata in the

Guide to the Pythagorean Tarot

John Opsopaus

A number of typographical and other errors slipped through my proof-reading. Most of them are minor 
and will be unnoticed by most readers, or will not confuse them. However, a few are potentially 
confusing or misleading, and they are listed here. Please report any other errors that you find. Thanks!

p. 10, displayed Greek alphabet, line 1:
The second "E" should be "H" (eta).

p. 25, par. 2, l. 9:
Should read: "was a public, year-end rite of purification and rebirth."

p. 27, first displayed equation:
The sum should be written in the following order to correspond to the words: 
"ΕΡΩΣ Ο ΘΕΟΣ = 5 + 100 + 800 + 200 + 70 + 9 + 5 + 70 + 200 = 1,459"

p. 81, line -5:
"takes place in blackest night" should read "takes place in blackest darkness."

p. 118, line -5:
"Non quid nimis" should read "Ne quid nimis."

p. 150, par. -2, l. 3:
Open paren. before "opened" is misplaced. Line should read:
"Âjñâ-chakra, opened (for Kuklôps < kuklos = circle =chakra + ôps = faced;"

p. 248, fig. 11:
The square should have 12 equal line-segments around its perimeter, three on each side.

p. 322, l. 2:
Reverse the dash and "turns" so that the line reads:
"volvitur - the Wheel of Fortune turns - and suddenly the old material security"

p. 322, l. -3:
The breathing should be smooth rather than rough on idea and aêr: ’Ι∆ΕΑ, ’ΑΗΡ.

p. 394, par. 1, l. 12:
"Excessus Affectus" is more accurately translated "Extension of Feeling."

p. 440, "Colonna. Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (second Colonna entry):
Delete "1890. Reprint."

p. 456, "Hekatê":
Replace page numbers by "See Hecate."

p. 459, "Lukaios":
Entry should read: "Lukeios, 76, 110, 226."

p. 464, "psukhê":

mailto:Opsopaus@omphalos.org?subject=Pythagorean%20Tarot%20errors


Add p. 74.
p. 465, "sephirot":

Should read: "sephirot, 3, 9, 148, 168, 173, 179, 186, 203, 234, 258, 281, 285, 428."
p. 468, "transvestitism":

Add p. 239.
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Preface 

Why a "Pythagorean" tarot? This deck began as a project to embody my interpretations of the tarot, 
based on traditional iconography, archetypal imagery and Pythagorean numerology, into a deck for my 
own use. In the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn one was expected to copy one's own tarot deck 
from a master copy and to color it; however, in only a few contemporary orders, such the Builders of the 
Adytum (BOTA), are students expected to even color their own decks. Although I enjoy and respect 
many commercial tarot decks, I believe that at some point each serious student should design his or her 
own deck embodying their understanding of the Arcana. Indeed, as one's understanding evolves over a 
lifetime, it's not unreasonable to expect to design and construct several decks. On the basis of these 
beliefs I started work on the Pythagorean Tarot. 

Although the Pythagorean Tarot began as a personal project, I have been encouraged to make it 
generally available, since its interpretive framework is not the same as many other tarots, and so serious 
tarotists may find it useful both in itself, and as a starting point for their own designs. 

Introduction 



1.  Pythagorean Numerology 
1.  The Numbers as Archetypes 
2.  Divination 
3.  Pythagoreanism 

2.  Alchemy 
3.  Qabalah 

Pythagorean Numerology 

The Pythagorean Tarot is based on Pythagorean numerology, which explains the significance of the 
numbers. Since the Pythagorean Tarot derives from the Greek cultural milieu, you can think of it as my 
idea of what a tarot designed by Pythagoras might have been like. However, it also draws from a number 
of other sources, including Mediterranean mythology, alchemy, Jungian psychology, other divinatory 
systems and traditional tarot interpretation. I hope this web of symbolic structures will help to illuminate 
the mysteries hidden in the tarot. Since the primary organizing principal is Pythagorean numerology, I 
will begin by discussing the archetypal significance of numbers and their role in divination. 

1.  The Numbers as Archetypes 
2.  Divination 
3.  Pythagoreanism 

The Numbers as Archetypes 

Jung's elucidation of the archetypes of the collective unconscious is now familiar to many people, and it 
is apparent that the images of the tarot are archetypal. A number of tarot commentators (e.g. Gad, 
Nichols; see bibliography) have applied Jungian analysis to traditional tarot decks, and several recent 
decks (e.g. Wang's Jungian Tarot, Guiley & Place's Alchemical Tarot) make explicit use of archetypal 
imagery as described by Jung and his colleagues. The archetypes also underlie the symbolic system of 
alchemy and mythology, so I have also drawn on these in my interpretations and designs for the Major 
Arcana (comprising 22 obviously archetypal images). What is less well known, however, is that the 
numbers themselves are archetypes, and it is the structure of these archetypes that is expressed in 
Pythagorean numerology, the system of Sephirot in the Qabalah, and the number mysticism of many 
other cultures. An understanding of these archetypes illuminates the Minor Arcana (comprising four 
suits, with four court cards and ten pip cards each), as well as shedding additional light on the 
numerological structure of the Major Arcana. (The best source for understanding the numbers as 
archetypes in von Franz's Number and Time; Schimmel's Mystery of Numbers is a good source of 
number symbolism; Fordham's Introduction to Jung's Psychology is the most concise, yet accurate 
introduction to Jung's thought with which I'm familiar.) 

The archetypes may be explained as follows. We experience existence in two quite different ways: 



physically (or materially) and psychically (or mentally). Nevertheless, one reality - which Jung calls the 
Unus Mundus (One World) - underlies both kinds of phenomena. The collective unconscious comprises 
all those unconscious structures and processes that we share with other people; some of them derive 
from our human brains, but other, deeper ones, from our biology and even from the laws of physics on 
which our biology is based. "The lowest collective level of our psyche is simply pure nature" (von Franz 
7). The archetypes are active structures in this shared level of the unconscious, which predispose us 
toward certain patterns of psychic response to given situations, which in turn can manifest in many 
specific ways. An archetype appears in consciousness as a subjective reality, but because of its origin in 
the collective unconscious, it represents an objective reality. (von Franz 4-7, 15, 31, 54-5) 

Jung became convinced that the most basic archetypes are numerical and that number is the key to the 
relation between the psychical and physical realms. This is because number is "a constituent of nature, 
both without and within" (von Franz 13); it "preconsciously orders both psychic thought processes and 
the manifestations of material reality" (von Franz 53). Jung wrote (von Franz 9), "I have a distinct 
feeling that number is a key to the mystery, since it is just as much discovered as invented. It is quantity 
as well as meaning." 

Number is both quality and quantity (meaning and measurement). In the historical, conscious 
development of number, the West has favored the quantitative and abstract structural aspects, which has 
led to the development of modern science, whereas the East has favored the qualitative and affective 
(feeling-toned) aspects. That is, the West has emphasized the material pole and the East the mental pole, 
although both are essential aspects of the Unus Mundus. The Pythagoreans, however, viewed numbers 
as cosmic principles with both material and spiritual aspects. This perspective is the basis of the 
numerology found in many cultures. (von Franz 39, 215) 

When the qualitative aspects are included in our conception of numbers, they become more than simple 
quantities 1, 2, 3, 4; they acquire an archetypal character as Unity, Opposition, Conjunction, 
Completion. They are then analogous to more familiar archetypes, such as the Mother, the Wise Old 
Man, the Maiden, and the Shadow, which are more obviously represented in the Major Arcana. 

Divination 

If we understand physical and psychical phenomena as two aspects of the underlying Unus Mundus, 
then Jung's idea of synchronicity becomes clearer. A synchronous event can be defined as a meaningful 
coincidence, that is, a coincidence that has symbolic significance to someone experiencing the event. 
"By a synchronistic phenomenon Jung understands the coincidence in time of two or more psychic and 
physical events which are connected, not causally, but by their identical meaning" (von Franz 6n2). The 
meaning is revealed in an image constellated by an archetype manifesting simultaneously in the physical 
and psychic realms. Synchronistic phenomena are important because they provide a glimpse of the Unus 
Mundus in its wholeness; the eternal archetypes break through into the world of ordinary time, and inner 
and outer aspects of experience move in harmony. (von Franz 199, 242-3) 



Synchronistic phenomena are usually spontaneous, but in divination we arrange for a synchronistic 
event to take place. This is not a simple mechanical matter, for synchronicity usually requires that an 
archetype be "activated" in the unconscious, which in turn presupposes an emotion-laden, tension-
charged situation. Thus divination is most successful when undertaken for a serious purpose; under these 
conditions divinatory techniques can "draw archetypal material into the center of the field of 
observation" (von Franz 223-4). 

The method of science may be contrasted with that of divination. In science one makes a conscious "cut" 
in the world, separating the phenomenon of interest from the rest of existence. In divination, on the other 
hand, one makes an unconscious "cut," by isolating a qualitative moment in time, which retains the 
fullness of its participation in both the physical and psychic aspects of all existence. Numerical 
procedures, such as cutting a tarot deck, rolling dice, or dividing yarrow stalks, are used to determine the 
kairos, the "key moment," for the constellation of a unique synchronous phenomenon. With proper 
preparation, so that an archetype is already activated by a sufficiently high "charge" of psychic energy, 
the divinatory act can create a "hole" in the "field of consciousness through which the autonomous 
dynamism of the collective unconscious can break in" (von Franz 227). (von Franz 44, 199) 

By bringing the eternal archetypes into temporal consciousness, the divinatory act creates a "hole in 
time," the alchemical Fenestra Aeternitatis (Window to Eternity). The alchemists also called this hole 
though which autonomous spirit passes the Spiraculum Aeternitatis, or Airhole to Eternity; it 
corresponds to the smokehole in the top of shamans' tents, through which they ascend to the heavens and 
return to the mundane world. (von Franz 260-1) 

Throughout history there have been many ways of using numbers for divination. For example, the I 
Ching is a well-known Eastern method of divination, which was studied by Jung and his colleagues, and 
is now quite popular in the West. In a fundamental sense it is based on numerical archetypes since, as 
many have observed, the hexagrams (composed on Yin and Yang lines) correspond to binary numbers 
(composed of 0s and 1s). Similar binary divination systems have been used in the West since ancient 
times, including geomancy in Europe and Arabia, and the related Ifa divination system in Africa. (In an 
appendix, Tarot Divination Without Tarot Cards, I describe a similar binary method of selecting Tarot 
cards.) 

Some of the most common numerical divination systems use dice: the combination of pips in the roll, or 
in some cases their sum, is used to consult a table of "oracles." Such methods were common in the 
ancient world (many temples had a dice table for consulting the gods) and are still in use today. 
Divination with dice is especially relevant to tarot, since there is some evidence that when playing cards 
were introduced into Europe from the Orient in the fourteenth century, methods of dice divination were 
transferred to cards. (See the "Introduction to the Major Arcana" for more on this.) 

So much for the theory of divination; see the appendix ("Divinatio") for practical suggestions (spreads, 
etc.) on the use of the Pythagorean Tarot for divination, meditation and other purposes, as well as for the 
use of dice casting and similar methods with the Tarot. 



Pythagoreanism 

Pythogoras, who was born in Samos (an island of the coast of Asia Minor) and lived in the sixth century 
BCE, is the fountainhead of most later Greek philosophy, both esoteric and exoteric. Although it is 
difficult to separate fact from legend, we may say that he believed in metempsychosis (reincarnation) 
and that numbers are the foundation of the universe. Further, he founded in Kroton (mod. Crotone, Italy) 
a religious society (open to women as well as men), which taught a way of life devoted to escape from 
the wheel of reincarnation through knowledge. Their practice included self-examination, vegetarianism, 
purity and silence, as well as the study of esoteric mathematics and music. He is thought to have written 
nothing down, but his followers did, and they attributed their works to him. (OCD s.v. Pythagoras) 

According to ancient biographies (Diogenes Laertius 8.1-15) - which might not be entirely factual - 
Pythagoras, when a young man, became an initiate of all mysteries in Greece; he studied with the 
Phoenicians, learned Egyptian and studied with the priests there, and then went to be initiated into the 
mysteries on Crete. He claimed that in a previous life he was a son of Hermes, and that his divine father 
had granted him the gift of keeping his memory from one incarnation to the next. Pythagorean doctrine 
was kept secret until Philolaus (born c.470 BCE) published three books of it. It has many connections 
with Orphism, although their exact relation is not clear. (For a scholarly study see Walter Burkert's Lore 
and Science in Ancient Pythagoreanism.) 

It is apparent that Socrates (who also wrote nothing) and Plato (c.429-347 BCE) were both 
Pythagoreans, and, according to Diogenes, Plato bought copies of Philolaus' books for 100 minas (about 
100 pounds of silver) as soon as they were available. Certainly some of Plato's dialogues, such as the 
Timaeus, are filled with Pythagorean esoterica. 

A Neopythagorean revival began in the first century BCE and continued until it developed into 
Neoplatonism in the third century CE. It remained the dominant Pagan philosophy until the emperor 
Justinian ordered the Pagan schools closed in 529 CE. Among its more famous proponents were 
Numenius, Plotinus, Porphyry, Iamblichus, Proclus and Hypatia. It is from these philosophers that most 
of the numerology of the Pythagorean Tarot is drawn. (For a comprehensive collection of Pythagorean 
writings, see Kenneth Guthrie's Pythagorean Sourcebook and Library. Two excellent sources for 
Neopythagorean numerology are Robin Waterfield's translation of The Theology of Arithmetic 
(attributed to Iamblichus) and Thomas Taylor's Theoretic Arithmetic, which is drawn from many 
sources.) (OCD s.v. Neoplatonism, Neopythagoreanism) 

The Neopythagoreanism of second century CE Alexandria was also one of the principal sources of 
Gnosticism, the group of esoteric religions that flourished in that society, which also gave us the 
Hermetica (the writings attributed to Hermes Trismegistus), the Chaldean Oracles and a number of other 
esoteric texts. This was also the cultural breeding ground for Plutarch's theosophical writings, Zosimos' 
alchemical work, and Numenius' Neopythagoreanism (which was, in turn, influenced by Gnosticism). 
(OCD s.v. Gnosticism) 



Later, in the fifteenth century, when Plato and the Hermetica were first translated into Latin, a new 
efflorescence of Neopythagoreanism nourished the Renaissance at the Platonic Academy of Lorenzo 
de'Medici. Indeed, Renaissance art is saturated with Pythagorean and Hermetic symbols, and this is the 
cultural context in which the Tarot was born. A later, seventeenth century, efflorescence merged with 
the alchemical tradition, influencing philosophers such as Isaac Newton, Thomas Taylor and John Dee, 
and artists such as Shakespeare, Spenser and Blake, for Hermetic and alchemical themes are apparent in 
many of their works. (See Edgar Wind's Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance for the influence of 
Neopythagoreanism and Hermeticism on the Renaissance. The works of Dame Francis Yates, such as 
Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition and The Occult Philosophy in the Elizabethan Age, are a 
good introduction to seventeenth-century Hermeticism.) 

Alchemy 

From a modern perspective, one of the weaknesses of Pythagoreanism is its one-sided exaltation of the 
mind and knowledge and its corresponding denigration of the material world and body. In this respect 
the alchemical perspective, which sees spirit embodied in matter and matter as a means of purifying and 
ennobling the spirit, is more balanced. This is expressed in the well-known alchemical maxim, "as 
above, so below." The masculine knowledge, Logos and spirit - the dry solar consciousness - requires its 
complement, feminine compassion, Eros and soul - the moist lunar consciousness. (In this respect it has 
some similarities with Tantric Buddhism.) The wisdom of the alchemical tradition is especially needed 
in our time. 

Alchemy perhaps grew out of the secret lore of the first metallurgists. Their view was that metals were 
born out of the womb of Mother Earth, and that Nature caused them to develop toward ever greater 
nobility (manifested in gold); the earliest alchemists viewed their work as cooperating with Nature to 
hasten this process. Because early alchemists sought their goal through a combination of technology, 
magic and divine aid, we find in many cultures stories of an early generation of smith-gods and divine 
metallurgist-magicians (e.g. the Cabiri in Greek myths). Typically, they are also teachers of ecstatic 
dance and initiators into sacred mysteries of transformation. (See Mircea Eliade's Forge and Crucible.) 

The doctrine of the four elements (earth, water, air, fire), a central principle of European alchemy, 
developed out of Greek philosophy. They appear first in the writings of Empedocles (c.493-c.433 BCE), 
who was a Greek shaman (iatromantis - healer-seer - in Greek). Closely connected is the idea of the 
opposed qualities (hot/cold, moist/dry) that give the elements their character, which was an outgrowth of 
Pythagorean speculation. Plato and Aristotle explained the relation of the elements and the qualities, and 
refined the theory into the form that it took in all later European alchemy; they also added the fifth 
element, the Quintessence, which is critical to the alchemical process, since it is the celestial principle 
that reconciles opposing mundane qualities. (See A. J. Hopkins' Alchemy: Child of Greek Philosophy.) 

As alchemy developed after the Renaissance, alchemists became increasingly explicit in stating that 
their goal was not so much the transformation of metals as the transformation of the alchemist; they 
sought a "higher gold" than the common metal. This view has been confirmed by the well-known 



investigations of Jung, who has shown that the symbolical literature, emblems and procedures of 
alchemy are manifestations of the archetypal structure of the process of psychological individuation. 
Thus the alchemical worldview, which is closely allied with the Neopythagorean, becomes a valuable 
perspective from which to understand our growth and development as materially embodied spirits. Since 
at least the time of the Golden Dawn (late 19th cent.), alchemy has been a basis of tarot design, which 
effectively transcends the dualism of the Neopythagorean tradition. (Aside from Jung's own works, e.g., 
Psych. & Alch., Mys. Con., Alch. Stud., Aion, which are quite readable, there are now numerous 
selections and explications of his alchemical writings, e.g. von Franz's Alchemy and Edward Edinger's 
books.) 

Qabalah 

It is certainly suggestive that there are 22 Major Arcana and 22 letters in the Hebrew alphabet, and one 
of major traditions of esoteric tarot interpretation is based on the Qabalistic interpretations of the 
Hebrew alphabet and the ten Sephirot. However, it appears that Court de Gebelin (1781) was the first 
associate Qabalah and tarot, and so it seems to be a comparatively new tradition. As we will see, the are 
historically more plausible reasons for there being 22 Major Arcana than the alleged esoteric connection 
with the Hebrew alphabet. Furthermore, different tarotists have assigned the letters to the trumps in 
different ways, none of which are likely to be very old, since they do not depend on the oldest order of 
the trumps. Therefore, I have abandoned assignments to the Hebrew alphabet (which has no special 
significance from a Pythagorean standpoint) and replaced it by assignments to the Greek letters, which 
are esoterically significant in Pythagoreanism. Tarotists will have to judge for themselves the success of 
the new assignments. (Hall 129-30; Kaplan I.15-6) 

Another Qabalistic idea, which has been important in esoteric tarot interpretation, is the doctrine of the 
paths between the Sephirot on the Tree of Life, a symbolically rich structure relating ten divine 
emanations, connected with the numerology of the numbers 1 through 10. However, historical scholars 
of the Qabalah, such as Gershom Scholem (Kab. & Sym. 167) have said that the Sefer Yezirah, one of 
the principal Qabalistic texts, was written by a Jewish Neopythagorean (3-6 cent. CE) and that much of 
the later Qabalistic tradition incorporates a very large dose of Neopythagoreanism; there is even 
evidence that some of the specialized terms of Qabalah were translated into Hebrew from Greek 
(Scholem, Kab. 27). Therefore I felt it is less anachronistic, in a Pythagorean Tarot, to go back to the 
apparent source of these numerological ideas, rather than to try to retranslate the doctrine of the Sephirot 
back into a Hellenic idiom. Nevertheless, whether Qabalah borrowed from Neopythagoreanism (or vice 
versa), or both from a common source, or whether they are independent developments is, I think, 
unimportant from a practical standpoint, for the numbers are archetypes, and therefore, underneath their 
cultural trappings, they are the same for all humanity. 

Finally, we have to consider the Qabalistic use of gematria: the esoteric interpretation of Hebrew words 
by means of the numerical values of their letters. This is not a major part of traditional tarot 
interpretation, but it is a standard esoteric technique, so I have used it to reinforce the symbolic analyses 
of the trumps. However, since I have used isopsephia ("Greek gematria") rather than the better known 



gematria based on the Hebrew alphabet, a few words of explanation are necessary. There are several 
reasons for this. 

First, an analysis based on the Greek alphabet is more appropriate to a Pythagorean tarot than one based 
on the Hebrew alphabet since, presumably, that is the alphabet Pythagoras would have used for 
isopsephia. Second, there is considerable evidence that the Hebrew practice is later than the Greek and 
probably derived from it. We'll consider the evidence briefly. 

First, the Greek use of their alphabet for numeration goes back at least to the end of the fourth century 
BCE, whereas use of the Hebrew alphabet for numeration goes no earlier than the end of the second 
century BCE (Ifrah, chs. 16, 17). Indeed, Fideler (75) argues that the standard spellings of the Greek 
gods' names were formulated according to isopsephic principles under the influence of the Pythagorean 
League c. 500 BCE. He further argues (216-9) that many Greek temples, such as the Parthenon (447 
BCE) and Apollo's temple at Didyma (300 BCE), were constructed isopsephically. The Greeks may 
have learned the idea from the Babylonians, who as early as the eighth century BCE constructed 
buildings according to an isopsephia based on their syllabic writing system. 

Second, the only explanation for the word gematria is that it derives from the Greek word gametria, 
which is an alternative spelling for geometria, "geometry," but literally, "land surveying" (LSJ s.v. 
gametria, geometria; OED s.v. gematria). This is suggestive of its use (in Greece, Babylonia and perhaps 
other places) for laying out temples and other important buildings. 

Third, the archaic Greek alphabet had 27 letters; thus it divided naturally into three Enneads (groups of 
9), which were assigned to the numbers 1-9, 10-90 and 100-900 in order. 

  A B G D E F Z E Q
  I K L M N X O P q
  R S T U F C Y W 3

The later alphabet dropped one letter from each group (F q 3),
resulting in three Ogdoads (groups of eight), which was also
considered to be esoterically significant.  However, the three
Enneads were retained for writing numbers, which is the basis of
isopsephia.  In contrast, the Hebrew alphabet had only 22 letters,
so there were no numerals for 500, 600, 700, 800 or 900. (The use of
the final forms of the letters for these numbers cannot predate
their appearance in the Square Hebrew alphabet of the first or
second century BCE; Diringer 135-7.)

How much significance should be attached to isopsephia?  We cannot



fail to be astonished when we discover that a square around Apollo's
temple at Didyma has a perimeter of 1415 Greek feet, and that 1415
is the numerical value of O QEOS APOLLWN (ho Theos Apollon, the
God Apollo); or that a hexagon inscribed in the same temple has a
perimeter of 1061 feet, which is the numerical value of APOLLWN
(Fideler 216-7).  But should we consider these facts "mere
coincidences"?  Here Jung's concept of synchronicity is helpful, for
we realize that if the coincidence is symbolically meaningful, then
it is a synchronistic event bridging the physical and psychic worlds.
Therefore, if these isopsephic connections are significant to you,
then they are ipso facto meaningful.  For this reason the
Pythagorean Tarot includes analyses according to the principles of
isopsephia.

Back Design

The back design of the Pythagorean Tarot incorporates three 
important Pythagorean symbols:

●      the Pentagram,

●      the Tetractys,

●      the Pythagorean Y.

The Pentagram

The Pentagram, which is also known as the Triple Triangle 
(because of the way it's drawn) or the Pentalpha (because 
it's made of five As), is an ancient protective symbol.  It 
appears in Mesopotamia as early as 3000 BCE and on Greek 
shields and coins by the fifth century BCE.  Pythagoras may 
have become acquainted with it during his pilgrimages to 



Babylonia and Egypt (perhaps 554-533 BCE).  In any case, the 
Pythagoreans adopted it as an identifying sign (sumbolon), 
the Signum Pythagoricum, described by Iamblichus 
(fl. c. 165-180 CE).  According to Lucian (c. 120 CE), they 
called the pentagram Hugíeia (`UGIEIA), which means 
"health of mind and body," but more generally soundness, and 
wholeness; it is also the name of the goddess of health and 
well-being, Hygeia, the daughter of Asclepius.  
[Schouten 15-28, LSJ s.v. hugieia.  The use of the sign is 
described in Iamblichus' Life of Pythagoras (XXXIII), which  
may be found in Guthrie (57-122); see p. 114 for the use of 
the sign.]

UGIEIA is a common inscription on amulets, frequently in 
the points or angles of a Pentagram, thus:  U-G-I-EI-A.  The 
Latin equivalent S-A-L-V-S (salus, health) is also found on 
pentagrams, and sometimes both words appear together (one in 
the points, the other in the angles).  (Schouten figs. 25-7, 
30, 32-3, 35-7, 39)

According to Lucian, Pythagoreans greet each other by 
saying Hugíaine (Be sound/healthy!) rather than by the 
usual greetings Khaire (Rejoice!  Be happy!) or Eu 
prêsse (Do well!  Prosper!), for they consider 
soundness of mind and body to be necessary for happiness, 
prosperity and all other goods [Lucian, Pro lapsu inter 
salutandum ("On Slips of the Tongue in Greeting"); Schouten 
15-7].  This is because "health," for Pythagoreans, means 
balance:  first, a balance of the four elements (fire, water, 
earth, air) and their qualities (hot, cold, dry, wet), 
especially as they manifest in the four humours of the human 
body (yellow bile, phlegm, black bile, blood); second, but 
more importantly, a harmonious union of body and soul 
(represented by the fifth element, Aithêr).  Thus the 
Pentagram Hugieia (the Salus Pythagorae) represents the 
perfect equilibrium of the five elements.  Pythagoreans 
maintain this harmony by a variety of physical, aesthetic, 
intellectual, intuitive and spiritual exercises 
(corresponding to Earth, Water, Air, Fire, Aithêr 
respectively).  (Schouten 15-18)



(For the last few hundred years it has been conventional to 
make the Pentagram with an upward point, symbolizing the 
subjugation of the body to the mind, but the ancients do not 
seem to have attached any significance to the orientation of 
the Pentagram.  
See 14.Devil 

for more on the inverted Pentagram.)

We have seen how the Pentagram symbolizes soundness and 
wholeness in the Microcosm, the individual mind-body.  By the 
Hermetic Principle "As above, so below," it similarly 
represents in the Macrocosm the harmony between the spiritual 
and physical worlds.  Further, Agrippa (De Occulta 
Philosophia, 1531, II.xxvii) says it symbolizes the harmony 
between Macrocosm and Microcosm, that is, between the 
external world and the world within.

For more on the Pentagram as a symbol of balance and the 
union of opposites, see the 
Fives in the Minor Arcana (in Part 

II)
.

The Tetractys

Inside the Pentagram on the card back you will see a 
triangular arrangement of ten dots; this is the most sacred 
Pythagorean symbol, the Tetractys (or Tetraktus).  Rather 
than swearing by Pythagoras' name, Pythagoreans use as their 
most solemn oath (Burkert, L&S 186):

Nay!  By him that gave our family the Tetractys,

which holds the Fount and Root of everflowing Nature.

(Ou ma ton hameterai geneai paradonta Tetraktun,



Pagan aenaou Phuseôs Rhizôma t' ekhousan.)

The Tetractys shows how the Decad (10), the number of 
perfection and of Nature, grows out of the first four 
numbers, the Monad, Dyad, Triad and Tetrad.  As the 
Neoplatonist philosopher Proclus (c.412-485 CE) says,

        - Sacred Number springs

From th'uncorrupted Monad, and proceeds

To the Divine Tetractys, she who breeds

All; and assigns the proper bounds to all,

Whom we the pure immortal Decad call.

[Stanley's 1687 translation (Stanley 512) with 
modernized spelling]

Pythagoreans also call the Tetractys the "Principle or 
Beginning of Hugieia" (Hugieias Arkhê). [Lucian, Pro 
lapsu inter salutandum ("On Slips of the Tongue in 
Greeting"); Schouten 17; Burkert, L&S 263-4]  I will not say 
more about the Tetractys here, since it is discussed in 
connection with trumps I-IV of the 
Major Arcana, with the 

numbers Ace to Four of the 
Minors, and with the 

Tetractys Spread, as well as in 

the 
More on the Tetractys.

The Pythagorean Y

We come now to the Pythagorean Letter Y (Littera Pythagorae 
Y), which is perhaps less well known nowadays than the other 



Pythagorean symbols, but has been quite influential in 
European art, literature and thought.  [Panofsky, Hercules 
64-8, tafel XXXV, frontis.; Heninger, Touches 269-72; Chew 
174-81, figs. 130-1; Smith 293-302.  A first century CE 
example is discussed by Davidson (Hadot 9-11).  For 
additional examples see Guthrie 158; Drucker 165.  The Y is 
also known as the Furca Pythagorica (Pythagorean Fork) and 
the Ypsilon Cross (Liungmann 108).]  Before discussing its 
meaning, it's necessary to explain that our letter Y was 
borrowed into the Roman alphabet from the Greek letter Y 
(upsilon) in order to spell Greek words (Z was imported for 
the same reason).  Upsilon was a Greek addition to the 
Phoenician alphabet, but based on the Semitic letter waw.  
Thus the earliest form of upsilon was similar to the Semitic 
letter:  a line sloping steeply upward to the right, with a 
shorter line or hook going more gradually up to the left from 
the middle of the longer (something like our y) 
(Jeffery 24-5, 35).  Upsilon became the twenty-second 
letter of the archaic Greek alphabet (after T), and was the 
last letter until Phi, Chi, Psi and Omega were added.  All 
this is relevant to the proper interpretation of the 
Pythagorean Y.

According to a legend, Y was called "the Pythagorean 
letter" (littera Pythagorica) because he himself had been 
responsible for adding it to the Greek alphabet 
(Persius/Conington 61n56; Persius/Gildersleeve 130-1nn56-7; 
Persius/Koenig 81nn56, 240n56).  Aside from being the first 
letter of Hugieia (`UGIEIA) (Hadot 9), it was given a 
specific meaning, as explained by Isidore of Seville 
(c.560-636 CE, Etym. I.iii.10-16; tr. in Heninger, Touches 
269):

Pythagoras of Samos was the first to fashion the 
letter Y into a pattern of human life.  The 
straight portion at the bottom signifies the 
first, uncertain age, which at that point has 
been given over to neither vices nor virtues.  
The bifurcation at the top, however, begins at 
adolescence.  The path to the right is 
difficult, but it tends toward a blessed life.  



The path to the left is easier, but it leads to 
ruin and destruction.

The same idea is expressed in an epigram traditionally (but 
probably incorrectly) attributed to Virgil:

The Pythagoric Letter two ways spread,

Shows the two paths in which Man's life is led.

The right-hand track to sacred Virtue tends,

Though steep and rough at first, in rest it ends;

The other broad and smooth, but from its Crown,

On rocks the Traveler is tumbled down.

He who to Virtue by harsh toils aspires,

Subduing pains, worth and renown acquires;

But who seeks slothful luxury, and flies

the labor of great acts, dishonor'd dies.

[Stanley tr. (Stanley 565) with modernized spelling and 
punctuation.  Latin text of Maximinus (pseudo-Virgil) in 
Anthologia Latina, 652 Riese; Panofsky, Hercules 66-7.  
Chapman (Bartlett ed., 234-5) has translated it in 
"Virgil's 
Epigram of this Letter Y."  Petrarch (Epist. III.32) and 
the 
famous Meistersinger Hans Sachs also paraphrased it 
(Panofsky, Her. 66-7).]

The opposition of "the steep and thorny way to heaven" and 
"the primrose path of dalliance" (Hamlet I.iii.47) is an old 
theme (it has Sumerian and Norse parallels, West, W&D 229).  



As Hesiod (fl. 700 BCE) wrote in his Works & Days (West, W&D 
229):

Whereas to take a hold of Vice, in plenitude,

is easy, for the way is smooth, and near she dwells;

yet sweat was placed in front of Virtue by the gods

undying; and the road to her is long and steep,

and rough at first; yet when one has attained the peak,

indeed the way is easy, which was very hard.

[I have used the conventional translations Virtue and Vice 
for Aretê and Kakotês, although the meanings are 
closer to excellence, goodness, nobility, merit, success, as 
opposed to baseness, wickedness, badness, cowardice, failure.  
Hesiod's intent is more concrete and practical than later, 
moralistic interpretations (LSJ s.v. aretê, 
kakotês; West, W&D 229; Tandy & Neale 80, 82).]

Pythagoras was probably the first to use the archaic y to 
symbolize this "parting of the ways" (Bivium).  
The right-hand path is straight, and in this sense natural 
(i.e., in accord with Nature), but it is narrow and ascends 
steeply.  The left-hand path, in contrast, is a deviation 
from "the straight and narrow," and therefore against Nature.  
However, it is wider and an easier slope, and therefore a 
more attractive choice (Persius/Conington 61nn56-7; 
Persius/Gildersleeve 130-1nn56-7; Persius/Koenig 81nn56, 
240n56-7).  (We can see this even in our printed Y.)

The same myth of the parting of the ways and the two paths 
(upward to the right for the virtuous, downward to the left 
for the wicked) also appears in descriptions of the progress 
of the soul between incarnations (e.g., Plato's "Myth of Er," 
Rep. X.614b-621d, and Plutarch's Face in the Moon, 943-4).  



The good go to the Fields of Elysium, but the wicked to the 
Pits of Tartarus.

Closely related to the Pythagorean Y, and often associated 
with it in art, is the myth of "Heracles' Choice," which 
Xenophon heard from Socrates, who credited Prodicus the Wise 
with it (Xenophon, Memorabilia II.i.21-33).  The gist of the 
story is this:  When the adolescent Heracles (Hercules) was 
deciding which path to take in life, he was approached by two 
goddesses, "Vice" (Kakia) and "Virtue" (Aretê), coming 
along the paths.  Lady Vice attempts to entice Heracles to a 
life of ease, but Lady Virtue encourages him to follow the 
more difficult path leading to a blessed life with the gods.  
They are the Kakodaimôn (Evil Spirit), the guide on the 
Way of Death (Via Mortis) toward misery (dusdaimonia), and 
the Agathodaimôn (Good Spirit), the guide on the Way of 
Life (Via Vitae) toward true happiness (eudaimonia).  [Good 
and Evil Spirits, happiness and misery:  Stanley 575; Ways of 
Life and Death:  Chew 176.]  Heracles chose to follow Lady 
Virtue.  It is perhaps not so well known that in the ancient 
world (especially among the Stoics), and later in the 
Renaissance, Heracles was considered a liberator, savior and 
moral hero (Smith 293; Heninger, Touches 271).  The image of 
"Heracles at the Crossroads" was already common by the third 
century CE (according to Philostratus, Life of Apollonius of 
Tyana VI.x, Smith 294).  Raphael's Dream of Scipio (1500) is 
a more recent example.  In many tarots (e.g. the Marseilles 
deck, but not the Pythagorean), the "Lovers" trump shows a 
young man faced with a choice between the Ladies Vice and 
Virtue.

We have completed an overview of the exoteric meaning of 
the Pythagorean Y, and now will consider its esoteric 
meaning, for the Y originally represented the choice faced by 
Pythagorean initiates at a certain stage of their 
initiations.  The choice is between the Active Life (Vita 
Activa) of the ordinary person on the left and the 
Contemplative Life (Vita Contemplativa) of the initiate on 
the right.  Clearly, from the Pythagorean perspective, the 
right-hand path is preferable, although more arduous.  The 
choice is between ignorance and enlightenment, between 



indulgence of the appetites and development of the mind, 
between worldly and spiritual pursuits, between the quests 
for earthly success and divine wisdom.  [These lives are 
dramatized by Mephistopheles and Faust in Goethe's drama; 
Homunculus is the naive, primordial union of opposites 
(Raphael 156-7).]  Thus we may say that the Pythagorean Y 
represents the power of choice and the commitment to take 
responsibility for, and conscious control of, your life's 
purpose and direction (Hall lxvi-lxvii; Drucker 111).

This interpretation of the Pythagorean Y is clearly 
judgmental and may seem moralistic:  the right-hand path is 
the better; this was part of the message the ancient 
Pythagoreans offered to their time.  Indeed, it is a symbol 
of Virtue (Chew 177), for it also represents raising the arms 
in celestial invocation (Koch 6-7).  However, as previously 
discussed 
(see Alchemy),

Pythagoreanism developed into alchemy, which offers a more 
balanced approach, better suited to our age, which 
synthesizes the opposites into a higher unity, rather than 
suppressing one for the sake of the other.  Already in 
antiquity, but especially in the Renaissance, people began to 
realize the importance (and difficulty!) of uniting the 
active and contemplative lives (Smith 300-3).  Therefore we 
see the significance of the modern Y:  it represents the 
union of opposites in a complete life.  [Indeed, the forked 
stick is a symbol of life in many cultures (Hall lxvii), and 
the Pythagorean Y is associated with the Tree of Life (Chew 
178).]  Recall that Y (Upsilon) is the initial of UGIEIA 
(Hugieia), which means soundness and wholeness.  In general, 
the symmetric Y represents the alchemical principle of the 
differentiation of a primordial unity (the stem) into a 
consciously discriminated opposition (the arms), which is but 
a manifestation of the underlying unity.  (See 
21.World for more on the Y in this 

sense.)

This brings us to the form of the Y used in the Pythagorean 
Tarot back design:  three equal arms.  In addition to the 
preceding meanings, the Pythagorean Tarot Y symbolizes what 



Paracelsus called the Tria Prima (Primal Triad), the 
alchemical union of (philosophical) salt, mercury and 
sulphur, that is, of body, soul and spirit.  [Read 27.  Note 
that Paracelsus reversed sulphur and mercury from the usual 
correspondences, which are used in the Pythagorean Tarot.]  
It also represents the meeting of three ways (called Triodos 
in Greek and Trivium in Latin), a place especially sacred to 
Hecate, a very important Goddess for Pythagoreans 
(Opsopaus, "Anc. Grk. Eso. 

Doctr. Elem.," part IV; 

Kingsley, APMM chs. 16-19).  (For more on the Pythagorean 
Y, see 
21.World

.)

In summary, the card back design represents the first five 
Pythagorean numbers.  The card back as a whole is the primal 
unity, the Monad.  The two opposed pentacles are the primary 
duality, the Dyad.  The three-armed Pythagorean Y represents 
the unified Triad.  The Tetractys, built as it is on 1, 2, 3, 
4, is the elementary Tetrad.  Finally the pentagram 
represents the Pentad, and, together with its surrounding 
pentagon, it represents the Decad, the Pythagorean number of 
Perfection.  Many other relationships will become apparent if 
you look for them, but that is enough for now.

                        Textual Conventions

The Pythagorean Tarot is a creative symbolic synthesis, and is



perhaps more akin to poetry (in content, not form) than to
scientific or scholarly writing.  Nevertheless, I have tried to give
citations wherever I have drawn ideas from other authors.  In this
way you will be able to tell the source of an idea, and make an
informed decision in deciding whether or not to agree with it.  Many
ideas have been synthesized in the Pythagorean Tarot, and specific
interpretations may blend ideas of several authors.  Therefore
citations usually come at the ends of paragraphs, and it may be
assumed that the content of the paragraph is drawn from the cited
sources.  Occasionally the degree of synthesis is sufficiently great
that I have placed the citations in a paragraph by themselves, in
which case they should be assumed to apply to all the immediately
preceding paragraphs without citations.  In other cases, in
particular when I'm quoting directly, I have placed citations in
individual sentences.  Where there are no citations, it can be
assumed that, as far as I know, the ideas are original, although I
have often discovered that I have been thinking down paths already
well trod.  My purpose is not to claim originality, but simply to
point to sources when I am aware of them.

In general, words of the form XVII.Moon or 17.Moon represent trumps
in the Major Arcana.  They may be numbered by Roman numerals,
which tend to exhibit their Pythagorean meanings, or by Hindu-Arabic
numerals when I want to stress the arithmetical properties of the
number, which are more easily seen in the Hindu-Arabic notation.

I have transliterated all foreign words into the Roman alphabet,
except those Greek words subject to isopsephia, for which the exact
Greek spelling is required.  Long vowels in Greek (eta, omega),
Sumerian, Babylonian and Sanskrit are represented by a circumflex
accent (e^, o^, etc.).  The Greek chi has been translated kh to
forestall any tendency to pronounce it as English ch; similarly
upsilon is written u rather than y (except when the word is already
anglicized with the y) and should be pronounced like German u:.  In
general Greek names are transliterated (approximately) phonetically,
unless they are already well known by a conventional English
spelling; thus I write 'Circe' rather than 'Kirke^', which is more
accurate.  Occasionally I will use several spellings, for example,
'Circe' for familiarity, but 'Kirke^' when discussing the connection
to kirkos.  I have not distinguished the Akkadian and Sumerian
emphatic consonants p and t from the usual ones, nor the laryngeal h



from the usual h.  Determinatives are written in capitals, thus:
ILU-shamash.  Sanskrit words are spelled more or less phonetically
(thus chakra rather than cakra); retroflex consonants are written t.,
d., n., etc. (and may be pronounced like t, d, n, etc.); n~ is the
palatal n.  In all these languages I have used the spelling sh for
the sound that it normally represents in English, even though
scholarly transliterations often represent this sound by an s with a
diacritical mark.
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Tarot Divination Without Tarot Cards 

●     Introduction 
●     Minor Arcana Charts 

❍     Minor Arcana / Dice Chart 
❍     Minor Arcana / Astragali Chart 

●     Divination Techniques 

Introduction

As mentioned in the Introduction, there is circumstantial evidence that the Tarot derives from an earlier 
system of divination using dice or astragali (knucklebones), both of which were used for divination in 
ancient times. Although there is no surviving set of correspondences between Tarot cards and dice or 
astragali, I have reconstructed a system that works quite well. The dice and astragali correspondences for 
the Major Arcana were given in the Introduction and in the commentaries on the trumps. The 
correspondences to the Minor Arcana are given in the following charts. In the remainder of the chapter I 
present a number of techniques for doing Tarot divination without Tarot cards by using dice, astragali, 
tokens and similar objects. 

Minor Arcana Charts

Minor Arcana / Dice Chart

Wands Swords Cups Pentacles 1 113 116* 166* 466 2 123 126 156 456 3 133 136 146 446 4 223 226 
155 455 5 233 236 145 445 6 333 336 144 444 7 112 115 266 566 8 122 125 256 556 9 222 225 255 555 
10 111* 114 366 666* E 124 224 244 245# V 134 234# 344 246 O 135 334 345# 346 I 235# 335 355 
356 

* Apex of Greater Tetrahedron:
The Initial Monad (1) is at the apex for the Intermediate Elements (Air & Water = Swords & 
Cups). The Final Monad (10) is at the apex for the Extreme Elements (Fire & Earth = Wands and 
Pentacles). 

# Apex of Lesser Tetrahedron:
The element corresponding to the suit and rank is at the apex (King/Wands = Fire, Knight/



Swords = Air, Queen/Cups = Water, Page/Pentacles = Earth). 

Notes on Dice Correspondences

The Minor Arcana can be arranged in a Greater 
Tetrahedron, six on a side. The faces and interior of this 
Tetrahedron define all possible throws of three dice. Its 
four apices correspond to the throws 111, 116, 166 and 
666. The regions of the Tetrahedron around these four 
apices are assigned systematically to the pip cards of each 
suit in accord with its element (see below): Wands at 111, 
Swords at 116, Cups at 166, Pentacles at 666. The throws 
in the center of the Tetrahedron's faces and in its interior 
are assigned to the court cards. The throw for the court card 
corresponding to the element of the suit (marked # in above 
chart) is assigned to the apex of the Lesser Tetrahedron 
(throws 234, 235, 245, 345) aligned with the apex of the 
Great Tetrahedron for that suit. The other court cards are 
assigned based on the paths (see below) from the already-
assigned throw. (At a future date, figures will be provided 
to make the geometry of the Tetrahedra clearer.) 

When the throws corresponding to two cards differ in just 
one die (e.g. 124 and 134), we say there is a path between 
those two cards. These paths are very important for 
understanding the structure of the Minor Arcana. For 
example, there is an ascending or descending path through 
the court cards of each suit (e.g. 124 - 134 - 135 - 235 in 
Wands). Similarly, if you diagram the paths among the pip 
cards of a suit you will learn much about the structure of 
the Pythagorean Decad. For example, paths connect the 
three Unities (Initial = 1, Hidden = 7, Final = 10). Also, do 
not neglect path between the suits, which show many 
interesting connections. 

The pip cards are organized into three connected triangles of size 6, 3 and 1, which are the primary 
structure of the Decad: 



 

The first triangle is 1; 2, 3; 4, 5, 6. It begins with the Initial Unity (1) and comprises both the First Triad 
(1, 2, 3) culminating in the First Perfection (3), and the Second Triad (4, 5, 6) culminating in the Second 
Perfection (6). The second triangle corresponds to the Third Triad (7, 8, 9) beginning with the Hidden 
Unity (7) and culminating in the Third Perfection (9). The third triangle corresponds to the Final Unity 
and Perfection (10). The Triad structure is shown in the chart above. (See the commentary on the Minor 
Arcana for these terms and for the structure of the Decad.) 

The structure of the Minor Arcana is also revealed through the sums of the dice throws (e.g., a throw of 
124 sums to 7). For example, the apices of the Greater Tetrahedron are assigned to the suits on the basis 
of the increasing density of their elements (111 = 3 = Fire = Wands, 116 = 8 = Air = Swords, 166 = 13 = 
Water = Cups, 666 = 18 = Earth = Pentacles). Also, in the court cards, the sums increase from Page 
through King, representing their potency. Further, the sums are increasing in each triangle in the pips of 
the Wands and Swords (which correspond to active, light, ascending elements), and decreasing in the 
Cups and Pentacles (passive, heavy, descending elements). 

Observe also the ranges of the sums for the pips of each suit increase with density: Wands: 3 - 9, 
Swords: 6 - 12, Cups: 9 - 15, Pentacles: 12 - 18. For the light elements (Fire, Air), the 10 has the 
smallest sum; for the heavy elements (Water, Earth), the 10 has the greatest sum. The ranges for courts 
also increase with density: Wands: 7 - 10, Swords: 8 - 11, Cups: 10 - 13, Pentacles: 11 - 14. 

Minor Arcana / Astragali Chart

Wands Swords Cups Pentacles 1 44666 44444 33333 11133 2 34666 34444 33334 11134 3 33666 
33444 33344 11144 4 14666 14444 33336 11136 5 13666 13444 33346 11146 6 11666 11444 33366 
11166 7 46666 44446 13333 11113 8 36666 34446 13334 11114 9 16666 14446 13336 11116 10 66666 
44466 11333 11111 E 34466 14466 13366 13346 V 33466 13466 11366 13344 O 33446 11466 11346 
11344 I 13446 11446 11336 11334 

Notes on Astragali Correspondences

As mentioned in the Introduction, there are 56 roles of five astragali, and so a Minor Arcanum can also 
be chosen in this way. I have not derived a separate system of correspondences for the astragali, but used 
a simple correspondence between throws of astragali and dice. Here is the procedure. Recall that the 
four sides of an astragalus are labeled 1, 3, 4 and 6. In a roll of five astragali, let A be the number of 1s 



in the throw, C the number of 3s, and D the number of 4s (the number of 6s can be ignored, since it's 
determined by the others). Write down the three numbers A+1, C+A+1 and D+C+A+1, and that will be 
the corresponding dice throw. For example, if we throw the astragali 14444, then A = 1, C = 0 and D = 
4. Hence we write down the numbers 1+1, 0+1+1, 4+0+1+1, and we see that the corresponding dice 
throw is 226. 

It is also possible to convert from a dice throw to the corresponding astragali throw. Roll the three dice 
and write down the numbers in increasing order (as they are shown in the dice chart). Suppose the three 
numbers are XYZ. The corresponding astragali have X-1 1s, Y-X 3s, Z-Y 4s and 6-Z 6s. For example, 
the roll 226 has 2-1 1s, 2-2 3s, 6-2 4s and 6-6 6s, so it is 14444. 

The remarks made about paths between dice throws also applies to astragali throws, as do the remarks 
about the structure of the Minor Arcana (the Triads etc.). (The astragali throws are not, however, 
naturally arranged in a tetrahedron.) 

Divination Techniques

●     Casting Dice or Astragali 
●     Casting Pebbles 
●     Drawing Contrasting Tokens 
●     Drawing Marked Tiles 
●     Casting Dodecahedra 

Casting Dice or Astragali

For choosing a Major Arcanum, throw two ordinary (six-sided) dice (or roll one die twice). Ignoring the 
order (e.g. 45 is the same as 54), look up the throw in either the Fire or Water Hexactys (e.g., 45 is 17.
Moon in Water). To choose a Minor Arcanum, roll three dice (or one three times). The order is 
irrelevant, so 123, 213, 321 are all the same throw, shown as 123 in the above chart (2 Wands). There is 
no combination corresponding to 0.Fool. The simplest solution to this problem is to treat the first 
duplicate occurrence of a combination as the Fool. So, the first time 45 turns up in a reading, it is 17.
Moon; the second time it is 0.Fool. Other duplicate occurrences (of the same combination or other 
combinations) are ignored (i.e. you reroll). 

To use astragali to choose a Major Arcanum, roll three astragali or one astragalus three times. Record 
the numerical values of the sides in increasing order (e.g. 334) and look up the corresponding trump (17.



Moon). To choose a Minor Arcanum, roll five astragali (or one astragalus five times) and look at the 
chart in this chapter. Recall, however, that the astragali can produce only 20 trumps; 21.World is not 
possible. This problem is solved, again, by duplicate occurrences. If the first duplicate sums to an even 
number it is 0.Fool, if it sums to an odd, it's 21.World. A second duplicate occurrence is interpreted as 
the opposite of the first, regardless of whether it is even or odd (so if the first was Fool, the second is 
World, and vice versa). Any duplicates after the second require a reroll. 

Casting Pebbles

For choosing a Major Arcanum you may toss two pebbles, beans etc. on a surface divided into six equal 
areas marked 1 - 6 and consult the dice charts. For choosing a Minor Arcanum, throw three pebbles. Or 
you can use the astragali correspondences. To choose a Major, toss three pebbles or beans onto a surface 
divided into four equal areas labeled 1, 3, 4, 6; for choosing a Minor, toss five pebbles. Interpret in the 
same way as dice or astragali. 

Drawing Contrasting Tokens

You can also choose a Major or Minor Arcanum by drawing from a collection of two kinds of tokens 
that cannot be distinguished by feel; I will refer to them as white balls and black balls. To choose a 
Major according to dice correspondences you will need two white balls and five black balls in a jar, bag 
etc. You then draw the objects from the jar and keep track of the order. The number of whites you draw 
before the first black is the number of aces you rolled, the number of whites before the second black is 
the number of deuces, and so forth; the number of whites remaining after the last black is drawn is the 
number of sixes you rolled. For example, if you draw BWBBWBB, then you have one 2 and one 4, or 
24 (9.Fortitude in Water Hexactys). For choosing a Minor Arcanum, use three white balls and five 
black. For example, if you draw BWWBBWBB, then you have two 2s and one 4, or 224 (Page of 
Swords). 

One can also get the effect of rolling five astragali to choose a Minor Arcanum by using five black balls 
and three white balls. Select them in order from a jar or bag. The number of 1s is the number of blacks 
selected before the first white. The number of 3s is the number of blacks between the first and second 
whites. The number of 4s is the number of blacks between the second and third whites. The number of 
6s is the number of blacks after the third white. It will be seen that this is exactly the same procedure for 
using balls to get three dice rolls, so the sequence of drawn balls determines both a roll of three dice and 
a roll of five astragali. For choosing a Major Arcanum, use the three white balls, but only three black 
balls. Interpret as above. 



Drawing Marked Tiles

For choosing a Major Arcanum according to the dice, use seven tiles or cards marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, A, 
or any other seven signs (e.g. the seven planetary signs or the seven Greek vowels). Draw two tiles from 
a jar or bag. If you draw the A tile, it means to duplicate the numbered tile. So drawing 5A is the same 
as rolling 55 (19.Judgement in Water). To choose a Minor Arcanum, use a set of eight tiles or cards 
marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, A, Z. (A and Z can be Alpha and Omega; any eight distinct symbols will do.) 
Draw three of these tiles at the same time. The A tile means "duplicate the smallest number drawn" and 
the Z tile means "duplicate the largest number drawn." So drawing 24Z is the same as 244, and 52A is 
the same as 225. Drawing 4AZ is the same as 444 (since 4 is both the smallest and the largest number 
drawn). 

For selecting a Major Arcanum according to the astragali, use six tiles marked 1346AZ. Draw three tiles. 
As for the dice, A means to duplicate the least number drawn and Z means to duplicate the greatest 
number drawn. So 36A is 336 and 4AZ is 444. For choosing a Minor, use a set of eight tiles marked 1, 3, 
4, 6, A, B, C, D (or some similar series of four, such as I, II, III, IIII; or use cards from a deck of 
ordinary playing cards). Draw five tiles and arrange them according to the order 1346ABCD. So, we 
might have drawn 14ABD. Then, in order, replace A by the first number in the series, B by the second, 
C by the third and D by the fourth. In this case, in 14ABD we replace A by 1 to get 141BD, B by 4 to 
get 1414D, and D by 4 (in the fourth position) to get 14144. Therefore the throw is 11444. 

Casting Dodecahedra

Divinatory dodecahedra (twelve-sided balls) are known from ancient times. It is interesting that there are 
exactly 78 throws of two dodecahedra, so the throws correspond to the Tarot cards (Major and Minor 
Arcana together). Therefore each Tarot card corresponds to either a single Zodiacal Sign or to a pair of 
Signs. I will leave it to others to work out the correspondence. 
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Introduction to Major Arcana 

●     Dice and the Tarot 
●     Order of the Major Arcana 
●     Triumphs 
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●     Prefatory Notes 

Since there seems to be no evidence that the Tarot was connected with Qabalah before Court de Gebelin 
(1781), my interpretations make no attempt to retain the well-known correspondence between the 
Triumphs and the Hebrew alphabet and Qabalistic Tree of Life. Instead I have tried to go back to the 
earliest extant decks, to understand the iconography, and to organize the cards on the basis of that 
understanding. In support of this I have also made use of the four elements of Greek philosophy and 
Pythagorean principles (which, apparently, are one of the sources of Qabalah). I begin, however, with 
another divination system that has some remarkable connections with the Tarot. 

Dice and the Tarot 

After playing cards were introduced into Europe in the 14th century, they almost completely replaced 
dice (Moakley 41), which had been in use since at least the First Dynasty of Egypt (David 2). This is 
reflected in terms such as "ace" and "deuce," which are now used for cards, but were originally used for 
dice. (This is the reason there are technical terms for 1 to 6 - viz., ace, deuce, trey, cater, sink and sice - 
but not beyond.) 

Two kinds of dice were used in classical antiquity: dice proper (kuboi, tessarae), which are virtually 
identical to six-sided modern dice, and knucklebones (astragali, tali), which have four sides (Halliday 
205-15, esp. 213-15; David 1-7; Ore 193). For divination, five astragali were rolled, and the resulting 
combination was looked up on a four-sided pillar, many examples of which survive in more or less 
fragmentary form (e.g., Sterrett "Epig.", "Wolfe"; Kaibel). It so happens that the number of possible five-
astragali throws is 56, exactly the number of Minor Arcana, and that the throws were listed on the tablets 
in four "suits" (two of 15 throws, two of 13; see Halliday 213n3). When dice are thrown for divination, 
the number of possible throws of three dice is also 56 (Minor Arcana), and the number of throws of two 
dice is 21, the number of Major Arcana (excluding the Fool). 

This correspondence would be remarkable if it were coincidental, and it therefore suggests that the 
Major Arcana derive from divination with pairs of dice, and the Minor Arcana from triples of dice (or 



quintuples of astragali). Additional evidence can be found in a system of meditation developed around 
960 CE by Bishop Wibold of Cambray, in which 56 virtues were associated with the throws of three 
dice (Kendall 2-4). Also, in the fifteenth century, when the Tarot first appears, we find a number of 
poems setting out the meanings of the 56 throws (Kendall 11; see, e.g., Kraemer). In truly Cabalistic 
fashion, San Bernadino's sermon of 1243 draws an analogy between the 21 rolls of two dice and the 21 
letters of the (medieval) Roman alphabet (Kendall 4) - that is, ours without J, V, W, Y, Z. 

Unfortunately I cannot take credit for this important insight; Gertrude Moakley (p.42, n.9) attributes it to 
the statistician Maurice G. Kendall (1956). This is particularly annoying since I have been piecing 
together and translating astragalomancy tablets, and the significance of the number 56 should have been 
obvious to me! In mathematical terms 21 is the sixth Pythagorean triangular number, the Hexaktys, and 
56 is the sixth Pythagorean pyramidal number (the base of which is the Hexaktys). The total number of 
Tarot cards, 78, is the twelfth triangular number. The Pythagorean Tetraktys is, of course, the fourth 
triangular number. 

There is, so far as I know, any record of the correspondence between dice throws and Tarot cards. 
Nevertheless, I've listed a throw of two dice for each Major Arcanum. This is based on the observation 
that in ancient dice games numerically higher rolls (usually) beat numerically lower ones, and on the 
assumption that the higher numbered die corresponds to the row of the triangular number. There are two 
obvious way the 21 Major Arcana (Magician to World) correspond to the rolls, both of which reflect the 
structure of the Major Arcana (as will be explained later): 

11                  11 12 13 14 15 16
12 22                  22 23 24 25 26
13 23 33                  33 34 35 36
14 24 34 44                  44 45 46
15 25 35 45 55                  55 56
16 26 36 46 56 66                  66

Due to their shape (when arranged symmetrically), I'll call the left 
the Fire
Hexactys and the right the Water Hexactys.  It is unclear at this 
time which
is more useful.  In any case, the dice attributions are conjectural 
and are
provided only as an impetus to further exploration.  

A correspondence between the Major Arcana and throws of three 
astragali is
discussed later.  There are also correspondences between the Minor 
Arcana and



throws of three dice or five astragali.  The charts are presented in 
an
Appendix
(Tarot Divination Without Tarot Cards), 

where practical techniques of dice divination are discussed.

                       Order of the Major Arcana

With one exception I have followed the order of the Major Arcana 
given in the
anonymous "Sermones de ludo cum aliis" (c. 1500), the earliest 
numbered
listing of the Triumphs, which is essentially the same as the listing 
given in
two other 15th century manuscripts (Kaplan 2-3, 28; Moakley 62).  This
enumeration differs in several respects from the currently popular 
order, but
works better in a number of respects.  I will call it the "Ferrara 
order"
since it was characteristic of Tarot decks from that city, where it 
is quite
likely the Tarot was first assembled (Dummett 6-7).



This is perhaps an appropriate time to show the relationship between 
the
Ferrara order, Pythagorean number theory, and the Water Hexactys.  
Write the
third triangular number:

    1
  2   3
4   5   6

According to Pythagorean number theory (vid., e.g., Iamblichus), the 
Monad 1
is neither odd (male) nor even (female) and is the impulse from which 
all else
emanates.  The Dyad 2 and the Triad 3 are the primary duality, Female 
and
Male, in potential form, from which all the other odd and even 
numbers derive.
 The Tetrad 4 and the Pentad 5 are the actualized female and male, 
that is to
say, the Mother and the Father.  The Hexad represents the resulting 
Union of



the male and female (6 = 2 X 3).  The third triangular number, as 
represented
on the faces of a die, shows the structure of the first row (the 
Triumph of
Love, discussed later) in the Water Hexactys:

Dice  Meaning  Trump
----  -------  -----------------
1, 1  Impulse  1. Magician
1, 2  Female   2. Empress
1, 3  Male     3. Emperor
1, 4  Mother   4. High Priestess
1, 5  Father   5. High Priest
1, 6  Union    6. Love

The order 2. HPs, 3. HPr, 4. Eps, 5. Epr seems to be better, 
especially since
traditionally the HPs and HPr (i.e., Popess and Pope) are virgins.  
However
I'm reluctant to deviate that much from the historical order without 
further
investigation.  (Also, Priests and Priestesses need not be virgins!)  
Perhaps
this is the reason that the common contemporary order, 2. HPs, 3. 
Eps, 4. Epr,
5. HPr, seems to be a confounding of the two more consistent 
arrangements.

The remaining rows of the Water Hexactys show the structure of the 
remaining
Triumphs (see next section):

     2        3        4         5         6
2  7.Temp  8.Char.  9.Fort.  10.Wheel  11.Old Man
3          12.Hang. 13.Death 14.Devil  15.Tower
4                   16.Star  17.Moon   18.Sun
5                            19.Judge. 20.Justice
6                                      21.World

Trumps 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, and 21 have the correct 
sexes.  Trumps



10 and 11 might be reversed, as might 17 and 18, but I've preferred 
again to
preserve the historical (Ferrara) arrangement in the absence of 
further
investigation.

                              Triumphs

The Major Arcana are known as Trumps or Triumphs, an idea that 
derives from
the Renaissance fascination with Trionfi, parades which were 
patterned after
the Roman Triumphi, processions of victory, which apparently 
originated among
the Etruscans (Moakley 43).  Moakley shows that much of the Major 
Arcana can
be understood in terms of a typical Renaissance sequence of triumphs 
in a
pre-Lenten Carnival procession.  Although I think she gets carried 
away with
her thesis, the basic idea has much merit and illuminates the 
structure of the
Major Arcana.  The Carnival, of course, is a survival of the 
Saturnalia, which
was a public year-end purification rite.  It thus provides a very 
appropriate
model for the Major Arcana.  Since I use the Ferrara order, as does 
Moakley,
which differs from the usual, it will be worthwhile to set out the 
Triumphs:

King of Misrule:  1.Magician.
Tr. of Love:      2.Empress, 3.Emperor,
                  4.Priestess, 5.Priest, 6.Love.
Tr. of Virtue:    7.Temp., 8.Chariot, 9.Fortitude, 10.Wheel.
Tr. of Time:      11.Old Man, 12.Hanged Man, 13.Death,



                  14.Devil, 15.Tower.
Tr. of Eternity:  16.Star, 17.Moon, 18.Sun,
                  19.Judgem., 20.Justice, 21.World.

There is some ambiguity in the membership of each Triumph, since each
supersedes the preceding one, and so the Victor of one Triumph 
becomes a
Captive of the next.

Note that in the Fire Hexaktys, the King of Misrule is row 1, Tr. 
Love is rows
2 and 3, Tr. Virtue is row 4, Tr. Time is row 5 and Tr. Eternity is 
row 6.
Thus, when a pair of dice are rolled, if the numerically greater die 
is an
ace, it's the King of Misrule; if it's deuce or trey, it's the Tr. 
Love; if a
cater (4), it's the Tr. Time, etc.  Conversely, in the Water 
Hexactys, with
some adjustments, row 1 is Tr. Love, row 2 is Tr. Virtue, row 3 is 



Tr. Time,
rows 4 and 5 are Tr. Eternity, and row 6 is the World.  In this case, 
the
numerically smaller die indicates the triumph  (ace = Love, deuce = 
Virtue,
etc.).  In both cases, 1.Magician, 10.Wheel, 11.Old Man and 21.World 
are
somewhat independent of the Triumphs, since they are the Tetrad of
Transformation, the Lords and Ladies of Chance and Necessity 
(discussed in the
next section).

There is a similar correspondence between the Triumphs and the 20 
throws of
three astragali.  (Here we set aside 21.World for reasons that will be
apparent in the next section.)  In antiquity the four sides of an 
astragalus
were assigned the values 1, 3, 4 and 6 (ace, trey, cater and sice).  
We will
see that if a throw contains an ace but not a sice it's in the Tr. 
Love; if it
contains both an ace and a sice it's the Tr. Virtue.  In the 
remaining cases
there are no aces:  if it contains at least two treys or a trey and a 
cater,
it's Tr. Eternity; otherwise it contains two caters or at least two 
sices and
it's Tr. Death.  Here are the first two triumphs, Love and Virtue, 
arranged in
the Fire Hexactys:

111                     \
131, 133                 | Tr. Love
141, 143, 144           /
161, 163, 164, 166         Tr. Virtue

The remaining two triumphs, Death and Eternity, correspond to these 
throws:

444, 446, 466, 666, 366    Tr. Death
333, 334, 336, 344, 346    Tr. Eternity



They are all in a natural order except Tr. Death.  As noted 
previously, these
correspondences are conjectural, but they work rather well.

                    Reduced Isopsephia Values

The Pythagorean Tarot analyzes the Major Arcana into two Augmented
Decads or Hendecads (groups of 11) corresponding to the Personal and
Universal Triumphs, respectively.  Thus the significance of trumps 0-
10
derives from the Pythagorean meaning of the numbers 1-11, and the
significance of trumps 11-21 repeat on a higher plane the meaning of 
the
numbers 1-11.  A trump's position in its Hendecad corresponds to the
"reduced isopsephos" of its corresponding deities.  That is, each 
trump
has one or more corresponding Greek deities, and according to the
ancient rules of isopsephia (Greek gematria), the Greek letters of the
name have corresponding numerical values.  For example, Hades
(XIII.Death) has the value AIDHS = 1+10+4+8+200 = 223.

The position of a trump in the Hendecad is obtained by reducing the
isopsephos value to the range 1-11.  This reduced isopsephos value is
computed as follows:  Start from the rightmost digit, and alternately
subtract and add the preceding digits; add 11 if the sum is negative 
or
zero; subtract 11 if it's more than 11.  (Alternately, the reduced 
value
is the remainder after dividing the isopsephos value by 11.)  The
procedure is actually easier than it sounds:

For example, trump 6 is "Eros ho Theos" (the God Eros), so:
Isopsephos:  ERWS O QEOS  =  70 + 9+5+70+200 + 5+100+800+200  =  1459



Reduced Isopsephos:  9 - 5 + 4 - 1  =  7
  = the remainder of 1459/11
Thus "the God Eros" corresponds to the Heptad (7), which is also the
Pythagorean value of trump 6 (Love).

Another example, trump 20 is "Athene," so:
Isopsephos:  AQHNH  =  1+9+8+50+8  =  76
Reduced Isopsephos:  11 + 6 - 7  =  10
  = the remainder of 76/11
Thus Athene corresponds to the Decad (10), which gives its meaning of
trump 20 (Justice) in the second Hendecad.

                 Elemental Analysis of Major Arcana

Kaplan (I.4) assigns the Major Arcana to the suits on the basis, 
apparently,
of their iconography.  When these assignments are combined with the 
Ferrara
sequence, a very organized structure results:

       2, 3    12, 13
   1                   11
       4, 5    14, 15
0                         21
       6, 7    17, 18
   10                  16
       8, 9    19, 20

First, 0.Fool and 21.World are the natural brackets, and indeed in 
some late
15th century decks from Ferrara they were the only unnumbered Major 
Arcana
(Dummett 7); also these two cards are accorded special status in 
scoring
tarocchi games, as is 1.Magician (Parlett 240-1).  The Fool and the 



World
represent the beginning and the end:

 0. Fool  (East):  "In a private world." -- Chaos
21. World (West):  "I am the one world." -- Cosmos
(The "mottos" will be explained in due course.)

Next are the four agents of transformation;  I have invented fanciful 
titles
for their functions so that it will be easier to recall their places 
in the
structure when the Major Arcana are discussed in order.  Here is the 
Tetrad of
Transformation:

1.  Magician (SE)  Lord of Chance      Wand
10. Fortune  (NE)  Lady of Chance      Pentacle (i.e. Disk)
11. Old Man  (SW)  Lord of Necessity   Sword (i.e. Scythe)
16. Star     (NW)  Lady of Necessity   Cup

Notice also that each transformative agent has an associated suit 
(which is in
turn associated with an element).  (The directions have been chosen 
so that
Dry = East, Hot = South, Wet = West and Cold = North.)

Finally there are two Ogdoads, each comprising four pairs of cards, 
one pair
for each suit.  The first Ogdoad, which is ruled by the Lord and Lady 
of
Chance, contains the Personal Triumphs.  Each pair comprises a male 
and a
female, which I call the Master and Mistress (of the Wand, Pentacle, 
etc.).
Here it is:

2. Empress   3. Emperor       Wand      Fire   SE
4. Priestess 5. Priest        Pentacle  Earth  NE
6. Love      7. Temperance    Cup       Water  NW
8. Chariot   9. Fortitude     Sword     Air    SW



Notice that adjacent rows in the Ogdoad share a quality:  Air and 
Water share
Wetness, Water and Earth share Coldness, etc.  It will also turn out 
that each
card in this Ogdoad corresponds to an I Ching trigram; in each pair 
the
trigrams are complements of each other; between adjacent rows they 
differ by
exactly one line.  The Empress and Emperor are the Mother and Father, 
the
three Daughters are the Priestess, Temperance and Fortitude; the 
three Sons
are the Priest, Love and the Chariot.  The Tao of the Fool divides 
into the
Yang and Yin of the Lord and Lady of Chance, who together create the 
Ogdoad of
Chance (cf. Crowley 29-30, 270).

The second Ogdoad, which is ruled by the Lord and Lady of Necessity, 
contains
the Universal Triumphs, and each pair comprises a Second and a First 
(in that
order) - think of them as junior and senior.  The First (senior) 
usually ranks
over the Second (junior) and follows it in time, though sometimes 
they are
equal and alternate in time (e.g. Sun, Moon):

----Second---- ----First---
12. Hanged Man 13. Death      Wand      Fire
14. Devil      15. Tower      Pentacle  Earth
17. Moon       18. Sun        Cup       Water
19. Judgement  20. Justice    Sword     Air

This Ogdoad is the foundation for the Lord and Lady of Necessity, the 
Yang and
Yin that unite in the Tao of the World.  This structure may seem a 
little
far-fetched at this point, but I hope it will be more convincing when 
the
Major Arcana are discussed in detail.



One Soul, yet two, sets out and knows no bound;

Two Lords, two Ladies turn the Cosmos round;

Eight Couples march in Triumph to the Goal;

These all together make the Arcane Whole.

By two and twenty Signs the Truth is found.

The meaning of the trumps can be illuminated by placing them on the 
21 lines that
connect 7 poles, as indicated in the accompanying diagram.
The two lower diagrams show the relation of the seven poles to the 
planets in the



order used by the Chaldeans and Greeks, and the order of planets 
assigned to the days
of the week.

(click for larger image)

                          Prefatory Notes

The Roman numeral is the Triumph's position is my "rectified" order 
(to use



Waite's term).  The first number in parentheses is the position of 
the Triumph
in the Ferrara order, which is the basis for my enumeration.  The 
second
number in parentheses is the number of the Triumph given by Waite; 
where it
differs, the position given by Levi, Papus and Wirth is shown after a 
solidus.
 Only one number is shown when the position is the same in all these
enumerations.  Each card is given a title in Latin, Greek and English.
Trigrams are written from bottom to top (Earth to Heaven) using ":" 
for Yin
and "I" for Yang.  In place of the usual attribution of a Hebrew 
letter, I've
provided an archaic Greek letter.
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XIIII. Diabolus - Diabolos - Devil (14, 15) 

Secundus Pentaculi - Second of the Pentacle 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Materia semper appetit formam. (Matter always desires form.) 

Deities:
Pan; Hephaistos, Vulcanus; Hypneros. 

Dice:
3+5 = Time + 5.Father/III.Joining/Generation (Water);
5+4 = Time + 4.Authority/Materialization/Birth (Fire). 

Astragali:



6+6+6 = Time + IV.Authority/Materialization/Birth. 
Greek Letter = :

Xi: Xulos = lumbar, firewood, beam; Xaino = to comb, card, beat, thrash; Xanthizo = to brown 
by roasting or frying. 

Trigram:
::I Name: Ken = Keeping Still. Image: Mountain. The Third Daughter, associated with stopping, 
bringing about standstill, preventing expansion, a sign which brings about perfection. Southwest 
in the Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

Diabolos stands upon an anvil. His face is pleasant, almost attractive, and not in any way intimidating. 
He has a goatee-like beard and wears a short, green workman's tunic beneath which his breasts are 
faintly visible (though we cannot tell whether they are male musculature or female breasts). On his head 
is a dark-blue pilos (egg-shaped cap) with an inverted pentagram and spiraling golden ram's horns. 

He holds up his right hand in salute, his thumb across the palm, the fingers extended in two groups of 
two. His left hand holds the shaft of a large hammer or mallet, leaning toward him at a cockeyed angle, 
its head resting on the anvil. The hammer head is shaped like two spheres; the shaft terminates in a 
hemispherical bulb. His legs and feet are deformed, with inverted knees, and give the impression of goat 
or eagle legs; his body is covered with brown hair. 

Standing in front, their backs to him, are two figures, a golden male on his right and a silver female on 
his left. A circular golden chain is stretched loosely around the front of the thrall's hips and behind the 
anvil, binding the three into a circle. Their expressions are somewhat vacant, as though they are zombies 
or robots, and their dwarflike bodies, though not unattractive, seem vaguely unnatural; in particular, 
their knees appear to be inverted. 

Verse 

The Master of the melting blaze creates Material things, and draws together mates In hot embrace. He 
works from depths obscure; To bring him to the Light, the only cure, Reveal and seize the force he 
radiates! 

Interpretation 



The Devil represents material creation in all its manifestations, including sex as a means of natural 
generation, metabolism as a means of growth, fire as a means of artistic creation, technology, art, craft - 
and the alchemical Great Work. Material creation is necessary for life, and may even be a path to 
enlightenment, but fascination with it can entrap us. If these acts of creation are undertaken 
unconsciously and negligently, as the two thralls do, then they deliver themselves into bondage, for the 
golden chain is loose, and only their own ignorance and reluctance to see keeps them bound in slavery, 
like zombies or automata. 

The Devil - human, beast and god in one - is Nature, and there is much power and beauty in our 
instincts, appetites and drives in the material world. But Nature, as a component of the psyche, is mostly 
unconscious, and operates behind our backs. Thus it is with all the shadowy components of ourselves, all 
the disowned parts of our psyches; they make themselves visible by being projected onto other people 
and onto the world at large. This trump calls on each of us to confront our Shadow, not to deny or 
destroy it, but to acknowledge its reality, own it as a part of us, understand its nature and reorient it 
toward the good. 

Commentary 

In old sources this trump is called El Diavolo, Le Diable, and Il Diavolo (Kaplan I.2-3). The English 
name "Devil" comes from Late Latin Diabolus, which derives from Greek Diabolos, which has the 
specific meaning "slanderer" (cf. Satan from Hebrew Shatan = Accuser; AHD s.v.). He is the source of 
diabole, which is Greek for slander, false accusation, whatever causes needless enmity and strife. Both 
derive from the verb diaballo, literally, to throw across (dia- + ballo), and hence to set at variance, or 
cause a quarrel, specifically by misrepresentation. Thus we see the Devil as a source of illusion, which 
creates an impediment to further progress. 

The Devil represents the Shadow, and this trump heralds a confrontation with the Shadow. Jung (CW 9 
i, par. 513) says, "The shadow personifies everything that the subject refuses to acknowledge about 
himself and yet is always thrusting itself upon him directly or indirectly - for instance inferior traits of 
character and other incompatible tendencies." And (CW 9 ii, par. 422): "The shadow is that hidden, 
repressed, for the most part inferior and guilt-ridden personality whose ultimate ramifications reach back 
into the realm of our animal ancestors and so comprise the whole historical aspect of the unconscious." 

There is tendency in the Western tradition to consider the Shadow to be the source of all evil, but it "also 
displays a number of good qualities, such as normal instincts, appropriate reaction, realistic insights, 
creative impulses, etc." (CW 9 ii, par. 423). Thus, the challenge of 14.Diabolos is not to defeat the Devil 
within, but to confront it and to integrate its powers and strengths into the Self - to bring the Devil into 
our service. Such a confrontation is necessary if we are to become truly human, for if we do not 
acknowledge the Shadow, then we project it onto external reality, especially upon other people. That is, 
we make someone or something a scapegoat (which leads us to Pan, discussed below). To be complete, 



all parts of the psyche must be accepted. (Nichols 263, 266, 273; Sharman-Burke 103; SB&G 63, 65) 

In itself, the Shadow is neither good nor evil, it is a daimon (divinity), a force of nature, which is prior to 
morality. This is typical in the Graeco-Roman tradition, which is not dualistic like Christianity; the gods 
follow their own wills, sometimes to our benefit and sometimes to our detriment. The Graeco-Roman 
tradition acknowledges that each god has a light and a dark side (like the moon). Christianity 
acknowledges only the light side of its god, but, as Jung observes, the brighter the light, the darker the 
shadow it casts, and so Christianity must also have its purely-evil Satan. (Nichols 268, 271) 

The Devil is traditionally depicted with horns, cloven hooves, etc., a caricature of the Great God Pan, the 
principle of generation in Nature; he became the scapegoat for Christianity. His bestial physical 
characteristics signify wild, untamed animal nature, and his human characteristics show that this animal 
nature is an aspect of our humanity. Pan is simultaneously human, beast, and god. He is the universal 
power of generation and creativity, and so the ancients said his name means "all" (Grk. pan); he is an 
image of the material world. More generally he represents new life and spiritual regeneration. (Crowley 
103, 105; Nichols 263, 265; SB&G 65; Sharman-Burke 103; Williams 102) As such, Pan is connected 
with other ithyphallic nature spirits, including Sylvanus, Faunus, Priapus, Satyr, Silenus and the 
Egyptian god Min (Williams 101-2). 

The Arcadians called Pan by the title Ton tes Hules Kurion, which Macrobius (Saturnalia i.22) 
translates, "the Lord of Matter" (Knight & Wright 71). Knight (71-2) conjectured that Latin Sylvanus is 
related to Greek Hyle, since the Greeks tend to drop S, but that relation is no longer accepted (Tucker s.
v. silva). 

Creativity also has its dark side, for ungoverned creativity may be diabolical, and the confrontation with 
the Devil makes us aware of this danger, for Pan is called Pamphagos (All-Devourer) as well as 
Pangenetor (All-Begetter). He is neither wholly evil nor wholly good; like the wolf, he simply lives his 
nature. (Crowley 62; Nichols 271, 276-7; Williams 101) 

Pan is beyond rationality; he is alogos: unpredictable, unlawful, irrational, and his sudden, unexpected 
appearance causes unbridled Panic (from "Pan," his name). He is a source of confusion, which is 
signified in many images of the Devil: the face on the belly, the bat (which is like a mouse with wings), 
the combination of breasts and phallus. (Nichols 264-5; SB&G 64; Williams 98, 102) 

The horns on 14.Diabolos are symbols of the life force. They are golden to represent the divine fire and 
to show the value of instinctive, natural action. Their spiral shape refers to the Kundalini force, which 
identifies the life force with the creative libido. Kundalini in turn, like all serpents, is a symbol of 
rebirth; here we see the sublimated Kundalini force rising from the crown of the head, the location of 
Sahasrara, the highest chakra. (Case 162; Crowley 107; Gad 248, 256; Haich 115; Nichols 265; Walker 
112, 115) 

In our image, as in the Tarot of Marseilles, the horns appear to be attached to a pilos (egg-shaped cap) 



rather than to the Devil's head. This means that the Devil's sublimated life force is borrowed; it is not a 
natural outgrowth of him (Nichols 262, 265-6). In ancient art Hephaistos is represented wearing a dark-
blue pilos (egg-shaped cap; cf. 18.Sun), which represents the vault of heaven (Bonnefoy, G&EM 85). 

In addition to the goat horns of Pan, Dionysos (a resurrected god) is often shown with ram horns (a 
symbol of divine power), as is Zeus when identified with Ammon (sometimes the horns are mounted on 
a cap). In Sumerian and Semitic iconography horns are a general sign of divinity, worn by Anu, Adad, 
Asshur and Bel, as well as other gods and goddesses; Moses is said to have descended from Mt. Sinai 
with horns (Heb. karan) on his head, as we see in Michelangelo's statue. Like the Devil, the horn is 
bisexual: on the one hand phallic and penetrating, on the other, hollow and receptive, as Jung explains. 
(See also the discussion of the Cornucopia under 10.Fortune.) (Biedermann s.v. horns; Cirlot s.v. horns; 
Cooper s.v. horns; Nichols 273; Preston s.v. hat, horn; Walker 114) 

According to Eliade (F&C 106), "The 'mastery of fire', common to magician, shaman and smith, was, in 
Christian folklore, looked upon as the work of the devil " Furthermore, as Eliade (passim) demonstrates, 
alchemy had its origin in the spiritual, initiatory disciplines of the smiths, who by art, magic and prayer 
brought about the transformation of metals. Thus it is natural that 14.Devil should be associated with 
Hephaistos, the Divine Smith; he is the master of fire, both physical and spiritual, that is, he controls the 
external heat that is the primary agent of the alchemical transformation of the metals, and the internal 
heat (the tappas of yoga), arising from "an excessive ingestion of sacred power," which is the agent of 
internal transformation. Indeed, in ancient Greek "Hephaistos" was often used as a synonym for 
"technical fire," the fire of transformation, as opposed to Hestia, the hearth fire, and to Zeus's celestial 
fire (Bonnefoy, G&EM 84). 

It was Hephaistos' fire that Prometheus stole and brought to humanity, and so it was Hephaistos who 
bound Prometheus to the peak of Mt. Parnassus (see 12.Hanged Man), for Hephaistos is also a god of 
binding, the god who ensnares. Bonnefoy (G&EM 84) tells us "Hephaestus, in fact, appears as the 
preeminent binding god." Thus, he bound Hera in her throne, and he set a trap for his wife Aphrodite 
and her lover Ares, ensnaring them in their trysting bed with his inescapable net. (Gad 77-8) 

In this myth Aphrodite is the fulcrum of two alchemical Coniunctiones Oppositorum (Conjunctions of 
Opposites). First, Hephaistos, Fire's Master, and Aphrodite, "born of Sea-foam," are the principles of 
alchemical fire and water (i.e. sulphur and mercury). This pair is replaced by Aphrodite and Ares, who 
represent Love and Strife, the principles of union and separation. Hephaistos, as the principle of heat, 
binds them tight in their trysting bed, and so they are incubated in the Hermetic vessel. The child created 
by this union is Harmonia, the principle of "well-fitting conjunction" (for that is the basic meaning of 
harmonia in Greek), the alchemical androgyne (see 7.Temperance). (Gantz 471) 

Hephaistos learned the arts of alchemy, magic and metallurgy from sea goddesses on an island in the 
sea. He is the great agent of materialization among the Olympian Gods: he made their palaces, armor, 
weapons and jewelry. In particular he made Harmonia's wedding necklace, which became a source of 
evil for future generations, binding and ensnaring them. For example, it was used to bribe Eriphule to 



compel her husband Amphiaraus (= Very Sacred), who was bound to obey her, to go to his death, indeed 
to be swallowed by the earth (Hades). Ever after it was said that he had died "because of a gift to a 
woman," but the story shows how the "most sacred" is engulfed by material greed and attachment. Nor 
was this the end of the disasters brought by the necklace, and in this way Hephaistos had revenge for 
Aphrodite's infidelity and Ares' cuckoldry. Thus we see Hephaistos as bondage to material possessions 
and to matter in general. In our image the necklace of Harmonia reappears as the chain surrounding the 
two thralls (on which, more below). (Bonnefoy, G&EM 85; Gad 76; Gantz 471-2, 507-8; OCD s.v. 
Amphiaraus) 

As the agent of material creation, Hephaistos is linked with Plato's Demiurge (demiourgos = maker), or 
Craftsman-god. In later Gnostic and Neoplatonic thought, which denigrated matter, the Demiurge 
became an evil god, akin to the Christian Devil, working to prevent people from rising to the spiritual 
heights. Indeed, the Cathars equated the Devil with the Demiurge (Simon 46). 

In our image, as in Marseilles tarot, the Devil stands upon an anvil (Nichols 268), which recalls the end 
of the first act of Siegfried, when Mime, the scheming smith, stands upon his anvil in exultation, only to 
have it smashed from beneath him by a blow from Siegfried's newly forged sword. This is the world-
shattering bolt from the blue that destroys outworn decadent structures; it comes in the next trump (15.
Tower). 

Like the horns, the hammer is a symbol of power; it represents both destruction and creation, for the 
hammer can be used to smash things to bits, but also to forge new creations. As an attribute of 
Hephaistos, the hammer is a symbol of creation (the creative power of the smith god). However, as an 
attribute of Charun, an Etruscan underworld deity (see below) who inspired medieval images of the 
Devil, it is a symbol of destruction and punishment. (Biedermenn s.v. hammer; Case 164) 

Cirlot observes, "The two-headed hammer is, like the twin-bladed axe, an ambivalent symbol of the 
mountain of Mars and of Sacrificial Inversion." That is, creation takes place only through strife and 
sacrifice; death is necessary to make way for life. Inversion refers to the relationship between the upper 
world of mental potentiality and the lower world of material actuality. The smith-god as creator (or the 
Devil as sovereign over matter) brings about this materialization from his mind by means of his hammer. 
For example, Hephaistos enabled the birth of Athena by using his hammer to split the crown of Zeus 
head. (Cirlot s.vv. hammer, Mars) 

Hephaistos (14.Diabolos) and Athena (20.Justice) are complementary in many ways. They both have 
metis (cunning, craft), they are the two primary patrons of Craft (Tekhne), that is, of "skillful doing," 
and they shared a temple in Athens. As Athena was born from Zeus alone, so Hephaistos was born from 
Hera alone (some say to show she could match Zeus's accomplishment). (Bonnefoy, G&E 86; Gad 74) 

In the Critias, Plato says "Hephaistos and Athena have the same nature"; they are sibling craft-gods, and 
cofounders of Athens (Bonnefoy, G&E 86). In myth, Hephaistos tried to rape Athena, but she evaded 
him and his fiery semen fell to Mother Earth, engendering Erikhthonios, a serpent-man, whom Athena 



nursed and made the first king of Athens; this quasi-offspring of the two craft-gods initiated the 
Panathenaic festival in her honor. (The myth is retold in Apollonius Sophistes' "Hymn to Athena"; 
Green Egg #104.) 

The two craft-gods collaborated in the creation of Pandora (see 16.Star), Hephaistos used his hammer to 
craft her body and Athena taught her skill in the crafts (Gad 78). Pandora is the All-Giver - an Earth-
goddess, who brings feminine qualities to man and so brings him to full humanity. According to Hesiod 
(W&D, 42-105) the creation of Pandora was a consequence of Prometheus (12.Hanged Man) stealing 
the fire of Hephaistos. In effect, when humanity acquired the illumination of divine fire, it was necessary 
to complement it with the grounding in the present conferred by Pandora (see 16.Star for more). 

Both Hephaistos and Athena are depicted holding a phallic instrument: Hephaistos has his hammer or 
tongs, Athena her sword or spear (Case 164). In this regard, Hephaistos is the smith-god who creates, 
and Athena is the warrior-goddess who preserves. Nevertheless, Hephaistos has his warrior aspect, for 
he forges armor and weapons, and Athena has her creative aspect, for she is the patron of weaving and 
many other domestic crafts. 

Although Hephaistos and Athena are both gods of Craft, there is an important difference. Hephaistos is 
associated with Slander (Diobole) as Athena is with Justice (Dike), because he is concerned with matter 
and is guided by appearance, whereas she is concerned with right action (i.e. 20.Justice) and is guided by 
understanding; this is why she is later (higher) is the Ferarra sequence of the trumps. The difference is 
that Hephaistos' emphasis on material creation is unbalanced, and it is Athena who accomplishes this 
balance (see 20.Justice). (Case 165; Nichols 268, 277) This is also the reason Athena holds her Sword of 
Justice in balance in her right hand, whereas Hephaistos holds his hammer haphazardly, tilted toward 
him, in his left (sinister) hand, showing that he uses his power egocentrically. (Nichols 262-3, 268) 

The confrontation with our Shadow, represented by the Devil, is necessary for growth, to break the 
unconscious unification of our psyche in order to create a more stable conscious union. To achieve this, 
we must become aware of our imperfection, and learn the wise balance represented by Athena. Recall 
how the goddess punished Arakhne, who had the hubris (overweening pride) to challenge Athena to a 
weaving contest; for this unbalanced ego-inflation, she was punished by being reduced to a spider. 
(Nichols 273, 277) 

Humor is one way to deflate ourselves as well as others who are suffering inflation, so it comes as no 
surprise that the Devil is an object of jest; Hephaistos kept the Olympians laughing with his limping 
around, and Pan, Faunus, Silenos and Priapus were all considered comical (though formidable when 
opposed). (Nichols 280) 

Hephaistos was thrown down from Olympus, some say by his mother when she saw his deformed legs, 
others say by Zeus because he defended Hera against Zeus, and that the fall crippled his legs (Gantz 74-
5). In ancient art he was sometimes depicted with his feet turned backwards (Bonnefoy, G&EM 84). 
This story recalls the fallen angel Lucifer, who was thrown from heaven for challenging Yahweh and is 



identified with the Devil. His name means "Light-bringer," and, like Prometheus (12.Hanged Man), he 
stole the fire of heaven (the Lumen Naturae or Light of Nature), but for his own aggrandizement (Gad 
253). As chief of the demons (we see two in 14.Devil), he is the origin of Pandaemonium, the same 
chaos, panic and disorientation instilled by Pan. Nevertheless, he is a messenger from the heavens, and 
heralds the increasing illumination of the later trumps (Nichols 265-6). 

There is some reason to believe that Pan Lukaios ("Lycaean Pan") should be translated "Luminous Pan," 
referring to the "divine essence of light incorporated in universal matter" (Knight & Wright 71; see also 
18.Sun on "Lukaios"). 

The figure of the Devil may derive from the Etruscan demon Charun, who is related to Charon (Kharon 
= Bright- or Fierce-eyed), the ferryman of the Dead in Greek mythology. However, the two differ in 
significant ways. First, Charun is invariably seen with a hammer, and may have originally been a 
hammer-god, who was later associated with the ferryman. Second, while the Greeks' Charon was hardly 
cheery, he falls far short of the fearsome Etruscan demon, who was pictured with a hooked nose, pointed 
donkey ears, flaming eyes, goatee, wolf-fangs, a monkey face, greenish-grey skin, wings (sometimes) 
and serpents for hair. He wears a short tunic, as in our image, and uses his mallet to crush the skulls of 
the dead and dying. Interestingly, Charun and his demon colleague Tuchulcha (whom we see on the 
walls of the Tomba dell'Orco in Tarquinia), are sometimes shown with winged feet, which remind us 
that they are angels of death, psychopomps like Hermes. (See illustrations in Wellard, 38-9, 102, 140, 
169.) (Biedermann s.v. Devil; Bonnefoy, R&EM 42; OCD s.v. Charon; Wellard 127, 150, 169) 

In many tarots, as in ours, in front of the Devil stand two thralls -- individuals who are mentally, morally 
and physically bound to him. They are literally enthralled by his temptations, bound to each other and to 
the Devil by a golden chain that encircles them all. The chain circles them around their hips, meaning 
that they are bound by their lowest chakra, corresponding to material existence and generation (Haich 
121). The thralls think they are free, since they have turned their backs to the Devil and his bonds, but he 
controls them from behind the scenes, like a puppet master. Constrained by custom, habit, instinct and 
ignorance (the chain); they are unaware of their lack of freedom. If only they could see the chain by 
which they are bound, they could step out of it and achieve new freedom. Ultimately, they are victims of 
their own complacency, and it will take the shattering bolt of the next trump (15.Tower) to awaken them 
from their slumber; there we will see them forcibly ejected from their accustomed lives. (Nichols 266-8, 
280) 

The thralls have an attractive, but unnatural appearance because they are the artificial servants 
constructed by Hephaistos (Iliad 18.417-21): 

                    Quickly, girls of gold,
  Exactly resembling living maids, hurried
  To help their master - they have minds of their own,
  Speech and strength, and the gods everlasting have given them



  Marvelous skill with their hands.
                                     (tr. Ennis Rees)

Nowadays, we tend to think of them as robots, but they could also be 
zombies, or
artificial creations like Frankenstein's monster (Nichols 275).  In 
any case,
they are robotic in their behavior for, as Jung says, unconscious 
autonomy is
devilish (Nichols 267).  In this instance as in others, Hephaistos 
shows himself
to be the god of unbinding (e.g. animation) as well as of binding 
(Bonnefoy,
G&EM 84).

In our image, the male is golden and the female silver (on the 
Devil's right and
left, respectively) because they represent the conscious and 
unconscious minds
(Case 164), both of which may be enthralled by matter.  We see a 
similar image
in plate 2 of the alchemical Mutus Liber (1677), wherein a trident-
bearing
Poseidon sits on an anvil-like rock and presides over two figures, 
sun-crowned
on his right, moon-crowned on his left (Fabricius fig. 41; O'Neill 
284; McLean
19).  Similarly, Vulcan was attended by two assistants, Stata Mater 
(the mother
who stops or restricts) and Maia (probably from a root meaning 
extension), which
suggest his role in binding and unbinding (Bonnefoy, R&EM 155).  (See 
also the
discussion of Solve et Coagula, below.)

Like the Devil himself, the thralls have animal legs to show that it 
is their
bestial (instinctual) character that moves them (Nichols 266).  
Underworld
spirits often have legs that are deformed or unusual in some way; it 
is the most



reliable means of identifying them (Froud & Lee s.v. Dwarfs).  
Indeed, in
folklore these spirits (Dwarfs, Trolls, Knockers, Koblernigh, 
Kobolds, Korred,
Mound Folk, Orculli, etc.) are often subterranean smiths, which 
recalls the
Hephaistoi or Children of Hephaistos, the mysterious smith-spirits of
Mediterranean tradition (Kabeiroi or Cabiri, Kouretes or Curetes, 
Telkhines, 
Daktuloi or Dactyls).  
While they worked in iron, he worked in the noble metals:  gold,
silver and bronze.  Three Daktuloi are named Akmon (Anvil), 
Damnameneus
(Subjugator = Hammer) and Kelmis (perhaps Casting).  The Telkhines 
made
Poseidon's trident (see above), and the Korred are specifically 
identified with
the Kouretes and Carikines (= Karkinoi, crab-people, another name of 
the
Kabeiroi, who walk like crabs); they came to Brittany with the 
Phoenicians
(Arrowsmith 66; Bonnefoy, G&E, 85).  The backwards legs of Hephaistos 
reminds us
that the crab was anciently described as being able to go backwards 
as well as
forwards (see 17.Moon).  (One also recalls the famous "Formula of the 
Crab,"
given by the fourth century CE alchemist Zosimos, which is supposed 
to contain
the secret of transmutation; see Read, p. 40.)  In particular, the 
two thralls
in 14.Devil may be identified with Kabeiros and Kabeiria, archetypal 
son and
daughter of Hephaistos and Kabeiro (16.Star, which see for more on the
Kabeiroi). (Bonnefoy, G&E, 85; Gantz 77)

The Kabeiroi were especially honored on Lemnos, where Hephaistos 
landed when he
was thrown down from Olympus.  According to some stories this is how 
he became
crippled, according to others he was born with deformed legs; in 
either case he



has the unusual legs and "shambling gait" expected of smith-gods.  
Furthermore,
like the Kobolds, his workshop is in a cave (near the stream of 
Okeanos).
(Gantz 74-5, 148)

The Devil is the Second of the Pentacle, and thus a lord of matter and
materialism, symbolized by the Pentacles and the element Earth.  The 
individual
elements are represented by his colors:  gold horns for fire, deep 
blue cap for
air, green tunic for water, brown legs for earth (cf. Gad 252).  The 
Devil is
often described in popular legend as being dressed in green 
(Biedermann s.v.
devil).

The inverted pentagram is a rather late addition to the iconography 
of the Devil
trump; it seems to appear first in the Waite-Smith deck.  Further, 
the idea that
the inverted pentagram represents evil of some sort (Satan, black 
magic, etc.)
also seems to be late; from antiquity until quite recently pentagrams 
seem to
have been drawn with little regard for orientation.  Nevertheless, the
Pythagorean tarot retains the inverted pentagram image, since it is 
well
established in contemporary esoteric iconography and since 14.Devil 
is the
Second of the Pentacle.

The modern interpretation of the inverted pentagram, that it places 
matter
(represented by the four upper limbs) over spirit (represented by the 
centered
ray) accords well with the meaning of this trump.  It displays 
passive matter in
a superior position to active spirit (Gad 245), and thus the 
complacency that



allows evil to spread.  Case (164) says the inverted pentagram 
represents the
reversal of a true understanding of humanity, but the Pythagorean 
tarot has a
more positive interpretation:  this trump does indeed represent 
matter and the
shadow, but these both must be confronted and embraced before 
psychological
wholeness can be achieved.

In the Pythagorean Tarot, as in several others, the arms of 
Hephaistos, the
first alchemist, represent the two operations of the alchemical 
dictum, Solve et
Coagula, that is, separation and union on the physical plane (Haich 
118).
Overall the right hand mirrors the inverted pentagram, the extended 
fingers
representing the four elements (Nichols 267), and the folded thumb 
representing
spirit in a subservient position; the fingers are divided two and two 
to
represent the directive Solve! (Dissolve!).  This is the primary 
manifestation
of 14.Diabolos (Slanderer), the source of strife, but necessary 
strife, for
Empedocles taught that it was Strife (Neikos) that separated the four 
elements
and made the material universe possible.  More specifically, the 
separated
fingers represent the separation of the two sexes (i.e. the masculine 
elements,
fire and air, from the feminine elements, water and earth; see 5.High 
Priest).

In his left hand Hephaistos holds the phallic hammer (shaped, 
however, like the
Minoan labyris, considered both feminine and phallic), which 
represents the
union of the sexes and the alchemical directive Coagula! (Coagulate!) 
(Cooper



s.v. axe; Haich 118-9).    This is the force of Love (or Affection, 
Philotes),
which, according to Empedocles, causes the elements to mix; it is the 
interplay
of Love and Strife that causes all change in the material universe.
Corresponding to the male hammer is the female anvil (Cirlot s.v. 
anvil)
and, as Goethe (an expert in alchemy) said, Du musst ... Amboss oder
Hammer sein ("You must be anvil or hammer") (Der Gross-Cophta, Act
ii).

Although the Devil has obvious connections with Solve/Strife, his 
connections
with Coagula/Love are just as strong.  Primarily, he is the lord of 
the physical
aspects of the union of the sexes; we see this both in his character 
as Pan and
in his character as Hephaistos, who bound Ares and Aphrodite in their 
bed of
love.  The Devil is bisexual to symbolize this union of the male and 
female
(Haich 122).

The themes of separation and union are echoed by the thralls, who are,
apparently, independent man and woman, but are in fact united by the 
chain,
which represents their common, inner identity (Nichols 119).  They 
are unaware
of this, or of the Devil operating behind the scenes, for they are 
asleep with
their eyes open.

Jung described the result of the Coagulatio as evil, leaden and 
Saturnine;
psychologically the Coagulatio is the confrontation with the Shadow 
(Gad 248),
the alchemical Nigredo (Blackening).  As our death was faced in trump 
13.Death,
so our negligence must be faced in trump 14.Devil; they correspond to 
Thanatos



(Death) and Hypnos (Sleep), twin brothers in Greek mythology.  Both 
are aspects
of embodied life, and both must be confronted to live life fully.

Trump 14.Devil has the same attributes as Saturn:  limitation, 
confinement in
boundaries, inertia and bondage; it is, according to Jung, the 
Saturnine form of
the Anima Mundi (World Soul).  Further, as Saturn devoured his 
children as they
were born, so inertia and restrictive limits devour emerging 
creativity.  The
metal associated with Saturn is lead, alchemically the prima materia, 
matter in
its basest form, of which inertia is the characteristic property (also
associated with 11.Time = Kronos/Saturn).  The Devil is concerned with
self-preservation, so his influence is contractive and he impedes the 
alchemical
Work.  Nevertheless he represents the shadow side of Mercurius 
Duplex, the other
side being represented by 1.Magician and 19.Angel. (Gad 246-8, 253)

Since the Devil is the shadow (individual or collective), he 
symbolizes the
bondage that results from being in thrall to any component of the 
psyche:  to
the persona, leading to inflation, to the anima, leading to moody or 
unreliable
behavior, to the animus, leading to aggressive or rigid behavior, or 
to a
specific complex, leading to unconscious behavior (Gad 255).  In 
these cases we
are "possessed" by a devil, representing single-minded domination by 
one
component of the psyche; again balance is needed (Nichols 278).  The 
Devil is
the force of bondage for, as Liz Greene observes, "The Devil is any 
God who
begins to exact total obedience" (quoted in Gad 246).



Fortunately, as Jung explains (SM par. 301), Saturn comes out of the 
deepest
darkness to herald the returning sun, as Saturday leads to Sunday, 
and as
Lucifer (the Morning Star) was thought to bring the sunrise (Gad 253).

Moakley (86-8) notes that the Devil in many tarots resembles ancient 
depictions
of Hypneros, who is shown with crossed legs and holding an inverted 
torch in his
left hand (Wind 160), so we must consider this figure.  The 
Renaissance was
surprisingly interested in the esoteric "theory that `transcendence' 
is a source
of `balance' because it reveals the coincidence of opposites in the 
supreme One"
(Wind 97).  Paradoxical unions of opposites were very popular, such 
as the idea
of the puer senex (hoary youth), who combines vitality with wisdom, 
and the
motto of Augustus, festina lente (hurry slowly).  This theme is 
symbolized in
eighty of the woodcuts in the strange Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (1467,
contemporary with the earliest tarot decks), in which "the hero is 
cautiously
and alluringly guided towards the more hidden arcana" (Wind 103-4).  
The book's
title is a triadic union of Sleep (Hypnos), Love (Eros) and Strife 
(Machia).
(Wind 97-104)

The goal of Poliphilo's initiatory experience is the soul's "own 
secret destiny
- the final union of Love and Death, for which Hypneros (the sleeping 
Eros
funeraire) served as a poetic image" (Wind 104).  (Here the twins 
Sleep and
Death are identified.)  The soul will experience the ultimate mystery 
of Adonis,
"the sacred marriage of Pleasure and Pain" (Aphrodite and Ares), for, 
as



Aristotle says (Phys. I.9.192a), matter desires form and rejoices in 
it, just as
the female desires the male and delights in him (Wind 104).  
Renaissance
scholars saw the union of opposites in theocrasy, the "mixing of gods"
exemplified by Hypneros (Sleep-Love); this mixing is an occasional 
occurrence in
Greek mythology (e.g. Hermaphroditos), but a regular feature of 
Orphic theology
(Wind 199-200).

Renaissance philosophers understood the "funerary Eros," often found 
on Roman
sarcophagi, to represent the essential identity of both the sweet 
release and
the agonies of Love and Death, both of whom loosen the bonds of body 
and soul.
(We have already seen that Hephaistos unbinds as well as binds.)  The 
identity
of Love and Death was described by the Platonic-Orphic term 
glukupikros
(bittersweet), apparently coined by Sappho (fr. 137); in the 
Hypnerotomachia
Jupiter calls Love glukus te kai pikros (sweet and bitter).  (It is 
dulce
amarum
in Latin; see 17.Moon for the significance of amarus, bitter.)  These 
ideas were
very popular with Renaissance Petrarchists, and we must recall that, 
according
to Moakley, the tarot trumps were inspired by the Triumphs of 
Petrarch; indeed
the Hypnerotomachia is structured around five triumphs (of Europa, 
Leda, Danae,
Semele - all of whom conquered Zeus - and Eros, who conquered them 
all). (Wind
160-3)  The same theme is reflected in the Liebestod (Love-Death) of 
Tristan und
Isolde.  Love brings death to the old ego and the end of life as it 
was.  (See
Wind, ch. 10, for more on Eros as a god of death.)



The Hypnerotomachia's obscure language "contains things not to be 
divulged to
the ordinary populace, for they deal with matters drawn from the very 
heart of
philosophy and the Muses," namely, the alchemical Magnun Opus; the 
book also
contains "erotica, a battle of the two cultures of Christianity and
neo-paganism, and a philosophical Venus as the mother of all 
things" (Barolini
103).  It is summarized and discussed in detail by Fierz-David; all 
of the
woodcuts can be found in Barolini, two of those relevant to this 
trump being
that of the rustic altar of Priapus (Bar. 77) and that of Venus 
unveiled by
Satyr and two Fauni (Bar. 13).

In Christian myth, of course, the Devil is considered the Great 
Tempter, and
this is not inconsistent with his role here.  As the serpent in the 
Garden of
Eden he tempts Eve to eat the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good 
and Evil;
in other words, the serpent (an almost universal symbol of wisdom) 
tempts us to
rise from the level of animal instincts to a conscious awareness of 
good and
evil (Nichols 266).  Likewise, Hephaistos tempts us with gadgets and 
glittering
jewelry (recall the Necklace of Harmonia, discussed above), as Pan 
tempts us
with raw sexuality.  These are all material temptations 
(corresponding to the
vices gluttony, greed and lust) but, as the Garden of Eden story 
shows, matter
may be a path to spiritual enlightenment.

This is the lesson of the Kundalini Serpent, who brings enlightenment 
when she
climbs and coils around the spinal trunk; in Tantric practice she may 



be roused
from her slumber by sensuality, charming adornments and exquisite 
food.  These
are created by the Hephaistian Fire, which both purifies and 
illuminates
(Nichols 266).

Recall that spirit is not absent from the inverted pentagram; it lies 
hidden
under (or in) matter, and so it must be reached by the downward path, 
the
underworld journey of the shamans, for the Devil is king of the 
underworld (the
womb of Mother Earth where, according to the alchemists, metals 
developed in a
spiritual progression toward gold).  So also the ancient mysteries 
were made to
bring one to a confrontation with this figure, and we read of these 
journeys in
Homer (Odysseus), Virgil (Aeneas) and Dante (himself).  This descent 
is an
alchemical Nigredo, which reduces things to prima materia - primary 
matter.
(O'Neil 283; Walker 110-1)

As a consequence, in our representation as in some others, the Devil 
is not
unattractive.  He is sexually fascinating, for in Latin fascinum 
means both a
spell or enchantment, and a phallus (hence the use of a phallic image 
as an
amulet, or a phallic gesture for protection).  Unfortunately, his 
charms may
hypnotize us, and we may find ourselves spellbound like the two 
thralls in our
image.  If they could only understand that they are bound by his 
fascination,
they could step outside the golden chain and be free, for in the end 
his only
power is darkness (ignorance). (Case 163; Nichols 270-1, 275; SB&G 
65; Williams



98)

It is for this reason that many tarot decks depict the Devil as a bat,
"preeminent among the foul creatures of the night."  This shows that 
the Devil
works outside of the light of consciousness, and that when daylight
(consciousness) is present, he hides in subterranean depths, where he 
sleeps
upside down like the Hanged Man (Prometheus, who stole Hephaistos' 
fire).  The
bat, like Pan, the Satyrs and the thralls, is a lawless (alogos - see 
above)
composite of different species, for it appears to be a mouse with 
wings. (The
wings show its divine origin.) (Nichols 264)

The most obvious astrological association for this trump is Capricorn 
the Goat
(cf. Pan); it is an earth sign and so represents the material realm.  
Further,
it occupies the zenith, as so represents the most exalted form of the 
power of
material creation.  Finally, Capricorn is ruled by Saturn, which, as 
we've seen,
represents the alchemical operation of coagulation associated with 
this trump.
(Case 162; Crowley 105)

On the other hand, the Devil's legs look like an eagle's to remind us 
of his
connection to Scorpio (corresponding to the eagle among the Four 
Beasts), which
is the constellation of the Devil and represents sexuality and the 
alchemical
union.  Further, Scorpio is the night house of Mars, which reminds us 
that the
Diabolos (Slanderer) is a sower of strife, like Mars. (Case 164; 
Williams 103)



The numerical value of HFAISTOS O QEOS (Hephaistos Ho Theos, The God 
Hephaistos)
= 1643, which reduces to 3-4+6-1 = 4 in the Hendecad.  Likewise the 
value of
PAMFAGOS (Pamphagos, All-Devourer) = 895, which reduces to 5-9+8 = 
4.  Finally,
the value of DIABOLOS O QEOS (Diabolos Ho Theos, Diabolos the God, or 
the
Slanderer God) = 741, which reduces to 1-4+7 = 4.  Four is of course 
the number
of matter (the four elements), and we've seen the many ways that 
matter enters
into the meaning of this trump (Gad 252).

In mythology, Hephaistos is married to Aphrodite, who is third in the 
first
Hendecad (2.Empress); this suggests a connection between 14.Devil and 
3.Emperor,
and indeed they are both fourth in their Hendecads, representing 
their common
involvement with the material realm.

Jung explains that the Devil, when combined with the Trinity, 
completes the Holy
Quaternity:  the Father is the source, which divides into the Son 
(good) and the
Devil (evil), which are then resynthesized into the Spirit (Gad 
245).  We find
this archetypal structure in Pythagorean numerology and in the Tarot 
trumps.
Zero represents the Chaos, unstructured, undiscriminated unity; it 
correspond to
0.Fool, the source and origin of all the rest.  Out of this chaotic 
background,
a directed force manifests; this is the number One, which corresponds 
to the
first heptad, 7.Temperance, the Divine Child, who defined a new 
direction.  One,
the number of unity, requires for its complement Two, the number of 
duality,
difference and opposition; it corresponds to the second heptad, 14.



Devil, the
Adversary (Hebrew Shatan), the Shadow cast by the Light.  (We have 
already
mentioned the connections between 7.Temperance and 14.Devil.)  One 
and Two are
reunified in Three, the number of harmony, which forges a path 
between the poles
(1 + 2 = 3); the result is not the original chaotic unity, but a 
harmonia (a
structured, discriminated unity).  It corresponds to the third 
heptad, 21.World,
which we will find to be the Enlightened Reunification of all 
Oppositions.  (See
also the aces, 2s and 3s in the Minor Arcana.)

The number of the Devil is 14, which is the sum of the 4.High 
Priestess and
10.Fortune, representing the effects on the subconscious (4.High 
Priestess) of
circumstances (10.Fortune) (Case 161).  The Devil's number also 
reduces to 1+4 =
5, the number of the High Priest, which is why in many tarot decks 
(though not
ours) the Devil is a dark reflection of the High Priest; for example, 
they make
similar gestures of benediction (or malediction), and both preside 
over two
thralls (Nichols 267-8; Walker 114).

It will be argued later (17.Moon) that 14.Devil corresponds to the 
Sefirah
Netzach (Victory), which Parpola (p. 178-9) associates with the 
Mesopotamian
gods Ninurta (called the Warrior, the Victor, etc.) and Nabu (later 
identified
with Ninurta), who is a scribe for the gods and associated with 
wisdom.  Like
Mars, Ninurta is both a farmer and a warrior.  After Ninurta defeated 
Asag, a
terrible demon, he organized the world, building mountains and towers 
(which



will be destroyed in 15.Tower). (Black & Green s.vv. Nabu, Ninurta)

It might be objected (e.g. Walker 110) that 14.Devil is closer to 
Nergal, which
I have associated with 13.Death.  Although Nergal is an underworld 
god, he also
brings destruction for the sake of destruction, and his sacred number 
is 14.  On
the other hand the number of Nabu and Ninurta is 40, which 
corresponds to the
position of 14.Devil in the Hendecad.  I'll leave the issue 
unresolved.  (Black
& Green s.v. Nergal; Parpola 180, 182)

The Renaissance alchemical writer Clovis Hesteau de Nuysemant 
described Orpheus'
invocation of Pan (Bonnefoy, R&EM 216):

  Pan, the strong, the subtle, the whole, the universal;
  All air, all water, all earth, and all immortal fire,
  Thou who sittest upon the same throne with time,
  In the lower, middle, and upper kingdom,
  Conceiving, begetting, producing, guarding all;
  First in all and of all, thou who comest to the end of all,
  Seed of fire, of air, of earth, and of the waves,
  Great spirit enlivening all the limbs of the world,
  Who goest about from all to all changing natures,
  Lodging as the universal soul within all bodies,
  To which you give existence and movement and life,
  Proving by a thousand effects thy infinite power.
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V. The Pentad - The Sinks 

●     Active Pentad 
●     Passive Pentad 

●     Wands: Spiritual Crisis 
●     Swords: Intellectual Crisis 
●     Cups: Emotional Crisis 
●     Pentacles: Material Crisis 

Active Pentad

There are only Four Directions, but the Active Pentad moves in a Fifth Direction. Thus the Active 
Pentad opens the Way to a New World, a New Dimension, incommensurable with the preceding 
Numbers, except for the Monad, which is the source of all (i.e. 5 is divisible by 1 but not by 2, 3, or 4). 
Yet the Pentad is a part of the Decad (5 divides 10), and so an essential part of the Final Completion. 

Passive Pentad

The Active Pentad creates the Passive Pentad by placing a Fifth Unit above the Plane of the Tetrad, and 
so the Pentad represents the Fifth Element, the Quintessence, the Eternal Celestial transcending the 
Mutable Mundane Elements. The Pythagoreans said the Pentad is Life, for it brings the Vegetative Soul, 
the Principle of Life, into Inanimate, Nonliving Nature. Thereby is a new realm of possibilities revealed, 
obeying new Laws. 

The Monad is the Seed, the Dyad imparts Change to it, the Pentad gives it Life, and the Decad 
Completes and Contains it. These Numbers form a Geometric Progression, for as the Seed is to Change, 
so is Life to the Whole (1:2 :: 5:10); and as the Seed is to Life, so is Change to the Whole (1:5 :: 2:10). 

The Pythagoreans name the Pentad "Alteration," for it creates a Novel Situation, for better or worse; 
indeed it is often initially worse, but ultimately better. For the Pentad is a Breakdown; it destabilizes the 
Stasis (and Complaisance) of the Tetrad, and confronts it with a Problem - or Opportunity. As the Tetrad 
is the Principle of Orderly Linear and Cyclic Change, so is the Pentad the Principle of Unpredictable, 
Creative Nonlinear Change. 

The Pythagoreans also call the Pentad "Aphrodite," for this Goddess has the power to disrupt the normal 



Order of Things, whether among Gods or Mortals. Thus when Hera must alter Zeus's decisions for the 
World, She borrows Aphrodite's Girdle, and then Her Wishes cannot be denied. Likewise an agent of the 
Unexpected and Unintended is the Planet Mercury and the God Hermes, who is called the Trickster. He 
is the Psychagogos (Spirit Guide), who leads Souls out of the Mundane Realm into the Unseen Realm 
(A-ides = Hades), the Patron of all Boundary-Crossers. 

In the Fifth Cosmological Stage the normal Order of the Universe is temporarily disrupted (with 
permanent effects). Thus in the Babylonian Epic of Erra, Four-square Marduk, grown old and 
complaisant, is temporarily driven from His throne by Erra (Nergal), a violent God, known for bringing 
crises, such as forest fires, fevers and plagues. So He wreaks havoc on the World for no other purpose 
than the Chaos it engenders. 

(Frequently the Pentad manifests as a demand for Equality or Justice. Thus the Pythagoreans call the 
Pentad "Nemesis," "Justice," and "the Equalizer," since it takes from one and gives to another so as to 
establish Equivalence, which may be more or less than Equality.) 

Wands: Spiritual Crisis

The fiery spirit of the Ace of Wands had settled into a warm, tame glow in the Cater. Though 
comfortable, this situation could not last, and the Sink of Wands represents a sudden, violent disruption, 
perhaps of a spirit settling into habit, perhaps of a will becoming lazy. The Sink makes new struggle 
unavoidable. A Bolt from the blue. 

Image: Five wands arranged as an upright star arrangement; counter-clockwise from lower left, they 
are: blue torch, green caduceus, yellow torch, orange thursos (pinecone-tipped staff with a spike on its 
base), red keraunos. The bases of the wands are at the center of the star. Fiery background. 

Commentary: The colors correspond to the five elements: red=earth, blue=water, green=air, 
yellow=fire, orange=spirit. The new, fifth element is represented by the Dionysian thursos, for its spike 
induces Dionysian mania, which disrupts the organized structure of the Tetrad; thus it appears to have 
been thrust into the center of the elemental cross. Its orange color represents the sudden outburst of 
emotion. The torches are pointing outward to represent breaking free from old constraints. The 
background represents an outwelling of spiritual ferver. 

Swords: Intellectual Crisis



The peace of the Cater of Swords is shattered by the Sink. Something upon which you depended has 
been taken away and your unassailable position has collapsed. Perhaps your assumptions have been 
undermined. Or someone gave you bad information, perhaps intentionally. Or new, crucial information 
has been revealed. Or you thought it was a rational argument, but it is being conducted by innuendo, 
rumor, slander, etc. Or perhaps your thinking has undergone a conceptual revolution, and you now see 
that your carefully constructed intellectual edifice is - not wrong - but irrelevant. Defenses penetrated. 

Image: Five swords in an upright star arrangement; the lower four with their points directed outward, 
the upper with its point at the center. Counter-clockwise from the lower left, the colors of the swords are 
blue, green, yellow, orange and red. Background of thunderheads. 

Commentary: The fifth sword is thrust into the center of the elemental cross, disrupting its defensive 
structure. The thunderheads represent a new crisis appearing on the horizon. 

Cups: Emotional Crisis

In the Cater of Cups the relationship was perfect - too perfect, for now the perfect relationship is on the 
rocks. The Sink of Cups represents an unexpected emotional crisis: your lover is having affair; you fall 
in love with someone else; the return of an "old flame"; an unanticipated divorce or breakup; the sudden 
recognition that a relationship is unfulfilling; a friend has betrayed you; a relative, friend, or lover dies; 
etc. Conversely, you might suddenly discover the worth of somebody you had long ago settled into 
disliking! A Cup overturned. 

Image: Five cups in an upright star arrangement. Topmost cup pours its contents into the center of the 
star, the other four tilt to the outside and spill their contents. Counter-clockwise from the lower left, the 
colors of the cups are blue, green, yellow, orange, red. Background of rushing sea-green waters. 

Commentary: The fifth cup, coming from none of the four directions, dumps disruptive feelings among 
the cups of the previously stable relationship, so that they tilt, spilling their feelings and letting them 
flow outside the relationship. The background represents emotional turbulence. 

Pentacles: Material Crisis

In the Cater of Pentacles material well-being seemed assured, but Fortune rota volvitur - the Wheel of 
Fortune turns and suddenly the old material security is gone. The Sink of Pentacles may come in many 
forms: a new, unbeatable competitor, an illness or physical injury that hinders you, an unexpected 
change in the market, unanticipated material losses, major failures or expenses, unpredictable job loss, 



etc. A change of Fortune. 

Image: Five pentacles in an upright pentagonal arrangement, each engraved with an elemental symbol. 
Clockwise from the lower left they are blue/water, red/earth, orange/spirit (eight-rayed double cross), 
yellow/fire, green/air. Brown background. 

Commentary: The fifth pentacle forces a new arrangement on the stable Tetrad. The arrangement of 
elements is the Pythagorean Pentacle, called Hugieia (Well-being); the letters U/G/I/EI/A stand for the 
elements: water (hudor), earth (gaia), spirit (idea), fire (heile) and air (aer). 
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Historical Background

Pentagram on reverse of a small bronze coin (AE10) from Pitane, Mysia, 4th-
3rd cent. BCE. Letters around the pentagram spell PITAN. 

The pentagram and hexagram were both used for protection in ancient 
Greece (V cent. BCE). In Babylon, five-, six- and seven-rayed stars were all 
used. The pentagram appears in the earliest writing of Mesopotamia 
(precuneiform pictographic writing), c. 3000 BCE, as the Sumerian sign UB. 
Its meaning in the cuneiform period (by 2600 BCE) seems to be a Heavenly 
Quarter and also the four directions (forward, backward, left, right); the fifth 

direction was "above." The four directions corresponded to the planets Jupiter, Mercury, Mars and 
Saturn, with Venus the Queen of Heaven (Schekina) above. These are the "Smaller Planets" (omitting 
Sun and Moon). Ishtar (Venus) was represented by the Eight-rayed Star (Elam). See De Vogel (App. A) 
and Black & Green (s.v. Star). 

Pythagoras may have become acquainted with the Pentagram during his sojourns in Egypt and Babylon 
(perhaps 554-533 BCE); in any case the Pythagoreans used it as a sign of recognition (Iambl., Vita Pyth. 
XXXIII). They called the Pentagram "Hugieia," which is usually translated "Health," but has more the 
sense of Soundness or Wholeness, and, more generally, any Divine Blessing (LSJ s.v. hugieia, Suppl. s.
v. hugieia). (Hugieia comes from the same Indo-European root as gives us "quick" [i.e. living], "viva," 
"vital," "bios" [life], "zôê" [life] and "azoth." It has been traditionally associated with "vigor", "vigil" 
and the Latin words "vegetus" [lively, vigorous] and "vegeo" [to quicken], which come from the same 
Indo-European root at "Wicca" and "Witch.") The Pentagram was still used to mean "Hugieia" in 
Paracelsus' time (c.1493-1541). The Pythagoreans also used "Be sound / whole / blessed!" (Hugiaine!) 
as their greeting or password (Scholia in Aristoph., Nubes 609; Lucian, Pro lapsu 5). In fact Bonner (p. 
177) notes that "Hugieia" is a fairly common inscription on amulets, and that Perdrizet thinks it and 
similar inscriptions are Oriental in origin (although the word is Greek). Hugieia (Hygeia) is also, of 
course, the Goddess of Health, called Salus by the Romans; She is the daughter of the God Aesculapius. 

Labeling the Pentagram

The Pythagoreans apparently labeled the points or angles of the Pentagram with the Greek letters 
UGIEIA. Allman (p. 26) shows them on the points arranged counterclockwise from the top thus: U, G, I, 



EI, A. The fact that UGIEIA has six letters is an inconvenience, and Allman observes that the 
Pythagoreans wrote upsilon, gamma, iota, theta, alpha at the points, perhaps because an adjacent epsilon 
and iota (EI) look something like a theta (Th). Chasles (1875, p. 478-479) likewise lists these five letters, 
quoting Alstedius (Encyc. univ., 1620) and Kircher (Arithmologia, 1665). 

Looking at the figure in Agrippa's De occulta philosophia (Lib. III, cap. xxi) we see an upright 
pentagram surrounded by two rings; between the rings and aligned with the angles between the 
pentagram's points are Greek letters reading clockwise: UGI?A. The mysterious fourth letter is not 
entirely clear in my edition of Agrippa (Brill, 1992), but its appearance is consistent with a common 
medieval abbreviation for EI or ei (which looks vaguely like a theta, but more like a dollar sign made 
without lifting the pen). 

Vincenzo Cartari's Le Imagini degli Dei degli Antichi (Venezia 1609, Padova 1626) shows a 
Pythagorean signet ring bearing an upright pentagram labeled with both Hugieia and Salus. The Greek 
letters UGEIA are clockwise in the points, beginning with the upper-left arm. The Roman letters SALUS 
are clockwise in the angles, beginning with the lower-left angle (Latin Salus has the same meaning as 
Hugieia). 

So, although we can conclude that the Pythagoreans labeled the Pentagram with the letters U, G, I, EI, 
A, sometimes we find them clockwise, sometimes counterclockwise, and either placed on the points 
starting at the top (Alstedius, Kircher), or in the angles starting at the top right (Agrippa). Since the 
historical evidence for the placement is late and inconsistent, I have developed a Pythagorean Pentacle 
that embodies many important alchemical, magical and astrological relationships; indeed, it functions as 
a sort of alchemical computer. The pentagram is inscribed in a pentagon with the letters U, G, I, EI (or 
Th), A written clockwise on the points beginning in the lower left point: 

    I
  G   EI
   U A
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●     The Alchemical Great Work 
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●     The Directions 

The Elements

The letters labeling the corners of the Pentacle are the first letters of Greek words for the Elements: U: 
Hudor = Water G: Gaia = Earth I: Idea = Form/Idea, or Hieron = a divine, holy thing EI: Heile = Sun's 
Warmth or Th: Therma = Heat A: Aer = Air Though the Theta may be explained as a joined Epsilon and 
Iota, we see here an alternative explanation, for either is an abbreviation for the Fiery Element. Notice 
how the pattern of the letters, UG/I/EIA or UG/I/ThA, matches the arch structure of the Pentacle; 
interestingly the Greek word Hugieia has a high-tone (acute) accent on the Iota (corresponding to Spirit), 
which seems appropriate. 

This seems to be the only arrangement of the Elements on the Pentagram that generates UGIEIA or 
UGIThA (let alone both) from plausible Element names. Also I should note that the above Element 
names are the usual ones that appear, for example, in Aristotle, except Fire, where Pur is used; however 
Empedocles (who discovered the Four Elements) uses Eelios = Sun, which is described as Thermos, for 
Fire (DK 31B 21; see also Kirk, Raven & Schofield 292-3). Also, although Aristotle uses Aither for the 
Fifth Element (Quintessence), Plato clearly associates it with the World of Forms (Ideai). I think Hieron 
(a holy, divine thing) is also appropriate for the Quintessence (which resides in the Celestial Sphere). 

To see what's going on more clearly, you might want to draw a Pentagram with 
a circumscribed Pentagon. It will be helpful later if you draw the Pentagram and 
Pentagon in contrasting colors. The lower trapezoid of the figure is then a 
(distorted) Square of Opposition representing the Four Mundane Elements Earth-
Water-Air-Fire. Spirit stands above these, forming a pyramid over them. 

First observe that the Pentacle embodies the Physical Order of the Elements; if 
we stay on the Mundane level we have Earth-Water-Air-Fire, and we can make 
it a cycle counterclockwise (as in the Alchemical Circulation) by returning from Fire to Earth across the 
horizontal beam of the Pentagram. Likewise, the Pentacle includes the Extended Physical Order (the 
Metaphysical Order), which includes the ascent to Spirit: Earth-Water-Air-Fire-Spirit by a 
counterclockwise circuit. Of course we get the descent Spirit-Fire-Air-Water-Earth by going clockwise. 

The Organic Cycle



Aristotle (e.g. De caelo 268b11-296a32; De gen. & corr. 329a24-331a6) showed that the properties of 
the Four Elements are caused by the Four Qualities or Powers, Wet, Hot, Dry and Cold. Thus Earth=Dry
+Cold, Water=Cold+Wet, Air=Wet+Hot, Fire=Hot+Dry. The Four Qualities comprise two Dualities: 
Hot/Cold (active) and Dry/Wet (passive), usually displayed in a Square of Opposition, thus: Cold Wet 
Dry Hot The Four Qualities fall into a Natural Order, which might be called the Organic Order: Wet, 
Hot, Dry, Cold (the preceding circle counterclockwise). I won't repeat the explanations (see Ptolemy's 
Tetrabiblos I.4-8, 10, 17, II.3), but here are some of the correspondences: 
Quality  Age       Season  Moon   
---------------------------------
Wet      Child     Spring  1st Q.
Hot      Youth     Summer  2nd Q.
Dry      Maturity  Autumn  3rd Q.
Cold     Old Age   Winter  4th Q.

Note that this makes the Cold/Wet transition of the Cycle a key 
Transition 
Point:  (1) it represents the Dark of the Moon, (2) the traditional 
start of the 
year (Vernal Eq.), and (3) reincarnation (the passage from death back 
into 
birth).
(See 
The Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements

for more on the qualities and their correspondences.)

Since the Qualities are shared by pairs of elements, they actually 
fall on 
the lines of the Pythagorean Pentacle.  For example, Wet corresponds 
to the 
line connecting Water (U) and Air (A).  If we look at the Pentacle as 
a 
Pyramid, the four lines around the base represent the Four Powers in 
their 
mundane manifestation.  The four sides rising above them toward the 
apex 
(corresponding to Spirit) represent the elevation or aetherialization 
of the 
Powers (at the apex they all become identical; this is the alchemical 
Quintessence; see 
"The Rotation of the Elements," Caduceus, 

Vol. 1, No. 4).



Although the Powers properly belong on the lines between the points, 
it 
is often convenient to place them on the points, thus identifying 
them with 
the Elements.  Aristotle showed that one of the two Powers 
constituting an 
Element is dominant (the first of the two given in the equations 
above), so 
Earth is predominantly Dry, Water is Cold, Air is Wet and Fire is 
Hot.  These 
correspondences may not be entirely obvious (and other philosophers, 
such 
as the Stoics, have done them differently), but overall they work 
best, 
especially for alchemy.  When we apply them we get the following 
correspondences for the points of the Pentagram:

Letter Element Power    Age       Season  Moon   
-----------------------------------------------
A      Air     Wet      Child     Spring  1st Q.
EI     Fire    Hot      Youth     Summer  2nd Q.
G      Earth   Dry      Maturity  Autumn  3rd Q.
U      Water   Cold     Old Age   Winter  4th Q.

This is, in fact, the most common set of correspondences used through 
the 
Renaissance.  The Fifth Element can be included as follows:

I      Spirit  Divine   Death    Terror    New Moon
                                  Time

(The "Terror Time" refers to the unnamed and unnumbered days between 
the years.)  One might expect I=Death to fall on the Pentacle between 
U=Oldage and A=Child, but it does not; perhaps this is because the 
ascent to 
Spirit can occur from any stage of life.  There is a different 
analysis, based 
directly on the elements rather than the qualities, which does put 
Death in 
the expected place.



The Tetractys

The Tetractys, the sequence I-II-III-IIII, which together add to the 
Decad, was another holy symbol of the Pythagoreans, usually written:  

   *              I
  * *     or     I I
 * * *          I I I
* * * *        I I I I

The second-century Neoplatonist Theon 
(Math. Chrem. Platon. Anag. 
II.xxxviii) gives a set of correspondences to the Tetractys, based on 
the 
properties of the first four numbers.  For example, they are 
correspond to 
the Elements in order of decreasing subtlety:  
1=Fire, 2=Air, 3=Water, 4=Earth.  
This is also the order of the Mundane Spheres, from outside to inside 
(aetherial fire above the damp lower air, above the water, held by 
the 
earth).

The first four numbers also represent processes of growth or 
development.  For example,

Num.   Elem.  Lifestage  Season
--------------------------------
 1     Fire   Child      Spring
 2     Air    Youth      Summer
 3     Water  Maturity   Autumn
 4     Earth  Old Age    Winter

Here the emphasis is on Development (especially toward greater 
stability, 



gravity), whereas in the Organic Cycle it is on the periodic return 
of the 
seasons.  Nevertheless, the Fifth Element naturally completes the 
cycle:

5/0    Spirit Death      Terror Time

As indicated, Spirit may be also considered the "zeroth" element, 
coming 
before Fire.

The Letter Forms

The Greek letters labeling the Pentagram encode the developmental  
sequence of the Elements in their forms:

1.  EI (epsilon iota) = Fire: five strokes

2.  A  (alpha) = Air: four strokes 
(with broken crossbar)*

3.  U  (upsilon) = Water: three strokes

4.  G  (gamma) = Earth: two strokes

5.  I  (iota) = Spirit: one stroke

The Planets



Ptolemy defines the Qualities of the Five Minor Planets as follows:  
Venus 
is predominantly Wet and assigned to Air; Jupiter is Hot and assigned 
to Fire, 
Mars is Dry and assigned to Earth, Saturn is Cold and assigned to 
Water.  
Mercury is neutral in itself, but can combine with the other planets, 
so we 
assign it to Spirit.  Thus we have:

      Mercury
Mars        Jupiter
  Saturn   Venus

According to Ptolemy the two Planets on the right (Jupiter, Venus) 
are 
beneficent, the two on the left (Mars, Saturn) are malevolent; 
Mercury is 
neutral.

In Babylonian astrological tablets dating back to at least the fourth 
century BCE, the Minor Planets are assigned to Signs of the Zodiac in 
the 
order Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Mars, Jupiter, etc. (Rochberg-Halton).  
That is, 
they are assigned according to the descending cycle of elements:  
Fire, Air, 
Water, Earth.  Therefore, Jupiter is Lord of the Aries-Leo-
Sagittarius 
triplicity, Venus of Taurus-Virgo-Capricorn, Saturn of 
Gemini-Libra-Aquarius and Mars of Cancer-Scorpio-Pisces.  
The Fixed Signs of these 
triplicities correspond to the Seasons, as already enumerated:  
Air-Taurus-Spring-Wet, Fire-Leo-Summer-Hot, Earth-Scorpio-Autumn-Dry, 
Water-Aquarius-Winter-Cold.  
(These are not the elemental association now current 
in astrology, which apparently derive from Vetius Valens' Anthologia, 
although they are consistent with Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos; 
both date from the 2nd. cent. CE.)



The Greater Lamps, the Sun and Moon, do not have a place on the 
Pentagram, but stand above it, the Moon on the left and the Sun on 
the right.  
They govern the two Shamanic Paths:  The Left-hand Path is the Way of 
the 
Moon, which descends to the Underworld by means of the element Earth 
and 
the Water below it (i.e. the Abyss).  The Right-hand Path is the Way 
of the 
Sun, which ascends to the Heavens by means of the elements Air and 
the 
Fire above it (the Celestial Fire).  Both Paths are valid and 
appropriate 
according to circumstances.  (See Opsopaus' 
"Olympic Lesser Banishing Ritual," 

Caduceus vol. 1, no. 1, and references therein for more on the two 
Paths.)

The Four Functions and the Self

Four Gods are conventionally associated with the Mundane Elements in 
the obvious way:  Jupiter (Fire), Juno (Air), Neptune (Water), Ceres 
(Earth).

The Four Powers are associated naturally with Jung's Four Functions:  
Feeling (Wet) opposite Thinking (Dry), Intuition (Hot) opposite 
Sensation 
(Cold); the Transcendent Self (Spirit) stands above them all.  The 
Wet/Dry 
functions are "evaluative," the Hot/Cold are "experiential."  Four 
Gods 
correspond to the Four Functions:  Venus (Feeling, love), Minerva 
(Thinking, 
wisdom), Jupiter (Intuition, the "bolt from the blue"), Neptune 
(Sensation, 



lord of the earth/physical reality).  Thus we have:

Element     Deities     Function   Power  Planet
-------------------------------------------------
Spirit     Mercury      Self       Divine Mercury
Fire       Jupiter      Intuition  Hot    Jupiter
Air    Hera, Aphrodite  Feeling    Wet    Venus
Water      Neptune      Sensation  Cold   Saturn
Earth  Ceres, Minerva   Thinking   Dry    Mars

The Four Functions correspond to the suits of the Minor Arcana by way 
of 
the Powers:  Intuition-Hot-Wands (Jupiter), Feeling-Wet-Cups (Juno, 
Venus), 
Sensation-Cold-Pentacles (Neptune, Saturn), Thinking-Dry-Swords 
(Minerva, 
Mars).  The Transcendental Self corresponds to the Major Arcana (the 
Archetypal Realm), associated with Mercury (the Magician), the 
Psychopomp 
(Soul-guide) who shows us the way between the worlds.
(See The Pythagorean Tarot for more.)

The Alchemical Great Work

In accord with the Organic Cycle, the points of the Pentagram 
correspond 
to the Stages of the Great Work in Alchemy.  
The first stage is Nigredo 
(Blackening), corresponding to Water-Cold-Winter-Saturn; it is the 
stage 
which causes the dissolution of old structures and their reduction to 
Prima Materia (Prime Matter).  
The next stage is Albedo (Whitening), 
corresponding to Air-Wet-Spring-Venus; it is the purification stage, 
in which 
the Prima Materia is cleansed so that it is devoid of all properties 
and can 



accept the Tincture.  Next is Citrinitas (Yellowing), corresponding 
to 
Fire-Hot-Summer-Jupiter; 
it is the stage in which the Prima Materia receives the fiery 
Golden Tincture.  
Finally we have the Rubedo (Reddening), corresponding to 
Earth-Dry-Autumn-Mars; it is a paradoxical stage, for it is 
associated with 
Ios or Venenum, the Venomous Potion.  
It can be the highest stage of the 
Alchemical Process, the Iosis (becoming reddish-purple) in which the 
Philosophers Stone is produced, which has an excess of the Tincture, 
and so 
can transmute other matter.  However, it can also be a stage of 
excess, the 
Adustio (Rusting or Browning) which destroys the Work accomplished 
(returning it to dry, inanimate matter), whose only use is as the raw 
material 
for another Nigredo.  
This is why the ascent to the Quintessence occurs 
between the Citrinitas and the Rubedo.  
In a proper rotation the substance 
will be progressively elevated until it reaches the Quintessence at 
the apex 
of the Pyramid.
(See
10.Fortune in the Pythagorean Tarot

for more on the rotation.)

Colors

In addition to the colors associated with the Elements and Powers by 
virtue of Alchemy (Water/Cold=Black, Air/Wet=White, Fire/Hot=Yellow, 
Earth/Dry=Red), there are also secondary colors, Green for Air/Wet 
and Blue 
for Water/Cold.  First, Green is strongly associated with 
Venus-Spring-Wet-Air.  



Venus's epithet, "the Cyprian" derives from Cypris, Her home, as do 
the 
word "copper," "cuprous," etc.  Further, Green is the complementary 
to Red, 
which is the color of Mars who stands opposite to Venus on the 
Mundane 
Plane (as the Red of Autumn opposes the Green of Spring).  Second, 
Blue is 
associated with Saturn-Winter-Cold-Water, for Blue is complementary 
to 
Yellow, which is the color of Jupiter, who stands opposite Saturn (as 
the 
sunny Yellow of Summer opposes the icy Blue of Winter).

The Directions

The points of the Pentagram correspond to the Four Directions and 
Up.  
Unfortunately, there are many ways the directions can be assigned.  
The 
assignment most commonly used in the Renaissance makes Water=West, 
Air=South, Fire=East, Earth=North, which makes the perspective from 
above 
toward the Northeast.  Another approach, adopted by Ashmole, is to 
assign 
them on the basis of the Organic Cycle and the motion of the Sun 
(Air=Wet=Morning=East, Fire=Hot=Midday=South, Earth=Dry=Evening=West, 
Water=Cold=Night=North).  (With these assignments our perspective is 
below 
the Pyramid looking toward the Northeast.)  Ptolemy assigns them on 
the 
basis of the Four Winds and their Qualities (which gives 
Water=Cold=North, 
Air=Wet=West, Fire=Hot=South, Earth=Dry=East).  (With these 
assignments 
our perspective is above the Pyramid looking toward the Southeast, 
the 
sacred direction of the Etruscans.)  



Tip:  
If you work in Wiccan or Golden Dawn traditions, with their 
directional associations (East-Air, South-Fire, West-Water, North-
Earth), but 
don't want to get the alchemical structure of the elements garbled, 
then use 
the Ptolemaic assignments.  Instead of Air, think Dry East Wind; 
instead of 
Fire, Hot South Wind; instead of Water, Wet West Wind; instead of 
Earth, Cold 
North Wind.  That is, you will be working in terms of the Powers, 
which have 
the correct oppositional structure, rather than the Elements, which 
don't.

The Dual Pentagram

This brings us to an interesting property of the 
Pythagorean Pentacle
(the Pentagram with circumscribed Pentagon).  In 
mathematical
terminology the Pentagram is dual to the Pentagon 
(one is like the
other turned inside-out).  To see this draw a black 
Pentagram in a red
Pentagon, and a red Pentagram in a black Pentagon; each Pentacle is 
the
dual of the other.  For example, if we number the first Pentagon
clockwise around its corners, and next trace the lines of its 
Pentagram
and transfer the numbers counterclockwise to the corners of the second
Pentagon, then our Pentacles will be labeled:



  1         1
5   2     4   3
 4 3       2 5

The second Pentacle has the Even Numbers, which according to 
Pythagorean 
theory are Feminine, on the left, and the Masculine Numbers on the 
right; 
since according to the Pythagoreans 1 is Androgynous (cf. Hermes 
Duplex), it 
is appropriate that it is in the middle.

Now label the Pythagorean Pentacle with the Elements as described
above; I will call this the Elemental Pentacle.  Next trace the lines
of the Elemental Pentagram in Counterclockwise Order (Spirit, Water,
Fire, Earth, Air) and lay out these elements in Clockwise Order around
the corners of the second Pentagon; they will be arranged as follows:

    Spirit
Air       Water
  Earth  Fire

The resulting Dual Pentacle is interesting for a number of reasons.  
First 
observe that the Elements are arranged in the familiar Wiccan/Golden 
Dawn 
format, so henceforth I will call this the Golden Dawn Pentacle.  
Because this 
is the dual of the Elemental Pentacle, tracing the Golden Dawn 
Pentagram in 
Invoking Order (Spirit, Fire, Air, Water, Earth) corresponds to 
circumscribing 
the Elemental Pentagon in (descending) Physical order (Spirit, Fire, 
Air, 
Water, Earth).  Tracing it from upper-right to lower-left (Spirit
Banishing for Passives) spells out U/G/I/EI/A.

As is well known, Plato associates the Five Elements with the Five 



Platonic Solids (Tim. 55c-65c), and Kepler made a similar association 
between the Planets and the Platonic Solids.  So let's lay out the 
Platonic 
Solids around the Golden Dawn Pentacle; I'll abbreviate the Solids by 
their 
number of faces:

 4   Tetrahedron   Fire
 6   Cube          Earth
 8   Octahedron    Air
12   Dodecahedron  Spirit
20   Icosahedron   Water

This is the result:

    12
 8     20
   6  4

Notice that the Platonic Solids fall around the circumference in 
increasing 
order of number of faces.  Since the Elemental Pentagram is its dual, 
we 
know that it can also produce the series 4, 6, 8, 12, 20 (by tracing 
the 
Pentagram).

So the Golden Dawn Pentacle also has some interesting 
Correspondences, 
though it loses the Directional and Organic Cycles and especially the 
Square 
of Opposition, which I think is fundamental and essential.  Needless 
to say, 
they can be profound Mandalas for meditation if fully labeled with 
color-coded Correspondences.
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Historical Background

Pentagram on reverse of a small bronze coin (AE10) from Pitane, Mysia, 
4th-3rd cent. BCE. Letters around the pentagram spell  (PITAN). 

The pentagram and hexagram were both used for protection in ancient 
Greece (V cent. BCE). In Babylon, five-, six- and seven-rayed stars were all 
used. The pentagram appears in the earliest writing of Mesopotamia 
(precuneiform pictographic writing), c. 3000 BCE, as the Sumerian sign 
UB. Its meaning in the cuneiform period (by 2600 BCE) seems to be a 
Heavenly Quarter and also the four directions (forward, backward, left, 

right); the fifth direction was "above." The four directions corresponded to the planets Jupiter, Mercury, 
Mars and Saturn, with Venus the Queen of Heaven (Schekina) above. These are the "Smaller 
Planets" (omitting Sun and Moon). Ishtar (Venus) was represented by the Eight-rayed Star (Elam). See 
De Vogel (App. A) and Black & Green (s.v. Star). 

Pythagoras may have become acquainted with the Pentagram during his sojourns in Egypt and Babylon 
(perhaps 554-533 BCE); in any case the Pythagoreans used it as a sign of recognition (Iambl., Vita Pyth. 
XXXIII). They called the Pentagram  (Hugieia), which is usually translated "Health," but has 
more the sense of Soundness or Wholeness, and, more generally, any Divine Blessing (LSJ s.v. hugieia, 
Suppl. s.v. hugieia). (Hugieia comes from the same Indo-European root as gives us "quick" [i.e. living], 
"viva," "vital," "bios" [life], "zôê" [life] and "azoth." It has been traditionally associated with "vigor", 
"vigil" and the Latin words "vegetus" [lively, vigorous] and "vegeo" [to quicken], which come from the 
same Indo-European root as "Wicca" and "Witch.") The Pentagram was still used to mean "Hugieia" in 
Paracelsus' time (c.1493-1541). The Pythagoreans also used "Be sound / whole / blessed!" ( , 
Hugiaine!) as their greeting or password (Scholia in Aristoph., Nubes 609; Lucian, Pro lapsu 5). In fact 
Bonner (p. 177) notes that "Hugieia" is a fairly common inscription on amulets, and that Perdrizet thinks 
it and similar inscriptions are Oriental in origin (although the word is Greek). Hugieia (Hygeia) is also, 
of course, the Goddess of Health, called Salus by the Romans; She is the daughter of the God 
Aesculapius. 

Labeling the Pentagram

The Pythagoreans apparently labeled the points or angles of the Pentagram with the Greek letters 



 (UGIEIA). Allman (p. 26) shows them on the points arranged counterclockwise from the top 
thus:  (U-G-I-EI-A). The fact that  (UGIEIA) has six letters is an inconvenience, 
and Allman observes that the Pythagoreans wrote upsilon, gamma, iota, theta, alpha at the points, 
perhaps because an adjacent epsilon and iota ( ) look something like a theta ( ). Chasles (1875, p. 
478-479) likewise lists these five letters, quoting Alstedius (Encyc. univ., 1620) and Kircher 
(Arithmologia, 1665). 

Looking at the figure in Agrippa's De occulta philosophia (Lib. III, cap. xxi) we see an upright 
pentagram surrounded by two rings; between the rings and aligned with the angles between the 
pentagram's points are Greek letters reading clockwise:  (UGI?A). The mysterious fourth letter is 
not entirely clear in my edition of Agrippa (Brill, 1992), but its appearance is consistent with a common 
medieval abbreviation for EI or ei (which looks vaguely like a theta, but more like a dollar sign made 
without lifting the pen). 

Vincenzo Cartari's Le Imagini degli Dei degli Antichi (Venezia 1609, Padova 1626) shows a 
Pythagorean signet ring bearing an upright pentagram labeled with both Hugieia and Salus. The Greek 
letters  (UGEIA) are clockwise in the points, beginning with the upper-left arm. The Roman 
letters SALUS are clockwise in the angles, beginning with the lower-left angle (Latin Salus has the same 
meaning as Hugieia). 

So, although we can conclude that the Pythagoreans labeled the Pentagram with the letters  
(U-G-I-EI-A), sometimes we find them clockwise, sometimes counterclockwise, and either placed on 
the points starting at the top (Alstedius, Kircher), or in the angles starting at the top right (Agrippa). 
Since the historical evidence for the placement is late and inconsistent, I have developed a Pythagorean 
Pentacle that embodies many important alchemical, magical and astrological relationships; indeed, it 
functions as a sort of alchemical computer. The pentagram is inscribed in a pentagon with the letters U, 
G, I, EI (or Th), A written clockwise on the points beginning in the lower left point: 

    I
  G   EI
   U A

Pythagorean Interpretations

●     The Elements 
●     The Organic Cycle 
●     The Tetractys 
●     The Letter Forms 



●     The Planets 
●     The Four Functions and the Self 
●     The Alchemical Great Work 
●     Colors 
●     The Directions 

The Elements

The letters labeling the corners of the Pentacle are the first letters of Greek words for the Elements: 

 (U) 
 

(Hudor) 
Water 

 (G)  (Gaia) Earth

 (I)  (Idea) Form/Idea, or  (Hieron) a divine, holy thing

 
(EI)  (Heile) Sun's Warmth 

or 
 

(Th) 
 

(Therma) 
Heat

 (A)  (Aer) Air

Though the Theta may be explained as a joined Epsilon and Iota, we see here an alternative explanation, 
for either is an abbreviation for the Fiery Element. Notice how the pattern of the letters,  (UG/
I/EIA) or  UG/I/ThA), matches the arch structure of the Pentacle; interestingly the Greek word 
Hugieia ( ) has a high-tone (acute) accent on the Iota (corresponding to Spirit), which seems 
appropriate. 

This seems to be the only arrangement of the Elements on the Pentagram that generates  
(UGIEIA) or  (UGIThA) - let alone both - from plausible Element names. Also I should note 
that the above Element names are the usual ones that appear, for example, in Aristotle, except Fire, 
where Pur is used; however Empedocles (who discovered the Four Elements) uses Eelios = Sun, which 
is described as Thermos, for Fire (DK 31B 21; see also Kirk, Raven & Schofield 292-3). Also, although 
Aristotle uses Aither for the Fifth Element (Quintessence), Plato clearly associates it with the World of 
Forms (Ideai). I think Hieron (a holy, divine thing) is also appropriate for the Quintessence (which 
resides in the Celestial Sphere). 



To see what's going on more clearly, you might want to draw a Pentagram with 
a circumscribed Pentagon. It will be helpful later if you draw the Pentagram and 
Pentagon in contrasting colors. The lower trapezoid of the figure is then a 
(distorted) Square of Opposition representing the Four Mundane Elements Earth-
Water-Air-Fire. Spirit stands above these, forming a pyramid over them. 

First observe that the Pentacle embodies the Physical Order of the Elements; if 
we stay on the Mundane level we have Earth-Water-Air-Fire, and we can make 
it a cycle counterclockwise (as in the Alchemical Circulation) by returning from Fire to Earth across the 
horizontal beam of the Pentagram. Likewise, the Pentacle includes the Extended Physical Order (the 
Metaphysical Order), which includes the ascent to Spirit: Earth-Water-Air-Fire-Spirit by a 
counterclockwise circuit. Of course we get the descent Spirit-Fire-Air-Water-Earth by going clockwise. 

The Organic Cycle

Aristotle (e.g. De caelo 268b11-296a32; De gen. & corr. 329a24-331a6) showed that the properties of 
the Four Elements are caused by the Four Qualities or Powers, Wet, Hot, Dry and Cold. Thus Earth=Dry
+Cold, Water=Cold+Wet, Air=Wet+Hot, Fire=Hot+Dry. The Four Qualities comprise two Dualities: 
Hot/Cold (active) and Dry/Wet (passive), usually displayed in a Square of Opposition, thus: Cold Wet 
Dry Hot The Four Qualities fall into a Natural Order, which might be called the Organic Order: Wet, 
Hot, Dry, Cold (the preceding circle counterclockwise). I won't repeat the explanations (see Ptolemy's 
Tetrabiblos I.4-8, 10, 17, II.3), but here are some of the correspondences: 

Quality Age Season Moon

Wet Child Spring 1st Q.

Hot Youth Summer 2nd Q.

Dry Maturity Autumn 3rd Q.

Cold Old Age Winter 4th Q.

Note that this makes the Cold/Wet transition of the Cycle a key Transition Point: (1) it represents the 
Dark of the Moon, (2) the traditional start of the year (Vernal Eq.), and (3) reincarnation (the passage 
from death back into birth). (See The Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements for more on the 
qualities and their correspondences.) 

Since the Qualities are shared by pairs of elements, they actually fall on the lines of the Pythagorean 
Pentacle. For example, Wet corresponds to the line connecting Water (U) and Air (A). If we look at the 
Pentacle as a Pyramid, the four lines around the base represent the Four Powers in their mundane 
manifestation. The four sides rising above them toward the apex (corresponding to Spirit) represent the 
elevation or aetherialization of the Powers (at the apex they all become identical; this is the alchemical 
Quintessence; see "The Rotation of the Elements," Caduceus, Vol. 1, No. 4). 



Although the Powers properly belong on the lines between the points, it is often convenient to place 
them on the points, thus identifying them with the Elements. Aristotle showed that one of the two 
Powers constituting an Element is dominant (the first of the two given in the equations above), so Earth 
is predominantly Dry, Water is Cold, Air is Wet and Fire is Hot. These correspondences may not be 
entirely obvious (and other philosophers, such as the Stoics, have done them differently), but overall 
they work best, especially for alchemy. When we apply them we get the following correspondences for 
the points of the Pentagram: 

Letter Element Power Age Season Moon 

A Air Wet Child Spring 1st Q.

EI Fire Hot Youth Summer 2nd Q.

G Earth Dry Maturity Autumn 3rd Q.

U Water Cold Old Age Winter 4th Q.

I Spirit Divine Death Terror Time New Moon

The four elemental correspondences are the most common used through the Renaissance. The Fifth 
Element can be included as shown. (The "Terror Time" refers to the unnamed and unnumbered days 
between the years.) One might expect I=Death to fall on the Pentacle between U=Oldage and A=Child, 
but it does not; perhaps this is because the ascent to Spirit can occur from any stage of life. There is a 
different analysis, based directly on the elements rather than the qualities, which does put Death in the 
expected place. 

The Tetractys

The Tetractys, the sequence I-II-III-IIII, which together add to the Decad, was another holy symbol of 
the Pythagoreans, usually written: * I * * or I I * * * I I I * * * * I I I I The second-century Neoplatonist 
Theon (Math. Chrem. Platon. Anag. II.xxxviii) gives a set of correspondences to the Tetractys, based on 
the properties of the first four numbers. For example, they are correspond to the Elements in order of 
decreasing subtlety: 1=Fire, 2=Air, 3=Water, 4=Earth. This is also the order of the Mundane Spheres, 
from outside to inside (aetherial fire above the damp lower air, above the water, held by the earth). 

The first four numbers also represent processes of growth or development. For example, 

Num. Elem. Lifestage Season

1 Fire Child Spring

2 Air Youth Summer

3 Water Maturity Autumn



4 Earth Old Age Winter

5/0 Spirit Death Terror Time

Here the emphasis is on Development (especially toward greater stability, gravity), whereas in the 
Organic Cycle it is on the periodic return of the seasons. Nevertheless, the Fifth Element naturally 
completes the cycle. As indicated, Spirit may be also considered the "zeroth" element, coming before 
Fire. 

The Letter Forms

The Greek letters labeling the Pentagram encode the developmental sequence of the Elements in their 
forms: 

1
 

(EI) Fire five strokes

2  (A) Air four strokes (with broken crossbar)*

3  (U) Water three strokes

4  (G) Earth two strokes

5  (I) Spirit one stroke

The Planets

Ptolemy defines the Qualities of the Five Minor Planets as follows: Venus is predominantly Wet and 
assigned to Air; Jupiter is Hot and assigned to Fire, Mars is Dry and assigned to Earth, Saturn is Cold 
and assigned to Water. Mercury is neutral in itself, but can combine with the other planets, so we assign 
it to Spirit. Thus we have: Mercury Mars Jupiter Saturn Venus According to Ptolemy the two Planets on 
the right (Jupiter, Venus) are beneficent, the two on the left (Mars, Saturn) are malevolent; Mercury is 
neutral. 

In Babylonian astrological tablets dating back to at least the fourth century BCE, the Minor Planets are 
assigned to Signs of the Zodiac in the order Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Mars, Jupiter, etc. (Rochberg-
Halton). That is, they are assigned according to the descending cycle of elements: Fire, Air, Water, 
Earth. Therefore, Jupiter is Lord of the Aries-Leo-Sagittarius triplicity, Venus of Taurus-Virgo-
Capricorn, Saturn of Gemini-Libra-Aquarius and Mars of Cancer-Scorpio-Pisces. The Fixed Signs of 
these triplicities correspond to the Seasons, as already enumerated: Air-Taurus-Spring-Wet, Fire-Leo-
Summer-Hot, Earth-Scorpio-Autumn-Dry, Water-Aquarius-Winter-Cold. (These are not the elemental 
association now current in astrology, which apparently derive from Vetius Valens' Anthologia, although 
they are consistent with Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos; both date from the 2nd. cent. CE.) 



The Greater Lamps, the Sun and Moon, do not have a place on the Pentagram, but stand above it, the 
Moon on the left and the Sun on the right. They govern the two Shamanic Paths: The Left-hand Path is 
the Way of the Moon, which descends to the Underworld by means of the element Earth and the Water 
below it (i.e. the Abyss). The Right-hand Path is the Way of the Sun, which ascends to the Heavens by 
means of the elements Air and the Fire above it (the Celestial Fire). Both Paths are valid and appropriate 
according to circumstances. (See Opsopaus' "Olympic Lesser Banishing Ritual," Caduceus vol. 1, no. 1, 
and references therein for more on the two Paths.) 

The Four Functions and the Self

Four Gods are conventionally associated with the Mundane Elements in the obvious way: Jupiter (Fire), 
Juno (Air), Neptune (Water), Ceres (Earth). 

The Four Powers are associated naturally with Jung's Four Functions: Feeling (Wet) opposite Thinking 
(Dry), Intuition (Hot) opposite Sensation (Cold); the Transcendent Self (Spirit) stands above them all. 
The Wet/Dry functions are "evaluative," the Hot/Cold are "experiential." Four Gods correspond to the 
Four Functions: Venus (Feeling, love), Minerva (Thinking, wisdom), Jupiter (Intuition, the "bolt from 
the blue"), Neptune (Sensation, lord of the earth/physical reality). Thus we have: 

Element Deities Function Power Planet

Spirit Mercury Self Divine Mercury

Fire Jupiter Intuition Hot Jupiter

Air Hera, Aphrodite Feeling Wet Venus

Water Neptune Sensation Cold Saturn

Earth Ceres, Minerva Thinking Dry Mars

The Four Functions correspond to the suits of the Minor Arcana by way of the Powers: Intuition-Hot-
Wands (Jupiter), Feeling-Wet-Cups (Juno, Venus), Sensation-Cold-Pentacles (Neptune, Saturn), 
Thinking-Dry-Swords (Minerva, Mars). The Transcendental Self corresponds to the Major Arcana (the 
Archetypal Realm), associated with Mercury (the Magician), the Psychopomp (Soul-guide) who shows 
us the way between the worlds. (See The Pythagorean Tarot for more.) 

The Alchemical Great Work

In accord with the Organic Cycle, the points of the Pentagram correspond to the Stages of the Great 
Work in Alchemy. The first stage is Nigredo (Blackening), corresponding to Water-Cold-Winter-Saturn; 



it is the stage which causes the dissolution of old structures and their reduction to Prima Materia (Prime 
Matter). The next stage is Albedo (Whitening), corresponding to Air-Wet-Spring-Venus; it is the 
purification stage, in which the Prima Materia is cleansed so that it is devoid of all properties and can 
accept the Tincture. Next is Citrinitas (Yellowing), corresponding to Fire-Hot-Summer-Jupiter; it is the 
stage in which the Prima Materia receives the fiery Golden Tincture. Finally we have the Rubedo 
(Reddening), corresponding to Earth-Dry-Autumn-Mars; it is a paradoxical stage, for it is associated 
with Ios or Venenum, the Venomous Potion. It can be the highest stage of the Alchemical Process, the 
Iosis (becoming reddish-purple) in which the Philosophers Stone is produced, which has an excess of the 
Tincture, and so can transmute other matter. However, it can also be a stage of excess, the Adustio 
(Rusting or Browning) which destroys the Work accomplished (returning it to dry, inanimate matter), 
whose only use is as the raw material for another Nigredo. This is why the ascent to the Quintessence 
occurs between the Citrinitas and the Rubedo. In a proper rotation the substance will be progressively 
elevated until it reaches the Quintessence at the apex of the Pyramid. (See 10.Fortune in the Pythagorean 
Tarot for more on the rotation.) 

Colors

In addition to the colors associated with the Elements and Powers by virtue of Alchemy (Water/
Cold=Black, Air/Wet=White, Fire/Hot=Yellow, Earth/Dry=Red), there are also secondary colors, Green 
for Air/Wet and Blue for Water/Cold. First, Green is strongly associated with Venus-Spring-Wet-Air. 
Venus's epithet, "the Cyprian" derives from Cypris, Her home, as do the word "copper," "cuprous," etc. 
Further, Green is the complementary to Red, which is the color of Mars who stands opposite to Venus 
on the Mundane Plane (as the Red of Autumn opposes the Green of Spring). Second, Blue is associated 
with Saturn-Winter-Cold-Water, for Blue is complementary to Yellow, which is the color of Jupiter, 
who stands opposite Saturn (as the sunny Yellow of Summer opposes the icy Blue of Winter). 

The Directions

The points of the Pentagram correspond to the Four Directions and Up. Unfortunately, there are many 
ways the directions can be assigned. The assignment most commonly used in the Renaissance makes 
Water=West, Air=South, Fire=East, Earth=North, which makes the perspective from above toward the 
Northeast. Another approach, adopted by Ashmole, is to assign them on the basis of the Organic Cycle 
and the motion of the Sun (Air=Wet=Morning=East, Fire=Hot=Midday=South, 
Earth=Dry=Evening=West, Water=Cold=Night=North). (With these assignments our perspective is 
below the Pyramid looking toward the Northeast.) Ptolemy assigns them on the basis of the Four Winds 
and their Qualities (which gives Water=Cold=North, Air=Wet=West, Fire=Hot=South, 
Earth=Dry=East). (With these assignments our perspective is above the Pyramid looking toward the 
Southeast, the sacred direction of the Etruscans.) 

Tip: If you work in Wiccan or Golden Dawn traditions, with their directional associations (East-Air, 



South-Fire, West-Water, North-Earth), but don't want to get the alchemical structure of the elements 
garbled, then use the Ptolemaic assignments. Instead of Air, think Dry East Wind; instead of Fire, Hot 
South Wind; instead of Water, Wet West Wind; instead of Earth, Cold North Wind. That is, you will be 
working in terms of the Powers, which have the correct oppositional structure, rather than the Elements, 
which don't. 

The Dual Pentagram

This brings us to an interesting property of the Pythagorean Pentacle (the 
Pentagram with circumscribed Pentagon). In mathematical terminology the 
Pentagram is dual to the Pentagon (one is like the other turned inside-out). To 
see this draw a black Pentagram in a red Pentagon, and a red Pentagram in a 
black Pentagon; each Pentacle is the dual of the other. For example, if we 
number the first Pentagon clockwise around its corners, and next trace the lines 
of its Pentagram and transfer the numbers counterclockwise to the corners of the 
second Pentagon, then our Pentacles will be labeled: 1 1 5 2 4 3 4 3 2 5 The 
second Pentacle has the Even Numbers, which according to Pythagorean theory are Feminine, on the 
left, and the Masculine Numbers on the right; since according to the Pythagoreans 1 is Androgynous (cf. 
Hermes Duplex), it is appropriate that it is in the middle. 

Now label the Pythagorean Pentacle with the Elements as described above; I will call this the Elemental 
Pentacle. Next trace the lines of the Elemental Pentagram in Counterclockwise Order (Spirit, Water, 
Fire, Earth, Air) and lay out these elements in Clockwise Order around the corners of the second 
Pentagon; they will be arranged as follows: 

    Spirit
Air       Water
  Earth  Fire

The resulting Dual Pentacle is interesting for a number of reasons.  
First 
observe that the Elements are arranged in the familiar Wiccan/Golden 
Dawn 
format, so henceforth I will call this the Golden Dawn Pentacle.  
Because this 
is the dual of the Elemental Pentacle, tracing the Golden Dawn 
Pentagram in 
Invoking Order (Spirit, Fire, Air, Water, Earth) corresponds to 
circumscribing 



the Elemental Pentagon in (descending) Physical order (Spirit, Fire, 
Air, 
Water, Earth).  Tracing it from upper-right to lower-left (Spirit
Banishing for Passives) spells out U/G/I/EI/A.

As is well known, Plato associates the Five Elements with the Five 
Platonic Solids (Tim. 55c-65c), and Kepler made a similar association 
between the Planets and the Platonic Solids.  So let's lay out the 
Platonic 
Solids around the Golden Dawn Pentacle; I'll abbreviate the Solids by 
their 
number of faces:

4 Tetrahedron Fire

6 Cube Earth

8 Octahedron Air

12 Dodecahedron Spirit

20 Icosahedron Water

This is the result:

    12
 8     20
   6  4

Notice that the Platonic Solids fall around the circumference in 
increasing 
order of number of faces.  Since the Elemental Pentagram is its dual, 
we 
know that it can also produce the series 4, 6, 8, 12, 20 (by tracing 
the 
Pentagram).

So the Golden Dawn Pentacle also has some interesting 
Correspondences, 
though it loses the Directional and Organic Cycles and especially the 
Square 
of Opposition, which I think is fundamental and essential.  Needless 
to say, 



they can be profound Mandalas for meditation if fully labeled with 
color-coded Correspondences.
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Introduction to the Elements

The discovery of the Four Elements is generally credited to Empedocles, a fifth century BCE Greek 
from Sicily. Although he is commonly considered one of the founders of Western science and 
philosophy, Peter Kingsley has presented convincing evidence that it is better to view him as an ancient 
Greek "Divine Man" (Theios Anêr), that is, a Iatromantis (healer-seer, "shaman") and Magos (priest-
magician). In his own time he was viewed as a prophet, healer, magician and savior. His beliefs and 
practices were built on ancient mystery traditions, including the Orphic mysteries, the Pythagorean 
philosophy, and the underworld mysteries of Hecate, Demeter, Persephone and Dionysos. These were 
influenced by near-Eastern traditions such as Zoroastrianism and Chaldean theurgy. Empedocles, in his 
turn, was a source for the major streams of Western mysticism and magic, including alchemy, Graeco-
Egyptian magic (such as found in the Greek magical papyri), Neo-Platonism, Hermeticism and 
Gnosticism. The Tetrasomia, or Doctrine of the Four Elements, provides a basic framework underlying 
these and other spiritual traditions. (See Kingsley's Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic: 
Empedocles and Pythagorean Tradition, cited at the end of this article, for more on the Empedoclean 
tradition; a review is also available.) 

The Elements or Roots



Empedocles did not call his four principles "elements" (stoikheia), but "roots" (rhizai) or even "root-
clumps" (rhizômata). This is significant because Empedocles belonged to the tradition of Root Cutters 
(Rhizotomoi) or herbal magicians, and especially because he applied his theory to develop the doctrine 
of occult sympathies in plants (Kingsley 299). 

Empedocles used a variety of words for each of the Roots, and from their range of meanings we can get 
some idea of his conception of the Elments. (I capitalize words such as "Earth" and "Element" to 
distinguish the magical or spiritual concepts from the mundane ones.) For Earth he also used words 
meaning land, soil and ground. For Water he also used words meaning rain, sweat, moisture, sea water 
and open sea. For Air he also used clear sky, heaven, firmament, brilliance, ray, beam, glance, eye, 
splendor, mist and cloud. (This inconsistency between bright clear sky - aithêr - and misty clouds - aêr - 
will be explained when we discuss Air.) For Fire he also used flame, blaze, lightning, sun, sunlight, 
beaming and East. (See Wright, p. 23, for a table of the Greek terms.) 

However, Empedocles makes clear that the Elements are more than just material substances. He 
introduces them as Gods (fragment 7 Wright = DK31B6, my translation): 

Now hear the fourfold Roots of everything:
Enlivening Hera, Hades, shining Zeus,
And Nestis, moistening mortal springs with tears. 

As was common practice with Divine Men, Empedocles gave his students knowledge in riddles to help 
develop their abilities, and this seems to be one of those riddles (ainigmata). Even in ancient times there 
was debate and differing theories about the correspondence between the Gods and Elements, but 
Kingsley (Part I) seems to have solved the riddle, as will be explained later. To avoid undue suspense I 
will reveal the solution here: Zeus is Air, Hera is Earth, Hades is Fire and Nestis (Persephone) is Water. 

Empedocles' equation of the Roots with deities show that he conceived of the Elements as more than 
material substances (or states of matter). It is better to think of them as spiritual essences (modes of 
spiritual being), which can manifest themselves in many ways in the material and spiritual worlds (they 
are form rather than content, structure rather than image). Some of these manifestations will be explored 
when we consider the individual Elements; here I will mention a few to indicate the possibilities. 

Most obviously there are the macrocosmic manifestations of the Elements, for example, the land, the 
sea, the sky and the sun. They are also connected with the sublunary spheres: Heaven, Earth, Abyss (the 
subterranean water) and Tartaros (the subterranean fire). There are also microcosmic manifestations, for 
example, as components of the human psyche (mental, astral, etheric and physical bodies), which will be 
discussed later. The Elements also represent the stages in various processes of growth and 
transformation (embodied, for example, in the alchemical Rotation of the Elements), such as the stages 
in the Ascent of the Soul in Chaldean Theurgy (Divine Invocation), also discussed later. 



Finally, from the standpoint of Jung's psychology, the Elements (like the Gods) are archetypes; because 
they are structures in the collective unconscious, they are universal (present in all people). As 
archetypes, they are beyond complete analysis; they can be "circumscribed but not described"; 
ultimately they must be experienced to be understood. Nevertheless Empedocles and his successors 
(especially Aristotle) did much to illuminate the nature of the Elements and their interrelationships (and 
I will be leaning on their discoveries). Since much of the meaning of the Elements inheres in their 
interrelationships, I'll begin with the Elements in general before turning to Earth specifically. 

The Powers or Qualities

If we want to understand the Elements as spiritual entities, we must go deeper than metaphors based on 
material substances; we must grasp their essences. This was first accomplished by Aristotle in the 
century following Empedocles, who based his analysis on the four Powers (Dunameis) or Qualities, 
which were probably first enumerated by Empedocles. This double pair of opponent Powers, Warm 
versus Cool and Dry versus Moist, are the key to a deeper understanding of the Elements. Like the 
Elements, they must be understood as spiritual forces rather than material qualities (warm, cold, dry, 
moist). 

The Powers manifest in as many ways as the Elements. The Pythagoreans identified one of the most 
important of these, a natural progression that can be called the Organic Cycle. The first phase of growth 
is Moist: spring rains, pliant green shoots, rapid growth. The second phase is Warm: summer sun, 
flourishing individuality, mature vigor. The third is Dry: autumn leaves, inflexible stems, stiffening 
joints. The fourth is Cool: winter chills, loss of identity, death. This cycle is also the basis for one form 
of the alchemical "rotation of the elements," from Earth to Water to Air to Fire and back to Earth. 
Although the Organic Cycle can be found throughout nature, Aristotle discovered the deeper essence of 
the Qualities, which reveals their spiritual nature, as we'll explore in detail when we consider the 
individual Elements. 

Relations Between the Elements

The relation between the Powers and the Elements is represented in the well-known Elemental Square or 
Square of Opposition (see figure). (It is most common to place the Elements at the corners and the 
Powers between them, but it is better to place the Powers at the corners, since they are absolute, and the 
Elements between them, since they are mixtures of the Powers.) The Square shows that Earth is Dry and 
Cool, Water is Cool and Moist, Air is Moist and Warm, Fire is Warm and Dry. 



Aristotle further explains that in each Element one Power is 
dominant. Therefore Earth is predominantly Dry, Water 
predominantly Cool, Air predominantly Moist, and Fire 
predominantly Warm. The dominant Power is the one in a 
counterclockwise direction from the Element in the Square of 
Opposition; thus the arrow by each Element points to its 
dominant Power. The vertical axis represents the active 
Qualities (Warm, Cool), the horizontal represents the passive 
(Moist, Dry). The upper Elements (Air, Fire) are active, light 
and ascending, the lower (Water, Earth) are passive, heavy and 
descending. The Elements on the right are pure, extreme and 
absolutely light (Fire) or heavy (Earth); those on the left are 
mixed, intermediate and relatively light (Air) or heavy (Water). The absolute Elements exhibit 
unidirectional motion (ascending Fire, descending Earth), whereas the relative Elements (Air, Water) 
can also expand horizontally. The Organic Cycle (the cycle of the seasons) goes sunwise around the 
square. 

Unlike the chemical elements, the spiritual Elements can be transformed into each other, but only in 
accord with laws discovered by Aristotle (see Gill). Understanding these laws is a prerequisite to 
transforming and combining them in their various manifestations. In brief, one Element can be 
transformed directly into another only if they share a common Quality (and are thus adjacent, not 
opposed on the Elemental Square). For example, Water is transformed into Air when the Water is acted 
on by a larger quantitiy of Air, since the Water's Coolness is "overpowered" by the Air's Warmth; the 
common Moist quality is retained through the transformation. This process is reversible, since Air can 
be transformed back into Water by acting upon it with sufficient Water. 

Direct transformation between opposed Elements is impossible. Thus Water cannot be transformed 
directly into Fire, since they have no common Quality to give continuity to the process, but the Water 
can be transformed indirectly by changing it first into Air or Earth. This occurs when the Water is acted 
upon by a larger quantity of Fire. We can move around the Square, but not across it. 

Raymon Llull (c.1229-1315), known as "Doctor Illuminatus," extended the Aristotelian analysis by 
explaining how two Elements can act upon each other. Whenever we have similar quantities of two 
Elements with a common Quality, the Element in which it's not dominant is "overcome" or "conquered" 
by the one in which it is. For example, when Water combines with Earth, the Earth is overcome, because 
they are both Cool, but Coolness dominates in Water. Therefore, the result will be predominantly Cool, 
with an additional Quality of Moistness, which makes it Watery. Llull's analysis leads to a Cycle of 
Triumphs, which is shown by the arrows on the Elemental Square. Thus Fire overcomes Air, Air 
overcomes Water, Water overcomes Earth, and Earth overcomes Fire. Notice that in each triumph 
(except the last), the more subtle Element overcomes the grosser Element. 



Aristotle (see Gill) also explained a process by which two opposed Elements can be irreversibly 
transformed into a third. For example, if Fire acts on a mixture of Earth and Air, these two opposed 
Elements will be transformed into Fire, which takes its Dryness from the Earth and its Warmth from the 
Air. The transformation is irreversible, although some of the Fire could be transformed back into Earth 
and, separately, some of the Fire back into Air. This process cannot be used to transform two adjacent 
Elements into a third, for example Fire and Air into Water or Earth. If we kept the Fire's Dryness and the 
Air's Wetness, we would have contradictory Qualities; if we kept the Fire's Warmth and the Air's 
Warmth, the result would be neither Wet nor Dry. In both cases the result is impossible (either by the 
law of noncontradiction or by the law of the excluded middle). (The other two possible combinations of 
Qualities yield Air and Fire, in which case there is no transformation.) 

Finally, whenever we have two opposed Elements acting upon each other, they tend to neutralize, 
leading to a result that is weakly one or the other. However, the essence of the alchemical Great Work is 
a proper unification of opposed Elements (especially Fire and Water), a Coniunctio Oppositorum 
(Conjunction of Opposites) in which they form a higher unity, rather than annihilating each other; this 
will be discussed when we come to Water and Fire. 

Before proceeding to a detailed consideration of the individual Elements, it will be worthwhile to 
consider some of the meaning embodied in the familiar Elemental Signs (as shown in the figure of the 
Elemental Square). The triangles represent the active Power (Warm or Cool) in each Element. The 
elemental signs of Earth and Water have in common the pubic triangle, because these Elements are 
traditionally feminine and more passive, since they have in common the contracting, uniting Cool Power 
(see below on Coolness); the downward triangle also shows these elements are descending (Water and 
Earth fall). Conversely Air and Fire have the phallic triangle, because they are traditionally male and 
more active, since they have in common the expanding, separating Warm Power (discussed with Air); 
the upward triangle shows these elements are ascending (Air and Fire rise). Thus the Stoics associated 
the analytic, masculine Elements with Word (Logos) and the synthetic, feminine Elements with Matter 
(Hulê). Finally, in the elemental signs for Air and Earth, the crossbar represents a denser or grosser (less 
subtle) form of the Element, as Earth is of Water, and Air of Fire. 

Click here to continue on to Earth 
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A Review of Peter Kingsley's

Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic 

Empedocles and Pythagorean Tradition 

(c) 1997, John Opsopaus 

Peter Kingsley, Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic: Empedocles and Pythagorean Tradition. 
(Oxford University Press, 1995; papberback ISBN 0-19-815081-4; $24.95). 

Peter Kingsley has written an important book that should be high on the reading list of anyone interested 
in the roots of magic, alchemy and the mysteries in Western civilization. It is Ancient Philosophy, 
Mystery and Magic: Empedocles and Pythagorean Tradition. 

Kingsley presents a wealth of evidence for a dense network of interrelationships among a number of 
ancient beliefs and practices, including Pythagoreanism, the Orphic and Dionysian Mysteries, alchemy, 
the Hermetica, the Greek Magical Papyri, Hecate magic, the Persian Magi, Sufism, Platonism, neo-
Platonism and neo-Pythagoreanism. Described in this way, Kingsley's account sounds like many other 
occult "histories," which construct a monolithic, hidden esoteric tradition. But there is a difference. 
Kingsley, until recently a Fellow at the Warburg Institute (where Yates also worked) is a true scholar, 
with both technical skill and good sense. It is through his exercise of the latter that Kingsley is able to 
see what has been missed (or ignored or repressed) by preceding generations of scholars. For Kingsley 
shows how these scholars have been blinded by their assumption that "real" philosophers and scientists 
could not have been interested in magic (and certainly would not have practiced it!). Especially they 
could not imagine that the heroes of Greek philosophy and science (such as Pythagoras, Empedocles and 
Plato), who were seen as founders of the rationalist tradition, could have any connection with 
"irrational" magic, alchemy or mystery-mongering. This bias has forced them into contorted 
interpretations of texts whose plain meaning they were unwilling to accept. 

In the best tradition of scholarly writing, Kingsley documents all his sources, so interested readers can 
follow them up and form their own opinions. Reading his extensive footnotes is an education in itself; 
following them will keep you busy for months. (The reader will discover that reading Kingsley's journal 
papers, published bother earlier and later than the book, is especially rewarding.) Yet, for all his 
attention to detail, Kingsley is not pedantic. His text is very readable, and its snappy, almost breathless 
pace conveys the excitement of the exploration of a newly opened tomb, or of a mystery being solved 
(which is precisely what it is). 



Many of the connections demonstrated by Kingsley have been intuitively apparent to many of us 
working in the esoteric traditions, but he documents them and also reveals other, less obvious 
connections. His book will also familiarize a wider readership to important, but neglected earlier studies 
that would otherwise remain buried in an immense scholarly literature, which is often hostile to 
esotericism of any kind. 

Kinglsey begins with an analysis of the four elements, which Empedocles introduced into western 
cosmology. Empedocles mentions four Gods corresponding to the elements: 

Now hear the fourfold roots of everything:
Enlivening Hera, Hades, shining Zeus
And Nestis, moistening mortal springs with tears.
(my transl.) 

but since ancient times there has been disagreement about which Gods correspond with which elements. 
Kingsley argues persuasively that fire must be associated with Hades, which seems unlikely until he 
reveals the ubiquitous ancient tradition of a central fire, that is, a fire under the earth, which creates 
change in the elements above it. The result is a typical Jungian quaternity, with Hades and Persephone 
(Nestis) corresponding to fire and water, and Zeus and Hera corresponding with air (or, more accurately, 
aether) and earth. It has the ring of truth. 

This brings us into the proximity of alchemical doctrines of the central fire (such as we find in the Aurea 
Catena Homeri), but also Underworld rites centered around the volcanos of Sicily and Italy. Now we 
understand the legend that Empedocles ended his life by jumping into the crater of Etna, which in turn 
ejected a single bronze sandel. For volcanic craters were sites of underworld initiation and rebirth, and 
the single bronze sandel is a standard symbol of Hecate worship. (Empedocles himself tells us that he 
had escaped from the cycle of rebirth and was ending his last incarnation on earth.) Indeed, the crater 
(mixing bowl) is a familiar symbol in the Orphic literature, and volcanic regions dramaticly demonstrate 
the union of fire and water central to alchemy. 

The 24 chapters deal with the riddle posed by Empedocles and especially with the replacement of aether 
by air; volcanic cosmology; craters (in both senses); the Phaedo myth; the central fire; the Magi 
tradition; the transmission of these ideas from Sicily to Egypt; rebirth in Orphic, Dionysian and other 
underworld cults; Pythagoreanism and Neo-Pythagoreanism; the connections between magicians, "root-
cutters," and healers; the transmission of wisdom from master to disciple; and finally the influence of 
Empedocles, Hermeticism and alchemy on the Sufis. Three appendices address the close connections 
between the Gilgamesh epic and Parmenides' poem, which describes an underworld journey; the 
parallels between Nergal (Erragal) and Heracles; and the influence of Empedocles' ideas on the 
Isma`ilis. 

I cannot recommend this book too highly; even if one doesn't agree with all of Kingsley's conclusions, it 
sets the terms for future investigations of ancient esotericism. 
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The Essence of Air

As has been explained in the articles on the other Elements, the characters of the Elements can be 
understood in terms of four spiritual Powers: Earth is Dry and Cool, Water Cool and Moist, Air Moist 
and Warm, Fire Warm and Dry (see the Elemental Square). In each of the Elements the first Power 
dominates the second, and so in Air the dominant power is the Moistness, the power to conform to 
external circumstances. Since Moistness was discussed in detail in our discusson of Water, we turn now 
to Air's other power, Warmth. 

According to Aristotle (who gave the first systematic analysis of the Elements), Warmth is the power of 
separation. More specifically, it causes things of the same kind to join, so each seeks its own; in this way 
it causes a separation of things of different kinds. Conversely the Cool power unites things of different 
kinds. Cool and Warm are fundamentally the Powers of Love and Strife (Philia and Neikos), associated 
with Aphrodite and Ares, and they are the primary agents of change in the cosmos according to 



Empedocles (the fifth century BCE magician-philosopher who gave us the doctrine of the Four 
Elements). They are the more active powers (as opposed to Moisture and Dryness, which are more 
passive), with Coolness giving its power to the "feminine" elements Earth and Water, and Warmth to the 
"masculine" elements Air and Fire. 

Since Warmth represents the power of separation, it is the cause of all processes of differentiation, 
discrimination and development of form. It also leads to dissociation and opposition, and the cyclic 
motion between opposing principles. Because it is an active power of separation, Warmth is expansive, 
outward directed and energetic in its effects; it is the cause of change. When we put these qualities in a 
psychological context, we find that the Warm power is associated with the ability to discriminate, 
analyze and judge, and so it is connected with justice, honesty and critical thinking. Personalities with 
the Warm quality tend to be skillful, goal directed, diligent, authoritative, strong, energetic, selective, 
decisive, conscientious and leaders. However, the tendency to active separation can also lead them to be 
selfish, remote, intolerant, chauvinistic, judgmental, aloof, divisive, willful and domineering. 

In Air the Moist power is dominant, although the Warm power is the more active. Thus, in thinking 
about Air it is more accurate to visualize warm, moist breath rather than cool, dry breezes. The Moist 
quality represents flexibility and the Warm power causes differentiation; therefore elemental Air 
represents active change of form (transformation). In a psychological context, Air corresponds to nimble 
analysis, flexible discrimination, and therefore to ideas, intellect, thinking and knowledge. Thus the 
Tarot suite of Swords corresponds to the element Air. (The "intellectual" qualities of Air are discussed 
more later.) 

Zeus, Lord of the Air

In the Introduction to the Elements we saw that 
Empedocles associates the Elements with four Gods (see 
figure): Hera (Earth), Persephone (Water), Zeus (Air) 
and Hades (Fire), so we will explore the correspondence 
between Zeus and Air. Of course, Zeus is in origin a 
Storm God, and therefore associated with the turbulent 
air; His gift is the fertilizing rain, the Moisture from the 
Air. Zeus is also known for shape-shifting (i.e., 
transformation, active change of form), and He exhibits 
most of the personality qualities that we have seen to be characteristic of Air. 

In Empedocles' system, Zeus and Hera, who rule on Olympus, correspond to the opposed elements Air 
and Earth; Hades and Persephone, who rule in the Underworld, correspond to the opposed elements Fire 
and Water. Therefore Zeus and Hera represent the Marriage of Heaven and Earth (see part I on Earth for 



Hera as an Earth Goddess). 

We find a similar mythological complex in Egypt. For example, in a letter to the Delphic Priestess Clea, 
Plutarch (c.50-c.120 CE), who was High Priest at Delphi, explained that Osiris and Isis correspond to 
the Nile and Egypt, or more generally to Moisture and the Earth, the Moist and the Dry. Likewise Zeus 
and Hera correspond to the Moist and the Dry, for Zeus's element is Air, which is predominantly Moist, 
and He brings the fertilizing rains, but Hera's element is Earth, which is predominantly Dry. Secondarily, 
Air and Earth are Warm and Cool, respectively, that is individuating and uniting; life springs from this 
conjunction of opposites. 

Further, according to Egyptian myth, Osiris united with Nephthys, who then bore Anubis, who was 
raised by a foster-mother (Isis); likewise, in Orphic doctrine Zeus united with Persephone, who then 
bore Dionysos, who was raised by nurses. Each myth tells of a union of the Moist elements Air and 
Water (sky and the abyss) to yield a God who is equally at home in Heaven and the Underworld. (See 
"Water" for more about Isis, Nephthys and Anubis.) 

Hera

Like many spiritual teachers, Empedocles appears to have given his students riddles (ainigmata) to work 
on, and the correspondence between the Elements and the four Gods Hera, Persephone, Zeus and Hades 
appears to be one of these. From ancient times to our own, many solutions have been proposed, but Peter 
Kingsley's seems to be best (see his Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic, part I), and it is the one we 
use in these articles. 

Although Kingsley's solution, in which Air = Zeus, is most likely correct, the ancient Stoic solution, in 
which Air = Hera, is interesting and worth exploring to understand Air better. This solution is based on a 
pun; since "H" is not written as a letter in ancient Greek, "Hêra" and "Aêr" (which means Air) are 
anagrams of each other: `HRA and 'AHR. Of course the Hera = Air equation is supported also by the 
observation that She is wife to the Sky God (although She in not in Herself a Sky Goddess). (Part I on 
Earth presents the evidence in favor of Kingsley's Hera = Earth equation.) 

The confusion is partly a result of the evolution of ancient Greek. In Empedocles' time aithêr seems to 
have been the most general word for air, and aêr referred more specifically to damp, misty air. 
Eventually, aêr became the more general term, and aithêr was interpreted as a special kind of air, the 
bright, luminous sky above the clouds. Therefore aithêr came to be thought of as more akin to Fire than 
to Air. Eventually, when Plato developed the concept of the fifth, celestial Element (commonly known 
as the Quintessence or "Spirit" nowadays), it came to be called aithêr, and the word aêr was reserved for 
the Moist but Warm element that we call "Air." 



Although Aristotle considered Aêr to be Warm, for the Stoics it was Cool. Therefore, Aêr, the cool lower 
air could be contrasted to Aithêr, the fiery upper air; and Hera could be assigned to earthly Aêr (Cool, 
feminine) while Zeus was given celestial Aithêr (Warm, masculine). Therefore, Zeus and Hera can be 
viewed as complementary Sky God and Goddess, although this does not seem to be Empedocles' 
intention. (In the Stoic system Hades must be assigned to Earth; but we will see in "Fire" why that is His 
element.) 

Dionysos

Dionysos, the son of Zeus and in many ways a second Zeus (and destined to succeed Him), was 
associated with Air by Proclus, a Pagan philosopher of the fifth century CE. We can understand this as 
follows. The principal Gods in the Mysteries and in the Pythagorean Tradition are Dionysos and the 
Trinity of Persephone, Demeter and Hekate. We have seen (in Water and Earth) that Persephone and 
Demeter correspond to Water and Earth, respectively, and we will see that Hekate corresponds to Fire, 
which leaves Air for Dionysos, as for His father. (Compare also the Orphic Quaternity discussed in 
"Water.") Similarly, Plutarch equates Dionysos (Air) with Osiris, Earth with Isis, Water with Nephthys, 
and Fire with Typhon. The assignment of Air to both Zeus and Dionysos may seem troublesome, but it 
reveals a mystery, for it will come to pass that Dionysos, the "Higher Zeus," is assigned to Aithêr, the 
"Higher Air" or Fifth Essence. 

Air as a Mediating Element

A fundamental principle of Greek philosophy and alchemy is that a Conjunction of Opposites requires 
some mediating factor, a mean to unite the extremes. Air is an important mediating Element because it 
unites the opposites Fire and Water, the key alchemical process (discussed with Fire). Here I will simply 
observe that Air can mediate between them because it has Warmth in common with Fire and Moisture in 
common with Water, so it forms a bridge between them. This mediating role is also central to the 
process of emanation represented by the Tarot court cards (King, Queen, Knight, Page), and symbolized 
by IOUE, the name of Jove: Air represents the Union of the Impulse (Fire) with its Object (Water), 
which leads to the Effect (Earth). (Earth is the other mediating element; the mediating or mixed elements 
have crossbars in their signs.) 

In the Pythagorean tradition, a Harmonia (fusion of parts) is required to join unlike things together, and 
conversely every Harmonia presupposes an opposition. (In myth, Harmonia is the daughter of Ares and 
Aphrodite, and the Derveni Papyrus, which is an interpretation of Orphic scriptures, explains that Zeus, 
as Divine Aêr, brought Harmonia into the cosmos.) 

Since Air is predominantly Moist, we also need to investigate Moisture as a mediating Power. Moisture 



is the common Power of Air and Water, and therefore it links them together. However, Air is also 
connected with Fire, for they are both Warm, and Water is also connected with Earth, for they are both 
Cool. Therefore, the Moist Radical (embodied in Air and Water) makes an indirect connection between 
the extremes Fire and Earth. In Platonic terms, the Moist elements unite Form (Fire) and Primary Matter 
(Earth). Therefore, alchemists call the Moist Radical the Ferment of Nature because it connects extremes 
of Light and Matter (light & shadow, heaven & earth). Further, Sun, Moon and Earth correspond to Fire, 
Moisture and Earth, for the Moon is an intermediary, reflecting the light of the Sun to Earth. 

We find the same three principles in the cosmogony of Anaximander (6th cent. BCE), who is credited 
with discovering the opposed Powers, Warm and Cool, Moist and Dry. In the beginning the Unlimited 
(the Prima Materia) produced the Gonimon (Generative Thing), which created the opposites Warm and 
Cool and the Moist Power capable of uniting them. The Warm elements are Fire and Air (heaven and 
sky), the Cool are Water and Earth (sea and land). The Moist elements Air and Water form the bridge 
that connects the extremes. The resulting union of the Warm and Cool gives birth to all living things. In 
the Orphic version it is Eros (Love) that unites Heaven and Earth and gives birth to Gods and mortals. 
(See below on Primal Air.) 

In alchemical terms, the Moist Radical is Mercury (Quicksilver), which joins Sulfur (the Fiery principle) 
and Salt (the Earthy principle). From a psychical perspective, Mercury (Spiritus, Spirit) joins Salt 
(Corpus, Body) and Sulfur (Anima, Soul). (See below for more on "Spirit.") Thus Mercury is a mediator, 
and in mythology we find Him as the messenger between Heaven and Earth. As the guide of travelers, 
Mercury (Hermês) is the Interpreter (Hermêneus) and Boundary Crosser who facilitates bridging 
differences; He is the Spirit Guide (Psychopompos) who leads us between this world (Earth) and the 
Netherworld (Fire). 

Air, the Spiritual Element

The connection between Air and the soul is reflected in many languages; the Greek words psyche (i.e. 
psukhê), aura and pneuma, and the Latin words spiritus, anima and animus all refer primarily to breath 
or wind but secondarily to the soul. Also, in Hebrew we have rûah and in Sanskrit, prâna, with similar 
double meanings. For example, in the Greek tradition Anaximenes (6th cent. BCE), who considered Aêr 
the first principle of everything, said that it is the stuff of breath and soul, and therefore the principle of 
life, sensation and reaction. Also, the Pythagorean Diogenes of Apollonia (5th cent. BCE) identified the 
soul with Warm (and therefore active, moving) Air and said, "People and other animals live by breathing 
air, and this is for them both soul and intelligence." 

Air's power as a mediator means that it has an essential role as the Spirit (or Mediating Soul), which 
unites the Mind (or Higher Soul) with the body. (Since the English words "spirit," "soul," "psyche" etc. 
have a variety of meanings and are used in different ways in different traditions, please beware that I 
may not be using these terms in the way you're used to; I'll try to make my meaning clear.) For example, 



Empedocles says the Breath-Soul or Spirit (Psukhê, associated with Air), unites the Body (Sôma) with 
the Principle of Motion (Kinêtikê). Pythagoras is credited with the idea that the Breath-Soul is a 
Harmonia (conjunction of opposites). (Recall also Mercury as the mediator that unites Sulfur and Salt.) 

Why is this mediation necessary? In "Water," I said that Water + Earth constitutes the Primal Mud, the 
"gross body," which is potentially alive, but not animate. On the other hand, Fire is the principle of 
action, the efficient cause of all motion, but it cannot act directly on Primal Mud (for they are opposed, 
Primal Mud being predominantly Watery). However, Air can mediate between Fire and Primal Mud, 
because it has Warmth (active differentiation) in common with Fire, and Moisture (flexibility) in 
common with Water. Thus Air is the active Spirit, which operates on the passive structure of Earth and 
the flexibility of Water. We may say that Air conveys the Fiery Power and facilitates its embodiment. In 
general, as mediator, Air transmits powers and influences, and therefore Air is the vehicle of 
coordination and communication (see below, "Air, the Governor"). Thus the Stoics attributed to 
Heraclitus (6th-5th cent. BCE) the idea that the soul is an Exhalation or Warm Vaporization 
(Anathumiasis) from bodily moisture; as we might say, the Fiery Soul evokes the Breath Spirit from the 
body's Primal Mud to be the means by which the two can unite. So also, as mentioned in "Water," 
Prometheus molded human bodies from Earth and Water, and gave Heavenly Fire to them. But they 
were not complete before Athena breathed Air into them. 

The Spirited Soul

Ancient Greek sages often divided the soul into three parts, an idea credited to Pythagoras. Although 
there are variations in classification and terminology, they are roughly: (1) Mind or Intellect (Nous), (2) 
Spirited Soul (Thumos) and (3) Nutritive Soul (Epithumia), which reside in the head, breast and belly, 
respectively. (There is a more systematic correspondence with the seven chakras, which is beyond the 
scope of this article.) I have already discussed the Nutritive (or Vegetative) Soul in the discussion of 
Water, for Water gives the power of growth and development to lifeless matter (Earth), and I will 
discuss the Mind with Fire; here our concern is the Spirited Soul and its vehicle, the aerial or spirit 
body. 

The Spirited Soul is responsible for feeling and sensation (both of which are actively discriminating yet 
conformable to outer circumstances, that is, Warm and Moist). Because of its expansive Warmth, the 
Spirited Soul reacts to feeling and sensation and is therefore also the source of fortitude, courage, the 
emotions and opinion. It includes the "irrational will" or "animal will" (for we share the Spirited Soul 
with all the animals, but not with plants; however we share the Nutritive Soul with all living things). In 
the Greek tradition, the Spirited Soul is often believed to be mortal (subject to dissolution) like the body 
(whereas the Mind is considered immortal). 



The Spirit Body

In the Neoplatonic doctrine of the Vehicles (Okhêmata) of the Soul, each part of the soul has a 
corresponding "vehicle" (okhêma) or body; in addition to the easily perceivable gross body 
(corresponding to Earth + Water), there are two subtle bodies: the aerial body (Air) and the radiant body 
(Fire). The Spirit (Pneuma) is carried by the spirit body (soma pneumatikon, okhêma pneuma) or aerial 
body (sometimes incorrectly called the aetheric or astral body). Therefore the aerial body transmits the 
powers of the higher soul to the body and vice versa; it is responsible for the functioning of the five 
senses and conveys the motions of life; that is, it governs animate motion and active perception. Thus 
the spirit body is closely connected with the nervous system. 

The Spirited Soul is anchored in the Phrenes (roughly, "breast"), which refers to the lungs and heart 
together, and so when our Spirits are aroused in love or anger or fear, we feel it in our Phrenes. The 
Spirit is considered the point of balance in the soul, the "inner sun" that rules the other planets in our 
souls. Further, the spirit body assimilates Pneuma (Spirit, Prâna, the universal life force) from the Sun 
and infuses it into the gross body, for Pneuma is the source of life and of the integrity of the living form; 
it is the active energy of the self. Since breathing draws Pneuma into the Phrenes, in the Ascent of the 
Soul of Chaldean Theurgy, breathing exercises are used in the stage corresponding to the Spirited Soul. 

Air, the Governor

The aerial body's connection to the nervous system reminds us that because Air is Moist and Warm, it 
has the power of flexible discrimination. Therefore Air is associated with information and 
communication (and hence with the Tarot suit of Swords); as an active principle, Air is associated with 
computing. 

The Aerial Spirit's role as a subtle, invisible governing faculty was recognized in ancient times. For 
example, Diogenes of Apollonia says, "It seems to me that that which has intelligence is what people 
call Air (Aêr), and that all people are steered (kubernasthai) by this, and that it has power over all things. 
For the very thing seems to be a God and to reach everywhere and to dispose all things and to be in 
everything." (It is significant that the word he uses for "steered," kubernasthai, is related to kubernêtikos, 
meaning "skilled in steering or guiding," which is the origin of our term cybernetics, referring to the 
principles of intelligence and governance in animals and machines. Air is the Cybernetic Element.) 
Diogenes' statement also suggests that Air plays a role in the World Soul (Psukhê tou Pantos) as well as 
in individual souls, and that is our next topic. 

The World Soul



The Pythagoreans say that there is a divine respiration in the cosmos, and that by its cyclic breathing of 
the Unlimited, the World Soul infuses Limit into it, and thereby creates Number and Determinate Time 
(Khronos). The ordered cosmos came to be through Air, for it is the element that separates things and 
thereby creates divisions and distinctions; thus it puts Limit into the Unlimited. However, although Air 
separates things as individuals, it also unites them into a higher, spiritual unity. 

I have already mentioned that Anaximenes considers Air to be the First Principle (Arkhê) of the cosmos; 
it is infinite, eternal, ever-moving and divine; he calls Air the Father of the Gods (which recalls Zeus's 
common title: Father of Gods and Humans). Anaximenes also says, "Just as our Breath-Soul (Psukhê), 
being Air (Aêr), governs us, so Spirit-Breath (Pneuma) and Air (Aêr) encompass the whole cosmos." 
This suggests that the governance of the cosmos is accomplished by the Spirit-Breath of the World Soul. 
Indeed, Philemon says that Air, who is called Zeus, knows everything done by Gods or mortals, because 
He is everywhere at once. So also Empedocles points to the God's subtle nature: "He is a Spirit-Mind 
(Phrên), holy and ineffable, and only Spirit-Mind, which darts through the whole cosmos with its swift 
thoughts." (Note that the term translated Spirit-Mind, Phrên, is the singular of Phrenes, Breast.) Here 
again we see Air as a medium of communication and governance, but on the cosmic scale. 

However, just as we all breathe the same Air, and the Air in my breast is continuous with that in yours, 
so also the World Soul is continuous with individual souls (an idea we also find in the Upanishads, 
where Brahman, the World Soul identified with Prâna (Breath), is identical to Âtman, the individual 
Life-breath). As the nervous system integrates the activities of individual organs to work for the sake of 
the organism, so the Air binds our individual souls into one World Soul. Microcosm and macrocosm 
unite. 

Primal Air

Once we understand Air's role as a World Soul, we are not too surprised to see it taking a central role in 
cosmogony, the birth of the universe. We looked at Anaximander's cosmogony when we considered Air 
as a mediating element. Also Anaximenes (6th cent. BCE) says that Air, the first principle of everything, 
produced Water and Earth (the Primal Mud) by condensation and Fire by rarefaction. I will describe 
briefly several other examples, which will illustrate Air's place in the cosmos. 

Philo of Biblos (64-140 CE) translated a "Phoenician History," which was supposed to have been written 
by Sanchuniathon before the Trojan War (which is not unlikely) and to be based on Egyptian scriptures 
attributed to Thoth. According to this myth, in the beginning there was a Primal Wind, a breath of mist 
and darkness (i.e. Aêr); also there was Môt, the muddy chaos of Erebus (khaos tholeron Erebôdes), that 
is, the formless Primal Mud. The Primal Wind fertilized itself and became Desire (Pothos, perhaps 
corresponding to Semitic Rûah, which means Breath but also connotes Desire). Further, Môt became the 
Cosmic Egg, and the cosmos was born when Desire opened the Cosmic Egg (as also in the Orphic 



cosmogonies), which led to a separation of the Elements. 

According to Eudemus (4th cent. BCE), the Phoenicians who lived in Sidon also believed that the 
universe was born of Air. In the beginning was Time (Khronos), Desire (Pothos) and Fog (Omikhlê). 
Desire and Fog united, giving birth to Aêr and Aura (Moving Air). 

We find similar ideas in the cosmogony attributed to Môkhos of Sidon, also supposed to have lived 
before Trojan War. The universe began with Aithêr and Aêr, who united to engender Ulômos, whose 
name means Eternity. Ulômos fertilized Himself to produce the Cosmic Egg and Khrûsôros the Opener, 
the Divine Craftsman who cracked the Cosmic Egg. He corresponds to Love or Phanês in the Orphic 
account and to the Demiurge (Craftsman) in Plato's Timaeus. 

Summary

We have seen that Air is the element of transformation, for it is Moist (flexible) and Warm 
(differentiating). It is primarily associated with Zeus Lord of the Air, but secondarily with Hera His 
consort and Dionysos His son. Air is important as a mediating Element, which can unite Fire and Water; 
similarly the related Moist Radical is a mean uniting the extremes Fire and Earth. Air is the most 
spiritual element, for it corresponds to the Spirit Breath and Spirited Soul, which unite the mind and 
body. Air also constitutes the cosmic breath, which unites our individual souls into the universal World 
Soul. 

Click here to continue on to Fire 
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The Essence of Water

As explained in the Introduction, the Elements are spiritual essences that get their character from four 
Qualities or Powers: the Dry, the Cool, the Moist and the Warm. In simplest terms, the Dry and Moist 
qualities represent form versus flexibility; the Warm and Cool qualities represent separation versus 
union. Earth is Dry and Cool, Water is Cool and Moist, Air is Moist and Warm, Fire is Warm and Dry; 
in each case the first of the two listed qualities is dominant in the Element. However, each of the Powers 
and the Elements is a spiritual essence, a constellation of eternal characteristics that cannot be captured 
in simple definitions. These essences can manifest in the mundane and spiritual worlds in a variety of 
ways, which yet retain their essential character, and by exploring these manifestations we can deepen 
our understanding. In this article I will try to circumscribe and illuminate the character of the element 
Water and the Moist quality. (Coolness is discussed in connection with Earth.) 

According to Aristotle (as explained in the discussion of Earth), the Dry power causes things to fix their 



own form or structure. Its opposite, the Moist quality, represents a lack of self-determination; a Moist 
thing conforms to its surroundings and may take on any form. (Quicksilver is a good symbol of the 
Moist quality.) Therefore, we may say that the Moist quality is receptive, adaptive, form receiving, 
flexible, and pragmatic (because it conforms to circumstances). Psychologically, the Moist quality 
represents a personality that is flexible, fluid, mercurial, unreliable, indefinite and lacking self-control. 
The Moist person tends to be agile, gentle, obedient, conforming, passive, yielding, accommodating, 
weak, sensitive, understanding and kind, and to exhibit empathy, compassion, and a tendency to 
conformity. The Moist (like the Dry) is a passive power, which is dominated in Water by an active 
power, Coolness. 

By looking at the Elemental Square, we can see that the Warm and Cool qualities correspond to the 
summer and winter solstices, and the Moist and Dry Qualities correspond to spring and fall equinoxes. 
Therefore the season corresponding to Water is winter. This may be surprising, since we might expect 
Water to be associated with spring, the season of fresh, green growth, spring rains and spring floods. The 
logic of the ancient arrangement becomes clear when we remember that Water is primarily Cold (so it is 
associated with winter), and Air is primarily Moist (so it is associated with spring). In fact, the whole left 
half of the diagram, comprising winter and spring, is Moist, which allows fluid change of form (e.g. 
growth), but there is a shift from the Cool quality to Warm. As discussed in the Introduction, Warmth 
brings increased differentiation, in this case, the new life of Spring. 

On one hand, Water is primarily Cool, which is the active quality that binds things together, and so 
Water allows formation and nourishment of composite entities, and its evaporation and absence causes 
their decomposition. On the other hand, the Moistness of Water permits the dissolution of structure and 
the loss of form. Thus the essence of Water is to mix and cling together while being changeable in 
shape; it is characterized by passive change of form (transformation). Therefore Water permits the 
growth and development of form. 

In psychological terms, Water is associated with nimble relating, emotion, feeling, inner flow, the 
subconscious, relationships and the social dimension. It is associated with emotional relationships, since 
it is Cool (connecting, relating) and Moist (conforming, empathetic); therefore the tarot suite of Cups 
corresponds to Water. Furthermore, Water corresponds to the Queens among the court cards, for they 
represent the nurturing matrix, the Object of the creative Impulse; the two Unite to engender the Effect. 
This process of emanation is summarized in IOUE, the four-letter name of Jove: Impulse (Fire), Object 
(Water), Union (Air), Effect (Earth), which correspond to the court cards. 

Persephone's Tears

Plutarch reminds us that the Elements are not Gods; rather, the Gods are the source of the Powers of the 
elements. This is how we must interpret the declaration of Empedocles (fr.7 = DK31B6), the fifth 
century BCE Greek magician-philosopher who gave us the Doctrine of the Four Elements: 



Now hear the fourfold Roots of everything:
Enlivening Hera, Hades, shining Zeus,
And Nêstis, moistening mortal springs with tears. 

Although, these verses seem to have been intended as an instructional riddle (ainigma), it has been clear 
since ancient times that Nêstis corresponds to Water. (Hades, Hera and Zeus are Fire, Earth and Air.) 
Since "Nêstis" was the name by which Persephone was known in Sicily (the birthplace of Empedocles' 
Pythagorean Craft), I will begin with a discussion of Persephone's connection with Water. 

Springs, wells and other sources of water from the earth were central to the Mysteries of Persephone, 
and the Eleusinian Mysteries grew up around a spring. This is because springs represent entrances to the 
Underworld, especially in Greece, where it is common for them to reenter the earth after flowing above 
ground for some distance. When Persephone was abducted, She was taken down the spring called 
Kuanê, which was said to have been created from the Maiden's tears, and She is virtually identical with 
Kuanê, the nymph of that spring. Indeed, Persephone is Queen of the Nymphs, the daughters of Ocean 
who are the spirits of springs and streams. Similarly, Demeter, mourning Her lost daughter, created a 
spring from Her tears. (The equation of Water and divine tears is a distinctly Pythagorean idea, which 
will be considered later in connection with the Salt Sea.) 

Kuanos (blue) is the color of divine mourning and grief and is associated with the Mysteries of Demeter 
and Persephone, which are closely connected with Pythagoreanism and Empedoclean magic; 
Pythagoreans (especially women) were often the Priests and Priestesses in the mysteries of Demeter and 
Persephone. Therefore Kuanos is associated with Water and the Underworld.; it is also the color of 
Cocytus, the river of mourning and tears, which is opposite Pyriphlegethon, the river of fire in the 
Underworld, as Water is opposite Fire on the Elemental Square. (According to Damscius, each of the 
Four Rivers of the Underworld has an associated Element.) 

The Water of Life

Water is also connected with the Milk of Immortality from Persephone's Breasts, for in the Mysteries 
She is a Goddess of joyous rebirth as well as grievous dissolution. For example, on the Bacchic/Orphic 
gold tablets (Zuntz A1-3) from Thessaly (a region known for Witchcraft), which date back to the fifth 
century BCE, we read: 

I have flown out of the Circle of Heavy Grief
and stepped swift-footed on the Circle of Joy.
I have made straight for the Breast of the Mistress, the Queen of the Underworld.
And now I come a suppliant to Holy Persephoneia,



that of Her Grace She send me to the Seats of the Hallowed.
Happy and Blessed One, thou shalt be God instead of mortal.
A Kid I have fallen into Milk.
(tr. after Guthrie with emendations by Zuntz, West & Kingsley) 

This alludes to Thrice-Born Dionysos (the "Kid"), who is the horned son of Persephone, according to the 
Orphics. Therefore the Bacchic initiate emulates the rebirth of Dionysos by sucking the Milk of 
Immortality from Persephone's breasts. An abundance of milk is a standard symbol in the Bacchic 
Mysteries, and milk is often involved in immortalization rites. Further, many enlightened individuals are 
described as consuming only milk. 

The Water of Life is found near Persephone's Tree. Pherecydes (6th. cent. BCE), a mentor of 
Pythagoras, told how Khthoniê (She Beneath the Earth - one of Persephone's names) stretches upward as 
a self-supporting Winged Oak (Hupopteros Drus), with Her Roots in the Underworld, Her trunk 
climbing through the middle elements, Her crown in Heaven. At the base of the Tree, between Her 
Roots, is the Outflow (Ekroê), the Springs of Ambrosia (Krênai Ambrosiai), for the Waters of the 
Underworld flow out from Her Roots. The Winged Oak, round which the Robe of Earth is wrapped (see 
below), draws into Her Roots the sap of life, the Waters of the Abyss, conveys it upward to Her crown, 
from which the golden Ambrosial Dew drips down like honey to feed immortal souls. (Indeed 
"Ambrosia" means "immortal.") Before a soul can return to incarnation, it must approach one of these 
rivers and drink the Water of Life from it, for the Outflow of the Rivers is called the Semen of Life. 
Thus a fourth century BCE Orphic Gold Tablet (Zuntz B1) is inscribed: 

Thou shalt find to the left of the House of Hades a Spring,
and by the side thereof standing a White Cypress.
To this Spring approach not near.
But thou shalt find another, from the Lake of Memory,
Cold Water flowing forth, and there are Guardians before it.
Say: "I am a child of Earth and Starry Heaven,
but my race is of Heaven alone. This Ye know Yourselves.
But I am parched with thirst and I perish. Give me quickly
the Cold Water flowing forth from the Lake of Memory."
And of Themselves They will give thee to drink of the Holy Spring.
And thereafter among the other Heroes thou shalt have lordship.
(tr. Guthrie) 

The spring on the left is associated with Forgetfulness (Lêthê) and dissolution, the spring on the right 
with Memory and immortality. 

The revitalizing Tree of Life belongs to the Goddess and is guarded by the serpent Ophioneus (or 
Ophiôn) who dwells in the waters around Her roots. (We find this same theme in the serpent guarding 
the Apples of the Tree of the nymphs Hesperides, which is in the west, the region of death, near the 



World Axis where Atlas supports Heaven.) 

When people die, their breath-souls (psukhai) go to the Moon, and during the first two weeks of the 
month we see Her waxing on the breath-souls of the dead. (See "Air" for more on the Breath-Soul.) 
During the second two weeks of the month, the Gods drink Ambrosia from the Vessel of the Moon, and 
we see Her light wane; during this time souls are prepared for rebirth. Then the Moon and Sun come 
together, so that the Moon may be renewed. Souls pass through Mukhoi (Hidden Places) in their passage 
to and from mortal incarnation; especially they pass through the Mukhos of Hekate on the Moon, where 
they atone for their crimes; She is the stern Gate-keeper. (The Moon, of course, is intimately connected 
with Water, but that topic is beyond the scope of this article.) 

An old Pythagorean maxim says, "The Sun and Moon are the Isles of the Blessed," and those who know 
the Way may go through the Lunar Gate and enter the Isles of the Blessed as Heroes or Gods; those who 
do not must return to Earth for another incarnation, and their souls rain to Earth as dew. (The 
Upanishads say the dew is absorbed by plants, which are eaten by animals, and the dew becomes their 
semen; thus are souls brought back into the world, which explains the importance of dew in alchemy.) 

Persephone, corresponding to the element Water, unites the Earth and Air. Indeed, She is the daughter of 
Demeter (who corresponds to Earth) and Zeus (who corresponds to Air). As we saw in the Introduction, 
Water can result from the union of Earth and Air, getting its Coolness from the Earth and its Moisture 
from the Air. So also Persephone was born of the union of the Lord of the Air and the Lady of the Earth, 
getting Her power to unite (Cool) from Demeter and Her power to transform (Moist) from Zeus. 
Persephone joins what is above with what is below. Especially, in Her yearly cycle, celebrated in the 
Eleusinian Mysteries, She joins the Underworld to life above the Earth and mediates between them. 

An Orphic Quaternity

Persephone and Demeter occupy a special place in an Orphic Mystery that has been preserved for us. 
According to this story, Rhea the Mother of the Gods directed Zeus to come as a snake to Her in Her 
Mukhos, the Sacred Cave of Phanês (the Primal God) and three Goddesses of the Night. "She became a 
serpent, whereupon He turned into a serpent Himself, and binding Her in the so-called Heracleot Knot, 
copulated with Her. The form of coupling is represented in the Wand of Hermes" (Athenagoras). 
Demeter was born from the union of Rhea with Zeus, who is Himself the son of Kronos (Time) and 
Rhea (Flow). Rhea arranged for Zeus and Demeter to mate likewise as serpents in this same cave, and so 
Persephone was born. Demeter hid Her daughter in the cave, and caused Zeus to take again the serpent's 
form and to mate with Her daughter, who then bore Dionysos. 



Jung has shown us that Gods often form quaternities with 
a 3+1 structure, such as we see here. Zeus's three wives 
are the Maiden, Mother and Crone. He is the fourth, who 
differs from the three. According to Empedocles, Zeus, 
Persephone and Demeter correspond to Air, Water and 
Earth, respectively. This suggests that Rhea corresponds 
to Fire in this structure, which makes some sense. Rhea, 
as Goddess of Nature, is the agent of change (indeed She 
arranged the threefold mating of Zeus), and philosophers, 
magicians and alchemists, from Heraclitus in the fifth century BCE to those in our own time, have 
identified Fire as the primary agent of change. (See our discussion of Fire.) Therefore the quaternity has 
the Sky Father Zeus above and the Earth Mother Demeter below; Persephone the Maiden of the Abyss is 
on one side, and Rhea the Celestial Crone is on the other. 

The great triad of Persephone, Demeter and Rhea is honored in the Lesser Mysteries, which take place in 
Anthestêriôn (the "Month of Flowers"), the month preceding the spring equinox (and thus corresponding 
to the element Water). We may also note that Persephone, Demeter and Hekate are the important triad of 
Goddesses of the (Greater) Eleusinian Mysteries (for it was Hekate who negotiated the return of the 
Maiden). Hekate is an Underworld Goddess, and thus associated with Fire (as will be explained when 
we discuss that element), but was also identified with Rhea, for Hekate was understood as a Goddess of 
Nature, like Rhea. They are both glittering crones (and we will see that Their Fire can be located either 
in Heaven or the Underworld). 

From Her union with Zeus, Persephone bore Dionysos, destined to be the successor of Zeus and the fifth 
ruler of Olympus, who was especially honored in the Orphic Mysteries. Therefore He corresponds to the 
Quintessence, the Fifth Element, for both define new realms outside the foursquare completeness of the 
Earth, Water, Air and Fire. 

Dissolution and the Underworld

Central to the character of Water is its power to dissolve. Dissolution occurs because the Cool (uniting) 
quality allows the Water to attach to solid matter of all sorts, but the Moist (conforming) quality causes 
the result to have no fixed form. Further, because Water is Cool, dissolution is a passive loss of form. 
Through dissolution all things lose their rigid structure and identity. 

Dissolution is not necessarily undesirable. For example, Water allows the dissolution and reorganization 
of structure necessary for growth and development; it corresponds to the nutritive faculty of life (the 
"vegetative soul"). (Water enables passive change of form, and metabolism and growth are passive, from 
our conscious, mental perspective.) Also, dissolution and dismemberment in the Underworld is a 
necessary stage of initiation and rebirth in the Mysteries. 



Of course, preservation and dissolution are two sides of the cycle of Nature, which are embodied in 
Demeter and Persephone, the Goddesses of Life and Death, who oversee rebirth in the Eleusinian 
Mysteries. They correspond to Earth and Water; although they are both uniting (Cool), Earth is form- 
preserving (Dry), but Water is form-dissolving (Moist). 

Nêstis

Empedocles (fr. 7) calls Persephone by the obscure name "Nêstis," which is probably a pre-Greek but 
Indo-European Goddess name indigenous to Sicily and southern Italy. Simplicius derived it from naein, 
meaning "to flow," but, according to Kingsley, in ancient times divine names were sometimes subtly 
refashioned so that they would have multiple etymologies, and thereby embody hidden truths. For 
example, Nêstis also means "Fasting" and the Nêsteia was a festival of fasting for Persephone. 

Fasting is also a central theme of the Mysteries of Persephone. For example, after Persephone was 
abducted, the Earth was barren and all mortals as well as Demeter fasted. Further, Persephone fasted in 
the Underworld until She ate the fateful pomegranate seed. Fasting is the opposite of nourishing. 
Therefore, Nêstis, the Goddess corresponding to Water, represents both flowing and fasting, both feast 
and famine. (Opposites unite in the Netherworld.) 

There is perhaps no etymological connection between "Nêstis" and the Egyptian Goddess Nephthys, 
protector of the dead, but Plutarch says, "Nephthys is that which is beneath the Earth and invisible, Isis 
that which is above the Earth and visible." They symbolize birth (Isis, Earth) and death (Nephthys, 
Water) and were called the Weeping Goddesses. Like Demeter and Persephone, Isis and Nephthys 
represent generation and dissolution. (Indeed Demeter and Isis are sometimes identified, for each 
searched for Her lost child.) 

As Persephone is wedded to Hades, so Nephthys is the bride of Typhôn, who is identified with Hades, as 
we will see when we come to the element Fire. Further, as Persephone mated with Zeus and bore 
Dionysos, so Nephthys mated in secret with Osiris and bore Anubis, who, like Dionysos, rules the 
borderland between the Earth (Isis) and the Abyss (Nephthys). Like Dionysos, Anubis was raised by a 
foster mother. 

Although Nephthys is called Finality (Teleutê), which associates Her with death, Plutarch explains that 
this name also means that She governs the lowest ranks of matter (eskhata merê tês hulês). Because of 
Her marriage with Typhôn (Hades/Fire), the destructive power (hê phthartikê dunamis), all plants and 
animals, and even the earth and sea, suffer dissolution and destruction. However, when She mates in 
secret with Osiris (Zeus/Air), the productive and preserving power (hê gonimos kai sôterios dunmais), 
Their offspring may survive complete dissolution if preserved and nurtured by Isis (Demeter/Earth). 



This is a hint into the Dionysian Mysteries. 

Plutarch further equates Nephthys with Aphrodite, who has connections to both Persephone and the 
element Water. 

Sea-born Aphrodite

In later antiquity, especially in Italy, Persephone was identified with Sea-born Aphrodite. The 
Pythagoreans say that there are two Aphrodites: one in Heaven, one in the Underworld. Therefore She is 
called Melaina (Black One), Epitumbidia (Upon the Tombs), Tumborukhos (Gravedigger) and 
Pasiphaessa (Far Shining), which associates Her with the Moon and the Queen of the Underworld. The 
connection between love and death may be puzzling, but the Love-Death has been a theme since ancient 
times: when we fall in love, our old life comes to an end; we are reborn. 

Aphrodite has many connections with Water, for She was born in the Ocean, and Her name was derived 
from aphros (foam). She is also called Anaduomenê (Emerging from the Sea), the Goddess rising from 
the salty waters (on which, see below), and Pelagia (She of the Sea). Hesiod's tale of Her birth from the 
Gonads of Heaven when they fell into the sea, is well known. Other myths say that She is the daughter 
of Okeanos (Ocean) or of Zeus and Diônê, a Water Goddess. Again, She is said to have emerged from 
the Primordial Egg floating on the salt sea. She is associated with Water because Her gift is yielding 
union (Moist, Cool). 

The Salt Sea

The Salt Sea represents Water in an especially important form. This is because brine, like the salt in it, 
both preserves and corrodes. As Heraclitus said, "Sea is the purest and foulest water: for fish drinkable 
and saving, but for people undrinkable and destroying." 

The Pythagoreans identify the bitter Salt Sea with divine tears, especially the tears of Kronos (like 
Persephone, a deity of the afterlife), and we have seen that Empedocles identified Water with 
Persephone's tears, which were said to dissolve grief and thereby bring about rebirth. Salt is associated 
with wisdom and spirit as well as bitterness, which suggests that the bitter tears of grief and 
disappointment can be transformed into salty wit and sharp wisdom. Instead of being a source of foul 
corruption, Salt may be used to preserve that which is worth saving. 

Similarly, the Salt Sea from which Aphrodite was born is the source of new life, the salty womb of 
rebirth. But complementing life-engendering Aphrodite (Venus Genetrix) and Persephone Queen of the 



Underworld, we also have Aphrodite Upon the Tombs and the revitalizing milk from Persephone's 
breasts. Generation and dissolution are complementary. 

Alchemically, the Sea is the vessel of rebirth because its Salt is the spark of the World Soul (Anima 
Mundi), the "Vegetable Spirit" (Spiritus Vegetativus). This Spiritual Salt (Sal Spirituale) is a conjunction 
of the opposites Fire and Water, and will be discussed when we come to Fire, but it is worthwhile to say 
a few words about it here. On the one hand, Sea Water (Aqua Pontica) is chaotic primordial matter (see 
below); on the other, it may be purified (by Fire and Water) into Enduring Water (Aqua Permanens), 
which holds the Salt of Wisdom (Sal Sapientiae) and is the Elixir of Rebirth. 

Primal Mud

Hesiod's Theogony (c. 700 BCE) says, "First Chaos came to be, but then broad-bosomed Gaia." Later 
the Stoics attributed to Pherecydes the view that Chaos (Khaos) is Watery, deriving it from kheisthai (to 
flow). The Primordial Chaos is considered Watery because it is confused (mixed) and formless (i.e., 
Cool and Moist). Similarly, according to the Pythagorean Alkman (c. 600 BCE), in the beginning there 
was a "trackless and featureless" waste of Waters. There is also an Orphic theogony in which the first 
deities are Okeanos and Tethys, corresponding to the Abyss (sweet subterranean water) and Tiamat 
(bitter salt sea). Therefore Water (Chaos) precedes Earth (Gaia), which gives matter its form. 

As remarked in the discussion of Earth, elemental Earth is Cool (connected) and Dry (form imposing). 
Thus it is too rigid and inflexible to support life, but can be given this flexibility by Water. Therefore 
Primal Mud, the fertile loam of our Mother, is a combination of dry, crystalline Earth with moistening 
Water. This is why Water, which gives to inanimate Earth the ability to develop, transform and adapt, is 
associated with the "vegetative soul" possessed by all living things. It is also why many cosmogonies 
begin with Primal Mud. 

According to Pherecydes' cosmogony, the living Earth came into being when Zeus and Khthoniê (She 
Beneath the Earth) married, and on the third day of the wedding, the Unveiling (Anakaluptêria), the 
craftsman Zeus wove an elaborate, variegated Robe (pepoikilmenon Pharos), which He gave to 
Khthoniê as a gift. It was adorned with land and sea, with rivers and trees, with mountains and 
meadows, with all of Earth and Okeanos, the Primal Ocean, and with the Mansions of Okeanos. (These 
are the three great divisions of the world: Earth, Encircling Ocean, and the Realms beyond the Rim. 
Above the three is Heaven and below is the Underworld; all together they are the Fivefold Cosmos.) 

When Khthoniê, Queen of the Underworld, had wrapped it around Her, She became Gaia, Mother Earth. 
Likewise, the Orphic Poems say that the Earth is the Robe of Persephone, of She Beneath the Earth. The 
Robe, after it had been the cover of the sacred marriage bed, was hung upon the Goddess's Tree of Life. 
Thus the mantle of our world surrounds Khthoniê's Tree, the Tree of She Beneath the Earth. 



As was explained in the Introduction, Earth is overcome by Water, and so the result of combining the 
two is more Watery than Earthy. That is, the Primal Mud is more like chaotic elemental Water: formless 
(because Moist) and confused (because Cool, and therefore mixing). Nevertheless, the Primal Mud is 
both Dry and Wet, corresponding to the elements Earth and Water, and so this "Prime Matter," which is 
the basis of the Great Art, is called the "Dry Water" by the alchemists. 

Primal Mud is not sufficient for animate life. Thus Apollodorus (Library 1.7.1) says, "Prometheus 
molded humans out of Water and Earth and gave them also Fire, which, unknown to Zeus, he had 
hidden in a stalk of fennel." (The Fire was stolen from the Wheel of the Sun; the narthex or fennel stalk 
corresponds to Shushumna, the central spinal channel, which conveys the Kundalini force. The narthex 
also forms the shaft of the Thursos, the wand of Dionysian invocation.) Finally, Athena breathed Psychê 
(Breath [Air], Soul, Prana) into the body. (See Air for more on this.) Thus we are made from all four 
Elements. 

From this perspective, Water and Earth constitute the "gross body"; Air and Fire provide the astral and 
radiant bodies, respectively. In Empedocles' terms, Earth and Water are the body (sôma), Air is the soul 
(psychê), and Fire is source of power (kinêtikê). Alchemically, the body is the Salt, which is joined by 
the Quicksilver (etheric body: Air) to the Sulfur (radiant body: Fire). So also the Stoics say that the 
(Cool, synthetic) "feminine" elements Earth and Water constitute Hulê (Matter or Resource), whereas 
the (Warm, analytic) "masculine" elements Air and Fire constitute Logos (Word or Thought). 

Earth and Water are the only tangible (touchable) elements; Fire and Air are intangible. Since Water and 
Earth are both Cool, their tendency is toward greater mixture; this is the entropy of gross matter. They 
tend to the cold and dark through the dissolution of form (because the mixture is Watery). 

The "igneous spirit" (the Heat residing in both Fire and Air) gives motion to inert matter and makes it 
active. These Elements tend to warmth and light through the generation of energy. Thus Menstruum, the 
Living Mud, which combines the Cool feminine elements Earth and Water (represented by pubic 
triangles), is animated by Semen, which combines the Warm masculine elements Air and Fire 
(represented by the phallic triangles). Therefore Warmth and Moisture are the two principles of 
generation, which animate the sterile Earth and bring it to life. 

In conclusion, Water is the spiritual principle of flexible union, which permits both dissolution and 
transformation. Water provides the Primordial Chaos, which combines with Earth to yield the Primal 
Mud from which life is born. Water is associated with Persephone, the agent of rebirth in the 
Underworld, who brings the tears of mourning but also the Ambrosia of immortality. 

Click here to continue on to Air 
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The Cool and Dry Powers

We have seen (in the Introduction) that Earth is Dry and Cool, with Dryness dominating, therefore I will 
begin the discussion of Earth with a more detailed explanation of its Powers. (It will become apparent 
that they have a much broader meaning than implied by the names "dry" and "cool.") 

Aristotle explains that the Dry power gives things their shape, their rigid structure. Thus we may identify 
the Dry power with form and say that it is formative, determining and solid. In a psychological context 
Dryness is associated with stubbornness, purpose, dependability, practicality and authority. Because of 
its rigidity, the Dry Power is unreceptive, inflexible, manipulative, commanding, arguing, domineering, 
strict, and tends to oppose circumstances. In general, Dryness is concrete and grounded. 

The Warm power, according to Aristotle, separates things (e.g. by evaporation or distillation), and 
therefore its opposite, the Cool power has the effect of uniting them. In essence, Coolness is mixing, 
joining, synthetic, and relating; in a psychological context it is loving, undiscriminating, indecisive, 
careless, nurturing, sympathetic, cooperative and creative. Further, whereas the Warm power is 
expanding, the Cool power is contracting, absorbed, and inward-directed; psychologically it's associated 
with concentration and quietude. Because of its tendency to join together, Coolness is stable, steadfast 
and enduring. 



The Essence of Earth

Now we may apply our understanding of the Powers to the element Earth. The Cool and Dry powers 
represent passive mixture and rigid structure, so Earth is passive form-imposing (like a mold into which 
clay is pressed or wax is poured); we may call it structuring, Therefore, Earth is the root of structure 
(inflexible synthesis), materialization (stable synthesis), the physical world, crystallized energy, and the 
psychological qualities of realism and pragmatism. 

Earth represents essentially inert matter (because of the dominance of Dryness); it is primarily fixed, 
whereas all the other Elements have some mobility. Thus Earth corresponds to the material body of 
living things, which must be animated by the other Elements in order to be alive. Also, elemental Earth 
is associated with the time from the Autumn Equinox (peak of Dryness) to the Winter Solstice (peak of 
Coolness), i.e., our Autumn, which is primarily Dry (the dominant quality of Earth). The foregoing 
analysis shows that Earth is better pictured as cold, dry ash or as hard crystal than as moist, warm loam. 
(The latter image is more suited to the mixture of Water and Earth, as will be explained when we come 
to Water.) 

Hera the Earth Goddess

Peter Kingsley argues persuasively that Empedocles associated Earth with Hera. One reason is that 
Empedocles calls Hera "enlivening" (pheresbios, literally, "life-bringing"), which was a traditional 
epithet of Earth Goddesses (including Gaia and Demeter). One might expect Earth to be associated with 
Hades, but in Greek the Earth (Gaia, Khthôn) is mythically and grammatically feminine, which makes it 
more likely to be associated with Hera. (When we discuss Water we'll see why Earth isn't associated 
with Nêstis, the other Goddess mentioned by Empedocles.) The later, Stoic theory of the Elements 
associates Earth with Hades, but this has little mythological support, because the Greeks associate Hades 
with the alien Underworld, not the familiar Earth. Furthermore, the Stoic theory is based on a 
correspondence between Hera and Air, which seems plausible (Hera is the wife of the Sky God), but has 
other problems that we'll see when we discuss Air. (In contrast, Diônê, sometimes called Zeus's "first 
wife," is a Sky Goddess; indeed Her name is a feminine form of "Zeus.") 

As discussed above, one of the primary characteristics of Earth is its stability. Therefore, Hera is the 
protectress of the stable family and home, and the family in turn is the stabilizer of the social order. 
Furthermore, Hera is a fertility Goddess since She provides the stable foundation of procreation and of 
the survival of the species, which differs from the less predictable fertility of Aphrodite or Pan. 

In this way She is responsible for the fertility of people, but "enlivening Hera" is also responsible for the 



fertility of the earth, and therefore is connected with Gaia, Demeter and other Earth Mothers. Thus the 
marriage of Zeus and Hera corresponds to the union of Heaven and Earth; they unify the opposed 
elements Air and Earth. (Zeus and Hera are the Lord and Lady, which is what Hêrôs and Hêra mean in 
Greek.) Hera renews Her virginity each year by bathing in the spring Kanathos at Nauplia; so also, the 
Elemental Square shows us that Water leads Earth around the (sunwise) cycle of the seasons. 

Plutarch (On Isis and Osiris) says that Demeter is the same as Isis, who is called the Recipient, 
Preserver, Distributor, Material Principle, Gentle Nurse, All-receptive, Earth and Matter; She is the Seat 
and Place of Generation, and Receptive of Every Form of Generation. Thus, Isis and Osiris are the 
Preserver and the Creator, like Hera and Zeus. They correspond to the soil of Egypt (Isis) and the Nile 
(Osiris), which makes the land fertile. So also the opposites Dryness and Moisture are the dominant 
Powers of the Elements governed by Hera and Zeus (Earth and Air). 

Air and Fire ascend, and Water descends, but Earth is fixed at the bottom; it is secure, the solid 
foundation of being. Therefore the Tarot suit of Pentacles (or Coins) is associated with Earth, since the 
ground of stable being is Earth and, more generally, substance (as in "a man of substance"). (The only 
offspring of Hera and Zeus, the Scepter-bearer, were Ares the Sword-bearer and Hebe the Cup-bearer.) 
In processes of emanation, Earth is the material Effect of the Unification (Air) of the creative Impulse 
(Fire) with its Object (Water), which is summarized in four-letter name of Jove: IOUE. This emanation 
is represented in the Tarot court cards, in which Earth corresponds to the Pages (or Princesses). (This is 
discussed further in the Pythagorean Tarot, in the discussions of the suits and the court cards.) 

The contrast between the immobile Earth and the mobile Elements Water, Air and Fire exhibits a 1+3 
structure typical of many spiritual and divine quaternities. Jung explains that "the fourth represents an 
incommensurable other that is needed for their mutual determination," which is precisely the role played 
by Earth among the Elements. 

The special status of Earth is also apparent in the myth of how the three brothers, Zeus, Poseidon and 
Hades, divided the world among themselves after They defeated the Titans. Poseidon rules the sea 
(Water), Zeus rules the sky (Air), and Hades rules Tartaros (Fire), but the Earth is held in common 
between them. All three recognize the sovereignty of Earth. 

Conclusions

In conclusion, Earth is the spiritual principle of stable but inflexible synthesis, the passive imposition of 
form, and the foundation of physical being. The Element is associated with Hera, as protectress of the 
stable foundation of fertility, and with the Earth Goddesses Demeter and Gaia. 

Click here to continue on to Water 
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Keywords for the Decad

The Pythagorean meaning of each number in the Decad is suggested by one or two key words or 
phrases. This list is intended only as a memory aid, since the archetypal numbers have much more 
meaning than can be captured in a phrase or two. 

I Initial Unity 

II Separation, Goal 

III First Completion (First Perfection) 

IIII Consolidation, Order 

V Crisis 

VI Reconciliation (Second Perfection) 

VII Hidden Unity 

VIII Reciprocation 

VIIII Higher Completion (Third Perfection) 

X Higher Consolidation (Final Unity) 

The Alphabet and the Decad



The first ten letters of the Greek alphabet were used as numerals for the numbers of the Decad. The 
meaning of each number is expressed by several (Ancient Greek) words beginning with that letter. The 
Greek words are shown in Roman and Beta-code transcription. (Note that "H" was not written as a letter 
in Ancient Greek.) 

1 Alpha A 

Archê {A)RXH/} Beginning, First Cause, Principle, Origin. 

Haploon {A(PLO/ON} 
Singleton, Simplex, Unitary, Onefold, 
Noncompound. 

2 Beta B 

Boulê {BOULH/} Plan, Design, Determination. 

Boulêsis {BOU/LHSIS} Purpose, Intention, One's Will. 

3 Gamma G  

Gignomai {GI/GNOMAI} to Become, to Come to Pass. 

Genesis {GE/NESIS} 
Production, Generation, Creation, Manner of 
Birth. 

Gamos {GA/MOS} Wedding. 

4 Delta D  

Dikê {*DI/KH} Right, Judgement, Justice. 

Diathesis {DIA/QESIS} Arrangement, Disposition, Mind. 

Dis {*DI/S} Zeus (Deus), Jove (Diouis). 

Dunastês {DUNA/STHS} Ruler, Master. 

5 Epsilon E 

Ek, Ex {E)K, E)C} Out Of, Forth From, Changed From. 

Exô {E)/CW} Outside, Beyond, Outwards. 



Existêmi {E)CI/STHMI} 
to Put Out of its Place, Change or Alter 
Utterly, to Derange; to be Beside Onself, 
Lose One's Senses. 

Hermês {*E(/RMHS} Hermes, Mercury. 

Eris {*E)/RIS} Strife, Discord. 

Eros {*E)/RWS} Love, Desire. 

6 Wau (Digamma) F 

Wisos {VI/SOS} 
Equal, Same, Equally Divided, Fair, 
Impartial. 

Wruomai {VRU/OMAI} to Cure, Heal, Redeem, Deliver, Save. 

Wmegathumos {VMEGA/
QUMOS} 

High-minded, Generous. 

7 Zeta Z 

Zêteô {ZHTE/W} 
to Seek, Inquire, Search, Desire, Require, 
Demand. 

Zeô {ZE/W} to Boil, Seeth, Bubble Up. 

Zaô {ZA/W} to Live, Be Alive. 

8 Eta H 

Êôs {*H)W/S} Daybreak, Dawn, Aurora (Goddess of Dawn). 

Hêbê {*H(/BH} Youth, Daughter of Zeus. 

Hênis {H(/NIS} Yearling. 

9 Theta Q  

Thuraios {QURAI=OS} At the Door, Just Outside the Door. 

Thurôn {QURW/N} Antechamber, Place Outside the Door. 



Thura {QU/RA} 
Door, Gate; as in epi thurais tên hudrian - 
"(to break) the pitcher at the very door" {E)PI
\ QU/RAIS TH\N U(DRI/AN} 

Thrasos {QRA/SOS} 
Courage, Boldness, Confidence, Audacity, 
Rashness, Impudence. 

10 Iota I 

Ichôr {I)XW/R} Blood of the Gods. 

Hidruô {I(DRU/W} to Establish, Found, Dedicate. 

Hieros {I(ERO/S} Holy, Mighty, Super-human, Sacrificial. 

Keywords for Major Arcana

The first number is the position of the trump in the Pythagorean Tarot order. It is followed by the 
common name of the trump and a single keyword suggesting its meaning. Finally, the trumps position in 
its Hendecad (group of 11) is indicated by a parenthesized Roman numeral after the keyword; this will 
aid correlation with the meanings of the Decad. Needless to say, these keywords can hardly do justice to 
the rich meaning of the Major Arcana. 

Trump Keyword
Rank in
Hendecad 

0. Fool Mania i 

I. Magician Impulse ij 

II. Empress Nurture iij 

III. Emperor Control iiij 

IV. High Priestess Striving v 

V. High Priest Authority vi 

VI. Love Union vij 

VII. Temperance Birth viij 



VIII. Fortitude Fortitude viiij 

IX. Victory Victory x 

X. Wheel Fortune xi 

XI. Old Man Age i 

XII. Hanged Man Sacrifice ij 

XIII. Death Death iij 

XIV. Devil Temptation iiij 

XV. Tower Crisis v 

XVI. Star Hope vi 

XVII. Moon Instinct vij 

XVIII. Sun Illumination viij 

XIX. Angel Judgement viiij 

XX. Justice Balance x 

XXI. World Unity xi 

Keyword Meanings of Quadriliterum

The Quadriliterum, or four letter name of Jove, which is IOVE (in which I=J and U=V) represents the 
meanings of the first four numbers as a formal Descent by Emanation through the elements Fire, Water, 
Air and Earth, and a developmental path of Ascent back through them. (A fuller description of these 
tetrads can be found in the introduction to the court cards of the Minor Arcana.) 

Quadriliterum I O V E 

Tetractys I II III IIII 

Basic Meaning Impulse Object Union Effect 

Elements Ignition Ocean Vapor Earth 



Gods Jove Ops Venus Eros 

Complementary 
Gods 

Juno Ocean Vulcan Eris. 

Functions 
Iactus
(Projection) 

Objectus
(Object) 

Vector
(Carrier) 

Eventum
(Result) 

Relations I Other Volition Effect 

Faculties of
Consciousness 

Intuition Openness
(Feeling) 

Understanding Energy
(Sensation) 

Dialectic Idea Opposite Unification Entirety 

Process Impetus Objective Venture End 

Gestation Insemination Ovum Uterus Emergence 

Growth 
Integral
(Elder) 

Organic
(Parent) 

Virgin
(Youth) 

Egotistic
(Child) 

Qualities 
Just
(Father) 

Overflowing
(Mother) 

Virile
(Youth) 

Enthusiastic
(Child) 

Ranks King Queen Knight Page 

Suits Wands Cups Swords Pentacles 

Quadriliteral Analysis of Court Cards

The Quadriliterum IOVE (or IOUE), the four-letter name of Jove, is a mnemonic for the interpretation 
of the ranks and suits of the court cards: 

King of Wands Imparting Inspiration 

King of Cups Imparting Openness 

King of Swords Imparting Understanding 

King of Pentacles Impetus to Effect 



Queen of Wands Overflowing Intuition 

Queen of Cups Overflowing Openness 

Queen of Swords 
Overflowing 
Understanding 

Queen of 
Pentacles 

Organic Energy 

Knight of Wands Vitality of Impulse 

Knight of Cups Vitality of Openness 

Knight of Swords Vitality of Understanding 

Knight of 
Pentacles 

Vitality of Effort 

Page of Wands Emerging Inspiration 

Page of Cups Emerging Openness 

Page of Swords Emerging Understanding 

Page of Pentacles Energy of the Earth 
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Versus de Arcanis Majoribus 

(Verses on the Major Arcana) 

John Ops
(c) 1996, 2000 

prologue

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21

epilogue 

Prologue

One Soul, yet two, sets out and knows no bound;
Two Lords, two Ladies turn the Cosmos round;
Eight Couples march in Triumph to the Goal;
These all together the Arcane Whole.
By two and twenty Signs the Truth is found.

0.Fool

O.
Behold! the Holy Idiot, lost within
A private world. He'll have the chance to win
New freedom from confining rules. Rejoice
The madness! For it brings another choice.
Now let the Saturnalia begin!

1.Magician

I.
A touch of the Magician's Wand: a word,



A sight, a sound, a gift by chance conferred,
Transforms your life, and leads the soul beyond
Accustomed bounds, if only you respond.
Attend the Guide whene'er the call is heard!

2.Empress

II.
Eternal Mother, mistress of the grain,
Sustaining growth with either milk or rain,
Engulfs again her children, whereupon
The self-consuming wheel of life goes on.
Within her womb we all descend again!

3.Emperor

III.
The Mighty Father makes the laws that bind
The elements, the plants, and every kind
Of beast - but people too. He strives to feed
The folk, defending them by word and deed.
Observe the judgements fathered by his mind!

4.High Priestess

IV.
The Shining Queen, who rules the velvet night,
And nurtures nascent growth, concealed from sight,
Transforms and changes, wheeling light and dark,
And seeks the Sun to sire the unseen spark.
The watery depths bring forth the Child of Light.

5.High Priest

V.
The Sun obscured by night, the heavens' fire,
Inflaming lunar waters, looks to sire
The Child, and purify the world with scorn
Severe, that scorches errors earthly born.



He holds the heights to which we all aspire.

6.Love

VI.
Desire draws the Moon and Sun to hold
Each other; hid in darksome depths, the bold
Embrace of sibling spirits joined in love
Unites the world below with sky above.
Unasked, the Dart of Passion strikes; be bold!

7.Temperance

VII.
The Child Divine is born of Moon and Sun.
She tempers wine with water, never done
With mixing, and her rainbow joins the poles,
For she's the messenger and guide of souls.
Accept her cup, and let the two be one.

8.Victory (Chariot)

VIII.
The Hero crowned by Victory drives the car
Of triumph, seeking still to venture far,
Accepting every challenge. He commands,
And masters mighty steeds with skillful hands.
Our vision's dazzled by the Hero's star!

9.Fortitude

IX.
With gentle hand and eye she charms the beast
And teaches him the time to speak. Released
From fear of one another, freedom grows
For each, a bond that blossoms like the rose.
It's love, not force or fear, that tames the beast!

10.Fortune



X.
The Wheel of Fortune turns; while one declines
Another is upraised, but she assigns
The fate who holds the hidden axle pin,
The sacred source where destinies begin.
Ensure each turn of life the soul refines!

11.Time (Old Man)

XI.
No power impedes the measured step of Time,
Who eats away from everything its prime,
For nought endures for long. Yet passing years
May grant us peace and wisdom, free from fears.
Attend the tread of Time: stark, yet sublime.

12.Hanged Man

XII.
Desiring revolution, he betrayed
His world; by choice the painful price is paid.
Hanging above the Abyss by Heaven's chains,
He calmly waits for freedom from his pains.
Who dives within the womb will be remade!

13.Death

XIII.
The Lord of Death is paid in bitter coin
For dissolution, hoping he'll rejoin
The scattered parts, far better rearranged,
For callous Death's decrees cannot be changed.
"Accept thy fated end," he doth enjoin.

14.Diabolus

XIV.
The Master of the melting blaze creates



Material things, and draws together mates
In hot embrace. He works from depths obscure;
To bring him to the Light, the only cure.
Reveal and seize the force he radiates!

15.Tower

XV.
The lightning bolt destroys the outworn walls.
Two characters are overthrown; each falls,
Returns to Mother Earth. The Sacred Mound
Is quickened; there the spark of life is found.
Accept the holy blast that overhauls!

16.Star

XVI.
The Child of Earth and Starry Heaven waits,
Attending to decrees of Stars and Fates,
While through her hands the waters ebb and flow
In Cosmic Rhythm, then descend below.
She marks the time, and Destiny creates!

17.Moon

XVII.
The Nascent Moon commands the sunless skies,
And offers wisdom to whoever tries
To cross the desert. Guardians must be
Appeased to make the passage from the Sea.
Approach the dreadful Dark with insight's eyes!

18.Sun

XVIII.
The holy place where dawn is never done,
The garden wherein rebirth is begun,
Is where the children dance the Dance of Life,
With Love and Logic, reconciling strife.



Enjoy the sacred Garden of the Sun!

19.Angel (Judgement)

XVIIII.
The trumpet sounds; the Herald calls the Child
To rise and be rewarded - or reviled.
Reborn from ash that roasted in the Arc,
His spirit body bears the golden mark.
Arise, and let the poles be reconciled!

20.Justice

XX.
A balance holds opposing forces, bound
But separate. Herein Harmony is found,
The child of Strife and Love. The keen-edged blade
Divides acutely, truth with wisdom weighed.
By balanced deeds the cosmic mind is crowned.

21.World

XXI.
The Dancer looks both ways, and holds the keys
That show the rising, falling vortices.
Her dance expands within the world, and takes
The world within; in her the world awakes.
Unreal divisions yield to unities!

Epilogue

The carnival is done! Let life return
To normal. First and last a Fool we learn
To live by Nature, if the God within
Awakes and we become more genuine.
A Clever Fool, thy Godhead thou shalt earn!
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O. Idiota - Idiotes - Idiot (22, 0) 

Initiorum Princeps - Chief of Initiations 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
In mundo privato (In a private world) 

Deities:
Dionysos, Bacchus, Dianus and Diana. 

Greek Letter = Alpha:
Arche = beginning, first cause, origin. 



Description 

A dancing figure - it could be a young man or woman - with a multicolored (predominantly green), 
floral cloak draped around his hips and over his left arm. He wears a fawn skin over his right shoulder, 
hiding his chest. In unkemp, light brown locks, which fall to his shoulders, there are seven feathers 
(white, black, purple, blue, red, silver and gold), which look vaguely like horns, and he wears an ivy 
wreath around his temples. The Idiot is barefoot, and drags vines tangled around one leg. In his right 
hand he holds a staff wrapped in ivy and topped with a pine cone, and in his left a bunch of grapes. The 
Idiot stares into the distance, oblivious to his surroundings, and appears to be whistling. A small panther 
stands against the Idiot's leg, but we cannot tell whether it is biting him or marking him as its own. A 
serpent emerges from the ground in front of the Idiot, and a fig tree laden with figs is in the background. 

Verse 

Behold! the Holy Idiot, lost within A private world. He'll have the chance to win New freedom from 
confining rules. Rejoice The madness! For it brings another choice. Now let the Saturnalia begin! 

Interpretation 

When the time comes, as it always does, when the old rules, conceptual structures, prejudices and beliefs 
are not longer adequate to the challenges at hand, then a Divine Maniac is needed. He or she lives in a 
private world, and so is not bound by the shared conventions, preconceptions or norms of the society. 
The Gods - or Chance - select the Idiot who will become the savior who will transform society. He is 
elevated to King for a short time (for only so much madness can be tolerated), and must undergo many 
transformations before, with luck, he rejuvenates the world. 

On a personal level, there are times in all of our lives when customary thought patterns have outlived 
there usefulness. Then it is time for Divine Madness (mania). There are no rules for this, for it is the 
rules that are bankrupt. The only escape is inspired frenzy and the blind leap into the abyss. We may 
hope for the best, but there are no guarantees. 

The Idiot represents the irrepressible Vital Spirit, overflowing its banks, roaring across the landscape, 
and carving new pathways where it will. 

Commentary 



In ancient Greek an idiotes (Latin idiota) - the origin of our word "idiot" - is an individual, a person 
concerned only with his own private affairs, a commoner with no interest in public affairs, who is 
assumed to be ignorant, unskilled and vulgar (OLD & LSJ, s.v.). In old Tarot decks and in old 
descriptions of them the Fool is called, for example, il Matto (the Madman), il Folle (the Fool), or le Fou 
(the Fool). The Idiot represents the ordinary person, living in a private world, whether through 
ignorance, insanity, or rugged individualism. The Idiot is the Everyman before he is, by chance, given an 
opportunity to be Saturnalicius Princeps, Carnival King - king for a week. (Carnival and Saturnalia both 
last one week, Dec. 17-23.) 

By electing a Carnival King we take a conscious, intentional step into the irrational. The Fool or Jester 
represents an intentional source of chaotic, irrational, random action, which is intended to break 
whatever rules or conventions normally hold. He allows us to escape our self-imposed bounds. Because 
he is bound by no rules, he is truly the Arche (Beginning), the Uncaused Cause. (Nichols 24, 30-1) 

Such a break from the conventional is neccessary for psychological health. We must honor "the bad," in 
order to make "the good" possible (Johnson 84). Johnson (18) explains, "If we do not invest [the 
Dionysian element] with our humanity it will return to us in a dehumanized form, still charged with the 
same archetypal energy, but manifesting itself in a much more primitive way." Or, as Horace said (Epist. 
x.24), "You can drive out Nature with a pitchfork, but she will be constantly running back." So also in 
the stories of Lycurgus and Pentheus we see the madness caused by driving Dionysos away or by 
denying his divinity. 

In our image, as in many tarots, the Idiot moves to the left, unconscious side, for he is abandoning his 
ego-self and entering the archetypal realm. Nichols (41) observes, "the Tarot Fool is the self as an 
unconscious prefiguration of the ego" - a prefiguration that will emerge and materialize in the 
succeeding trumps. (Nichols 36) 

The Idiot is whistling because he represents the spirit of vitality. As is well known, "fool" derives from 
the Latin word follis, which means a fool or windbag, but originally a bellows (AHD). The Fool is thus, 
primarily, a source of air, of breath (spiritus), of the unfettered vital spirit, for "the wind bloweth where 
it listeth." 

The Idiot is barefoot, both to show his humble state (spiritually if not materially), and to show that he is 
nevertheless grounded in ordinary life. The feathers are a common sign of folly (Moakley 115) and their 
seven colors represent the seven planets, and hence the seven days of the week (Gold=Sun=Sunday, 
Silver=Moon=Monday, Red=Mars=Tuesday, Blue=Mercury=Wednesday, Purple=Jupiter=Thursday, 
Black=Venus=Friday, White=Saturn=Saturday), as described by Herodotus (I.98); one feather is pulled 
out each day of Saturnalia (as is also done in Lent; Moakley 114). Since he represents Everyman, the 
Idiot is of indeterminate sex, like Bacchus Diphues (Crowley 65-6). "In psychological terms Dionysos 
represents perfect psychological harmony" (Johnson 38). 

The Idiot as Bacchus or Dionysos came by his "holy foolishness" when he was driven mad by Hera. He 



is the Maniac, for he possesses Furor Divinus (Divine Madness), the inspired frenzy (mania in Greek). 
The panther, vines, grapes, figs, serpent, fawn skin, ivy wreath and thyrsus with ivy and pine cone are, 
of course, all attributes of Dionysos (OCD). A cat and snake appear in the Il Misero (The Beggar) card 
of the Tarocchi di Mantegna (c. 1470). The faun skin and panther represent the Idiot's animal instincts 
and drives - his preoccupation with the necessities of life, but also his abundance of vitality. By its 
action the panther designates the Idiot as the Carnival King. Does it love him? Or will it devour him? Or 
both? Such is the Idiot's lot. The snake in his path portends the immanent rebirth of the Idiot's soul. The 
serpent, thyrsus and figs are, of course, sexual symbols, for the Fool represents irrepressible Life. (Also, 
follis, bag, is a Latin sexual euphemism for the scrotum - a repository for the vital spirit - OLD.) 
Dionysus' general character, as depicted here, and many of his attributes are shown in a bas-relief from 
Herculaneum, now in the National Museum at Naples (Larousse 153). 

Townley vase (replica) 

It is appropriate that 0.Idiot leads the trumps for, according to Cartari (Imagini 
degli Dei, 1647), Bacchus invented the "triumph" in the form of the wild 
processions of maenads, panthers and other creatures, which he led (Williams 31). 
Indeed, Latin triumphus or triumpus comes from Etruscan, which got the word 
from Greek thriambos, a hymn to Bacchus (Bonfante, p. 17). Our image is based 
on the famous Townley Vase (2nd cent. BCE), which depicts a Bacchanalian 
triumph. 

    What men or gods are these?  What maidens loath?
  What mad pursuit?  What struggle to escape?
      What pipes and timbrels?  What wild ecstasy?

                          - Keats, "Ode to a Grecian Urn"

In some Orphic myths (Kerenyi 252-9), Zeus sired Dionysos by coming to his mother Demeter in the 
form of a serpent. He is the horned divine child of Heaven and Earth (Zeus and Demeter), and is 
destined to succeed his father, but before he is ready he must be refined, purified and tempered. Thus he 
was torn by Titans into seven pieces, which were boiled in a cauldron and then roasted on seven spits. 
When all the parts were eaten save one, Zeus discovered the deed and blasted the Titans with his 
lightning bolt. Athena took the last part and hid it in a basket which she gave to Zeus; this part is the 
kradiaios Dionysos, a word which is related to both the heart (kradia) and the phallus made of fig-wood 
(krade). Thus Dionysos was seared by water and burned by fire (one of many ways he brings together 
the opposing principles of Fire and Water); after this Nigredo (alchemical Blackening) he was 
resurrected, and so Dionysos is called the Twice Born. (Similarly in the more familiar story Zeus rescues 
Dionysos from the womb of Semele when he blasts her with lightning.) 

In his book Ecstasy the Jungian psychologist Robert Johnson explains the importance of the Dionysian 
element to psychological health, and points out its scarcity in our culture: "We no longer have the divine 



ecstasy of Dionysos, we have addictive behavior" (viii). The world of Dionysos is ecstatic because one 
stands outside (ec-stasy) the ordinary world of conscious responsibility, control and rationality; one 
flows with life and follows one's inner guide. The Dionysian sees the world as sensual rather than 
sensuous; that is, by experiencing the living spirit of the world through the senses (as artists and poets 
do), rather than by limiting the senses to a material world devoid of spirit. "When we touch Dionysus we 
touch the irrational wisdom of the senses and experience joy" (Johnson 25). (Johnson 12-4) 

According to Johnson (38, 43), the Greeks had a ceremony to ensure that the ecstatic principle would be 
honored: they sacrificed a kid goat (representing Dionysos), cut it into seven parts (like Dionysos) and 
stewed it in its mother's milk. In this way they "killed" the irrational principle, returned it to its source 
and rejuvenated it. The stewed meat was eaten in a kind of communion with the God of Ecstasy. 

The divine frenzy is a mixed blessing however, for it can result in actual madness as well as ecstasy. In 
psychological terms, it may produce either ego inflation or genuine enthusiasm (indwelling of the god). 
In the former case, the Idiot is a windbag, full of hot air; the divine power flows through him, but he 
doesn't have the capacity to carry it and so he is incinerated like the Titans when struck by Zeus's bolt. 
The only escape is to puncture the windbag before it explodes (thus, in many tarots, the Fool is stepping 
off a cliff), to stop the inflation, and to deflate the windbag (follis). To achieve genuine enthusiasm, 
however, the Divine Fool transcends the polarities, and instead of being gutted by the divine fire when it 
flows through him, he is warmed and illuminated by it. (Johnson 48-50, 52) 

The panther is the enemy of the snake, and so they represent an opposition which must be unified. The 
panther is especially associated with Dionysos and longs to drink wine. Orpheus, a sacrificed god 
analogous to Dionysos, wears a panther skin. (Biedermann s.v. panther) 

The Idiot's cloak is multicolored to represent the blossoming of spring and by analogy the Idiot's 
transformation and rebirth. The Phrygian Dionysos sleeps through the winter and is awake only in the 
summer; there were spring festivals in his honor throughout Ionia (OCD). He is the April Fool. 

The snake is an important symbol, which appears in many of the trumps of the Pythagorean Tarot (1, 2, 
7, 12, 16, 19, 21). In this trump it offers the Idiot regeneration and resurrection, for the snake was 
believed to restore its youth by shedding its skin. In a seventeenth-century emblem a serpent says, Exuo 
ut induor (I am stripped that I may be clothed), which is what the Idiot is preparing to do with his old 
life. More generally, the snake symbolizes both life and death, since it dwells in the underworld, and the 
ancient Greeks believed that the soul of the deceased takes the form of a snake (this because the brain 
and spinal marrow were taken to be the substance of the life force, and the snake is no more than a 
spinal chord; see Onians 206-8, 233-4). The snake represents the animating spirit in its instinctive, 
primordial form; it is the Kundalini Serpent freed from its bodily prison. Psychologically, it represents 
the reptilian powers in the depth of the psyche, which must be awakened to effect the transformation. 
The serpent represents the all-pervading spirit because it moves without legs, and Philo called it "the 
most spiritual of animals." 



The snake was thought to be androgynous and thus to be self-creating (like 0.Idiot). More generally it 
represents the union of opposites, the uncontrolled and undifferentiated chaos that preceded the creation 
of the cosmos. Thus in the Babylonian creation epic, Marduk made the universe from the body of 
Tiamat, the primorial serpent. Indeed, the snake may bring about the transformation between opposites, 
as we see in the story of the prophet Tiresias: when he placed his staff between two copulating serpents 
(represented by the caduceus), he was transformed into a woman, and seven years later, when he did it 
again, he was transformed back into a man. (The two serpents are Ida and Pingala; see 1.Magician). 

The snake is a symbol of wisdom because its lidless eyes are never closed; thus it is sacred to Athena, 
and she was the surrogate mother of the snake-man Erichthonios, the first king of Athens. The watchful 
snake guards the threshold between the worlds and the treasure hidden beyond it. Thus in Hindu 
mythology the Nagas (Serpent People) are temple guardians (see 21.World for more on the Nagas). The 
snake travels among the worlds: we see it emerge from the underworld, it crawls across the ground and 
swims in the water; it hangs high in tree limbs. The Serpent guards the Trees of Life and Wisdom, and is 
the guardian of the Well of Immortality. Paradoxically, the snake's venom is both poisonous and healing, 
and snakes were believed the purify the sacred springs by leaving their venom in the water. Thus the 
snake is also associated with healing (cf. Asclepius, Hygieia, Salus, Hippocrates), the Mysteries and 
savior gods (such as Dionysos). The Bacchantes carry serpents, and a serpent is worshipped as Agathos 
Daimon, the Good Spirit, a god of vineyards to whom libations of wine are poured. 

Indeed, the highest state of the alchemical process is called Iosis, which refers both to its characteristic 
color, a reddish violet (Greek ion = the violet, cf. ios = rust), and to the venom (Gk. ios = poison). (See 
10.Fortune for more on the alchemical Reddening, also called Rubedo, and 21.World on the violet 
color.) So also in Latin, venenum (from which we get "venom") means poison, potion, dye or any drug. 
In many folktales a snake brings the healing herb that restores life. For example, when the child Glaucos 
died by falling in a vat of honey, Polyidus the seer restored him to life by applying an herb by which he 
had seen a snake resurrect its mate (Apollodorus III.iii.1). Also, in the story of how Moria resurrected 
her brother Tylos, she imitates a serpent that uses the Dios Anthos (Flower of Zeus) (Nonnos, XXV,451-
551). (See Appendix VII by Frazer in the Loeb edition of Apollodorus for other examples.) The 
transformation may be instantaneous and unpredictable like the sudden appearance and disappearance of 
a snake. 

(Biedermann s.v. snake; Black & Green s.v. Tiamat; Cirlot s.v. serpent; Cooper s.v. serpent; Mercatante 
s.v. Agathodaimon) 

According to legend, a snake will not bite a naked person (Biedermann s.v. snake), and so the Idiot 
proceeds unclothed. Since nudity represents the "naked truth" and naive candor, the innocence of the 
newborn (Biedermann s.v. naked), we may conclude that the Idiot, if he is a Pure Fool, will be protected 
from the poison, and perhaps may be purified and transformed by it as by a potion. 

Ivy, which may be poisonous, is especially sacred to Dionysos and to other sacrficied gods, such as 
Attis. Dionysos is often found crowned with ivy and trailing ivy fronds; his thyrsus is ivy-twined and ivy 



sprouts as he passes. He carries an ivy cup, for ivy was thought to be cooling and to counteract the 
heating effects of wine, thus effecting a reconciliation of opposites. Because the ivy is evergreen, it is 
associated with immortality, but its clinging nature represents attachment to life's pleasures. Johnson (6) 
says ivy is the only substance impervious to divine splendor (so Semele's womb was wound with ivy). 
(Biedermann s.v. ivy; Cirlot s.v. ivy; Cooper s.v. ivy) 

However, Dionysos is most closely associated with the grape, which symbolizes his sacrifice and 
resurrection. Like him, the vines must be cut back; also like him, the grapes are torn from the vines 
(their womb) and crushed so that their blood runs out. Finally, the result of this reduction to Prima 
Materia (Prime Matter) is transformed into a more perfect form by an alchemical process, fermentation. 
Wine is the fluid essence of life and truth (cf. In vino veritas - "in wine there is truth"). (Cirlot s.v. 
grapes; Cooper s.v. grapes) 

Fig trees, which are sacred to Dionysos, represent both vitality and enlightenment. The figleaf is shaped 
like male genitalia and the fig fruit like female genitalia; to this day in Europe the fica (sign of the fig/
vulva), a gesture made by placing the thumb between the first two fingers, is used for protection (as also 
are phallic gestures). The Bodhi, under which the Buddha found enlightenment, was a fig tree; so also 
our Idiot will be illuminated beneath fig-laden branches. (Biedermann s.vv. fig; fig, sign of the; Cooper s.
v. fig) 

The thyrsus (pine-cone tipped staff) is a phallic symbol representing the life force. Its staff is a stalk of 
the narthex (giant fennel), which Prometheus used to convey the celestial fire to humanity (see 12.
Hanged Man). The jester is consistently associated with the phallus as a symbol of fertility and lewdness 
(lewd jokes were an essential part of several Greek religious festivals, including the Eleusinian 
Mysteries and the Anthesteria, in both of which Dionysos had an important role, and the Thesmophoria). 
(Biedermann s.v. thyrus; Cooper s.v. thyrsos; Nichols 28) 

Dionysos is associated with the tarot suits of Wands (the thyrsus) and Cups (wine), and thus with the 
two primary alchemical elements Fire and Water. Pollack (I.28) explains that these two principles 
represent action without thought (wand/fire) and imagination and instinct (cup/water), and that a 
combination of these opposed elements is the key to transformation. In terms of the elemental analysis 
presented elsewhere (introduction to the court cards), Fire represents the Hot quality, the power of 
separation, which corresponds to going one's own way (the way of the individualistic Idiot); Water 
represents the Wet quality, the power of dissolution, which corresponds to submerging oneself in the 
group. Both are ways of escaping the conventional: on the one hand, consensus reality, on the other, the 
ego self. The Bacchanalian cry, "IO!" represents these principles, Fire (I) and Water (O). (See the 
introduction to the court cards for the elemental quadriliterum "IOVE.") 

We can better understand the Idiot through his position in the Hendecad. The numerical value of 
IDIWTHS (Idiotes, Idiot) is 1332, which reduces to 2-3+3-1 = 1; similarly the numerical value of 
IAKCOS O QEOS (Iakkhos Ho Theos, The God Iacchos, the mystic name of Bacchus used in the 
Eleusinian Mysteries) is 1255, which reduces to 5-5+2-1 = 1. Both equations show that the Idiot has the 



character of the Monad, which, according to the Pythagoreans, is the self-generating principle of 
everything else, the universal seed, chaotic energy, the confused mass, both male and female, formless, 
Protean. (TA 1, 3-5, 7; see also the meaning of Alpha, above, and of the Aces in the Minor Arcana) It is 
also significant, and has been recognized since ancient times, that the name DIONUSOS (Dionysos) can 
be rearranged to NOUS DIOS (the Mind of Zeus). 

As in the Visconti-Sforza tarot, which is perhaps the oldest surviving deck (mid fifteenth century), the 
Idiot has seven feathers in his hair, for feathers in the hair are generally taken to be a symbol of 
foolishness and feeble-mindedness: he is an "air head." Indeed, feathers are also symbols of the element 
Air and of other substances with the character of air, such as the soul (Greek psyche originally meant 
breath, like Latin spiritus). Because of their lightness and association with birds (which also symbolize 
the soul), feathers symbolize the heavens and that which ascends to the heavens, including the soul and 
the truth. So also the feathers on the shaman's magical cloak allow his ascent through the seven heavens 
(corresponding to the planets), and the feathers on his head imbue him with the mana of the birds. 
(Biedermann s.v. feather; Cooper s.v. feather; Dummett 100) 

Feathers on the Idiot's head also represent the presence of the heavenly spirit. They are associated with 
the coxcomb seen on the jesters in many tarot Fools, for the cock heralds the dawn of a new awareness. 
(Nichols 28) 

The seven feathers are removed, one a day, from the Idiot's head. When the last (white/Saturn/Saturday) 
feather is removed at the end of Saturnalia, the Idiot will no longer be the King, and then he will don the 
white cloak of the beggar (or penetent; Moakley 114) to show he is the Pure Fool (der reine Tor), and 
assume once again the role of an ordinary Idiot (i.e. all of us). If he is lucky, however, he will have been 
transformed by the experience, and still hold the World (XXI) within him. Thus, in the Pythagorean 
Tarot he dons a violet scarf, which represents the Iosis of alchemy and the sanctity and wisdom that the 
Idiot has earned (see 21.World). 

The Idiot is the archetypal Puer Aeternus (Eternal Child), the Pure Fool as a necessary first step in 
becoming a true Hero (cf. Wagner's Siegfried and Parsifal). Von Franz describes the fate of the Idiot 
when she says of the Puer Aeternus, "half a devil and half a savior [he] is either destroyed, reformed, or 
transformed at the end of the story" (Nichols 34). (Nichols 31-2) (See Hillman, PP, for more on the Puer 
Aeternus.) 

    I am Dionysos, son of Zeus,
    come back to Thebes, this land where I was born.
    My mother was Cadmos daughter, Semele by name,
    midwived by fire, delivered by lightning's
    blast.
            And here I stand, an incognito god,
    disguised as a man  



                             - Euripedes, Bacchae
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I. Magus - Magos - Magician (1) 

Dominus Casus - Lord of Chance
Suit: Wands - Element: Fire 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Mutationis auctor & impulsor (Author and instigator of metamorphosis). 

Deities:
Hermes, Mercury; Cronos, Saturn. 

Dice:
1+1 (Snake Eyes) = Love+Impulse (Water Hexactys) = King of Misrule (Fire Hexactys). 

Astragali:
1+1+1 = First of the Triumph of Love. 



Greek Letter = Beta:
Boulesis = purpose, intention, one's will. 

Description 

Hermes stands behind a three-legged table, on which are a flute, a leather purse, two dice and a pyrgos 
(tower), which is a device for tossing dice that looks like a miniature version of the Tower (Maj. Arc. 
XV). The dice show "snake eyes" (two aces); on the two right sides are caters (fours), on the two left 
sides, sinks (fives). The first two fingers of his right hand are extended over the table; in his left hand he 
holds a Caduceus, formed of three shoots, the center forming the handle and the outer two entwined in 
double loops. The looped part glows brightly, and the ends of the outside shoots are carved with serpent 
heads, the left red, the right green. Hermes, a mature man with a thick, moderately long beard, wears a 
petasos, the broad-brimmed hat of the traveller, and sandals, which are laced up to just below His knees. 
He also wears around his shoulders a red chlamys (short mantle) with a green fringe, and a short, white 
tunic, under which he seems to have an erection. There are calliculae (small, shiny, decorated bronze 
disks) on his tunic and mantle, which are engraved with symbols such as the familiar astrological sign 
for Mercury, an alpha, an omega and an equilateral triangle inside a square. A grotesque Medusa mask, 
with snake-like tassels for hair, hangs behind Hermes on the wall to his right. A cock stands beside him 
to his left. 

Verse 

A touch of the Magician's Wand: a word, A sight, a sound, a gift by chance conferred, Transforms your 
life, and leads the soul beyond Accustomed bounds, if only you respond. Attend the Guide whene'er the 
call is heard! 

Interpretation 

Transformation is initiated by a chance occurrence. The Magician, the King of the Saturnalia 
(Saturnalicius Princeps), is chosen by lot, and during his seven-day reign his whim is law, and other 
people will be made kings or beggars, winners or losers, by his caprice. He rolls his dice and others must 
obey. He is unpredictable, mercurial. Thus he is called Lord of Chance. 

The Magician is the creator of a new cosmos. He allows us temporary entry into another world so that 
we may be transformed and reborn into the mundane world (cf. Hermes leading Orpheus into the 
Underworld and back). In the Saturnalia (and Carnival), Hermes is released into the world to recreate it - 
a recreation - and through him the limitless vitality of the Fool is given purpose, direction and intent. 



However, to create a new cosmos (order), the old cosmos must be turned upside down. Thus the 
Magician Hermes is the Lord of Contradiction. First, he is himself a contradictory figure: trickster yet 
savior, king of misrule yet obedient to justice, deceiving orator yet honest prophet, illusionist yet 
revealer of truth, fraudulent conjurer yet genuine mage, thief yet honest trader, diabolical yet angelic, 
material yet spiritual. Second, he governs contradiction, and shows the way that finds unity in 
opposition. In particular, he governs the transformation of a bad situation into a good outcome. 
Remember that on the day of his birth Hermes stole Apollo's cattle, tricked him and lied about it, yet 
these crimes eventuated in Apollo receiving the lyre and becoming the patron of the arts, and in Hermes 
becoming the patron of divination and shepherds. Hermes teaches us that the worst evils can be 
transformed to good. He provokes us into new insights. 

The Magician is one of the four Agents of Transformation (the others being X.Fortune, XI.Time and 
XVI.Star). He is the psychopomp, who leads Souls across boundaries into new realms. He is the Guide 
or Teacher we encounter just when they're needed most, or just when we're ready to understand what 
they have to say. He is the one who leads us to the book that we happen to look at and buy on a whim, 
and which is later enormously valuable to us. He is the source of the overheard remark that leads us on a 
path of change. When we benefit from synchronicity, Hermes deserves our thanks. 

Commentary 

   
The illustration for December in the Calendar of 354 shows the figure described, except that he is hatless 
and holds a torch instead of the Caduceus (Salzman figs. 23, 43, 52). According to Salzman (pp. 75-6), 
the picture illustrates the Saturnalia, since gambling with dice was allowed only during this holiday, and 
in later times playing cards (such as the Tarot) were allowed only during Carnival (Moakley 63). The 
mask represents the custom of dressing in costumes (especially cross-dressing) that is characteristic of 
both Saturnalia and Carnival (Lawson 221-231), and was also illegal at other times (Moakley 56). The 
fringed or tasseled mantle is a characteristic of shamans (Butterworth, Traces, 167-8), as is the tasseled 
Medusa mask (Butterworth, Traces, pp. 151-2, 164-7, plates IX, XV-XVII). The figure in the Calendar 
also wears the calliculae (or galliculae), which reflect evil, and are also standard accoutrements of priests 
(Mollet, s.v.) and of shamans of all cultures (Butterworth, Traces, pp. 30n, 162-8, plates X, XV-XVII). 



The omega is a serpent sign associated with Mercury (Jung, Sp. Merc. 213). The alpha-omega pair show 
Mercury to be the creator of a cosmos (Jung, Sp. Merc. 222), and his completeness as a quaternity and 
trinity is shown by the sign of a triangle in a square in a circle (Jung, Sp. Merc. 224). Hermes is 
frequently accompanied by a cock, which here replaces the strung-up birds of the Calendar of 354. The 
petasos, chlamys, purse and flute are also common attributes of Hermes. 

Mylius, Philosophia Reformata, pl. 19 

Traditionally this trump has been called the Magician (il Mago), the Juggler (le Bateleur, der Gaukler), 
the Mountebank, and even the Thimble-rigger (le Joueur de Gobelets). Furthermore, in many languages 
the word for magician has two senses: an authentic magician and a charlatan (e.g., Greek Goes, Magos). 
Moakley (62-3) identifies the Magician (il Bagatino, il Bagatto) with the Little Juggler Bagatino, a 
clown in commedia dell'arte, who is identified with the Carnival King. Occultists may deplore this 
ambiguity, but it's inherent in the nature of Hermes, for he is simultaneously the Magician, the Trickster, 
the Crafty One and the Thief (see Brown, Hermes). He is called shifty and the skin-changing 
(versipellis), the god of illusion and delusion (Jung, Sp. Merc. 217, 247). 

The antinomian or contradictory nature of Hermes is well attested; he is called duplex, of two natures, 
male and female, heaven and earth, mother and father, young and old, strong and weak, etc. etc. (Jung, 
Sp. Merc. 216-8, 237). As Jung (Sp. Merc. 241) says, "In comparison with the purity and unity of the 
Christ symbol, Mercurius-lapis is ambiguous, dark, paradoxical, and thoroughly pagan. ... The 
paradoxical nature of Mercurius reflects an important aspect of the self - the fact, namely, that it is 
essentially a complexio oppositorum, and indeed can be nothing else if it is to represent any kind of 
totality." He continues (245-6): "The magic of his name enables him, in spite of his ambiguity and 
duplicity, to keep outside the split, for as an ancient pagan god he possesses a natural undividedness 
which is impervious to logical and moral contradictions. This gives him invulnerability and 
incorruptibility, the very qualities we so urgently need to heal the split in ourselves." 

Further evidence for Hermes as the Carnival King is provided by the Hermaea, an ancient Cretan festival 
in his honor at which masters and slaves traded places, as in the Saturnalia and Kronia (OCD, s.v. 
Hermes). 

The Magician is called the Lord of Chance because Hermes is also the patron of the Happy Coincidence 
(beneficial synchronicity, as we might say): the chance encounter, the unexpected find (so-called 
hermeia - "gifts of Hermes"), the overheard word (Brown, Hermes). The kledon, or accidentally 



significant utterance, is the basis for Hermes' own system of divination, in which, after prayer, one 
covers one's ears until in the marketplace, and then uncovers them and takes the first word heard as an 
omen (OCD, s.v. Hermes). From Apollo he learned astragalomancy and divination by dice. Finally, 
Hermes is the god of games of chance (Larousse 123). Jung (Sp. Merc. 240) compares him to the 
"daemonic serpent, Lilith or Melusina who lives in the tree, prods and persuades us to knowledge." 

Since the Magician is King of Misrule, he reverses the order of nature (Jung, Sp. Merc. 218). His every 
whim is law, so those subject to his capricious orders know him as the Lord of Chance. Some he may 
make emperors, others slaves; some he may make priests, others he marries. His capriciousness contrasts 
with the inevitable ascent and descent of the Wheel of Fortune (the Lady of Chance). 

See Nettleship & Sandys (s.v. Hermes) for a description and illustration of this form of the Caduceus. Its 
shape represents both the three nadis of yoga and the Cosmic Tree, with its threefold trunk, known 
throughout the ancient Middle East (Butterworth, Tree, passim). These nadis (Ida, Pingala and 
Shushumna) are the channels up which the Kundalini or serpent power is drawn, which reminds us that 
the Magician is the first card of the Triumph of Love (I through VI in the Ferrara sequence). The two 
serpents represent male and female wisdom interweaving in the nervous system (Shushumna, the spine). 
As Arrian said in the Discourses of Epictetus, "This Wand of Hermes: touch what you will with it, they 
say, and it becomes gold. Nay, but bring what you will and I will transmute it into Good." 

The Magician (I) is the alchemical Mercury who will unite the Salt of the Empress (II) and the Sulphur 
of the Emperor (III); he will preside over the marriage of the lunar High Priestess (IV) to the solar High 
Priest (V), oversee its consummation in Love (VI), and deliver the child Temperance (VII). The 
Magician leads the Triumph of Love (I-VI). 

The vas Hermeticum (Hermetic vessel), in which the alchemical operation takes place, is round to 
represent the miniature cosmos to be created within it; it is Hermetically sealed - that is sealed with the 
sign of Hermes - to separate it from the outside world (Jung, Sp. Merc. 197). In exactly this way the 
Magician creates a new world in his domain, isolated from the ordinary world. Alchemy is as ambiguous 
as Hermes. It's quite possible that it originated in procedures for dying metals and stones - which of 
course could be used for either legitimate or fraudulent purposes. 

The Mercurius philosophicus (philosophical Mercury) is routinely described in contradictory terms, for 
it is a unification of opposites. For example, dry water (aqua sicca), water not wetting the hands (aqua 
manus non madefaciens), etc. (Jung, Sp. Merc. 207). 

All the elements are united in Hermes. His connection with the Fool is shown by his many associations 
with Air. Hermes was originally a wind god; he travels through the air and corresponds to Thoth, who 
makes souls breath. In its most basic sense, spiritus is moving air. He is also connected with the element 
Earth, since he represents the Spiritus Mundi (Spirit of the Earth), the interpenetration of spirit and 
matter. Most importantly, he is the fiery water and the watery fire. (Jung, Sp. Merc. 212-3, 215-9) 



The cock which accompanies the herald is taken to be a symbol of vigilance, since it heralds the coming 
of dawn. Likewise Hermes is the God who puts people to sleep and wakes them at dawn, and so he is 
called the Light Bringer (Phosphoros, Lucifer), as is the cock. (Hermes brings both obscurity and 
illumination, dreams and clarity.) Finally, we must not forget that the cock is a sexual symbol (hence the 
slang), due to his aggressiveness and eagerness to mate. (See Biedermann 288; Stassinopoulos 197) 
Hermes' erection recalls his most common representation: the ithyphallic herms that stood outside 
almost every Athenian home. Mercury is the spiritus vegetativus, a nature deity who is closely 
associated and sometimes identical with Venus (Jung, Sp. Merc. 195-6, 202, 215-6, 226). 

As the Light Bringer (Phosphoros, Lucifer), a morning star (Stella Matutina), Mercury is not himself the 
light, but heralds the dawning of self-knowledge, the cognitio matutina. Alchemically, he brings the 
Sunlight to Earth - the Mercury (Spirit) joining the Sulphur (Soul) to the Salt (Body) (Pernety 108). His 
alter ego, Venus, is also called Stella Matutina and Lucifer. As evening stars (Stellae Verspertinae), with 
the assistance of Cupid (their son by some accounts), they herald the descent back into the cognitio 
vespertina, the world of sense and natural consciousness (see VI.Love). So the cycle continues. (Jung, 
Sp. Merc. 247-8) 

Hermes is often shown wearing the petasos, which is nearly identical to the hat worn by the Magician in 
many Tarot decks. Moakley (63, 113) claims that red is the characteristic color of the Carnival King and 
of the Baggatino (Little Juggler) of commedia dell'arte, and it is still the color of the Magician in most 
Tarot decks, as it was in the earliest (e.g. Visconti-Sforza, c.1450). In these decks the Magician also 
wears some green, a color associated with Venus and Mercury (Jung, Sp. Merc. 226). 

The Magician, dressed in red, is the natural enemy of the Idiot, who will dress in white at the end of the 
Saturnalia (Moakley 115), in well-known alchemical symbolism. For example, Rulandus, in his Lexicon 
of Alchemy (1612), says of Mercury that, "When he conquers, he is white; when overcome, he is red." 
Thus when the Magician has triumphed and his purification is complete, he will throw off his red cloak 
and show himself in white robe of innocence and purity. Similarly, Case (32, 43) explains that the red 
cloak represents "desire, passion and activity," which the Magician can take up or put aside at will; his 
white robe represents "the light of perfect wisdom," which always underlies his actions. 

The manuscripts of the Calendar of 354 differ with regard to the spots showing on the dice. Therefore 
I've shown (1) snake eyes (two aces), the throw I've tentatively associated with the Magician; (2) two 
caters (fours), since Hermes was born on the fourth day of the fourth month, and the number four is 
sacred to him; (3) two sinks (fives), because 55 represents the totality of the decad and thus the cosmos: 
55 = 1 + 2 + ... + 9 + 10. The Magician's two extended fingers, which match the snake eyes, show that 
he has been chosen by lot to be the King of the Saturnalia. Thus, he is reborn as Hermes (4, 4) and for 
the duration of the Saturnalia he governs the cosmos (55). (For what it's worth, in the Water Hexactys, 
two caters corresponds to the Star, the Lady of Necessity, and two sinks corresponds to the Judgement; 
in the Fire Hexactys, two caters corresponds to the Wheel, the Lady of Chance, and two sinks 
corresponds to the Tower.) 



The pyrgos (Greek "tower") or turricula (Latin "little tower"), which is shown in the Calendar of 354, is 
a dice cup in the shape of a tower with steps; it's a miniature of the tower in the Tower trump (Salzman 
74; Guhl & Koner 270; Koller s.v. fritillus, a synonymous Latin term). 

The Magician corresponds to Saturn (Cronos) as well as Hermes, for the two are closely related. 
Sometimes Saturn is Mercurius Senex (Mercury Senior); other times Mercurius Iuvenis (Mercury 
Junior) is Saturn's son. Like Mercury, Saturn may be a hermaphrodite and a unification of opposites. In 
alchemy both Mercury and Saturn may be the red and green lions, and they both represent the prima 
materia. Both are the Mediator, who is responsible for transforming evil into good. (Jung, Sp. Merc. 226-
8, 235) 

The Saturnalia and the Carnival last seven days (Dec. 17-23), each ruled by a planet. The last day, 
Saturn's day, is ruled by Saturnus Lucifer, who heralds the coming light of self-knowledge, cognitio 
matutina (morning consciousness), which arrives on the Sun's day (Jung, Sp. Merc. 248-50). 

The character of the Magician is given by the numerical value of ERMHS O AKAKHTA QEOS 
(Hermes Ho Akaketa Theos, The Gracious God Hermes) = 1058, which reduces to 8-5+0-1 = 2. The 
correspondence with Saturn is shwon by the numerical value of KRONOS OURANIDHS O QEOS 
(Kronos Ouranides Ho Theos, The God Kronos, son of Ouranos) = 1707, which reduces to 7-0+7-1-11 = 
2. Both show the Magician to have the character of the Dyad, which, for the Pythagoreans, represents 
action directed toward an end, which gives purpose to the Monad (0.Idiot), a principle of initiative, 
impulse, change and contradiction. (TA 8-9, 11; see also the meaning of Beta, above, and the discussion 
of the Twos in the Minor Arcana) 

Further evidence of the correspondence of the Magician and Saturn: The Fool corresponds to the 
primordial Chaos, and the Lord and Lady of Chance (1.Magician and 10.Fortune) correspond to the first 
divine couple, Saturn and Rhea, who ruled in the Golden Age. They are the Yang and Yin that come 
from the Tao and beget the gods of the First Ogdoad (the Personal Triumphs), corresponding to the eight 
trigrams. Conversely, the Second Ogdoad (the Universal Triumphs) progresses into a new Golden Age, 
ruled again by Cronos and Rhea, but now in their roles as Lord and Lady of Necessity (11.Time and the 
16.Star). They reunite into the hermaphroditic Cosmos (21), that is, the Yang and Yin reunite in the Tao. 
This will be explained more fully when those cards are discussed. 

 Return to Pythagorean Tarot homepage 
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II. Imperatrix - Basileia - Empress (2, 3) 

Magistra Sceptri - Mistress of the Sceptre 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Magna Mater omnium nutrix (Great Mother, nurse of all) 

Deities:
Aphrodite, Venus; Demeter, Ceres; Hera, Juno. 

Dice:
1+2 = Love+Female (Water Hexactys); 2+1 = Couple+Female (Fire Hexactys). 

Astragali:
Astragali: 1+3+1 = Love+Ruler+Female. 



Greek Letter = Gamma:
Genesis = generation, production, creation, manner of birth. 

Trigram:
::: Name: K'un = the Receptive. Image: Earth. The Mother, associated with receptivity, docility, 
frugality and support (tree trunk, wagon). North in the Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

The Empress sits on a golden throne, the armrests of which are emerald lions. On this bright spring day 
she is surrounded by fields of wheat, and from behind her a stream forms a pool to her left; cypress trees 
grow in the background on both sides. In front of her right leg a peacock stands with tail spread. 

The Empress is a young woman with a benevolent expression, rosy complexion, white arms, and 
shoulder-length, wavy hair the color of ripened grain. She has the ample breasts and distended abdomen 
of a mother-to-be. She wears a rich green peplos (loose robe), decorated with pomegranates, which 
partially exposes her left breast, as though she has been nursing. 

Around her waist is a rose-red zona (girdle), richly embroidered with the evergreen myrtle and its pink 
and white flowers; a reddish-purple himation (mantle) is draped over her left arm and legs. A 
multicolored cloud shimmers like a rainbow around her head. 

The Empress wears the polos, a tall, cylindrical gold crown, which is adorned with seven star-shaped 
diamonds and the images of three ears of corn. She wears a glistening white veil, which covers the top of 
the polos, and hangs down its back and sides to her shoulders. She has golden ear-rings with three drop-
shaped gems, a necklace of twelve pearls, and silver serpent bracelets. In her right hand she holds a 
glowing sceptre surmounted by a cuckoo or dove. Her left hand holds on edge a round, copper disk 
emblazoned in silver with the astrological sign of Venus, a silver uroboros clockwise around the rim; a 
silvery liquid drips from the disk's lip onto the lion-armrest, which supports it. 

Verse 

Eternal Mother, mistress of the grain, Sustaining growth with either milk or rain, Engulfs again her 
children, whereupon The self-consuming wheel of life goes on. Within her womb we all descend again! 

Interpretation 



The Empress represents the characteristically feminine aspects of consciousness, the lunar illumination, 
which merges rather than separates. She is the First Mother "in actu," who creates, preserves, nurtures, 
conserves, and organizes growth and development - all with conscious awareness. Her activity is 
"mothering" in all its manifestations, and this trump represents all the ideas suggested by Mothers - 
negative as well as positive. The Empress represents activity that flows with Mother Nature, the 
universal processes of material birth, development and decline. 

The Empress is the bright side of the High Priestess; that is, she manifests in the light those tendencies 
that the Priestess conceals, and gives them living, material embodiment. They are the two sides of the 
moon: light and dark, the opposite sides of the same Eternal Feminine. This is shown by the water 
flowing on the Empress's left, the side of the subconscious, for this stream has its source in the mighty 
river Ocean, the subconscious sea, from whose hidden waters emerges the High Priestess, and which 
irrigates the lush efflorescence of the Empress's garden. 

The Empress can be terrifying, for she is the Queen who must devour her mate, the Old King, reducing 
him to primary matter, raw material for her desire to mold and reshape, and so beget the Young King. 
She is the all-consuming side of Nature, who destroys so that she may create anew. 

Commentary 

The Empress is primarily the archetypal Mother, corresponding to the Emperor, the archetypal Father. 
However, it's important to keep in mind that these archetypal images relate to each other in multiple 
ways. Thus, when the High Priestess and High Priest mate, they become the Empress and Emperor, the 
archetypal parents. Conversely, the parents give birth to the High Priestess and High Priest, the 
archetypal virgin children. For example, Demeter, the Empress, is an alter ego of Kore (Persephone), the 
High Priestess (OCD s.v. Demeter). The High Priestess becomes the Empress when her pregnancy 
becomes visible, i.e., when in the waxing lunar light subconscious content is exposed to awareness 
(Jung, MC 356). Similarly, Juno was a moon goddess and associated with Diana (Larousse 203), for the 
Empress and High Priestess are alter egos (Nichols 89-90). They are simultaneously mother, sister, 
daughter, beloved, heavenly goddess and chthonic Baubo, as the Emperor and High Priest are 
simultaneously father, brother, son, lover, heavenly god and chthonic demon (Jung, Aion 12-3); their 
union is necessarily incestuous (Jung, MC 298-300). 

Imperatrix (Empress), like Imperator (Emperor) derives from the Latin verb impero, to command, to 
order, to organize production, to rule or have authority; its deeper meaning is illustrated by the root verb 
paro, which means to produce, to provide for, to supply, to prepare, to plan. However, the Empress's 
primary concern is material welfare of her charges, as opposed to the Emperor, whose concern is their 
spiritual welfare (von Franz 214). These functions of the Empress correspond to Demeter as 
Thesmophoros (Law Giver) (Larousse 150), and Hera as Queen of the Gods (cf. Case 59). 



Hera and Juno are deities of woman, especially of marriage and sex. The hieros gamos (sacred marriage) 
was celebrated in Hera's honor. Juno was connected with the moon (cf. the Empress and High Priestess 
as alter egos). (OCD s.v.), and her name has been related to a woman's iuno, or guardian spirit, who 
watches over her, as a man's genius watches over him (OCD s.v. Juno). As moon goddesses, Hera and 
Juno are also connected with pregnancy and with the birth and nurturing of children, for birth brings the 
newborn into the light. As a consequence they also presided over the multiplication of the race and 
fertility. (OCD s.v. Hera; Larousse 203-4) Hera was often associated with Aphrodite, and one of her 
most ancient statues at Sparta was named "Hera Aphrodite." In her role as a goddess of increase, Hera 
became a city goddess, which strengthens her connection with the Empress. Likewise, Juno Regina was 
a great goddess of the state. (OCD s.v.) 

The Empress represents the maternal Eros (vs. the paternal Logos of the Emperor): the capacity to relate, 
which is the intellectually formulated intuitive equivalent of the archetypal image of the moon (IV.High 
Priestess). (Jung, Aion 12-3; MC 179) The Empress is accurately described in the alchemical Aurora 
Consurgens, where the Queen is called "the mother of fair love and of fear and of knowledge and of holy 
hope" (Jung, MC 377). She is female consciousness, which sees by the darker light of the moon, and so 
tends to merge things rather than separate them, as does sunlight (Jung, MC 179). 

Aphrodite and Demeter were mother goddesses, both of whose human consorts (Iasion and Anchises) 
came to bad ends. We will see (VI.Love) that this is a part of the sacred coupling, for fertility has 
priority over marriage (OCD s.vv.). So also Hera brings about the downfall of Zeus's mortal paramours 
(Larousse 106-7). These myths warn us to beware of direct confrontations with archetypes: "Whoever 
gazes on the god unmasked, is swiftly burned to ash." 

The Empress is Mother Nature, the Anima Mundi (World Soul) (von Franz 65, 213), and she represents 
fertility, of human, animal and plant. Thus Demeter and Ceres were in origin corn-goddesses, but they 
came to preside over all the fruits of the earth and to represent the fertile and cultivated soil. Through 
Triptolemus, Demeter taught agriculture to mortals. Ceres was closely associated with Tellus Mater 
(=Terra Mater, Earth Mother), and in ancient times Demeter's name was interpreted to mean Earth 
Mother (De=Ge Meter). (OCD s.vv.; Larousse 150) Though now rejected, Hera's name was similarly 
derived from an old Greek word for Earth (Larousse 106). There is evidence that Aphrodite and Venus 
are goddesses of vegetation (OCD s.vv.), for Venus symbolized the spring and fruitfulness, and 
Aphrodite was a goddess of fertility and generation akin to Ishtar and Astarte. In this role she is 
especially associated with Adonis, a vegetation divinity (OCD s.v. Aphrodite; Larousse 130, 211). 

As vegetation deities, Aphrodite, Demeter, Ceres and Tellus all had underworld associations. For 
example, the dead were called "Demeter's people." (OCD s.vv.) This is the chthonic, dark side of the 
Mother. 

The Empress corresponds to the Bride in the Sacred Marriage; in Sumerian-Akkadian mythology she is 
Inanna, Astarte, Ishtar, the Queen and Sister of the King and Shepherd, Dumuzi/Tammuz. Because she 
is also a war goddess, she gives the King his arms. (Kramer, Sac. Mar.) Similarly, Aphrodite was 



occasionally shown armed and wearing a helmet, especially at Sparta (OCD s.v.; Larousse 130), and as a 
goddess of the state, Juno Regina was shown armed and wearing a goatskin cloak (OCD s.v.). 

In alchemy the Queen nurses the Green Lion and simultaneously drinks his rose-colored blood from a 
golden cup brought by Mercurius, thus, like the uroboros, consuming and regenerating her own 
substance, for she must integrate her own material nature before she can redeem the King (Jung, MC 
292-3, 301, 305-11, 322, 364-5). The regenerated Queen is Luna, the High Priestess (Jung, MC 315, 
322). Yet by this same alchemical process, the Lion also consumes his own substance, for he will be 
reborn as the Young King when he has transformed the strength of his animal nature (Jung MC 294-7). 
The lion and the peacock (see below) represent lust and pride, the "overweening pretension of the 
human shadow" (Jung, MC 365). Mercury and Venus are both cup-bearers, and each drinks from the 
cup of the other, the seminal cup and the menstrual cup, for rejuvenation requires that seed and moon 
integrate each other's substance (Jung, MC 301-3; cf. Rev. 17.1-2). Only then will there by 
psychological growth and development (Jung, MC 308, 310). Venus, clothed like Mercury in reddish 
hues, must be the Noble Whore as well as the Chaste Bride of the King, for her role is to rejuvenate the 
King (Jung, MC 302, 306, 310). Venus, the Empress, is but another disguise of Mercury, the Magician 
(Jung, MC 304). 

Hera and Juno represent the deified essence of Woman (the Eternal Feminine, we might say), but are 
especially goddesses of marriage and maternity (Larousse 106, 203), and the well-known squabble 
between Zeus and Hera represents the inevitable confrontation of the ego-consciousness and the 
subconscious archetypes that must precede the birth of the unified child (Jung, MC 310, 359). 

Aphrodite is also a goddess of marriage, though she ceded most of this office to Hera (OCD s.v. 
Aphrodite; Larousse 131). She lay with Anchises, a mortal, and bore his godlike son, Aeneas (Larousse 
131), and bore Harmonia to Ares (Larousse 132) - Love and Strife giving birth to Harmony (cf. VII.
Temperance). Indeed, Venus is the fountain in which the Emperor will be drowned in preparation for his 
rebirth (Jung, MC 303). In general Aphrodite was associated with water and her name was derived 
(falsely) from "foam" (OCD s.v.) She is the alchemical bath that will dissolve the Old King and nurture 
the Child (see VI.Love). 

Demeter also could be fearsome, for she could bring famine as well as plenty. There is a Black Demeter 
of Phigalia, who was pursued by Poseidon. At first they fought, but then mated in the form of horses, 
and Demeter eventually gave birth to a goddess known only as Despoena (Mistress). Similarly, Zeus 
mated with her as a bull, and she bore Kore (Maiden). (OCD s.v. Demeter; Larousse 152) Both 
correspond the mating of II.Empress and III.Emperor and the birth of VII.Temperance (Wisdom = 
Sophia). 

Our image of the Empress has a number of precedents. For example, a figure in Pictorius' Apotheoseos 
(p. 17) shows Juno nude above the waist; her veil, falling from a crown with eight rays, is draped around 
her groin. She wears tall boots and sits upon her throne, right hand holding the shears, left holding her 
sceptre. Two peacocks look back toward her from either side of her throne and a lion sleeps beneath her 



feet. (See Albricus, Allegoriae poeticae.) On Etruscan mirrors we see Uni (Juno), with Tin (Jove), 
naked, but for a cloak over her arm and a necklace (5 pendants), or with a peplos exposing her right 
shoulder. Her hair is short or tied up. (van der Meer 33, 116) 

 
In an image of Tellus Mater in a relief from the Ara Paca (Alter of Peace) erected on the Campus 
Martius (Larousse 205), she is seated on an outdoor throne with two children, birds, animals and lush 
vegetation all around her. The elementals Air and Water accompany her. 

Also, a relief by Vincenzo Pacetti in the Villa Borghese (Rome) shows Juno with her left breast exposed, 
her right foot resting on a peacock, and drawing a veil from her head (Bulfinch/Holme 118). This figure 
is reproduced in du Choul's 1556 Discours de la religion des anciens Romains (Seznec 96). In the 
Louvre, a Venus Genetrix from Frejus has her left breast exposed and two pomegranates in her left 
hand; the Vatican Hera has her left breast partially exposed, wears the polos, and holds a sceptre (right) 
and patera or libation dish (left). The card in the Cary-Yale Visconti deck that is commonly identified 
with Charity, shows a richly robed woman nursing an infant from her left breast. 

Demeter is commonly depicted seated or walking, and has hair "as fair as ripened grain" (Larousse 152). 
Hera is the "white-armed goddess" (Larousse 106), and Aphrodite has gleaming fair hair and silvery 
feet; "On her sweet face she always wore an amiable smile" (Larousse 131). In Petrarch's Africa (III.242-
7) Juno is described as having a many-colored cloud, the gift of Iris, around her long-haired head, and 
peacocks flocking about her feet. 

On another Etruscan mirror Aphrodite stands, caressing Atunis (Adonis). She a long, decorated 
himation, ornate shoes, a tiara with seven visible vertical rays, an ear-ring with two links, a necklace 
with perhaps 16 visible links and a pendant with two links, and a snake (2 1/2 coils) around her left 
forearm. Her hair may be supported in a hair net. Behind the couple stands an enormous (> 2 m.) swan 
or goose (Tusna). She is accompanied by five attendants. (van der Meer 83) (The Etruscans divided their 
zodiac into 16 parts.) 

In general, Hera and Aphrodite were depicted as young women (Larousse 106, 130). Representations of 
Hera and Demeter emphasize maternity; Aphrodite Genetrix (the mother bringing forth) also has this 



character (Larousse 106, 130, 152). Juno Lucina (of Births) may appear with three children, one in her 
arms, two at her feet (Larousse 204). In alchemy the Queen nurses the Green Lion, whom she holds in 
her lap (Jung, MC 310, 322). 

Aphrodite is often accompanied by the Graces, nature goddesses, who spread joy and beauty, bring 
flowers (Thalia), and preside over the budding of plant life and the ripening of fruit. They were closely 
connected with Apollo and sometimes were considered to be the sun's rays. The Graces wear long 
chitons and crowns, or (after the fourth century BCE) they are nude and holding each other by the 
shoulder. (Larousse 132) The Visconti tarocchi deck in the Cary-Yale collections shows the Empress 
with four attendants, two of which wear red mantles over a green robes. 

There is an ancient tradition of an androgynous Aphrodite, who was even shown with a beard; at root 
she is an alter ego of Mercurius duplex, and she is often associated with Hermes and had an ongoing 
affair with him (OCD s.v. Aphrodite; Jung, MC 304; Larousse 131). The story of Hermaphroditus, the 
son of Aphrodite and Hermes, may derive from the bearded Aphrodite. The nymph Salmacis spied the 
young hunter while he was bathing and tried to rape him. While they struggled in the water, she prayed 
that they never be separated, and so they merged into a single body. (Larousse 132) Here we have a 
myth of the merging of the male and the female in the waters of the unconscious. Since Venus is an alter-
ego of Mercury, she shares a number of his attributes, including the element air, the color green, the lion, 
and the phoenix (Jung, Sp. Mer. 22) 

Demeter and Hera usually wear a long tunic or chiton (Larousse 106, 152). The Rider-Waite Empress 
wears a gown decorated with pomegranates (a symbol of conjugal love and fruitfulness). The rose and 
red colors, especially rose-red and scarlet, are anciently associated with Venus and other love goddesses; 
it recalls blood and represents the "abiding water" (aqua permanans), the life fluid, as well as human 
beauty (venustas) and worldly lust (voluptas mundi). The "tincture of the rose," of Tyrian hue, is the 
blood of the dragon, the purple cloak with which the queen is covered. (Jung, MC 302, 306) 

Aphrodite has a magic zona or zone (girdle), which enslaves the hearts of mortals and immortals. 
According to Homer it is cleverly embroidered and well worked; it contains love, desire and sweet 
dalliance - every seduction. (Larousse 131) For the zona see, for example, Mollett (s.v.) or Autenrieth 
(cut 44). Aphrodite is also said to wear a veil more dazzling than flame, bracelets, ear-rings, golden 
necklaces around her throat, and "her delicate bosom shone like the moon" (Larousse 131) Demeter and 
Hera also often wear a veil, white as the sun, covering the back of their heads (Larousse 106, 152). 

Hera and Aphrodite are both shown wearing the polos, a high crown or diadem of cylindrical shape 
(Larousse 106, 130), and Demeter may be crowned with ears of corn or a ribbon (Larousse 152). In 
general, the triumphant Queen wears a crown of stellar diamonds (Jung, MC 378). 

The seven stars/diamonds are, of course, the seven planets, whose influences she integrates. Similarly, 
the twelve pearls represent the months of the year and the signs of the Zodiac: the cycle of the year (cf. 
Case 60). Hera wears golden clasps on her robe and ear-rings set with three drop-shaped gems (Larousse 



106). 

The Empress holds the sceptre in her right hand to show that she is a conscious organizer (cf. Nichols 
88). The pool is on the left because it represents the subconscious (cf. IIII. High Priestess). The Empress 
is Mistress of the Sceptre, and we will see that the sceptre is a frequent attribute of Hera, Juno and 
Demeter (for whom it may have the form of a torch). For example, Demeter is shown with a sceptre, 
ears of corn or torches (OCD s.v.; Larousse 152). Juno Regina is usually shown standing, wearing the 
veil, holding the golden sceptre, patera and sometimes the thunderbolt; her peacock is nearby (Larousse 
106). Hera is also a queenly figure shown with sceptre, diadem or polos (OCD s.v.). Her staff is crowned 
with a cuckoo, which is phallic and recalls her seduction by Zeus in the form of a cuckoo (Larousse 99, 
106). 

Polycletus' image of Hera in the Heraeum at Argos shows her seated on a golden throne, wearing a 
diadem depicting the Hours and Graces, holding a pomegranate in her left hand and a cuckoo-sceptre in 
her right; Hebe, her daughter, stands nearby (Larousse 106). See also Neumann (pl. 153), which shows a 
Cyprian terracotta of Aphrodite enthroned, wearing the polos and holding a pomegranate in her right 
hand; in our image, green lions replace the sphinxes in the terracotta. Similarly, the Great Mother Cybele 
is commonly shown enthroned, flanked by lions, holding a tambourine, and wearing the polos. 

Hera was a shield goddess, and so she was associated with a sacred shield; Juno Sospita (Savior) is 
shown with spear and shield (OCD s.v. Hera; Larousse 204). In the Pierpont Morgan-Bergamo Visconti-
Sforza and Cary-Yale Visconti tarocchi decks, the Empress holds a staff in her right hand, and in her left 
a shield emblazoned with an imperial black eagle. In our representation, the copper disk doubles as a 
small shield and a patera (ritual plate), the vessel of Venus from which flows an endless stream of 
quicksilver (Jung, MC 304). The uroboros serpent is a symbol of the self-consuming cycle of nature 
(Biedermann s.v.); it moves clockwise like the sun and moon. 

Aphrodite was called "Cypris" or "the Cyprian" because her first home was Cyprus, which was known 
for its copper (Lat. cyprium) mines; therefore copper is especially associated with her. The green color 
of copper compounds also suggests the fertility and vegetation aspects of Aphrodite and so green is her 
color, for green is the color of procreation and resurrection (Jung, MC 286-9). Cypress trees and myrtle, 
both evergreen, are especially dear to Aphrodite. 

The peacock is a symbol of Hera and Juno. The "eyes" on its tail represent the stars of heaven and 
suggest the starry canopy of the High Priestess, her alter ego (Larousse 106). (See also a Diana Lucefera, 
pl. 161 in Neumann.) Since the peacock renews its plumage each year, it is a symbol of renewal and the 
cycle of nature. Its colors indicate the completion of the great work, as do the colors of Iris (the 
rainbow), who like Hermes is a messenger of the gods; Iris is also called Junonia (see 7.Temperance). :w 
The peacock and rainbow symbolize the synthesis of all the elements and qualities. The Empress is the 
Queen Mother, the mother of the gods, who grants renewal; she eats peacock flesh, the Cibus Immortalis 
(the Imperishable Food, since it was thought not to putrefy), during her pregnancy. (Jung, MC 290-2, 
307) The phoenix is another symbol of resurrection associated with the Empress (Jung, MC 290). 



Frolicking wolves, lions and panthers accompany Aphrodite when she climbs Mt. Ida (Larousse 131), 
and she is sometimes shown sitting on a swan or a tortoise (OCD s.v.) Juno's sacred geese protected 
Rome and her temple at Lanuvium was guarded by a serpent (Larousse 204). Finally, the dove is sacred 
to Aphrodite (OCD s.v.), as is the myrtle, which is an evergreen (N.B.) shrub with pink and white 
flowers. 

The Empress Demeter is the daughter of Cronos and Rhea (Larousse 152), who correspond first to I.
Magician and X.Fortune, and later to XI.Old Man and XVI.Star). 

The Empress is the alchemical Salt, the material principle of nature, which is united with the Emperor, 
the alchemical Sulphur, the creative energy, through the agency of the Magician, the alchemical 
Mercury (Crowley 75, 77). She is called Sal Veneris (the Salt of Venus), the anima vegetativa (vegetable 
spirit) corresponding to the alchemical Sulphur. So also, the Cytherian (Venus) is the lapis, the 
Philosopher's Stone, which is also called the Cytherian stone and the pearl of Cytheria. (Jung, MC 304) 
(See also the Aces, Twos and Threes in the Minor Arcana.) 

The numerical value of AFRODITH (Aphrodite) is 993, which reduces to 3-9+9 = 3; as does that of H 
DHMHTHR (He Demeter, Demeter) = 476, yielding 6-7+4 = 3. Both show the Empress to have the 
character of the Triad, which the Pythagoreans say is the principle of union, a synthesis of opposites, a 
fruitful conjunction, which the Pythagoreans called Marriage, Peace and Harmonia. (TA 19; see also the 
meaning of Gamma, above, and the discussion of the Threes in the Minor Arcana) 
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III. Imperator - Basileus - Emperor (3, 4) 

Magister Sceptri - Master of the Sceptre 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Potens Pater conservator orbis (Mighty Father, preserver of the world) 

Deities:
Zeus, Jupiter. 

Dice:
1+3 = Love+Male (Water); 2+2 = Couple+Male (Fire). 

Astragali:
1+3+3 = Love+Ruler+Male. 

Greek Letter = Delta:



Dike = justice, judgement, right; Dunastes = ruler, master. 
Trigram:

III Name: Ch'ien = the Creative. Image: Heaven, Sky. The Father, associated with strength, 
creativity, firmness, endurance, purity and the word. South in the Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

The Emperor is a mature man, robust in stature and grave in countenance. His coal-black, wavy hair 
frames a broad forehead over deep-set eyes; his thick beard is finely curled. Draped around his legs and 
over his left shoulder, leaving his chest bare and his right arm free, is a deep red himation (mantle), 
decorated with green foliage and seven golden flowers. He wears a wreath of twelve oak leaves on his 
head and sandals on his feet. 

The Emperor's bronze throne, which is richly ornamented with gold, ivory and ebony, and decorated 
with golden rams' heads, is on a rugged mountaintop surrounded by clouds. His right hand aims a 
glowing golden keraunos toward the ground; this is a stylized thunderbolt with a central orb, two points 
in opposite directions, and four "tongues of flames" around each point. His left hand holds a tall (3 m.) 
sceptre surmounted by a golden orb and an eagle with spread wings. A red eagle stands to the left by his 
feet. 

Verse 

The Mighty Father makes the laws that bind The elements, the plants, and every kind Of beast - but 
people too. He strives to feed The folk, defending them by word and deed. Observe the judgements 
fathered by his mind! 

Interpretation 

The Emperor represents the characteristically masculine aspects of consciousness, solar illumination, 
which demands clarity, but may be harsh and withering. He is the archetypal pater familias, the head of 
the clan, with both authority over the group and responsibility for its welfare. It is his burden to set down 
laws and maintain order, both within and without. Further, he is the executive, for he must ensure that 
his plans, laws and judgements are translated into action. 

The Emperor is the source of conscious spiritual and moral principles, in contrast to the High Priest, who 
is the source of spiritual and moral intuitions; they are the light and dark sides of the Eternal Masculine, 



the bright sun and the dark sun, the conscious and subconscious masculine minds. However, the 
Emperor and High Priest are further apart, and do not cooperate so well as their female counterparts, the 
Empress and High Priestess. Therefore the Emperor's himation covers his left side, to show his habitual 
repression of the subconscious, and that he may tend to dogmatism, rigidity and self-righteousness if his 
rule is not tempered by his co-regents, the Empress, Priest and Priestess. 

The Emperor does not, like the Empress, flow with nature; his fiery spirit leads him to impose his will 
on nature and to force her to conform to his artificial standards of order. As a consequence he is 
fundamentally alienated from the dark, Titanic forces of nature, and therefore vulnerable to their attack. 
Inevitably the Emperor will grow old and sick and require rejuvenation at the hands of the Empress, 
Priest and Priestess (see VI.Love and VII.Temperance). 

Commentary 

In Homer a common epithet of Zeus is "Father of Gods and Mortals." This does not mean, however, that 
Zeus is the genetic father of all gods and mortals (though he sired many enough of each); rather it means 
he is the pater familias (head of the family) of gods and mortals; that is, he has both the authority and the 
responsibility for them. (OCD s.v. Zeus) This is precisely the office of the Emperor. (For the root 
meaning of Imperator, see the commentary on II.Empress.) 

As protector of order, he ordains all laws - physical, natural, and social. Thus he coupled with Themis 
(Law), who begat the Horae (Seasons) and Moirai (Fates), who administer physical law, and Eunomia 
(Good Legislation), Dike (Justice) and Eirene (Peace), who administer moral law (Larousse 98; cf. OCD 
s.v. Horae). Thus Jupiter was called Conservator Orbis (Preserver of the World) (Larousse 203). 

Zeus maintains order by enforcing his laws, both physical and moral, with the keraunos (thunderbolt). 
Those who violate natural law, oaths, justice, hospitality, honor, and so forth, are all at risk of feeling the 
bolt, either as warning or punishment. 

As ordainer of laws, the Emperor represents conscious, rational thought, and is closely connected to 
logos (Lat. ratio) as articulated thought. The Emperor is thus the Paternal Logos (as opposed to the 
Empress, the Maternal Eros), which comprises discrimination, judgement, and insight. The Paternal 
Logos is associated with the element Fire, which combines the Hot (discriminating) quality with the Dry 
(form imposing) quality, for the Emperor seeks to have his decisions become reality. In contrast, the 
Maternal Eros is associated with Water, which combines the Cool (joining) and Wet (yielding) qualities. 
The Paternal Logos is the "intellectually formulated intuitive equivalent of the archetypal image of the 
fiery Sun" (V.High Priest), as the Maternal Logos is of the watery Moon (IV.High Priestess). When Sol 
and Luna mate, their child balances the four qualities in the fiery water and the watery fire (see VII.
Temperance). (Jung, Aion 12-3, MC 179-80; Nichols 113, 116-7). 



Again, when Zeus (ego-consciousness) joined in love with Mnemosyne (memory), they slept together 
nine nights, and so were born the nine Muses, the patrons of poetry and literature, music and dance 
(Larousse 98; OCD s.v. Muses), for the arts and sciences all require discrimination and memory. 

The potent word of the Emperor is symbolized by the burning air, the upper luminous sky (aithêr), the 
celestial illumination, from which come the names "Zeus" (Dyaus) and "Jupiter" (Diou Pater) (Larousse 
98, 203; OCD s.vv. Jupiter, Zeus). Luna gives birth to Sol, the daylight of the psyche, the conscious 
rational mind, who goes his way alone, unlike Luna who has the other planets and fixed stars for her 
companions. The conscious Sun cannot see himself by his own light, but he can be seen clearly from the 
perspective of the Moon and her companions: Mercury, Saturn, Venus, and the rest of the planets and 
zodiac. They know what must be done, for the very law ordained by Zeus, and ministered by his 
daughters the Horae (Hours, Seasons), is that the Paternal Logos, the ego-consciousness, should yield 
regularly to the Maternal Eros, that dark should alternate with light to achieve a proper balance. The Sun 
sinks into her waters, the mighty river Ocean at the rim of the world, and is reborn out of it. (Jung, A 13, 
MC 179, 357; Nichols 116-7) 

By allowing himself to be overcome by Luna, Sol ensures his own rejuvenation, for the ego-
consciousness becomes stale, dried out and parched from being too long in the light; sunlight is harsh, 
and the King becomes sick and the ego-conscious sterile. Therefor Luna knows she must unite with Sol 
in the Liebestod (Love-Death); she knows she must bathe Sol in her waters, quench his thirst, heal his 
wounds, and ultimately dissolve his unbending limbs, stiff with the rigor mortis. She is both the vessel 
and the solvent in which he disappears, for ego-consciousness must return to the womb from which he 
was born, the subconscious, and from it win his rebirth. He will be resurrected with renewed vigor, for 
the fiery spiritus (breath) of the Emperor has become too rarified, and must be balanced by the dark 
waters and solid earth of the Empress. Balance will be achieved when each consumes the other's 
substance. (Jung, MC 308-10, 331, 357-9) 

So in Sumeria they say the shepherd-king Dumuzi, grown old, no longer can care properly for his flock, 
unless he mates with Inanna (Ishtar) in the sacred marriage rite and thereby undergoes death and 
resurrection (Kramer, SMR ch. 3). So also in Crete they show where Zeus was born and where he was 
buried, for they said that he is born and dies each year, and that each year he mates with the Earth 
Mother Demeter, who bears her successor, the Kore (Maiden). (OCD s.v.) 

We also know the story of how Leto (also Latona, Lada, the Lady), a goddess of the night, gave herself 
to Zeus, and so bore Artemis and Apollo, the shining twins of moon and sun, after nine days labor (OCD 
s.v. Leto; Larousse 113). And how he took the form of a swan to mate with another nocturnal divinity, 
Leda, who after she had also slept with her husband, bore Pollux and Helen by Zeus, and their twins, 
Castor and Clytemnestra, whom she bore by her husband; nevertheless the boys were called the Dioscuri 
(Boys of Zeus) (OCD s.v. Leda; Larousse 105-6, 188-9). 

The ancients knew that Sol, like Luna, has light and dark sides. Thus in addition to the Zeus of the 
masculine conscious mind, we find the underworld Zeus Chthonios of the animus, the masculine 



subconscious. The Etruscans likewise recognized two Thunderers, Tinia (Jupiter) of the day and 
Summanus of the night (Larousse 203); they are the Emperor and the High Priest. 

Zeus is most often represented as a robust, mature man of grave countenance; he has a finely curled 
beard and thick, wavy hair over a broad forehead and deep-set eyes; his hair is coal-black, Homer calls it 
kuaneos (dark blue). (Larousse 98; Iliad A.528) In alchemy, he is the Black King, the Umbra Solis 
(Shadow of the Son) and the Sulphur Nigrum (Black Sulphur), all manifestations of the dark, Saturnine 
nature of the active, masculine side of Mercurius (Jung, Aion 38). 

Hellenistic statue 

Zeus usually wears a long himation (mantle), which leaves his 
chest bare and his right arm free; Phideas makes it golden and 
decorated with flowers. An oak or olive wreath is on his head. He 
holds the keraunos (thunderbolt) in his right hand, and a sceptre, 
which Phideas shows surmounted by an eagle, is in his left. Also in 
Phideas' statue Zeus sits on a throne of bronze, gold, ivory and 
ebony; his eagle is at his feet. (Larousse 98) 

In Petrarch's Africa and in Pictorius' Apotheoseos (see Albricus), 
Jupiter is naked to the waist. He sits upon a throne, holding the bolt 
in his right hand, the sceptre in his left. The eagle is at his feet, 
having brought from Ida the Cupbearer (Ganymede), who brings 
the cup at his left. Mortals are below, blasted or stunned by his 
bolts. The image in the "Tarocchi of Mantegna" is similar: Jupiter 

is enthroned, surrounded by an oval surmounted by an eagle, and he prepares to hurl a dart at small 
figures on the earth. 

On Etruscan mirrors Jupiter is young, naked, with cloak, crown (garland), and perhaps a necklace. He 
stands with Uni (Juno), or with Lasa and Maris (Mars). Or he may sit, a robe wrapped around his legs, 
with Uni, Laran, Thalna and Maris. In his right hand a tall (2 m.) staff (disk at top), in his left, the bolt, 
arrow tipped on the bottom, wide trefoil on the top. He may be clean-shaved, or have a mustache alone, 
or a beard, no mustache, and long curling locks. (van der Meer 33, 110, 116; Wellard 143) 



The form of the keraunos, which is virtually identical to the Tantric 
thunderbolt, the vajra or dorje sceptre (Butterworth, Tree 129-37), represents 
Zeus's dominion over the universe: the central orb is the earth, the upper point 
and the four surrounding tongues represents the four quarters of the heavens, 
and the lower point an its tongues represents the four rivers of the underworld. 
Four is, of course, the number of cosmic order and completeness, which is 
also reflected in this trump's Greek letter, Delta, which is the numeral four. 

The keraunos, like the vajra sceptre, shows the basic pattern of the trumps. 
The one central orb (0.Fool) divides into the dual points (I.Magician, X.
Fortune), which generates the eight tongues, which represent the first ogdoad 
(trumps II through IX). Likewise it represents the second ogdoad recombining 
into the second duality (XI.Old Man, XVI.Star), which merge into unity (XXI.
World). (On the 1-2-8 pattern of the vajra sceptre, see Blofeld 99-103, 118) 

The sceptre reminds us that the Emperor is Master of the Sceptre. The orb on top, as in the keraunos, 
represents earthly dominion. The orb surmounted by a Maltese cross, seen in many tarot Emperors, is 
here replaced by an orb surmounted by a spread-winged eagle, as is seen in classical representations of 
Zeus and Jupiter (e.g., Larousse 206). 

Ebony, ivory and gold on the bronze throne represent the plant, animal and mineral kingdoms on earth, 
respectively. The throne is on a mountaintop to show both its spiritual exaltation, but also its remoteness 
from ordinary affairs (cf. Case 69). The ram, which is sacred to Zeus, is a symbol of the masculine 
creative force and intellect. Also, since Aries the Ram initiates the new year, it a symbol of rejuvenation, 
the renewal of solar energy. The ram heads are golden because Aries was the ram with the golden fleece. 
(Biedermann s.v. ram; Cooper s.v. Ram; cf. Case 66-7) 

The color red symbolizes the Emperor's fiery nature. Likewise the Emperor's red eagle represents the 
alchemical tinctura rubea (red tincture), which has the solar nature of gold, as the white eagle of the 
Empress represents the tinctura alba (white tincture), which has the lunar nature of silver (Crowley 78). 
These are the goals of the Great Work: first the white tincture must be found, then the red, and finally 
they must be united (Jung, P&A 232; Silberer 368); this is the mating of Empress and Emperor to beget 
Temperance, who mixes the wine and water, the red and white tinctures (Silberer 122, 125). 

The eagle is a variant of the uroboros, for it is said to devour its own wings and feathers (Jung, MC 
144n, 445); it thus presages the resurrection of the Emperor. When that is accomplished, the earthly lion 
becomes volatile and is transformed into the eagle, representing the higher mental faculties, which will 
fly up - the spirit will soar - to receive the rays of the Sun (Jung, MC 4, 295, 323n; von Franz 14-5, 114-
5). Although the eagle is a solar animal, it is a predator and reflects the shadow side of the Paternal 
Logos (Jung, MC 148). Old tarots, such as the Visconti-Sforza, Cary-Yale Visconti and Marseilles, 
show an imperial eagle with the Emperor. 



The character of the Emperor corresponds to the Tetrad, which is the reduced isopsephos of two of his 
titles: O KRONIDHS (Ho Kronides, The Son of Kronos, i.e. Zeus) = 532, reducing to 2-3+5 = 4; and 
QEOS O ANDRWN KAI QEWN PATHR (Theos Ho Andron kai Theon Pater, God the Father of Men 
and Gods, i.e. Zeus) = 2743, reducing to 3-4+7-2 = 4. The Tetrad is the principle of stability, tranquility, 
of four-square, solid structure; the Pythagoreans call it Justice and Perfect Harmony. (TA 27-9; see also 
the meanings of Delta, above, and the Fours in the Minor Arcana) 
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IIII. Pontifex Maxima - Archiereia - High Priestess 
(4, 2) 

Magistra Pentaculi - Mistress of the Pentacle 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Statu variabilis (Steadfast in changing) 

Deities:
Artemis, Diana; Hecate; Luna; Isis; Persephone. 

Dice:
1+4 = Love+Mother (Water Hexactys); 3+1 = Family+Mother (Fire Hexactys). 

Astragali:



1+4+1 = Love+Holy+Female. 
Greek Letter = Epsilon:

Exo = outside, beyond, outwards. 
Trigram:

:I: Name: K'an = the Abyssmal. Image: Water, Rain, Moon. The Second Daughter, associated 
with passion, danger, repetitive bending, penetration. West in Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

The High Priestess is a tall, young woman with a round, pale face and long, thick, moderately curly, 
platinum blond hair. She wears a long, midnight blue robe, decorated with six stars surrounding a central 
moon, and with flowers and fruit hanging from the borders. Her black mantle, drawn from behind, over 
her shoulders and up from behind her waist, is knotted in an X on her chest; her arms are bare. She looks 
like she might be pregnant, though we cannot be sure. 

On her forehead is a silver disk with arcing serpents on each side, suggesting simultaneously crescent 
moons and horns; a garland of flowers is in her hair. Her right hand holds a glowing silver sistrum 
(sacred rattle), and her left, a golden vase, decorated on the base with pomegranates and palm leaves; its 
handle looks like a snake swollen with venom. 

The High Priestess sits in a throne in a chariot, drawn by two horses (black on her left, white on her 
right). The background behind the chariot is hidden by its billowing canopy, in midnight blue with 27 
stars, which is supported by two poles surmounted with silver crescent moons. The chariot emerges from 
a dark river which can be seen flowing behind her on either side of the canopy. The sides of the chariot 
are decorated with mugwort leaves. Cerberus, a three-headed black dog, sits beside her in the car. 

Verse 

The Shining Queen, who rules the velvet night, And nurtures nascent change, concealed from sight, 
Transforms and changes, wheeling light and dark, And seeks the Sun to sire the unseen spark. The 
watery depths bring forth the Child of Light. 

Interpretation 

The High Priestess represents the feminine components of the subconscious mind. She stands for those 
subconscious processes that are most hidden, those which invisibly nurture, develop, connect and relate, 



those which transcend duality. For, although she is a virgin priestess and represents all the eternally 
virgin goddesses, she is also the vehicle of hidden gestation and the First Mother in potentia, the 
concealed mother required to manifest the spiritual. As such she also represents the subconscious, 
synthetic processes of memory. 

The activity of the High Priestess is symbolized by the abyssal water - impenetrably dark, infinitely 
deep, always mixing, flowing, seeking its own level; by yielding she is as forceful as the mighty river 
Ocean. Her tears are the healing dew, always striving to restore wholeness when division has gone too 
far. 

Like the Moon, the High Priestess is steadfast in changing, for she is the principle of hidden change by 
cyclic growth and decline. She represents the oscillating balance of matter and spirit, for she turns her 
face alternately toward the earth and the sun. When she looks toward earth, she is the primary matter 
necessary for the manifestation of the spirit, the neutral vessel of good and evil. When she looks to the 
sun, she is the means of spiritual attainment, the Spiritual Bride and Mother, Sophia, the Redemptrix. 

The High Priestess is pre-eminently occult, for her work is hidden. When she turns her face away, she 
vanishes into her own shadow (the new moon), and when she meets the sun in closest conjunction, she 
also hides his face - an occultation (eclipse). The High Priestess embodies the most spiritual aspects of 
the feminine. 

Commentary 

The High Priestess's lunar diadem reminds us that she is Mistress of the Pentacle. 

"The mythology of the moon is an object lesson in female psychology" (Jung, MC 175). In the male, the 
lunar psychology manifests as the anima in the subconscious, which is predominantly represented by the 
dark of the moon. In the female, the lunar psychology is conscious, and is predominantly represented by 
the light of the moon. In contrast to the sharp, discriminating light of the sun, the light of the moon 
merges and relates. This "lunatic" logic cloaks itself in half-darkness or the "shimmer of 
innocence" (Jung, MC 179, 181). 

In the female, the solar psychology manifests as the animus in the subconscious, which is represented by 
the Sol Niger (Black Sun). The woman's mind, comprising the light of the moon (conscious) and the 
dark sun (unconscious), is not so extreme in dark and light as the man's, which comprises the bright sun 
(conscious) and the dark moon (subconscious) (Jung, MC 181). We will see that II.Empress = bright 
moon, III.Emperor = bright sun, IV. High Priestess = dark moon, V. High Priest = dark sun. These are 
the four "personalities" present when man and woman come together (von Franz 152). At the 
subconscious level this may become a confrontation between the Sword and Cup, for "when animus and 
anima meet, the animus draws his sword of power and the anima ejects her poison of illusion and 



seduction" (Jung, A. 15). However, all four "personalities" manifest to varying degrees in all people. 

Jung (A. 13-17) claims that the anima tends to be loyal, consoling, relating, an illusionist, a seductress, 
ambivalent, vain, touchy, sentimental, resentful and subject to irrational moods. (See V. High Priest for 
common characteristics of the animus.) 

Hecate is Triformis (Three-formed) or Triceps (Three-headed) because: she rules the heavens as Selene 
during full moon; she rules the earth as Artemis during the waxing and waning moons, which are shaped 
like her silver bow; she rules the underworld as Persephone during the new moon (cf. Schimmel 60). 
Cerberus recalls both Hecate Triceps and her underworld connections. 

The moon is a mediator, like Hermes, who stands between heaven and earth, facing each in turn, and 
thereby showing the downward and upward paths (Jung, MC 25). She rules all the waxing and waning 
phenomena in the world (von Franz 149-50). The Carmina Burana (Schmeller no. 1; Harrington 379; 
Whicher 262) say that Luna is steadfast in her changing (statu variabilis). 

From Vincenzo Cartari's Images of the Gods (1571) and a letter of Annibale Caro (1562) we have the 
following description of the Moon-Isis: long and abundant hair, lightly curled; on her forehead a 
polished object with snakes on either side and ears of corn above; a garland of wood and sunflowers or 
other flowers; a dress, to either her feet or her knees, very thin, and showing the colors white, yellow and 
red; or a shining black dress (black, white, yellow, red: the colors of the alchemical Great Work), 
decorated with stars and a central moon, flowers and fruits hanging from the border like tassels; bare 
arms; a lighted torch in her right hand and two snakes in her left; or her left hand holds a golden vase, 
decorated on the base with palm leaves, and with a snake-like handle, looking swollen with venom; she 
is in a chariot drawn by two horses, one white, one black, or drawn by a mule, or by steers with small 
horns and a white spot on the right flank. (Seznec 291-3) Clayton (107) displays a statue of Isis that fits 
this description closely, though she holds a sistrum in her right hand. Selene is often 
depicted in splendid robes, rising out of the stream of Ocean in her chariot pulled by 
shining steeds (Larousse 143); see figure in Kerenyi (197). 

The numbers three, nine and 27 are sacred to the moon. The 27 stars on the canopy 
represent the days on which the moon is visible (27 = 3 X 9, the third power of 
three). (Schimmel 60, 169, 238) The moon is an attribute of Artemis, and mugwort 
(artemesia) is a lunar herb (OCD, s.v. Artemis; Pliny, Hist. Nat. 25.36). 

The alchemists say that Virgin Diana is the First Mother and the First Matter: Prima 
Mater and Prima Materia, the feminine transformative substance, the redemptrix 
(soteira) (Case 50; Jung MC 18). She is the Spiritual Bride and Mother (Case, 51, 
after Waite). So she is called Mater Alchimia (Mother Alchemy), the Matter of All Things, the Matrix, 
Femina, Virgo (Virgin) Puella (Girl) Praegnans (Pregnant), Sophia, Luna and even Meretrix (Whore), 
for she is "the vessel and the matter of good and evil" (Jung, MC 18, 20, 105). Plutarch says Selene is 
the Mother of the Cosmos; she is impregnated by Helios, the High Priest (Jung, MC 177). As is well 



known, matter, mater (mother) and matrix all derive from the same Indo-European root mater-, which 
means mother (AHD s.vv.). 

As the anima represents and personifies the elements of the collective unconscious, so Luna represents 
the other six planets, and her metal Silver is the sum and essence of the spirits of the other six metals 
(Jung, MC 176). The six stars and the moon on the High Priestess's gown represent the seven metals and 
the seven planets. 

In many old Tarot decks the High Priestess is called the Popess, who is commonly supposed to be the 
legendary Pope Joan, who became Pope by masquerading as a man (an activity which is singularly 
appropriate to the Saturnalia/Carnival presided over by the Magician). Her deception was exposed when 
she miscarried during a procession, a symbol of the hidden gestation which erupts unbidden into our 
awareness. Moakley (72-4) has shown that the Popess, who appears in the 15th century Visconti-Sforza 
Tarot, is most likely Sister Manfreda, a relative of the Viscontis who was elected Popess by the 
Gugliemites, named for Gugliema of Bohemia (d. 1281), who was thought to be an incarnation of the 
Holy Spirit. In line with my interpretation of this trump, the Gugliemites thought that Gugliema would 
descend to earth in 1300 to inaugurate a line of Popesses to replace the Popes, and preparations were 
made for Popess Manfreda to celebrate Mass in the Church of Santa Maria Maggiore (Rome). However, 
Manfreda was burned at the stake in that year and the sect was exterminated by the Inquisition. 

The pomegranate, which is associated with Persephone and Demeter (see also II. Emperess), is a 
common symbol of the passive principle, marriage, fertility and childbirth (Biedermann s.v.; Goldsmith 
200). The veil behind the Priestess in both the Rider-Waite and BOTA decks displays pomegranates and 
palms, which are female and male symbols, respectively (Case 52). Although palms are androgynous 
symbols of creation, I have given them a minor role, since they are predominantly Apollonian and solar 
(Biedermann s.v.; Goldsmith 21). 

The descent into matter is a drug, which may be poisoning or healing, intoxicating or illuminating. 
Hecate sends the dog and the snake, for their bite may bring madness or the transformation of 
consciousness (Jung, MC 28); the gift of prophecy is often granted by a snake. The High Priestess shares 
her animals with her brother/husband, the High Priest. For example, both Selene and Helios are invoked 
as dogs (Jung, MC 146-7). Kalid (c. 700 CE) says that the stag, lion and cock are the animals of Luna 
and Persephone and of their male counterparts (Jung, MC 32). The snake and tiger are also lunar animals 
(Jung, MC 175). 

Apollo and Artemis are, of course, both associated with the bow and arrow. Like Apollo, both Artemis 
and Hecate are called Hekebolos (Far-Darting), because they shoot from out of sight (Larousse 165, 
OCD, s.v.); the two gods represent the unseen operation of the subconscious mind: the sudden flash of 
insight, the intuitive leap. We will see (VI.Love) that Apollo and Artemis (sun and moon) are brought 
together in love by another far-darter, Eros, the offspring of Hermes and Aphrodite (I.Magician and II.
Empress) (Jung, MC 30). 



Selene and Helios represent the totality of intuitive perception, female and male, for only they of all the 
gods saw the abduction of Kore (Larousse 165). They bore the Horae (Hours), which represent the 
seasons (OCD s.vv. Selene, Horae). The moon is the mother of the sun, as well as his spouse, which 
means that the unconscious is pregnant with consciousness, and gives birth to it (Jung, MC 175-7). 

The High Priestess has many connections with water. First, Selene was the mother of Dew (Herse, Eerse 
or Ersa) by Zeus (OCD s.v. Selene; Larousse 143). Also, the tears of Isis (who was identified with 
Selene and Demeter), which are the dew, are healing, for with them she restored Osiris to wholeness, so 
she is called Soteira (Redemptrix). This substance is the Aqua Vitae (Water of Life) and the Aqua 
Permanens (Abiding Water), which unites whatever has been severed. (Jung, MC 19-20) Isis is also a 
powerful sorceress, a skill she learned when she sent her serpent to lie in the path of Ra, whom she also 
later healed (Larousse 19). 

Isis is called the Star of the Sea and represents the fruitful, rich plains of Egypt, the prima materia, which 
brings forth life when fertilized by Osiris, the Nile flood (Larousse 19). 

According to one myth, Hecate was a daughter of Zeus and Hera who polluted herself by stealing 
"Hera's rouge" and attending a woman in childbirth. She was purified and reborn out of the waters of 
Acheron, an underworld river. Hence she oversees purification and expiations specifically, and magic 
and enchantments generally. (Larousse 165-6) She is a healer, especially of the effect of scorpions, 
snakes and fevers (Clayton 107). She brings illumination in the night, that is, from the subconscious. 

The moon represents the qualities of connection and relationship that characterize the Maternal Eros 
(Jung, Aion 12-3), for water is cold (joining) and wet (yielding). In contrast the sun represents the 
qualities of discrimination and cognition that characterize the Paternal Logos (loc. cit.), for fire is hot 
(separating) and dry (imposing). The High Priestess and High Priest will unite their water and fire in 
trump VI. Love (cf. Jung, A. 111), for Sol is the "heat of the firmament" and Luna is the "aetheric 
moisture" (Jung, MC 113-4). Also, the moon and her light are the humidum ignis (moisture of fire) 
(Jung, MC 175), and Sol is hidden like a fire in the depths of Luna's water (Jung, MC 177). 

The color blue is associated with Luna and she is called the Dark Water (to skoteinon hudor), who 
marries Sol, who is called Flowing Light (phaos rhuentes) (Jung, MC 149). Isis is also called Chemeia 
(The Black One), which reminds us that she is Mater Alchimia - Mother Alchemy (Jung, MC 18, 20). 

The High Priestess's gown, sistrum and jug can be seen on a Roman statue of Isis (Clayton 107). The X 
on her chest reminds us that Hecate is the goddess of crossroads and suggests the four elements of 
material manifestation. The gown's representation of the night sky reminds us that Isis was sometimes 
identified with Nut, the Egyptian sky goddess (von Franz 51). The sistrum is an attribute of Isis as the 
Queen of Heaven. According to Plutarch, "The sistrum shows that whatever exists ought to be shaken 
and never cease from movement, but should be aroused and agitated as if it were asleep and its life 
quenched. ... [B]y means of movement generation frees nature." (Goldsmith 207) 



The Knot of Isis, in the center of the X (Ions 70), represents the underlying unity of the four elements, 
the prima materia; esoterically this is identified with Light (Case 30-1), and the X cross is a monogram 
for LVX. The pendant ends of the Knot of Isis represent the tears of the moon, the healing dew of 
heaven (ros coelestis), the spirit, which is a universal agent of rejuvination and revitalization that gives 
life to the prima materia (Biedermann s.v. dew). Together the Dew and Cross (Ros & Crux) form a 
pentagram (inverted), which represents spirit uniting the four elements (cf. Crossley II, 239-40n). 

The throne is a symbol of Isis (ast, Auset) (Budge 79; Larousse 19), who is often shown wearing the 
cow horns and solar disk of Hathor (Ions 56-60) and carrying the ankh and papyrus scepter (Ions 56). 

Many European Tarot decks have Juno and Jupiter in place of the Popess and Pope (High Priestess and 
High Priest). 

I noted previously that the Pythagorean analysis suggests that Major Arcana 2 and 3 should be the High 
Priestess and High Priest and that 3 and 4 should be the Empress and Emperor. Further evidence is that 
the Empress and Emperor are commonly shown with Orbs, which are symbols of Earthly Authority and 
are Pentacles in the broad sense (i.e. mandala-like disks; see OED, 1st ed. s.v.). Conversely, the High 
Priestess and Priest are commonly shown with Sceptres with represent Spiritual Authority (associated 
with Wands and Fire). There is already considerable variety in the arrangement of these four cards in the 
earliest records of the Tarot (Dummett 7). I've provisionally retained the Ferrara arrangement and the 
suit assignments of Kaplan (I.4), since this seems more consistent with a Jungian interpretation. 

The reduced isopsephos also supports the Ferrara order. For H TRIMORFOS EKATH (He Trimorphos 
Hekate, Three-formed Hecate) we have 1732, which reduces to 2-3+7-1 = 5; for H SKOTIA SELANA 
(He Skotia Selana, The Dark Moon) we have 896, which reduces to 6-9+8 = 5. Both show that the High 
Priestess corresponds to the Pentad, which represents the eternal celestial spirit trancending the four 
mutable elements; the Pythagoreans call it Alteration, for it represents the impulse to ascend out of the 
mundane realm. (TA 32, 34-5, 41; see also the meaning of Epsilon, above, and the Fives in the Minor 
Arcana) 
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V. Pontifex Maximus - Archiereus - High Priest (5) 

Magister Pentaculi - Master of the Pentacl 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Obscure ardens (Burning darkly) 

Deities:
Apollo; Helios, Sol; Shamash. 

Dice:
1+5 = Love+Father (Water); 3+2 = Family+Father (Fire). 

Astragali:
1+4+3 = Love+Holy+Male. 

Greek Letter = Wau (Digamma):



Wruomai = to redeem, cure, heal, save, deliver. 
Trigram:

I:I Name: Li = the Clinging. Image: Fire, Lightning, Sun. The Second Son, associated with giving 
light, attention and awareness. East in the Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

It is twilight, and the High Priest is sitting in a golden bowl-shaped chariot, which floats in the ocean and 
is pulled by two hippocampi (black on his left, white on his right). The sides of the chariot are decorated 
with heliotropes and laurel leaves. A wolf sits beside the High Priest on his left. 

The High Priest is a grey-haired, beardless old man, ithyphallic, with ruddy skin and folded wings. He is 
barefoot, wears a radiate crown of red gold with seven rays curving upward, and a long, gauzy red 
chiton (tunic), sleeves to elbows, which billows in the wind. In his right hand he holds the handle of a 
pruning saw in the form of a sideways metal semicircle, which glows red-hot, with 16 teeth on the 
circumference and the alchemical symbol for sulphur (a cross under a triangle) in the middle. In his left 
hand he holds a golden vase, from which he pours red wine into the ocean. 

Verse 

The Sun obscured by night, the heavens' fire, Inflaming lunar waters, looks to sire The Child, and purify 
the world with scorn Severe, that scorches errors earthly born. He holds the heights to which we all 
aspire. 

Interpretation 

The High Priest represents the subconscious masculine elements of the psyche. He is symbolized by the 
ruddy sun as it sets and travels in the subconscious sea to the next dawn of consciousness. 

The High Priest embodies spiritual aspiration, unreflective moral judgement and the drive toward 
perfection. He is intolerant of the failings of the flesh and neglectful of the needs of earthly existence. 
Since he tends to be stern and unforgiving, he needs his co-regents, the Empress, Emperor and High 
Priestess, to mollify his severity. 

"Pontifex" means "he who prepares the way," for it is the High Priest who makes a bridge (pons) that 
binds heaven and earth, the fountainhead of religion (religio, from religare, to bind fast). He is the 



conscience, the inner voice and inner teacher (in-tuition), who sits in judgement of ourselves and others, 
symbolized by the pruning saw in the right (action) hand. The glowing pruning saw also represents the 
celestial fire of the setting sun, as opposed to the High Priestess's abyssal water. The wolf on the left 
(unconscious) side represents the potential viciousness of unconscious judgement. 

Whereas the High Priestess's vase contains water (i.e. healing love), the High Priest's contains wine (i.e., 
fiery spirits). The wind blowing his chiton also reminds us that he represents spiritus (spirit, breath). 

Commentary 

When a man recognizes his anima, a triad is created: he is the masculine conscious subject (Emperor) 
who relates to the immanent feminine conscious subject (Empress) and the transcendent feminine anima 
(High Priestess). This structure becomes a complete quaternity through the emergence of the 
transcendent masculine, the Wise Old Man (High Priest). Likewise, when a woman recognizes her 
animus, a triad is created: she is the feminine conscious subject (Empress) who relates to the immanent 
masculine conscious subject (Emperor) and the transcendent masculine animus (High Priest). This 
structure becomes a complete quaternity through the emergence of the transcendent feminine, the 
Chthonic Mother (High Priestess). In both cases the result is a "marriage quaternio" which is half 
masculine and half feminine, half immanent and half transcendent. (Jung, Aion 22). 

The anima and animus are both "irrational," because unconscious; however, the animus is a source of 
irrational opinions, whereas the anima is a source of irrational moods. Jung (A 15-7) claims that the 
animus also tends to hold conventional opinions, and is prone to opinionated views, interpretation, 
insinuation, misconstruction, and striving for power; the animus is oriented toward the spirit and may 
become a psychopomp: a mediator between the conscious and the unconscious. (See IV.High Priestess 
for common characteristics of the anima.) The High Priest as animus corresponds to pneuma and nous 
(spirit and mind), whereas the High Priestess corresponds to psuche and soma (soul and body) (Jung, A 
14, 21, MC 379). 

The relations among Trumps II-V can be understood in elemental terms: the Empress is the earth 
mother, the Emperor is the sky father, the High Priestess is the abyssal moon, the High Priest is the 
celestial fire. That is, Empress = Earth, Emperor = Air, High Priestess = Water, High Priest = Fire. The 
males both have the Hot quality which is separating and discriminating, and so associated with Logos; 
the females have the Cold quality, which is mixing and joining, and so associated with Eros. In each 
case the earthly authorities, the Empress and Emperor, correspond to the heavier, less subtle elements 
(Earth vs. Water, Air vs. Fire), whereas the spiritual authorities, the Priestess and Priest, correspond to 
the lighter, more subtle elements. That is, the Empress is Heavy and Cold, i.e. Earth, whereas the High 
Priestess is Light and Cold = Water; the Emperor is Heavy and Hot = Air, whereas the High Priest is 
Light and Hot = Fire. Either the Empress and Emperor (Earth and Air) or the High Priest and High 
Priestess (Fire and Water) can marry, and achieve the coniunctio oppositorum, but it is more successful 



if accomplished at a higher level, with the more subtle elements. Thus the union is between the lunar 
etheric moisture and the solar heat of the firmament (Jung, MC 113-4); this is the water and wine we see 
being mixed in VII.Temperance (von Franz 111, 167). 

Jung (MC 181) calls the animus a kind of Sol Niger (Dark Sun), which corresponds to Saturnus, the god 
who ruled in the golden age before Jupiter came to power. The Dark Sun is the sun before the dawn of 
consciousness, and refers to the golden age when life was instinctual and death was not feared, the time 
before humans had "knowledge of good and evil." When Jupiter established the Olympian dynasty, 
Saturn was banished to the west, but not destroyed, and he still exerts his influence from over the 
western horizon (where the sun is dark again) (Oswalt 261). 

According to one myth, Kronos lies in a magical sleep in a golden cave on an island near Britain. There 
he dreams the future, and the nymphs that minister his needs report his dreams to Zeus. (Oswalt 76) In 
this myth we can see the conscious mind (Zeus) benefiting from the unconscious (Kronos) through the 
medium of dreams. 

In the Saturnalia and Kronia festivals, people set aside conscious customs, laws and principles - the 
work of the Emperor - and returned for a week (Dec. 17-23) to the Paradise of unfettered instinct: 
Carnival (Oswalt 76, 261). 

Apollo also has a chthonic side, for he is a god of prophecy like the Babylonian sun god Shamash; 
during the dark quarter of the year he retires to the land of the Hyperboreans (probably Britain), during 
which time Dionysus rules in Delphi. Hyperborea was the ancestral home of Leto of the Dark Robe, the 
mother of Apollo and Artemis, and a goddess of the night. The Hyperboreans helped Apollo found the 
Delphic oracle. (Oswalt 35-6, 148, 171; Larousse 113, 117) That is, oracles are brought from the dark, 
unconscious land into the light of solar consciousness. 

The Dark Sun is an irrational, chthonic stage in the transformation of Helios; he appears as the Old 
King, a grey-haired old man, winged and ithyphallic; he is called Phaos Rhuentes (Flowing Light) and 
may manifest as Leo Antiquus (the Ancient Lion). Like his sister Hecate, he may appear as a mad dog. 
(Jung, MC 146-149, 297-8) Similarly Apollo's epithet Lykeios may refer to him as a wolf god (Larousse 
113; Oswalt 37). 

Like the moon, Helios has many connections with the river Ocean. After he was drowned in Ocean by 
his uncles, the Titans, he was raised to the heavens and made immortal. Now, at the end of each day he 
descends again into Ocean in the west, and travels to the east in a golden bowl, where he rises from 
Ocean again. Helios has several connections with the Dark Queen (the High Priestess), for Clymene, the 
Queen of the Ethiopians, bore his son Phaethon, and he is said to emerge from the Ethiopian swamps 
each dawn. By Perse, one of the Oceanids (daughters of Ocean), Helios had a daughter, Circe, a 
sorceress dear to Hecate and associated with the moon. She lives in the west, the land of the Dark Sun. 
(Larousse 139, 142-3) The Babylonians and Sumerians say that at night the sun god Shamash (Utu) goes 
through the western gate into the "interior of heaven" (Black & Green s.v. Utu), which symbolizes the 



masculine elements of the psyche disappearing into subconsciousness. 

The High Priest is the spiritual father, whose function is to lift up, to exalt, to perfect; he is perfectus 
moribus (ethical perfection). Whereas the solar High Priest is concerned with eternal verities and is the 
fixed point around which all else revolves, the lunar High Priestess is responsible for all the waxing and 
waning phenomena in the universe. (von Franz 149-51) 

Since Helios sees everything that happens on earth, he was called upon to witness oaths; like Shamash, 
the Babylonian Sun god (Sumerian Utu), he punishes wrong-doers of all kinds. Likewise Apollo 
Hecatebolos (the Far-Darter) punishes wrongs with his swift arrows, shot from beyond the horizon of 
consciousness. Yet as High Priest, he is also the healer and the purifier, who washes away sins. (OCD s.
v. Helios; Larousse 142; Black & Green s.v. Utu; Oswalt 36) 

For the etymology of "pontifex" as "he who prepares the way" or "bridge maker" see AHD (Appendix, s.
v. pent-) and compare Case (78). For the etymology of "religion" as "binding fast" see AHD (s.v. 
religion); Case (75) says that the High Priest represents union. See also Case (76, 82) on the High Priest 
as the inner voice and intuition ("inner tuition"), though "intuition" actually derives from intueri, "to 
look at" (AHD s.v.). 

The rays of the sun create shadows, and the Tabula Smaragdina (Emerald Tablet) tells us to "extract the 
shadow from the ray." The animus is the shadow cast by the solar (masculine) consciousness. It is the 
Red Sulphur, the essence of the sun, as the White Sulphur is the essence of the moon: they are the red 
and green lions. In Greek theion can mean either "divinity" or "sulphur," because sulphur was used for 
purification - a principal function of Apollo the High Priest. Alchemists say that when sun and moon 
unite, their rays contain Hudor Theion (Divine/Sulphur Water), the Aqua Divina or Aqua Permanens 
(Enduring Water), the arcane substance, the miraculous fluid or fiery medicine which separates the 
elements. Indeed, as the sun may warm or scorch so the Red Sulphur Water has both good and bad 
effects; since it reduces everything to prima materia, it is the agency of all corruption in the natural 
world. It is burning, coagulating, putrefying and staining (the essence of the tinctura rubea); it blackens 
the sun. It is the dragon and uroboros serpent; it is identified with Set and Typhon, and has its home in 
the Forbidden Sea, where the High Priestess and High Priest will suffer their Love-Death. Such is the 
animus, the masculine subconscious. (Jung, MC 93, 98-9, 111-2, 114, 296, A. 150, AS 67-8, 78; LSJ s.v. 
theion; Rulandus s.v. Aqua permanens) 

In the Triumph of Love (VI) the High Priestess and High Priest will be sponsa et sponsus (bride and 
groom); they are moon and sun, left eye and right eye, Chthonic Woman and Wise Old Man (Jung, MC 
97). The order of these trumps in the Ferrara sequence symbolizes the birth of Leto's twins, for Artemis 
(IV.High Priestess) was born on the sixth day and Apollo (V.High Priest) was born on the seventh 
(Oswalt 171). In Sumerian legend Utu (Shamash) attempts to seduce his twin sister Inanna (Ishtar) 
(Black & Green s.v. Utu), as Apollo did Artemis (see VI.Love). 

Jung (MC 377) says the sacred sponsus (groom) is diademed and ruddy in color. Shamash (Utu), like 



other Babylonian (Sumerian) gods, wears a horned helmet, with six horns symmetrically arrayed around 
a central peak (Black & Green s.v. Utu). Both the diadem and pruning saw remind us that the High 
Priest is Master of the Pentacle. Helios is shown with flashing eyes and rays glinting from his breast; he 
is draped in shining gauze whipped by the wind and wears a golden helmet; he rides in a chariot pulled 
by winged horses (typically four or nine) (Larousse 139). The decorations on the High Priest's chariot 
commemorate Daphne, whom Apollo loved and Gaia transformed into the laurel, and Clytie, a daughter 
of Ocean (N.B.), who loved Helios (or Apollo) and pined away to become the heliotrope (Larousse 118, 
142; Anthon s.v. Clytie). 

The numerical value of HELIOS SKOTAIOS (Heelios Skotaios, The Sun at Night-time) is 1194, which 
reduces to 11+4-9+1-1 = 6; also the value of O EKABOLOS (Hekabolos, the Far-Darter, i.e. Apollo) is 
468, which reduces to 8-6+4 = 6. Thus the High Priest has the character of the Hexad, which means that 
it places bounds on the spiritual world (opened by IV.High Priestess); the Pythagoreans call it 
Reconciliation, Panacea (All-healer), Hugieia (Health), Maker of the Soul and Condition of Life. (TA 43-
5, 48; see the meaning of Wau, above, and the discussion in the Tens of the Minor Arcana). 

On an Etruscan mirror Usil (Helios) appears as an old, but clean-shaved 
winged man with a radiate crown (10 points in lower row, 5 in upper), who 
holds a wreath in each hand (left: 16 points; right: 8 + 7 points on outside, 3 
and 3 on inside, 5 pendants, one doubled). He wears a long chiton, revealing 
his bare feet, with sleeves to elbows and a belt. He is about to crown Uprium 
(Hyperion, "the One Above"), who wears only a chlamys and holds a branch in 
each hand; Helios may be crowning an athlete who has named himself after 
Hyperion. (van der Meer 137) The semicircle with teeth recalls the pruning 
saw of Shamash (Black & Green s.v. Utu) and the scythe of Saturn. 

Apollo is generally shown nude or wearing a chlamys; he may have a bow and quiver or shepherd's 
crook. Or he may be shown wearing a long loose tunic and playing the lyre. Swans are sacred to Apollo, 
because of their beautiful "swan songs." Other sacred animals are vultures, crows, cocks, hawks, 
cicadas, wolves and snakes. Sacred plants include the laurel, palm, olive and tamarisk. (Larousse 116; 
Oswalt 36) 
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VI. Cupidus - Eros - Love (7, 6) 

Magister Poculi - Master of the Cup 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Omnia vincit Amor. (Love conquers all.) 

Deities:
Eros, Cupidus; Apollo + Artemis/Diana; Osiris + Isis. 

Dice:
1+6 = Love+Offspring (Water); 3+3 = Family+Offspring (Fire). 

Astragali:
1+4+4 = Love+Priest+Offspring. 

Greek Letter = Zeta:



Zeteo = to desire, seek, require, demand, search. 
Trigram:

II: Name: Tui = the Joyous. Image: Lake. The Third Son, associated with joy and attraction. 
Northeast in the Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

In a forest clearing two lovers face each other, the man on the left and the woman on the right. A winged 
Cupid, wearing a red cape like the Magician's but decorated with a six-rayed star, hovers in the air 
above; with his right hand he holds a golden phiale omphalote (a patera or libation dish with a central 
navel), with his left he aims a dart at the man's heart. 

The young woman is nude and stepping out of a pond, her right foot on earth and her left still in the 
water. She is athletic, light skinned and has platinum-blond waist-length hair, which is loosely bound; in 
it she wear a silver crescent moon, horns upward. She holds a silver kantharos (cup) in her left hand. 

The young man is nude but for a chlamys (cloak), which is decorated with a red lion and roses, and 
draped over his shoulders; he has cothurni (laced leather buskins) on his feet. In his left hand he holds a 
spear which shines in the sunlight and is decorated with a feather. He is dark-skinned (reddish to dark 
brown), beardless, wears a laurel wreath in his longish, blond, curly hair, which shines in the sun in a 
golden nimbus. Only the right eye of the man is visible, and only the left of the woman. They reach 
toward each other with their right hands. 

Behind the woman is a tree with a snake curling up it, and behind the man there are fir trees and a 
burning campfire, from which smoke rises. Draped over a nearby branch, as though to dry, is the 
woman's short, saffron and purple hunting tunic, decorated with a white eagle and lilies; her cothurni are 
on the ground nearby. In the background are three black hunting dogs, who stand quietly, but look 
toward the couple; there is a scorpion on the ground behind the man's heel. 

Verse 

Desire draws the Moon and Sun to hold Each other; hid in darksome depths, the bold Embrace of sibling 
spirits joined in love Unites the world below with sky above. Unasked, the Dart of Passion strikes; be 
bold! 

Interpretation 



Eros, the power of conjunction, an agent or alter-ego of the Magician, brings about the sacred marriage 
of the opposites. Here we see the Sun and Moon, representing the masculine and feminine unconscious, 
greeting each other, stripped of all deception. This is not a conscious decision, for Eros pierces the 
unconscious of both the man and the woman, so that each is compelled to acknowledge the other. In this 
way all the opposites are unified: male and female, conscious and unconscious, thought and feeling, 
intuition and sensation. 

This is no ordinary marriage, but an alchemical conjunction of brother and sister. Upon its 
consummation the masculine poles (consciousness, thought, intuition) will be destroyed, dissolved in the 
subconscious mother sea; this represents the dissolution that must precede the rejuvenation of the 
masculine elements. The divine child will consume the mother's substance while it grows in her womb, 
and she will die in birth, thus obliterating the feminine poles (unconsciousness, feeling, sensation). The 
child, however, will survive, and manifest a well-tempered balance of all oppositions, thus reincarnating 
both parents (cf. VIII.Temperance). 

Commentary 

Eros brings the High Priest and High Priestess together in Love, virgin no more. He is the middle term in 
the Pythagorean Triad, joining (harmozein) the extremes. (cf. Nichols 136) This Hieros Gamos (Sacred 
Marriage) must be incestuous, for it represents "a combination of things which are related but of unlike 
nature" (Jung, Mys. Con. 466). In fact, they are really the two sides of one unity, like the uroboros 
serpent which in the twilight of consciousness appears as two individuals; indeed, the bride and groom 
are both disguises of Mercury (the Magician). This marriage is the first unification of the Yin and Yang 
in the Tao. As Wei Po-yang says, "The Way [Tao] is long and obscurely mystical, at the end of which 
the Ch'ien [Father = II.Emperor] and K'un [Mother = III.Empress] come together." (Jung, MC 294-5, 
304, 359-60) 

This card is incorrectly called "the Lovers," for in the earliest decks it consistently portrays Eros, that is 
Love, and is so called in the earliest Italian sources (Dummett 112). Note that in some mythological 
accounts Eros is the son of Hermes (I.Magician) and Aphrodite (II.Empress); see, e.g., Larousse (132). 
Here, as Master of the Cup, Eros pours a libation of blessing for the couple. (N.B.: Mercury and Venus, 
his parents, are both cup-bearers - Jung, MC 303.) 



Apollo, Artemis and Hermes (Barclay Painter, 450-440 BCE) 

VI.Love represents the marriage of IV.High Priestess and V.High 
Priest; that is, it is the Alchemical Wedding between the silver Queen 
of the Night and the golden King of the Day, for the anima wants a 
man and the animus wants a woman; they yearn for the coniunctio. 
The King and Queen are at the ends of their reigns; the King is 
becoming senile and the Queen has put aside her green gown and 

donned the livid purple, which portends the immanent Love-death of the couple. Hermes appears in the 
form of Eros; they both throw the dart and are called "archers who shoot without bowstrings." He is 
Mercury, which unites the Sulphur and Salt, and presides over this Hermetic Marriage by which the light 
of Moon is emptied into the Sun, and the light of the Sun is emptied into the Moon, and from them both 
light fills the World. We see this in the eclipse, for the Moon darkens as she turns to face her betrothed, 
and when she finally comes to him, he too is darkened; the consummation takes place in blackest night. 
All oppositions are reconciled when Mercury brings about the union of the White Queen of the Silver 
Crown and the Black King of the Gold Crown: the Water with the Fire, the Earth with the Air, the White 
Eagle with the Red Lion, the Holy Cup (Grail) with the Sacred Spear. The offspring is the pneumatos, 
the "harmony of an intermediate spirit," the double-natured Grey Egg, which blends white and black 
(see VII.Temperance). The double opposition of the four elements is resolved in the Quintessentia. 
(Jung, MC 35-7, 149, 288-9, 304, 459, Sp. Merc. 230-1; von Franz 111-2, 201; Crowley 80-4; Nichols 
131) 

The hexagram is the symbol of the sacred union that balances the 
oppositions, for it is simultaneously the superimposed triangles of Fire and 
Water, and the superimposed signs of Air and Earth (Nichols 137). Thus all 
four aspects of the psyche, male and female, immanent and transcendent, 
are brought together, the conscious and the unconscious united in balance 
(see also V.High Priest) (von Franz 164). As noted in our discussion of the 
Minor Arcana, the Pythagoreans say that the hexad is the principle of 
harmony, for it is the product of the dyad and the triad, which generate 
every perfect consonance. They also say that it reconciles opposites, is equal 
to its own parts, and is called Wholeness. In our representation, Eros wears 
a six-pointed star. 

Nevertheless, the numerical value of ERWS O QEOS (Eros Ho Theos, the 
God Eros) is 1459, which reduces to 9-5+4-1 = 7. Because this love is requited, the numerical value of 
ERWS KAI ANTERWS (Eros kai Anteros, Love and Answering Love) is 2592, which reduces to 11+2-
9+5-2 = 7. The Heptad is the "Second Monad," the impulse toward a new level of manifestation, a new 
beginning, a new principle of generation, a complete person comprising three psychical elements (mind, 
spirit and psyche) and four material elements (earth, water, air and fire), to which correspond the three 
spiritual virtues and the four practical virtues. The Pythagoreans call the Heptad "Fulfillment" and 
"Threshold of Rebirth." The Heptad is the offspring of the first actual odd and even numbers, the Father 
(3) and the Mother (4), since 7 = 3+4; also note that the Empress and Emperor are third and fourth in 



their Hendecads. (The numbers 1 and 2 are only potential odd and even numbers.) (Schimmel 128; TA 
57-8; see also the meaning of Zeta, above, and see the description of the Sevens in the Minor Arcana.) 

In Empedocles (frr. 17, 21, 22, 26, 35) too, it is Love (Philotes) who mixes and unites the four elements, 
making One out of Many. According to Diogenes Laertius (VIII.76), Hera (Empress) = Earth, Aidoneus 
(Emperor) = Air, Nestis (Priestess) = Water, Zeus (Priest) = Fire. 

In the marriage of heaven and earth, the King's downward thrust meets the Queen's upward arch, and the 
newlyweds tangle violently, like fighting lions, dogs, dragons or wolves. Indeed the King must die at the 
moment of consummation: Some say Cupid's dart, the telum passionis, pierces his heart. Others say the 
groom's head is bitten off by the Bride-snake. Yet others say he is torn by black dogs of Hecate, as 
Actaeon was after he feasted on the naked form of Artemis, for such is the fate of whoever is Betrothed 
to the Moon (Lunae Sponsus). The Bride of the Sun (Soli Sponsa) in turn is fated to die in childbirth, 
and so the two souls of the parents yield to the one soul of the Child. King Consciousness loses his 
absolute authority, as in turn does Queen Unconsciousness; with the Child there will be a balance of 
psychic powers. (Jung, MC 29-34, 295, 304, 360, 380) 

This theme is well known from the Sumerian cult of Inanna (Ishtar) and Dumuzi (Tammuz). She is 
Queen of Heaven and Earth, a love goddess and a warrior goddess; he is the Shepherd-King, the Wild 
Bull, who is given his arms by Inanna. Some time after their sacred marriage, Inanna was responsible for 
the death of Dumuzi, for when she was trapped in the underworld, she sent demons to take him as a 
substitute, and so he descended into the darkness. According to some legends Inanna gave birth to Shara, 
her Divine Son. The sacred marriage of the High Priest and High Priestess also corresponds to the sacred 
marriage of Shamash (Utu), the sun god, and Aya (Sherida), a goddess of light. (Jacobsen 47, 205-232; 
Wolkstein & Kramer x, 51-89, 161; Black & Green s.vv. Dumuzi, Inana, Shara, Sherida; Kramer SMR 
passim) 

Crowley (80, 101-2) observes that Love and Temperance are twin cards, a complementary pair: Solve et 
Coagula. This is additional evidence that they should be consecutive, as in the Ferrara sequence and ours 
(6, 7), and not separated as in most contemporary decks (6, 14). That VI.Love corresponds to Solve is 
evidenced by the alchemical tradition that the sacred marriage takes place in the spiritual waters (aqua 
aeris) of Ocean (the "Meridian Sea," the "Sea of the Indians," the "Nile of Egypt," cf. the Aegean 
Festival in Goethe's Faust, pt. II). Often the King drowns in these waters, the Ocean of the High 
Priestess. This spiritual water, which brings about the union, is just Mercury in another manifestation. 
As Mercury, the waters dissolve the Old Emperor, but all the planets infuse the bath with their influence. 
As Venus (Empress) the waters engulf the Old Emperor, and as both content and container she becomes 
Luna (High Priestess), who carries the Child hidden in her womb. (Jung, MC 314-6, 358-9, 461) 

As far as I've been able to tell, before the twentieth century the Lovers are consistently shown wearing 
clothes, though nudes may appear on other cards (e.g. the Star). Nevertheless, Apollo is generally shown 
nude, and of course Artemis was naked when spied by Actaeon. In alchemy, undressing represents the 
exposure of the soul, the discarding of the Cloak of Darkness representing the nigredo (Jung, MC 50). 



Emblem 2 from the Rosarium 

VI.Love in the Visconti-Sforza tarot is similar to ours: woman on right, man on 
left, right hands clasped, blindfolded naked Cupid above, aiming a dart at the 
man. The general scene is depicted in many alchemical illustrations, for example 
the second woodcut of the Rosarium Philosophorum (1550) and many of its 
engraved variants: the couple joins their right hands, and a dove with a six-
pointed star descends from above (e.g. Fabricius figs. 35, 36, 38). From the 
couple's perspective, the solar king is on the right and the lunar queen on the left, 

which is the usual alchemical arrangement. Apollo's right eye is visible and Artemis' left because, 
according to ancient tradition, the Sun corresponds to the right eye and the moon to the left (Jung, MC 
97). Apollo reaches out his right hand as a sign of kindness and holds the Spear of severity in his left 
hand (Godwin 30). Similarly, Artemis reaches toward him with her right hand, and retains the sacred 
Cup in her left. For the color of Artemis' tunic, see Larousse (111, 121-2) and OCD (s.v. Artemis). 

The Lovers combine all the elements into a balanced whole. The element Fire is represented by the fir 
tree and the campfire; the element Air is represented by the feather and the smoke; the element Water is 
represented by the pond and the patera; the element Earth is represented by the ground and snake. The 
Bride-snake also symbolizes wisdom and redemption arising from control of the Kundalini power (Case 
88). There are three black dogs because, as Jung (SM 221) observes, triads are characteristic of the 
underworld (e.g. three-faced Hecate and Cerberus). 

Apollo and Diana (Lucas Cranach, 1530) 

Although Artemis is known as a virgin goddess, she was not totally immune to 
Cupid's dart. She fell in love with the beautiful hunter Orion, but he died, either 
stung by a scorpion (Scorpio) because he ravished her, or shot by Artemis 
herself, who was tricked into the deed by Apollo. For there is also a tradition 
that Apollo was infatuated with Artemis, his sister, and ravished her on his altar 
at Delos. (Incidentally, Orion's dog, Sirius, was also killed by the scorpion.) 
(Larousse 121, 144; Willis 139) 

Similarly, in the forest Apollo once saw the nymph Cyrene, a huntress, wrestling 
a lion (cf. IX.Fortitude). He immediately fell in love with her and seduced her; she later bore his child. 
More relevant to this card is the story of Coronis. When she was already pregnant with Apollo's child, 
she married another, and Apollo in anger slew the couple. While Coronis burned on the funeral pyre, 
Apollo snatched from her womb the baby, who grew up to be Asclepius, the Healer, also known as Soter 
- Savior (OCD). Coronis is named for the crow, who informed Apollo of the marriage, and was 
blackened for bringing the unwelcome news. When Asclepius tried to bring Orion back to life, Zeus 
blasted him with a thunderbolt. (Larousse 118) In all these cases we see the theme of the alchemical 



blackening (nigredo) followed by the release of the sun spirit destined for purification and rebirth. 

Apollo and the Crow (Sotades workshop (c. 460 BCE) 

Trump VI.Love represents the Triumph of Love, that is, the triumphal procession 
of Eros. In his Trionfi (Triumphs) Petrarch describes the scene: Cupidus rides in a 
fiery chariot leading his enslaved captives: emperors and empresses, priests and 
priestesses, gods and mortals - none are exempt. Pictorial representations of the 
Triumphs were common in the Renaissance (for examples see D. D. Carnicelli's 

edition of Lord Morley's Tryumphes of Fraunces Petrarcke, Harvard Univ. Press, 1971). Moakley (ch. 4) 
has a general discussion of Triumphal processions as they relate to the tarot trumps, and has speculated 
about the Triumph of Love (p. 14). In dice, the Triumph of Love (Trumps I - VI) is represented by the 
first row of the Water Hexactys, comprising all the rolls with at least one ace. In the Fire Hexactys the 
Triumph of Love is the first three rows, comprising the rolls in which the higher die is an ace, deuce or 
trey. It is likewise the first three rows of astragali rolls (see the Introduction to the Maj. Arc. for details). 

This is as much the triumph of Mercury as of Venus, but we've seen that they are closely related and in a 
sense identical (see I.Magician). In the Tripus Chimicus of Sendivogius (1628) we see Mercury on a 
triumphal chariot drawn by a cock and a hen; behind him a pair of naked lovers embrace (Jung, SM 
231). 

Vergil said, "Omnia vincit Amor, et nos cedamus Amori" - "Love conquers all, and we must give in to 
Love" (Ecloga 69). 
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VIII. Victoria - Nike - Victory (8, 7) 

Magister Gladii - Master of the Sword 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Victoria sperata. (Victory hoped for.) 

Deities:
Ares, Mars; Nike, Victoria. 

Dice:
2+3 = Virtue+Male (Water); 4+2 = Virtue+Second (Fire). 

Astragali:
1+6+3 = 1st Ogdoad+Virtue+Male (Victory). 



Greek Letter = Theta:
Thrasos = courage, boldness, confidence, audacity, rashness, impudence. 

Trigram:
I:: Name: Chen = the Arousing. Image: Thunder. The First Son, associated with initiative, action, 
incisiveness, vehemence, strength. Southeast in the Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

A winged Victory, in flowing purple robes and holding a laurel wreath, hovers above a Hero, who drives 
his chariot directly towards us. He is a young man, strong and determined, with short, curly, red hair and 
no beard. He is dressed in full armor (bronze breastplate over a short, red tunic, and bronze greaves), and 
wears a helmet with a tall, horse-hair crest. The charioteer stands, holding a hasta (long spear) upright in 
his right hand and the reins in his left. A dog or wolf sits in the chariot in front of the charioteer's right 
leg, and to the his left is an ancile, a large Bronze Age "figure 8" shield. On the shield is a special form 
of the sign for Mars: an apple surmounted by a spread-winged Victory. 

The chariot is pulled by two horses, red roan on its right, blue roan on its left, each pulling toward its 
own side. Lush green vegetation grows in the foreground in front of the chariot. 

The chariot has two reddish-bronze wheels of eight spokes (four thick and four thin), and we can see the 
ends of the axle connecting them. Four posts, colored red, blue, green and yellow (chariot's front-right, 
front-left, back-left, back-right, respectively), support a midnight-blue canopy decorated with the seven 
stars of the Wain (Big Dipper) in silver; the Pointers (Merak and Dubhe) are directed to the front of the 
chariot. The front of the red chariot box is richly decorated with golden oak leaves, laurel leaves, figs, 
horses, wolves and woodpeckers. In the center a serpent curls around the rim of a round, bronze shield 
with the astrological sign for Aries in the center. 

Verse 

The Hero crowned by Victory drives the car Of triumph, seeking still to venture far, Accepting every 
challenge. He commands, And masters mighty steeds with skillful hands. Our vision's dazzled by the 
Hero's star! 

Interpretation 

The Chariot is the vehicle of the Hero, both to sally forth on new adventures, and to celebrate his 



triumphant return. Mobile yet secure, it is the means by which he accomplishes his daring deeds. 

The characteristics of the Hero - courage, competitiveness, aggressiveness, strength, will - are potent 
instruments of good and ill, and he may bring salvation or destruction. But, however great his deeds, he 
will not be welcomed home with a Triumph nor be celebrated as a Hero unless his victory is more than 
personal, unless it is a victory for the people. In this he is guided by the seven stars above him, his 
destiny, which is the Wain (i.e., the Wagon), the way to the center around which the heavens revolve. 

It is especially important that the Hero master and control the raw animal energy of his horses - physical 
and spiritual - which pull in different directions. For this he needs a strong, steady hand on the twin reins 
of will and intelligence, without which he will not have a steady vehicle from which to wield his spear 
and slay whatever dragons he encounters. 

The wolf reminds us that the Hero may be ruthless, as does the Bronze Age shield. Made from a bronze 
plate over seven layers of tough oxhide, the shield also warns us that the Hero may shield himself from 
human compassion, hiding his face behind layers of protection. Though this shield covers the entire 
person, it is too great a burden, and it is eventually abandoned for the smaller, round shield, balanced in 
all directions, which must be maneuvered skillfully to parry blows. 

On the other hand, the lush vegetation reminds us that the Hero's vitality is the force of life itself, 
striving to preserve and propagate itself and its kind, for Mars also fortifies and protects domesticated 
plants and animals. We may call Mars the God of Marches, for each new campaign must begin with a 
march and each spring season begins in March. 

Commentary 

The Triumphal Chariot represents the vehicle for the entire Major Arcana, for it is the centerpiece of the 
Roman and Renaissance triumph; it is a central feature of Petrarch's Trionfi and in the art it inspired 
(Moakley 76). As will be explained in more detail below, it is also the triumphal vehicle in a more 
abstract sense, since it represents the relation of the body and the psyche. It provides a combination of 
mobility, security and stability (Case 93-5; Nichols 141-2). 

The archaic ancile (figure-of-8 shield) is a symbol of grandeur and security. According to legend, the 
first ancile fell from heaven on March 1 (Mars' birthday) in the reign of King Numa (715-673 BCE). It 
was taken to be a sign from Mars of the future glory of Rome, and was considered essential to the safety 
of the state. Therefore, eleven copies were made and the twelve ancilia were kept together in the 
sacrarium Martis (sacristy of Mars). At the beginning and end of the war season (Mar.-Oct.) the twelve 
Salii (Dancers), the priests responsible for these relics, took out the ancilia and sacred spears of Mars, 
and clashed them together (spear in right hand, shield on left arm) in a sacred procession and dance of 
victory. (OCD s.vv. Mars, Salii; Larousse 202-3; Oswalt 180-1) 



For description of the figure-8 shield and its later abandonment, see Taylor (137-8), Guhl & Koner (237-
8), and Nilsson (142-50); it is estimated to have weighed 40 pounds (Autenrieth s.v. aspis). Homer calls 
the smaller, round shield "well-balanced on every side" (pantos' eise, Il. III.347) and "well-
rounded" (eukuklos, Il. V.453, 797). The snake on this well-rounded, balanced shield is the Nous (Mind) 
Serpent; it leads the chariot wherever it goes (Jung, MC 205). 

The apple is a symbol for the cosmos, and when held by an emperor it represents his sovereignty over 
the world. In classical times the imperial apple was often surmounted by a Victory, thus representing 
victory over the world; in Christian times the pagan goddess was replaced by a cross, thus yielding the 
familiar orb and cross. (Biedermann 17) In alchemy the cross-over-circle is often taken to mean Earth, 
but Burckhardt (78-81) argues that it was the original symbol for Mars, in which case the signs for Mars 
and Venus are inversions of each other (which is appropriate for this couple; see below). 

In our image, the overly defensive Bronze Age shield bears the sign of Mars, with its violent 
connotations, whereas the "well-rounded" shield on the chariot bears the sign of the more pastoral Aries 
(concerning which, see below). 

The green vegetation reminds us the Mars was originally a god of vegetation, fertility and new vitality 
(Nichols 143). He is especially associated with the efflorescence of spring, and is responsible for the 
well-being and protection of domestic plants and animals. Mars was originally equivalent to Silvanus, 
the spirit of the wilderness, and Rhea Silvia was his wife, who bore him Romulus and Remus. (Larousse 
202) A common epithet of Mars was gradivus, which refers to his fostering of growth (grandiri, to 
grow). In later times gradivus was taken to refer to marching (gradi, to march), and so he is gradivus in 
two ways: an agricultural deity and a martial deity. (Larousse 202) I've tried to translate this pun by 
calling Mars "the God of Marches" and "the March God," simultaneously referring to the month and the 
action. 

The charioteer holds the spear in his right hand, indicating that is the instrument of his conscious action; 
the reins are in his left hand because he has internalized (made unconscious) his ability to govern his 
drives and actions. The two reins represent intelligence and will (Cooper s.v. chariot), and the 
corresponding horses represent physical energy (red roan) and spiritual energy (blue roan) (Nichols 
141). The white hairs in the roans' coats remind us that intelligence and will should be tempered by pure 
intentions, for without the intermixed white the horses' coats would be brown and black. (We see the red 
and blue horses in the Marseilles tarot, and many esoteric tarots have the chariot pulled by creatures of 
contrasting color.) 

The charioteer is the ego-transcending guiding force that must govern the spirit (the horses) that move 
the chariot (the body) (Cooper s.v. chariot; Nichols 140, 143-4). To succeed in this he must balance the 
forces, which he accomplishes with the aid of Harmonia, his daughter (Biedermann s.v. chariot; Nichols 
150). The metaphor is familiar, of course, from Plato's Phaedrus (246ff, 253ff) and other ancient texts. 



To achieve a true victory, the charioteer must ensure that mind and body work together; he must 
harmonize (harmozein, join) the spiritual and physical. This is symbolized by the wheels of the chariot, 
which are heaven and earth, and the axle between them, which is the cosmic axis (Cooper s.v. chariot). 
The wheels have eight spokes because "the double quaternity or ogdoad stands for a totality, for 
something that is at once heavenly and earthly, spiritual or corporeal..." (Jung, MC 11). The same image 
appears in shamanism, where the World Tree, which connects heaven and earth, has eight branches, 
associated with eight great gods (Jung, Phil. Tree 305). The left-hand wheel is heaven, the spiritual 
plane; its four large spokes are the quarters of heaven, and the four small spokes are the quarters of earth 
as reflected in the heavens. Conversely, the right-hand wheel is earth, the physical plane; its four large 
spokes are the quarters of earth, and its four small spokes are the quarters of heaven as reflected on 
earth. The rotations of one wheel mirror the rotations of the other, so the wheels and axle embody the 
Hermetic maxim, "as above, so below; as below, so above." (Neo-Pagans will be reminded of the 
eightfold wheel of the year.) 

Eight, of course, is also the number of the Chariot in our sequence and in the Ferrara sequence. Its 
Pythagorean interpretation is balance, completeness, heaven and earth, the four elements of the body 
governed by the fourfold soul, cosmic law and natural rhythm. On the other hand, the numerical value of 
ARHS OBRIMOS (Ares Obrimos, Mighty Ares) is 801, which reduces to 1-0+8 = 9 in the Hendecad. 
Therefore, the Chariot has the character of the Ennead, which the Pythagoreans say is perfect and 
unsurpassable, but incomplete. (See our interpretation of the Eights and Nines in the Minor Arcana) 

The danger facing the Hero is hubris, usually translated "overweening pride." If his ego inflates and 
becomes invested with the trappings of victory, then his negative qualities will come forward, and the 
seeds of defeat will have been sowed (cf. Nichols 144-6). Then he will be like Ares, "hated by gods and 
mortals," the embodiment of unrefined brute strength and blind violence, obstinate and eager for strife, 
yet not nearly so successful as the more prudent Athena (his dual; see next) (Larousse 124-5; Sharman-
Burke & Greene 39-41). However, true victory is possible if Mars is accompanied, as he often is, by 
Honos (Honor) and Virtus (Virtue) (Larousse 202). 

The common modern tarot sequence makes the Chariot trump 7, which number is traditionally 
associated with victory, fate, destiny and transformation (Cooper 94; Nichols 143). This generally agrees 
with the Pythagorean interpretation, which also supports the trump 8 = Justice of the modern sequence 
(see my interpretation of the Sevens and Eights of the Minor Arcana). Furthermore, Chariot (Ares) and 
Justice (Athena) form a natural pair (blind violence versus cool, intelligent courage): (1) they were both 
war gods and often in conflict with each other, and (2) Ares was born by Hera without benefit of a father 
because she was angry at Zeus for bearing Athena without benefit of a mother (Larousse 125; Oswalt 
181). (Note that "Hera" is a feminine form of Greek "Heros" - OCD s.v. Hera, Hero-cult) 

The four posts of the chariot represent the four elements (Case 95); their colors are archetypal (Jung, 
P&A 164-70); in the manuscripts of Ramon Lull: yellow (or brown) = earth, green = water, blue = air, 
red = fire (Llull v. I, pll. XII, XIII; see also Cooper 60). Alternately, the elements can be symbolized by 
the colors of the alchemical opus: earth = black (nigredo), water = white (albedo), air = red (rubedo), fire 
= yellow (citrinitas) (Jung, MC 287). The Hero, standing in the middle of the four elemental posts, is a 



symbol of the Quintessence, the arcane substance which governs the others, the Anima Mundi (World 
Soul) (Nichols 140; Jung, MC 207). 

The four pillars also correspond to the four temperaments in a standard way: brown/yellow (resp. 
nigredo) = melancholic, green (resp. albedo) = phlegmatic, blue (resp. rubedo) = sanguine, red (resp. 
citrinitas) = choleric. The red and blue pillars are in front (like the red and blue horses), since they are 
characteristic of the Hero and lead him, for the choleric temperament is irritable and inclined to fight, 
and the sanguine temperament is active, outward focused and successful. Trailing behind are the (lazy or 
peace-loving) phlegmatic nature and the (unsuccessful or thoughtful) melancholic nature. (Biedermann 
114; Cooper 60; Jung, MC 287; Yates, OPEA 51) 

By way of the elements, the posts also represent the four functions of the psyche (intuition, sensation, 
thought, feeling) (Nichols 141; Jung, MC 205). Though the exact correspondence is uncertain, Hamaker-
Zondag (20) has intuition = fire, thinking = air, feeling = water, sensation = earth. The serpent is a 
traditional symbol of wisdom, and so we often find a Nous (Mind) serpent either pulling the chariot or 
riding in it (Jung, MC 205, 207), that is, guiding the four functions of the psyche and the four elements 
of the body. The charioteer guiding the chariot becomes a symbol for the spirit guiding the body (Jung, 
MC 208-9). 

The Chariot is a symbol of the outward journey toward "individuation," that is, toward the fully 
integrated self (Nichols 139, 149). In this journey he is guided by the starry canopy above, in particular, 
by the Great Bear, which is also known as the Wain, that is, the Wagon, which is equivalent to the 
Chariot. The Wain points to the Pole, which represents the fixed self around which all psychic processes 
revolve. (Jung, MC 205) The Wain was also known as the Septem Triones (Seven Plough-Oxen), which 
connects it to trump 7, the Chariot in most modern tarots (Simon 26). The number 7 symbolizes fate and 
destiny (Nichols 143). 

VI.Love (Aphrodite) precedes the Chariot (Ares) in the contemporary sequence, which reflects the well-
known liaison of these gods, who correspond to the primary forces of Empedocles, Love (Philotes) and 
Strife (Neikos). Aphrodite and Ares are sometimes shown as a wedded couple sharing a chariot (OCD s.
v. Ares); their offspring was Harmonia, who reconciles her parents (cf. VII.Temperance, between VI.
Love and VIII.Strife in the Ferrara sequence). 

Similarly, in the sequence of alchemical procedures, the Regimen Martis (R. of Mars) follows the 
Regimen Veneris (R. of Venus), and so the purple of Venus (see VI.Love) is followed by varied colors, 
but especially blue. (Jung, MC 289). 

Of course, Nike crowning the charioteer at the moment of victory was a common motif in ancient times; 
she presides over victories of all sorts: in war, athletics, beauty, the crafts, and even over death. She is an 
imposing goddess, for she forms a quaternity with her sister Bia (Force) and her brothers Zelos (Zeal or 
Rivalry) and Kratos (Strength or Power). (OCD s.v. Nike) Her robes are purple to symbolize the pomp 
of the triumph, pride, the just victory and imperial power (Cooper s.v. colours). Of course, Victoria is 



closely associated with Mars (OCD s.v. Victoria). 

The color red dominates our image for manifold reasons. In general terms it is the color of physical 
energy, blood, vitality and fire. It is the color of war gods, and specifically of Mars, the red planet. It is 
also the color of the sign Aries. (Cooper s.v. colours) 

Common attributes of Ares include bronze armor, including a tall-crested helmet, and a spear. Animals 
connected with him include the woodpecker, wolf, dog and horse; plants include the bean, oak, dogwood 
and laurel. The ancile (figure-8 shield) has been discussed already. (Larousse 124-5, 202) Ares is often 
shown driving a chariot drawn by four horses, named Aithon (Red Fire), Phlogos (Flame), Conabos 
(Tumult) and Phobos (Terror); they may be taken to correspond to the four elements (Cooper s.v. 
chariot; Larousse 125; Oswalt 38) There are two horses in our image, since that is more appropriate to 
the interpretation and the elements are represented by the chariot posts. 

In Petrarch's "Africa" and Albricus' "Allegoriae Poeticae" Mars comes, furious, full-bearded, in his 
blood-stained, three-horse chariot; he is in full armor, a shining helmet upon his head, a three-roped flail 
in his left hand. On his left, the cock crows on a block, and a wolf runs beside him, carrying the child in 
its mouth. The screaming Furies follow close behind. 

On the Mars card in the Mantegna Tarocchi, Mars faces us, seated in a chariot with two pillars; a dog 
rests in front of his right foot. No horses are visible. Mars wears full armor and a winged helmet, and 
holds a sword upright in his right hand, his left resting at his waist. (Kaplan 40) 

On Etruscan mirrors Maris (Mars) sits naked, on a cloak (or with it draped over his left shoulder), 
beardless or not, with short hair with a garland, or longish and curled; he holds a long (2.2 m.) staff or 
lance in his right (or left) hand, and leans on stick in his left hand. He may wear high boots and a 
Phrygian helmet. (van der Meer 116) 

Both the Bergamo Visconti-Sforza and the Cary-Yale Visconti tarot decks are unusual in showing a 
woman in the chariot, which is drawn across the card by two white horses (winged, in the Visconti-
Sforza case). 

Many modern authors associate the Chariot with the sign Cancer, but I don't see a compelling reason for 
this. Kaplan (4-5) displays seven different tables of astrological correspondences for the Major Arcana; 
in particular, the Chariot has been associated with Gemini, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Libra and Cancer. I 
believe that the Chariot, like Mars, corresponds to Aries. First, Mars is the planet that rules Aries, and 
Mars displays the characteristics attributed to Aries. Second, Mars is intimately connected with the 
vernal equinox and the efflorescence of nature; he gave his name to March, which was the first month of 
the pre-Julian Roman calendar. His birthday was celebrated on the first of March, and he had important 
festivals throughout the month. March initiated the war season, and the traditional iconography of March 
is filled with symbols of Mars. (de Mailly Nesle 130-1; OCD s.v. Mars; Oswalt 180; Salzman 106-11) 



Livy (Ad urbe cond. XXX.30) said: "Melior tutiorque est certa pax quam sperata victoria; haec in tua, 
illa in deorum manu est" (Better and safer is an assured peace than a victory hoped for; the one is in your 
own power, the other is in the hands of the gods). 
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VIIII. Fortitudo - Andreia - Fortitude (9, 11/8) 

Magistra Gladii - Mistress of the Sword 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Domina bestiarum lenis (Gentle Lady of the Beasts) 

Deities:
Kurene (Cyrene); Artemis (Potnia Theron), Diana. 

Dice:
2+4 = Virtue + Female (Water); 4+3 = Virtue + Third (Fire). 

Astragali:
1+6+4 = 1st Ogdoad + Virtue + Female. 

Greek Letter = Iota:



Iskhus = strength, force, might; Iphi = strongly, valiantly. 
Trigram:

:II Name: Sun = the Gentle. Image: Wind, Wood. The First Daughter, associated with 
penetration, following guidelines, work, vehemence, changeability. 

Description 

In an uncultivated field a young woman holds the open jaws of a lion, which sits to her right, but is 
partly hidden behind a thorny, wild rose bush. We cannot tell whether she is trying to open or close his 
jaws. Though the lion looks ferocious, the woman has an expression of calm confidence. Indeed, a 
sword lies unused on the ground nearby. 

The woman wears a lion skin mantle, with the paws hanging in front, over an elegant saffron peplos 
(long robe), and has a wreath of white roses in her hair. The lion's hair coat is reddish-tan, and he has a 
wreath of red roses around his neck. 

Verse 

With gentle hand and eye she charms the beast And teaches him the time to speak. Released From fear 
of one another, freedom grows For each, a bond that blossoms like the rose. It's love, not force or fear, 
that tames the beast! 

Interpretation 

In simplest terms this trump represents fortitude, that is, strength, vigor and courage. However, fortitude 
appears on two levels. The lion represents the strength, vigor and courage of the primitive elements of 
the psyche, the fiery vitality of one's animal nature. The lion is noble, even regal, but potentially savage, 
uncontrollable, destructive and devouring. 

The young woman, Andreia, represents the anima, which mediates between the ego and the beast. She 
symbolizes fortitude of a different kind, for she has a magical control over beasts of all kinds, directed 
not by a wand, but by her eyes and hands. Her power is strong and she has the courage to use it to 
control animal nature. 

Though Andreia is skilled with the sword, she has set it aside, because it's ineffective for training the 
beast. The sword represents rational discrimination, but this task demands a gentle eye and the physical 



application of compassionate hands. For Andreia does not want to kill the beast; she knows it will be 
better for both of them if he is tamed and trained. In this way they can cooperate and both will win new 
freedom. No longer will consciousness be forced to flee the beast; no longer will the beast be driven by 
its instincts. 

Andreia is manipulating the lion's mouth. She may encourage the beast to close its mouth and cease its 
primitive roaring; or she may encourage him to open his mouth, and help him to articulate his needs and 
desires. In this way Andreia and the lion can help one another, and live happily together - for he is her 
familiar. 

Commentary 

About this trump Dummett (118) says, "In all early Italian sources, the card is called la fortezza, which 
(apart from the irrelevant meaning of 'the fortress') can only mean 'fortitude.'" Fortitude (Greek andreia) 
is one of the four cardinal virtues (or excellences), which were enumerated by Plato (Rep. 442b-d) as the 
basis of all other virtues, and which were analyzed by Aristotle (Nic. Eth. II.vii); the other three are 
temperance (sophrosune), justice (dikaiosune) and prudence (phronesis). 

In Latin, fortitudo means both physical strength, vigor and courage. It derives from fortis, which means 
strong, vigorous, healthy, sexually vigorous, robust, brave, bold and heroic. (OLD s.vv.) The 
corresponding Greek word, andreia, is literally manliness, but was also applied to women (LSJ). This 
apparent inversion of sex roles is characteristic of rites of passage; it's a key feature of the myth of 
Apollo's marriage to Kurene (see below) and several similar myths (Bonnefoy 100-1). I've adopted 
Andreia as an attractive name for the young woman in IX.Fortitude. 

The lion itself is a symbol of courage and strength, but also of the danger of untamed nature (Cooper s.v. 
lion; Beidermann s.v. lion). In classical times, demigods (such as Hercules) were often depicted 
defeating lions, a symbol of the triumph of human nature over animal nature (Biedermann s.v. lion). 
Therefore, in IX.Fortitude we see personified human strength and courage taming animal strength and 
courage (Nichols 202). 

The virtues are traditionally depicted as young women in long robes, sometimes with wings 
(Biedermann s.v. virtues); one reason they are women may be that in Latin and Greek the virtues are 
feminine nouns (as are most abstract nouns). Therefore, we find Fortitude represented in two common 
ways: (1) a young woman holding a marble column, which is often broken (in Ferrarese and Bolognese 
cards); (2) a young woman holding a lion's jaws (as in the Visconti di Modrone, Cary-Yale Visconti, and 
Marseilles decks). The Visconti-Sforza deck is nearly unique in showing a man - apparently Hercules - 
clubbing the lion. (Dummett 118; Moakley 78) Since the pelt of the Nemean Lion was impenetrable, 
Hercules wore it for protection; a lion skin is another symbol of fortitude (Biedermann s.v. courage). 
The Tarocchi of Mantegna card called Fortezza combines four different symbols of fortitude: A woman 



in a long robe (1) wears the pelt of a lion (a la Hercules) or a helmet, (2) breaks a marble column with 
her left hand, (3) holds a mace in her right hand, and (4) has a lion standing behind her. 

IX.Fortitude is the last card of the Triumph of Virtue, which comprises trumps VI-IX, including VII.
Temperance and VIII.Victory. X.Fortune separates the Triumph of Virtue from XI.Old Man, the first 
card of the Triumph of Time. (cf. Moakley 78) In Petrarch's Trionfi, Chastity defeats Love and so the 
Triumph of Love is followed by the Triumph of Chastity, who is attended by many other virtues, 
including Moderation (cf. 7.Temperance), Honor and Glory (cf. 8.Victory), Perseverance (cf. 9.
Fortitude), Prudence, Foresight, Purity and Beauty (Trionfi, Wilkins tr. p. 42; Morley tr. ll. 123-141). 

We might expect XX.Justice, one of the four cardinal virtues, to appear in the Triumph of Virtue. In 
some old tarot decks (and in Levi, Papus and Wirth) it is trump 8, which puts it in Tr. Virtue, but at the 
expense of Fortitude which becomes trump 11, and thus in Tr. Time. Therefore I have left Justice as 
trump 20, its position in the oldest enumerations of the trumps (e.g. Sermones de ludo cum aliis, c. 
1500). As will be explained at the appropriate time, I think XX.Justice represents more than just the 
virtue. 

When the lion peeks out so that only its head and open eyes are visible, it symbolizes vigilance; when it 
moves out as though to pounce, and its head and shoulders appear, it represents force; but when the lion 
boldly exposes itself to full view, it is a sign of courage. In our image the lion is three-quarters exposed 
to represent the ambivalence of the animal nature, for it is not truly domesticated, nor can it be. The lion 
is associated with the heat of the summer sun, which fosters growth but also scorches the ground. 
(Cooper s.v. lion; Goldsmith 117, 119) 

The following is from Pindar's Ninth Pythian Ode (translated by C. J. Billson), and describes Apollo's 
first glimpse of the nymph Kurene (Cyrene): 

  Apollo, lord of the wide quiver fair
   And far-sped arrows, found her on a day
    Wrestling unarmed against a lion bold,
   And cried to Chiron:  "Son of Philyra,
    Come from thy sacred cavern and behold
     What woman's soul can dare!
  This calm-browed girl essays a wondrous fight.
   Her heart no toil can weaken, and her mind
   No fear subdue.  Born of what mortal kind
  Is she, and stolen from what tribe of might,
  Who haunts these glades of shadowy mountains wild?
   Illimitable strength her actions prove.

The nymph Kurene was the daughter of Hypseus ("Highest," referring to 



the sky)
and the Naiad Creusa (a water nymph).  She was known as a virgin 
huntress who
used her skill with sword and spear to protect her father's herds.  
After
Kurene had defeated the lion, Apollo proposed to her, which is 
notable, since
gods are usually content with rape or seduction (Bonnefoy 100-1).  In 
this he
followed the advice of Chiron, the wise centaur, who represents 
complete
integration of human and bestial vitality; Chiron also prophesied 
that Kurene
would bear Apollo a child, Aristaios ("the Best"), who would be a 
second
Apollo and a second Zeus, nobler than the originals, who had defiled
themselves through violence.  For their wedding, Apollo took Kurene 
to Libya,
where the queen had promised the kingdom to whomever could kill a 
savage lion
that was devastating the country.  Kurene, of course, did the job, 
and the
country was henceforth named after her (Kurene, i.e. Cyrene).  
Incidentally,
when Apollo mated with her he took the form of a wolf, thus effecting 
a true
conjunction of the anima and the beast. (Kerenyi 141-2; Oswalt 79)

Kurene the virgin huntress reminds us of Artemis, and indeed Kurene's 
story
was probably originally a myth of Artemis, which was transferred 
after Artemis
came to be thought of as a virgin goddess rather than a mother 
goddess, as
were many stories (OCD s.v. Artemis).  (See VI.Love for the nonvirgin
Artemis.)  Artemis, the Lady of Wild Things (Potnia Theron), is 
certainly an
appropriate goddess for IX.Fortitude; we saw her as a moon goddess in 
IV.High
Priestess, but both trumps represent the anima.  As the High 
Priestess we saw
her as an autonomous faculty of the psyche, an unconscious source of 



moods;
here we see her in relation to deeper levels of the unconscious.

Artemis is often shown wearing an animal skin over a peplos (long 
dress) (OCD
s.v. Artemis).  It is interesting that most tarot decks depict 
Andreia as a
cultured and refined woman, which stresses that it is not by brute 
force that
she tames the lion, but by empathy and subtle influence (Nichols 
203). We may
call her "the Lady of the Beasts," or even:  "the Beauty of the 
Beasts," with
all the multiple meanings of "Lady" and "Beauty" intended.

Artemis is associated with the lion, as is Cybele, another Lady of 
the Beasts
(Biedermann s.v. lion; Cooper s.v. lion; OCD s.v. Cybele).  Homer 
(Il. 485)
called Artemis a "lion unto women" because she can bring them sudden 
and
painless death (as Apollo does for men), which reflects the ambivalent
character of the anima.

Fortitude represents the practical application of the vitality of the 
anima,
the lunar, feminine strength, which is latent in 4.High Priestess.  
Thus
9.Fortitude contrasts with 8.Victory, which is the practical 
application of
the animus, the solar, masculine strength, which is latent in the 
Magician,
but especially in 5.High Priest.  In many tarot decks, Victory and 
Fortitude
are trumps 7 and 8, and correspond to the Magician and High 
Priestess, trumps
1 and 2. (Pollack I.68)

Andreia exerts a magical influence over the beasts, but her power is 



in her
hands, not in a wand like the Magician's; her magic is conveyed 
through
physical contact and personal relation (Nichols 201-3).

You can't reason with a lion, but you can love one, and it can love 
you.
Logos must defer to Eros.  For taming lions, the woman's magic hands 
are more
effective than the man's sword or wand, for she brings strength and 
experience
to the taming of beasts.  Hers is a diplomatic role, for, as the 
anima, she
must serve as a mediator between the ego and the primitive elements 
of the
psyche.  She is a mediator between the external authority represented 
by the
Emperor, which addresses community needs, and the instinctual 
authority of the
beast, which pursues the needs of the individual.  Like Artemis she 
must tame
the animal nature and train it, and so channel its vital energy, 
which is
self-fulfilling, pure and uncorrupted, but irrational.  She does not 
dominate
the lion in a masculine way, but like a rider well attuned to her 
horse, she
forms a cooperative bond with the beast.  The result is liberating and
empowering for both:  consciousness is no longer driven by 
unconscious,
irrational instincts, and the animal vitality is no longer condemned 
to
inarticulate, instinctive behavior.  Both benefit, and neither 
destroys the
other.  IX.Fortitude depicts Artemis and the Lion as "a witch and her
familiar." (Nichols 202-8; Crowley 95)

The centaur is the symbol of horse and rider perfectly attuned, man 
and beast
united as one.  Is it surprising that Kurene wrestled lions near 
Chiron's



cave?  She probably learned the ways of animals from him!  It is no
coincidence that the centaur is both a symbol of wisdom and a symbol 
of the
union of the human and the bestial (Cooper s.v. centaur).

Similarly, the sphinx - a woman's head and breast on a lion's body -
symbolizes
strength and intellect united; it is a form of Horus (Goldsmith 
118).  Crowley
(93-4) identifies Horus with the New Aeon; the sequence of aeons - 
Isis,
Osiris and Horus - corresponds to the High Priestess, the High 
Priest, and the
Divine Child, conceived in VI.Love, born as VII.Temperance, and 
manifesting in
the Triumph of Virtue (VI-IX).

Many myths tell of the union of human and beast; often a god comes in 
the form
of an animal to a woman:  Kurene and the wolf, Leda and the swan, 
Europa and
the bull, etc.  This union of the human and the beastial is more 
profound than
the union of male and female depicted in VI.Love, since the former is 
a union
of divine animal vitality with human wisdom and compassion, 
intercourse
between heaven and earth, which precipitates revolution, both on 
earth and in
the celestial spheres.  (Recall that Leda bore Castor, Pollux, Helen 
and
Clytemnestra.) (Crowley 92-3; Nichols 208-9)

Like sexual intercourse, the mutual vigor and vitality of Andreia and 
her lion
is a source of joy and excitement, which is why Crowley (92) calls 
this trump
Lust, for it depicts the union of human feeling and animal instinct.  
Indeed,
the lion is Kundalini, the fiery serpent power (Case 103).



The lion, of course, is Leo, ruled by the sun and representing fire 
and the
fiery principle, golden Sulphur; that is, the lion is the fiery life-
power.
Andreia tames the beast and unites him with the alchemical Mercury, 
which is
the self-conscious mind.  She blends the opposites (like VI.
Temperance) so
that the Mercury purifies and sublimates the Sulphur, transforming it 
into the
spiritual Gold, which is the Red Lion and the Stone of the 
Philosophers. (Case
106; Nichols 207; Pollack 69)

Alchemical Sulphur and Mercury are represented by red and white roses,
respectively.  The rose bush, with its thorns, symbolizes courage, 
and there
is a myth that Mars was born from a rose bush, which is a symbol of 
joy and
love; it is also a symbol of Helios, the sun.  The rose is said to 
have arisen
from the blood of Adonis, the sacrificed god (cf. VI.Love). 
(Biedermann s.vv.
rose, virtues; Cooper s.v. rose/rosette)

Andreia (trump 9) may be identified with Neria (also, Nerio, 
Nerienis), the
wife and companion of Mars (trump 8), for she represents his 
fortitude; her
name means "fortitude" in the Sabine language (Andrews s.v. Nerio; 
Anthon s.v.
Mars; OLD s.v. Nerio; Oswalt 181).

Callisto is another derivative of the nonvirgin Artemis (see above),
specifically Artemis Calliste (the Fair).  She made love to Zeus and 
bore him
Arcas.  After she was later transformed into a bear and killed (the 
stories



vary), Zeus placed her in the heavens as the Great Bear, whence she 
guides the
Hero in his Chariot (see 8.Victory). (OCD s.v Callisto)

The color of Andreia's robe comes from the saffron robes of the 
arktoi, the
"bear girls" who danced for Artemis.  Shape shifting of this kind -
identification with the beasts - was common in her cult; other 
votaries
"played the faun" (OCD s.v. Artemis).  For Diana wearing the animal 
skin
mantle over the peplos (long robe), see, for example, the picture of 
her
killing Actaeon by the "Pan Painter" on a vase in the Boston Museum 
of Fine
Arts (Bulfinch/Holme 66), or on an Attic red-figure amphora found at 
Vulci
(BMC E 256; Birchall & Corbett pl. 6).

Andreia's final position in the Triumph of Virtue is reflected in the
numerical value of her names:  ARTEMIS OREIBATHS (Artemis Oreibates,
Mountain-roaming Artemis) is 1352, which reduces to 11+2-5+3-1 = 10; 
and
H CRUSHNIOS KURHNH (He Chrusenios Kurene, Cyrene with Golden Reins)
= 2232, which reduces to 11+2-3+2-2 = 10.  Thus she has the character 
of
the Decad, which the Pythagoreans call "Power" and "All Embracing, All
Limiting Mother" and "Trust"; it is a symbol of concord, love and 
peace.
(Pike 638; Shimmel 180; TA 81, 86; see also the discussion of the Tens
in the Minor Arcana)
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X. Fortuna - Tuche - Fortune (10) 

Domina Casus - Lady of Chance
Suit: Pentacles - Element: Earth 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Fortune rota volvitur. (The Wheel of Fortune turns.) 

Deities:
Tyche, Fortuna; Rhea. 

Dice:
2+5 = Virtue+Fourth (Water); 4+4 = Virtue+Fourth (Fire). 

Astragali:
1+6+6 = 1st Ogdoad+Virtue+Fourth. 



Greek Letter = Kappa:
Kuklos = wheel; Kairos = opportunity, circumstances, success, critical time, place, etc.; 
Kubernetes = steersman. 

Description 

Fortuna sits at the center of her Wheel, observing the rotation of four figures on its rim: above her, 
below her, to her left and to her right. 

The figure to Fortuna's right is a blond boy with short ass's ears; he is dressed neatly in green and white, 
emblazoned with the alchemical symbol for mercury. The figure sitting on top is a mature man with 
tawny hair and long ass's ears; he is dressed regally in blue and gold emblazoned with the alchemical 
symbol for sulphur. The figure to her left is an upside-down older sunburned man with dark brown hair 
and an ass's tail; he is dressed in tattered brown and dark red clothes with the alchemical symbol for salt. 
The figure underneath the wheel is an ancient, white-bearded, swarthy man (similar to trump XI.Old 
Man) crawling to Fortuna's right on all fours, and dressed in black and brown rags marked with the 
alchemical symbol of the caput mortuum (two dots over one dot, all in a circle). 

Each of the figures is labeled with a scroll: the one to Fortuna's right has "In altum tollor" (I am raised 
on high), the top has "Nimis exaltatus" (Exalted too much), the left has "Descendo minoratus" (I descend 
diminished); the bottom has "Funditus mortificatus" (Utterly destroyed). 

Fortuna holds the Cornucopia in her left arm and a ship's rudder in her right hand; she wears a robe of 
varying hue and the mural crown, from which a veil hangs over her ears and the back of her neck, 
leaving her face in shadows. The Wheel has eight spokes, alternating thick and thin. 

Verse 

The Wheel of Fortune turns; while one declines Another is upraised, but she assigns The fate who holds 
the hidden axle pin, The sacred source where destinies begin. Ensure each turn of life the soul refines! 

Interpretation 

The wheel represents the inexorable rise and fall of fortune. In her right hand Fortuna holds the tiller by 
which she steers the course of events, and in her left she holds the cornucopia, the fruits of respecting 
her laws. 



At Fortuna's right a young and nimble youth ascends with the wheel; his rising station and power sow 
the seeds of his inevitable decline, but his sprouting ass's ears show us that he cannot see beyond his 
immanent triumph. His power reaches its maturity and he is the king of all he surveys, yet this very 
power leads to rigidity, which will topple him with the wheel's revolution. Still the ass, he cannot give 
up his rigidity although his power falls precipitously. Only when his fortune bottoms out, does he begin 
to loosen up, and regain the flexibility that will allow another, hopefully wiser, ascent. So it is with kings 
and corporations, societies and schools, fortunes and philosophies. 

The alchemist knows Fortuna's law, and can use it beneficially, harnessing the descent as a means of 
disintegration to achieve a higher integration. Then the rotation of the elements becomes an ascending 
spiral. He also knows that, although the wheel's rim always moves, hidden behind Fortuna's captivating 
form is the stationary axis, the unmoving hub, the fixed point immune to changing fortune. This is where 
he stations himself when he has had enough of riding Fortune's Wheel. 

Commentary 

X.Fortune has no corresponding trigram because she is the Lady of Chance, the yin force opposite to I.
Magician, the Lord of Chance, the yang force; together they govern the First Ogdoad, the Personal 
Triumphs, comprising trumps II-IX. X.Fortune separates the Personal Triumphs, which represent the 
descent of spirit into matter, manifesting as success in the world, from the Universal Triumphs (trumps 
XI-XX), representing the re-ascent of the spirit from matter, manifesting as a turn inward and as spiritual 
accomplishments; the Wheel is the "turning point" from "involution and generation" to "evolution and 
regeneration." (Nichols 190-1). 

It is significant that Fortune is trump 10, for the Pythagoreans say that the decad is a higher-order unity, 
since the decad circles back on itself and encompasses all the elementary numbers. This is symbolized 
by Greek and Roman numerals, since the Greek numeral for 10 is I, which is also the Roman numeral 
for 1. The Pythagoreans also call the decad "Fate" and the "All-fulfiller," since it brings all things to 
their natural ends. It represents the wheel, for it comprises the monad (1) and the ennead (9), which are 
the hub and the rim. Indeed, it is the outermost rim of the heavens, which turns all the inner spheres. X.
Fortune heralds a new epoch of integration. (Cooper s.v. numbers; Jung, Aion 134; Nichols 199; 
Schimmel 182 ; TA 79, 81-3, 86; see also my commentary on the 10s in the Minor Arcana) 

On the other hand, the numerical value of TUCH H QEA (Tukhe He Thea, The Goddess Tyche, 
Fortune) is 1331, which reduces to 11+1-3+3-1 = 11, the final number of the Hendecad. Thus, the Wheel 
has both the perfection of the decad (Greek I), but the excess of the hendecad, which marks the first step 
(Roman I) beyond that perfection to another level, for the Wheel separates the personal triumphs (I-IX) 
from the universal triumphs (XI-XX). According to Rene Guinon the hendecad represents the Hieros 
Gamos (Sacred Marriage), which both joins the bodies (2+3) and unites the souls (243) of the female (2) 



and male (3). (Schimmel 189, 191) 

For convenience I have translated Dominus & Domina Casus as Lord and Lady of Chance. However, 
the literal meaning of casus is "anything that befalls" (from cado, to fall): an accident, an opportunity, an 
event, an occurrence, an occasion, etc.; thus a "chance" should be thought of as an opportunity rather 
than a uncaused event. Therefore, instead of calling them the Lord and Lady of Chance, it would be 
better if the Dominus Casus, Hermes the Magician, were called the Lord of Opportunity, and if the 
Domina Casus, Fortuna, were called the Lady of Destiny. 

Indeed, from at least the fourth century BCE the Greeks distinguished tuche (fortune) from automaton 
(chance) (OCD s.v. Tyche; Plutarch "On Fate"). Tuche especially represents the success and good 
fortune that is a consequence of skill as well as luck (OCD s.v. Tyche). We are reminded of Pasteur, 
who said, "le hasard ne favorise que les esprits prepares" - "luck favors only the prepared mind" (Oxf. 
Dict. Quot.). 

This is the reason that, although Fortuna is sometimes shown blindfolded (as in the Visconti-Sforza tarot 
deck), she is not in our image, for she consciously guides the turning of the wheel, which she holds in 
some images. It is also shown by her right hand on the rudder, which is a symbol of guidance, control, 
safety and fate. She is noble, wise, gracious and all powerful; Menander called her "a divine breath or 
understanding that guides and preserves all things." (Biedermann s.v. blindness; Cooper s.v. rudder;
OCD s.v. Tyche; Oswalt 292) 

In addition to the goddess, the Greeks and Romans thought that each individual had their own Tuche or 
Fortuna, a daimon steering their destiny. The individual Fortuna is the "hidden Self," which 
unconsciously chooses the turnings of fate; this is the central core, the hub of the wheel, which is hidden. 
(Each city also had a Fortuna, which is why she wears the mural crown.) (Larousse 164, 213; OCD s.v. 
Tyche; Sharman-Burke & Greene 56) 

The variability of Fortune is described well in the Carmina Burana (e.g., carmina 1 and 2 in Orff's 
arrangement); this is the last verse of carmen 2: 

 Fortune rota volvitur:
    descendo minoratus;
  alter in altum tollitur
    nimis exaltatus;
  rex sedet in vertice -
    caveat ruinam!
  nam sub axe legimus
    Hecubam reginam!

That is:



  The Wheel of Fortune turns:
    Diminished, I descend;
  Another is lifted,
    And raised too high;
  A king sits at the summit -
    Beware thy ruin!
  For under the axle we read
    That Hecuba was Queen!

Nimis exaltatus (Exalted too much) recalls the motto of Temperance, 
Non quid
nimis (Nothing too much).  In carmen 1 Fortuna is described as 
obumbrata et
velata (obscure and veiled); her robe of varying hue represents 
variability
(the Carmina Burana, Orff 1, describes her as statu variabilis - in a 
state of
changing, we might say, constant in changing) (Orff/Sebesta 130, 136).

The Wheel has a rich meaning, much of which centers on (or revolves 
around!)
the contrast between the rotating rim and the stationary axis.  In a 
broad
sense the axis is Being and the rim is Becoming:  the archetypal, 
eternal and
ideal as contrasted with the specific, ephemeral and real.  However, 
the rim
manifests the specifically cyclic Becoming that is governed by 
Fortuna, the
simultaneous coming-to-be and passing-away, and, more generally, the 
unity
underlying all opposites (familiar from Heraclitus). (Crowley 90; 
Nichols
186-7; SB&G 56)

Of course a wheel may rotate on a fixed axis and go nowhere, but we 
also know
that a wheel may progress as it turns and thereby move the very axis 
of its
rotation.  Thus we are not condemned to the eternal reliving of our 



history,
but can harness the inevitable rotation to our benefit.  The 
substance in the
alchemist's kerotakis (see XI.Old Man) also circulates, rising as 
vapor or
spirit, and falling again as fluid, but the alchemist has ensured 
that with
each circulation it is further purified and ennobled.  So too, if we 
remember
the history of the wheel's previous rotations, we will not be 
condemned to
repetition, but may progress with the axis, a spiral process of 
evolution
(literally, "rolling out"). (Nichols 186, 190-1)

The hub of the wheel represents the unchanging source of the phenomena
confronting us.  In psychological terms, it is the Self - the 
totality of the
psyche, both conscious and unconscious - which is usually hidden, as 
the hub
is behind Fortuna; we are so captivated by Lady Luck that we forget 
to look
past her.  The hub makes the moving rim possible, and demonstrates 
that,
although we seem to be met by continually changing fortunes, this is a
projection, and it is, in fact, our conscious ego, revolving around 
our Self,
that turns to meet our fortune.  However, that does not mean we can 
control
the wheel, for free will resides in the conscious ego, which must 
ride on the
rim, which is turned by hidden Fate (Fortuna).  We cannot stop the 
wheel and
still live, but if we can find the central axis, then the rotation 
can become
a spiral and we can progress.  With the help of Fortuna, who holds 
the wheel,
we can then fulfill our destiny. (Nichols 179, 187; SB&G 55-6; cf. 
Case 120)

As I've said above, the classical conception of Fortuna is not blind; 



the
rudder shows she steers with Foresight (her father, according to 
Alcman).
Those who respect her and the other gods are rewarded from her 
Cornucopia, the
fruits of striving toward the central axis.  For those who disregard 
her laws,
especially for those who have the hubris to try to escape the wheel 
and rise
above Fate (by which even the gods are bound), for these the wheel 
becomes an
instrument of torture.  Like Ixion, who had the hubris to try to 
seduce Hera,
they are bound to the wheel and are broken by it. (Nichols 183-5; OCD 
s.v.
Tyche; SB&G 54-6)

In its broad sense, a pentacle is any circular object inscribed with 
magical
symbols (OED, 1st ed., s.v.), so in the Tarot we can take a pentacle 
to be any
mandala-like device, which symbolizes completeness.  (Recall also 
that the
suit of pentacles is sometimes called disks.)  Thus the Wheel of 
Fortune is
certainly a Pentacle, which is the suit associated with X.Fortune.  
In general
terms a wheel symbolizes time, fate and the Wheel of Life, the 
eternal cycle
of degeneration and regeneration (Cooper s.v. wheel; Nichols 192).

In Gregor Reisch's Margarita Philosophica (1503) the Wheel is 
labeled:  "Ad
alta vehor" (I am lifted on high), "Glorior elatus" (Lifted up, I am 
proud),
"Descendo mortificatus" (Mortified, I descend), "Axi rotor" (I am 
turned by
the wheel) (Cardan 180).  The Visconti-Sforza tarot deck and a 
thirteenth
century manuscript of the Carmina Burana in Munich both show the wheel
labeled:  "Regnabo" (I shall reign), "Regno" (I reign), "Regnavi" (I 



have
reigned), "Sum sine regno" (I am without reign) (Dummett 120; 
Harrington
frontis.; Sebesta 136).  This is also given in a Medieval epigram 
(Moakley
87):

  Cursus Fortune variatur in more lune:
  Crescit, decrescit et eodem sistere nescit.
  Elevor in primis, regno tuo utor, in imis
  aufero ecce nimis:  raro distant ultima primis:
  regnabo, regno, regnavi, sum sine regno.

That is,

  The course of Fortune changes like the moon:
  It grows and shrinks, and knows not how to stay the same,
  At first I'm raised, and I enjoy the reign; at last,
  Behold, I take too much:  the ends differ seldom from starts:
  I shall reign, I reign, I have reigned, I have no reign.

According to Moakley (87), Boethius' Consolatio (Bk. II) was the 
source of the
medieval conception of Fortuna, which she compares to the Buddhist 
wheel of
life and death (see also Consol. IV, prr. 6, 7, V, pr. 1).  In 
Dante's time
Fortuna's eight-spoked wheel was said to represent eight states of 
life:
umilta (humility), pazienza (patience), pace (peace), ricchezza 
(wealth),
superbia (pride), impazienza (impatience), guerra (war), poverta 
(poverty),
with opposites placed on the diameters (Moakley 87).

The four figures represent the four principles and four stations of 
all
processes of cyclic rise and fall; as paradigms we may take
spring-summer-autumn-winter and youth-maturity-old age-death (21 
years each).
(The real and fanciful beasts around the Wheel in some tarot decks 



are a
result of cardmakers misunderstanding the symbolism of the ass's 
ears; see
Dummett 120.)

The figure on Fortuna's right represents Humiditas (Moisture), the 
power or
principle of fluidity, corresponding to alchemical Mercury and the 
vernal
equinox.  This is the quality of flexibility and nimbleness, which 
facilitates
growth and the expansion of energy and power; it is the moist, sappy 
growth of
spring and the waxing vigor of supple youth.  Thus the figure on 
Fortuna's
right ascends from the cold at the bottom of the wheel to the hot at 
the top.

The figure at the top of the wheel represents Calidus (Heat), the 
principle of
energy or power, corresponding to alchemical Sulphur and the summer 
solstice.
Thus the top of the wheel represents the hot, flourishing strength of 
summer
and full maturity.  As the figure crosses the top of the wheel, this
expansive, forceful power has a drying effect, shifting the balance 
from moist
to dry, that is, from flexibility on Fortuna's right to rigidity on 
Fortuna's
left.

The figure at Fortuna's left represents Siccus (Dryness), the power or
principle of rigidity and inflexibility, corresponding to alchemical 
Salt and
the autumnal equinox.  The side of the wheel on Fortuna's left 
represents the
drying decline of autumn and the waning strength of old age.  Dryness 
and
rigidity inhibit life, and so the figure on Fortuna's left descends 
from the



hot, burgeoning life at the top of the wheel, to the cold death at 
the bottom.

The figure at the bottom of the wheel symbolizes Frigidus (Cold), 
which
represents the lack of power or energy and the winter solstice.  The 
bottom of
the wheel corresponds to the cold inactivity and death of winter, and 
the
darkness of senility and death.  Since rigidity cannot be maintained 
without
energy or power, the figure below the wheel crawls to Fortuna's 
right, from
rigidity to flexibility.  In psychological terms, the descent to the 
low point
is humiliating and mortifying, which dissolves the rigid structures,
permitting them to become more fluid and flexible.  ("Humility" 
derives from
Latin humus, ground, earth; it comes from the same Indo-European root 
as
"human" - AHD s.v. humble.)

There is no alchemical principle or spirit corresponding to the 
bottom of the
wheel, for it is characterized by the absence of all spirit and 
quality.  Thus
I have associated it with the Caput Mortuum (Dead Head), as will be 
explained
shortly.  The three upper figures, corresponding to the alchemical 
principles
Mercury, Sulphur and Salt, constitute a traditional three-headed
representation of Time (also familiar as the Maiden, Mother and Crone)
(Nichols 183; Panofsky, Mean. Vis. Arts ch. 4, Stud. Icon. 79).

The four quadrants of the wheel represent alchemical processes, which 
we will
consider in the usual order (Fortuna's lower left, lower right, upper 
right,
upper left), though in fact they form a cycle.



The quadrant of the wheel at Fortuna's lower left represents the 
alchemical
Nigredo (Blackening), in which the rigid structures are broken down, 
dissolved
and allowed to putrefy.  The resulting Prima Materia has no 
properties (it is
neither moist nor dry, i.e., neither flexible or rigid) and has no 
inherent
energy (heat).  In alchemy it is called the Caput Mortuum (Dead 
Head), the
Caput Osiridis (head of Osiris), and the Moor's or Ethiopian's Head, 
for it is
the Head of Black Osiris.  It is also called Sol Niger (Black Sun), 
Corvis
(Crow or Raven) and Caput Corvi (Crow or Raven's Head) (Jung MC 510-
3, P&A
401n).  Its symbol is a simplified face - three dots in a circle, 
sometimes
with a nose squiggle, as we see, for example, in the Last Will and 
Testament
of Basil Valentine (1671) (Albertus 64; Thompson 15, #38; Read 90).

The outcome of the Nigredo, the Blackening, is black because it is 
devoid of
all qualities; there is no heat or light, no illumination, and the 
resulting
darkness utterly obscures all features.  Thus it represents a 
suitably neutral
starting point for the alchemical process, the original Prima 
Materia.  The
Blackening corresponds to the quadrant of the wheel at Fortuna's 
lower left,
which is Dry and Cold, that is, Earthy.   Since the element Earth is
symbolized by the color brown (Cooper s.v. elements), the figure at 
the bottom
of the wheel is dressed in brown as well as black.

The figure at the bottom of the wheel has a white beard (like XI.Old 
Man)
because he represents the beginning of the next alchemical stage, the 



Albedo
(Whitening), which transmutes the Prima Materia into Silver.  The 
Albedo is
accomplished by means of alchemical Mercury, the Spirit of Fluidity.  
When the
process is complete we have reached the figure to Fortuna's right, 
which
represents an increase in energy from the depths of the bottom of the 
wheel,
and the maximum of fluidity.  Since this station represents the 
maximum of
flexibility, it is considered white, for it can be tinctured with any 
color.
Fortuna's lower right quadrant is Moist and Cold, which is the 
element Water,
associated with green (Cooper loc. cit.).  Therefore, the youth 
governing the
Albedo is dressed in green and white, which are also appropriate 
colors for
spring, when the snow yields to new growth.

The boy at Fortuna's right has a blond beard because he represents the
beginning of the next alchemical stage, the Citrinitas (Yellowing), 
which
transmutes the Silver into Gold.  The Citrinitas is accomplished by 
means of
alchemical Sulphur, the Spirit of Heat.  When the process is complete 
we have
reached the figure at the top of the wheel, characterized by the 
maximum of
energy, represented by the golden yellow color, but a loss of 
flexibility and
growing rigidity (represented by a loss of whiteness).  Fortuna's 
upper right
quadrant is Moist and Hot, which is the element Air, associated with 
blue
(Cooper loc. cit.).  Therefore, the king governing the Citrinitas is 
dressed
in blue and gold, which are also appropriate colors for summer, 
characterized
by a bright sun blazing in blue skies.



The king's beard is tawny or reddish brown because he represents the 
next
alchemical stage, for some alchemists came to believe that Gold - 
long thought
to be the most noble metal - could be improved by a process called 
the Rubedo
(Reddening), the result of which would be the Iosis (the Violet), the
Peacock's Tail, the Rainbow, a kind of supercharged Gold that could 
tincture
other materials, because it had more of the Spirit of Gold than its 
material
could hold (Hopkins 97-9).

To me, the Lesson of the Wheel is that the Rubedo is just the sort of 
hubris -
striving too far - that Fortuna is inclined to punish.  When the King 
who is
already at the top tries to go further, the only way to go is down.
Therefore, I have called the fourth quadrant of the wheel Adustio, 
which means
a burning, for adustus means charred, scorched and burnt, especially 
sunburnt,
and was commonly applied to the complexion.  Thus, rather than the 
glorious
iridescence of the peacock's tail, the outcome of alchemical hubris 
is the
swarthy, dark brown of skin dried and burned by too much sun, a 
harbinger, as
we now know, of black cancerous skin.

Fortuna's upper left quadrant is Dry and Hot, which is the element 
Fire,
associated with red and orange (Cooper loc. cit.).  Therefore, the man
suffering the Adustio is dressed in reds and browns, which are also
appropriate colors for autumn (N.B: "the fall"), characterized by 
gloriously
colored leaves, which are nevertheless too dry and are destined to 
fall.  The
Adustio is caused by the alchemical Salt, the Spirit of Dryness (or 
Solidity),



which draws out the moisture.  His beard is black because he 
represents the
beginning of next alchemical stage in the cycle, the Nigredo, with 
which we
began.

It will be apparent that the wheel also represents the rotation of the
elements:  Earth to Water to Air to Fire and back again.  The entire 
rotation
is governed by two "laws":  (1) the rate of increase of power varies 
directly
with flexibility; (2) the rate of increase of rigidity varies 
directly with
power.  (Of course, rigidity is the opposite of flexibility.)

In the Visconti-Sforza card, the ascending figure on Fortuna's right 
is
dressed in green with white trim; the figure on top is dressed in 
blue and
gold with the emblem of the sun; the figure descending on Fortuna's 
left is
dressed in red with yellow trim; the figure at the bottom is in white 
rags
(Dummett 121; Kaplan 69).  (It is interesting that I came up with the
green-white, blue-gold, brown-red, black-white color scheme before 
checking
the colors on the Visconti-Sforza deck.)

Crowley (89-91) and Case (119-23) similarly associate the three upper 
stations
of the Wheel with the three alchemical principles and with the three 
Gunas of
Hindu philosophy.  Crowley has a clockwise rotation, as I do, so 
Mercury is on
our left (Fortuna's right), Sulphur on the top, and Salt on the right.
Mercury is associated with the Guna called Sattva, which Case and 
Crowley
explain as consciousness, intelligence and balance; it corresponds to 
Jung's
Thinking function.  Sulphur is associated with Rajas, representing 



passion,
activity, restlessness and brilliance; it corresponds to Jung's 
Feeling
function.  Salt is associated with Tamas, representing stability, 
inertia and
ignorance, which might be identified with Jung's Sensation.

Case's Wheel differs from ours in several respects:  it rotates
counterclockwise, with Sulphur on the ascending (right) side, Mercury 
on top,
and Salt on the descending side.  As in our Wheel, Case (122) has a 
fourth
principle at the bottom, represented by the alchemical symbol for 
solutio
(like the sign for Aquarius), which symbolizes dissolution; we may 
compare it
to the Wheel resting in water of the Wirth deck (Pollack I.81-2).  
This
corresponds to our Caput Mortuum and Intuition, the fourth of Jung's
functions.

Crowley (90) observes that Mercury, Salt and Sulphur correspond to the
Magician, Empress and Emperor, which are trumps I, II and III in our 
sequence.
 IV.High Priestess naturally corresponds to the fourth principle, 
since she is
dark and dissolves everything in her waters (see IV.High Priestess).  
(V.High
Priest could be considered a return to Mercury.)  For the eight-spoke 
wheel
representing the alchemical work and for the elemental colors red, 
yellow,
green and blue, see Jung (P&A 163-9).

Fortuna's full name is Fors Fortuna, and in earliest times she was 
called
simply Fors (Chance or Hazard).  This may suggest unpredictable 
disaster, but
ancient etymologists derived her name from "ferre," and said her name 
means



"the Bringer," for she brings abundance and fertility, especially to 
women,
and is often shown with many children around her feet. (OCD s.v. 
Fortuna;
Oswalt 113)

The Cornucopia (Horn of Plenty) is a symbol of Fortuna's gift of 
fertility and
abundance, for it is the horn of the goat Amaltheia, who nursed Zeus 
when he
was reared secretly in Crete.  The horn symbolizes the fertility of 
male
united with female, for it is phallic in shape, yet it is hollow like 
the
receptive female. (Biedermann s.v. cornucopia; Cooper s.v. 
cornucopia; Fontana
124; Larousse 213; Oswalt 292)

Fortuna's kindness was known to the Greeks, who called her "Savior 
Tuche,
Daughter of Zeus the Deliverer," for some say that she is the 
firstborn
daughter of Zeus (Fortuna Iouis filia primogenea).  Others say she is 
the
daughter of Forethought and the sister of Order and Persuasion, which 
shows
she is not so capricious as usually assumed. (Larousse 164; OCD s.v. 
Tyche;
Oswalt 291)  She is described as follows in Sophocles' Antigone (1158-
9):

  For Tuche with a constant ebb and flow
  Casts down and raises, both the high and low.
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XI. Senex - Geron - Old Man (11, 9) 

Dominus Necessitatis - Lord of Necessity
Suit: Swords - Element: Air 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Tempus, rerum edax. (Time, devourer of everything.) 

Deities:
Cronos (Chronos), Saturn. 

Dice:
2+6 = Virtue + Offspring (Water); 5+1 = Time + First (Fire). 

Astragali:
4+4+4 = First of Triumph of Time. 



Greek Letter = Lambda:
Lachos = fate; Leukophrus = of white eyebrows. 

Description 

In the twilight an old man with a long, white beard walks to the left, carrying in his right hand a flint 
sickle shaped like an old crescent moon (i.e. concave toward him), and in his left hand a large (30 cm) 
hourglass, with conical chambers; most of the black substance has flowed into the lower chamber. He is 
dressed in black and dark shades of brown; his head is covered by a dark blue hood. Asphodels grow on 
the ground around his feet. 

Verse 

No power impedes the measured step of Time, Who eats away from everything its prime, For nought 
endures for long. Yet passing years May grant us peace and wisdom, free from fears. Attend the tread of 
Time: stark, yet sublime. 

Interpretation 

The Old Man symbolizes the inexorable flow of time in both its destructive and constructive effects. His 
decrepit body reminds us that Time is the devourer of all things and that, like the substance in the 
hourglass, his physical vitality will run out until it is exhausted. However, just as the hourglass can be 
inverted, so a new generation restores the font of physical vitality. 

Yet Time is not wholly destructive, for the gift of Time is the serenity and wisdom that are attainable 
only through the experiences of a long life. Further, this Wise Old Man's white beard indicate that age 
has given him a new purity and innocence. 

The downward flow of matter in the hourglass is balanced by an upward flow of spirit (spiritus, air). 
Thus the loss of vitality in the Old Man's body (lower vessel) is balanced by the increasing 
spiritualization of his mind (the higher vessel), which is now filled less with earthly matters and more 
with the spirit. 

The flint sickle represents the harvest - cruel destruction for last year's crop, but nevertheless necessary 
to make room for the new crop and to reap the fruits of the current harvest. It is the old crescent moon, 
which is the end of the old cycle and the harbinger of the new one. 



Commentary 

In the earliest Italian sources this trump is called either the Old Man (il Vecchio) or the Hunchback (il 
Gobbo). In one early sixteenth century Italian source, it is called Time (il Tempo), which is what it 
actually represents. In the earliest decks the Old Man holds an hourglass, but this has been 
misinterpreted as a lantern, which has led to the trump being called, incorrectly, the Hermit. The correct 
attribution is especially clear in a sixteenth century Ferrarese pack, which shows the Old Man as 
Chronos, Father Time, with scythe and hourglass; the card is labeled rerum edax (devourer of 
everything), which was how Ovid described Time (see below). Minchiate packs still show Father Time 
correctly. (Dummett 122; Moakley 94) 

This is the first trump of the Triumph of Time, which comprises trumps 11.Old Man through 15.Tower. 
It corresponds to the Triumph of Death in Petrarch's Trionfi, which succeeds the Triumph of Virtue 
(Chastity), since even virtue succumbs in the end to time and death. Hermits are also associated with the 
Triumph of Death in medieval and Renaissance art, which may have contributed to the mislabeling of 
this trump (Moakley 95). 

XI.Time does not have an associated trigram, because he is the Lord of Necessity, the yang force 
corresponding to the Lady of Necessity (XVI.Star), the opposing yin force; they govern the Second 
Ogdoad, the Universal Triumphs (XII-XX). Recall that I.Magician and X.Wheel are the Lord and Lady 
(yang and yin) of Chance; they govern the First Ogdoad, the Personal Triumphs (II-IX). 

From the time of the ancient Orphics, Chronos (Time) has been identified with Cronos (Saturn), the 
father of Zeus (Larousse 90). In a well-known myth, Cronos, as Time (Chronos), robs the virility of his 
father Ouranos (Uranus, Heaven). The sky-father Ouranos would have never yielded to the younger 
generation, but for the intervention of his wife Gaia, for women understand better than men the changes 
of life. She fashioned from flint (a mineral, of her own substance) a sickle (harpe), the instrument by 
which life is cut down at harvest time. It was crescent shaped like the moon, a symbol of cyclic rise and 
fall. She then encouraged Cronos to emasculate his father and take his place, thus effecting the rotation 
of the generations. Thereafter Heaven and Earth were separated. (Larousse 88; OCD s.v. Kronos) As a 
consequence the sickle, and later the scythe, is a symbol of the cruel, unrelenting flow of Time, which in 
the end cuts down all things (Biedermann s.vv. Chronus, sickle; Cooper s.v. sickle) 

In another well-known myth we discover that Cronos did not learn the lesson of his father's fate, for 
although he is the instrument of Time, its executer in deposing his father, he is also, in his own term, its 
victim. The new sky-father Cronos rebelled against time, for he did not want to be replaced; he tried to 
postpone the inevitable by eating the children destined to supplant him. Chronos (Time) destroys what it 
creates. As Ovid says (see below), he is the "devourer of all things." (Biedermann s.v. Chronus; 
Sharman-Burke & Greene 52) 



The sky-father's wife was again the initiator of change; Rhea, the Lady of Necessity (XVI.Star) rescued 
Zeus, reared him in hiding, and helped him to lead the revolt against the Titans. Cronus was defeated 
and banished to Italy, to Latium, where he lay in hiding (latuit). There he was known as Saturn, since he 
brought agriculture (sator = sower), prosperity and abundance (satur = gorged). Thus banished, Saturn 
turned to gardening and applied his sickle to less violent ends. He was shown with it in the statue in his 
very ancient temple on the road leading to the Roman Capitol. Much wiser now, his reign was called the 
Golden Age, because he was incorruptible and there were no wars. He is fertility in its most exalted 
sense. (Larousse 205-7; OCD s.v. Kronos; Oswalt 261; Case 116; Crowley 89) 

Having learned his lesson, Saturn eventually stepped down in favor of his son Picus (Woodpecker), and 
retired from human company. Some say he rules Elysium, the Isle of the Blest; others say he lies in a 
magic sleep, tended by nymphs, on an island near Britain, and that he will return to bring another 
Golden Age (see also V.High Priest and XXI.World). (Oswalt 76, 261) 

Saturn shows us both sides of the Triumph of Time. On the one side is Time the Destroyer, the Grim 
Reaper, which places ultimate bounds on people and on all of nature. He rules the seasons, the birth-
growth-death cycle, and all the inevitable declines and rebirths. On the other side, Saturn discovers that 
Time may bring long life, experience and spiritual growth that cannot be rushed, for in his exile and 
enforced solitude he learns the wisdom that comes to those who endure and wait in silence. In stillness 
and serenity Saturn has grown into his own "Golden Age," the only true Golden Age, the one within. 
Thus Saturn has become a symbol of quiet contemplation and wisdom, and here we may see a 
connection to the Hermit. However, his magic sleep reminds us that, removed from the warmth of 
everyday life, his personality may grow cold and dark, and he may lapse into lethargy and rigidity. 
Nevertheless, we know from alchemy that only a speck of the Philosopher's Stone is required to 
transmute the lead of Saturn into gold. (Biedermann s.v. Saturn; Case 115; Cooper s.v. planets; Nichols 
170-2; Sharman-Burke & Greene 52-3) 

Saturn is an example of the Wise Old Man archetype described by Jung; he is an authority figure, a god-
like father, a spiritual guide, often appearing as a magician, doctor, priest, teacher, grandfather, etc. He 
may manifest in many forms, including a disembodied voice, a talking animal, a gnome (mostly for 
women), but especially an old man. He may also take the form of a young boy, in which we may see the 
dual aspect of Mercury; indeed Crowley (88) calls the Old Man the highest form of Mercury (see also I.
Magician on Mercury and Saturn as alter egos). For women the Old Man represents the positive animus 
(masculine unconscious) and conscious spiritual effort. For men the Boy represents the filius regius (son 
of the king), the higher personality, but also the infantile shadow. When the Wise Old Man is united 
with the Hero (VIII.Victory), the result is the "mana personality," the complex-free, extraordinarily 
potent personality. (Jung EJ 118-9, 121, 123, 125-6) 

One aspect of becoming the Wise Old Man is a fuller integration of the feminine components of the 
psyche. Some commentators have seen this androgyny represented in this tarot trump in the long robes 
and gentle appearance of the Old Man (Nichols 170). It may also be part of the meaning of the 
emasculation of Ouranos, the sky-father. 



The Wise Old Man is often accompanied by a young girl of erotic character, who personifies life; for 
example, Lao-tzu and the dancing girl, Simon Magus and the prostitute Helen, Kingsor and Kundry. The 
pair is Logos and Eros, for they personify Meaning and Life. (Jung EJ 118-9, 123, MC 233; Crowley 88) 
Which girl accompanies XI.Old Man? Is it XXI.World (the dancing girl)? Or Fortitude or Justice? We 
will have to wait and see. 

The hourglass is an obvious symbol of the inexorable, irreversible flow of time, but also of the "eternal 
return," for although the flow is irreversible, it will eventually stop; then everything must be inverted, 
and we will be back again at the beginning. Thus each Aeon has its own destiny, and each Aeon must 
yield to the next. (Chronos was also called Aeon - Aion = epoch, world, lifetime, generation.) 
(Biedermann s.vv. Chronus, hourglass; LSJ s.v. aion) 

However the hourglass also has a more esoteric significance. The higher and lower vessels represent 
heaven and earth, and the descending sand or fluid represents the stream of spirit descending into matter; 
it shows us that although the life force runs out, there may be an inversion, a return of the spirit to 
heaven, and a rebirth. (Cooper s.v. hourglass) We may also interpret the hourglass as showing the 
decline of physical vitality (the sand or fluid) balanced by an increase of spiritual vitality (the air, 
spiritus); the Wise Old Man's head (higher vessel) is less filled with earthly concerns and becomes full 
of the spirit. 

The lower and higher vessels have the shape of the alchemical symbols for fire and water, respectively: 
a triangle and a triangle inverted. The Wise Old Man represents the conjunction of the fiery and watery 
tendencies, for Water represents his tendency to withdraw and turn inward, while Fire represents his 
tendency to guide and teach others. He works both in heaven and on earth, and the fruits of his heavenly 
accomplishment flows down into his earthly activity. (Case 115; Pollack I.71, 74) 

XI.Old Man also represents the Alchemist, for, as Eliade (F&C ch. 15) observes, the alchemist puts 
himself in the place of Time, by accelerating the entelechies of Nature. Thus the hourglass is also a 
kerotakis, a reflux condenser, which was one of the earliest alchemical instruments, attributed to Maria 
the Jewess (probl. before 3rd cent. CE). It comprises two symmetrical vessels connected one above the 
other. They are called Heaven and Earth or Heaven and Hades; use of this apparatus and consequent 
references to "things above" and "things below" may have been the source of the Hermetic axiom, "as 
above so below, as below so above." The principal use of the kerotakis is as follows: sulphur is heated in 
"Hades below," in the vessel of Fire. The vapors rise to "Heaven above," where they react with the metal 
to be transmuted. They condense to fluid in this vessel of Water, whence they descend again, as black 
sulfides and liquid sulphur, to be reheated in the vessel of Fire. Thus there is a continual recirculation 
between Above and Below with a consequent transformation and perfection of the metal; it consumes its 
own substance like the uroboros serpent. (Hopkins 74; Lindsay ch. 11; Read 15) 

Saturn's head is often hooded, which represents the declining power of the setting, Autumn sun and that 
the Wise Old Man is hidden away from the world (Case 113-4; Cooper s.v. sickle). The colors 
associated with Saturn are black and the darker shades of brown and blue, which represent pitiless Time, 



renunciation, sadness and dissolution (black), but also wisdom, truth, peace, simplicity and 
contemplation (blue) (Biedermann s.v. Saturn; Cooper s.vv. colours, planets). Here, the blue hood on the 
black/brown robe of the Old Man represents a wise head on an aging body. His white beard and 
eyebrows represent purity and illumination (Case 113; Cooper s.v. colours). Note that there are only two 
things that will turn a beard white: age or a life-transforming crisis that ages prematurely. The plant most 
associated with Saturn is the asphodel, a symbol of regret, which grows in the Elysian Fields on the Isle 
of the Blest, which Saturn rules (Cooper s.vv. asphodel, plants). It is twilight, of course, because these 
times of day represent the threshold between the dark and the light, the warmth of life yielding to the 
cold of death, and the darkness of ignorance yielding to illumination of wisdom (Cooper s.v. twilight). 

Typically Saturn holds the scythe or sickle in his right hand, the hand of conscious action (Seznec 
passim); the stream of time is held in his left, unconscious hand. The sickle is shaped like an old crescent 
moon to show that the Old Man is in the last phase of his life. He walks to the left to represent the 
process that Jung calls individuation, wherein the conscious and unconscious unite by means of the 
consciousness embracing the unconscious (Jung EJ 19-22). 

In the Calendar of 354 Saturn holds the sickle in his right hand, and with his left he holds 
a himation (mantle) which is draped over his head and around his legs (Salzman figs. 8, 
55). In Petrarch's Africa and in Albricius, Saturn is made "ancient in years," with a long 
beard. He is naked, but for a loincloth, a hood and a grey-green or blue-green mantle 
around his shoulders. He rests upon a mattock under his right arm and holds a sickle 
(concave toward him: old crescent) in his right hand. He devours one of his own 
children, holding him in his left hand. In the Tarocchi of Mantegna, Saturn is an stooped, 

aged man with a long beard and a ram-horned helmet. He holds a scythe and an uroboros dragon in his 
right hand, and lifts a small child to his mouth with his left. Four other small children play around his 
feet. 

XI.Time begins the second Hendecad (group of eleven) of the Major Arcana. Therefore it has the 
character of the Monad, that is, a beginning or self-generating principle, everything in potential. This is 
apparent in the numerical values of the trump as Saturn, Time and Old Man: KRONOS O PROMANTIS 
(Promantis Ho Kronos, The Prophet Kronos) = 1431, reducing to 1-3+4-1 = 1; CRONOS (Chronos, 
Time) = 1090, reducing to 11+0-9+0-1 =1; O PRESBUS (Ho Presbus, The Old Man) = 1057, reducing 
to 7-5+0-1 = 1. (TA 1, 3-5; see also the Aces in the Minor Arcana) 

Vergil said, Omnia fert Aetas, animum quoque - "Time bears everything away, including 
memory" (Ecloga 51). 

Ovid said (Met. xv.234-6), 

  Tempus, rerum edax, tuque, invidiosa vetustas,
  omnia destruitis vitiataque dentibus aevi



  paulatum lenta consumitis omnia morte!
That is: 
  O Time, devourer of things, and thou, envious Age,
  together you destroy all things, and slowly gnawing with your teeth,
  you finally consume all things in lingering death!
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XII. Pendens Proditor - Kremastos Prodotes - 
Hanged Traitor (12) 

Secundus Sceptri - Second of the Sceptre 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Pendens proditor, regrediturus ad uterum. (Hanging traitor, about to return to the womb.) 

Deities:
Prometheus. 

Dice:
3+3 = Time + Male (Water); 5+2 = Time + Second (Fire). 

Astragali:



4+4+5 = Second of Triumph of Time 
Greek Letter = Mu:

Meteoros = suspended in the air, being in suspense, anxious; Menuo = to betray, inform, make 
known, denounce; Metastasis = banishment, revolution; Mueo = to initiate into the mysteries. 

Trigram:
I:: Name: Chen = the Arousing. Image: Thunder. The First Son, associated with initiative, action, 
incisiveness, vehemence, strength. Southeast in the Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

An ancient tree, with eight large branches disappearing out of sight, grows at the edge of a cliff on a 
desolate mountain top. From it a naked man hangs upside down, suspended by a rope tied to a shackle 
around his left ankle. His right leg is bent behind his left, so that they form a cross. His hands are tied 
behind his back, so that his arms and head form an inverted triangle. His vermillion hair hangs down and 
gravity tugs his cheeks into a slight smile; his skin is reddish. Blood runs from a wound on his right side 
over his liver. 

The tree is in leaf and has black, white, yellow and red flowers, and has silver and gold fruit; its trunk is 
golden brown. A serpent with a red and black head descends the tree toward the man. On the ground 
nearby is a fennel stalk, in the hollow center of which a fire glows. 

The picture is so drawn that when it is inverted, it suggests a happy man dancing a jig. 

Verse 

Desiring revolution, he betrayed His world; by choice the painful price is paid. Hanging above the 
Abyss by Heaven's chains, He calmly waits for freedom from his pains. Who dives within the womb 
will be remade! 

Interpretation 

The Hanged Traitor represents the unavoidable torments of overturning an old order and of a voluntary 
sacrifice for the sake of spiritual rebirth. Such a transformation cannot be carried out rationally; rather, 
the seeker must commit himself to fate, and have faith that Fortune will dissolve the old order and give 
birth to a new one. Therefore, he is "dependent" on his left leg, representing the unconscious, and makes 
no use of his right, representing conscious action. 



Stripped of his dignity, the seeker hangs head down, which symbolizes the debasement of his rationality. 
He is waiting, in suspension, on tenterhooks, dangling over the abyss, poised between heaven and hell. 
The tree, representing the central axis of existence, would provide everything he needs or wants, but he 
cannot reach it. Though he is tortured every day (as shown by the open wound), he patiently awaits a 
redeemer, for he knows that if he tries to save himself, he will plummet into the abyss. 

Thus the Hanged Traitor represents suspension and depression as prerequisites to spiritual rebirth. 

Commentary 

Prometheus is the archetypal Traitor, who betrays the established order in favor of a new world, and he 
is the patron of all such traitors. First, he betrayed his kin, the Titans, in favor of Zeus and the 
Olympians, since he foresaw the inevitable victory of Olympian civilization over the brutish Titanic 
world. (Bonnefoy 122; Larousse 93; OCD s.v. Prometheus; Oswalt 249) 

Next, when it was time to divide the sacrifice, Prometheus, the supreme trickster, betrayed Zeus to the 
benefit for mortals, for he tricked Zeus into taking the bones and skin of the slaughtered animal, leaving 
the meat for the people. Prometheus did this because he loved humanity, because from earth and his own 
tears he had created their bodies, into which Athena had breathed life. (Some say Zeus saw through the 
trick, but went along with it, because it cemented the differences between mortals and gods: mortals eat 
meat and grain - matter - and so their existence is material; gods consume smoke and fragrance - spirit - 
and so their existence is spiritual.) (Bonnefoy 122; Hesiod, Theog. 535-61; Larousse 93; OCD s.v. 
Prom.; SB&G 57) 

Again, when in anger Zeus withheld his fire, his divine illumination, from humanity, Prometheus 
secretly brought some of Hephaestus' fire to earth. This is mortal illumination: it can go out, and will be 
extinguished if it is not nurtured and preserved; nevertheless it has saved humanity from living in 
darkness like beasts. (Bonnefoy 122; Hesiod, Th. 561-570; OCD s.v. Prom.; SB&G 57) 

Because of his cleverness, Prometheus is the supreme craftsman. He instructed humanity in all the arts 
and sciences, which is why he had an altar in the gardens of the Academy. In particular, he taught the 
sacred arts of metallurgy, and first revealed Hephaestus' secrets of alchemy (which are represented in 
this trump; see below). (Bonnefoy 122-3; Larousse 95; OCD s.v. Prom.; Oswalt 250) 

Even after Prometheus brought the illuminating fire, mankind was not yet truly human, for Prometheus' 
vision was limited to masculine characteristics. Zeus determined to complete humanity by sending 
Pandora, the archetypal Woman, divine in form yet mortal in substance. (This is the theme we can see 
through Hesiod's misogyny.) In this case Prometheus erred through hubris; therefore he was 
unsuccessful when he tried to subvert the plan, for Epimetheus, his complementary twin, married 



Pandora, and Zeus's will was done. (The moral is that sometimes acting spontaneously is better: we have 
Epimetheus - "After-thought" - to thank for our full humanity.) (Bonnefoy 123; Hesiod, Th. 571-616, 
Works & Days 42-105; Larousse 93; OCD s.v. Prom.) 

After all this, Zeus still thought it best to destroy humanity, and so he caused a flood, which ended on 
the tenth day (for the decad brings all things to completion). Prometheus had foreseen again Zeus's plans 
and had warned his son Deucalion, who escaped in an ark with his wife Pyrrha (the daughter of 
Epimetheus and Pandora). After the flood they sacrificed to Zeus, and so gods and mortals were 
reconciled. Humanity was then reborn from the bones of Mother Earth, sown by Deucalion and Pyrrha. 
(Larousse 93-4; OCD s.v. Prom.; Oswalt 249; SB&G 58) 

When Prometheus betrayed Zeus for humanity's sake, he knew the consequences, and it happened just as 
he foresaw: on Zeus's orders Hephaestus chained him to a tree on Mt. Caucasus, where his liver was torn 
daily by Zeus's eagle. Yet Prometheus was not defeated, for he kept the secret that his mother Themis 
(XX.Justice) had told him: the goddess who would bear the son who would topple Zeus's rule. He did 
not reveal her name - Thetis - until Zeus permitted Heracles to shoot the eagle and loose his bonds. (For 
this reason a mortal was permitted to marry Thetis, and she bore Achilles.) (Hesiod, Th. 521-31; 
Larousse 95, 128; OCD s.vv. Prom., Themis, Thetis; SB&G 58) 

Because bonds imposed by Zeus are irrevocable, even by him, Prometheus thereafter wore a ring made 
from his fetters and set with a stone from the mountain. Since that time people also wear rings with 
stones, in commemoration of Prometheus' sacrifice on their behalf. Likewise, Heracles donned, in 
triumph and celebration, the olive wreath as a symbol of Prometheus' bonds, as have people since that 
time. (Oswalt 250; SB&G 58) 

A special punishment for criminals, especially traitors, was to be beaten while hung by the heels; if the 
traitor was dead, his corpse might be hung and abused in the same way. If the traitor or his corpse was 
not available for such insult, then he might be painted in this pose ("shame-painting"). This disgrace was 
used in Italy, Germany and Scotland, and was known in English as "baffling"; it continued into the 
twentieth century, most notably in the case of Mussolini and his mistress. (Moakley 95-6) 

Pendens ("hanging") is a participle of pendeo, which means, of course, to hang, but also means: to be 
strung up for punishment, to hang on a tree, to be posted (e.g. as a criminal), to hang over a void, to be in 
a suspended state, to be impending, and to be uncertain (OLD s.v. pendeo, esp. quotes at 2.a). These are 
the senses in which our Traitor is "hanged." 

Moakley (95-6) observes that Prudence, represented (unconventionally) as a dancing man or acrobat, 
replaces the Hanged Traitor in some tarot decks, so this trump is a possible candidate for the missing 
fourth cardinal virtue. However, this is probably one of Court de Gebelin's (1781) innovations (Kaplan 
I.139), who also inverts the Traitor. She finds some evidence that in Renaissance triumphs a performer 
may have done acrobatics while suspended from a gallows by one foot. I'm not convinced. 



Latin proditor and Greek prodotes mean traitor or betrayer. The Latin word derives from a verb prodo, 
which, in its basic sense, means to project, thrust forward or produce, but in a more developed sense 
means to reveal, uncover, forsake or betray (OLD s.vv.). Similarly, the Greek word derives from 
prodidomi, which means to give beforehand, give up, forsake or betray (LSJ s.vv.). Thus the proditor or 
prodotes gives something away or reveals something, to the benefit of one party and the detriment of 
another, to whom he is supposed to owe allegiance. But one side's traitor is the other side's savior, and in 
many cases the traitor betrays the old regime to the (intended) new regime. 

XI.Time, the Lord of Necessity, rules the Triumph of Time (or Death), comprising trumps XI through 
XV, all of which represent apparent reversals of fortune (Time, Betrayal, Death, Damnation, Crisis), 
which nevertheless have potential benefits. However, the Hanged Traitor is unique in that it represents a 
voluntary reversal of fortune, a voluntary sacrifice for the sake of greater good, for which Prometheus is 
the prototype (SB&G 58). 

Prometheus knows that he is riding the Wheel of Fortune, and that he must turn under it at each new 
level in his spiral ascent. With complete foresight (= Prometheus), he places his fate in the hands of 
Fortune, and allows her to turn him over and send him into the Abyss. Prometheus relinquishes his 
accustomed control in the faith that he will be transformed for the better. In psychological terms, he is 
entrusting himself to the invisible work of his unconscious, for he knows that the psyche's way of 
healing itself is to pose impossible problems, which challenge him to advance up the spiral. By 
surrendering to Fortune he discovers his own destiny. (Case 139-40; Nichols 221-3; SB&G 58-9) 

Mary Renault (quoted by Nichols, 224) explains the sacrifice: "it is not the blood-letting that calls down 
power. It is the consenting." By his willing sacrifice the Hanged Traitor has placed himself in a state of 
suspension, in which he waits in darkness for his fortune to be revealed. Though he knew the 
consequences of his actions, he nevertheless feels betrayed, and waits in loneliness; without his 
accustomed control he feels anxious and fearful, but his expression is peaceful, for he knows that 
vulnerability and risk are a prerequisite to further advancement. (SB&G 58-9; Simon 40) 

Though he suffered from his torture, Prometheus was changed by the ordeal, for after he was freed, he 
was made immortal. Likewise, the Traitor, hanging head down, cannot escape from the Wheel, but he 
can discover its hub, where the gods reside. In this sense he can transcend his fate, for he can come to 
know the gods, who will thereafter become active in his life. By sacrificing himself, he makes himself 
sacred. From the upside-down perspective of the Abyss we can see the future, for when XII.Hanged 
Traitor is inverted, he seems to be dancing a jig, which foreshadows the triumph of XXI.World. (Nichols 
216, 220, 224; SB&G 59) 

Now, however, he hangs between the Heavens and the Abyss, between the sacred and the profane, 
which represent the twin poles of mortal existence, birth and death. There he is suspended, head down, 
contemplating his symbolic death, a life transition and the initiation of a new phase. (Nichols 217-8) 

The punishment of the traitor is to be baffled, to be hung head down, which symbolizes the debasement 



of rationality, and the stripping of the ego of its dignity. Since the ego has exhausted its powers of 
conscious control, the intellect is also baffled, for the two senses of "baffle" are related. The original 
sense seems to be "to mock," and derivatively, to disgrace, to cheat and to confuse. The ego is baffled in 
all these ways. This is the necessary prescription for breaking out of the established patterns of thinking, 
for turning them upside down. (Case 138; Nichols 215-6, 218; OED s.v. baffle) 

Some decks have the Betrayer hanging from his right leg (e.g. Piedmontese, Gringonneur, Waite, Case/
BOTA) and others from his left (e.g. Visconti-Sforza, Rosenwald, Parisian, Marseilles, Crowley, Hall/
Knapp). In our image the Betrayer is suspended from his left leg, since his initiation "depends" on his 
unconscious processes, and requires that conscious action (the right leg, on which we step out) be held in 
abeyance. 

There is an old tradition that Prometheus was bound to a 
pillar or tree at the top of Mt. Caucasus, and Butterworth 
argues that this is the World Tree or Cosmic Axis, which 
connects heaven and earth. This is clearly depicted on a 
well-known Laconian black-figure vase (Museo Vaticano 
Etrusco Gregoriano), which shows Atlas holding up the 
sky over the Pillar, to which Prometheus is bound; the 
eagle tears his liver, and a serpent crawls behind Atlas. The 
Tree is closely associated with Zeus, for it is called the 
"awe-inspiring ladder of Olympus" and the "road of Zeus 
to Kronos' Tower" (Pindar's Second Olympian Ode; cf. XV.
Tower and XI.Old Man = Kronos), which towers over the 

watery abyss and connects it with the fiery heavens. The tree is in fact the alchemists' fiery water, the 
means of shamanic ascent. (Butterworth, Tree 47-9, 189, 202, 205, pl. 28; Hesiod, Th. 521; Jung, Phil. 
Tree 305, 309-10, 323) 

The psychological tortures of the practice are noted in the alchemical "Book of Ostanes," which says, "It 
is a tree that grows on the tops of the mountains..., who desires the torment of the seekers"; it cannot be 
defeated, and the goal can be reached only through resignation, knowledge and understanding. The 
antagonistic confrontation is essential: "Unless thy stone [= the Tree] shall be an enemy, thou wilt not 
attain to thy desire" ("Allegoriae sapientum," Th. Chem. V, 1660, p. 59). The mind and soul must be 
tormented with long reflection and intense meditation, but attempting to right oneself and conquer the 
Tree through conscious rationality will lose the Stone of Transmutation, and put the seeker in danger of 
falling precipitously into the depths of Tartarus, the black pit of mental illness. The alchemist may think 
that it is he that will torment the stone, but in the end he will discover his mistake. (Jung, PT 320-1, 323, 
325, 327-8, 330) 

Knowledge of the secret name of the Stone of Transmutation brings great power. Thus, Prometheus won 
his release through his knowledge of the name of the mother of the new celestial regime. So also the 
magician may bind and compel the spirits if he knows their secret names, but in the end they will have 
their freedom. When Prometheus was released, he revealed the "Secret of Thetis" to Zeus; that is, the 



hidden power was given over to consciousness, thereby discharging its danger. (Jung, PT 327-8) 

The World Tree grows near the springs of the chthonic Oceanus, who befriended Prometheus during his 
ordeal and in whose abyssal waters he will be reborn. It was Oceanus (who corresponds to Oannes and, 
in Mesopotamia, to Ea and Enki) who taught Prometheus crafts, arts and letters, for all true invention 
springs from the fluid depths of the unconscious. (Butterworth, Tree 203, 205-6) 

According to Jung, the World Tree symbolizes the personality and the Self (the complete psyche), and 
so it has the attributes of completeness, the quaternity and double quaternity. As a quaternity it is the tree 
of four branches in the vision of Zarathustra, and the pillar is a four-sided herm, representing the 
fourfold Mercurius and the four sons of Horus. As a double quaternity it has eight branches representing 
the eight great gods. As we will see, the Tree has a female spirit, the snake, which is a female Hermes 
corresponding to Prometheus, who is a male Hermes. The two bound together constitute the Mercury 
Duplex of the alchemists, a duality that cannot be reunified without the extinction of consciousness. The 
Tree is the alchemical opus and the Eagle its consummation. (Jung, PT 279, 305, 315, 319, 332, 336) 

On the other hand, some say that the Tree has seven branches corresponding to the planets, but Michael 
Maier (Symb. aur. mens., 1617) says that the wood corresponds to Mercury, the flowers to Saturn, 
Venus, Jupiter and Mars, and the fruit to the Sol and Luna. The four colors of flowers correspond to the 
four stages of the alchemical opus (black: nigredo, white: albedo, yellow: citrinitas, red: rubedo), and to 
the planets Saturn, Venus, Jupiter and Mars, respectively. The fruit, which restore youth (i.e. are means 
of rebirth), are gold and silver, corresponding to the sun and moon. Indeed, the Tree's golden apples are 
identified with the Apples of the Hesperides (at the western border of Ocean), which Heracles was 
seeking when he freed Prometheus from his torments. The trunk is golden or metallic in appearance. In 
alchemical terms, the Tree is the Arbor Metallorum (Tree of the Metals) since the planets correspond to 
the seven metals of alchemy. (Jung, PT 305, 307, 309-10) 

Like Prometheus, Odin hung himself upside down on Yggrasil, the World Tree, seeking illumination. 
Osiris also, was trapped in a tree while he awaited rebirth. (Jung, PT 340; Nichols 217, 220-1) And 
when Innana went into the Abyss, she "was turned to a corpse / A piece of rotting meat, / And was hung 
from a hook on the wall" (Wolkstein & Kramer 60). This alchemical putrefaction is the nigredo, the 
descent into Saturnine melancholia, necessary for transmutation (Jung, PT 331). 

The Serpent, "the most spiritual animal," represents the chthonic numen of the tree, which complements 
the Eagle, the spiritual principle of the Tree (see below). The Serpent (with a red and black face) is a 
form of the dragon-girl, variously known as Sophia, Sapientia, Gnosis, Agathodaimon, Melusina and 
Lilith - the feminine Nous (Mind). In psychological terms the Serpent is unconscious natural wisdom 
and cold, ruthless instinct. She descends the tree to be the heavenly spouse of the shaman, his familiar, 
the soror mystica of the alchemist, who assists his journey to the underworld. (There is a story that Zeus 
said that he had fettered Prometheus, because Athena wanted to have an affair with him - Graves 39.i. 
Also, some say it was Prometheus, not Hephaestus, who split Zeus's skull to release Athena - Larousse 
108.) (Jung, PT 303, 315, 317-9, 321, 333, 340) 



According to Butterworth, the fennel stalk corresponds to Sushumna, the spinal passage up which rises 
the fiery Kundalini Serpent. Prometheus stole this fire from the smith Hephaestus (shamans are often 
associated with fire and smiths) and put it in the fennel stalk; the consequences of taking the Kundalini 
power by means of the stalk were the torments he suffered on the pillar. (Butterworth, Tree 203, 206) 
The glowing fennel stalk also reminds us that XII.Hanged Traitor is the Second of the Sceptre, 
complementing XIII.Death, the Principal of the Sceptre. 

Zeus's Eagle, which is the agent of Prometheus' torture, represents the agony of askesis (spiritual 
exercise), for the novice must offer his body to the chthonic spirits, who will devour it, so that he can be 
reborn. Destruction of the body releases the spirit, which the Eagle leads in its ascent to the celestial 
realm, called the Way of Zeus. (The Eagle corresponds to the Babylonian Zu-bird and the Indian 
Garuda.) By killing the eagle, Heracles released Prometheus from his initiatory torments, for Heracles 
represents the alternative, chthonic path. (Butterworth, Tree 201-4, 206, 209) Prometheus must "die" (13.
Death) and "descend to Hell" (14.Devil) before he can become enlightened by heaven (15.Lightning) 
and ascend to the celestial realm (16. Star, 17.Moon, 18.Sun). 

Each day the Eagle comes and tears Prometheus' liver, which is restored again at night. We call this 
organ the "liver" because it was thought to produce blood, which sustains life; the Babylonians, 
Etruscans and Romans thought that it was the organ of the conscious mind, and the ancient Greeks said 
that the liver is the spring of the deepest emotions, for it secretes bile (khole), which is the essence of 
wrath (kholos). So we see that as a consequences of his practice (askesis), Prometheus is torn by his 
bitter thoughts during the day, but at night he rests from his grief, for the Greeks said that breathing 
restores the bile. Through spiritual exercises comprising meditation and breathing, his ego consciousness 
and life are destroyed and reborn repeatedly. (AHD, App. s.v. leip-; Onians 84-9) 

In many early tarot decks (Visconti-Sforza, Marseilles) as well as many contemporary ones (e.g. Waite/
Smith, Case/BOTA, Hall/Knapp), the Traitor's hands are tied behind his back, so that his arms and head 
form an inverted triangle, like the alchemical sign for water. This triangle is surmounted by the cross of 
his legs, so the combination is an inverted alchemical sign for sulfur. In Crowley's deck, the Traitor's 
arms are spread out, so that the cross surmounts a fire triangle. In this case I think Crowley is incorrect, 
as I shall now explain. 

The equal-armed cross symbolizes completeness in general, but specifically the fourfold World Tree, 
which symbolizes the complete psyche. Its symmetry represents the stability and order of the earth, of 
civilization and of thought. It is the light of consciousness. (Jung, PT 332, 341; Nichols 221; Pollack 90) 

The inverted triangle is the sign for water, and shows that the way is through the dark unconscious, for 
water is also a symbol of birth and rebirth, the amniotic fluid and baptismal font. The sign suggests the 
Mother's pubic triangle. We see that Prometheus' ordeal is a regressus ad uterum (return to the womb). 
(Case 135-6; Crowley 96, 98; Pollack 90) 

Thus the cross over the triangle represents, cosmologically, the Tree standing over the Abyssal Waters, 



and psychologically, consciousness built upon the unconscious foundation, and the Self hanging over the 
Abyss. The cross represents the descent of spirit, and the triangle shows that it will descend into the 
Abyss. The cross and triangle are the sword and cup, the lance and grail. (Cooper s.v. cross; Crowley 98-
9; Jung, PT 282) 

The water triangle surmounted by the cross constitutes an inversion of the alchemical sign for sulfur, 
which represents a voluntary overturning of the sulfur principle. We saw in the discussion of X.Fortune 
that sulfur corresponds to the fiery principle at the topmost point of the wheel - nimis exaltatus (exalted 
too much). Prometheus knows that further progress requires that the king be overturned, that he hang 
head-down and descend with the wheel's rim into the Abyss. When the ego has been tossed over, the 
fiery spirit can join in love with the watery unconscious. There in the watery depths Prometheus may be 
reborn so that his spirit may ascend again. 

The cross represents order and the tetrad; the triangle represents birth and the triad. Their product is XII, 
the number of the Hanged Traitor in almost all tarots, antique and modern (old decks from Bologna are 
an exception, in which its position is 13, as a consequence of Temperance, Justice and Fortitude being 
grouped together among the early trumps). This is of course, the number of the Zodiac, and symbolizes 
the Wheel of the Year, a complete cycle of manifestation. Twelve is the number of Fate, and the Hanged 
Traitor has willingly surrendered to the grasp of Fate. (Case 136; Dummett 6-7; Nichols 215, 219, 221) 

Gamma is the Greek numeral for three, corresponding to the triangle, and gamma is the letter we assign 
to II.Empress. The Empress is also Venus, the Great Womb, the source of grace and "the hope that lies 
in love." Delta is the numeral for four, corresponding to the cross, and is the letter assigned to III.
Emperor. Thus the triangle and cross represent the Empress and Emperor, as they also do in Case's tarot. 
The inverted sulfur sign shows that new conception occurs when the spirit of the Emperor descends into 
the womb of the Empress. That is: rebirth requires that the conscious spirit descend into the unconscious 
womb. (Case 136-7; Crowley 96) 

Much of the symbolism of the Promethian initiation can be explained by Taoist alchemy, in which 
cinnabar (red mercuric sulfide, "Chinese Red") plays an important role. Cinnabar is a symbol of the 
blood as vital fluid, but when it is cooked it produces pure mercury. Thus it shows how death and 
putrefaction can lead to rebirth and rejuvenation, and so cinnabar was thought to be a longevity drug 
(which would, however, turn the hair and skin red). (Eliade, F&C 116-7; Nichols 219) 

In the macrocosm, the Famous Fields of Cinnabar are K'un Lun, the Mountain of the Western Sea, 
frequented by the gods, corresponding to the mountain where Prometheus was bound. (This mountain 
has an hourglass shape, representing heaven and earth like the alchemist's kerotakis, a very ancient 
image; see XI.Old Man.) (Eliade, F&C 117-9) 

In the microcosm, the Cinnabar Fields are in the gonads and in the Wedding Chamber or Secret Cave in 
the brain (tong-fang = Alta Major?). According to the Taoist alchemists, this internal cinnabar may be 
distilled from the semen by hanging upside down, which causes its essence to pool in the brain, bringing 



illumination. In this way the mind becomes filled with the spirit. (Eliade, F&C 117) 

The second decade of the Major Arcana (trumps XI-XX) forms a Pythagorean sequence. XI.Time 
corresponds to the monad, the self-generating principle that gives rise to its successors. XII.Hanged 
Traitor corresponds to the dyad, which results from division in the monad, and is the principle of 
separation, strife, differentiation, movement and daring. The Traitor is the daring agent who creates 
opposition to the status quo and initiates the progress of the numbers. (Iamblichus, Theol. Arith. chh. 1-
2) In confirmation, observe that the numerical value of PROMHQEUS O QEOS TITAN (Prometheus 
Ho Theos Titan, The Titan God Prometheus) is 1927, which reduces to 7-2+9-1-11 = 2 in the Hendecad. 

       He who exalts himself does not rise high.  -  Lao-Tzu
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XIII. Mors - Thanatos - Death (13) 

Prior Sceptri - First of the Sceptre 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Sum fine. (I am the end.) 

Deities:
Hades, Pluto; Thanatos, Mors; Devouring Mother (Kali). 

Dice:
3+4 = Time + 4.Mother/II.Separation (Water); 5+3 = Time + 3.Initial Completion (Fire). 

Astragali:
4+6+6 = Time + III.Initial Completion. 

Greek Letter = Nu:



Nekros = corpse; Nerteros = lower, nether, infernal. 
Trigram:

:II Name: Sun = the Gentle. Image: Wind, Wood. The First Daughter, associated with 
completion, penetration, vehemence, changeability, odor, grey hair. "All living things ... come to 
completion in the Gentle" (Shuo Kua ch. 2). 

Description 

Death stands, facing to the front and our left, and wears a long, black robe, which covers his legs and 
arms. His face is hidden by a black leather and metal helmet, the fierce, bone-white face mask of which 
looks like a skull with a shaggy, black beard, and with long, scraggly black hair at the temples. 
Projecting from his long sleeves we see bone-white gauntlets suggestive of a skeleton's hands. A key 
hangs around his neck. 

Death's right hand holds an empty phiale omphalote (a shallow dish with a central boss), which is tipped 
toward us. His left arm holds a cornucopia, though we cannot tell whether there is anything in it. 

A tall staff is stuck in the ground behind him on his right side; from it a steel-grey banner, inscribed 
"Sum fine" (I am the end), waves in the shape of a scythe blade. On the ground around him are severed 
hands, feet and heads, one of which is crowned. Sprouting from the earth in the foreground are new 
shoots of mint, with white and lilac-blue flowers, and narcissus and asphodel, with white and yellow 
flowers. 

A dark river runs across the background; behind it is a tholos (a beehive-shaped tomb), into the door of 
which is set an imposing bronze gate. Cypresses and white poplars grow around it. There are two well-
springs, one on each side of the mound; a white cypress grows by that on our left, and a dark cypress by 
that on our right. The sky glows dark red, but we cannot tell if it is sunrise or sunset. 

Verse 

The Lord of Death is paid in bitter coin For dissolution, hoping he'll rejoin The scattered parts, far better 
rearranged, For callous Death's decrees cannot be changed. "Accept thy fated end," he doth enjoin. 

Interpretation 

The Triumph of Death signals the end of a life, and the impossibility of a return. This applies equally to 



physical death, which ends earthly existence, and to the little deaths that mark our movement from one 
phase of life to another. 

Death is an absolute transition, a discontinuous break in life, for no one can say what, if any, life lies 
beyond death. Is the cornucopia filled with riches or is it empty? Has Pluto poured us a rejuvenating 
libation, or shown us that the dish is dry? We cannot know. 

Death's robe is black (the color of mourning in the West) and his armor is bone white (the color of 
mourning in the East). His costume marks the two sides of the transition of Death, the black 
putrefaction, the nigredo, which reduces our life to its elementary constituents, to featureless prima 
materia; and the albedo, the creation of the white matter, which is pure and all colors equally; it provides 
a malleable neutral ground ready to take on new color and form. 

The body parts show Death as the universal solvent, decomposing prince and pauper alike; they also 
show the dissolution of our standpoints (feet), activities (hands) and ideas (heads), even of our principle 
idea (the prince's head). The scythe reminds us that death should be a harvest, the time when we reap the 
rewards of one season of life, and sow the seeds for the next. 

The skeleton is the frame of life, the root of both rigidity and flexibility, of both stability and change. It 
is the central core of equilibrium and action, which is all that's left when the fleshy mask of the persona 
has been removed. 

Commentary 

XIII.Death represents the permanent and final end of a "life." This could be either physical death or the 
lesser deaths that occur when we pass from one phase of life to the next (adolescence, marriage, 
children, etc.); it is any major transition, normal or extraordinary. A principal characteristic of such 
transitions is that they are irrevocable. No one, not even a god, can bring back from the dead someone 
whom Hades wishes to keep. Those few who have journeyed to the underworld and returned (Heracles, 
Orpheus, Theseus and Peirithoos), have been permanently changed by their confrontation with Death. 
(Nichols 233; SB&G 61-2) 

The numerological significance of 13 is transcendence of the cyclic patterns of the past. The number 12 
always indicates a complete cycle (as in the months or zodiacal signs). Since cycles repeat (1, 2, ..., 12, 
1, 2, ...), the number 13 does not belong to the cyclic pattern; it stands above it - there is no thirteenth 
month. On the other hand, 13 does follow 12 numerically, and so it represents the start of a new series of 
cycles on a higher level, transcending the old cycle by building on it (12+1, 12+2, ..., 12+12, 12+1, 12
+2, ...). In this way, the thirteenth trump moves the cycles of life onto the next plane. (Nichols 232; 
Pollack I.94) 



The numerical value of AIDHS (Aides, Hades) is 223, which reduces to 3-2+2 = 3 in the Hendecad; 
therefore Hades has the character of the Triad, which is associated with Hecate (an underworld goddess), 
completion, and reaching the end - that is, death. (See the 3s in the Minor Arcana.) 

XIII.Death follows XII.Hanged Traitor, since the Traitor represents the conscious choice to let go, to 
hang over the Abyss, and put your life in the hands of Fortune. This is the only salvation possible to the 
Traitor, but still it must be accepted willingly before it can take place. When it is, we move on to Death, 
which is the cusp dividing the old life from the new. (Nichols 233; SB&G 61) 

Charon, Hermes and a soul (Thanatos painter, 440 BCE) 

Thus Death represents a time for grief and mourning, for accepting the 
inevitable, for recognizing that the birth of a new generation requires the 
death of the old. This is the price paid for progress, indeed, for any 
continuation of growth; it is the coin paid to Charon to cross the black River 
Styx into Hades realm, the dark divide between one life and the next. (Pollack 
I.94; SB&G 61-2) 

So awesome is this barrier, that the gods themselves swear oaths by the River 
Styx, for by it even they are bound. A god who breaks such an oath is 
banished from Olympus and falls into a coma for one great year (nine mortal 

years), and is barred from Olympus for another great year (Hesiod, Theog. 780-806). (There is no record 
of any god breaking such an oath.) The waters of Styx are the Aqua Permanens (Enduring Water) of the 
alchemists, for it is said that its water is the universal solvent, which dissolves gold, and the elixir of 
immortality, but only if consumed on the correct day (the Kairos); at all other times it is poisonous. 
(Gantz 29; OCD s.v. Styx; Oswalt 271) 

The flowing river also symbolizes the individual personality, always the same and yet always different, 
as Heraclitus said (DK 22B 49a): "Into the same rivers, we step and do not step, we are and are not." 
Likewise, all personalities are destined to disappear into oblivion, just as all rivers eventually merge with 
Ocean, which bounds the world (Case 145; Pollack I.94). 

The confrontation with Death is an initiatory experience. We see this in stories of the Black Knight, 
armed with the executioner's axe. If the initiate willingly places his neck on the block, then the Black 
Knight lifts his terrifying face mask and shows himself to be a redeemer. (Nichols 233) 

So also the shaman-initiate submits himself to the demons of the underworld, who tear him limb from 
limb and devour his flesh. His parts are cooked into prima materia, from which he is reborn as a shaman. 
(Eliade, Sham. ch. 2) 

The body parts in the image represent the dismemberment of life that is dying, its reduction to prima 
materia. All aspects of the old life are gone: the feet represent old standpoints; the hands, old activities; 



and the heads, old ideas. The prince's head, wearing a crown, represents the principal idea, the guiding 
principle or highest authority of the old life, for even this may need to be abandoned. This shows that no 
part of life is immune to death. (Nichols 227) 

The initiate willingly subjects himself to spiritual dismemberment, since he knows this is the first step of 
the transformative process. His soul must be dis-membered before its parts are re-collected and re-
membered into a new whole, that is, before his soul can be resurrected. (Nichols 228) The putrefaction 
of the dead provides fertilizer for new growth, which is symbolized by the flowers growing among the 
body parts. 

Though it is his choice, the initiate cannot help but be terrified at his impending ego-death, the 
dissolution of his personality, for he has no way of anticipating the outcome: the confrontation with 
Death is a confrontation with the unknown, the horror of the incomprehensible. When Death arrives for 
him, the initiate may even resist, for the ego fights for self-preservation, even when that is not in the best 
interests of the complete psyche. Even after his resurrection, the initiate will grieve for the life that is 
gone and can never be recovered. Terror, struggle, grief: these are the cost of transformation, which 
must be paid to Charon to cross the river Styx into the underworld. (Nichols 237-8, 245; Pollack I.93-5) 

The skeleton, represented in our image by Death's armor (an exoskeleton), symbolizes the "bare bones" 
of existence, as Nichols puts it. It is what is left when all the impermanent aspects of life are dissolved 
away: the basic capacities for stability and change, for the skeleton combines rigidity and flexibility. 
Indeed, it could not serve its function if it didn't have both properties. On a cosmological level, the 
skeleton comprises eternity and change - Being and Becoming. (Recall also Heraclitus on the river.) 
When the shaman initiate sees his own skeleton, he knows that he has contacted eternity. (Case 147; 
Crowley 100; Nichols 229; Pollack I.92) 

The general structure of the ogdoads leads us to expect XIII.Death to be female, since its trigram is the 
First Daughter, and it is complementary to the male XII.Traitor, whose trigram is the First Son. 
Although Hades and Thanatos are male in Graeco-Roman mythology, this trump could also correspond 
to Kali. Indeed, Nichols (242-3) observes that the skeleton is essentially sexless (showing that the bare 
bones of existence do not include gender differences) and Death is often seen as feminine: the Mother 
Nature calling back her children, the Devouring Mother, etc. 

XIII.Death corresponds to the Mesopotamian god Nergal, an underworld deity, who is generally 
considered the husband of Ereshkigal, Queen of the Great Below. He is the agent who brings death, 
especially through forest fires, plagues and wars. He destroys, not to punish, but because his nature is 
destructive. Nergal is shown wearing a long robe, open in front, and trampling a person, or he is seen 
resting in a coffin. Like medieval representations of Death, Nergal carries a scimitar, as well as a staff 
with one or two lion-heads. (Black & Green s.vv. Ereshkigal, Nergal) Nergal, whose primary 
characteristic is dunnu (strength, foundation), corresponds with the Sefirah Yesod (Strength, 
Foundation); see also XVII.Moon (Parpola 180). 



In most old tarot decks Death is shown with a scythe, though there is a notable exception: in the oldest 
deck, the Visconti-Sfroza, he has a bow and arrow. In classical times, so far as I know, Hades was never 
shown with a scythe, though Thanatos (see below) may appear with a sword or a bow (Murray 240; 
OCD s.v. Thanatos). On the other hand, Hades is often shown holding the rhabdos (staff) by which he 
leads the dead into Hades, for like Hermes, he is a guide of souls. The staff represents the Axis Mundi 
(World Axis), the central path by which souls may ascend into the heavens or descend into Hades' realm. 
(Butterworth, Tree 119; Gantz 71; Oswalt 120) 

In my image, I have compromised by giving Death a staff with a banner that suggests a scythe's blade. 
The inscription, "Sum finis" (I am the end), appears in Italian (Son fine) on a Visconti-Sforza Death 
trump in the Victoria and Albert Museum (Dummett 126; cf. Kaplan I.104). The rod also reminds us that 
XIII.Death is the Principal of the Sceptre, complementing XII.Hanged Traitor, his Second, since death is 
often the punishment of the traitor, and follows his defection in time. Prometheus' sceptre brings 
illumination; Hades' sceptre brings darkness. 

It might be argued that XIII.Death with his scythe should be the Lord of Necessity, associated with 
Swords, and the XI.Old Man with his staff should be the Principal of the Sceptre. I have not done this, 
because (1) the Old Man is, in fact, Father Time, Saturn, who is an agricultural deity and associated with 
the sickle; (2) the scythe seems to a comparatively late attribute of Death, probably resulting from a 
confusion with Saturn; (3) there is no particular reason to associate the Old Man with a staff, once we 
realize he is Saturn, not a Hermit; (4) Hades is commonly shown with a wand (analogous to Hermes' 
caduceus), but not with a scythe or other blade. Finally, we must note that that Empedocles associates 
Hades with Fire (and hence the Wands), for he is custodian of the Central Fire (Kingsley). 

Nevertheless, the connection between the two trumps is not accidental, for (as Crowley observes) Saturn 
represents the essential structure of things, the unvarying ground of change symbolized by the skeleton 
of Death (Crowley 100; Nichols 229). 

Hades is an alter-ego of Zeus, chthonic darkness standing against celestial light. Thus Hades was called 
"the other Zeus" and Zeus Katachthonios, the Zeus under the earth, the Chthonian Zeus. (Gantz 72; 
OCD s.v. Hades; Oswalt 120) 

The duality of Zeus and Hades is also apparent in their Roman names: Jupiter and Dis Pater. Jupiter is a 
contraction of Dieu Pater (Father Dieu, Joue, etymologically identical to Zeus), which shows that Jupiter 
is the god of the brilliant sky (Indo-Eur. diew). Hades is Father Dis, whose name means "wealth," like 
the Greek Pluto (Ploutos = wealth, riches), as does Plouton (the Rich One), an epithet of Hades. 
Originally, in both Italy and Greece, the riches in question were fertility and the abundance of crops: the 
riches under the earth. Jupiter and Dispater are the Celestial Father and the Chthonic Father. (Though it 
is also said that the Lord of Death is rich because everything ultimately returns to him; he is called 
Poludectes, the All-receiver.) (AHD App, s.v. deiw-; OCD s.vv. Hades, Jupiter, Plutus; OLD s.vv. dis, 
Dis, Iuppiter; Oswalt 94, 121) 



Pluto is the more benevolent side of Hades, who is sometimes considered compassionate, for he is 
neither evil nor a punisher, and so he is called Pankoios (he who brings rest to all) and Paian (Healer). 
Pluto is the custodian of the wealth of the earth, both the metals and the seeds, which he causes to sprout 
from the earth. (Gantz 71, 73; OCD s.v. Hades; Oswalt 121) So also XIII.Death has a positive side, for 
by bringing about the end of one life, it makes way for another. Therefore this trump may herald new 
opportunities, revitalization and renewal. (SB&G 60-2; Nichols 227) 

Wagnerians will recall the remarkable place in Siegfried (Act I, Scene 2) where Wotan, the sky god, 
calls himself "White Alberich" (Licht-Alberich), thereby acknowledging that he is the flip-side of his foe 
Black Alberich (Schwartz-Alberich), the ruler of the chthonian Nibelungs, who hold the riches of the 
earth. Each opponent needs the other, they are complementary, a dyadic opposition cut from a monadic 
force. This conscious recognition of his shadow self shows how much Woton's insight has grown 
through the course of The Ring. 

Hades, whose name means "the Unseen" (Hades = Haides = Aides < a- + idein = unseen), wears a Cap 
of Darkness or Invisibility (cf. also Alberich's tarnhelm in Wagner's Ring). In Greek this cap is called a 
kunee, which means a dog-skin hat or helmet. This is the headdress worn by many shamans, comprising 
a leather cap, sometimes with a fierce mask and thick beard. These caps often have leather tassels that 
dangle in front of the eyes: since the shaman is on an inward journey, he does not need outward vision. 
Indeed, Hades' cap does not hide the wearer from mortals, but allows him to travel unseen among the 
gods. (Gods, of course, don't need a special cap to be invisible to mortals.) (Butterworth, Tree 161-2; 
Gantz 71; LSJ s.v. Haides; OCD s.v. Hades; Oswalt 120; cf. Iliad V.844-5) 

When the Olympians came to power, Hades received this cap from the Cyclopes, who were, according 
to Butterworth, "gurus," with their third eye, the Ajna-cakra, opened, for Kuklops < kuklos = circle = 
chakra + ôps = faced; they are the "chakra-faced ones." At the same time they also gave Zeus the 
thunderbolt (the dorje sceptre) and Poseidon the trident (Apollodorus, Bibl. I.ii.1; Gantz 71) - all familiar 
shamanic implements. (Butterworth, Traces pll. V-XV, Tree 129-31, 172-6) 

The cypress, white poplar, mint, narcissus and asphodel are all sacred to Hades. Minthe (Mint) was a 
nymph loved by Hades; out of jealousy she was killed by Persephone or Demeter, and became the plant 
after her death. He also loved Leuke (White Poplar), a daughter of Oceanus, who became the white 
poplar after her death. Both myths show that even Hades is not immune to grief. Heracles returned from 
the Underworld crowned with a white poplar wreath to show his initiated status. (Butterworth, Tree 215; 
Larousse 165) 

The asphodel is a universal symbol of mourning and regret in the West; it is associated with Saturn, a 
scythe-bearing, all consuming alter-ego of Death. It grows in the underworld, where its tubers provide 
food for the dead and its flowers give them some solace. It is still considered medicinal and apotropaic. 
(Biedermann s.v. asphodel) 

The yellow flowers (narcissus and asphodel) represent intuition, the blue flowers (mint) represent spirit 



and the green leaves represent sensation. The white flowers, of course, represent purity, innocence, 
simplicity and rebirth. Since the flowers overshadow the leaves, these new sprouts represent a renewal 
of interest in the internal (intuition, spirit, simplicity) over the external (sensation). (Cooper s.v. Colours; 
Nichols 228) 

The mint with lilac-blue flowers is Pennyroyal (Mentha pulegium), a key ingredient of kukeon, the 
sacred drink of the Eleusinian Mysteries (Kerenyi, Eleusis 179), in which the celebrant was reborn. As 
Heraclitus (DK 22B 125) reminds us, unless kukeon is stirred continually, it separates into its 
constituents; thus it represents life as a "nonequilibrium thermodynamic process," that is, as a system 
that will dissolve into unstructured prima materia unless it is fed energy. 

The narcissus is a symbol of death and rebirth, since is disappears in the summer and reappears in the 
spring. This recalls the story of Narcissus (Ovid, Met. III.339-512), who in the "summer of his youth," 
fell in love with his own image and pined away into the flower, a parable of excessive ego-attachment 
and its consequent spiritual death. (Biedermann s.v. narcissus) 

The cypress is also a symbol of death and mourning associated, like the asphodel, with Saturn; it was 
often planted near graves. It was also apotropaic and thought to prevent corruption; its hardy wood 
represented longevity and even immortality. (Biedermann s.v. cypress; Cooper s.v. cypress) 

According to the golden Orphic grave tablets, the entrance to the House of Hades is flanked by two 
springs; a white cypress grows by the spring on the left, a dark cypress by that on the right. From the 
perspective of the gate, the white cypress is on the right and represents life and day; the dark cypress on 
the left represents death and night. The trees and springs correspond in yoga philosophy to the Sun-
channel (Pingala-nadi), beginning on the right, and the Moon-channel (Ida-nadi), on the left, which 
spiral round the spinal channel (Sushumna), the central sacred mountain, Sumeru. According to the 
Orphic tablets, the dead one, who calls himself "the son of Earth (Gaia) and Starry Heaven (Ouranos)," 
must drink from the left-hand spring, running with water from the Lake of Memory, which will wash 
away his past life, so he may enter the Land of the Dead. (Butterworth, Tree 84, 166, 193, 215-6) 

The central mountain is the World Navel, where heaven, earth and the underworld are joined. Thus, the 
entrance to Hades is a Mycenaean tholos or beehive tomb, which represents the World Navel (see also 
XV.Tower). The phiale omphalote (navel bowl, a shallow dish with a central boss), the libation bowl 
used in sacrifice, is filled at the World Navel from the cornucopia (the horn of Amaltheia, the goat who 
nourished Zeus), which represents the ecstatic experience. (Butterworth, Tree ch. 2, esp. pp. 31-2, 116-
9) 

Hades is often shown holding in his left hand a cornucopia, which is not, however, overflowing with 
fruit; indeed for all we can tell it may be empty (Gantz 73). His right hand often holds the phiale 
omphalote, from which he seems to pour a libation for the dead, though all we see is the empty dish. 
This phiale may have been filled from the cornucopia, but we cannot tell. (Butterworth, Tree 118-9, pl. 
XIX) This is the ultimate mystery of all deaths, great and small: are there riches on the other side, or 



simply nothing? 

Hades is the ruler of the underworld, not the god of death, who is called Thanatos (or Moros) in Greek 
and Mors in Latin. Thanatos was an assistant to Hades who, we might say, did his dirty work: he comes 
and cuts a lock of hair from those who are about to die. In the earliest times Thanatos was not 
worshipped as a god and, in fact, Hesiod (Theog. 764) says he was hated by the gods, because he is 
merciless and cannot be swayed by gifts. Later Thanatos was viewed more positively and was called 
Paian (Healer) because he relieves mortals of their cares. (Gantz 5-6; Kerenyi, Gods 33; OCD s.v. 
Thanatos; Oswalt 279) 

Hupnos and Thanatos by Euphronius (515 BCE) 

Thanatos and Hupnos (Sleep) are the twin sons of Nux 
(Night); in some art Thanatos is colored black and 
Hupnos white (Murray 240). Sleep, of course, is a "little 

death," in which we descend into oblivion, and re-emerge rejuvenated, if not transformed. 

Hades is typically shown as a mature man with dark hair and beard. He might recline on a couch, sit on a 
throne, or drive a chariot drawn by noble steeds with golden reins, from which he seizes the living (as he 
did Persephone). He may wear an ivy wreath and he may have the key to the bronze gates of his realm. 
(Larousse 158; Oswalt 120-1) 

Thanatos appears as a powerful, fierce-looking man with a shaggy beard, dressed in a dark robe, and 
armed with a sword. His shoulders may sport large wings. (Murray 237, 239; OCD s.v. Thanatos; 
Oswalt 279) 

The image of Death found in most tarot decks, an animated skeleton, the Grim Reaper leading the Dance 
of Death or riding as the Pale Horseman, seems to date from the Middle Ages (Biedermann s.v. death). 

    Media in vita in morte sumus.
    (In the middle of life we are surrounded by death.)
                  - quoted in Biedermann (s.v. skeleton.)

 Return to Pythagorean Tarot homepage 
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XV. Turris - Purgos - Tower (15, 16) 

Prior Pentaculi - First of the Pentacle 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Dant clara incendia lucem. (Bright blazes bring illumination.) 

Deities:
none, per se, but: "The way of Zeus to Kronos' Tower"; Omphalos Mundi; Mt. Meru. 

Dice:
3+6 = Time + 6.Offspring/IV.Justice/Return (Water); 5+5 = Time + 5.Crisis (Fire). 

Astragali:
3+6+6 = Time + V.Crisis. 

Greek Letter = Omicron:



Omphalos = navel, center; Oikopedon = ruins of a house; Olethros = destruction, ruin. 
Trigram:

II: Name: Tui = the Joyous. Image: Lake. The Third Son. Northeast in the Earlier Heaven. The 
Joyous "means smashing and breaking apart; it means dropping off and bursting open" (Shuo 
Kua ch. 3). 

Description 

The scene is dominated by a beehive-shaped mound, on which stands a tall, nearly cylindrical, brick 
ziggurat, divided into seven stories by horizontal terraces, above each of which there is a round window, 
lighted from within by colored light (from top to bottom: violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, 
red). 

A massive brass gate, which is set into the base of the ziggurat, has been blasted open; through the 
triangular opening we can see a fiery spark deep in the mountain. From the opening, flow four rivers 
(dark blue, white, yellow, red - to the south, east, north and west, respectively), which cascade down the 
mountain and merge with the surrounding dark, seething ocean. Decoration on the four sides of the 
ziggurat corresponds in color to the rivers: (S) sapphire or lapis lazuli, (E) silver, crystal or diamond, (N) 
gold, and (W) ruby. A pathway or ramp winds three times around the mound before terminating at the 
gate. 

From an annular hole in the clouds directly above the tower, a lightning bolt (double-ended, each end 
comprising four petal-shaped flames around a central flame) strikes a silver, hemispherical shrine, which 
crowned the ziggurat, but now tilts off. Two figures, a woman in red and a man in blue, plummet head-
first from the tower, and drop-shaped bits of burning material, ejected from the shrine, fall around them. 

Verse 

The lightning bolt destroys the outworn walls. Two characters are overthrown; each falls, Returns to 
Mother Earth. The Sacred Mound Is quickened; there the spark of life is found. Accept the holy blast 
that overhauls! 

Interpretation 

The tower is ambiguous: is it a fortress or a prison? Indeed there is little difference, for we easily may 
become prisoners of our own defenses. 



The tower is the World Axis, the center of being, and the divine illumination has struck at its core, 
demolishing it, but igniting in its depths the spark of new life. The falling figures, representing head and 
heart (reason and emotion), were imprisoned in the tower's dogma and defenses. Though now released, 
before they can be reborn they must "come back to the earth" of the body and must be submerged in the 
Abyssal waters of the unconscious, which have been quickened by the lightning. The manna from 
heaven, falling around them, will sustain them through the trials of this transformation. 

Commentary 

The earliest names for this trump are The Arrow (La sagitta, c. 1500), The House of the Devil (La Casa 
del Diavolo, 1550), The Fire (il Fuoco, 1585), The Thunderbolt, The House of the Damned, and The 
House. In the Tarot de Marseille it is called The House of God (La Maison [De] Dieu), which most 
likely resulted from a misreading of La Maison De Feu (The House of Fire) or La Maison [De] Diefel 
(The House of the Devil). (Dummett 128; Kaplan I.3, 30; Nichols 284; Sharman-Burke 105) Thus, the 
trump's oldest titles call attention to the destruction (by fire or thunderbolt) of the "Devil's House," 
which is a significant clue to the trump's meaning. 

Moakley (95-6, 98-9) interprets the XV.Tower as Hellmouth into which XIV.Devil is carrying Judas 
(XII.Hanged Traitor). Hellmouth, often shaped like a giant dragon's mouth, was a typical fixture of 
medieval stage sets. It was sometimes shown with winged demons flying around it, which she thinks 
may be the origin of the falling figures of modern tarot decks. For Crowley (107), the Tower represents 
"the Jaws of Dis" (cf. XIII.Death). 

The tower, one of the key symbols of the trump, is ambivalent: it represents both protection and 
confinement; it is both a fortress and a prison. Therefore, the tower itself teaches a lesson: that the most 
invulnerable defenses may become the most imprisoning bonds (cf. the shield in VIII.Victory). It is also 
ambivalent in being, on the one hand, feminine and protective, and, on the other, phallic and 
inaccessible. Further, the tower which houses a maiden or princess is simultaneously protective and 
confining, a symbol of virginity (Cooper s.vv. Garden, Tower). 

The lightning flash then represents the loss of virginity: the bolt that ruptures seemingly impenetrable 
defenses, and permits escape from confining structures. Lightning is a common symbol of masculine 
virility, which can illuminate or destroy. It descends from the heavens with the fertilizing rain and 
quickens the soil. Indeed, lightning may burst through the earth and open a passage to the underworld, 
for it represents the descent of celestial illumination, an unpredictable gift of the gods. (Biedermann s.v. 
lightning). 

The lightning strikes the shrine at the summit, thereby consummating the Sacred Marriage, which takes 
place at the top of the ziggurat (see below). From there it descends through the tower into the 



surrounding Abyssal waters, Maria, quickening the fluids of the cosmic womb, making them igne sacra 
inflammata (inflamed by sacred fire), an event symbolized in ancient Greek ritual (and still in Christian 
consecration of the baptismal font) by plunging a firebrand into holy water (Fairbanks 100; Walker 25); 
recall also the Holy Water (Hudor Theion) discussed in 7.Temperance. The light-bringing bolt is Lucifer 
and Krishna, the heavenly phallus, which inseminates the Abyssal waters, in which primordial life 
originates; the Tower bursts like the Cosmic Egg (Case 170; Nichols 285; Walker 116). 

As in the Middle Pillar Exercise (e.g. Regardie III.55-9), the celestial power is drawn down from the 
heavens, through the seven levels, which symbolize the chakras, represented by the seven colors of the 
rainbow (Judith 324-7). (Assignments of colors to the chakras vary; see for example Eliade, Yoga 241-3, 
or the Sat-Cakra-Nirupana in Avalon.) The seven levels of the tower also represent the seven planets and 
the seven heavenly spheres (Butterworth, Tree 163; Eliade, Sham. 267). (The Middle Pillar, of course, is 
the Axis Mundi, as is the Tower; see below.) 

In our image the keraunos (lightning bolt) is represented in the traditional way as the sceptre of Zeus 
Keraunos (Jupiter Fulgur): a double-ended bolt, each end comprising four flames surrounding a central 
flame; it is essentially identical to the Tibetan dorje, or Hindu vajra, sceptre. (See 3.Emperor for more on 
the shape of the Keraunos.) The inseminating bolt also survives in the Golden Lance of Sir Lancelot 
(Lance d'Or > Lanceor > Lancelot), born of the Lady of the Lake (the Lily Maid, or Virgin Lotus), 
arising from the Abyss. (Butterworth, Tree ch. VI, pll. XX-XXI; Walker 25) 

Thus the keraunos comprises ten flames, which traditionally surround a central kernel, the Bindu, from 
which the rest of the keraunos emanates. (One is reminded of the ten Sefiroth surrounding Daath, the 
eleventh, hidden in the center.) In Sanskrit, bindu means "point," and in philosophy represents the state 
of active consciousness in which the "I" identifies itself with the total "This" (Avalon 34). Here the 
lightning bolt is the illumination brought by the Bindu, the prima materia from which all is created and 
to which it all returns; the fiery bolt is the cosmic logos of Heraclitus (Butterworth, Tree 225), who also 
says (DK 22B 64), "Keraunos steers all things." 

The lightning bolt strikes deep into the base of the Tower, igniting Muladhara-Chakra, the Root Chakra 
at the base of the spine (sushumna, represented by the Tower), where Kundalini the Python sleeps. The 
path which circles the mound represents the Python, who is wrapped three times around the World 
Navel (at Delphi). (Biedermann s.v. tower; Butterworth, Tree 80; Eliade, Sham. 267) 

Deep the sacred mountain the Celestial Bolt unites with the Abyssal Waters to create the Para-Bindu 
(Supreme Bindu), which is the hermaphroditic union of two seeds, Shiva and Shakti, and "the chief root 
of liberation" (Sat-Cakra-Nirupana, v. 42; Avalon 41-2, 430; Butterworth, Tree 126-7). Thus the bolt has 
ignited the monadic soul-spark, the scintilla (cf. VII.Temperance), which can be seen through the gate, 
deep in the heart of the sacred mountain, in the foundations of the column (spine or world axis); it 
represents "supreme truth" (Butterworth, Tree 163, 166; Eliade, Yoga. 235; Jung, MC 48-56). 

The monadic soul-spark is visible through the square tunnel, which represents the generation of the four 



elements, and through the triangular arch, which represents the synthesis of the elements into the three 
alchemical principles (sulphur, mercury, salt). The mound itself represents the synthesis of the three 
principles into the quintessence. The whole procedure is described in the Rosarium Philosophorum 
(1550): "Out of a man and a woman make a round circle and extract the quadrangle from this and from 
the quadrangle the triangle. Make a round circle and you will have the philosopher's stone." (Jung P&A, 
128) 

The union of Abyss and Bolt is the source of the drop-shaped bits of burning material, ejected from the 
hemispherical silver shrine and falling from the sky; they are puridia, bits of divine fire (Butterworth, 
Tree 224), positive energy (Simon 47), the manna from heaven (Nichols 293), the divine sustenance that 
will nourish the people's spirit during this crisis and will transform their being. One commonly finds that 
at the World Axis a bowl or the crescent moon showers Soma, the nectar of the gods, over the World 
Mountain. The moon-shrine represents the Sahasrara-chakra, the crown chakra, a receptacle for Amrta 
(nectar or ambrosia). The tilting shrine, looking like a quarter moon, shows that divine illumination, the 
bolt from heaven, has descended to the Ajna-chakra and opened the third eye. (Butterworth, Tree 111, 
114-5, 120) 

Bindu is also the name of the dot which indicates nasal breathing in Sanskrit (the anusvara); it 
corresponds to those similarly spiritual letters, the I of the Roman alphabet, the Iota of the Greek 
alphabet, and the Iod of the Hebrew alphabet - in all cases the smallest units of writing. Of course, in 
many interpretations of the Tower the falling bits of fire represent Iods, traditionally identified with the 
element Fire (e.g. Case 172; Pollack I.107). 

The flash of divine illumination is described in the myth of Dionysus' birth. Semele is enamored of Zeus 
(representing divine illumination) and, goaded by Hera, wishes to experience the full glory of celestial 
union. Zeus, obliged to grant her request, descends as a thunder bolt, which incinerates her. However, 
this apparent disaster is the means of a double transformation. First Zeus rescues the unborn Dionysus, 
the god of ecstatic illumination, from the ashes, and incubates him in his own thigh, whence he is born. 
Second Semele, reduced by the bolt to prima materia, is resurrected as a goddess, for she had become 
the mother of a god. (Gantz 473-7) 

So also, being hit by lightning is thought to confer instantaneous shamanic initiation (Cooper s.v. 
lightning); the experience blasts open the gates of the underworld. 

In both cases we see the sudden, transformative experience, which shatters accustomed, seemingly 
secure structures, and sows the seeds of new life. As Jung (Archetypes, 295) says, "Lightning signifies a 
sudden, unexpected, and overpowering change of psychic condition." 

The Tower, which is the only man-made structure in the Major Arcana, represents the structures we 
build both within and around ourselves: secure and protective, but also narrow and constricting. Like the 
Labyrinth constructed by Minos, which hid the bestial Minotaur, the Tower is a facade, a mask, a 
persona, an artificial construction which hides the beast within. It defends us from the outer world, and 



ultimately divorces us from it. As Poseidon's earthquake demolished the Labyrinth and exposed the 
Minotaur to public view, so also the celestial bolt tears down our facades to reveal the inner beast, an 
eruption of the unconscious. (Case 172; Pollack I.107; SBG 67-8; Sharman-Burke 105-6) 

The lightning bolt is a Gestalt shift, the collapse of false or outworn values, the shattering of old forms 
and ideas, and the disintegration of old systems. It comes as a stroke of illumination, a gnosis granted by 
the gods, which reveals in a flash the weaknesses of the old structure. (Case 169; Nichols 290, 293; 
Pollack I.109; SBG 67; Sharman-Burke 105) 

The tower is especially a symbol of the Axis Mundi (World Axis), which connects heaven and earth 
(Biedermann s.v. tower), and represents an intended means of celestial ascent (Cooper s.v.), a means of 
psychic elevation, but also imprisonment (Nichols 290). The tower connects heaven and earth, the above 
and the below, the worlds of being and becoming (Nichols 284). 

The Tower is ostensibly a means for matter to ascend to spirit, but there is a flaw in its conception. Like 
the Tower of Babel, it stands too tall, and its towering ambition is crowned by the silver dome, the 
supreme principle, which exalts its rigid structure, but separates the Tower's occupants from the heavens. 
Indeed, the tower's crown is intended to call down celestial lightning to consecrate the sacred marriage 
consummated in the dome, and so it does, but the heavenly blast (the descent of spirit into matter) is so 
powerful that the artificial structure disintegrates, exposing - and freeing - its occupants, who tumble 
into the Abyss, for the bolt is directed at the edifice, not its inmates. (Nichols 283-4, 292; Walker 117) 

The two figures fall head-first from the summit of the Tower, which represents the overthrow of 
cognitive structures. The figures are clothed because they are prisoners of the artificial, and the 
contrasting colors of their clothes represent duality, for the celestial bolt destroys dualistic thinking and 
bursts the bonds of language, which limit the perception of reality. When divine lightning destroys the 
Tower of Babel (i.e. Babylonia = Bab-ilani = gate of the gods), human language becomes confused. The 
man is dressed in blue, representing the intellect, and the woman in red, representing emotion; both are 
turned upside-down by the bolt. (Case 171; Eliade, MER 14; Nichols 289; Pollack I.107-9) 

The tower and the lightning bolt are both symbols of masculine virility. Therefore, this trump 
symbolizes a new god overpowering an old god, a new spiritual principle replacing the old. (Walker 
116) Indeed, since the World Axis is "the way of Zeus to Kronos' Tower" (Pindar, Olympia II.68-74), 
we may see XV.Tower as symbolizing Zeus overthrowing Kronos and destroying his father's tower, thus 
inaugurating a new divine regime: 

    Whosoe'er can thrice endure
  In either biding-place their souls to save
    From all transgression pure,
  These tread the Way of Zeus to Kronos' Tower,
  Where round the Happy Islands hour on hour



    The ocean breezes blow;
  And there are blossoms of clear gold that grow
    On shining trees, or rest
    On the fond water's breast,
  And wreaths thereof they twine round arm and brow.

      (Pindar, Ol. II.68-74, trans. by C. J. Billson, with 
modifications)

The celestial fire descends from the Pole Star, which is the Omphalos
Caelestorum (Navel of the Heavens), out of the clouds (which usually 
surround
it), down through the tower, which is the pillar of the World Axis, 
into the
mound, which is the Omphalos Mundi (World Navel) (Biedermann s.vv. 
tower,
omphalos; Butterworth, Tree 49-50; Eliade, Sham. 266-7).  Several 
Indian
reliefs show the clouds over the tower standing on the World Navel
(Butterworth, Tree pll. X, XI).

The Tower is a ziggurat, that is, an Assyrian or Babylonian temple 
tower,
which represents the Indians' Mt. Meru (the Ural-Altaic Sumeru), the 
mountain
of the Omphalos Mundi (World Navel), the yoni-mound at the Center of 
the
World (Butterworth, Tree 165; Eliade, MER 12, Sham. 267; Walker 25).  
In
Assyrian zigguratu or ziqqurratu means "summit."  A ziggurat's 
corners are
oriented to the cardinal compass points, and typically it has three 
or seven
stories.  A ziggurat was intended to establish the union of heaven 
and earth;
thus, "The ziggurat of Marduk at Babylon was known as E-temen-an-ki
('Foundation of heaven and earth')" (Black & Green s.v. Tower of 
Babel).  The
Sacred Marriage was sometimes celebrated in the shrine at the top.   
(AHD s.v.
zigurat; Black & Green s.v. ziggurats; Eliade, Sham. 267; Nichols 
283).



In Buddhist cosmology, the four rivers, which originate on Mt. Meru/
Sumeru,
the Axis Mundi, flow with water (blue-black), milk (white), honey 
(yellow) and
wine (red), which correspond to the four alchemical processes 
(nigredo,
albedo, citrinitas, rubedo) and the four humors (black bile, phlegm, 
yellow
bile and blood).  The corresponding sides of the pyramidal peak of 
Mt. Meru
are south = blue (lapis lazuli or sapphire),  east = white (crystal, 
silver or
diamond), north = yellow (gold), west = red (ruby).  The four islands
surrounding Meru are also associated with the four material elements, 
S =
fire, E = air, N = earth, W = water.  (Presumably the central island, 
on which
Meru stands, corresponds to the fifth element, the quintessence.) 
(Butterworth, Tree 2;
Waddell 80-1; Walker 28-9)  In Aristotelian terms, the sides of Mt. 
Meru
correspond to the qualities, S = hot, E = dry, N = cold, W = wet.

The four liquids, water, milk, honey and wine, are the libations 
which Circe
told Odysseus to make before visiting the dead (Od. X.519f, XI.27f); 
they flow
in four streams from Calypso's cave on her island Ogugia, which is 
the Axis
Mundi, for it is called the Navel of the Sea (Omphalos Thalasses).  
Calypso is
a daughter of Atlas, "who knows the depths of the whole sea and 
himself holds
the pillars that keep earth and sky apart" (Od. I.50ff).  The fire in 
her cave
recalls the fiery wind that divides the waters at the foot of 
Narayana (the
indwelling spirit of the world) into the four rivers, and "supreme 
truth,"
which is hidden in a cavern deep in the mountain. (Butterworth, Tree 
8-9, 163,
166; Eliade, Yoga 235).



In Greek mythology the entrance to Hades' realm is at the confluence 
of four
rivers:  Pyriphlegethon (Blazing like Fire), Cocytus (Kokutos = 
Shrieking,
Wailing), Styx (Stux = Hateful, Chilling) and Acheron (Grieving, 
Flowing, cf.
the white poplar, Acherois) (Biedermann s.v. rivers; Donnegan s.vv.; 
LSJ
s.vv.).  These rivers also correspond to the four Aristotelian 
qualities:
Pyriphlegethon = hot, Cocytus = dry, Styx = cold, Acheron = wet.

In old tarot decks The Tower was sometimes called The Fire, and the 
World
Navel is often associated with fire; for example, the central 
mountain is
often burning or a burning Tree grows on it.  This spiritual fire 
represents
the heat generated by the tapas (asceticism) of awakening Kundalini.
The Central Fire is one of the principal doctrines of the Pythagorean
tradition.
(Butterworth, Tree 88, 115; Dummett 128; Kingsley ch. 13)

The tower also has the shape of the athanor or "Philosophical 
Furnace" of the
alchemists, which was also called the Sepulchre and the House of the 
Chick;
see especially the illustrations in the Mutus Liber (1677) (Read 
152).  Simon
(49) observes that the tower, like the athanor, represents 
transmutation and
rebirth, for an alchemical text tells us that "when the son has 
become strong
enough, he must break the chalice as the chick breaks the eggshell 
that holds
him."

So also the two figures are released, reborn, from the tower as from 



an egg.
They fall to earth, once again grounded in everyday reality, their 
theories
and values shattered.  Such a return to the real is a necessary 
consequence of
a confrontation with Pan ("the Devil"; see trump XIV), who resides, 
like the
Minotaur, in the labyrinthine Tower.  Acknowledgement of the shadowy 
beast
within can provoke the inner integrity necessary to further progress. 
(Nichols
285; SBG 67-8; Pollack I.107)

The Tower has the same shape as the dice tower (pyrgos or turricula) 
employed
by I.Magician, which reminds us that it is Hermes the Magician who 
rolls the
dice that unleash the bolt from the blue.  The entire mountain-tower 
complex
also appears in XIII.Death.

Many myths teach the futility (and undesirability) of attempting to 
build
impregnable towers; when the time for impregnation arrives, it will 
happen.
Recall how King Acrisius closed up his daughter Danae in a brazen 
tower, yet
she was visited by Zeus in the form of an impregnating golden shower, 
thus
begetting the hero Perseus.  So also Aelian (On Char. Anim. XII.21) 
tells us
that the Babylonian king Seuechorus had his daughter put under guard, 
since
the Chaldeans had foretold that he would be deposed by his grandson.  
Yet she
became pregnant anyway, and when the child was born, Seuechorus threw 
him from
the tower where she had been imprisoned.  He was rescued by an eagle, 
who set
him down in a garden, where he was raised by its keeper.  The baby 
was called



Gilgamos (i.e. Gilgamesh) and became, as foretold, king of Babylon, 
and
(according to some) the founder of the Achaemenids.

As will be explained later (XVII.Moon), XV.Tower corresponds to the
Sefirah Hod (Glory, Splendor, Beauty, Majesty), which, according to
Parpola (181), corresponds to the Akkadian gods Adad (Sumerian Ishkur)
and Girru (Sumerian Gibil), who have the same mystic number, 10.  Both
gods had the epithets Sharhu and Shitrahu, which mean "glorious,
splendid, proud," as does Hod.

The lightning bolt of XV.Tower represents Adad/Ishkur, who embodies 
the
power of storms, thunder, hail and floods.  He is symbolized in
Mesopotamian art by a forked lightning bolt, and thunderheads were
called "Adad's bull-calves"; in writing, the same sign was used for
"wind" and for "Ishkur."  Adad is the "oracle god par excellence" and 
is
called Lord of Oracles, since his lightning storms bring celestial
illumination to earth.  His number is 10, and he is the son of Anu
(XXI.World), whose number is 1, the progenitor of 10, so Adad and Anu
shared a double temple with twin ziggurats.  Likewise Girru/Gibil, who
is also a son of Anu, is the god of fire in all its aspects, creative 
as
well as destructive, which characterizes the bolt in XV.Tower. (Black 
&
Green s.vv. Gibil, Ishkur, figs. 89, 96; Parpola 181)

The numerical values of O KRONOU PURGOS (Ho Kronou Purgos, The Tower 
of
Kronos) = 1633, which reduces to 3-3+6-1 = 5 in the Hendecad.  Thus
XV.Tower has the character of the Pentad which, according to the
Pythagoreans, means novelty, breakdown and new direction; they called 
it
"Alteration" and "Nemesis," the punisher of hybris. (TA 34-5, 40; see
also the 5s in the Minor Arcana)

Trump XV signals the end of the Triumph of Time, who in his 
manifestations, as



Age (XI), Betrayal (XII), Death (XIII), Damnation (XIV) and 
Destruction (XV),
obliterates the preceding Triumph of Virtue.  Time's Triumph is 
superseded in
turn by the Triumph of Eternity (trumps XVI-XXI).
In particular, as the First of the Pentacle, XV.Tower represents the
Celestial Bolt destroying the fortress of trump XIV.Devil, the Second
of the Pentacle, and also of trumps XI, XII and XIII, all of whom live
in the same house.

  "What use are fortress, trench, can moat or wall prevail
  Against the lightning hurled by Heaven's Lord and Master?
  And sentry's watch, but little can avail, alas!
  'Tis God's protection only can avert disaster."

                 - Hohberg, 1675 (quoted in Biedermann 206)
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XVI. Stella - Aster - Star (16, 17) 

Domina Necessitatis - Lady of Necessity
Suit: Cups - Element: Water - Direction: Northwest 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Filia Terrae et Coeli Stellati (Child of Earth and Starry Heaven 

Deities:
Rhea; Venus, Aphrodite, Isis, Ishtar, Inanna; Pandora. 

Dice:
4+4 = Celestial Eternity + I.Source (Water); 6+1 = Eternity + 1.Source (Fire). 

Astragali:



3+3+3 = Eternity + I.Source. 
Greek Letter = Pi:

Palirroos = back-flowing, reciprocating, recurring; Pistis = trust, faith, belief, assurance; 
Parthenos = maiden, young woman 

Description 

A nude, young, contemplative-looking woman with a coppery complexion kneels on her left knee and 
balances herself with her right foot, which seems to rest on the surface of a dark, still pool. She pours 
water from the same two drinking horns as held by VII.Temperance, gold in her right hand, silver in her 
left. From the left she pours the water on the land, where it divides into five streams, which run off in 
different directions. From the right she pours the water slowly into the pool, where it produces circular 
ripples. 

On a circular disk a brilliant eight-pointed star, blazes low on the horizon; the vertical and horizontal 
rays are foremost and yellow; the diagonal rays are behind and red. Seven smaller pentagrams in disks 
(colored violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and red, clockwise from lower left) shine around it in 
the early morning sky; one is aligned with each point of the large star, except with the lowest point. 

In the background we see the back side of the tholos (beehive mound) that appeared in XIII.Death and 
XV.Tower, except that the Tower is gone from its summit, on which new grass now grows. A white 
cypress tree grows on the right, close behind the woman, from the roots of which a spring feeds the pool; 
on the left, in the distance, a dark cypress grows beside another pool. Behind the white cypress is the 
pink dawn sky; elsewhere, especially behind the dark cypress, the sky is light blue, and an old crescent 
moon is barely visible. A lion-headed bird is perched in the white cypress, and a serpent (red and black 
banded, its head half black and red) is entwined three and one-half times around the trunk of the dark 
cypress. 

Verse 

The Child of Earth and Starry Heaven waits, Attending to decrees of Stars and Fates, While through her 
hands the waters ebb and flow In Cosmic Rhythm, then descend below. She marks the time, and Destiny 
creates! 

Interpretation 



XVI.Star represents the entrusting of oneself to Fate, who is viewed as a benevolent force. Thus the Star 
symbolizes Hope, and we call the woman Spes or Elpis. This hope is not a rational expectation of 
improving fortunes, but an intuitive faith in the workings of the cosmos, for the Star represents cosmic 
law: astrology (aster + logos = the principle of the stars) and astronomy (aster + nomos = the law of the 
stars) in their primary senses. Nor is this hope founded upon a conscious plan for the future. Rather the 
trump symbolizes the nurturing of unconscious processes and the patient wait for their rejuvenating 
guidance. The many dualities and oppositions in the image represent the subjection of hope to conscious 
discrimination, but Elpis represents the conscious mind's willing surrender to the unconscious, giving 
oneself over to the flow. 

Commentary 

XVI.Star does not have an associated trigram because she is the Domina Necessitatis (Lady of 
Necessity), and represents the pure yin force governing the Second Ogdoad (the Universal Triumphs, 
XII-XX). She represents Rhea, the Goddess of the Flow (rhoe) and the wife of Kronos, the Lord of 
Necessity, identified with Chronos (Time), that is, XI.Old Man. Rhea represents the progressive destiny 
which can overcome the rotation of Fortune's Wheel (see X.Fortune), for Lady Destiny's flow is driven 
by Lady Luck's rotation, since Rhea transforms the eternal rhythm (rhuthmos) of Fortuna's breath into 
the cosmic breath of life. (It would be worthwhile to reread X.Fortune and XI.Old Man at this time; see 
also the Eights in the Minor Arcana.) 

The Star, Moon and Sun are symbols of the orderly progress of the cosmos, and therefore of inexorable 
fate and destiny. Therefore XVI.Star heralds the Triumph of Eternity, the final triumph of the Major 
Arcana. From now on the trumps are not so much concerned with the transitions in an individual life, as 
with how individual lives fit into the pattern of the cosmos, that is, how the ego submits to transpersonal 
destiny. The iconography of XVI.Star shows an ordered, harmonious cosmos comprising the five 
elements in their natural forms: earth (the ground), water (the pool), air (the atmosphere), fire (the stars) 
and spirit (the woman). Furthermore, they are arranged organically, not mechanically, as they were in 
VIII.Victory. (Nichols 296, 300, 303-4) 

We thus see a progression in the rulers of four tetrads that comprise the body of the Major Arcana: I.
Magician, Lord Luck, offers opportunity to individuals; X.Fortune, Lady Luck, causes their inevitable 
rise and fall; XI.Old Man, Lord Destiny, brings the end of all things; and XVI.Star, Lady Destiny, guides 
them through eternity. As the personal triumphs yield to the universal triumphs, so Mercury and 
Fortuna, the agents of transformation, yield to Saturn and Rhea, the regents of a new Golden Age. 

The star represents a guiding force: sailors use the stars to set their course, farmers use them to tell the 
seasons, and astrologers use them to chart the course of history. When the Sun has set and the Moon is 
dark - in psychological terms, when we have neither solar nor lunar illumination - then the stars are our 
only guide. They are the "inner constellations" (the chakras), which are always there, but invisible in the 
glare of consciousness. (Nichols 299, 304) 



Since the star guides us through the darkest times, it is a familiar symbol of hope and promise. Indeed, 
this Star of Hope is born from the glowing ashes of the demolished Tower. XVI.Star also represents the 
Star of Isis (Sothis = Sirius), whose rising heralds the return of the rains and the rebirth of the Nile, and 
so of all things, for Isis is the Queen of Heaven who governs the cosmos. Since the cosmos cannot be 
rushed (or delayed), the woman shows the appropriate attitude: she waits, serene with inner calm, 
accepting the conditions necessary for eventual change. Thus the Star has connections to both XII.
Hanged Traitor, who also waits in suspension, and to XI.Old Man, who teaches the value of time. (The 
old crescent moon in the Star's sky recalls the shape of the Old Man's sickle.) (Cooper s.v. star; Gad 271-
2; Nichols 310; Sharman-Burke 107; SB&G 70-1; Pollack 112; Walker 119) 

Moakley (106) thinks it appropriate that XVI.Star follows XV.Tower (Hellmouth), since after Dante 
emerged from Hell in the Inferno, the first thing he saw were the stars, a welcome sign of hope and 
rebirth.) 

The Stella Matutina (Morning Star) is also a sign of hope, for it heralds a new dawn, a time of renewal, 
the rebirth of the sun. Thus the Morning Star, which is associated with Aphrodite, Isis and Ishtar, is also 
called Phosphoros or Lucifer (Light-bringer). Venus as the Morning Star also establishes a connection 
between XVI.Star and II.Empress. (Gad 271; Sharman-Burke 107; Walker 118) (The connection to 
Venus, the Cuprian, is shown by the coppery complexion of the woman; see also II.Empress.) 

In the wreckage of the old world of beliefs, symbolized by the Tower, logical planning and activity have 
little chance of success; the wheels of destiny turn, but we don't understand the principles of this 
cosmos. The Astral (Star) Woman shows us the proper stance: she waits humbly, and has no rational 
plans or expectations for the future. However, she has hope, and the will to live, to go on, and to achieve 
a new level of integration and health, no matter what path destiny takes. Intuition and courageous 
acceptance replace logic and futile attempts at control. (Pollack I.112; Sharman-Burke 108; SB&G 70-1) 

The well-known myth of Pandora and the jar explains how Hope came into the world. Superficial 
interpretations of the story ignore its inherent mystery. The ills were impotent so long as they were in the 
jar, but Pandora released them. On the other hand, she replaced the lid before Elpis (Hope) could escape, 
which would seem to imply that although all the ills are free in the world, Hope is not. One explanation 
is based on the observation that Elpis means "expectation" more than "hope." The myth shows that we 
are better off without expectation of future improvement, which only leads to further disappointment; 
"hope without expectation of improvement" is the positive outcome from Pandora's mistake and quick 
recovery. This might appeal to the Greeks who said, "Count no man happy until he is dead." (Gantz 157) 

More positively, giving up expectation could be interpreted as living in the present moment, without 
hope or worry for the future, and without nostalgia or regret for the past. These are the remedies she 
pours from the two drinking horns, Ambrosia and Nepenthe. Ambrosia, the drink of the gods, comes 
from ambrotos (immortal), and when we drink it, we forget our fate. Nepenthes grants relief from 
penthos - grief, sadness, mourning, sorrow; it washes away regret. (LSJ s.vv. ambrosia, ambrotos, 
nepenthes, penthos) 



In Greek myth, as in Genesis, the first woman is the agent of humanity's promotion from the blissful 
unawareness of the first Golden Age, to the self-conscious struggle of human existence. In Hesiod 
(W&D 42-105), as in Genesis, the woman is set up, entrapped. Indeed, Hesiod tells us that the Pandora 
affair was a direct consequence of Prometheus stealing the celestial illumination of Zeus and giving it to 
mankind. Pandora's mistake is a consequence of her curiosity, a characteristic of humanity which is 
dangerous, but also the force behind many of our accomplishments. Thanks to curious Pandora, 
thoughtful Prometheus, and even impulsive Epimetheus, we are human, though life might be less 
stressful if we were still the blissfully ignorant pets of the Olympians. 

"Pandora" means "all giver" or "all endowed," and even Hesiod says that Athena gave her skill in the 
crafts, and Aphrodite gave her charm and attractiveness. (Her failings - shamelessness and treachery - 
are credited to Hermes.) She is also called Anesidora, "Sender-forth of all Gifts," which is a name of 
earth goddesses. Indeed, Pandora was probably originally an earth goddess; in some early 
representations we see her emerging from the ground like Kore, and it is said that she was created from 
clay and water. But she was an earth goddess of a special kind, for she was made (by Hephaistos, 
Prometheus, or Epimetheus, in different versions). Thus the myths stress the close connection of women 
and the earth, but also show that the feminine was a cooperative creation of primordial humanity and the 
earth. By this creation, humankind was completed, and we came into the ills and opportunities of our 
full humanity. (Gantz 163-5; Kerenyi, Gods 219-20; OCD s.v. Prometheus) 

Fortuna, Lady Luck (X.Fortune), and Pandora, Lady Destiny (XVI.Star), are complementary aspects of 
Shri Lakshmi, the Indic goddess who is the source of all good things (Dexter 80). 

The Astral Woman has emerged from the unconscious depths, to which she will eventually return. She is 
a complement to the Self, the Anima of a man, the Shadow of a woman. Formerly she was imprisoned in 
the Tower (the overactive ego) "by cruel King Logos," but was freed by a bolt from the blue, which 
caused her to fall into the Abyssal waters, from which she emerges reborn. The devastating bolt, actively 
transforming the world, contrasts with cool, quiet starlight, passively guiding those who choose to peer 
into the darkness. The stars have crystalized around the puridia, the sparks of heavenly illumination 
scattered by the bolt (see XV.Tower). (Nichols 296, 299, 301, 306, 309) 

In IX.Fortitude we also saw a triumph of the feminine anima over the masculine logos, however, there 
the anima was a component of the individual Self in the realm of the personal triumphs. In XVI.Star we 
are dealing with the Transcendent Self, for the Astral Woman is the cosmic anima, and the unversal 
triumphs. Further, the Abyssal waters confronting the Astral Woman come from a much deeper layer 
than the primitive, animal instincts of the lion, who lives above ground. (Crowley 110; Nichols 301-2) 

Unlike the clothed figures ejected from the Tower, the reborn Astral Woman is naked; she is, in an 
appropriate Tantric phrase, "skyclad" (digambara), as expected of a Star Woman. Like Isis Unveiled, she 
is Naked Truth, unselfconsciously exposed and without pretense, feeling no necessity to hide behind a 
persona (mask); no ego conceals her from the world. Nor is she protected from reality, for she is in full 



contact with Nature, "exposed to the elements" (all of which are represented in this trump in their natural 
forms: ground, pool, air and stars). She is like Inanna (Ishtar), emerging naked from her rebirth in the 
Underworld, which is below the Abyssal Waters (see also the Eights in the Minor Arcana). She has 
united heaven and earth, spirit and matter, by descending from Heaven into the Abyss and returning. 
(Black & Green s.v. underworld; Gad 266, 269, 271-3; Nichols 295-6, 301, 303-4, 310; Sharman-Burke 
107; Walker 118) Butterworth (Tree 75-8) argues that nakedness is characteristic of the "ecstatic, trance-
like or visionary state" through which one attains "exalted, god-like knowledge." 

The Astral Woman is out of this world; hers is not the linear time of the bolt or of XI.Old Man (Time), 
but the cyclic universal rhythms (rhuthmoi) of Rhea (Nichols 301). Together, they govern all change, for 
all change can be described as a combination of cyclic and linear motions. This can be shown 
mathematically (any physical motion is a superposition of complex exponentials), but it was also 
explained by Aristotle: the only fundamental motions are circumferential (revolving) and radial (up or 
down). Pherekydes says (Gantz 740) that all the gods descended from Time (Chronos) and Earth (Ge or 
Chthonie), that is, Lord and Lady Destiny, who are responsible for progressive and cyclic change. This 
is why Chronos is an old man (XI.Old Man), but Rhea (XVI.Star) is a young woman: he get 
progressively older but she is cyclically reborn. 

Rhea is the Great Mother; she was called Meter and is identified with both Demeter (explained as De-
meter = Ge-meter = Earth Mother) and Cybele, who was originally the goddess of caverns. It's also 
possible that the name "Rhea" derives from an early word for Earth, and she is said to be the daughter of 
Gaia. We may also distinguish Demeter, goddess of the cultivated earth, from Cybele and Rhea, 
goddesses of the natural earth. (Gantz 43; Larousse 150) Finally, Graves (39.8) identifies Rhea with 
Pandora, the All-giver. Indeed, like Fortuna (Lady Luck), we often see Rhea (Lady Destiny) holding the 
Cornucopia, which, like the Grail and Ceridwen's Cauldron, is never empty, for it was Rhea who on Mt. 
Ida nourished the infant Zeus from the Horn of Amalthea, the Capricorn (Gantz 41). 

Rhea (the Lady of the Tree of Life and the Water of Life at its roots) also figures in the story of Pelops' 
shamanic initiation. As is usual, he was initiated by his father Tantalus (son of Zeus) by being cut into 
pieces, boiled in the Purifying Cauldron and given to the gods to eat, though only Demeter ate a part, his 
shoulder. Zeus blasted Tantalus' castle on the peak of a mountain sacred to Rhea (Ida or Sipylos), where 
the banquet took place (cf. XV.Tower). Thereafter Rhea drew the regenerated Pelops from the Cauldron 
of Rebirth, whole except for an ivory shoulder, which became his badge of participation in the 
Underworld. This ceremony of rebirth, with its symbolic Teknophagia (Eating of Children) took place 
during the Saturnalia, the New Year's carnival that is the framework for the Major Arcana (for more on 
the Saturnalia, see the Introduction to the Maj. Arc., 0.Fool and I.Magician). (It will be recalled that 
when Tantalus tried to become a god, he was punished for his hybris by being forced to stand in the 
Water of Life below the Tree of Life, without being able to reach either the water or the fruit of the tree.) 
(Butterworth, Traces 135-42, 144-5; Eliade, Sham. 36-8, 53-66, 328; Gantz 531-2; Harrison, Themis 
243-6, 248-51) 

The large star is the ancient symbol of Ishtar/Inanna, the Lady of Heaven, known for her descent to the 
Underworld, of which her sister Ereshkigal was Queen. She is Venus, the Morning Star, which heralds 



the new dawn. She was often depicted with a surrounding nimbus of stars, as in my image. She is 
frequently seen nude, and was identified with Aphrodite and called Goddess of Beauty and Love. (Black 
& Green s.v. Inana) Parpola (177-8) identifies her with the Sefirah called Tiferet (Beauty) or Rahamim 
(Compassion, Love). (See XVII.Moon for an explanation of how the Sefirot correspond to last ten 
trumps.) 

We can recognize the Astral Woman in the description of Siduri (or Shiduri), a manifestation of Ishtar/
Inanna (Gardner & Maier 211), in the Epic of Gilgamesh, which I have paraphrased here from the tenth 
tablet of the Middle Babylonian version of Sin-leqi-unninni. (Column and line numbers of tablet X are 
given in brackets; see Gardner & Maier for the text.) 

Gilgamesh approached divine Siduri,
Holy Barmaid [sabitu], dwelling by the Ocean's
shore, who sat beside the salty waters,    [i.1-2]
holding in her hands a pair of vessels
made for her, a golden bowl for mashing
and a jug; from underneath a veil she    [i.3]
looked and saw a stranger coming to her.    [i.4, 10]

The similarity between the description of Siduri and XVI.Star is
remarkable.  It would be more so if we were told that the jug is 
silver,
but its material is not mentioned.  Siduri manages the "Ale-house at 
the
Edge of the World" (Black & Green s.v. Siduri), on the shore the
encircling Ocean.

Fearing violence she barred her door, but    [i.11-16]
Gilgamesh explained his anguished quest for    [i.17-22]
Everlasting Life, for Ut-napishti,    [ii.15-19]
who alone was granted life eternal.
Wise Siduri, Holy Barmaid, counseled
Gilgamesh to savor every moment,
living life, enjoying food and liquor,
cherishing the company of children,
lying in his wifeUs embrace and kissing.

The foregoing sentence, in which the Divine Barmaid characteristically
recommends to Gilgamesh an almost hedonistic immersion in the present,
is paraphrased from an Old Babylonian version of the epic (Tigay 168).

Gilgamesh still asked to cross the Ocean,



seeking Ut-napishti, though the Barmaid
told him only Shamash [sun god] crossed the Ocean,
crossed the Deadly Waters [me muti].  Gilgamesh was  [ii.21-27]
not dissuaded, so Siduri told him
all he had to do to cross the Ocean.    [ii.28-31]

Like Circe, who showed Odysseus the way to the Underworld to consult 
the
dead prophet Tiresias, Siduri showed Gilgamesh how to cross Ocean and
the Waters of Death and, in spite of various self-defeating actions, 
he
eventually reached Ut-napishti.  For the significance of the Ocean's
Waters of Death and the outcome of Gilgamesh's quest, as well as more 
on
Circe, see XVII.Moon.

As Jung explains, the eight-points of the large star represent 
completeness,
in this case of the Individuated Self; it is the Star Shield of 
Inanna, a
mandala of wholeness, arising for the first time from the stable 
center in the
depths of the pool.  Its substance is shown by its colors:  red for 
emotion
and yellow for intuition.  Its motion is shown by its form, which 
like 
Fortune's Wheel comprises the four qualities (yellow rays, intuition) 
and the 
four elements (red rays, feeling) generated from them, and rotates to 
effect 
the alchemical magnum opus, which is the process of Individuation.
(It is worth noting that the Visconti-Sforza Tarot and other
early decks have an eight-pointed star; some decks of the eighteenth 
century
and later have five- or seven-pointed central stars.) (Case 177; Gad 
266;
Kaplan, Vol. I, index s.v. Star; Nichols 296-7)

The five points of the lesser stars show the incompleteness of the
corresponding faculties, for each is only a part of the psyche.  They 
are the



fragments of our personality, represented by the planets, which 
revolve around
the eight-rayed sun-wheel, the stabilizing center.  They are the 
Pleiades, the
Caryatids, the seven priestesses who attend Artemis Caryatis and other
goddesses, the Seven Sages; they are the archetypes that influence 
our lives,
and which are destined to merge into the celestial illumination of the
integrated Self in the center.  Indeed we see that, together, the 
seven
pentagrams do form a whole:  7 X 5 = 35, and 3 + 5 = 8. (Case 177-8; 
Nichols
296-7, 300; Walker 118-20)

The lesser stars also represent "The Seven" (Babylonian Sebittu, 
Sumerian
Iminbi), an important group of Mesopotamian deities, who may have 
been the
children of Ishhara, who was often identified with Ishtar.  They were
represented by "the seven dots" (in two parallel rows of three and an 
extra
seventh) or by "the seven stars," the Pleiades, both of which 
correspond to
our seven pentagrams in disks.  They surround the eight-rayed star
representing Ishtar/Ishhara, their mother. (Black & Green 162)  (For 
examples
of the seven dots in association with the eight-pointed star of 
Ishtar, see
Black & Green, figs. 87, 151, 159.)

The eight stars in our image form an augmented hebdomad, 
that is, a 7+1 structure,
or an ogdoad in which one element is distinguished from the rest.  
Thus the
Archetypal Person (Anthropos) is said to have seven souls and one 
body.
Often, in an augmented hebdomad, either the one is the source from 
which the
other seven emanate or the seven find their completion in the one.  
Recall
also that the Pythagoreans call seven the Hidden Monad, so there is a



relation between the two Monads.  (We may
also have combinations, 1 to 7 to 1, or 7 to 1 to 7, or an 
oscillation between
the 1 and the 7.)  So, for example, we have the Seven Liberal Arts as
emanations from Philosophia, and in Gnostic tradition the seven 
Archons or
Demiurges as emanations from Sophia, who is the Mother over the King
(s) of the
Seven Heavens, or from Ialdabaoth, her son. (Neumann 326, pl. 165; 
Pagel &
Winder 1969)

The stars in our image represent the Kabiroi (Cabiri), the mysterious 
ogdoad
of Great Gods of Samothrace.  They were pre-Greek, possibly 
Phoenician;
Herodotus called them Pelasgian.  The Kabiroi were smiths, but also 
magicians
and ecstatic dancers who initiated people into their mystery cult.  
They are
apparently the practitioners of the sort of spiritual metallurgy that 
Eliade
sees as the origin of alchemy (F&C chs. 1-9, esp. pp. 102-3).  
Orpheus and
Odysseus are both said to have been initiated into their mysteries. 
(Kerenyi,
Gods 86; Gantz 346; OCD s.v. Cabiri)

There are various myths about the Kabiroi.  Some say they are the 
sons of
Hephaistos and Kabeiro, who was identified with Rhea and Aphrodite (i.
e.
sons of XIV.Devil and XVI.Star).  
They were also called Hephaistoi (or Vulcani), because they are
his sons and represent different aspects of him, and they were called 
"Masters
of the Furnace" and "Mighty in Fire."  Another story (from 
Pherekydes) says
Hephaistos and Kabeiro had six children, three sons and three 
daughters, who
with their parents constitute an ogdoad. (Eliade, F&C 102;Gantz 148;  



Kerenyi,
Gods 86-87; Pagel & Winder 1969)

Pagel and Winder (1969, p. 131-2, 136) have drawn the analogy between 
the
eight Kabiroi and the Eightness that is the source of all natural 
objects,
according to the Paracelsist Gerard Dorn (Physica Genesis, 1613).  It
comprises four fathers and four mothers:  the four astral semina 
(star seeds)
are male, and the four elemental semina (the elements: the matter/
mater/mother
seeds), are female.  The universal genesis arises through an eternal
circulation between the Above and the Below, in which the couples 
join and
separate.  To confirm the identification, Paracelsus compares the 
planets to
smiths, for all our natural wisdom and skill is born from the union 
(the
hieros gamos - sacred marriage) between our astral and material 
bodies (astral
and elemental semina).

In the nineteenth century Friedrich Creuzer claimed, based on 
Herodotus, that
the Kabiroi were the seven planetary rulers, the sons of Phthas-Zeus, 
the
primordial father:  a "one into seven" augmented hebdomad.  Against 
him, F. W.
J. Schelling (Brown, ST) argued that they were an ascending series, 
of which
Zeus was the culmination:  a "seven into one" augmented hebdomad.  
"They were
thought to be magicians who guided the transcendent world into 
everyday
reality" (Pagel & Winder 1969, 125), much as the Astral Woman does.  
(There is
a passing reference to the Kabiroi in Goethe's alchemically-inspired 
Faust,
Part II, ll. 8071-7.)



Finally we note that Prometheus is sometimes counted among the 
Kabiroi, and on
a black-figure vase we see him and his brother Epimetheus wielding 
hammers in
the creation of a giant Pandora, who emerges from the earth. 
(Kerenyi, Gods
219; Oswalt 60)

What are we to make of this complex of ogdoads, planets and smith 
gods?  The
eight-pointed star is the Star of Isis, symbol of Aphrodite, Rhea, or 
Sophia.
Hers is the complete psyche, from which emanate the seven lesser 
craftsmen,
corresponding to the planets and chakras, who each contribute a part 
of our
wisdom.  By their cooperative work, by shaping the water and clay, 
the Astral
Person is born from the Earth's Abyssal womb, as Pandora was created 
by
Hephaistos, Prometheus, Epimetheus, or other Hephaistoi.  As in the 
Orphic
grave tablets (4th-3rd cent. BCE) she proclaims, "I am a child of 
Earth and
Starry Heaven," and begs, "Give me quickly the cold water flowing 
forth from
the Lake of Memory" (Cornford 60).

The Lake of Memory in front of the woman is the Abyssal Womb of 
Rebirth
(Re-collection), from which she emerged and to which she will 
return.  In
psychological terms the pool holds the waters of the collective 
unconscious,
which flow, deep and dark, beyond the control of any individual.  The 
woman
fills her vessels from the pool, taking whatever the unconscious has 
to offer,
and, after consciously blending and decanting the insights offered, 
returns



the water to its source, aerated and refreshed.  Though she cannot 
divert the
strong current of the Abyss, she can make her small contribution to 
its
substance and flow.  She is Mnemosyne rejuvenating the waters of the 
Lake of
Memory. (Case 175; Nichols 295, 305-7; Pollack I.111; Sharman-Burke 
107)

As we see her, the Astral Woman has emerged from the Abyss and sits, 
high and
dry, grounded in physical reality, the world of sensation.  But she 
hovers on
the boundary of earth and water, where individual reality meets the 
collective
unconscious; here the two may interact creatively, for she is perched 
on the
threshold of consciousness. (Gad 268; Nichols 295; Pollack I.111;
Sharman-Burke 107)

In general, duplication symbolizes conscious discrimination, and we 
see that
it is ubiquitous on the solid earth of consciousness:  two vases, two 
trees,
two pools, two animals, etc. (Nichols 298)

The Astral Woman kneels with her left foot on the earth, which shows 
that she
is thoroughly grounded in reality and the world of the body (and the 
five
senses).  However, with suggestive symbology (which appears, it 
seems, as
early as the Lando tarot of 1760), she balances herself with her 
right foot on
the surface of the pool, thus she gets her balance through subtle 
contact with
the collective unconscious.  Further, because she kneels with her left
(unconscious) leg but balances with her right (conscious), we see 
that she is
instinctively grounded, but makes a conscious effort to lean on the 



collective
unconscious. (Case 179-80; Kaplan I.150)

The two rhytons (drinking horns) contain two forms, 
each with its own purpose, of the
same spiritual essence, represented by water, the Aqua Permanens 
(Enduring
Water) or Alkahest (Universal Solvent) of the alchemists, Ambrosia and
Nepenthe, which releases us from the bonds of the past.  Jung called 
this
essence libido (desire), and defined it as the general (not only 
sexual)
psychological and vital energy (Jung, EJ 17, 51).  In psychological 
terms,
this is the emotional energy that fuels everyday life, and the woman 
has
dipped it out of the pool, the stream of the collective unconscious. 
(Gad
267-8; Nichols 299, 301-2)

The left (unconscious) hand holds the silver vessel and pours the 
more passive
force, spiritual libido, the impulse to know, into material 
consciousness and
the world of sensation; thus the force divides into the five streams 
of the
senses.  This input of unconscious, spiritual energy nourishes the
intellectual seeds hidden in the earth, where they will germinate 
unseen by
consciousness.  The water loosens the earth, so that the seeds can 
sprout more
easily, bringing insights and intuitions into the light of day; the 
water
makes the soil malleable, unlike the hard-baked bricks of the Tower.  
The
earth symbolizes the integration of this unconscious energy into body-
wisdom.
(Case 175; Crowley 109; Nichols 299, 302, 305; Sharman-Burke 107)

The right (conscious) hand holds the golden vessel and pours the more 



active
force, physical libido, the impulse to live, into the subconscious 
pool.  The
concentric ripples integrate the center with the circumference, and 
represent
the circumambulation of the unconscious around the integrated Self.  
Since the
woman pours water into water, which symbolizes procreation, we see 
that this
energy is essentially sexual. (Crowley 109; Gad 272; Nichols 299, 
302, 304;
Sharman-Burke 107)

In this case the energy returned to the unconscious stream has been 
aerated
and refreshed - revivified by its circulation through the individual 
conscious
mind.  In particular, active imagination and meditation can be used to
accomplish this recirculation.  The resulting effect of individual 
thought on
the collective unconscious is miniscule but real. (Case 175-6; 
Nichols 295,
305-8)  The figure of the Astral Woman recalls Aquarius, the water 
bearer,
which is ruled by Saturn (her husband).  Her meditative mixing and 
remixing of
the waters of the unconscious is characteristic of the Aquarian Age. 
(Crowley
109; Nichols 304)  The drinking horns in 16.Star are the same ones 
held by
7.Temperance (note 1 + 6 = 7), but there the mixing was accomplished 
at the
personal level; here it is at the cosmic level (Nichols 296).

The two libidinal forces manifest in the knowing life and the active 
life,
which are represented by the light blue and pink color, respectively, 
of the
sky.  These abstractions are brought to earth by the two cypress 
trees, for
the dark cypress (with its serpent) is the Tree of Knowledge and the 



white
cypress (with its bird) is the Tree of Life.  (An even more material
manifestation appears in the blue and red roan horses of VIII.
Chariot, q.v.;
unlike the horses, which struggle at cross-purposes, the trees are 
firmly
rooted in their own place.) (Butterworth, Tree 79-80; Nichols 298-9)

The overall scene may be compared with a gold seal ring found by
Schliemann at Mycenae (Butterworth, Tree pl. XXIIb).  A goddess sits 
in
front of a tree on the right.  In the sky above a young crescent moon 
on
the left is open toward the sun on the right.  This is an unnatural
arrangement that obtains at the World Naval.

The two trees represent Eros and Eris (Love and Strife) as forces of
transformation.  The dark Tree of Knowledge represents the impulse to 
know
through intellectual strife and division, which is embodied in the 
masculine
elements air and fire.  The white Tree of Life represents the impulse 
to live
through emotional love and union, which is embodied in the feminine 
elements
water and earth.  In particular we see the libidinal water being used 
to break
down the shoreline and open the boundary between the conscious 
(shore) and
unconscious (pool).  All component of the psyche are revivified by 
the Water
of Life flowing from the roots of the white cypress. (Nichols 306, 
309)

The dark cypress (the kishkanu tree) is associated with Enki (Ea) or 
Hermes,
King of the Abyss, who shows the dark way, the night-time path, into 
the
underworld.  The white cypress is associated with Ishtar (Inanna) or
Aphrodite, Queen of Heaven, who shows the bright way, the daylight 



path, into
the heavens; it is she who pours the double libation at the pool.
(Butterworth, Tree 68-71, 215-6; Nichols 302)  (The lunar and solar 
paths are
traversed in XVII.Moon and XVIII.Sun.  Recall also that Hermes and 
Aphrodite
are the parents of Hermaphroditus, the alchemical androgyne.)

According to the Orphic grave tablets, the deceased is to proceed to 
the pool
by the dark cypress and drink there the water of oblivion; this is 
the path to
the Underworld.  The deceased is forbidden to drink from the pool by 
the white
cypress, the Tree of Life, which is the way to Olympus, for this 
would confer
the immortality of the gods.  This pool contains the Water of Life, 
which
flows from the spring in the roots of the Tree of Life. (Butterworth, 
Tree
144-5, 215-6; cf. the "Myth of Er" in Plato's Republic)  (See XIII.
Death for
more on the two cypress trees.)

Both trees are symbols of interconnection.  Since a tree grows from 
earth down
into the underworld and up into the heavens, it connects the three 
worlds.  It
represents "as above, so below" (as in heaven, so on earth) and "as 
below, so
above" (as in the underworld, so on earth).  The tree is also a 
symbol of the
embodiment of the macrocosm in the microcosm, of the transpersonal 
embodied in
the personal, for each tree has a unique, individual shape, yet 
manifests a
universal pattern of growth and development by which the four 
elements (soil,
water, air and light) are incorporated into its substance. (Nichols 
298)



The bird is in the white cypress, the way of day, associated with 
celestial
ascent, the sun and the Pingala-nadi; the serpent coils around the 
dark
cypress, the way of night, associated with chthonic descent, the moon 
and the
Ida-nadi (Butterworth, Tree 215-6; see also XIII.Death).

The tree on which the bird perches is the kishkanu tree, the tree of 
rebirth
sought by Gilgamesh in the Abyss. (Butterworth, Tree 159; cf. Black & 
Green
108)

The lion-headed bird is the Zu bird (the Amar-Anzu or Imdugud) of 
Sumerian and
Babylonian legend, which nests in the sacred Halub tree planted by 
Inanna, and
stole the Tablets of Destiny, which are on a sprig of the Tree of 
Knowledge
and give order to the universe.  These tablets belonged to Enki (the 
teacher
of humankind, i.e. Hermes-Thoth) or to the primordial serpent 
Tiamat.  The
black color of the Tree of Knowledge represents destiny and is 
associated with
Saturn/Kronos/Chronos, Lord Destiny, who is Hermes Senior (Black & 
Green 107;
Butterworth, Tree 201, 205-6; Cooper s.v. color; Cotterell 56-7; see 
also
I.Magician on the connection between Hermes and Saturn)

The Zu bird is equivalent to the Indian great eagle Garuda, which 
attacks the
Tree of Life (Butterworth, Tree 12).  Butterworth (Tree 83) observes, 
"Garuda
represents the flight of the spirit into freedom on its liberation 
from the
dominion of mind and body," a spiritual elevation beyond that 



achievable by
the Kundalini serpent.

In both stories the celestial bird attempts to conquer the chthonic 
serpent;
though initially successful, it is eventually punished for its 
hubris.  The
ecstatic flight of the spirit can win only a temporary escape from 
death.
(Butterworth, Tree 154-5)  Nevertheless, the bird is our guide to the 
spirit
realms and a symbol of the spirits ability to ascend into the 
heavens, for it
is the Ibis of Immortality, sacred to Isis (Case 179; Nichols 306-7; 
Pollack
I.111; Sharman-Burke 107).

The serpent is in the same dark Tree of Knowledge to which Prometheus 
was
bound, and the bird is the Olympian eagle, which tears his liver (see
XII.Hanged Traitor); we see both in a Laconian black-figure vase 
painting
(Butterworth, Tree 205-6, pl. XXVIII).  In each case, the chaos 
created by the
bird is temporary; it lasts until the bird is defeated (by Ninurta,
Jimutavahana or Heracles) and the tablets are recovered, so that the 
cosmos is
restored. (Black & Green 107; Butterworth, Tree 49, 82-3, 157-60; 
Cotterell
56-7; Kramer & Maier 141-2)  For ancient depictions of the Zu bird, 
see Black
and Green (107) or Wolkstein & Kramer (8).

The Three Lamps of Heaven are Venus (XVI), the Moon (XVII) and the Sun
(XVIII).  These planets correspond to the metals copper, silver and 
gold, so
we have a progression of increasing nobility, for in some of the 
earliest
alchemical texts (by Mary the Jewess, earlier than the 1st cent. CE) 
the Great



Work begins with copper, transmutes it (by "whitening") to silver, 
and then
transmutes the silver (by "yellowing") to gold (Taylor 116, 133, 
135).  (These
trumps are also Aphrodite, Artemis and Apollo.)

The numerical value of ELPIS (Elpis, Hope) is 325, which reduces to 5-
2+3 = 6
in the Hendecad; likewise H PhOSPhOROS, He Phosphoros, the (female)
Light-bringer, equals 2448, which reduces to 8-4+4-2 = 6.  Both show 
that
XVI.Star has the character of the Hexad, which the Pythagoreans say 
is the
principle of harmony, since it comprises the dyad and the triad, which
together generate all the perfect consonances (the octave, fifth and 
fourth),
and relates this trump to 7.Temperance (Harmonia).
The dyad separates but the triad joins; therefore the hexad conquers
differences, reconciles oppositions, and unites polarities; so they 
call it
Wholeness, Health and Panacea (All-Healer).  The hexad (XVI.Star) is 
the
resolution of the crisis of the pentad (XV.Tower), which destroyed the
structure of the tetrad (XIV.Devil).  The hexad represents the cosmos
delimiting and defining the four directions, above and below, that is 
heaven
and earth, macrocosm and microcosm.  It is called the Perfection of 
the
Universe. (TA 43-6, 48-50)  (See a discussion of the Sixes in the 
Minor Arcana
for more information about the hexad.)

The hexad, which represents the union of female and male (2 X 3), is 
shared by
VI.Love and XVI.Star; they are in fact, respectively, masculine and 
feminine
manifestations of Eros, the former as a personal triumph, the latter 
as a
universal triumph. (Nichols 298; TA 48)



On the other hand, the ubiquity of ogdoads and augmented hebdomads in 
our
interpretation of the Star, argues for its usual modern position as 
trump 17
(1 + 7 = 8) rather than our position, 16, which appears in the oldest 
sources.
 Furthermore, the Pythagoreans associated the Octad with Rhea and 
called it
Mother, Source of Wisdom, Second Beginning, Paradise Regained, and the
Threefold Vessel of Rebirth (see the Eights in the Minor Arcana), all 
of which
correspond to the Star trump.  It is an issue that bears further
investigation.

    "Whoe'er submits to Fate, without complaint, is wise."
                                                 - Euripedes
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XVII. Luna - Selene - Moon (17, 18) 

Secunda Poculi - Second of the Cup 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Roris Nutrix Benigna (Bountiful Nurse of the Dew) 

Deities:
Hecate; Artemis, Diana; Selene, Luna. 

Dice:
4+5 = Celestial Eternity + II.Change/Female (Water); 6+2 = Eternity + 2.Change/Female (Fire). 

Astragali:
3+3+4 = Eternity + II.Change/Female. 



Greek Letter = Qoppa:
Qolpos = womb, depth, bosom; Quon = dog, bitch. 

Trigram:
:I: Name: K'an = the Abysmal. Image: Water, Rain, Moon. The Second Daughter, associated with 
passion, danger, repetitive bending, penetration. West in Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

We are looking from the edge of a dark sea towards its shore, which is lit by the narrowest crescent of a 
young, pale yellow moon shining in the dark blue sky. Glowing tear drops (15 white, 15 reddish) fall in 
three streams (5 reddish and 5 white each) from the recumbent crescent, which is open to the upper left. 

A scorpion, with a scarab-shaped, crab-like body and its tail raised, has paused half in and half out of the 
dark blue water; silvery sparkles of light dance across the surface of the sea and glow like fish eyes in its 
depths. An encrustation of dried salt is visible at the water's edge. 

On the reddish-brown sand of the desolate shore two canines stare at the moon, a dark wolf or jackal 
stands baying on the left and a white, domesticated dog, wearing a collar, lies on the right. Just beyond 
them, on either side of the path, are two plants. Their stems are red and veined in black, and each plant 
has thirty small yellow flowers, like those of marjoram. In the distance are two tall, square towers (light 
on the left, dark on the right), beyond which the grassy twin-peaked eastern mountain is visible in the 
misty distance. There is a hint of a sunrise between the peaks. 

Three indistinct paths meet near the scorpion. One follows the shore to the left (north), another to the 
right (south). The third path (east) winds from the scorpion, becoming more distinct as it passes between 
the dogs, plants, and towers, until it disappears in the misty distance. 

Verse 

The Nascent Moon commands the sunless skies, And offers wisdom to whoever tries To cross the 
desert. Guardians must be Appeased to make the passage from the Sea. Approach the dreadful Dark with 
insight's eyes! 

Interpretation 

XVII.Moon symbolizes the last trial before rebirth, the final plunge into the unconscious sea and 



confrontation with its monsters before the climactic journey into the new dawn. As a consequence, 
ambivalence between opportunity and danger pervades the scene. We are at the far edge of Ocean, the 
deep salt sea at the outer limits of the world; its brine is bitter, poisonous, yet the very stuff of which we 
are made and from which earthly life emerged. Our baptism in Ocean is rejuvenating, yet if we do not 
leave its womb-like fluids, we will shrivel and die. 

A primitive crustacean, which is poised on the boundary between Oceanic unconsciousness and Earthly 
consciousness, seems to offer a step stone for our emergence from the deep. Yet we know the crab can 
step backward or sideways as easily as forward, so by depending on its hard shell we risk sliding back 
into the Oceanic Womb. 

Nor are our trials over when our footing is secure on dry land, for we are faced with a choice of paths: 
the right (excessive focus on conscious thought), the left (excessive focus on the unconscious), and the 
middle (a balance of the conscious and unconscious). If we choose the middle way, we are confronted 
by two canines, one domesticated, the other not. Are they tame? "Man's best friend"? Will they lead us 
home? Or are they wild, perhaps even rabid "mad dogs"? Appearances can be deceiving: domesticated 
dogs can be vicious, and wolves benign. 

Beyond the animals are strange, unearthly herbs - healing or poisonous? Will they confer immortality or 
bring death? The middle path leads between imposing towers from which we may be attacked, but 
which will protect us when we have reached the distant, promised land, which looks fertile and inviting, 
though our view of it is hidden by deceiving mists. 

The entire scene is dominated by a crescent moon. It provides but a sliver of pale light to guide our way 
through the darkness, and we cannot forget that the moon belongs to Hecate and her powerful witches, 
who may be hostile or helpful in our quest; the dogs are also hers. Yet the dewy drops falling from the 
orb look soothing and encourage our determination. With courage we can be reborn from the primeval 
waters and advance through the gates toward the dawn of a new consciousness. 

Commentary 

Since 15.Tower is the link from earth to heaven, it leads to the "cosmic trumps," comprising 16.Star, 17.
Moon and 18.Sun (Simon 49), the trumps that begin the Triumph of Eternity. Moakley (108) identifies 
17.Moon with Diana, Luna and Proserpina, and in the Visconti-Sforza deck, she thinks that 17.Moon 
and 18.Sun are shown with sad faces because they were the victors of the Triumph of Time, but are now 
captives in the Triumph of Eternity (as in Petrarch's "Trionfi"). 

Psychologically, the sun corresponds to the conscious mind. In a man the moon corresponds to his 
anima, the collective unconscious in female form; in a woman it's the opposite, the moon is her animus, 
the collective unconscious in male form; in both sexes the personal unconscious manifests as the 



Shadow. Together the sun and moon are the two components of Mercurius Duplex (see 19.Angel and 21.
World); the sun is hot and dry (fiery) and the moon is cold and moist (watery). (Jung, MC 101, 106, 135, 
140) 

In 17.Moon we make our final descent to the Underworld, and have our final confrontation with the 
monsters of the collective unconscious. After passing this "dark night of the soul" to the satisfaction of 
Mistress Moon, the Queen of the Night, we shall be reborn from the watery womb, and will be given the 
opportunity to cross this uncanny desert, and if we escape its dangers we will come to the fiery garden of 
the Sun (see 18.Sun). (Nichols 313-4; O'Neill 389; Sharman-Burke 110) Thus, in the Rosarium (1593) 
the Sun says: "in my sister the moon the degree of your wisdom increases, and not with another of my 
servants, even if ye know my secret" (Jung, MC 138). 

The moon is especially associated with the goddess Hecate (Hekate), who doesn't appear in our image, 
yet is omnipresent through her symbols; she is hidden but pervasive, as expected of a Far-Darter: Hecate 
and Apollo are closely linked, for Hekate means "far-darter," which was also an epithet of Apollo 
(Hekatos), and Phoibe, an epithet of Hecate which means "bright, radiant," corresponds to Phoibos 
Apollo. That is, both Hekatos-Hekate and Phoibos-Phoibe correspond to Apollo-Artemis as hidden 
agents; they both were called Far-Darters because they loose the swift arrow that appears from nowhere 
to fulfill the will of the gods. Finally, Hecate was the daughter of Asteria (Star-woman, cf. 16.Star), who 
was the sister of Leto, the mother of Apollo and Artemis (17.Moon and 18.Sun). (Gantz 27; Kerenyi, 
Gods 35-6) 

Hecate, Artemis and Selene form a lunar triad. Further, Hecate is associated with Persephone, whose 
name is connected with Perse and Perseis, names of Hecate deriving from Perseus (or Persaios or 
Perses), Hecate's father. Hence we have the trinity of Persephone (new moon), who rules the 
underworld, Artemis (waxing or waning moon) who rules the earth, and Selene (full moon) who rules 
the heavens. (Gantz 27; Kerenyi, Goddesses of Sun & Moon 3, Gods of Greeks 36,232; SB&G 73; 
Schimmel 60) 

As described under 4.High Priestess, Hecate was purified by the Kabeiroi (cf. 16.Star) after visiting both 
a woman in childbirth and a funeral procession (Kerenyi, Gods 61; SB&G 73). As a consequence Hecate 
is a goddess of birth and death. She is especially concerned with women's affairs, including childbirth, 
though she is not a goddess of fertility, beauty or marriage. Hers is more the crone aspect of women (as 
witch, sage and midwife), although of course as Hekate Trimorphos (Three-formed Hecate, also Hecate 
Triformis) she represents Maid, Mother and Crone together (see 4.High Priestess). 

As a goddess of death, Hecate is associated with the underworld; it was she who went to Hades' realm 
and negotiated the return of Persephone. She is frequently accompanied by Cerberus, the three-headed 
dog that guards the Gates of Hades (see 4.High Priestess), and by the Furies, the dark angels of divine 
retribution (and so she haunts crime scenes). (SB&G 72-3) 

17.Moon emphasizes the Crone aspects of Hecate with symbols of danger, death, magic and mystery. 



Yet the young crescent moon is just a reversal of the old crescent moon, which reminds us the rebirth 
follows the darkness of the new moon. So also Hecate Trimorphos wears the triple lunar crown, 
comprising the young, full and old moons from left to right: )O(, the stages of life from birth to death. 
Kerenyi (Goddesses 33) says, "in her the lunar displays its understanding of the most secret exits and 
entries, of life's origin and its termination." 

The fourth phase of the moon, the new moon, is invisible, as is the fourth form of Hecate, when she is 
called the Dark Moon, the moon goddess in her hidden, mysterious aspect (see 4.High Priestess). 
However, in 17.Moon we see the young moon - Hecate as rebirth - shining in the distance, beyond the 
trials represented by the bitter sea, the dog and wolf, the desert, and the towers. Since the preceding 
trump (16.Star) showed the old crescent moon, the Star and Moon trumps in sequence represent the 
transition from old moon, through the invisible new moon to the young moon, that is, Hecate as goddess 
of death then birth, or rebirth. (SB&G 73-4) 

Hecate is the Goddess of Three Ways, called Triodos in Greek and Trivia in Latin, because she haunts 
the places where three roads meet. So also in our image, she watches over a meeting of three roads: to 
the right, the sunny south, where the conscious mind reigns supreme and the unconscious is neglected; 
to the left, the north, cold and dark, where one wallows in the unconscious and conscious thought is 
slighted; and the middle way, toward a new dawn in the east. 

Hecate is the Goddess of the Witches, and so she represents potent feminine power and lunar magic: 
dark and light by turns, poisoning but healing, threatening but saving, the goddess of cyclic death and 
birth. She is bewitching, in both its negative and positive connotations. Hecate is the mother of famous 
witches: Medea, who knew the secrets of the Cauldron of Rejuvenation (in the Argonautica, Bks. III, 
IV), and Circe, who was able to turn men into swine (in the Odyssey, Bk. X). (Nichols 314, 317) 

Medea 

Medea was a priestess of Hecate and a grand-daughter of the Sun; according to some 
sources, her mother was Circe. Apollonius Rhodius says she is a double of the moon 
goddess. (Kerenyi, Goddesses 33) 

Circe is the daughter of Helios (the Sun) and Hecate (or Perseis, who in some stories is 
one of the daughters of Ocean), representing the Moon (Hesiod, Theog. 356-7; Homer, 
Od. X.139; Kerenyi, Goddesses 3-4). Thus Circe corresponds to the daughter of the 
Dark Moon (4.High Priestess) and the Dark Sun (5.High Priest), conceived in 6.Love, 
who is depicted mixing potions in 7.Temperance. (The Moon and Sun were wed on the 
moon's 28th day, the new moon, which was considered especially favorable for 

weddings in Athens; Jung, MC 129.) 

Circe also shows herself to be Mistress of the Beasts (Potnia Theron), connecting her with 9.Fortitude, 
for in the Odyssey the wild animals fawn on her like pets. There is a double entendre in the myth, for as 



enchanter and seductress, bewitching Circe transforms men into beasts. Love is transformative, but the 
consequences of love magic, which mixes love and coercion, are beastly. (Kerenyi, Goddesses 7-10; LSJ 
s.vv.) Her predatory behavior is shown by her name Kirke, which means hawk; it is the feminine form of 
kirkos, which means a circling predator, usually a bird of prey, but sometimes a wolf, or simply a circle 
(cf. Latin circus, circulus). In old Italy, Circe appears as a circling wolf. (Kerenyi, Goddesses 10-1, 16; 
LSJ s.vv.) 

By casting her magic circle, the sorceress Circe circles her prey, like the unconscious mind circling and 
spiraling toward the integrated Self, which attracts it like a magnet (Jung, P&A 217). A touch of her 
wand transforms one to an animal, which, we will see, is the ideal form for the journey to the distant 
mountains. (For additional background see Kerenyi's Goddesses of Sun and Moon; ch. I is on Circe, ch. 
II on Medea.) 

In 17.Moon the scene is flooded by lunar illumination, which is the reflected light of the unconscious. 
This illumination is feminine, indeed, virginal, for the moon always keeps one face hidden. It reveals 
things in a different way than the harsh, masculine, solar illumination encountered in 18.Sun, for 
moonshine blends and hides distinctions; it exhibits interconnection. Further, because in 17.Moon the 
night is dark (the moon is only a sliver), vision is inadequate and it is necessary to rely more heavily on 
the other senses - touch, taste, smell, and the lower senses - as do the dog and wolf. We are operating in 
a more instinctive realm than we are accustomed to, and courage is required to progress into the 
unknown. Rationality might dictate retreat, but here we must follow the heart rather than the head. 
Enflamed by passionate desire, we press into the darkness. (Case 185; Crowley 112; Gar 277-8; Nichols 
322) 

The demands of the Moon Mistress cannot be ignored; whereas the moon's previous incarnation (4.High 
Priestess) invited quiet introspection, 17.Moon churns the unconscious depths, and calls up primitive 
images that cannot be ignored, like the cold-blooded creature crawling from the sea. This is a potent 
source of inspiration and creativity, but it can be overwhelming. Truly, the situation of 17.Moon 
demands that we follow the way of the animals, for this is the first trump in which no human appears. 
Here, like the shape-shifting shaman, we must become wild beasts, and make the Dionysian plunge into 
the waters of the collective unconscious, newly agitated in 16.Star. (Gar 276; Pollack I.113-4, 116) 

In this trump the moon is young, but on the eve of the full moon the rites of Hecate will be celebrated; 
then, "When the moon shines in her fulness the 'rabid dog', the danger that threatens the divine child, is 
chased away" (Jung, MC 131). The child is then free to progress to the next trump, 18.Sun. (Gad 276; 
SB&G 73) 

The moon is the lowest planetary sphere, which is why the mundane world is called the sublunary 
sphere. Therefore, as Macrobius says (Som. Scip. I.xxi), the moon is the gateway to the outer planets, 
and partakes of both the earthly and the celestial. It is called the infundibulum terrae (funnel of the earth) 
because it gathers and pours out the influence of the other planets onto the mundane world, and 
conversely it provides the gateway (as we see in 17.Moon) and the vessel by which we ascend into the 



heavens. (Crowley 112; Gar 275, 280; Jung, MC 129) 

The thin, young crescent moon shows that the dark of the new moon has passed, and from now on the 
lunar illumination will increase; the moon's pale yellow color shows that this illumination will be 
intuitive in nature. The lunar sickle is a sign of a rebirth that has already begun. Prior to the new moon 
its light was waning, which is a time of evil witchcraft and abominable deeds, now happily passed. Like 
the moon, we shall shine again and advance into the light of 18.Sun. (Crowley 112; Nichols 314; SB&G 
72; Walker 122) 

The recumbent crescent, often with droplets, eggs or stars nearby, appears in the art of the ancient Near 
East, India and the Mediterranean as a symbol of the Great Mother, because it is the receptive cup, 
which captures the Sun's fertilizing rays and holds them in the lunar womb. It is the ark or boat of 
fertility, and symbolizes childbirth and the earliest stages of growth. Furthermore, since the sphere of the 
moon is where the terrestrial world meets the celestial world, the lunar boat is a natural vehicle for 
traveling from one world to the other (see also 4.High Priestess and 5.High Priest). (Butterworth, Tree 
107, 123; Cooper s.v. crescent; Jung, ACU 314; Walker 122) 

Because it holds the lunaris humor, the lunar waters of life, the crescent moon is the Cup of Immortality, 
which showers droplets of Nectar (from nektar = death conquering) and Ambrosia (from ambrotos = 
immortal) on those who bathe in Moonshine. These droplets are scintillae - soul sparks, points of 
psychic illumination slumbering in the unconscious, which have been awakened by the alchemical 
process. (Cooper s.v. crescent; Gad 276; Jung, MC 129) The Lunar Cup also reminds us that 17.Moon is 
the Second of the Cups, the auxiliary of 18.Sun, the First of the Cups. 

The lunar crescent appears in the mandala of the Ajna-chakra, the "third eye," which is "like the moon, 
beautifully white" and "cool like moonbeams," for "the moon is the receptacle of Amrta [Ambrosia], or 
Nectar, whose characteristic is coolness" (and, it should be noted, Nirvaana means "the Cool"). This 
chakra is associated with the mind (Skt. manas, Lat. mens, the alchemical salt - see below). 
(Butterworth, Tree 111; see the commentary on Verse 32 of Sat-Cakra-Nirupana, Avalon 394-5) 

The recumbent crescent moon also represents the Cornucopia, the magical goat horn (cornu), which 
provides mystical food and drink (e.g. Soma, Nectar and Ambrosia). Both Isis and Helen (who is really a 
goddess) wear the recumbent sickle, and both hold a breast-shaped cup (cf. 20.Justice). Of course, it is 
Artemis/Diana who most often appears wearing the crescent, which can also represent her strung bow. 
When played as a trumpet, the horn sounds the primal sound Om, a source of "exalted 
nourishment." (Butterworth, Tree 43, 104-6, 113-5, ch. V; see also 10.Fortune and 16.Star for bountiful 
horns) 

The crescent moon often appears with three associated objects (drops, eggs, stars) or with three sets of 
stripes or three columns, which represent the three principal nadis of the back (according to yoga), the 
tripartite Cosmic Axis, and the three pillars of the Sephirotic Tree. (Butterworth, Tree 108-9) 



Macrobius (Saturnalia VII.xvi.21) tells us that moonshine moistens bodies and bathes them with hidden 
dew. The droplets falling from the moon are the lacrimae lunae (tears of the moon), which are discussed 
in two folktales. In one it is said that the Moon Mother receives the souls of the dead, and holds them in 
the Elysian Fields (which are in the lunar sphere) until they are ready to be reincarnated on earth. The 
returning souls appear as the red and white (male and female) puridia - soul sparks - descending from 
the moon (cf. the puridia in 15.Tower). (Jung, MC 131; Nichols 317; Walker 122) 

In the other tale, the Moon collects the neglected dreams and memories that have escaped from people 
while they sleep; at dawn they are returned to the earth as dew. This manna nourishes new spiritual life; 
it is the alchemical aqua permanens (enduring water) or the aqua mirifica (wonderful water), which 
purifies the body by bringing about the alchemical albedo (whitening), which results in the white state of 
innocence. The aqua mirifica both draws souls from their bodies, and infuses them into new, purified 
bodies. As Jung (MC 130-1) says, "Luna, as mistress of the albedo, is the femina alba [white lady] of the 
coniunctio and the 'mediatrix of the whitening.'" (Gad 276, 280; Jung, MC 131-2; Nichols 314, 317-8) 

In both stories the Moon Mother ensures that nothing of value is lost from the earth, but is returned 
rejuvenated and purified. In this way 17.Moon refructifies the Earth, for the moon is the Great Plant 
(corresponding to 18.Sun, the Great Animal), which promotes the growth of all plants. (Jung, MC 132) 

The alchemist Michael Maier says "Luna is the ruler of the moistures," and the "Aurora Consurgens" 
calls her the "bountiful nurse of the dew" (Jung, MC 131). The ros coelestis (celestial dew) represents 
heavenly blessings, the embryo of the Philosopher's Stone. The "Hermetisches ABC vom Stein der 
Weisen" (1779) says this dew "is celestial and terrestrial, fluid and stable, white and reddish, light and 
heavy, sweet and bitter." By these contradictory properties we know it is the Elixir. (Biedermann s.v. 
dew) 

In our image there are fifteen white dew drops and fifteen reddish. "Fifteen represents the zenith of lunar 
power" (Schimmel 213) since it is half of a lunar month (as reflected in the 30 flowers of the moon-
plants; see below). Red and white represent male and female respectively (Cooper s.v. colours), and the 
duality of Sulphur and Mercury, the primal substances of alchemy, principles of coagulation and 
dissolution (Biedermann s.v. color). We see these, the fixed and volatile spirits, descending to earth, 
where they are united and embodied in the alchemical Salt, which comes from the Lunar Sea and the 
Moon Plants (Jung, MC 133; for Salt and the Moon Plants, see below). In this way soul and spirit come 
to be embodied in matter. 

In Middle and Neo-Assyrian orthography, dating back at least as far as the 13th century BCE, the 
principal gods were denoted by numbers, and the number for the Babylonian moon god, Sin (Sumerian 
Nanna-Suen), was thirty. Sin's number is twice fifteen, the number of Ishtar/Inanna (16.Star), Sin's 
daughter, and it is thrice twenty, the number of the sun god, Shamash/Utu (18.Sun), Sin's son. Thus, in 
the sequence of trumps, the Moon/Sin is surrounded by its two children, Star/Ishtar and Sun/Shamash. 
The shields of the Three Lamps of Heaven (Ishtar, Sin, Shamash) are often found together in 
Mesopotamian art, wherein the usual sign for Sin is a crescent moon. (Black & Green s.v. Inana, Nanna-



Suen, figs. 7, 73, 90; Parpola 182; Schimmel 213) 

Parpola (177-8) associates Sin with the Sefirah Binah (Understanding, Intelligence) representing 
"reflective thinking, to back up inspiration" (Halevi 38). Similarly, in ancient literature Sin is described 
as the one "whose counsel nobody perceives," "whose profound heart no god can fathom," and "whose 
mind no god knows." Sin is also called Wise, Knower of Secrets, Sage of Gods, Understanding and 
Intelligence. Another name was Imbu (the Fruit) reminding us of the Moon Mother, the "Great Plant," 
and her moon-plants (see below; Black & Green s.v. Nanna-Suen). 

Indeed, we will find that there is a direct correspondence between the last nine trumps and the 
Mesopotamian gods whom Parpola (176-84) associates with the nine higher Sefirot. This is the 
Sephirotic Tree with the corresponding trumps and gods with their mystic numbers, as given by Parpola: 

        21.World
        Anu=1
<P>
17.Moon          19.Angel
Sin=30           Ea=60
<P>
        0.Fool
        Mummu=0

18.Sun           20.Justice
Shamash=20       Marduk=50

        16.Star
        Ishtar=15

15.Tower         14.Devil
Adad=10          Nabu=40

        13.Death
        Nergal=14

        12.Hanged Man
        the king
Notice that 19.Angel/20.Justice form a male/female pair, as do 18.Sun/17.Moon, and their mystical 
numbers differ by 10. Further, across the central Pillar of Equilibrium, 19.Angel/17.Moon and 18.Sun/20.
Justice form male/female pairs, and the mystical numbers differ by 30. The figures down the center (21.
World, 0.Fool, 13.Death) tend to be androgynous (12 & 16 are exceptions). 

Parpola (181-2) observes that the tenth Sefirah, Malkhut (Kingdom), is of a lower order (it begins the 



next lower sefirotic tree), and in his scheme he associates it with the king as intermediary between the 
gods and the people; thus it corresponds to 12.Hanged Man, the last mortal of the Major Arcana. Parpola 
also associates Daath (the "eleventh Sefirah") with Mummu=0, representing consciousness, and he 
associates En Soph (Infinity) with the god Ashshur; both are good candidates for 0.Fool following 21.
World. These correspondences are explored in more detail with the appropriate trumps. 

17.Moon is dominated by the color dark blue, which is especially associated with Hecate and the Moon 
(see 4.High Priestess). Blue symbolizes the cool lunar mind: emotional detachment, contemplation, the 
intellect and spiritual concerns. In our image these qualities permeate the sky and the sea - the Zenith 
and the Deep. Blue (kuanos) is also the color especially associated with Persephone. (Biedermann s.v. 
blue; Cooper s.v. colours; Jung, MC 149; Kingsley 97-9) 

The sea represents the watery depth of the unconscious, within which everything dissolves and loses its 
form. Boundaries vanish, the ego is lost. In its murky depths the solar/conscious mind is confounded, for 
knowledge and clarity are impossible in its darkness; shifting moods and confusion reign. Nevertheless, 
the primeval sea must be faced, for it contains the waters of the collective unconscious, the source of all 
myths. Further progress requires this confrontation with the transpersonal. (Crowley 112; SB&G 73-4) 

The world-encircling stream of Ocean - dark, deep - represents the collective unconscious. 17.Moon 
symbolizes the final plunge into the depths of the unconscious, and the trials to be passed as its contents 
are integrated into the conscious mind. Immersion in the briny Ocean brings about the alchemical 
dissolution, the "trial by bitter waters," and in their murky depths we experience the "dark night of the 
spirit." There, like every shaman initiate, we suffer complete dismemberment; we are served as a feast 
for the gods. It is terrifying, but the ultimate adventure. (Crowley 113; Gad 276; O'Neill 389) 

The nature of the moon is most clearly seen in the ebb and flow of Ocean, the salt sea (Jung, MC 191-2). 
Note that the water in 17.Moon is not the Abyss (Sumerian Abzu, Babylonian Apsu), which is fresh 
water and lies under the earth; rather, it is Tiamat (from Babylonian tiamtum, sea) or Ocean (Okeanos), 
the salt sea which surrounds the earth and by which the sun returns eastward during the night, and the 
moon during the day (see also 4.High Priestess and 5.High Priest). (Black & Green s.vv. abzu, Tiamat) 
Indeed, Isidore of Seville (570-636 CE) derives mare (sea) from amarus (bitter), referring to the sal 
amarus (bitter salt) (Jung, MC 192). As we will see, the saltiness of Ocean is essential for the alchemical 
transformation of 17.Moon; as Khunrath (Von Hyealischen Chaos, 1597) says, "The whole magistery 
lies in the salt and its solution" (Jung, MC 190). 

Ocean holds the chaotic primordial waters that contains all four elements, the prima materia, the cosmic 
womb, the source of all life, called Pammeter (Allmother), the matrix of all creation. Psychologically the 
sea is the collective unconscious, the matrix of all potentialities, that part of the psyche yet unintegrated 
with the conscious. (Jung, MC 193, 197, 252-3; Sharman-Burke 110) 

In the Babylonian Creation Epic, Tiamat (the salt sea) mingled her waters with Apsu (Abyss), the 
subterranean fresh water, and so gave birth to the primary gods, especially An (Heaven) and Ki (Earth), 



who were created when Marduk split Tiamat in two. The world as we know it came into existence when 
Enlil (Air) separated An and Ki forever. (Black & Green s.vv. An, cosmology, Tiamat) Thus the chaotic 
waters of Tiamat (Ocean) or Typhon (the Greek name for Set) predate the separation of the opposites, 
conscious discrimination and the division of good and evil (Jung, MC 197). The primal waters are 
ambivalent; as Heraclitus says (DK 22B 61), "Sea is the purest and foulest water: for fish drinkable and 
saving, but for people undrinkable and destroying." Brine is poisonous, yet it preserves from corruption. 

The Pythagoreans call Ocean the Tear of Kronos because of its bitter saltiness, which is a result of the 
corruptibility and imperfection of the prima materia. The salt that comes from this impure water 
(representing the underworld and moral darkness) is bitter, black and foul smelling. Yet, paradoxically, 
the Aqua Pontica (Sea Water) can be the Aqua Permanens (Enduring Water), the alchemical reagent of 
purification, and of the healing and transformation of both matter and spirit. (Jung, MC 193, 197, 199, 
235, 252) 

According to Jung (MC 199-201) the story of Moses crossing the Red Sea is a gnostic allegory for the 
alchemical process. The Red Sea represents the waters of corruption, identified with Kronos. These 
waters are deadly for the Egyptians, representing people without gnosis, but they are the baptismal 
waters of rebirth for the Jews, representing people with gnosis. By this gnosis, which is the knowledge 
of the personal and collective unconscious, the Jews escape from Egypt, representing the corruptible 
body, and cross into the desert: a "genesis without generation." Without this gnosis, we become lost in 
the sea's murky depths, and drown in the unconscious ocean. With it we escape into the desert (he 
eremos), which is a solitary (eremos) place, where the Hermet (ho eremos) lives, and where some part of 
the unconscious content may be brought into conscious light. (Hence the desert of 17.Moon.) 

Immersion in Tiamat's water constitutes a return to chaos, mortification and putrefaction, the alchemical 
solutio, the complete dissolution of the imperfect body in Aqua Divina (Divine Water). This is the first 
step in the alchemical Magnum Opus, the Nigredo (Blackening) in the waters of 17.Moon, which will be 
followed by the Albedo (Whitening) on the desert, and by the Citrinitas (Yellowing) in the purifying 
fires of 18.Sun. (Jung, MC 197, 236) 

In Greek the Divine Water is called Hudor Theion, which also means Sulphur Water, for to theion 
means both "divinity" and "brimstone," perhaps because sulphur was used for purification. The Divine 
Water is the Arcane Substance, a coniunctio oppositorum (conjunction of opposites), because it 
combines the polar opposites water and fire (represented by alchemical sulphur, the spirit of fire). Thus 
in ancient Greek rites the Holy Water was prepared by thrusting into the water a burning brand from the 
altar, thereby infusing the watery soul with the fiery spirit. It becomes, in Greek, Khernips (Purifying 
Water), in Latin, Aqua Igne Sacra Inflammata (Water Inflamed by Sacred Fire). In macrocosmic terms, 
the heavenly light, the masculine spirit, infuses the oceanic soul, the waters in the womb of Tiamat, and 
warms them; from the resulting salt sea she brings forth her creatures. Then "the spark of light of nature" 
shines like "fishes' eyes in the sea's depths." (Burkert 77; Fairbanks 100; Jung, MC 244, 254, 255; LSJ s.
v. theion, khernips) 



At the microcosmic level, according to the mage Ostanes, the Hudor Theion is perfected by immersing 
in sea water the vessel containing its ingredients. The combined heating and incubation by immersion is, 
in psychological terms, the brooding over and digesting of unconscious content that results in its 
assimilation and integration into consciousness (18.Sun). In more concrete terms, it is the incubation by 
self-heating, the state of tapas, which results from practices such as yoga. (See also below on 
Gilgamesh's journey to the twin-peaked mountain Masha.) (Jung, MC 203-4, 237) 

17.Moon represents the unconscious, and salt is one of its aspects. Salt is the spark of the Anima Mundi 
(World Soul) dissolved in the dark depths of the sea (Jung, MC 244), and this spark is the daughter of 
the "spiritus vegetativus of creation" (Hermes - see 1.Magician). However, it is essential to realize that 
this is not the ordinary salt (or the ordinary sea); it is the Salt of the Philosophers, the Sal Spirituale 
(Spiritual Salt). We read in the Tractatus Aureus (1566): 

It is said in the mystic language of our sages, He who works without salt will never raise 
dead bodies.... He who works without salt draws a bow without a string. For you must 
know that these sayings refer to a very different kind of salt from a common mineral. 

Salt is necessary for rebirth, necessary for the magic of the Far-Darters, Hecate (17.Moon) and Apollo 
(18.Sun). (Jung, MC 184, 190, 241, 245; see also 4.High Priestess on the Far-darters) 

However, before the salt can be used for this noble end, it must be purified. The alchemists call sea salt 
"spume of Typhon" (who is the Egyptian god Set), and say it is murderous (like Set), evil, baleful, 
destroying, and inflicts the incurable wound on Sulphur (as Kundry did on Amfortas in "Parsifal"). It is 
the sinister new moon (which occurred just before 17.Moon); they call it amarus - bitter, sharp, biting, 
harsh; amaritudo (bitterness) is the fire within the salt. In the macrocosm it is the fire of Tartaros, where 
the people who were most evil were punished, a dark and gloomy place hidden behind the steaming 
river Phlegethon and guarded by a gate with adamantine columns, which neither gods nor mortals could 
open. (Jung, MC 193-4, 239, 250, 252; Lempriere s.v. Tartarus) 

Salt and fire have much in common, for example they both can be used to kill or to preserve (pickling 
and curing). And though salt is bitter, words for "salt" have been used since ancient times as synonyms 
for wit, good sense, good taste and spirit; eventually salt became synonymous with Wisdom. (I'll have 
more to say about salt as bitterness and wisdom, shortly.) Salt, like fire, must be subtle and refined to be 
used constructively. (Jung, MC 242) 

The black snake-like waters of Typhon (Tiamat, Ocean) must be sublimated, and in the reflux condenser 
the black earth-dragon eats its own tail; it becomes the Serpent Ouroboros. The Dragon's Head is the 
black (or blood-red) salt left in the bottom of the retort, and the Dragon's Tail is the water that is distilled 
off but recollects in the bottom to be reabsorbed by the salt (consumed by the Dragon's Head). This 
reduction of the waters of Ocean to the black salt is the first stage of the Magnum Opus, the Nigredo 
(Blackening). Because of its color, the black salt corresponds to the base metal lead, which is associated 
with Saturn, and indeed it is the distilled essence of the Tear of Kronos (= Saturn). (Jung, MC 190-1, 



204, 246, 251-2) 

Next is the alchemical Albedo (Whitening), in which the salt is purified and refined, cleansed of the 
imperfections of the primordial waters, which can be accomplished by either washing or burning out the 
impurities. In this way the White Dove (the white salt), the Spiritus Sapientiae (Spirit of Wisdom), is 
released from the Lead of the Philosophers (the black salt). By washing (or burning) out the foul 
corruption, the shadow (the personal unconscious) is separated from the salt. In this way it becomes the 
Sal Sapientiae (Salt of Wisdom), which is the virgin and pure earth, the spark of the Anima Mundi, 
which pervades all things. (Jung, MC 197, 199, 235, 239-41, 245-6) 

Spiritus Mercurialis, from a German alchemical ms. c. 1600 

The Salt of Wisdom is Philotes, the feminine principle of Love (as opposed 
to Eros, the masculine principle), for it brings all things into relationship 
and makes a harmonia (harmonious structure) out of them; only Hermes is 
more powerful in crossing boundaries and joining the disparate. (Thus 
alchemical mercury is made from common salt.) The "Gloria Mundi" (in 
the Musaeum Hermeticum, 1678) says: "The mystery of every thing is life, 
which is water; for water dissolves the body into spirit and summons a spirit 
from the dead." This salt is the coagulated water of life; it is called the 
White Water and the Femina Alba or Candida (White Woman), who 
complements the Servus Rubicundus (Red Slave). The Salt of Wisdom is a 
cold, lunar spirit, the Wise Serpent, Nous (Mind), Agathodaimon (Good-
demon), Serpens Hermetis (the Hermetic Serpent), the Lapis Occultus 

(Occult Stone); as a spirit it is the Avis Hermetis (Hermes Bird), which ascends to the Heavens. It is the 
White Dove (the Spiritus Sapientiae = Spirit of Wisdom), the pure, chaste, wise and rich Queen of Sheba 
(known for her combination of wisdom and femininity). (Jung, MC 131, 192, 194-6, 238, 241, 245, 257) 

When the salt is purified by fire, it is called the white ash (scoria, faex, etc.), terra alba foliata (white 
leafy earth), and the cleansed fruitful white earth; it is called the white stone and the full moon. White 
salt was also identified with glass, because glass is incorruptible and transparent, and made in large part 
from two oceanic substances: sal soda (soda salts) and sand. Glass and salt both have the character of 
solidified water. Now we can see clearly the scintilla, the soul spark glowing like fish eyes in the sea's 
depths. White salt is identified with the soul, both the personal soul imprisoned in the body and the 
Anima Mundi imprisoned in matter. Both undergo the three transformations: death, purification, 
glorification (rebirth). (Jung, MC 194, 238-40, 244) 

Salt is the source of the colors, on account of its bitterness; it is well known that throwing salts in a fire 
will color it. On the psychological level colors represent feelings and values (hence the connection with 
bitterness and wit; see below); they signal the emergence of Philotes, the feminine aspect of Love, from 
the salt. In particular, four colors emerge from the stone: black, white, yellow and red, which correspond 
to the stages of the alchemical opus (Nigredo, Albedo, Citrinitas, Rubedo; see 10.Fortune). The Hermes 



Bird (the ibis) also displays the colors of the alchemical opus: first its feathers are black (Nigredo), then 
it grows white feathers (Albedo), finally the feathers become colored (Cauda Pavonis - Peacock's Tail), 
which represents the Phoenix of rebirth. (Jung, MC 192, 194-5, 248) In the Chymical Wedding of 
Christian Rosenkreutz (Foxworth translation, 1690) the Hermetic bird is described: 

"Now he was wholly black, and wild, wherefore other meat was brought him..., 
whereupon all his black feathers moulted again, and instead of them there grew out snow-
white feathers. ... At the third feeding his feathers began to be so curiously coloured, that 
in all my life I never saw the like colours for beauty." 

The arcane character of Philosophical Salt is evidenced by its paradoxical duplicity, for it is an 
alchemical hermaphrodite or Rebis (Two-thing) comprising the two opposite salts: the Red King, which 
is Radical Fire (the root of fire), corresponding to Sulphur, and the White Queen, which is Radical 
Moisture (the root of moisture), corresponding to Mercury. Since water is moist and cold, salt is called 
the "moist-fiery-cold spirit" (hugropurinopsukhron pneuma). (Jung, MC 196, 250) 

The duplex nature of salt is also apparent in its association with lunar moisture and with terrestrial 
dryness, that is, with the elements water and earth, which are feminine, and share the quality of coldness 
(representing the tendency to mix and join). In psychological terms, salt is associated with bitterness and 
wisdom - Sal Amarus and Sal Sapientiae; on one hand is rancor and decay, on the other is wisdom and 
preservation. As water and earth share the cold quality, so bitterness and wisdom share the feeling 
function of consciousness, but this requires some explanation. (Jung, MC 245-6) 

Salt, corresponding to the nature of woman, carries the alternative between bitterness and wisdom, 
which has its roots in disappointment, for there are two responses to disappointment. Either we may 
become bitter at the fate we have been dealt, or we can apply reflection and rational insight to our 
feelings of disappointment, and so attain wisdom. Wisdom is itself a Coniunctio Oppositorum, for it 
unites fire and water, the two vehicles of purification, that is, feeling and thinking (Sulphur and 
Mercury). In this way the foul black salt of bitterness is transformed into the pure white salt of wisdom. 
(Jung, MC 235, 246-9) 

Opposing the feminine, lunar elements, water and earth, are the masculine, solar elements, fire and air, 
which share the quality of being hot, which is the force of action and separation. However, these 
opposites are not completely symmetric. During the day, when the Sun holds sway, his face is always 
bright (except during eclipse - see 6.Love), but during the night, when the Moon holds sway, her face is 
sometimes bright and sometimes dark. Therefore, like the moon which is darkened every month by 
Nature's law, women are regularly confronted with their dark side, which they consequently 
acknowledge. Man, however, has the illusion that the brilliance of his mind, like the sun, is never 
dimmed (so long as he suffers no disappointment), and so he is inclined to attribute his own dark side to 
women, who regularly present their dark face, inviting his disappointment and blame. These feelings 
engender bitterness in many men, but they can be a source of wisdom for men who acknowledge the Sol 
Niger (Black Sun) in their own psyches. (Jung, MC 247-8) 



The reddish-brown or ocher-colored sands of the desert represent the trials that must be passed in getting 
from the depths of the sea to the distant mountains. Brown represents earthy matter, spiritual death, 
degradation and renunciation; it is Subterranean Love and the Dark Fire. Red represents the desert and 
calamity, but also the renewal of life and the fortitude necessary to cross the desert and achieve that 
renewal. The color of these sands was abhorred by the Egyptians as the color of the god Set (Typhon). 
(Biedermann s.v. brown; Cooper s.v. colours; Nichols 313) 

The desert is crossed by the Serpentine Path, which wanders from side to side and undulates over hill 
and dale, to climb slowly into the Eastern Mountains. The Way avoids wandering too far toward either 
the conscious (right) or unconscious (left) sides, and though the Way is upward overall, sometimes a 
descent into a valley is necessary to enable further ascent. (Case 186; Gad 283) 

The earliest versions of the Moon trump show astrologers with calipers and the like, though the 15th 
century Visconti-Sforza deck and several others show a woman, apparently Diana, holding a crescent 
moon (Kaplan I.27, 40, 50, 52, 73, 115, 117, 118, 129, 135). The "crayfish and two dogs" image seems 
to date back to the eighteenth century, for example the Piedmontese (Tarocchi of Venice), Mayer, 
Marseilles, Payen and Court de Gebelin decks (Kaplan I.48, 136, 139, 148). The early sixteenth century 
Rosenwald deck (Kaplan I.130), which shows just a face in a crescent moon, might represent an 
intermediate form. 

The crayfish is an ambiguous symbol: sinister, yet foretelling resurrection. We are not even sure what 
animal is depicted on the trump. Though in most contemporary decks it appears to be a crayfish, it is 
conventionally identified with Cancer the Crab, a feminine watery sign, since that is the only sign ruled 
by the Moon (Gad 282; O'Neill 388). Perhaps we are being too finicky, for Jung observes (ACU 342) 
that in antiquity crabs and crayfish (long-tailed crabs) were hardly distinguished. Furthermore, the image 
is similar to ancient depictions of the scorpion (e.g. Black & Green fig. 130), and it has been identified 
with the Scarabaeus Sacer (sacred scarab) (Crowley 112; Gad 282; Nichols 317). Perhaps it is safest to 
say that it is a generic hard-shelled, cold-blooded creature upon which we may step (Nichols 317), but 
which may bite our foot. Advancement is risky. 

We begin with the scorpion. According to Biedermann (s.v.) the scorpion has always been associated 
with deadly menace and truth, an apt symbol for this final confrontation with the depths of the 
unconscious. In the Babylonian Creation Epic, the scorpion-man was one of "Tiamat's Creatures," the 
eleven monsters she bore to attack Marduk; however he defeated them and threw them into Apsu (the 
Abyssal Waters). Here we see the scorpion, representative of primordial, chaotic powers, poised at the 
edge of the briny deep. (Black & Green s.v. scorpion-people, Tiamat's Creatures, figs. 7, 90, 130, 131) 

The scorpion was a symbol of Ishhara (Black & Green s.v. scorpion), who, we have seen, was often 
identified with Ishtar (16.Star), which suggests that the creature at the edge of the Oceanic depths is in 
fact the Astral Woman emerging from her last plunge in the brine of rebirth. Further, in Babylonian 
astrology this same scorpion became the sign Scorpio, which is a symbol of resurrection, mystical 
illumination and the occult (Biedermann s.v. scorpion), and in Sumerian mythology crabs, scorpions and 



lobsters are all associated with the Lady of the Waters (Cooper s.v. crab). 

Indeed, the hard shell of our crustacean recalls the armor (the exoskeleton) of 13.Death. In Egypt the 
scorpion goddess Selket protects the dead (Cooper s.v. scorpion), and Khephra, the scarab beetle, 
symbolizes resurrection. Like all cold-blooded creatures, the scorpion/crab symbolizes immortality, but 
immortality joined with the universal fears of the collective unconscious - "the nameless and hideous 
tendency which is lower than the savage beast" (Waite 140), a stratum of the psyche lower than the 
reptilian brain. (Crowley 112; Nichols 317, 321; Pollack I.115) 

We also recall the scorpion that Artemis sent to kill Orion and his dog (for this story see 6.Love, where 
the scorpion and dogs also appear). The dog is Sirius, the Dog Star or Star of Isis (the central star of 16.
Star). Similarly, Hera sent a crab to bite Heracles on the foot when he was trying to slay the Lernean 
Hydra, and Propertius warns (Jung ACU 343): 

  Octipedis Cancri terga sinistra time.
  (Fear thou the ill-omened back of the eight-footed crab.)
Cancer the Crab is associated with danger, with illumination and, because it sheds its shell, with rebirth 
(Biedermann s.v. crab; Gad 282; Jung, ACU 342). Another reason the Crab symbolizes rebirth is that the 
heliacal rising of Cancer signals the flooding of the Nile and the beginning of a new year (Jung, ACU 
343). Yet the Crab is an ominous new beginning, for Cancer holds the summer solstice, when the Dog 
Star is at its highest point and the Sun begins his retreat, and after which the darkness encroaches more 
on the light each day (Gad 282; Jung, ACU 343). The Chaldean astrologers say a new world begins 
when all the planets return to Cancer - the "dark night of the cosmos" (Walker 124). 

The crab is a symbol of the qualities required to escape from the unconscious sea. Like it, we must have 
a tough shell to resist the dissolving power of Ocean's bitter water. However, such a hard shell will 
eventually restrict change and growth, so progress requires that it be shed and that we face danger as a 
psychological foetus with our new, soft inner shell. (Nichols 316; O'Neill 389) 

The crab is known for being able to run backward or sideways, which has given us the verb "to crab." 
Thus the crab of 17.Moon may be advancing onto the land or retreating back to the Pelagic Deep. In the 
Speculum Imaginum Veritatis Occultae (1714) Masenius says that the crab "depends on the moon and 
waxes with it." But this waxing must occur when the crab retreats to the water, its element, for the moon 
is considered feminine and watery, like the crab. Indeed De Gubernatis (II.355) argues that the crab 
stands for the moon when it is retreating and for the sun when it is advancing. (Gad 282; Jung, ACU 342-
3). 

If the moon dominates, then the crab moves backwards, drawn by the regressive pull of Mother Nature 
into the ocean of the collective unconscious (i.e. 16.Star). Such is the fate of those who lack courage, or 
who become mired in self-consciousness and excessive examination of their own past. (Gad 283; 
Nichols 284, 314; Simon 49) 



When the moon wanes and the sun dominates (as the summer solstice approaches), the crab advances 
boldly onto the land and escapes from the Deep; it is on the path that will lead it to rebirth in the land of 
the sun (18.Sun). In this way instinctive patterns from the unconscious are exposed to conscious 
illumination, and the compulsion to repeat these patterns is discharged. Ritual is one mechanism for thus 
leading Tiamat's Creatures from Ocean's murky depths into the sunshine. (Gad 282-4; Walker 124) 

Canines establish many connections within the Major Arcana. On 4.High Priestess we see the black 
three-headed dog Cerberus; on 5.High Priest there is a dark wolf; on 6.Love we see three black dogs, 
Diana's two and Orion's Sirius; on 8.Victory we see the wolf again; on 17.Moon we have the dark wolf 
and white dog. The dog has many associations, but especially it symbolizes the transforming substance - 
gentle to those who know it, terrible to those who don't (see Jung, MC 146-60; cf. the alchemical salt). 

As symbols of vigilance, dogs are often found guarding the gates of the underworld. Black dogs are 
especially associated with Hecate (her "dogs of war"), and the goddess sometimes appears dog-headed; 
Cerberus, the three-headed dog who guards the gates of Hades, the Spirit of the Pit, often accompanies 
her. Thus, when dogs bay at the moon it is taken as an omen that someone will die; in fact, they are 
welcoming Hecate, who is the "Angel of Death." Dogs are also associated with the gloom of dusk and 
dawn, and, like scorpions, with deadly forces. They can be spirit guides between this world and the 
others (as they were for Orpheus, Heracles and Aeneas when they visited the underworld). Dogs are 
associated with messengers and crossroads, and so they accompany "Hecate of the Three Ways" and 
"Hermes of the Four Ways." At crossroads the Hounds of Hecate might show us the way, or they might 
tear us limb from limb (cf. 6.Love). These dogs must be placated and tamed, not killed or conquered by 
physical force (cf. 9.Fortitude); if they can be convinced to help, they become the shaman's guide 
animal. (The dog as psychopomp accompanies both the healer Asklepios and the magician Hermes.) 
Thus animal nature is harnessed so that it can guide us through the dark. (Biedermann s.v. dog; Cooper s.
v. dog; Gad 281-2; Nichols 315; SB&G 73; Walker 123) 

Jung (ACU 378) explains that dogs may represent the conscious mind "scenting and intuiting" the 
unconscious, and therefore the fascination felt for it by consciousness. Thus the dogs in this trump are 
held spellbound by the moon. 

Canines are associated with the Underworld because they eat carrion, and the dog that carries souls to 
the underworld is named Lupus (wolf) or Feronius (Fierce). Canines are connected with other spirit 
guides: with Apollo Lukaion (Wolfish Apollo, after whom Aristotle's school, the Lycaeum, was named), 
who mated with Artemis, Lady of the Beasts; dogs are also associated with Shiva and Anubis. (Walker 
123) 

In Assyrian mythology, the gateways to the Underworld and the Abyss were often guarded by pairs of 
animals or animal-men. One Akkadian cylinder seal shows two animals (dogs? lions?) on two towers, 
the Twin Gates guarding the Eastern Mountains, where Utu (Shamash), the sun god, appears at dawn; in 
other cases the guards are the scorpions of Ishhara (Inanna/Ishtar). Utu was the son of Nanna (Sin), the 
moon god, and the twin-brother of Inanna/Ishtar (16.Star). (Black & Green s.v. gatekeepers, Nanna-



Suen, Utu, fig. 152; Cooper s.v. scorpion; see below on the Eastern Mountains) Nevertheless, "the dog 
heals by rebirth into a new life; its fidelity survives death" (Cooper s.v. dog). 

Alchemically the wolf and dog represent Mercury Duplex (Cooper s.v. dog), who is conceived when the 
Red Slave (Sun) and the White Woman (Moon) mate in the form of beasts (for in this work the instincts 
are more important than the intellect). As Kalid ibn Jazid (c. 700 CE) wrote in the Liber Secretorum: 

"Hermes said, My son, take a Corascene dog and an Armenian bitch, join them together, 
and they will beget a dog of celestial hue, and if ever he is thirsty, give him sea water to 
drink, ... and he will help you ... in this world and the next." (Jung, MC 147) 

The Payen tarot deck (1743) has a dark dog on the left and a white dog on the right (Kaplan I.148), as 
does our image. The white dog is on the right because that is the side of the conscious mind; it wears a 
collar to show that it is domesticated; it is lying down, well-behaved. The dark wolf or jackal is on the 
left because that is the side of the unconscious; it has no collar and is baying at the moon, to show us the 
untamed, primitive, instinctive behavior of the unconscious. The path leads between the two canines to 
show that the way is between the extremes. (Case 186; Nichols 320) 

We are passing through a strange, uncanny land. Our past knowledge and experience is little help here; 
better to submit to fate, accept the potion of the moon sorceress Circe, shape-shift to animals, and follow 
our instincts - bay at the moon like the dog and wolf, and try to pick up the elusive scent. It is significant 
that 17.Moon is the only trump that contains no human form, mortal or immortal; this realm is alien to 
humans, and the only way to find our way is to trust our animal instincts. (Nichols 313-5) 

If we successfully negotiate our passage with the canine guardians, then we encounter the exotic moon-
plants. Prudence (a human virtue) urges that we pass them by. Yet they could be the golden plants of 
immortality sought by the heroes of many myths. Or they could be lunacy-inducing poisonous drugs. A 
gamble. (Nichols 313) 

Perhaps we have found the Plant of Life, called The-Old-Man-Has-Become-a-Young-Man (Shibu 
Itstsakhir Amelu) in the Gilgamesh epic (tablet XI, col. vi). When he visited Ut-napishti, the only 
immortal man, who lives beyond the bounds of the encircling salt sea, Gilgamesh was told about the 
plant, and he obtained it by sinking into the Deep. However, when he returned to the water to bathe, the 
Serpent took the plant from him, and thereby became immortal (through shedding its skin). It is perhaps 
the same as the Plant of (Re-)Birth (Shammu Sha Aladi), which Etana sought by travelling to heaven on 
the back of the Eagle, whom he rescued from the Serpent, who was taking revenge on the Eagle after he 
had eaten the Serpent's young. (Black & Green s.vv. cosmology, Etana, plant of life; Butterworth, Tree 
154-5; Gardner & Maier 251) These are of course common motifs of shamanic journeys, into the Great 
Deep and the Great Above, respectively. We saw the Serpent and the Eagle on the Trees of Knowledge 
and Life in 16.Star, and they compete over Prometheus in 12.Hanged Traitor. 

These plants are the miraculous Lunatica (or Lunaria), "whose roots are metallic earth, whose stem is 



red, veined with black, and whose flowers are like those of marjoram; there are thirty of them, 
corresponding to the age of the moon in its waxing and waning. Their color is yellow." This according to 
Galen (Jung, MC 133). Lunatica is found beside or in the Maris Luna (Lunar Sea); the alchemist 
Heinrich Khunrath (1597) writes, "From this little salty fountain grow also the tree of the sun and moon, 
the red and white coral-tree of our sea" (Jung, MC 133-4). This moon-plant manifests on earth the 
celestial power of the moon. The yellow flowers represent the flowering of the intuitive faculties, 
growing on a stem of sensation (black) and feeling (red). 

The two dogs guard the Gate of Death: two towers, each with four sides, representing the bounds of 
knowledge, for the Tetrad is the number of order and law (see 3.Emperor, the fourth trump, and the 
Fours in the Minor Arcana). In passing through the gate we leave the sterile domain of the known and 
enter fertile but unknown regions. As the Ego passes through the Shadow of 17.Moon the two are wed 
and give birth to the Self. (Case 186; Gar 281; Nichols 320; Walker 123) 

The two four-sided towers together have eight bounding walls: a symbol of the (illusory) completeness 
of our old knowledge: from within they are impenetrable, and there seems to be no way out. (Note 8 = 1
+7 = 17, the number of this trump.) Yet we can see that the grass is greener beyond the Eightfold-
Guarded Entrance to the Underworld. (Gad 281; see also the Eights in the Minor Arcana) 

The light and dark towers represent, respectively, the personal conscious and unconscious psychological 
structures. However, the conscious tower is on the left (unconscious) side, and the unconscious tower is 
on the right (conscious) side (as in Manly Hall's deck). Thus each component of the psyche is balking its 
opposite. Nevertheless the contrasting pairs along the path show the progressive integration of 
unconscious content into consciousness, and the resulting inner balance. (Jung, ACU 344; Nichols 314, 
320; Sharman-Burke 109) 

The journey of 17.Moon is described in the ninth tablet of the Gilgamesh epic, which I've paraphrased 
below from the Middle Babylonian version of the (seventh century BCE or earlier) exorcist-priest Sin-
leqe-unnini (Black & Green s.v. Gilgamesh; Tigay 12; see Gardner & Maier for text). (Bracketed 
numbers give column and line numbers on tablet IX.) 

  Gilgamesh approached Mount Mashu, Twin Peaks,    [ii.1-2]
  reaching from the Heavens to Arali,    [ii.4-5]
"Mashu" means "twins" (Gardner & Maier 199), which is the Eastern Gate of the Underworld, whence 
the Sun begins his daily journey (Black & Green s.v. Utu; recall also the twin peaks in 7.Temperance). 
Arali (or Arallu) is the place where Inanna granted to Dumuzi and Geshtinanna "the gift of eternal life 
and death"; it is described below (Black & Green s.v. underworld; Wolkstein & Kramer 167). 
  Land of Demons on the pathway to the
  Great Below.  The Twin Peaks are the Gate that
  guards the going and the coming of the
  sun god Shamash.  There the hero's visage    [ii.3]



  darkened when he saw the dreadful Scorpions,    [ii.10-11]
  Man and Woman, Guardians of the Gateway,    [ii.6]
  who observed that Gilgamesh was made of
  flesh that's two parts god and one part human.    [ii.13-16]
The semidivine nature of Gilgamesh recalls the Orphic grave tablets, where the deceased addresses the 
Guardians of the Lake of Memory: "I am a child of Earth and Starry Heaven; but my race is of Heaven 
(alone). This ye know yourselves." (Cornford 60) 
  So they questioned Gilgamesh, who answered,    [ii.17-23]
  "I desire to learn of Life and Death."    [iii.5]
  The Scorpion Folk discouraged his pursuit, but    [iii.6-8]
  he persisted in his quest.  The Scorpion    [iii.9-]
  Man described the path, the Solar Road [kharran ILU-shamash] that
  crosses through the Peaks toward the lightless
  Core, a dangerous journey that requires a
  dozen double-hours [beru].  But Gilgamesh,    [-iii.11]
  by inner grief consumed, implored the Gate be    [iv.33-36]
  opened, and the Scorpion Man consented.    [iv.37-43]
  Gilgamesh proceeded through the shadows,    [iv.44-]
  nor could he perceive what was to come or
  what had gone before.  And so he went in
  darkness seven double-hours.  But -    [-v.34]
  in the eighth the Fire flared within him.    [v.35-37]
The fire within is the body heat of ascesis (practices such as the tapas of yoga), which awaken Kundalini 
at the base of the spine; it signals Gilgamesh's approach to the Dhyana state, where he comes into the 
light of 18.Sun. (Butterworth, Tree 88, 134; Eliade, Yoga 36, 311-41) 
  Then within the eleventh double hour he
  saw the shadow of the sun god Shamash [tsilam ILU-shamash];    
[v.45]
This first hint of light, the paradoxical "shadow of Shamash," corresponds to the Dark Sun (Sol Niger); 
see 5.High Priest. 
  when the twelfth had come the Light burned brightly.    [v.46]
  Gilgamesh beheld the Garden of the
  Gods, a joyous grove of growing gems, with    [v.47]
  glistening leaves of lapis lazuli, and    [v.50]
  fragrant hanging fruit of red carnelian,    [v.48-49]
  welcome to the weary eye and spirit.  [v.51]
  Gilgamesh beheld the sun god Shamash.    [conjectured for col. vi]
The tablet ends with the arrival of Gilgamesh in the magical Garden of the Sun, in which grow gem-
plants with red fruit and blue-green leaves (see 18.Sun). 

The Moon begins a series that repeats at the universal level the same Hieros Gamos (Sacred Marriage) 
that already appeared at the personal level. That is, 17.Moon, 18.Sun, 19.Angel, 20.Justice recapitulates 
4.High Priestess, 5. High Priest, 6.Love, 7.Temperance. The constant difference is 13, the number of 



transition from the temporal to the eternal (cf. 13.Death). 

Kerenyi (Goddesses of Sun & Moon 32) say, "Seven is a lunar number: seven days signifies a quarter 
moon: twice seven signifies the moon's waxing or waning." (See also Schimmel 129-30.) Therefore 17.
Moon corresponds to Seven in the second Hendecad of the Major Arcana: The numerical value of 
TRIODOS H QEA (Triodos He Thea, The Goddess Trivia, Hecate) = 777, which reduces to 7-7+7 = 7. 
Also, DESPOINA EKATH H QEA (Despoina Hekate He Thea, Mistress Hecate, The Goddess) = 777, 
which also reduces to 7. 

The Pythagorean interpretation of the Heptad is a turning toward a new, spiritual direction (see also the 
Sevens in the Minor Arcana). The heptad also ties together four different trumps and shows us that the 
same unconscious sea appears in each. The first is 6.Love, the heptad in the first hendecad, in which 
Artemis/Coronis emerges from the Pool; 7.Temperance, where Iris/Hebe mixes the water and wine; 16.
Star, since 1+6 = 7, in which Rhea/Aphrodite refreshes the Pool of Life; and 17.Moon, the heptad in the 
second hendecad, in which Hecate/Artemis watches over the waters. (Case 185; Walker 123) 

The journeyer through the lunar landscape might find it helpful to repeat the following "Hymn for the 
Nascent Moon," which I've paraphrased from the Carmina Gadelica (306): 

  Whene'er I see the Nascent Moon,
    With upturned eyes I sing this Rune,
  And bend my knee upon the ground,
    And bow my head in thanks profound.
  For Thee my praises, Guiding Light,
    That Thee I've seen this very night,
  That Thee, the Nascent Moon, I've seen,
    Thou glorious Guide on whom I lean.
  I think on those who've left us, too,
    'Tween now and last the Moon was new,
  While in the earthly realm I've stayed,
    Thou Moon of Moons and Holy Aid.
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XVIII. Sol - Helios - Sun (18, 19) 

Prior Poculi - First of the Cup 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Rosarium Liberorum Solis (Rose-garden of the Children of the Sun) 

Deities:
Apollo; Helios, Sol, Utu, Shamash. 

Dice:
4+6 = Celestial Eternity + III.Synthesis/Male (Water); 6+3 = Eternity + 3.Synthesis/Male (Fire). 

Astragali:
3+3+6 = Eternity + III.Synthesis/Male. 



Greek Letter = Rho:
Rhuter = archer; Rhapsodos = reciter of poems; Rhododaktulos = rosy-fingered (sc. dawn). 

Trigram:
I:I Name: Li = the Clinging. Image: Fire, Lightning, Sun. The Second Son, associated with giving 
light, attention and awareness. East in the Earlier Heaven. "The clinging is the brightness in 
which all creatures perceive one another" (Shuo Kua II.5). 

Description 

Two naked children, a boy and a girl, prepubescent fraternal twins, sing and dance arm-in-arm on the 
grass in a ring of reddish mushrooms within a walled garden, over which a brilliant sun-disk rises. 

The blond boy is on our left; his left leg is in the center of the circle and his right on its circumference. 
The boy's left hand touches the girl's womb; his right palm is open upward to the sky. The brunette girl 
is on our right; her right leg is in the center of the circle and her left on its circumference in a shallow 
stream, which flows through the garden and makes a tangent to the circle. The girl's right hand is on the 
boy's left shoulder; her left palm is open to the earth. Both children wear egg shell-colored, dome-shaped 
caps. 

The round wall behind the children has five courses of stones; twelve stones are visible in each course. 
Many exotic plants, with carnelian fruit and lapis lazuli leaves, grow along the wall. Among them, four 
crystalline roses, with thorny stems, are open toward the sun; a fifth rosebud is aimed toward the 
children. 

The solar disk has the following form: A rayed inner disk is contained within an outer disk. The inner 
disk is golden yellow, the outer is light yellow. Four golden triangular, pointed rays are oriented 
horizontally and vertically, and stretch from the inner to the outer disk. On the diagonals between each 
pair of triangular rays is a triple of red, S-shaped wavy rays, which also stretch from the inner to the 
outer disk. Edges of adjacent pointed rays meet on the circumference of the inner disk, where the wavy 
rays also merge with them. There is a dot in the center of the inner disk, which is surrounded by three 
small circles. Together, the dot and three circles suggest a face. 

Droplets, seven on the left and seven on the right, descend from the solar disk. The droplets in each 
group are colored violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and red, from top to bottom. 

Verse 



The holy place where dawn is never done, The garden wherein rebirth is begun, Is where the children 
dance the Dance of Life, With Love and Logic, reconciling strife. Enjoy the sacred Garden of the Sun! 

Interpretation 

We have arrived at the Garden of the Sun and found our way into its interior. Here in the enclosed and 
protected Sanctuary of Apollo, consciousness brings illumination, which dispels the threatening shadows 
cast by the Moon, which were nevertheless necessary to our progress. The rising sun represents 
consciousness reborn and thus the dawn of a new world, for the sun is the source of all life and energy in 
the world. 

The Children of the Sun represent the spontaneous creativity and innocence of the new conscious mind; 
they are illuminated masters, yet natural and unsophisticated as they dance the dance of life. They are 
fraternal twins who harmonize the opposites through their sacred union; they are Logos and Eros reborn, 
dancing in dynamic synergy, uniting body and soul, flesh and spirit. 

Though the Garden of the Sun seems to be a friendly place, it is also a trial, for the Sun may scorch as 
well as comfort us, and excessive consciousness can desiccate anything into lifelessness. The Garden is 
a delight, but it is ultimately a dangerous place for children, because Apollo, the lord of consciousness, 
likes order, and he may punish those who naively pick his flowers or eat the fruit of his garden. 

Commentary 

In 16.Star we sat at the edge of the unconscious sea, refreshing its inexorable flux by conscious 
exercises; this done, we plunged into the dark waters to be purified by the salt of wisdom. With luck and 
the gods' assistance, we emerged on the shore of 17.Moon, where we faced a desolate and forbidding 
landscape. However, we chose the middle path and successfully passed between the twofold guardians, 
whence we come into the garden of 18.Sun, where we may dance the dance of youth. The sun, whose 
glow tinged the horizon in 17.Moon, has climbed into the sky, to grant its illumination to the children, 
who greet the dawn after emerging from the oceanic womb. (SB&G 76) 

The transition from 17.Moon to 18.Sun represents the alchemical Magnum Opus. The sea of 17.Moon is 
saturated with the alchemical salt, whose corrosiveness represents the Nigredo (Blackening), which 
reduces the soul to prime matter. During the reign of Sol Niger (Black Sun) we emerge from the bitter 
waters into the moonshine, which is the alchemical mercury, and the daybreak depicted on 17.Moon 
represents the Albedo (Whitening), which purifies the prime matter. Likewise, the sun represents the 
alchemical Sulphur, the libido, the psychic life force, the generative and transformative power, and as 
the solar disk appears over the horizon we enter the Citrinitas (Yellowing), in which the prime matter is 



ennobled. When the sun reaches the zenith, the Rubedo (Reddening) is achieved, which is the highest 
state. Thus the alchemical process is driven by the sun as it turns through the Zodiac like the ouroboros 
serpent; the sun is the Lapis Philosophorum (Philosophers' Stone), the Quintessence, which unifies all 
the elements. But the Dark Sun and the Bright Sun are both required for the transformation, two 
brothers, alternately alive and dead like the Dioscuri (see below). (Gad 287-90) 

Apollo is the son of Dark-robed Leto, a goddess of the night, and thus he is the natural successor of the 
Star and the Moon. Mesopotamian mythology is more explicit: Shamash, the Babylonian sun god 
(Sumerian Utu), is the son of the moon god Sin (Sum. Nanna-Suen). (Black & Green s.v. Utu; Pollack 
I.112) 

The Moon is the nearest heavenly sphere to earth, that is, the lunar world is nearest to the mundane. The 
sphere of the sun, however, is midway between the earth and the Empyreum, the sphere of fire, which is 
outermost. (Below the solar sphere are those of the Moon, Mercury and Venus; above it are those of 
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.) Thus the Sun is the bridge between the mundane and the celestial, between 
the earthly and the spiritual. (Gad 286, 290) 

With this trump we enter the Garden of Apollo, who is the supreme god of consciousness, which like the 
sun burns with the fire that illuminates all things. Apollo the Far Darter, who shoots the solar rays, 
dispels the darkness and fear of those Far Darters associated with the Moon: Artemis, his twin sister, and 
Hecate (see 17.Moon). In this trump the illuminating power of Apollo has triumphed in the trials set in 
17.Moon. (SB&G 75-6) 

Both 17.Moon and 18.Sun represent the transcendent psyche, that is, the suprapersonal psyche; in 17.
Moon we confronted the collective unconscious, and in 18.Sun approach transcendent consciousness, 
the impulse toward consciousness in all life, which unifies all life. The Moon and Sun are 
complementary, matter and form. Without the Sun, the Moon is formless and chaotic; without the Moon, 
the Sun is without substance and disembodied. The Sun imparts order, the Moon imparts reality. Thus 
each transcendent psyche, conscious and unconscious, is incomplete without the other, and their 
unification is needed (21.World). (Gad 286; Pollack I.113; SB&G 76) 

In the sequence of tarot trumps, the Sun triumphs over the Moon, for it is Sol Invictus (the Invincible 
Sun), the power of transcendent consciousness to tame the beasts of the Abyss, the potent and wild 
forces of the collective unconscious. Thus Apollo defeated the Python, and brought its powerful 
chthonic forces under control, but without destroying them, for the Pythia continued to fulfill her 
function. Thus blind instinct and primitive fears are not suppressed, but are channeled toward more 
productive ends. (Cooper s.v. sun; SB&G 77) 

Similarly Shamash (Utu) helped Gilgamesh defeat the semibestial Humbaba (Humwawa), the guardian 
of Enlil's cedar forest, and helped Dumuzi escape the Galla (Gallu), demons who tried to drag him into 
the underworld. Shamash is also the one who showed Etana how he could ascend to heaven to win the 
Plant of (Re-)Birth, which we saw in 17.Moon. (Black & Green s.vv. gallu, Humwawa, Utu) 



Among his offices, Apollo is lord of prophecy, knowledge and music, and so his consciousness is lucid 
("filled with light"), combining intellectual striving with a vision of the future. In music especially we 
hear the voice of his transpersonal consciousness, for music combines people into an ecstatic community 
in which they may ascend to the Empyreum (the realm of pure fire and light). For Crowley (113), he is 
the lord of life, liberty and love. (SB&G 75-6) 

Music is the most abstract of the arts, and the essence of sound generation is the amplification of the 
harmonies inherent in an essentially chaotic phenomenon. (Thus the flute calls a pure tone out of a rush 
of air and, in accord with Pythagorean principles, the string of a lyre converts the violence of an impact 
into gentle tone.) It is no accident that the children sing and dance in 18.Sun. 

Since the Sun brings his illumination to every corner of the earth, he is a god of truth and knowledge - so 
Apollo and Shamash. Recall also that Helios, called Panderkes (All-seeing), was the only god who saw 
the rape of Persephone, and so informed Demeter when Hecate brought her to him. So also Apollo and 
Helios were often called upon as witnesses to oaths. (OCD s.v. Helios; Oswalt 128; Pollack I.118) 

The arrival in the Garden of the Sun corresponds to the yogi's achievement of the Dhyana state. For 
example, Crowley (Bk. 4, Ch. VI) says, "One of the simplest forms of Dhyana may be called 'the Sun'. 
The sun is seen (as it were) by itself, not by an observer; and although the physical eye cannot behold 
the sun, one is compelled to make the statement that this 'Sun' is far more brilliant than the sun of 
nature." In this state of all-consuming illumination, subject and object collapse into one, and extension in 
space, time and thought are abolished along with the ego. The only state remaining after Dhyana is 
Samadhi. 

The dawn brings the welcome light of the sun, reaffirming our confidence in the cosmic order. But there 
are two sides to the bright solar consciousness, for the sun may burn as well as comfort; this is especially 
the case if the heat of the sun is premature and withers the young shoots. The austere, brilliant, rational 
Apollo was often unsuccessful in love, for even semidivine nymphs found him too intense. (Nichols 
334; SB&G 77) 

The Sun is the source of all nature's power; he creates the day, but also illuminates the night, since the 
Moon reflects his light, and even the stars are specks of the same solar energy. Indeed, Macrobius calls 
the Sun "the intelligence of the world" and argues that the universe and all things in it are emanations of 
the sun (Saturnalia I.17.2 ff). All forces of nature flow from the transcendent solar consciousness. (Case 
195; Cooper s.v. sun; Nichols 333; OCD s.v. Helios) 

The descending solar influence comes in the form of droplets of solar manna, which bring his energy in 
a gentle form. It is the transformed dew, gathered by the moon (see 17.Moon), now reenergized; as the 
sun climbs higher, the dew will vaporize and become spirit, or prana, again. There are seven droplets on 
each side (male/female or conscious/unconscious), representing the the planets and the chakras - the 
components of the psyche. (Gad 291; Nichols 335; Regardie II.14) 



Shamash, the son of Sin (17.Moon) and the twin brother of Ishtar (16.Star) emerges at dawn from 
twofold Mt. Mashu (see 17.Moon), the Eastern Gates of Heaven, which are opened by two gods, the 
Gate Keepers (who may be the Great Twins, Lugal-irra on the left and Meslamta-ea on the right, who 
correspond to Gemini), and brings beneficial warmth to people and crops. (Black & Green s.vv. Lugal-
irra and Meslamta-ea, Utu, fig. 152 for the gates and gate keepers) 

His sign is the Shamshatu or Niphu, the sun disk of Shamash (Black & Green s.v. solar disk), which we 
may interpret as follows: The golden, pointed rays represent the light of the sun, and the red, wavy rays 
represent its heat. The pointed rays show that light energy propagates in a straight line by 
electromagnetic radiation, which may travel through a vacuum, and the wavy rays show that heat energy 
corresponds to matter in vibration. The pointed rays represent linear, progressive change, whereas the 
wavy rays represent oscillatory, cyclic change. The pointed/wavy distinction further symbolizes 
penetrating/shaping, gathering/encompassing, energy/matter, male/female, and the ambivalence of 
Apollo's arrows, which can cure or kill, protect or destroy. (Case 192; Cooper s.v. sun; Gad 289-90; 
Pollack I.112-3) Thus the four pointed rays also represent the qualities, Hot, Dry, Cold and Moist, in 
clockwise order, and the four sets of wavy rays represent the elements comprising the adjacent qualities 
(Fire = Hot + Dry etc.). 

The outer disk symbolizes that the sun contains all the elements and qualities, and the inner disk 
represents the source of illumination and intelligence in the center (beyond distinctions of quality or 
element). The rays unify the inner source and the outer manifestation. The solar illumination reveals that 
all things come together at the center, the source of "meaningful coincidence" (synchronicity). (Cooper s.
v. sun; Gad 289-90; Nichols 334) 

There are twelve individual wavy rays representing the twelve signs of the Zodiac. They are in groups of 
four, the number of Mundane Law, but are have begun the division into twelve independent rays, the 
number of Celestial Law. This process is completed when the divine children of the Sun are united in the 
World (21.World). (Crowley 114; Regardie II.14) The wavy rays are S-shaped to represent the form and 
matter of the Sun, Sol and Shamash. 

The edges of the pointed rays meet on the circumference of the inner disk (where the wavy rays also 
merge with them), so that inner disk is completely surrounded by the pointed rays. This represents the 
multiplicity in the world of manifestation (the outer disk) projecting back to unity at the center (the inner 
disk). (Gad 289) 

The central unification is again the Coniunctio, where the masculine penetration (pointed rays) blends 
with female embrace (wavy rays). This implosion of solar power is the fountainhead of creativity, which 
manifests as love, power, and fecundity of all kinds. The pointed and wavy rays represent alchemical 
Sulphur and Mercury, essential Fire and essential Water, the principles of the fixed and volatile. Their 
unification is the goal of the alchemical opus, the Splendor Solis, the Fiery Water and Watery Fire, 
which fixes the volatile and volatilizes the fixed. The spiritus, the pneuma, the anima, the psuche, the 
ruah, the prana, the Breath of Life by whatever name, is compounded of celestial Heat and Moisture (Air 



= Hot + Moist). (Gad 290; Nichols 334-5; Regardie II.14) 

The solar disk has eight sets of rays (four pointed, four wavy), which represent the trump's position, 
which is the Octad in the Hendecad (see below). The center and rays together, 1+8 = 9, correspond to 
the number of the trump 18, which reduces to 9 (Gad 285). The Pythagorean interpretation of 9, the 
Ennead, is completion, the threshold of a new beginning (10, the Decad), which is what happens in the 
garden of 18.Sun. 

The three small circles around the center of the sun disk represent the three wheels of the solar chariot, 
which symbolize the three phases of the sun. Together with the central dot they subtly suggest the face 
of the sun god, thus manifesting nature (represented by the sun) as a mode of consciousness (represented 
by the face). (Biedermann s.v. sun; Case 192; Cooper s.v. sun) 

The Hortus Conclusus (Enclosed Garden) is a sacred place. It is the womb of the virgin mother goddess, 
the "womb of darkness" between successive reincarnations. In 17.Moon gestation occurs in the amniotic 
sea, tended by Mother Night, the Doomsday Crone, whereas in 18.Sun the Goddess of Dawn, Eos 
(Aurora), brings forth the Children of the Sun. These children are the Shining Twins, the Two Lights of 
Heaven (Sun and Moon), Apollo and Artemis (Diana), born of Leto (Latona), the only pre-Greek 
goddess or Titan accorded worship by the Greeks. She is a daughter of Phoebe (Phoibe = Bright One), a 
name of the Moon, and Koios, called Polos (Pole) because he is the Cosmic Axis, and she is the sister of 
Asteria the Star Goddess (cf. 16.Star). She is called Leto of the Dark Robe because her raiment is as 
dark as the night, for she is the goddess of the primal darkness. By Hera's decree she could give birth 
only where the sun never shines, or during the "wolf-light" (lukophos or lukauges) just before dawn, 
when only wolves see clearly (cf. animal intuition in 17.Moon). Indeed she was born in Lukia (Lycia), 
"Wolf Country," which we saw in 17.Moon, and wolves accompany Leto and her twins. Apollo is called 
Lukeios, which means simultaneously "Wolfish" (lukeios), "from Lukia" (Lukios), and "God of 
Light" (from a rare Greek word lukê, morning twilight, related to Latin lux = light). The latter comes 
from an Indo-European root leuk, which means light or brightness, and is the origin of the English words 
light and lynx (perhaps because of its bright eyes, showing also the association with wolves). (AHD 
App. s.v. leuk-; Jung, P&A 186; Kerenyi, Goddesses 75, Gods 130-2; LSJ s.vv. lukeios, lukê; OCD s.vv. 
Leto, Phoebe; Oswalt 171; Walker 127) 

The Shining Twins, Apollo and Artemis, celebrated the Sacred Marriage by mating in Leto's womb, 
which is the enclosed garden. So also the divine twins Osiris and Isis mated in the womb. (Isis, like 
Artemis, is a goddess of magic and the moon.) Their parents were the twin gods Geb and Nut, Earth and 
Starry Night Sky, whom Plutarch identified with Kronos (Saturn) and Rhea (i.e. 11.Time and 16.Star, 
the Lord and Lady of Necessity), who rule the second Hendecad. From this union was born Horus 
(Egyptian Hor), the regenerated sun; as Hor Meti, Horus of the Two Eyes (the sun and moon), he unites 
the opposites in one being (see 21.World). (Larousse 14-7, 19, 21; Walker 125) 

Osiris, like Apollo, was identified with a wolf god (Khenti Amenti), and like Saturn he was Lord of the 
West, the regent of the dead who ruled the Elysian Fields (cf. 5.High Priest and 11.Time), another 



enclosed garden. He is the spirit of regenerated Nature. (Cooper s.v. garden; Larousse 17) 

It was told that Apollo and Artemis mated again at the sacred altar at Delos (see also 6.Love). There the 
Kabiroi (Cabiri) celebrated the winter solstice, the rebirth of the Sun, by carrying to their hearths the 
sacred fire (both solar and lunar) from that very altar. According to Gad (292), "They were assigned the 
task of keeping the unknown forces of the human spirit in reserve." In this way the reborn sun incarnated 
as Heracles, who was sired by Zeus and twin to Iphicles, who was sired by a mortal (cf. the Dioscuri, 
below). Recall (16.Star) that the Kabiroi, who guide the transcendent world into manifestation, comprise 
four male-female couples, the males being the "astral semina (seeds)" and the females the "elemental 
semina," the coupling and uncoupling of which is the life-flux of the universe. (Gad 292; Walker 125) 

The Kabiroi in turn worshiped the Divine Twins as the constellation Gemini, which was an alternate 
name for this trump in some old tarot decks, for the Greeks and Romans associated this sign with the 
Sun and Apollo (Manilius, Astronomica 2.440). (Regardie II.14; Walker 125) 

The Gemini (Twins) are of course the Dioscuri, Castor and Polydeukes (Pollux), who were so closely 
identified with the Kabiroi as to be confused with them. The Dioscuri constitute one half of an important 
quaternity, comprising also the twins Helen and Clytemnestra (the same two who appear in the Trojan 
cycle). In Hyginus' version of the story (Fab. 77), Zeus came as a swan to their mother Leda, and they 
made passionate love. She is the primordial Woman, for Lada means "woman" in the language of wolf-
land Lukia, whence came Leto (whose name probably also derives from Lada). Later that night Leda lay 
with her husband Tyndareus, and as a consequence four children were engendered as twofold twins. 
Although Castor and Polydeukes are called the Dioscuri (Dioskouroi = Dios Kouroi = Sons of Zeus) it is 
Polydeukes and Helen who were sired by Zeus, and the other two were from Tyndareus. Thus we have 
the male Gemini, Castor and Polydeukes opposed to the female Geminae, Clytemnestra and Helen. 
Conversely, we have two male-female pairs of fraternal twins: Polydeukes and Helen, who are born of 
Zeus and immortal, and Castor and Clytemnestra, who are born of Tyndareus and mortal. In time Leda 
gave birth to an egg (or twin eggs) from which the four siblings were born; the empty egg shell was still 
preserved in Sparta in Pausanias' time (c. 150 CE). In our image, the Divine Twins wear the halves of 
the Cosmic Egg for their hats, which are reminiscent of the Phrygian hats worn by the Dioscuri. 
(Kerenyi, Gods 107-8; OCD s.vv. Dioscuri, Helen, Leda, Leto; Oswalt 292-3; Pausanias III.xvi.1) 

The caps worn by the Dioscuri, the "felt-capped brothers" (pileati fratres), are called pilei or pilea 
because they are made of felt (Greek pilos), that is, matted hair, a material of great mythological, 
alchemical and esoteric significance. Here it must suffice to say that it is made from hair, which is a 
repository of the life force, and represents the heavenly canopy. In ancient art, two felt caps with a star 
over each represent the constellation Gemini. Its two principal stars are never above the horizon at the 
same time, and their alternate rising and setting represent the alternating life and death of the twins (see 
below). The two caps represent the halves of the Cosmic Sphere (or Egg): heaven and earth, gods and 
mortals. The twins hold a weapon and a lyre, and by their conjoined duality represent the harmony of the 
cosmos. In the ancient world, the pileus was the liberty cap (pileum libertatis) worn by the free middle 
classes (the "knights," equites); it is the origin of the bonnet rouge of the French revolution. At the 
Saturnalia (which is represented by the Major Arcana; see 0.Fool, 11.Old Man etc.) the guests wear 



pilei, which symbolize their freedom from ordinary rules. It is also significant that according to 
Fulgentius (5th cent. CE), Saturn was the son of Pollux, representing humanity, so that Saturn, Lord of 
the Golden Age, is the "Son of Man." The pileus is also worn by the savior god Mithras, whose birthday 
was celebrated on December 25 (the old solstice), as was the birthday of Sol Invictus (the Unconquered 
Sun), following the week of Saturnalia (Dec. 17-23). (Olschki 31, 39, 44-5, 64-5, 76; Onians 144-6, 231-
5; OLD s.vv. pilleatus, pilleus; LSJ s.v. pilos) 

In another myth the youthful Dioscuri raped the twin daughters of Leukippos, who were called Hilaeira 
(Gracious) and Phoebe (Bright One), which are lunar names, in spite of their being considered Children 
of the Sun. (We have already seen Phoebe as the mother of Leto.) Like the Dioscuri and Helen, the two 
Leukippides (i.e. Hilaeira and Phoebe) were worshipped by the Spartans and had a shrine in their 
country, in which the halves of the Divine Egg were hung, as noted above. (Kerenyi, Goddesses 75; 
Oswalt 292; Pausanias III.xvi.1) 

Idas and Lunkeus, the cousins and betrothed of the Leukippides, pursued the Dioscuri, and in the 
ensuing fight they died along with Castor, the mortal twin. In his grief, immortal Polydeukes prayed to 
Zeus that he be allowed to share his brother's death, and so each lived for half the year and rested in the 
earth for half; thus the opposites were reconciled. (OCD s.v. Dioscuri) 

Twins symbolize that which is simultaneously identical and nonidentical. They represent duality, 
separation and contradiction, but also similarity, duplication and repetition. Divine twins represent the 
potential energy of opposition and the great creative force unleashed by their unification. For example, 
Rome was founded by Romulus and Remus (N.B., raised by a she-wolf), in which it was necessary that 
they fight and one die. The twins represent the opposites: light/dark, extroversion/introversion, 
objectivity/subjectivity, action/thought, action/passion, aggression/pacifism. In 18.Sun we have a girl 
and a boy, one mortal the other immortal, who represent the body opposed to the soul, the flesh opposed 
to the spirit; in psychological terms they are the conscious and unconscious minds, or the mortal Ego 
and the immortal Self. They are Eros and Logos, the principles of union and division. (Biedermann s.v. 
twins; Cooper s.v. twins; Nichols 331; Polack I.117) 

Creation requires that the brother and sister unite, but this must be a Hieros Gamos (Sacred Marriage) 
between purified partners: the mortal priestess and the immortal god, or the mortal priest and the 
immortal goddess. Nichols (333) observes that incest symbolizes one's relation to oneself, therefore the 
Sacred Marriage - the embrace within the waters of the unconscious - unifies the opposites within the 
individual; it is the alchemical operation that "fixes the volatile and volatilizes the fixed," immortalizes 
the mortal and mortalizes the immortal, for only alchemy can unite the contradictories without the 
opposites annihilating each other. (Nichols 331, 333) 

The Sacred Marriage between mortal and immortal is celebrated at New Year's in the enclosed garden at 
the top of the ziggurat called E-temen-An-Ki ("Foundation of Heaven and Earth," the Tower of Babel; 
see 15.Tower). There, at the time of the Sun's rebirth, in the garden at the meeting-point of heaven and 
earth, at the summit of the heavenly mountain, immortal and mortal could unite. (Black & Green, s.v. 



Sacred Marriage, Tower of Babel, ziggurat; Perry 69) 

In 18.Sun the brother and sister have not yet united; they are learning the dance, and by their mutual 
contact the two opposed components of the psyche become synchronized and begin to function in 
concert. Each partner revolves around the other, and they each keep a foot in the center of the fairy ring, 
for the psyche spirals inward to the integrated Self. From this emerging conjunction is born the 
wholeness of the psychological androgyne (21.World). (Case 194-5; Gad 292; Nichols 333) 

The fairy ring (which is formed of reddish, edible mushrooms) is an appropriate place for the children's 
dance, for the moon is now full (it was waxing in 17.Moon). At this time the children may contact the 
fairy realm by dancing nine times around the ring, and their wishes for the future will be granted. 
(Guiley s.v. fairy ring) The nine circumambulations is given by the number of the trump 18.Sun, for 1+8 
= 9. 

In Norwegian mythology, the Divine Twins are Hjuki and Bil (i.e., Jack and Jill) who, like the Gemini, 
are the star-souls of the universe. After Ragnarok, the rebirth of the universe, they tumble from the top 
of the heavenly mountain, bringing the seeds (the astral and elemental semina) of the new world. They 
were brought to the mountain by way of the Moon (cf. 17.Moon) as they were bringing the Water of 
Life "from the spring called Byrgir, carrying between them the bucket called Saegr, on the pole 
Simul" (Prose Edda, Young 38). Concretely, Hjuki and Bil correspond to the waxing and waning of the 
moon, respectively, but more abstractly they are the forces of growth (jakka = assemble or increase) and 
dissolution (bil = break up or dissolution), which must unite in the creation of the new world. 
(Mercatante s.v. Bil and Hjuki; Walker 126) 

The two children unite the elements. Though each has one foot planted in the center of the circle and one 
on its circumference, the boy's right (conscious) foot is on earth, while the girl's left (unconscious) foot 
is in water, which flows from the Fountain of Aqua Nostra, the Fountain of Youth, whose waters fan out 
like a rose (Jung, P&A 119, 174-5). Thus the twins unite the inferior, passive, or cold elements, earth 
and water. These elements correspond to Taurus and Cancer, respectively, which are united by Gemini. 
In addition, the boy's right hand is turned skyward in the classical attitude of celestial invocation, 
whereas the girl's left hand is turned downward in chthonic invocation. Thus the children unite the forces 
of Heaven and the Abyss, the astral spirits and the elemental spirits. In this way the superior (active, hot) 
elements, fire and air, are united with the inferior. The boy's elements are fire and earth, which are dry, 
that is firm and rigid; the girl's are air and water, which are moist, that is yielding and adaptive. From the 
children's perspective the boy is on the right, conscious side, and the girl on the left, unconscious. 
(Regardie II.14) 

In both 17.Moon and 18.Sun there are trials to be passed; but, whereas in 17.Moon it was a frightening 
ordeal, or at best an "adventure," in 18.Moon it is child's play (Nichols 327). The adult says, "It's not a 
problem, it's a challenge"; the child says, "It's not a challenge, it's a fun game!" The spontaneity of the 
child can accomplish much that is beyond the capabilities of the ordinary adult, thus the need for rebirth 
and rejuvenation before the way is opened to the adult. (Hence Gilgamesh's Plant of Opening, which 



restores youth.) Then indeed are we the Divine Children, the Dioscuri - the Children of Zeus (Dios 
Kouroi). 

This trump is sometimes called Youth Eternal, which reveals its essential meaning, for these twins have 
been reborn and are therefore forever young. (Thus, in some old decks they appear to be adults in 
diapers or children's clothing; in general their age is ambiguous.) The stationary sun represents the Nunc 
Stans (Eternal Now) at the world navel, where youth is everlasting; the Eternal Child bathes in the rays 
of the Spiritual Sun. (Cooper s.v. sun; Crowley 113; Gad 291; Nichols 330; Walker 127) 

Children represent the archetypal Self; here they symbolize innocent play and spontaneity, the 
enjoyment of the here and now. Innocence is symbolized by their nudity, as in other trumps (6.Love, 16.
Star). In Apollo's garden, the sun shines on imaginative play, not intellectual contortions; thus creativity 
is nurtured and the garden flourishes. The Children of the Sun are incarnate gods, so their illumination is 
embodied, not abstract, for rebirth demands the reunification of mind and body. (Case 191-2, 194; 
Cooper s.v. sun; Gad 291; Nichols 327-31) 

Jung explains that children often represent the inferior function, that is the least developed, in a given 
individual, of the four functions of consciousness (thinking, sensation, feeling, intuition). Since the 
inferior function is least developed, it is the closest to nature and the unconscious. The children, male 
and female, dance arm in arm, which represents the reunification of opposites. Had they been separated 
they would symbolize the divided, self-critical Self, which slays creativity, but dancing hand in hand 
they represent the innocent self-confidence of youth. (Nichols 328-30) 

As we saw in 17.Moon, the Garden of the Rising Sun contains extraordinary plants: 

  Gilgamesh beheld the Garden of the
  Gods, a joyous grove of growing gems, with    [v.47]
  glistening leaves of lapis lazuli, and        [v.50]
  fragrant hanging fruit of red carnelian,      [v.48-49]

In Sumeria and Babylonia rich, blue lapis lazuli symbolized the 
heavens and
their power, and so it was used to decorate the ceilings of temples.  
In
Greece and Rome it also represented accomplishment, friendship and 
divine
favor, especially of Aphrodite.  The roses made of red carnelian 
point to her
consort, Ares (Mars); 
they represent strength of body and spirit. (Biedermann s.v.
precious stones; Cooper s.vv. jewels, lapis lazuli; Fontana 118-9)



Gems represent crystalline purity and perfection, so the gem-plants 
represent
the apotheosis of life, the transfigured life at the top of the cosmic
mountain, ascending to the heavenly plane.  We should not be 
surprised to find
gems growing in the Garden of the Sun, for the Liber Subtilitatum of 
Hildegard
of Bingen (1098-1179 CE) says:

  "Gems have their origin in the East and in especially 
torrid zones.
  There the Sun heats the mountains like fire, and the 
rivers are
  always boiling hot....  The mountains upon which many 
large precious
  stones come into being in this way, are as bright as the 
light of day.
  The gems originate from fire and water, and for this 
reason they also
  contain heat, moisture, and many powers...." (Biedermann 
s.v. precious
  stones)

Thus the solar gem-plants are the alchemical fusion, the 
Philosopher's Stone,
which is described as the Fiery Water and the Watery Fire:  the sacred
marriage of Venus and Mars (i.e., Love and Strife, the Empedoclean 
primal
forces, which mix and separate the elements).  We are in the 
Rosarium, the
Rose Garden of the Philosophers, where it is eternally spring, for 
the rose is
a symbol of eternal spring (Cooper s.v. garden; Jung, P&A 118).  Here 
the sun
is always rising and life is always new born (Nichols 328).

The four roses open to the sun represent the four worlds of the 
current



(Piscean) aeon.  At the mundane level, they are the four kingdoms:  
mineral,
plant, animal and human.  At an esoteric level they are the four 
Neoplatonic
spheres of being:  body, soul, rational intellect and pure 
intelligence, and
also the four qabalistic worlds (Assiah, Yetzirah, Briah, Atziluth).  
The roses
face the sun because the four kingdoms and the four spheres draw 
their energy
from the solar life force.  There is also a rosebud which reflects the
emergence of a new kingdom, adeptship, in the aeon to come 
(Aquarius).  The
rosebud faces the children because it will draw its energy from reborn
humankind, for whom evolution and conscious intuition will come to
coincidence. (Case 192-3; Gad 291)

In the Gilgamesh epic the rejuvenating plant (Shibu Itstsakhir Amelu 
= "Old
Man has become a Young Man") is thorny like a rose and has its roots 
in the
Abyss, as do the crystalline roses in our image.  He calls it the 
"Plant of
Openings" (Shammu Nibitti) and plans to use it in a communion with 
the elders
of Uruk so they will all be rejuvenated, but the wise serpent takes 
it first.
(Gardner & Meier 249-51)  (Many other folktales tell how we can 
recover the
rejuvenating plant from the serpent; see Appendix VII in the Loeb 
edition of
Apollodorus.)

The alchemist Philalethes (fl. 1660), in his "Metallorum 
Metamorphosis" (Mus.
Herm. 770; Jung, P&A 238n) tells us where the alchemical 
transmutation takes
place:

  vas nostrum verum occultum, hortus item Philosophicus,



  in quo Sol noster orietur et surgit

That is, "our true hidden vessel, also the Garden of the 
Philosophers, wherein
our Sun rises and ascends."

This is the Hortus Conclusus (Enclosed Garden), and the wall creates a
temenos, a sacred space, hidden from the profane, where the mystical
transformation can take place.  It defines the garden of conscious
illumination, both by protecting it from invasion by the primitive
creatures of the
unconscious (seen in 17.Moon), and by containing and focusing the 
energy of
solar consciousness, so that the garden's fruits can flourish.  In 
this sacred
place the dark, hidden things can be released and transformed; indeed 
Nichols
(328) suggests that the canines of 17.Moon have become the children 
of 18.Sun,
like werewolves saved from their curse. Here is a safe place for 
children to
play with magic, for the walled garden is a feminine, nurturing 
place, a
spiritual womb where new birth is protected. (Biedermann s.v. garden; 
Cooper
s.v. wall; Nichols 328-30, 335)

It is well known that nothing should be taken from the Sacred Garden 
(unless
special permission be granted).  Thus the shaman knows not to steal 
from the
underworld, and northern folklore tells us to take nothing from the 
Land of
Fairy; we also know the consequences of Persephone eating of the 
fruit of the
underworld.  The theme appears again in the Odyssey, for after 
Odysseus'
journey to the underworld, he and his crew are told that when they 
pass
between the twofold guardians (Scylla and Charybdis) and come to the 



Garden of
the Sun (the Isle of Helios, Thrinakia), they should not disturb the 
god's
flocks.  But, as a consequence of Odysseus' lapse of consciousness, 
and
motivated by physical privation, the crew break their vow.   On the 
threshold
of nirvana, they flee the island, but the vessel is blasted by Zeus's
thunderbolt, and Odysseus, the sole survivor must backtrack between 
the
twofold guardians.  A seven-year sojourn with Kalupso (Calypso, the 
Concealer), 
the Atlantean spirit who dwells "at the Navel of the Sea," 
is necessary before he
can attempt the journey again.  Thus the consequences of breaking the 
taboos
of the Garden. (Gantz 705; Odyssey XII)

The wall keeps the mystical experience in bounds, for Apollo's arrows 
may
bring madness as well as illumination.  Unlike the tower, which was 
made of
brittle bricks, the garden's wall is made of stone, which represents 
the human
adaptation of nature.   The bricks were made from little bits of 
nature stuck
together by human artifice; the stones are forged in Gaia's womb by 
her
Titanic forces.  There are five courses of stone, representing the 
five
senses, which must not be abandoned if the illumination is to be kept 
in
bounds; they represent reality checking and the solid foundation of 
past
experience. (Case 193; Gad 113; Pollack I.112)

The stones of the wall represent words; in Latin calculus means 
pebble, but
especially a pebble used as a token in some definite information 
processing
task, such as calculating (N.B. calc-), gaming or voting.  (Similarly,



"isopsephia," the ancient Greek word for gematria, derives from iso + 
psephos,
which means "equal pebbles," that is equal in number.)  Thus the wall
represents human language as an instrument of definition and 
limitation to
keep the force of the solar illumination in bounds.  Nevertheless, the
children have their back turned to the wall, which reflects the 
inability of
language to adequately capture the mystical experience.  In the Hortus
Conclusus two underlying forces cooperate in the regeneration of 
nature:
Logos, the enclosing wall, and Eros, the enclosed efflorescence of 
life.  Both
are necessary to accomplish the Work; thus in the Hermetic tradition 
Logos is
called "The Good Gardener of Life," for he ensures that the garden 
bears
fruit. (Case 193-4; Cooper s.v. garden)

The twelve visible stones in each course represent the signs of the 
Zodiac,
and the entire wall represents the circle of the Zodiac.  The 
circular wall is
broken in just one place, which is the entrance that allows us to 
pass from
the profane world to the sacred.  The gate is hidden, and many
circumambulations outside the wall are required to find it, for the
unconscious mind circles the integrated Self before it finds it. 
(Biedermann
s.v. garden; Cooper s.v. wall; Jung, P&A 217; Regardie II.14)  Could 
the gate
be Ophiuchus, the Serpent Bearer, who resides by the Scorpion and the 
Archer
(17.Moon and 18.Sun)?

Parpola (177-8) identifies Shamash with the Sefirah Din (Judgement) 
on the
basis of his epithet Bel Dini (Lord of Judgement).  This Sefirah is 
also
called Gevurah (Power or Might), which corresponds to Shamash's 
epithets



Strong Man and Hero.  Thus Shamash is a protector of truth and right 
(Black &
Green s.v. Utu).  (See 17.Moon for the other Sefirot.)

The numerical value of O HELIOS (Ho Eelios, Helios, The Sun) = 393, 
which
reduces to 11+3-9+3 = 8, as does APOLLWN O CRUSOUS QEOS (Apollon Ho 
Khrusous
Theos, The Golden God Apollo) = 3385, for 11+5-8+3-3 = 8.  The 
numerical value
of Apollo's motto, "Nothing too much," is MHDEN AGAN (Meden agan) = 
162, which
also reduces to 11+2-6+1 = 8.  This is triple confirmation of the 
fact that
18.Sun is the octad of the second hendecad.

The Sun trump of the fifteenth century Pierpont Morgan-Bergamo 
Visconti-Sforza
tarot deck shows a putto (winged infant) holding a red-faced sun over 
a
landscape; the Rosenthal Visconti-Sforza deck has a sun shining over 
a castle.
 The fifteenth century Guildhall deck shows the sun above a dagger 
surrounded
an ouroboros serpent (unless the card is the Ace of Swords; they are
unmarked).  The fifteenth century "Gringonneur" deck has the sun 
shining over
a woman with a distaff in a meadow; Kaplan (I.115) thinks her 
disheveled hair
is "a sign of her innocence and virginity."  We also see the sun as a 
nimbus
around the head of Apollo in the 1664 Tarocchini of Mitelli.  Other 
decks of
the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries show the sun shining over some 
scene,
often revealing something hidden, such as a clandestine meeting, a 
lovers'
tryst, or a crime, which recalls the sun god as witness.  Waite's 
image - an
infant on horseback with a banner - appears as early as c.1650 in the 
Sun of



Jacques Vieville.  In all these decks the sun has a face, and many 
have eight
wavy rays (sometimes with eight pointed rays between them). (Kaplan 
I. 52, 54,
55, 73, 99, 111, 115, 117-8, 128, 130, 135, 158-9; Simon 51)

In several late-seventeenth to mid-eighteenth century decks we see 
the Sun
showering droplets over two infants in diapers standing before a 
wall; the
child on our right has his right arm on the left shoulder of the 
other child.
O'Neill (221) observes that children playing in a garden is a common
Renaissance symbol of the idyllic life.  In the Mayer pack (c.1750) 
they stand
in a grassy ring.  In the Marseilles (late 17th cent.) and Payen 
(1743) decks
the wall has five courses of bricks.  The Payen deck has 24 droplets; 
the
Mayer deck shows 21 but implies 24 by their pattern.  In the Mayer 
pack the
sun has 12 wavy rays and 12 pointed ones; in the Marseilles pack it 
has eight
wavy rays and eight pointed ones.  In these decks too the sun has a 
face.
(Kaplan I. 136, 148; Simon 25, 51)

I'll conclude with a prayer to the Sun God for travelers, which I've
paraphrased from the "Yale tablet," which is tablet VI of an Old 
Babylonian
version of the Gilgamesh Epic (col. vi, ll. 31-33; see Tigay 169):

  We pray that Shamash may unbar the way,
  And keep your chosen path in harmony,
  And keep your far-flung quest in harmony.
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XVIIII. Nuntius - Angelos - Angel (19, 20) 

Secundus Gladii - Second of the Sword 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Resurgens in arca incubatus (Arising again, having been incubated in the arc). 

Deities:
Hermes Psychopompos, Mercurius Psychopompus. 

Dice:
5+5 = Final Eternity + 5.Judgement/Alteration/Spiritual Ascent/I.Impulse (Water); 6+4 = 
Eternity + 4.Order/Authority (Fire). 

Astragali:



3+4+4 = Eternity + IV.Order/Authority. 
Greek Letter = Sigma:

Soter = savior; Skepsis = examination, observation, consideration; Soma = body, corpse, life, 
existence; Sepedon = putrefaction; Sarkophagos = sarcophagus; Soros = urn, coffin; Salpinx = 
trumpet, trumpet call. 

Trigram:
III Name: Ch'ien = the Creative. Image: Heaven, Sky. The Father, associated with strength, 
creativity, firmness, endurance, purity and tree fruit (Shuo Kuo III.11). South in the Earlier 
Heaven. In the Creative, "the dark and the light arouse each other" (Shuo Kuo II.5). 

Description 

An androgynous male figure floats in the sky. He has ruddy skin and wears a blue khlamus (travelling 
mantle), trimmed in silver and purple, which blows around him in the wind; on his blond hair is a gold-
winged, red petasos (round, wide-brimmed hat). He blows a golden salpinx (long trumpet) from which 
hangs a square banner: a cross on a white field; the width of the cross's arms is exactly one-third the 
width of the banner, which is thus a three-by-three square; the arms of the cross are red and its center is 
gold. His right hand holds the salpinx, pointing to his right, and his left hand holds a caduceus like that 
in 1.Magician. 

In the midst of the "wine-dark sea," a large bronze sarcophagus, green with verdigris, stands on a small 
patch of dry ground. On the distant horizon a twin-peaked mountain rises above white cliffs descending 
to the water. 

Standing behind the sarcophagus are two figures facing toward us; on our left a ruddy man wears a solar 
crown and a yellow workman's khiton (tunic), on our right a pale woman wears a lunar crown and a blue 
peplos (long robe). They are adoring a naked child (of indeterminate sex), visible from the waist up, who 
stands facing us in the sarcophagus. He has golden mark on his forehead. The man's arms are crossed on 
his chest, the woman's reach out to the child. 

Verse 

The trumpet sounds; the Herald calls the Child To rise and be rewarded - or reviled. Reborn from ash 
that roasted in the Arc, His spirit body bears the golden mark. Arise, and let the poles be reconciled! 

Interpretation 



Hermes the "Angel" (Messenger) summons us to the final stage of transformation. Like the child reborn 
from the Hermetic Egg, newly emerged from the watery womb, we are called to rise and submit our 
nearly integrated psyche to "judgement" (examination) in 20.Justice. The banner on the trumpet 
symbolizes our goal, a mystic union with the universe, which will effect a synthesis of the temporal, 
mundane world and the eternal, spiritual world. The parents, the Alchemist and his Soror Mystica 
(representing male and female components of the psyche), are justly proud of their creation, and eagerly 
anticipate the successful completion of the Great Work. 

Commentary 

The earliest records of the tarot trumps (Sermones de ludo cum aliis, c.1500; Bertoni, c.1550; Garzoni, 
1585) call this trump Lo angelo or L'Agnolo (the Angel) rather than Judgement (Kaplan 3, 28, 30). The 
Pythagorean Tarot uses this older title since the idea of an "angel" (divine messenger) is more 
compatible with a Pagan tarot than is the notion of a final judgement day. 

Note that Latin angelus is a late formation (from Greek angelos, messenger or envoy) used only in a 
Christian context; in classical Latin nuntius has approximately the same meaning as Greek angelos 
(Smith's Eng.-Lat. Dict. s.vv. angel, messenger). Hermes is, of course, the archetypal angelos. Indeed the 
tarot angel is sometimes identified with St. Michael, who in Christian tradition blows the trumpet to call 
the souls on Judgement Day. Michael is associated with planet Mercury, and hence with Hermes 
Psychopompos, or Guide of Souls. (Sharman-Burke 114) 

In the Ferrara order 19.Angel occupies the ninth position in its Hendecad, and the primary Pythagorean 
meaning of Nine is "That which Brings Completion"; it is "Near Perfection" and the "Threshold of the 
Return to Unity." (See the Nines in the Minor Arcana.) This is confirmed by isopsephia, for ERMHS O 
AGGELOS (Hermes Ho Angelos, Hermes The "Angel," i.e. Messenger) = 735, which reduces to 5-3+7 
= 9. However, Iris is also called Angelos (Kerenyi, GG 60) and H IRIS (He Iris, Iris) = 328, which 
reduces to 8-2+3 = 9, so we see that this trump corresponds to the unification of Hermes Psychopompos 
(1.Magician) and Iris Psychopompos (7.Temperance), two principal agents of transformation. 

As 1.Magician Hermes began the process of transformation represented by the sequence of trumps 
(intervening critically as 6.Eros); now at the end he steps in again as Psychopompos, to lead the soul to 
its final destination. (Thus we see him using his wand to raise a soul from an urn on a 6th cent. BCE 
lekythos, Bonnefoy, GEM 187.) He is the Emissary of Hades, who touches the eyes of the dead with his 
golden wand and guides their souls to the underworld. (Pollack I.122; SB&G 78) 

But Hermes' golden wand can open the eyes as well as close them (Kerenyi, GG 247). Not only does 
Hermes lead souls to the Underworld, he also shows them the way back, and so he is the Redeemer, who 
rescues souls from death, and the Deliverer, who raises the dead from the Underworld. (Nichols 346; 
SB&G 79) 



For example, after Semele was incinerated by the divine fire of Zeus, the unborn Dionysos was 
incubated in Zeus's thigh. After he was born, he was given to Ino (Semele's sister) and Athamas to be 
raised as a girl. After Hera drove them mad, Hermes took Dionysos away to Mount Nusa (from which 
some derive his name, Dio-Nusos) to be raised by the nymphs. (Thus we see Hermes and Dionysos in 
the famous statue by Praxiteles.) (Kerenyi, GG 257-8) 

In another typical myth of shamanic regeneration, Tantalos, who had tasted the nectar and ambrosia of 
the gods, caused his son Pelops to be cut up, boiled in a purifying cauldron and served to the gods at a 
feast (eranos). In some versions Hermes reassembles the boy - except for his left shoulder, eaten by 
Demeter, which is replaced by an ivory one. This is also typically shamanic: an incorporation of the 
spirit world, hence the gold forehead (over the Third Eye) of the child in 19.Angel. Psychologically, the 
psyche is disassembled into its components and reassembled, but incorporating an element of divinity. 
(In other versions of the myth Pelops is restored by Rhea, that is, by 16.Star, Lady of Necessity, who is 
responsible for the transformations represented by trumps 17-20; see 16.Star.) (Butterworth, Traces ch. 
4; Gantz 531-6) 

In further illustration Sharman-Burke and Greene (79) observe that Hermes led Theseus and Orpheus 
out of the Underworld, but he does not perform this service in the version of the myths that I know (e.g. 
Gantz 291-5, 721-5). However, he does lead Euridice to Orpheus before their ascent, and back again, 
after the tragic retrospective glance. 

In 19.Angel Hermes is a redeemer, but redemption means getting back something of one's own. In this 
case what we are getting back is the integrated Self - that which is most truly ours, though we may have 
never possessed it before. This new order, which will be attained in 21.World, is accomplished by 
balancing on several levels, which is accomplished in 20.Justice. (Nichols 338, 344) 

First, the four functions of consciousness (thinking, sensing, feeling and intuition) must be brought into 
harmony. On this trump they are represented by the four human figures (rather than elements, liquids, 
metals, etc.) to show that the functions have become humanized. The superior function (which may be 
any one of the four), the function most developed in an individual, is represented by Hermes hovering 
above. The inferior function (which is opposite to the superior: thinking and feeling are opposites, as are 
sensation and intuition) is the least developed and is represented by the child, who is the major vehicle 
for regeneration. The secondary functions are represented by the man and woman. All four must be 
reunited to create the Homo Philosophicus. (Gad 295; Nichols 338-9, 347) 

Second, the four figures represent the totality of the psyche, the various components (e.g., 
consciousness, anima, animus, shadow), which must be integrated. The unification of opposites is 
represented by the figures of the woman, who reaches out actively, and of the man, who adores the child 
passively. Their gestures also represent a reversal of the mundane order, and thus the inauguration of a 
new order in the cosmos. (Case 201) 

Finally, the androgynous child represents the reintegration of the parents (the boy and girl, now mature, 



from 18.Sun), who is summoned by Hermes into an Unio Mystica. That is, by integrating the elements 
of the psyche into the Self, we reunite with the Unus Mundus, which is the source of the Self. The 
resurrected child possesses the "corpus glorificationis, the 'subtle body,' in the state of 
incorruptibility" (Jung, ACU 202), the Diamond Body of Chinese alchemy. In this way 0.Idiot, who 
began his journey guided by luck and intuition, is led by divine intervention (19.Angel) into its last 
stages, where the experiences of his journey are synthesized (20.Justice) into a new cosmos (21.World). 
(Case 201; Gad 297-300; Haitch 154; O'Neill 390; cf. Pollack I.102, 122; SB&G 78-9; Simon 52) 

In Christian tradition angels are considered sexless, and here also we have found the divine messengers 
to be somewhat androgynous (see 1.Magician and 7.Temperance). Ritual transvestism is also common 
among shamans, since they travel across the boundaries between the worlds. In 19.Angel, however, 
there is an additional factor, for the psyche is travelling toward the Unio Mystica (Mystical Union), in 
which all the opposites are united. Thus, after the polarity of 17.Moon and 18.Sun, the last three trumps 
are progressively more androgynous: androgynous male (19.Angel), androgynous female (20.Justice), 
and purely androgynous (21.World). 

In summary, Hermes Psychopompos is an agent of rebirth. In psychological terms he awakens us to a 
new life on earth, achieved through a new consciousness and an enlarged personality, and to the 
enlarged responsibilities that come with a more developed psyche. The child represents Dionysos (also 
represented by 0.Fool) and all the resurrected gods (Adonis, Attis, Mithras, Osiris, etc.); his death began 
in 0.Fool, he is reborn in 21.World. (Nichols 337, 345; Pollack I.122; SB&G 79; Williams 126) 

The salpinx is a long, straight war-trumpet (Guhl & Koner 209-10), and metal trumpets, such as the 
salpinx, are associated with the elements fire and water - the two primary opposites (sulphur and 
mercury, sun and moon), and thus represent the Coniunctio Oppositorum that must be achieved in 20.
Justice. It also corresponds to the "twin peaked Mountain of Mars," which we see in the background of 
19.Angel. (Cirlot s.v. trumpet; for more on the mountain see 7.Temperance, 17.Moon and 18.Sun) 

The legends of the Trojan War say that Achilles' mother, worried for his safety, dressed him as a girl and 
hid him among the women in Lukomedes' palace. He was discovered by Odysseus and Diomedes, who 
sounded the salpinx, for Achilles automatically grabbed weapons, since he could not ignore this 
summons. (Apollodorus, Bibl. III.xiii.8; Gantz 581; Hyginus, Fab. 96) 

So also in this trump: the primitive, penetrating sound of the salpinx represents the Call, the summons 
that cannot be ignored. For Achilles it was the call to leave his mother's protection and take on adult 
responsibilities. Such a call may come from inside or outside, but in either case it summons us to 
advance in our development; if we ignore it, we sink back into stagnation, and are perhaps never called 
again. (Nichols 337-8, 345; Pollack II.120-1, 123; Williams 127) 

Walker (129) compares the trumpet of 19.Angel with the Gjallarhorn, which, in Scandinavian 
mythology, Heimdall, the Watchman of Heaven, will sound to awaken the gods and summon them to 
Ragnarok, the final battle (Bellows 12n27). In the Poetic Edda (Voluspo 46, tr. Bellows, p. 20) we read: 



  Fast move the sons   of Mim, and fate
  Is heard in the note   of the Gjallarhorn;
  Loud blows Heimdall,   the horn is aloft,
  In fear quake all   who on Hel-roads are.

Heimdall is the guardian of Bifrost, the rainbow bridge from heaven 
to earth,
which is how he appears in this trump.  He presides over beginnings, 
and as Rig
he was the father, in turn, of the three great classes of people, 
which are
represented by the three figures in 19.Angel. (Bellows 3n1, 202-3, 
229n37;
Larousse 268; Walker 129)

Heimdall has many connections with the sea.  First, the "Sons of Mim" 
mentioned
above are water spirits.  Heimdall was born of nine maiden sisters 
(Ocean
goddesses), nine being the number of this trump in the Hendecad.  
Walker (130)
claims that his name means "Son of the Sea Mother."  In any case, he 
has
numerous connections with the sea, which appears in this trump (as in 
other
tarots, including Case's BOTA deck, the Golden Dawn deck, and perhaps 
the Wirth
and Marseilles decks).  This is the briny primeval Ocean which 
surrounds the
world, the sea of the High Priestess and High Priest; it is also the 
salty Womb
of Rebirth from which new life arises; it is the source of the libido 
which
engenders life (see 16.Star and 17.Moon). (Bellows 20n46; Case 201; 
Nichols 348)

In the Pythagorean tarot the reborn child is in a sarcophagus, which 
means
"flesh eater," for the first sarcophagi were made from a special 



Trojan
limestone that dissolved the flesh of corpses.  Thus the sarcophagus 
represents
the dissolution (Solve) of the old life, which has been accomplished 
by the
preceding trumps.  However, the sarcophagus is also an arc in the 
midst of
Ocean, for  in Latin an arca is a box, including a coffin, or a 
coffer holding
hidden treasure; from it we get "arcana" for the secrets hidden in 
the arca.
This is the Apocalypse (Uncovering), for the Arcanum is revealed:  
the Mysterium
Coniunctionis of the Moon and Sun (trumps 17, 18) has produced the 
Homunculus
emerging from the Hermetic Vessel (trump 19). (Case 201; Gad 301; LSJ 
s.v.
sarkophagos; O'Neil 286, 390)

The sarcophagus also represents the bronze cauldron (aes cavum) of 
rebirth,
which appears in many myths; we have already considered the 
resurrection of
Pelops (see also 7.Temperance and 16.Star).  Another myth reflecting 
a shamanic
regeneration has Dionysos being torn apart by the Titans and boiled 
in a
cauldron, after which everything was incinerated by a blast from Zeus
(dissolution of the psyche).  Zeus and Athena rescued the ashes 
(purified prima
materia, foliated earth, sublimated matter), from which a potion was 
brewed,
which Semele drank and became pregnant (with Dionysos Reborn).  
Similarly, Ino
(sister of Semele) seethed her boy Melikertes in a cauldron, and on 
an ancient
black-figure vase we see a child emerging from a tripod cauldron, 
which is
flanked by two men and two women.  However, this regeneration was 
unsuccessful,
and the mother and child returned to the sea.  The well-known story 
of Medea and



Pelias also recounts an unsuccessful (or intentionally aborted) 
regeneration.
On the other hand, Medea successfully dismembered and regenerated 
Iason (Jason)
and his father Aison, although in these cases she uses a lebes 
(cauldron) of
gold. (Edinger 123; Gantz 365-8; Kerenyi, GG 254-7, 263-5)  (In 19.
Angel the
adults wear robes, as in several ancient vase paintings of Medea and 
either
Pelias or Iason.)

Pausanias (V.17.10-19.7) describes the famous cedar Chest (Larnax) of 
Kupselos,
in which the babe Kupselos was hidden by his mother.  The sides of 
the chest
depict Pelops, Medea, Iason at the funeral games of Pelias, and 
Dionysos in a
cave, as well as Circe lying with Odysseus, Eriphule with the 
necklace of
Harmonia (see 14.Devil), two "unnamed women skilled in medicine lore" 
grinding
herbs, and many other scenes from mythology.

The primordial couple floating in an arc on the cosmic womb represent 
the seeds
of the next creation.  Thus, on an ancient Day of Judgement, Zeus 
decided to
destroy the corrupt world, and after blasting it with his bolt (15.
Tower),
called on Poseidon to flood the land.  Only Deukalion and Purrha 
survived, in a
chest (Gk. larnax = Lat. arca), and they sowed the seeds of a new, 
better race
of people; the seeds were stones, the "bones of Mother Earth."  In 
Apollodorus'
account (Bibl. I.vii.2), the arc floated for nine days and nights, 
nine being
the number of 19.Angel in its Hendecad.  Further, it was Hermes who 
heralded the
end of the rain and directed this act of (re)creation. (Gantz 165; 



Walker 130)

Mythology contains many stories of people set afloat in boxes.  
Often, it is the
mother and her baby:  Danae and Perseus, Semele and Dionysos, Auge 
and Telephos,
Rhoio pregnant with Anios.  In other cases it is twins (Romulus and 
Remus), or
brother and sister (Tennes and Hemithea).  And, of course, there is 
Noah's Arc.
Nonfloating chests are also used for the incubation of various 
magical children,
including Adonis (the yearly resurrected lover of Aphrodite) and 
Erikhthonios
(Hephaistos' son, Athena's serpent-child, the first king of Athens), 
whom the
Kodros painter depicts being born from the womb of Gaia and delivered 
to Athena
(20.Justice) while Hephaistos, Herse (Dew, see 17.Moon) and her 
father Kekrops
look on.  The myth of Osiris also fits the pattern. (Kerenyi, GG 127; 
OCD s.v.
Adonis; Preston s.v. chest)

The sarcophagus is also the Arc of Vaivaswata, the Seventh Manu.  In 
Hindu
mythology there are fourteen Manu, or ancestors of humanity, each 
ruling for
4,320,000 
(= 28 X 33 X 54) 

years.  When the world-destroying flood came,
Vaivaswata was told (by a magical fish whom he has helped) to 
construct an arc.
After the flood he prayed for a mate, and a daughter/wife appeared, 
by whom he
begat the new race. (Mercatante s.v. Manu; Walker 130)

The bronze sarcophagus is green with verdigris.  "It is the 
alchemical 



benedicta viriditas, the blessed greenness, signifying on the one 
hand the 'leprosy of
metals' (verdigris), but on the other the secret immanence of the 
divine spirit
of life in all things" (Jung, MC 432).  More generally, green 
represents
germination, hope, the future and perfection.  Of course, the green 
verdigris
establishes a direct connection to the cupric green of 2.Empress, 
Venus
Genetrix, the goddess of generation. (Gad 296; Jung, MC 432)

Note that the Greek word khloros, commonly translated "green," 
actually means
green is the expanded sense that includes fresh, moist and blooming 
(as in
"green wood" or a "green rider"); thus in ancient Greece honey, tears 
and even
blood were described as khloros.  Like "glow," "gold" and "yellow," 
it derives
from the Indo-European root ghel-, meaning "to shine."  Also, Khloe 
(as in
"Daphnis and Chloe"), which means Blooming, was an epithet of Demeter 
and refers
to her as guardian of the green fields. (AHD App. s.v. ghel2; LSJ s.
v.; Smith &
Anthon s.v. Chloe; Zajonc 15).

Green is the color of new life, the seeds sprouting from the earth, 
and thus of
the spirit rising out of matter.  (In this, 19.Angel contrasts with 
12.Tower, in
which the spirit is seen descending into matter.)  Further, in the 
Eleusinian
Mysteries, dedicated to Demeter, the initiate was reborn in an 
underground
chamber and emerged from it as from a tomb.  O'Neill (390) sees this 
trump as
the "Coagula" of the Stone, the new life, following on the 
"Solve" (dissolution)
of the preceding trumps (11-18), which reaches its culmination in the



sarcophagus. (Gad 301; Nichols 338; O'Neill 390)

In 19.Angel, Hermes displays a balance of solar and lunar colors.  
First there
is the contrast of gold (hair, wings) and silver (cloak trim).  
Second is the
contrast of the red petasos (hat), representing active nobility, with 
the purple
cloak trim, representing passive nobility.  Third, his ruddy skin, 
representing
earthy passion and the energy of the soul, contrasts with the blue 
khlamus
(chlamys, travelling mantle), often associated with Hermes, which 
replaces the
bluish clouds seen in some tarots.  Blue is the color of truth and 
revelation,
and so the blowing cloak reveals some of the deepest truths of the 
soul, though
others remain concealed.  The green of the sarcophagus also 
represents a
reconciliation of the opposites; it harmonizes the solar yellow and 
the lunar
blue.  So too the child harmonizes the ruddy man and the pale woman. 
(Cooper
s.v. colours; Gad 299; Haitch 150; Simon 52)

It is somewhat misleading to call this trump "Judgement," since it 
does not
depict the act of judgement (which takes place in 20.Justice), but 
instead the
Summons to Judgement; that is, Hermes Psychopompos is the guide, not 
the judge.
(Thus 19.Angel is the Second, or Auxiliary, of the Sword, whereas 20.
Justice if
the Principal of the Sword.) (SB&G 79; Simon 52)

Further, the Pagan concepts of Apocalypse and Judgement Day embodied 
in the
Pythagorean Tarot is different from the Christian notions.  Indeed, 
O'Neill



(294) argues that even the conventional tarot order embodies a 
heretical
Renaissance rejection of the Last Judgement, since that trump is not 
last (as
would be expected from Christian doctrine), but is followed by the 
World.  In
some Italian decks one can see an attempt to make the tarot conform 
to orthodoxy
by reversing the order of the last two trumps, whereas the original 
tarot order
interprets the Angel as a call to mystical union (World). (O'Neill 
294-5)

The Pagan notion of Judgement Day is not final, but cyclic.  We see 
it in the
Ragnarok of Norse mythology (the Wagnerian Gotterdammerung) and in 
the cyclic
Doomsday of Hindu mythology, when Mitra reveals the light.  Here we 
are summoned
to confront, in 20.Justice, the awful goddess Kali, who will judge us 
and bring
about the complete dissolution of all things. (Walker 128-30)

This cyclic judgement can be equated to karma, the cosmic law that 
ensures that
we reap what we sow.  Thus 19.Angel summons us to the judgement that 
takes
places at the end of each life in the cycle of rebirth.  In mundane 
terms, it
represents the immanent delivery of the results (positive or 
negative) of our
past actions. (SB&G 80; Sharman-Burke 114)

The Apocalypse is the Uncovering or Revelation (apokalupsis) 
preparatory (9) to
the completion (10) of the second Decad in 20.Justice, in which the 
final
alchemical operation is undertaken to progress to 21.World for 
assimilation with
the Unus Mundus.  Thus all things must be uncovered to allow an 



honest appraisal
of oneself (for the ultimate Judge must be within) and the acceptance 
of all
parts of one's psyche.  This constitutes the completion (not 
perfection!) of the
spiritual person or, in Jungian terms, successful individuation, the 
complete
integration of the Self. (Case 200-1; Gad 296; O'Neill 313; SB&G 80;
Sharman-Burke 114-5; Walker 128)

The banner represents the next stage of the development, to which the 
Angel
calls us.  First, it takes the form of a three by three square, and 
thus is
thrice divine, for three is the number of divinity, and denotes nine, 
the number
of 19.Angel in its Hendecad.  The banner also represents the 
crossroads as a
sign of impending judgement.  We will see in 20.Justice that this 
judgement
involves a meeting of opposites, and this is represented by the cross 
on the
banner. (Gad 299; O'Neill 313; Pollack I.120, 122; Sharman-Burke 114)

As Jung has shown, the cross is a common emblem of the Quaternio, the 
fourfold
union of the discordant elements to yield the Lapis, or Stone of the
Philosophers.  In particular, the four white corners of the banner 
represent the
four qualities or powers (hot, dry, cold, wet) and the four arms of 
the cross
represent the elements, each of which comprises a pair of qualities 
(fire = hot
and dry, etc.).  The center of the cross represents the goal of the 
alchemical
work, the Quintessence, the paradoxical union of the elements that 
reconciles
the opposing qualities.  The background of the banner is white to 
represent the
purity of the qualities.  The arms of the cross are red to represent 
matter and



the unavoidable sacrifices necessary to the Great Work.  The center 
of the cross
is gold to represent the goal of the alchemical Magnum Opus. (Gad 
300; cf.
Haitch 150; Simon 52)

The banner also represents both the differentiation and the unity of 
the mundane
and spiritual worlds.  The three vertical columns represent 
differentiation in
the temporal, mundane world; in simplest terms they are past, present 
and
future.  The three horizontal rows represent differentiation in the 
eternal,
spiritual world; in simplest terms they are earth, psyche and heaven 
(as in the
I Ching hexagrams; see Wilhelm/Baynes 264-5).  The central square 
represents the
intersection of the mundane and spiritual worlds in the "now" of the 
psyche.

To progress from 19.Angel to 20.Justice and beyond, it is not 
sufficient to see
the world in either its temporal or eternal aspects alone; rather, as 
the banner
shows, it must be perceived in both aspects simultaneously.  In 
particular,
one's individual life experience must be seen in its eternal, 
archetypal aspect,
that is, out of time, or synoptically, as when a dying person's life 
"flashes"
before them. (cf. Gad 299; Haitch 152; Pollack I.122)

(I will mention in passing that the banner also gives the key to the 
Uncertainty
Principle in physics:  the vertical bands represent maximum 
localization in time
and the horizontal bands represents maximum localization in 
frequency.  Though
the banner may be stretched, the mathematics of the Fourier transform 



ensures
that the areas of the squares remain constant.)

The banner also represents the Square of Saturn for, as Kali 
regularly destroys
the world grown corrupt, so also at the end of the Aeon, Saturn will 
again eat
all his children to clear the boards, so to speak, for the new 
creation.  Thus
the three-by-three format of the banner represents magic square of 
order three,
which is known in Chinese philosophy as the Square of Lo-Shu, and in 
the West as
the Square of Saturn:

                                4 9 2
                                3 5 7
                                8 1 6

Although this figure has enormous esoteric significance, here we'll 
restrict our
attention to it as  a symbol of cosmic completeness organized around 
the key
numbers 4 and especially 5.  (See 4 and 5 in the Minor Arcana.)  
Five, of
course, is the number of Chinese elements and the number of elements 
in the West
when Spirit (or the Quintessence) is combined with the four mundane 
elements.



First observe that every row, column and diagonal of the square sums 
to 15,
which is the divine exaltation (3) of 5.  Next observe that the basal 
number of
the square is 5:  it is at the center of the square (representing the
Quintessence) and opposing numbers balance to two 5s (4+6, 9+1, 
etc.).  In
Pythagorean numerology 5 is the first complete number, since it is 
the first
number to comprise both female (2) and male (3).  The central cross 
corresponds
to the five odd numbers 13579, and the background to the four even 
numbers 2468.
The four odd numbers on the boundary (1379) add to 20 = 4 X 5, as do 
the four
even numbers; 20 combines the two numbers of completeness (4, 5).

The Pythagoreans explain numerical progressions by successive 
application of a
Gnomon (Rule), shaped like a carpenter's square.  In this case, the 
Square of
Saturn is constructed by applying the Gnomon 49276 to the smaller 
square:

                                35
                                81



Both squares represent the elements, as will be shown, but the Saturn 
Square
represents a higher integration of the elements than represented by 
the smaller
square.

According to the Theory of Balance attributed to 8th century Muslim 
alchemist
Jabir ibn Hayyan (based on 3rd century works by Zosimos and others), 
the Cosmos
and everything in it is made from the numbers 1, 3, 5, 8, 17 and 28; 
they are
the foundation of all matter, of every science, and even of any 
possible
language.  The first four numbers were assigned by the Jabirian 
alchemists to
the elements, 1=fire, 3=earth, 5=water, 8=air.  The sum of these is 
17, which is
the fifth number.  The Gnomon, which gives the larger square, sums to 
4+9+2+7+6
= 28, the sixth number, the second Perfect Number.

Stapleton (Antiq. Alch. 14n24) suggests that the location of 5, the 
number of
water, in the center of the Saturn Square reflects the middle Eastern 
belief
(seen, for example, in Thales and some alchemists) that water is the 
primary
cosmological substance.  We have seen, in the interpretation of 19.
Angel, how
water is the fulcrum used for the rebirth that creates the higher 
exaltation of
the elements.



The Gnomon creates the higher exaltation of the elements, for if the 
male and
female numbers are taken in pairs around the boundary, we get the 
Element
Numbers given by Theodorus of Asine (3rd cent. CE):  9+2 = 11 = fire, 
7+6 = 13 =
air, 1+8 = 9 = water, 3+4 = 7 =earth (clockwise for decreasing 
density), which
he used to explain the harmony of the elements.  The numbers of 
opposing
elements (fire/water, air/earth) add to 20, the quadruple pentad, 
which combines
the two kinds of completion (4 and 5).  This balance of the elements 
refers to
20.Justice, where it is achieved.  Naturally, the synthesis of the 
four
elements, which constitute the boundary, yields an eight-fold pentad 
(40).  When
the Quintessence (5) is included in the center of the elements, the 
sum is 45,
the thrice divine (3 X 3) exaltation of the pentad. (Stapleton, 
"Antiq. Alch.,"
"Gnomon")

Chinese knowledge of the Saturn Square is shown by the ground plan of 
the
Ming-T'ang temple, which was built in A.D. 56.  However, as Stapleton 
(Antiq.
Alch. 15) says, "a much greater antiquity for this form of temple is 
indicated,
firstly, by a temple of this plan being essential for Imperial 
worship, and,



secondly, that in the 7th century B.C., during the time of the 
warring Lords, it
was believed to have been used by Wu, the alleged founder of the Chou 
dynasty in
1025 B.C., when sacrificing to his ancestors.  Moreover, if this 
tradition be
correct, the Magic Square form of temple may ultimately be of 
Scythian origin,
introduced at this time from Bactria, or ancient Iran, with the 
foreign
mercenaries from the West, to whose help Wu owed his success in 
establishing a
new dynasty."   (From Bactria it may be traceable back to 
Mesopotamia.)

The Ming-T'ang had twelve stations for the monthly "Proclamation of 
Space and
Time."  There is one station for each line segment on the perimeter 
of the
square (or the banner), that is, two for each corner (even) square, 
one for each
side (odd) square.  The eight squares on the perimeter represent the 
eightfold
year (3 = vernal equinox, 9 = summer solstice, 7 = autumnal equinox, 
1 = winter
solstice).  The central square corresponds to the additional days of 
the year
beyond the twelve lunar months represented by the twelve line 
segments of the
outer squares.  Thus the Son of Heaven visited the central room of 



the temple
(numerically 5, the Emblem of the Center) at "the end of summer - a 
critical
period when the transition was made from the yang seasons to the yin 
seasons"
(Granet, Rel. Ch. 67).  Alternately, the twelve line segments of the 
perimeter
can represent the solar year and the zodiac.  Thus the representation 
of Time;
the temple also represented Space by assigning 8+3 = east, 4+9 = 
south, 2+7 =
west, 6+1 = north (the same four numbers as the elements, though not 
the same
pairs of squares); opposing directions balance to 20, as do opposing 
elements.
(Granet, Rel. Ch. 66-8; Stapleton, "Antiq. Alch.")

Blofeld (I Ching, 218) says that mankind once understood how the Lo-
Shu Square
is connected with the (apparently illogical) Later Heaven Sequence of 
the I
Ching, but that it has been forgotten and now only the gods know it.  
I
certainly have not been able to find it.  (The connection established 
by Hacker
(41) seems to me to be contrived, although it is remarkable enough 
that any
connection can be established at all.)

19.Angel mirrors many representations of the creation of Pandora (the 
woman who
made possible the humanity of man; see 16.Star).  For example, on an 
ancient
vase Pandora is flanked by Aphrodite and Ares (water and fire, love 
and strife).
In other representations her emergence from the earth is facilitated 
by the
craft deities, Athene and Hephaistos.  (Bonnefoy, GEM 92, 94; 
Kerenyi, GG pl.
IX)



The disposition of the figures in 19.Angel mirrors that in many 
alchemical
emblems.  In illustrations of the Sun and the Moon and the child born 
of their
mystic union, the solar man is most commonly shown on the left and 
the lunar
woman on the right.

For example, in Mylius' plate 17 (1622, Fabricius fig. 337) we see 
Sol and Luna
flanking the Astral Virgin; all three walk on the waves; mountains 
are in the
background.  

His plate 14 (Fabr. fig. 267) shows Sol and Luna lying in the
ground but beginning to rise; above them a sceptre-bearing angel 
heralds
Judgement Day by blowing a long trumpet, from which a banner hangs.  
Stefan
Michelspacher's Emblem IV (1654, Fabr. fig. 386), shows 



Multiplicatio, the last
stage of the Opus, in which Sol and Luna kneel in prayer on either 
side of a
fluid-filled vessel, from which the reborn king emerges; Mercury 
presides over
the entire scene.

In other emblems the Alchemist (on our left) and his Soror Mystica 
(on our
right) bring about the regeneration.  For example, in the last 
illustration of
the Mutus Liber (Fabr. fig. 392), they kneel on either side of the 
dying
Hercules (his flesh is being dissolved - recall the meaning of 
sarcophagus - by
the Nessus shirt).  Above them angels bear aloft Mercurius Ascendens, 
who also
represents the apotheosis of Hercules.  



Plates 8 and 11 from the Mutus Liber
(1677, Fabr. fig. 141) are also relevant:  the Alchemist and Soror 
Mystica kneel
on either side of the furnace.  His hands are clasped in prayer, hers 
reach up
to the heavens, where angels hold the child Mercury in his egg of 
rebirth. (See
McLean, Com. Mut. Lib., for these emblems and their interpretation.)  



A 1706 plate by Adolph Christoph Bentz (Fabr. fig. 146) shows four 
planetary figures
(including Sol and Luna) looking on the reborn child, as "Mercurial 
Tree,"
growing from the ground and sprouting leaves.  Mercury hovers in the 
sky above,
and God oversees the scene from his heavenly throne.

Finally, plate 24 from the 16th century manuscript De Alchimia (de 
Rola fig. 43)
contains a jumble of images associated with 19.Angel and 20.Justice:  
a woman
(active) and man (passive) help a child out of a tub, while an angel 
looks on; a
man, woman and babe emerge from three cauldrons; a woman with a 
balance is
associated with a sword.

The three figures of 19.Angel can also be interpreted as Deukalion, 
Purrha and
one of their children (Hellen, Amphiktuon, Protogeneia).  I take the 
child to be
their firstborn, Hellen, because Hellenes take their name from him (a 



name
adopted in 1521 BCE, according to the Parian Chronicle).  As to the 
parents,
Deukalion was the son of Prometheus (12.Hanged Man) and Purrha was 
the daughter
of Epimetheus and Pandora (16.Star). (Apollodorus, Bibl. I.vii.2-3)

The twin-peaked mountain with white cliffs is the Gate of the Sun, 
seen here
from the opposite side from that in 7.Temperance and 17.Moon.  The 
Odyssey
(24.1-14) tells us how Hermes Psychopompos leads the souls of the 
dead,
gibbering and fluttering like bats, through the Gate of the Sun, over 
the white
cliffs (Leukas) and the dark Ocean, past the Land of Dreams, to the 
home of the
dead.

19.Angel corresponds to the Akkadian god Ea (Sumerian Enki), who was 
called
Great Light of Apsu, that is, the God of the Abyss, which flows above 
the
Underworld.  He brings from it the beneficial, rejuvenating water for 
humanity,
and he controls destiny; he holds the Holy Me, the ritual implements 
which
permit communion between people and gods.  His mystic number is 60, 
for he is
the son of Anu (21.World), whose mystic number 1 is equivalent to 
Ea's in the
Babylonian sexagesimal number system.  Simo Parpola associates Ea 
with the
Sefirah Hokhmah (Wisdom), since Ea was called The Wise, Sage of the 
Gods, Sage
of the Universe, Lord of Wisdom, Lord of Secrets, etc.  It is Ea who 
inaugurates
World Order (as told in the story "Enki and the World Order"). (Black 
& Green
s.vv. Enki, me; Parpola 177, 182, 184)  (See 17.Moon for the other 
Sefirot.)



In the practice of yoga, the previous trumps have brought us so far 
as the
Dhyana state (see 18.Sun).  In this trump the yogi is called to 
progress toward
Samadhi, Union with the Unus Mundus, wherein one "takes off 
everything that
hides the lordship of the soul" (Vajna Valkya, in Crowley, Bk. 4, Ch. 
7), which
is reached in 21.World.

  I am the daughter of Earth and Water,
    And the nursling of the Sky;
  I pass through the pores of the ocean and shores;
    I change, but I cannot die,
  For after the rain when with never a stain
    The pavilion of Heaven is bare,
  And the winds and sunbeams with their convex gleams
    Build up the blue dome of air,
  I silently laugh at my own cenotaph,
    And out of the caverns of rain,
  Like a child from the womb, like a ghost from the tomb,
    I arise and unbuild it again.
                          - Shelly, The Daemon of the World, I.1.1
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XX. Justitia - Dike - Justice (20, 8/11) 

Prior Gladii - Principal of the Sword 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice, astragali, Greek letter and trigram 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Justitia semper librans (Justice, always balancing) 

Deities:
Athene, Minerva; Themis. 

Dice:
5+6 = Final Eternity + Female (Water) = Eternity + Fifth (Fire). 

Astragali:
2+3+4 = Eternity + Final + Female. 

Greek Letter = Tau:



Taxis = an arranging, putting in order, arrangement; Tisis = reward, penalty, payment, 
retribution; Tritogeneia = epithet of Athena; Tekhnites = expert, master, artist, craftsperson. 

Trigram:
::: Name: K'un = the Receptive. Image: Earth. The Mother, associated with the frugality and 
support; it is level for "the earth knows no partiality." North in the Earlier Heaven. 

Description 

Athena is depicted as a young woman, seated, with shoulder-length yellow-blond hair. In her right hand 
she holds, pointed straight up, a two-edged golden sword with large rubies on both ends of its 
crossguard. In her left hand she holds a balance: a copper crossbeam with a green patina, from which are 
suspended two silver, paraboloid-shaped bowls, marked with an alpha and an omega. She is dressed in a 
green himation (cloak), which mostly covers a long, blue peplos (robe). On her chest is the aegis, a red 
goat-skin fringed with snakes, in the center of which is the Gorgon Medusa's face. Pushed back on her 
head she wears a helmet with a tall, red horse-hair crest flanked by two golden ostrich plumes. 

Verse 

A balance holds opposing forces, bound But separate. Herein Harmony is found, The child of Strife and 
Love. The keen-edged blade Divides acutely, truth with wisdom weighed. By balanced deeds the cosmic 
mind is crowned. 

Interpretation 

This trump represents the "right order" of the universe, especially balance, whether in the physical 
world, such as the equilibrium of forces, or in the spiritual world, such as the complementarity of the 
conscious and unconscious, of reason and emotion, of logic and intuition, and so forth. Achieving such 
balance is not a simple matter of numerical equality, for fair (just) use of the scales requires a steady 
hand and a good eye. This skill is finely honed, like the sword, and like the fulcrum of the balance, 
which must be razor sharp in a sensitive instrument. 

True justice tempers measurement with wisdom, and masculine discrimination with feminine 
compassion: fire with water. Athena achieves this by combining blade, beam and scales: Although the 
scales are separated and pull in opposite directions, the beam connects them ("love") and converts their 
"strife" into a higher order of cooperation, which leads to equilibrium ("harmony"). Wisdom constructs 
such a balance whenever she finds differences, whether in head or heart, or in psyche or society. 



Commentary 

The meaning of XX.Justice is expressed more accurately by the Greek word Dike than by the 
corresponding Latin, Justitia. Originally both words referred to social phenomena. However, at least 
from the time of Anaximander (611-547 BCE), dike acquired a cosmological significance. We may 
speculate on the reasons. In Homer, dike meant respect for what were thought to be natural bounds (e.g. 
the class structure of society); dike also referred to the (natural) penalty exacted for transgression of 
those bounds. With the development of a more egalitarian society, dike came to be understood as the 
eternal, universal ethical principles enforced by Zeus. The idea became more physical with 
Anaximander, who claimed (DK 12B1) that opposed elements "pay dike" to each other, as a means of 
compensating for prior imbalance. This "strife" between the elements is the natural order of the universe, 
as Heraclitus noted (DK 22B80), and Empedocles (DK 31B17) made Strife and Love (Neikos and 
Philotes) the motive forces moving the elements. (LSJ s.v. dike; Peters s.v. dike) 

These conceptions predate the distinction between nomos (custom) and phusis (nature), or, as we might 
say, before the phenomenal universe was divided into the mental and the physical (the subjective and the 
objective). Thus dike represents "right order" in a unified cosmos, comprising both cultural and natural 
phenomena. The central characteristic of this order is equilibrium: maintenance of balance and 
compensation for imbalance. It is this cosmological order, which is represented by XX.Justice. (Crowley 
86; Peters s.v. dike) 

The equilibrium of forces is essential to understanding physical phenomena, as Anaximander and 
Heraclitus understood. It is also essential to the well-balanced mind, represented by Athena (see below), 
for which the conscious and unconscious minds are complementary and in equilibrium. (Case 130-1; 
Crowley 86; Nichols 156, 160; SB&G 44) 

Athena (or Minerva) is the goddess most closely associated with the well-balanced mind; she was called 
Pronoia (Foresight) and Boulaia (Counsellor), since she often gave Zeus advice (and sometimes 
disobeyed his orders, when she knew better than he did). Nor is she an impractical idealist, for she 
translates her ideas into action. Thus she is called Ergane (Worker), and is a patron of the arts, crafts, 
medicine and teaching, but especially of the activities favored by women. She is a defender of those 
civilizations which strike a balance between nature and the needs of people. (Case 130-1; Larousse 107-
8; OCD s.vv. Athena, Minerva; Oswalt 50, 188; SB&G 43) 

The scales are an important symbol of dike: from the opposed physical forces, which tilt the beam, to the 
commercial use of scales, which ensure that "you get what you pay for." It embodies both natural and 
social balance. 

However, XX.Justice shows us in several ways that "right order" is not a simple matter of mechanical 
measurement. Thus, Athena holds the scales in her left hand because she appeals to her unconscious 



sense of fairness in determining whether the scale is balanced. Her undergarment is blue to recall the 
fluid unconscious of IV.High Priestess. This is also the reason that she is not blindfolded, as in the 
familiar images of "blind Justice." The tarot Justice is not blind, because she brings wisdom and 
prudence to supplement her purely objective judgements, for she knows that, with full awareness of 
context, each judgement is unique. On the other hand, Athena is chaste, which means that her wisdom is 
"intact and pure," and that her judgement is not distorted by passion (unlike Ares'); she is one of the few 
gods immune to Aphrodite's power (the others are Hestia and Artemis). (Case 129; Nichols 155, 160; 
SB&G 43) 

The scales show that balance requires both separation and connection, for the scales could not function 
without separate cups, nor could it function without a connection between the cups. We can see that 
although the cups are opposed, they are not antagonistic, and that their opposition is a deeper form of 
cooperation. (Nichols 156-7) The cups are labeled with the letters alpha and omega to stand for the 
beginning and the end, or intention and consequence (Crowley 86-7), that is, "weighing means and 
ends." 

Libra is Latin for a balance, and in astrology Libra, the Scales, are ruled by Venus, which means that our 
sense of balance is governed by our aesthetic sense and our creativity (see II.Empress); Justice is 
tempered by Love. Indeed, Justice is an alter-ego of Venus (II.Empress), which is why she has the same 
blond hair color (as does Andreia in IX.Fortitude, another aspect of the Empress). The crossbeam is 
copper with a green patina: copper and the color green both symbolizing Venus (the Cuprian) and Libra. 
(Case 128-9; Crowley 86, 88; Nichols 158, 160) 

Libra is also an Air sign, which alludes to the importance of the Air element in Justice, for Air represents 
intellectual activity. Air is also signified by the ostrich plumes, because feathers are Air symbols, and 
because "the ostrich feathers of the twofold truth" are attributes of Maat, the Egyptian goddess of justice. 
(Horapollo, Hieroglyphics II.118, claims that the ostrich wing symbolizes equal distribution of justice, 
since the ostrich's wings are more equally balanced than any bird's.) The feather is also a symbol of 
subtle discrimination, which is why Maat determines how weightless (or unburdened) the soul is by 
weighing it against a feather. (Case 130; Crowley 86-7; Nichols 159-60) In 20.Justice she weighs the 
heart of the reborn child called to judgement in 21.World. Finally, Air is symbolized by the blue 
background, which represents the all-pervasiveness of spirit (Case 130), and that the entire background 
(of assumptions, beliefs, expectations, etc.) is incorporated in her judgements. 

Saturn, Father Time, is exalted in Libra, which reminds us that all equilibration takes place in time, with 
alternation between balance and imbalance. Fair redress of imbalance depends on memory, especially on 
unconscious experience, which is represented by IV.High Priestess. (Case 128-9; Crowley 86; Nichols 
158) Indeed, Minerva's name most likely derives from memini (to remember) (OCD s.v. Minerva). 

XX.Justice is Prior Gladii, the First (or Principal) of the Sword, as shown by the sword she holds. The 
sword is, of course, a symbol of rational discrimination and intellectual strength, essential components 
of justice. However, it is also a symbol of strength and the courage to act, which shows that Athena's 



judgements are not intellectual games. Her right hand holds the sword because this is the hand of 
conscious action. The sword is two-edged because, although it can be seen as the retributive arm of 
justice, it is also defensive (see below). (Case 130-1; Cooper s.v. sword; Nichols 154-5) 

Even Athena's retribution is not vindictive, as Nichols (160-2) explains. For example, when Phaethon 
lost control of the chariot of the sun, he was thrown down, not for punishment, but "as an act of mercy - 
to restore the equilibrium of nature." The sword represents the means for restoring natural balance 
whenever it has been upset (Crowley 86-7; Case 130). 

Athena was originally known as a war goddess (specifically, she appeared in the Mycenaean age as a 
shield goddess) and is still well-known as a protector. She invented the war chariot and trumpet, was 
instrumental in the Olympians' defeat of the Titans, and is expert in battle. She is a patroness of heroes 
and protects those who fight in the front of the troops, and in general rewards bravery and daring. She is 
called Nikephoros because she brings Nike (Victory) with her (see VIII.Victory). She protects cities and 
their livestock, and is thanked for victory in war, and for happiness and prosperity in peace. She is 
especially fond of cities (such as ancient Athens) that are centers of civilization and the arts, in which 
she takes great pleasure. (Larousse 107; OCD s.v. Athena; Oswalt 50, 52) 

Ares and Athena, war god and war goddess, are always at odds, for Athena cannot endure Ares' love of 
violence and strife, for she fights only to protect civilization or to enforce justice. Further, by acting 
impulsively, Ares often lets Victory slip out of his fingers, whereas Victory accompanies Athena 
because she plans carefully and acts prudently. (SB&G 43) 

Thus, XX.Justice (Athena) represents a combination of the best characters of VIII.Victory (Ares), 
representing masculine strength and action, and II.Empress (Aphrodite), representing feminine 
consciousness, which is why the symbolism of XX.Justice combines features of the other two trumps. 
Athena could be called the spiritual daughter of Ares and Aphrodite - their affair was notorious. In fact, 
Harmonia was the daughter of Ares and Aphrodite - of Strife and Love (OCD s.v. Ares). The focal point 
of the combination of Ares and Aphrodite is the sword and balance pair, which we'll now consider. 

The vertical sword with its two knobs is a masculine symbol. Unlike Ares' steel sword, Athena's is made 
of gold (the noblest masculine metal) to show its noble purpose; it vertical orientation represents 
spiritual striving - it is not simply a tool for head splitting or hair splitting. The rubies on the cross-guard 
are symbols of vitality, power and invulnerability, and refer to Ares and protective action. (Biedermann 
s.v. rubies; Case 130; Cooper s.v. jewels; Nichols 154-5) 

The breast-shaped cups of the scales are a feminine symbol and are made of silver (the noblest feminine 
metal). (Recall the egg-caps of the children of the Sun trump.) As discussed previously, the greenish 
copper beam is a symbol of Venus; its horizontal orientation represents our practical, human limitations, 
which contrast with our (vertical) spiritual aspirations. (Nichols 154-5, 157) 

For Crowley (87) the sword and scales are the Judex (Judge) and Testes (Witnesses). Of course, there is 



a pun here, for in Latin testes means "testicles" as well as "witnesses," so the scales double as a 
masculine symbol (indeed the scales are spherical in Crowley's tarot deck). To balance the pun, one 
could observe that the Latin word for scabbard is vagina. I will leave it unspecified whether Athena's 
upraised sword has a golden blade, or is sheathed in a golden scabbard. 

Athena's aegis and helmet crest are red, which shows her connection to Ares (Case 128-9; see also VIII.
Victory = Chariot). In Athena's case, however, the red is put on, for protection or extraordinary action, 
over the green, which shows her fundamental nature, which is cooperative and nurturing. Athena 
balances the Martian and Venusian characters (the Martial and the Venerial!). 

The last male-female pair of the Major Arcana, XIX.Angel (Hermes) and XX.Justice (Athena), both 
have an androgynous element. As discussed previously (I.Magician), the union of opposites is 
characteristic of Hermes, who is sometimes considered hermaphroditic; also, in Christian mythology 
angels are sexless. The androgyny of Athena is more subtle, but is apparent in (1) her birth from the 
head of Zeus, (2) her chastity (refusal to accept a female sex role), and (3) her association with 
masculine activities, such as war. Both XIX.Angel and XX.Justice display a more balanced psyche than 
the lower trumps, but the final unification is achieved in XXI.World. 

Themis is another goddess associated with XX.Justice, for her name means righteousness and "firmly 
established custom or law, justice" (originally, Themis meant "steadfast"). In origin an earth goddess, 
the daughter of Ouranos and Gaia (Sky and Earth), she is a prophetess, the mother of Prometheus (XII.
Hanged Traitor), and the second consort of Zeus. Although a Titan, she still sits at Zeus's side, where she 
gives wise council. Thus she is called Euboulos (Good Counsellor) and Soteira (Savior). We often see 
her holding scales. (Hesiod, Theog. 901-6; Larousse 136; OCD s.v. Themis) 

The daughter of Zeus and Themis was Astraea, "the star-bright maiden," later called Dike, who lived on 
earth among mortals during the Golden Age. When the gods withdrew at the end of the Golden Age she 
stayed longest, but finally, "the maiden Astraea, last of the celestials, left the blood-soaked earth" (virgo 
caede madentis / ultima caelestum terras Astraea reliquit) (Ovid, Met. I.149-50). She ascended the 
heavens, where we see her in the sky as the constellation Virgo, next to Libra, her scales. Ancient poets 
predicted the Virgin's return and the birth of a new Golden Age (see the quotation of Virgil's Eclogue 
iv.1 at the end of 21.World). (Anthon s.v. Astraea; Gayley 467; Nichols 160) 

Recall that Kronos (XI.Old Man) tried to swallow all his children, so that none would depose him; 
however, Rhea tricked him out of swallowing Zeus, who did indeed depose his father. Metis, "the wisest 
of the gods," prepared a potion for Zeus that caused Kronos to vomit up the other gods. Metis became 
Zeus's first consort, and when she became pregnant, he in turn, feared that she would bear his successor 
and convinced her to be swallowed. Nevertheless, Athena burst out of Zeus's head. (Hesiod, Theog. 886-
900, 924-6;OCD s.v. Metis) We may speculate that Athena Parthenos (the Virgin) is destined to succeed 
Zeus and, with Hermes, restore the Golden Age of her grandparents Kronos and Rhea (see XXI.World). 

Athena is "bright-eyed" because she was originally a storm and lightning goddess. She is most often 



represented sitting (e.g. a porphyry statue of Minerva in the Louvre) or standing (e.g. the Velletri 
Athena), as a shield-goddess, wearing a long chiton (tunic) and helmet and holding a spear in her right 
hand. (In the Athena of Velletri she wears a himation over a Doric peplos.) On her chest she wears the 
aegis (often thought to be a goat skin), which originally signified a stormy night. The Gorgon Medusa's 
head is mounted in the center of either her shield or the aegis. She is often associated with birds, and in 
classical times with the owl, considered the wisest bird. (Abrahams 51, fig. 18; Larousse 107-8, 207; 
OCD s.v. Athena; Oswalt 49, 51, 188) 

Athena's red, snake fringed aegis with Gorgon head should be compared the fringed, red chlamys and 
Gorgon head in I.Magician, which stresses the connection between the trumps. 

Although Athena is usually armed with a spear, in a statue from Lavinium (southern Italy), she holds a 
sword in her right hand and her shield on her left; snakes coil around both arms (Stassinopoulos & Beny 
148). In the Mantegna Tarocchi, Justice holds an upright sword in her right hand and scales in her left; a 
crane holding a stone stands by her left foot (Kaplan 40). 

In addition to gold and silver, which correspond to the masculine and feminine psyche, the principal 
colors of our image are copper, green, blue and red, which correspond to the elements (earth, water, air, 
fire, respectively). A seventh color, black, fills in the shadows and corresponds to prima materia. 
Together the seven colors represent the planets (and trumps): blue = Mercury (I.Magician), green = 
Venus (II.Empress), copper = Jupiter (III.Emperor), silver = Moon (IV.High Priestess), gold = Sun (V.
High Priest), red = Mars (VIII.Victory), black = Saturn (XI.Old Man). (Cooper s.vv. elements, planets) 

As explained under XVII.Moon, XX.Justice corresponds to the Babylonian god Marduk, who is the son 
of Ea/Enki, who corresponds, as we have seen, to XIX.Angel. Marduk is associated with judgement, 
which connects him with Shamash = XVIII.Sun, and with wisdom, which connects him with Ea = XIX.
Angel. His mystic number is 50, and a hymn recites the Fifty Names of Marduk. (Black & Green s.v. 
Marduk) Parpola (177-8) connects Marduk with the Sefirah Hesed (Mercy), since he was called 
"Merciful God/Father/Lord, Merciful and Forgiving, Merciful to Mankind," etc. His other ubiquitous 
epithet, "Great Lord," corresponds to the other name of this Sefirah, Gedullah (Greatness). (See XVII.
Moon for the correspondence between the Sefirot and the last ten trumps.) 

The Pythagorean interpretation of the decad (1-10) generally corresponds to the Universal Triumphs, the 
second half of the Major Arcana, trumps 11 to 20 (in the Ferrara sequence!). Thus, Justice corresponds 
to the Decad itself (10), which the Pythagoreans say measures and orders all things; they call it the 
Principle of Natural Equilibrium, Wholeness, Well-rounded Whole, Trust, Concord, the "All-embracing, 
All-limiting Mother" and the Hermaphrodite, because it balances the male and female (10 = 2 X 5). It is 
the first number that balances the primes (1, 2, 3, 5, 7) and composites (4, 6, 8, 9, 10). As we've seen, 
Justice has an important connection to memory, so it's significant that the Pythagoreans called the decad 
Memory and Mnemosyne (the Muse of memory), which correspond to the Platonic Anamnesis 
(Recollection), the return to a state of innocent wholeness. (Hall 72; Iamblichus, Theol. Arith. 79-86; 
Jung, Aion 40; Schimmel 180, 182; see also my interpretation of the 10s in the Minor Arcana.) Finally, 



the decadic character of Justice is confirmed by the numerical value of AQHNH (Athene) = 76, which 
reduces to 11+6-7 = 10 in the Hendecad. 

The earliest ordered listing of the tarot trumps (Sermones de ludo cum aliis, c.1500) makes Justice trump 
20 and Fortitude (Strength) trump 9 (between the Chariot and the Wheel). This is also the arrangement 
in early decks from Ferrara (as opposed to those from Milan and Bologna). However, in the earliest tarot 
decks with numbered trumps, Justice has moved to trump 8 (between the Chariot and the Old Man) and 
Fortitude has become trump 11. This makes Athena and Ares consecutive, which reflects their close 
connection. Later, MacGregor Mathers and some other authors in the Golden Dawn tradition, including 
Waite and Case, switched the position of Justice and Strength (which are, as we've seen, closely 
connected). 

I have seriously considered demoting Justice back to the Triumph of Virtue (between Love and the 
Wheel). I have not done so, because it would disrupt the Ogdoads (including the male-female couples) 
and destroy the balance between the two halves of the Major Arcana. 

I have also considered promoting Justice to Lady of Necessity, which makes some sense, but creates 
many problems. First, the Lady of Necessity corresponds to the suite of Cups, which does not fit well 
with Justice or Athena. Further, the Star, the current Lady of Necessity presumably would have to take 
trump 20, where a Sword is required, which hardly fits the Star. It also has no historical support, since 
the Star-Moon-Sun order is invariable in tarot decks. The structure as it stands is too tight to permit 
much rearrangement. 

  All crimes shall cease, and ancient fraud shall fail,
  Returning Justice lift aloft her scale;
                             -- Alexander Pope, Messiah
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XXI. Mundus - Kosmos - Cosmos (21) 

Ultimorum Princeps - Chief of Ultimates 

 

●     Motto, deities, dice and Greek letter 
●     Description 
●     Verse 
●     Interpretation 
●     Commentary 

Motto:
Unus mundus sum (I am the One World). 

Deities:
Jana/Janus; Hermaphroditus; Anu. 

Dice:
6+6 = Eternity + 6.New Order, Harmony, Wholeness, Reconciliation of Opposites, Androgyny 
(Water & Fire). 

Astragali:
none. 



Greek Letter = Upsilon:
Hugies = healthy, sound, wholesome, sound in mind, true, genuine, authentic; Hustatos = last, 
utmost, extreme; Hupsos = height, top, sublimation. 

Description 

An androgynous (nominally female) figure dances in a oval field surrounded by four heads. She has two 
faces that look in opposite directions, a golden male face looking to our left and a silver female to our 
right; their hair is red. Rays of gold and silver radiate from her head, and she is surrounded by a 
luminous nimbus that fills the oval. Though she dances, her right foot is planted firmly on a small patch 
of golden earth, and her left dips into silvery flowing water. 

Her right hand holds a golden key pointing up toward heaven (specifically, toward the face in the upper 
left corner), and her left holds a silver key pointing down toward the earth. These are temple keys, 
having long shafts with two right-angle bends, like a crank, at their ends. A loose, violet-colored veil, 
like a rounded Y, hangs from her shoulders across her breast and groin, hiding her sex. 

The oval field has the shape of the vesica piscis (two intersecting circular arcs), and its height and width 
are in the ratio 1061:612. The field is defined by two serpents or dragons: a red and gold wingless 
dragon ascends on our right, a green and silver winged dragon descends on our left; they devour each 
other's tails at the top and bottom of the oval. Each dragon has a fiery eye and five fiery marks on its side 
(the middle of each five being the brightest). A horizontal line, with length equal to the oval's width, is 
tangent to the bottom of the oval, forming a kind of cartouche. 

Four heads face outward in the corners of the image. In the lower left is a flower-bedecked calf's head 
and green is the dominant color around it; in the lower right is a yellow and orange, fiery lion's head. In 
the upper right autumn leaves surround a hawk's head; red is the dominant color. In the upper left white 
clouds in a deep blue sky surround an old, black man's head. 

Verse 

The Dancer looks both ways, and holds the keys that show the rising, falling vortices. Her dance 
expands within the world, and takes the world within; in her the world awakes. Unreal divisions yield to 
unities! 

Interpretation 



In this trump the Saturnalia comes to an end (see 0.Fool). The Fool, chosen by chance (or destiny) to be 
the Carnival King, Saturnaliacus Princeps, the Lord of Misrule, has had many adventures; he has been 
exalted and tried. At the head of the Triumphal Procession he has led a succession of triumphs of 
progressively higher order, which now reach their culmination. Thrice has he passed the seven gates. On 
each of the seven days of the Carnival one of the seven Feathers of Folly was pulled from his head, so 
that now none are left. 

The Fool dances his last dance as king, for soon he will be stripped of his special status, but he rejoins 
the common mass of humanity in a transfigured state, having perhaps transformed the masses by his 
example. The Fool has become the Dancer, who dances the eternal dance of liberated life, blending 
rhythm and spontaneity. She is the integrated soul, ascending to the eternal realms and descending again 
into the world of the four elements. Uniting all opposites into a dynamic synergy, she holds the keys of 
Heaven and the Abyss, and points the way into the new Aquarian Aeon, the return of the Golden Age of 
Saturn. 

Commentary 

The Dancer is an apt symbol for the transfigured Fool, for dancing combines rhythm and spontaneity, 
the regular and the unpredictable. Thus dancing is creation, and in many mythologies a god or goddess 
dances the universe into existence (as the Kouretes danced Zeus into the world from the womb of Rhea, 
the Great Mother). So also constant dancing sustains the universe and, when the time comes, dances the 
cosmos into oblivion. (Nichols 351-2; Walker 132) 

Ecstatic dancing, which follows no choreography, allows the dancer to pass from mortal time into 
transcendental time, but the dance of the World is not the chaotic gyrations of Dionysos (0.Fool) or the 
frenzy of the Maenads, but a rhythm evolving spontaneously in time. The steps follow each other in a 
regular patterns, but where the dance, or the dancer, will go, we cannot say. The sun will rise tomorrow 
and the next day, but we cannot say what sort of world it will rise upon in ten thousand days. (Nichols 
351-2) 

Rhythm and time represent the two fundamental dimensions of the universe. They are symbolized by the 
banner in 19.Angel, with its horizontal frequency bands intersecting vertical time intervals. The finite 
area of the central square represents the central core of spontaneity, the mutual indeterminacy of Being 
and Becoming, of State and Process, of Identity and Difference; in quantum mechanics it is time and 
frequency (proportional to energy), or location and velocity (proportional to momentum). The Cosmic 
Dancer knows instinctively the balance of choreography and improvisation, of predictability and 
surprise. 



Nor is the World's dance the upside-down dance of the rope dancer (12.
Hanged Man), who "dances upon nothing" (i.e. is hanged), for the World's 
dance is firmly grounded in reality, as shown by her right foot touching the 
ground; she is connected with the indestructible (because golden) ground of 
her being. (Nichols 352; Pollack I.125) Her left foot dips into a silvery 
stream of water, showing that she is in touch with the Tao, the universal 
flow. (Such we see in Agostino di Duccio's very Hermetic 15th century 
relief of Mercury; see Zola, p. 77, for a good reproduction.) 

The dancer has left blind consistency behind, and as her dance evolves in 
time she is under no obligation to make her new steps consistent with the 
preceding ones; each step is a unique response in the context of the music 
and the previous steps. She has transcended the regularity of rules, for she is 
following the flow of the Tao. She symbolizes the eternity of the ever-
present now. (Nichols 349, 354, 356) 

The World shows us the reborn child of 19.Angel, grown to maturity and 
proved by the balance of 20.Justice. In psychological terms, the archetypal 
Self has become fully humanized by its embodiment in an individual; in 
more traditional terms, the Spirit is embodied in Matter. This is symbolized 
by the trump's format: a circle, representing spirit, in a square, representing 
matter; the squaring of the circle is discussed in more depth below. (Nichols 350, 356) 

Here we have the alchemical Fixation, by which the Volatile Spirit is permanently solidified. This 
fixation, once achieved, is permanent; regression is impossible. Jung explains that at this stage one 
becomes permanently aware of the Self as an indestructible archetype, incorruptible and immortal. In 
other words, the individual unites with the Inner Divine: true enthusiasm (enthusiastikos, from entheos, 
filled with a god, possessed, inspired by a god). (Haitch 165; LSJ s.vv.; Nichols 350, 352) 

The Romans called a man's inner divinity his Genius and woman's her Iuno; they correspond in many 
respects to the unconscious mind, and were seen as the wellspring of "inspiration beyond ordinary 
intelligence" (Onians 162). In ancient Latin literature, feminine Anima referred to the indwelling, 
unconscious vital principle, the Genius of men or the Iuno of women, whereas masculine Animus 
usually referred to the conscious mind (Onians 168-70); this usage is, of course, different from Jung's. 
The Anima corresponds to the early Greek Psukhe (feminine), "the life-spirit active in procreation, 
dissociated from and external to the conscious self" (Onians 129); it is located in the head (and so a 
Roman touches his forehead when honoring his Genius), and it takes the form of a snake. Conversely, 
the Animus corresponds to the Greek Thumos (masculine), the conscious mind located in the breast. 
(Onians 23-4, 127, 129, 168) 

One might be aided by one's Genius, alienated from it, or even opposed by it; in 21.World the dancer has 
become unified with it. The Genius manifests as a "fire in the head," often represented in ancient art by a 



gilded face or a nimbus (halo), and which is symbolized by the rayed crown (as in our image). So also, 
red lead was used to gild the faces of statues of the gods and the faces of emperors and generals in their 
Triumphi (the origin, we must recall, of the Tarot and its trumps; see Introduction). In our image the 
dancer's hair is red, representing also the alchemical Rubedo, the final stage of the Great Work. (Recall 
also the red cinnabar of Chinese alchemy.) Jung observes that when the individual has reached this state 
of transcendence, he or she radiates mana. We cannot help but feel the power of such a person's 
presence. (Guiley & Place 123; Nichols 357; Onians 161-2, 163, 165, 167; SB&G 82) 

This final stage of transformation brings a kind of cosmic consciousness, perhaps Nirvana. As 
represented in 21.World, you experience the Self as the center of the World, around which the Cosmos 
rotates. So, in the Pythagorean Tarot, the dancer is surrounded by the zodiac and the four figures 
representing the four elements and the four kingdoms (mineral, plant, animal and human). Therefore the 
motto declares Unus mundus sum, "I am the One World." (It is interesting that Latin mundus and Greek 
kosmos both originally referred to female neatness and cleanliness, and only later to the ordered 
universe.) 

This seeing of yourself at the center of the world is not ego inflation, however, for you also realize that 
this Self is transpersonal; rather, inflation was characteristic of 0.Fool: recall that "fool" derives from 
follis, wind bag (Johnson, 48-52, explains the distinction clearly). Indeed, Jung observes that the 
transfigured ego can influence the world only to the extent that the effort is unintentional (hence the 
spontaneity of the dancer). The dancer knows her illumination is more a gift of the gods than a personal 
accomplishment. (Nichols 357, 364) 

Since the circle represents the Anima (soul) and the square the Mundus (world), together they are the 
Anima Mundi. The Anima with which you unite is the Anima Mundi, the World Soul, Una quae est 
Omnia (She, the One who is All). As a consequence, the concerns of the individual tend to be 
coextensive with the concerns of the world, and so the individual appears egoless; in fact, the ego has 
expanded to encompass the world, not by inflating, but by dissolving into it. Such a person is assuredly 
still human, imperfect but completed. (Case 208; Gad 303; Nichols 350, 353, 356; O'Neill 287; SB&G 
82; Williams 132) 

The dancer is androgynous because she represents the reconciliation of all opposites, but especially the 
unification of the conscious and the unconscious in the integrated Self. According to Gnostic mythology 
she is a return to the primal being, who was, as in many mythologies, hermaphroditic. In particular, the 
androgyne and Janus are symbols of the union of all the opposites of the psyche: mind and feeling, spirit 
and body, conflict and harmony, solitude and relationship, action and intuition, paternal ethics and 
maternal care. This is a divine ecstasy resulting from a union with inner divinity, for "Enthusiasm annuls 
the distance between pairs of opposites, and this brings ecstatic joy" (Johnson 52). (Case 208; Cirlot s.v. 
Janus; Nichols 349-50, 391; SB&G 82) 

Nevertheless, the overall character of the androgyne is feminine since, as Nichols (356) observes, it is a 
psychological fact that women and the Animae in men have a stronger connection with the experienced 



Self than the masculine aspects of the personality. This fact may have a cultural - rather than a biological 
- source, causing the symbol of the androgyne to manifest the suppressed aspects of the personality. 
(Nichols 356) (We have also seen that in ancient Latin the female Anima corresponded the unconscious 
mind, whereas the masculine Animus corresponded the conscious mind; so also in Greek, feminine 
Psukhe versus masculine Thumos.) 

The dancer thus corresponds to Isis, Shakti and the Ewig Weibliche (the Eternal Feminine) of Goethe. 
Most significantly, however, she is the new incarnation of Rhea, who presided over 10.Wheel of 
Fortune, but now dances a freer dance. Since she transcends the individual, she corresponds to the 
Anima Mundi, whose liberation is the goal of the alchemical Magnum Opus (and in alchemical 
manuscripts we see her radiant in a mandorla like that in 21.World; see below). Thus, as Jung said, she 
is the collective unconscious, in the center of which the Self resides. (Nichols 356-7; Walker 131-3; 
Williams 130, 132) 

In the dancer, spirit and instinct flow together; there is no opposition between them. This is why she is 
nude, to show that she is in her natural state and is truly following her inner nature. Nudity represents the 
absence of shame in the natural state, but is especially a symbol of truth ("the truth unveiled," cf. "Isis 
unveiled"), which manifests in 21.World. (Guiley & Place 124; Nichols 350) 

"Metamorphosis of Hermaphroditus and Salmakis,"
Marbuse (early 16th cent.) 

As Pollack (I.124) has observed, the number of 21.World reveals that the dancer 
is the union of 2.Empress and 1.Magician, that is, of Aphrodite and Hermes. 
According to a well-known myth, Hermaphroditus was the son of Hermes and 
Aphrodite. The nymph Salmacis fell in love with him when he came to bathe in 
her pool. She grabbed him and, though he struggled to free himself, she would 
not let go, but prayed to Zeus that they would never be separated. In answer to 
her prayers, the two were united into a single being, the first hermaphrodite. The 
myth thus represents inseparable union granted as a gift of the gods. (SB&G 81-

2) 

In the Saturnalia, Macrobius says that January is dedicated to Janus as December is dedicated to Saturn, 
and so Janus is the new god who reigns at the end of the Saturnalia. He also says that Janus is two-faced 
because he is a fusion of Artemis and Apollo (i.e., Sun and Moon, Janus and Jana = Dianus and Diana); 
thus he corresponds to the alchemical hermaphrodite (cf. also 0.Idiot). Macrobius quotes Cicero (De 
Natura Deorum 2.27.67), who says Ianus (Janus) was originally called Eanus, which is derived from 
eundo (going), because Janus, who is the Universe, is always moving, whirling in a circle, like our 
dancer. This is the reason, he says, that the Phoenicians represent Janus by the Ouroboros serpent. (This 
is supported by modern etymologies, which derive Janus from Indo-European ia- from ei-, to go.) 
Macrobius also calls Janus the Doorkeeper of Heaven and Hell because he looks to the four quarters of 
the World (as in this trump). He quotes Gnaeus Domitus, who said, 



He it is who fashions all things and guides them; he it is who in the compass of the 
Heavens has joined together Water and Earth with Fire and Air, and it is this mighty 
power of the Heavens that has united two opposing forces. 

He cites Varro, who says that there are twelve altars dedicated to Janus, one for each month; in 21.World 
they are represented by the serpents' two fiery eyes and ten fiery spots. (Bonnefoy, REM 129; 
Macrobius, Saturnalia I.7.23, 9.5, 11-14, 16) 

There is an alchemical mystery in the nature of Janus, for the ancient physicists said he comprises both 
Apollo and Diana (Sun and Moon). To see this it's necessary to understand that by the laws of phonetic 
variation Diana, Jana and Iana are all equivalent. Thus Varro (Rerum Rusticarum I.37.3) calls the moon 
"Iana Luna." So also, Dianus, the solar counterpart of Diana, is the same as Janus and Ianus. 

Further, Macrobius tells us, Janus, who is a guide on the roads, corresponds to Apollo Aguieus, the 
Guardian of Streets, the counterpart of Diana Trivia, the Guardian of the Crossroads. Thus we have the 
solar spirit of the straight path and the lunar spirit of the fork in the road. 

The two faces of Janus represent the two Gates of Heaven (the rising and setting places of the sun), and 
as Gatekeeper of the Gods, he must allow entry of all prayers and sacrifices. So also he is the Gatekeeper 
of both Heaven and Hell. Indeed he is often portrayed Quadratus, with four faces looking to the Four 
Quarters of the World (represented by the figures in the corners of 21.World). Janus Quadrifrons, the 
Janus with four faces, perhaps originated with the Etruscans, who may have called him Ani; his four 
faces represent the four quarters of the Heavens (cf. Mesopotamian Anu/An = Heavens). He also 
corresponds to the androgynous Persian god Zurvan, representing Time (cf. Kronos = Khronos), who 
gave birth to Ahura Mazda and Ahriman (the principles of light and dark). Like Phanes and Mithras, he 
is sometimes shown with a man's body, a lion's head, eagle's wings and a snake coiled around him seven 
times (cf. the four animals of the Tetramorph, discussed below). (Bonnefoy, REM 129-30; Larousse 
323; Mercatante s.v. Zurvan; Weinstock 128-9) 

Janus, from Vincenzo Cartari's Le Imagini de gli Dei (1608). 

According to Macrobius and Pliny the Elder, Janus, as two-faced solar 
god, measures the year, and so he shows 300 with his right hand and 65 
with his left. Fortunately, we may describe this gesture with confidence: 
for 300 the tips of thumb and index finger of the right hand touch "in a 
caressing embrace" (Bede, De Temp. Rat., 1); the other fingers are 
extended. The left hand represents 65 by (1) bending the thumb in a right-
angle against the palm, (2) curling the index finger around it, and (3) 
bending the middle finger to the joint of the palm (other fingers are 
extended). I will leave it to others to fully explain the esoteric significance 
of this gesture, though I will make a few observations. First note that 
when reduced to the Decad, 300 in the right hand represents Male (3+0+0 



= 3) and 65 in the left represents Female (6+5 = 11, 1+1 = 2). Cassiodorus explains that the gesture for 
60 represents self-control and reciprocity. The Pythagorean interpretation of 5 is the union of the male 
and female; they call it Androgeny and Marriage (see Fives in Minor Arcana). The 300 in the right hand 
is made with the same gesture as 30 in the left; Jerome says that this gesture refers to the union of 
husband and wife (the caressing embrace). Of course, 30 is supremely androgynous, since 30 = 5 X 6, 
the product of the two androgynous numbers (2 + 3, 2 X 3), corresponding to 19.Angel and 20.Justice. 
Since (Jerome again) the left hand is the present life and the right the life to come, the numbers show the 
preconditions in the present life to achieve the new life represented by 21.World. (See Williams & 
Williams and citations therein.) 

Macrobius continues: Janus has 12 altars and authority over the kalends (first day) of each month; he is 
the rotating heavens, which always return to the place where they began. Thus the Phoenicians portray 
him as the Ouroboros Serpent, the snake swallowing its own tail. In the Hymn of the Salii he is called 
"God of Gods." Alchemically he is the universal solvent for, as Marcus Messala explained, Janus 
"fashions all things and guides them," and he is the agent of unification that brings together the naturally 
heavy elements (water and earth), which are cold, with their opposites, the naturally light elements (air 
and fire), which are hot. In this way the Quintessence is synthesized. 

Pictorius (Apotheoseos, 1558, 72-76; vid. Albricus) depicts Janus as follows: He has a two-faced head, 
each face bearded. In his right hand he holds a huge key, in his left a lever (vectis). His right sleeve is 
labeled CCC, his left LXI. He is dressed in pants, tunic and breast plate, and his feet are on separate 
pedestals. 

According to Cirlot (s.v. Janus), Guenon has noted the incompleteness of Janus Bifrons, which only 
looks to the past and the future, but misses the eternal present in which our true destiny lies. This is the 
reason, he says, we find figures such as Hecate Triformis, with three faces "arranged in the form of a 
rotating triangle." It is interesting to observe that the female counterpart of Janus (represented in this 
trump), Jana = Diana Triformis, as lunar goddess, is equivalent to Hecate Triformis. Thus we will have 
additional insight into the mystery of this trump, if we imagine that the androgyne has a third face, 
hidden from us, behind the other two. 

Janus is often seen with the Clavis et Virga (Key and Rod), which are his emblems as Gatekeeper, for 
with the Rod he discourages those who are not allowed to enter, and with the Key he opens the gate. 
Another common attribute of Janus is a pair of keys, which is how he is shown in the Pythagorean Tarot. 
(Cirlot s.v. key; Larousse 200) 

More generally a key is a symbol of binding and loosing (claudet & aperit: it closes and opens); 
specifically, the silver key loosens and the gold key binds; they are the alchemical dissolution and 
coagulation. Keys are symbols of liberation and initiation, and in particular the silver key represents the 
Lesser Mysteries, and the gold key the Greater Mysteries. They are especially associated with Janus as 
God of Initiation, for he oversees the endings and beginnings of everything. Thus he locks up the old 
year and opens up the new year, and he presides over sowing and reaping. It is especially relevant to this 



trump that Janus holds the Keys of Power, which allow access between gods and mortals. One key fits 
Janua Coeli (the Heavenly Gate), the way of the celestial beings, through which the sun passes when 
ascending in power; it is the Winter Solstice in Capricorn. The other key fits Janua Inferni (the Infernal 
Gate), the way of earthly beings, through which the sun passes when descending in power; it is the 
Summer Solstice in Cancer. (Biedermann s.vv. Janus, key; Cooper s.v. key) 

Beyond the specific meaning of the keys, they are symbols of the poles of Vis Vitae (the life energy): 
male and female, yang and yin, projection and reception, evolution and involution, destruction and 
creation, disintegration and integration, separation and union, strife and love, Ares and Aphrodite, etc. 
Thus the dancer skillfully choreographs the dynamic interplay of the opposing poles of Life. In Jung's 
terms, she creates a dynamic equilibrium between Ego and Self. (Case 208; Gad 311; Haitch 84, 163; 
Nichols 249, 356; SB&G 82; Simon 53; Williams 130) 

It is interesting that keys are also attributes of Hecate as guardian of the Underworld; she was called 
Clavigera as Janus was called Claviger (both mean "Key-bearer"). We have seen that Diana Trivia, who 
looks three ways, is the female counterpart of Janus, and that Hecate Triformis shows us the third face 
without which we cannot know our true destiny. It therefore comes as no surprise that keys often come 
in threes, and that the third key, after the silver and gold (and hidden from our view) is diamond. (Cirlot 
s.v. Janus, key; Cooper s.v. key) 

In the Pythagorean Tarot Janus holds temple keys, which have a long (perhaps two feet) shaft with two 
right-angle bends (Koller 102). Thus they resemble the Virga (Rod), which Janus is often shown 
holding, and the wands held by the dancer in the World trumps of many other tarots. In general the 
Virga is any rod or magic wand, including the caduceus of Mercury, by which he guides the soul; it is a 
symbol of masculine power and authority, and Janus uses it to drive the unworthy away from the gates 
he guards. (Interestingly, Janus's epithet Claviger can mean either Key-bearer, from clavis, or Club-
bearer, from clava.) Esoterically the staff is the Axis Mundi, the tree at the World Navel. (Cooper s.vv. 
rod, staff; Larousse 200; OLD s.v. virga) 

The ends of the two keys have separate significance as the four elements (Gad 313). The silver key 
corresponds to the wet quality, because it is lunar; the gold key is dry, because it is solar. The handle-
end of each key corresponds to the hot quality, because that is where it is controlled; the crank-shaped 
end (with the wards, if any) corresponds to the cold quality, because it's passive. Therefore, the handle 
and wards of the gold key are fire and earth, respectively, and the handle and wards of the silver are air 
and water. The ends also correspond to the Four Magic Weapons: willing, knowing, daring and silence 
(Gad 313), which may be identified with fire, air, water and earth, respectively. Finally the two temple 
keys comprise four right-angles, which symbolize the squaring of the circle (see below). 

The dancer's flowing scarf represents the ever-moving spirit; it is violet to represent wisdom, sanctity 
and divinity. The scarf hides the dancer's sex to stress the androgyny of this state of psychic integration. 
(Case 207-8; Cooper s.v. colours; Nichols 249; Pollack I.125; Sharman-Burke 116) 



The dancer's scarf is Y-shaped, since in alchemy the letter Y 
represents the Rebis (Two-thing), that is, the unification of 
male and female principles in the androgyne. In general it is 
the unification of all opposites. It is also associated with 
Janus, as the god present at the fork in the road. The Y (like 
a similarly shaped hieroglyph) is also a feminine sign, 
thereby reflecting the apparently female sex of the dancer. 
(Cooper s.v. Y; Liungman 109) Of course, Y is derived from 
the Greek upsilon (U), the meanings of which have already 
been listed: Hugies (Wholesome, Authentic), Hustatos 
(Utmost) and Hupsos (Height), all attributes of 21.World. In 
an engraving from Michael Maier's Symbola Aureae Mensae 
(1617) we see Albertus Magnus pointing to an alchemical androgyne holding the letter Y. Zola (42) 
explains, "The Y is, as Philo taught, the symbol of the Word which pierces the essence of being. The 
Nassine Gnostics taught that it represented the intimate nature of being, which is male and female and, 
as such, eternal." 

The Y also appears in a variant of the Chinese Tai-Kih (i.e., the T'ai Chi T'u, the familiar Yin-Yang), 
which is a symbol of the Great Uniter: a circle divided by triple arcs, often with the arc from above 
touching the double arc of the Yin-Yang, and thus representing its unification. Goldsmith (49) says this 
symbol, "expresses the completest and highest creative force. Thus the universe being made up of 
opposites was brought into fructifying union by the Tai-Kih." She goes on to quote Brinton on the 
symbol: "Abstractly the latter [the T'ai-Chi] would be regarded as the synthesis of the two universal 
antitheses which make up all phenomena." (Goldsmith 48-9) (Of course, the basic Yin-Yang itself 
appears as the two serpents of 21.World.) 

The duplex serpentes ouroboroi (double ouroboros serpents) form a temenos, a sacred space, in which 
the dancer dances. Like the walled garden of 18.Sun, it both contains energies (and is thus filled by the 
dancer's nimbus, representing her mana) and keeps out profane influences (thus protecting the newly 
reborn dancer). However, the circle as depicted in 18.Sun was incomplete and artificial; in 21.World it 
has become a complete, living, natural, self-regenerating force. Indeed, as depicted in the Pythagorean 
Tarot, it is an oval tangent to a line underneath, which makes it the hieroglyphic shen-sign (which may 
be the basis for the divine cartouches); it represents protection and unending cycle (Budge, EL IV.18.39, 
EM 61-2). "The Egyptian name is derived from a word which means 'to encircle, to go around,' used 
extensively to describe the eternal circuit of the sun" (Goelet in Faulkner 168). (Nichols 349-50, 357-8; 
Williams 135) 

An ouroboros serpent symbolizes eternity, and the pair of them in this trump reminds us that 21.World 
represents the final triumph, the Triumph of Eternity. The serpents represent the Life Force continually 
feeding on and nourishing itself. Thus Eliphas Levi (Histoire de la magie, 138) explains: 

Life is a serpent that incessantly creates and devours itself. One must ignore fear and plant 
one's foot firmly on its head. Hermes, by doubling it, opposes it to itself, and in eternal 



equilibrium makes of it the talisman of his power and the glory of his caduceus. 

The serpents in 21.World are the same two we saw in 1.Magician and 19.Angel, though in those trumps 
their action was opposed; in 21.World they act together. 

We see a similar image in the British Museum alchemical manuscript known as the "Ripley 
Scrowle" (MS 1588; see Burckhardt 90; cf. Jung, P&A fig. 92; see the discussion pp. 406- 22): 
ascending and descending dragons ouroboroi, representing the sun and moon, are surrounded by the 
zodiac. They circulate to the right (counterclockwise) because that is the direction of increasing 
conscious integration (Jung, P&A 193). (It is also the direction in which the wheel of the year rotates, as 
will be discussed below.) 

We see the two serpents again in a figure in Abraham Eleazar's Uraltes 
chymisches Werk (1760, Part II, no. 3): the winged serpent goes above to 
the right, the wingless below to the left. Symbols of the four elements 
surround the serpent, clockwise from the lower right: earth, fire, water, air, 
which are the elements in their astrological order (see below). They are 
also associated with the alchemical principles: earth (= Prima Materia?), 
salt, mercury and sulphur, respectively (cf. 10.Fortune). Abraham's 
engraving is the mirror image of 21.World, and when it is reversed the 
serpents circulate in the same direction as in our image, and the elements are astrologically correct for 
the fixed signs. (See Jung, P&A fig. 47, or von Franz, Alch. fig. 16, for the image.) 

Nichols (351) explains that in 21.World we do not see the "Ouroboros of Primal Chaos" (which may be 
identified with endless, pointless repetition); rather, the two serpents represent celestial and mundane 
reality, the realms of the gods and of nature, the two sides of the Vis Vitae (Life Force). (SB&G 81-2) 
The wingless dragon is the alchemical sulphur (golden yellow) and the winged dragon is the mercury 
(silvery white) (Jung, MC 117). As Jung (MC 117) has explained, the serpent ouroboros is 
simultaneously vaginal (mouth, triangular head) and phallic (tail). Therefore, in the duplex serpentes 
ouroboroi we have the conjunction of two androgynes (19.Angel and 20.Justice) - uniting like 
hermaphroditic worms - to engender the World. 

Each dragon couples with the other, each consumes the other, each subdues the other; thus the well-
known Hermetic maxim, "Nature delights in Nature, Nature contains Nature, and Nature overcomes 
Nature." "The last clause," Burckhardt (129-30) explains, "means that the two powers, when they have 
so grown that one can embrace the other, reunite on a higher plane, so that their opposition, which 
previously had bound the soul, now becomes a fruitful complementarism, by means of which the soul 
achieves dominion over the entire world of psychic forms and currents. Thus Nature as a liberating 
force, overcomes Nature as tyranny and entanglement." 

The two serpents, each consuming the other, constitute what Damascenus called a perikhoresis 
(rotation), which the Medieval Schoolmen translated both circumincessio (going round) and 



circuminsessio (reciprocal indwelling). In 21.World we have a perikhoresis in which Heaven is in the 
World, but also the World is in Heaven. (OED s.v. circumincession) 

Cooper (s.v. serpent) explains, "Two serpents or dragons biting each other's tails suggests that, although 
in seeming opposition, forces and things in the realm of duality actually spring from the same source." 
In Hindu tradition, "Two serpents with downward and upward movement represent the Divine Sleep and 
Divine Awakening in the nights and days of Brahma" (loc. cit.). 

The alchemists say, "Sublimate the body and coagulate the spirit," that is, eternalize the individual by 
exaltation of the body, and personalize the archetypal by incarnating the spirit. Thus in the "Emerald 
Tablet" (Isaac Newton's translation), we read: 

It ascends from the earth to the heaven and again it descends to the earth and receives the 
force of things superior and inferior. By this means you shall have the glory of the whole 
world and thereby all obscurity shall fly from you. 

Psychologically this means that "the unified personality is created that connects the personal psyche 
(below) with the archetypal psyche (above)" (Edinger 144). (Edinger 142) 

Sublimation (ascent) is normally followed by coagulation (descent), and together they constitute the 
alchemical Circulatio. Jung (MC 223) says that this circulation 

corresponds to the struggle between the winged and wingless dragon, i.e., the uroboros. 
Dorn describes it as the 'circular distillation'... They become a vessel in which what was 
previously now one thing and now another floats vibrating, so that the painful suspension 
between opposites gradually changes into the bilateral activity of the point in the centre. 

Thus, the Dancer at the center of the World. 

But Edinger (140) says, "The lesser sublimatio must always be followed by a descent, whereas the 
greater sublimatio is a culminating process, the final translation into eternity of that which has been 
created in time." Thus 21.World primarily symbolizes the Greater Sublimation (secondarily, the Lesser), 
for the dancer has transcended the circulation of the cosmos. It is by such sublimation, incorporating the 
temporal into the eternal, that archetypes evolve (e.g. in deification myths). (Edinger 140) 

Divine figure are often shown with a surrounding elliptical nimbus or halo, which represent their divine 
radiance (e.g. classical representations of Zeus and Apollo, and the well-known ancient reliefs of 
Mithras and Phanes, such as the Modena relief, discussed below). A frame of this kind is called a 
mandorla, which is the Italian word for "almond" or "kernel." The mystical almond symbolizes a 
precious kernel hidden and protected by a tough, nearly impenetrable shell. Thus it represents the 
difficulty of the initiatory path, but also the sweet rebirth that occurs once one has gained entry to the 
Mystery. The almond in its shell is the (spiritual) embryo hidden in the womb. The mandorla is also an 



unmistakable representation of the vulva, and thus a symbol of the opening or gateway of new life. 
Finally, it is the Spindle of Magna Mater (the Great Mother), on which she spins the history of the 
world. (Biedermann s.v. mandorla; Cirlot s.vv. mandorla, spindle; Cooper s.vv. mandorla, nimbus) 

In the Pythagorean Tarot the mandorla takes a very specific form, the Vesica Piscis (Vessel of the Fish), 
which is "described by two perfectly interpenetrating circles of the same size" (Fideler 70). It represents 
the intersection of the celestial and mundane spheres; the common ground that stands in both. (Arranged 
vertically, as here, the left side - right, from our perspective - corresponds to 
matter and the right to spirit.) In the intersection, which corresponds to the 
place between the twin peaks of the mountain, all opposites are reconciled. It 
also represents the perpetual, mutually driving forces of Ascensus and 
Descensus (Ascent and Descent), appearance and disappearance, evolution and 
involution, life and death. In particular, a Vesica appears in Giordano Bruno's 
De Monade Numero at Figura (1591) as the "simplest representation of 
androgyny that he offers" (Zolla 69). (Cirlot s.v. mandorla; Cooper s.v. 
mandorla; Fideler 284; Gad 312) 

It can be demonstrated geometrically that the Vesica frames two opposing equilateral triangles, and thus 
represents the Quintessence as the conjunction of fire and water. It is the basis for constructing many 
other emblems of completion, such as the hexagram and the tetractys (see Fideler 284-5). 

As Plato explains (Timaeus 53c-55c) all the elements can be reduced to triangles, but water, air and fire 
are mutually interconvertible because they are reducible to equilateral triangles (for the corresponding 
Platonic solids, the icosahedron, octahedron and tetrahedron, have equilateral triangles for faces). Each 
equilateral triangle is in turn reducible to a right triangle with sides 1, 2 and the square root of 3. These 
half-equilateral triangles are the irreducible constituents of the three interconvertible elements, water, air 
and fire, and it is by their rearrangement that one of these elements is converted to another. 

From the foregoing we see that the vesica comprises four elementary (half-equilateral) triangles, and 
therefore that the vesica with width of 1 has a length of the square root of 3, which is approximately 
1.732. Case (207) argues that the mandorla is given the wrong proportions in the World trumps designed 
by Waite/Smith and others, and that the correct ratio (used in the BOTA tarot) is 5:8. From the 
mathematics of the vesica we can see, however, that a better ratio is 5 : 8.66, or, more accurately, 15 : 
26. 

According to Fideler (71), William Stirling observed in 1897 that an even more accurate ratio, 612 : 
1061, is remarkable in that, according to isopsephia, 612 is the numerical value of Zeus (ZEUS) and 
1061 is the numerical value of Apollo (APOLLWN). Further, if a smaller Vesica is inscribed in the 
larger, we find that its ratio is 353 : 612 and 353 is the numerical value of Hermes (ERMHS). Thus 
alternating circumscribed Vesicae lead to a geometrical progression 353 : 612 : 1061, that is, Hermes : 
Zeus : Apollo. There is thus a geometrical-cosmological mystery concealed in the names that the ancient 
Greeks gave their gods. (Fideler 70-1, 284) (See Fideler's book for more on these numbers and their role 



in ancient Greek architecture.) 

The mandorla represents the almond in its shell but also the 
embryo in its egg; it is the Philosophical Egg of alchemy, in 
which the androgyne is incubated (see 19.Angel on the Arc), 
and the Mithraic World Egg from which the creative spirit is 
born. (Nichols 351; Pollack I.125; SB&G 81, 83; Sharman-
Burke 116; Williams 133) 

Thus, in the famous Modena relief (which has much in common 
with 21.World) we see Mithras or Phanes (the Light) emerging 
from the Cosmic Egg and surrounded by a mandorla of the 
zodiac (corresponding to the twelve "altar fires" in the 
Pythagorean tarot). Four male figures, probably the Winds, look 
in from the corners. The newborn god has eagle wings, animal 
heads around his waist (e.g., bulls, or lion, ram and goat) and a 
snake coiling around him (thus suggesting the tetramorph; see 

below). In his right hand he holds a thunderbolt (the dorje or vajra sceptre of Tantra), in his left a rod. (A 
photograph of the relief can be found in Cooper, s.v. zodiac, Fideler, p. 259, and many other places.) 
(Cornford 55-6; Williams 130-3, 138) 

The mandorla represents the vulva, and thus the arrival of a new being in 
the world; it is the Idiot reborn. The mandorla is a sign of union, coming 
(climax), opening and departure into a new life. So also the Saturnalia 
marks the beginning of a new year, and a new journey begins for the Idiot. 
However, the beginning of a new cycle does not imply starting over where 
we began, which is why the dancer is surrounded by an ellipse rather than a 
circle, for the ellipses represents development rather than endless repetition 
(which we may find in 10.Wheel). Further, an ellipse has two foci rather 
than one, which, as we have seen, represents the creative interpenetration of 
heaven and earth, also symbolized by the mutually ouroboros (tail-eating) 
serpents, and the celestial and mundane worlds as mutual reflections ("as 
above so below"). The ellipse unites the two poles and brings them into 
correspondence. (Case 207; Gad 310; Nichols 351; Simon 53; Walker 134) 

The four figures in the corners of the card constitute the Tetramorph. In the Marseilles deck and those 
based on it (such as the Waite/Smith deck, via Levi's Ritual of the Sanctum Regnum) these are the 
animals of the visions of Ezekiel and John (Ezekiel 1:10, Revelation 4:7), which have been associated 
(by tenuous reasoning) with the Four Evangelists, in at least four different ways, by Irenaeus, Victorinus, 
Athanasius and Augustine. They are generally absent from early decks but become common in the 
eighteenth century, generally arranged in the familiar way (as on the Waite-Smith deck, bull lower left, 
lion lower right, eagle upper right, man upper left), although other arrangements sometimes appear in 
tarot decks and other art. However, the Tetramorph has much deeper roots, which are represented in the 



Pythagorean Tarot. (Biedermann s.v. evangelists; Case 121; Gleadow 126) 

The animals in the corners correspond directly to the fixed signs of the zodiac: bull = Taurus, lion = Leo, 
eagle = Scorpio (a standard occult correspondence, explained below), man = Aquarius. The fixed signs 
secure the four corners of the Cosmos. Their significance can be traced to Babylonian tablets dating to 
700 BCE. 

The Babylonians divided the sky into three "ways" ruled by gods. The Way of Anu is a band 
surrounding the celestial equator (approximately 16 deg. 40 min. on each side), the Way of Enlil is north 
of it and the Way of Ea is to the south. The yearly course of the sun has four parts, as it travels from the 
Way of Ea, north through the Way of Anu, through the way of Enlil, and back south through the Way of 
Anu to return to Ea. The boundary markers of the four parts are the fixed signs: Taurus marks the 
northward passage from Anu into Enlil (NE), Leo the southward from Enlil to Anu (NW), Scorpio the 
southward from Anu to Ea (SW), and Aquarius the northward from Ea to Anu (SE). (Gleadow 158; 
Goold in Manilius, xxxiii) 

Most of the modern constellations were the same in Babylonia; in particular, Taurus was Gudanna, the 
Bull of Heaven, which occurs in the Gilgamesh Epic and in "Gilgamesh and the Bull of Heaven," and 
was created for Ishtar by Anu; Leo is Urgulu (the Lion); Scorpio is Girtab (the Scorpion); and Aquarius 
is Gula (the Great One), who may represent Ea, the lord of the Abyssal Waters, who is often shown with 
water pouring out of his shoulders or holding a jug. (Aquarius is also one of the boundaries of the Way 
of Ea.) (Black & Green s.vv. bull of heaven, zodiac; Gleadow 167-9) 

Zimmern has given an explanation for the eagle. The Babylonians needed bright stars to mark the four 
quarters (specifically, the cardinal constellations of the third-fourth millennium BCE), so they used 
Aldebaran in Taurus, Regulus in Leo, Antares in Scorpio and Altair in Aquila (the Eagle), since 
Aquarius is a small constellation with no bright stars. Then, since the scorpion can represent the 
scorpion-man (girtablullu) of Mesopotamia, we get the correspondence bull = Taurus, lion = Leo, man = 
Scorpio, eagle = Aquarius, which is not the usual one, though we do find it in Agrippa (1531, Bk. II, ch. 
7) and the Magical Calendar (1620; see McLean, Mag. Cal. 32-5). (Black & Green s.v. scorpion-people; 
Gleadow 126) (Williams, p. 138, notes that Scorpio is also known as the Sparrowhawk or Phoenix.) 

On the other hand, there are reasons to retain the standard correspondences, because the four fixed signs 
correspond to the four sons of Horus, who support the four corners of the heavens in Egyptian 
cosmology. They are the sons of the "Elder Horus," whom Plutarch (Isis & Osiris 373D, 374D) calls 
"perfected and complete" and equates with the World (Kosmos). According to Ions (114), jackal- or dog-
headed Duamutef (corresponding to Taurus) stands in the East, baboon-headed Hapy (corresponding to 
Leo) stands in the North, hawk-headed Qebehsenuf (corresponding to Scorpio and the Eagle) stands in 
the West, and man-headed Imsety (corresponding to Aquarius) stands in the South. 

In the Book of the Dead we see the four sons standing on a lotus (symbolizing rebirth) before Horus in 
the Hall of the Two Truths; in Chapter 17 they are called "Lords of Justice" and shown standing around 



the Mound of Abydos, the first land to emerge from the abyssal waters. They also figure prominently in 
Chapter 151, where, however, all four are shown with human heads. It was said that they "never saw 
corruption" and thus they represent incorruptibility in the four realms of material existence. (See, for 
example, illustrations to chapters 30B, 17, 125A in the Papyrus of Ani - plates 4, 8, 30 in the Wasserman 
edition of the Faulkner translation. It should also be noted that Egyptian coffins were often decorated 
with an image of the Sky goddess Nut surrounded by the zodiac, a possible precursor to 21.World; see 
Parker & Parker, p. 27, for an example.) (Faulkner 156, 159-60; Ions 113-4; Jung, AS 279-80, P&A 208-
9; Williams 136) 

We may also mention the Four Chieftains, which were recognized in Persia by the Sassanid era (224 
CE). According to Gleadow (126) we have Tishtar (Sirius, the Dog Star) in the east, Haptok- ring (the 
Great Bear) in the north, Sataves (Antares, in Scorpio) in the west and Varrand (Fomalhaut, in the 
Southern Fish, near Aquarius) in the south. To see the correspondence we may note that the Bear is 
aligned with Leo, although Taurus is not so near to the Dog Star (which is nevertheless Ishtar's star, as 
the Bull of Heaven is hers). 

Since Babylonian times astrology has divided the zodiac into four triplicities or triangles, and, at least 
since the time of Vettius Valens (2nd cent. CE), each triplicity has been associated with an element. 
These correspondences are not consistent with those between the triplicities and qualities given in 
Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos (also 2nd cent. CE), which overall make more sense (and are more consistent with 
alchemy), but they have become such an established part of astrology and the esoteric tradition that they 
have generated their own validity. (See Vetius Valens, Anthologia Bk. II and Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos I.4, 
5, 18.) For this reason the Pythagorean Tarot does not represent explicitly the elemental associations of 
the Tetramorph, thus allowing it to accommodate either the alchemical/Ptolemaic or the astrological/
Valentian correspondences, as you wish. They will be discussed in order, beginning with the astrological/
Valentian correspondences. 

Duamutef, shown with a jackal or dog head, and Neith ward the Eastern pillar, associated with Taurus, 
the fixed sign of the Virgo-Taurus-Capricorn triplicity. It is assigned to Earth because, according to 
Valens, it is ruled by Venus by day and the moon by night, but the sphere of the moon is closest to the 
earth. 

Hapy, shown with a baboon head, and Nephthys ward the Northern pillar, associated with Leo, the fixed 
sign of the Aries-Leo- Sagittarius triangle. Astrologically this triplicity is assigned to Fire, which Valens 
explained by its ruling planets, the Sun by day and Jupiter by night. 

Qebehsenuf, shown with a hawk or falcon head, and Selket ward the Western pillar, associated with 
Scorpio, the fixed sign of the Cancer-Scorpio-Pisces triplicity. It is assigned to Water; Valens does not 
give a reason, but we speculate that it is because, although it is ruled by Mars (anything but watery), it is 
secondarily ruled by Venus by day and the Moon by night, and both of these are watery. Additionally, 
the Latin word Aquila (Eagle) is apparently derived from Aqua (Water). It is also interesting that in later 
sources (such as in Ashmole's Theat. Chem. Brit.), this triplicity corresponds to the North Wind, one 



name for which is Aquilo (also deriving from Aqua). Furthermore, the Etruscan word Antha means both 
Eagle and North Wind. (LSJ s.vv. andas, antar, aetos; OLD s.vv. aqua, aquila, Aquilo, aquilus; Pallottino 
225) 

Imsety, shown with a man's head, and Isis ward the Southern pillar, associated with Aquarius, the fixed 
sign of the Gemini- Aquarius-Libra triplicity. It is assigned to Air; Valens does not give a reason, but we 
can speculate that it is because it is ruled by Saturn by day and Mercury by night, and because Saturn is 
characteristically Cold, which the Stoics (but not Aristotle or the alchemists) consider the dominant 
property of Air (Tester 60). 

(Note that if we make the Stoic equations, Water=Wet, Fire=Hot, Earth=Dry, Air=Cold, then the 
astrological correspondences do at least respect the opposition Hot/Cold, Wet/Dry.) 

Now we turn to the alchemical/Ptolemaic correspondences. Ptolemy attributes them to the "Chaldeans" 
and, in fact, they can be traced back to Babylonian astrological tablets dating to the fourth century BCE 
(Rochberg-Halton). The Babylonians attributed the planets Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Mars in order to the 
signs of the zodiac. Therefore Jupiter is the lord of the Aries-Leo- Sagittarius triplicity, Venus is lord of 
Taurus-Virgo-Capricorn, Saturn of Gemini-Libra-Aquarius, and Mars of Cancer-Scorpio- Pisces. Jupiter 
and Venus are considered beneficial and, according to Ptolemy, are associated with the Hot and Wet 
qualities, respectively. Saturn and Mars are malevolent and have the qualities Cold and Dry, 
respectively. Mercury is neutral in all regards. 

As has been explained already (e.g. 10.Fortune), many cycles of organic growth and decay rotate 
through the qualities Wet, Hot, Dry, Cold in order; these include the seasons (spring, summer, autumn, 
winter), the stages of life (childhood, prime, middle age, old age), the phases of the Moon (first quarter, 
full, third quarter, new), and many others. This is also the standard Square of Opposition of the elements 
and qualities that we find in many alchemical texts, and which is embodied in the Lo Shu or Saturn 
Square (see 19.Angel). 

Taurus is the fixed sign of Spring, which is Wet; also the Virgo-Taurus-Capricorn triplicity is ruled by 
Venus, which is primarily Wet. (Recall also that the Bull of Heaven was created for Ishtar = Venus.) Leo 
is the fixed sign of Summer, which is Hot; also the Aries-Leo-Sagittarius triplicity is ruled by Jupiter, 
which is primarily Hot. Scorpio is the fixed sign of Autumn, which is Dry; also the Cancer-Scorpio-
Pisces triplicity is ruled by Mars, which is primarily Dry. Finally, Aquarius is the fixed sign of Winter, 
which is Cold; also the Gemini- Aquarius-Libra triplicity is ruled by Saturn, which is primarily Cold. 

The four faces symbolize the four winds: the wet west wind, the hot south wind, the dry east wind, and 
the cold north wind (Ptol. Tetr. I.10). These directions are the opposites of the sons of Horus, but they 
agree if we take the directions in which the winds blow, rather than the direction of their origin: the wet 
wind blows east, the hot wind blows north, the dry wind blows west and the cold wind blows south. 
Therefore, the figures face outward, to indicate the quarters to which they blow. Thus, the calf represents 
Zephyrus, the wet wind blowing east; the lion represents Notus, the hot wind blowing north; the hawk 



represents Apeliotes, the dry wind blowing east; and the man represents Boreas, the cold wind blowing 
south. 

That completes the Ptolemaic assignments. As explained above, the Tetramorph in the Pythagorean 
Tarot admits either the Valentian/astrological or the Ptolemaic/alchemical interpretation; the following 
summarizes the correspondences common to both. 

The black man's head surrounded by blue sky and white clouds, in the upper left, represents Aquarius, 
Saturn, Nigredo (see 10.Fortune), Winter and the Cold quality, which according to the Stoics, 
corresponds to Air; the dominant colors are black (Saturn) and dark blue. The flower-bedecked calf head 
in the lower left represents Taurus, Venus, Albedo and Spring; astrologically it's Earth, alchemically it's 
Wet; the dominant color is green (Venus, see 2.Empress). The fiery lion head in the lower right 
represents Leo, Jupiter, Citrinitas, Summer, the Hot quality and Fire; the dominant color is yellow-
orange (Jupiter). The hawk head among the autumn leaves, in the upper right, represents Scorpio, Mars, 
Rubedo (or Adustio; see 10.Fortune) and Autumn; astrologically it's Water, alchemically it's Dry; the 
dominant color is red (Mars). (Red and green are complementary colors, as are blue and yellow.) 

The dancer, of course, is assigned to Mercury, the ascending (red and gold) serpent to Sol, and the 
descending (green and silver) to Luna. Thus the astrological symbol of Mercury comprises the cross of 
the elements, the circle of the sun and the crescent of the moon. However the elements are arranged, the 
dancer is in the center of them, and so she represents the Quintessence, the goal of the alchemical 
Magnum Opus. (Guiley & Place 124; Sharman-Burke 116) 

The Tetramorph defines the four quarters of the cosmos, for the Earth, the Heavens and the Abyss are 
each divided into four quarters. Therefore, the figures in the corners of 21.World define the outermost 
limits of existence. 21.World represents contact with the Eighth Sphere, the sphere of the fixed stars or 
Inerratic (non-wandering) Sphere. Access to it is granted by Saturn, via the Saturnalia, for he is the ruler 
of the highest planetary (wandering) sphere (planes = wanderer). In this sense the Eighth Sphere is 
inerrant (incapable of erring) since to err is to wander (errare) from the Path. (Case 207; Nichols 353) 

According to Roeck, similar "Wards of the Quarters" are found in many cultures: China has the Four 
Cosmic Beings: the Green Dragon (calf), the White Tiger (lion) or Spotted Dog, the Red Bird (eagle) 
and the Black Warrior on a Tortoise (man) (note also the colors). (If the equation dog = lion seems 
arbitrary, then it's worth mentioning that "As far as the Sumerians were concerned, the lion was grouped 
together with dogs and wolves as a 'canine', rather than as a feline" - Black & Green s.v. lion.) The 
Tibetan Spirits of the Seasons are the Man-Dragon (bull), Black Dog (lion), the Garuda Vulture (eagle) 
and the Horse and Rider (man). Even in Mexico, we have the Ritual Masks of the Four Regents: the 
Crocodile (bull), the Dog (lion), the Vulture (eagle) and the Death's Head (man). On a magical papyrus 
(Berlin, Parthey II, 101) we find a crocodile (bull), snake (lion), hawk (eagle) and Horus child on a lotus 
(man); the rationale for the snake = lion equation is discussed below. (We have also seen that a crocodile/
dragon often substitutes for the bull.) (Gleadow 112, with alterations) 



The Tetramorph also represents the four principal animals representing the shamanic and yogic paths, 
which are found at the Axis Mundi: the bull and lion for the chthonic path, the eagle and the man on a 
winged horse for the celestial path. Sometimes a snake (another chthonic symbol), representing the 
Kundalini serpent, takes the place of the lion; both represent "the power which aids translation into an 
abnormal state of consciousness or into trance" (Butterworth, Tree 97). (Interestingly, Leo treads on a 
snake in the Denderah zodiacs - Pingree, II.196.) Alternately, two traditions may be represented, the lion 
and eagle in one, the serpent and bull in the other. (Compare also the image of Zurvan discussed above: 
a Serpent coiled around Man with a Lion's head and an Eagle's wings; in this case the snake substitutes 
for the bull, the other chthonic animal, instead of for the lion.) (Butterworth Tree, 97, 152-3) 

All four figures appear in the Myth of Etana (e.g. Dalley 190- 200): The Eagle and the Serpent live in 
harmony in the Tree (at the Naval of the World), from which they hunt together. After the Eagle 
treacherously devours the Snake's offspring, the Snake petitions Shamash for justice, and the Sun god 
tells him to hide in the carcass of a giant Bull. The Eagle is cast into a pit (the underworld), and to 
redeem itself from it, the Eagle must agree to carry the Man Etana into the heavens to seek rebirth. They 
ascend through seven gates, first the Gates of Anu, Enlil and Ea (defining the four quarters of the 
heavens) and then the Gates of Sin, Shamash, Adad and Ishtar (corresponding to 17.Moon, 18.Sun, 19.
Angel and 20.Justice). Note that the plot revolves around the Eagle, Snake, Bull and Man. (Butterworth 
Tree, 82-3, 97, 149-56) 

The Myth of Etana is remarkably similar to the Indian legend of Jimutavahana, in which the Garuda 
eagle is eating the Nagas (Snake-people). The Prince Jimutavahana offers himself as a substitute for the 
Nagas, and is born by Garuda to the top of a mountain and devoured. However, Naga Raja (the Serpent 
King) and the goddess Gauri intervene, and the prince is restored and transfigured (as are the devoured 
serpents). (Butterworth Tree, 156-8) 

According to an Orphic cosmology, Phanes (the god of Illumination) was born from the Cosmic Egg; he 
was double-sexed and had four heads. Macrobius (Sat. I.18) identifies him with Liber Pater (identified 
with Bacchus and associated with Libera Mater, identified with Ceres), and says he comprises four gods: 
Zeus in the spring, Helios in the summer, Dionysos in the autumn and Hades in the winter. Graves 
(2.2.2) associates Phanes' four faces with the Tetramorph: Zeus=Ram=Spring, Helios=Lion=Summer, 
Hades=Snake=Winter and Dionysos=Bull=New Year. However, I have been unable to trace the 
Tetramorph/Phanes connection back any further than Eliphas Levi (Dogme et Rituel, 333; see 
frontispiece to Levi, Mag. Rit., and Mead, Orph. 109-10). 

Graves (1.1.a, b, d) reconstructs an Orphic theogony whereby Eurunome, "the Goddess of All Things," 
dances naked in the void, and transforms Boreas, the North Wind, into a serpent, Ophion. As she dances 
with greater and greater wildness and abandon, the serpent coils around her, and they mate, thus 
engendering the World Egg. At her behest the serpent coils around the egg seven times, which divides in 
two (as in the Modena relief), releasing the world in all its diversity. Further, she creates the seven 
planetary spheres, each ruled by a Titan and Titaness. Later Eurunome and Ophion yielded their rule to 
Kronos and Rhea, the rulers of the Saturnian Sphere. (See Gantz, 741-53, for a summary of Orphic 
cosmologies.) 



The Tetramorph corresponds to the Sphinx, which has a woman's face, a snake's tail, a lion's body and 
an eagle's wings (Zolla 19), or alternately, a human head, a lion's legs, a bull's body and and eagle's 
wings (Cooper s.v. Sphinx). Thus Babylonian sphinxes have been connected with the Babylonian stellar 
markers of the quarters (Altair, Antares, Aldeberan, Regulus) already discussed (Gleadow 126). The 
sphinx symbolizes the "Supreme Enigma" (as in the Oedipus myth); it is "a symbol which unites, in the 
midst of the heterogeneity of existence, the four Elements (corresponding to the tetramorphs) with the 
quintessence or the spirit" (Cirlot 304, though he identifies the human face with the quintessence). 

Jung associates blue with the Thinking function, which is also associated with air, green with Sensation, 
corresponding to earth, yellow with Intuition and fire, and red with Feeling and hence water. Thus we 
have man = thinking, calf = sensation, lion = intuition, eagle = feeling, which are also the dominant 
functions according to astrology. The upper two figures (man, eagle) represent the Judging (so called 
"rational") functions (thinking, feeling), and the lower two (calf, lion) the Perceptive ("nonrational") 
functions (sensation, intuition). The two on the dancer's right (man, calf) represents Objective functions 
(thinking, sensation) and the two on the left (eagle, lion) Subjective functions (feeling, intuition). (Jung, 
ACU 335, 379, P&A 107; Hamaker-Zondag 19-23) 

Traditionally, the calf (or ox) represents such psychological traits as creative power, stability, 
perseverance and silence. The lion represents intellectual power, reason and intrepidity. The eagle 
represents emotional power and temerity. The man represents ideal relationship, and the integration of 
form and context. (Gad 313; Nichols 359; Simon 53) 

Further, the ox is strength, the lion is majesty, the eagle is mobility and the man is insight (Biedermann s.
v. evangelists). Or the ox is pure substance, the lion is spirit incarnate, the eagle is death and 
regeneration, and the man is "the interplay of perfect knowledge and perfect form" (Nichols 359). 

The Tetramorph represents the four suits of the Minor Arcana, but the correspondence is made on the 
basis of the elements or qualities. According to the Valentian/astrological scheme, calf = pentacles, lion 
= wands, eagle = cups, man = swords, which agrees also with the Jungian functions (sensation, intuition, 
feeling, thinking, respectively). They represent the potentials of the new personality, which are on the 
threshold of fuller development, and four gods rule these potentials: Poseidon (lord of the earth, physical 
reality), Zeus (the bolt from the blue, creative imagination), Aphrodite (love, emotion) and Athena 
(intellect, wisdom) (SB&G 81-2). According to Jung (ACE 335) the Tetramorph also corresponds to the 
"quaternity of Merkabah," the four sephirot, Chokmah = eagle, Binah = man, Gedulah (Chesed) = lion, 
Geburah = bull. 

The Tetramorph also represents many other quaternities, such as the four heads of Brahma (Cooper s.v. 
tetramorph), the four virtues (Biedermann s.v. evangelists), the four humors (via the elements or 
qualities), and the four letters of the Quadriliterum (via the elements; see the court cards in the Minor 
Arcana). 



 
Images very similar to 21. World are common in the Renaissance. For examples, in Leonhard 
Thurneysser's Quinta essentia (1524) the alchemical androgyne (male on our right, female on our left) is 
surrounded by the zodiac. Its right hand holds a flask up, from which a bird ascends; its left holds a flask 
down, from which a bird descends. A woodcut by Durer (the title page of Conrad Celtis' Quatuor Libri 
Amorum, 1502) shows Lady Philosophia enthroned and surrounded by a wreath; outside it, in the 
corners, the heads of the four winds blow, and the elements and humors are represented. (Heninger 23, 
30; Zolla 68- 9) Moakley (112) observes that the World was a common feature of Renaissance 
Triumphs, sometimes taking the form of a giant globe. 

 
The Akkadian cylinder seal of Adda the scribe, from the third millennium BCE (British Mus. cat. 
#89115), includes all the elements of 21.World (see Butterworth, Tree Pl. XIII for a good photograph). 
On the ground at the lower right is a bull, above which stands Enki (or Ea, the Mesopotamian 
equivalents of Hermes), from whose shoulders flow the waters of Apsu (the Abyss), reminiscent of 
Aquarius, the Water Bearer (indeed Enki is often seen with a vase from which the water flows; see Van 
Buren for more on this ubiquitous symbol). An eagle perches to the left on Enki's right hand; on the 
ground at the lower left is a lion. Thus we have the all four figures of the Tetramorph in a mirror-
reversal of the familiar arrangement. 

In addition, the two-faced god Usmu (or Isimud) surveys the scene from the right. He was an attendant 



of Enki (Ea) with many similarities to Janus: he was called Muhra, which means "Looking Both Ways"; 
he was the gatekeeper of the Underworld; and his name occurs in both masculine and feminine forms, 
recalling Janus and Jana. Usmu is often portrayed bringing before Enki a captive, a bird-man 
representing the Anzu bird (see 16.Star), who stole the Tablet of Destiny from Enki. 

There are, however, additional figures on Adda's seal. Between the lion and bull are two peaks (Mt. 
Mashu) between which Shamash (the Sun God) rises (see 19.Sun). On the peak to our left grows a plant, 
either the Kishkanu (Mes) Tree planted by Enki in the Abyss, or the Halub tree, planted by Inanna and 
sought in the Abyss by Gilgamesh, or more likely the Tree of Rebirth sought in the Heavens by Etana. 

(Black & Green s.vv. Enki, Imdugud, Isimud; Dalley 325, 330) 

In the Pythagorean Tarot, the twelve "altar flames" on the dragons represent the Zodiac and the Twelve 
Olympians as guardians of the signs, according to the standard correspondence (e.g., Manilius, Astron. 
2.433-52): Aries = Minerva, Taurus = Venus, Gemini = Apollo, Cancer = Mercury, Leo = Jupiter, Virgo 
= Ceres, Libra = Vulcan, Scorpio = Mars, Sagittarius = Diana, Capricorn = Vesta, Aquarius = Juno, 
Pisces = Neptune. This also gives the planetary correspondents of the four figures in the corners 
(discussed below), except that Aquarius is associated with goddess Juno rather than the planet Saturn 
(since he was exiled from Olympus). The dragons' eyes correspond to Taurus and Scorpio (Venus and 
Mars = Water and Fire), for these are feminine constellations and the Capita Draconis (Dragon Heads) 
are female; conversely, the flames on the Caudae Draconis (Dragon Tails) correspond to Gemini and 
Sagittarius (Apollo and Diana = Sun and Moon), which are masculine, like the tail. So also the other 
signs follow in order. 

The altar flames are also associated with the twelve principal Babylonian gods (and their spouses): 
Anshar (Whole Sky); the first triad: Anu (Heavens), Enlil (Air), Ea (Abyss); the second triad: Sin 
(Moon), Shamash (Sun), Adad (Storms); the five: Ninurta (Saturn), Marduk (Jupiter), Erra/Nergal 
(Mars), Ishtar (Venus), Nabu (Mercury). Except for Anshar (the progenitor of them all), the remaining 
correspond to the second hendecad, as explained in 17.Moon. They correspond to the months, Ana being 
first and associated with Nisan (April). (Clare I.120-32; Dalley 231-2, 317-331; cf. Jastrow 237-8 who 
has a different order) 

The trump 21.World represents the New Aeon, for we see the Dancer born from the Vesica Piscis 
(Vessel of the Fish) representing the Piscean Age. Indeed the two serpents correspond to the two fish: 
the descending fish is Aphrodite, representing nature and the body; the ascending fish is Adonis, 
representing the soul reborn (Greene 110), the two inseparably linked in an unending cycle. (In an old 
myth, the constellation Pisces was created when Aphrodite and Adonis - or Eros - jumped into the 
Euphrates and changed to fish; see Ovid, Fasti II.459-474.) 

The Dancer's right hand points to the man's face in the upper left corner, representing Aquarius, and thus 
heralds the Aquarian Age. The current, Piscean Age belongs to the water triplicity represented by eagle 
in the upper-right corner. So also the preceding Arian and Taurean Ages are represented by the lion and 



bull, respectively. Thus, as the clock of the aeons has turned we have moved from the lower left to the 
lower right to the upper right. The progress through the Piscean Age has been characterized by an ascent 
of the spirit (and a consequent denial of the body). The eagle, representing Scorpio, assigned to Mars, 
symbolizes violence resulting from the denial of sexuality. The dancer points with the golden key to the 
gateway to the Aquarian Age; it is Saturn, ruler of the Golden Age and a symbol of matter. The 
descending dragon shows that the new aeon will be characterized by a descent of the spirit into matter, 
thus spiritualizing matter. Since the circulation is to the right, it represents a conscious return to the 
Dionysian (cf. Jung, P&A 142-3). As Pure Fool, he ascended in the Piscean Age; as Liberated Dancer, 
she descends again in the Aquarian Age. 

According to Epigenes (3rd cent. BCE), the "Chaldeans" considered Saturn/Kronos, who rules Aquarius, 
to be the most powerful god, because his sphere is the highest. He was called the "Sun of Night," that is, 
the sun at night time, the Sun hidden below Earth (spirit hidden in matter). (Weinstock, Mart. Cap. 120-
1) 

The overall design of 21.World, a circle in a square, symbolizes the Squaring of the Circle, which 
represents the completion of the alchemical Magnum Opus. Jung explains that the square represents 
earthly reality (the four elements, the world's four quarters, etc.) and the circle represents the infinite (the 
rotation of the zodiac etc.). Since the circle is inside the square it represents the achievement of heaven 
on earth. (Recall again the Modena relief, with the circle of the zodiac surrounded by the four terrestrial 
winds.) On another level the square represents scientific reality and the circle represents spiritual reality, 
so the two together represent the harmonious union of mundane and celestial truth. (Nichols 359-60, 
364) 

The same structure is found in the Chinese shih divining board, which is one of the oldest divinatory 
devices: an inner circular board, representing the celestial realm (and corresponding to Yang and the 
Earlier Heaven sequence of the I Ching), and an outer square board representing the mundane realm 
(and corresponding to Yin and the Later Heaven sequence of the I Ching). The two boards were spun in 
opposite directions, representing the Hieros Gamos (Sacred Marriage) of Heaven and Earth, that is, the 
conjunction of the eternal, universal reality with temporal, concrete reality. (This also corresponds to the 
frequency and time domains represented by the banner in 19.Angel.) In Jung's, terms, the archetypes are 
timeless, but manifest when they break into ordinary time. (von Franz 228-9, 241-3) 

According to Dorn - as according to Agrippa von Nettesheym - oneness is a quality 
(virtus) by which all wonderful effects of Nature are induced. Ternary and quaternary lead 
towards the denary which, as a reproduction of the number one, gives access to the monas 
on a higher level; there is between those levels a continuous flow of exchanges by way of 
ascensus and descensus. (Josten 108) 



Maier, Atalanta Fugiens, pl. 21 

Jung (ACU 235) explains that three represents the male and four the 
female. Thus we see the square and triangle united in the symbol of 
Hermes, which also appears in alchemical representations of the squaring 
of the circle (e.g., Jung, P&A figs. 59, 60; see also 1.Magician and 7.
Temperance, who wear this emblem) (Nichols 360). In our image, the Y-
shaped scarf embodies the three and the Tetramorph embodies the four. 
The two are united by the endless circle of ascending and descending 

serpents. 

21.World represents the destination beyond the Seven Gates of Initiation, corresponding to the planetary 
spheres in Gnosticism and the chakras in yoga. We have seen that in the myth of Etana, the eagle carries 
him first through the Gates of Anu, Enlil and Ea (which define the four quarters of the heavens); they 
have been identified with Hades, Zeus and Poseidon (Clare I.124), the three brothers who divided the 
world after deposing Kronos, since Anu was the chief of the Anunnu, the underworld deities (like 
Hades), Enlil rules the air (like Zeus), and Ea rules the Abyssal waters (like Poseidon). These gates 
correspond to 14.Devil (underworld), 15.Tower (bolt from blue) and 16.Star (waters). 

Next Etana and the eagle passed through the Gates of Sin, Shamash, Adad and Ishtar, which may be 
identified with Artemis (Sin: moon), Apollo (Shamash: sun), Ares (Adad: storms) and Aphrodite (Ishtar: 
sex). Perhaps Hermes and Athena would be better for the latter two, for these gates correspond to 17.
Moon, 18.Sun, 19.Angel and 20.Justice. 

21.World corresponds to Sumerian An-Ki, the Cosmos, differentiated yet integrated, which resulted 
from the marriage of the god of the heavens An (Babylonian Anu) and the goddess of the earth Ki 
(Babylonian Antu). Heaven and Earth joined as An-Ki, and from this union was born Enlil, the air god, 
who then separated his parents; since that time they have been joined by the Cosmic Pillar, called Dur-
Anki (Bond of Heaven and Earth), the holy precinct where Heaven, Earth and the Abyss meet. (Black & 
Green s.v. An; Kramer, Poetry 23-7, Sum. Myth. 40; Perry 62; see also the Threes in the Minor Arcana) 

After passing the seven gates, the journeyer arrives in the realm of An-Ki as their higher manifestation, 
Ashar and Keshar (Whole-sky and Whole-earth), who may be identified with Kronos- Rhea (who are the 
higher manifestation of Zeus-Hera, i.e., Iove- Iuno; recall the discussion of Iuno above). This realm 
corresponds to 21.World, the Eighth Sphere, and passing the Seven Gates thus corresponds to the final 
triumph, the Triumph of Eternity (see Introduction). 

Parpola (180, 184) associates the highest Sefirah, Keter (Crown), which is called Ancient of Ancients 
and the Primordial Point or Monad, with Anu, who is called The First, the Heavenly Father, Creator of 
Everything, and who corresponds to the Monad. (See 17.Moon for the other Sefirot.) 

The number of this trump, 21, is the number of divine wisdom, for it is the product of three, the number 



of divinity, and seven, the number of mystical wisdom (Gad 303; O'Neill 391; Simon 53). As explained 
under the Sevens in the Minor Arcana, seven corresponds to Athena as goddess of wisdom, and 
therefore 21 is Athena Tritogenea, symbolizing wisdom thrice over. So also 0.Fool is transformed by 
three Heptads; first as 7.Temperance, next as 14.Devil, finally as 21.World. As explained previously (14.
Devil), the Zero is the primal chaos; the One is 7.Temperance, the first manifestation of directed force; 
the Two is 14.Devil, the necessary complement of the One, the shadow cast by the light; the Three is 21.
World, the unification of the One and the Two in a nonchaotic totality. 

As shown in the Fire Hexactys (explained in the Introduction to the Major Arcana), 21.World comprises 
the essences of the first seven trumps, for 0+1+2+3+4+5+6 = 21; they are the Fool, the Magician, the 
Empress and Emperor, the High Priestess and Priest, and the Mercurial spirit of Love, which unites them 
all. From them the Dancer was born as 7.Temperance, who was in turn tempered in the succeeding 
trumps. (Case 206, cf. 208) So d'Espagnet writes in the Arcanum Hermeticae, 

The garden of the Hesperides is guarded by a horrible dragon; at the entrance there is a 
fountain of the clearest living-Water, issuing from seven sources and pouring out in all 
directions. Have the dragon drink this water according to the magic number of three times 
seven (the seven referring to the three principles) until, inebriated, he divests himself of 
his soiled garment. (Evola 62) 

Finally we note that 21 is the reverse of 12, which is why 12.Hanged Man is an inversion of 21.World 
(see 12.Hanged Man for more on the inverted dancer). (O'Neill 391) 

The final position of 21.World in the second hendecad is shown by the numerical value of DIONUSOS 
O ARSENOQHLUS QEOS (Dionusos Ho Arsenothelus Theos, The Man-woman God Dionysos) = 2431 
(the Pythagorean Tetraktys, 1-2-3-4), which reduces to 11+1-3+4-2 = 11, and also by the value of O 
DUALOS KOSMOS (Ho Dualos Kosmos, The Hybrid Cosmos) = 1375, which reduces to 11+5-7+3-1 = 
11. (See Kerenyi, Gods of the Greeks 273, for Dualos.) 

Now has come the last age according to the oracle at Cumae;
the great series of lifetimes starts anew.
Now too the virgin goddess returns;
the golden days of Saturn's reign return.
Now a new race descends from high heaven.
- Virgil, Eclogue iv.1 
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Introduction to Minor Arcana: Pip Cards 

●     Introduction 
●     Interpretation of the Suits 
●     Colors 
●     Table: Keywords for the Decad 

Introduction

In the Pythagorean Tarot the pip cards are illustrated with simple, abstract images representing the 
combined elemental and numerological interpretation of the card, so the meaning of a card can be 
determined from its suit and its position in the suit, as shown below. There is, therefore, no need for the 
concrete interpretive image found in many modern tarot decks (older decks, before the Rider-Waite-
Smith deck, had abstract pip cards, much like those in modern playing cards). My basic source for 
Pythagorean interpretations of the numbers is Iamblichus' Theology of Arithmetic (Phanes, 1988), but I 
have put my own spin on it. (See also the Verses on the Numbers.) 

This page presents (1) the meaning of the suits by means of a number of keywords, and (2) their color 
correspondences. A more detailed description of the meaning of the numbers will be found in the 
discussion of the individual pip cards of the Minor Arcana. See also the Tables, which summarize the 
Pythagorean meanings of the numbers. 

Suits 

(See also the Verses on the Suits.) 

Wands

Spiritual realm. Creativity, Imagination, Inspiration. Illumination, Mysticism, Magic. Burning, 
Purifying. Idealistic, Ascetic. Fire. "Divine fire," "Fiery," "Ardent," "Hot-headed." 

Swords

Intellectual realm. Reason. Logic, Science. Conflict, Revolution. Rationalistic, Divisive. Air. "Incisive," 



"Sharp," "Head in the clouds," "Full of hot air," "Soaring into the stratosphere," "Etherial." 

Cups

Emotional realm. Relationship, Feeling. Counselling, Family. Agreeing, Conforming. Sympathetic, 
Cooperative. Water. "Going with the flow," "Gushing," "Mercurial," "Sparkling," "Easy to agitate, stir 
up." 

Pentacles

Material realm. Experience of the body, Physical. Sports, Handicrafts, Business. Action, Competition. 
Pragmatic, Acquisitive. Earth. "Down to earth," "Feet on the ground," "Earthy person," "Materialist," 
"Worldly," "Mundane." 

Colors

The background of each suit is dominated by one or more colors that suggest their elemental and 
psychological meaning: 

I. Wands: fiery red, orange, yellow
II. Swords: sky blue, white clouds
III. Cups: deep blue, sea-green
IIII. Pentacles: verdant yellow-green, earthy dark brown 

However, a different, more systematic set of correspondences is used to illuminate the internal structure 
of the Minor Arcana. It is based on color assignments to the Powers: Hot=yellow, Wet=green, Cold= 
blue, Dry=red/brown. Complementary colors (blue/yellow, red/green) represent opposed Powers (Hot/
Cold, Wet/Dry). Form this we get the elemental and planetary correspondences: 

Fire = yellow = Hot = Jupiter
Air = green = Wet = Venus
Water = dark blue = Cold = Saturn
Earth = brownish red = Dry = Mars 

Commentary: There are many possible correspondences between the colors, elements 
and planets, each of which has its own advantages for various purposes. The 
correspondences used here have the following virtues: (1) the colors are consistent with 
those traditionally assigned to the planets and their astrological characters, (2) the colors 
are consistent with psychological interpretations of the elements and planets, (3) the colors 
are consistent with the dominant powers of the elements, (4) opposing elements and 



qualities are assigned complementary colors, (5) the intermediate color green is assigned 
to the intermediate element air, (6) the primary polarity (fire/water) is assigned yellow/
blue, which corresponds at the elemental level to the extremes white/black and gold/silver. 
We follow Aristotle's identification of the dominant powers of the elements (fire is hot, air 
is moist, water is cold, earth is dry) and Ptolemy's identification of the dominant powers of 
the planets (Jupiter is hot, Venus is moist, Saturn is cold, Mars is dry). 

It is an oversimplification to assign a single power to each element, so more accurate colors for the 
elements are: 

Fire = Hot+Dry = orange, yellow, red
Air = Wet+Hot = yellowish green
Water = Cold+Wet = greenish blue
Earth = Dry+Cold = dark brown, purple 

These Words Arcane the Lesser Secrets hold;
with Signs and Symbols let the Truth be told! 
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Versus Pythagorici de Numeris
(Pythagorean Verses on the Numbers) 

© 1998, 2000, John Ops

These Words Arcane the Lesser Secrets hold;
with Signs and Symbols let the Truth be told! 

I. The source is One, whence things are brought to be,
  for chaos is the Primal Unity. 

II. In Two divide the source and end apart
  to yield the Goal, at which is aimed the start. 

III. The Three goes forth, the difference to transcend;
  The First Perfection: middle, start and end. 

IIII. By Four-square poise an Order is defined,
  in double pairs the disjoint poles to bind. 

V. The Five erupts beyond the ordered bounds;
  the Crisis shows another world surrounds. 

VI. By Six degrees the high and low are wed,
  and Second the Perfection that is bred. 

VII. By Seven the array is forced to flee,
  and yet it holds a Hidden Unity. 

VIII. By Eight degrees the wheel of nature rolls;
  Reciprocation balances the poles. 

IX. The Nine includes the center with the wheel:
  the Third Perfection, dawn of the ideal. 

X. In Ten the numbers merge in harmony,



  and join the source in Final Unity. 
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Versus de Chartarum Familiis
(Verses on the Suits) 

© 1998, 2000, John Ops

Four Powers are opposed, for everything
is Moist or Dry, but also Cold or Warm.
All matter, mind they govern and transform.
Attend these Truths, from which all insights spring. 

De Baculis (On the Wands)

The fervent Wands convey the force of Fire,
their Heat expanding upward, subtle, pure.
With Dryness they impose what they prefer,
for ideal forms ignite the will, inspire. 

De Gladiis (On the Swords)

The sharp-edged Swords divide the misty Air,
whose Moisture lets them yield to outer form,
but they divide and sever, for they're Warm.
With nimble strokes their edges split the hair. 

De Poculis (On the Cups)

The ample Cups contain the Water's flow,
for Cold unites disparate kinds as one.
With Wetness they respond and overrun
and, yielding, fill the emptiness below. 

De Pentaculis (On the Pentacles)

The Pentacles exert the force of Earth,
whose Dryness sets the shape, a rigid mold,
a body joined together by the Cold.



The solid ground of life confirms its worth. 
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I. The Monad - The Aces 

●     Active Monad 
●     Passive Monad 

●     Wands: Inspiration 
●     Swords: Idea 
●     Cups: Longing 
●     Pentacles: Ambition 

Active Monad

The first principle is the Monad or Unit. It is the self-generating principle, the self-generated generator 
of everything else. 

Passive Monad

The Monad contains everything potentially, Protean. It is prima materia (first matter), an 
undifferentiated unity, an unstructured wholeness, the seed of all. The Monad corresponds to the first 
stage of many cosmologies, the Primeval Waters, the Confused Mass (Massa confusa), Chaos, Tiamat, 
etc. The Sun. Both odd and even, male and female, matter and form. 

Wands: Inspiration

The urge to create, the upwelling of creative energy, sudden illumination, enthusiasm, inspiration, 
spiritual aspiration, creativity, spiritual hunger. The Power of the Spirit. 

Image: Zeus's blazing keraunos (thunderbolt), in yellows, oranges and reds, stands vertically; its golden 
colors show that fire is a hot, active element. Crescent flames curl from the central disk and a ray 
descends from it, thus approximating a flaming sign of Mercury. 

Commentary: The keraunos, of course, is a symbol of Zeus's will and power, but also of the flash of 
inspiration and creative energy. It suggests a caduceus (the wand of Mercury, the Spirit Guide) to 



represent spiritual aspirations and illumination. 

Swords: Idea

The seed or hint of a new idea, intellectual aspiration, intellectual excitement, intellect, critical thinking, 
intellectual dissatisfaction. The Power of the Mind. 

Image: An upright sword with a golden hilt floating among white clouds in a bright blue sky. 

Commentary: The sword is upright to show that it is ready for action; it also points upward to suggest 
aspiration. It is golden because air is a hot, active element. The background suggests "the sky's the 
limit." 

Cups: Longing

The beginning of a relationship, the urge for relationship, an upwelling of feeling, an indefinite feeling, 
emotional capacity, loneliness, emotional dissatisfaction, ennui. The Power of the Heart. 

Image: A silver kantharos (two-handled wine cup) overflowing with the bluish-green waters of Ocean. 

Commentary: The kantharos overflowing with Oceanic waters represents the subconscious overflowing 
with feeling. It is silver because water is a cold, passive element. 

Pentacles: Ambition

The beginning of a material project (handicraft, business), the urge to material creation, material 
resources, hunger, dissatisfaction with material circumstances. The Power of the Body. 

Image: Image: A silver disk inscribed with a bright red Pythagorean Pentacle. The points are labeled, 
clockwise from the lower left, with the archaic Greek letters U, G I, EI, A. Golden-brown background. 

Commentary: The Pythagorean Pentacle, the sacred symbol of the Pythhagoreans, is described 
elsewhere. The disk is silver because earth is a cold, passive element, and the pentacle is bright red to 
suggest action. (See the Five of Pentacles for the explanation of the Greek letters.) The background is 



golden-brown to suggest material resources. 
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The Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements:

Fire

Extended Version

© 1999, John Opsopaus

●     The Essence of Fire 
●     Fire in the Microcosm 
●     The Central Fire 
●     Light-bearing Hekate 
●     Hephaistos and Alchemy 
●     Hestia and the Harmonization of the Center 
●     Sacred Unions of Fire and Water 
●     The Crater 
●     Love and Strife 
●     Zoroastrian Dualism 
●     The Luminous Agent and Primary Matter 
●     The Harmonia of Fire and Water 
●     Air and Earth as Harmoniai 
●     Dionysos and the Union of Fire and Water 
●     The Progress of the Soul 
●     Purification by Fire 
●     Empedocles and the Bronze Sandal 
●     Hekate the Keyholder 
●     Examples of Heroization 
●     Summary 
●     Principal Sources 

The Essence of Fire

Each of the Elements is characterized by a dominant and a secondary Power or Quality: Earth is Dry and 



Cool, Water is Cool and Moist, Air is Moist and Warm, Fire is Warm and Dry. Since the Warm and Dry 
powers have been discussed in detail already (Warmth in "Air," Dryness in "Earth"), a summary will do 
here. As explained by Aristotle, Warmth is the power of separation and Coolness the power of union; 
they are the more active powers. Dryness is the power to determine its own form, and Moistness the 
power to flexibly adapt to the forms of other things. Therefore, since Fire is Warm and Dry, it is the 
agent that actively creates distinctions and imposes forms. We may think of the fiery arts of the smithy, 
the kitchen and the alchemical laboratory. 

Indeed, in alchemy Fire is considered the primary agent of change (more on this later), and Empedocles, 
the 5th century BCE magician-philosopher credited with the Doctrine of the Four Elements 
(Tetrasomia), distinguishes Fire as the Agent of Action (Kinêtikê) among the Elements. Hence the 
Elements have the typical 3+1 structure in which, as explained by Jung, the Fourth is the principle of 
determination for the Three. In physics, Fire corresponds to energy, whereas the other three Elements 
correspond to states of matter (although we must keep in mind that these are just physical manifestations 
of the Four Elements, which are spiritual archetypes). 

Fire in the Microcosm

I will begin by outlining briefly some of the manifestations of Fire in human psychology. First, Warmth 
is the power of discrimination, and therefore decision, but in Fire the decision is inflexible because of 
the Dry power. Therefore Fire is most closely connected to Will, which sees its purpose and cannot be 
swayed from it. Further, we may say that Fire brings a decision, distinction or conclusion that is self-
determining, not conditioned by external circumstances; therefore it corresponds to the bright flash of 
intuition, the "bolt from the blue." Finally, as already mentioned, Fire strives to actively impose a 
determinate form on things, and therefore represents the creative impulse in all its varieties. Will, 
inspiration and creativity together associate Fire with the Tarot suit of Wands. 

In the discussion of Air I explained how the Elements correspond to the Vehicles of the Soul described 
in Neoplatonic lore and Chaldean Theurgy: Earth and Water correspond to the gross body, Air to the 
spirit body and Fire to the radiant body. The radiant body (augoeides), also known as the astral body 
(astroeides) or aitherial body, is the vehicle of the Higher Soul, which is responsible for the intellect, 
including discursive reason, but also for the Rational Will. Thus it is the efficient cause of mental 
activity (corresponding to the Kinêtikê, or Agent of Action, of Empedocles). The higher soul and its 
vehicle mediate between the Gnostic Soul, which is the highest form of the soul (associated with the 
Quintessence or Fifth Element), and the lower vehicles of the soul (the spirit body and gross body). (I 
explained in "Air" how the Breath Spirit joins the Fiery Higher Soul to the Primal Mud (Earth + Water) 
of the body; see "Water" on the Primal Mud.) 

As has been mentioned in "Water" and "Air," there is a myth that Prometheus created humans by mixing 



Earth and Water to create the gross body; Athena breathed Air into it, imbuing it with a Spirit-Soul. 
Prometheus added the Higher Soul, which is the Fire that He took from the Wheel of the Sun and 
brought to humanity in a Narthêx (giant fennel) stalk. (The Narthêx corresponds to Shushumna, the 
esoteric spinal column of yoga philosophy, which contains the Fiery Kundalini power.) Recall also that 
the Thursos, the sacred Bacchic wand, is made from the Narthêx and holds Promethean Fire. 

As implied in the myth of our Promethean origins, the Fire in our souls is akin to the Celestial Fire ("As 
above, so below"). Hippocrates says that the soul is an Immortal Warmth (Athanatos Thermon), which 
sees, hears and knows everything; most of this Warmth is pushed to the outermost sphere, where it is 
called Aithêr, and forms a kind of Fiery World Soul. (This is different from the Airy World Soul 
described in "Air." Also, as explained in "Air," Aithêr may refer to the luminous upper Air, to Fire, or to 
the celestial Quintessence.) Our souls are akin to this Periekhon (Surrounding Thing), the Divine Aithêr 
that embraces and supports the Cosmos. Plato (Cratylus 412de) calls it a penetrating power that 
permeates the whole world. It is also called the Sun (Helios), Warmth (Thermon), Justice (Dikaion) and 
Mind (Nous). Heraclitus also says that the soul is composed of a Fire that is related to the World Fire , 
and calls the soul a "spark of the essential substance of the stars" (scintilla stellaris essentiae). Thus the 
Divine Warmth (Thermon), as the Power of the Soul (Psukhês Dunamis), is analogous to the essence of 
the stars. This has implications for the destiny of the soul after death, which will be discussed later. 

The Central Fire

Having considered Fire in the microcosm, we now turn to the macrocosm. 
According to the Pythagoreans, the Enveloping Fire is balanced by a 
Central Fire. Indeed, Empedocles says that many fires burn beneath the 
Earth, that the Solar Fire was born in the bowels of the Earth, and that 
Volcanic Fire shoots to the Heavens and licks the stars. Thus Fire is the 
highest and the lowest Element; it is as though the Elemental Square has 
been unfolded into a line (see figure). This results in a series of cosmic 
spheres: Celestial Fire, Air, Water, Earth, and Central Fire; the Celestial 
Fire mirrors the Central Fire as though in a higher octave. 

One might suppose that the "Fires of Hades" is a Christian notion, but it 
actually has its roots in ancient Greek esoteric doctrine. As explained in 
the "Introduction" and in "Earth," "Water" and "Air," Empedocles' 
"Enigma" associates Earth with Hera, Water with Persephone, Air with 
Zeus, and Fire with Hades. However, there are many additional signposts to the Central Fire, for 
Empedocles teaches that the ultimate source of all Fire is Hades, and that the Central Fire is the source 
of all life, creation and destruction (see "Hephaistos and Alchemy," below). 



More precisely, the Central Fire is Tartaros, Zeus's Guard Tower (Zanòs Púrgos, Phulakê Diós, etc.), 
which is below Hades. According to myth, after the Sun sets, it shines in Tartaros. Therefore the Central 
Fire is known as the Dark Sun, the Black Sun, the Invisible Sun, the Subterranean Sun and the Volcanic 
Sun, and there is a paradoxical unity between the Sun and the Underworld. This is why Parmenides was 
led by the Daughters of the Sun into the House of Night; it is also the path followed by the dead. 

The astrological symbol for the Sun represents the Fire at the center; it was also an ancient alchemical 
symbol for Sulphur, the Fiery Principle (on which, see below). The doctrine of the Central Fire is the 
original, mystical Heliocentric theory, which Copernicus borrowed, but has become debased into no 
more than astronomy. (Copernicus himself called it the "Pythagorean Theory.") 

Light-bearing Hekate

As an Underworld Goddess, Hekate has many connections with Fire. Therefore She is called Purphoros 
(Fire-bearing), Daidoukhos (Torch-bearer), Phôsphoros (Light-bearer, also Lucifera), Puripnon (Fire-
breather) and Melainê (Black); She is worshipped in caves and Her image is honored with torches. 

As a Lunar Goddess Hekate has a complementary relationship to the Sun. At the New Moon She carries 
blazing torches (called selas and connected with Selene, the Moon), and on the 30th of month, when the 
Moon is overtaken by the Sun and both rise together, we offer Her the Amphiphôn (Shining-All-
Around), a flat cake with a circle of candles on it. Both Hekate Enodia (On the Road) and Apollo 
Aguieus (Street Guardian) are Gods of the Journey, who illuminate the Way: Apollo by His Sun during 
the day, Hekate by Her Torch at night. Apollo was also called Hekatos (Distant One), the masculine 
form of Hekatê (also an epithet of Artemis). Similarly Helios and Hekate often appear together in 
magical texts, and They were the only witnesses to the abduction of Persephone. They are the Sun and 
Moon, the Lamps of Day and Night, the Light Sun and the Dark Sun, Celestial and Chthonic Fire. In 
Sophocles' Root-cutters we read, 

"O Lord Helios and Holy Fire, the spear of Hekate Enodia, which She bears frequenting 
Olympos and dwelling in the Three Ways of the Holy Land." 

According to the Chaldean Oracles and Neoplatonic philosophers, Hers is the Womb of Nature, which is 
fertilized by the lightning and thunderbolts of Father Zeus, and by which She gives birth to the natural 
world (cf. Semele and Koronis, below). For the lightning bolts correspond to the Platonic Ideas or 
Forms, which can be embodied only by the mediation of Hekate's Womb, the Coils (Koilômata) of the 
Cosmos. In the Oracles the Goddess Herself says, "These are the Thoughts of the Father, after which is 
My enwrapping Fire" (fr. 38). This Fire, which envelops the world, was called the Membrane (Hymên), 
and, according to the Oracles, Her Membrane separates the First Fire of the Celestial Father from the 
Second Fire, which is the Demiurge (Craftsman), Hephaistos. Both are intellectual Fires, one celestial, 
the other chthonic and proceeding from the first. Hekate nurtures the Ideas so that the Demiurge may use 



them to organize the Elements into our world. 

(Hekate is primarily associated with Fire, but as Cosmic Womb She also has connections with Water. 
Indeed, She unites the opposites, Heaven and the Underworld. Under the name Iphimedeia (= 
Iphigeneia), She is also a consort to Poseidon. When Hekate is called "Queen" She is being identified 
with Persephone, Queen of the Underworld, and some call Persephone the lower manifestation of 
Hekate.) 

Hephaistos and Alchemy

The ancient Greeks distinguished the Destructive (Aidêlon) Fire, associated with Hades (Aidês), from the 
Creative Fire, associated with Hephaistos, the Divine Smith or Craftsman. In Orphic cosmologies, as in 
many others, a Divine Craftsman is born from the Cosmic Egg or is responsible for opening it (see 
"Air"). Similarly, in Indian tradition the Craftsman Kâla is the Sun, the Golden Embryo (Fire), who 
upholds Earth, Sea and Sky (Earth, Water, Air). Naturally Hephaistos, the Divine Smith, is closely 
connected with Creative Fire, and His name is often used as a synonym for Fire. Plato (Cratylus 407c) 
explains that Hephaistos' name comes from Phaistos, Lord of Light (Phaeos Histora); like Fire, He is 
active and form imposing (Warm and Dry). 

Eliade (Forge & Crucible) argues that alchemy had its origin in the ancient Craft of the Smith, which 
combined religion, magic and metallurgy. For example, in the Greek tradition, the Daktuloi (Dactyls), 
Telkhines (Telchines) and Kabeiroi (Cabiri) are magic-working divine smiths; all come from 
underground to assist the Great Mother Rhea (associated with Fire; see "Water"). Of the Daktuloi 
("Fingers") it is said that the Right-hand ones are smiths and the Left-hand are magicians (goêtes). The 
Telkhines are also sorcerer-smiths, born of Tartaros. The Kabeiroi of Samothrace, who are skilled in 
meteoric alchemy and instructed Orpheus in Their Mysteries, are called Hephaistoi because They are 
smiths and are descended from Kabeiros and Kabeiria, that is, Hephaistos and Hekate. Two of them 
were said to stand on a fire-sprouting rock on Lemnos (Hephaistos' island), brandishing lightning bolts 
and with sparks streaming from Their eyes. 

According to alchemy, metals are incubated by Fire in the Womb of the Earth; alchemists only 
accelerate their development. Since Hekate is the Fiery Womb who inspires matter with spiritual energy, 
She is also called Nature (Phusis). Alchemists connect the Earth and Sun, because the Fire that comes 
from the center of the Earth is the key to the alchemical transformation, the Innate Heat of the Womb of 
Nature. Whereas, as we will see below, Hades governs rebirth through the Mysteries by means of Death, 
Hephaistos governs rebirth through Alchemy via the Womb (Fiery initiation). 



Hestia and the Harmonization of the Center

To the Destroying Fire of Hades and the Creating Fire of Hephaistos we may add the Preserving Fire of 
Hestia, for "Hestia" is both the word for Hearth and the name of the Hearth Goddess. (Likewise "Hades" 
is the Land of the Dead as well as its Lord, and "Hephaistos" is the Fire of the Forge as well as its 
Master.) The Hearth is sacred in Greek tradition, and the house, temple and city each had a Sacred 
Hearth at its center. She was the only one of the Old Gods not to yield Her place on Olympos when Zeus 
came to power, and She was honored as the first among the Twelve Olympians. Later, when Dionysos 
ascended to Olympos, She gave Her place among the Twelve to Him, but retained Her station of honor 
in the Center of the Heavens. Even the Olympian Gods honor Her before all others. 

Naturally, the Central Fire was compared to the Hearth in the center of the house, and as early as the 5th 
century BCE the Earth was called the Cosmic Hearth (tou Kosmou hê Hestia). The central role of Hestia 
is recognized by Plato (Crat. 401cd), who explains "Hestia" as meaning the Essence (Essia = Ousia) of 
things. Also, the Neoplatonist Philolaus says, "The first thing to be harmonized - the One - in the middle 
of the sphere is called Hestia," and Anatolius says, "around the middle of the four Elements lies a unitary 
fiery Cube." Philolaus also identifies the Hearth in the center with the One and the Cube with geometric 
Harmonia, which suggests that the Central Fire may be thought of as a cube. (See below for more on 
Harmonia. Interestingly, garlanded cubes called Gulloi were carried in Hekate's honor in a procession at 
Didyma.) 

An important alchemical text, the Turba Philosophorum (The Gathering of Philosophers), which 
preserves much ancient lore, compares the Earth to an Egg. The Shell corresponds to the Earth itself; the 
White corresponds to the Water Under the Earth (Abyssal Water), the Yolk to the Central Fire, and the 
Chick to the Point of the Sun (Punctus Solis) at the very center. (As mentioned, this is represented in the 
astrological and alchemical symbol for the Sun, which was also the original symbol for Sulphur, the 
alchemical Fiery principle.) Alchemical apparatus was often explicitly patterned after both the Egg and 
the Earth as Womb, and Pythagorean and Orphic ideas about the Cosmic Egg were later adopted by 
Egyptian and Islamic alchemists. 

Sacred Unions of Fire and Water

Empedocles has Hades corresponding to Fire and Persephone to Water; Their sacred marriage makes 
Them the King and Queen of the Underworld, and Their union is the alchemical conjunction of the 
opposites, Fire and Water. Hades is Lord of the Central Fire and Persephone is Lady of Dissolution (see 
"Water"). As Zeus and Hera are the Creators (responsible for fertility and birth), so Hades and 
Persephone are the Destroyers (governing death), who nevertheless bring about rebirth. Concerning 
Persephone, Plato (Crat. 404d) says, "Hades, who is wise, consorts with Her, because She is wise." He 
added that although the name "Hades" (Aidês) is normally derived from Unseen (Aeides), it actually 



refers to Knowledge (Eidenai) of All Noble Things. 

The marriage of Hades and Persephone is paralleled by the union of 
Typhôn and Nephthys in Egyptian mythology, as explained by 
Plutarch. Typhôn is associated with the scorching Sun, destruction, 
chaos, difference (separation) and Heracles (see below). Hesiod tells 
us that Zeus defeated Typhôn and placed Him under volcanic Mount 
Etna (i.e. in Tartaros), which is why it burns and quakes. Typhôn is 
the husband of Nephthys, who corresponds to Water, as was 
explained in our discussion of that Element. Therefore Typhôn 
forms an Elemental Quaternity with Nephthys, Isis (Earth) and Osiris (Air). (See the articles "Earth," 
"Water" and "Air.") According to Plutarch, Typhôn, the destructive power, exercises special dominion 
over the outermost part of matter, for earth, sea, plants and animals all suffer dissolution, except what is 
preserved by Isis (which is the reason for Her Mysteries). Therefore Osiris is the Creator, Isis the 
Preserver, and Typhôn the Destroyer; Nephthys holds sway between death and rebirth (destruction and 
recreation). 

The union of Fire and Water appears again with Hephaistos, for He is married to Aphrodite, born of sea 
foam (see "Water"). According to Empedocles, they are the principal creators of the world (see also 
"Love and Strife" below). 

The Crater

The Underworld is a realm of paradox and inversion, where opposites may unite. It is a place of 
Darkness but also of Fire (Light); it is simultaneously a place of Dissolution (Water) and the Fiery 
Womb of rebirth; it is the source of the Destructive Fire of Hades and of the Creative Fire of Hephaistos. 
Here especially may be brought about the union of Fire and Water, the primary Elemental Opposition. 
Hence the alchemical arts, which seek to unite the opposites in the Great Work, are born in the 
Underworld. 

Four rivers converge in the Underworld, each associated with an Element (see figure). The 
Pyriphelegethôn, the River of Fire, is directly opposite Côcytus, the River of Weeping, closely 
associated with Persephone and Water (as explained in "Water"). (Plato's Phaedo (108d-114d) contains 
an informative and colorful description of Underworld geography and of the progress of the soul.) 



The volcanic crater is filled with rivers of fire, a hint of the union of Fire 
and Water in the depths. In general, any crater in the earth, whether 
holding Fire or Water, is considered a place of power and magic, for it is 
an entry to the Underworld. Therefore, incense is burned for Hephaistos 
(Vulcan) at the volcanic crater's lip and in caves. 

The Greek word Cratêr refers to a mixing bowl, especially that in which 
wine is mixed with water for drinking, and hence to the bowl-shaped 
volcanic crater. Hellenes attach great symbolic importance to the proper mixture (krasis) of wine and 
water (Fire and Water); it is the central image of balance, proportion and harmony (Mêden agan - 
Nothing too much - as it said on the temple of Apollo at Delphi). 

Similarly, in Hellenic rituals, a burning brand from the altar fire is plunged into the bowl of lustral water 
to consecrate it as Holy Water (Greek, Hudôr Theion) or Water Inflamed by the Sacred Fire (Latin, 
Aqua Igne Sacra Inflammata). (In ancient Greek, the same word Theion means "a sacred thing" and 
"brimstone," reminding us that alchemical Sulphur is the Fiery Principle.) 

The Crater is also an important symbol in the Orphic Mysteries, and a lost Orphic Poem (by Zopyrus the 
Pythagorean) called The Cratêr dealt with Orpheus' descent through a Watery Crater into the Fiery 
Underworld (a common means of descent). In the Underworld, rivers of fire (Water + Fire) flow 
together in the Crater, and the Crater becomes a place of Ordeal, where truth and falsity are separated 
(by Fire). Also in Greek tradition, one may drink from the Crater or be immersed in it in order to be 
reborn (as Medea, granddaughter of the Sun, did in her magic of rejuvenation). It's not surprising that, 
according to Peter Kingsley (p. 135), the Crater influenced the Grail legends. 

Love and Strife

The dominant Qualities of Fire and Water are Warmth and Coolness, which are the powers of separation 
and union. Therefore Empedocles taught that Love (Philotês) and Strife (Neikos) are the two primary 
forces in the cosmos, which bring about all transformation through their mixing and separation of the 
Roots (Elements). (Although Love and Strife are the conventional English translations, it would be more 
accurate to say Affinity, i.e. friendship, and Difference, i.e. disagreement.) Empedocles naturally 
identified these Powers with fiery Ares and sea-born Aphrodite. 

Love is associated with the Mixture (Krasis) in the Crater, as Strife is with enmity or separation 
(Ekhthros). Indeed, Empedocles (fr. 35) describes the mixing of the immortal Roots by Love and Strife 
(Cool + Warm = Water + Fire = Water + Wine) in terms reminiscent of the Crater: as they mixed, 
"countless types of mortal things poured forth" (my emphasis), a process described as an "onrush" or 
"stream" (hormê) of Perfect Love. Love and Strife are each responsible in Their own way for a "coming 



to be" and a "passing away": Strife creates Plurality by dividing the One, and Love creates Unity from 
the Many. A proper balance of both is necessary in an ordered cosmos. 

Love and Strife are also the fundamental governing principles of magic (where they are known as 
Sympathy and Antipathy). In the tradition of the Root-cutters, Empedocles and later Bolus of Mendes 
applied Sympathy and Antipathy especially to herbal magic. As Plotinus the Neo-Pythagorean 
explained: 

And how are magical operations (goêteias) carried out? By Sympathy, and thanks to the 
fact that there is a natural Harmony between things that are alike and a natural Opposition 
between things that are unlikeÉ For many things are "drawn" to each other and enchanted 
without any third party deliberately working to bring the effect about. And the real magic 
in everything is the Love in it, along with the Strife. This is the primary magician and 
enchanter; it was when men observed its magic that they started using charms and spells 
on each other. 

Zoroastrian Dualism

Although Pythagoras is supposed to have met Zoroaster, this is unlikely (Zoroaster probably lived a 
millennium earlier), but Pythagoras did study with a Chaldean magus. Therefore it will be worthwhile to 
consider some Chaldean doctrines. 

Zoroaster taught there are two primary principles, which are Daimones - Divine Beings or Powers: One 
is Celestial (Ouranion), and associated with the Father, Fire, Light (Phôs), Warmth, Dryness, Lightness 
(as opposed to Heaviness) and Swiftness. The other is Terrestrial (Chthonion), and associated with the 
Mother, Water, Darkness (Skotos), Coolness, Moisture, Heaviness and Slowness. Their powers are 
primarily Warm and Cold (the dominant powers of Fire and Water). 

Pythagoras similarly taught that the Cosmos and its Harmonia result from the union of the Male and the 
Female, the Light and the Dark, for both are necessary; we don't have one good the other evil (as in 
Zoroastrianism, Gnosticism and some other traditions). This is a more alchemical perspective: spirit 
needs to be embodied; alchemy recognizes that both Light and Dark are divine and deserving of our 
respect. 

According to Zoroastrians, the cycle of Light and Dark takes place within Time or Space, associated 
with the God Zurvan; we may compare Him to Kronos (= Khronos = Time). This transcendent Unity 
differentiates into Light and Dark, which then alternate within It, creating Harmonia and Cosmos. 



The Luminous Agent and Primary Matter

In a similar way alchemy distinguishes between the Innate Fire and the Moist Radical in all things. The 
Innate Fire is the Form of things, for Fire is Dry and Warm (= form-imposing), and the Moist Radical, 
which represents cohesion and flexibility (Cool, Moist), is their Matter; it is the purest, most digested 
form of matter (see "Water"), the Elixir of Nature, the Mercury of Life. Thus the Innate Fire "inhabits" 
the Moist Radical, which is called therefore the Laboratory of Vulcan, the Hearth in which burns the 
Eternal Fire; it is the Innate Heat of the Womb of Mother Earth. 

Alchemy explains the cosmos as the result of the Luminous Agent exploding out of the Primordial 
Darkness and acting on the Primal Mud (which was discussed in "Water"). Since Fire is separating (Hot) 
and inflexible (Dry), the effect of Heat on the Primal Mud is to rarefy the Watery part and to condense 
the Earthy part. That is, through its Heat the Luminous Agent causes separation, so the part of the Primal 
Mud that retains its Moisture becomes Water, and the part that retains its Coolness becomes Earth; thus 
the two Elements separate. 

So also Empedocles (fr. 73) says, "when Cypris [Aphrodite] was busily producing forms, She moistened 
Earth in Water and gave it to swift Fire [Hephaistos] to harden." And Anaximander (6th c. BCE) said 
that living things were generated from the Warming of Earth and Water, and likewise Heraclitus (5th c. 
BCE) said people are made of Fire, Water and Earth (for in this case Fire means the Warm elements, Air 
and Fire). 

The Harmonia of Fire and Water

Warmth and Coolness are the more active powers, according to Aristotle. Since Warmth is the dominant 
power of Fire and Coolness is the dominant power of Water, these are the most active Elements, and the 
primary opposition is between them (as represented in their signs; the signs for Air and Earth each 
contain a part of the sign of their opposite). Therefore, Fire and Water cannot be united directly, for they 
have nothing in common. The Two must be joined by a Third, which constitutes a mean linking the 
extremes, that is, a Harmonia, which is often translated Harmony, but more accurately means a seamless 
union in which the parts form a whole and yet retain their separate identities. In the Greek tradition, 
Harmonia is a Goddess, the daughter of Aphrodite and Ares (Love and Strife). She may unite any 
opposites, including the opposed Elements, Fire and Water. Empedocles (fr. 96) says that "the kindly 
Earth received in Her wide melting-pots" a mixture of Persephone (Water) and Hephaistos (Fire) held 
together by Harmonia. 

Air and Earth as Harmoniai



Fire and Water may unite in Air, which has Warmth in common 
with Fire and Moistness in common with Water; the other 
intermediary is Earth, which is Dry like Fire and Cool like Water. 
However, Air functions more easily as a uniting Element, because it 
is also intermediate in subtlety between Fire and Water. 

Such a union takes place in a Pyria, which is the ancient Greek 
version of a sweat lodge (essentially the same as the Scythian 
version described in Herodotus 4.73). Woolen blankets are spread 
over a wooden frame, in the center of which is a cauldron in which 
red-hot stones are placed. The Pyria is a microcosm in which the 
Elements unite. When Water is thrown on the Fire, it creates steam, which is the Hot-Wet Air that unites 
the opposites. This all takes place in contact with, or even within, the (Cool, Dry) Earth. 

In alchemy the essences of Fire and Water are called Sulphur (the Fiery Principle) and Quicksilver (the 
Watery Principle), the alchemical Sun and Moon. Their union is a major task in the alchemical Great 
Work, which may be accomplished by means of alchemical Salt (Prime Matter), corresponding to Earth. 
In this case Salt is the Harmonia uniting the opposites Sulphur and Quicksilver. (See below for 
Quicksilver as an intermediate.) 

Dionysos and the Union of Fire and Water

As explained in "Air," Dionysos is a second Zeus and, like Him, 
associated with Air. We can see "Thrice-born Dionysos" as a result 
of the union of Fire and Water in each of His three births. In the 
Orphic Mysteries it is said that Zeus and Persephone mated as 
snakes and conceived Dionysos; this is a union of Persephone, 
associated with Water, and the Chthonic (Underworld) Zeus, 
corresponding to Hades and Fire. (As explained in "Water," Rhea, 
Demeter, Persephone and Dionysos are four consecutive generations 
in the Orphic Mysteries; see figure.) Second, it is also told in the 
Orphic Mysteries that the Titans cut Dionysos into seven parts, which they boiled and roasted (Water + 
Fire). After They had eaten six parts (a function of Their Watery, nutritive soul), Zeus blasted Them 
with His Fiery Lightning, vaporizing Them (converting Them to Air). Finally, there is the well-known 
story of how Semele drank a potion made from the seventh part and became pregnant with Dionysos. 
When she was tricked into seeing Zeus in His full glory, she was incinerated by His Fire, but the infant 
Dionysos was protected by her Girdle of Ivy (which is considered Cool and Watery). Semele Herself is 
in origin a Phrygian Underworld Goddess, corresponding to Persephone, and thus to Water. (We may 
also compare the Lightning-receiving Womb of Hekate, above, and Koronis, below; see below for more 
on Semele.) 



The Progress of the Soul

Fire plays a central role in the process of Heroization by which a mortal may escape the cycle of rebirth 
and ascend to the Isles of the Blessed. To understand this we must begin with the normal progress of the 
soul after death, for similar rituals are used for immortalization in this life and in the afterlife. 

The Pythagorean Alcmaeon (c. 500 BCE) and others related the immortality of soul to the immortal, 
divine stars. Plato also taught that the fiery substance of the stars, which he called Aithêr, is divine, and 
in the Cratylus (397c) he connected the term "Aithêr" to the Gods (Theoi) and to "run, move" (thein), 
because the Gods, like the stars, move eternally. This Divine Fire is found both outside surrounding us 
and inside us at the center of our being. Therefore, "man is made of portions of the cosmos, and in death 
like returns to like" (Burkert, Lore & Sci. in Anc. Pythag. 362): the soul goes to heavenly Aithêr, and the 
body goes to Earth, each returning to its own element. Thus, according to the Orphic golden tablets, 
when the soul reaches its destination, it should say, "I am a child of Earth and Starry Heaven, but my 
race is of Heaven alone; this Ye know Yourselves." (See the text in "Water.") 

As Plutarch (The Face in the Moon, 943-4) explains in detail, at death the soul is separated from the 
body in the realm of Demeter, and the body returns to the Earth. The mind is separated from the soul in 
the realm of Persephone, and the soul returns to the Moon. This occurs in the Hidden Place of Hekate 
(Hekatês Mukhos), who lives in a cave that is a mouth of the Underworld (see below for more on Her). 
This is the place of judgment, the Infernal Coils (Bathê Koilômata) or Passages, the (uterus-shaped) 
Pythagorean Y, the meeting of Three Ways. Those who are not ready pass through the Gate on the dark 
side of the Moon facing Earth and there await reincarnation. Those who are sufficiently enlightened pass 
through the Gate on the light side of the Moon and arrive in the Elysian Fields in the realm of the Sun, 
and thereby escape the cycle of reincarnation. Some say that the higher mind can be mortal or immortal, 
depending on how it directs itself, upward or downward. According to the Pythagoreans, you can 
harmonize your mind with the World Mind by thinking the right thoughts and thereby keep it from 
dissolution at death. 

The process of returning to the Earth, Moon and Sun at death corresponds to the alchemical dissolution 
into Salt, Quicksilver and Sulphur, for Sulphur, the Fiery Principle, corresponds to the higher mind, 
which is joined to the body, corresponding to Salt, by the soul or breath-spirit, corresponding to 
Quicksilver (Moist like Air). In this case Quicksilver is the intermediate Harmonia that connects the 
extremes of mind and matter. (We have already seen that the primary opposites Sulphur and Quicksilver 
may unite in Salt.) 

Purification by Fire



There is a very old idea, predating even the Zoroastrians, which is that the soul of the deceased goes first 
to the nearest Fire, and from there to the stars, Moon, Sun, and finally to Beginningless Light. This path 
is mimicked in the symbolic death of initiation, which suggests (as in alchemy) that the soul must ascend 
through the Planetary Spheres before it can come to the Isles of the Blessed, for the Pythagoreans say the 
Sun and Moon are the Isles of the Blessed (hai Makarôn Nêsoi). (This is the cosmology of 
Anaximander, also known to the Zoroastrians, which places the Sun and Moon above the Planets and 
other "stars.") Generally Platonists believe that the Planets aid in the ascent, but Plutarch's account 
suggests that some trial must be passed, and a Pythagorean dictum says, "the Planets are the Dogs of 
Persephone" (i.e. the Guards of the Underworld, also recalling the Dogs of Hekate; see below). 

However, before the soul can ascend through the spheres, it must be purified by Fire. One must descend 
into Darkness to find the source of Light; one must die in order to be reborn. Thus heroization occurs 
through an actual or symbolic death by Fire. This is because Fire is purifying; it burns away the transient 
and imperfect, thereby freeing the soul and immortalizing it. By descent through the Crater of Rebirth, 
the initiate arrives at World Axis, which gives simultaneous access to the Heavens and the Underworld. 
There in the Earth's Fiery Womb he or she may be purified by Fire in preparation for rebirth. The 
passage through Fire is a means of uniting with the universe, which is a Cosmic Fire according to 
Heraclitus. Fire rises to the heavens, where it becomes the essence of the stars and of lightning. Since 
lightning is Celestial Fire, the purest form of Fire, it is the most potent force for heroization, and we read 
that Pythagoras ascended to heaven after being struck by lightning. (He had been initiated previously in 
a Cretan cave by means of a ritual Keraunios Lithos or Lightning Stone.) 

Heat is the Power that Separates and Fire is its Element. Therefore, according to Zoroastrian tradition, 
the Hero is the one who can make the perilous Hero's Journey and survive an ordeal by Fire and molten 
metal (flowing fire = Water + Fire). This trial takes place at the entry to the Bridge of the Separator 
under the oversight of Mazdah, for He is known as The Separator. 

Empedocles and the Bronze Sandal

According to tradition, Empedocles ended his last earthly incarnation by jumping into the Crater of Etna, 
the Sicilian volcano which the Greeks and Romans viewed as a pillar reaching to heaven from the 
underworld. Diodorus of Sicily (8.75) wrote, 

"Thou, Empedocles, didst purify thy body with the Living Flame,
and Fire didst thou drink out from Immortal Craters." 

Diodorus elsewhere wonders if in fact "he leapt into the Craters of Fire and drank of Life." 

There is considerable evidence (discussed in detail by Kingsley) that Empedocles was learned in the 



magic of Hekate, who grants ritual purification. Her mysteries are said to have been established by 
Orpheus, and She was key to the process of rebirth in the Orphic Rites on Samothrace. In a scene which 
borders on comedy, after Empedocles disappeared into the volcano's mouth, it belched out a single 
bronze sandal. However, a single bronze sandal is a common sign of Hekate and Her devotees, for 
bronze is closely connected with the Underworld and is used to invoke Hekate. It may be worn or held 
by magicians as an emblem of their ability to descend into Tartaros; such a sign is given by the Goddess 
to Her initiates: the "Bronze Sandal of the Holder of Tartaros." Further, Hekate is called by sounding 
bronze, and bronze cutting tools are under Her auspices; bronze represents the full moon. Therefore it is 
significant that Empedocles was known as "Bronze Foot," for that shows him to be a devotee of the 
Goddess. (Pythagoras' Golden Thigh has a similar meaning.) Likewise, Hekate Herself is sometimes 
said to have a single bronze leg. 

Bronze is also connected to the alchemy of smiths, and we are reminded that magical smiths, such as 
Hephaistos, often have distorted feet, as do the gnomes, who bring forth metals from the Womb of 
Mother Earth. Like gnomes, the Daktuloi, Telkhines and Kabeiroi are subterranean dwarves. The 
Kabeiroi are called Crabs (Karkinoi) because of Their cockeyed walk, yet the grass beneath Their feet is 
ignited by Their magical dance. Hekate Herself is called Donkey Foot. Finally Kerényi (Heroes 248) 
remarks that the Monosandalos (Man with One Sandal) is an uncanny being, often with an Underworld 
connection, for he has left one sandal in the Underworld as a sign of allegiance to it. (Recall the myth of 
Jason arriving Monosandalos in Iolkos.) 

Hekate the Keyholder

In the Descent to the Underworld the Magus must invoke and meet Hekate (Fire) as well as Persephone 
(Water). Like Persephone, Hekate is a mediator between our world and the Underworld; She is the 
Keyholder and Gatekeeper of the sacred regions; She is called the Lady of Tartaros, Phulada 
(Guardian), Propulaia (Before the Gates), Kleidophoros (Key-bearer) and Kleidoukhos (Key-holder, 
Priestess). 

Hekate also holds the keys that unlock the uterus and facilitate birth, and the keys to both death and 
rebirth, which takes place through the Mukhos (Hidden Place) of Hekate on the Moon (see above). Thus 
She is called "Child-nourishing" in Her role as Nurse of Rebirth. Hekate is the source of souls and their 
final destination, a birth Goddess and a death Goddess, for She oversees the transition of the soul into 
the body and back out of it. 



Hekate is called Sôteira (Savior) and has a prominent role 
in the Eleusinian Mysteries, for Zeus sends Her to bring the 
Maiden back from Hades, which happens each year, 
according to some ancient authors. Thus She is 
preeminently the Goddess who may lead us back from the 
Underworld. The principal Gods of the Eleusinian 
Mysteries are Demeter (Earth), Persephone (Water), 
Dionysos (Air) and Hekate (Fire). 

When Hades seized Persephone He carried Her underground in Sicily, which is hollow and has rivers of 
fire flowing under it. Therefore Zeus gave Sicily to Persephone as a wedding gift; Their marriage was 
celebrated there ever after, and there was a sanctuary of Hekate, Demeter and Persephone in Sicily. 
Hence, Sicily, and especially Mt. Etna, are home to many Underworld mysteries and the source of many 
Pythagorean magical ideas. Of course, much more could be said about Hekate and Her magic, but this is 
not the place for it. 

Examples of Heroization

I will mention several other examples of heroization in the Greek tradition (there are many). According 
to Kerényi (Heroes 141, 144-5), at least ten of Heracles' Labors represent the conquering of Death, the 
most obvious being the fetching of Kerberos, the Dog of Hades. By these Labors he earned his name 
(Hêra-klês = Hêra's Glory) and proved his worthiness to ascend to Olympos and to be adopted by Her. 
When his Heroic status was proved, he built his own funeral pyre and ascended it, thus continuing the 
fiery purification initiated by the Robe of Nessos. The process of divinization was completed by a 
lightning bolt from his father Zeus, which "burned away the parts different from Zeus" and allowed his 
ascent. Although Heracles is often viewed as a mindless muscleman, for the Pythagoreans and many 
other ancient Greeks He was the archetype of the Spiritual Hero, and the "Imitation of 
Heracles" (Imitatio Herculi) was the basic path of spiritual development. 

Dionysos is the archetypal Hero in Greek religion. I have already mentioned how He was cooked by the 
Titans and later blasted by Zeus's Lightning while still in Semele's womb. After she was incinerated by 
Zeus's Fire, her Divine Child Dionysos (Lord of Moist Nature) descended into the Underworld through 
the Lernean Swamp to rescue His mother and raise Her into Heaven. Thus She was called Herois 
(Heroine) in certain secret rites at Delphi, and Dionysos is called the Liberator (Pater Liber - Father 
Freedom - to the Romans). 

Asklepios the Healer was doubly purified by Fire. When Koronis was pregnant with him by Apollo, she 
took another lover, and so Apollo (corresponding to the Sun's Fire) shot her dead with His arrows; while 
she burned on the pyre, the God rescued the infant Asklepios from her womb. (Koronis, "Crow," is a 
dark, Underworld Goddess corresponding to Persephone and therefore Water. See Kerényi, Gods of 



Greeks, 271.) Later Asklepios brought a person back from the Underworld, for which deed Zeus blasted 
him with His Lightning and made him a God. 

The well-known "Mithras Liturgy" in the Greek Magical Papyri (PGM IV.475-829) is a late example of 
an immortalization ritual, primarily addressed to Helios and focused on Fire. In the Ascent of the Soul 
(Psukhês Anagôgê) in Chaldean Theurgy, the Purification of the Spirit Body is followed by the 
Elevation of Soul in five stages corresponding to the Elements: symbolic burial (Earth), dissolution 
(Water), breathing exercises (Air), ascent on the rays of the Sun (Fire) and immortalization 
(Quintessence). The Hermetic traditions and Spiritual Alchemy teach similar methods of heroization. 

Summary

We have seen that Fire is the primary agent of transformation, for it represents the power to impose a 
self-determining form. This power has its origin in the Central Fire of Hades, which is associated with 
Hephaistos, the Craftsman skilled in Alchemy, and with Hekate, who holds the Keys to the Womb of 
Rebirth. The path to the Central Fire is through the Crater, where Fire and Water are united in Harmonia. 
For the worthy, Heroization by Fire provides an escape from the cycle of reincarnation and a passage to 
the Isles of the Blessed. 
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7.  Plutarch, On the Face in the Moon. (progress of the soul). 
8.  West, M. L., Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient. Oxford University Press, 1971. (ancient 

philosophy, especially Pythagorean) 
9.  Wright, M. R., Empedocles: The Extant Fragments, Yale University Press, 1981. 
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The Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements: 

Isopsephia of Elements 

Isopsêphia (Greek gematria) is the practice of computing the number denoted by a Greek word, for each 
Greek letter has an numerical value. The numerical value of a Greek word can be reduced to a single 
digit by adding the digits of its value. [Here the Greek Words are transcribed in Betacodes, with accents 
omitted.] 

Earth = 1
The words HRA (Hêra), XQWN (Khthôn, Earth) and H GH (hê Gê, the Earth) all reduce to 1. 
(These are all names used by Empedocles for Earth.) 

Water = 3
The words NHSTIS (Nêstis), QALATTA (Thalatta, Sea Water), O PONTOS (ho Pontos, the 
Open Sea), O OMBROS (ho Ombros, the Water), FERREFATTA (Pherrephatta, a poetic form of 
Persephonê), AFRODITH (Aphroditê), DUNAMIS (Dunamis, Power) and NEFQUS (Nephthys) 
all reduce to 3. (Except for Dunamis, Pherrephatta, Aphroditê and Nephthys, these are all names 
used by Empedocles for Water.) 

Air = 9
The words H AHR (the Aêr), O AIQHR (the Aithêr), ZEUS (Zeus) and OURANOS (Ouranos, 
Heaven) all reduce to 9. (These are all names used by Empedocles for Air.) Related words that 
reduce to 9 include PNEUMA (Pneuma, Spirit) and TO PNEUMATIKON OXHMA (to 
Pneumatikon Okhêma, the Spirit Vehicle). 

Fire = 12 (3)
The words HLIOS (Hêlios, Sun), AIDWNEUS (Aidôneus, Hades), HFAISTOS (Hêphaistos) and 
HLEKTWR (Êlektôr, the Beaming Sun) all reduce to 3. (Except for Hêphaistos, these are names 
used by Empedocles to refer to Fire). A related words that reduces to 3 is TO AUGOEIDES 
SWMA (to Augoeides Sôma, the Radiant Body). 

Notice that the words for Fire reduce to 3 as do the words for Water, which shows their close 
connection. However, if we sum the digits for the Fire words but do not reduce them, they all 
sum to 12, which is not in general true for the Water words. Therefore, for the elements Earth, 
Water, Air, Fire we get one of the forms of the Pythagorean Tetraktus: 1, 3, 9, 12. 
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Isopsephia Calculator

Isopsephia is the ancient Greek system of gematria based on the numerical values of the Greek letters. 
For example, ZEUS = 612 since Z=7, E=5, U=400, S=200. This calculator also supports the Roman and 
Hebrew systems. 

●     Greek Isopsephia 
●     Roman Isopsephia 
●     Hebrew Gematria 

For an explanation of the numerical values of the letters, see the Alphabet Charts; see also the related 
Thesis Calculator. See also Some Notes on the History of Isopsephia (Gematria). Also available: a 
Generalized Isopsephia calculator, which allows you to anter whatever numerical values you like for the 
Greek or Roman alphabets. 

Greek Isopsephia

Enter Greek:  

Use Betacode for Greek alphabet: ABGDEZHQIKLMNCOPRSTUFXYW (upper or lower case).
Blanks and punctuation are ignored. 

Click outside Greek field to calculate value. 

Isopsephia =  

Roman Isopsephia

Enter Roman letters:  

Use upper or lower case. Blanks and punctuation are ignored. 

Click outside Roman field to calculate value. 



Aequicalculus =  

Beatus of Liebana System =  

Common 10th Century System =  

Hebrew Gematria

Enter Hebrew:  

Type the following for the Hebrew alphabet: ABGDHVZXJIKLMNCOPFQRST (upper or lower case). 
W may be used for V (vau), and Y may be used for I (iod). Blanks and punctuation are ignored. 

Click outside Hebrew field to calculate value. 

Gematria =  

Isopsephia Calculator, version 1.0
© 1998, John Opsopaus 
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Alphabet Charts

These charts are intended for use with the Isopsephia and Thesis calculators. 

●     Greek 
●     Roman 

❍     Genetic System 
❍     Beatus System 
❍     Common Tenth Century System 

●     Hebrew 

A version for browsers without tables is also available. 

Numerical Values of Greek Alphabet

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x 1 A B 
 

(G) 

 

(D) 
E *1 Z H 

 

(Q) 

x 10 I K 
 

(L) 
M N 

 

(C) 
O  (P) *2 

x 
100 

P 
(R) 

 

(S) 
T Y (U) 

 

(F) 

 

(X) 

 

(Y) 

 

(W) 
*3 

(Betacodes follow in parentheses) 

Notes

1.  digamma (archaic Greek letter, shape similar to an F) 
2.  qoppa (archaic Greek letter, shape similar to a Q) 
3.  sampi (archaic Greek letter, shape similar to an M) 

Numerical Values of Roman Alphabet



Genetic System*1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x 1 A B C, G D E F Z H 

x 10 I, J K L M N O P Q 

x 100 R S T U, V, W, Y X*2 

Notes

1.  There does not seem to have been an ancient system of "Roman gematria." This system is genetic 
(rather than phonetic) in the sense that it assigns numerical values to Roman letters on the basis 
of the Greek letters from which they were derived. See Genetic Correspondences Between 
Hebrew, Greek and Roman Alphabets. 

2.  This system is the same as the Golden Dawn system, except that the latter assigns X=60. The 
correct value is X=600, since Roman X derives from Greek chi (which has the value 600), since 
chi had the phonetic value "ks" in the Western Greek alphabets. 

Beatus of Liebana System

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x 1 A B C D E F G H I, J 

x 10 K L M N O P Q R S 

x 100 T U, V, (W)* X (Y)* (Z)* 

Note

* Beatus' System is based on the 21 letters of the Medieval Roman alphabet, which did not include W, Y 
or Z. For convenience they have been assigned values here. 

Common System of 10th and 11th Centuries*



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x 1 A B C D E F G H 

x 10 I, J K L M N O P Q 

x 100 R S T U, V, W X Y Z 

Note

* This system is found in several manuscripts of the tenth and eleventh centuries. It seems to be modeled 
(not entirely successfully) after the Hebrew assignments. 

Numerical Values of Hebrew Alphabet*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x 1 
A

aleph 
B

beth 
G

gimel 
D

daleth 
H
he 

V
vau 

Z
zayin 

X
cheth 

J
teth 

x 10 
I

yod 
K

kaph 
L

lamed 
M

mem 
N

nun 
C

samekh 
O

ayin 
P
pe 

F
tzaddi 

x 
100 

Q
qoph 

R
resh 

S
shin 

T
tau 

Note

* The Hebrew alphabet is represented here by the Roman letters: ABGDHVZXJIKLMNCOPFQRST; W 
may also be used for V (vau), and Y may be used for I (iod). 

© 1998, John Opsopaus 
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Thesis Calculator

The Greek Thesis System is based on the numerical order of the Greek letters (1 to 24). For example, 
ERWS (Eros) = 64 since E=5, R=17, W=24, S=18. This calculator also supports the Roman and Hebrew 
systems. 

●     Greek System 
●     Roman Systems 
●     Hebrew System 

For an explanation of the numerical values of the letters, see the Alphabet Charts; see also the related 
Isopsephia Calculator. Also available: a Generalized Isopsephia calculator, which allows you to anter 
whatever numerical values you like for the Greek or Roman alphabets. 

Greek Thesis System

Enter Greek:  

Use Betacode for Greek alphabet: ABGDEZHQIKLMNCOPRSTUFXYW (upper or lower case).
Blanks and punctuation are ignored. 

Click outside Greek field to calculate value. 

Thesis =  
The Greek System is based on the 24 letters of the Classical Greek alphabet. 

Roman Thesis Systems

Enter Roman letters:  

Use upper or lower case. Blanks and punctuation are ignored. 

Click outside Roman field to calculate value. 



Bede Venerabilis System =  
Bede's System is based on the ancient Roman alphabet (3rd cent. BCE). 

Modern System =  
The Modern System is based on the 26 letters of the contemporary Roman alphabet. 

Hebrew Thesis System

Enter Hebrew:  

Type the following for the Hebrew alphabet: ABGDHVZXJIKLMNCOPFQRST (upper or lower case). 
W may be used for V (vau), and Y may be used for I (iod). Blanks and punctuation are ignored. 

Click outside Hebrew field to calculate value. 

Thesis =  

Thesis Calculator, version 1.0
© 1998, John Opsopaus 
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Alphabet Charts

For Browsers Without Tables

These charts are intended for use with the Isopsephia and Thesis calculators. 

●     Greek 
●     Roman 

❍     Genetic System 
❍     Beatus System 
❍     Common Tenth Century System 

●     Hebrew 

A version for browsers with tables is also available. 

Numerical Values of Greek Alphabet

      1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9

  x1  A  B  G  D  E *1  Z  H  Q 
 x10  I  K  L  M  N  C  O  P *2
x100  R  S  T  U  F  X  Y  W *3

Greek alphabet represented by Betacodes: ABGDEZHQIKLMNCOPRSTUFXYW. 

Notes

1.  digamma (archaic Greek letter, shape similar to an F) 
2.  qoppa (archaic Greek letter, shape similar to a Q) 
3.  sampi (archaic Greek letter, shape similar to an M) 

Numerical Values of Roman Alphabet

Genetic System*1



       1    2   3    4       5   6   7   8   9

  x1   A    B   C,G  D       E   F   Z   H   
 x10   I,J  K   L    M       N       O   P   Q 
x100   R    S   T    U,V,W,Y     X*2       

Notes

1.  There does not seem to have been an ancient system of "Roman gematria." This system is genetic 
(rather than phonetic) in the sense that it assigns numerical values to Roman letters on the basis 
of the Greek letters from which they were derived. See Genetic Correspondences Between 
Hebrew, Greek and Roman Alphabets. 

2.  This system is the same as the Golden Dawn system, except that the latter assigns X=60. The 
correct value is X=600, since Roman X derives from Greek chi (which has the value 600), since 
chi had the phonetic value "ks" in the Western Greek alphabets. 

Beatus of Liebana System

       1   2         3   4     5    6   7   8   9

  x1   A   B         C   D     E    F   G   H   I,J 
 x10   K   L         M   N     O    P   Q   R   S 
x100   T   U,V,(W)*  X   (Y)*  (Z)* 

Note

* Beatus' System is based on the 21 letters of the Medieval Roman alphabet, which did not include W, Y 
or Z. For convenience they have been assigned values here. 

Common System of 10th and 11th Centuries*

       1    2    3    4      5    6    7    8    9

  x1   A    B    C    D      E         F    G    H 
 x10   I,J  K    L    M      N    O    P    Q 
x100   R    S    T    U,V,W  X    Y    Z 



Note

* This system is found in several manuscripts of the tenth and eleventh centuries. It seems to be modeled 
(not entirely successfully) after the Hebrew assignments. 

Numerical Values of Hebrew Alphabet*

     1       2      3       4        5     6        7       8       9

  x1 A-aleph B-beth G-gimel D-daleth H-he  V-vau    Z-zayin X-cheth J-
teth 
 x10 I-yod   K-kaph L-lamed M-mem    N-nun C-samekh O-ayin  P-pe    F-
tzaddi 
x100 Q-qoph  R-resh S-shin  T-tau 

Note

* The Hebrew alphabet is represented here by the Roman letters: ABGDHVZXJIKLMNCOPFQRST; W 
may also be used for V (vau), and Y may be used for I (iod). 

© 1998, John Opsopaus 
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Genetic Correspondences Between Hebrew, 
Greek and Roman Alphabets 

by John Opsopaus
(c) 1997 

1.  Introduction 
2.  Table 
3.  Notes 
4.  References 

Introduction 

In an effort to translate into the Graeco-Roman Tradition some ideas from the Western Magical and 
Hermetic Tradition, including Qabala and Tarot, I've developed the following table of correspondence 
between the Hebrew alphabet and Greek and Roman alphabets. There are no deep secrets here; this 
information can be found in any history of the alphabet. Indeed, the correspondences are the same as 
those given by Regardie (Compl. Golden Dawn Sys. of Magick), with the single exception of X; this 
correction of the Golden Dawn assignement is explained in note 5 below. 

What follows is a table of genetic correspondences rather than phonetic correspondences, the latter being 
much less exact and more changeable. Systematic genetic correspondences are possible because the 
Hebrew, Greek and Roman alphabets derive from a common source, the North Semitic alphabet of 
c.1700 BCE. The Roman comes to us via Etruscan and Greek c.800 BCE, and the Greek comes via 
Phoenician, c.1000 BCE. In this sense Aleph, Alpha and A are in essence the same letter. 

It's worth noting that the Modern Hebrew alphabet, which is commonly used in esoteric work, is no 
closer in form to the original alphabet than are the Greek or Roman alphabets. Indeed, the Old Hebrew 
alphabet (c. 900 BCE) looks much more like the Early Greek alphabet than it looks like Modern 
Hebrew. Therefore I see no reason to believe that the Modern Hebrew alphabet has more "magical 
potency" than the Greek or Roman alphabets. (See also "Some Notes on the History of Isopsephia 
(Gematria)".) 



TABLE 

Table of Genetic Correspondences

No Hebrew Greek Greek Roman Letter Letter Number Letter ------------------------------- 1 aleph alpha 1 
A 2 beth beta 2 B 3 gimel gamma 3 CG 4 daleth delta 4 D 5 he e-psilon 5 E 6 wau wau *1 6 F 7 zayin 
zeta 7 Z 8 heth eta 8 H 9 teth theta 9 *3 10 yod iota 10 IJ 11 koph kappa 20 K 12 lamedh lambda 30 L 
13 men mu 40 M 14 nun nu 50 N 15 samekh xi 60 *5 16 ayin o-micron 70 O 17 pe pi 80 P 18 sade san 
*2 -- *4 19 qoph qoppa *1 90 Q 20 resh rho 100 R 21 sin sigma 200 S 22 tau tau 300 T 
------------------------------- u-psilon 400 UVWY phi 500 chi 600 X *5 psi 700 o-mega 800 sampi *1 900 

Notes 

General Notes:

No: 
This is the numerical position of the letter in the Hebrew alphabet as used in various magical 
systems. It also essentially the order in the Phoenician and the earliest Greek alphabets. 

Hebrew Letter: 
The name of the Hebrew letter. 

Greek Letter: 
The name of the Greek letter; letters after the horizontal line below the 22nd letter are later 
additions that do not correspond to Phoenician or Hebrew letters. Nevertheless the numerical 
assignments to the Greek letters predate the assignments to the Hebrew. (See also "Some Notes 
on the History of Isopsephia (Gematria)".) 

Greek Number: 
This is the numerical value of the Greek letter in the usual Greek number notation. With the 
possible exception of San, it corresponds to the Hebrew/Phoenician order (see note *2 below). 

Roman Letter: 
This is the Roman letter genetically related to the Greek. No Roman letters are derived from Xi. 

Notes to Individual Letters:

*1 Wau, Qoppa and Sampi are obsolete Greek letters, which in the classical period were only used for 
writing numerals. Wau looks like an F, Qoppa looks like a Q with a vertical tail. 

*2 San, corresponding to Sade, was used in some early Greek alphabets for an S sound. It is often taken 
to be equivalent to Sampi (also an obsolete S sound), and so it's reasonable to assign it the numerical 



value 900. 

*3 There is no Roman letter genetically related to Teth/Theta. 

*4 There is no Roman letter genetically related to Sade/San. 

*5 The Roman letter X derives from the Greek letter now called Chi, which is identical in shape. This is 
because the Roman alphabet developed from an early Greek alphabet in which the letter shaped X (with 
numerical value 600) had the sound /ks/. In the classical Greek alphabet this letter had the sound /kh/, 
whence its name Chi. The Greek letter Xi, which had the sound /ks/ in the classical alphabet (but not in 
the alphabet from which the Roman alphabet derives), is unrelated to Roman X, and in fact looks 
nothing like it. 

References 

1.  Oxford Classical Dictionary, s.v. alphabet. 
2.  Crystal, Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language, pp. 176-7, 202. 
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Some Notes on the
History of Isopsephia (Gematria) 

John Opsopaus
1995 

Georges Contenau (p. 166) cites evidence that isopsephia (the Greek word for gematria, which he uses) 
was widely used in Mesopotamia. In this case numerical values were assigned to the characters in their 
syllabary, and the numerical values of names were computed. (This also fits in with the general 
Mesopotamian reverence for numbers: all the Gods had numbers, which Simo Parpola has shown to be 
numerically related by the Assyrian Tree of Life.) For example, Sargon (d.705 BCE) states that the 
perimeter of his palace at Khorsabad (16283 cubits) was equal to his name. 

The next datable source for gematria I know about comes from David Fideler's Jesus Christ: Sun of 
God. He argues that the standard spellings of the Gods' names were formulated according to isopsephic 
principles under the influence of the Pythagorean League c. 500 BCE (p. 75). So for example, Zeus is 
the Geometric Mean of Hermes and Apollo (p. 72). He further argues (pp. 216-9) that many Greek 
temples, such as the Parthenon (447 BCE) and Apollo's temple at Didyma (300 BCE), were constructed 
isopsephically. 

This use of gematria in temples and other official buildings agrees with its only known etymology, from 
Greek geometria (earth-measures). 

Given the early use of gematria in Babylonia (by the eigth century) and its apparent use in Greece (by 
the fifth), the general idea must have been widely known around the Mediterranean from an early date. 

Nevertheless it seems that the Hebrew gematria known to us now (i.e., assigning 1-9, 10-90, 100-900 to 
the letters) came from the Greeks. (Of course there are other ways of doing gematria; sometimes the 
Greeks assigned 1-24 to their letters.) 

The best discussion I've found so far on the historical issues and evidence is in Ifrah (chs. 16 & 17). He 
says (p. 267) that the Greek numerals go back "at least to the end of the fourth century B.C."; they 
appear on coins (266 BCE) and papyri (311 BCE). However, "the oldest examples of the Hebrew system 
go back only to the beginning of the first century B.C. or, at most, to the last few years of the second 
century" (p. 267). In particular, the oldest example is a coin dated to 103 BCE (p. 269). Prior to that the 
Jews used other numeral systems (Egyptian hieratic during the monarchic period, Assyro-Babylonian 
sexagesimal later, etc.; see p. 270). He adds (270), 



These considerations support the view that the Hebrew alphabetic numeration was derived 
from the Greek, and this view is certainly not contradicted by Jewish inscriptions made 
later, during the Diaspora. Between the first century B.C. and the seventh century A.D., 
when use of the Hebrew alphabetic numeration was becoming increasingly common in the 
Jewish world, several Jewish scribes in the Mediterranean basin (from Italy to northern 
Syria and from Phrygia to Egypt), who could write as well in Hebrew as in Greek or 
Latin, often continued to use the Greek numeral letters. 

(See also Menninger, pp. 264-5, who argues for a Greek origin.) 

An additional argument for the Greek origination of this system is that the Greek archaic alphabet had 
the 27 letters necessary for the numbers (1-9, 10-90, 100-900), whereas all the Northern Semitic 
alphabets at that time had 22 letters; numbers greater than 400 were expressed by combining taw with 
other letters (qoph, resh, shin, taw, additively). Thus, for example, taw taw = 800 (Cajori, v. I, pp. 19-
20). 

The familiar system of gematria requires 27 letters for three enneads (1-9, 10-90, 100-900); therefore 
Hebrew gematria depends on the assignment of separate numerical values to the medial and final forms 
of kaph, mem, nun, pe and sade. 

According to Diringer (Story Aleph Beth, 136), one of the distinctive differences between Early Hebrew 
(which is very much like Phoenician) and Square Hebrew (which is influenced by and perhaps derived 
from Aramaic) is the presence of final forms in the latter, so this form of gematria cannot have been 
used before Square Hebrew. Diringer (135) says, "a distinctive Palestinian Jewish type of script - which 
we can definitely regard as the Square Hebrew script - can be traced from the second and the first 
centuries B.C.E. According to Prof. W. F. Albright, it became standardized just before the Christian 
era." He adds (136), "In the Square Hebrew style, unlike the Early Hebrew, ... there are five letters 
which have dual forms, one when initial or medial, the other when final.... The dual forms in great part 
go back to the period before the various offshoots of the Aramaic script assumed their distinctive 
features; they are found, indeed, in some third-century B.C.E. cursive documents in Egypt, in Nabataean 
inscriptions, and in the earliest Square Hebrew inscriptions and other documents. In some early 
documents, the letters 'aleph, he and taw also have dual forms." And finally (p. 137), "It was during the 
second century C.E. - according to Prof. Tur-Sinai - that our present Square Hebrew script, in its current 
form, became more or less fixed, and it was only in this period that the consistent Massoretic tradition 
regarding the use of the dual forms of the letters kaph, mem, nun, pe, sade was established." 

Therefore the use of the final forms in gematria is not likely to predate the second cent. C.E., and their 
use in numeration cannot have predated their invention in the third or second cent. B.C.E. (Further, as 
noted above, they were originally assigned the same numerical values as the corresponding medial 
forms, which would agree with their originally inconsistent use in medial and final position.) 



I have also found some relevant information on the history of the Greek alphabet. There is considerable 
evidence that the Greek alphabet was derived from a proto-Canaanite script before 1050 BCE (Naveh 
178). In fact this is the approximate chronology given by Naveh (10): 

 BCE 1700 proto-Canaanite developed
     1100 archaic Greek derived from proto-Canaanite
     1050 proto-Canaanite -> Phoenician
      800 (Early) Hebrew derived from Phoenician
      700 Aramaic derived from Phoenician
      650 Latin derived from Greek
      200 Square Hebrew (or Jewish) derived from Aramaic
This is important because the Archaic Greek alphabet had the 27 letters needed to support the three 
enneads of a complete number system, and it was used this way throughout antiquity (even after three of 
the letters were no longer used for ordinary writing). 

Martin Bernal goes further. He argues that between 1750 and 1400 BCE the Greeks borrowed an early 
Semitic alphabet with 28 consonants. (Other authors have argued that they correspond to the Mansions 
of the Moon - but that's another story!) The order of the letters was that documented for the (long) 
Ugaritic alphabet, which also derives from this Semitic alphabet. Later Semitic alphabets reduced the 
number of consonants to the 22 familiar ones, but archaic Greek kept 27 of the original letters, though 
seven of them were reallocated to vowels (as indeed Semitic writers had sometimes used them). Much 
later, early in the first millenium BCE, under influence from the (22 letter) Phoenician alphabet, the 
Greeks reorganized their alphabet and borrowed the Phoenician names of those 22 letters (aleph -> 
alpha, etc.), and their order (non-Phoenician letters were moved to the end). At this time the alphabetic 
numeral system (as used in gematria/isopsephia) was also established (late tenth or ninth cent. BCE). 
Bernal adds (125), "This fits well with the historical and archeological evidence for close contact 
between the Levant and the Aegean in this period." Perhaps we should not be surprised that this 
chronology agrees with Herodotus' claim that the alphabet was brought to Greece in the Bronze Age 
(mid-second millenium BCE) by "Phoenician" (i.e. Levantine) colonists. (See Bernal chs. 3, 5, 6, esp. 
pp. 61, 66-9, 114, 123-8) 

In summary, the early borrowing by the Greeks of a 28-letter Semitic alphabet is consistent with the 
(numismatic and papryrological) evidence for the development of the three-ennead alphabetic 
numeration system in Greece (possibly by the tenth cent. BCE, but definitely by the fourth cent. BCE). 

Of course this evidence doesn't preclude the possibility that the Jews already knew about gematria from 
the Babylonians, or that they were doing it on some other basis (e.g. assigning 1-22 to the letters). 
Certainly new data could turn up to reverse the order, but that's always the way it is with history! 
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Generalized Isopsephia Calculator

Isopsephia is the ancient Greek system of gematria based on the numerical values of the Greek letters. 
For example, ZEUS = 612 since Z=7, E=5, U=400, S=200. This calculator allows experimentation with 
non-traditional systems of isopsephia for the Greek and Roman alphabets. First fill in desired numerical 
values for the Greek or Roman letters. Then you can calculate the numerical values of Greek or Roman 
texts. 

There is currently a minor bug in this calculator. If you find that it does not seem to 
respond to the "Calculate" button, try the following: Move off of this page (e.g. with your 
browser's Back button), then move back onto it (e.g. with the Forward button), and it 
should function properly. (If anyone can suggest why this might be happening, please 
send me mail, and I will be eternally grateful!) 

For an explanation of the traditional numerical values of the letters, see the Alphabet Charts; see also the 
Isopsephia Calculator and Thesis Calculator for the traditional systems. 

Enter Numerical Values for Greek Alphabet

A 

 

B 

 

 (G) 

 

 (D) 

 

E 

 

*1 

 

Z 

 

H 

 

 (Q) 

 

I 

 

K 

 

 (L) 

 

M 

 

N 

 

 (C) 

 

O 

 

 (P) 

 

*2 

 

P (R) 

 

 (S) 

 

T 

 

Y (U) 

 

 (F) 

 

 (X) 

 

 (Y) 

 

 (W) 

 

*3 

 

Letters without a numerical value will be ignored
(Betacodes for Greek letters follow in parentheses) 

Notes 

1.  digamma (archaic Greek letter, shape similar to an F; type V) 
2.  qoppa (archaic Greek letter, shape similar to a Q; type @) 

mailto:OmphalosNet@compuserve.com


3.  sampi (archaic Greek letter, shape similar to an M; type #) 

Compute Numerical Value of Greek Text

Enter Greek:  

Use Betacode for Greek alphabet: ABGDEZHQIKLMNCOPRSTUFXYW (upper or lower case).
Blanks and punctuation are ignored. 

 

Numerical value =  

Enter Numerical Values for Roman Alphabet

A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

D 

 

E 

 

F 

 

G 

 

H 

 

I 

 

J 

 

K 

 

L 

 

M 

 

N 

 

O 

 

P 

 

Q 

 

R 

 

S 

 

T 

 

U 

 

V 

 

W 

 

X 

 

Y 

 

Z 

 

Letters without a numerical value will be ignored 

Compute Numerical Value of Roman Text

Enter Roman letters:  

Use upper or lower case. Blanks and punctuation are ignored. 



 

Numerical value =  

Generalized Isopsephia Calculator, version 1.0
© 1998, John Opsopaus 

Thanks to Frater Adsum Iterum for suggesting the idea of a generalized Isopsephia calculator. 
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Beta Codes for the ASCII Transcription of Greek 

●     Introduction 
●     Chart of Beta-codes 
●     Examples 

Introduction

For the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae project of the University of California at Irvine, a method for 
representing Greek characters in ASCII was devised, called Beta Codes. 

The Greek alphabet (both uppercase and lowercase) are represented as in the chart (uppercase is 
distinguished by an asterisk after the code). Most of the Greek letters are represented by their Roman 
phonetic equivalents, except for eta (H), theta (Q), xi (C), psi (Y), omega (W), and Digamma (V), which 
are represented by a Roman letter that is similar in appearance to the Greek letter. 

The accents and diacritics are represented as in the chart. Accents and diacritical marks are written 
directly before the coding for the character before which they appear and after the coding for the 
character above and below which they are occur, in the order in which they appear. In most cases, these 
marks are represented by a non-alphabetic character that is similar in appearance to the mark. 

As an example, the beta-coded version of the first two lines of the Iliad are: 

*MH=NIN A)/EIDE, QEA/, *PHLHI+A/DEW *)AXILH=OS
OU)LOME/NHN, H(\ MURI/' *)AXAIOI=S A)/LGE' E)/QHKE, 

An `S' at the end of a word is automatically translated into terminal sigma, which can also be written 
explicitly as `J'. (The nonterminal sigma is retained before an apostrophe.) 

For purposes of writing numbers, the standard Beta Code is extended with lower and upper primes 
(written <>), qoppa (written @) and sampi (written #); for example the Greek numerals for 2,996 are 
written `<B#@V>'. 

BETA CODES



Greek Beta | Beta Greek | Mark in Beta Letter Code | Code Letter | Greek Text Code 
------------------------------------------------------- Alpha A | A Alpha | Iota Subscript | Beta B | B Beta | 
Apostrophe ' Gamma G | C Xi | Uppercase * Delta D | D Delta | Hyphen - Epsilon E | E Epsilon | 
Comma , Zeta Z | F Phi | Period . Eta H | G Gamma | Raised Dot : Theta Q | H Eta | Question Mark (;) ; 
Iiota I | I Iota | Dash _ Kappa K | J Term. Sig. | Subscript Dot ? Lambda L | K Kappa | Smooth Breathing 
(') ) Mu M | L Lambda | Rough Breathing (`) ( Nu N | M Mu | Acute Accent / Xi C | N Nu | Grave 
Accent \ Omicron O | O Omicron | Circumflex Accent = Pi P | P Pi | Diaeresis + Rho R | Q Qoppa | 
Lower Prime < Sigma S | R Rho | Upper Prime > Term. Sig. J | S Sigma | Qoppa @ Tau T | T Tau | 
Sampi # Upsilon U | U Upsilon | Obscure letter ! Phi F | V Vau Chi X | W Omega Psi Y | X Chi Omega 
W | Y Psi Vau V | Z Zeta 

Examples

An Example from Herodotus

*(/O TI ME/N NUN TA\ LOIPA\ TW=N XRHSTHRI/WN E)QE/SPISE, OU) LE/GETAI PRO\S OU)
DAMW=N: E)N DE\ *DELFOI=SI W(S E)SH=LQON TA/XISTA E)S TO\ ME/GARON OI( *LUDOI
\ XRHSO/MENOI TW=| QEW=| KAI\ E)PEIRW/TWN TO\ E)NTETALME/NON, H( *PUQI/H E)N E
(CAME/TRW| TO/NW| LE/GEI TA/DE: 

OI)=DA D' E)GW\ YA/MMOU T' A)RIQMO\N KAI\ ME/TRA QALA/SSHS,
KAI\ KWFOU= SUNI/HMI KAI\ OU) FWNEU=NTOS A)KOU/W.
O)DMH/ M' E)S FRE/NAS H)=LQE KRATAIRI/NOIO XELW/NHS
E(YOME/NHS E)N XALKW=| A(/M' A)RNEI/OISI KRE/ESSIN,
H(=| XALKO\S ME\N U(PE/STRWTAI, XALKO\N D' E)PI/ESTAI. 

TAU=TA OI( *LUDOI\ QESPISA/SHS TH=S *PUQI/HS SUGGRAYA/MENOI OI)/XONTO A)PIO/
NTES E)S TA\S *SA/RDIS. 

From the Iliad

Here is another example from the Iliad, to show the use of digammas: 

*V*I*L*I*A*S. *A. G>-D>. 

POLLAS D' IFQIMOUS YUXAS *)AVIDI PROI+AYEN
*(HRWWN, AUTOUS DE VELWRIA TEUXE KUNESSIN, 
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●     Biblioteca Arcana (writings of John Opsopaus & Apollonius Sophistes)
●     Omphalos Links 
●     Graeco-Roman Neopagan Resources 
●     Omphalos member homepages 
●     WWW Links of Interest to Graeco-Roman Neopagans 

Omphalos Links 

●     Mission of The Omphalos  
●     Introduction for new members.  
●     Rites, Rituals, Hymns, etc.: Rites, rituals, ceremonies, hymns, etc. with a Graeco-Roman 

orientation 
●     Frequently Asked Questions on Hellenic (Graeco-Roman) Neopaganism 
●     Biblioteca Arcana: A collection of material relevant to Hellenic Neopaganism by John Opsopaus 

and Apollonius Sophistes 

http://www.cs.utk.edu/%7Emclennan/BA/index.html


Graeco-Roman Neopagan Resources 

●     Publications 
●     Organizations 
●     Festivals 
●     Books and Videos 
●     Music 
●     Greek and Latin Languages. 
●     Sources for Statues of the Goddesses and Gods  

Omphalos Member Homepages 

●     Alexandria: Cosmology, Philosophy, Myth and Culture. Home page of the Alexandria Society 
and Alexandria: The Journal of the Western Cosmological Tradition. See also the homepage of 
Phanes Press, which publishes Alexandria and many fine books in the Hermetic tradition, Neo-
Pythagoreanism, mythology, alchemy, the mystical traditions, etc. 

●     Ariadne's home page, including her information on ancient holidays 
●     Bab's homepage contains pictures from her visits to ancient sites in Italy and Rome. 
●     Beowulf 
●     Biblioteca Arcana: Writings of John Opsopaus and Apollonius Sophistes. 
●     Craig Braginsky's BMP Music (see especially the Sappho tape)  
●     Troy Caperton 
●     Home page of Daedalus (Dennis Dutton) 
●     Druid's Web Page on The Jungle 
●     Pat Dunn Jr. 
●     Shawn Eyer (Marsbeam), publisher of The Lyre. See also The Lyre Online. 
●     Fabrisia's Boschetto is devoted to Stregheria, Italian Witchcraft. Here you will find its history, 

beliefs, festivals, moonlore, faery and many links. 
●     Frenchy's Weird Religions Home Page 
●     Jasmine's Hieron Mysteria 
●     The Julian Society 
●     Lunara's GreekWicca page 
●     James MacKinnon's Pythagorean Pagan page, including the Hymns of Orpheus in the Thomas 

Taylor translation. 
●     Mermade Arts by Katlyn 
●     Neis he Sunarmostes (Mickey Blake) 

http://cosmopolis.com/
http://phanes.com/
http://phanes.com/
http://www.ici.net/cust_pages/ariadne/ariadne.html
http://www.ici.net/cust_pages/ariadne/holydays.html
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/babz
http://weber.u.washington.edu/%7Ejpearce/
http://www.cs.utk.edu/%7Emclennan/BA/index.html
http://www.bmpmusic.com/
http://www.realtime.net/%7Etroycap/
http://duttond.topcities.com/
http://bbs.jungle.net/druid/INDEX.HTM
http://www.geocities.com/SoHo/2923/
http://www.globaltown.com/shawn/
http://www.globaltown.com/shawn/lyre.html
http://www.fabrisia.com/
http://www.tftb.com/deify
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Thebes/3867/hieron.html
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Acropolis/1568/index.html
http://w3.one.net/%7Emenagery/grkwicca.html
http://www.aros.net/%7Eeriugena/pita.htm
http://www.aros.net/%7Eeriugena/orpheo.htm
http://heartmagic.com/
http://www.cwru.edu/home/mjb27.html


●     Nova Roma - dedicated to the study and restoration of classical Roman religion, society, and 
culture 

●     Lady Paulette's Sanctuary of the Crescent Moon 
●     Timo J. Penttila 
●     Pollychrome's Pantheon See also the Gallae Webring. 
●     Grant Potts: Scholar, Thaumaturgist, Diviner, Writer, Designer, Ape-Priest 
●     The Prometheus Trust (who is reprinting all the works of Thomas Taylor). A web journal, The 

Meadow, is now available at their site. 
●     Pythia's homepage and her silver smithing. 
●     Shrine of the Sleeping Gods 
●     Frator Sirius' House of the Kabiri homepage 
●     Skylark's band, Point of Ares 
●     Sulla's Ecclesia Sancti Dionysii site 
●     Spyros Tyrakis' Pantheon 
●     ellenHelga Weiland 
●     Brandy Williams 

Links of Interest to Graeco-Roman Neopagans 

●     General (other pages of information and links) 
●     Online Texts (mythology, history, etc.) 
●     Images (ancient and modern art) 
●     Archaeology and Museums 
●     Religious Rights 
●     General Neopagan Resources 
●     Miscellaneous 

General

●     Classics at Oxford. Includes pointers to many other pages relating to classical civilization, 
archaeology, art, literature, etc. 

●     ROMARCH List Home Page. Roman art and archaeology resources. 
●     Perseus Project. Contains many online texts, both selections and complete. Look under "Texts"; 

see also the databases of 1803 vases, 523 coins, and 568 sculptures. See also the Perseus 
Encyclopedia Subject Index 

http://www.novaroma.org/
http://www.novaroma.org/
http://sanctamoon.8m.com/
http://www.clinet.fi/%7Etimbe/
http://www.geocities.com/athens/oracle/8944/
http://www.geocities.com/athens/oracle/8944/gallae.htm
http://www.nextek.net/apemage/
http://www.prometheustrust.co.uk/
http://www.angelfire.com/ma/signoftheharp/index.html
http://www.signoftheharp.com/
http://www.freeyellow.com/members8/demipagan
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Aegean/3006/index.html
http://www.ultranet.com/%7Eares
http://www.globaldialog.com/%7Esulla/nakedgod.html
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Acropolis/3628/index.html
http://www.ashlandweb.com/health
http://www.speakeasy.org/%7Ebwilliam
http://info.ox.ac.uk/departments/classics/
http://www-personal.umich.edu/%7Epfoss/ROMARCH.html
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/Secondary/Encyclopedia/encyc.subj.html
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/Secondary/Encyclopedia/encyc.subj.html


●     MYTHTEXT. Samples of Godfiles 1.0, available for a fee, which contains 3000-4000 Gods, and 
many other links of interest.  

●     Hellas List homepage 
●     Etruscan Network at Virginia 
●     Diotima: Gender Issues in Classical Mediterranean Civilization. 
●     The Eleusinian Mysteries (from the Ecole Initiative) 
●     Ancient World Web Metaindex (many links) 
●     Perseus Search Tools (including Greek/English & English/Greek) 
●     Meta index of Ancient Greek Sites on the WWW 
●     The Roman Calendar (clickable) for religious observances etc. 
●     Classics Links of Broad Scope from the Library of Congress 
●     Electronic Resources for Classicists 
●     Greek Mythology Link (images and information on the Gods) 
●     Encyclopedia Mythica (mythology, folklore and legends) 
●     Myths & Legends (a directory of Web resources) 
●     Hellenion - Hellenic polytheist organization 
●     The Hellenic Calendar (including current month) 

Online Texts

●     The On-line Books Page provides simple means of finding many online text, including Greek and 
Roman classics. 

●     The Tech Classics Archive from MIT contains 400 works by Greek and Roman authors in 
translation. 

●     Labyrinth Library: Latin Texts. Many Latin and Greek texts in translation (some in Latin). Ovid, 
Lucretius, Plato, Plotinus, Galen, Aristotle, fables etc. 

●     Chapman's (1857) translation of The Odyssey of Homer, in hypertext form, with Chapman's 
notes. From Project Bartleby at Columbia. Nicely done. 

●     The Iliad and The Odyssey (Samuel Butler translations). Long ASCII files. 
●     Bulfinch's Mythology. Three large text files for the three parts. 
●     Ovid's Metamorphosis (large text file). Transl. by Dryden, Pope, Addison, et al. 
●     Seasonal Festivals of the Greeks and Romans: summaries of historical practices, often suitable for 

contemporary use. 
●     Bulfinch's Mythology with hypertext links 
●     Hesiod's works, the Homeric Hymns and Homerica (English) from Berkeley's Online Medieval 

and Classical Library (OMACL) 

http://www.io.org/%7Euntangle/mythtext.html
http://velox.stanford.edu/hellas/
http://atlantic.evsc.virginia.edu/julia/etruscan/
http://www.uky.edu/ArtsSciences/Classics/gender.html
http://cedar.evansville.edu/%7Enb6/eleusis.html
http://www.julen.net/aw/
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/searches.html
http://www.webcom.com/shownet/medea/grklink.html
http://www.clubs.psu.edu/aegsa/rome/romec.html
http://lcweb.loc.gov/global/classics/clasbroad.html
http://www.tlg.uci.edu/%7Etlg/index/resources.html
http://homepage.mac.com/cparada/GML/
http://www.pantheon.org/mythica/
http://pubpages.unh.edu/%7Ecbsiren/myth.html
http://www.hellenion.org/index.html
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Delphi/3310/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/Web/books.html
http://the-tech.mit.edu/Classics/
http://www.georgetown.edu/labyrinth/library/latin/latin-lib.html
http://www.columbia.edu/acis/bartleby/chapman/
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/02/99/1
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/02/99/2
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/11/53
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/02/128/1
http://www.cs.utk.edu/%7Emclennan/BA/SF/SF.html
http://www.webcom.com/shownet/medea/bulfinch/
http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/OMACL/Hesiod/
http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/OMACL/
http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/OMACL/


Images

●     Mythology in Western Art. Images of the main deities, by deity and situation. An outstanding 
collection! 

●     The Ovid Project. Images illustrating Ovid's Metamorphosis from rare books. 
●     Art Collections, from Diotima (Women and Gender in the Ancient World) 
●     Ancient Greek Female Dress (from Diotima) 

Archaeology and Museums

●     Classics and Mediterranean Archaeology. A searchable database with many links to texts, 
exhibits, museums, professionl societies, art, etc. etc. 

●     Kelsey Museum Online. Exhibits, excavations and (fairly crude) maps of the ancient world. 
●     Prehistoric Archaeology of the Aegean by Jeremy Rutter, Dartmouth College 

Neopagan Religious Rights 

●     AMER - Alliance of Magical and Earth Religions. 
●     COPAR - Coalition of Pagans for Religious Rights. 
●     PEN - Pagan Educational Network. PEN is a national non-profit organization of grassroots 

activists dedicated to educating the public about Paganism and building stronger communities. 
●     Ontario Centre for Religious Tolerance. See also the article on Witchcraft and Wicca 
●     COG (Covenant of the Goddess). 
●     Witches' League for Public Awareness 
●     The Military Pagan Network 

General Neopagan Resources

●     Avalon Isle, including information o Lesser and Greater Eleusinian Mysteries. 
●     Neopagan and Wicca pages of the The New Age Web Works. Pointers for Wicca, Neopaganism, 

etc. 
●     Neopagan directory at Lysator. Many informative files. 

http://www-lib.haifa.ac.il/www/art/MYTHOLOGY_WESTART.HTML
http://www.uvm.edu/%7Ehag/ovid/index.html
http://www.uky.edu/ArtsSciences/Classics/artfordio.html
http://www.uky.edu/ArtsSciences/Classics/diopeplos.html
http://rome.classics.lsa.umich.edu/welcome.html
http://www.umich.edu/%7Ekelseydb/
http://www.indiana.edu/%7Eclassics/aegean/Rutter.html
http://inner-sanctum.com/magus/AMER/
http://www.io.com/%7Ecookec/coprr.htm
http://www.paganednet.org/
http://www.religioustolerance.org/
http://www.religioustolerance.org/witchcra.htm
http://www.cog.org/
http://www.celticcrow.com/
http://www.milpagan.org/
http://www.mindspring.com/%7Eavalon
http://www.newageinfo.com/res/pagan.htm
http://www.newageinfo.com/res/wicca.htm
http://www.newageinfo.com/res/welcome.htm
http://www.lysator.liu.se/religion/neopagan/index.html


●     Covenant of the Goddess Home Page. COG information and general Wiccan/Neopagan 
information. 

●     Alchemy Home Page by Adam McLean. 
●     Inner Sanctum Occult Net 
●     Larry Cornett's calendar of (mostly DC area) Pagan events. Also available via Talontier's 

Otherworld 
●     Alliance of the Phoenix's Web Site (Egyptian) 
●     CUUPS (Convenant of Unitarian Universalist Pagans) unofficial Web site 
●     Church of All Worlds (CAW) 
●     Elf Lore Family - caretakers of the Lothlorien Nature Sanctuary 
●     Gateway of the Online Temples of the Gods (CAW) including, so far, temples to Venus, Pan, 

Eros and Gaia. 
●     Association for Consciousness Exploration (who sponsors Starwood) 
●     PagaNET - links to lots of other sites 
●     RainboWind 
●     Pagan Best of the Web 
●     AvatarSearch: SearchEngine of the Occult Internet 
●     Pagan Digest: information, subscription, archives. (Under construction) 
●     The Pagan Federation. Wiccan/Neopagan organization based in UK. 
●     Paganlink. A network for Neopagans. Mostly UK-related; includes gallery of Pagan art. 
●     Pagans in the South 
●     Dave Hurst's Bibliography of Pagan Books. An eclectic list of books Dave has found informative 

and useful.  
●     Pagan Parenting Page 
●     Earth Wisdom's Pagan Links 
●     Horned Owl Publishing, specializing in Paganism etc. 
●     Hierophant (Andrea Feeser) including her Rites of Artemis 
●     Alheidense Beweging (Allheathen Movement) from Belgium (mostly in Dutch) 
●     Neo-Pagan Religious Traditions from ReligiousTolerance.org 

Miscellaneous

●     An Introduction to Greek Mythology. Gods, heroes, creatures, stories, family trees. 
●     Arachnion. A Journal of Literature and Ancient History on the Web 
●     Bryn Mawr Classical Review (gopher). 
●     American Classical League 
●     Calulators for Isopsephia (Gematria) in Greek, Roman and Hebrew alphabets, and for the related 

http://www.cog.org/
http://www.levity.com/alchemy/index.html
http://inner-sanctum.com/magus/
http://members.aol.com/lcorncalen/CALENDAR.HTM
http://www.io.com/%7Ecookec/pagan/calendar.html
http://www.io.com/%7Ecookec/pagan/calendar.html
http://www.phoenix-alliance.com/
http://world.std.com/%7Enotelrac/cuups.dir/
http://www.caw.org/
http://www.elflore.org/
http://www.caw.org/deities/index.html
http://wcsb.org/%7Esote/stwd96.html
http://www.best.com/%7Eeclipse/pagan
http://users.aol.com/RainboWind/rbwintr.htm
http://members.tripod.com/%7Epagan_best/
http://www.avatarsearch.com/index.html
http://drycas.club.cc.cmu.edu/%7Euther/pagan.html
http://www.paganfed.demon.co.uk/
http://www.paganlink.org/
http://www.teleplex.net/THECRAFT/south.html
http://www.nexchi.com/%7Ehurst/bibliography/
http://www.concentric.net/%7EBoofull/pparent/
http://www.earthwisdom.com/
http://www.islandnet.com/%7Ehornowl
http://users.the-link.net/andrea/hiero.html
http://users.the-link.net/andrea/artrite.html
http://users.pandora.be/ab.eip
http://www.religioustolerance.org/neo_paga.htm
http://www.intergate.net/uhtml/.jhunt/greek_myth/greek_myth.html
http://www.cisi.unito.it/arachne/arachne.html
gopher://gopher.lib.virginia.edu/11/alpha/bmcr
http://www.umich.edu/%7Eacleague/


Thesis system. Also available: a Generalized Isopsephia calculator, which allows you to anter 
whatever numerical values you like for the Greek or Roman alphabets. See also the 
accompanying Alphabet Charts. 

●     Didaskalia: Ancient Theater Today (online journal) 
●     Myths and Legends (many links, including Greek and Roman) 
●     The Alchemical Egg, The Web site of Robert M. Place, the designer of the Alchemical Tarot, The 

Angels Tarot, and The Tarot of the Saints. 
●     Traditions of Magic in Late Antiquity. A great collection of amulets, texts, etc. from the Univ. of 

Michigan. 
●     VITELIU: The Languages of Ancient Italy 
●     The Ares Press: Cell of Revolution - When one thinks of a wolf, a wolf appears. 
●     The Greek Institute (Cambridge, Mass.) 
●     Spring Publications (archetypal psychology) 
●     Esotericism Search Engine 
●     Biblioteca Pagani 
●     Music & Psyche Network 

Visits since October 20, 2000:

Free counters provided by Honesty.com.

The Stele supports the Dromenon Web Ring. 

 

AvatarSearch Mystic Site of the Web Award! 

Other Awards Won by The Stele 

 Join the Blue Ribbon Anti-Censorship Campaign! 

http://www.warwick.ac.uk/didaskalia/didaskalia.html
http://pubpages.unh.edu/%7Ecbsiren/myth.html
http://thealchemicalegg.com/
http://dns.hti.umich.edu/exhibit/magic/
http://www.netaxs.com/%7Esalvucci/VTLhome.html
http://www.arespress.com/
http://www.hri.org/gi/index.html
http://www.neca.com/%7Espring/index.htm
http://esoterism.com/links/index.html
http://lovestarz.com/biblioteca.html
http://www.musicpsyche.org/
http://www.honesty.com/
http://members.tripod.com/%7Epagan_best/
http://www.avatarsearch.com/index.html
http://www.eff.org/blueribbon.html
http://www.eff.org/blueribbon.html
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Biblioteca Arcana 

●     Theory, History, etc. 
●     Rituals 
●     Divination 
●     Hymns, Poetry, etc. 
●     Other 

Theory, History, etc.

●     Ancient Greek Samhain Festivals (including the story of Ariadne and Theseus) 

●     Seasonal Festivals of the Greeks and Romans 

●     De Saturno & Jano Tractatus. Ancient philosophical ideas about Saturn and Janus, and why They 
are especially honored in December and January. 

●     Construction and Use of Ancient Greek Poppets 

●     Eoster: Mysteries of the Resurrected Child. Pagan origins of Easter celebrations (with an 
emphasis on the Hellenic tradition). 



●     The Pythagorean Pentacle 

●     Hellenic Neo-Paganism. Published in Green Egg, Vol. 28, No. 109 (Summer 1995), pp. 8-10. 

●     The Rotation of the Elements. An explanation of this most important alchemical procedure, 
which has many applications in the material and spiritual worlds. Published in Caduceus, Vol. 1, 
No. 4 (Winter 1995), pp.2-10. 

●     Liber de Octo Mutationibus. A discussion of the eight phases that occur in any cycle between 
opposing poles, and their relation to the eight trigrams of the I Ching. 

●     The Eigthtfold Year and the Stages of Life. A discussion of ancient Greek and Roman systems of 
seven and eight seasons (separated by the quarters and cross-quarters), and their correspondence 
with the lifestages, planets, elements, qualities, etc. (A version without tables is available.) 

●     The Pentagram and the Elements. How should the elements be associated with the points of the 
pentagram? (See also the Pythagorean Pentagram.) 

●     The Pythagorean Theology of Triads and Information on Pythagorean Figured Numbers (Square, 
Oblong, Triangular, etc.). An introduction to the Pythagorean theology of numbers. 

●     The Parts of the Soul (A Greek System of Chakras). Did the ancient Greeks recognize a system 
of seven "energy centers" comparable to the chakras? 

●     Some Notes on the History of Isopsephia (Gematria). Surveys historical evidence for the history 
of gematria, from Sumeria, to Greece, and then to the Jews; includes information on the 
development and dissemination of the alphabet. 

●     Genetic Correspondences Between the Hebrew, Greek and Roman Alphabets. An annotated table 
showing corresponding letters on the basis of their derivation from common ancestors - a tool for 
comparative isopsephia (gematria). 

●     Objectivity and the Human Sciences. Published in PsychoScience, Vol. 2, No. 1 (Spring-Summer 
1995), pp. 39-40. 

●     The Caduceus, or: Wandering Among the Worlds. A short essay arguing for metaphysical 
pluralism ("you can't have too many realities"). Published in Widdershins, No. 6, pp. 42-44. 

●     Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements Based on a series of articles published in Circle 

http://www.hermetic.com/caduceus/index.html
http://www.cyprian.org/widdershins
http://www.circlesanctuary.org/CNN/cnn.html


Network News, issues 68-71, 1998-1999. 

●     The Ancient Greek Sacred Lunar Month 

●     Greek Esoteric Music Theory A collection of annotated and cross-linked charts to aid the use of 
Ancient Greek Music for esoteric purposes. 

●     Axioms of Magic 

●     A Summary of Pythagorean Theology.  - 
Updated!

●     Using Ancient Greek Music for Care of the Soul: Hê Mousikê Therapeia.   Use of the ancient 

Greek modes for tempering the four humors. 

●     Short Essays 

Rituals

●     Greater Tool Consecration - 
Updated!

 

●     Lesser Tool Consecration 

●     Olympic Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
An adaptation of the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram to the Graeco-Roman tradition 
based on the shamanic cosmological principles underlying the original. An older version was 
published in Caduceus, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring 1995), pp. 15-34. (There is postscript for just the 
spoken text of the older version in English, Latin and Greek [in both Roman and Greek letters].) 

●     The Orphica Holodemiurgia, a contemplative exercise or practice for aligning the energy centers 
of the soul and for infusing Divine Energy into them. It is similar to the well-know Middle-Pillar 
Exercise, but is based on the Greek tradition rather than Cabalistic ideas. A fully annotated 
version is available, which documents its sources and provides additional commentary. 

●     Exercise for Unity (Tantra LITE). This exercise aims to dissolve interpersonal boundaries by 
encouraging openness, trust, compassion, kindness, connection, respect, affection and love. It is 
based on the Liturgy of Philotetos. To encourage more widespread practice, detailed instructions 
for facilitators are now available. 

http://www.circlesanctuary.org/CNN/cnn.html
http://www.hermetic.com/caduceus/index.html
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/OM/BA/OLBRP-text.ps


●     Neoclassical Celebratory Sacrifice. Originally published as "The Way of Neoclassical Sacrifice" 
in The Lyre, Summer 1995, pp. 19-22. 

●     Saturnalia Ritual 

●     Dionysian Meditations: 
❍     The Rural (or Lesser) Dionysia (early Jan.) 
❍     The Lenaia (late Jan.) 
❍     The Anthesteria (late Feb.) 
❍     The City (or Greater) Dionysia (late March) 

●     The Triple Dionysia (Ta Triploa Dionysia) - a Dionysian Spring Equinox ritual 

●     The Labyrinth Ritual (for the Samhain season) 

●     Rite of Release for a Pet or Familiar 

●     Dawn Devotions, including information about the Goddess of Dawn 

●     Astrapsoukhos' Spell for the Favor of Hermes from the Greek Magical Papyrus (London 122) 

●     Hellenic Magic Ritual: A General Framework 

Divination

●     The Pythagorean Tarot. A tarot system based on Pythagorean numerology and ancient 
Mediterranean spirituality. 

●     Limyran Greek Alphabet Oracle in hypertext and ASCII text forms. An authentic ancient 
Greek alphabet oracle, translated and interpreted. Published in Circle Network News (issue 57, 
Fall 1995, pp. 12-13), Mythos (Spring 1996), and Manteia: A Magazine for the Mantic Arts (No. 
16, Spring 1997, pp. 54-56). Italian translation, "Un Oracolo dell' Alfabeto Greco," published in 
Mercurio: Pubblicazione Interna della Federazione Pagana (num. 4 (Beltane), 1996, pp. 5-8). 

●     Calculators for Isopsephia (Gematria) in Greek, Roman and Hebrew alphabets, and for the 
related Thesis system. Also available: a Generalized Isopsephia calculator, which allows you to 



anter whatever numerical values you like for the Greek or Roman alphabets. See also the 
accompanying Alphabet Charts. 

●     Ars Haruspicina (modernized Etruscan divination), and a sample reading. Haruspicy was the 
ancient Etruscan art of reading the liver of a sacrificial victim. Here the ancient principles of 
haruspicy are applied to a raw egg. "The Art of Haruspicy, which is The Etruscan Discipline" 
was published in Harvest (later Tides), Vol. 11 (1991), No. 4, 22-24 (part I); No. 5, 11-14 (part 
II); No. 6, 13-15 (part III). 

Hymns, Poetry, etc.

●     Hymn to Athena. Published in Green Egg, Vol. 27, No. 104 (Spring 1994), pp. 8-9. 

●     Hymn and Invocation of Aphrodite in hypertext and postscript form. Published in Green Egg, 
Vol. 28, No. 109 (Summer 1995), pp. 32-3. 

●     The Liturgy of Love; see also the "executive summary". The "Liturgia Philotetos of 
Epaphroditus" has been partly serialized, part I in The Golden Apple and the remaining parts in 
its successor, Agape (now inactive). The Goddess Philotês, daughter of Aphrodite, explains Her 
four sacraments and initiates Epaphroditus into Her order. The Exercise for Unity is based on Her 
teachings, and includes a summary of Empedocles' teachings about Her. 

●     Sophia Abscondita (The Month of the Fishes: A Parable of Our Times). A prophetic modern 
gnostic myth about how Sophia (female wisdom) leads the old Gods to retake Olympus. 

●     The Yew Demon (a shamanic "sword & sorcery" story). Published in Pagan Review, Vol. 1, No. 
1 (Spring 1995), pp. 21-28. 

●     Vaticinatio de Cometae (for the collision of the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter, July 16, 
1994). Interprets the collision as an omen of the return of the Old Gods. 

●     Select Homeric Hymns. "To Hera," "To Gaia, Mother of All" and "To the Mother of the Gods" 
published in The Lyre, Summer 1993, p. 15. Also appear with "To Hestia," in Alexandria 3, 1995. 
Also, two hymns to Aphrodite, hymns to the Muses and Apollo, hymns to Zeus, Hephaistos, 
Artemis, Poseidon, Athena, Demeter and Aesculapius. 

●     Mesomedes' "Hymn to the Muse," translated and set to the original (ancient) music (now with 
MP3 files). Published in Mythos, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Sept. 1995), p. 11.    

http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/OM/BA/HApr.ps


●     Selected Charms from the Carmina Gadelica, translated and "reheathened" (i.e., reconstructed 
possible pre-Christian forms). Published in Circle Network News, Issue 58 (Winter 95/96), p. 14. 

●     The Janid: Historia Sacra Janarum. Mythic history of the Sardinian Gianae from 23,800 BCE. 

●     Ariel Psychopompos - an alchemical poem, published in The Terminal Journal, Fall 1997, pp. 12-
13. 

Other

●     The Stele: homepage of Omphalos, the networking service for Graeco-Roman Neopagans. 

●     Anecdota Vergilii - The Secret History of Virgil 

●     Pauca Anecdota Neapolitana (A Few Anecdotes of Naples). Featered under "Visiting Friends & 
Scholars" on novelist Katherine Neville's Home Page. 

●     Description of Ta Rat', the Subterranean Temple of the Giane 

●     Necronomicon Novum. A "Necronomicon," in the spirit of H. P. Lovecraft, but based on 
authentic ancient sources. Published as "Necronomicon Conjecturale" in Mythos, Vol. 1, No. 2 
(Nov. 1995), pp. 4-7. 

●     Biography of Apollonius Sophistes (John Opsopaus). To put this in context, see also The Role of 
History in Practical Occultism. 

●     Glaukidai: The Myth of Glaucus and his Descendants, the Blue Men Published in Circle Network 
News, Issue 66 (Winter 97/98), pp. 18-19. 

●     Useful Ancient Greek Phrases in Greek and Roman transcription (hypertext) and in Greek 
alphabet (postscript) 

●     Selections from the Greek Magical Papyri, Books I, II and III 

●     Interpretations of Magical Herbs. When an ancient spell tells you to use "snake's blood," it 
doesn't necessarily mean the blood of a snake. Here is an ancient key to arcane ingredients from 

http://www.eschatonbooks.com/
http://www.katherineneville.com/
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/OM/BA/UAGP.ps
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/OM/BA/UAGP.ps


the Greek Magical Papyri. 

●     Goethe's Pagan Poetry. Many of Goethe's poems are sympathetic to Paganism. 

●     Wotan's Invocation of Erda from Wagner's Siegfried 

●     Samples of the mysterious Rydumy language 

●     The Centaur Skeleton from Volos. See also my report on The Cave of the Centaur  

●     Review of Burkert's Homo Necans 

●     Review of Kingsley's Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic (published in Caduceus, Vol. 3, 
No. 1 (Spring, 1997), pp. 37-9) 

●     A Brief Guide to Ancient Greek Pronunciation 
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              Media Ver (Midspring, Beltane, c. May 1)
                       Gk. To Mesoun Earos.

                       Apollonius Sophistes
                            (c) 1995

Mounukhia (Grk., c. Apr. 30)
  Ancient:  16 Mounukhion (full moon time).

This festival honors Artemis as Moon Goddess and Lady of the Beasts.  There is
a procession in which the people carry Amphiphontes (Shining-all-round), round
cakes in which dadia (little torches) are stuck, much like the cakes offered 
to Hekate; later these are offered to the Artemis with a prayer such as:

  "Artemis, Dear Mistress, to Thee I carry, Lady, this Amphiphon, and
  what shall serve as drink offering."

Some say the reason the cake is called Amphiphon, which can also mean "Shining
by Double Light," is that it is offered when the sun and moon are both 
visible.

In ancient times a she-goat was sacrificed to the Lady; now we may use cakes 
of that shape, or offer palm leaves, for the palm is sacred to Her.

This is also an appropriate time for the Arkteia (Playing the She-Bear) in 
thanks for game animals (the most important, for Neolithic tribes, being the 
bear).  The Arktoi (She-Bears) are young girls (about ten years old) who dance
naked or in short, saffron khitones (tunics); they wear leaf-crowns in their 
hair and carry torches or twigs. [LSJ s.v. amphiphon; PFA 137-9; SFA 81-8]

Festivals for Maia and Bona Dea (Rom., May 1)
  Ancient:  Kal. May (new moon).

May is under the protection of Apollo; its name is most likely from Maia, a 
Roman fertility Goddess (not to be confused with the Greek Maia, mother of 
Apollo and Artemis).  In ancient times She was offered a pregnant sow on this 
day, which was also an appropriate sacrifice for Terra (Earth), and shows the 
close connection of the two Goddesses.

Bona Dea (Good Goddess) or Fauna, who may be identical to Maia, is an Earth 
Goddess responsible for the fertility of women; men are excluded from Her 
worship, and myrtle is not allowed in the temple because Faunus, Her father, 



beat Her with a myrtle-rod.  The Goddess's image is decorated with 
vine-leaves.  The women bring wine, which they call lac (milk), in mellaria 
(honey pots) to Her temple, where all manner of herbs are kept, as well as 
snakes.  This shows a connection with the healing arts, and Bona Dea is 
identified with Greek Agathe Dea (Good Goddess), who is related to Hugieia 
(Health).  In ancient times a sow was sacrificed to Her, now a sow-shaped 
cake.  A connection to Demeter (who was also offered sows) is shown by the 
name Damia for Bona Dea (the priestess was called Damiatrix and the sow 
Damium).
[OF p. 423; SFR 116-7]

Lemuria (Rom., May 9, 11, 13)
  Ancient:  VII, V, III Id. Mar.

These rites banish the Lemures, potentially hostile ancestral spirits, 
especially the restless ghosts of those who died untimely.  The rites are 
performed on odd-numbered days, because even-numbered days are unlucky.

This is the procedure:  The head of the family rises at midnight.  He is 
barefoot; no knots constrict his feet.  He makes la mano fico -- the sign of 
the fig (closed fingers, thumb between first and second fingers) -- to ward 
away any spirits.  He washes his hands in clean spring water.  With averted 
eyes he throws beans (which the dead favor) to the spirits, saying:

  "Haec ego mitto, his redimo meque meosque fabis."
  "These I cast; with these beans I redeem both me and mine."

Thrice three times he does this, never looking back, for the spirits follow 
behind.  Then he washes again, clashes objects of bronze, and says thrice 
three times:

  "Manes exite paterni!"
  "Manes of my ancestors, begone!"

Then it is safe to look back, for the banishing is complete. [OF V.429-444, 
pp. 424-5]

Thargelia (Grk., c. May 21)
  Ancient:  7 Thargelion (first quarter).

The Thargelia, which is probably identical to the ancient Thalusia 
(First-fruit Offering), is a harvest festival celebrated when the corn is 
threshed.  Although in many cases the time varies from farm to farm, and 



coincides with the actual completion of the harvest (May or June), since it is
a festival for Apollo (as a guardian of crops), it nominally occurs on the 
seventh day, His birthday.  It has two parts, purification and offering.

The sixth day (the birthday of His sister, Artemis) is a day of purification, 
and two (preferably unattractive) men, the Pharmakoi (Scape-Goats), who have 
been fed by the people, are led around the city, and then driven away by 
fig-branches and (poisonous) squill-bulbs (used for purification).  One 
Pharmakos wears a necklace of black figs, which represent the men of the city,
and the other wears one of white figs, representing the women.

The following day is for a first-fruits offering to the God; the Thargelos is 
made by boiling corn and other vegetables in a pot.  There are separate hymn 
singing contests for men's and boys' choirs; the winners receive a tripod, 
which they then dedicated to the God.  [NFR 24, 26; PFA 147-9]

                         Lesser Festivals

Cerialia (Rom., Apr 19)
  Ancient:  XIII Kal. May.

Country folk make offerings of spelt (a kind of wheat) and salt, perhaps in 
the form of mola salsa (sacrificial cakes), to Ceres, and pour libations of 
milk, honey and wine.  [SFR 103]

Floralia (Rom., Apr. 28)
  Ancient:  IV Kal. May (dark of moon).

This was a spring-time fertility festival for Mater Flora (Mother Flora), the 
flower and vegetation Goddess recognized from the most ancient times.  People 
wear gayly colored clothes and there are lights everywhere to go with the 
bright colors of the flowers in the fields.  Tables are decorated with roses 
and revellers wear garlands.  Hares and goats -- both known for their 
fertility -- are released to run free, and vetches, beans and lupins are 
thrown among the people to confer fertility.  This is also a time of rude 
entertainment and sexual license.  [OF V.321-374; SFR 110-1]

Festival for Maia and Mercury (Rom., May 15)
  Ancient:  Id. May (full moon).

The Ides of May are Mercury's birthday, and so He and His mother, Maia, are 
celebrated on this day.  Devotees of Mercury, especially merchants, draw 
sacred water from the Aqua Mercurii (a spring) into fumigated jugs.  They dip 



laurel branches into this water and sprinkle it over their goods and their own
hair while praying for future success in their endeavors.  This day is also 
sacred to Jupiter, as are the Ides of every month.  [SFR 122]



          Solstitium (Summer Solstice, Litha, c. June 21)
                  Gk. Hai Therinai Heliou Tropai.

                       Apollonius Sophistes
                             (c) 1995

The month of June is under the guardianship of Mercury and is sacred to Hercules
and Fons Fortuna.  The first half of the month is ill-omened, and as little
business as possible is conducted at this time.

Plunteria (Grk., mid-June)
  Ancient:  last week of Thargelion (mid-May - mid-June), perhaps 25 Thargelion.

This is the festival for washing (plunteria hiera) the ancient statue of Athena
Polias (Guardian of the City); bathing sacred images was a common custom in
Greece and elsewhere.  (Women have cleaned the temple a few days earlier in a
rite called the Kallunteria, which means "to beautify by sweeping."  At this
time, the priestess also refills and relights Athena's eternal flame in the
temple.)  The day is considered unlucky (apophras) because the Goddess is absent
from the city; it begins a rupture of the normal order, a void between the old
year (which ends in a month) and the new.

Women remove the peplos (robe) and jewelry from the ancient image of Athena,
which is then wrapped and carried in a procession to the washing place.  The
procession is led by a woman carrying a basket of fig pastries, for the fig is
an ancient fertility symbol and was the first cultivated food; the sweetmeats
may be offered to the Goddess at the shore.  Mounted Epheboi (young men) may
also accompany the (veiled) image.  It is brought to the shore (for it should be
purified in running water, especially salt water), where it is bathed by two
girls, the Loutrides (Bathers); the peplos may be cleaned at the same time
(perhaps by a priest).  That evening the Goddess is returned to the temple in a
torchlight procession and is clothed with the clean peplos and adorned with Her
jewels.  Only the Loutrides and the women who dress and undress the Goddess are
permitted to see Her naked.

The ancient statue was of human size or less, carved of olive wood, and probably
showed the Goddess seated without weapons.  She wore a tall, golden stephane
(crown) and She may have had a Gorgoneion (Medusa head) on her breast.  [BGR
228; PFA 152-5; SFA 46-8]

Arrhephoria (Grk., mid-June)
  The exact date is unknown, but it was near the beginning the month of



  Skiraphorion (mid-June - mid-July).

Two young girls (perhaps seven years old), the Arrhephoroi (perhaps "Carriers of
Unspoken Things") who are the ritual daughters of the Archon Basileus
(Priest-King), have spent the preceding year living by the temple of Athena
Polias.  Some say they have been weaving a new peplos (robe) for Athena, which
they will bring to Her in the sacred procession (see Panathenaia, c. Aug. 14).

In a secret nocturnal rite, the Priestess gives the Arrhephoroi a package, the
contents of which are hidden from all three.  They take the package by a secret
path to the sanctuary of Aphrodite in the Gardens, and bring back another secret
package.  Thereafter the Arrhephoroi are replaced by two new girls.  This rite
recalls when Athena gave the casket containing Erichthonios to the daughters of
King Kekrops, who acted as nurses.  Two of them disobeyed Her order not to look
in the casket, and when they saw the serpent-man they jumped to their deaths
from the Acropolis.  The name of the faithful nurse was Pandrosos (All-dew), or,
according to others, the two self-sacrificing daughters were Pandrosos and Herse
(which also means Dew).  (The festival's name might also be spelled Ersephoria -
Dew Carrying.)  The olive tree, which was Athena's special gift to Athens, bears
small olives if there is not sufficient dew at this time of year.  Aphrodite, as
Goddess of the Morning and Evening Star, was responsible for the dew, and so Her
cooperation was essential.

The Arrhephoroi wear white robes and eat Anastatos (Made-to-rise), a special
light bread.  [BGR 228-9; LSJ s.v. Arrhephoroi; PFA 141-3; SFA 39-46]

Skiraphoria (Grk., c. June 27)
  Ancient:  12 Skiraphorion (full moon).

The Skiraphoria (also known as the Skira) occurs at the time of the cutting and
threshing of the grain.  The Priestess of Athena, the Priest of Poseidon and the
Priest of Helios go to the Skiron, a place sacred to Demeter, Kore, Athena
Skiras and Poseidon Pater, for here Athens and Eleusis were reconciled.  Athena
and Poseidon represent city life, and Demeter and Kore represent agriculture;
Helios witnesses Their oaths (as He witnessed the abduction of Kore).  The
Skiron is where, according to tradition, the first sowing took place.  A large,
white canopy (called the skiron) is carried over the priests' and priestesses'
heads during the procession.

The Skiraphoria is celebrated mainly by women (as men dominate the City
Dionysia, Mar. 24-8).  To bring fertility, they abstain from intercourse on this
day, and to this end they eat garlic to keep the men away.  They also throw
offerings into the megara - sacred caves of Demeter:  cakes shaped like snakes,



phalluses and sucking pigs.  (These become the Thesmoi - things laid down - that
are removed in the Thesmophoria, c. Oct. 26.)  This ceremony recalls the
swineherd Eubouleus who was swallowed up with his pigs when Persephone was
abducted into the underworld by Hades.

The men have a race in which they carry vine-branches from the sanctuary of
Dionysos to the temple of Athena Skiras.  The winner is given the Pentaploa
(Fivefold Cup), containing wine, honey, cheese, some corn and olive oil.  He
alone is allowed to share this drink with the Goddess, to whom a libation is
poured so that She will bless these fruits of the season.  [NFR 25; OCD s.v.
Sciraphoria; PFA 156-161; SFA 19, 22-4]

Lesser Festivals

Festival for Fors Fortuna (Rom., June 24)
  Ancient:  VIII Kal. June.

Fors Fortuna (Fortune) was honored on this day, the Summer Solstice in the old
calendar.  This is a time of happy and even drunken celebration; rides on boats
decorated with flowers are especially popular.  Sellers of flowers, vegetables,
wool, bronze, etc. bring their goods to market, which they sell with praises to
Fortuna, or they dedicate them to the Goddess.  [OF VI.771-784; SFR 155-6]



      Aequinoctium Auctumnale (Fall Equinox, Mabon, c. Sept. 21)
                    Gk. He Isemeria Phthinoporine.

                         Apollonius Sophistes
                               (c) 1995

Many of the Greek and Roman festivals of this season celebrate the end of the 
military campaigning season.  At the end of September and beginning of 
October, however, the emphasis shifts to the Corn Mothers and other 
agricultural deities.  In many Greek states the month beginning mid-September 
was called Demetrion after Demeter (though it was called Boedromion in 
Athens). [PFA 53]

Great Mysteries (Grk., c. Sept. 29-Oct. 5)
  Ancient:  15-21 Boedromion (the festival begins on the full moon
  and continues to the third quarter).

In origin the Great (Eleusinian) Mysteries were a festival for the autumn 
sowing.  They are, of course, mysteries, so some things about them remain 
concealed, in particular, the contents of the Sacred Kistai (boxes) and the 
actual initiation of the Mustai (Initiates).  Anyone can be initiated, 
regardless of age or sex.

The festival is conducted by the Archon Basileus and four assistants.  Two of 
these, the Hierophantes and Dadoukhos (Torch Bearer) wear the ependutes (a 
long-sleeved tunic ornamented at the hem and shoulders), headband and Thracian
knee-boots; they carry one or two long torches.  Further, there are Mustagogoi
(Initiate Guides), who guide individual postulants, often their friends, 
through the initiation.

Preparatory

Preparations begin two days before the Mysteries proper (13 Boedromion, c. 
Sept. 27):  on the 13th two mounted Epheboi (Youths) travel to Eleusis and on 
the 14th they accompany Ta Hiera (the Holy Things), contained in round Kistai 
bound with purple ribbons, which are brought by wagon to Athens, where they 
are received at the shrine (Eleusinion).  (Mylonas has guessed that Ta Hiera 
are Mycenean goddess figures.)  An official, the Phaidruntes (Cleaner) of the 
Two Goddesses, reports their arrival to Athena's priestess (as at the Skira, 
c. June 27, Athena's priestess pays her respects to Demeter's).  (The Two 
Goddesses are, of course, Demeter and Persephone, but Their names are 
considered too sacred to be mentioned in the rites.)



1st day:  Agurmos (Gathering)

The would-be Mustai, who must have already been initiated in the Lesser 
Mysteries (February), gather in the Agora.  The Kerukes (Herald) calls for 
them to step forward, and informs them that they must have "a soul conscious 
of no evil" and that they "must have lived well and justly."  Those afflicted 
by blood-guilt or other impurity are warned away.  At this time names may be 
taken, and it may be ensured that the postulant is already initiated in the 
Lesser Mysteries.  The postulant spends the remainder of the day in spiritual 
exercises recommended by his or her Mustagogos.

2nd day:  "Seaward, Initiates"

The second day is for purification.  The postulants travel to the sea (or 
other place of ritual cleansing).  On the order "Seaward Initiates!" they 
enter the water with their offering so that both may be purified by salt 
water.  

In ancient times the offering was a piglet, which was supplied to the 
postulant, for the pig is sacred to Demeter.  In the evening the piglet was 
sacrificed and the postulant was sprinkled with its blood; later there might 
be a feast on the pork.  Nowadays we might use an ear of corn as an offering 
and sprinkle the postulant with water in which the corn has been boiled.

3rd day:  "Hither the Victims"

The third day is for the main sacrifice to the Two Goddesses.  (See 
"Neoclassical Sacrifice" in The Lyre #3 for more details.)

4th day:  Epidauria

On this day the postulant secludes him or herself indoors to prepare mentally 
for the initiation.  There are also celebrations for the god Asclepius, for on
this day in 420 BCE He came, with His daughter Hugieia (Health) and His sacred
snake, and requested the Eleusinian initiation.

5th day:  March to Eleusis

The mounted Epheboi, the postulant Mustai, their Mustagogoi, initiated Mustai,
and the officials escort Ta Hiera back to Eleusis.  The procession begins at 
the shrine of Iakkhos, and His priest, the Iakkhagogos (Iakkhos Guide), leads 
the procession with the sacred image of Iakkhos, which depicts Him as a 



torch-bearing youth. Iakkhos is the Eleusinian name of Dionysos/Bacchus; in 
the procession He is the joyous attendant of the Two Goddesses, and mediates 
between Them and the Mustai.  The marchers are accompanied by musicians 
(flute, harp, voice); all join in the ecstatic cry, "Iakkhe!" (Shout!).  

The Mustai wear garlands of myrtle and may carry bakkhoi, which are bundles of
myrtle branches tied with wool; they may also carry a sack of travel 
necessities on a pole.  Religious observances are made at sacred sites along 
the way.  At one place the Krokidai tie a yellow woolen thread (kroke) on the 
right hand and left leg of each postulant.  At another place disguised men 
verbally abuse the postulants, which may drive away bad luck.  The final part 
of the procession is by torchlight, because Demeter is traditionally depicted 
seeking Kore by torchlight.

At night the postulant offers to Demeter the Kernos, which is an earthenware 
dish with many small cups attached; small offerings of the fruits of the earth
(grain, peas, beans, etc.) are placed in the cups.  The postulant shares these
with the Goddess.

6th day:  Initiation

On the day of Initiation sacrifices of corn meal are made to the Two 
Goddesses.  In sympathy with Demeter when She mourned the absent Kore, the 
postulants fast and prepare themselves mentally for the sacred rite.  Towards 
evening, like Demeter when She accepted the drink from Meteneira, the 
postulants drink the Kukeon (mixed drink), comprising water, barley meal and 
pennyroyal.  (There is debate about the ingredients of the Kukeon, but this is
the formula given in the "Homeric Hymn to Demeter," ll. 208-9.)

The initiation, which lasts through the night, takes place in a closed 
building called the Telesterion (Initiation Place); in its center is the 
Anaktoron (House of the Anax = King), the "Holy of Holies" to which no-one but
the Hierophantes (Revealer) is admitted.  The specifics of the initiation are,
of course, secret, and have not been revealed to this day (though a great deal
of conjecture has been published).  However, they involve Things Said, Things 
Done and Things Revealed.  There is music, song and speech; there are ritual 
actions; there are revelations by torch light.  Thereby the Mustai participate
in the Demeter's joy at the restoration of Persephone.  The effect of the 
Mysteries on the initiate is profoundly transformative.  Even the clothes worn
during the initiation are consecrated thereafter.

The Epoptai (Those Who Have Seen) are the initiates of the highest level (who 
must have been Mustai for at least one year), who have beheld the supreme 



symbol of Demeter, as Triptolemos, the first Mustes, beheld it, and they have 
witnessed the Hieros Gamos (Sacred Marriage) of Demeter and Zeus.

7th day:  Plemokhoai

Each Mustes has two water-filled Plemokhoai (Flowing Floodtides), which are 
earthenware vessels shaped like a spinning-top; one is tipped out to the east 
and the other to the west, while the Mustes pronounces a spell known only to 
initiates.  [LEM 155; NFR 25; PFA 59-72; SFA 24-35]

Feast of Jupiter, Juno and Minerva (Rom., Sept. 13)
  Ancient:  Id. Sept. (full moon).

The Ides (full moon) of every month are sacred to Jupiter, as the Kalends (new
moon) are to Juno.  This day is an Epulum (feast) for the Capitoline Triad 
(Jupiter, Juno and Minerva), so statues of the three deities are present, 
dressed in festal robes, and represent Their attendance at the feast.  The 
face of Jupiter's image is reddened with minium (red lead) and He reclines on 
a lectulus (couch); Juno and Minerva sit on sellae (chairs).

The feast begins with a sacrifice to Jove (in ancient times it might have been
a white heifer, since Jupiter and Juno prefer white sacrifices), at which mola
salsa (salt meal) made by the Vestal Virgins is used (see "Neoclassical 
Sacrifice" in The Lyre #3 for more on the mola).  The Vestals' mola salsa, 
which is made from the first ears of the previous harvest, is used at only two
other times (Vestalia, Jun. 9, and Lupercalia, Feb. 15).  For the feast 
proper, tables of food are set before the images of the Gods and music 
accompanies the festivities.

Although September is under the protection of Vulcan, most of the honor goes 
to Jupiter.  The Ludi (Games) both proceed and follow the Feast for the 
Capitoline Triad (in ancient times the Ludi lasted Sept. 5-19).  There are 
races, wrestling, parades and performances of various sorts.  [SFR 23, 183-7]

Lesser Festivals

Genesia (Grk., c. Sept. 19)
  Ancient:  5 Boedromion (nominally mid-Sept. - mid-Oct.).

This is the Athenian festival in honor of the dead.  (Of course families honor
their own dead on their anniversaries.)  There are lamentations and speeches 
of praise.  In ancient times, the vernal equinox (approximately) ended the 



summer campaigning season, so several of these festivals (Genesia, Artemis 
Agrotera, Boedromia) relate to the cessation of fighting.  [PFA 53-4]

Festival for Artemis Agrotera (Grk., c. Sept 20)
  Ancient:  6 Boedromion.

This day is a feast for Artemis Agrotera (Huntress), for the sixth day is Her 
birthday.  (After the Athenian victory at Marathon this festival became known 
as Kharisteria, "Thanksgiving.")  [PFA 54-5; SFA 82]

Boedromia (Grk., c. Sept. 21)
  Ancient:  7 Boedromion (first quarter).

This is a minor thanksgiving festival for Apollo (since the seventh day is His
birthday), in gratitude to Him as a rescuer in war.  [PFA 53]

Festival for Apollo and Latona (Rom., Sept. 23)
  Ancient:  IX Kal. Oct.

A minor festival for Apollo and His mother, Latona; it corresponds 
approximately to the Boedromia.  [SFR 188]

Festival for Venus Genetrix (Rom., Sept. 26)
  Ancient:  VI Kal. Oct.

A minor festival for Venus Genetrix (The Mother who Brings Forth).  [SFR 188]

Festival for Fides (Rom., Oct. 1)
  Ancient:  Kal. Oct. (new moon).

A minor festival in honor of Fides (Good Faith).  The priests show their good 
faith, and protect the shrine from pollution, by wrapping their hands as far 
as their fingers.  Similarly, the right hand of the image of the Goddess was 
bound in white.  [SFR 189-90]

Fast for Ceres (Rom., Oct 4)
  Ancient:  IV Non. Oct.

This is similar to the fast (Lat., ieiunium) for Demeter on the second day of 
the Thesmophoria (c. Oct. 25), on which there was a fast (Grk., nesteia) for 
Demeter.  The following day (Oct. 5) the Mundus Cereris (World of Ceres), a 
vaulted ritual pit, is opened, which occurs on only three days (see Aug. 24). 
[SFR 190-1]



Meditrinalia (Rom., Oct. 11)
  Ancient:  V Id. Oct.

This is a festival of healing (mederi = to be healed).  Offerings of new and 
old wine are poured and tasted, while repeating:

  Of wine that's new and wine that's old I drink;
  Of illness new and illness old I'm cured.

[SFR 192]

Fontinalia (Rom., Oct. 13)
  Ancient:  III Id. Oct.

This is a festival for Fons, the god of springs, and so garlands are thrown 
into springs and used to decorate wells.  [SFR 192]



           Media Autumnus (Midautumn, Samhain, c. Nov. 1)
             Gk. To Mesoun Phthinoporon.  (conjectured)

                        Apollonius Sophistes
                              (c) 1995

In the Greek and Roman worlds, there are comparatively few festivals in October
and November, which is the seed-time (Gr. sporetos), a season of ploughing and
sowing.  Women figure prominently in these festivals since in neolithic times
they were responsible for crops raising (by the Bronze Age it became a male
occupation).  [SFA 17, 82, SFR 196]

                   Puanepsia (Grk., c. Oct. 22)
              Ancient:  7 Puanepsion (first quarter).

The Puanepsia is a festival of late autumn fruit gathering that seeks divine
blessings for the autumn sowing.  This very ancient festival is primarily in
honor of Phoebos Apollo as sun god, but also for Helios (Sun) and the Horai
(Hours); all are considered vegetation deities, perhaps through Their connection
with the sun.  Further, since Mycenaean times the earth-born Athenians have
considered themselves descendants of the Sun (whom the Myceneans may have called
Pa-ya-wo = Phoebos = Bright) and Ge (Earth).  Thus the festival is held on the
seventh day, for on the seventh of each (Greek) month (which is the first
quarter of the moon) Apollo's birthday is celebrated.  The Puanepsia corresponds
to the spring Thargelia (7 Thargelion, c. May 22).

In the procession each Pais Amphithales (Child with Two Living Parents) carries
an Eiresione.  Typically an Eiresione is an olive branch carried by a supplicant
and wrapped round with wool (eiros = wool), but in this case it is  a laurel
branch (sacred to Apollo), perhaps two to three feet long, decorated with real
fruit and models of harps, cups and vine-branches made of pastry, all symbols of
fruitfulness.  In a kind of Trick-or-Treat the children bring these to each
house and sing:

  Th' Eiresione bears rich cakes and figs and honey in a jar, and olive oil
  to sanctify yourself, and cups of mellow wine that you may drink and fall
     asleep.

If the occupant gives a gift to the children, he earns an Eiresione and the
yearlong blessing it conveys.  Normally it is fastened above the door of the
house, as it is over the door of the sanctuary of Apollo when the procession



reaches it.  If no Pais Amphithales comes to your home, you may bless it with
your own Eiresione.

The festival derives its name from a stew of boiled beans (puanon epsein = to
boil beans) and other leguminous vegetables and cereals that is boiled in a pot
(khutros) and shared by the celebrants and the God; it is a typical Greek
Panspermia (All-seeds).  According to legend this was the votive offering
Theseus and his crew made to Apollo when they returned to Greece on this day,
for it was all that was left of their provisions.  On the other hand, it is
typical of a sowing ritual to combine all the edible plants to be sown and to
share them with the God, praying that the next year may be bountiful.
[NFR 29; PFA 75-7; SFA 75-7, 107]

                   Oskhophoria (Grk., c. Oct. 22)
               Ancient:  7 Puanepsion (first quarter).

The Oschophoria is a vintage and wine-pressing festival, in thanks to Dionysos,
held on the same day as the Puanepsia, when the Mysteries of Dionysos were also
held.  Thus we find the two apparent polar opposites, Dionysos and Apollo,
honored on the same day, but we must not forget that They also shared the
sanctuary at Delphi:  Apollo honored there in the summer, Dionysos in winter
(when Apollo is in Hyperborea).  An ancient krater (mixing bowl) shows them
shaking hands over the Omphalos at Delphi.

There is a procession from the temple of Dionysos to the temple of Athena Skira,
for the grape harvest is one aspect of Her concern for the well-being of the
community (cf. the Arrhephoria and Skiraphoria, both in mid-late June).  This
aspect of Athena may derive from the vine goddess Skiras, worshipped in Salamis,
whence She came to Athens (see the Skiraphoria discussion for another idea of
the meaning of skira).

The procession is headed by the two Oskhophoroi (Vine-branch Bearers), young men
who carry branches still bearing grapes (oskhoi) and are dressed as women, which
recalls the androgyny of Dionysos, for they wear the same Ionic khiton
(ankle-length tunic) as He sometimes does.  Behind them comes a chorus singing
special hymns to the God.

They are accompanied by a herald, who has a garland wrapped round his staff,
rather than around his head, as would be the normal custom.  This was explained
by the Theseus myth:  when his herald told the Athenians of Theseus' return, in
their joy they tried to crown him with a wreath, but he refused it because he
had learned of the tragic death of Theseus' father.  Therefore he returned to



Theseus with the wreath wrapped around his staff.

The procession also includes Deipnophoroi (Dinner Carriers), women who bring the
food for the sacred feast that follows the sacrifice.  A portion of the meat is
burned for the God and some is eaten by the celebrants; the rest is divided to
be taken home.  Stories are told during the feast, especially the story of
Theseus and Ariadne, and how she was claimed by Dionysos.  The Deipnophoroi
represent the Mothers of the Twice-Seven, who brought meat, bread and heartening
stories to their children, the seven maids and seven lads chosen to sail to
Crete to be sacrificed to the Minotaur (a ritual confrontation of 14 "Beauties"
with the Beast.).

The legend also explains the transvestite Oskhophoroi, for Theseus chose two
boys with girlish features, and trained them to walk and act like girls so that
they might substitute for two of the condemned girls to protect the others.  In
the festival they carry vine-branches and lead the procession, as they did in
Theseus' triumph, in thanks to Dionysos and Ariadne.  (Of course, such
transvestitism is not unusual in the rituals of Greece or other cultures.)
When the procession arrives at the sanctuary, there are songs, both happy and
sad, and libations are poured to the God, followed by shouts of:

  Eleleu! Iou! Iou!

The yell is paradoxical in that "Eleleu!" (pronounced "e-le-LOO!") is a cry of
encouragement (from elelizo, to rally), whereas "Iou!" (pron. "yew!") is a cry
of woe (Latin Heu!).  This was explained by the mixed joy and grief of
Theseus' return and his father's death, but it also celebrates the death and
resurrection of Dionysos as Vegetation God. [NFR 34-5; PFA 77-81; SFA 89-92]

                    Theseia (Grk., c. Oct. 23)
              Ancient:  8 Puanepsion (first quarter).

The eighth of every month is sacred to Poseidon, so it is appropriate that His
son,Theseus is honored on this day following the Puanepsia and Oskophoria (as
well as on the eighths of other months).  There is a procession, sacrifices,
athletic games (team torch-races and track and field events), and a feast at
which meat is distributed to the people (celebrating Theseus as popular
benefactor and democratic hero).  The feast includes Athare (or Athera), a
porridge of husked wheat and milk. [PFA 81-2]

                Thesmophoria (Grk., c. Oct. 26-28)



                    Ancient:  11-13 Puanepsion.

The Thesmophoria is a celebration of Sporetos (Seed-time), the autumn sowing,
dedicated to Demeter and restricted to women.  (This is unusual in the Greek
world for, although Gods often had Priests and Goddesses Priestesses, the
festivals were usually open to both men and women.  Cf. the Festival for Bona
Dea, c. Dec. 3.)  Although the ceremony is a women's mystery, this much may be
said.

Stenia

The Thesmophoria proper is preceded by two days (i.e. on 9 Puanepsion, c. Oct.
24) by the Stenia, a nocturnal women's festival for Demeter and Persephone in
preparation for the Thesmophoria.  The women engage in Aiskhrologia (Foul
language, abuse), hurling insults at one another to commemorate the way in which
Iambe made the grieving Demeter laugh (see the Homeric Hymn to Demeter).
This may also be when the Thesmoi (Things Laid Down) are placed into the caverns
at the sanctuary of Demeter; they include dough models of snakes and male
genitalia and pork from sacrificed piglets, all fertility symbols (pigs because
of their fecundity); in this way the womb of The Mother is fertilized; they will
be removed in the Thesmophoria proper.  (Others say that the Thesmoi are
deposited in the Skiraphoria, c. June 27.)

1st Day:  Anodos (Ascent)

During the Thesmophoria proper the women camp for three days in the Thesmophor-
ion, the hillside sanctuary of Demeter Thesmophoros.  Under the direction of two
Arkhousai (Officials), the women set out in procession with the necessary
supplies for three days and two nights, and set up their encampment, which takes
the form of rows of shelters or huts with walkways between them.  The women
sleep on the ground, generally two to a hut.

2nd Day:  Nesteia (Fast)

On the second day the women sit on the ground and abstain from all solid food in
humility and sympathy for Demeter's mourning (when she also refused a chair),
but also to transfer their strength to the soil.  As hunger begins to gnaw their
stomachs, they again engage in Aiskhrologia (abusive language); some say,
recalling Iambe and Demeter, that their taunts are spoken in iambic verse, the
traditional meter of mockery.  The women may also whip each other with a scourge
made of morotton (woven bark).  Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazusae contains two
beautiful hymns typical of those sung on the day; they are too long to be
reproduced here (ll. 969-1000 and 1136-1159; pp. 135-6 and 141-2 in the Barrett



translation, Penguin Books, 1964).

3rd Day:  Kalligeneia (Fair Offspring)

Nightfall brings the official beginning of the third day, and there is a
torch-light ceremony, for Demeter sought Persephone by torch light.  Some say
that this is when the Thesmoi are removed from the earth by Priestesses called
Antletriai (Bailers), of whom three day's ritual purity (including sexual
abstinence) is required.  While women clap to scare away the sacred snakes that
guard the caverns, the Antletriai go down into the caves, collect the Thesmoi in
buckets, and place the putrefying matter on the altars of Demeter and Persephone.
Later this "compost" is removed from the altars and mixed with the grain to be
sown the following month (i.e., late Nov. to early Dec.).  In this rite we truly
see the role of the cycle of life and death in the fertilization of the Earth.

The fast is ended and the rest of the day is spent in joyous celebration of the
gift of beautiful children, until the women break camp and return home.
[NFR 24; PFA 82-8; SFA 18-22]

          Apaturia (Grk., between c. Oct 15 and c. Nov 15)
       Ancient:  three or more consecutive days in Puanepsion.

Each Phratria (Clan) determines when its Apaturia (perhaps "Feast of the Common
Fatherhood") will be held in the month of Puanepsion (mid-Oct. to mid-Nov.).

1st Day:  Dorpia (Supper Eve)

This is a day of reunion and feast for the Phratria's members.

2nd Day:  Anarrhusis (Sacrificing)

Sacrifices are made to Zeus Phratrios and Athena Phratria, who oversee the
Phratriai.  Sometimes Dionysos is also included, which is explained by the myth
of the fight between Melanthus, the Dark King, and Xanthus, the Fair King.
Dionysos, by appearing behind Melanthus in a black goat's skin (Melainaigis),
distracted him, and allowed Xanthus to cut him down.  Hephaistos may also be
honored.

3rd Day:  Koureotis (Youths)

On this day there is much celebration as new members are inducted into the
Phratria; for many this will be done in the first Apaturia after they are born,



though full induction takes place at puberty (when they might offer their cut
hair to the Gods).  A spouse can also be inducted after marrying a Phratria
member.  Thus membership is by birth, adulthood or marriage.  In each case the
parent or other sponsor is supposed to finance the inductee's sacrifice.

4th Day:  Epibda (Day Following)

Not a formal part of the festival, the "morning after" for recovering from the
preceding revelries.  (There is much drinking at the Apaturia.) [PFA 88-92]

                          Lesser Festivals

         Ludi Capitolini:  Capitoline Games (Rom., Oct. 15)
                         Ancient:  Id. Oct.

The Ludi Capitolini are held in honor of Jupiter, either as Optimus Maximus
(Best and Greatest) or Feretrius.  The latter name may refer to Him as Striker
(from ferire, to strike), since the Roman temple of Jupiter Feretrius contained
no statue, but only a sceptre and a silex flint, which had come from a meteor;
it symbolizes His role as "Striker of Agreements."  As part of the festivities
an old man, wearing a child's bulla (amulet), is led through the streets with
cries of Sardi venales! (Sardinians for sale!).  The reason for this custom was
forgotten by Plutarch's time, but perhaps we may interpret the "Sardinian"
(identified with the Etruscans by Plutarch) as a scapegoat. [SFR 194-5]

                    Proerosia (Grk., c. Oct 20)
                      Ancient:  5 Puanepsion.

This is a festival for Demeter's blessings in preparation for the ploughing and
sowing at the beginning of the agricultural season (proerosia = things before
the time of tillage); in ancient times it was held at Eleusis.  It immediately
precedes the Puanepsia (see above), held in honor of Pythian Apollo, because His
oracle told the Athenians to initiate the Proerosia in order to bring a
worldwide famine to an end.  Upon command of the Hierophantes, the Sacred Herald
proclaims the Proerosia, recounts the myth of its founding, and calls for the
first-fruits offering (mostly cereals, especially barley and wheat). [PFA 73-5]

              Opening the World of Ceres (Rom., Nov. 8)
                        Ancient:  VI Id. Nov.



See Aug. 24.

                Festival for Feronia (Rom., Nov. 13)
                         Ancient:  Id. Nov.

Feronia (who perhaps came from Etruria) was especially kind to slaves and freed
people; She brings the Pilleus (Cap of Freedom) to all those in bondage or freed
from it, so She is called Libertas.  Her temple was inscribed:

  Bene meriti servi sedeant, surgant liberi.
  (Let the deserving sit down as slaves and arise as free people.)

She is given money. [SFR 197-8]

                       Khalkeia (c. Nov. 15)
                Ancient:  30 Puanopsion (new moon).

On this day the Ergastinai (Workers), comprising the priestess and the
Arrhephoroi (see Arrhephoia, mid-June), place wool on the loom for the woof of
Athena's new peplos (robe), which will be woven for nine months and will be
presented to Her in the Panathenaia (c. Aug. 14).  The decoration, like that of
a tapestry, represents in bright colors, such as yellow and blue, the
Gigantomachy, and especially Athena's defeat of Enkeladus. [PFA 38-9]

            Maimakteria (Grk. between Nov. 15 and Dec. 15)
                 Ancient:  sometime in Maimakterion.

The winter comes with the beginning of the month Maimakterion (c. Nov. 15), so
prayers are addressed to Zeus Maimaktes  (Blustering) that He may be kind to
people, crops and houses. [PFA 95]

              Pompaia (Grk. between Nov. 15 and Dec. 15)
                 Ancient:  sometime in Maimakterion.

In a procession (pompaia) through the city, priests carry the Dion Kodion
(Sacred Fleece), the skin of a sheep sacrificed to Zeus Meilikhios (Open to
Propitiation, Kindly), a chthonic aspect of Zeus in which He appears as a snake
and is especially protective of children.  In the Pompaia a priest also carries
the Caduceus, the magic wand of Hermes with its entwined snakes.  By this rite



storms and other evil are driven out of the community, and the newly sown grain
is protected.  A polluted individual may likewise purify himself by standing
with his left foot on the Fleece, which absorbs the pollution.  Or one may sit
barefoot on the fleece, with covered head, and be purified by a priest applying
the Liknon (Winnowing Fan).  The Pompaia corresponds to the springtime Diasia
for Zeus Meilikhios (c. Mar. 10), such spring-fall pairing being common for
Greek agricultural festivals. [PFA 95-6, pl. 26; SFA 14]

               Festival for Bona Dea (Rom., c. Dec. 3)
                      Ancient:  c. III Non. Dec.

Only women are allowed to attend this festival, which is held on a variable day
near Dec. 3.  Under the supervision of the Vestal Virgins these secret rites
seek fertility from the Good Goddess, whose true name may not be spoken.  This
much may be said:  there are games, music, dance and "objects revealed" (as in
the Mysteries).  In a room gayly decorated with vine leaves, and perhaps myrtle,
the Goddess is offered wine under the name of milk (and in ancient times She was
offered a pig). [SFR 199-200]

                  Festival for Faunus (Rom., Dec. 5)
                         Ancient:  Non. Dec.

This is the joyous rural festival, described in Horace's Odes (3.18), which
calls on Faunus (the "Kindly One," from favere = to help, support) to visit the
fields and bless them.  Incense is burned on an altar of earth, which is used
year after year; wine is offered, and in ancient times a kid was sacrificed.
[SFR 201]

            Festivals for Tiberinus and Gaia (Rom., Dec. 8)
                        Ancient:  VI Id. Dec.

Festivals for Tiberinus Pater, Father Tiber, and Gaia.  In times of draught,
Tiberinus is prayed to as follows:

  Adesto Tiberine cum tuis undis.
  Mayest Thou be present, O Tiber, with thy waves.

One may follow Aeneas (Aen. 8.71) and with your hands scoop water from the river
and lift it toward the rising sun while saying the prayer.



Gaia is the Greek word for Earth, not the Latin, and the Goddess honored in this
festival is perhaps a Magpie Deity (Scullard claims gaius = magpie) connected
with the Tiber.  Gaia also means Bride (and Gaius Bridegroom). [SFR 202]

                                 finis



Media Hiems 

(Midwinter, Imbolc, c. Feb. 1)
Gk. To Mesoun Kheimatos. 

February 5 (the Nones) was the official beginning of spring for the Romans, and February the month of 
purification. Since it was the last month before the new year, it was a time for wiping the slate clean and 
starting fresh. Houses are purified by sweeping out and by sprinkling with salt and toasted spelt (a kind 
of wheat). In the Lupercalia (Feb. 15) both women and fields are slapped with strips of hide to purify 
and fertilize them. [OF II.19-38; SFC 69-70]

Since this season represents the coming of spring, the rituals focus on purification and fertility. Indeed, 
February gets its name from februa, or means of purification; the first two weeks are considered a time 
of abstinence. It's worth noting that the old Roman year began with March and ended with December 
(which is why it's called Decem-ber, the "tenth" month), so January and February were originally the 
unmarked "Terror Time." The following festivals look forward to the coming spring, the new birth after 
winter. [SO II.4, 2; SFC 69-70]

●     Sementivae or Paganalia (c. Jan. 24) 
●     Lênaia (Jan. 28-31) 
●     Lupercalia (Feb. 15) 
●     Minor Festivals 

❍     Festival for Dioscuri and/or Dei Penates (Jan. 27) 
❍     Festival for Pax (Jan. 30) 
❍     Festival for Juno Sospita (Feb. 1) 
❍     Fornacalia (Feb. 5-17) 
❍     Gamêlia (c. Feb. 11) 

Sementivae or Paganalia (Rom., Jan. 24; ancient: a.d. IX. Kal. Feb. This was 
a movable feast, however.)

This is the Festival of Sowing (Sementivae) after the seed has been sown and the land fertilized. There is 
a celebration in the villages (pagi) by which they are purified, and cakes are dedicated on the village 
hearths (pagani foci). Cakes of spelt and of the pork of the sow are offered to Tellus (Mother Earth), and 
to Ceres seven days later (Feb. 2). Ovid explains that Ceres gives the corn its vital power and Tellus 



gives it a place to grow. He presents a prayer to Them that the seeds grow and not be harmed by the 
weather or pests (an abbreviated version based on Frazer's translation):

Partners in labor, Ye who reformed the days of old, And who replaced the acorns of the oak by 
better food, O satisfy the eager husbandman with boundless crops, That they may reap the due 
reward of all their tilling!

He observes that Ceres was nursed by Pax (Peace) and is Her foster child, and he thanks these 
Goddesses for permitting swords to be beaten into plough shares. Also at this time folk may hang oscilla 
(little swinging figures for protection) in the trees. [OF I.657-700; SFC 68]

Lênaia (Grk., around Jan. 28-31; ancient 12-15 Lênaia.)

Though the festival is not well understood, it is probably to bring the spring and fertility. There may be a 
procession, during which the Daidukhos (Torch-bearer) says, "Invoke the God!" and the celebrants 
respond, "Son of Semele, Iakkhos, Giver of Wealth!" There are also contests of drama, song and poetry.

The Lênaia is most likely named for the Lênai, who are Maenads. At midnight, clothed and bearing the 
thyrsus, castanets, tambourines, flutes and torches, they begin an all-night ecstatic dance before a 
garlanded image of Dionysos. This idol is a simple post, dressed in a man's tunic, with garlanded 
branches like upraised arms, and with a bearded mask of Dionysos. Before it stands a table with two 
stamnoi (jugs) of wine and a kantharos (cup) between them; from the stamnoi the dancers dip the 
intoxicating wine. [PFA 104-4; SFA 100-1]

See also the Dionysian Meditation on the Lênaia.

Lupercalia (Rom., Feb 15; ancient: XV Kal. Mart.)

This ritual is of such antiquity that even the Romans were ignorant of its precise meaning; it perhaps 
calls on Pan (or Faunus, often identified with Pan) for fertility (of women and crops), purification and 
protection ("beating the bounds").

The festival begins with a meeting at the Lupercal, the sacred cave where Romulus and Remus were 
suckled by the She-wolf (Lupa), of two colleges of priests, the Luperci Quinctiales (or Quintilii), 
founded by Romulus, and the Luperci Fabiani (or Fabii), founded by Remus. (The etymology of 
Lupercus is obscure.) There is an offering of mola salsa (salt cakes; see Feast of Jupiter, Juno and 
Minerva, Sep. 13), which has been prepared by the Vestal Virgins.



This is the ancient ritual: The priests sacrifice a goat (fertility) and a dog (purification). (Thus the two 
colleges may be associated with the Goats and the Wolves as embodiments of the Corn Goddess Ceres.) 
The sacrificial knife is stroked across the forehead of two well-bred youths, leaving a smear of blood, 
which is then wiped away with milk-saturated wool; at this action the youths must laugh. The goat is 
skinned and the youths don loin-cloths made of the skin.

After a rowdy feast, each youth leads a licentious band of Luperci (clothed only in strips of goat skin) 
around the boundaries, where with "Juno's cloak" (other strips of goatskin) they whip bystanders 
(especially women, generally on their outstretched hands). In this way they obey the ancient command 
of Juno Lucina, Goddess of Childbirth (Ov. Fasti. II.441):

Italidas matres Sacer Hircus inito.
Let the Sacred He-goat enter Italian matrons.

Thus the Luperci are popularly called Crepi or Creppi, from Capri (He-goats).

Ovid (267-302) says the Lupercalia is a rite of the Pelasgians (a people "older than the Moon"), dating 
from the Golden Age before the ascendancy of Jove; the naked ritual honors Pan:

The God Himself is wont to scamper high in mountains; He Himself takes swift to flight; the God 
Himself is nude, and bids His ministers go nude, for clothes suit not a rapid race.
(Ovid, Fasti II.285-288)

In the glorious Golden Age all people went nude, living in grass houses and eating herbs, content to live 
on what they could gather without agriculture or husbandry.

Ovid (303-58) also recounts the story of when Faunus saw Hercules and Omphale walking together, and 
fell in love with the maiden. The couple went to a cave to celebrate a feast for Bacchus, and traded 
clothes. Later Faunus entered the dark cave, where the couple had fallen asleep, and feeling the maiden's 
delicate robe, lay upon Hercules. Faunus was quickly thrown off and ridiculed by all present; as a 
consequence He has developed an aversion for clothing and demands to be worshipped in the nude!

[OCD s.v. Lupercalia; OF App., pp. 389-94; SFR 76-8]

Minor Festivals 



Festival for Dioscuri and/or Dei Penates (Rom., Jan. 27; ancient: a.d. VI. Kal. 
Feb.)

This festival is in honor of the Dioscuri (Gemini), who became savior Gods and were often identified 
with the Dei Penates. A family's Penates presided over its cupboard (penus), and their protection would 
be especially important during the Terror Time. The Dioscuri were treated as the Penates Publici, that is 
the Penates of the State. [SFC 65-8]

Festival for Pax (Rom., Jan 30; ancient: a.d. III Kal. Feb.)

Ovid has a nice prayer to Pax (Peace). [OF I.709-22]

Festival for Juno Sospita (Rom., Feb 1; ancient: Kal. Feb.)

Juno was a Goddess of new beginnings. The kalends (first day) of each month (originally identified with 
the first sighting of the new moon) were sacred to Her, and January was under Her protection. This 
festival is in honor of Juno Sospita (Savior), who has connections with the Phrygian Great Mother. She 
is depicted wearing a goat skin, the head and horns drawn over Her head; She carries a shield and spear 
(like Minerva) and wears shoes with turned-up toes. Sometimes a snake stands in front of Her (like 
Minerva). Virgins offer Her barley cakes to ensure their fertility. [SFC 70-1]

Fornacalia (Rom., Feb 5 - Feb. 17; ancient: Non. Feb. - a.d. XIII Kal. Mar. 
Another movable feast.)

This is the Feast of Ovens (fornaces). The spelt is toasted in the ovens and baked in the homes into 
bread, which is brought to a communal meal. [SFC 73]

Gamêlia (Grk., around Feb. 11; ancient 26 Gamêliôn.)

Gamêliôn (mid. Jan - mid. Feb.) was called the "Month of Marriage," and was a popular time for 
weddings. The Gamêlia, at the end of the month, is a celebration of the Hieros Gamos (Sacred Marriage) 
of Zeus and Hera; it is considered a harbinger of spring and new beginnings. Few specifics are known, 



so use your intuition. [PFA 104]
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I. General

This essay addresses the use and construction of ancient Greek poppets (ritual effigies, “voodoo dolls”); 
it is based primarily on “Binding and Burying the Forces of Evil,” by Christopher Faraone, which is 
cited in full at the end of this essay. In ancient Greek such a ritual image was usually called a Kolossos 
(kaw-lawss-SAUCE), a word of uncertain origin, which can refer to an effigy of any kind. The Greek 
use of these effigies dates from at least the fourth century BCE and is similar to their use throughout the 
Mediterranean, although of course there are regional differences. One distinguishing characteristic of the 
Greek use of Kolossoi (kaw-lawss-SOY) is that it is primarily defensive; it is generally aimed at 
containing a hostile force, rather than destroying it. 

II. Purpose

The general purpose of Kolossoi is to bind some Subject, but the binding can be applied to various kinds 
of beings for various purposes. First, bindings may be applied to deities, which cannot be destroyed, but 
may be restrained (although even this “restraint” must be understood as a ritual action provided by the 
God as a specific means by which Their energy is bound in a particular way). Sometimes Kolossoi are 
used to restrain a dangerous deity, who may cause harm or is believed to be favoring your enemies. Thus 
Ares, as God of slaughter and death on battlefield, may be bound to bring safety in battle, or to decrease 
the probability of war. 



Protective deities also may be bound to restrain Them from leaving. Thus the Athenians had their 
“wingless Victory” — wingless to keep Her from leaving the city. This may also be the sense in 
Pandora’s paradoxical trapping of Hope in the jar after she has released all the evils in the world; we will 
see that Kolossoi are often bound in jars or pots. Ares is sometimes bound in this way as a protector, 
and, in the absence of an inscription, it may be difficult to tell whether He is being bound as a hostile or 
a friendly force. Perhaps He may be bound in both aspects at the same time: constrained to stay here to 
protect us and prevented from going to the enemy's side. We also have Kolossoi depicting Hephaistos, 
for He is a God of both binding and unbinding (recall the story of how He trapped Ares and Aphrodite in 
bed). (See 14.Diabolos in the Pythagorean Tarot for more on Hephaistos as God of Binding and 
Unbinding.) 

Second, Kolossoi can also be used to restrain ghosts and other Hikesioi Apaktoi (hostile visitants). 
Again, they cannot be killed (since they are already dead), but they can be bound. For ghosts especially, 
the binding ceremony may follow funerary customs, and so help to ensure that the ghost is properly laid 
and departs for the Land of the Dead. 

Third, Kolossoi are used to restrain mortal enemies. Such might either be a Goês (Sorcerer), who has 
sent an Eidôlon or Phasma (Phantom) against someone, or it might be a mundane enemy (e.g. in a 
lawsuit). In cases where the antagonist is unknown, a pair of Kolossoi, one male and one female, are 
used. Where there are a number of enemies (e.g. a family or an army), three Kolossoi are typically used, 
on the principal of pars pro toto (a part for the whole). Finally, Kolossoi might be used to bind the 
partners of an oath. 

In passing, we may mention Erotic Kolossoi, which are generally intended to bind someone in love, to 
constrain them to be faithful, or to restrain a rival. They are large topic, and will not be discussed further 
in this essay, although most of the same principles apply to their construction and use (see Winkler 
1991). 

One important defensive use of Kolossoi is the protection of boundaries, for which purpose they may be 
buried in a wall or at a fence-line or other boundary. Kolossoi are used for both public and private 
defense. I have already indicated how they might be used to protect a temple or other building; the 
public might also use them to ward off an invading enemy. Private use would typically be to protect an 
individuals and their families. 

In some cases, where permanent protection is required, the Kolossos is regularly rebound. An example 
of this is the yearly binding of Ares for the protection of the city of Syedra; He is unbound once a year 
during a period of general license analogous to the Saturnalia. (This may be symbolized in the story in 
Book 5 of the Iliad, where Ares is bound in a cauldron for thirteen lunar months.) Other deities regularly 
bound for the protection of the state include Artemis, Dionysos, Hera, and Athena. 

In other cases the Kolossos is constructed and consecrated for a particular crisis. It is bound and buried 
once (as described later) but, especially if it was successful, may receive a regular (e.g. monthly or 



yearly) sacrifice thereafter. 

III. Construction

I will turn now to the construction of Kolossoi. They may be made of metal (e.g. bronze, wood, silver or 
lead; the latter being the most common metal), wood, clay, wax or similar malleable materials. The 
image is not normally realistic, since it does not depend on similarity of appearance to become 
connected with its Subject; that is accomplished by other means (described below). Typically the figure 
is nude, and often there is exaggeration of the genitals, feet or other parts; this accords with the general 
principle of using shocking or obscene images to ward off the evil eye and other dangers (e.g., the sign 
of the fig and phallic amulets). 

Generally some parts of the figure are twisted backward, to indicate the incapacitation of the Subject. 
Often the head is twisted backward, or at least extremely far to the left, to cause confusion. It is also 
common for the feet to be backward, and sometimes the arms or the entire torso. (So Hephaistos is 
sometimes shown with His feet backward.) In some cases the Kolossos is made with these parts 
backward, but usually they are made normally and then twisted around. 

The figure is often pierced with nails or needles (13 is a popular number), typically made of iron or 
bronze, though animal fangs and other materials may be used. Each nail or needle transfixes some part 
of the body representing a faculty, which it thereby paralyzes, but without destroying it. For example, 
nails through the eyes, ears and mouth paralyze cognitive faculties, while one through the heart might 
restrain will, and nails through the limbs cause paralysis or loss of strength. 

The Kolossos may be further mutilated to restrain the enemy; for example the head may be hacked off 
and buried separately from the body (to prevent them being rejoined), or the effigy may be burned, 
melted, crushed, trampled under foot, etc. (These aggressive measures are not normally used for laying 
ghosts; instead the Kolossos is given funeral rites. A ghost is normally called by name for three days or 
thrice in one day to summon it home for burial.) 

Hellenistic Kolossos from Delos 

In addition to being transfixed, the figure is normally bound. For 
example, the arms may be bound (usually behind the back), the legs may 
be bound, and sometimes the arms are bound to the legs. There may be a 
collar around the neck, or a binding around the mouth (which could hold 
a nail or peg in it). Sometimes the Kolossos is bound to another object, 
such as an erotic amulet. 



A number of materials may be used for binding, including lead bands, bronze wires, nails and iron 
chains (for large Kolossoi). The figure may even bind itself, for example with the right hand over its 
mouth (perhaps holding in a nail) and the left over its anus. 

The Kolossos is identified with its Subject by either incantation or inscription, most often by both. The 
Subject (deity, ghost, person) is mentioned by name if its name is known, often including a patronymic 
or mentioning the Subject's mother, e.g., “NN whom NN bore” (“NN” stands for a name). The Subject’s 
name is usually inscribed on the left side of the Kolossos, most often on the hip, leg or arm; the name 
may also be written in red ink. The name is often accompanied with a binding formula (described 
below). 

The Kolossos also may be identified with its Subject by embedding in it Ousia (Substances): stuff 
connected with the Subject, for example, a bit of hair, fingernail parings or a bit of clothing, might be 
embedded in the navel of a wax figure. Finally, a wax or clay Kolossos might be molded around a 
papyrus containing a spell mentioning the Subject’s name. 

The Kolossoi are really of a kind with the Defixiones or Katadesmoi (so-called “Cursing Tablets”), since 
a Kolossos may be made nearly flat to better accommodate names and spells. Thus we may have 
Kolossoi in the form of lead tablets or sheets bearing inscriptions, perhaps with inscribed pictures of the 
Subject(s) bound by hostile spirits. Such lead sheets, or equivalent papyri, can be folded or rolled, and 
are often pierced with a nail (hence, defixio from defigo, to fix down) to achieve the binding. 

IV. Katadesmoi (Binding Formulas)

In addition to an identification of the Kolossos with its Subject, there is often some formula of binding 
(Katadesmos, kah-TAH-dess-maws), which may be inscribed on the Kolossos, spoken above it, or both; 
it may take several forms of greater of less elaborateness. Inscriptions may be written backwards, to 
increase the Subject’s confusion. The spoken spell is usually accompanied by ritual actions, such as the 
mutilation, piercing or binding of the figure; further, the Defigens (Binder) may touch the ground while 
invoking chthonic deities, or raise his or her hands to celestial deities. 

In the simplest case, the Defigens simply declares, 

I hereby bind NN! 

Alternately, the binding may be expressed as a wish: 

May NN be defeated! 

Let NN be restrained! 



The spell may take the form of a prayer to some deities to restrain the subject; often the Subject is 
handed over or committed to the deity (as though being put under arrest) — a wise thing to do, since 
then responsibility for the binding resides with the Gods. Although any God or Goddess might be 
petitioned, it is particularly appropriate to appeal to Hermes Katokhos (Restrainer) in the consecration. 
Other deities called on for binding are Hermes Khthonios, Gê, Hecate (Khthonia) and Persephone. For 
example, 

O Hermes Katokhos, restrain NN! 

I commit NN to the Gods,
to Gê, Hecate and Persephone! 

I bind NN, born of NN,
in Your presence, Hermes Katokhos.
May s/he be restrained
in hand and foot and body! 

Finally, by the magical principal of Similia Similibus (Similars for Similars), the incantation may call for 
the Subject to be bound analogically by the binding of the effigy. For example, a simple binding is: 

I hereby bind NN in leaden bonds! 

Analogies may be invoked with the material of the Kolossos or its disposition: 

As this lead is cold and powerless,
also cold and powerless is NN,
cold in knowledge, thinking, memory! 

His soul, his mind, his tongue, his plans:
let all these things be twisted round! 

For a Kolossos buried in a graveyard: 

As the dead are powerless and still,
just so powerless and still will NN be,
his feet and hands and body! 

Here is a typical formula for binding the partners of an oath: 

Just as this image melts and flows away,
Let he who breaks this promise likewise melt,



And perish all his seed and property! 

This is a typical formula for boundary protection: 

As long as savage Ares lies within the ground,
So long in this our land will foemen not be found! 

The power of the spell is increased by the use of repetition and meter; also, multiple deities may be 
invoked and more of Their epithets or offices listed. 

V. Disposition

Kolossoi in their containers (from a grave in Ceramicus) 

Sometimes the Kolossos is ritually destroyed, but for binding the more 
common disposition involves confinement and burial. First the Kolossos 
is usually confined tightly in a lead box with a tight cover, or wrapped in 
a sheet of lead, or placed in a copper of bronze cauldron or box. (Lead, of 
course, is the supreme symbol of fixation.) Often the container is 
inscribed, on the inside or the outside, with names, spells, bands, and/or 
bound figures. These may also be written and drawn on papyrus, which is 

then used to wrap the Kolossos. In some cases the Kolossos in its container is placed in a clay pot, to 
further constrain it. Finally, you must dispose of the Kolossos and its container(s). They may be thrown 
into deep water, such as a well or the ocean, or more commonly buried, for example, in a graveyard, a 
sanctuary or uncultivated land; both earth and water are paths to the chthonic deities. Such disposition 
also makes it less likely that the Subject will find the Kolossos and thereby loose the binding (see next). 

VI. Unbinding (Eklusis)

It will be worthwhile to say a few words about removing bindings (eklusis, EK-loo-sis, release). In 
general only the Defigens or the Gods he or she invoked are capable of dissolving the bonds. The best 
option for the Subject is to pray and sacrifice to the Gods, either to Those who have bound him or her, 
or, if They are not known, to all deities. The binding is also released if either the Defigens or Subject can 
find the Kolossos and systematically unbind it (i.e., remove bands and nails, turn the head and limbs 
around the right way). 
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II. The Dyad - The Deuces 

●     Active Dyad 
●     Passive Dyad 

●     Wands: Beginning of Transformation 
●     Swords: Beginning of Analysis 
●     Cups: Beginning of the Relationship 
●     Pentacles: Beginning of the Project 

Active Dyad

The Active Dyad is the the principle of change, separation and differentiation. The Active Dyad is a 
discriminating principle, action that is directed toward a particular end, as opposed to the Active Monad, 
which is pure, undirected energy. It is associated with change, movement, difference, opinion, 
disagreement, judgement, relationship. As the Active Monad is called Zeus, so the Active Dyad is called 
Rhea (flux and extension). 

Passive Dyad

The Active Dyad manifests by operating on the Passive Monad (as prima materia). As the principle of 
separation (Separatio) it splits the Monad, so that Chaos (Gap) opens in it. In this way the Active Dyad 
creates the Passive Dyad, an actual separation into opposites (Separatio oppositorum). It creates a 
balanced polarity between, for example, male/female, form/matter, stability/change. The Passive Dyad 
corresponds to the second cosmological stage, in which some active agent (e.g. Marduk, Shu, 
"Destructive Strife" - oloios neikos, etc.) opens a Gap between Earth (Gaia, Keb) and Sky (Ouranos, 
Nut); it's the splitting of the Cosmic Egg. The Dyad is the first Even Number, comprising two Monads. 
(Even Numbers are considered female, unlimited, moving, changing, turning.) The Dyad represents 
Matter and Body (alchemical Salt), in contrast to the Form and Spirit (alchemical Sulphur) of the 
Monad. The Dyad is also called Erato, Anguish, Dike (Justice), Dichotomy, Balance and Growth. 

Wands: Beginning of Transformation



The fire of creative energy or spiritual yearning represented by the Ace of Wands, is given direction 
toward a specific goal by the Deuce of Wands. Thus, a goal is chosen which, it is anticipated, will 
quench the hunger, yearning, dissatisfaction, or urge to change represented by the Ace. Once the goal is 
determined, change can begin. Determination, resolve, discipline. The beginning of the Transformation. 

Image: Two torches, an upright golden one on the left, an inverted silver one on the right, both 
illuminating the darkness with their yellow-orange flames. 

Commentary: These are the torches of the Dadophoroi (Torch Bearers) associated with Mithra. They 
represent all dualities of change: the rising and setting sun, the waxing and waning moon, light and dark, 
life and death, beginning and ending, etc. (Cooper s.v. Torch). They are held by Mithra's attendant 
spirits, Cautes (Life, Light) and Cautopates (Death, Darkness) (Biedermann, s.v. torch). The individual 
torches represent male, phallic spiritual fire emerging from the female, vaginal torch of wood (the root 
of matter, mater=mother, "matrix" from breeding animal, etc.) (Cooper, loc. cit.). The two torches thus 
represent the emergence into consciousness of two spiritual states, present and desired, the termini of the 
path of transformation. Gold and silver are the two celestial elements and the two alchemical seeds; they 
correspond at the celestial level to fire and water at the mundane level. 

Swords: Beginning of Analysis

The Deuce of Swords represents the application of the rational faculty to a specific object or situation, 
and the resulting divisions, discriminations and judgements. The resulting distinctions may be "value 
neutral"; that is, at this stage they may appear precariously balanced in their desirability, because the 
opposites are considered by "cold logic," by the head not the heart; indecision may be a consequence. 
Unresolved contradiction or paradox, quandry. The result can also be confrontational, "logic chopping," 
razor-sharp distinctions: good/evil, ours/theirs, "with us"/"agin' us," friend/enemy, virtue/vice, true/false, 
honest/dishonest, etc. The resulting relationships tend to be competitive and disjunctive rather than 
cooperative and conjunctive (cf. Deuce of Cups). At this stage, simple distinctions are being made, and 
there is the heady feeling that logic will win the day. The beginning of Analysis. 

Image: Two swords, a golden one on the left pointing up and a silver one on the right pointing down, 
float in the clouds. 

Commentary: The two swords represent all sharp distinctions: yes/no, either/or, thumbs up/thumbs 
down, masculine/feminine, etc. They float in the clouds to show the detachment of such distinctions 
from concrete context. However, the swords are not crossed, so there is no conflict as yet. 



Cups: Beginning of the Relationship

The Deuce means relationship, and so it may represent the focusing of feelings on a specific object, the 
outward direction of the Ego, the drawing together of subject and object; desire, love, friendship, 
sympathy etc. toward a specific object. The relationship pulls the poles together rather than driving them 
apart (cf. the Deuce of Swords); thus the Deuce of Cups tends to be cooperative and conjunctive rather 
than competitive and disjunctive, though the Dyad still causes the emphasis to be on the differences, 
thus affinity in spite (or because) of differences, Unity in Difference. The excitement of a new love, 
friendship, etc. The start of the Relationship. 

The Deuce of Cups may also represent a relationship between unlikes in the emotional realm. The 
salient example is the relation of Man and Woman, whether in love or in characteristic differences of 
emotional outlook. The Deuce can also manifest as other emotional opposites, such as introvert/
extrovert, parent/child, "hard-headed" vs. "soft-hearted," aggressive/passive, etc. 

Image: A golden cup is inverted above a silver cup on a blue-green background. 

Commentary: The two cups, upside down with respect to each other, represents opposites or 
opposition, yet we can see that the upper (active, golden) is able to pour out its spirit into the lower 
(passive, golden) and establish a relationship (as appears in the Three of Cups). 

Pentacles: Beginning of the Project

The Deuce of Pentacles represents the direction of material resources (money, supplies, strength, 
physical skill, craftsmanship) toward a specific goal, balanced gain and loss, investment and return. It is 
thus the first stage of the project; the marshalling of resources (of all sorts) toward the desired end. The 
availability of and need for resources must be balanced in order to progress, but overall this card 
represents the happy enthusiasm when the goal is clear and progress has begun. The start of the Project. 

Image: Scales, the pans of which are pentacles; the left pan is golden and engraved with the symbol of 
the sun, the right silver and engraved with the moon. Yellow-green background. 

Commentary: The two pentacles represent material resources, but the scales show that competing 
demands and opportunities must be balanced. The gold and silver pans represent these competing goals 
(often with associations of male/female). The yellow-green background reflects the quiet optimism of 
the card. 
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III. The Triad - The Treys 

●     Genesis 
●     Active Triad 
●     Passive Triad 

●     Wands: Accomplishment 
●     Swords: Separation 
●     Cups: Fulfillment 
●     Pentacles: Success 

Genesis

The Triad comprises the Monad and the Dyad. The Active Triad uses the Passive Monad to impose limit 
and form on the Passive Dyad. Thus the Active Triad is the principle that bridges the separation of the 
Dyad, and so restores the unity of the Monad, but without abandoning the differences created by the 
Active Dyad. It creates a Harmonia - a Joining, as of Boards - which is the Passive Triad. 

Active Triad

The Active Dyad created a Goal or End by distinguishing it from the Impulse or Beginning, and the 
Active Triad is the Agent that creates a Way from Beginning to End, from the Impulse to the Goal, and 
thus is the Initial Completion of the process or action that reaches the End or Goal. In this way the 
Active Triad creates the Passive Triad, which is the Initial Completion and First Perfection of the 
Passive Dyad. 

The Active Triad is also the Principle of Mediation, which creates a Mean between the Extremes of the 
Passive Dyad, thus producing the Passive Triad, which is a Harmonia (Joining), a structured unity, the 
Rebis (Two-thing), a synthesis of the opposites (Coniunctio oppositorum) of the Dyad. This is the 
Alchemical Wedding, in which the alchemical Mercury (Triad) unites the alchemical Sulphur (Monad) 
with the alchemical Salt (Dyad); the result is the Living Gold or Philosophers' Stone. 

The Triad corresponds to the Second Cosmological Stage in which some Active Agent (e.g. Eros) causes 
Earth and Sky to mate; thus was Enlil born of An and Ki; He is the Air, which fills the Gap between 
Heaven (An) and Earth (Ki); He establishes the Bond of Heaven and Earth (Dur-An-Ki). 



In summary, the Active Triad is the principle of initial completion, joining, mediation, synthesis, 
compromise, moderation and unification. 

Passive Triad

According to the Pythagoreans, the Triad was the first Actual Number, that is the first actualization of 
the potentialities of the Monad and Dyad (which, properly speaking, were not Numbers). Thus the 
Passive Triad is the first completion of the process of Number Generation, the Firstborn of Zeus 
(Monad) and Rhea (Dyad). The Passive Triad represents Formed Matter and the Embodied Spirit 
(alchemical Mercury), in relation to the Monad (Form, Spirit, Sulphur) and the Dyad (Matter, Body, 
Salt). The Triad is the progeny that results when the opposites of the Dyad are united by the Monad. The 
Passive Triad is the First Completion, with Beginning, Middle and End, the First Perfection. The Passive 
Triad is the first Meeting of Impulse and Goal, the first milestone, the first climax; a taste of victory, the 
first kiss, the first coniunctio oppositorum (conjunction of opposites). The Pythagoreans called It 
Prudence, Wisdom, Harmonia, Peace, Marriage and the Mean. They also called the Triad Hecate, for 
She is known as Trivia, the Goddess of the Three Ways (tri-via); so also is Artemis called. 

Wands: Accomplishment

In the Trey of Wands the striving towards a goal represented by the Deuce of Wands has reached its first 
fruition. There is more to be done, but a good start has been made, and the satisfactions of 
accomplishment can be felt, which brings justifiable pride, but also perhaps hubris. The (over-)
confidence of the novice, "beginner's luck." A Goal has been reached. 

Image: A caduceus between and above two inverted flaming torches form an inverted Y (yellow torch 
on left, light blue on right, green caduceus in middle). 

Commentary: The inverted Y suggests the instability of the Threes, which will be corrected in the 
Fours. Blue and yellow are complementary colors, which are reconciled in green (= blue + yellow). The 
third wand is the caduceus of Mercury, who is the reconciler and leads us across boundaries. Likewise, 
among the Three Principles of alchemy (sulphur, salt and mercury), mercury unites the other two. As the 
yellow and blue torches are associated with fire and water, respectively, so the green caduceus is 
associated with air (the element through which Mercury flies). Air (which is wet and hot) combines the 
(blue) moisture of water (which is cold and wet) with the (yellow) heat of fire (which is hot and dry), 
and thus reconciles their opposition by combining their powers. By combining blue and yellow, green 
symbolizes the unification of heaven and earth in mysticism, and of cool intellect and warm feeling in 
wisdom and hope (Cooper s.v. Colors), but green is also the color of inexperience (Biedermann s.v. 



colors). 

Swords: Separation

The Trey of Swords is a difficult card. Because the Swords are fundamentally divisive, the Trey 
represents an initial completion, climax or culmination of the separating, discriminating and dividing 
processes that the suit represents, which may manifest, for example, as intellectual, emotional or 
physical separation. Thus the "initial completion" represented by the Trey may manifest in Swords as 
interruption, disruption, separation, removal, opposition or strife. In all cases the split has reached a 
climax. Lines have been drawn. 

In intellectual realms the Trey of Swords can simply represent the initial completion of some analysis, 
that is, of some discriminating or judgmental process. This accomplishment is often followed by 
overconfidence in one's conclusions and the feeling that one has all the answers, and that they're 
unassailable because they've been "proven by logic." As a consequence, opinions harden and arguments 
can become vicious as intellectual antagonists begin to doubt their opponents' honesty or motives. In 
general, winning the battle may be mistaken for winning the war. 

Image: Two upright swords crossed over a third, inverted sword; yellow hilt on left, blue on right, green 
in middle; all on a background of clouds. 

Commentary: The crossed swords show the engagement in strife. The third sword, inverted like a 
dagger, suggests treachery. This, plus the obscuring background of clouds, suggests that victories are 
less secure than they seem. Since the opposed swords are crossed over the green sword, the image 
suggests the current situation (including any apparent victory or resolution) is still within the shadow of 
conflict. 

Cups: Fulfillment

With the Trey of Cups the relationship has been established and acknowledged on all sides, and it has 
reached its first climax. Shared feelings (= com-passion): happiness, but also sorrow; likes and dislikes. 
The joy of a new friend, lover, etc., with no clouds on the horizon. Celebration, carefree happiness, 
pleasure, emotional fulfillment. "The first kiss," "young love," "newlyweds." A Connection has been 
made. 

The Trey of Cups can also represent the successful re-establishment of a relationship that had previously 
disintegrated. Thus, reconciliation, emotional healing, resolution of differences. 



Image: Two cups (yellow on left, blue on right) pour their contents into a third, green cup in the middle 
below them. A golden fluid comes from the yellow cup, a silver fluid from the blue. The background is 
dark blue. 

Commentary: The third cup mediates the relationship between the other two, which pour out into the 
relationship the unique gifts they have to offer. The third cup is below the other two, which gives a more 
stable configuration than that of the Threes of the other suits. 

Pentacles: Success

The Trey of Pentacles represents the first major success in a material enterprise. The project has 
successfully passed its first milestone; the craftsperson or artist has become satisfactorily skilled; the 
business has become profitable; the athlete has won a contest. Victory has been tasted. 

Image: A green pentacle is supported by a yellow pentacle (left) and a blue pentacle (right) in an 
inverted V formation on a dark brown background. The pentacles are engraved with the alchemical 
symbols for sulphur (yellow), salt (blue) and quicksilver (green). 

Commentary: The green pentacle represents success, but its high position is not supported securely, so 
the victory is not secure. As indicated by there symbols, the pentacles represent the Three Principles of 
alchemy (quicksilver being the mediator that joins the salt and sulphur). The green color suggests 
comfortable material prosperity. The dark brown background represents the fertile earth. 
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IV. The Tetrad - The Caters 

●     Genesis 
●     Active Tetrad 
●     Passive Tetrad 

●     Wands: Earned Rewards 
●     Swords: Peace 
●     Cups: Doldrums 
●     Pentacles: Productivity 

Genesis

The Triad has created a Path between the Poles of the Dyad, thus forging a higher Unity, but the 
Unification is one-dimensional and unstable. The Active Dyad divides the Unification, creating another 
Path between the Poles, and the resulting Passive Tetrad is a Double Dyad. In addition, the Active 
Monad acts to unify the two Poles in the Triad, thus creating a Return (re-turn = turn back) from the End 
to the Beginning, and the resulting Passive Tetrad comprises a Monad and a Triad. In both cases the 
resultant multiple linking of the Poles creates Stability and Completeness. 

Active Tetrad

The Active Tetrad is the Process that brings the Passive Tetrad into Being. It completes the connection 
forged by the Active Triad, either by coming full circle and completing the Cycle, or by reciprocating 
the connection of the Triad and forming a return connection. The Active Tetrad brings the End back to 
the Beginning, and returns from the place where the Goal was reached to that where the Impulse arose. 
The Active Tetrad brings Well-rounded Completion and Stability. It is also Solidification, 
Crystallization, Ossification, Petrification, Materialization. 

The Active Tetrad represents the Fourth Cosmological Stage, in which the Intercourse of the Gods 
brings about the Four Quarters of the Heavens, of the Earth and of the Abyss. Thus does Enlil mate with 
His Mother Ki, to bring about the Organized Universe (so in the Sumerian "Epic of Gilgamesh"). 

Alternately, in the Babylonian "Enuma elish," Anu gives the Fourfold Winds of Enlil to Marduk, who 
has Four Eyes and Four Ears; He completes the creation, begun by His Father Ea, by "Squaring the 
Quarters" - fixing the Four Quarters of the Three Worlds: the Heavens, the Earth, the Abyss; He gives 



the Gods Their Stations, organizes the Circle of the Zodiac, and defines the Cycle of the Year. 

So does Trivia (Hecate) negotiate the return of Persephone to Her Mother (the return, reciprocation and 
reconciliation of the Demeter-Persephone-Hades Triad), and thus stabilize the Fourfold Cycle of the 
Year. 

Passive Tetrad

As the Complete Cycle, the Passive Tetrad is Stability and Perfect Completion. Having returned from Its 
journey, the Passive Tetrad is Rest, Weariness, Tranquility, and Stasis. It is the Treasure brought back, 
the Reward, Satisfaction, Complaisance and Stasis. It is Return and Relaxation from Extension (Triad). 

The Tetrad is Fixed, Firm, Four-Square, a Solid Structure, the Unshakable Four Quarters, the Four 
Elements, the Four Powers or Qualities; it is the Complete and Stable Totality in a given Plane. The 
Quartered Square represents Earth, Natural Motion and Linear Change (Growth, Progress, Evolution, 
etc.), and the Quartered Circle represents the Heavens, Celestial Motion and Cyclic Change. Combined 
they are the Fourfold Root of all Being and Becoming. 

For the Pythagoreans, the Tetrad was the first Actual Even Number, since the Dyad is only Potentially 
Even, and so not Even in the full sense. The Monad and Dyad are principles of Potentiality beyond the 
Odd/Even distinction. Thus, the Potential of the Monad and the Dyad are brought to Actuality in the 
Triad and Tetrad. 

The Pythagoreans called the Tetrad Heracles, Justice, and Perfect Harmony (the Four Concords). They 
also called the Tetrad Hermes, for He was born on the Fourth Day of the Fourth Month, and He is the 
God of the Four-cornered Herm (Marker Stone), which gives stability to Boundaries, which defines the 
Four Corners of the Land, and which marks the Cross-Roads (Quadrivium). As Hecate is the Magician 
of the Three Ways (tri-via), so Hermes is the Magician of the Four Ways (quadri-via). 

Wands: Earned Rewards

In the Cater of Wands, the initial success of the Trey of Wands has been consolidated (made solid). 
Having achieved the goal and tied up loose ends, we are confident that it is solid achievement rather than 
beginner's luck, so we may happily harvest the fruits of our labor, celebrate our accomplishments with 
confidence, and take a respite from striving. The roaring fire has settled into warm, comfortable glowing 
embers. Solid Accomplishment. 



The danger here (as in all the Caters) is complaisance: we are too comfortable, and so we're reluctant to 
rock the boat and risk losing what we've achieved by undertaking new adventures. 

Image: A cross formed of a yellow torch on the left, a blue torch on the right, a green caduceus above 
and a red keraunos (thunderbolt) below, all defining a warm, orange circle on a dark background. The 
torches face to the sides. 

Commentary: In all the Fours, the fourth element stabilizes the configuration, providing a firmer 
support than the air, which established the original connection; stability is symbolized by the fourfold 
mandalas of the Fours. Red is the color of power, strength and fortitude (Cooper s.v. Colours); it is 
complementary to green (the color of inexperience), as earth opposes air (as firm earth supports 
ephemeral air). In the Four of Wands the fourth element is represented by the keraunos of Zeus, Lord of 
the Four Quarters. The warm circle, like a hearth fire, represents security and comfort in the midst of the 
surrounding darkness. The outward facing torches suggest a protective circle. 

Swords: Peace

In the Cater of Swords, strife and division have come full circle; the fight has been won, an indefensible 
position abandoned, a truce formed, or a compromise reached. (The intellectual/military ambiguity is 
intentional.) The situation has stabilized, oppositions are balanced. Intellectual activity has arrived at a 
well-rounded idea, a worked-out theory, a coherent system, a stable organization. This is a good time to 
take advantage the peace and stability to consolidate ideas, contemplate the organization of things and 
explore consequences of that organization. However, conceptual stability and familiarity can lead to 
intellectual stagnation. Take advantage of the peace and quiet to look for weaknesses, shore up defenses 
and regroup forces for the next advance. Stable Boundaries. 

Image: A cross of four swords, points outward, hilts to center; yellow hilt on left, blue on right, green 
above and red below; all on a peaceful background of clouds and sky. 

Commentary: The four swords form a stable, balanced configuration. The hilts are toward the center, 
where there is peace; the points are outward, protecting the peace. The background is also peaceful, 
although clouds (future troubles) are still visible. 

Cups: Doldrums

With the Cater of Cups the relationship has matured; it has been tested in many ways and found to be 



stable, but also wears some battle scars. The early excitement is tempered by "reality," bad as well as 
good memories, perhaps some regrets, and unfulfilled dreams. But it has been strengthened by shared 
experience and growth, and much water under the bridge. 

Unfortunately, because of its stability, the relationship tends to be taken for granted, and so it may lose 
its excitement and become boring. Though the relationship is comfortable, its stasis sows the seeds of 
emotional dissatisfaction and prepares the way for future change. Though there may be little to complain 
about, there may be a feeling that something is missing. Solid Relationship. 

Image: Four cups arranged in a cross, bases toward the outside, on a blue-green background. Yellow 
cup on left, blue on right, green above and red below. 

Commentary: The mouths of the cups are toward the center, to represent the containment and mutual 
fulfillment of the relationship, although nothing is observed to flow between the cups, which bodes ill. 
The blue-green background suggests peace, but perhaps also coolness. 

Pentacles: Productivity

The - perhaps ephemeral - success of the Trey of Pentacles, has been built into a reliable pattern of 
productivity in the Cater: The craftsperson or artist has sufficient skill in his or her craft to work 
efficiently and reliably with dependable quality. The business is well established, and can be expected to 
remain profitable. The athlete has reached an admirable level of proficiency; regular victory is to be 
expected. 

The Cater of Pentacles represents success, comfort, material well-being, and financial security. 
However, excessive attachment to comfort or possessions, fear of loss or failure, hoarding, miserliness, 
greed, and preoccupation with money, prizes or success all may retard growth. Material Security. 

Image: On a brown background, four pentacles, each engraved with an elemental symbol, in a cross 
formation: yellow pentacle of fire on left, blue of water on right, green of air above, red of earth below. 

Commentary: The four pentacles are in a (perhaps overly) stable configuration. The brown background 
represents fertile, but somewhat immobile, earth. 
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VI. The Hexad - The Sices* 

[* "Sice" rhymes with "dice."] 

●     Active Hexad 
●     Passive Hexad 

●     Wands: Courage 
●     Swords: Understanding 
●     Cups: Acceptance 
●     Pentacles: Generosity 

Active Hexad

The Pentad blazed a path into a New Direction, and opened a new territory; now the Hexad settles it, 
delimiting its Bounds, and defining the Six Directions (Above, Below and the other Four). The Hexad 
goes to the Zenith and to the Nadir, and so defines the Limits of the Cosmic Axis. 

The Impulse of the Pentad is unbalanced - so it may aim for the Heavens and neglect the Abyss, or aim 
for the Abyss and neglect the Heavens; but the Hexad balances it: as Above so Below. Thus the Hexad 
brings the New Dimension into the Realm of the Known and into the Cosmos. 

There are Three Active Hexads in the path from the Monad to the Decad: The First Hexad carries the 
Monad to its Completion in the Triad (1 + 2 + 3 = 6); the Second Hexad carries the Tetrad to its 
Completion in the Passive Hexad (4 + 5 + 6 = 15, 1 + 5 = 6); the Third Hexad carries the Heptad, which 
is the Hidden Monad, to its Completion in the Ennead (7 + 8 + 9 = 24, 2 + 4 = 6). This is so because the 
Decad itself is no more than the Final Unity (10 = 1). 

In the First Transformation, Unity (1) advances through Separation (2) and Completion (3) to 
Consolidation (4). Catalyzed by the Pentad, the Active Hexad creates the Second Transformation from 
the First, for the Second advances from Hidden Unity (7) through Reciprocation (8) and Completion (9) 
to Consolidation (10). 

The Hexad is the Principal of Harmony, for it incorporates both the Dyad and the Triad, and these two 
together generate every Perfect Consonance (the Octave, Fifth and Fourth). And so the Pythagoreans say 
that it conquers Difference, and brings together whatever is Contrary or at Variance. 



The Pentad brought the Vegetative Life Principle into the World; now the Hexad imparts the Principle 
of Animate Life. The Pythagoreans call the Hexad the Maker of the Soul and Condition of Life, and they 
say it gives the Body its Composition and Articulation, for the Soul is Harmonic in that it Reconciles 
and Orders the Opposites. For this reason, and because the Hexad is Equal to its Own Parts, they call it 
Wholeness of Limbs, Health, and the Panacea (All-Healer). 

Passive Hexad

The Passive Hexad is a Thing of Beauty, Excellence and Wholeness, bounded and symmetric in all Six 
Directions, limited in its reach toward the Heavens and Abyss, as well as toward the Four Quarters of 
Earth. 

The Triad is the First Perfection, because it has Beginning, Middle and End, but the Hexad is the Second 
Perfection because it is Equal to its Parts (1 + 2 + 3 = 6 = 1 X 2 X 3). The Hexad includes the Triad's 
Perfection (but not vice versa), for the Hexad comprises the Monad, Dyad and Triad, which correspond 
to the Beginning, End and Middle, respectively. 

The Pythagoreans call the Hexad "Reconciliation" and "Androgynous" because it blends the Female and 
the Male (6 = 2 X 3), whereas the Pentad merely joins them (5 = 2 + 3). Thus the Hexad is represented 
by the Hexagram, which comprises a Male (upward) Triangle of Fire, and the Female (downward) 
Triangle of Water, and so it is the Perfect Balance, the Fiery Water and the Watery Fire. So also they say 
the Hexad represents Marriage, and beyond that Offspring, because the Hexad is Equal to its own Parts. 
In this way, the Hexad reconciles all Polarities, and the Pythagoreans say that the Hexad reflects the 
Perfection of the Universe. 

In summary, the Hexad heals the Crisis of the Pentad, and establishes a New Order characterized by 
Harmony, Balance and Reconciliation. 

Wands: Courage

The spiritual crisis of the Sink of Wands has been taken as an opportunity for growth and has been 
turned into a victory. The somewhat shallow, pasteboard stability of the Cater of Wands has been 
rounded out into the balanced wholeness of the Sice. You have been to the bottom of the dark abyss as 
well as to the shining heavens' heights; you have confronted your worst fears; tempered by experience, 
you now have the courage to face anything. With this courage comes satisfaction with the past and 
optimism for the future. 



Image: Six simple staffs arranged as a hexagram on a warm, glowing background. A colored light 
glows at each corner where the wands meet: clockwise from the top, the colors are orange, yellow, 
green, violet, blue, red. 

Commentary: The hexagram represents the unification of the elements, since it is a superposition of the 
symbols of the four mundane elements. The glowing corners represent the six directions. Violet is the 
color of knowledge, humility and spirituality (Biedermann s.v. violet; Cooper s.v. Colours). The upper 
and lower points correspond to the two alchemical seeds, the Sun and Moon, or gold and silver, which 
are the first two of four Celestial Elements. The other four points are the mundane elements in their 
alchemical square of opposition. 

Swords: Understanding

Though your intellectual edifice was shattered by the Sink of Swords, you now thank it for blasting your 
illusory certainty and freeing you to advance to a new level of understanding, from which perspective 
you can see both sides of the strife which had preceded. With this understanding comes serenity. 

Image: Six swords arranged as a star (hilts to center) on a sky-blue background. Clockwise from the top, 
the hilts are colored orange, yellow, green, violet, blue, red. 

Commentary: The points, which represent the six directions, are directed outward for serenity, which is 
also represented by the clear sky. 

Cups: Acceptance

The emotional crisis of the Sink of Cups has been weathered, and shallow complaisance has given way 
to new balance and wholeness in the relationship, though not without nostalgia for the old "simplicity." 
Nevertheless, the reborn relationship is healthier and more stable, in part because, having plumbed the 
depths, now limits and ends are acknowledged, and expectations are more realistic. Partners are more 
apt to be accepted as they are, and neither damned nor placed on pedestals; life is accepted as it is. With 
this acceptance comes emotional maturity. 

Image: Six cups in a hexagonal arrangement on a blue-green background. Clockwise from the top, the 
colors of the cups are orange, yellow, green, violet, blue, red. The topmost (orange) cup pours water into 
the bottom (violet), which have their mouths toward the center; the other (diagonal) cups have their 
mouths to the outside. 



Commentary: The vertical cups represent Heavens fertilizing the Abyss. The alternating sizes and 
orientations of the cups represent balance. 

Pentacles: Generosity

The crisis of the Sink of Pentacles has been faced, leading to a more balanced attitude toward material 
concerns. A fortune lost can be regained, if such is desired, but it may not be desired, for the striving life 
is no longer so attractive. A career can be changed, or life can be turned to noncareer activities. 
Acquisitiveness is now balanced by generosity, and striving after worldly success is balanced by 
teaching, guidance and coaching. With this material success in a well-rounded life comes generosity. 

Image: Six pentacles in a hexagonal arrangement on a yellow-green background. The pentacles are 
engraved with elemental symbols; clockwise from the top: Sun, gold or celestial spirit (eight-rayed star); 
fire; air; Moon, silver or abyssal spirit (three vertical wavy lines); water; earth. Their colors are orange, 
yellow, green, violet, blue, red, respectively. 

Commentary: The verdant yellow-green background represents general material well-being. The 
vertical wavy lines represent water in its spiritual aspect, the spirit of intuition (Lungmann, 99, 167, 172-
3, 215). It is also a symbol associated with Ea (Enki), Lord of the Abyss, as Water-Bearer. The 
hexagonal arrangement is the Pythagorean Hexagram, which shows the interrelations of the elements; it 
is obtained by adding the abyssal spirit to the bottom of the Pythagorean Pentagram. The hot power of 
the Sun flows down into the fire element and from there into air. The dry power of the Sun flows into 
the earth element and from there into fire. The cold power of the Moon rises up into the water element, 
and then into earth. The wet power of the Moon rises up into air, and from there into water. Going 
clockwise from the abyssal spirit (Moon), the Greek characters '/U/G/I/EI/A (hugieia, well-being) 
represent the six elements, with the rushing, rough-breathing mark (') representing the abyssal spirit. 
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VII. The Heptad - The Septs* 

[*Not attested as an English word; pronounce "set."] 

●     Genesis 

●     Wands: Advance into the Mystery 
●     Swords: Leap to Commitment 
●     Cups: Pursuing Dreams 
●     Pentacles: A New Venture 

Genesis

The Heptad is the Monas Arcana (Hidden Monad) or Second Monad, for it is the impulse that finds 
completion in the Decad, just as the First Monad finds completion in the Tetrad (10-7 = 4-1). Like the 
Monad, the Heptad is its own independent Principle; it is Incommensurable, because it neither divides 
nor is divided by any of the other numbers of the Decad, excepting only the Monad. The Monads and 
their Completions form an arithmetic progression (1, 4, 7, 10), the First Completion being the Mean of 
the two Monads (4 = mean[1,7]), and the Second Monad being the Mean of the two Completions (7 = 
mean[4,10]). In each case the Monads (1, 7) evolve through stages of Separation (2, 8), Completion (3, 
9) and Consolidation (4, 10). 

Similarly, the Pythagoreans call the Heptad "Athena", for like Her the Heptad is born of neither mother 
(Even) nor father (Odd), but is a Second Monad, sprung like Her from the Source, the First Monad, the 
Head of the Father. As Athena, the Forager (Agelaia), gathers disparate things and brings them together 
in one place, so the Heptad gathers together many disparate influences and from them makes a new 
Monad, a new Beginning, a new Principle of Generation. 

Likewise the Pythagoreans call the Heptad a "Flock" (Agelos), for it is a Cluster of multiple forces, as 
when the Seven Planets act at once, each exerting Its own influence. This Cluster of Forces is an 
unsymmetrical and unstable equilibrium, and so the Passive Heptad has a delicate structure and 
represents an ill-defined situation. Thus the slightest perturbation may cause a sudden, unpredictable 
change, for whichever force happens to dominate at that moment may thereafter prevail over the others. 
Therefore, the Pythagoreans call the Heptad "Chance," since it represents the Critical Point, the Crisis, 
the Coincidence, and thereby the Impulse to the Second Creation and thus the Second Completion, 
which constitutes Full Embodiment. 



The Heptad itself is Victory and Fulfillment, for it brings many things to completion. The Heptad is a 
return to the Unity and Wholeness of the Monad. As there is a Descending Triadic Path, from Unity (1), 
through Goal (2), to Achievement (3) and finally to Order (4); so also is there an Ascending Triadic 
Path, from Order (4), through Crisis (5), to Reconciliation (6) and finally to Hidden Unity (7). In this 
way too a person's life is brought to completion in Seven Stages (corresponding to the Planets), and the 
Seventh Stage brings one to the Threshold of Rebirth. So also is the Heptad the Root of all Cycles, of the 
moon, of women, of tones, of weeks, et cetera. 

The Heptad is the Seventh Door, the Gateway to Initiation and Rebirth, for it is both the Completion and 
the New Beginning (the Second Monad). Such was Inanna's (Ishtar's) Descent to the Underworld, which 
was through Seven Gates. Further, the First Tetrad (1, 2, 3, 4) is the Nigredo, the Descent to Matter; the 
Second Tetrad (4, 5, 6, 7) is the Albedo, the Ascent to Spirit; but the Third Tetrad (7, 8, 9, 10) is the 
Rubedo, the Descent of the Spirit into Matter. This is what the Alchemists tell us. 

There are two Symbols of the Heptad, for it is seven asymmetrically arrayed forces, converging on a 
point, the Seven-Rayed Star. Or it is the Monad blazing again in the Center of the Hexad, which is 
therefore the Seven Places: Center, Above, Below and the other Four. Thus does the Monad of the 
Rational Soul blaze in the Hexad of the Living Animal, for Plato said the Soul has Seven Numbers. 

The Heptad is the Complete Person, the Embodied Spirit, for it is the Three Psychical Elements 
(Cognition, Spirit and Appetite), and the Four Material Elements. (And so there are Three Spiritual 
Virtues and Four Practical Virtues.) The Greek Numeral for the Heptad is Z, which stands for Zao (Zeta-
Alpha-Omega = to Live), for the Heptad is Life, since it is the Offspring of the first Actual (vs. 
Potential) Numbers that are Odd and Even: Father (3) and Mother (4) and Child (7). 

The Heptad controls all material things, for it comprises the Four Elements and the Three Means that 
bind them together, Fire to Air, Air to Water and Water to Earth, and these Means govern the elemental 
changes. Thus the elements Fire, Air, Water and Earth form a geometric progression, for as Earth is to 
Air so is Water to Fire; and as Earth is to Water so is Air to Fire. Look at the triangular figures, their 
Alchemical Signs, and you will see. 

In summary, the Heptad represents an unstable situation; either a new force upsetting the harmony and 
balance of the Hexad, or a new impulse arising in its center. There are many possible outcomes. If the 
opportunity is missed, another cycle of seven is to be expected, but if the critical moment is seized, the 
result will be a rebirth into a new transformative process. 

Wands: Advance into the Mystery

You will need the courage you earned with the Sice of Wands, for now you are poised at the brink; the 
way looks difficult, but your quest may succeed if you have confidence, put aside anxiety, indecision 



and hesitation, and advance boldly into the mystery. However, if the critical moment is missed, you will 
be back at square one. Initiation, rebirth. 

Image: Six staffs arranged in a hexagram (as for the Six of Wands), except that its center is occupied by 
a glowing, purple caduceus, which sends fiery rays into the dark around the hexagram. 

Commentary: The caduceus represents entry to the mysteries, since it is the staff of the Psychopompos 
(Guide of Souls); it shows the way in the darkness. It also represents the Hidden Monad in the center 
and Mercury, the third celestial element (after Sun/Moon = gold/silver = sulphur/salt) beyond the four 
mundane elements. Purple is both an imperial color and a color of the underworld; it is associated with 
confidence, truth and justice (Cooper s.v. Colours). 

Swords: Leap to Commitment

The Sice of Swords brought serenity and understanding, but also a certain paralysis, for it quenched your 
commitment to old (intellectual or other) loyalties. The Sept reveals that you are subject to many 
conflicting tendencies. Without firm commitments, there is a danger you will turn with each breeze, but 
the very instability of the situation makes it likely that you will commit impulsively and take daring 
action in a direction you and others are unlikely to have foreseen, a "leap to commitment." However, 
success is far from assured. Leap to commitment, daring or impulsive action. 

Image: A single, large upright sword with a purple hilt stands upright amongst six swords, three to each 
side, with their points directed inward. The horizontal swords are a little larger than the diagonal. From 
top to bottom, the hilts of the swords on the left are yellow, orange and red, those on the right, green, 
violet and blue. 

Commentary: The upright sword represents the Hidden Monad, but also the leap to commitment 
cutting through the previous worldview (represented by the Hexad). It represents the third celestial 
element (Mercury), as the large, horizontal swords represent the Sun and Moon (gold and silver, sulphur 
and salt), the poles of the Cosmic Axis (orange and violet); the smaller four represent the mundane 
elements (yellow, green, blue, red). The swords are directed inward to represent paralysis and 
conflicting influences, pushing you first one way, then another. 

Cups: Pursuing Dreams

The Sept of Cups brings a plethora of attractive possibilities, some actual, some imaginary. You are 
pulled in many directions at once, and if you fall under the wrong influence or are misled by an illusion, 



the hard-won permanence of the Sice of Cups may be shattered, and the relation reduced back to prima 
materia. On the other hand, pursuing the right dream will take you into a new realm of emotional 
fulfillment. Imagination, illusion. 

Image: Six cups, three to each side, around a large, inverted purple cup. The two horizontal cups have 
their mouths toward the center and are larger than the four diagonal cups, which have their mouths to the 
outside. From top to bottom, the cups on the left are yellow, orange and red, those on the right, green, 
violet and blue. 

Commentary: The two larger, horizontal cups represent the Sun and Moon (gold and silver, sulphur and 
salt), the four smaller, diagonal cups the mundane elements. They all represent opportunities. The 
inverted cup (Mercury) represents the emptying or exhaustion of the old and the need for new 
fulfillment. 

Pentacles: A New Venture

The Sice of Pentacles has given you the resources, skills, reputation, etc. for accomplishments in the 
world - especially risky projects - beyond the capabilities of others. There are many opportunities, and 
some indecision and anxiety is to be expected. Nevertheless, with wise choice, ingenuity, good timing, 
perseverance and hard work your goal will be reached, though perhaps not quickly. On the other hand, 
failure is possible, with resulting disappointment and loss of resources, reputation or credibility. 
However, the Sink and Sice have taught you to withstand such tribulations, so the risks are more than 
balanced by the opportunity of taking on a new role and accomplishing something important in the 
world. Risk taking. 

Image: Six pentacles, three to each side, around a large purple pentacle engraved with the symbol for 
Mercury. The others are engraved with the symbols of the other six planets: clockwise from the left, 
Sun, Jupiter, Venus, Moon, Saturn, Mars; their colors are orange, yellow, green, violet, dark blue, red. 
Yellow-green background. 

Commentary: According to Ptolemy (Tetr. I.4), earth corresponds with Mars (because drying), water 
with Saturn (cold), air with Venus (wet), and fire with Jupiter (hot). Therefore, proceeding clockwise 
from the upper right, we have the Way of the Earth, through Water to the Abyss, and on the right, the 
Way of the Air, through Fire to the Heavens. The two alchemical seeds (Sun/Moon or gold/silver) stand 
on either side of the four mundane elements in their usual square of opposition. Mercury stands in the 
center, mediating all oppositions, but also disrupting the structure of the Hexad. 
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VIII. The Octad - The Wheets* 

[*Artificial formation from French huit, by analogy with cater, sink and sice.] 

●     Genesis 

●     Wands: Decisive Action 
●     Swords: Accepting Limitations 
●     Cups: Renunciation 
●     Pentacles: Apprenticeship 

Genesis

The Octad rebalances the instability of the Heptad and sets the stage for further development, so the 
Pythagoreans call it Safety and Foundation. It is the Octave: beginning of a similar progression on 
another plane. Since the Heptad comprises the complete cycle, which has prepared the way, therefore 
the Octad is the Second Beginning, the actual start on the Eightfold Path to universal bliss and cosmic 
equilibrium. Thus it is like the Dyad, but cubed (solidified), which puts its on the path to realization in 
the Decad. The Octad is called Paradise Regained; it is the Novice beginning a new life, the goal of the 
Initiate, and represents regeneration, renewal and resurrection. 

The Octad is the Number of Divinity, for it is the Eighth Celestial Sphere, which encloses all the rest, 
and so the Pythagoreans say "All is Eight." Likewise the apex of a Babylonian temple was its Eighth 
Story, where earth and heaven meet. 

When Inanna (Ishtar), Queen of Heaven, whose symbol is the Eight-Rayed Star, came through the Seven 
Gates of the Underworld, at each gate She was stripped of one of the Seven Powers of Office. Then She 
was required to crawl naked through the Eighth Gate, that in the Face of the Throne Room. Thus 
humbled, She came into the presence of Her sister Ereshkigal, Queen of the Underworld, and the 
Anunnaki, Her Seven Judges. These Eight overcame Inanna, and the glance of Ereshkigal brought about 
Her mortification. This was Inanna's Nigredo, for from this state of putrefaction She was reborn. 

The Dyad is the Female Principle, and the Octad is the Threefold (2 X 2 X 2) Vessel of Rebirth. Thus 
the Pythagoreans call the Octad "Mother" because it is Female and belongs to Rhea, the Mother of the 
Gods, for although the Dyad belongs to Rhea in extension, the Octad belongs to Her seminally. In the 
Dyad She was the Mother of Nature, in the Octad She is the Spiritual Mother. The Octad is the Fount of 
Female Wisdom, and as Philosophia She nourishes the Seven Liberal Arts (1 + 7). The Pythagoreans 



also call the Octad the Source of Wisdom, Creative Thought, Love, Friendship, Prudence, Council and 
Justice. The Eightfold Life is a step above the Sevenfold Life of ordinary mankind, for the Four 
Elements of the body are governed by the Fourfold Soul. The common Tripartite Soul is completed by 
its fourth part, the Celestial Soul: Anima caelestis (8) atque animae rationabilis (7) & animalis (6) & 
vegetabilis (5). 

The Octad integrates the First Monad, the Mundane Impulse, with the Second Monad, the Celestial 
Impulse (8 = 1 + 7), for both Monads are sui generis, unique principles, neither engendered nor 
engendering within the Decad (since no number in the Decad either divides or is divided by 7). 

The Octad also represents Regular Division and Order in the Three-Dimensional Realm (2 X 2 X 2) as 
the Tetrad does in the Two-Dimensional Realm (2 X 2), which is the Earthly Plane, the Mundane 
Dimensions. Thus the Octad is the Cosmos: Organization and Law in the Celestial Dimension as well as 
in the Mundane Dimensions, for the Octad comprises two ordered worlds (2 X 4), the Mundane and the 
Celestial, for heaven has Four Quarters as does earth. The Octad represents the eternal, regular Laws of 
the Universe (material and spiritual), and the Pythagoreans call it Embracer of all Harmonies For Rhea is 
the Natural Flow (rhoe) of heaven and earth; and as She flows (rhuo) She breaths its eternal rhythm 
(rhuthmos). 

In summary, the Octad is the first step on the path toward spiritual transformation, which ultimately 
brings understanding of both the celestial and mundane orders. 

Wands: Decisive Action

The Wheet of Wands calls for a positive act of will; step forward and advance along your new path 
toward your goal. Be courageous; move quickly and decisively, and do not waste your time and energy 
on disputes with others (on the same or other paths) or on envy of their progress. The Eighth Gate is 
barred by Rivalry. 

Image: A double cross formed of four golden keraunoi (thunderbolts), arranged horizontally and 
vertically, and four silver thursoi (pine-tipped staffs), arranged diagonally, tips outward. Fiery 
background. 

Commentary: The two kinds of wands represent opposing wills or rivalry; also the keraunoi represent 
the four elements of the now-completed Celestial World, as the thursoi do of the previously completed 
Mundane World. The fiery background represents will, courage and decisive action. 



Swords: Accepting Limitations

The Wheet of Swords indicates that you are intellectually a novice on your new path. You may be held 
back by confusion, limited knowledge, criticism, indecision or lack of confidence. Before you can tread 
your new path to freedom, you must acknowledge your ignorance, recognize your blindspots, accept 
past errors and have faith in yourself. The Eighth Gate is barred by Delusion. 

Image: Eight swords arranged in a double cross, points directed toward the center, on a cloudy 
background. The vertical and horizontal swords are golden, the diagonal ones are silver. 

Commentary: The swords' points are directed inward to represent acceptance of limitations, or the 
delusions barring escape. The hidden monad of the Seven of Wands is now opposed by an eighth sword. 
There are now four elements in the Celestial World (the golden swords) as there were in the Mundane 
World (silver swords). The clouds represent confusion, etc. 

Cups: Renunciation

The Wheet of Cups calls for the past to be abandoned. You are entering a new phase of life, so you may 
have to discard accustomed ways, leave a comfortable situation, abandon previous plans, or forget past 
success. Nevertheless, this should be a happy prospect, for you are on a new path toward emotional and 
spiritual fulfillment. The Eighth Gate is barred by Memory. 

Image: Eight cups arranged in a double cross. The vertical and horizontal cups are larger and golden, 
their mouths to the inside; the diagonal ones are smaller and silver, their mouths to the outside, pouring 
out their contents, which flows away in the background of blue-green water. 

Commentary: The smaller silver cups, which are being emptied, represent the past; the golden cups 
represent future emotional fulfillment. The single vertical cup of the Seven of Cups now has a 
complementary partner to fill and by which to be filled. 

Pentacles: Apprenticeship

Having resolved the uncertainties of the Sept of Pentacles, the Wheet finds you embarked in a new 
project of real significance. However, you are a novice in this endeavor, and humility, discipline and a 
willingness to learn will be necessary to acquire the required skill to accomplish your ends. Don't let 
impatience, laziness or vanity drive you back to the comfort of your past accomplishments. The Eighth 
Gate is barred by Inertia. 



Image: An eight-rayed star (with no central circle); the horizontal and vertical rays are larger and 
golden, the diagonal ones are smaller and silver; there is a small colored circle at the end of each ray. 
Clockwise from the bottom, they are white, red, orange, yellow, purple, green, violet, blue. Brown 
background. 

Commentary: The eight-rayed star represents the completion of the Celestial and Mundane Worlds. 
The new color, white, is the color of simplicity and innocence, leading to illumination and "transcendent 
perfection" (Cooper s.v. Colour). The brown background symbolizes humility, one's status as a novice. 
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IX. The Ennead - The Neufs* 

[*French neuf, not attested as English word; pronounce to rhyme with roof.] 

●     Genesis 

●     Wands: Master of Will 
●     Swords: Master of Words 
●     Cups: Master of Wishes 
●     Pentacles: Master of Wealth 

Genesis

The Ennead terminates the elementary number series, for the Decad is a new Monad and a new 
beginning. Thus the Pythagoreans call the Ennead "Limitation," "Final Limit" and "Unsurpassable 
Limit," for it is the end of the process which gives specific characters to numbers, and after 9 their 
characters repeat: 1+0 = 1, 1+1 = 2, etc. The Ennead also shows the character of numbers by casting out 
nines. Thus the Decad is a return to the Monad (10: 1 + 0 = 1), and a higher order repetition of the 
characters (11: 1 + 1 = 2; 12: 1 + 2 = 3, etc.). 

The Decad, however, since it is beyond the Ennead, is called Unlimited and Infinite. The Pythagoreans 
say: The First Monad reaches its goal in the Triad (1, 2, 3), the First Perfection; thus Initial Unity 
achieves First Completion. The Tetrad reaches its goal in the Hexad (4, 5, 6), the Second Perfection; 
thus Well-rounded Stability achieves Harmony. The Second Monad reaches its goal in the Ennead (7, 8, 
9), the Third Perfection; thus Hidden Unity achieves Second Completion. After the Third Perfection 
comes Final Unity (10), which is unbounded. 

Likewise they call the Ennead "Oceanus" and "Horizon," for these two things encircle the world and 
contain everything inside themselves; and they call it the Heavenly Sphere because that sphere, the 
Ninth, surrounds the planets, the stars, and the earth. And they call it Hyperion because it exceeds 
(hyper-) all other elementary numbers. The Pythagoreans also call the Ennead "Sun" (Halios) because it 
gathers (halizein) the numbers around itself, as the Sun causes the planets to circle it; and they call it 
Concord or Lack of Strife because in so gathering the numbers it makes them play in concert. 

The Ennead is also called "That which Brings Completion," Fulfillment, Attainment, Incorruptible, 
Perfection and even Thrice Perfect, because the Triad is perfect and the Ennead is the Triple Triad. The 
Ennead is the Earthly Paradise. 



But the Ennead is also called Near Perfect, Failure and Shortcoming because it falls short of its 
perfection in the Decad. 

The Ennead combines Order with Crisis (9 = 4 + 5). This combination is unstable; either it will be 
completed and consolidated in the Decad (5 + 5), or it must decay to lower stabilities (4 + 4, 3 + 3, 2 + 
2). Thus the Pythagoreans call the Ennead the Finishing Post, for it is the Goal and Turning Point of 
Advancement; either the test will be passed and progress will continue to fulfillment in the Decad, or it 
will not be passed, and there will be a return to lower levels. 

The Pythagoreans call the Ennead "Hera, Sister-Consort of Zeus," because it stands opposite the Monad 
(Zeus) and balances it, and because the Decad comprises Zeus and Hera (10 = 1 + 9). 

In summary, the Ennead manifests great strength, but also contains the seeds of its own defeat. Though 
it is on the threshold of the Decad, if it does not meet the challenge, it must return to a lower stage. 

Wands: Master of Will

The Neuf of Wands represents a great concentration of strength, determination and discipline, which 
will be needed, for the Neuf signals the final challenge before the goal is reached. At this stage, the odds 
are in favor of success, but failure is also possible. The Wand will not break if it is aimed straight at the 
target. Aim the Blow well. 

Image: A double cross of wands (keraunoi and thursoi) as for the Eight of Wands, but with the 
astrological symbol for Mercury in the center. Fiery background. 

Commentary: The Mercury symbol, which is the caduceus, represents the determination to accomplish 
the task, as does the fiery background. The circle of this symbol represents the delimitation of the 
Ennead. 

Swords: Master of Words

The Neuf of Swords signals that you have become a expert at analysis and argument, able to wield your 
razor-sharp intellect to defeat any opponent - the proverbial two-edged sword. One danger is a descent 
into sophistry, or even into dishonesty. Another danger is that your weapon will be wielded without 
compassion, and thus become a tool of cruelty and malice, and a source of anxiety, sorrow, despair and 



fear for others - and ultimately for yourself, for indiscriminate cutting stains the blade with cynicism. 
Beware the well-honed Edge. 

Image: An electrum medallion containing a downward-pointing dagger in the center of the eight swords 
of the Eight of Swords. Cloudy background. 

Commentary: The downward pointing dagger represents the danger of sophistry, cruelty, etc.; it is in a 
circle to represent the delimitation of the Ennead. (Electrum is an ancient alloy of gold and silver.) The 
clouds represent dishonesty, anxiety and fear. 

Cups: Master of Wishes

In the realm of Cups, the Neuf represents the attainment of a pervasive contentment, grounded in both 
matter and spirit, which provides the emotional foundation for further progress. However, this very 
pleasant state can easily degenerate into self-indulgence, over-indulgence, foolish naivety and 
complaisance - the trap of the Caters (4s), but with higher stakes. Drink deeply from the cup, but 
remember that a more enduring pleasure comes from a drink that has neither an excess nor deficiency of 
spirits. Handle the full Cup carefully. 

Image: The open mouth of an electrum cup in the center of eight cups arranged as for the Eight of Cups 
(but without the flow from the diagonal cups). It is filled with a pink liquid. Dark blue background. 

Commentary: The central cup represents the delimitation of the Ennead. The full cup represents 
contentment, and the pink liquid represents the proper mixture of wine and water ("neither an excess nor 
deficiency of spirits"). The arrangement recalls that of the Cater of Cups. The dark blue background 
represents wisdom and prudence, but also pride (Cooper s.v. Colours). 

Pentacles: Master of Wealth

The Neuf of Pentacles represents well-earned rewards and satisfaction for significant accomplishment - 
not excessive pride, but a realistic appreciation for one's own worth. However, at the level of the Neufs, 
one's triumph may be lonely, for comparatively few people will recognize your accomplishment or 
understand your pleasure in it. The dangers are that lack of support from others may undermine your 
accomplishment and lead to its collapse, or that your satisfaction may become narcissistic. Though your 
coin is valuable to you, will others accept it? Know the worth of your coin. 

Image: The arrangement of the Eight of Pentacles, but with a central electrum disk out of which the 



eight rays radiate. Light yellow-green background. 

Commentary: The central disk represents the completion and delimitation of the Ennead. The light 
yellow-green background represents contentment, satisfaction etc. 
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X. The Decad - The Dixes* 

[*See OED Suppl. Dix is pronounced dees.] 

●     Genesis 

●     Wands: Resurgence of Spirit 
●     Swords: Resurgence of Intellect 
●     Cups: Resurgence of Feeling 
●     Pentacles: Resurgence of Accomplishment 

Genesis

The Decad changes a multiplicity into a higher-order unity, for when the Monad has reached the Decad 
it has circled back to itself and encompassed all the elementary numbers. The Decad is thus the limit and 
the perimeter of the infinity of numbers, and they turn around it, so the Pythagoreans call it the Sun. 
Since the Decad has within itself the characters of all the numbers, all things in heaven and earth are 
measured by the Decad and it organizes all things. The Pythagoreans call it the "All-embracing, All-
limiting Mother" and say that it is the principle of natural equilibrium and wholeness. 

So also the Pythagoreans call the Decad "Universe" because it arranges all things; "Heaven" because it 
contains all things; "All" because it is greater than all numbers and all numbers return to it; "Fate" 
because it is the source and boundary of the elementary numbers, and generates in order those beyond 
itself; "Eternity" because it encompasses whatever happens and is everlasting; and "Power" because it 
controls all the other numbers and strengthens everything. It is the Number of the Cosmos and the 
Foundation of Creation. 

They also call the Decad "All-fulfiller" because it brings all things to fulfillment, carrying them to their 
natural ends; it finishes tasks of all kinds. Therefore the Achaeans laid siege to Troy for nine years, and 
it fell in the tenth; so also Odysseus wandered for nine years and returned in the tenth. The Decad 
comprises the Monad and the Ennead, which are the center and circumference of the Circle, which 
represents Well-rounded Wholeness. 

The Holy Tetraktys (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10) symbolizes the All-embracing Decad, for the Monad is the font 
of existence; the Dyad is the principle of division, which creates all forms; the Triad is the threefold 
activity of the psyche; and the Tetrad is the fourfold nature of matter. The Tetraktys is equal on every 
side, balanced around its center, and symmetric in all six directions; it shows the perfection of the Decad 



in its one center, three sides and six directions (10 = 1 + 3 + 6). 

The Pythagoreans also call the Decad "Necessity" because it corresponds to the outermost rim of the 
heavens, the Prime Mover which drives the inner spheres, and so also the Decad encompasses all things, 
causing them to change by mixing and separating the elements. They also call it "Atlas" for, as He holds 
the pillars of the heavens, so the Decad is the Cosmic Spindle that holds together the heavenly spheres 
and turns them in their places. 

The Decad is a return to the Monad which brings with it the history of the intervening numbers, and so it 
is called "Memory" and named after the Muse Mnemosyne, for memory carries into the past the present, 
which incorporates all that has happened since. It is the Platonic Anamnesis (Recollection), the return to 
primordial wholeness, but consciously, for the Monad was unconsciously integral whereas the Decad 
integrates the characters of the other numbers. 

The Decad is the Lapis Philosophorum (Philosophers' Stone), the beginning and end of the alchemical 
process. As such it is called Elixer Vitae (Elixer of Life) and Filius Philosophorum (Son of the 
Philosophers). It is called Hermaphroditus because it balances the female, which is even, with the male, 
which is odd (10 = 2 X 5). 

Indeed, the Pythagoreans say the Decad is Perfection because it brings about balance, for it is the first 
number to balance the primes (1, 2, 3, 5, 7) and the composites (4, 6, 8, 9, 10). It therefore represents the 
first stage at which complete balance is achieved, and it incorporates the harmonies of all the preceding 
numbers. It is a symbol of concord, love, peace and the Pythagoreans call it Trust. 

In summary, the Decad is the perfect realization of the preceding numbers, and reintegrates the 
progression into a new and more refined whole, which is perfect in its balance and internal harmony. It 
becomes the prime mover, organizing all change and bringing it to its fulfillment according to necessity. 

Wands: Resurgence of Spirit

Having met the challenge of the Neuf of Wands, the goal is in hand: a triumph of will and spirit, which 
is, however, a mixed blessing. It may easily lead to overconfidence and a proclivity to reach beyond 
your abilities, including a tendency to accept too many challenges. Or you may tend to impose your will 
on others, even through with the best of intentions. 

The unconscious force of the Ace of Wands has been replaced by the conscious force of the Dix. It is 
now a potent instrument that must be used circumspectly, or it will become self-defeating, and the Dix 
will be no better than the Ace. Mastery of Will and Spirit. 



Image: A large keraunos (thunderbolt), similar to the Ace of Wands, but its round center is the sigil of 
the Nine of Wands (the symbol of Mercury surrounded by a double cross of thursoi and keraunoi). Rays 
emanate from it across a glowing background. 

Commentary: The image represents the enfolding of the Decad back into Unity, 10 = 1+0 = 1. The 
Decad sends out its force as did the Ace, but whereas there was chaotic power at the center of the 
keraunos of the Ace, the keraunos of the Ten has at its center all the differentiated structure of the 
Decad. The rays and glowing background represent a much more disciplined manifestation of power. 

Swords: Resurgence of Intellect

The Dix of Swords indicates a proper and satisfactory conclusion to intellectual, confrontational or 
divisive situations. In the best of cases this will be a consequence of courageous striving and in the 
service of noble goals. However, if there is not enough courage to maintain intellectual independence, or 
if intellectual vanity is allowed to grow, the result will most likely be defeat, ruin, jealousy and sorrow. 
In the best of cases the Dix is a return to the intellectual excitement of the Ace, but with the added 
understanding and broadened perspective acquired through the other numbers. Mastery of Strife and 
Division. 

(N.B.: I think the Pythagorean interpretation of the Decad requires a more positive reading of the Dix of 
Swords than is usual.) 

Image: A large sword with a golden hilt and silver blade, on which is engraved the sigil of the Nine of 
Swords (dagger medallion surrounded by a double cross of inward pointing swords). A background of 
white clouds on a bright blue sky. 

Commentary: The enfoldment of the Decad into the Monad. The outer sword represents the intellectual 
excitement of new beginnings, but the sigil contained within represents a base of deep understanding. 
The wisdom is contained in the silver (female) part of the sword, but deployed through the golden 
(male) part. As in the Ace, the background shows that "the sky's the limit." 

Cups: Resurgence of Feeling

The Dix of Cups achieves the promise of the Ace: emotional fulfillment, harmonious relationship, 
ongoing commitment, joy and wonder, love that integrates all the elements of psyche and body. It is a 
wise relationship, and so more enduring. Nevertheless, the Decad is a return to the Monad, so the Dix of 



Cups should not be viewed as an end, but as a new beginning, a conscious striving, based on experience, 
for relationship and feeling. Mastery of Love and Relationship. 

Image: A two-handled silver kylix (shallow wine cup), viewed from the top, in the bottom of which can 
be seen the golden sigil of the Nine of Cups. The background is blue-green. 

Commentary: The Decad contained in the Monad; instead of being filled with chaotic emotion, the cup 
has within it the developed structure of the Decad. The capacious vessel is silver (female), the structure 
is golden (male). The blue-green background represent the universal sea of feeling by which all 
relationships are nourished. 

Pentacles: Resurgence of Accomplishment

A permanent pattern of success has been established in the material realms. This is the accomplishment 
of the master, and can only be learned at the feet of a master. The Dix of Pentacles may indicate that one 
has amassed a treasure - of resources or skills - that can be passed on, or it may indicate that one has or 
will be granted such a treasure from the past. Such a treasure may be squandered, however, if not 
managed wisely. Mastery of Skill and Success. 

Image: A silver disk on which appears the golden sigil of the Nine of Pentacles (the complete eight-
rayed star); the points of the star terminate in round gems (white, red, orange, yellow, purple, green, 
violet, blue, clockwise from the bottom). A brown, earth background. 

Commentary: The structure of accomplishment (gold) within the matrix that sustains it (silver). Despite 
the splendor of the gold and silver pentacle, the earth, brown background reminds us of the humble 
sources of all true accomplishment. We should be proud of our feet of clay.... 
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The Quadriliterum 

The Pythagorean interpretation of the court cards is based primarily on the numbers 1 to 4, but also on 7 
to 10, as will be explained below. The relationships are easiest to explain by means of the Verbum 
Quadriliterum, the four-letter name of Jupiter: JOVE. The Quadriliterum is analogous to the 
Tetragrammaton, though there is no suggestion here that the Quadriliterum is any more than a 
mnemonic device. In the following discussion, keep in mind that I and J are equivalent in Latin, as are U 
and V. Thus the Quadriliterum may be written JOVE, IOVE, JOUE or IOUE as required. 

The four letters of the Quadriliterum primarily represent the Monad, Dyad, Triad and Tetrad, the 
meanings of which have already been discussed in connection with the pip cards. The Monad, which is 
the undifferentiated impulse, is represented by the letter I, which is a symbol of Insemination by the 
father. The Dyad, which is the Object towards which the impulse is directed, is represented by the letter 
O, which a symbol for the receptive mother. The Triad, which is the movement from the impulse to its 
goal, is represented by the letter U, a symbol of the Union of the parents, because its shape is between I 
and O. The Tetrad, which is the completion of the union, is represented by the letter E, a symbol of the 
materialized Effect (4 = 1 + 3, E = I + U). These primary meanings of the numbers 1 to 4 generate a 
number of secondary meanings, which are also symbolized by the Quadriliterum. 

JOVE symbolizes the Gods: Jove, Ops, Venus, Eros. That is, inseminating Father Jove (Ju-Pitar), 
receptive Mother Ops (Ops Mater), Venus, who brings father and mother together, and Eros, who brings 
their meeting to consummation. These Gods will be seen to correspond to the Kings, Queens, Knights 
and Pages of the Tarot. 

JOVE symbolizes the Complementary Gods: Juno, Ocean, Vulcan, Eris. Jove and Juno are married, co-
regent sky Gods. The Goddess Ops (Rhea) and the God Ocean are both associated with flux and flow. 
Beautiful Venus and ugly Vulcan are married. The God Eros (Love) complements the Goddess Eris 



(Strife). 

IOVE symbolizes the Elements: Ignition, Ocean, Vapor, Earth. 

IOVE symbolizes the Functions: Iactus, Objectus, Vector, Eventum. Iactus means emission, projection, 
throwing, and utterance. Objectus means a thing interposed, a putting opposite, or an object. Vector 
means a carrier. Eventum means the outcome, issue, result, fulfillment, event, or experience. 

IOVE symbolizes the Relations: I, Other, Volition, Effect. I become conscious of the Object, and take 
Voluntary action towards it, with consequent Effect. 

IOVE symbolizes the Psychological Traits: Intuition, Openness (emotion), Understanding, Energy 
(action). 

IOVE symbolizes the Dialectic: Idea, Opposite, Unification, Entirety. 

IOVE symbolizes Process: Impetus, Objective, Venture, End. 

IOVE symbolizes Gestation: Insemination, Ovum, Uterus, Emergence. 

IOVE symbolizes Growth: Integral, Organic, Virgin, Egotistic. That is, the young child is Egotistic (self-
centered), the youth is Virginal (yet Virile), the parent is Organic, and the elder has an Integrated 
personality. These correspondences are central to the court cards. 

JOVE symbolizes the Qualities: Just, Overflowing, Virile, Enthusiastic. The archetypal father, mother, 
youth and child, also important to the court cards. 

IOVE symbolizes the Suits: I (a Staff), O (a Cup), V (a sword edge/point), E (coins). 

Finally, observe that the Roman numerals I, II, III, IIII symbolize the meanings of the numbers they 
denote. I is the Monad, the unitary impulse, the male and his seed. II is the Dyad, the principle of 
duality, the receptive female and her womb. III is the Triad, the principle of harmony which unites 
polarities. IIII is the Tetrad, the principle of completion, order and stability. When the four Roman 
numerals are written vertically, we have the Tetraktys, which has been discussed already: 

                                I
                               I I
                              I I I
                             I I I I

See also the



Table of Keyword Meanings of Quadriliterum.

                    The Descent and the Ascent

IOVE symbolizes an archetypal structure which can manifest in two 
orders, IOVE
and EVOI, both of which arise in interpretation of the court cards.  
The Order
of Descent (or Emanation) is IOVE:  from impetus (I), to purpose (O), 
to
process (V), to completion (E).  The progression is from more refined 
to
grosser forms, symbolized by the elements: Ignition to Ocean to Vapor 
to
Earth.  The sequence is formal, since each member derives its 
existence from
the preceding (no completion without process, no process without 
purpose, no
purpose without impetus).  When the progression is a descent of 
spirit to
matter, it corresponds to the Nigredo of Alchemy.

The Order of Ascent is EVOI:  from delicate beginning (E), to vigorous
adolescence (V), to nurturing parent (O), to fully integrated elder 
(I).  The
progression is from grosser to more refined elements, symbolized by 
Earth to
Vapor to Ocean to Ignis.  The sequence is developmental, since each 
stage
evolves into the next.  When it is an ascent from matter to spirit, it
corresponds to the Albedo of Alchemy.  "EVOI!" or "EUOI!" is, of 
course, the
ecstatic cry of the Bacchantes.



When the Ascent is complete it sets the stage for another Descent, 
since the
elder provides leadership (Impetus) for the formation of plans 
(Objective) and
action (Undertaking) toward the goal (End).  Thus there is a cycle 
combining
upward  development and maturation with downward origination and 
harvest.  The
paradigm of the Descent is Insemination of the Ovum, its implantation 
in the
Uterus and eventual Emergence; the paradigm of the Ascent is 
childhood, youth,
maturity and old age.  Both aspects are symbolized in the court cards.

The Decad comprises both the Descent and the Ascent, joined in the 
earthly
plane by a conflict, as has been described in detail in connection 
with the
pip cards.  In brief, the Descent occurs in the numbers 1 to 4, 
IOVE.  The
final Ascent EVOI is in 7 to 10, for 7 is the undirected impulse 
(Energy), 8
is the novice on a new path (Virgin), 9 is fulfillment (Overflowing), 
and 10
is the integrated personality (Integral I), which is the higher Monad 
(for I
is the Greek numeral for 10).  It will be recalled that 5 is a crisis 
that
disturbs the stability of the 4; it is a fiery impulse like 1 and so 
is
represented by I (Ignis).  The crisis is resolved by 6, which is 
represented
by O (Ocean), since water is the complementary element to fire.  Thus 
this
mundane conflict and resolution is represented by IO, a traditional 
ritual cry
invoking divine aid.

The interpretation of the entire Decad can be remembered by a common
Bacchantic salutation addressed to Jupiter:



    "Jove, io euoi!"  that is,  IOVE IO EVOI.

Finally we consider the relatively active and passive qualities of the
numbers.  IOVE represents an alternation of active and passive, +-+-, 
which
determines the quality of both 1 to 4 and 10 to 7.  Clearly, 5 is 
also active,
but the quality of 6 is not so clear since it must oppose 5 to 
restore the
status quo.  Is water seeking its own level active or passive?  We 
give it a
neutral quality 0, since otherwise it would violate the active/passive
alternation.  Thus we get the structure:

    1234 56 789X
    IOVE IO EVOI
    +-+- +0 -+-+

If one writes the numbers vertically, with active numbers on the left 
and
passive on the right, a pattern very much like the Cabalistic Tree of 
Life
results:

    1
    3     2
    5     4
       6
    8     7
          9
    10

One can certainly make arguments for putting 1, 9, and 10 in the 
middle
pillar, as in the Tree of Life, but I leave the issue unresolved.

The Fourfold Name of JOVE reveals the Way:



the One goes forth and grows in four degrees;

in four again toward the height it flees.

EUOI! we cry.  Heed what these Sovereigns say!

          Elemental Analysis

Each scale of the court cards is associated with an element (e.g., 
Pages
= Earth), as is each suit (e.g., Cups = Water).  Therefore each court
card can be understood in terms of the interaction of the elemental
qualities (stoicheia) of its rank and suit.  For example, the Page of
Cups can be understood as an interaction of the cool dryness of the
Pages with the cool moisture of the Cups.  In each case the rank gives
form to the substance of the suit (e.g., the Earth of the Page gives
form to the Water of the Cups).  To this end, it is important to
remember that, according to Aristotle, each element is dominated by 
one
of its qualities:  fire by heat, water by coldness, air by wetness and
earth by dryness.   Also according to Aristotle, hot and cold are more
active qualities than dry and wet.   In summary (using ">" to indicate
dominance):

Fire  = Hot  (active)  > Dry
Water = Cold (active)  > Wet
Air   = Wet  (passive) > Hot
Earth = Dry  (passive) > Cold.

Notice that in the process of Descent the qualities change from active
to passive, and vice versa in the process of Ascent.  



           Images

Images
The following chart summarizes the images associated with the court
cards; they comprise the Twelve Olympians plus Hades, Persephone,
Dionysos and Eros:

          Wands          Swords        Cups            Pentacles
---------+--------------+-------------+---------------+--------------
Rex       Hephaistos,    Zeus,         Poseidon,       Hades,
(King)    Lord of Fire   Lord of Air   Lord of Water   Lord of Earth

Regina    Hestia,        Hera,         Aphrodite,      Demeter,
(Queen)   Lady of Fire   Lady of Air   Lady of Water   Lady of Earth

Eques     Apollo,        Athena,       Artemis,        Persephone,
(Knight)  Lad of Fire    Maid of Air   Maid of Water   Maid of Earth

Puer      Ares,          Hermes,       Eros,           Dionysos,
(Page)    Child fo Fire  Child of Air  Child of Water  Child of Earth

The elemental associations are based on the elements and qualities
commonly associated with the gods.  For the most past the Kings and
Queens are gods of the first Olympian generation (however, Hestia
predates the Olympians and Hephaistos is a son of Zeus).  The Knights
are of the second Olympian generation (offspring of Zeus); the Pages 
are
of both the second (Ares, Hermes) and third generations (Eros,
Dionysos), but all rather childlike.  Zeus, Poseidon and Hades are the
three Olympian brothers who divided the sovereignty of the world among
themselves; the fiery element is assigned to Hephaistos because he is 
an
Olympian, but it really belongs to Prometheus (who, like Hestia,
predates the Olympians).
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Versus de Aulae Ordinibus
(Verses on the Court Ranks) 

© 1998, 2000, John Ops

The Fourfold Name of JOVE reveals the Way:
the One goes forth and grows in four degrees;
in four again toward the height it flees.
EUOI! we cry. Heed what these Sovereigns say! 

I/J. De Regibus (On the Kings)

The King commands his realm; his word is Just,
an Impetus to action, fertile seed.
The Integrated Elder has decreed
his Judgement, the Idea that wins our trust. 

II/O. De Reginis (On the Queens)

The Queen moves like the Ocean, and relates
with Others, drawing nectar from above.
She nurses life with Overflowing love,
and gathers food for growth she incubates. 

III/V. De Equitibus (On the Knights)

The Knight, obeying orders, Undertakes
a Venture, going forth, by duty bound,
with Vital strength for which he is renowned.
By wedding word and deed, the youth awakes. 

IIII/E. De Pueris (On the Pages)

The Page is filled with Earthy Energy,
an Egotistic child that's newly born -
or reborn, and rejects a life outworn.



With care it will fulfill its destiny. 

***

These Truths revealed by Image and by Word,
these Secrets great and small, which thou hast heard,
keep safe within thy Soul, a planted Seed,
a Garden of Remembrance for thy need.
Protect these Truths on thee in Trust conferred! 
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Pueri - The Pages* 

[*Puer usually refers to a boy, but can also refer to a girl. It can also mean slave or royal page (Oxford 
Latin Dict.). Thus it captures the senses of Page, Knave, Valet, Juengling, etc.] 

●     General 
●     Key Words 

●     Puer Baculorum (Wands) - Emerging Inspiration 
●     Puer Gladiorum (Swords) - Emerging Understanding 
●     Puer Poculorum (Cups) - Emerging Openness 
●     Puer Pentaculorum (Pentacles) - Energy of the Earth 

General

The Pueri correspond to the element Earth, in which the Dry quality (Siccus) dominates the Cold quality 
(Frigidus). According to Aristotle, Dryness is the quality that gives form to things; therefore it is the 
principle of solidity, and the Pueri are characterized by the materialization or crystallization of the 
energy of the suit. We may say they represent solidified energy. Since the Dry imposes its form on other 
things, it is associated with willfulness. 

Earth's recessive quality is Coldness, which Aristotle says is the principle of mixing and association (for 
Heat causes things to dissociate, as in the alchemist's retort). Therefore, the Hot quality is 
discriminating, whereas the Cold is undiscriminating; whereas the Hot is expansive (outward directed), 
the Cold is contractive (inward directed). 

The Page (Dry>Cold) inherits the recessive quality of the King (Hot>Dry) and the dominant quality of 
the Queen (Cold>Wet), thus the Puer may be called the Kore (Maiden) and the Princess (though each 
rank may manifest in either sex). In the Page, however, the formed material (Dry) quality of the King is 
dominant over the stabilizing (Cold) quality of the Queen, and so the Page is less steadfast than the 
Queen. 

In summary, the qualities of Earth show the Pueri to be materializations of the suit's energy, tending to 
manifest this energy in a willful, undiscriminating and self-centered way. 

More generally, the Puer is the turning point between descent of the suit's energy and its ascent to 
greater refinement. Thus the Puer is simultaneously the completion of the materialization process 



(IOVE), and the fragile rebirth of spiritualization (EVOI). The Puer is the innocent child, whose 
existence is made possible by the higher ranks, and who will in turn regenerate the higher ranks, if only 
the child be sufficiently protected and nurtured. Delicate shoots are easily damaged. The Page holds the 
powers of the higher ranks as potential energy, and with care this energy will blossom into its dynamic 
form, and ascend the ranks. 

Key Words

Eros (Love), Eris (Strife), Earth, Eventum, Effect, Energy, Entirety, End, Emergence, Egotism, 
Enthusiasm, Enjoyment. 

Puer Baculorum (Wands) - Emerging Inspiration

In this card the Earth (Dry>Cold) of the Pages operates on the Fire (Hot>Dry) of the Wands. To 
understand the result, we may turn to a manuscript by the "Doctor Illuminatus," Raymond Lull. In the 
"Tractatus Novus de Astronomia" (1297), he tells us that if the same quality is dominant in one element 
and recessive in another, then in the combination the latter is overcome (devictus) by the former. Thus 
the Fire of the Wands is overcome by the Earth of the Pages, and Earth is the stronger determinant of the 
compound. 

As a consequence the Page of Wands is a font of good intentions. When a person is in a corresponding 
phase of their life, they are absorbed (Cold), enthusiastic, full of determination and eager for new 
adventures (Dry). They may accomplish something significant if their optimism is protected and if their 
naive ideas are indulged. However, like all Pages, they may be easily discouraged. 

Unfortunately, if the undiscriminating, inward-directed Cold of the Page prevails too strongly over the 
discriminating Hot of the Wands, then the Page may become superficial and self-indulgent, changing by 
whims, and unable to pursue a goal. The Page of Wands often lacks the ability to be receptive and adapt 
to others (Wet). 

Image: Ares as Child of Fire. A ruddy, beardless youth, naked but for a golden, red-crested helmet, he 
stands battle ready on a fiery background. 

Commentary: Ares is Child of Fire because of his impulsiveness, self-indulgence and adventurousness. 
Ptolemy said that Mars is Dry and Hot, that is, Fiery, which corresponds to its red color. See 8.Victory 
for more on Ares. 



Puer Gladiorum (Swords) - Emerging Understanding

The Earth (Dry>Cold) of the Page operates on the Air (Wet>Hot) of the Swords. Since Earth and Air are 
opposites, neither overcomes the other, so there is an unstable balance between them, and context may 
cause the balance to shift one way or the other. The Page may teeter between agility (Wet) and 
stubbornness (Dry), and between discrimination (Hot) and its lack (Cold). 

When people are in a Page of Swords stage, they are beginning to think independently about some 
subject. The Page has an agile, active mind and acute perception; the Page exhibits childlike curiosity. 
However, in the enthusiastic and self-centered exercise of wit, the Page may be rude, cruel, cunning, 
malicious and spiteful. 

Image: Hermes as Child of Air. With his brown winged sandals and helmet he flies naked among the 
clouds in a blue sky; he holds a purple caduceus ahead. 

Commentary: Hermes is the Child of Air because that is the element through which he travels, and 
because of his oversight of verbal expression (suit of Swords). As Child of Air, his character is most 
clearly depicted in the Homeric Hymn to Hermes. See 1.Magician for more on Hermes. 

Puer Poculorum (Cups) - Emerging Openness

The Earth (Dry>Cold) of the Page operates on the Water (Cold>Wet) of the Cups. Since Water 
overcomes Earth, the effect of the Cups prevails over that of the Page. Thus the Page of Cups is 
characterized by a passive, receptive (Wet) role in situations involving relationship and steadfastness 
(Cold). There is little expression of the will (Dry). 

When someone is a Page of Cups they are developing the capacity for feeling or relationship in some 
area of life (which includes a sensitivity to one's own feelings, as well as to those of others). They are 
inclined to be gentle, kind, poetic and loyal (Wet + Cold). The Page of Cups lacks discrimination (Hot), 
and may be inclined to act out fantasies or become lost in daydreams. The general egotism of the Pages 
may manifest in the Page of Cups as self-centered desire for feeling and lead to flattery, seduction or 
even rape. 

Image: Eros as Child of Water. Flying naked above a sea green background, he aims a purple dart. 

Commentary: Eros is Child of Water because he is the son of Aphrodite (born of seafoam), and 
because he impulsively throws his dart to incite emotions (suit of Cups). See 6.Love (Master of the Cup) 
for more on Eros. 



Puer Pentaculorum (Pentacles) - Energy of the Earth

The Earth of the Page operates on the Earth of the Pentacles, so the Page of Pentacles is a pure 
manifestation of the qualities of Earth (Dry>Cold). 

The Page of Pentacles is developing a new relationship to the physical world, such as an interest in 
sports, care of the body, sensual experience, or simply a willingness to "smell the roses." A Page of 
Pentacles tends to display purpose (Dry) and intense concentration (Cold) in pursuit of the new project. 
However, Pages of Pentacles lack both discrimination (Hot) and the ability to adapt (Wet), so they may 
be wasteful, illogical, or rebellious. 

Image: Dionysos as Child of Earth. He dances, naked, waving his thursos (pinecone-tipped staff) among 
rich, green vegetation on fertile ground. 

Commentary: Dionysos is Child of Earth because of his role as a Vegetation God, and because of his 
carefree sensuousness. See Robert Johnson's Ecstasy for a good discussion of the genuinely Dionysian 
personality. See 0.Idiot for more on Dionysos. 
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Equites - The Knights 

[*Eques refers to a horseman, rider, cavalryman, knight, member of the equestrian class, second-in-
command to the dictator (Oxf. Lat. Dict.). Another word for a horseman is Vector.] 

●     General 
●     Key Words 

●     Eques Baculorum (Wands) - Vitality of Impulse 
●     Eques Gladiorum (Swords) - Vitality of Understanding 
●     Eques Poculorum (Cups) - Vitality of Openness 
●     Eques Pentaculorum (Pentacles) - Vitality of Effort 

General

The Knight (Wet>Hot) inherits the dominant quality of the King (Hot>Dry) and recessive quality of the 
Queen (Cold>Wet), thus the Eques may be called the Koros (Lad) and the Prince (though each rank may 
manifest in either sex). In the Knight, however, the form receiving (Wet, Humidus) quality of the Queen 
is dominant over the motivating (Hot, Calidus) quality of the King, and so the Knight is less swift to act 
than the King. The lack of the will power (Dryness) of the King also contributes to this. Knights lack the 
Cold quality of the Queen, and so are deficient, compared to her, in their ability to preserve form, i.e. in 
steadfastness and endurance, and in their contractiveness, i.e., inward focus and quietness. 

The Eques is assistant to the Rex and Regina, and is nominally their offspring. In this role the Eques is 
action-oriented, and tends to be less bound by social responsibility than the Rex and less experienced 
than the Regina. 

The Pages and Knights are immature and dominated by passive (i.e., spontaneous, reactive, 
undisciplined) qualities (Dry or Wet). For the Page it is willfulness (Dry), which combines with lack of 
discrimination (Cold) in the Earth element. In the Knight, obedience (Wet) has become dominant, which 
combines with discrimination (Hot) in the Air element. Thus Knights are the perfect executers of their 
parents' wishes, though they may err through blind obedience or excessive zeal. 

The Knights are adolescents (in the characters of their Suits), as shown by the incorporation of the Wet 
quality, which is relational, for it permits them to conform to others and establish social bonds, including 
sexual relationships. This Wetness can also lead to the excessive conformity common in adolescence. 
(Contrast this with the Dry, egocentric quality of the prepubescent Pages). However, the Hot quality 



makes adolescent Knights increasingly discriminating in their relationships, though the basis of the 
discrimination may be the Wet qualities of conformity and the desire for approval. 

Key Words

Venus, Vulcan, Vapor, Vector, Volition, Voluntary, Venture, Virgin, Virile, Vigor, Vitality, Volatile, 
Union, Unification, Undertaking, Understanding, Uterus. 

Eques Baculorum (Wands) - Vitality of Impulse

The Air (Wet>Hot) of the Knight operates on the Fire (Hot>Dry) of the Wands. Since Fire overcomes 
Air, the effect of the Wands prevails over that of the Knight. Thus the Knight of Wands is dominated by 
active, external action (Hot) and willful imposition of form (Dry). People manifesting this Knight are 
adventurous, energetic, impulsive, and active. 

However, the Knight of Wands lacks the Cold quality, which is the contractive principle and imparts 
stability, quietude, endurance and steadfastness. Therefore, the Knight of Wands tends to be flighty, 
unable to persevere, and always seeking novelty. 

Image: Apollo as Lad of Fire. He wears a greenish-blue khiton (tunic) and holds a bow and arow; he is 
beardless, blond and stands against a sunny yellow background. 

Commentary: Apollo is Lad of Fire because of his traditional association with the sun and because, as 
Lord of the Muses, he governs inspiration (suit of Wands). He is always depicted as a young man. See 5.
High Priest and 18.Sun for more on Apollo; see also 6.Love. 

Eques Gladiorum (Swords) - Vitality of Understanding

The Air of the Knight operates on the Air of the Swords, so the Knight of Swords is a pure manifestation 
of the qualities of Air (Wet>Hot). The Wet quality gives fluidity (the ability to change form) to the 
Knight, who may have, therefore, a Mercurial personality. These Knights often effervesce with ideas, 
but they may defend them fanatically due to the Hot (separating, divisive) component of their 
personality. In the best of cases, the expansive nature of the Hot quality makes the Knight of Swords 
brave, strong, fearless, skillful (discriminating), and creative in the realm of ideas (Swords). 



Since the Knight of Swords lacks both the Dry and Cold qualities, which impart solidity (Dry) and 
stability (Cold), they may lack grounding and perseverance, and so exhibit poor judgement or erratic 
behavior. 

Image: Athena as Maid of Air. She wears armor over a greenish-blue peplos (robe), holds an upright 
spear, and stands against a background of sky and clouds. An owl perches on her shoulder. 

Commentary: Athena is Maid of Swords because she is a virgin battle goddess and because she is a 
goddess of wisdom (suit of Swords). She is also a Bird Goddess (cf. her owl), and so associated with the 
element Air (Dexter 119). See 20.Justice (Principal of the Sword) for more on Athena. 

Eques Poculorum (Cups) - Vitality of Openness

The Air (Wet>Hot) of the Knight operates on the Water (Cold>Wet) of the Cups. Since Air overcomes 
Water, the effect of the Knight prevails over that of the Cups. The Knight of Cups is often highly 
motivated, which is a consequence of the Hot quality of the superior element (Air). However, the Knight 
of Cups is dominated by relationships, for the Wet, which occurs in both elements, is conforming and 
relational. Thus the Knight tends to be open minded, easy going, kind, gentle and trustworthy. 

The Wet is also a quality of the inferior element (Water), where it combines with the Cold, which is 
mixing (thus Water is the element of relationship par excellence). Therefore these Knights tend to be 
social, and with the admixture of the Hot they tend to be romantic, idealistic, and imaginative. However 
the Knight of Cups lacks the Dry quality, which is the principle of solidity and form, so they may avoid 
commitment, and may be unprincipled in their relationships. 

Image: Artemis as Maid of Water. She wears a greenish-blue khiton (tunic) and holds a bow and arrow; 
she stands against a deep-blue nighttime sky, in which the full moon shines. 

Commentary: Artemis is Maid of Water because she is a Virgin Goddess and because of her 
association with the Moon. See 4.High Priestess and 17.Moon (Second of the Cup) for more on Artemis; 
see also 6.Love (Master of the Cup). 

Eques Pentaculorum (Pentacles) - Vitality of Effort

The Air (Wet>Hot) of the Knight operates on the Earth (Dry>Cold) of the Pentacles. Since Air and 
Earth are opposites, neither overcomes the other, so there is an unstable balance between them, and 
context may cause the balance to shift one way or the other. Thus, in the realm of material activities 



(Pentacles), the Knight may vary in primary quality between practicality and solid dependability (Dry) 
on one hand, and unreliability (Wet) on the other. However, an excess of the Dry may cause the Knight 
to concentrate too much on the the materialist and the utilitarian. 

In the secondary qualities the Knight may vary between goal directedness and diligence (Hot) on one 
hand, and laziness and carelessness (Cold) on the other. An excess of the Hot may result in a the Knight 
who single-mindedly pursues a course when it should have been abandoned. 

Image: Persephone as Maid of Earth. She wears a greenish-blue peplos (robe), holds a scepter, and sits 
in her throne on a background of green and brown earth tones. 

Commentary: Although Persephone becomes the the bride of Hades and the Queen of the Underworld, 
she remains young, ever renewed in the spring. Thus she is always depicted as a young woman, the 
archetypal Kore (Maiden). She is the spirit of the seeds, which descends into the earth in winter and is 
reborn in spring, hence the browns and greens in her image. Persephone is associated with 4.High 
Priestess (Mistress of the Pentacle). 
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Reginae - The Queens 

●     General 
●     Key Words 

●     Regina Baculorum (Wands) - Overflowing Intuition 
●     Regina Gladiorum (Swords) - Overflowing Understanding 
●     Regina Poculorum (Cups) - Overflowing Openness 
●     Regina Pentaculorum (Pentacles) - Organic Energy 

General

The Queen corresponds to the element Water, in which the Cold quality dominates the Wet quality. 
Because of the dominant Cold quality the Queen is characterized by mixing, joining, relating and loving 
(for Aristotle tells us that it is the Hot quality that separates); Cold is also contractive, and so the Queen 
conserves and stores energy, so she is characterized by steadfastness, endurance, quietness, inward 
focus, and hence insight. 

Because of the secondary quality, Wetness, the Queen is receptive of form imposed from without; in 
particular, she is receptive of the King's seed and provides its nurturing matrix. Thus she adapts to the 
elemental form of the suit, rather than imposing a form on it (as does the Dry King). The Celestial Fire 
of the King stirs the Abyssal Waters of the Queen and life is born in her depths. 

In the King and Queen the active qualities (Hot or Cold) dominate, so the King and Queen are pre-
eminently sources of authority. Since the Knights and Pages are dominated by passive qualities (Wet or 
Dry) they are not a source of authority, in spite of being willful (Dry, Pages) or judgmental (Hot, 
Knights). 

As a consequence of her Wetness the Queen is also inclined to manifest her authority by conforming 
with circumstances, rather than opposing them (which the King does, as a consequence of his Dryness). 
Such adaptation is characteristic of the archetypal parent, whom the Queen represents. The conforming 
characteristic of Wetness is also a source of empathy, compassion and understanding for the Queen, 
especially as Great Mother. 

The Queen represents the parent in her suit. In the downward path IOVE she is the Object towards 
which the creative Impulse is directed; she steadfastly carries the Ovum, and nurses the new creation at 
her Overflowing breasts. She is Ops, the Goddess of Abundance, and in Latin Ops means the power to 



care for another. 

In the upward path EVOI the adolescent Knight may mature into the wise parent, symbolized by the 
Queen, by learning steadfastness and responsibility and thereby acquiring her quiet authority. Like the 
steady movement of the calm Ocean, her progress is invisible but inexorable. 

Key Words

Ops, Ocean, Object, Objectus, Objective, Opposite, Other, Openness, Open, Overflowing, Organic, 
Ovum. 

Regina Baculorum (Wands) - Overflowing Intuition

The Water (Cold>Wet) of the Queen operates on the Fire (Hot>Dry) of the Wands. Since Water and Fire 
are opposites, neither overcomes the other, so there is an complex, unstable balance between them, and 
context may cause the balance to shift one way or the other. Nevertheless, the balance, when achieved, 
represents the Watery Fire, which is one form of the integrated psyche - the goal of the Great Work. 

From the Cold quality of her rank the Queen gets her powers of mixing, relating and joining, and thus 
her friendliness, attractiveness, warmth, loyalty, love and sincerity. From the Wet quality of her rank she 
gets her ability to conform and adapt, and thus her sympathy, understanding, practicality and kindness. 
From the Hot quality of her suit she gets discrimination and expansiveness, and thus her strength, 
energy, virtue, loyalty and honesty. From the Dry quality of her suit she gets her will, concreteness and 
grounding, and thus her stability, strong will, practicality and fondness for nature. 

If there is an excess of Dryness, then the Queen of Wands may be domineering, cruel or overly strict. If 
there is an excess of Coldness (lack of discrimination), then she may be unstable, jealous, or ruled by 
passion. On the other hand, an excess of Hotness may lead to intolerance, and an excess of Wetness 
(indefiniteness) may result in deceit, infidelity and a lack of self-control. 

Image: Hestia as Lady of Fire. A round hearth-fire, such as would be found in a Mycenaean megaron 
(hall). In the roaring flames is the image of a crone, with veiled head, in a yellow-green peplos (robe). 

Commentary: Hestia is Lady of Fire because she is the hearth fire, the center around which home life 
revolves. She was rarely depicted anthropomorphically, since every hearth is her altar, but we 
occasionally find her as in this image (Oswalt 145). 



Regina Gladiorum (Swords) - Overflowing Understanding

The Water (Cold>Wet) of the Queen operates on the Air (Wet>Hot) of the Swords. Since Air overcomes 
Water, the effect of the Swords prevails over that of the Queen, and so this Queen is dominated by the 
intellect. Wetness is a key quality, as in all the Queens, and in this suit it manifests as intellectual agility 
- the Quicksilver mind. An excess of Wetness may cause the Queen to be excessively subtle or deceitful. 

The Hotness of the Swords makes this Queen especially discriminating, and so she is extremely 
perceptive, sharp-witted and intelligent, though in the exercise of her wit she may be cruel, malicious, 
perfectionist, narrow-minded, bigoted or even deceitful. Since the Hot is separating, the Queen of 
Swords may be aloof, untouchable and lonely. 

The Queen of Swords lacks the Dry quality, and so she may lack practicality; she runs the risk of living 
in an idealistic ivory tower. This may be amplified by the Coldness of her rank, since that tends to turn 
her inward and away from the world. 

Image: Hera as Lady of Air. Holding her cuckoo-tipped scepter, she sits enthroned in the sky among 
clouds; she wears a yellow-green peplos (robe). 

Commentary: Hera is Lady of Air because (1) she is the wife of the Sky God, (2) she gives the gift of 
prophecy, and (3) she is a Bird Goddess and therefore traditionally associated with the Air element 
(Dexter 120-3). See 2.Empress for more on Hera. 

Regina Poculorum (Cups) - Overflowing Openness

The Water of the Queen operates on the Water of the Cups, so the Queen of Cups is a pure manifestation 
of the qualities of Water (Cold>Wet). That is, she is pure feeling, unadulterated by judgement (Hotness) 
or definite purpose (Dryness). Thus she may err through poor judgement, passivity, lack of effort, or too 
much imagination. 

However, as a consequence of the qualities of Water, the Queen of Cups is especially adept at 
understanding the relational, inward-turning flow - the subconscious source and sink of emotion. She is 
loving, kind, warm-hearted, gentle, easy going, and a good friend or mother. Nevertheless, through her 
twofold Wetness she may be susceptible to a variety of conflicting influences, and be unreliable through 
lack of stability (Dryness). 

Image: Aphrodite as Lady of Water. In a yellow-green peplos (robe), around which is wrapped a golden 



zone (girdle), she stands on the billowing foam above the blue-green sea. 

Commentary: Aphrodite is Lady of Water because she was born of sea foam and because she rules the 
emotions (suit of Cups). Like Poseidon, she is of the first Olympian generation, since she was born 
parthenogenically from Kronos' genitals. Green is her color because she is a Fertility Goddess and 
because of her traditional association with copper (it is her metal and she is called the Cuprian because 
Cupris - Cypris - is her home). See 2.Empress for more on Aphrodite. 

Regina Pentaculorum (Pentacles) - Organic Energy

The Water (Cold>Wet) of the Queen operates on the Earth (Dry>Cold) of the Pentacles. Since Water 
overcomes Earth, the effect of the Queen prevails over that of the Pentacles. Thus her relational, 
receptive, conforming and nurturing characteristics manifest in the material realm, and so she is 
comfortable in her body, sensual, great-hearted, generous, kind and happily engaged in everyday life on 
earth. 

The Dryness (formative power) of the Earth is dominated by the Cold and Wet of the Water, and thus 
engenders a feminine strength (Dry) that is both relational (Cold) and conformable to the flow of things 
(Wet). Thanks to the Dryness she is also stable, both emotionally (Water) and financially (Earth). 

However, since the Queen of Pentacles lacks Hotness, she may be foolish, moody or indecisive (lack of 
discrimination = Hotness), and she may be overly dependent or weak (lack of ability to separate = 
Hotness). She may be changeable as a consequence of her Wetness as well as the absence of Hotness. 

Image: Demeter as Lady of Earth. With veiled head, she wears a yellow-green peplos (robe) and holds a 
torch before her. She wanders through a dense, green forest. 

Commentary: Demeter is Lady of Earth because she represents the fruitful Mother Earth, the source of 
all resources and ultimate basis of material well-being and prosperity (suit of Pentacles). See 2.Empress 
for more on Demeter. In this image we see her searching for Persephone. 
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Reges - The Kings 

●     General 
●     Key Words 

●     Rex Baculorum (Wands) - Imparting Inspiration 
●     Rex Gladiorum (Swords) - Imparting Understanding 
●     Rex Poculorum (Cups) - Imparting Openness 
●     Rex Pentaculorum (Pentacles) - Impetus to Effect 

General

The King corresponds to the element Fire, in which the Hot quality dominates the Dry quality. Because 
of the dominant Hot quality, the King is characterized by expansiveness and movement, and so he is a 
source of inspiration, motivation and authority for activity in his realm. The Hot quality also represents 
discrimination and selection, so the King is responsible for setting directions and making decisions that 
affect his realm as a whole. 

Because of the secondary quality, Dryness, the King is inclined to impose forms on other things; in 
particular, his seed triggers the formative processes in the egg and womb of the Queen. The Impetus of 
the suit comes from the King and descends the path of the court cards, IOUE, by means of Insemination, 
the Ovum, the Uterus and the Emergence of the newborn; the offspring in turn ascends the path EVOI, 
developing by way of the Egotistic child (Page), the Virgin youth (Knight), and the Organic parent 
(Queen) to culminate in the Integrated elder (King). 

As the Queen represents the parent (of either sex) of the suit, so the King represents the elder (of either 
sex) of the suit. They are both sources of authority (because dominated by active qualities: Hot or Cold), 
but manifest it in different ways. The authority of the King as Elder lies in leadership, decision and 
motivation (Hot); the authority of the Queen as Parent lies in nurturing, understanding and building 
cooperation (Cold). Due to his Dryness the King is more apt to bring about change through command or 
argument, whereas the Queen, as a consequence of the Wet quality, is more apt to change existing 
structures from within. 

Key Words



Jove, Juno, Just, Judgement, Ignition, Ignis, Insemination, Impulse, Impetus, Inspiration, Iactus, I, 
Integral, Idea, Intuition, Imagination, Impart. 

Rex Baculorum (Wands) - Imparting Inspiration

The Fire of the King operates on the Fire of the Wands, so the King of Wands is a pure manifestation of 
the qualities of Fire (Hot>Dry). The expansive nature of the Hot causes him to be active, dynamic, 
enthusiastic, and a source of ideas and leadership. From the discriminating nature of the Hot, he tends to 
be honest, conscientious, intelligent and critical. The Dry is form-imposing rather than yielding (Wet), 
so the King of Wands tends to be strong-willed, commanding, confident in his plans and intolerant of 
weakness. 

The King of Wands lacks both the Cold and Wet qualities. Without the Cold (urge to relate) to temper 
the Hot, and without the Wet (flexibility) to temper the Dry, he may be unyielding, inflexible, intolerant, 
severe and dogmatic. 

Image: Hephaistos as Lord of Fire. Dressed in a golden khiton (tunic), a ruddy Hephaistos works with 
his hammer and tongs against a background glowing orange light from the forges. He has a thick, red 
beard. 

Commentary: Hephaistos is Lord of Fire because, as the Smith, he is the creative God. It can be argued 
that Prometheus should be Lord of Fire because (1) he brought fire to humankind, (2) he is creative, (3) 
he is pre-Olympian, like Hestia, the Lady of Fire, amd (4) he is more properly the wellspring of creative 
inspiration. In truth, Prometheus and Hephaistos are alter-egos, the latter's creativity being more 
technological than the Titan's. Thus Hephaistos seems to be the Lord of Fire for our age. See 14.Devil 
for more on Hephaistos and 12.Hanged Man (Second of Wands) for more on Prometheus. 

Rex Gladiorum (Swords) - Imparting Understanding

The Fire (Hot>Dry) of the King operates on the Air (Wet>Hot) of the Swords. Since Fire overcomes 
Air, the effect of the King prevails over that of the Swords, and the King of Swords is dominated by 
discrimination (Hot) and authority (Dry). As a consequence, he has a sharp, analytical mind and is 
perceptive, clever, strong-willed, courageous, authoritative, judgmental, and just. The Wet quality 
imparts some fluidity to his ideas, and helps him to be intellectually nimble. Since Wetness is a quality 
of Air, the King of Swords is more idea-oriented compared to the King of Wands, who is more action-
oriented; they are otherwise quite similar due to the prevalence of Fire in their makeup. 



Since the King of Swords lacks Coldness, which counteracts the separating force of the Hot, he has little 
inclination to relate to others. Thus he may be domineering, selfish, remote, hard-hearted, ruthless, cruel 
and even sadistic. 

Image: Zeus as Lord of Air. He sits enthroned among the clouds in the sky; he wears a golden himation 
(toga) and aims a golden keraunos (thunderbolt) down through the clouds. His beard is dark with a blue 
tint. An eagle perches on the back of his throne. 

Commentary: Zeus is Lord of Air because of his role as Storm God, ruler of the Olympian heights. His 
beard and eyebrows are traditionally described as "blue." See 3.Emperor for more on Zeus. 

Rex Poculorum (Cups) - Imparting Openness

The Fire (Hot>Dry) of the King operates on the Water (Cold>Wet) of the Cups. Since Fire and Water 
are opposites, neither overcomes the other, so there is an unstable balance between them, and context 
may cause the balance to shift one way or the other. Nevertheless, the balance, when achieved, 
represents the Fiery Water, which is the second form of the integrated psyche - the goal of the Great 
Work. (The other form is manifested by the Queen of Wands.) 

The King of Cups is an authority in the realm of feeling and emotion, which means he may be a 
counsellor or an artist. If the Kingly qualities (Hotness and Dryness) predominate, then he will be 
inclined to impose his own forms on other people (counsellor) and on things (artist). If the qualities of 
Cups (Coldness and Wetness) predominate, then he will tend to be more empathic and accommodating. 
In excessive cases he may be violent (Hot), manipulative (Dry), indecisive (Cold) and weak (Wet). 

Image: Poseidon as Lord of Water. He sits enthroned in the depths of the blue-green sea. He wears a 
yellow himation (toga) and holds a golden trident. His beard is dark, with a green tint. 

Commentary: Poseidon is Lord of Water because he rules the ocean's depths and the subconscious, the 
font of the emotions (suit of Cups). See 17.Luna (Second of the Cup) for more on the Ocean of the 
Subconscious; see also 4.High Priestess and 5.High Priest. 

Rex Pentaculorum (Pentacles) - Impetus to Effect

The Fire (Hot>Dry) of the King operates on the Earth (Dry>Cold) of the Pentacles. Since Earth 
overcomes Fire, the effect of the Pentacles prevails over that of the King, and so materialism is the 
dominant influence. He is inclined to doing (Cold) and to doing it the way he wants (Dry); the Hot 



quality acts to increase his will and decisiveness. 

Since the Cold (joining) of the Pentacles tends to prevail over the Hot (separating) of the King, the King 
of Pentacles is more inclined toward synthesis - making and doing things - than analysis - thinking about 
them. Therefore, he usually succeeds through experience, shrewdness and pragmatics, rather than 
through knowledge, sensitivity or creativity (Hot or Wet). When these qualities are not up to the task, he 
may try to compensate by unprincipled "realism," and as a consequence succumb to corruption or fraud. 
Furthermore, since the King of Pentacles lacks Wetness, he may lack the ability to conform to other 
people and situations. Thus he may be self-centered and stubborn and even seem stupid. 

Image: Hades as Lord of Earth. He sits enthroned in a dark brown cave in the Underworld. He wears a 
dark, golden himation (toga) and holds a scepter. His beard is dark brown. 

Commentary: Hades is Lord of Earth because he rules the Underworld, which consumes all things, and 
because he is Pluto (Plouton), Lord of the Earth, which is the source of all wealth (ploutos). Although 
not a dweller on Olympos, Hades was one of the three Olympian brothers (with Zeus and Poseidon) who 
divided sovereignty of the world among themselves. See 13.Death for more on Hades. 
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Divination 

●     Tarot Journal 
●     1. The Nature of Divination 

❍     The Practice of Divination 
❍     "The Master Speaks But Once" 
❍     Importance of Ritual 

●     2. Suggested Divination Ritual (Ritus Divinationis) 

Tarot Journal

Before beginning the discussion of divination, I need to mention the importance of keeping a tarot 
journal. This is a journal in which you record all of your readings, including the spread used, the cards 
that turn up, your analysis and interpretation of the spread, and any followup observations about the 
accuracy of the reading. You should also record anything that seems relevant about the context of the 
reading (e.g., your physical or mental state, astrological conditions) as well as any potentially 
synchronistic events that occur during the divination. If you have additional insights after the reading, 
you should go back and note them in your journal too. Thus your tarot journal becomes a repository of 
your experiences in divination, in which you can accumulate discoveries of both general and personal 
significance. By reviewing your journal periodically you will hone your card-reading skill. The journal 
is also important in other uses of the Pythagorean Tarot, including meditation and magic. 

1. The Nature of Divination

The Practice of Divination

It would be worthwhile to reread "Divination" in the Introduction before proceeding, since the 
theoretical discussion there provides a background for the practical issues discussed here. 

From a psychological standpoint, in divination we are trying to arrange for a synchronistic event, a 
breakthrough of the archetypal world into the everyday world of time and place. Such a breakthrough 
will be more likely if several psychological preconditions are satisfied. First, the matter of the divination 
should be important, for a synchronistic event is more likely if there is a high charge of psychic energy, 
that is, more likely in an emotion-laden, tension-charged situation. Second, one or more archetypes of 
the collective unconscious should be activated, since in this way a constellated archetype becomes 
luminous and shines through, glowing with meaning. Thus the archetypal realm may break through into 



consciousness and physical reality simultaneously. As Albertus Magnus (1193-1290) explained, an 
Excessus Affectus (Excess of Feeling) is a prerequisite to any kind of magic. This intensification can be 
accomplished by a number of means, including repetition (hence the use of the question as a mantra) and 
the manipulation of physical objects coordinated with the archetypal realm (hence, the contemplation of 
the spread as a mandala); a mandala creates an intersection between the eternal and temporal realms. 
Third, the light of ego consciousness must be turned down, since it subtracts from the luminosity of the 
archetypes; the discursive ego must be silent, to give the archetypes (as autonomous spirits) an 
opportunity to speak. Once the breakthrough occurs, synchronistic events of all sort may take place, in 
the physical environment as well as in the cards. However, the "window to eternity" stays open for only 
a brief time, after which the ordinary temporal order resumes. (von Franz 157, 185-6, 200, 223, 225-7, 
246, 262) 

From a religious standpoint, we are in effect requesting an audience with the Gods. We are asking that 
They give us advice on a problem, reveal Their Will, or give us a glimpse into the future. It should be 
apparent that we should not present the Gods with trivial or frivolous questions. Further, we should not 
resort to divination before we have availed ourselves of more mundane means of problem solving. 
"Hermes will help you to get your wagon unstuck, but only if you push on it," as an old proverb says. So 
we should have a serious concern to present to the Gods and we should show Them we are sincere in our 
petition. One way to do this is to conduct the divination as a sacred ritual including prayers, vows and 
offerings to the Gods. Finally, the supplicant should submit himself to the Will and advice of the Gods. 

Accepting the Will of the Gods is not the same, however, as a passive fatalism. A divination reveals 
Their Will as it is at a given moment of time. The future is not fixed, for Gods may change Their minds, 
and sometimes a supplicant can convince Them to do so. Also, a supplicant may enlist a God to work in 
his favor and intercede on his behalf with other Gods. Further, oracles are often conditional: "if you do 
this, such and such will happen," so the choice remains with us. Even when the Gods' minds are made up 
and they cannot be swayed, we are free to choose how we will raft the river of fate. 

"The Master Speaks But Once"

We consider the advisability of repeating a Tarot reading to test its "reliability." The ancient oracles (and 
traditional usage of dice oracles etc.) were interpreted as petitions to the Gods for guidance, and were 
generally accompanied by prayers, vows, sacrifices etc. Under such conditions the God can easily 
determine the outcome of a cast without violating the laws of statistical probability, since the cast is a 
singular event. Impious moderners can imagine "testing" the God, by repeated casts, but as Jung says in 
his forward to the Wilhelm-Baynes translation of the I Ching (p. xxix), "To ask the same question a 
second time would have been tactless and so I did not do it: `the master speaks but once.'" Naturally, 
materialists will consider his attitude unscientific, and so it is - intentionally so. As Jung says, "The 
heavy-handed pedagogic approach that attempts to fit irrational phenomena into a preconceived rational 
pattern is anathema to me." 



If we doubt the God and test the oracle, we deserve what we will likely get: the results predicted by 
chance. For to ask the very same question of the Gods a second time, merely for the sake of repetition, 
and not for greater insight or some other genuine need, is to try the Gods' patience. To perform a 
divination under "controlled conditions," without proper ritual and mental attitude, is sacrilegious. Is it 
any wonder that under such circumstances the Gods give misleading answers or no answers at all? 

From a psychological standpoint, there is no such thing as repeating a divination, since each reading is 
unique. At very least the "psychic charge" decreases with repetition, which decreases the likelihood of a 
synchronistic event. Divination accesses "psychological probability," the expected evolution ("rolling 
out") of archetypal processes, which is completely different from the statistical probability of the 
sciences. Divination requires an unconscious "cut," isolating the qualitative character of a moment in its 
physical and psychic wholeness, whereas science requires a conscious "cut," which isolates a 
phenomenon from the rest of existence. (von Franz 44, 198-9, 223-4) 

Importance of Ritual

I hope the foregoing has made clear the important role that ritual plays in divination. The exact form of 
the ritual is not so important as the sincerity with which it's conducted, and different magical and 
religious traditions will have their own methods; the divination ritual that follows has a Hellenic 
orientation. Some readers will be put off by its complexity. Certainly it is not necessary to include every 
aspect of it in every reading; the substance of the ritual should be suited to importance of the divination. 
However, before adopting a very casual approach to divination, I would remind the reader that in ancient 
times (before "the decline of the oracles"), supplicants would often travel many miles by foot to visit an 
oracular shrine, where they would make expensive sacrifices and significant vows before requesting an 
oracle. In deciding how much effort to put into a divination, you should ask yourself, "How badly do I 
want to know?" 

2. Suggested Divination Ritual (Ritus Divinationis)

This divination ritual derives from a number of sources, including ancient divination practices, the 
theoretical discussions in von Franz' Number and Time, and practical suggestions in Gad's Tarot and 
Individuation (349-53), Blofeld's I Ching (ch. 4), Renee's Tarot Spells (241-4), Knight's Tarot and 
Magic (126-8) and "Book T," the Golden Dawn Tarot manuscripts (Regardie IX.29-31, 33-4, 46-7; 
Wang 103-108, 126), among others. 

i. The Consecration (Consecratio)



The Divination Area (Templum Divinationis)

The divination should be performed in sacred space, which may be permanently consecrated (e.g. a 
temple or shrine) or established pro tempore for the purpose of a divination. Furthermore, the area 
should be clean and uncluttered, with subdued lighting and free of distractions. Pick a time and place so 
that the divination will not be interrupted; the presence of others beyond the reader and querent will 
probably interfere. 

Within the sacred area is the Focus (Latin, altar hearth), the table upon which the divination is 
performed. Place on the Focus the following: the Deck in its cover or container, the spread cloth (if 
used), censer, candles and any other ritual instruments (e.g. wand or athame). 

The Deck (Triumphi & Chartae)

The Tarot deck should be consecrated as a tool (see, for example, my Lesser and Greater Tool 
Consecrations); thereafter it should be treated with respect, as would any sacred object (e.g. an athame 
or wand). It is often valuable to establish a bond with the deck by keeping it with you for at least a full 
day after consecration. It does not need to be consecrated more than once. 

It is traditional to keep a Tarot deck wrapped in black silk, since black is a neutral color and keeps out 
extraneous influences. Or you may choose to keep it wrapped in some other clean cloth or to house it in 
a clean, attractive container that is not used for anything else. The point is to treat the deck with respect. 

ij. The Preparation (Preparatio)

Formulating the Question (Descriptio Quaestionis)

The first and most important step in the divination is to formulate the question or request. Try to get to 
the essence of the matter; you are seeking the advice of the Gods, so ask what you really need to know. 
It is often worthwhile to formulate the problem in consultation with other people who can provide 
additional perspectives (e.g. the querent may do it in consultation with the reader). 

Here are some general guidelines. Avoid either-or questions or questions about a future event at a 
specific time; the answer to such a question may be accurate but irrelevant. Better questions are "What 
will be the result of doing ...?" or "How may ... be accomplished?" Often the most useful request is 
"Comment upon ...," since it invites the God to offer the most relevant advice and doesn't force the 
response into a particular form. In any case, although formulating the question is important for your own 
clarification, you must expect the Gods to respond to what you need to know, even if it is not what you 
asked. Be open to Their gifts. 

The question should be brief, so that it can be held in the mind easily; further, it is helpful, though by no 
means necessary, if it can be expressed metrically (so that it can serve as a sort of mantra). Write the 



question down so that it can be kept in sight. 

Purification (Purificatio)

In preparation for divination it is helpful to fast for seven hours, or at least to abstain from heavy food. 
You may also want to deprive yourself of sleep the day before; this facilitates entering a liminal state in 
which your conscious mind is less likely to block the synchronistic event. Immediately before 
divination, take a lustral bath during which you contemplate the question. (If a bath is infeasible, at least 
wash your hands.) Don ceremonial robes for the divination itself. Do a preliminary grounding and 
centering. 

iij. The Entry to Sacred Space (Introitus ad Templum)

If you do not have a permanent, consecrated ritual area, then create sacred space by casting a circle in 
your usual way. When you enter sacred space, leave outside all anger and resentment, love and hate, 
hope and fear, and all strong emotions, for they will interfere with the divination. 

iv. The Opening Prayer (Preces)

Call upon the Gods, make an offering to Them, and pray that They reveal to you what you need to know 
regarding the question, which you should ask as previously formulated. Visualize the incense carrying 
your prayer and question up to the Heavens. Here is an example prayer: 

We call You, Lord Apollo, Pythian,
the Ruler of the Delphic Oracle,
or by whatever name You would prefer.
Attend us and accept these offerings.
(pour libation, burn incense, etc.)
Be kind to us and send us lucid signs;
reveal the Will of Heaven so we may comply.
The problem that we bring to You is this:
(state the question as formulated)
Be kind to us, Apollo, Lord of Light.
In wisdom may we live by Your advice. 

If a libation of Holy Water is poured, both reader and querent may also drink some of it, from a silver 
vessel, for inner purification. Continue to hold the question in your mind. 

v. The Charging (Potestatem Facere)

First purify the deck. Hold it horizontally in your dominant hand and pass it to the right through the 



incense smoke while reciting your question. Next empower the deck. Hold it in your left hand (your 
right, if you are left-handed), and with your dominant hand, possibly holding a magical tool, make an 
invoking pentagram (top to lower left) over it. Then charge it while saying, 

Apollo, Lord of Prophecy, I call!
The Art of Secret Wisdom is Your realm,
and therefore I request You place Your hand
upon these consecrated Cards of Art,
so I may better know the Hidden Truth,
and praise the vision of Your Shining Light. 

You should pay careful attention to everything that happens from now on during the reading, not only 
with the cards but also in the surroundings. You are arranging for a synchronistic event to take place, 
which may manifest, both physically and psychically, in many ways. In addition to physical phenomena, 
you should note ideas, images, emotions, etc. that may enter your mind. This is especially true after the 
Cut, which is intended to trigger the synchronistic event. 

vi. The Shuffle (Miscere)

Shuffle the cards in any way that's convenient. While you are shuffling, keep the question clearly in 
mind, and try to keep your mind clear of everything else. Stop shuffling when it feels right to do so. 

Since medieval times it has been considered very significant if a card falls out of the deck during 
shuffling. "What falls, comes" (Quod cadit, venit). Such a card must be interpreted as defining the 
atmosphere of the entire divination. It should be shuffled back into the deck, and if it appears in the 
spread it should be considered especially significant. (Hamaker-Zondag, Tarot as a Way of Life, p. 105) 

vij. The Cut (Secare)

The moment of the cut is the most crucial part of the divination, since it is the act that isolates the 
qualitative instant, which will be explicated in the spread. (In Latin, the momentum is simultaneously the 
featherweight that tips the scales, the impulse, the creative cause, the decisive change, and the instant in 
time.) Therefore, in preparation for the cut, you should quiet your mind, clear it of all thoughts and 
desires, and open yourself to a sign from the Gods. 

When the moment feels right, cut the deck. The cut should be made with the left hand if you are right-
handed and with the right if you are left-handed. The cut should be clean and decisive. 

If you make a "false cut" (drop one or more cards), then replace them in the deck and reshuffle before 
cutting again. Another false cut indicates that this is an inauspicious time for divination. (The Golden 
Dawn manuscripts suggest that an important divination be delayed for at least twelve hours if a false cut 
occurs.) 



viij. The Spread (Ducere)

Before spreading the cards, visualize in your mind the spread you will use, and think about the meaning 
of locations in the spread. Meditate on the spread as a mandala, that is, as a cosmological map of the 
archetypal realm. To this end, it is helpful if the Focus is covered with a cloth marked with the spread. 

Place the cards face down in the spread in the prescribed order. (They are placed face down to prevent 
the reader's or querent's mental reaction to earlier cards from influencing the choice of later ones.) Then 
turn them all face up, again in the prescribed order, before beginning the interpretation. In this way you 
will able to see all the relationships among the cards without undue bias from the earlier cards. 

ix. The Interpretation (Interpretatio)

Intuition is much more important than analysis for interpreting the cards. This intuition is built in part on 
prior analysis: study of the commentaries on the cards, meditation on their images and associated myths, 
and practice reading with the deck. However, the reading is a unique event in time and space, and so 
your intuition should also be used to incorporate the particulars of the reading into your interpretation (i.
e., consider the circumstances of the reading, the people involved, etc.). Typically, some parts of the 
reading will have meaning only to the individual querent or reader. Don't be "bound by the book" (i.e. 
my commentaries). 

If some aspects of the reading are unclear, it is possible to do a secondary reading. For example, if the 
problem is at a particular location in the spread, one to three additional cards may be dealt to that 
location in an attempt to clarify the corresponding aspect. Place them above the spread if the ambiguity 
is more pervasive. If the entire reading suggests another question or problem, then a complete additional 
reading can be performed, by addressing the new problem to the God, reshuffling the deck and 
respreading the cards. 

The original spread, its interpretation, and any secondary spreads and their interpretations should all be 
recorded in writing to facilitate follow-up interpretation or reinterpretation. Some aspects of the reading 
may become clearer as events unfold. 

x. The Closing Prayer (Gratiae)

When your divination is complete, offer thanks to the Gods for Their guidance. Burn incense, pour 
libation or make other offerings. Here is a typical prayer: 

Apollo, gracious Lord of Oracles,
receive these offerings for all Your gifts,
and for the guidance You have granted me.



I gladly give You many heartfelt thanks,
for I am grateful for Your watchful care. 

Then rewrap the cards, extinguish the candles, etc., and retire from sacred space. 
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He Elasson Hoplou Telete
or

Consecratio Instrumenti Minor
or

Lesser Tool Consecration

by Apollonius Sophistes
(c) 1996 

Outline 

●     Needed 
●     Procedure 
●     Notes 

Needed:

Salt, water, incense, candle or altar fire. 

Procedure:

1.  Prepare altar. 
2.  Have tools to be consecrated on or near altar. 
3.  Cast circle. 
4.  Consecrate Salt and Water (if not already done as part of circle casting). 
5.  For each tool to be consecrated, do the following: 
6.  Hold up the tool and pray: 

Athena, hear! Hephaistos, hear!
I call on You and all the other Gods of Craft!
I dedicate and consecrate this ring (amulet, etc.) to You.
If ever I've fulfilled my vows and pleased Your hearts,



now cleanse this ring of every taint and all corruption.
Purify it for my use and for Your service. 

7.  Meditate on the tool, on its history and construction, on the purposes you intend for it; send it 
purifying energy. 

8.  Sprinkle it with salt (representing Earth). 
9.  Sprinkle it with consecrated water (representing Water). 

10.  Pass it through the incense smoke (representing Air). 
11.  Pass it through or over the candle or altar flame (representing Fire). 
12.  Hold the tool aloft, point to it, and command: 

I charge thee by the powers of the Goddesses and Gods,
by Sun and Moon and Stars,
by Fire, Water, Earth and Air,
to serve the Goddesses and Gods through me.
I consecrate thee by the names:
Athena!
Hephaistos!
By the names of all the Gods and Goddesses!
Fiat! (or Esto! or So mote it be!) 

13.  Use the tool immediately or keep it with you for a full day. 
14.  Repeat for each tool. 
15.  Open the circle. 

Notes

Gods other than Athena and Hephaistos may be invoked, as appropriate for the tool. 
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Hê Meizon Hoplou Teletê
or

Consecratio Instrumenti Major
or

Greater Tool Consecration 

Apollonius Sophistes
© 1996 

This is a moderately complex consecration ritual for use when the tool needs extensive purification or 
extraordinary empowerment. In general, it is adaptible, since several parts can be repeated to increase 
their effect. 

●     Needed 
●     Procedure 
●     Notes 
●     References 
●     End Notes 

I. Needed 

●     Salt or aromatic herbs 
●     Water or pure oil 
●     Incense (frankincense, myrrh, Egyptian kuphi, pine resin) 
●     Candle, oil lamp, or altar fire 
●     Olive and grape twigs 
●     Laurel sprig 



II. Procedure 

●     Preparation 
●     Kathierosis 
●     Empsukhosis 

A. Preparation

●     Personal 

Bathe thoroughly, dress in a clean, white linen robe.[1] It is best to have abstained 
from sex for 7 days,[2] and to have not eaten meat, uncooked food or wine.[3] 

●     Tool 

The tool is prepared prior to the consecration; if it is to be engraved with any 
magical signs etc., this has already been done. If desired, during the following 
ritual, additional characters may be drawn on the tool with consecrated water or 
oil. 

B. Kathierosis

(The purpose of the Kathierosis is to purify the object for its magical purpose by 
immersing it in consecrated substances representing the elements.) 

The best time for this is the New Moon.[4] 

1. Open the temple in the usual way. 

2. Light the altar, lamp, or candle. 

3. Burn incense on olive twigs.[5] 

Use frankincense, myrrh, Egyptian kuphi or pine resin.[6] 



4. Purify the object. 

Consecrate candle, incense, water (or oil) and salt (or herbs), if not already done. 

Say, "I do these rites to purify this tool."[7] 

5. By Fire 

Pass the tool through or over the flames of the altar, lamp or candle, and say: 

"The fiery blazes burn out all the dross.
In Zeus's name: be thou cleansed by Fire!" 

6. By Air 

Hold it in the incense smoke and say:[8] 

"Olympian breezes blow away all taint.
In Hera's name: be thou cleansed by Air!" 

7. By Water. 

You may use Consecrated Water, especially Aqua Igne Inflammata (water into which has 
been thrust a burning brand from the altar), or you may use an oil or salve of myrrh, 
cinnamon, rose or lilies.[9] If immersion of the object is not appropriate, then use a laurel 
sprig to sprinkle the water or oil on it. Say: 

"The Ocean's waters wash out every stain.
In Poseidon's name: be thou cleansed by water!" 

8. By Earth. 

You may wrap the object in linen with myrrh and bury it in sacred ground[10] or cover it 
with river mud,[11] or you may sprinkle it with Consecrated Salt or aromatic herbs,[12] or 
you may place the object under a previously empowered pentacle,[13] or under a dish 
containing the Water or Earth substances.[14] Say: 

"The fertile soil of Earth renews all things.
In Demeter's name: be thou cleansed by Earth!" 



9. Recite spell:[15] 

Meditate on the object, its construction, its history (known or unknown), and the purpose 
for which you intend it; then say: 

"Now thou art cleansed by every element
To serve my needs and answer my intent.
I consecrate thee by the names divine
Of all the Gods, and by this sacred sign." 

10. Make the ΥΓΙΕΙΑ (Hugieia) Pentagram over the object. 

Draw the pentagram with your finger, wand, athame etc. horizontally over the object. (If 
you use your hand, then close your fist and point the thumb and first finger.[16]) Start 
with the line from the left arm to the right arm of the pentagram. As you draw it, toward 
the end of each stroke sound one of the letters Υ, Γ, Ι, ΕΙ, Α: 

huuuuu, gggggg, eeeeee, aaaaay, aaaaaah 

The central I should be intoned at a higher pitch than the other letters. 

(Hugieia is the Pythagorean name for the Pentagram and means soundness and well being. 
The letters represent the elements Water (Hudôr), Earth (Gaia), Spirit (Idea), Fire (Heilê) 
and Air (Aêr). This corresponds to the Golden Dawn pentagram for invoking water. See 
The Pythagorean Pentacle for more information.) 

11. An important tool, or one that requires extensive purification, may be left immersed or buried for 7 
days.[17] 

C. Empsukhosis

(The purpose of the Empsukhosis is to "animate" or "ensoul" the tool.[18]) 

1. Astrological considerations 

The best days for doing this are the 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 21, 24, 25 from the New Moon.
[19] It is best when the Moon is in conjunction with a benevolent planet (Jupiter or 
Venus), and worst when it is conjunction with a malevolent one (Saturn, Mars).[20] 



2. Preparation 

If not a continuation of preceding ritual, light the altar, lamp or candle, and, if necessary, 
cast a circle. 

3. Offerings[21] 

●     Cover the table with a clean cloth. 
●     Place seasonal flowers or pine cones on it. 
●     Place offerings on the table: 7 each of such items as bread, cakes and sweetmeats. 
●     You may light 7 lamps or candles, any color but red.[22] Use rose oil to fill the 

lamps or to anoint the candles. 

4. At dawn, stand before the altar, facing east.[23] 

5. Burn incense to attract the Gods.[24] 

Do not use frankincense.[25] Good incenses are storax, myrrh, sage, bay, myrtle and 
cinnamon; they may be mixed with wine and honey.[26] Burn the incense on grapevine 
twigs.[27] If possible, use fragrances especially agreeable to the Gods you intend to 
invoke.[28] 

6. Make offerings[29] 

●     For Olympian Gods, burn some of the cakes, bread, etc. (and later eat the rest). 
●     For Chthonic Deities, burn the offerings completely. 

7. Remove the object from its immersion & anoint yourself with the Consecrated Water, Oil, etc.[30] 

8. Pour a libation while invoking the Gods. 

Mixed wine is offered to Olympian Gods, but Chthonic Gods are offered unmixed wine, 
milk, honey, rain water and/or olive oil.[31] 

Prayer 

9. Invocatio 

(In the Invocatio the God's names, epithets and functions are recited.[32] Any or all of 
Athena, Hephaistos and Hermes are appropriate for a tool consecration, but others could 



be invoked in addition or instead.) 

Say: 

"Hear me, (name the God)! - KLU=QI/ MOU. [33] (Kluthi mou!) 

Or: 

"Hear me, (name the Gods)! - KLU=TE/ MOU. (Klute mou!) 

For Athena: 

*PALLA/S *)AQHNA= *)ATRUTW=NH *GLAUKW=PI *)ERUSI/
PTOLI *)OBRIMOPA/TRH *PARQE/NE *PTOLI/PORQE *)/AREIA 
*GORGW=PI *)ERGA/NE *(UGI/EIA *PRO/NOIA *)ALALKOME/NH *
(HFAI/STIA *)AGELEI/A *POLIOU=XE *DE/SPOINA *FI/LH. 

Pallas Athêna Atrutônê Glaukôpi Erusiptoli Obrimopatrê Parthene 
Ptoliporthe Areia Gorgôpi Ergane Hugieia Pronoia Alalkomenê Hephaistia 
Ageleia Polioukhe Despoina Philê! 

(Pallas Athena Unwearied Bright-eyed City-protectress Daughter-of-a-
mighty-father Maid Sacker-of-cities Arean Gorgon-faced Worker Health 
Providence Protectress Hephaistian Gatherer City-ward Beloved Lady!) 

For Hephaistos: 

*KU/RIE *(/HFAISTE *LH/MNIE *)AMFIGUH/EV *TEXNH/EN *PERI/
KLUTE *)AIQALO/EN *PURSOFO/RE *KLUTOTE/XNES. 

Kurie Hêphaiste Lêmnie Amphiguêen Tekhnêen Periklute Aithaloen 
Pursophore Klutotekhnes! 

(Lord Hephaistos Lemnian Doubly-lame Skillful Famous Sooty Fire-
bearing Famous-for-art!) 

For Hermes: 

*KU/RIE *(HERMH= *)ARGEIFO/NTA *XRUSO/R)R(API *)EU/
SKOPE *POMPAI=E *KULLH/NIE *DIA/KTORE *DOLO/MHTI *)
EMPOLAI=E *)AGORAI=E *)EREIOU/NIE. 



Kurie Hermê Argeiphonta Khrusorrhapi Euskope Pompaie Kullênie 
Diaktore Dolomêti Empolaie Agoraie Eriounie! 

(Lord Hermes Argos-slayer With-gold-wand Watchful Guiding Cyllenean 
Messenger Wily Concerned-in-traffic Of-the-agora Luck-bringer!) 

10. Argumentum 

(In the Argumentum the God is encouraged to help by, for example, reciting past or future 
vows fulfilled by the supplicant, or cases in which the God has helped in similar ways. 
Relevant myths may be recalled. The preceding recitation of secret names or names/
epithets in ancient pronunciation served to capture the God's attention and establish the 
magician's sincerity. The following is an example that may be elaborated and personalized 
as necessary.)[34] 

Say, for example: 

"I've said Your signs and symbols of Your names,
so You might hear me, for I pray to You.
If ever I've fulfilled my vows or burnt 
for You sweet cakes and incense, hear me now,
and help again as You have always helped!" 

Preces 

(The Preces is the prayer proper, in which the petition is placed before the God.[35]) 

11. Invitation 

Repeat ad libitum: 

*)ELQE/ MOI (Elthe moi!) - Come to me!
*DEU=RO, *MA/KAR (Deuro, Makar!) - Hither, O Blessed One! 

*XAI=RE, *QEA/ (Khaire, Thea!) - Hail, Goddess!
*XAI=RE, *QEO/S (Khaire, Theos!) - Hail, God!
*XAI=RETE, *QEOI/ (Khairete, Theoi!) - Hail, Gods! 

*(/ILHQI (Hilêthi!) - Be Thou gracious! (often said with a libation)
*(/ILHTE (Hilête!) - Be Ye gracious! (often said with a libation) 



12. Request[36] 

While continuing to offer libations and burn incense, say: 

"I've called on You, Great Gods, and through You on 
the Elements, that You may give both might
divine and strength supreme to this my tool,
and make it powerful and potent now!
I pray to You, O mighty Gods, to make
this consecration perfect and complete!" 

13. Empsukhosis 1: The Breath 

"Now listen to these ancient words: 

*(/HFAISTON D' E)KE/LEUSE PERIKLUTO\N O(/TI TA/XISTA
GAI=AN U(/DEI FU/REIN, EN D' A)NQRW/POU QE/MEN AU)DH\N
KAI\ SQE/NOS 

Hêphaiston d' ekeleuse perikluton hotti takhista
gaian hudei phurein, en d' anthrôpou themen audên
kai sthenos 

'He bade Hephaistos, well-renowned, to wet the earth
with water speedily, to add both human voice
and strength' - Hesiod, W&D 60-2 

And so I ask the God of Craft to please
inspire this inert stuff with life and strength!" 

14. Empsukhosis 2: The Gates[37] 

Hold the object up and say: 

"Immortal Gods! Attend my prayers and grant
that I may fill with spirit this, my tool.
Athanatoi! Deuro Makaroi! - Immortals! Hither, Blessed Ones! 

The Gates of Earth are opened!
The Gates of Sea are opened!
The Gates of Sky are opened!



The Gates of Sun and Moon 
and all the Stars are opened! 

My spirit has been heard by all the Gods,
So give now spirit to this mystery,
which I have made, O Gods whom I have named,
O gracious Gods on whom I've called.
Give breath to this, the mystery I've made!" 

15. Empsukhosis 3: The Heptagram[38] 

"I now inspire the breath of life in thee
By singing loud the Holy Heptagram:
A - EE - HHH - IIII - OOOOO - UUUUUU - WWWWWWW."
(ah - ehh - aaay - eeee - awwwww - uuuuuu - oooooooh) 

The letters are sung in the Dorian mode (that is, D, E, F, G, A, B, C). 

"Just as the Gods have breathed life into me,
So I have turned the wheels of life in thee!" 

16. Empowerment of Wand 

Take up your wand or other directive instrument and say: 

"In ancient times, O God of Craft, You gave
Your wands to mortals - even Agamemnon then

E)/STH SKH=PTRON E)/XWN, TO\ ME\N *(/HFAISTOS KA/ME TEU/
XWN. 

estê skêptron ekhôn, to men Hêphaistos kame teukhôn. 

'stood with the wand in his hand, that Hephaistos cunningly had crafted.' - 
Iliad II.101[39] 

Empower now this wand to serve my need
and charge this tool to execute my will!" 

17. Charge 



Point the wand at the object to be consecrated and command: 

"I charge thee by the powers of the Gods,
by Sun and Moon and Stars,
by Fire, Water, Earth and Air,
to serve the Gods through me.
I consecrate thee by the names:
Athena!
Hephaistos!
Hermes!
By every holy name!
Fiat! (or Esto! or It is done!)" 

These spells may be repeated seven times for greater efficaciousness.[40] 

18. Apolusis 

Pour a final libation and say: 

"I thank Thee, Lord, for Thy most gracious aid,
for Power placed in this, the Tool I've made.
Accept my thanks and please be kind to me,
for I will love and always honor Thee." 

19. For an especially important consecration, you may repeat the libation, censing, and prayer three 
times per day, in the third, sixth, and ninth hours, for 14 days, beginning with the third quarter of the 
Moon. This is best done when the Moon is rising in one of the signs Taurus, Virgo, Scorpio, Aquarius, 
or Pisces.[41] 

20. Close the temple in the usual way when the operation is complete. 

Notes 

Other Gods may be invoked, as appropriate for the tool. Besides Hermes, Athena, and Hephaistos, other 
good choices are Selene, Hecate, Apollo, Asclepius, Agathos Daimon, and the Demiurge (called "a 
supreme consecrator" by Proclus).[42] 

With the exception of the Pythagorean Pentagram, this ritual is based on models in the Greek Magical 
Papyri; specifically, the papyrus numbers and starting lines for the principal models are: PGM IV.475, 



1716, 2145, V.213, VII.628, XII.14, 201, 270 (Betz, 1992). For the general background and structure of 
consecration rituals see Bonner (14-7), Hull (Ch. III), and Wallis (Ch. IX). 
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End Notes 

1 Hull, 14; Pinch, 77. 
2 PGM IV.26. See Pinch, 76. 
3 PGM IV.52. 
4 PGM IV.475. 
5 PGM IV.26, V.213. 
6 PGM V.213. 
7 Wallis, 105, 116. 
8 Cf. PGM VII.628, XII.201. 
9 PGM IV.475, V.213, VII.628. 
10 Cf. PGM III.1, IV.475, 2145. 
11 PGM VII.429. 
12 PGM VII.429. See also Wallis, 105, 107 for use of earth for purification. 
13 PGM IV.2145. 
14 Cf. PGM III.410. 
15 Cf. PGM IV.475, 2145. See Wallis (96) on purification by sympathetic substances. 
16 A gesture of protection (Pinch, 83). 



17 PGM V.213. 
18 Bonner, 15-7 
19 PGM V.213. 
20 PGM XIII.734. 
21 PGM IV.2145, XII.14. 
22 PGM XII.14. In Egypt, red is the color of chaos and evil (Pinch, 81). In the Greek tradition it does 
not have such negative connotations, and is often associated with divinity. 
23 PGM V.213, XII.270, XIII.734. "Dawn was the most favourable time for magical operations because 
it was the time of cosmic renewal" (Pinch 76). 
24 Pinch, 82. 
25 PGM XII.270. 
26 Graf, 191. 
27 PGM V.213. 
28 Hull, 44. 
29 PGM XII.201. See Graf (195, 212n59) on Olympian vs. Chthonic offerings. 
30 PGM V.213. 
31 PGM IV.2145, XII.201, XIII.734. See Graf (195-6) for the Olympian vs. Chthonic libation. 
32 Graf, 189; Hull, 42-4. 
33 For more accurate pronunciation, ancient Greek words are transcribed in Beta codes. It is fairly 

obvious, except Q=θ, C=ξ, F=φ, X=χ, Y=ψ, W=ω. Acute, grave, and circumflex accents are "/\=". 
Smooth and rough breathing are ")(". The "*" sign precedes a capital letter. Accents and breathing 
follow small letters but precede capital letters. See A Brief Guide to Ancient Greek Pronunciation. 
Greek is also shown in a less precise Roman phonetic transcription. 
34 Graf, 189, 191-2; Hull, 42-4. 
35 Graf, 189. 
36 PGM XII.270. 
37 Cf. PGM XII.270 (325-334). 
38 Cf. PGM II.201, XIII.1 (206-7). See also Bonner (12, 186) and Godwin (Chs. 1, 2). 
39 The verses of Homer have magical potency; see, for examples, PGM IV.467, 469, 471, 474, 475, 
2145. 
40 Wallis, 169. 
41 PGM XII.270. 
42 Hull, 36. Bonner (15-6) quotes Proclus. 
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A Brief Guide to
Ancient Greek Pronunciation 

© 1999, John Opsopaus 

●     Introduction 
●     Pronunciation Guide 
●     Sources and Further Reading 

Introduction

This guide will help you to pronounce Ancient Greek according to current scholarly reconstructions of 
Attic pronunciation in the fifth century BCE. The purpose of trying to pronounce Ancient Greek 
correctly is that it allows our invocations to be more authentic (and, we imagine, more pleasing to the 
ears of the Gods), and that it permits us to appreciate ancient Greek poetry better. 

Pronunciation Guide

●     Letters 
●     Accents 

Letters

(Upper and lower case Greek letters are shown - if you have a graphical browser - followed by {beta-
code transcription} and the name of the letter.) 

Diphthongs are pronounced by slurring together the individual vowel sounds, except as noted below. 
Also note that the terms "long" and "short" refer to the length of the sounds (in time), not to whether 
they are long or short like English vowels. In emphatic speech (ceremonial etc.), long vowels should 
take approximately twice as much time as short. Doubled consonants are pronounced by lengthening the 
consonant's sound. 



A  {A} (Alpha) 
Alpha may be long or short and is pronounced O as in "not." 

B  {B} (Beta) 
Like English B. 

  {G} (Gamma) 
Like English hard G in "good." When Gamma occurs before Gamma, Kappa, Mu, Xi or Chi, it is 
pronounced like the NG in "hang." 

  {D} (Delta) 
Like English D. 

E  {E} (Epsilon) 
The exact quality of epsilon is not clear, but it seems to be a short vowel like AY in "bay" but 
tending to E in "bet." 

Z  {Z} (Zeta) 
Pronounced ZD, although sometimes also DZ or Z. 

H  {H} (Eta) 
A long EH sound like the E in "bet.". 

  {Q} (Theta) 
Pronounced as an aspirated T something like the TH in "hothouse" when spoken rapidly. 

I  {I} (Iota) 
Iota may be long or short and is pronounced EE as in "see." The iota-subscript should be 
pronounced. 

K  {K} (Kappa) 
An unaspirated K something like the K in "skin." 

  {L} (Lambda) 
Like English L. 

M  {M} (Mu) 
Like English M. 

N  {N} (Nu) 
Like English N. 

  {C} (Xi) 
Like English X in "box." 

O  {O} (Omicron) 
A short vowel of uncertain quality, but probably like the O in "no" but tending to AW in "awe." 

The diphthong   was originally a long O as in "no," but later was pronounced like OO in 
"too." 

  {P} (Pi) 
Unaspirated P something like the P in "spin." 

P  {R} (Rho) 
Tongue-trilled R. 

  {S} (Sigma) 



Like English S. When Sigma occurs before Beta, Gamma, Delta or Mu, it is pronounced like Z in 
"zoo." 

T  {T} (Tau) 
Unaspirated T something like the T in "stop." 

Y  {U} (Upsilon) 
Pronounced like a German ü as in "für." In some dialects it was more like the OO in "too," and 

this is the sound it has in the diphthongs   {AU} and   {EU}. 

  {F} (Phi) 
Aspirated P something like the PH in "uphill" when spoken rapidly. 

  {X} (Chi) 
Aspirated K something like the KH in "blockhead" when spoken rapidly. 

  {Y} (Psi) 
Pronounced PS as in "lapse." 

  {W} (Omega) 
A long AW sound as in "awe." 

Accents

Acute (´)
The acute accent represents a high or rising pitch, perhaps a musical fifth in emphatic or 
ceremonial speech, perhaps less in informal speech. To get the effect, raise the pitch as at the end 
of an English question. The accent returns to the neutral pitch on the next syllable. When the 
acute stands on a long vowel, it may raise the pitch in only the second half of the vowel. 

Grave (`)
The grave may represent the neutral pitch or perhaps a partial raising (say, a musical third). 

Circumflex (^)
The circumflex occurs only on long vowels or diphthongs, and represents a raised pitch on the 
first part and a lowered on the second (as depicted by the sign). It is effectively an acute followed 
by a grave. 

Sources and Further Reading

1.  Allen, W. S., Vox Graeca, 3rd ed., Cambridge, 1978. 
2.  Daitz, S. G., The Pronunciation and Reading of Ancient Greek: A Practical Guide, 2nd rev. ed., 

Jeffrey Norton, 1984. The best way to learn the ancient pronunciation. Available from Audio-
Forum. 

http://audioforum.com/
http://audioforum.com/


3.  Hornblower, S., & Spawforth, A., Oxford Classical Dictionary, 3rd ed., Oxford, 1996, s.v. 
pronunciation, Greek. 

4.  Stanford, W. B., The Sound of Greek: Studies in the Greek Theory and Practice of Euphony, 
Univ. California, 1967. A bit dated now, but still a good discussion. 
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Introduction to Spreads 

The principal purpose of a spread is to articulate a situation, that is, to divide it into a suitable number of 
interrelated components (aspects, dimensions, perspectives) upon which the cards can comment. 
Therefore, spreads can differ in the number of components, in the ways they dissect the situation, and in 
the interrelationships they display. This last aspect is what gives "spreads" their name, for the 
interrelationships among the components is represented by the spatial arrangement of the cards. This 
may be as simple as placing cards representing the past on the left, the present in the center and the 
future on the right. Or they may have a more complex structure (such as the Celtic Cross) or make use of 
existing symbolic structures (such as the Tetractys). Or the arrangement may key into symbolic 
structures from other divination systems, such as astrology, by using the circular array of houses, for 
example (Dodecatropos spread). Generally more complex spreads are appropriate for more complex 
situations, in which there are more aspects that need to be represented and explored. 

An especially large collection of spreads (over 100 pages worth) can be found in Gad (Appendix II). It is 
worthwhile to experiment with a variety of simple and complex spreads, but then settle on a few that you 
find especially easy to work with. Here, I present several spreads that are especially appropriate for the 
Pythagorean Tarot. 
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Tetractys Spread 

●     Introduction 

●     Four Elements 
❍     1. Earth 
❍     2. Water 
❍     3. Air 
❍     4. Fire 

●     Three Principles 
❍     5. Salt 
❍     6. Quicksilver 
❍     7. Sulphur 

●     Two Seeds 
❍     8. Moon 
❍     9. Sun 

●     One Fruit 
❍     10. Stone 

●     Additional Information on Tetractys 

Introduction 

The Tetractys spread makes use of this most sacred symbol of the Pythagoreans, and thus it is the most 
suitable spread to use with the Pythagorean Tarot. One of Pythagoras' aphorisms says: 

What is the Oracle at Delphi?
The Tetractys, the very thing which is the Harmonia of the Sirens. 

And the most solemn oath of the Pythagoreans is: 

Nay! By him that gave our family the Tectractys,
which holds the Fount and Root of everflowing Nature.

Ou ma ton hameterai geneai paradonta Tetraktun.
Pagan aenaou Phuseôs Rhizôma t' ekhousan. 



(For additional information, see Back Design in Introduction and the More about the Tetractys.) 

Although Williams (168-9) describes a Tetractys spread, ours is somewhat different. In our Tetractys 
spread the cards are laid out in the alchemical arrangement given in a 1766 Nuremburg manuscript, and 
reflect the numerical structure of the Tetractys as given by Plato (Timaeus), Theon, Proclus and other 
Pythagorean sources. 

 

(click for more on Tetractys) 

Each plane (row) is laid out from left to right. First are the Four Elements, then centered above them the 
Three Principles, then the Two Seeds, and finally the One Fruit. In general terms, the left side of the 
Tetractys (loci, or positions, 1, 5, 8, 10) constitutes the Transpersonal Axis, and represents aspects of the 
situation that are larger than the individual. This axis is the path of evolution, by which the World Soul 
proceeds from itself. The right side (loci 4, 7, 9, 10) is the Personal Axis, representing aspects that are 
individual in nature. This axis is the path of involution whereby the World-Soul returns to itself. Thus 
the two axes begin and end at the apex (locus 10), representing the World Soul, where they are 
coincident. The intermediate loci (2, 3, 6) represent aspects that mix the personal and transpersonal 
natures. (Mead 162-8) 

In the following description the loci are numbered in the order they are laid out, not according to their 
Pythagorean values (for which, see More about the Tetractys); the names are given in Latin and Greek 



as well as English. 

Four Elements 

The Four Elements refer to the mundane world and the different ways the ego experiences it; 
Pythagorean doctrine calls this plane Mundane (evolution) and Physical (involution). The elements also 
correspond to the four functions of consciousness identified by Jung (sensation, feeling, thinking, 
intuition). The remarks made about the four suits of the Minor Arcana also apply here. In this spread the 
elements are arranged from most to least dense, representing a gradation from more collective to more 
individual experiences. 

1. Earth (Terra, Gaia)

The Earth locus refers to aspects of the question that are material or relate to nature and the body; it 
relates to the function of consciousness that Jung calls Sensation. In particular, this locus comments on 
aspects relating to physical existence (food, shelter, physical comfort, etc.). Earth is dry and cold: 
dryness (the power of rigidity) refers to the inviolability of these material aspects; coldness (the uniting 
power) refer to their shared character, for in them we are all alike, even with the beasts. 

2. Water (Aqua, Hudôr)

The Water locus refers to emotions and relationships; it corresponds to the Feeling function. In 
particular, this locus represents our emotional entanglements with the world, especially with people 
(love, hate, friendship, fear, dependency, etc.). Water is cold and wet: coldness (the uniting power) 
refers to relationships; wetness (the adaptive power) refer to the flexibility and fluidity of emotional 
reactions. 

3. Air (Aer, Aêr)

The Air locus refers to ideas and reason; it is the Thinking function in Jung's taxonomy. In particular, it 
refers to our creative, intellectual activities. Air is wet and hot: wetness (the fluid power) refers to the 
fluidity and adaptability of thought; hotness (the discriminative power) refers to our ability to draw 
distinctions and make innovations. 

4. Fire (Ignis, Pur)

The Fire locus refers to ideals, inspiration and spiritual matters; it corresponds to the function that Jung 
calls Intuition. In particular, this locus refers to our deepest aspirations, commitments, intuitions and 
motivations. Fire is hot and dry: hotness (the power of separation) refers to the discriminative force of 



ideals and intuitive inspiration; dryness (the inflexible power) refers to the imperative force of aspiration 
and intuition. 

Three Principles 

The Three Principles refer to our experience of time and change; Pythagorean doctrine calls this plane 
Planetary (evolution) and Psychic (involution). (Note, my assignment of these loci to the astrological 
crosses, which is based on Hamaker-Zondag, 56-67, differs from Williams, 168-9.) 

5. Salt (Sal, Hals)

The Salt locus represents the fixed past, for it cannot be changed, and memory, which is the psychic 
correspondent of the past. (Thus, salt is bitter, but a source of wisdom, see 17.Moon.) In particular, this 
locus represents the foundation of the situation addressed by the question. It thus corresponds to the 
Fixed cross in astrology (Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius), which represents an inward orientation of 
psychic energy and a tendency to adapt to the inner world. 

The Salt locus is closely related to the Earth and Water loci, which are below it, since our psychic past 
comprises the (immutable) objective past and our (mutable) emotional appraisal of it. (And thus their 
mixture can produce either bitter, poisonous brine or the elixir of the wise.) 

6. Quicksilver (Argentum vivum, Hudrarguros)

The Quicksilver locus represents the mutable present, which is in flux, and the present moment, which is 
its psychic correspondent. In particular, this locus represents the role of the present moment in the 
situation, especially focusing on its ability to change, the crux of the problem. Thus Quicksilver 
(present) mediates between Salt (past) and Sulphur (future); it creates psychic life by mediating between 
the concrete, dead past and the ephemeral, living future. It corresponds to the Mutable cross of astrology 
(Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, Pisces), and thus to our ability to change between inner and outer the 
orientations of the psyche and between adaptation to the inner and outer worlds. Overall, its position in 
the center of the Tetractys represents our control over the situation. 

The Quicksilver locus is closely related to the Water and Air loci, which are below it, since our present 
choice is based on emotional appraisal (Water) and rational analysis (Air) of the situation. The fluid 
present thus involves both synthesis (cool Water) and analysis (warm Air). 

7. Sulphur (Sulfur, Theion)

The Sulphur locus refers to the volatile future and to our intention, which is the psychic correspondent of 
the future. In particular, this locus refers to future aspects of the situation: endings, changes, goals and 



intentions - the fiery spirit that the Quicksilver must reconcile with the unchangeable, perhaps bitter, past 
(Salt). It corresponds to the Cardinal cross in astrology (Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn), and thus to an 
outward orientation of psychic energy and to a tendency to adapt to the outer world. 

The Sulphur locus is closely related to the Air and Fire, which are below it, since the future is born out 
of our thought (Air) and inspiration (Fire). Both elements are warm, which represents the inevitable 
discrimination between the path taken and all the rest. 

Two Seeds 

The Two Seeds refer specifically to the unconscious and conscious parts of the psyche, but generally to 
all dark-light oppositions; Pythagorean doctrine calls this plane Ethereal (evolution) and Spiritual 
(involution). Williams (168-9) calls these loci Tenebrae (Darkness) and Lux (Light), and assigns them to 
Yin and Yang, which is consistent with the Pythagorean interpretation that follows. 

8. Moon (Luna, Selene)

The Moon locus refers to the unconscious psyche, and to all the dark, invisible aspects of the situation. 
In particular, it represents aspects of the problem that are obscure, hidden, indistinct or archetypal. These 
are the unseen forces of which it's most important to become cognizant. They are often inertial in their 
action, and reflect the flow (or Tao) of the universe. The Moon locus is closely related to the Salt and 
Quicksilver loci below it, since the unconscious comprises both the past (individual and collective) and 
the present state of the psyche. 

9. Sun (Sol, Helios)

The Sun locus refers to the conscious psyche, and to all the clear, visible aspects of the situation. In 
particular, it represents what is manifest, unhidden, distinct and in conscious awareness. These forces 
tend to be impulsive (non-inertial, against the flow) and reflect the actions of the individual. The Sun 
locus is closely related to the Quicksilver and Sulphur loci below it, since the conscious psyche is 
especially devoted to present awareness (Quicksilver) and future plans (Sulphur). 

One Fruit 

The One Fruit refers to the Unus Mundus (One World) or the Self, the integrated psyche; Pythagorean 
doctrine assigns this plane to the World Soul (Anima Mundi). 

10. Stone (Lapis, Lithos) 



The totality of the universe comprises the hidden transpersonal world and the transparent world of 
personal consciousness, which are in fact two sides of the Unus Mundus. Thus it unites the Moon and 
Sun, which occupy the loci below it. Further, a synchronistic event (meaningful coincidence) is a 
coincidence of these opposites (Coincidentia Oppositorum), that is, a unitary event manifesting 
simultaneously in the two worlds (the material world and the meaningful world). Divination operates by 
attempting to create a synchronistic event, thereby revealing in consciousness the hidden motion of the 
Tao (Unus Mundus). (von Franz, ch. 11) (For more on this, refer back to "Divination" in the 
Introduction.) 

In simple terms, this locus represents the resolution or outcome of the situation. More precisely, it 
represents the Kairos (Critical Moment) at the pivot of the cosmological structure represented by the 
cards occupying the loci of the Tetractys. 
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More about the Tetractys 

1.  The Lambdoma 
2.  The Emanations 
3.  The Planes 

❍     Plane I 
❍     Plane II 
❍     Plane III 
❍     Plane IIII 

4.  The Soul as Intermediate Plane 
5.  More on the Planes 
6.  Sources 

The Lambdoma

Pythagoreans swear "By him that gave our family the Tectractys, which contains the Fount and Root of 
everflowing Nature" (Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math. VII.94-5). To understand this most sacred symbol 
of the Pythagoreans, we will begin with the Lambdoma: 



 

The sides of the Tetractys have the values 1 2 3 4 9 8 27, which are called "the seven boundaries of all 
numbers" (Mead 164); arranged in this way they are called the Lambdoma or Platonic Lambda. Their 
significance is described below. 

In addition to the Tetractys that increases by addition, 1 2 3 4, the Pythagoreans say there is another that 
increases by multiplication, that is, in geometric proportion. Plato (Tim. 31C) says that a continuous 
geometric proportion is the most perfect bond, and so we find such a proportion along both sides of the 
Lambdoma: 1 2 4 8 and 1 3 9 27. 

The duple progression (1 2 4 8) represents "the evolution of the vehicle" proceeding out of Unity, that is, 
the differentiation and division that constitute the physical body. The triple progression (1 3 9 27), in the 
order of involution (27 9 3 1), represents "the development of consciousness" as a return to unity, that is, 
the unification and integration of the psyche. (Note that the Pythagoreans considered 1 to be neither even 
nor odd, nor even a number properly speaking, but the source of both the even and odd numbers; 2 was 
the first even and 3 the first odd.) In general, the duple axis represents the physical, temporal, divisible 
and perishable; the triple axis represents the incorporeal, eternal, indivisible and imperishable. 

(Aristides III.24; Mead 165-8; Theon II.38) 



The Emanations

Emanation I

The first emanation is the Monad (1), the plane of nondifferentiation, which is called the Seed (Sperma) 
and Root (Rhiza); it is the source and latent power of growth, and corresponds to a geometric point. 

Emanation II

The second emanation takes place when the point moves, generating a line, which is called Growth 
(Auxe); the value 2 corresponds to a curved line and 3 to a straight line. 

Emanation III

The third emanation takes place when the line moves, generating a surface, which is called Skin 
(Khroia); the value 4 corresponds to a curved surface and 9 to a flat surface. 

Emanation IIII

The fourth emanation takes place when the surface moves, generating a solid, which is called Body 
(Soma); the value 8 corresponds to a solid with curved surfaces and 27 to a solid with flat surfaces. 

(Cornford, Pl. Cosm. 43-52; Plato, Tim. 31B-32C; Theon II.38) 

The Planes

Now we consider the Tetractys proper; the numbers of the decad (i-x) are shown above their numerical 
values: 



 

Empedocles (fr. 17) taught that there are two primal forces in the universe, Strife (Neikos) and Amity 
(Philotes), which are the motive power behind the motion of the elements and the progress of the soul. 
Strife is the power of division (2) and therefore governs the duple progression; Amity is the power of 
union (3) and therefore governs the triple progression. Both are necessary to the existence of the 
universe. Indeed, Aristides (II.17) assigned the duple progression to Ares and the triple progression to 
Aphrodite, but he also assigned the interior numbers (6 12 18) of the Tetractys to Hephaistos, the Divine 
Craftsman (Demiourgos) who bound together Ares and Aphrodite when they had once united. 
Therefore, we will consider the planes again and see how they are bound together by the interior 
numbers for, in addition to the sides of the Tetractys, its bottom, 8 12 18 27, is bound together by 
geometric proportion, as is its center: 4 6 9, 2 6 18, and 3 6 12.) 

●     Plane I 
●     Plane II 
●     Plane III 
●     Plane IIII 

Plane I

The first plane is the Monad (i) with numerical value 1, which the Pythagoreans consider neither even 
nor odd and neither prime nor composite. Wisdom is the virtue associated with the Monad, since it is 



integrative and at one with the Unus Mundus (we might say it moves in accord with the Tao). On it 
depend the Bodily Virtues in duple proportion (2 4 8) and the Psychic Virtues in triple proportion (3 9 
27). 

Plane II

The second plane comprises the Dyad (ii) and Triad (iii), with numerical values 2 and 3. They are prime 
numbers, which means that their power is absolute and indivisible. Since these two potencies are 
indivisible (noncomposite), there can be no mean (reconciliation, harmonization) between them for, as 
Euclid proved, there can be no (geometric) mean between two prime numbers. This irreconcilable 
opposition is associated with impulse and movement; therefore the corresponding bodily virtue is 
strength (2) and the psychic virtue is courage (3). 

Plane III

The third plane comprises the Tetrad, Pentad and Hexad (iv, v, vi), with numerical values 4, 6 and 9. 
The two extreme principles are square (surfaces) and divisible (4 = 2.2, 9 = 3.3), so each may give up a 
portion of its power to the other to create a (geometric) mean between them (6 = 2.3) for, as Euclid 
proved, there is a single mean between any two squares (surfaces). This plane corresponds to the psyche, 
for although it has extension, it has no thickness, and therefore cannot exist as a physical object, though 
it can be an image of a physical object. 

The Pythagoreans considered the even numbers female and the odd numbers male, genders which can be 
interpreted as suggested by Aristotle (De Gen. & Cor. 716a14): the female is that which generates in 
itself, the male is that which generates in another. The value 6, corresponding to alchemical Mercury, 
represents the androgynous psyche as the mean between the female (4) and male (9) psyches, which 
correspond to alchemical salt and sulphur, respectively. The existence of a mean between the extremes 
represents good proportion (the Golden Mean), so the corresponding virtues are beauty (4) in the body 
and moderation (9) in the soul. 

Plane IIII

The fourth plane comprises the Heptad, Octad, Ennead and Decad (vii, viii, ix, x), with numerical values 
8, 12, 18 and 27. The two extreme principles are cubic (solid) and divisible (8 = 2.2.2, 27 = 3.3.3); 
therefore there are two means between them (12 = 2.2.3, 18 = 2.3.3) for, as Euclid proved, there are two 
geometric means between two cubes (solids). 

Since 2 represents the material principle and 3 the spiritual principle, we find that 8 is the number of 
earth and 27 is the number of fire, for Plato (Tim. 31B) said that physical objects presuppose three 
dimensions and are characterized by tangibility, which requires earth, and visibility, which requires fire. 
However, they cannot be united without a mean to join them, and indeed two means are required to join 
two cubic numbers. Thus the elements water (12) and air (18) are both necessary to physical unity. 



The four elements, earth water air fire (8 12 18 27), are progressively less dense (material) and more 
subtle (spiritual). The extremes are absolutely dense (2.2.2) and absolutely subtle (3.3.3); the means are 
relatively dense (2.2.3) and relatively subtle (2.3.3). The subtle elements (air=2.3.3, fire=3.3.3) are both 
hot (separating), due to an excess of sulphur (3); the dense elements (earth=2.2.2, water=2.2.3) are both 
cold (coagulating), due to an excess of salt (2). The intermediate elements, water (12) and air (18), both 
contain mercury (6) as an exact divisor. 

The elements satisfy two proportions: earth is to water as air is to fire (8:12 :: 18:27) - that is, as wet is to 
dry; and earth is to air as water is to fire (8:18 :: 12:27) - that is, as opposites. The four parts in double 
opposition (hot/cold, wet/dry) represent balance among parts (among the four there are six 3s and six 
2s), and so the associated virtues are health (8) in the body and justice (27) in the soul. 

(Aristides III.24; Cornford, Pl. Cos. 43-52; Plato, Tim. 31B-32C) 

The Soul as Intermediate Plane

In Platonic terms, Planes II, III and IIII represent three grades of existence. Plane II represents the 
indivisible existence of the Forms, which are intelligible, ungenerated, noncomposite, divine and eternal 
- the realm of Being. Plane IIII represents the divisible existence of Bodies or Things, which are 
perceptible, generated, composite, mundane and temporal - the realm of Becoming. Plane III represents 
the intermediate existence of Souls, which mixes Being and Becoming, the intelligible with the 
generated, in some ways noncomposite and in other ways composite. The Soul makes the world 
intelligible in time, for without change, life and intelligence is impossible. 

As we've seen, Plane I is the Ineffable One. It is the pivot around which rotate the Axis of the Different 
(the duple progression) and the Axis of the Same (the triple progression), which rotate in opposite 
directions and together drive the universe and human experience. The Axis of the Different is the Erratic 
Cause, which is under the control of Nature (Physis) and moves by Chance (Tyche) and Necessity 
(Anangke); its rotation (counterclockwise from the Pole) causes cyclic generation and destruction; with 
it turn the Seven Planetary Spheres (for the planets have different motions). The Axis of the Same is the 
Inerratic Cause, which is under the control of Art (Techne), that is Reason and Design; its rotation 
(clockwise from the Pole) causes perpetual generation; with it turns the Astral Sphere (for the fixed stars 
all have the same motion). (Cornford, Pl. Cosm. 127-34, 141, 160-73; Plato, Tim. 47E-48B) 

The three principles (4 6 9 = salt quicksilver sulphur) on the plane of the soul show its ways of 
apprehending the world. Along the axis of the divisible (1 2 4 8) it apprehends Intermediate Difference 
(represented by Salt = 4), that is, the mean between Formal Difference (2) and Physical Difference (8), 
which allows it to distinguish things. Along the axis of the indivisible (1 3 9 27) it apprehends 
Intermediate Sameness (represented by Sulphur = 9), that is, the mean between Formal Sameness (3) 



and Physical Sameness (27), which allows it to apprehend the identity of things. By combining the two it 
apprehends Intermediate Existence (represented by Quicksilver = 6), that is, existence in the psychic 
world. (Aristides III.11; Cornford, Pl. Cosm. 59-66; Plato, Tim. 35A) 

More on the Planes

According to the Orphics, the contemplative virtues correspond to Plane I, which is supreme-at-one-
ment; the spiritual virtues apply to Plane II, which is the causal body; the purifying virtues apply to 
Plane III, which is the subtle body; the practical virtues apply to Plane IIII, which is the gross body 
(Mead 181). Then again, according to Theon (II.38) and Aristotle (De An. 404b16ff), Plane I 
corresponds to the Mind (in unity), Plane II to science and knowledge (because they draw dualistic 
distinctions), Plane III to opinion (because it's a mean between knowledge and ignorance), and Plane IIII 
to sensation (there being four senses from which judgement proceeds: seeing, hearing, smelling and 
tasting). These are Jung's four functions: intuition, thinking, feeling and sensation. 

Any geometric progression A:B:C:D generates a second geometric progression A : A+B : A+2B+C : A
+3B+3C+D. In this way the "stationary progression" 1:1:1:1, representing the Unus Mundus, generates 
the duple progression 1:2:4:8, which in turn generates the triple progression 1:3:9:27. (Theon II.51) 

Sources

Aristides Quintilianus, De Musica, in A. Barker, Greek Musical Writings, Vol II: Harmonic and 
Acoustic Theory, Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1989. 

Cornford, F. M., Plato's Cosmology: The Timaeus of Plato Translated with a Running Commentary, 
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1937. 

Theon Smyrnaeus, Mathematics Useful for Understanding Plato, tr. R. & D. Lawlor, San Diego: 
Wizards Bookshelf, 1979. 
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Square of Saturn Spread 

The Square of Saturn is based on the disposition of the Elements and their Powers (or Qualities). The 
cards are layed out in the order shown by the Arabic numerals; the Roman numerals correspond to their 
numerical value in the Square of Saturn (see 19.Angel for more on it). Each card has a corresponding 
Element or Power (name given in Latin and English) and divinatory significance (given in Latin and 
English). The Elements correspond to aspects of the situation (corresponding to Jung's four functions), 
the Powers to influences acting upon it. 

1
Dry

manens 

8
Fire

intuitus 

7
Hot

separans 

2
Earth
sensus 

9
Aether
summa 

6
Air

intellectus 

3
Cold

iugens 

4
Water
motus 

5
Wet

mutans 

1.  siccus (dry): manens (staying) IV: what remains the same. 
2.  terra (earth): sensus (sensation) III: appearances, practical matters. 
3.  frigidus (cold): iugens (joining) VIII: relating or unitive influences. 
4.  aqua (water): motus (emotion) I: emotional issues. 
5.  humidus (wet): mutans (changing) VI: what changes of itself or changes something else. 
6.  aer (air): intellectus (intellect) VII: intellectual issues, arguments. 
7.  calidus (hot): separans (separating) II: separative or divisive influences. 
8.  ignis (fire): intuitus (intuition) or voluntas (will) VIIII: spiritual matters, courage. 
9.  aether (aether, quintessence): summa (sum total) V: the final outcome or overall assessment of 

the situation. 
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Dodecatropos Spread 

1.  Introduction 
2.  Northeast Quadrant (temples 1-3) 
3.  Northwest Quadrant (temples 4-6) 
4.  Southwest Quadrant (temples 7-9) 
5.  Southeast Quadrant (temples 10-12) 
6.  Sources 

Introduction 

This spread, which is similar to one described by Williams (170-1), will be useful to astrologers, who 
are already familiar with the interpretation of the "houses." "House," however, is an inaccurate 
translation and creates confusion with the houses of the planets; ancient astrologers called these 
divisions tropoi (directions), loci (places), or templa (temples). The system of twelve temples was called 
the Dodecatropos (Twelve-direction) or Dodecatemoria (Twelve-parts). 

Twelve cards are laid out, beginning at the left and moving counter-clockwise. They may be arranged in 
a circle, as in contemporary horoscopes, or in a square tableaux, as in ancient horoscopes: 

  

The temples are in four quadrants NE, NW, SW, SE; note that South is on the top and East on the left 
(so the cards are laid out E, N, W, S). The Northern hemisphere (temples 1-6) relates to self-
understanding, whereas the Southern (7-12) relates to practical affairs. The Western hemisphere (4-9) 
relates to external circumstances, whereas the Eastern hemisphere (10-12, 1-3) relates to personal 



autonomy. Further, the first four (1-4) temples represent self-awareness, the second four (5-8) represent 
personal relationships, and the last four (9-12) represent social relationships. Finally, each temple is 
related to the one directly opposite (1/7, 2/8, 3/9, 4/10, 5/11, 6/12), and the two should be considered 
together in making a reading. 

Like the crosses of the signs (fixed, mutable, cardinal), the temples are classified as angular, succedent 
and cadent. The angular temples (1, 4, 7, 10) represent active involvement in life, the succedent temples 
(2, 5, 8, 11) represent the customary and familiar, and the cadent temples (3, 6, 9, 12) represent the life 
of the mind. 

The following descriptions are brief, since detailed discussions can be found in astrology textbooks. The 
ancient name of each temple is given in Latin and Greek with English translations. (The names are those 
given by Ptolemy, Vettius Valens and - with some confusion - by Manilius.) In addition, each 
description begins with the Latin keyword of Williams (170). 

I. Northeast Quadrant 

The Northeast Quadrant represents the self and one's assessment of oneself. 

1. Horoscope (Horoscopus, Horoskopos) or Ascendant (Ascendens)
Vita: life, character, personality, outward appearance, health. 

2. Gate of Hades (Ditis Ianua, Haidou Pule)
Lucrum: possessions and attitudes toward them. 

3. Goddess (Dea, Thea)
Fratres: siblings, friends, communication, learning. 

II. Northwest Quadrant 

The Northwest Quadrant represents our relationships with individual others. 

4. Lower Midheaven (Imum Caeli, Hupogeion)
Genitor: parents, home, ancestors. 

5. Good Fortune (Bona Fortuna, Agathe Tukhe)
Nati: children, play, pleasure, creativity. 



6. Bad Fortune (Mala Fortuna, Kake Tukhe)
Valetudo: fitness to work, career, subordinates. 

III. Southwest Quadrant 

The Southwest Quadrant represents our actions as responsible adults. 

7. Setting (Occasus, Dusis)
Uxor: marriage, significant others, partners. 

8. Abodes of Typhon (Sedes Typhonis) or Beginning of Death (Arkhe Thanatou)
Mors: death, birth, lusting after sex or money. 

9. God (Deus, Theos)
Pietas: exploration (geographical, intellectual, philosophical, spiritual). 

IIII. Southeast Quadrant 

The Southeast Quadrant represents our role in the community. 

10. Midheaven (Medium Caeli, Mesouranema)
Regnum: honor, respect for others, responsibility. 

11. Good Daemon (Bonus Daemon, Agathos Daimon)
Benefacta: friendships, associations, ideals. 

12. Bad Daemon (Malus Daemon, Kakos Daimon)
Carcer: misfortunes, hidden enemies, unconscious impulses, seclusion. 

Sources 

Manilius: Astronomica II.864-958, pp. lviii-lx; Ptolemy: Tetrabiblos III.10, p. 272n2; Tester 25-7, 37-8, 
47-8; Gleadow 38; Mansall 46-52; Williams 170-1. 
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Caelum Terraque (Heaven and Earth) Spread 

1.  Introduction 
2.  Quaternio Nuptialis (Marriage Quaternity) 
3.  Iter Heroicum (Heroic Journey) 
4.  Additional Cards 

Introduction 

The Heaven and Earth Spread is inspired, in general, by the Jungian analysis of divination (see the 
Introduction to the Pythagorean Tarot and citations therein) and specifically by the Chinese shih 
divining board. The inner fourfold circle represents Heaven, the eternal or archetypal realm. The outer 
square represents Earth, the temporal and mundane realm. The two rotate in opposite directions, and 
their interaction determines the "quality" of the moment of divination. 12 11 1 10 4 2 9 1 0 3 3 8 2 4 7 5 
6 



This spread is unusual in that the Major and Minor Arcana are used separately, which seems to have 
been the method of tarot divination before Etteilla (late 18th cent.) suggested mixing the two in the 
"Great Pack" (de Givry 289-90). Each deck is separately shuffled and cut, after which they are laid face 
down in order; when the spread is complete, they are turned up and interpreted in the same order. 
Naturally, the Major Arcana are spread in Heaven and the Minor Arcana in Earth. 

Quaternio Nuptialis (Marriage Quaternity) 



●     0. Ego (Pivot) 
●     I. Coniux (Spouse) 
●     II. Umbra (Shadow) 
●     III. Genus (Sibling) 
●     IIII. Ipse (Self) 

0. Ego (Pivot)

The deck of Majors is used to construct the Marriage Quaternity. The Pivot card is laid face down first, 
and it becomes the center for the rest of the spread. Choosing this card defines the juncture between 
Heaven and Earth, that is, between the eternal archetypal realm and the temporal world of ordinary life. 
Psychologically, it represents Ego Consciousness at the intersection of the two realms; when it is 
revealed (turned up), it suggests the stance to be taken with regard to the eternal and temporal structures 
that will be revealed by the remaining cards. Alternately, if you prefer to work with a significator, you 
may use the significator as the Pivot, since it represents ego consciousness at the moment of divination. 

The next four cards are laid out counterclockwise, as four rays around the Pivot, beginning in the West. 
(The tags West, South, etc. are to help you remember the positions.) If you want to distinguish reversed 
meanings for the trumps, you should consider the bottoms of the cards to be toward the center of the 
circle. These cards represent four principal archetypes in a structure called the "Marriage Quaternio," 
especially as it appears in the Cross-cousin Quaternity (Jung, Aion 63-4, 209-52, MC 101, 185, 425-6). 

I. Coniux (Spouse: West)

The Coniux is the Spouse to the Self; it is an aspect of the contrasexual component of the psyche, which 
mediates between the Ego and the unconscious, that is, the Anima of a man and the Animus of a woman. 
It is a form of the Anima/Animus to which one relates sexually. In the Cross-cousin Marriage 
Quaternity, this is the Cousin as Spouse, who is also Sibling to the Shadow. The Anima (female version 
in the male) tends to be dark, mysterious and passionate; the Animus (male version in the female) tends 
to be brilliant, intellectual and heroic. 

II. Umbra (Shadow: South)

The Umbra is the Shadow, the disowned and rejected component of the personality; it is ipsisexual, that 
is, of the same sex as the Self. The Shadow may manifest as the (ipsisexual) Sibling of the Self, but in 
the Cross-cousin Quaternity it is the Spouse's Sibling and the Sibling's Spouse. It is like the Self (in sex) 
and opposed to it (in intent). Though disowned and rejected by the Ego, the Shadow is the source of 
many valuable qualities, and so the reconciliation of the two should be sought. 

III. Genus (Sibling: East)



The Genus is Sibling to the Self; it is an aspect of the contrasexual component of the ego in the psyche, 
which mediates between the Ego and the unconscious, that is, the Anima of a man and the Animus of a 
woman. It is an aspect of the Anima/Animus to which one relates nonsexually, fraternally and as a 
companion. The Genus may manifest as Sister/Brother, Mother/Father, Daughter/Son (whichever is 
contrasexual to the Self). In the Cross-cousin Marriage Quaternity, this is the Sibling as Helper, who is 
also Spouse to the Shadow. The typical qualities of the Anima/Animus are as described under II.Coniux. 

IIII. Ipse (Self: North)

The Self is the central archetype of the unconscious and is superordinate to the Ego. It comprises the 
conscious psyche and all components of the unconscious, including the Spouse, Shadow and Sibling, 
although it may be perceived as separated from them, and sometimes in conflict with them. The Self is 
center and circumference, therefore it stands above the other four (Ego, Spouse, Shadow, Sibling) and 
mediates between the archetypal and temporal realms (Heaven and Earth). 

Iter Heroicum (Heroic Journey) 

The outer square (or diamond) of the spread represents the Heroic Journey, as described in part I of 
Campbell's Hero with a Thousand Faces (see esp. pp. 245-6). It charts the temporal structure of such a 
quest, which may be a major undertaking or one of life's little adventures. From the Minor Arcana 
twelve cards are laid down clockwise surrounding the Heavens, beginning in the upper right; thus the 
last (twelfth) card goes on the top of the diamond. (That is, the cards are spread in a diamond-shaped 
clock face, card 1 at 1 o'clock, card 2 at 2 o'clock, etc., ending at 12 o'clock.) 

When these temporal cards are revealed and interpreted, the diviner should pay especial attention to 
nearby trumps in the Heavenly circle, which can be expected to play a significant role at corresponding 
stages in the journey. (Also, it should be observed that there is a relation between cards on the same 
horizontal plane of the diamond, 1/11, 2/10, etc.) 

●     Itus a Mundo (Departure from the World) 
●     Labores & Victoria (Labors & Victory) 
●     Reditus ad Mundum (Return to the World) 
●     Bonum Captum (The Boon Won) 

Itus a Mundo (Departure from the World) 

1. Vocatio (Summons/Invitation) 



This card indicates the source of the call to adventure, which may come from either inside or outside of 
you. 

2. Auxilium Divinum (Divine Aid) 

This card represents divine aid which may help you to reach the Threshold. It may also be a god that 
encourages you, if you are reluctant to heed the call. 

3. Limen Periculi (Threshold of Adventure/Danger) 

The Threshold typically represents some contest to gain entrance to the realm of adventure. You may 
succeed in defeating the Gatekeeper, or may be defeated and thus descend to the Underworld, or if you 
don't accept the challenge, you may be abducted into the Realm of Night. 

Labores & Victoria (Labors & Victory) 

4. Labores (Labors/Trials) 

This card represents the labors or trials that must be faced in the land of adventure. 

5. Adiutores (Helpers) 

By this card you will be able to identify helpers (e.g. gods) who will come to you and help you to pass 
the tests. You will know you are on the right path if this assistance comes to you. Typically your helpers 
will be of the opposite sex to you. 

6. Labor Difficilimus (Supreme Ordeal) 

This card represents the supreme ordeal to be faced. 

7. Summum Praemium (Supreme Reward) 

By passing the supreme ordeal you win the supreme reward, which may be, for example, apotheosis, a 
sacred marriage (union with the divine), atonement with the (ipsisexual) parent, or gaining the "Elixir" - 
something of great value for yourself and others. 

Reditus ad Mundum (Return to the World) 

8. Impetus ad Redeundum (Impulse to Return) 



Although it may be comfortable to rest on your laurels in the Isles of the Blessed, this card represents an 
impetus to return to the world. If it doesn't come from within, then you may be driven out of Paradise. 

9. Pericula Fugae (Dangers of the Flight) 

Often the return journey is fraught with danger; your task is to return to the world with the Elixir (which 
may be taken away from you or lost). 

10. Servatores Fugae (Saviors/Watchers of the Flight) 

This card is very important, for it represents aids (e.g. divine beings, inanimate objects, strategies) that 
will help you escape the dangers. 

11. Reditus trans Liminem (Return across the Threshold) 

This card will show you the gateway back to the mundane world. Once it is passed, you will lose 
whatever transcendental powers you gained in the Other World (though you will be able to take the 
Elixer, if you haven't lost it). 

Bonum Captum (The Boon Won) 

12. Elixir 

This card represents the nature of the boon with which you return, for the benefit of yourself, your own, 
and the world at large. It may also represent the reception you may expect for yourself and for your boon 
(which is not always gratitude or understanding). 

Additional Cards 

Additional cards may be dealt from either the Majors or Minors to elaborate upon the basic 
interpretations. For example, four additional Majors can be dealt radially around the pivot, between the 
elements of the Marriage Quaternity, to investigate archetypal relationships. Also, stages of the Heroic 
Journey can be investigated in more detail by dealing additional Minors on their locations. For example, 
cards dealt on 4.Labors and 9.Dangers can give additional information about trials to be faced, and on 5.
Helpers and 10.Saviors can suggest additional sources of aid. 
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Celtic Cross Spread 

The Celtic Cross spread is well-known and will be discussed only briefly here. The cards are laid out in 
the order indicated, with card 2 being laid at a right-angle over card 1: 

 

I have given a one-word Latin title in addition to the traditional name. See, for example, Waite (301-5) 
for additional information. 

1. Cum (With): What covers. The situation (both inner and outer) in which the querent is found. 

2. Contra (Against): What crosses. The immediate obstacle or cause of conflict for the querent. 

3. Super (Above): What crowns. The overriding ideal, goal or threat; the potential of the situation. 

4. Sub (Below): What is beneath. The foundation or basis of the situation. 

5. Ante (Before): What is behind. The immediate past of the situation. 

6. Post (After): What is coming. The immediate future of the situation. 



7. Ipse (Oneself): Oneself. The querent, both external condition and internal state. 

8. Circumstans (Surroundings): Environment. The environment of the querent, including other 
people and their view of the querent. 

9. Exspectatio (Expectation): Hopes and fears. The querent's emotions, especially hopes and fears for 
the matter. 

10. Futura (Future): What will come. The final outcome of the situation. 
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Meditation and Magic 

The Tarot may be used for many purposes besides divination; this page will consider briefly some of 
them. They may be divided into two broad categories, meditation, which seeks to deepen your 
understanding of the cosmos, and magic, which seeks some practical end. ("Meditation" is not limited to 
the familiar oriental techniques for quieting the mind, but is used here in its broad, original sense, from 
Latin meditatio, a thinking over, contemplation, practice, exercise, or preparation. It will be apparent in 
the following that there is no sharp line between magic and the more active meditative practices.) 

●     Meditation 
●     Tarot Magic 

Meditation

We may distinguish the more passive kind of meditation, in which the card speaks to us, from the more 
active kind, in which we engage in a dialog. It is best to become thoroughly familiar with the cards 
through the more passive exercises before proceeding to more active work. The first exercises may be 
termed contemplation, for they are aimed at deepening your understanding of the cosmos as mapped in 
the structure of the Pythagorean Tarot. These exercises may be combined with visualization practice, 
which is discussed after contemplation. 

●     Contemplation 
●     Visualization 
●     Inquiry 

Contemplation

I assume that you have already read the descriptions of the Major and Minor Arcana so that you have an 
overall understanding of the structure of the Pythagorean Tarot. The purpose of the contemplative 
exercises is to go deeper into the meanings of the individual cards, and there are several ways to go 
about this. The more disciplined way is to go through the cards systematically, and several approaches 
are discussed below. Such an program of study is necessary for a truly comprehensive understanding of 
the Pythagorean Tarot. It is also possible to select an individual card for study whenever it seems 
appropriate. This may be a card of particular interest for some reason, or it may be one chosen at random 



(by shuffling and cutting the deck), which is essentially doing a one-card divination to select a card for 
study. Eventually, however, all the cards should be studied. 

●     Courts 
●     Pips 
●     Trumps 
●     Cosmic Spreads 

Courts

Begin your study with the court cards, which are based on the four elements and the numbers from one 
to four. In first working through the courts, study them in the order they are described, that is, first the 
Kings in the four suits, then the Queens, and so forth. This is the order of descent, IOVE. For additional 
insight, go through the courts again, but in the order of ascent, EVOI, that is, from Pages to Kings. After 
you have also studied the trump and pip cards, you may want to go through the courts yet again, but 
grouped by suit. That is, do all the Wands, then all the Swords, etc. It all depends on how deeply you 
want to comprehend them. You can study four court cards per week for four weeks. 

One purpose of studying the courts is to understand the elemental properties of the suits and how they 
interact with the four stages on manifestation represented by the ranks (IOVE). Therefore, on each day 
of study, lay out all the courts in four rows of four, from Kings above to Pages below, with Wands, 
Swords, Cups and Pentacles from left to right. Then, if necessary, review the introduction to the court 
cards in Minor Arcana. Next, read the discussion of the chosen card in the Minor Arcana, and memorize 
the verses for the court rank and suit. Finally, contemplate the image for several minutes (no more than 
20) to increase your nonverbal understanding. When you are done, reread the discussion. Record any 
observations, insights etc. in your tarot journal (described in Divination). You can extend your 
understanding by reading about the deity represented by the court in a Greek mythology book; do this 
before your contemplation. 

Pips

The main ideas to get from the study of the pip cards are the Pythagorean meanings of the numbers one 
to ten as they manifest in the four suits. Therefore, in first working through the pip cards, study them in 
numerical order, as they are described in the Minor Arcana, that is, first the Aces, then the Twos, etc. 
For additional insight, go through the pips again, but grouped by suit, that is, the Ace through the Ten of 
Wands, then the Ace through the Ten of Swords, etc. This will help you to understand the progression of 
the decad in each of the four realms represented by the suits. You can study one pip per day for forty 
days, or do four per week for ten weeks. 

On each day of study, lay out all the pips in ten rows of four, from Aces down to Tens, with Wands, 
Swords, Cups and Pentacles from left to right. Then, if necessary, review the introduction to the pip 



cards. Next, read the discussion in the Minor Arcana of the chosen pip and memorize the verse for its 
number (you already know its suit's verse). Finally, contemplate the image for a few minutes (at most 
20), and reread the discussion. Record in your tarot journal any ideas about additional interpretations, 
relations, correspondences, or anything else of importance that comes to you. 

Trumps

The purpose of studying the trumps is to deepen your understanding of the imagery and of the 
mythological and esoteric background for each trump. Work through them sequentially (trumps 0 to 21 
and back to 0) and spend several days, spread over a week, on each. 

On each day lay out the trumps in one of the cosmic spreads. Then read the description, interpretation 
and commentary on the chosen trump. As you do so it may be helpful to rearrange the trumps into 
different cosmic spreads to display the relationships discussed in the commentary. With the enhanced 
understanding derived from the commentary, go back and reread the description and interpretation. 
Memorize the verse for the trump. Next, contemplate the image (in its place in a cosmic spread) for 
several minutes (at most 20). When you are done, record in your tarot journal any insights you might 
have. Also, over the course of the week, be aware if contemplation of the trump seems to have colored 
your experiences or affected your dreams, and record these observations too. 

For a deeper appreciation of the meaning of a trump, read the associated myths mentioned in the 
commentary and listed in the Guide for Reading Myths; then reread the commentary, description and 
interpretation. Eventually you may find it valuable to express your understanding by drawing and 
coloring your own versions of the trumps (a traditional exercise in the original Hermetic Order of the 
Golden Dawn). 

Cosmic Spreads

In a cosmic (or universal) spread, all the cards (or the Majors or Minors separately) are laid out in a 
pattern that displays significant relationships among the cards. 

The best-known cosmic spread is the Tree of Life, in which the Major Arcana are placed on the 22 paths 
of the Qabalistic Tree of Life. Unfortunately, there is no agreement on the correspondence between the 
trumps and the paths. The Golden Dawn system is quite popular, but it is uses the modern Waite 
sequence of trumps, so it is not very compatible with the Pythagorean Tarot, which uses the older 
Ferrara order. Of course, the Pythagorean Tarot can be used with the Tree of Life, if you prefer to work 
with it, by placing the trumps in the Golden Dawn sequence. However, the structure of the Pythagorean 
Tarot will be more apparent when arranged in Pythagorean patterns. These have been presented in the 
Introduction to the Major Arcana: the Fire Hexactys, the Water Hexactys, the Double Hendecad (Double 
Keraunos) and the Heptagram of the Major Arcana (the latter being most analogous to the Tree of Life). 
Each of these displays a different set of relationships among the trumps (as explained in the Introduction 

http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/PT/GRM.html


to the Major Arcana). 

When you have become familiar with the cards of the Pythagorean Tarot separately, it is worthwhile to 
represent them in relation. Lay them out in one of the cosmic spreads and explore the connections that 
are revealed (more than can be described in the commentaries). You may also want to investigate new 
cosmic spreads of your own design. 

Visualization

After you are well familiar with the Pythagorean Tarot, with each card and its relation to others of the 
same kind (trump, court, pip), you can proceed to exercises in visualization, which are a necessary skill 
for the process of active inquiry. 

If you have not previously developed your powers of visualization, then it will be best to start with the 
simpler images of the Minor Arcana before tackling the complexities of the Majors. By starting with the 
pip cards you will be starting with the simplest images; indeed, the pips are not much more complicated 
than the Tattwas, which are used for visualization training in the Golden Dawn and related traditions. 
Work through all the pips in rank order: all the Aces, then all the Twos, etc. Then you can move on to 
the courts and finally to the trumps. Disciplined practice is required to build up the necessary skills. 

If you already have good visualization skills, you can work on the cards in any order you choose, 
although it is generally desirable to do it in some systematic way. If you have trouble visualizing a 
complex image, then drop back to practicing on simpler ones to strengthen your powers. 

The general procedure for visualization practice is as follows. Set up the card near a plain white surface. 
Study the card carefully, recalling the symbology, which you have studied, and the appropriate verses, 
which you have memorized. Then shift your focus to take in the whole card and observe it for about 
twenty seconds. Quickly divert your gaze to the white surface and you will see an inverted after-image. 
After a moment, close your eyes and try to see the image (reconstructing it, if necessary) in your mind's 
eye. When you have done as well as you can, open your eyes and you will probably discover that you 
have some things wrong. You can repeat the exercise a couple more times, but don't overdo it, because it 
is fatiguing and visualization ability grows gradually. 

Inquiry

Once you are thoroughly familiar with the symbology of the Pythagorean Tarot and have good 
visualization skills, you are prepared for the more active use of the images known as projection, 



pathworking and identification. Practice of these exercises will result eventually in what is called 
traditionally "imprinting the Tarot on the aura." 

●     Projection 
●     Pathworking 
●     Identification 

Projection

In projection exercises you imaginatively enter a tarot card so that you can experience and interact with 
its energies directly. In this way you acquire a deeper, experiential understanding of the Arcanum. 

Although you may project into any Arcanum for a particular purpose, eventually you will want to work 
through them all in a systematic way (as described above under Contemplation). When you work 
through the Major Arcana in order, you should begin with 1.Magician, since Hermes is a natural guide 
into and out of the nether regions; save 0.Fool for last. Other trumps may be natural guides for you, if 
they represent one of your patron deities or seem to invite you into their realm. You can also do a one-
card divination (shuffle and cut) to let the trumps select a guide for you. 

The procedure for projection is as follows. Lay out all the card of the same kind (trumps, courts, pips) as 
your selected card. For the trumps, use one of the cosmic spreads; for the courts, four rows of four; for 
the pips, ten rows of four (see Contemplation for spreads). Set up the selected card and contemplate it as 
a whole; don't try to analyze its symbols. (With sufficient practice in contemplation and visualization 
you will not need the physical card, but will be able to construct it from memory in your mind's eye. 
However, it never hurts to use the physical card.) 

After a few minutes close your eyes and construct the Arcanum in your mind's eye, as you have done in 
the visualization practice. When the image is complete and stable, allow it to grow in size and to become 
a doorway through which you can step. Mentally ask permission, and if the way does not seem to be 
barred, step into the card. Say something definite like "I enter" (Lat. ineo, pronounced IN-eh-oh; Grk. 
eiseimi, pron. ACE-ay-mih) quietly or in your mind. (Always use the same formula, so that its purpose 
will become established.) 

Experience the Arcanum: don't just see the sights, but also hear the sounds and feel the environment. 
You may discover new things (figures or objects) within the Arcanum that are not pictured on the 
physical card; do not banish them, but take special note of them. (This is more likely with the pips, since 
they are more abstract in design.) You may approach and address any figure in the Arcanum, not just the 
deities, but also the animals, plants, rocks, streams, etc.; everything is alive with a spirit. You may ask 
them questions or engage in a dialog; the topic may be a specific matter of concern or general 
information, such as "What do I need to learn about this Arcanum?" These figures may challenge or test 
you, either to see if you are ready for what they have to reveal, or to guide your own inquiry. 



When you are done or the figures seem to have withdrawn, give thanks and exit the Arcanum by the 
same way you entered, backing out through the doorway. Firmly say something definite like "I 
exit" (Lat. exeo, pr. EX-eh-oh; Grk. exeimi, pr. EX-ay-mih) to ensure that you have fully returned to the 
mundane world. Open your eyes wide, clap your hands, stamp your feet, stretch or yawn, to fully ground 
yourself in physical reality; if necessary, eat something. 

Record in your journal everything you learned in your visit and all your impressions. Also notice over 
the following days if the Arcanum seems to be affecting your life and record this in your journal. You 
should subject your experience to both conscious analysis and intuition in order to understand your 
visions with some clarity. This understanding may not come at first; additional insights may come after 
days, weeks or months. 

Does projection reveal the secrets of the cosmos? Or only the suppressed contents of your mind? The 
question is a false dichotomy stemming from a dualistic world-view. Projection allows you to journey 
simultaneously inward to the psychic order and outward to the cosmic order, for they are two sides of 
the same order. The two meet (like the body of the Pythagorean Y) in the collective unconscious, which 
is simultaneously subjective and objective. 

Projection can also be used during divination to get additional insight on a card that has appeared in a 
spread: enter the card and ask what it means in that reading. (Projection should not be used out of 
laziness, however; the gods favor those who use their own brains!) 

Pathworking

Traditional pathworking depends on a correspondence between the trumps and the paths between the 
Sefirot on the Qabalistic Tree of Life. However, as mentioned above (Cosmic Spreads), these 
correspondences have been made in different ways. Further, the Pythagorean Tarot is not especially 
suited to the Tree of Life because it uses the older Ferrara sequence, and so one must decide whether to 
assign the trumps in this order or in one of the conventional orders (Lévi's, Waite's or another). For this 
and other reasons the Sefirot do not play a major role in the Pythagorean Tarot. However, none of this 
should discourage you from experimenting with the Pythagorean Tarot on the Tree of Life, if you are 
motivated to do so. For discussions of traditional pathworking see, for example, Gray (Mag. Rit. Meth., 
pp. 122-4), Knight (Tarot & Mag., ch. 6) and Richardson (Mag. Gateways, ch. 7). 

Identification

In the identification exercises one enters into a Minor Arcanum even more intimately than by projection. 
(These practices are based on Gray, Mag. Rit. Meth., pp. 124-8.) Once again, one may work through the 
cards systematically or select them in some other way. 

Exercise 1.



In the first identification exercise, you identify with one of the "courtiers" (deities depicted on a court 
card). In this way you can temporarily take on some of the personality characteristics of that courtier. 

First lay out the court cards in a four by four spread to review their relationships. Then remove all but 
the court with which you will identify. Next visualize the selected court card as in the projection 
exercise and let it become a door. In this case, however, you are inviting the courtier into your world 
rather than entering into his or hers. Say or think a definite formula of invocation, such as "Come!" (age, 
pron. AH-geh, in ancient Greek or Latin). 

Allow the deity to enter and infuse you with his or her spirit. When you feel the change take place, begin 
to experience the world through the courtier's eyes. If this courtier represents a personality aspect that 
you would like for yourself, either temporarily or permanently, then ask that some of his or her qualities 
be left in you. 

When you have experienced as much of this energy as you want, be sure to give thanks and ask the 
courtier to leave. Firmly say or think a banishing formula such as "Begone!" (apage, pron. AHP-ah-geh, 
in anc. Greek or Latin). Feel the courtier return through the door into the Arcanum and consciously let 
the image dissolve in your mind. Ground afterwards (e.g., by clapping, stamping, eating), which is 
especially important in this exercise. As always, record your experiences in your journal and analyze 
their meaning for you. 

Exercise 2.

In the second exercise one investigates (first hand!) the relations between courtiers. Select two courtiers, 
either randomly, or to represent a relation of interest, or by working systematically through all pairs. 
You will identify with one of the courtiers and explore your relation to the other. 

First lay out the courtiers in the four by four spread; contemplate their relations and then remove all but 
the two of interest. Next identify yourself with the chosen courtier by the procedure already described. 
Then, while you are identified with the deity, use the projection procedure to enter the Arcanum of the 
other courtier. Try to experience and understand how the two courtiers relate; have a discussion. 
Remember that if the situation becomes too intense or uncomfortable, you can always get out by 
throwing the "banishing switch" (e.g. "Begone!"). 

When you are done, reverse the projection by leaving the other courtier's Arcanum and reverse the 
identification by sending "your" courtier back into his or her Arcanum. Ground yourself thoroughly and 
explore your experiences in your journal. 

Exercise 3.

The third exercise involves two court cards and a pip card, which represents the situation in which the 
courtiers find themselves. This may be an actual situation in which you find yourself or a hypothetical 



one that you want to explore. Or it may be selected randomly, in which case you are letting the cards tell 
you what you need to learn about. 

First, lay the courtiers in a four by four spread; also lay out in a vertical column beside the courtiers all 
the pips of the suit of the chosen pip (i.e. if you selected Three of Cups, lay down the Ace through Ten 
of Cups). Take a few moments to contemplate the relations among the courts and among the pips, and 
then remove all but the chosen three. Place your courtier to the left, the other to the right and the pip in 
the middle. 

Identify with the first courtier as before, and open the door of the second as in projection. Then project 
yourself and the other courtier into the situation represented by the pip card. Experience the situation as 
it manifests between these two courtiers (and don't forget your "banishing switch"!). After you are done 
exploring how these personalities interact in the situation, back out by reversing all of the above. Do 
your journal work. 

Exercise 4.

A fourth exercise, suggested by Gray (pp. 130-1), could be called "the Four P's." This is because the 
trumps represent 22 Principles, the courts represent 16 People, the aces represent four Powers (the 
Elements), and the remaining pips represent 36 Practices. By selecting one card from each of these four 
groups you can explore (by identification and projection) an archetypal relationship. This exercise can 
be used with the Pythagorean Tarot, in which, however, the aces are more of a kind with the other pips. 

These are the primary identification exercises with the Minor Arcana. I do not think it is advisable to 
practice identification with the Major Arcana. They represent archetypal forces that are "too big" for 
mortals. At very least it may lead to psychological inflation (see 0.Fool). 

Tarot Magic

Tarot magic is based on an observation (well-known from the work of Jung) that events can be 
explained by either or both of two connecting principles: causality and synchronicity. Since a tarot 
reading is part of a synchronistic event connecting the inner and outer worlds (see pages Introduction 
and Divination), a tarot spread can be used to effect changes in both of these worlds. The basic idea is 
that the spread and the state of the universe are synchronistically connected; changing either can alter the 
other. 

However, for this procedure to work, it's necessary that the divination be genuinely synchronistic (see 
Divination for advice on how this can be brought about). Also, the magic is most likely to be successful 
if you have a deep understanding and identification of the Arcana because they are the "ingredients" of 



your spell. Therefore, practice with the meditation exercises is an important prerequisite to tarot magic. 

There are two general approaches to tarot magic, which may be called reconstruction and construction. 
Since reconstruction is simpler and safer, I will discuss it first. [This is a brief introduction to tarot 
magic. Janina Renee's Tarot Spells (Llewellyn 1990) has a good general discussion and many useful 
spells.] 

A general procedure for reconstructive tarot magic is as follows. Do a preliminary reading on the 
situation of concern. Analyze it carefully, using your reason and intuition, and try to determine the 
minimum changes to the spread that would improve the situation. Small, precisely targeted 
modifications are generally more effective than sweeping changes. Ask yourself, "Which one card is 
most important to change?" This is the planning stage; take your time with it; it's important. It might be 
necessary to do additional readings to get more information or inquire about potential changes. (Don't 
delay too long, however; the universe is in flux!) 

When you are prepared for the magical operation, take the cards from the original spread and any 
additional cards that you need for the changes; place them on your altar. Be sure you have enough room 
on or near your altar for your spread. First, prepare for the magical operation in your usual way (e.g. 
lustral bath, circle casting) and ask for divine assistance in the working. Then say something like "This 
is the situation as I understand it," and lay out the cards in the spread that resulted from your preliminary 
reading. It's worthwhile to verbalize your understanding of the reading as you lay the cards. Contemplate 
the spread again to make sure you comprehend it or to get additional insights. Then ask the gods for 
guidance and say something like, "If it be best for all that is, may this condition change like this." Next, 
with will and concentration make each change in the spread, as you have previously determined them. If 
at some point it seems that a change is not right, you have two choices: (1) terminate the operation until 
you can do further analysis, or (2) make a change, different from that which you planned, guided by 
your understanding and the gods. In the latter case you may need the remainder of the tarot pack. It is 
also the more risky choice, but potentially more effective, since you may be in the cusp of a 
synchronistic event. 

When you have reconstructed the spread, contemplate it and internalize it in your mind. Then direct it 
outward into the world with will and intent. You may state firmly something like, "If this be best, so 
may it be!" Complete the magical operation in your usual way. It is worthwhile to keep the altered 
spread where you can see it, and to regularly send additional energy into its manifestation. You can burn 
candles or incense with it too. You may even make a small drawing of the spread to keep with you as a 
talisman. Record in your journal the operation as well as your evaluation of its effects as they occur. 

The general procedure for constructive tarot magic is quite similar and can be explained briefly. In this 
case we design from scratch a layout reflecting the desired outcome. Pick an appropriate spread; simpler 
ones are usually better, since they are more comprehensible and easier to visualize. Next, spread out the 
tarot deck face up and let your intuition and understanding guide your choice of the cards to fill in the 
spread. Now look again at the spread but without preconceived ideas, as though it were the result of a 



reading. Make sure it says what you want it to say. When you are satisfied, begin the magical operation 
as described for the reconstructive procedure. 

It is probably unnecessary to say that these operations should not be undertaken thoughtlessly or 
frivolously. To try to engineer the "perfect life" can turn out like Midas' Touch! The gods have many 
lessons to teach us, and there may be great potential for growth in a situation that looks undesirable. By 
changing it for the better in the short term, you may miss an important long-term opportunity. Thus it is 
often better to use the tarot to learn how to "go with the flow," or to divert it in small ways, rather than to 
try to change the course of the river. Caveat magus! 
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Introduction

Musical themes may be used in conjunction with the Major Arcana as settings for the verses or in 
conjunction with meditative exercises. There are a number of ways that musical motifs can be assigned 
to the trumps, and they fall into two broad categories: 

1.  Ensemble Systems associate a distinct unordered group of tones with each trump; these tones 
can be arranged into melodies in any desired way. 



2.  Sequential Systems either associate a complete melody with each trump, or associate a melodic 
structure with each trump, which structure may be filled in a variety of ways. 

In the following the Ensemble Systems will be presented before the Sequential Systems. 

●     I. Ensemble Systems 
●     II. Sequential Systems 

I. Ensemble Systems

Ensemble Systems assign a group of tones to each trump. The basic systems are based on absolute pitch 
so, for example, the tones A, B might correspond to one trump and the tones C, D to another. Since 
distinctions of absolute pitch may be difficult for people without perfect pitch to perceive, I also include 
relative pitch adaptations of the basic systems. These usually involve adding some fixed pitch (e.g. the 
lowest pitch of the scale) to those corresponding to the trump. 

The basic Ensemble Systems may be classed: 

●     A. Heptagram Systems 
●     B. Dice Systems 
●     C. Astragali Systems 

A. Heptagram Systems

The Heptagram of the Major Arcana associates two Planets with each trump. (Note that the Fool = 0.
Idiot does not appear in the Heptagram and therefore has no corresponding Planets.) In Ancient Greek 
Esoteric Music Theory tones are associated with the Planets as follows: 

Moon Mercury Venus Sun Mars Jupiter Saturn 

E F G A B C D 

From these correspondences we get the Dichord System and the Pentachord System. 

1. Dichord System

Use the two tones associated with the trump. For example, 6.Love connects Moon and Mars: {E, B}; 



and 8.Victory connects Sun and Mars: {A, B}. These are the tones that would be used (perhaps with 
repetition) to construct melodies for these trumps. 

This absolute pitch systems can be converted to a relative pitch by always including a fixed pitch from 
the scale, such as the base tone (E). Thus for 6.Love we have {E, B} and for 8.Victory {E, A, B}. 

Nevertheless, an ensemble of two (or three) tones does not give much scope for melodic construction 
(although it might be adequate for chant), so we also have the Pentachord System. 

2. Pentachord System

We pick the two tones according as in the Dichord System, but leave them out of the scale and assign the 
remaining five tones to the trump. Thus 6.Love is assigned {F, G, A, C, D} and 8.Victory is assigned 
{E, F, G, C, D}. The pitches assigned to a trump may be repeated in its theme. 

B. Dice Systems

Dice Systems are based on the 21 throws of two dice assigned to each of the trumps (except 0.Idiot). 
There are two varieties of each system, depending on whether the Fire Hexactys or Water Hexactys is 
used (see Introduction to Major Arcana for these terms). There are two Dice Systems, the Hexachord 
and Trichord. 

1. Hexachord System

The Hexachord System is based on assigning each trump one or two tones from a hexachord or scale of 
six tones. For a scale you might use the system of Hypatôn + Mesôn (see Anc. Gk. Esot. Mus. for these 
terms): 

B C D E F G

1 2 3 4 5 6

The tones correspond to the numbers on the dice, so you simply pick tones corresponding the numbers 
on the dice throw for the trump. For example, since 8.Victory in the Fire Hexactys is 2-4, our tones are 
C, E. Since 6.Love in Fire is 3-3, its only tone is D. 

For a relative pitch version, always include some fixed pitch, such as the base tone (B) or the seventh 
(A). 

2. Trichord System



The Trichord System selects five tones (with repetition) from a trichord, or scale of three tones, e.g. 
CEG or EFG. The melody for a trump is some permutation of its five tones. 

If a trump's dice roll is M-N (written so that N is greater than or equal to M), then choose M-1 of the 
lowest tone (of the trichord), N-M of the middle tone, and 6-N of the highest tone. For example, suppose 
CEG is our scale. Since 8.Victory is 2-4 in the Fire Hexactys, we choose 2-1 = 1 C, 4-2 = 2 Es and 6-4 = 
2 Gs. Our melody will be some permutation of CEEGG. Since 6.Love is 3-3, we choose 3-1 = 2 Cs, 3-3 
= 0 Es and 6-3 = 3 Gs; thus the melody is a permutation of CCGGG. 

For a relative pitch version, always include a sixth, fixed pitch (e.g. C). 

C. Astragali Systems

The Astragali Systems are based on the 20 throws of three astragali assigned to each of the trumps 
(except 0.Idiot and 21.World). There are two systems, the Tetrachord and the Hexachord. 

1. Tetrachord System

The Tetrachord System is based directly on the throws, with a different tone being assigned to each face 
of the astagalus. Thus three (not necessarily distinct) tones are assigned to each trump. Any one of the 
Tetrachords from Ancient Greek Esoteric Music Theory may be used as a scale. For example: 

1 3 4 6 

E a b e 

A B C D 

a E F G 

For example, suppose we use ABCD. Since the astragali roll for 6.Love is 114, we use permutations of 
AAC for its melody; since 8.Victory is 136, we use permutations of ABD for that trump. 

For a relative pitch version, always include a fixed pitch, such as the base (A, in our example). 

2. Hexachord System

The Hexachord System assigns each trump three distinct tones from a hexachord, or scale of six pitches. 
I will illustrate the method by example. 



Suppose our scale is BCDEFG. Write three dashes: ---. Write all the 1s before the first dash, all the 3s 
between the second and third dash, and so on. For example, 6.Love is 114, which becomes 11--4-, and 8.
Victory is 136, which becomes 1-3--6. Write these strings under the notes of the scale and select the 
notes without dashes. Thus, 6.Love is 

B C D E F G

1 1 - - 4 -

which yields BCF, and 8.Victory is 

B C D E F G

1 - 3 - - 6

which yields BDG. The melody for the trump is constructed from its three tones in any order and 
possibly repeated. 

For a relative pitch version, always include a fixed pitch, such as the base (B, in our example). 

II. Sequential Systems

Sequential Systems assign a melody (tone sequence) or melodic structure to each trump. The assignment 
may be based on throws of dice or astragali: 

●     A. Dice Systems 
●     B. Astragali Systems 

A. Dice Systems

As for the Ensemble Systems, there are two varieties of the Dice Systems depending on whether the Fire 
or Water Hexactys is used (for examples I will use the Fire correspondences). Since there are only 21 
throws of two dice, 0.Idiot does not have a corresponding melody. 

The system assigns a sequence of seven notes to each trump. To get the sequence, start with a string of 
five dashes: - - - - -. Number the spaces between the dashes, including the beginning and end with 1 to 6: 

- - - - -

1 2 3 4 5 6

Now put Xs in the positions that correspnd to the numbers on the dice. For example, for 8.Victory, 



which is 2-4 in the Fire Hexactys, we get: 

- X - - X - -

1 2 3 4 5 6

For 6.Love, which is 3-3 in Fire, we get: 

- - XX - - -

1 2 3 4 5 6

Thus the basic pattern for Victory is -X--X-- and that for Love is --XX---. There are several ways the 
basic pattern can be used as a melodic structure. 

The simplest (Dichord) is to assign one pitch to the dashes and another pitch to the Xs. Thus Victory 
might be CECCECC and Love CCEECCC. Alternately (Trichord), since there are exactly two Xs, two 
different pitches could be assigned to them, so Victory might be CECCGCC and Love might be 
CCBACCC. The five repetitions of a single tone make both of these systems independent of absolute 
pitch. 

Both of these systems produce rather dull melodies, although they might be adequate for chant. For 
more variety we can assign the same pitch to the two Xs and any other five distinct pitches to the dashes 
(Hexachord). Thus for Victory we could have AEDCEFG and for Love ABEEFDC. Because this 
system uses six distinct pitches, it is essentially independent of absolute pitch. 

B. Astragali Systems

These systems assign pitch sequences based on the 20 throws of three astragali (0.Idiot and 21.World do 
not have corresponding sequences). There are two systems 

●     1. Dichord System 
●     2. Pentachord System 

1. Dichord System

Pick two distinct pitches (e.g. A, B) and write three of each: AAABBB. The trumps are assigned to the 
20 different permutations of this 6-note sequence (AABABB, BBBAAA, BABABA, etc.). To get the 
sequence corresponding to a trump, proceed as follows. 

1.  However many 1s there are, write that many As, then a B. 
2.  However many 3s there are, write that many As, then a B. 
3.  However many 4s there are, write that many As, then a B. 
4.  However many 6s there are, write that many As. 



For example, 114 (Love) becomes AABBAB and 136 (Victory) becomes ABABBA. 

For more melodic variety, instead of just two pitches, one may use pitches from two different categories, 
for example ACE and BDF. Then Love could be ACBDEF and Victory ABCDFE. Note that the 
Dichord System is essentially independent of absolute pitch. 

2. Pentachord System

Choose a scale of five tones, for example ABCDE. Assign to the pitches (in any order) the letter N (for 
Neutral) and the numbers 1, 3, 4, 6. For example: 

A B C D E

N 1 3 4 6

Classify the trump's roll of three astragali as follows: 

1.  If it has two or three occurences of any side S, call it S-dominant. For example, 6.Love is 114, 
which is 1-dominant. Then pick the tones corresponding to its class and its third side. Thus Love 
is assigned BD (B because it's 1-dominant, D for the side 4). For another example, 14.Diabolos is 
666, which is 6-dominant and has 6 for its third side, so it is assigned the sequence EE. 

2.  If no side is dominant (i.e. all three are distinct), then the trump is called Neutral. For example, 8.
Victory is 136, which is Neutral. Assign a Neutral trump the N tone (A in this case) and the tone 
for the missing side. For example Victory gets the sequence AD: A because it's Neutral and D 
because the side 4 is missing. 

Thus, for each trump we get a sequence of two tones. 

For relative pitch always begin or end with a fixed pitch of the scale. 
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A collection of annotated and cross-linked charts to aid the use of Ancient 
Greek Music for esoteric purposes. 

1.  Introduction. 
2.  The Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems. An overview of all the 

harmonic relationships. 
3.  The Four-String Lyre of Hermes. The Musical Tetractys, which is the 

basis of Pythagorean Harmonics. 
4.  The Elemental Tetrachord. The fundamental structure from which 

Ancient Greek Harmony is constructed. Correspondences with the 
Elements, Qualities, Deities, etc. 



5.  Elemental Sequences. All possible sequences of the Elemental 
Tetrachord categorized according to effect. 

6.  The Zodiacal Trigons. The Zodiacal Trigons (Triplicities) correspond 
to the notes of the Tetrachord as part of the Immutable System. 

7.  The Five Tetrachords. The Five Tetrachords of the Immutable System 
correspond to the Five Elements, Senses, etc. 

8.  The Planetary Heptachord. The Heptachord and the Octave are 
constructed from two Tetrachords. Includes correspondences with 
Planets, Vowels, Days, etc. 

9.  The Planetary Heptagram. Shows the relationships between the 
Planets, Days of the Week and Notes, as explained in The Planetary 
Heptachord. 

10.  The Seven Harmoniai. Shows correspondences with the Seven 
Harmoniai (ancient modes) of Greek music, including Planets, Signs 
and Guardian Deities. 

11.  The Eight Modes. Shows correspondences with the Eight Medieval 
Modes, including, Planets, Elements, Humors and their Effects. 

12.  Meanings of Greek Names of Notes and Tetrachords. 
13.  Sources. 

Note: These pages make extensive use of tables, and won't make sense when viewed with browsers 
that don't support tables. 
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Greek Esoteric Music Theory

Introduction

The study of Greek Esoteric Music is a lifelong pursuit, due to the quantity of surviving 
theory (much of it collected in Barker), its subtlety and complexity, and its connection 
with other Esoteric Disciplines (e.g. numerology, astrology, theurgy and alchemy). To this 
must be added two millenia of later esoteric investigations of Greek music (see Godwin 
HS and MMM for a selection). 

The present work is primarily a set of annotated and cross-linked charts to serve as an 
introduction to the theory and practice of Greek Esoteric Music. The focus is on the 
esoteric aspects, including practical exercises, as opposed to the theory and practice of 
mundane music (interesting and worthwhile though that be). 
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Greek Esoteric Music Theory

The Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems

Greater Perfect System 

Tetra-
chord 

* Rom.
Note 

Mod.
Note 

Greek
Note 

Vowel Planet 

Hyperbo-
laiôn 

* P aa Nêtê A Saturn

O g Paranêtê Ô Jupiter

N f Tritê Ê Mars

Diezeug-
menôn 

* M e Nêtê A Sun

L d Paranêtê Ô Venus

K c Tritê Ê Mercury Lesser Perfect System 

* I b Paramesê A Moon 
Tetra-
chord 

* Mod.
Note 

Greek
Note 

Vowel Zodiac 

Synê-
menôn 

* d Nêtê A
Trigon 
IV

c Paranêtê Ô
Trigon 
III

b 
flat 

Tritê Ê
Trigon 
II

* H a Mesê * a Mesê E
Trigon 
I

Mesôn 

G G Likhanos Ô Saturn

F F Parhypatê Ê Jupiter

* E E Hypatê A Mars

Hypatôn 

D D Likhanos Ô Sun

C C Parhypatê Ê Venus

* B B Hypatê A Mercury

* A A 
Proslamba-
nomenos

E Moon



1.  The Greater Perfect System (Systêma Teleion Meizon) comprises the Tetrachords Hypatôn, Mesôn, 
Diezeugmenôn and Hyperbolaiôn. 

2.  The Lesser Perfect System (Systêma Teleion Elasson) comprises the Tetrachords Hypatôn, Mesôn 
and Synêmenôn. 

3.  The complete system above, comprising the Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems, is called the 
Unmodulating or Immutable System (Systêma Ametabolon). 

4.  Asterisks represent Fixed Notes in the systems. See The Four-String Lyre of Hermes and The 
Planetary Heptachord for more on the Fixed Notes. 

5.  A Tetrachord includes both of the Fixed Notes (*) that bound it; see also The Five Tetrachords. 

6.  The Greek Note names are normally modified by the Tetrachord in which they occur (Nêtê 
Hyperbolaiôn, Nêtê Diezeugmenôn, etc.). 

7.  The complete Greek Note names can be read off the chart: Proslambanomenos, Hypatê Hypatôn, ..., 
Likhanos Hypatôn, Hypatê Mesôn, ..., Likhanos Mesôn, Mesê, Tritê Synêmenôn, ..., Paranêtê 
Hyperbolaiôn, Nêtê. 

8.  See Meanings of the Greek Names of the Notes and Tetrachords for an explanation. 

9.  The absolute pitch of the Greek scales is uncertain, and was probably never fixed as definitely as 
modern pitch. Therefore, I have identified the modern A with the Roman A, from which it was 
derived, and hence with Proslambanomenos, which is equivalent to Roman A (Pole 99-100). In 
working with the Roman Notes, it is convenient to start each octave with A (ABCDEFG, abcdefg 
etc.), rather than with C as is conventional now (CDEFGAB, cdefgab, etc.). 

10.  The correspondences with the Vowels, Planets and Zodiacal Trigons are given by Aristides 
Quintilianus (I.13, 14, III.21). 

11.  There is a chart of the Zodiacal Trigons. 

12.  The Vowels follow a cycle Alpha-Eta-Omega (AÊÔ), except at the foundation points 
Proslambanomenos (A) and Mesê (a), both corresponding to Epsilon, and in the Tetrachord 
Synêmenôn, which corresponds to the Fixed Stars. 

13.  Aristides Quintilianus is not explicit about the order of the Planets in the Upper Octave (K-P = c-aa). 
Barker (II.523n179) thinks it is most likely that they occur in the same order as in the Lower Octave, 
as shown here. However, Aristides says, 



But the Planets have Two-fold Powers, since They exercise one kind of power by 
night, another by day. Again, then, we shall assign to each of Them one of the 
remaining Notes, on the principle of opposition to Their daytime powers... 

This suggests the possibility that the upper Planetary Spheres are a mirror image of the lower, with 
Moon to Saturn corresponding to the decreasing pitches P-K = aa-c. The Diazeuxisor whole-tone 
Gap of Disjunction (between Mesôn and Diezeugmenôn) separates the Lower Planets from the 
Upper. 

14.  The Double Octave of the Greater Perfect System is the primary harmonic structure of the 
Pythagoreans (Barker II.11). 

15.  The basic meaning of Harmonia is a fitting-together. The Pythagorean Philolaus (fr. 10) says, 
"Harmonia comes to be in all respects out of opposites: for Harmonia is a unification of things 
mutually mixed, and an agreement of things that disagree." 

16.  The 15 notes of the Greater Perfect System correspond to the 15 days of the waxing Moon and 
again the 15 days of its waning (P = aa representing the full moon and A the new moon). 

17.  Alternately, Ptolemy (III.ch 13) allots the Four Tetrachords of the Greater Perfect System to the 
four phases of the Moon and of the other Planets: Hypatôn is First Sighting (after conjunction) to 
First Quarter, Mesôn is First Quarter to Full; Diezeugmenôn is from after Full to Third Quarter, and 
Hyperbolaiôn is Third Quarter to New. Phases on opposite sides of the circle of phases are an octave 
apart and thus form a complementary whole. For example the First Quarter is Hypatê Mesôn (E) and 
the Third Quarter is Nêtê Diezeugmenôn (e). The Full Moon is Mesê (a) and the New Moon is 
simultaneously Proslambanomenos (A) and Nêtê Hyperbolaiôn (aa); it is called Old-and-New in 
Greek. The identification of these two notes is the rule whenever the GPS is treated cyclically 
(Barker II.19, 21). 

18.  Ptolemy's correspondences for the Greater Perfect System can be used to pick a Tetrachord to work 
with during each week of the Lunar Month: 

Week Phase Tetrachord 

New A 

1 
First Sighting to First 

Q. 
B, C, D, E 

2 First Q. to Full E, F, G, a 

3 After Full to Third Q. b, c, d, e 

4 Third Q. to New e, f, g, aa 



19.  In working with the Greater Perfect System it is preferable sometimes to raise the Vowels and 
Planets one tone in the lower octave (i.e., B = Alpha = Moon, C = Eta = Mercury, etc. to a = Omega 
= Saturn). In this case Proslambanomenos is identified with the Earth. Such a system appears in a 
Greek manuscript (Jan, Mus. Scr. Gr. 30), as well as in A. Kircher's Musurgia Universalis (1650). 
However, the more correct system has Proslambanomenos = Moon, since (as the early Pythagorean 
Philolaus explains) the Moon represents the entire Sublunar or Mundane realm, which includes the 
Earth. 

20.  The Roman Notes may be continued for another octave (QRSTVXZ = bb-aaa), which completes the 
22 letters of the classical Roman alphabet. 

Extended Roman 
Note: 

Q R S T V X Z 

Modern Note: bb cc dd ee ff gg aaa 

The alphabetic correspondences may be used for translating words and phrases into melodies. It is 
reasonable, although not necessary, to reduce them to a single octave to avoid large leaps. Replace 
post-classical Roman letters (J, U, W, Y) by their classical equivalents; that is, I = J (note b) and U = 
V = W = Y (note ff). Here is a summary chart for convenience: 

A B C D E F G

H IJ K L M N O

P Q R S T UVWY X

Z

21.  The 22 Roman Notes invite Tarot correspondences. 

22.  Likewise, the Ancient Greek musical notation, which was preserved by Alypius (and perhaps dates 
to the 5th cent. BCE), extends over three octaves and an additional whole tone, which is to say 22 
notes (Anderson 203-4). 

23.  In its central octave the Alypian notation assigns one of the 24 Greek letters to each of the Eight 
Notes in the Three Genera. 
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Greek Esoteric Music Theory

The Four-String Lyre of Hermes

Musical
Tetractys 

Fixed
Note 

Element Humor Quality Season 
Moon
Phase 

6 
e

Nêtê 
Fire 

Yellow Bile
(Choler.) 

Warm Summer to Full 

8 
b

Paramesê 
Air 

Blood
(Sang.) 

Moist Spring 
to 1st 

Q 

9 
a

Mesê 
Water 

Phlegm
(Phleg.) 

Cool Winter to New 

12 
E

Hypatê 
Earth 

Black Bile
(Melan.) 

Dry Autumn 
to 3rd 

Q 

1.  Henricus Glareanus (1547) says that the original Lyre of Hermes had three strings, 
corresponding the three original Seasons of ancient Greece (Summer, Spring, Winter, from high 
to low). He says that Orpheus added the fourth string, corresponding to Autumn, when that 
Season was adopted from the East. Most sources, however, attribute the Four-String Lyre to 
Hermes. (Godwin HS 198) 

2.  It is generally believed that the Homeric Phorminx (Lyre) had three or four strings. Some believe 
that they were tuned to the Musical Tetractys E-a-b-e as given here; others believe they were 
tuned to A-B-C-E or to the Elemental Tetrachord A-B-C-D (Anderson 47, 63, 199; Godwin HS 
194, 451n16). This chart accepts the Tetractys tuning (6:8:9:12), because of its esoteric 
importance. 

3.  Thus the Four Strings of the Musical Tetractys define the Fixed Notes of the Greater Perfect 
System of tuning. They are the stable harmonic structure (Eabe) that defines the Disjoint 
Tetrachords of the Planetary Heptachord (E[FG]ab[cd]e). 

4.  All the most ancient Greek musical instruments seem to be based on Four Notes. 

5.  Plato's Phaedrus (108d4) alludes to the Art of Glaucus (Glaukou Tekhnê): The Pythagorean 
Hippasus made four metal disks whose thicknesses were the Musical Tetractys and Glaucus 



discovered how to play them. (Barker I.30-1) 

6.  The Aulos (a reed instrument) often has four finger holes (Barker I.15; Anderson 141). Normally 
the Greeks played Double Auloi, each having four holes, perhaps corresponding to the two 
disjoint Tetrachords of the octave. Likewise some early Lyres have eight strings in two groups of 
four. See The Planetary Heptachord on the two Tetrachords in the Octave. 

7.  The Musical Tetractys defines the ratios of the fundamental intervals of Pythagorean Harmony: 
6:12 = the Octave (1:2), 6:9 = 8:12 = the Fifth (2:3), 6:8 = 9:12 = the Fourth (3:4), and 8:9 = the 
whole tone. The structure is two interlocking Fifths (6:9, 8:12), which are equivalent to two 
Fourths (6:8, 9:12) and the Tone of Disjunction (8:9) between them (as in the Greater Perfect 
System and the Planetary Heptachord). (Increasing numbers correspond to lower pitches because 
the numbers represent lengths.) 

8.  According to the Ikhwan al-Safa' (Brethren of Purity, 9th or 10th c. CE) and Athanasius Kircher 
(c.1601-1680), the ratios of Earthly Harmony are embodied in the Cube, the Platonic Solid 
corresponding to the Element Earth, because the Cube has: 

24 right angles

12 edges

8 solid angles

6 faces

Thus, 24:12 gives the Octave, 12:8 the Fifth, and 8:6 the Fourth. (Godwin HS 115, 269, 439) 

9.  The correspondences between the Strings, Elements, Humors and Qualities are given by 
Hunayn (c.803-873 CE), the Ikhwan al-Safa' (Brethren of Purity) and Isaac ben Haim (c.1467-
after 1518). (Godwin HS 97, 113-4, 154) 

10.  The two interlocking Fifths correspond to the Opposed Elements: Fire/Water and Air/Earth. 

11.  According to Hunayn and Isaac ben Haim, some feelings and character traits associated with the 
Humors are: 

Feeling Character Traits

Yellow 
Bile 

courage sovereignty, generosity, kindness

Blood joy, pleasure justice, graciousness, love



Phlegm fear righteousness, cowardice, vileness

Black Bile sorrow, anguish foregiveness, impassiveness

Notice how opposing Humors (Yellow Bile vs. Phlegm, Blood vs. Black Bile, corresponding to 
opposed Elements) are associated with opposing feelings and traits. 

12.  The correspondences between the Qualities and the Seasons and Moon Phases are the usual 
ones in the Greek Tradition (e.g. Ptolemy Tetrabib. I.5, 8). 

13.  See The Elemental Tetrachord and The Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements for 
additional Elemental correspondences to their explanation. 

14.  See The Elemental Tetrachord for the use and significance of the Plektrum (Pick). 
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The Elemental Tetrachord

Vowels 
Epsilon 

(ay) 
Alpha (ah) Eta (eh) Omega (aw)

Primary pitches A B C D

Secondary 
pitches 

a E F G

Elements Earth Water Air Fire

Qualities Dry Cool Moist Warm

Seasons Autumn Winter Spring Summer

Directions West North East South

Deities 
Hera

Demeter 
Persephone
Aphrodite 

Zeus
Dionysos 

Hades
Hephaistos

1.  See The Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements for the Deities and additional 
Elemental correspondences. 

2.  The primary diatonic tetrachord is semitone-tone-tone (ascending), that is, Water-Air-Fire-Earth, 
BCDE or EFGa. In the table the Elements are listed in their usual order, Earth-Water-Air-Fire, 
for the Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems are based on Earth. 

3.  Each Note of the tetrachord is called a Stoikheion (Element). (Wellesz 155) 

4.  The Elements and Qualities together constitute the Double Tetraktys, an Ogdoad (group of 
eight) comprising a complete octave (ABCDEFGa).(Werner 240-5) The Planetary Octachord is 
based on a Double Tetraktys. 

5.  In the Greek Tradition, the Directions (East, South, West, North) are correlated with the 
Qualities (Moist, Warm, Dry, Cool), the Seasons (Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter), the Phases 
of the Moon (see The Four-String Lyre of Hermes) and all the Cycles of Nature. The Vowels 
may be intoned on their Pitches to the corresponding Directions. 

http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/GEM/GEM-GPS.html#GPS


6.  The Vowel correspondences are given in Aristides Quintilianus (II.13), but date back at least as 
far as the sixth century BCE (Barker II.479n120). The correspondences between these and the 
Elements are given by Aristides (III.25). 

7.  The Vowels may be intoned on their pitches either with or without a preceding T- corresponding 
to Aithêr, the Fifth Element (see The Five Tetrachords). Aristides Quintilianus observes that the 
Fifth Element brings life to the four Mundane Elements. The T should be pronounced without 
any aspiration (puff of air), like an Italian T. The tones will sound like plucked strings, for the T 
is shaped like the Plektrum (Pick) and represents the Plektrum of Apollo's Lyre, the Holy Ray of 
the Sun, which brings life to Earth. (Ar. Quint. III.25, Barker II.531n220) 

8.  In ancient Greek practice, the Plektrum was stroked toward the body, which is toward the lower-
pitched, but higher-positioned strings (in the ancient manner of holding the lyre). In this way the 
Power of Apollo is drawn down into greater manifestation (Fire, Air, Water, Earth), which is the 
Sunwise motion from East to West. (Anderson 176) However, in earliest times no Plektrum was 
used (Anderson 36) 

9.  Some ancient sources suggest chanting the Vowels in your mind, rather than out loud (Wellesz 
149). 

10.  Aristides (II.13) says this of the long Vowels: Eta, which extends the mouth horizontally, is 
primarily female, fluent, emotional and passive; Omega, which extends it vertically, is 
predominantly male, dry, rigid and active. The short vowels Alpha and Epsilon are of mixed 
character, but Alpha is more male and Epsilon more female. The short vowel Omicron is also 
characterized as somewhat male; Iota and Upsilon are not mentioned. The primary Opposed 
Elements, Water and Fire, correspond to Alpha and Omega. (See also A Brief Guide to Ancient 
Greek Pronunciation for additional suggestions.) 

11.  Aristides Quintilianus' (III.25) assigment of Genders does not agree with the usual Ancient 
Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements (female Earth & Water, male Air & Fire), as reflected in 
the Deities. He explains that Water is male because it fertilizes the (female) Earth, and that Air is 
female because it is malleable and passive. Thus his gender assignments to the Vowels and 
Elements are mutually consistent. 

12.  To establish a correspondence between any Diatonic Tetrachord (comprising a semitone and 
two tones) and the Elements and Vowels, place the semitone between Water and Air, and assign 
the rest in order, as in the chart. Thus in D-major we can establish E-F#-G-A = Earth-Water-Air-
Fire = Epsilon-Alpha-Eta-Omega. 

13.  Godwin (MSW 31) observes that the Vowels Upsilon and Omega were added to the alphabet 
after 403 BCE, so the earlier vowels were Alpha, Epsilon, Eta, Iota and Omicron. As noted 



above, the character of Omicron is similar to that of Omega. This suggests that the original 
Elemental Vowels might have been Epsilon (Earth), Alpha (Water), Eta (Air) and Omicron 
(Fire), with Iota left for Aithêr, the Fifth Element. 

14.  Harmoniai, Modes, intervals and melodies derive their character from the characters of the Notes 
in them (A.Q. II.14). The character of a melodic interval is a combination of the characters of its 
two bounding Notes. 

15.  When music is used for therapeutic purposes, one may pick music contrary to the undesirable 
condition in order to counteract it and restore balance; this is the Principle of Antipathy 
recommended by the Pythagoreans. Alternately, one may begin with music of similar character 
and then transform it in the desired direction; this is the Principle of Sympathy. If the nature of 
the condition is unknown, then experimentation may be necessary in order to find a Resonance 
between the music and the patient's condition. See Aristides Quintilianus (II.14). 
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The Planetary Heptachord

Tetra-
chord 

* Rom.
Note 

Mod.
Note 

Greek
Note 

Sphere 

Astral Spheres 

Hyperbo-
laiôn 

* P aa Nêtê Trigon IV

O g Paranêtê Trigon III

N f Tritê Trigon II

Diezeug-
menôn 

* M e Nêtê Trigon I

Planetary Spheres Office Sect Day Vowel 

L d Paranêtê Saturn Male. Sun Sat. Ô 

K c Tritê Jupiter Bene. Sun Thur. U 

* I b Paramesê Mars Male. Moon Tues. O 

* H a Mesê Sun Imp. Sun Sun. I 

Mesôn 

G G Likhanos Venus Bene. Moon Fri. Ê 

F F Parhypatê Mercury
Sun &
Moon

Wed. E 

* E E Hypatê Moon Imp. Moon Mon. A 

Elemental Spheres 

Hypatôn 

D D Likhanos Fire

C C Parhypatê Air

* B B Hypatê Water

* A A 
Proslamba-
nomenos

Earth

1.  As discussed in The Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems, relative pitch is more significant than 
absolute pitch; the Modern Notes are conventional and chosen for convenience; their relation 



with the Greek and Roman notes is also discussed in The Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems. 

2.  The Planetary Spheres correspond to the Notes in several different ways depending on the 
purpose that is to be accomplished. This chart shows the most basic arrangement, in which higher 
notes correspond to higher spheres. 

3.  The Fixed Notes (Hestôtes), marked with "*", determine the basic harmonic structure of the 
system by determining the boundaries of the Tetrachords. 

4.  The fundamental structure of Greek harmony is the Elemental Tetrachord. Two Tetrachords are 
combined to construct a Planetary System. 

5.  The earliest Lyre had four strings and the earliest Aulos (reed flute) had four holes. The four 
notes may have comprised a Tetrachord or the Fixed Notes of an octave (see The Four-String 
Lyre of Hermes). Later both the lyre and aulos were expanded. The seven-string lyre was 
standard until Pythagoras (or Terpander) added an eighth string. 

6.  In the oldest harmonic system the two Tetrachords are conjoined into a Heptachord by 
identifying the upper tone of one with the lower tone of the other, as the Tetrachords Mesôn and 
Synêmenôn in the Lesser Perfect System. This yields an (ascending) interval structure STT STT 
(S = semitone, T = tone), with the Sun as Mesê, the Middle Note (in accord with Pythagorean 
Doctrine). The pitches can be written EFGABbCD or BCDEFGA. Some vase paintings show 
lyres with seven strings in groups of four and three, the latter higher pitched, suggesting conjunct 
Tetrachords (Anderson 63n11). 

7.  Pythagoras is credited with revising the Planetary System into an Octochord comprising two 
disjoined Tetrachords with a whole tone (the Tonos Diazeutikos) between them (as in the 
Tetrachords Mesôn and Diezeugmenôn in the Greater Perfect System and as shown in this chart). 
In this Octochord the (ascending) interval structure is STT T STT (e.g. EFGABCDE). Likewise 
some Middle Minoan lyres have two divergent sets of four strings (Anderson 6), suggesting 
disjoint Tetrachords. The result is an Ogdoad or Double Tetrad comprising the Seven Planets and 
the Eighth Sphere of Fixed Stars. (See The Elemental Tetrachord for the Double Tetractys of the 
Elements and their Qualities.) 

8.  The Planetary Heptachord may be extended by allotting the four lowest notes (Tetrachord 
Hypatôn and Proslambanomenos) to the four Elemental Spheres, as shown here. This 
"Elemental extension" can be found in Robert Fludd (Godwin HHE, 114-5). 

9.  Instead of representing all the Fixed Stars by a single pitch (e), we may make the "Astral 
extension" and allot the Tetrachord Hyperbolaiôn (e, f, g, aa) to the Four Trigons, in a manner 
similar to Aristides Quintilianus (see The Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems). When both the 



Elementary and Astral extensions are made, the system comprises two full octaves (A - aa). 

10.  The Movable Notes (Pheromenoi), with no "*", determine the Genus of the harmony. As shown 
in the chart, they are in the Diatonic Genus (a semitone and two tones, e.g. EFGA). If the upper 
Movable Note in a Tetrachord is flatted a semitone (e.g. G to Gb), then the Tetrachord is 
Chromatic. If the lower Movable Note is flatted a quarter tone (e.g. F to E+) and the upper 
Movable Note is flatted a full tone (e.g. G to F), then the Tetrachord is Enharmonic. 

11.  It is worth keeping in mind that the ancient Tone and Hemitone are not equivalent to the modern, 
equal-tempered Tone and Semitone. (The Semitone is a little larger than a Hemitone, but the 
equally-tempered Tone is a little smaller than a Pythagorean Tone.) The ancient scale may be 
approximated on a harp by tuning in Fifths and Fourths (as given in The Four-String Lyre of 
Hermes) until all the notes of the Diatonic scale have been determined. Discussion on these pages 
has been expressed in terms of the modern scale, but the Pythagorean tuning is truer to esoteric 
principles. 

12.  See The Planetary Heptagram for a diagram of the relation between the Notes, Planets and Days 
of the Week. 

13.  According to Ptolemy (Harm. III.16, Tetr. I.5), each of the Planets belong to a Dominion or Sect 
(hairesis, secta, conditio). The Sect of the Sun comprises the Sun, Jupiter and Saturn; the Sect of 
the Moon comprises the Moon, Venus and Mars; Mercury (the ambassador and boundary-
crosser) belongs to both. In each Sect, the individual Planets have Offices; the nearest Planet is 
the Imperator (Master), the next is Beneficus (Bringer of Good), and the most remote is 
Maleficus (Bringer of Evil). The Dominion of the Sun is the realm of Day, which is 
predominantly Male, Warm and more Active; the Dominion of the Moon is the realm of Night, 
which is predominantly Female, Moist and more Passive. (See The Ancient Greek Esoteric 
Doctrine of the Elements for the meanings of these terms.) In each Sect, the Maleficus has an 
opposing character (Cool Saturn in the Sun's Sect, Dry Mars in the Moon's), which mitigates their 
malevolent character, according to Ptolemy. In playing or chanting the tones of the Planets, their 
characters should be considered. 

14.  Pairs of Planets that combine opposing properties (Warm + Cool, Moist + Dry) are considered 
especially beneficial, for example, Saturn + Jupiter, Mars + Venus. Combinations that combine 
the Cool and Moist (Saturn + Moon or Venus) are considered evil; those that are Warm and Dry 
(Mars + Sun or Jupiter) are considered treacherous (Barker II.391). These relationships should be 
considered in constructing melodies. 

15.  Obviously the Seven Vowels of the Greek alphabet correspond to the Planets and the 
Heptachord. This may be done in two ways (Alpha-high or Omega-high) to different effect. (See 
Godwin MSV for more information.) This chart uses the Omega-high system for several reasons. 
One is that the correspondence is more consistent with that given by Aristides Quintilianus in 



The Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems, especially with regard to the male and female 
characteristics of the Planets and Vowels (see The Elemental Tetrachord on the Vowels). 

16.  However, there are several purposes for which the Alpha-high arrangement is preferable. The 
later vowels (O, U, Ô) are deeper than the earlier (A, E, Ê) and are more like the denser elements 
and the lower chakra centers. Interestingly, ancient Greek musical notation used the alphabet for 
notes from higher to lower pitch, and the Seven Vowels come very near to defining a diatonic 
scale. 

17.  The Fixed Notes are defined by the fundamental numbers of Pythagorean Harmony, 12-9-8-6. 
The ratio 12:6 gives the Octave (E:e). The ratios 12:9 and 8:6 are the Fourths (E:a, b:e). The 
ratios 12:8 and 9:6 are the Fifths (E:b, a:e). See The Four-String Lyre of Hermes. 

18.  There is a relation of a Fifth (3:2) between corresponding notes of the upper and lower 
Tetrachords. 

19.  The Movable Notes in the Pythagorean Diatonic are defined by 9:8 for each of the two whole 
tones and by the "remainder" 256:243 for the semitone. The ratio of the Tone of Disjunction is 
also 9:8. 

20.  The entire Scale may be constructed by Fourths and Fifths (i.e., in terms of the Tetrachords), 
much as a musician would tune a lyre, harp or cithara. 

21.  According to Plato (Rep. 400a), the Scale may be constructed from the ratios 2:1, 3:2, 4:3 and 
9:8. 

22.  Pythagorean Doctrine teaches that many Cosmic Relationships are revealed by the numerical 
ratios of the Notes. With the exception of the "Remainder," they are all Epimeric Ratios (i.e., N
+1 : N), a bisexual pair of numbers (odd = male, even = female). 

23.  According to Ptolemy, the Pythagorean Archytas gave a different division of the Tetrachord: 9:8, 
8:7, 28:27 from high to low. In some repects it is preferable, because of the smaller whole-
number ratios (see also Pole, ch. XI). 
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Greek Esoteric Music Theory

The Five Tetrachords

Greek
Letter 

Tetrachord Tones Vowels* Element Sense Virtues 

Tau* Hyperbolaiôn e, f, g, aa A Ê Ô A Aithêr Sight Wisdom 

Omega Diezeugmenôn b, c, d, e A Ê Ô A Fire Hearing Courage 

Eta Synêmenôn 
a, b flat, c, 

d 
E Ê Ô 

A* 
Air Smell Justice 

Alpha Mesôn E, F, G, a A Ê Ô E Water Taste 
Moderation
(enjoyment) 

Epsilon Hypatôn B, C, D, E A Ê Ô A Earth Touch 
Moderation
(abstention) 

Proslamba-

nomenos* 
A E 

1.  Suggested practice: Chant the vowels on their pitches in a Tetrachord in order to work with a 
corresponding Element, Sense or Virtue. 

2.  The note Proloslambanomenos does not belong to a Tetrachord; it was added to the bottom of 
the Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems as a foundation corresponding to the Moon and the 
Sublunar or Mundane Sphere. 

3.  The Tetrachords are listed from high to low pitch range, but their individual notes are listed 
from low to high (see The Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems). 

4.  Each Tetrachord has the form (from low to high): semitone-tone-tone. 

5.  See The Elemental Tetrachord for correspondences with the individual tones of the Tetrachord. 

6.  The Tones and Vowels are given in the Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems, as interpreted by 
Barker (II.481n131). We write A = Alpha, E = Epsilon, Ê = Eta, Ô = Omega. See A Brief Guide 



to Ancient Greek Pronunciation for suggestions on pronouncing the vowels. 

7.  Alpha begins each Tetrachord, except that each octave begins with Epsilon (= note A). 

8.  The vowels of the (anomolous) Tetrachord Synêmenôn are based on Barker's (highly informed) 
interpretation of Aristides Quintilianus and Bellermann's Anonymous manuscript (Barker 
II.481n131). However, Epsilon-Alpha-Eta-Omega (EAÊÔ) is another possibility. 

9.  The letter Tau corresponds to the Fifth Element and the Plektrum of Apollo, as explained in the 
Elemental Tetrachord. 

10.  Five Tetrachords plus one added note make 21, which invites Tarot correspondences. (See the 
Planetary Heptachord.) This is also equivalent to five Rotations through the Elements plus the 
Added Note. 
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Greek Esoteric Music Theory

The Seven Harmoniai

Harmonia 
C-Maj.
Degree 

Rel.
Deg. 

Planet Day Parallel Guardian 

Mixolydisti
(Mixolydian) 

B VII Mercury Wednesday Cancer Hermes

Lydisti
(Lydian) 

C I Venus Friday 
Leo
Gemini

Zeus
Apollo

Phrygisti
(Phrygian) 

D II Sun Sunday 
Virgo
Taurus

Demeter
Aphrodite

Dôristi
(Dorian) 

E III Mars Tuesday 
Libra
Aries

Hephaistos
Athena

Hypolydisti
(Hypolydian) 

F IV Jupiter Thursday 
Scorpius
Pisces

Ares
Poseidon

Hypophrygisti
(Hypophrygian) 

G V Saturn Saturday 
Sagittarius
Aquarius

Artemis
Hera

Hypodôristi
(Hypodorian) 

a VI Moon Monday Capricorn Hestia

1.  The chart uses the Ancient Greek names of the Harmoniai (roughly, "modes"). Here we use the 
Greek forms of the names to distinguish them from the more familiar Eight Modes of the Middle 
Ages, which use the same names but in different ways. For example, medieval Dorian = ancient 
Phrygisti (Phrygian). (See The Eight Modes for the correspondence.) The Greek names are 
pronounced with the accent on the final "i." 

2.  A Harmonia is a scale structure (a structure of harmonic ratios): an ordering of tones and 
semitones (or "remainders"); its absolute pitch is not significant. However the structure of any 
particular (diatonic) Harmonia may be described by the octave founded on a corresponding pitch 
in a modern major scale. 

3.  Each of the Dôristi, Phrygisti and Lydisti Harmoniai comprises a lower Fourth (two tones and a 
semitone) and an upper Fifth (three tones and a semitone). In the corresponding Hypodôristi, 



Hypophrygisti and Hypolydisti Harmoniai, the Fourth and Fifth are reversed. For example, STT
+TSTT (EFGabcd) in Dôristi becomes TSTT+STT in Hypodôristi (abcdefg). 

4.  C-Major Degree gives the lowest pitch or Foundation Note of the Harmonia in the modern C-
major scale. Thus the Dôristi Harmonia has the structure EFGabcd. The interval structure 
(STT T STT for Dôristi) is all that matters; the absolute pitch is irrelevant. 

5.  Relative Degree indicates where the Harmonia begins relative to any major scale. For example, 
Dôristi begins at E in C-major and at F# in D-major. 

6.  The Day for a "Hypo" Harmonia precedes the Day of the basic Harmonia; thus Hypodôristi on 
Monday precedes Dôristi on Tuesday. For the "Hypo" Harmoniai, the Planets are three away (i.e. 
a musical Fourth) from the corresponding basic Harmoniai (e.g. Saturn for Hypophrygisti is three 
above the Sun for Phrygisti). Likewise their Foundation Note is a fourth higher. 

7.  The correspondence between the Harmoniai, scale Degrees and Planets are given by Aristides 
Quintilianus (I.8, III.22), and are based on the Planet corresponding to the Foundation Note of the 
Harmonia as given in the Greater Perfect System. For example, Mars is associated with E, which 
is the Foundation Note of the Dôristi Harmonia. 

8.  The practice of singing of hymn in a different mode on each day can be traced back to Sumerian 
and Babylonian times (Werner 223-4, 244-5; Wellesz 152). 

9.  Therefore, on each Day of the week play or improvise a melody in the Harmonia corresponding 
to that day. Notice that the Foundation Notes of the Harmoniai of successive Days (Monday to 
Monday) proceed by the Circle of Fifths (AEBFCGDA). (See also the Planetary Heptagram.) 

10.  There are many undertainties about ancient Greek melodic structure, but the following may 
suffice for esoteric purposes. (For a discussion see Barker II.316nn3, 20; 336n78; Pole 122; 
Winnington-Ingram 4-9, 34-40, 46.) 

11.  The melody should emphasize or focus on the Dynamic Middle (which functions somewhat like 
the tonic of tonal music or the dominant of modal music). The Dynamic Middle always 
corresponds to the note A (think "Apollo") when a Harmonia is transposed to a step of the C-
major scale. Thus it is "a" within the E-d range of Dôristi, and within the D-c of Phrygisti; it is 
the lowest note (Foundation Note) of Hypodôristi (a-g). For instruments whose primary major 
scale is not C, the Dynamic Middle is the sixth degree of its primary major scale (e.g. B on a D-
instrument). 

12.  The melody often begins on the Dynamic Middle, which is therefore called Beginning (Arkhê) or 
Leader (Hêgemôn). It typically ends on the lowest note of the Harmonia (the Foundation Note), 
which is therefore called the End (Teleutê) or Final Note (similar to a modal final cadence). Thus 



it will end on E for Dôristi, D for Phrygisti. 

13.  The Dynamic Middle occupies the same position within the scale structure of each Harmonia: 
below the Tone of Disjunction between the Tetrachords Mesôn and Diezeugmenôn (see The 
Greater Perfect System). This is the Sphere of the Sun, as we can see in the Planetary 
Heptachord, and represents the power of Apollo. 

14.  Each Harmonia rotates the Planetary Heptachord so that a different Planetary Pitch becomes the 
Foundation Note. This becomes the End (Teleutê) at which the melody is directed. The initial 
sounding of the Dynamic Middle, and every repetition of it, invokes the Power of Apollo and 
directs it to the End, for example, at the Moon in the Hypodôristi Harmonia, and at the Sun itself 
in the Phrygisti. The melody creates a pattern of invocation of the Planetary Powers as it visits 
their notes. 

15.  Finally, observe that the Dynamic Middle occupies successively higher degrees in each of the 
Harmoniai: it is the Foundation in the Hypodôristi, II in Hypophrygisti, and so on up to VII in 
Mixolydisti. These seven positions correspond approximately to the Planetary Heptachord 
(sometimes they are off by a semitone). Thus the Dynamic Middle on I in the Hypodôristi 
activates the Moon, on IV in Dôristi activates the Sun, on V in Phrygisti activates Mars, and on 
VII in Mixolydisti activates Saturn. Therefore, especially in these Harmoniai, there is a complex 
interaction between the Dynamical Middle, the End, and the other Planetary Pitches. Each 
Harmonia has an individual character that must be discovered through exploration. 

16.  The Elemental Sequences may also be used for constructing melodies. 

17.  Ptolemy (III.12) associates the Harmoniai with the Seven Parallels defined by the Zodiac. The 
northernmost reach of the Zodiac defines the Tropic of Cancer and the southernmost the Tropic 
of Capricorn. Two Signs lie on each of the other five Parallels. Libra and Aries, marking the 
Equinoxes, lie on the Celestial Equater, which corresponds to the Dôristi Harmonia. Each of a 
pair of Signs are called Observers (Videntia) of each other. 

18.  We have placed Hypodoristi at the bottom of the chart because it corresponds to the 
southernmost Sign. However, since absolute pitch is irrelevant, it may put also at the top of the 
chart, which preserves the order of the Planets and their Pitches (A-G). 

19.  Cancer and Capricorn are called the Gates of the Sun; Cancer is the Northern Gate, Capricorn 
the Southern. More specifically, Cancer is the Gate of the Moon (and Cancer is its House), the 
path of moist generation, through which souls descend into incarnation, just as Capricorn is the 
Gate of the Sun by which they ascend to bright Olympus. When a soul is born into earthly life, it 
descends through the Signs Cancer, Leo, ..., Capricorn; on death it ascends through Capricorn, 
Aquarius, ..., Cancer. Thus the soul visits the Signs in the same sequence as the Sun; in each case 
it passes through the Seven Planetary Spheres. (See Porphyry On the Cave of the Nymphs, ch. 10-



13, and Macrobius' Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, ch. 12.) 

20.  A particular Harmonia might be used for esoteric musical work when the Sun is in the 
corresponding Sign (thus, in Lydisti when the Sun is in Leo). 

21.  Each Harmonia has an Ethos (Character). The Greeks considered the Dôristi Harmonia to be 
primary because of its nobility and courageousness. The Phrygisti was commonly associated with 
the ecstasies of Dionysus and Cybele. The Lydisti was considered sad, but it and the Hypolydisti 
were also associated with laxity and indulgence. (See Jeans, Science & Music 180; compare also 
the Humors and Effects associated with the Eight Modes.) 

22.  The Guardians (Tutores) of the Zodiacal Signs are given, for example, in Manilius' Astronomica 
(2.433-52). They are different from the Planetary Houses, which can be found in any astrology 
text. 
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Greek Esoteric Music Theory

The Eight Modes

Mode Element Humor Change Effect Planet 
Found.

Note 
Harmonia 

I Dorian 
Water 

Phlegmatic
(Phlegm) 

more awake Sun D Phrygisti

II Hypodorian less asleep Moon A Hypodôristi

III Phrygian 
Fire 

Choloric
(Yellow 

Bile) 

more anger Mars E Dôristi

IV Hypophrygian less flattery Mercury B Mixolydisti

V Lydian 
Air 

Sanguine
(Blood) 

more happy Jupiter F Hypolydisti

VI Hypolydian less sad Venus C Lydisti

VII Mixolydian 
Earth 

Melancholic
(Black 
Bile) 

more melanch. Saturn G Hypophrygisti 

VIII Hypermixolydian less beauty Stars a 

1.  Henricus Glareanus (1547) is generally credited with rearranging the names of the Seven Harmoniai 
of ancient Greece to name the medieval Modes defined by Pope Gregory (c.540-604). In this chart 
the medieval names and numbering are used because they better reflect the relation of the Modes to 
the Elements and Humors: Phlegmatic (Phlegm), Choloric (Yellow Bile), Sanguine (Blood) and 
Melancholic (Black Bile). For the same reason the (non-classical, Gregorian) Eighth Mode, the 
Hypermixolydian has been included. The C-major Foundation Note and ancient Greek name 
(Harmonia) have been included to facilitate correlation with the Seven Harmoniai. 

2.  The odd-numbered Modes are Authentic and increase the corresponding Humor (as indicated under 
Change); the even-numbered are Plagal and decrease it. (Odd and Even Numbers are respectively 
Male and Female, according to the Pythagoreans. Compare also the Planets with the Numbers of 
their Modes.) 

3.  The compass of a Plagal Mode is a fourth lower than the corresponding Authentic Mode. The 
exception in this chart is the Hypermixolydian, whose pitch duplicates that of the Moon but in a 
higher octave, as specified by Ramis [see below] and others. The more familiar Eighth Mode is the 
Hypomixolydian, whose Foundation Note D is indeed a fourth lower than the Mixolydian's. 

4.  Except for the VIII Mode, the Foundation Notes follow a Circle of Fifths. (If VIII is taken to be 



Hypomixolydian then there is no exception.) 

5.  In medieval usage of the Modes, the focus is the Dominant (at step V) for Authentic Modes, and 
degree VI for Plagal Modes. The melody ends on the Final, which is the Foundation Note for an 
Authentic Mode, and the Final of the corresponding Authentic for a Plagal Mode. (See Oxf. Comp. 
Music s.v. Modes.) 

6.  The correspondences between the Modes and the Changes in the Humors and the resulting Effects 
are given by Ramis de Pareja (1482). (Godwin HS, 171-3) 

7.  Modes I and II correspond to the Element Water and the Phlegmatic Humor. The Effects are of the 
Lamps of Day and Night: to awaken or to put to sleep. 

8.  Modes III and IV correspond to the Element Fire and the Choleric Humor. The Effects are Martial, 
for fighters wound with weapons, or Mercurial, for flatterers wound with words. 

9.  Modes V and VI correspond to the Element Air and the Sanguine Humor. The Effects are Jovial 
happiness or Erotic sadness. 

10.  Modes VII and VIII correspond to the Element Earth and the Melancholic Humor. The Effects are 
Saturnine melancholy or Celestial bliss. 
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Greek Esoteric Music Theory

Elemental Sequences

Progressive Sequences 

Primary
Progression 

Secondary
Progression 

Sequence 

Female to Male 
Upper to Lower ABCD 

Lower to Upper BADC 

Male to Female 
Upper to Lower CDAB 

Lower to Upper DCBA 

Lower to Upper 
Male to Female DBCA 

Female to Male BDAC 

Upper to Lower 
Male to Female CADB 

Female to Male ACBD 

Cyclic Sequences 

Primary
Progression 

Secondary
Progression 

Sequence 

Female to Male to 
Female 

Upper to Lower ACDB 

Lower to Upper BDCA 

Dry to Moist ADCB 

Moist to Dry BCDA 

Male to Female to 
Male 

Upper to Lower CABD 

Lower to Upper DBAC 

Dry to Moist DABC 

Moist to Dry CBAD 

Female to Male ABDC 



Upper to Lower to 
Upper 

Male to Female CDBA 

Dry to Moist ADBC 

Moist to Dry CBDA 

Lower to Upper to 
Lower 

Female to Male BACD 

Male to Female DCAB 

Dry to Moist DACB 

Moist to Dry BCAD 

1.  In the Progressive Sequences there is a movement from one Quality, Power or Dominion to its 
opposite, expressed in the Primary Progression. The Secondary Progression (or Internal 
Progression) takes place twice within the Primary Progression. Progressive Sequences can be 
used to move from one state to another. 

2.  In the Cyclic Sequences there is a departure from one Quality, Power or Dominion to its 
opposite and then a return; this is expressed in the Primary Progression. Superimposed on this 
cycle is the Secondary Progression from a Quality, Power or Dominion to its opposite. Cyclic 
Sequences can used to temporarily visit another state in order to make some change. 

3.  See The Elemental Tetrachord for correspondences between the Notes and the Elements, Deities, 
Vowels, etc. 

4.  Lower refers to the Underworld (Hades and Tartaros), the chthonic dominion of Hades and 
Persephone. 

5.  Upper refers to the Heavens (Earth and Olympus), the celestial dominion of Zeus and Hera. 

6.  The Male Elements have the Warm (separating) Quality and the Female have the Cool (uniting). 

7.  Dry refers to the Quality of being strong, but also rigid. Moist refers to the Quality of being 
flexible, but also weak. The Moist and Dry powers correspond to the alchemical operations of 
Dissolution and Coagulation, referred to in the famous alchemical maxim Solve et Coagula. 

8.  For more on the Qualities or Powers (Warm/Cool, Dry/Moist), see The Ancient Greek Esoteric 
Doctrine of the Elements. 

9.  In choosing a Sequence, pay particular attention to the Element (Deity etc.) on which it ends. 

10.  A melodic step of a major third (e.g. A to C) represents a conjunction of opposing principles (e.g. 



Fire and Water) or the union of a God and Goddess (e.g. Hades and Persephone). 

11.  Melodic steps of a second (e.g. BC or DC) or a perfect fourth (e.g., AD) occur between principles 
that share some quality (e.g. gender or domain). 

12.  Notes within a Sequence may be repeated without altering the overall Sequence. Thus ADBBBC 
dwells in the Watery power of Persephone (B), before returning to the upper realms (C). 

13.  The Progressive Sequences occur in pairs, in which the notes are reversed in each pair of notes (e.
g. ABCD vs. BADC). Such pair have opposing Secondary Progressions. 

14.  The Cyclic Sequences occur in pairs, which are reversals of each other (e.g. Dry to Moist and 
vice versa). It will also be observed that the Upper/Lower Sequences differ from corresponding 
Dry/Moist Sequences in having the middle two Notes reversed (look for yourself to see the 
pattern; it is easier to see it than to say it). 

15.  The Cyclic Sequences can be repeated to create double cycles. For example DCAB DCAB... 
cycles between Male (DC) and Female (AB) and between Upper (CA) and Lower (BD). 

16.  If we use the sequences in a cycle, then rotations make no difference; for example ADBC and 
BCAD both produce ...ADBCADBCADBCAD... If we eliminate the simple scales ABCD and 
DCBA, then there are only four distinct sequences: 

A D B C

D C A B

B A C D

C B D A

(Notice that the sequences form a Latin Square.) As it turns out, these are the same four 
Elemental Vowel Chants presented by R. J. Stewart (Music, Power, Harmony 126-7), although 
he uses different correspondences. Their meanings in the Greek Tradition may be determined by 
consulting the Table of Cyclic Sequences above. 

17.  There are twenty-four Sequences, corresponding to the twenty-four letters of the Classical Greek 
Alphabet. 

18.  DEFG can be used instead of ABCD, as can any other diatonic Phrygisti tetrachord (i.e., tone-
semitone-tone). 



19.  If you know The Elemental Tetrachord and The Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the 
Elements. then you can throw away this chart, because you know everything you need to know to 
construct a Sequence corresponding to any desired progression of Qualities, Powers, Dominions, 
etc. 
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Greek Esoteric Music Theory

Meanings of Greek Names
of Notes and Tetrachords

Note Names

Hypatê:
Highest, farthest. This refers to the position on the lyre, not to pitch (which the Greeks only rarely 
characterized as "high" or "low"). 

Likhanos:
Licking (finger), i.e. forefinger. 

Mesê:
Middle. 

Nêtê:
Lowest, nearest. (See Hypatê above) 

Paramesê:
Beside Mesê 

Paranêtê:
Beside Nêtê 

Proslambanomenos:
Taken in addition, i.e., the "added note." 

Tritê:
Third (from top of Tetrachord). 

Tetrachord Names



Diezeugmenôn:
Disjoined. 

Hypatôn:
Highest, farthest. (See Hypatê above) 

Hyperbolaiôn:
Exceeding, going beyond, at zenith. 

Mesôn:
Middle. 

Synnêmenôn:
Conjoined. 
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Greek Esoteric Music Theory

Zodiacal Trigons

Trigons 

I 
Ares
Leo

Sagittarius 

II 
Taurus
Virgo

Capricorn 

III 
Gemini
Libra

Aquarius 

IV 
Cancer
Scorpio
Pisces 

Planets 
Sun

Jupiter 
Venus
Moon 

Mercury
Saturn 

Mars
(Moon, 
Venus) 

Pitches A B flat C D 

Vowels 
Epsilon 

(ay) 
Eta (eh) 

Omega 
(aw) 

Alpha (ah) 

1.  The Vowel and Pitch correspondences are given by Barker (II.481n131, 522nn174-5) based on 
Aristides Quintilianus and Bellermann's Anonymous manuscript. However, the usual Vowel-
Tetrachord correspondence would be Epsilon-Alpha-Eta-Omega (EAÊÔ); see the Greater and 
Lesser Perfect Systems. 

2.  It will be observed that the Elemental Correspondences (I=Earth, II=Air, III=Fire, IV=Water), 
which are based on the Vowels, do not agree with those of contemporary astrology. 

3.  See A Brief Guide to Ancient Greek Pronunciation for suggestions on pronouncing the vowels. 
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Eoster
Mysteries of the Resurrected Child 

(c) 1996, John Opsopaus

●     Etymology of "Easter" 
●     Myths of the Resurrection of the Sun 

❍     Resurrection of Korê 
❍     Resurrection of Kouros 

■     Dionysos 
■     Demeter & Iakkhos 
■     Aphrodite & Adonis 
■     Eos 
■     Cybele & Attis 

●     Symbols 
❍     The Fast 
❍     The Egg 
❍     The Circle 
❍     The Cake 
❍     The Bonfire 
❍     The New Clothes 
❍     The Flowers 
❍     The Rabbit 
❍     The Lamb 

●     Sources & Notes 

I. Etymology of "Easter"

Easter gets its name from Eoster, an Anglo-Saxon goddess of the dawn. Her name comes from an Indo-
European root "aus-," meaning "to shine," from which also come Eos and Aurora, the Greek and Roman 
names of the dawn goddess; also in Greek, Aurios was Aurora as the Goddess of the Morrow (Her name 
may derive from an earlier "Ausrion," meaning morning). Her holiday is celebrated near the Spring 



Equinox (Gk. he Ismemeria Earine), as Easter is celebrated on the Sunday following the full moon that 
follows or falls on the Spring Equinox; naturally She is especially honored by Dawn Rites (as is still part 
of the Easter tradition). The same root "aus-" gives us "East," the direction of the dawn, and on the 
Spring Equinox the Sun rises due East. (See De Aurora Liber for more on Eos.) 

Since the Spring (Gk. Ear) is the dawn of the new vegetation year (and was often the start of the 
calendar year in ancient times), Eoster is also a goddess of spring. She is essentially identical to Freya, 
for She is the goddess of the fertile spring, the resurrection of life after winter. Friday, of course, is 
named for Freya and sacred to Her; so it is especially appropriate to honor Her on "Good Freya's Day." 

II. Myths of the Resurrection of the Sun

Eoster Rites celebrate the vigor of the solar vegetation Gods and Goddesses. They are reborn at the 
Winter Solstice, when the Night begins Her retreat, but the Light does not conquer the Dark until the 
Spring Equinox, when the Sun triumphs. Love brings about the resurrection of the Sun, but also its 
death, since it is an act of love to clear the way for new life. 

●     Resurrection of Korê 
●     Resurrection of Kouros 

❍     Dionysos 
❍     Demeter & Iakkhos 
❍     Aphrodite & Adonis 
❍     Eos 
❍     Cybele & Attis 

A. Resurrection of Korê

The story of the Mother and her Child, who dies and is resurrected, is told in many ways. First are the 
stories of the Mother and of the death and resurrection of the Maiden, Her Divine Child. In the earliest 
stories Zeus mated with Rhea, the Great Mother of the Gods and His mother, who bore Persephone, the 
Maiden (Korê). In later stories, Rhea gave birth to Demeter, to whom Zeus came in the form of a 
serpent, and it was She who bore Persephone. Thus the Great Triad - Persephone, Demeter and Rhea - 
Maiden, Mother and Crone - came into being. Thereafter, some say, Demeter told Zeus that He should 
come as a serpent to Persephone, and after He did so She bore Dionysos (on whom, see below). 



Hades saw Persephone and fell in love with Her, so He took Her down to the Underworld to be His 
Queen. No one knew what happened to Her except Helios, the Sun, who sees all things. Demeter, the 
Mother, wandered the earth searching for Her daughter, the Maiden, and while She did so the world was 
barren. We need not recount the well-known story of how She grieved. And of how Bawdy Baubo 
displayed Her shaved pubes in a raunchy dance, and so caused Demeter to laugh and break Her grief. 
And of how Demeter tried to confer immortality on the infant Demophoon by searing away his mortal 
parts, but was thwarted in this by his short-sighted mother. But we may observe that it was love that 
brought Persephone to the Underworld, and love that brought Her back from it. 

The Lesser Mysteries (the Mysteries at Agrai) belong to the Great Triad and especially to Rhea; they 
were celebrated in the month of Anthesterion (the "Month of Flowers"), that is, the month preceding the 
Spring Equinox. The initiates said: "Whoever knows the secrets of Demeter will have joy forever in the 
world to come." 

B. Resurrection of Kouros

Next are the stories about the Mother and the death and resurrection of the Youth, Her Divine Child or 
Lover. 

1. Dionysos

Some say that Dionysos had one mother existing under two aspects ; others that He was born two, three 
or more times. Perhaps both are correct, for the myth of Dionysos is a Mystery, and so we must expect 
paradox. 

The first story of the birth of Dionysos begins the birth of Zeus from Rhea and Kronos, whose names 
have long been identified with Flux (Rhoe) and Time (Khronos). Then Zeus came in the form of a 
serpent and coupled with Rhea, who is also Demeter (and whose name perhaps means Earth-mother), 
and She gave birth to Persephone. When She was grown, Demeter gave Her as bride to Zeus and caused 
Him to come as a serpent to the daughter, and to mate with Her, so that She begot Dionysos. (He is said 
to be horned because He is the son of Persephone.) And the mystery is that Demeter and Persephone are 
both said to be the mother of Dionysos, for Zeus has joined Himself with Rhea, Demeter and 
Persephone, who are the Crone, Mother and Maiden. 

Hera sent the Kouretes (who may be Titans, derived from a word for Day ) to destroy Dionysos, as She 
earlier sent them to destroy another illegitimate son of Zeus, Epaphos, the son of Io, the Cow. They cut 
the child Dionysos into seven pieces and boiled them in a cauldron, which symbolizes the sacrifice of 
the calf or the kid. So also, the Greeks cut a kid goat into seven parts and seethe it in its mother's milk; in 



this way they symbolize the disassembly of the soul into its parts, and its return to its original state of 
bliss. So also, after being told, "You will be a God instead of mortal," the Initiate affirms, "A kid, I have 
fallen into milk." 

Zeus blasted the Titans with His bolt, and They were reduced to ashes. (The Orphics say that humanity 
was formed from this ash, and so our nature is both Titanic and Olympian, for the Titans had eaten the 
flesh of Dionysos.) Some say that Demeter gathered the separated limbs of Her son (or grandson); others 
say that Zeus sent Athena, and She recovered the only part that had not been eaten by the Titans, His 
phallus or heart. She brought it back to Zeus in a winnowing fan, and He gave it to Hipta (another name 
for Rhea), which is why in the sacred processions a phallus of fig-wood is carried in a winnowing fan on 
the head. 

The sacrifice of the horned kid-god to Titanic forces and His resurrection as the God of Wine heralds the 
time when humanity abandoned the dark ages of hunting and sacrifice, of animal cruelty and savagery, 
and entered the age when bread and wine became our food. At first He was Zagreus, the Great Hunter 
(assimilated to Orion, see below), who pursues wild beasts through the forest; afterwards He was 
Bakkhos, the Shoot, who is cut back and reborn each year. 

Dionysos was called Twice-born or even Thrice-born because He was reborn. Some say that Zeus took 
the recovered limb of Dionysos and prepared a potion, which He gave to Semele, which is the Phrygian 
name for Khthonia, the Underworld Goddess. She became pregnant from this drink, so Hera caused Her 
to seek to see Zeus in His divine glory. This was more than She could endure, and She was burned to 
ashes. Zeus snatched the child from Her womb and nurtured Him in His groin. Zeus went to the East 
toward the dawn, where Dionysos was reborn on Mt. Nysa, which is why He is called Dio-Nysos. His 
Nurses were called the Nysai. 

Dionysos loved His mother so much that after Her death He went down to the Underworld and brought 
Her back, and raised Her to Heaven, where She dwells among the Gods. First He had to search for Her, 
as Demeter searched for Persephone, but was able to find Her only by agreeing to take the woman's part 
to the guide Polyhymnos (or Prosymnos), for which purpose He made the phallus of fig-wood. (Thus, 
Dionysos is said to be bisexual like a tree; cf. Attis below.) After Semele ascended to Heaven She was 
called Thyone (the Ecstatic). Thereafter the ecstatic priestesses of Dionysos on Mt. Parnassus, who were 
charged with awakening the God in the Winnowing Fan, were likewise called Thyiades. 

Semele's sisters echo the sacrifice of the Divine Child: Agave's son Pentheus was torn to pieces by three 
Bacchantes; Autonoe's son Aktaion, in the form of a stag, was torn apart by his hounds, but his bones 
were reassembled by His mother; Ino's son Milikertes was drowned or seethed in a cauldron, and Her 
other son was hunted like a stag by Her husband. (Ino became Leukothea, the White Goddess, who lent 
Her purple girdle to Odysseus; see "Circle" below.) The three sisters were the original nurses of 
Dionysos and the first Bacchantic Choir; They correspond to the Nereides, who first taught mortals the 
Mysteries of Persephone and Dionysos. 



Ariadne was the daughter of Pasiphae, daughter of the Sun who mated with the Bull from the Sea. Her 
name comes from Ariagne, which means "Most Holy" or "Purest" (from Hagne = Holy, Pure, a name of 
the Queen of the Underworld). Dionysos became her husband and gave her the jewel-encrusted golden 
Wreath of Aphrodite (see "Circle" below), who had given it to Him; hence she was called Aphrodite 
Ariadne. She loaned the Wreath to Theseus to illuminate his way through the Labyrinth (the 
Underworld), for which infidelity she was punished: she died in childbirth, an event thereafter reenacted 
in ritual by a man (cf. Zeus as mother). Thereafter, Dionysos was reunited with her (on Dia, the Divine 
Isle), and He raised her into the Heavens as His bride. Dionysos set Her Wreath in the Heavens, where it 
is now known as the Crown of Ariadne (Corona). 

Ariadne was the Mistress of the Labyrinthine Underworld. She was said to have a sister or rival called 
Phaidra (Bright) or Aigle (Shining), but this is just the bright side of dark Ariadne, for which she was 
called Aridela (Visible from Afar). So also Semele is dark complement to bright Thyone, as Persephone 
is to shining Aphrodite. Ariadne, Semele and Persephone all ascended to Heaven with Dionysos (for 
Aphrodite is also listed among His wives). 

Dionysos is honored at several Spring Equinox festivals. The City Dionysia lasts for five days and ends 
on the full moon (13 Elaphebolion) following the Spring Equinox (that is, the full moon preceding 
Easter). The Anthesteria (Festival of Flowers), also called the Older Dionysia, are held on the preceding 
full moon (11-13 Anthesterion); they celebrate the second pruning of the vines and completion of the 
second fermentation of the wine, which is now ready to drink. The King surrenders the Queen to 
Dionysos in Sacred Marriage, as Theseus surrendered Ariadne to Dionysos. Similarly, on March 17 the 
Romans celebrate the Liberalia for Father Liber, who is often identified with Dionysos. 

2. Demeter & Iakkhos

At the Eleusinian Mysteries, the birth of the Divine Child was celebrated with cries of "Iakkhe!" 
Iakkhos, who was identified with Bakkhos, was said to be the laughing child in Baubo's womb, who 
lifted Demeter from Her dark depression; He was also said to be the lover of Demeter and yet the son of 
Persephone, so we can see that He is indeed Dionysos. That is all we may say about the Mysteries. 

3. Aphrodite & Adonis

It was said that Ashtaroth (Ishtar), whom the Greeks call Aphrodite, was born from an Egg (see "Egg" 
below) floating in the Water; She was said to be a daughter of Okeanos. Others say She is the daughter 
of Zeus and the Dione (a feminine form of "Zeus"), a water goddess whose name refers to the bright sky 
and is related to Diana. She fell in love with Adonis (Thammuz), who was conceived when Myrrha (or 
Smyrna) became filled with desire for her own father (because she had angered Aphrodite or the Sun) 



and tricked him into sleeping with her twelve times. 

When Adonis was born, He was so beautiful that Aphrodite immediately fell in love with Him, so She 
placed Him in a casket and gave him to Persephone, the Queen of the Underworld, for safekeeping. 
However, the Queen opened the casket and also fell in love, so She refused to return Adonis to the world 
of the living. Aphrodite mourned so dreadfully for Him, that the world was barren. Finally Zeus 
intervened and declared that Adonis would spend one third of the year (the winter) in the Underworld 
with Persephone, one third (the spring) in the Heavens with Aphrodite, and one third (the summer) on 
His own. This tripartite division of the year reflects the three seasons recognized in ancient Greece (ear 
= spring, theros = summer, kheimon = winter), before the fourth (opora = fall) was introduced. Love 
brought Adonis to the Underworld and also brought Him back. 

4. Eos

So also, Eoster corresponds to Eos, which is the Maiden aspect of the three Goddesses Eos (Dawn), 
Hemera (Day) and Nyx (Night). Eos is the sister of Helios (Sun) and Selene (Moon), so we again have 
the triad of Dawn, Day and Night. (See De Aurora Liber for more on Eos.) 

Eos is similar to Aphrodite, and at night She sleeps with Tithonos, who is similar to Adonis and was 
granted immortality by Zeus; He lives with Her as son and lover at the Eastern rim of the world, from 
which She rises each morning. They are called Tito and Tithonos, both forms of "Titan," which means 
Day in a non-Greek language. 

Tithonos was not the only youth loved by Eos, for She carried off Kephalos, and as the Dawn She is the 
rival of His lunar wife Prokris (associated with Artemis and Her she-bear). 

Another immolated Divine Child was Phaethon, the son of Eos and Kephalos, though others say of 
Helios and Klumene (both couples representing the Sun and the Underworld). One morning before 
Dawn He usurped the chariot of the Sun and drove it out early, but He could not control it, so Zeus was 
forced to blast Him from the sky with His thunderbolt. Thus we see Phaethon's star, the Morning Star, 
rise early (before the Sun) and set quickly. Because He heralds and brings the light of the Sun, He is also 
called Phospheros or Lucifer (both mean Light-bearer). After His destruction, Aphrodite, who loved 
Him, raised Him to the heavens, where He shines as the Evening Star. Therefore the Morning and 
Evening Star (Venus) are dear to Her. 

Another young husband of Eos was Orion, the Great Hunter, also known as Zagreus. His name is 
connected with Insemination (ourein), and according to one story he was born of the semen of Zeus, 
Poseidon and Hermes, incubated in an oxhide. He coupled with his mother Merope (an Underworld 
Goddess), for which he was blinded (the usual punishment for this crime, cf. Oedipus). A soothsayer 
told him that he could be cured only by exposing his eye sockets to the Sun, so he walked across the sea 



to where Helios rises at dawn, and so he was cured. With these strong solar connections, it is hardly 
surprising that he was loved by lunar Artemis. She killed him, either intentionally by sending a scorpion 
to sting him because he had tried to rape Her, or accidentally, because She was tricked into shooting him 
by Her brother Apollo (a rival solar God). This took place on Ortygia, the Isle of the Rising Sun. In grief 
She resurrected him, and They ascended to the Heavens together. 

5. Cybele & Attis

Finally, we mention that the festival of Cybele and Attis (Mother and Resurrected Lover) was celebrated 
at the time of the Spring Equinox, and His resurrection represented the revival of the crops. 

III. Symbols

●     The Fast 
●     The Egg 
●     The Circle 
●     The Cake 
●     The Bonfire 
●     The New Clothes 
●     The Flowers 
●     The Rabbit 
●     The Lamb 

A. The Fast

People abstain from food before the Spring Equinox so that more energy will be available for the seeds 
(a kind of sympathetic magic). It is comparable to the fast that precedes initiation into the Eleusinian 
Mysteries, which mimics Demeter's fast during Her search for Persephone when She was hidden in the 
Underworld, and the starvation that afflicted the people while the world was barren. In the Greek 
tradition, eggs are especially avoided (see below). 

B. The Egg



At the spring Equinox, the balance of the day shifts from dark to light; the hen senses this and begin to 
lay her eggs. In the forest, wild birds lay their colorful eggs, and in ancient times our ancestors went out 
to hunt for them, and perhaps brought them back in their nests, or in baskets imitating them. Therefore 
nestlike baskets of decorated eggs and the Eoster Egg Hunt remind us of the revitalization of nature. 
Colored eggs were also offered to Eoster. 

Raw colored eggs are used as amulets, kept raw to promote fertility, and hard-boiled colored eggs are 
eaten at sunrise on Eoster's Day. They are often dyed red all over to represent the Sun, and their red 
shells are thrown in the river so that they might float down to the "Kindly Ones" (the daughters of Hades 
and Persephone ). Thus they go to the Underworld as symbols of renewal. 

The Egg is a means of banishing the past and starting afresh. In ancient Paganism it was used both for 
purification - which removes past pollution - and for propitiating and quieting the dead - which makes 
way for the living. Though the yolk may be used for cleansing, it is generally the intact egg, touched to 
the person, that is used for purification, healing and protection. Eggs, which are common Pagan symbols 
of rebirth, are brought in baskets to the dead and left at their tombs. (That they are not food offerings is 
shown by the use of empty and artificial eggs for this purpose.) 

The Egg figures prominently in the Mysteries. When Plutarch asks whether the chicken or egg came 
first, Alexander answers that the Orphic Mysteries teach that the Egg is the origin of all things, and so it 
is given as an offering to Dionysos; Macrobius says it is the central object of reverence in the rites of 
Pater Liber. 

The Egg is a concrete symbol of rebirth. The yolk and the white of a hard-boiled egg symbolize the Sun 
hidden in the womb of the White Goddess. We crack the shell to symbolize the cracking of the winter's 
ice; we peel the white to show the melting of the snow, and free the golden Sun. We share the pieces of 
the Egg, and so share in the God's rebirth. This ritual also symbolizes the destruction of Semele and the 
rescue of golden Dionysos from Her womb, and the Titans' partaking of divinity by consuming the God. 

C. The Circle

The circle represents Ishtar's belt of birthstones, representing the wheel of the year and thus the cycle of 
birth (summer/day), death (winter/night) and rebirth (spring/dawn). It is also Aphrodite's magic Zone 
(belt) or golden Wreath (later the Crown of Ariadne). Ishtar/Ashtoreth/Aphrodite had to abandon this 
instrument of power to descend to Her dark sister, who is Queen of the Underworld, but She regained it 
when She left the Land of the Dead. (We must recall that Aphrodite had Underworld connections as A. 
Epitumbidia (On the Graves) and A. Tumborukhos (Gravedigger); She is even invoked as the Queen of 
the Underworld under the name Passiphaessa (Far-shining, a lunar epithet). So also in the Mysteries, the 
Stephanos (Crown) means also the Wheel of Purgation; the initiate must, perhaps, both enter and leave 



it. 

Also like Theseus' use of the Wreath of Aphrodite, Freya gave Her magical necklace, the Brisingamen, 
to Thor so that, by impersonating Her, He might defeat the Giants. 

Finally, recall that Semele's sister Ino became Leukothea, the White Goddess, and that She gave Her 
Girdle (Zone) to Odysseus when he was lost on his mystical journey. By its means he made his way to 
the Cave of the Nymphs, which has been understood since Porphyry's time (third cent. CE) to be the 
Gateway between the Worlds, through which spirits descend to Earth and ascend again to the Heavens. 
(See, e.g., Thomas Taylor's On the Cave of the Nymphs and Kathleen Raine's Blake and Tradition, vol. 
I, ch. 3.) 

D. The Cake

Cakes, or "Eoster bread," are offered to Her on Her day; these are "hot cross buns," for the equal-armed 
cross is a solar cross. Their surrounding circular shape represents the eternal cycle of Birth, Death and 
Rebirth. At this time of year, cakes were also offered to Liber (= Bacchus, March 17) and Ceres (= 
Demeter, April 19). 

E. The Bonfire

Bonfires are also a common part of Eoster celebrations; they represent the rekindling of the Sun and 
Nature. 

F. The New Clothes

It is common for initiates into the Mysteries to wear new clothes, which reflected the fresh, new 
beginning of their life; it is the origin of the tradition of wearing new clothes for the Eoster festivities. 

G. The Flowers

Young folk decorate the "Easter Stones" (altars to Eoster) with flowers. In the final stage of the 
Mysteries, the Initiate dons Stemmata (Garlands). 



H. The Rabbit

The rabbit is, of course, a fertility symbol. They are sacred to Eoster, and it is said that She takes on the 
form of a rabbit. 

I. The Lamb

The lamb is a symbol of rebirth and initiation, because it is so stupid and follows blindly; more 
charitably, it represents the surrender of individual will required of the neophyte. The sacrificed lamb is 
reborn as the Kid Goat. 
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Dawn

* * *
Peri Êous

* * *
De Aurora Libellus

Apollonii

* * * 

Preface

This booklet [libellus] is for Dawn Devotions. It explains how Eos, the Goddess of the Dawn, brings the 
Sun to the new day. Herein also are Dawn Prayers and Hymns to Dawn. 

1.  Name & Epithets 
2.  Genealogy 
3.  Characteristics 
4.  Actions at Dawn 
5.  Prayer 
6.  Hymns 



7.  Quotations 
8.  Sources 
9.  Notes 

Name & Epithets

I write of Eos [Êôs or Heôs], Goddess of the Dawn, known 
as Aurora to the Romans, who is called Mistress [Potnia], 
Golden-throned [Khrusothronos], Saffron (yellow) Robed, 
Rosy-fingered [Rhododaktulos], Early-born [Êrigeneia] and 
the Dawn-Maiden. 

Genealogy

Eos is the daughter of Hyperion, the One Above, Who 
Travels High Above the Earth, and of Theia The Divine, or, 
according to others, of Euryphassa, the Widely-shining One, 
or of Pallas (and so She is called Aurora Pallantias, Aurora 

of Pallas). In any case, Her parents are a Sun God and a Moon Goddess, and She is a Titaness of the 
second generation. 

Characteristics

Eos is young, highly spirited, and lovely; it is Her nature to awaken desire. Her eyelids are snowy, Her 
cheeks rosy and Her head crowned with beautiful, dewy tresses. She has rosy arms and fingers and 
large, white wings. She wears a radiant crown or a star on Her head, and sometimes She is veiled. Her 
robes are saffron yellow or dazzling white and purple, and she wears yellow shoes. 

She rides a rose-colored, purple or golden chariot drawn by white horses. Or She may float in air, 
holding in each hand a pitcher, from which She pours the dew. Or again She may come riding on 
Pegasos and carrying a torch, for She requested Pegasos from Zeus after He punished Bellerophon. 

Tender-hearted Eos is always eager for young mortal lovers; this is a punishment inflicted on Her by 
Aphrodite for having slept with Ares. Like Aphrodite, She brings love to mortals, but is not so easily 
placated as the Goddess of Love. So also Dawn brings a renewal of erotic passions and the morning 
erection. 

Actions at Dawn



Eos lives by the streams of Ocean at the eastern end of the Earth. According to some, this is on Ortygia 
(or Delos), the Isle of the Rising Sun, where Apollo and Artemis were born. The cocks call Her in the 
morning, and She awakes and leaps eagerly from the bed of Tithonos, the deathless Trojan prince who is 
Her husband. 

She leaves Her court, glowing with rosy light, and opens the purple Eastern Gates of pearl upon the 
pathway strewn with roses. Swiftly She rides forth in Her chariot drawn by two horses, Lampus [Shiner] 
and Phaethôn [Blazer], while Nux and Hupnos [Nox and Somnus, Night and Sleep] fly in front of Her. 

Eos lifts the veil of night and chases away the hosts of stars. (So also the souls of the dead depart at 
daybreak.) The first light of Dawn is white, for that is the color of Her wings. Next we see the golden 
radiance from Her saffron robe and yellow shoes. Finally Her rosy arms and fingers stretch across the 
heavens. The flowers and plants, drenched by the dew that She pours from her pitchers, lift their faces to 
Her in gratitude for the new day. 

A fresh wind is felt at Dawn's approach, for Astraios, who is the Dawn Wind, and Eos unite at dawn, to 
produce a fertilizing spirit. And so, by Starry Astraios, She is the mother of the strong-hearted winds: 
brightening Zephyros [west], Boreas [north], headlong in His course, and Notos [south]; the remaining 
wind is Argestês [Bringer of Brightness], which is either Apheliotês [east] or Euros [southeast]. 

These are the winds of morning, which bring benefits to mortals (as opposed to the other, turbulent, 
chaotic winds), for the beneficial winds are born of Eos, "the eternally new light of the dawning day," 
and Astraios, "the luminous radience of the night sky." The Four Winds help to organize human labor 
and to orient the sea lanes; they also define the cycle of the seasons. 

To Astraios, the Ancient Father of the Stars, She also bore the star Heôsphoros [Dawn-bringer] and the 
other gleaming stars by which the heaven is crowned. That is, the God of the Night Sky united with 
Dawn to engender the Morning Star [Heôsphoros]. Others say that this Daystar, who is called 
Phôsphoros [Lucifer] or Phaethôn, the Illuminator, is the son of Eos and Kephalos. In any case, carrying 
a torch He flies by his own wings before Her chariot. 

The Hindus say that Dawn is a young wife, who wakes Her children and gives them new strength for the 
day's work. But because "to be awakened" is "to be wise," they also say She is the Goddess who brings 
wisdom. 

As the New Day, Eos accompanies Her brother Helios, the Sun, throughout the day, riding or walking 
ahead of His chariot. Therefore She is identified with daylight and is called Hêmera [Day], Titô [cf. 
Titan < Day] and Hêlia; She is Queen of Day. At dusk She accompanies the Sun to the west, where She 
is called Hespera [Evening]. Yet again, as Goddesses, Eos, Hêmera and Nux [Dawn, Day, Night] are the 
Maiden, Mother and Crone. 

Helios is preceded on His course by Selene and Eos, His sisters; Eos is the wilder and more turbulent of 



the two. Observe: Selene, Eos and Helios are Night, Dawn and Day; Their colors are the Black of Night, 
the Red of Morning and the White of Day. Alchemically They are Quicksilver, Salt, and Sulphur; the 
Quicksilver (Silver Moon) and the Sulphur (Golden Sun) join together in the Salt. Aurora's 
complementary partner, for whom She strives, is the Green youth. 

Dawn Prayer

Hê Êôia Litê

Preces Aurorae 

It is appropriate to pour a libation [of coffee!] for Eos. Close your eyes and visualize Her 
actions at Dawn (as described above). Then reach out your hand in salutation to the 
Dawn and say: 

I greet Thee, Eos Goddess of the Dawn,
who brings the newborn day; the stars are gone,
and fled before Thy face; both Sleep and Night
are routed by Thy torch, and put to flight. 

The flowers are awakened by Thy dew,
and turn toward the light, for You renew
their life; so also may Thy dew revive
my soul today with thanks to be alive.
You care for all that's fresh and young,
so care for me, to whom Thy dew has clung.
For You remind us that the darkest night
must yield to day and flee before the light. 

I pray Thee, shining Dawn, to bring to me
abundant wisdom, love and energy.
I ask Thee, gracious Goddess, for a wealth
of hope, of time to do, of strength and health.
Especially, this day I ask of Thee:
(fill in request) So may it be! 



I give my thanks for all this day may bring,
all things embraced by Dawn and Evening. 

Blow a kiss toward the Dawn. 

Hymns to Dawn

Humnoi eis Êô

Hymni ad Auroram 

I

Aurora is the first of all to wake;
She tramples over transitory night

the mighty Goddess, bringer of the light, 
beholding every thing from Heaven's height,

the ever youthful, all reviving Dawn,

to every invocation She comes first.1 

II

Auspicious Eos yokes Her chariot from
afar, above the rising Sun, and She

comes gloriously unto men on many wheels.2 

III

Aurora, daughter born of Heaven, dawn
upon us with Thy riches, spreading light,
and dawn upon us with abundant food;

delightful Goddess, dawn on us with wealth.3 

IV

"Hail, gentle Dawn! mild blushing goddess, hail!
Rejoiced I see thy purple mantle spread



O'er half the skies: gems pave thy radiant way,
And orient pearls from every shrub depend.

- Somerville4 

V

[Ecce iam,] ecce vigil rutilo perfecit ab ortu
purpureas Aurora fores et plena rosarum

atria: diffugiunt stellae, quarum agmina cogit

Lucifer et caeli statione novissimus exit.5 

VI

The vigilant Aurora opened forth
Her purple portals from the ruddy East,
Disclosing halls replete with roses. All

The stars took flight whilst Lucifer, the last
to quit his vigil, gathered that great host

And disappeared from his celestial watch.
- Ovid, Met. II.114ff, tr. Brookes More 

Quotations

"Eos who shines upon all that are on Earth and upon the deathless Gods who live in the wide 
heaven." (Theog. 372ff) 

"Now Dawn rose from Her couch from beside lordly Tithonus to bring light to Immortals and to 
mortals." (Iliad XI.1) 

"Eos the early-born was rising from deep-flowing Ocean, bringing light to mortals." (Homeric Hymn to 
Hermes, l. 184) 

For Huperion wedded glorious Euryphaessa, His own sister, who bare Him lovley children, rosy-armed 
Eos and rich-tressed Selene and tireless Helios who is like the deathless Gods." (Homeric Hymn XXXI, 
To Helios) 

See Owen Meredith's poem (Guerber 72) 



See Tennyson's "Tithonus" (Gayley 177-9 etc.) 

Sources

1.  Apollodorus, Biblioteca 1.4.4. 
2.  Bonnefoy, Greek and Egyptian Mythologies, p. 210. 
3.  Carpenter, Art and Myth in Ancient Greece. 
4.  Oswalt, Concise Encyc. Greek & Rom. Myth. 
5.  Gantz, Early Greek Myth, p. 315. 
6.  Gayley, Classic Myths, p. 95. 
7.  Graves, The Greek Myths, sec. 40. 
8.  Guerber, Myths of Greece and Rome, pp. 72, 90. 
9.  Hesiod, Theogony, ll. 372ff. 

10.  "Homeric Hymn V to Aphrodite," ll. 218ff. 
11.  Hornblower & Spawforth, Oxford Classical Dictionary, 3rd ed., s.v. Eos. 
12.  Kerényi, Gods of the Greeks, 192-205. 
13.  Kerényi, Goddesses of Sun & Moon. 
14.  New Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology. 
15.  Lempri•re, Lempri•re's Classical Dictionary, s.v. Aurora. 
16.  Murray, Manual of Mythology, 202-5, 376. 
17.  Nilsson, Greek Folk Religion, 5. 
18.  Ovid, Metamorphoses, II.114, V.440. 
19.  Seyffert, Nettleship & Sandys, A Dictionary of Classical Antiquities, s.v. Eos. 
20.  Yonge, English-Greek Lexicon, s.v. Aurora. 

Notes

1 Adapted from a Vedic hymn to Ushas (Murray 376) 
2 Adapted from a Vedic hymn to Ushas (Murray 376). 
3 Adapted from a Vedic hymn to Ushas (Murray, 376). 
4 Quoted in Guerber (90). 
5 Sightly adapted from Ovid's Metamorphoses II.114ff. 
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Introduction

The City Dionysia is held on the 9th to 13th days of Elaphebolion (c. Mar. 24-28), that is, between the 
first quarter and full moon of the month. This festival concludes the Dionysian part of the year (the 
winter). Now Spring has arrived and we celebrate the resurgence of Indestructible Life (Zôê). (Exactly 
six months from now, at the time of the wine harvest, we will celebrate the Greater or Eleusinean 
Mysteries.) 

We honor Dionysos Eleuthereus (the Free) in the image of Him that was brought from Eleutherai, a 
country village, and is kept in the old temple of Dionysos in the theater district. When the God first 
appeared to the daughters of Eleuther, He was dressed in a black goat-skin (Melanaigis), but they 
rejected Him, therefore He made them mad. To be made well, they had to worship Him as Melanaigis, 
Lord of the Dead, which is why we offer Him Tragedies (Tragôidia = Goat-song) at this festival. 
(Therefore also this is the month of the He-goat.) 

Further, we men rejected the God when the missionary Pegasos first brought His worship to our city, 
and so He struck us with a terrible illness: we could not lose our erections, and although we were always 
erect, we were impotent (satyriasis). An oracle told us to make wooden Phalloi to free ourselves from 
this curse. That was not long after the Trojan War, and since that time men have joined women in the 
worship of Dionysos. 

Once again the World lies open (Mundus patet), as it did during the Anthesteria, in which women and 
children took the larger role; now when Souls walk the streets again, we men take a bigger part; we wear 
the masks, we appear as Spirits. The festival combines Tragedy and Comedy: grief that the God has died 
and joy that He has returned from the Dead. From the sacrifice of the God we learn that Death is an 
essential part of Indestructible Life (Zôê). The profound mystery of this festival is that Dionysos exists 
in two aspects; He has gone down among the Dead, and yet lives on earth in our Phalloi. At one time He 
is both the Emasculated Lord of the Dead and the Young Hunter on Earth. As the former, we see Him as 
the Masked Pole (Stulos). As the latter we see Him dressed in the Nebris (Dearskin) and hunting boots; 
ribbons are tied around His head and hands, and He carries a branching narthex stalk for His Thursos 
(Dionysian Staff). 

Since the City Dionysia is not so old as the other Dionysian festivals (especially the Older Dionysia or 
Anthesteria), it is under the control of the Arkhôn (Chief) rather than the Sacred King (Basileus). He 
supervises the Procession and the Contests, with the assistance of his two Paredroi {PA/REDROI}. In 
addition, the ten Epimelêtai {E)PIMELHTAI/} assist in the Procession. 

Yesterday (8 Elaphebolion) we celebrated the Asklepieia (a feast for Asclepios), comprising a sacrifice 
and communal banquet. We also held the Proagôn {PROAGW/N} (Contest Preliminary), which is a 



prelude to the Contests (Agônes). Each poet stood with his actors, all wearing garlands but no masks or 
costumes, on the Okribas {O)KRI/BAS} (temporary platform) and announced the subjects of his plays. 
This gave us a chance to see (without masks) the actors and chorus for each play. 

Eisagôgê - The Bringing In

We begin tonight (the evening of the 9th of Elaphebolion) by celebrating the arrival of the God in our 
city. First the ancient wooden image of Dionysos Eleuthereus is taken from the temple in the theater 
district, back along the path by which He arrived, and it is placed at the Eskhara (Hearth) of the 
Dionysian temple near the Academy (Akademeia). (The Eskhara is a low altar with a hollow surface for 
burnt offerings.) There we make sacrifice to the God and sing hymns to Him. 

Next is the Eisagôgê (Bringing In) from the Eskhara (Eisagôgê apo tês Eskharas): The Image is escorted 
back to the city by the Epheboi (Young-men) in a torch-light procession. Many of the rest of us also 
accompany the God. He will be brought to the theater to witness the contests (and He will be present on 
each day of the contests). 

The image is carried in His ship-chariot, with its mule-head prow, 
for this is the way the God came across the sea to Eleutherai. The 
lusty mule is dear to Dionysos because it knows the value of 
pleasure, even when it serves no purpose. (Also, the ship-chariot 
reminds us that this festival marks the beginning of the sailing 
season.) 

In a secret ritual in the sacred precint of the Theater, the priests of 
Dionysos sacrifice a Black He-Goat (Tragos) on the Thumele, the 
Sacrificial Table in the Theater. We call this altar Eleos, which sounds like the Greek word for Pity and 
evokes the spirit of Tragedy. We feel pity for the He-goat because he will be punished for a crime he 
doesn't understand; the leafless stalks of the Vine will drink his blood now, although the tender leaves he 
ate will sprout later in the year. The heroic Goat is a friend of shepherds, but an enemy of the vineyards. 
Therefore we venerate him and sacrifice him. 

Later in the evening the sacred Image will be returned to His temple in the theater district. 

Pompê - Procession

On the morning of the following day (10 Elaphebolion) we have a procession to the God's temple in the 



theater district. This procession marks the official beginning of the festival. 

The Procession is led by the man who sounds the Tyrrhenian Salpinx (Etruscan Trumpet) to call the God 
and herald His arrival. Next comes the Kanephoros, an aristocratic maiden who carries on her head a 
golden basket filled with sacrificial offerings, especially grapes. The Arkhôn is also at the head of the 
Procession. Then there are the Obeliaphoroi in pairs, each pair carrying an Obelias (four-foot-long loaf 
on a spit); Skaphephoroi, who carry offering trays (skaphia); Hudriaphoroi, bearing water jugs (hudriai); 
Askophoroi, who carry leather wine-skins (askoi) on their shoulders; and the young man who carries the 
Thumaterion (Censer) containing the sacred fire. 

The Epheboi lead the Axios Tauros (Worthy Bull), which will be sacrificed at the temple, though we 
take no joy in this killing, for Dionysos Himself is called Axios Tauros. In addition to the Bull, many 
men and women carry bloodless offerings for the God. 

Many of us wear beautiful robes, especially the Khorêgoi {XORHGOI/} (Chorus Leaders), who will 
direct the dramatic performances. We see robes of scarlet and royal purple, gold embroidered. Some of 
us wear golden crowns. 

Some men carry erect Phalloi, especially those who have come to represent other cities at our festival. In 
this way we honor the God as we were instructed to do those many centuries ago when He first came to 
us. For, as Varro ( Augustine, De Civ. D. 7.21) explained, Dionysos the Lord of Moist Nature (Kurios 
Hugras Phuseos) has sovereignty not only over the vital sap of plants (of which wine is the highest 
essence), but also over the fertile sperm of animals. 

Along the way we pause at many altars, including the Altar of the 
Twelve Gods, for choral performances, especially of Dithyrambs. In our 
procession we also have the usual Ribald Songs (Skômmata) and 
Vulgar Shouts to drive off the enemies of Life. Indeed, the Procession is 
a joyous efflorescence of irrepressible Life, and many pleasant contacts 
are made or renewed within the happy crowd. 

After the Procession, we make sacrifice to Him at His temple. Besides 
the bull, there are many bloodless offerings. Then more Dithyrambs are performed for Dionysos, which 
celebrate Him as Lord of Indestructible Life (Zôê): 

Who is this one?
  What is His name?
A Wanderer from
  exotic lands?
Of iron heart,
  invincible,
  who checks the strength

http://www.ccel.org/fathers2/NPNF1-02/npnf1-02-13.htm#P1257_679732


of every foe.
Bright flames leap from
  His shining eyes
like Lemnos-fire.
  With hunting boots
and dearskin clad,
  His staff held high,
He comes to us.
He marches through
  our noble town.
A God has come,
  who forges laws
to rid the land
  of monstrous things.
  Every outrage
will be answered!
The flow of Time
  ends everything. 

(adapted from a dithyramb by Bacchylides, Campbell 18 [Perseus], ll.31-45, 54-60) 

Finally, there is a banquet at which we feast on beef from the sacrifices, washed down with much wine 
from the God. 

 

Cômos - Revel

Now that evening has arrived, we hold the Cômos (Revel), in which we men light torches and go around 
the city, singing and dancing to the accompaniment of reed-pipes (auloi) and harps. 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/text?vers=Greek%7Cnone&lookup=bacchyl.+18


Agônes - Contests

The City Dionysia will have Dithyrambic and Dramatic Contests, three "teams" competing on each of 
three days. Thus, on each of the remaining days (i.e. beginning 11 Elaphebolion), there are sacred 
performances - mystery plays. Usually we offer the God new plays, but sometimes we perform the best 
ones from earlier years, or revisions of them. Some time ago, the Arkhôn decided which poets would be 
allowed to compete and assigned a Khorêgos and Chorus to each of them. Now they are ready for the 
competition. Often the poets act in their own plays (as did Thespis, the inventer of drama). 

At daybreak each day the Peristriarkhoi will offer a sucking-pig to purify the Theater and the Strategoi 
pour libations to the God. Awards will be announced for whomever the city owes thanks. On most days 
this will be followed by three Tragedies and a Satyr Play in the morning, and a Comedy in the late 
afternoon (after an leisurely lunch). Each dramatic performance is preceded by a trumpet blast. The 
actors don their naturalistic masks and the play begins. 

Tragedies

In the Tragedies, or Goat-Songs, we see some Hero suffering in the way the Hero 
must, as the Goat is sacrificed for his crime, which he could not avoid. (Early 
Goat-dances for local Heroes were eventually transferred to Dionysos as Heroic 
God.) 

After the trumpet blast, the chorus of 15 marches in from the right-hand side in a 
rectangular formation (3X5 or 5X3); they are preceded by the chorus leader and 
followed by the reed-flute player. After reaching the dancing floor, they turn to 
face the audience and begin their choral ode. The tragedy includes choral and 
solo song, chant, recitative and speech. At the end of the tragedy, the chorus will 
leave in the same rectangular formation. 

Many of the dances in tragedy are serious and noble, involving elaborate, 
conventional hand-gestures, which can tell an entire story, and yet are intelligible 
even to barbarians. The chorus will often move in rectangular formation, 
marching and counter-marching to the Strophes and Antistrophes of the ode, but 
sometimes they dance in circular formation. 

Although many of the dances are dignified, some are very lively. For example, the "figures" include the 
"fire tongs" (leaping with rapid leg-crossing), the "sword thrust," and the whirling "basket dance," which 
imitates the basket carrying in religious processions or the basket-dances of Maenads and Satyrs in the 
worship of Dionysos. There will also be tumbling, dances imitating searching and flying, Victory 
Dances and fragments of religious processions. 



The actors and chorus will also slap themselves to express grief, anger or joy. Further, the chorus will 
often carry the tall staffs commonly born by Athenian citizens, and may use them to threaten violence or 
pretend to beat the actors or each other. Such ritual beating is a common way to drive away Evil and 
ensure Fertility, both important in a Dionysian festival (see also on Theft Dances and Comedy below). 

Satyr Play

In the Satyr Play (Saturikon) the chorus members (who belong to a Dionysian Society) dress up as the 
God's companions to celebrate His Phallic Power. Its subject is related to that of the Tragedies, but 
brings the Hero down a peg by its earthy humor. Some Satyr Plays hint at initiation into a Dionysian 
Thiasos (Society) through riddles or stories concerning release from the Underworld, or the capture and 
escape of the Satyrs, or the care of Divine Children. In many ways the Satyr Play reveals deeper 
mysteries than the Tragedies or Comedies; it is the most ancient Mystery Play (predating the Tragedies 
and Comedies, which developed from it). 

There will be two or three actors, a reed-flute player, and a chorus of 
twelve, who will be dressed as tipsy Silenoi (horse-men), Satyrs (goat-
men) or various blends of the two. Thus they wear short pants to which 
a large Phallus and a horse's tail are attached; they also wear soft 
dancing shoes that resemble hooves. The chorus leader will play 
Silenos, the traditional drunken attendant of Dionysus; he will wear a 
shaggy costume resembling an animal skin and over his shoulder a 
panther hide (a traditional attribute of Dionysos). Wine and dance are 
proverbially connected, for one must dance on the grapes to make wine, 
and the wine in turn makes you dance! 

The overall structure of a Satyr play is similar to the structure of a Tragedy, but with some differences. 
For example, the chorus will not enter or exit in rectangular formation. Also, the overall impression will 
be boisterous and bawdy, and often the actors will act like circus clowns engaging in acrobatics, 
bufoonery and horse-play. 

Although the Satyr Play may borrow or parody any of the dances of Tragedy, Comedy or Ritual, its 
characteristic dance is the Sikinnis, which is for Protection and Fertility. Some call it "lively, rapid, 
vigorous and lewd" and it has much in common with the Kordax and other dances of Comedy (see 
below). As in Tragedy, the dances involve expressive gestures, but in the Satyr Plays they are often 
bawdy. In addition to whirling, leaping, kicking and slapping dances, there is The Itch and the 
Konisalos, a spirited leap intended to expose the genitals. Other dances involve sexually suggestive 
shaking or trembling, such as we have in our fertility dances. We may also expect Theft and Gobbling 
Dances representing the stealing and eating of food, often with consequent beatings (see above); such 
dances are common in our Rites of Purification. 



More common in the Satyr Play than in Tragedy is the dance figure known as Peering or the Owl Dance, 
in which the chorus looks around as though searching for something - part of the message of the Satyr 
Play. This especially associates the Satyrs with the Divine Shepherd Pan (called Aposkopos, "Beholding 
from Afar"). Thus Dionysian routs often include Pans, Satyrs and Silenoi indiscriminately. 

Comedy

In the Comedies the high-and-mighty, whether God or mortal, will be lampooned. Comedy (Côm-ôidia 
= Cômos-song) echoes the less formal Revels (Cômoi), both of which celebrate the resurgence of 
Indestructible Life. The comic actors wear grotesque masks and over-stuffed body-suits with padded 
buttocks and stomach and a large leather phallus - even if the actor is playing a female character! This is 
because Comedy harks back to our rural Phallic Processions to invoke the powers of Fertility and to 
drive off pestilence. These processions include Contests (Agones) in which the bystanders and members 
of the procession will hurl verbal abuse and invective at each other (a magical act in itself, as many 
know). So also, Comedy incorporates such Contests, between the actors, between the chorus and an 
actor, and between two hostile semichoruses. 

The Comic Chorus is larger than the Tragic, 24, often in rectangular formation (4X6 or 6X4). They may 
wear elaborate robes representing animals, clouds, cities, etc., which may be removed for part of the 
performance. The chorus members engage in both solo and ensemble song and dance. Many dance 
forms will occurr in the Comedies, including parodies of those used in Tragedy and religious Ritual. As 
in the Tragedies there may be ritualized slapping and beating to stimulate Life, promote Fertility and 
drive out Evil, as well as spinning, leaping, high kicking and hopping. 

The Kordax is the most characteristic dance of Comedy; some say it promotes Fertility, like the 
Courtesan's Dance to which it is probably related. The Kordax has been called "lascivious, ignoble and 
obscene," and some uptight people say that no respectable citizen will perform it without wearing a 
mask! It can take many forms and may include sexually suggestive rotation of the abdomen and buttocks 
- sometimes with the body bent over - as well as stirring or grinding motions of the hips and shoulders. 
Some say the dancers wriggle like a lizard or snake, and "flicking the tail" is certainly one of the dance's 
"figures." Perhaps the Kordax began as one of our fluid Snake Dances, and developed into the Rope 
Dance of ass-masked worshippers to draw in the Spirit of Moisture and Fertility. (It is worth recalling 
that, at the beginning of the festival, Dionysos, Lord of Moist Nature, was drawn into the city on a mule-
headed ship-chariot.) In these dances, especially in the Comedies, the rope may be replaced by 
intermeshed arms. 

The typical finale of a Comedy is a spirited dance in which the actor leads the chorus out. Often it takes 
the form of a Victory or Nuptial Dance, sometimes both together. 

Dithyrambs

On some days the Comedies will be preceded by Dithyrambic Contests, rather than the Tragedies and 



the Satyr Play. At the festivals last year, each Clan (Phulê) chose their two Khorêgoi, one for the Mens' 
Chorus, one for the Boys'. The Khorêgoi drew lots to see who would get first choice of a Poet and Piper 
for their chorus. Each Khorêgos also picked his Chorus of 50 from the members of his Clan (the 
Khorêgoi for the plays are not restricted in this way). 

For these contests Pindar and Bacchylides composed their memorable Dithyrambs (see below). The 
Dithyramb is a sort of Hymn in honor of Dionysos as God of Fertility, Grapes and Wine; it tells the story 
of His birth, rebirth and further adventures. Originally it was a frenzied dance involving animal 
mummery (Satyrs, Silenoi etc.), but by now it has become quite dignified and makes use of the same 
expressive hand-gestures used in Tragedy and Comedy. 

After the trumpet signal, the chorus will enter single-file from the right; their Leader will come first and 
they will be followed by the Piper, all wearing magnificent costumes: shining crowns or wreaths and 
colorful embroidered robes. The Piper takes a position near the center of the dancing area, perhaps on 
the steps of the Altar of Dionysos, and the chorus circles around him. While he plays the double reed-
pipe (aulos) in the Phrygian Mode, the chorus dances in a circular formation around the Altar of the 
God. You may see this as a typical magical Encircling Dance to consecrate, protect and worship the 
central object (the Altar of Dionysos). 

Like many Choral Odes, the Dithyramb is organized into Strophes, Antistrophes and Epodes. While the 
chorus sings the Strophe they move to the right (counter-clockwise), which represents the East-to-West 
motion of the Stars; during the Antistrophe they move left (clockwise), representing the West-to-East 
motion of the Planets; and during the Epode they stand still, representing the stationary Earth. Thus the 
chorus performs a Cosmic Dance, for indeed the Greeks say that the Heavenly Bodies "dance" in the 
sky. 

After a final Circle Dance, the chorus exits single-file as they entered. 

During the performances wine is poured for the audience and sweetmeats are passed among them (either 
for free or for a price). During the Comedies, the chorus throws nuts and raisens to entertain the 
spectators. Though the performances are sacred and consecrated to the God, the audience makes their 
opinions known, either applauding or hissing and hooting. The plays are also a focus for political and 
social debate; the plays (especially the Comedies) are laced with allusions to contemporary issues and 
will be a stimulus for discussion following the festival. 

The Arkhôn has chosen by lot ten Judges (one from each Clan) to decide the Contests. At the end of the 
festival the Herald will announce the victor in the Theater, and the Arkhôn will place the ivy-crown on 
his head. The victorious Khorêgos will receive a tripod, which he will dedicate to the God, and his Poet 
will be crowned with ivy and gay ribbons for his homeward procession. After the Contests are over, 
each Khorêgos treats his Chorus to a sumptuous banquet. 



Ecclêsia - Assembly

On the day after the Dionysia we have an Assembly, at which we review the conduct of the festivals and 
deal with any complaints anyone might have. We give honors to those who have helped to make the 
festival a success. On the next full moon (which is on the same day as the Assembly unless the Dionysia 
was short), we celebrate the Pandia, which is a simple festival for Zeus, the Father. 

Activities

In the morning read Aeschylus' Oresteia (comprising the Agamemnon, Libation Bearers and 
Eumenides) [Perseus]; also available from [Internet Classics archive]. 

Follow these with Euripides' Cyclops (one of the few surviving satyr plays) from [Perseus] or [Internet 
Classics archive]. 

Alternately, read Bacchylides' Dithyramb 3 (Bacch. 17) and Dithyramb 4 (Bacch. 18) [Perseus] (see also 
Barnstone, Sappho and the Greek Lyric Poets ##429, 431; Knox, Norton Book of Classical Lit., pp. 264-
6). 

In the afternoon read one of Aristophanes' plays from [Perseus] or [Internet Classics archive]. 
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The Rotation of the Elements 

(c) 1995, John Opsopaus 

When thou hast made the quadrangle round, 
Then is all the secret found. 
-- George Ripley (d. 1490) 

The rotation of the elements is a key alchemical procedure, the principal means by which the purified 
essence of a substance is extracted and raised to its most sublime state. Indeed, the rotation symbolizes 
an important transformative process, which manifests throughout the spiritual and material worlds, but 
to understand it we must review the symbolic structure of the four elements. 

The elements have been rich symbols for at least 2500 years, for they resonate with our deepest 
experience of the world. Empedocles, who first identified the four elements, compared them with gods: 

Now hear the fourfold roots of everything:
Enlivening Hera, Hades, shining Zeus
And Nestis, moistening mortal springs with tears. 

Hera rules the fruitful earth, Hades the central fire, Zeus the luminescent air, and Nestis the mollifying 
water.* 

Through the ensuing millennia the familiar structure of the elements has enriched our understanding of 
many quaternities, but the correspondences have usually been established intuitively, and differences in 
emphasis have led to differing assignments. However, a structural understanding of the qualities of the 
elements facilitates moving beyond superficial analogies to the systematic application of these symbols. 
Such an analysis should not be confused with a scientific theory; rather, by exposing the symbolic 
structure of the elements, the analysis extends their applicability and creates symbolic links across many 
domains, a deeper insight essential for understanding the alchemical rotation of the elements. 

The rotation of the elements depends on two interrelated structures, one linear and the other cyclic. The 
linear structure is the increasing subtlety apparent in the series Earth, Water, Air, Fire. (I capitalize the 
names of these ``philosophical,'' or alchemical, elements to distinguish them from ordinary earth, water, 
air and fire.) The cyclic structure results from the elements' definition in terms of two pairs of opposed 
qualities, Hot/Cold and Dry/Moist. These had already been identified by Anaximander in the sixth 
century BCE, one hundred years before Empedocles introduced the four elements, but it was another 
hundred years before Aristotle's systematic analysis of the elements in terms of the qualities.** He 
explains that Earth is Dry and Cold, Water is Cold and Moist, Air is Moist and Hot, and Fire is Hot and 



Dry. 

The order in which the qualities are listed is significant, since, as Aristotle explains, Earth is 
predominantly Dry, Water is predominantly Cold, Air is predominantly Moist, and Fire is predominantly 
Hot; the resulting cycle of qualities is relevant to the rotation. Nevertheless, each element comprises two 
qualities, one from each opposition. The relationship between the elements and qualities is shown in the 
familiar ``square of opposition,'' in which each element follows, in a clockwise direction, its dominant 
quality. 

 Square of Opposition 

The four qualities are the key to understanding the rotation of the elements and many other applications 
of the symbology of the four elements. Since the elements are such rich symbols, one expects there must 
be more to the qualities than mundane heat, cold, moistness and dryness, and in fact Aristotle explains 
them quite abstractly. 

The Hot, he says, is the power of separation, for it causes each substance to cling to its own kind, as 
occurs in distillation; that is, it dissociates a compound by associating things of the same kind. 
Conversely, the Cold associates things of different kinds, and allows substances to mix together. As a 
consequence, the Hot makes things subtle, light, rising and centrifugal, since substances must move 
away from the center to separate from each other. Conversely, the Cold makes things gross, heavy, 
falling and centripetal, since substances mix when forced to the center. 

Aristotle explains that Moistness is the quality of fluidity or flexibility, which allows a thing to adapt to 
its external conditions, whereas Dryness is the quality of rigidity, which allows a thing to define its own 
shape and bounds. As a consequence Moist things tend to be volatile and expansive, since they can fill 
spaces in their surroundings, whereas Dry things are fixed and structured, since they define their own 
form. 

The abstract character of the qualities also determines the relative subtlety of the elements. Since 
Dryness is self-determining, Fire and Earth have an absolute impulse to go in their own direction 
(centrifugal or up for Fire, centripetal or down for Earth). This is especially the case for Earth, which is 
predominantly Dry and self-determining, and so defines a basis for the other elements. The Hot quality 
dominates Fire, which explains why Fire and Heat have practically the same effect, for Heat expresses 



itself fully in Fire. 

Since Moistness is sensitive to external conditions, Air and Water are not unswerving in their motion; 
their upward and downward tendencies are moderated by the expansive, spreading character of 
Moistness. Thus, while Fire and Earth are absolutely Light and Heavy, respectively, Air and Water are 
only relatively Light and Heavy. Centripetal Coldness dominates Water, which therefore tends to relax 
or sink into its surroundings. Moistness, which is expansive, dominates Air, which therefore tends to 
spread actively. 

Therefore, in addition to their oppositional structure, the elements fall in a series of increasing subtlety: 
Earth, Water, Air, Fire. Systematic application of the elements should take account of both structures, 
oppositional and graded, or circular and linear. 

Of course, any pair of opposed qualities can be associated with Hot/Cold and Moist/Dry, just as any 
series of four can be identified with the elements, but the result may have little similarity to earth, water, 
air and fire. If, however, the qualities are assigned in accord with Aristotle's abstract definitions, then the 
elements will be earthy, watery, airy and fiery, and their character and behavior will correspond to our 
intuitions. 

Although the four elements are ubiquitous symbols, I will emphasize psychological examples, since they 
better illustrate the spiritual use of the alchemical rotation. The psychologist Max Lüscher, in his theory 
of the ``four-color personality,'' shows how four categories of psychological structure, which correspond 
to the elements, can be analyzed into a pair of opposed qualities.*** 

On one axis the (Dry) self-determination by which a subject impresses its form on the world is opposed 
to the (Moist) tendency of the subject to be externally determined, to conform to its environment. On the 
other axis the (Hot) centrifugal character, directed from a single center to many objects or flying from 
one object to another, is opposed to the (Cold) centripetal quality, focused on a single object and seeking 
the center. 

This double opposition generates four categories of psychological structure, each with a characteristic 
sensation, behavior and sense of self, and in Lüscher's theory each combination has a corresponding 
color, which characteristically excites that sensation. In short: Earth (green) is associated with solidity, 
persistence and self-respect; Water (blue) with relaxation, satisfaction and self-moderation; Air (yellow) 
with loosening, change and self-development; and Fire (red) with excitement, activity and self- 
confidence. 

Jung's analysis of the four functions of consciousness corresponds closely to Lüscher's in structure and 
color: sensation (green) = Earth, thinking (blue) = Water, intuition (yellow) = Air and feeling (red) = 
Fire. The Cold functions (sensation, thinking) are centripetal: seeking the factual center; whereas the Hot 
functions (intuition, feeling) are centrifugal, seeking relationships beyond the central fact. The Dry 



functions (sensation, feeling) are self-determining because they are not under conscious control; whereas 
the Wet functions (thinking, intuition) are flexible because we may consciously direct their course. 

According to both analyses psychological health requires a balance of the functions (Lüscher's four-
color person, Jung's individuated Self), an idea which is not new. In the fifth century BCE Alcmaon 
argued that ``the bond of health is the equal rights of the powers'' (the opposed qualities), and 
Empedocles wrote, ``Those in whom the elements are mingled in equal or almost equal proportions ... 
are the most intelligent and have the most exact perceptions.'' The alchemical rotation of the elements is 
a procedure for achieving this balance, since it helps the chronic thinker, for example, ensure that 
feeling, sensation and intuition get equal time. 

In the most common rotation Earth becomes Water, Water becomes Air, Air becomes Fire, and Fire 
becomes Earth again. In terms of alchemical procedure, Earth becomes Water by melting a solid 
substance or by dissolving it in some solvent. Water becomes Air (a moist vapor) by boiling, which 
further heating turns into Fire (a dry vapor). Finally Fire becomes Earth by allowing the vapors to 
condense on a solid material. The circulation may repeat if it is done in a reflux condenser, such as the 
Pelican or kerotakis. 

 Pelican or Kerotakis 

Aristotle says, ``It is clear that generation of the elements will be circular, and this mode of change is 
very easy because corresponding qualities are present in adjacent elements.'' In abstract terms the 
application of Heat causes Earth to lose its rigidity (Dryness) and become more flexible (Moist), which 
makes it Water. Further Heat decreases the Cold of the Water and increases its Heat, which makes it Air. 
When Air is Heated, its fluidity dries out, and it becomes rigid, which makes it Fire. When the Fire 
becomes Cold, it loses its Heat and becomes Earth again. 



 Rotation of Elements 

Heat is the primary agent of rotation. Aristotle explains that the qualities Hot and Cold are active, 
whereas Moist and Dry are passive. Indeed, as the principles of separation and union, Hot and Cold are 
identical to Strife and Love (Eris and Eros), which Empedocles had identified as the forces that cause 
the elements to separate and mix. Aristotle further observes that Cold is just the absence of Heat, so in 
the end Heat (or Strife) is the motive force for change; as Heraclitus said, ``all things come to be through 
Strife.'' In practical terms, as the alchemist Olympiodorus said in the 5th or 6th century CE, ``Fire is the 
primary agent, that of the whole art. It is the first of the four elements.'' 

The rotation can also be described by two ``laws of motion'' relating any two adjacent qualities, Moist 
and Hot for example. The first law says that the higher the degree of the earlier quality (in the direction 
of rotation), the greater the rate of increase of the later quality. In this case we could say, ``Moisture 
nourishes Heat.'' The second law says that the higher the degree of the later quality, the greater the rate 
of decrease of the earlier quality. In this case, ``Heat dries up Moisture.'' The two laws combine to cause 
oscillations in each pair of opposites, which are so coordinated as to cause a rotation. As Heraclitus said, 
``The cold become hot, the hot becomes cold, the moist becomes dry, the dry becomes moist''; this 
``strife between opposites'' is the motor of the rotation. 

  

The Wheel of Fortune 



In the Renaissance the Wheel of Fortune was a common symbol for the folly of pride and the insecurity 
of position. Typically the ascending side of the wheel showed a young figure rising in power, 
announcing ``I shall reign'' -- and sprouting ass's ears. On the top of the wheel sat the triumphant king, 
proclaiming ``I reign,'' with full- grown ass's ears. On the descending side, an older figure with an ass's 
tail, exclaims ``I have reigned.'' At the bottom a tattered figure, crushed beneath the wheel, laments ``I 
am without reign.'' 

The turning wheel is an elemental rotation driven by the qualities, Moist on the rising side, Hot on the 
top, Dry on the descending side, and Cold on the bottom. The young upstart is powerless (Cold), but by 
adapting to circumstances and playing the game, that is, by becoming more flexible (Moist), he is able to 
increase his power and success (Heat). However, as he reaches the pinnacle of his success, he becomes 
more rigid and inflexible, which sows the seeds of his decline. Rigidity undermines his power, and he 
falls back to a powerless state. Thus the ``laws of motion'' of the Wheel of Fortune are: Flexibility 
enhances power, but power discourages flexibility. 

The first quarter of the king's ascent corresponds to Water, for he must adapt passively. In the second 
quarter, governed by Air, he becomes actively flexible, seeking new opportunities. The third quarter 
belongs to Fire, and here he has the greatest power to set the terms to which others must conform, but 
this Fire must burn itself out. Therefore the final quarter corresponds to Earth, the deposed king, 
inflexible and powerless in bitter old age. 

The rotation need not stop, however, if the fallen king, reduced to a humble state, abandons past rigidity 
and submits to current circumstances. Then the Earth can be transformed to Water and a new ascent can 
begin. Though the possibility of a new ascent brings some consolation in our reversals, life on the wheel 
is not a happy prospect; I'll explain later how the alchemists turned the rotation into a spiral of 
progressive refinement. 

The same pattern of adaptation (Water), expansion (Air), production (Fire) and retraction (Earth) occurs 
in many elemental rotations, including the seasons (winter, spring, summer, fall), the ages (childhood, 
youth, maturity, old age), and the cyclic rise and fall of species, nations, institutions and ideas. 

Although elemental rotations are usually toward greater subtlety, Earth to Water to Air to Fire, a reverse 
(counterclockwise) rotation is also possible; in Heraclitus' words, ``Fire lives the death of earth, and air 
lives the death of fire; water lives the death of air, earth that of water.'' We find such a reverse rotation in 
Empedocles' Purifications, where he explains that an immortal spirit must cleanse himself of broken 
oaths and other crimes by repeated rebirth in mortal form for thrice ten thousand years: 

The mighty air propels him to the sea,
The water throws him to the earth, and earth
To sunlight's fire, who yields to whirling air. 

This expiatory ordeal brings us to the purpose of the alchemical rotation: refinement and purification. 



There would be no point to the alchemical rotation if it didn't bring one closer to the goal of the Great 
Work, the Elixer or Philosopher's Stone. By understanding how it does this, we can see how to turn 
elemental rotations into progressive spirals of transformation. 

The goal of the alchemist's circulation is a ``Sublimation or Exaltation of the Matter of the Work,'' which 
is ``a process by which substances become more precious, splendid, and excellent,'' as we read in the 
1612 Lexicon of Alchemy by Michael Ruland the Elder. This sublimation is aimed at extracting the 
Quintessence of gold, its spirit in the purest possible state, its Platonic form, because, Paracelsus 
explained, an object can be separated from its matter and continue to exist as a pure form, which is 
transferable to other matter. 

The oft-repeated ``Enigma of Hermes'' says, ``Unless you disembody the bodies and embody the 
disembodied, that which is expected will not take place.'' Therefore sublimation, which is an ascent of 
the spirit from matter, must be followed by condensation, a descent in which the spirit is imposed on 
purified neutral matter; the product is a ``permanent ferment,'' which has excess spirit and thus can 
transfer its form to other matter; it is the Philosopher's Stone, the Elixer that is able to perfect imperfect 
metals, renew youth and cure any illness. 

But what is the spirit to be extracted and embodied in the Stone? It has the qualities of the philosopher's 
gold, the most noble metal, and therefore the most perfect combination of fusibility, the generic 
characteristic of all metals, and fiery color, the specific characteristic of gold. These two characteristics 
are represented by alchemical Mercury and alchemical Sulphur, respectively, the spirits of Water and 
Fire. That is, gold is a perfect combination of the fusibility of Water and the color of Fire. This explains 
the common alchemical descriptions of the Quintessence of gold as ``the watery fire and the fiery 
water.'' Since Mercury is the volatile spirit and Sulphur is the fixed spirit, the goal is to volatilize the 
fixed and to fix the volatile. 

The volatilization of the fixed and the fixation of the volatile together achieve a unification of the four 
elements, for Fire (in the form of Sulphur) makes Water stable by making it Dry and more like Earth, 
while Water (in the form of Mercury) makes the Fire volatile by making it Moist and more like Air. 
Solve et coagula, the famous motto of the alchemists, represents this synthesis of the elements by means 
of Mercury and Sulphur, the principles of dissolution and coagulation. A sixteenth century alchemical 
text says, ``Our stone is from the four elements,'' and adds, ``In the gold the four elements are contained 
in equal proportions.'' Thus the Quintessence was often symbolized by the hexagram (``Solomon's Seal'') 
because it unites the signs of the elements. 



 The Quintessence 

The four elements must be combined in a special way, for the Quintessence is not simply a chaotic 
mixture of the elements. Nor is it prime matter, a featureless substrate in which the Hot neutralizes the 
Cold and the Moist the Dry. The Quintessence must embody simultaneously the contradictory pairs, Hot 
and Cold, Moist and Dry. The scholiast to an alchemical manuscript explains how this is possible: 

Reduce your stone to the four elements, rectify and combine them into one, and you will 
have the whole magistery. This One, to which the elements must be reduced, is that little 
circle in the center of the squared figure. It is the mediator, making peace between the 
enemies or elements.**** 

Matter cannot have contradictory qualities, so the Quintessence must be immaterial, pure spirit. The 
figure shows that no point on the circumference can be simultaneously Hot and Cold or Moist and Dry. 
If, however, the circle shrinks to the point at the center, it will have all qualities at once. This is where 
the immaterial Quintessence resides, and it is the goal towards which the rotation is directed. 

 Refinement Toward the Quintessence 

To ``have the whole magistery'' each step in the rotation must move closer to the central Quintessence, 
which contains the Platonic form of the qualities divorced from gross matter. This is achieved at each 



phase of the rotation by refining the element, preserving its own qualities while eliminating 
contaminating qualities. Thus, the first phase dissolves some of the Earth, converting it to Water, and 
leaves the rest as dregs. The result is that the Coldness of the Earth is preserved in the Water, but some 
of the Dry matter is lost, so the rotation spirals a little closer to the immaterial center. The second phase 
Warms the Water, converting some of it to Air, but preserves its Moisture, leaving some Water as a 
residue. The third stage converts some Air to Fire and releases the remainder as humid vapors. These 
first three stages ``volatilize the fixed'' by spiritualizing the matter. The final phase Cools the Hot vapors, 
and transforms some of the Fire back into Earth, thus ``fixing the volatile'' by materializing the spirit. 
This completes one cycle of refinement and moves closer to the Quintessence. 

 Sublimation Toward Quintessence 

The ``laws of motion'' for the spiral rotation are: Moisture nourishes Heat and yields some of its 
substance; Heat dries up Moisture and yields some of its substance. Each quality becomes more sublime 
by yielding some of its material embodiment. 

Technically, the spiral will never reach the exact center, but it will come close enough to serve as a 
``permanent ferment.'' Most alchemists say seven circulations are necessary to ascend through the 
planetary spheres. 



 
The Ouroboros Serpent 

The endless spiral rotation of the elements is symbolized by the ouroboros serpent or dragon swallowing 
its own tail. The Byzantine ``Poem of Theophrastus'' describes the rotation under the action of a gentle, 
moist heat: 

A dragon springs therefrom which, when exposed
In horse's excrement for twenty days,
Devours his tail till naught thereof remains. 

A Moist Heat (Air-like) is required to unite or marry the opposites, Water (Cold, Moist) and Fire (Hot, 
Dry); Earth (Dry and Cold) also aids the union. 



The dragon's tail is phallic and its head is vaginal, so the dragon impregnates itself. Since the tail is 
male, it corresponds to the Sulphur and represents the solar Heat of the firmament, whereas the head is 
Mercury and represents lunar Moisture. Thus the serpent symbolizes the elemental circle, with the self-
impregnation taking place in the Air element (Moist and Hot). The offspring of this marriage is 
described in Isaac Newton's translation of the Emerald Tablet: ``The Sun is its father, the moon its 
mother, the wind hath carried it in its belly, the earth is its nurse.'' The Quintessence is reached when the 
Ouroboros has consumed itself and collapsed into an embodied monad. As Heinrich Khunrath wrote in 
1597, 

Through circumrotation, or a circular philosophical revolving of the quaternity, it is 
brought back to the highest and purest simplicity of the monadÉ Out of the gross and 
impure One there cometh an exceeding pure and subtile Monad. 

The circulation is also symbolized by the Orphic egg, around which a serpent is wrapped three and one-
half times, that is, midway through the sevenfold circulation that completes the transformation. 
(Similarly, in the mandala of the Muladhara chakra, the Kundalini serpent is coiled three and one-half 
times around the linga.) 

Jung explains that the serpent and spiral are symbols of psychological growth, the unconscious mind 
circling and drawn ever closer to the integrated Self, which is the monad at the center of the quaternity. 
The serpent circles the egg, because the center will become the seed of rebirth. As Jung says, ``Out of 
the egg -- symbolized by the round cooking-vessel -- will rise the eagle or phoenix, the liberated soul.'' 
The liberated Self is often symbolized by an hermaphroditic amalgam of the Sun and Moon, that is, a 
synthesis of the most exalted states of Fire and Water. In some Orphic myths the cosmic egg produces 
Phanes, who is winged, bisexual and self-fertilizing, a symbol of the liberated, balanced, self-
regenerating psyche. 



 Phanes 

In psychological terms, the elemental spiral leads to Lüscher's ``four-color person,'' or to a psyche that 
manifests simultaneously Jung's four functions: thinking, feeling, intuition and sensation. By 
spiritualization, the Quintessence comes to have the virtues of all the elements simultaneously; it 
transcends their opposition and contradiction. 

In the shadow of Jung's epoch-making study of alchemy and psychology, it is difficult to see the Great 
Work as anything but a symbol for the process of Individuation, but that is only part of the truth. 
Alchemy is a symbolic framework for understanding certain abstract structures; practical alchemists saw 
them in matter, Jung found them in the psyche. In fact, wherever we find a twofold opposition of 
qualities that are separating/joining and flexible/inflexible, there the Great Work may succeed. 

Notes 



* Beginning in ancient times and continuing to the present, various correspondences between these gods 
and the elements have been defended. This correspondence is argued persuasively by Peter Kingsley 
(Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic: Empedocles and Pythagorean Tradition, Oxford Univ. Press, 
1995, Part I). ** The main discussion of the four qualities is in Chapters 2 and 3 of Book II of De 
Generatione et Corruptione (On Coming-to-Be and Passing-Away), lines 329b7-331a6. 

*** Max Lüscher, The 4-Color Person, transl. Joachim Neugroschel, New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1979. 

**** The ``Tractatus aureus,'' in the Theatrum Chemicum, Vol IV, p. 691, quoted in Jung, Aion (CW 9, 
Part II), par. 377. 
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Notes 

To the Olympic Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram

Preface

The following is an adaptation of the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram to the Graeco-Roman 
Tradition, and so it is called the "Olympic Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram." Such a 
"translation" is possible because the LBRP is an enactment in a Qabalistic framework of certain 
shamanic practices that are nearly universal. Once the underlying shamanic cosmology has been 
identified, it's relatively straight-forward to reexpress the ritual in the terms of another cosmology, such 
as the Graeco-Roman. That is, many magical operations are evolved forms of shamanic practices that 
are nearly universal, at least in the Europe and Asia, but probably also elsewhere. Therefore, if one can 
recover the original shamanic practice underlying a magical operation, it is relatively straight-forward to 
"translate" that operation between magical systems or between cultural traditions. 

Since constructing this ritual, I've become acquainted with Godwin's Light in Extension (pp. 29-38) 
which, on the one hand, recommends against using Greek God-names in the LBRP, but on the other 
gives a Greek analog to the LBRP which makes use of many of the same associations as mine. I think 
Godwin's arguments against constructing a Greek LBRP, based on incompatibility of the systems, lose 
their force once one sees through the ritual to the underlying shamanic cosmology and practice. 
Although, as he says, there is no direct evidence that ancient Greeks used anything like the LBRP, it is 
nevertheless a basic shamanic technique for establishing sacred space and the Cosmic Axis (Eliade, 
Sham., 184-279), which must have been familiar, in some form, to ecstatic practitioners in ancient 
Greece and elsewhere. 

The text of the ritual is accompanied by full annotation and refences to sources. This information should 
make clear which aspects of the ritual follow from ancient tradition, which come from more recent 
magical traditions, and which are a result of my speculation or arbitrary choice; such information is all 
too often missing from Neopagan reconstructions. A slightly abridged version of the annotated ritual 
was published in The Caduceus: The Hermetic Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring, 1995), pp. 15-34. The 
original LBRP can be found in Israel Regardie's Complete Golden Dawn System of Magic (Vol. III, pp. 
68-70, 94-95) and in many other books. 

I would welcome criticism of this ritual, especially from Qabalists and Ceremonial Magicians. Criticism/
correction of my Latin and Greek composition will also be appreciated. Finally, I beg readers to forgive 
the Early Modern English, which I've used to add dignity to the text. 



Gratias vobis ago,
John Opsopaus
72747.154@compuserve.com 

I. The Opening Tau Cross

i. Close thine eyes, and by thy breath fan thou the Fire... 
Controlled breathing is one kind of askêsis (practice, training; cf. the Yoga practice of tapas) that 

can generate intense internal heat and awaken the Python (Kundalini Serpent). The serpent and the eagle 
are two of the most common spirit guides. (Butterworth, Tree, 77, 88, 134-137, 198; Eliade, Yoga, 106-
111; Eliade, Sham., 412-414) 

The connection between Qabalah and Yoga is well documented in, for example, Ponce (Pt. II, Ch. 1). 

On the transformation of the Shaman to the Macranthropos (Giant), see Butterworth (Tree, 178) and 
Eliade (Yoga, 235-6). The Corpus Hermeticum (XI.20b) says: 

"If then thou dost not make thyself equal to the God, thou canst not know the God; for by 
like is like known. Leap thou clear of everything corporeal, and make thyself grow to a 
magnitude like that magnitude which is beyond measure; rise above all time, and become 
eternal; then wilt thou know the God." 

ij. Draw thou down the Fire of Heaven into thy Heart ... 

iij. Guide thou the bright Beam downward... 

iv. Direct thou the beam from thy heart through thy left... 

v. Direct thou the beam from thy heart through thy right... 

The Four Elements 

The four termini of the cross correspond naturally to the four elements. Their use in this ritual is not 
anachronistic, since the four elements appear already in Empedocles (c.495- 435 BCE), the Greek 
Magician-philosopher who promises (DK 31B 111): 

You shall learn all the potions [pharmaka] that there are for ills and defense against old 
age, since for you alone will I accomplish all this. And you shall stay the force of the 
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unwearied winds which sweep over the Earth and lay waste the fields with their blasts; 
and then, if you wish, you will bring back breezes in requital. After black rain you shall 
cause drought for men in due season, and then after summer drought cause air-inhibiting 
tree-nourishing streams. And you shall bring from Hades the strength of a dead man. 

On the Elements, he says (DK 31B 6): 

Now hear the fourfold roots of everything:
Enlivening Hera, Hades, shining Zeus
And Nestis, moistening mortal springs with tears. 

Theophrastus (372-287 BCE) explained (DK 31A 33) that Zeus is Fire, Hera is Air, Hades (Aidoneus) is 
Earth and Nestis is Water (although even in antiquity there was disagreement over which was which). 
Thus, Zeus corresponds to the Heavens, Nestis to the Abyss, Hera to the Way of Air, and Hades to the 
Way of Earth. Elsewhere (DK 31B 17) Empedocles says, 

I shall tell a twofold tale: at one time they grew to be One alone out of Many, at another 
again they grew apart to be Many out of One -- Fire [Pur] and Water [Hudor] and Earth 
[Gaia] and the immense height of Air [Eer], and cursed Strife [Neikos] apart from them, 
equal in every direction, and Love [Philotes] among them, equal in length and breadth. 

(Strife and Love are discussed below.) The Two Oppositions of the Four Qualities (Hot/Cold, Moist/
Dry) also appear in Empedocles (DK 31B 23), and before him in Heraclitus (533-475 BCE), who said 
(DK 22B 126), 

Cold warms up, warm cools off, moist parches, dry dampens. 

There are also allusions to the Four elements in other fragments of Heraclitus (DK 22B 31, 76). In the 
De Gen. & Cor. (Bk. II) of Aristotle (384-322 BCE) we have the Canonical Doctrine of the Four 
Elements and the Two Oppositions, which persists in the Magical Tradition. So the Doctrine was 
established by the Fourth Century BCE and probably at least as early as the Sixth. (See Kirk, Raven & 
Schofield, Chh. VI, X.) (More on the fundamental potencies of the Elements can be found in my 
"Rotation of the Elemenets".) 

vi. Feel thou the Sacred Tau Cross that blazeth inside... 

vij. As thou makest this gesture the Moon and Sun... 
The original form of the Caduceus, Hermes' Wand of Shamanic Travel, was a Tau Cross 

supporting a Solar Disk and a Lunar Crescent, much like the familiar astrological sign for Mercury. See 
also John Dee's description of his "Hieroglyphic Monad," which places the Caduceus on a twofold 
symbol of the world (indeed, his diagram is a schematic of the astral configuration accomplished above). 
Compare also the Ankh. The Tau Cross is Thor's Hammer, His vehicle of travel (recall how He throws it 



and hangs on). The ancient Mexicans called the Tau Cross the Tree of Life, the Tree of Our Flesh and 
the Tree of Nutriment. (Goldsmith, 40-43) 

At the World's Navel the Sun and the Moon always stand stationary (Butterworth, Tree, 1, 93). 

viij. Thou standest upon the Sacred Mountain ... 
ix. Divine Helen, Leda's Daughter, with large breasts... 

Most of the iconography is from Butterworth (Tree, passim) and Eliade (Sham., 259-279). For a 
description of a very similar scene, see Nonnos (Dionysiaca XL.443-573). 

An appropriate altar is, of course, an Omphalos (in the form of a dome or a truncated cone), which is 
always on a square base representing the four corners of the Earth. It would also be appropriate to have 
this surmounted by a symbol of the Cosmic Tree or Pillar (such as a Caduceus). Since at least the Fourth 
Millennium BCE, two or more concentric rings or dots are a standard symbol for the Omphalos, and for 
the magic power of the Enlightened, who work at the World Navel. Often this symbol is shown with a 
truncated cone, a representation of the Omphalos from the side. For fanfares, use a keras (a goat or ram 
horn trumpet, Hebrew shofar), representing the Cornucopia or Horn of Amaltheia (the goat who nursed 
Zeus); it dispenses the Sacred Sound (see below). An appropriate ritual chalice is an Omphalos Patera 
[phialê omphalotê], a shallow dish with a nipple in the center; it may be filled from the keras. 
(Butterworth, Tree, Ch. II) 

Butterworth (Tree, 113-114) argues that the Horn above the Cosmic Tree produces the Sacred Sound, 
the Om or Aum of Eastern Traditions, which is the mystic nourishment produced continually by the Sun. 
This sound can be produced by the Horn of Amaltheia. Higgins (I.106-8) traces the connection between 
Sanscrit Om, Greek Omphê (the Voice of God), and Omphalos (the Navel), where oracles were 
delivered. Further, Donnegan (s.v. omphalos) records that some etymologists connect Omphalos with 
Ompê (Fruit of the Earth). Thus we have the navel as the place of mystical communion, in both sound 
and substance. 

On Gnostic gems is found the sacred name IAO [)Iaw] of the Sun, which the Greeks took to be the name 
of the Jewish God, since the Tetragrammaton YHUH (using U for the semivowel wau) was often 
pronounced IAO. The Tetragrammaton has several other interesting connections with Greek religion. 
For example, it has been claimed that YHUH, pronounced YAUO or YAOU, is just IAO with a definite 
article. This in turn is Jove, which is pronounced YOUE (Jupiter is a contraction for Jove Piter = Jove 
the Father). The connection with Zeus (pronounced DZEUS) is harder to see, due to the retention of the 
initial consonant, but it is apparent from the hard pronunciation of J (as in Jehova), which is phonetically 
equivalent to DZH. Thus DZEU (Zeu, voc.) = DZHEU (Jeu) = DZHEUO (Jeuo) = DZHOUE (Jove), 
etc. Finally, consider the ecstatic cry of the Bacchantes, Io Euhoi [i)o\ eu)oi(/], which is phonetically YO 
EUHOI. Dropping the vowels yields YUH, which is three fourths of the Tetragrammaton. The 
Tetragrammaton YHWH could be vocalized Yohewhoi (YO HEU HOI), which is nearly identical to the 
Bacchantic yell. These similarities may reveal a Sacred Sound (a "Secret God-Name") common to many 
cultures. (See also Godwin, Vowels, Ch. 8.) 



The Snake entwined around the Middle Pillar (of three) is seen in Babylonian/Assyrian art. The Serpent 
is a symbol of Life, Sexuality and Sensuality (as anyone will understand who has ever allowed a Snake 
to explore them); it is associated with both sexes (with males by phallic association, with females by 
earth/water associations). The Snake also represents Wisdom, Power and Eternity, and was associated 
with Athena, Aesculapius, Hygeia and Hippocrates. (Goldsmith VI) 

Typhon, the son of Gaia and Tartaros, is obviously a Chthonic figure; he is a Giant, taller than the 
mountains and able to reach from sunrise to sunset, who has snakes for legs and a hundred serpent heads 
on his shoulders. He was defeated by Celestial Zeus, with the complicity of the Chthonic Aigipan (Pan 
the Goat). Similarly, Python was a son of Gaia, who lived in a Cave by a Spring, or wrapped around a 
Laurel Tree (N.B), and was later the Oracular Serpent at Delphi and coiled around the Omphalos there. 
Celestial Apollo slew, not Python, but Delphyne, a female womb-serpent (delphus = womb) also at 
Delphi. (The Kundalini Serpent is also female.) Another Chthonic figure with serpent connections is 
Erichthonios, son of Gaia and Hephaistos, and foster-son of Athena; he stands beside Her shield in 
Phideas' statue. (Kerenyi, Gods, 26-28, 125-126, 135-137) 

Other Goddesses, besides Helen, associated with the Middle Pillar include Artemis, Hecate, Cybele, 
Demeter, Tyche and Athena (Butterworth, Tree, 102-107). 

The image of Three Pillars is common to many cultures, including the Egyptians, Jews, Hindus, Druids, 
Mayans and Incas. Frequently they are associated with a Triad of Gods, and with a Trio of Qualities 
such as Wisdom / Strength / Beauty, or Wisdom / Power / Goodness; recall the Three Pillars of the 
Qabalistic Tree of Life: Might (Geburah or Boaz), Mildness (Shekhinah) and Mercy (Hesed or Yachin). 
Mycenaean art frequently features Sacred Pillars and Trees, often in threes (see Evans, Myc. Tree & 
Pillar Cult). (Goldsmith IV, XIX) 

The "Black Shaman" and "White Shaman," which correspond to the Chthonic (Telluric) and Celestial 
(Uranian) Paths, are known from many cultures; see Eliade (Sham., 184-189) for a discussion. There is 
in general no implication that the Black Shaman is evil and the White Shaman is good. (However we do 
have the Myth of Er in Plato's Republic, 614b & seq., wherein we have two Celestial Openings and Two 
Chasms in the Earth, but the Bad Souls go down to the left and the Good Souls go up to the right.) 
Recall also Raphael's School of Athens, where we see Plato, on the observer's left, pointing to the 
Heavens and Aristotle, on the observer's right, indicating the Earth. Although there is no evidence either 
engaged in ecstatic practices, we still have the distinction between the Celestial and Chthonic Ways. 
Pairs of figures, with one pointing up and the other pointing down, are found in Egypt as early as the 
Sixth Dynasty (Butterworth, Tree, 46-47) 

For the Dioskouroi and Helen see Butterworth (Tree III, V). The Dioskouroi were represented by the 
dokona [do/kona], two pillars connected by two cross-beams (Burkert 213), which could easily 
symbolize the Two Ways on the Tree of Life. Burkert thinks it may have been used as a Gate of 
Initiation. Sometimes the Heavenly Twins are Herakles (Black) and Apollo (White). 



It is interesting to note that in the ancient tradition there is no fixed association between the two sexes 
and the Two Ways. For example, we do not find that Celestial Gods associated with Priests and 
Chthonic Gods with Priestesses; there are numerous exceptions to both. Nor do we find that only women 
tread the Way of the Earth, or only men the Way of the Air. Often the Two Ways are associated with 
two males (the Dioskouroi) or two females (Ashtar and Ashtart = Ishtar). Finally there is an absence of 
association of positive qualities with one Way and negative qualities with the other. This is all in marked 
contrast to the Qabalistic Tree of Life, with its strong gender associations. Of course, we may choose to 
consider the Sun's side male and the Moon's side female, but there seems to be little ancient evidence for 
this in Graeco-Roman antiquity, and it may lead us toward unwarranted gender assumptions. 

x. For learn thou this about the Way of Ascent. ... 
The Shaman Prometheus journeyed to Heaven to retrieve Celestial Fire in a hollow stem, that is, 

He gained the Fiery Heat of Kundalini in the Susumna (Central Nadi). For this accomplishment He later 
suffered by being held to the Pillar on the Cosmic Mountain, which towers over the Abyss, and by being 
tortured by His Guide Animal, the Eagle (or Vulture). These are the Pains of Ascesis, for Mystics must 
often subject themselves to suffering; it may also refer to the difficulty of arousing oneself from trance 
(Butterworth, Traces, 137-145; Tree, 98; David-Neel, 141-166). (See Butterworth, Tree, 47-49, 189, 201-
207; see below for Prometheus' redemption.) 

xi. And learn thou this about the Way of Descent. ... 
The description of Scylla and Charybdis is in Odyssey XII.73- 110. The Sacred Fig Tree (ficus 

religiosa) symbolizes Life, and so it is the Tree of Life, the Cosmic Tree. Its three- lobed leaves 
symbolize the male and its fruit the female. The Sign of the Fig, which can be seen as representing either 
the male or female genitalia, is still a common apotropaic (warding) sign around the Mediterranean. 
Recall also that the Buddha meditates, conducts rituals, and is enlightened beneath the Bodhi Tree (Tree 
of Knowledge). I need hardly mention the Serpent-entwined Tree of Knowledge by which both Eve and 
Adam are enlightened (to the displeasure of the ever-jealous Yahweh). 

Prometheus is befriended by Black Shamans: Oceanus and His Daughters and Herakles. Herakles is a 
Black Shaman, as shown by the animal form he adopts: the Lion. We recall also that He replaced Atlas 
(who is a Black Shaman, like His daughter Calypso, who lives at the Navel of the Sea) in His station at 
the Axis Mundi. Herakles' club is a dead limb from the Tree of Life, which grows on the cliff over 
Charybdis, the Way Down. He uses his bow and arrow -- common symbols for ascetic discipline -- to 
slay the Eagle that torments Prometheus. Further, when Herakles went to get the Oxen of Geryon, he 
raised his internal heat by his ascetic practices (tapas), and then took his bow (Mind) and shot his arrow 
(Self) at the Sun (Celestial Illumination). During this same Labor he raised the Twin Pillars (N.B.) of 
Herakles. (Butterworth, Tree, 9- 10, 133-134, 201-207) 

Similarly, Tantalus was a Black Shaman stuck in the Underworld (unable to return from trance?) and 
unable to reach the Tree of Life (Butterworth, Traces, Ch. IV). 



The Kuklopes (Cyclopes), who are known as Sons of Poseidon, seem to be like Zen Masters. They see 
from their brow (the Ajna-Chakra) and visit the Underworld. Note that "Cyclops" derives from kukl-ops 
= wheel-eyed = chakra-eyed; they are Giants (Macranthopoi), like all Shamans. Recall that Odysseus 
visits the Cyclopes after his stop at the Land of the Lotus- Eaters. Odysseus and his comrades are 
unwilling to put up with the "soul-devouring" discipline of the Polyphemus, so they close his brow-eye 
with wine, and extinguish his illumination. When Odysseus called himself "Nobody" (Outis) he may 
have been mocking the Cyclopes practice of uniting their Ego with the World. They made the Keraunos 
(Thunderbolt), which they later turned over to Zeus; it represents the (originally Chthonic) powers 
symbolized by the "Blazing Blossom" (the Lotus) and perhaps Lightning issuing from the Earth. The 
Cyclopes were later the assistants of Hephaistos, the Master of the Fiery Discipline (cf., tapas). 
(Butterworth, Tree, 130-133, 172-178) 

When he visits Prometheus, Odysseus takes the Twelve Best of his companions, and Butterworth 
(Traces, 130; Tree, 167, 174- 175) observes that a Master with Twelve Disciples is a traditional size for 
covens and other mystical groups. 

Interestingly, Pausanias (II.xxiv.3-4) describes an ancient wooden statue of Zeus at Argos, said to have 
been brought from Priam's Troy, which shows Zeus with a Third Eye in His forehead. Although we 
normally associate Zeus with the Celestial rather than the Chthonic Path, Butterworth (Tree, 170-171, 
177) observes that this figure represents Zeus Chrysaoreus, who rules both the Heavens and the Abyss 
(and so corresponds to both the Olympic Zeus and Poseidon); this deity is equivalent to the mysterious 
Chrysaor, who emerged with Pegasus from the severed neck of Medusa, a shamanic figure. (Pausanias 
suggests that the Three Eyes correspond to the Three Worlds, which we may call Heaven, Earth and 
Abyss.) 

xij. But the Wise know that the Way Up and the Way Down... 
At one time the two approaches were in conflict, but they were later reconciled by the Olympian 

Movement (Butterworth, Tree, 130). 

It is interesting that the Bull, Lion and Eagle were all associated with the Serpent Power (Butterworth, 
Tree, 152- 153). This association recalls the Four Sacred Animals (Bull, Lion, Eagle, Man) of the later 
esoteric tradition. Perhaps originally the Four Sacred Animals were the Chthonic Bull and Lion, and the 
Celestial Eagle and Winged Horse. 

After 1000 BCE Babylonian amulets are found with a cross indicating the four directions (see below); a 
symbol is in each of the angles (De Vogel, 294). 

Shaman staffs, such as Hermes' caduceus, often have a cross bar. The staff probably symbolizes the Tree 
of Life, and the crossbar its branches (Butterworth, Traces, 150). Hermes is, of course, the 
Psychopompos, the Spirit Guide, and is found in the vicinity of both Calypso's and Circe's caves at the 
Navel (Butterworth, Tree, 118). He visits with equal ease the Heavens and Hades. 



Orphic grave tablets tell the "Child of Earth and Heaven" that to the left and right are both a cypress-tree 
and a well. On the supplicant's left is a white-cypress, associated with day and the Sun; to the right, a 
dark cypress, associated with the Moon. (Butterworth, Tree, 215-216) 

The order of the Tau Cross is: Fiery Pillar (top-bottom, center), Moon (left), Sun (right), back to center. 
Similarly, in meditating on the triangle in the pericarp of the Sahasrara Chakra, the Yogi begins with the 
Fire Bindu in the center, follows the Line of Fire to the Moon Bindu (left), follows the Line of the Moon 
to the Sun Bindu (right), and follows the line of the Sun back to the Fire Bindu (Avalon 490-491). This 
structure is also preserved in the Crucifixion on the back of the Lotharkreuz in Aachen. See Butterworth 
(Tree, pp. 175, 215-223, pll. xxix-xxxi). 

Right & Left 

There is a problem telling the orientation of Right and Left. Butterworth (Tree, 216-7) claims that when 
you look at the Tree, the Moon Path is on the Right and the Sun Path is on the Left, but that taking the 
Tree within you puts the Moon Path on the Left and the Sun Path on the Right. He says this agrees with 
the oreintation of Hatha Yoga, which is described from the Yogi's viewpoint and puts the Ida-nadi 
(Moon Channel) on the Left and the Pingala-nadi (Sun Channel) on the Right. (Actually the Sun and 
Moon Channels spiral around Sushumna -- the Spine -- but the Moon Channel terminates at the left 
nostril and the Sun Channel at the right. Kundalini Yoga may have been known in western Asia as early 
as the Second or even Third Millennium BCE; Butterworth, Tree, 166-167, 192) Butterworth also 
supports this orientation with artifacts, including the Lotharkreutz, but admits that other artifacts reverse 
the orientation, and in some cases it's not obvious what is the front and what is the back. 

There are similar problems with Qabalah depending on whether the Tree is faced externally or 
visualized internally. Regardie (III.1) says that to the observer, the Pillar of Mercy is on the Right and 
the Pillar of Strength on the Left, but that when you internalize the Tree, your Right side becomes 
Strength and your Left Mercy. On the other hand, Ponce (137-141) argues that the Tree is properly 
applied to the Primal Man facing away from the observer, so that on the Left is the Pillar of Strength 
(Dark, Passive) and on the Right the Pillar of Mercy (Light, Active). 

In the foregoing I have placed Left and Right so that the system of correspondences is consistent with 
Yoga as interpreted by Butterworth and with the Qabalah as interpreted by Ponce. So in the Tau Cross 
the Moon/Earth Path is on the practitioner's Left and the Sun/Air Path is on the Right. In this way the 
order of the Tau Cross (Heaven, Abyss, Moon/L, Sun/R) agrees with the triangle in the pericarp of the 
Sahasrara-chakra (Fire Bindu, Moon Bindu, Sun Bindu). Fortunately, this orientation also preserves the 
order of the Qabalistic Cross in the Golden Dawn Tradition (Kether, Malkuth, Gedulah/L, Geburah/R), 
since it's from the perspective of an observer facing an altar (Regardie III.94); though Regardie (III.2), 
inconsistently, and other sources gives Geburah/R, Gedulah/L, and still others have Gedulah/R, Geburah/
L. 

Observe that, for most people, the Right is the Active Hand and the Left the Passive Hand, that is, the 



Initiating Sun and the Responding Moon. Further, if we face North, the Ascending Path is in the East 
and the Descending in the West, or if we face East, the Celestial Path is in the (warm, sunny) South and 
the Chthonic Path in the (cold, earthy) North. (On the other hand, the Paduka-Pancaka (v. 4, Avalon 490-
491) puts the Fire Bindu in the South, the Moon Bindu in the Northeast and the Sun Bindu in the 
Northwest.) Finally, this orientation agrees with a Greek tradition that distinguished Left and Right 
Gods; the Left Gods are the Di Inferi (Lower Gods) and the Right Gods the Di Superi (Upper Gods), 
though apparently the Romans followed the Etruscans in reversing the associations (Weinstock 1946). In 
any case, I don't consider the issue settled, and readers should conduct their own experiments; all the 
correspondences stay the same, just switch Left and Right. 

Trivium & Quadrivium 

Images of the Triple Hecate often show Her holding a Serpent (a Earth symbol) on one side and a Sword 
(an Air symbol) on the other. The Romans called Her Trivia, which refers to the threefold meeting of 
paths (Trivium). In Her triple images we can see the Cosmic Tree with its threefold trunk: the central 
Axis flanked by the Way of the Earth and the Way of the Air. Though one can't assume that left and 
right haven't been reversed in reproductions, the images I have of Hecate show Her holding the Serpent 
on Her right side and the Sword on Her left (though some have both on both sides). 

The Trivium represents the three Ways we may go at any given time: the Celestial Way, the Mundane 
Way and the Chthonic Way, which correspond to the Three Planes on which we may move: Heaven, 
Earth and Hades (Overworld, Midworld, Underworld). The Three Ways correspond to the Three 
Principles of Alchemy: Sulphur (Anima), Salt (Corpus) and Mercury (Spiritus), respectively. (In other 
contexts, Mercury is the Active Mediator between Sun and Moon.) 

Each Plane is divided into Four Quarters: the Four Quarters of Heaven, the Four Quarters of Earth, the 
Four Quarters of Hades. A crossroads or fourfold meeting of Paths is called a Quadrivium, and one Path 
leads to each Quarter. So the Trivium and Quadrivium together determine the possible Paths we can 
follow (Seven Ways total giving Twelve Paths in combination). 

Interestingly, the traditional Pagan Curriculum (continued through the Renaissance) comprised the 
Trivium (Grammar, Dialectic, Rhetoric) and the Quadrivium (Arithmetic, Harmony, Geometry, 
Astronomy), yielding the Seven Liberal Arts. Their Planetary Patrons were as follows: Luna: Grammar, 
Mercury: Dialectic, Venus: Rhetoric; Sol: Arithmetic, Mars: Harmony, Jupiter: Geometry, Saturn: 
Astronomy. I will leave it as an exercise for the reader to establish the correspondences to the Worlds 
and Quarters. 

Qabalah divides the Hebrew alphabet into three groups (Ponce I.2): Three Mothers, Seven Doubles 
(Dyads) and Twelve Singles (Monads). The Three Mothers are Aleph, Mem and Sin. These are 
traditionally associated with the elements Air, Water and Fire, respectively. Therefore we have the three 
Cosmic Planes: Fiery Heavens (Sin/Fire), Watery Abyss (Mem/Water) and the Upward Path between 
them (Aleph/Air), though the Downward Path (Earth) is either missing or assimilated with the Upward 



(as the single Axis). Alternately, since Aleph is the Mother of the Aspirates, Mem is the Mother of the 
Mutes, and Sin is the Mother of the Sibilants, we might expect Earth to be associated with a vowel that 
is the Mother of the other Vowels (which the Hebrew alphabet didn't write). 

The shamanic cosmology is better represented by the Seven Dyads, which are: Beth/Gimel = Above/
Below, Daleth/Koph = East/West, Pe/Resh = North/South, and Tau = Center. Thus we have Three 
Planes (Above, Center, Below) and Four Quarters (NSEW), which correspond to the Seven Ways of the 
Trivium + Quadrivium. Interestingly, Tau is the center, as in the Tau Cross. The remaining letters 
comprise the Twelve Monads, which traditionally correspond with Zodiacal Signs, though we may also 
expect them to correspond to the Twelve Paths generated by the Seven Ways. Certainly, more research 
is needed, especially to see how well these associations transfer to the Graeco-Roman Tradition. 

Circulation Through the Tree of Life 

I'll digress briefly on a well-known exercise, the "Circulation through the Tree of Life" (Regardie, III.59-
60), and its relation to the Elements and Ways. Aristotle (De Coelo IV, 311a-b) distinguishes three 
Simple Motions: Upward, Downward and Circular (Celestial Rotation). Upward and Downward Motion 
pertain to the Four Elements (the substance of the Mundane Spheres); Circular Motion pertains to 
Aither, the Fifth Element or Quintessence, the substance of the Celestial Spheres. 

Downward Motion follows the sequence Fire, Air, Water, Earth, that is to say, the Practitioner's Head, 
Right Hand, Feet, Left Hand. This is exactly the opposite direction used in the first part of the 
Circulation exercise, which flows from the Head, down the Left Side, around the Feet, and up the Right 
Side. However, it agrees with Plato's Cycle: Fire condenses into Air, Air liquifies into Water, Water 
solidifies into Earth, and Earth sublimates into Fire. In this exercise we are drawing Power from both 
Extramundane Worlds. The circulation draws the Celestial Fire down the Sun Channel into the Way of 
Air, and it draws the Abyssal Water up the Moon Channel into the Way of Earth. Exhalation 
corresponds to drawing down, inhalation to drawing up. It will be helpful to see the Elements going 
through the transformations of Plato's Cycle, with the rotation driven by the streams of Heavenly Fire 
and Abyssal Water. This part of the exercise helps establish the Sun and Moon Channels. Upward 
Motion follows the sequence Earth, Water, Air, Fire, which in Plato's Cycle is: Earth dissolves into 
Water, Water vaporizes into Air, Air rarefies into Fire, and Fire condenses into Earth, known in 
Alchemy as the Rotation of the Elements (Burckhardt, Ch. 6; see also my "Rotation of the Elements"). 
We can make this correspond to the second part of the exercise, if we turn to our Left (North), so that the 
Moon Pillar is in front of us, and the Sun Pillar behind, then the order of circulation is: Chest, Feet, 
Back, Head. Exhalation corresponds to descent, inhalation to ascent. Again, it is helpful to visualize the 
transformations of Plato's Cycle, driven from Above and Below, as before. This further strengthens the 
Sun and Moon Channels, but facilitates the Journey on them (up for Sun, down for Moon), whereas the 
preceding circulation facilitated the Return (down for Sun, up for Moon). 

In the last part of the exercise, the Energy spirals upward around the Body, beginning in front of the 
Right Foot, spiraling to the upper left, until it bursts from the Head to flow down all sides to the Feet. 



This obviously corresponds to Circular Motion and to the Fifth Element (Spirit, Quintessence, Aether). 
Some versions do not have the Energy spiral, but simply rise vertically up the Spine, until it bursts from 
the Head, like Athena from Zeus's head. The basic pattern is still Circular (or Spherical), however, since 
the Energy flows back to the Feet on all sides. In both case you draw Sustenance from the Abyss and 
raise the Serpent Power to the Top of the Cosmic Tree, where its Abundance pours down again upon the 
World Navel. 

According to Regardie (III.59-60), the purpose of the Circulation is to build up a three-dimensional Tree 
of Life with Five Pillars. However, as we've seen, the traditional Tree, in Qabalah and elsewhere, has 
three Pillars. Thus I've used the second part of the Circulation to open the opposite directions in the 
Moon and Sun Channels. 

II. Pentagrams of the Quarters

xiij. This is the way thou wilt draw the Shining Pentagrams... 
xiv(a). In Greek the Pentagram hath the Name HUGIEIA... 
xiv(b). In Latin the Pentagram hath the Name SALUS... 
xiv(c). Though in English we label the Pentagram WHOLE or SOUND... 

The pentagram and hexagram were both used for protection in ancient Greece (V cent. BCE). In 
Babylon, five-, six- and seven-rayed stars were all used. The Pentagram appears in the earliest writing of 
Mesopotamia (precuneiform pictographic writing), c. 3000 BCE, as the Sumerian sign UB. Its meaning 
in the cuneiform period (by 2600 BCE) seems to be a Heavenly Quarter and also the four Directions 
(forward, backward, left, right); the fifth direction was "above." The four directions corresponded to the 
planets Jupiter, Mercury, Mars and Saturn, with Venus the Queen of Heaven (Schekina) above. These 
are the "Smaller Planets" (omitting Sun and Moon). Ishtar (Venus) was represented by the Eight-rayed 
Star (Elam). See De Vogel (App. A) and Black & Green (s.v. Star). 

Pythagoras may have become acquainted with the Pentagram during his sojourns in Egypt and Babylon 
(perhaps 554-533 BCE); in any case the Pythagorean Brothers used it as a sign of recognition (Iambl., 
Vita Pyth. XXXIII). They called the Pentagram "Hugieia" [(Ugi/eia], which is usually translated 
"Health," but has more the sense of Soundness or Wholeness. The Pentagram was still used with this 
meaning in Paracelsus' time (c.1493-1541). The Pythagoreans also used "Be sound/whole!" as their 
greeting (Scholia in Aristoph., Nubes 609; Lucian, Pro lapsu 5). In fact Bonner (p. 177) notes that 
Hugieia is a fairly common inscription on amulets, and that Perdrizet thinks it and similar inscriptions 
are Oriental in origin (the word, of course, is Greek). 

The Pythagoreans apparently labeled the points or angles of the Pentagram with the Greek letters 
UGIEIA. Allman (p. 26) shows them on the points arranged counterclockwise from the top thus: U, G, I, 



EI, A. The fact that UGIEIA has six letters is an inconvenience, and Allman 
observes that the Pythagoreans wrote upsilon, gamma, iota, theta, alpha at the 
points, perhaps because an adjacent epsilon and iota look something like a 
theta. Chasles (1875, p. 478-479) likewise lists these five letters, quoting 
Alstedius (Encyc. univ., 1620) and Kircher (Arithmologia, 1665). 

Budge (Amul. & Superst., 232-233), in an exhibition of remarkably sloppy 
scholarship, says that the "shield of Solomon" (i.e. the Hugieia Pentagram) is 
inscribed with the Greek letters IGIRA "meaning something like 'wholesome,' 'good for health,'" though 
there is no such Greek word. Looking at the figure in his book we see an upright pentagram surrounded 
by two rings; between the rings and aligned with the angles between the pentagram's points are Greek 
letters reading clockwise: UGI?A. The mysterious fourth letter is unidentifiable, but the figure is from 
Agrippa's De occulta philosophia (Lib. III, cap. xxi). The letter is still not entirely clear in my edition of 
Agrippa (Brill, 1992), but its appearance is consistent with a common medieval abbreviation for EI 
(which looks vaguely like a theta, but more like a dollar sign made without lifting the pen). (Francis 
Barrett translates the relevant part of Agrippa in The Magus, Bk. II, Ch. XVII, but does not include the 
figure.) 

So we can conclude that the Pythagoreans labeled the Pentagram with the letters U, G, I, EI, A, reading 
clockwise (or perhaps counterclockwise), placing them on the points starting at the top (Alstedius, 
Kircher), or in the angles starting at the top right (Agrippa). 

Now, of course, when one draws a Banishing or Invoking Pentagram of any kind, one does not visit the 
points in either a clockwise or counterclockwise order. One might suppose that some Great Secret is 
revealed when the Pentagram is labeled as above, but the letters visited in an invoking or banishing 
order. But if that is the case, I have not been able to penetrate the Mystery. The resulting sequences of 
letters do not seem to spell anything, let alone anything interesting. Therefore, I've decided that it's more 
meaningful, in a Banishing or Invoking Pentagram, to call off the sounds in their natural order, but other 
approaches might be worth some experimentation. 

The singing of the sounds, especially the vowel sounds, creates compact entities in the Spectral Realm. 
The longer they are continued, the denser (more compact) their Spectres. Their Power is collocated in 
the Spectral Realm with that of all similar sounds, no matter when they were made, or where. Thus 
connections and causal relations are established across Space and Time. This is a consequence of the 
Mathematics of Harmony (Fourier Analysis). 

When it comes to intoning the name of the Pentagram, HUGIEIA is especially appropriate, since it is 
almost entirely vowels, and the G is easily extended as a velar fricative. The Latin version, SALUS, is 
not as good, but the sibilant S and liquid L are easily prolonged. For the English version, though 
SOUND and WHOLE both have five letters, they do not have five sounds. But WHOLENESS does 
(vowels: O, E; liquid: L; nasal: N; sibilant S), and corresponds better with HUGIEIA and SALUS, being 
a noun rather than an adjective. 



I've kept the usual Earth Banishing Pentagram (lower-left to top) for this "Lesser" ritual, though I know 
of no ancient warrant for the usual association of the Five Elements with the points of the Pentagram. 

xv. Now go thou to the East and make the Pentagram. ... 
Zeus's Keraunos (Thunderbolt) is a complex symbol, nearly identical in shape to the Tibetan 

dorje (Hindu vajra) thunderbolt. The round center represents the World Navel. The radiate branches at 
each end represent the two halves of the World Tree, the upper Branches growing from the Earth up to 
the four quarters of the Heavens, and the lower Roots growing from the Earth down to the four quarters 
of the Abyss. Thus it represents the power of the Twofold Path for Growth and Illumination. The center 
(cf. the Lotus or Bindu) represents the Earthly potential for Growth out of the Void, while the ends 
represent the power of Celestial and Chthonic Lightning, both illuminating and destructive. The 
reconciliation of the Celestial and Chthonic Paths was achieved in the 9th cent. BCE by the Olympian 
Movement (Butterworth, Tree, 130-133), and the Lightning + Flower combination is thereafter common 
is Greek art. The Keraunos was made for Zeus by the Kuklopes (Cyclopes), Underworld Masters of Fire, 
who are Giants who see from their brows (cf. the "third eye" or Ajna-Chakra). (See Butterworth, Tree, 
VI, IX; Goldsmith 100-105, 175.) 

The Growth and Destruction symbolized by the Keraunos is the Law (Logos) of the universe, governed 
by Zeus. As Heraclitus says, "Keraunos steers all things," and Hippolytus explains, "by Keraunos he 
means the Eternal Fire, ... and he calls it Need and Glut" (DK 22B 64, 65). Heraclitus also says (DK 22B 
20), "The World Order -- the same for all -- no one of Gods or people made, but it ever was and is and 
shall be: Fire Everliving, being kindled in measures and in measures being extinguished." He says it is 
the basis of the Cosmos: "All things from Fire arise and into Fire resolve; all things come to be in accord 
with Destiny, and through opposing currents existing things are made a harmonia (structure)" (Diog. 
Laert. ix.7) 

Similarly Empedocles, in a passage previously quoted, makes Strife (Neikos) and Love (Philotes), that 
is, Destruction and Growth, the two great motive forces of the Universe. He also says (DK 31B 17), 

And these things never cease their continual interchange, now through Love all coming 
together into One, now again each carried apart by the hatred of Strife. 

Compare also: Horus the Creator, Set the Destroyer and Shu the Mediator; Brahma the Creator, Shiva 
the Destroyer, Vishnu the Preserver. 

In form and nature the Keraunos is a "Blazing Blossom" or "Fiery Flower," again representing Growth 
and Destruction. In the Second Olympian Ode, Pindar says (Houghton tr.): 

And such as thrice have dared,
abiding either side of death,
To keep their souls aloof from evil doing,



Proceed the road of Zeus to Kronos' tower,
Where 'round the islands of the blest,
the Ocean breezes blow,
And the Blossoms blaze with gold ... 

See Butterworth (Tree, 205, 224-225) on the Keraunos as an "efflorescence of flame." As such it is an 
androgynous symbol, for the Flame (or Jewel) is masculine and the Water (or Lotus) is feminine 
(Goldsmith 8-9). 

Hera's Cuckoo-bearing Sceptre, which represents the Celestial Spirit nesting on the top of the World 
Tree. (Zeus first came to Hera in the form of a Cuckoo.) 

xvi. Now with thy Staff forge thou the Fiery Ring... 
Hestia's Burning Circle represents the Protection of the Hearth Fire or Camp Fire. The Eternal 

Fire of Hestia / Vesta represents Eternal Life (Oxf. Cl. Dict., s.v. Hestia). 

xvij. Then to the West... 
Poseidon's Trident represents the Cosmic Tree, as shown by the crossbar below its prongs 

(Butterworth, Traces, 150), which in turn represent the Tree's three roots: the Sun, Moon and Fire 
Channels (Pingala-nadi, Ida-nadi, Susumna) in which Prana moves (Butterworth, Tree X). 

xviij. Then to the North... 
This is the Torch by which Demeter tried to find Persephone; it illuminated Her odyssey, during 

which She rode in a chariot conducted by winged serpents. 

Hades' name may mean "the Unseen" ["(/Aidhs" < "a) idh/s"]. 

xix. Then draw thou the Fiery Ring back to its beginning... 
The foregoing invokes Deities of the First Olympian Generation: Jupiter, Vesta, Neptune and 

Ceres are all children of Saturn and Ops, as are Pluto and Juno. 

When projecting the Four Weapons through the Pentagrams, the practitioner might find it helpful to 
make an appropriate gesture: as though throwing a dart for Zeus's Keraunos, as though throwing a 
frisbee for Hestia's Burning Ring, as though throwing a javelin for Poseidon's Trident, as though 
throwing a knife for Demeter's Torch. 

III. Wards of the Quarters



xx. Now raise again thy arms so thou art the Sacred Tau... 

xxi. West: Focusing thine attention behind thee... 
Apollo and Artemis, the "Shining Twins" form a complementary pair for the Wards of the East 

and West. 

xxij. South: Focusing thine attention to thy right... 
Mars was also an Italic vegetation God, and so might be evoked in the North. 

xxiij. North: Focusing thine attention to thy left... 
In addition to being a Vegetation God, Dionysos is associated with the Nether Regions, which are 

in the North. Also, Dionysos was born from Zeus's thigh, much like Athena, the Ward of the South (who 
was born from Zeus's thigh or brow). 

Pan may seem an unlikely Ward, but when Athens honored Him and asked Him to help defend them 
from the Persians, he did so (Herodt. VI.105.2-3). 

xxiv. In thy mind, thank all the Wards of the Quarters... 
The foregoing invokes Deities of the Second Olympian Generation: Apollo, Mercury, Diana, 

Venus (according to the Iliad), Minerva, Mars, Vulcan, and Bacchus are all offspring of Jupiter and/or 
Juno. Pan is a son of Mercury. For Wards, I've tried to select Deities that are Protectors. On the other 
hand, I see no reason to limit oneself to a fixed set of Wards; there are many Gods and Goddesses that 
might be invoked in particular circumstances; also I would expect the practitioners to call upon any 
Gods with whom they have a special relationship. 

The Gods suggested above correspond approximately to the Archangels usually invoked in the LBRP. 
East: Raphael (air, eagle), who presides over human spirit (cf. Apollo, Hermes). West: Gabriel (water, 
man), who presides over Paradise & Cherubim (cf. Aphrodite, Artemis). South: Michael (fire, lion), who 
is militant, and presides over human virtue (cf. Athena, Mars). North: Uriel (earth, calf), who presides 
over clamor and terror (cf. Pan, Dionysos). See also Spence (Enc. Occult., s.v. Angels), and Barrett 
(Magus, IV.i.112, ii.135). 

IV. The Macrocosm in the Microcosm

xxv. Spread thy feet apart and assume thou the form... 

xxvi. When the Sacred Hexagram shineth within thee... 
Traditionally the Hexagram symbolizes the Unity of Opposites and the Balance of the Four 

Elements. The Four Elements result from the Opposition of Activity (Fire, Forma, Sulphur, Spiritus) and 



Receptivity (Water, Materia, Quicksilver, Anima). In Alchemical terms, it is the Fluid Fire (Water 
makes Fire nonburning, and so Air-like) and Fiery Fluid (Fire makes Water stable, and so Earth-like). In 
other words, the Celestial Fire stabilizes (draws up) the Watery Abyss to yield the Way of the Earth, and 
the Watery Abyss tames (draws down) the Celestial Fire to yield the Way of the Air. (See Burckhardt, 
pp. 74-75.) 

The Hexagram shining within the Body (Salt) signifies the Perfect Union of Spirit (Sulphur) and Soul 
(Mercury), which is the "Living Gold," the goal of Spiritual Alchemy. That is, the Celestial and 
Chthonic Worlds meet in the Mundane World. 

xxvij. The Pentagram signifieth the Microcosm... 
Kircher (Arithmologia, 1665), quoted by Chasles (p. 478) observes that the pentalpha and 

hexalpha (i.e., the pentagram and hexagram) were the two most common magic sigils. 

V. The Closing Tau Cross

xxviij. Repeat thou the Tau Cross as it was at the beginning. 
Alchemy calls these divisions the Two Seeds, the Three Principles and the Four Elements. The 

goal of Alchemy is the One Fruit, the Tincture or Living Gold (from a 1766 Nuremburg MS). 

xxix. Thou hast made for thyself a Sacred Space ... 
Heraclitus says (DK 22B 60), "The way up and down are one and the same." 

finis 
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until the Universe is within thee. Be thou as a God; be thou as a Goddess. 

ij. Draw thou down the Fire of Heaven into thy Heart, and say: 

"From Celestial Fire"
"Ab Igne Caelesti"
"Apo tou Ouraniou Puros"
[)Apo\ tou= )Oura/niou Puro/s] 

[Suggested gestures for the preceding step: Raise your arms into a horizontal, cross position, with palms 
up (in Celestial Invocation). Bring them together above your head, palm to palm, and then draw the 
Celestial Fire down to your heart, while saying "From Celestial Fire."] 

[The words to be spoken by the practitioner are given in English, Latin and Greek. In an attempt to 
combine readability and accuracy, I've given the Greek text two ways, in a simple but approximate 
Roman transcription, and in "Beta code," a standard ASCII representation of Greek including all the 
accents, breathings, etc. Beta code transcriptions are enclosed in square brackets. The Beta code 
transcriptions should be reasonably comprehensible with the following information: ")" and "(" represent 
smooth and rough breathing, respectively; "/", "\" and "=" represent acute, grave and circumflex accents, 
respectively; "|" is iota subscript.] 

iij. Guide thou the bright Beam downward, until it stirreth the Subterranean Waters of the 
Abyss and bringeth Them to life; and while so doing, say thou: 

"To Watery Abyss"
"Ad Aquosum Profundum"



"Eis ten Hudroessan Abusson"
[)Ei\s th\n (Udro/essan )/Abusson] 

[Suggested gesture: Keep the palms together and move them down in front of the groin. Then separate 
the hands and hold them to the sides and slightly forward, with palms down (in Chthonic Invocation).] 

iv. Direct thou the beam from thy heart through thy left shoulder, until it stretcheth to the 
Moon, and say: 

"By Way of Earth"
"Via Terrena"
"Kat' Hodon Chthonion"
[Kat' (Odo\n Xqo/nion] 

[Suggested gesture: Raise the left hand up to your chest; then extend your arm into horizontal position, 
with the palm forward.] 

v. Direct thou the beam from thy heart through thy right shoulder, until it stretcheth to the 
Sun, and say: 

"By Way of Air"
"Via Aeria"
"Kat' Hodon Aitherion"
[Kat' (Odo\n )Aiqe/rion] 

[Suggested gesture: Raise the right arm to the chest and then into a horizontal position, with forward 
palm.] 

vi. Feel thou the Sacred Tau Cross that blazeth inside thee. Now cross thy arms over thy 
Heart, and say: 

"Abiding always in the Center. So be it!"
"Semper in Medio manens. Esto!" or "Fiat!"
"En Omphaloi aei menon" (masc.) or "menousa" (fem.). "Esto!"
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YôKµîÏúæ@ á=thy left standeth the Path of the Moon, and on thy right the 
Path of the Sun, above thee shineth the Cosmic Pole, below thee lieth the 
Abyss. 

viij. Thou standest upon the Sacred Mountain, the World Navel, under which 
hideth the Watery Abyss. At thy back groweth the Tree of Life, which 
stretcheth over thy head, the Navel Cord, for the Mountain and Tree are the 
Cosmic Pillar, which supporteth the four Quarters of the Heavens. From 
Calypso's Cave between the Tree's roots, which penetrate the Abyss, are the 
four springs, which flow to the four Quarters of the World, and they run with 
water, honey, milk and wine. Around the World Tree's trunk coileth thrice and 
half again the Serpent. In the Cosmic Tree's leaves percheth the Eagle of 
Zeus, guarding the Horn of Amalthea, from which Nectar floweth into the 
Libation Bowl, the Bountiful Breast, which overfloweth, raining Nectar on the 
World. Ambrosia floweth up the trunk of the Tree from the Deep. Illumination 
cometh from Above and Growth cometh from Below. The World Tree is the 
Tree of Destiny and Its leaves are the Book of Fate, for as they fall, so fall to 
earth the winged souls of the folk, ever singing in its foliage. 

ix. Divine Helen, Leda's Daughter, with large breasts, liveth in the Bountiful 
Cosmic Tree, for she is Its Spirit; and Her Brothers, the Dioskouroi, Sons of 
Zeus [Dios Kouroi] the All-Shining [Pamphaes], the Heavenly Twins of Leda, 
command the Sacred Paths on either side. For Castor, who resideth 
underground, knoweth the Lunar Discipline and controlleth the Way of 
Descent, and Polydeuces, who liveth above, is Master of the Solar Discipline 
and controlleth the Way of Ascent. 

x. For learn thou this about the Way of Ascent. It is under the jurisdiction of 
Zeus, the Sky Shaker, who giveth fertilizing rain and nourishing sunlight. He 
holdeth the Lightning Bolt of Illumination, and His lightning descendeth from 
the Sky. The Way of Ascent is to climb Scylla's Mountain, which riseth into the 



clouds, nor can its peak ever be seen. Prometheus or Apollo will show thee 
the Way. Thy Helper in this journey is the Horse Pegasos, but also the 
Soaring Eagle, Dove and Goose. Then wilt thou break through the Vault of 
the Heaven, and going through the Celestial Pole thou wilt ascend the 
Heavens. For this is the Way of Light, the Path by Day, the Sun's Way, the 
Path of the Sage. 

xi. And learn thou this about the Way of Descent. It is under the jurisdiction of 
Poseidon, the Earth Shaker, who giveth fresh water from springs, but also 
floods and earthquakes. He holdeth the Trident of Ecstasy and His lightning 
leapeth up from the Earth. The Way of Descent is by the precipice opposite 
Scylla's cliff, which is the lower of the two, and from it groweth the Sacred 
Fig Tree. Climb thou down from this Tree to Charybdis, by which thou wilt be 
drawn into the Watery Abyss. Circe or Herakles will show thee the Way past 
the Dog and Gatekeeper. Thy Helper in this journey is the Serpent Python, but 
also the Raging Lion and Bull. Then wilt thou break through the Vault of the 
Abyss and, going down the Well, thou wilt descend through its levels. For this 
is the Way of Darkness, the Path by Night, the Moon's Way, the Path of the 
Mage. 

xij. But the Wise know that the Way Up and the Way Down are the same, for 
they are both on the Cosmic Pillar, and sometimes our task demandeth that 
we go up it, and sometimes it demandeth that we go down it. When Duty 
calleth, we travel by Day or Night as is the need. Ask thou Hermes for 
guidance, for He frequenteth the Navel. 

II. Pentagrams of the Quarters

xiij. This is the way thou wilt draw the Shining Pentagrams that wardeth each 
Quarter. The first ray goeth from the lower left to the top, and each ray 
continueth from the last. And as thou makest each ray, sing a letter of the 



Name of the Pentagram. 

xiv(a). In Greek the Pentagram hath the Name HUGIEIA [U(GI/EIA], which 
meaneth Soundness or Wholeness, so sing thou the sounds: 

"Huuuuuuu, Gggggggg, Iiiiiiih, Aaaaaay, Aaaaaaah." 

xiv(b). In Latin the Pentagram hath the Name SALUS, which meaneth 
Soundness or Welfare, so sing thou the sounds: 

"Ssssssss, Aaaaaaah, Llllllll, Uuuuuuuu, Ssssssss." 

xiv(c). Though in English we label the Pentagram WHOLE or SOUND, its 
spoken Name is WHOLENESS, so sing thou the sounds: 

"Hooooooo, Llllllll, Nnnnnnnn, Eeeeeeeh, Ssssssss." 

xv. Now go thou to the East and make the Pentagram. As thou callest: 

"Jupiter" or "Zeus"
"Iuppiter"
"Zeu" [Zeu=] 

hurl thou His Thunderbolt through the center of the Pentagram, and see it fly 
away to Infinity. 

[Iuno / Hera [(/Hra] might also be appropriate for the East (She is not an Earth Goddess), 
in which case you should throw Her Cuckoo-bearing Sceptre.] 

xvi. Now with thy Staff forge thou the Fiery Ring, drawing it from the center 
of the Eastern Pentagram and stretching it to the South, where thou wilt make 
another Pentagram, but call: 



"Vesta" or "Hestia"
"Vesta" [pron. "WES-ta"]
"Hestia" [(Esti/a] 

and throw thou Her Burning Circle. 

xvij. Then to the West: 

"Neptune" or "Poseidon"
"Neptune" [pron. Nep-TU-neh]
"Poseidon" [Po/seidon] 

Hurl thou His Trident. 

xviij. Then to the North: 

"Ceres" or "Demeter"
"Ceres" [pron. "KE-res"]
"Demeter" [Dhmh/thr] 

Throw thou Her Torch. 

[Pluto / Hade [(/Aidh] would also be appropriate for the North, in which case his Helmet 
of Invisibility should be projected through the Pentagram.] 

xix. Then draw thou the Fiery Ring back to its beginning, so it burneth on 
every side. Then will the Barrier expand above and below until thou art 
surrounded by the Glowing Sphere. 

[When projecting the Four Weapons through the Pentagrams, the practitioner might find it 
helpful to make an appropriate gesture: as though throwing a dart for Zeus's Keraunos, as 
though throwing a frisbee for Hestia's Burning Ring, as though throwing a javelin for 
Poseidon's Trident, as though throwing a knife for Demeter's Torch.] 



III. Wards of the Quarters

xx. Now raise again thy arms so thou art the Sacred Tau and, focusing thine 
attention before thee (Eastward), say: 

"Before, Apollo"
"Ante, Apollo"
"Prosthen, Apollon"
[Pro/sqen, )/Apollon] 

Apollo will appear before thee in all His Glory, Bow in hand, facing thee. 
Then will He turn His back to watch the Eastern Quarter. 

[Mercurius/Hermes [(Ermh=s], with His Caduceus, would also be appropriate for the 
East.] 

xxi. West: Focusing thine attention behind thee, say: 

"Behind, Diana/Artemis"
"Post, Diana"
"Opisthen, Artemis"
[)/Opisqen, )/Artemis] 

Artemis will appear with Her Bow. Then will She turn away to watch the 
West. 

[Venus/Aphrodite [)Afrodi/th], arising from the waves and holding Her Zona (Girdle), 
would also be appropriate for the West.] 

xxij. South: Focusing thine attention to thy right, say: 

"On the right, Minerva/Athena"
"Dextra, Minerva" [pron. Mi-NER-wa]



"Epidexia, Athena."
[)Epide/cia, )Aqhna=] 

Athena will appear with Her Aegis and Spear, and turn to watch the South. 

[Mars / Ares [)/Arhs] (with Shield and Sword) or Volcanus / Hephaistos [(/Hfaistos] (with 
Hammer and Tongs) would also be appropriate for the South; Mars was also an Italic 
vegetation God, and so might be evoked in the North.] 

xxiij. North: Focusing thine attention to thy left, say: 

"On the left, Bacchus/Dionysos"
"Sinistra, Bacche"
"Ep' aristera, Dionuse"
[)Ep' a)ristera/, Dio/nuse] 

Dionysus will appear with His Thyrsus, and then turn to watch the North. 

[Pan [Pa/n], with His Pipes, would also be appropriate for the North.] 

xxiv. In thy mind, thank all the Wards of the Quarters for Their protection. 

IV. The Macrocosm in the Microcosm

xxv. Spread thy feet apart and assume thou the form of the Sacred Pentagram, 
which Pythagoras hath called Hugieia (Salus, Whole/Sound). When the 
Pentagram flameth around thee, say: 

"For around flameth the Pentagram."
"Nam circa flagrat Pentagrammon."
"Peri men gar phlegei to Pentagrammon"
[Peri\ me\n ga\r fle/gei to\ Penta/grammon] 



[If you prefer "For around flame the Pentagrams," then use: 

"Nam circa flagrant Pentagramma"
"Peri men gar phlegousi ta Pentagramma"
[Peri\ me\n ga\r fle/gousi ta\ Penta/gramma] 

] 

xxvi. When the Sacred Hexagram shineth within thee, say: 

"And within shineth the Six-rayed Star."
"Atque intra lucet Stella Sexradiata."
"Entos de lampei ho Hexaktinotos Aster."
[)Ento\s de\ la/mpei o( E(caktinwto\s )Asth/r.] 

[If you prefer your Hexagram shining above rather than within, then say "super" instead of 
"intra," or "Huper" [(Upe/r] instead of "Entos." However, I think it's better to have it 
within (see the notes for the reason).] 

xxvij. The Pentagram signifieth the Microcosm, and the Hexagram signifieth 
the Macrocosm. Thus the Macrocosm shineth within the Illuminated 
Microcosm. 

V. The Closing Tau Cross

xxviij. Repeat thou the Tau Cross as it was at the beginning. 

[The following alternative gestures incorporate the relation of the elements embodied in 
the Hexagram: As you recite the text of the Tau Cross, (1) begin with arms crossed, right 
over left, on your chest; (2) raise your right arm to the Celestial Fire, (3) lower your left 
arm to the Watery Abyss, (4) let the Fire draw up the Water to yield Earth, by moving 
your left arm up to your chest and out to the left, the Way of Earth; (5) let the Water draw 
down the Fire to yield Air, by moving your right arm down to your chest and out to your 
right, the Way of Air; (6) cross your arms over your chest, indicating the Reconciliation, 
Union and Balance of the Oppositions (Bivium), Worlds (Trivium) and Elemental 



Quarters (Quadrivium). I must admit, however, that these gestures seem somewhat 
awkward.] 

xxix. Thou hast made for thyself a Sacred Space at the World's Navel. 
Ascending on thy Right is the Light Path and descending on thy Left is the 
Dark Path, but remember thou that the Wise One knoweth that the Way Up 
and the Way Down are the same and that together they make the one Path of 
Wisdom. So must it be. 

finis 
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"We are all Greeks"

Many Neo-Pagans were awakened to the old gods by an early encounter with Greek mythology, yet now 
they follow other traditions. In this paper I will try to clarify several issues that may deter Neo-Pagans 
from the Hellenic path. 

A connection with the Earth is an essential part of Paganism, both Neo- and Paleo-, and thus many Neo-
Pagans look to their ethnic roots as a source of spirituality, but I think that ethnicity can be construed too 
narrowly. It's a mistake to reject the Hellenic(1) path simply because you're not of Greek descent. 

Hellenic culture is a major component of the substratum of all European culture. It is worth recalling 
that by 327 BCE Alexander had carried Hellenic culture nearly to the Ganges and to the north of the 
Himalayas (and, of course, brought Eastern culture back to Greece, for his goal was a multi-ethnic 
society). The conquest of Greece by Rome was complete by 146 BCE, but in its defeat Greek culture 
conquered the Romans. It then spread with the Roman Empire, which by 44 BCE included the North 
African coast and extended north to the English channel; by 67 CE it included the south of England. 
Therefore the Hellenic tradition has been a part of the culture of Europe (and beyond) for at least 2000 
years. To the extent that European culture has become Western culture, and Western culture has become 
world culture, the Hellenic tradition is ubiquitous. As Shelley quite rightly said, "We are all 
Greeks" (Preface to "Hellas"). 



In particular, the Greek gods have never been far from the center of Western culture, and Greek 
mythology, more than other Pagan traditions, continues to be a major influence in literature, art and 
language.(2) For these reasons, I think it is accurate to say that the Greek gods are the gods of Western 
culture, wherever it exists in the world, and therefore that these gods are part of the ethnic background of 
everyone who feels Western in this sense, no matter what their race or geographic origin.(3) (I hope it's 
unnecessary to say that I'm not claiming the superiority of Hellenic or Western culture; my point is only 
that the Greek pantheon is a natural choice for anyone at home in Western culture.) 

Practicalities of Hellenic Neo-Paganism

Once freed from an overly-narrow idea of ethnicity, one sees that the Hellenic tradition has much to 
offer. Although the gods can be known through many different pantheons, there are practical differences 
between them. 

For example, since the Hellenic tradition stretches continuously from before Homer's time (say, 700 
BCE), through the Christian era, to the present, there is a larger surviving body of literature, artifacts, 
history, art and religion from the Hellenic tradition than from any other Western Pagan tradition. 
Therefore there is a much more solid basis for constructing a Hellenic Neo-Paganism than for the other 
traditions. The large corpus of surviving texts and the enormous body of scholarship makes 
reconstruction easier in the Hellenic tradition than in others, such as the Druid or Wiccan, which have 
been reconstructed from a few shards of evidence or undocumentable oral tradition. Although these 
reconstructions may be very good, in the Hellenic tradition we have a better chance of understanding 
archaic thought, so that we can make informed decisions about what we accept or reject. With many of 
the others traditions it's nearly impossible to distinguish a practice tested for a hundred generations from 
one cooked up last week by someone who has just read The Golden Bough (or The White Goddess). The 
gods are living, and new traditions must be created, but it's also important to understand how They were 
worshipped in the old days. 

The wealth of source material makes the Greek gods much more knowable as personalities. For me at 
least, the Germanic gods are still largely cardboard characters, and the Celtic gods are little more than a 
jumble of names. I also realize that the understanding I do have of the Germanic gods has been formed 
as much by Wagner as by the Eddas and it has been observed that Wagner's gods are really just the 
Greek gods with German names! I think it's crucial to know the gods personally - intellectual 
understanding is not enough - and the way to Them is opened by a large corpus of myth, art, etc. 

Of course, a practical disadvantage of the Hellenic path is that it's a comparatively small tradition in 
contemporary Neo-Paganism, so there are fewer organizations, periodicals, practical books and group 
activities (though I hope the recent institution of the Nashville Panathenaia signals a new trend). I don't 
know why Hellenic Neo-Paganism is less popular (you tell me!), but one reason may be that the very 
familiarity of the Greek gods robs them of the novelty of the Celtic, Wiccan, and other traditions. 



Next I'll discuss some characteristics of Hellenic Paganism. 

How Patriarchal Is It?

The Hellenic religion is sometimes criticized for being patriarchal, but to me it doesn't seem any more 
patriarchal than other ancient religions. (Of course, the society of Greek mortals was enormously 
patriarchal; the Romans were less so; the Etruscans less yet.) Zeus's supreme position is really only 
nominal; He frequently gives in to other gods and goddesses. All the gods, or at least the twelve 
Olympians, are very nearly equal in power. Indeed Zeus got his job by means of Rhea's carefully laid 
plans, with the help of Gaia! In a sense He is Their instrument.(4) 

In ancient times the immortal males and females had nearly equal power and respect. Observe also that 
the twelve Olympians are balanced in gender: 

Hera, Poseidon, Athena, Aphrodite, Apollo, Hermes,
Zeus, Demeter, Hephaistos, Ares, Artemis, Hestia; 

six and six. As part of the transition to the Piscean age Hestia gave her position among The Twelve to 
Dionysos (a god of ambiguous gender), but Hestia was not demoted; She is the oldest Olympian, and 
still foremost in Their company.(5) 

In terms of ritual, the Greeks and Romans respected the goddesses as much as the gods, and most of the 
public religious festivals were devoted to goddesses concerned with the cycles of nature and other 
"earthy" things. In addition, out of the 33 surviving "Homeric" Hymns, 17 are to gods, 15 to goddesses, 
and 1 to both (Apollo and the Muses) - approximately 50-50. 

Are the Gods Immoral?

Sometimes the Greek gods are ridiculed for their immorality, but I think this betrays a misunderstanding 
of divinity. The gods are not moral ideals. 

Nobody would suppose they would make themselves a better person by emulating Zeus, or even Athena 
or Apollo (let alone Hermes or Pan). (Indeed, aspiring to be like the gods is the most obvious form of 
hubris, and invites Their wrath, as we see from many myths.) But this does not mean the gods are 
immoral. The gods have Their own morality, and it makes no more sense to apply Their moral norms to 
us, than it would to apply our moral norms to wolves. Gods, people and beasts are three different classes 



of beings, each with their appropriate morality (though there may be some overlap). For example, gods 
may engage in incest, perhaps to achieve some aim, such as begetting a new god with a specific 
character, and there is no reason to suppose that such incest would have any of the disastrous genetic and 
psychological consequences that it does for people. Gods are different, both genetically and 
psychologically, from people. 

Therefore I think that the object of knowing the gods better is not to become more godlike, but to better 
comprehend Their will so that we don't oppose it, and if possible to enlist Their aid in our activities, both 
magical and mundane. 

We worship the gods - we respect Them, acknowledge Them - because They are the ineluctable powers 
of the universe, neither good nor evil (because our moral categories are not appropriate for Them). For 
me the gods are the ultimate necessities of the universe, and hubris is a failure to abide by these 
necessities. As Philip Vellacott says, "The nature of a god is not to be man's friend, nor man's enemy, 
nor man's moral guide. It is the Hebrew and Christian tradition that presents God as embodying what 
ought to be, the ideal; the Greek god is the opposite of this, and stands for 'what is' - in human nature, in 
human society, and in the universe."(6) 

Conflicts Among the Gods

Which brings me to my last point, concerning the quarrels and deceptions of the gods. Naturally we put 
these things into our own terms, but I think that the myths reflect actual conflicts between these 
ineluctable forces. Personally I find the universe much more comprehensible when global and personal 
history is viewed as partially the consequence of interacting gods - sometimes working together, 
sometimes opposing one another, more often just going Their own ways, with the inevitable collisions.
(7) (In other words: if this world is the orderly unfolding of the Master Plan of One God, then He or She 
must be schizophrenic!) 

Concretely, recognizing the many gods and Their conflicting demands can lead to a healthier, happier, 
more balanced life. Consider the myth of the Judgement of Paris. He finds himself in a common enough 
situation: three goddesses demand his attention. Poor Paris tries to avoid making the decision, but They 
will not let him off. In the traditional story he is offered kingship, heroism and love, but we may 
interpret the bribes as wealth, wisdom and love (still in our day, frequently, mutually exclusive choices). 
He gives the golden apple (inscribed "for the most attractive") to Aphrodite, and the result is disaster - 
the Trojan War. But his mistake was not that he gave the apple to the goddess of love, for She is a 
goddess nonetheless. Rather, Paris's mistake was that he slighted the other two goddesses. Had he given 
the apple to Athena or Hera, the consequences would have been just as bad (although perhaps quite 
different in detail). 

How could Paris have escaped this trilemma? That's difficult to say, but he should have tried to respect 



the sovereignty of all three goddesses. Perhaps he could have convinced Them to share the apple, each 
possessing it for a time, since at some times wisdom is most desirable, and at others power, and at yet 
others, love. Or he might have made propitiatory sacrifices to the losers. Perhaps it was simply a "no win 
situation" - the Romans would say he was "between axe and altar." 

It's characteristic of polytheism to confront such situations head on. There is no supposition that there 
must be a single Right Way, if only we could find it; polytheism acknowledges that sometimes there is 
no right answer. We must often make irrevocable decisions, honoring one god but dishonoring another, 
and we must pay the price to the offended gods, in spite of the fact that we couldn't avoid offending 
them. Luckily we often have options (analogous to dividing the apple) that were not available to Paris, 
which may mitigate the consequences. But I think polytheism forces us to acknowledge that sometimes 
there just isn't a Right Way. 

How much more clearly we understand the world when we see that Hera, Aphrodite and Athena all have 
their demands! We don't fret over which is "God's Will" when we see that there are three goddesses, 
each with Her own will. If we decide that only one demand is the true "will of God," then we obey one 
goddess at the expense of disobeying the others - to our own sorrow! Although Paris may have been in a 
"no win situation," he made the outcome worse by rejecting Hera and Athena. Unlike the Christian god, 
who proclaims His jealousy, the Olympian gods do not mind other gods being recognized. What They 
do mind is being rejected, and that They punish.(8) 

Is it good or fair for gods to put mere mortals in such predicaments? No, but why suppose the gods are - 
by our standards - good or fair? 

Belief in the Gods

Greek religion is very different from Christianity in that the gods don't care at all what you believe, so 
long as you worship Them. They demand cultus (from the same root as "cultivate") - tending the 
sacrificial fires, remembering Them - and one purpose of prayer and ritual is to nourish the gods and so 
rejuvinate them. The Greeks were quite explicit about this; a god could be hungry for the fragrance of 
the sacrificial fires. Then as now you can even be an atheist, so long as you recognize the gods and 
conform to Their will. Conversely, all the piety and faith in the world will not save you if you do not 
obey Their will. Greeks felt free to choose what they might believe, and so the Christian church fathers 
rightly called Hellenism the "father of all heresies" (from hairesis, choice).(9) Greek religion is a matter 
of orthopraxy (right doing) as opposed to orthodoxy (right saying). 

The point is that the gods reward behavior in accord with their will, and punish behavior not in accord, 
regardless of whether you believe in Them or not. Of course, if you believe in Them, you are more 
likely to know Their will and act accordingly, but there are no guarantees either way. An unbeliever may 
by chance do the right things; conversely a believer may misinterpret Their will, and act wrongly. 



However, wisdom and understanding is more likely to result in right action. 

References

One of the most informative discussions of the spirit of Greek religion is Walter F. Otto's Homeric Gods 
(Pantheon, 1954); he was a Neo-Pagan in attitude if not in fact. Other sympathetic surveys are Thaddeus 
Zielinski's Religion of Ancient Greece (Ares, 1975), which must be read critically, and Charles Seltman's 
Twelve Olympians (Crowell Co., 1960; orig. prod. by Pan Books Ltd). Walter Burkert's Greek Religion 
(Harvard, 1985) is a good, reasonably up-to-date survey of Greek religious belief. For an insightful 
retelling of the myths I recommend Carl Kerenyi's Gods of the Greeks (Thames & Hudson, 1951), which 
has a Jungian slant, but has excellent citations for the sources of the myths. 

Notes

1 Because adherents of the old religion were called "Hellenes" (no matter what their nationality) in early 
Christian times, I will use this as an informal name for Neo-Pagans who follow a Greek or Roman 
tradition. 

2 See Jean Seznec, The Survival of the Pagan Gods (Pantheon, 1953) and Edgar Wind, Pagan Mysteries 
in the Renaissance (Penguin, 1967). 

3 David Miller, The New Polytheism (Harper & Row, 1974), pp. 11-12. 

4 Kerenyi, Gods of the Greeks, pp. 92-95. 

5 Larousse Encyc. Myth. (Crescent, 1987), p. 136. The Twelve are listed in the zodiacal order given in 
Manilius (fl. 14 CE), Astronomica, 2.439-447 (i.e., Hera wards Aquarius, etc.). See also Seltman's 
Twelve Olympians. 

6 Philip Vellacott, Intro. to Macy (1967) & Easton Press (1980) editions of his translations of Euripedes' 
Medea, Hippolytus & The Bacchae, pp. xii. See also Seltman, Twelve Olympians. 

7 Otto, Homeric Gods, pp. 170-171. 

8 Otto, pp. 170-171, 239-240. 

9 Zielinski, Religion of Anc. Greece, pp. 6-7, 10-11. See also W. W. Hyde, Greek Religion and its 
Survivals (Cooper Square, 1963), pp. 8-10. 
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Publications 

●     Diipetes  
●     Green Egg 
●     The Lyre 
●     Mysticus 
●     The Serpentine Leopard 

Diipetes

Diipetes: In Defence of the Ancient Psyche (ISSN 1106-1685). A very nicely produced magazine, well 
illustrated, approx. 50 pages, on Greek (Neo-)Paganism, written in modern Greek. Includes politics, 
book reviews and letters. 

They have a website. 

Green Egg

Green Egg: A Journal of the Awakening Earth. Four issues per year, US $18 per year (soon to be 6/yr. at 
the same per issue price). Green Egg, P.O. Box 488, Laytonville, CA 95454, USA. Published by the 
Church of All Worlds. Issue #109 (Summer, 1995) is devoted to Hellenic Paganism. 

The Lyre

The Lyre: The Journal of the Thiasos Orphikos, A Society for the Exploration of Greek Spiritual 
Traditions, published by Omphalos member Shawn Eyer (email shawn@eyerarts.com). A subscription 
includes a membership in the Thiasos Orphikos. Twice a year, US $8 for two issues. 

Shawn Eyer
6317 St. John Lane
El Sobrante, CA 94803 

http://members.tripod.com/~Diipetes/
http://www.caw.org/green-egg/index.html
http://www.globaltown.com/shawn/
mailto:shawn@eyerarts.com


See also The Lyre Online. 

Mysticus

The summer issue of Mysticus, A Journal of Ancient Hermetics and Classical Magic is now available. 
The 32 page illustrated journal includes articles, rituals, philosophical essays, poetry, and a calendar of 
classical festival days. Mysticus is an Eleusis publication produced by Bruce Nelson whose earlier 
classically inspired journals included Demeters Bakery and Mythos. Subscriptions are $12 a year for 
three issues. New subscribers with the summer issue will also receive a free copy of the winter issue, the 
first in the series. Single copies are $5. To subscribe write us at 17304 Morning Deer Road, Linwood, 
Kansas 66052 or for further information, email us at eleusis@sprintmail.com. 

The Serpentine Leopard

The Serpentine Leopard is a quarterly newsletter published by Thiasos Olympikos. Subscription is $10, 
with cheques payable to R. S. Firethorn; the address is Thiasos Olympikos, c/o Rhinoceros Lodge, P.O. 
Box 1140, Cobb, CA., 95426-1140, USA. 
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Organizations 

●     Hellenion  
●     The Classical Religion Society 
●     Thiasos Olympikos 
●     Thiasos Orphikos 
●     The Church of All Worlds 
●     Nova Roma 
●     The Julian Society 

Hellenion

"Hellenion is an online Hellenic polytheist organization started with the intent of drawing together the 
classical Pagan community in the hopes of promoting fellowship, free exchange of ideas, scholarship, 
and spirituality with the eventual intent of having offline rituals and gatherings." (from the Hellenion 
website) 

Hellenion has been recently (2001) incorporated and is now accepting membership applications. 

The Classical Religion Society

Founded by Omphalos member Bruce Nelson, The Classical Religion Society is a non-profit educational 
association created to support the revival of classical Greek and Roman religious traditions. The 
Classical Religion Society offers workshops and classes on classical religion in the Kansas City area, 

http://www.hellenion.org/index.html
http://www.hellenion.org/index.html


and in concert with Eleusis Publications prepares books and journals on classical themes. Contact us at 
17304 Morning Deer Road, Linwood, Kansas 66052 or on the Net at eleusis@sprintmail.com. 

Thiasos Olympikos

"Thiasos Olympikos is a Hellenic group, which provides regular festivals and ceremonies in celebration 
and honoring traditional Greek cycles, seasons, and the Gods. Among their celebrations are the 
Pyanepsia and Rustic Dionysia, the Lenaia Festival (theatrical brilliance inspired by the Season of 
Dionysos), Men's and Women's mysteries, etc. Contact them at Thiasos Olympikos, c/o Rhinoceros 
Lodge, Post Office Box 1140, Cobb, California, 95426-1140. More information can be found on the 
Rhinoceros Lodge web page. They publish a newsletter The Serpentine Leopard. 

Thiasos Orphikos: A Society for the Exploration of Greek 
Spiritual Traditions

Founder and Omphalos member Shawn Eyer says Thiasos Orphikos "exists to explore all aspects of 
Greek-style worship in its new, reviving form. Thus, instead of a religion, this thiasos is a network. And 
instead of Orphism, it is in the spirit of Orpheus." Membership is automatic with a subsription to The 
Lyre; write to Shawn Eyer, 1187 Sterling Ave., Berkeley, CA 94708, USA. 

The Church of All Worlds (CAW)

CAW is not specifically Graeco-Roman in orientation, but its ecumenical brand of Neopaganism makes 
it very friendly to both of these traditions. CAW is a sponsor of the Panathenaia, the Eleusinian 
Mysteries, and a number of other festivals. More information can be found by visiting CAWeb, the 
CAW homepage. 

Nova Roma

NOVA ROMA is an organization dedicated to the study and restoration of ancient Roman culture. The 
centerpiece of the activities of NOVA ROMA is the Religio Romana; the ancient faith of the people of 
Rome. More information can be found by visiting the Nova Roma web site. 

The Julian Society

mailto:eleusis@sprintmail.com
http://www.calicom.net/public/users/bagel/thiasos.htm
http://www.globaltown.com/shawn/
http://www.caw.org/
http://www.caw.org/
http://www.novaroma.org/


"The Julian Society is a non-denominational religious order dedicated to the advancement of Pagan 
religion. Our membership shares many different traditions of Pagan worship while remaining united 
through the common bond of the ideals the Emperor Julian championed. We continue to carry on the 
work which Julian began centuries ago; restoring Pagan religion so that it may again take it's rightful 
place as a major world religious system." (from their website) 
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Festivals 

 
This page contains information on Neopagan festivals with more or less of a Graeco-Roman orientation. 
Information is available elsewhere on The Seasonal Festivals of the Greeks and Romans. 

●     Lesser Eleusinian Mysteries (April 2001)  
●     Greater Eleusinian Mysteries (August 2001)  
●     Highlands of Tennessee Samhain Gathering (October 7-10, 1999)  
●     Recent Festivals 

Lesser Eleusinian Mysteries



 
Avalon Isle and the Order of the Royal Oak are pleased to present the second annual Lesser Eleusinian 
Mysteries tentatively scheduled for April 13-15, 2001. 

The festival will be held at the Order of the Royal Oak's Tennessee covenstead, Avalon Isle. Watch their 
website or send email to: avalon@mindspring.com. We can also be reached at P.O. Box 6006, Athens, 
GA 30604. 

The Lesser Mysteries will begin with the Priestesses' symbolic sacrificial parade to the sea. When the 
Lesser Mysteries were originally performed in the Grecian city of Eleusis, this was an initiatory 
experience. While the Lesser Mysteries were held every spring, the Greater Mysteries came every fifth 
autumn. Only initiates of the Lesser Mysteries were allowed to participate in the Greater Mysteries. 

Masks will be required for the mysteries. Your mask can be as elaborate or simple as you want it to be. 
It should reflect an aspect of your inner self that you wish to express during your journey into the 
underworld. 

In order to make this a very spiritual event, with less mundane work for both the participants and the 
hosts, all meals other than Saturday night will be on your own. Saturday night's feast will be potluck. 
Avalon Isle will provide the main course. Please bring your favorite dish to share for our meal. 

Camping sites are limited. Springtime in the mountains can be quite chilly at night, so bring warm 
clothing. If you have any allergies, make sure you bring the proper medication. The site will open 
Thursday afternoon at 4:00 PM, and close Sunday afternoon at 2:00 PM. 

Prepare for an initiatory and illuminating experience as ancient as the mountains; reborn with each 
dawning sun. 

After the evening meal on Friday, there will be a traditional Bardic circle with storytelling and singing. 
The symbolic sacrificial processional to the sea begins early Saturday morning. The majority of 
Saturday will consist of guided meditations and an in-depth study into the meanings hidden beneath 

http://www.mindspring.com/~avalon
http://www.mindspring.com/~avalon
mailto:avalon@mindspring.com


certain ancient myths and legends. The main ritual will take place around sunset Saturday and continue 
through much of the evening. Afterwards, we will share a feast of thanksgiving, mirth and merriment. 

Please do not bring pets or illegal substances to this event. Also, please remember that this is a serious 
religious and meditative experience, and is therefore not appropriate for small children or infants. 

I attended the Lesser Mysteries in 1996, and they were very well done! A very powerful experience! -- 
JO 

Greater Eleusinian Mysteries

The Greater Eleusinian Mysteries are planned for August 10-12, 2001 in east Tennessee. In accord with 
ancient tradition, initiation into the Lesser Mysteries is a necessary prerequisite to initiation into the 
most sacred rites of the Greater Mysteries. Contact Avalon Isle, P.O. Box 6006, Athens GA 30606; 
avalon@mindspring.com. 

Highlands of Tennessee Samhain Gathering 

The Highlands of Tennessee Samhain Gathering will be held again this year at Avalon Isle in the Smoky 
Mountains of Eastern Tennessee, USA. The festival will be in October 2001. For more information 
(including registration forms), please visit Avalon Isle's website or contact Avalon Isle at 
avalon@mindspring.com, or send mail to their postal mail address: P.O. Box 6006, Athens GA 
30604. 

I have been at the last few HTSGs, and they have been great festivals. -- JO 

Recent Festivals

If you missed one of these festivals, you might contact the organizers to see if and when it will be held 
again. 

●     Dionysia 1995 (Sep 29-Oct 1, 1995) 
●     Panathenaia (early August) 

http://www.mindspring.com/~avalon
mailto:avalon@mindspring.com
http://www.mindspring.com/~avalon/
mailto:avalon@mindspring.com


Dionysia 1995

Sept. 29 - Oct. 1 in Seattle, Washington. Contact: Dionysia 1995, PO Box 30511, Seattle, WA 98103-
0511; (206)322-8572. 

Panathenaia

The Panathenaia has been postponed again. The festival will be held at the Nashville Parthenon (see also 
another Parthenon page). The Panathenaia is destined to be a powerful and transformative event. 

I have attended all preceding Panathenaias, and highly recommend this festival! We just have to get it 
rolling again! - JO 

Special Note: Ancient Pagans often showed their love for the Gods and gratitude to Them by material 
dedications (valuable gifts for the treasury, funds for temple repair or construction, financing festivals, 
etc.). Now is the time for Neopagans to show similar commitment, according to their ability. The 
Panathenaia is a very expensive festival to put on (for example, it costs approximately $2000 to rent the 
Parthenon), and requires a lot of preparatory work, both in Nashville and around the country (publicity 
etc.). Both money and labor are needed to make it happen. 
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●     Biblioteca Arcana (writings of John Opsopaus & Apollonius Sophistes)
●     Omphalos Links 
●     Graeco-Roman Neopagan Resources 
●     Omphalos member homepages 
●     WWW Links of Interest to Graeco-Roman Neopagans 

Omphalos Links 

●     Mission of The Omphalos  
●     Introduction for new members.  
●     Rites, Rituals, Hymns, etc.: Rites, rituals, ceremonies, hymns, etc. with a Graeco-Roman 

orientation 
●     Frequently Asked Questions on Hellenic (Graeco-Roman) Neopaganism 
●     Biblioteca Arcana: A collection of material relevant to Hellenic Neopaganism by John Opsopaus 

and Apollonius Sophistes 

http://www.cs.utk.edu/%7Emclennan/BA/index.html


Graeco-Roman Neopagan Resources 

●     Publications 
●     Organizations 
●     Festivals 
●     Books and Videos 
●     Music 
●     Greek and Latin Languages. 
●     Sources for Statues of the Goddesses and Gods  

Omphalos Member Homepages 

●     Alexandria: Cosmology, Philosophy, Myth and Culture. Home page of the Alexandria Society 
and Alexandria: The Journal of the Western Cosmological Tradition. See also the homepage of 
Phanes Press, which publishes Alexandria and many fine books in the Hermetic tradition, Neo-
Pythagoreanism, mythology, alchemy, the mystical traditions, etc. 

●     Ariadne's home page, including her information on ancient holidays 
●     Bab's homepage contains pictures from her visits to ancient sites in Italy and Rome. 
●     Beowulf 
●     Biblioteca Arcana: Writings of John Opsopaus and Apollonius Sophistes. 
●     Craig Braginsky's BMP Music (see especially the Sappho tape)  
●     Troy Caperton 
●     Home page of Daedalus (Dennis Dutton) 
●     Druid's Web Page on The Jungle 
●     Pat Dunn Jr. 
●     Shawn Eyer (Marsbeam), publisher of The Lyre. See also The Lyre Online. 
●     Fabrisia's Boschetto is devoted to Stregheria, Italian Witchcraft. Here you will find its history, 

beliefs, festivals, moonlore, faery and many links. 
●     Frenchy's Weird Religions Home Page 
●     Jasmine's Hieron Mysteria 
●     The Julian Society 
●     Lunara's GreekWicca page 
●     James MacKinnon's Pythagorean Pagan page, including the Hymns of Orpheus in the Thomas 

Taylor translation. 
●     Mermade Arts by Katlyn 
●     Neis he Sunarmostes (Mickey Blake) 

http://cosmopolis.com/
http://phanes.com/
http://phanes.com/
http://www.ici.net/cust_pages/ariadne/ariadne.html
http://www.ici.net/cust_pages/ariadne/holydays.html
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/babz
http://weber.u.washington.edu/%7Ejpearce/
http://www.cs.utk.edu/%7Emclennan/BA/index.html
http://www.bmpmusic.com/
http://www.realtime.net/%7Etroycap/
http://duttond.topcities.com/
http://bbs.jungle.net/druid/INDEX.HTM
http://www.geocities.com/SoHo/2923/
http://www.globaltown.com/shawn/
http://www.globaltown.com/shawn/lyre.html
http://www.fabrisia.com/
http://www.tftb.com/deify
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Thebes/3867/hieron.html
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Acropolis/1568/index.html
http://w3.one.net/%7Emenagery/grkwicca.html
http://www.aros.net/%7Eeriugena/pita.htm
http://www.aros.net/%7Eeriugena/orpheo.htm
http://heartmagic.com/
http://www.cwru.edu/home/mjb27.html


●     Nova Roma - dedicated to the study and restoration of classical Roman religion, society, and 
culture 

●     Lady Paulette's Sanctuary of the Crescent Moon 
●     Timo J. Penttila 
●     Pollychrome's Pantheon See also the Gallae Webring. 
●     Grant Potts: Scholar, Thaumaturgist, Diviner, Writer, Designer, Ape-Priest 
●     The Prometheus Trust (who is reprinting all the works of Thomas Taylor). A web journal, The 

Meadow, is now available at their site. 
●     Pythia's homepage and her silver smithing. 
●     Shrine of the Sleeping Gods 
●     Frator Sirius' House of the Kabiri homepage 
●     Skylark's band, Point of Ares 
●     Sulla's Ecclesia Sancti Dionysii site 
●     Spyros Tyrakis' Pantheon 
●     ellenHelga Weiland 
●     Brandy Williams 

Links of Interest to Graeco-Roman Neopagans 

●     General (other pages of information and links) 
●     Online Texts (mythology, history, etc.) 
●     Images (ancient and modern art) 
●     Archaeology and Museums 
●     Religious Rights 
●     General Neopagan Resources 
●     Miscellaneous 

General

●     Classics at Oxford. Includes pointers to many other pages relating to classical civilization, 
archaeology, art, literature, etc. 

●     ROMARCH List Home Page. Roman art and archaeology resources. 
●     Perseus Project. Contains many online texts, both selections and complete. Look under "Texts"; 

see also the databases of 1803 vases, 523 coins, and 568 sculptures. See also the Perseus 
Encyclopedia Subject Index 

http://www.novaroma.org/
http://www.novaroma.org/
http://sanctamoon.8m.com/
http://www.clinet.fi/%7Etimbe/
http://www.geocities.com/athens/oracle/8944/
http://www.geocities.com/athens/oracle/8944/gallae.htm
http://www.nextek.net/apemage/
http://www.prometheustrust.co.uk/
http://www.angelfire.com/ma/signoftheharp/index.html
http://www.signoftheharp.com/
http://www.freeyellow.com/members8/demipagan
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Aegean/3006/index.html
http://www.ultranet.com/%7Eares
http://www.globaldialog.com/%7Esulla/nakedgod.html
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Acropolis/3628/index.html
http://www.ashlandweb.com/health
http://www.speakeasy.org/%7Ebwilliam
http://info.ox.ac.uk/departments/classics/
http://www-personal.umich.edu/%7Epfoss/ROMARCH.html
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/Secondary/Encyclopedia/encyc.subj.html
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/Secondary/Encyclopedia/encyc.subj.html


●     MYTHTEXT. Samples of Godfiles 1.0, available for a fee, which contains 3000-4000 Gods, and 
many other links of interest.  

●     Hellas List homepage 
●     Etruscan Network at Virginia 
●     Diotima: Gender Issues in Classical Mediterranean Civilization. 
●     The Eleusinian Mysteries (from the Ecole Initiative) 
●     Ancient World Web Metaindex (many links) 
●     Perseus Search Tools (including Greek/English & English/Greek) 
●     Meta index of Ancient Greek Sites on the WWW 
●     The Roman Calendar (clickable) for religious observances etc. 
●     Classics Links of Broad Scope from the Library of Congress 
●     Electronic Resources for Classicists 
●     Greek Mythology Link (images and information on the Gods) 
●     Encyclopedia Mythica (mythology, folklore and legends) 
●     Myths & Legends (a directory of Web resources) 
●     Hellenion - Hellenic polytheist organization 
●     The Hellenic Calendar (including current month) 

Online Texts

●     The On-line Books Page provides simple means of finding many online text, including Greek and 
Roman classics. 

●     The Tech Classics Archive from MIT contains 400 works by Greek and Roman authors in 
translation. 

●     Labyrinth Library: Latin Texts. Many Latin and Greek texts in translation (some in Latin). Ovid, 
Lucretius, Plato, Plotinus, Galen, Aristotle, fables etc. 

●     Chapman's (1857) translation of The Odyssey of Homer, in hypertext form, with Chapman's 
notes. From Project Bartleby at Columbia. Nicely done. 

●     The Iliad and The Odyssey (Samuel Butler translations). Long ASCII files. 
●     Bulfinch's Mythology. Three large text files for the three parts. 
●     Ovid's Metamorphosis (large text file). Transl. by Dryden, Pope, Addison, et al. 
●     Seasonal Festivals of the Greeks and Romans: summaries of historical practices, often suitable for 

contemporary use. 
●     Bulfinch's Mythology with hypertext links 
●     Hesiod's works, the Homeric Hymns and Homerica (English) from Berkeley's Online Medieval 

and Classical Library (OMACL) 

http://www.io.org/%7Euntangle/mythtext.html
http://velox.stanford.edu/hellas/
http://atlantic.evsc.virginia.edu/julia/etruscan/
http://www.uky.edu/ArtsSciences/Classics/gender.html
http://cedar.evansville.edu/%7Enb6/eleusis.html
http://www.julen.net/aw/
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/searches.html
http://www.webcom.com/shownet/medea/grklink.html
http://www.clubs.psu.edu/aegsa/rome/romec.html
http://lcweb.loc.gov/global/classics/clasbroad.html
http://www.tlg.uci.edu/%7Etlg/index/resources.html
http://homepage.mac.com/cparada/GML/
http://www.pantheon.org/mythica/
http://pubpages.unh.edu/%7Ecbsiren/myth.html
http://www.hellenion.org/index.html
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Delphi/3310/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/Web/books.html
http://the-tech.mit.edu/Classics/
http://www.georgetown.edu/labyrinth/library/latin/latin-lib.html
http://www.columbia.edu/acis/bartleby/chapman/
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/02/99/1
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/02/99/2
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/11/53
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/02/128/1
http://www.cs.utk.edu/%7Emclennan/BA/SF/SF.html
http://www.webcom.com/shownet/medea/bulfinch/
http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/OMACL/Hesiod/
http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/OMACL/
http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/OMACL/


Images

●     Mythology in Western Art. Images of the main deities, by deity and situation. An outstanding 
collection! 

●     The Ovid Project. Images illustrating Ovid's Metamorphosis from rare books. 
●     Art Collections, from Diotima (Women and Gender in the Ancient World) 
●     Ancient Greek Female Dress (from Diotima) 

Archaeology and Museums

●     Classics and Mediterranean Archaeology. A searchable database with many links to texts, 
exhibits, museums, professionl societies, art, etc. etc. 

●     Kelsey Museum Online. Exhibits, excavations and (fairly crude) maps of the ancient world. 
●     Prehistoric Archaeology of the Aegean by Jeremy Rutter, Dartmouth College 

Neopagan Religious Rights 

●     AMER - Alliance of Magical and Earth Religions. 
●     COPAR - Coalition of Pagans for Religious Rights. 
●     PEN - Pagan Educational Network. PEN is a national non-profit organization of grassroots 

activists dedicated to educating the public about Paganism and building stronger communities. 
●     Ontario Centre for Religious Tolerance. See also the article on Witchcraft and Wicca 
●     COG (Covenant of the Goddess). 
●     Witches' League for Public Awareness 
●     The Military Pagan Network 

General Neopagan Resources

●     Avalon Isle, including information o Lesser and Greater Eleusinian Mysteries. 
●     Neopagan and Wicca pages of the The New Age Web Works. Pointers for Wicca, Neopaganism, 

etc. 
●     Neopagan directory at Lysator. Many informative files. 

http://www-lib.haifa.ac.il/www/art/MYTHOLOGY_WESTART.HTML
http://www.uvm.edu/%7Ehag/ovid/index.html
http://www.uky.edu/ArtsSciences/Classics/artfordio.html
http://www.uky.edu/ArtsSciences/Classics/diopeplos.html
http://rome.classics.lsa.umich.edu/welcome.html
http://www.umich.edu/%7Ekelseydb/
http://www.indiana.edu/%7Eclassics/aegean/Rutter.html
http://inner-sanctum.com/magus/AMER/
http://www.io.com/%7Ecookec/coprr.htm
http://www.paganednet.org/
http://www.religioustolerance.org/
http://www.religioustolerance.org/witchcra.htm
http://www.cog.org/
http://www.celticcrow.com/
http://www.milpagan.org/
http://www.mindspring.com/%7Eavalon
http://www.newageinfo.com/res/pagan.htm
http://www.newageinfo.com/res/wicca.htm
http://www.newageinfo.com/res/welcome.htm
http://www.lysator.liu.se/religion/neopagan/index.html


●     Covenant of the Goddess Home Page. COG information and general Wiccan/Neopagan 
information. 

●     Alchemy Home Page by Adam McLean. 
●     Inner Sanctum Occult Net 
●     Larry Cornett's calendar of (mostly DC area) Pagan events. Also available via Talontier's 

Otherworld 
●     Alliance of the Phoenix's Web Site (Egyptian) 
●     CUUPS (Convenant of Unitarian Universalist Pagans) unofficial Web site 
●     Church of All Worlds (CAW) 
●     Elf Lore Family - caretakers of the Lothlorien Nature Sanctuary 
●     Gateway of the Online Temples of the Gods (CAW) including, so far, temples to Venus, Pan, 

Eros and Gaia. 
●     Association for Consciousness Exploration (who sponsors Starwood) 
●     PagaNET - links to lots of other sites 
●     RainboWind 
●     Pagan Best of the Web 
●     AvatarSearch: SearchEngine of the Occult Internet 
●     Pagan Digest: information, subscription, archives. (Under construction) 
●     The Pagan Federation. Wiccan/Neopagan organization based in UK. 
●     Paganlink. A network for Neopagans. Mostly UK-related; includes gallery of Pagan art. 
●     Pagans in the South 
●     Dave Hurst's Bibliography of Pagan Books. An eclectic list of books Dave has found informative 

and useful.  
●     Pagan Parenting Page 
●     Earth Wisdom's Pagan Links 
●     Horned Owl Publishing, specializing in Paganism etc. 
●     Hierophant (Andrea Feeser) including her Rites of Artemis 
●     Alheidense Beweging (Allheathen Movement) from Belgium (mostly in Dutch) 
●     Neo-Pagan Religious Traditions from ReligiousTolerance.org 

Miscellaneous

●     An Introduction to Greek Mythology. Gods, heroes, creatures, stories, family trees. 
●     Arachnion. A Journal of Literature and Ancient History on the Web 
●     Bryn Mawr Classical Review (gopher). 
●     American Classical League 
●     Calulators for Isopsephia (Gematria) in Greek, Roman and Hebrew alphabets, and for the related 

http://www.cog.org/
http://www.levity.com/alchemy/index.html
http://inner-sanctum.com/magus/
http://members.aol.com/lcorncalen/CALENDAR.HTM
http://www.io.com/%7Ecookec/pagan/calendar.html
http://www.io.com/%7Ecookec/pagan/calendar.html
http://www.phoenix-alliance.com/
http://world.std.com/%7Enotelrac/cuups.dir/
http://www.caw.org/
http://www.elflore.org/
http://www.caw.org/deities/index.html
http://wcsb.org/%7Esote/stwd96.html
http://www.best.com/%7Eeclipse/pagan
http://users.aol.com/RainboWind/rbwintr.htm
http://members.tripod.com/%7Epagan_best/
http://www.avatarsearch.com/index.html
http://drycas.club.cc.cmu.edu/%7Euther/pagan.html
http://www.paganfed.demon.co.uk/
http://www.paganlink.org/
http://www.teleplex.net/THECRAFT/south.html
http://www.nexchi.com/%7Ehurst/bibliography/
http://www.concentric.net/%7EBoofull/pparent/
http://www.earthwisdom.com/
http://www.islandnet.com/%7Ehornowl
http://users.the-link.net/andrea/hiero.html
http://users.the-link.net/andrea/artrite.html
http://users.pandora.be/ab.eip
http://www.religioustolerance.org/neo_paga.htm
http://www.intergate.net/uhtml/.jhunt/greek_myth/greek_myth.html
http://www.cisi.unito.it/arachne/arachne.html
gopher://gopher.lib.virginia.edu/11/alpha/bmcr
http://www.umich.edu/%7Eacleague/


Thesis system. Also available: a Generalized Isopsephia calculator, which allows you to anter 
whatever numerical values you like for the Greek or Roman alphabets. See also the 
accompanying Alphabet Charts. 

●     Didaskalia: Ancient Theater Today (online journal) 
●     Myths and Legends (many links, including Greek and Roman) 
●     The Alchemical Egg, The Web site of Robert M. Place, the designer of the Alchemical Tarot, The 

Angels Tarot, and The Tarot of the Saints. 
●     Traditions of Magic in Late Antiquity. A great collection of amulets, texts, etc. from the Univ. of 

Michigan. 
●     VITELIU: The Languages of Ancient Italy 
●     The Ares Press: Cell of Revolution - When one thinks of a wolf, a wolf appears. 
●     The Greek Institute (Cambridge, Mass.) 
●     Spring Publications (archetypal psychology) 
●     Esotericism Search Engine 
●     Biblioteca Pagani 
●     Music & Psyche Network 

Visits since October 20, 2000:

Free counters provided by Honesty.com.

The Stele supports the Dromenon Web Ring. 

 

AvatarSearch Mystic Site of the Web Award! 

Other Awards Won by The Stele 

 Join the Blue Ribbon Anti-Censorship Campaign! 

http://www.warwick.ac.uk/didaskalia/didaskalia.html
http://pubpages.unh.edu/%7Ecbsiren/myth.html
http://thealchemicalegg.com/
http://dns.hti.umich.edu/exhibit/magic/
http://www.netaxs.com/%7Esalvucci/VTLhome.html
http://www.arespress.com/
http://www.hri.org/gi/index.html
http://www.neca.com/%7Espring/index.htm
http://esoterism.com/links/index.html
http://lovestarz.com/biblioteca.html
http://www.musicpsyche.org/
http://www.honesty.com/
http://members.tripod.com/%7Epagan_best/
http://www.avatarsearch.com/index.html
http://www.eff.org/blueribbon.html
http://www.eff.org/blueribbon.html
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Liber de Octo Mutationibus 

The Book of the Eight Changes:
Universal Cycles and the Trigrams 

(c) 1995, John Opsopaus 

●     Praefatio 
●     Caput I: De octo vicibus (Concerning the Eight Exchanges) 
●     Caput II: Clavis illius libri vicis (The Key to The Book of Change) 

Praefatio 

Whenever two opposed forces act upon a thing (unless that thing happens to be at the place where the 
forces are exactly balanced), the thing will oscillate between the extremes (as does a pendulum or weight 
on a spring). Such cycles between opposites are everywhere in the world, from the wheel of the year to 
the alchemical rotation of elements to processes of growth and decline. Chapter I explains the eight 
phases of any such cycle, including its shifting balances of state and energy. This eightfold structure is 
based on mathematical principles, though the presentation here is nonmathematical. Chapter 2 relates 
these eight phases of cyclic change to the trigrams of the I Ching in the sequence of the Earlier Heaven. 
As Heraclitus said, 

Opposition is fitting, and from differences comes the most
beautiful harmony, and all things come to be through strife. 

Caput I: De octo vicibus 

Concerning the Eight Exchanges 

i. We consider cyclic processes, which unite dualities by bringing each extreme to its polar opposite. 

ij. We call the opposites High and Low, though they may be any distinguished pair: Firm-Yielding, 



Light-Dark, Active-Passive, Male-Female, etc. 

iij. The extremes mark two distinguished points in the cycle, which we call H and L (for High and Low). 

iv. There are two paths in the cycle, the Ascending path from Low to High, and the Descending path 
from High to Low. 

v. We consider here only non-retrograde motions, i.e., once started in a direction, they go to the extreme 
in that direction before reversing. There is no Ascending in the Descending path, and no Descending in 
the Ascending path. (The motions are pure.) 

vi. There is a point of Equilibrium between the High and the Low; we call it B = Balance (or E = 
Equilibrium). 

vij. In each path there is a place of equilibrium where the balance shifts. 

viij. The Ascending Equilibrium, called A, is where the balance shifts from Low to High. 

ix. The Descending Equilibrium, called D, is where the balance shifts from High to Low. 

x. High, Low and the Ascending and Descending equilibria mark four distinguished points in the cycle 
(L, A, H, D). 

 

xi. In passing from Ascent to Descent, the process must pause, at least momentarily, at the High point, 
and in passing from Descent to Ascent, the process must pause, at least momentarily, at the Low point. 

xij. The extremes are thus states, or points of stasis, between the opposed processes. 

xiij. So also the Ascending and Descending points are pure process in equilibrium between the two 
extremes. 

xiv. The extremes H and L are pure state; the equilibria A and D are pure process. These four points 
correspond to pure being and pure becoming, respectively; all other points in the cycle are mixtures of 
state and process (being and becoming). 



xv. The possible mixtures are AL = Ascending from Low, AH = Ascending to High, DH = Descending 
from High, DL = Descending to Low. 

 

xvi. Each cycle has at least one natural notion of "energy" (though it may be hidden and hard to 
discover), which is conserved (neither created nor destroyed). 

xvij. This energy is of two kinds: energy of state (location) and energy of process (motion), which are 
converted into each other. (Energy is the medium of exchange between being and becoming.) 

xviij. Energy of state has its origin in the tension inherent in the polarity between the extremes. (In 
physical systems, this is potential energy.) 

xx. Energy of process measures the vehemence of the transformation between the extremes. (In physical 
systems, this is kinetic energy.) 

xxi. Since there is no motion at the extremes, there is no process energy at H and L, and all the energy is 
invested in the state. 

xxij. At the equilibrium points the extremes are in balance, so there is no energy of state at A and D. 
Therefore, all the system's energy is in the process, and thus the process energy is at its greatest at the 
equilibria. 

xxiij. Since all the energy is in the state at the extremes and in the process at the equilibria, in each 
quarter of the cycle there must be at least one point where the process and state energies are in balance. 

 



xxiv. We shall restrict our attention to processes that are non-retrograde in this transfer of energy, so that 
there is only one such balance point in each quadrant. 

xxv. There are thus four points where the state and process energy are balanced, which are called L=A, 
A=H, H=D and D=L. 

xxvi. Thus there are eight distinguished points in the cycle: L, L=A, A, A=H, H, H=D, D, D=L. 

 

xxvij. These eight points define eight segments in the cyclic path, which are eight phases in any cycle. 

xxviij. The octants adjacent to the extremes are dominated by state and are comparatively static. 

xxix. The octants adjacent to the equilibria are dominated by process and are relatively dynamic. 

xxx. The octants are named by their dominant character (Low, Ascending, High, Descending) and their 
subdominant character. In the cycle from Low to High and back, they are LA, AL, AH, HA, HD, DH, 
DL, LD. 

 

xxxi. The High state dominates HA and HD; the Low state dominates LA and LD. 

xxxij. The Ascending process dominates AH and AL; the Descending process dominates DH and DL. 

xxxiij. Nevertheless, all the octants of the cycle comprise both state and process (being and becoming), 
though the quality and quantity of each varies. 

finis capitis I 



Caput II: Clavis illius libri vicis 

The Key to The Book of Change 

i. In the High quadrant, comprising octants HA and HD, the High state is dominant. This corresponds to 
pure yang, represented by a digram with two firm lines: || [drawn from left to right rather than from 
bottom to top]. This part of the cycle is called Complete (or Culminating or Climaxing) Yang. 

ij. In the Low quadrant, comprising octants LA and LD, the Low state dominates. This corresponds to 
pure yin, represented by the digram with two yielding lines: ::. This is called Complete (or Culminating 
or Climaxing) Yin. 

iij. In the Ascending quadrant, comprising the octants AL and AH, the Ascending process dominates. It 
is yang because ascending, but has an admixture of the yin, which gives it motion, so it is represented by 
the digram |:, which is called Incipient Yang (or Lesser Yin). 

iv. In the Descending quadrant, comprising the octants DL and DH, the Descending process dominates. 
It is yin because descending, but has an admixture of yang, which gives it tension, and therefore motion, 
so it is represented by the digram :|, which is Incipient Yin (or Lesser Yang). 

 

v. In octant AL the Ascending process (|:) dominates, but is tempered by, the Low state (::), so the 
Incipient Yang digram (|:) is modified by the upper line of the Complete Yin digram (::), to yield the 
trigram |::, called "Thunder." 

vi. In octant AH, Ascending (|:) is tempered by the High State (||); thus |: is modified by the upper line 
of :: to yield |::, "Fire." 

vij. In octant HA, High (||) is tempered by Ascending (|:) to yield ||:, "Lake." 

viij. In octant HD, High (||) is tempered by Descending (:|) to yield |||, "Heaven." 



ix. In octant DH, Descending (:|) is tempered by High (||) to yield :||, "Wind." 

x. In octant DL, Descending (:|) is tempered by Low (::) to yield :|:, "Water." 

xi. In octant LD, Low (::) is tempered by Descending (:|) to yield ::|, "Mountain." 

xij. In octant LA, Low (::) is tempered by Ascending (|:) to yield :::, "Earth." 

xiij. This is the sequence of trigrams attributed to Fu Hsi, and called the sequence of the Earlier Heaven 
or the Primal Order (literally, the Before-the-World Sequence). 

 

xiv. The path of Ascent comprises the octants LA, AL, AH, HA, which correspond to the forward-
moving trigrams :::, |::, |:|, ||:. The path of Descent comprises the octants HD, DH, DL, LD, which 
correspond to the backward-moving trigrams |||, :||, :|:, ::|. [TC I.A.2, 4] 

xv. Octant LA is dominated by the Low state, but incorporates the beginning of the Ascending Process; 
it is the Low (::) beginning to Ascend (|:), so its trigram is :::, called "The Receptive" (K'un), with its 
image Earth. It is yielding and the nourishing, sheltering womb of rebirth [SK II.4-5, III.10]. This is the 
Mother, who seeks the male and gives birth to the Ascending Path, which seeks Heaven (|||). Its direction 
is North. 

xvi. In octant AL the Ascending Process comes into dominance and the state is moved swiftly toward 
Equilibrium. It is the process of Ascending (|:) from the Low state (::), so its trigram is |::, called "The 
Arousing" (Chen), with its image Thunder. Its character is to incite movement; it awakens the seeds; it is 
decisive and vehement. It is the creative force stirring in Nature's womb. The Mother brings forth the 
Eldest Son. Its direction is Northeast. [SK II.4-5, III.10, 11; TC I.A.3] 



xvij. In octant AH the Ascending Process passes through Equilibrium and moves rapidly toward the 
High State. It is the Ascending Process (|:) striving to the High State (||), so its trigram is |:|, called "The 
Clinging" (Li), with the image Fire. It is the Lightning presaged by the rumbling Thunder, and it brings 
warmth and light (attributes of the High state). It is the trigram of the Sun; its season is Spring and its 
direction is East. It is the time of rapid growth. Fire is the Middle Son sought by the Mother. [SK II.4-5, 
III.10-11] 

xviij. In octant HA the Ascent slows as it approaches its culmination in the High State. Here the High 
State (||) achieved by the final Ascent (|:), so its trigram is ||:, called "The Joyous" (Tui), with the image 
Lake. This is the phase of joy and pleasure, for as the High State is reached, relaxation can begin and the 
fruits if the Ascent can be enjoyed. Its direction is Southeast. Lake is the Youngest Son brought forth by 
the Mother. [SK II.4-5] 

xix. In octant HD the the cycle, having reached its extreme in the High State (||), slowly begins its 
Descent (:|), so its trigram is |||, called "The Creative" (Ch'ien), with the image Heaven. It is strong, 
governing and creative. Its season is Summer and it stands in the South, for in both the Sun is strongest. 
This trigram is the Father, who seeks the female, and sires the Descending Path, which seeks the Earth 
(:::). This path corresponds to the four elements in order of increasing density: Fire (Heaven), Air 
(Wind), Water and Earth. Of necessity, the seeds of the Descent are hidden in the High State, as the 
Ascent was hidden in the womb of the Low State. [SK II.4-5, III.10; TC I.A.3] 

xx. In octant DH the Descent from the High state accelerates as it returns to Equilibrium. Since it is a 
Descent (:|) from the High State (||), its trigram is :||, called "The Gentle" (Sun), with the images Wind 
and Wood. The character of the Wind is penetration and dispersion, so it is the active process that brings 
the rapid dissolution of the High State. Like the Thunder (|::), which awakens in the Earth (:::), the Wind 
(:||) dissolves the icy rigidity of Heaven (|||); it is the creative force stirring in the Heavens. In seeking the 
female the Father sires the Eldest Daughter. Its direction is Southwest. [SK II.4, III.10-11; TC I.A.3-4] 

xxi. In octant DL the Descent passes through Equilibrium and approaches the Low State. Since it is a 
Descent (:|) to the Low State (::), its trigram is :|:, called "The Abysmal" (K'an), with the image Water. 
This water moves rapidly, sometimes flowing straight, other times turning, ever seeking to descend to 
the depths. The Wind (:||) descends to become Rain (:|:), which then descends to the Mountain (::|), and 
soaks into the Earth (:::) to engender new birth. As a rapid plunge into the depths, this phase is 
dangerous, but it provides necessary moisture (fluidity). Water (:|:) corresponds to the Moon, as Fire (|:|) 
does to the Sun. Water is the Middle Daughter Sought by the Father. Its direction is West, where the 
heavenly lights sink into the water. [SK ii.4-5, III.10-11; TC I.A.3-4] 

xxij. In octant LD the Descent slows as it nears the Low State. Here the Low State (::) is achieved by the 
Descent (:|), so its trigram is ::|, called "Keeping Still" (Ken), with the Mountain its image. Here the 
process stops, and the movement rests before starting a new Ascent (and so it balances the Joyous Lake, 
||:). All things are brought to perfection by Keeping Still; here the seed is planted for a new beginning. It 
is the Gatekeeper to the Earth, where rebirth takes place. [SK II.4-5, III.10-11; TC I.A.3-4] 



xxiij. And so we return to octant LA; the depths of the Low State (::) hold the seeds for a new process of 
Ascent (|:), which occurs in the Earth (:::), the receptive Mother, who is in the North. 

finis capitis II 

& finis libri de octo mutationibus 
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Definition of the Eight Stages of Life

life-
stage 

transi-
tion 

nominal
age 

name & description

I Young Child (paidion): suppleness of body, quick change

1 7 shedding milk teeth (1 × 7)

II Child (pais): development of intelligence, learning, personality

2 14 puberty (2 × 7)

III Youth (meirakion/meirax): maturation, impulse toward love

3 21 full growth of body hair, max. height (3 × 7)

IV
Young Adult (neaniskos/neanis): ambition, mastery & direction over 
actions, increase of strength

4 28 maximum physical strength (4 × 7)

V
Adult (anêr/gunê): full vigor, ready for marriage, striving for significance, 
improvement of insight & reason



5 49 perfect age (7 × 7), menopause, ripe in wisdom, maturity of reason

VI
Elder (presbutês/presbutis): perfecting reason, judgement, foresight, 
moderation, honor, dignity

6 56 beginning of old age: perfection of reason & judgement (8 × 7)

VII Old One (gerôn/graia): forebearance, gentleness, passions tamed

7 70 natural and of life, the decad (10 × 7)

VIII
The End (eskhatê): uttermost, highest, best, last; an extremely old one 
(eskhatogeros); exercise of wisdom, honor, with no obligations.

Sources & Notes

I've supplied, in parentheses, the Greek word for each lifestage (male/female when they differ), as given 
by Philo (De Op. Mun. 36). The first seven lifestages, transitions and nominal ages are given by 
Iamblichus (Theol. Arith.) quoting Hippocrates (Hebd. 5), Philo (35-36), who quotes Hippocrates and 
Solon, Isidore of Seville (De Num. 188c-d), Macrobius (Somn. Scip. VI), Martianus Capella (De Nupt. 
VII), Ptolemy (Tetrab. IV.10); Westcott (Numbers 73, 76) was also considered. The ages used here are 
the same as in Iamblichus/Hippocrates and Philo; the others agree with minor exceptions. The eighth 
lifestage is implied by Macrobius. I take it to be the stage between death and rebirth, which is sometimes 
seen before death in the numinous state of an Ancient Sage. 

The transition ages between lifestages shown above are 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 hebdomads (7s). From Platonic 
theory we might expect 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, which are all the multiples of 2 and 3 (the primal even/female 
and odd/male numbers) in the decad (1 is neither odd nor even, but the source of both, according to the 
Pythagoreans). Adopting this theory drops the V-VI transition age from 49 to 42 (which seems too low). 

In any case, the transition ages should not be taken too seriously; obviously they are heavily influenced 
by Pythagorean theory. See Opsopaus (Lib. de Oct. Mut.) for the universal eightfold structure of cycles. 

Further Correspondences

life-
stage 

transi-
tion 

quality element 
celest.
sphere 

form
of soul 

sabbat season 
Greek
season 

0 wet Spr Equ

I Moon sacrum Early Spr early Ear



1 air Mid Spr

II Mercury gonads Late Spr late Ear

2 hot Sum Sol

III Venus belly Early Sum Theros

3 fire Mid Sum

IV Sun heart Late Sum Opôra

4 dry Aut Equ

V Mars throat Early Aut Phthinopôron

5 earth Mid Aut

VI Jupiter brain Late Aut Sporetos

6 cold Win Sol

VII Saturn crown Early Win Kheimôn

7 water Mid Win

VIII Stars supercrown Late Win Phutalia

Notes

Qualities & elements: The four qualities (corresponding to the quarters, the solstices and equinoxes) 
and the four elements (cross-quarters) constitute the eight radii of the wheel of the year. As explained by 
Aristotle (De Cael. 268-96, De Gen. & Cor. 329-31), each pair of qualities constitutes the element 
between them (fire = hot + dry, water = cold + wet, etc.), and two adjacent elements share the included 
quality (e.g. both air and fire are hot). Each quality and each element "rules" a quarter (so that their 
"domains" overlap); that is, the four qualities exhaust the wheel of the year, as do the four elements. 
Thus (1) air rules I-II, (2) hot rules II-III, (3) fire rules III-IV, etc. See Opsopaus (Anc. Grk. Es. Doctr. 
Elem.) for more on the elements and qualities. 

The hot quality is maximized at the summer solstice, and the cold quality at the winter solstice. The wet 
and dry qualities are at the two points of equilibrium between hot and cold, and so correspond to the 
equinoxes (where light/dark = hot/cold are equalized). Cold promotes moisture, which fuels heat, which 
dries things out. Birth takes place when fluidity (0 = wet) is maximized, and the discriminating force of 
heat (2) maximizes structure (3 = dry); thereafter the chaotic (4 = cold) processes lead to its dissolution 
(0 = wet). The resulting correspondence between the elements and the four seasons is confirmed by 
Aristides (De Mus. III.19), Isidore Sev. (De Nat. Rer. 1472), Peyligk (Phil. Nat. Comp. 1499), 
Hippocrates (Nat. Man VII, Reg. I.33) and others. 



Celestial sphere: Ptolemy (Tetrab. IV.10) associates the seven planetary spheres with the first seven 
lifestages. It seems natural, then, to associate the eighth, astral sphere with the eighth, immaterial 
lifestage. (This also agrees with Gnostic ideas of the ascent of the soul.) 

Sabbats and seasons: Varro (De Agri. I.28-36) describes eight seasons of the agricultural year. Their 
boundaries are the quarters (solstices and equinoxes) and cross-quarters that are approximately midway 
between them. Varro's dates for the cross-quarters were determined by astronomical events (e.g. the 
rising and setting of Sirius and the Pleiades), which have shifted over the intervening millennia. 
Therefore I have normalized them to Feb. 1, May 1, Aug. 1, Nov. 1. Here are some modern markers 
with approximate dates (computed from a circular astronomy-sliderule): 

transi-
tion 

nominal
date 

astronomical sign 
approx.

date 

1 May 1 
Vega on Eastern horizon at Sunset (cosmical rising) 
(Varro uses the heliacal rising of the Pleiades) 

Apr. 29
(May 
15) 

3 Aug. 1 Sirius on Eastern horizon at Sunrise (heliacal rising) Aug. 4

5 Nov. 1
Vega on Eastern horizon at Sunrise (heliacal rising) 
(Varro uses the cosmical rising of the Pleiades) 

Nov. 5
(Nov. 15)

7 Feb. 1 Altair on Western horizon at Sunset (heliacal setting) Feb. 6

Greek seasons: The Greeks originally had three seasons, then four, and later seven. Based on dates and 
agricultural activities, I have decided that the Greek Ear (Spring) corresponds to the first two Roman 
seasons and to the first two lifestages, though this is not certain. By looking at their etymology we can 
understand the meaning of the Greek seasons (LSJ s.vv. hora and the names of the seasons): 

stage Greek season meaning

I-II Ear prime flowering (spring)

III Theros summer harvest (summer)

IV Opôra youthful ripeness, fruit (late summer)

V Phthinopôron waning of Opôra (autumn)

VI Sporetos seed time (corn sowing)

VII Kheimôn winter cold & storms

VIII Phutalia planting time (latter part of winter)

Form of the soul: The bodily loci of the "forms of the soul" (ta eidê psukhês), which correspond 



approximately to the chakras. The "eighth chakra," the "supercrown," is the divine force, located above 
the head, from which depends the embodied soul (Timaeus 90a-b); the Stoics (Aetius, Dox. Gr. 4.21.1-4) 
also recognized an eighth, transcendant "commanding-faculty" (hêgemonikon) that united and sustained 
the other seven parts of the soul. For more detail and sources, see Opsopaus (Ta Eidê Psuchês). Ideally, 
the lifestages correspond to a shift of emphasis to the higher chakras (without neglecting the lower ones, 
of course). 

Fourfold Division 

lifestage season 
sun (dir., 

qual.) 
life (qual.) humour element god 

I-II Spring rising (E, dry) young (wet) blood air Zeus

III-IV Summer midday (S, hot) prime (hot) yellow bile fire Hades

V-VI Autumn setting (W, wet)
harvest 
(dry) 

black bile earth Hera

VII-VIII Winter night (N, cold) dissol. (cold) phlegm water Persephone

Notes

There are a number of ways of assigning gods to the elements. That shown above is based on the 
esoteric doctrines of Empedocles, who discovered the four elements (see Opsopaus, Anc. Grk. Es. 
Doctr. Elem., for an explanation). 

Diogenes Laertius (VIII.10) says Pythagoras allotted 20 years to each stage. Comparing with the 
nominal ages from the first chart shows only a rough correspondence: 

I-II 1-14 1-20

III-IV 15-28 21-40

V-VI 29-56 41-60

VII-VIII 57- 61-80

The four stages are ideally an ascent of emphasis through the four mental faculties enumerated by 
Plutarch (Opin. Phil. I.3), Theon of Smyrna (Math. Plat. 38) and others: 



lifestage faculty characteristics qualities

I-II child sensus (sensation) fluid, discriminating wet, hot

III-IV youth opinio (opinion) discriminating, rigid hot, dry

V-VI adult scientia (knowledge, skill) rigid, unifying dry, cold

VII-VIII elder mens (understanding) unifying, fluid cold, wet

This is, in effect, an alchemical rotation through the elements air, fire, earth, water (also known as 
Plato's Cycle). 

Sources

seas., sun (dir., qual.), life (qual.): Ptolemy (Tet. I.10); seas., sun (dir.), hum.: Durer/Celtis (Qua. Lib. 
Am. 1502); seas., elem.: Aristides (De Mus. III.19); seas., elem., dir.: Lull (Felix, corr. Yates), Ashmole 
(Th. Chem. Br. 1652); seas., elem., hum.: Isidore Sev. (De Nat. Rer. 1472), Peyligk (Phil. Nat. Comp. 
1499); lifest., sun, dir.: Peyligk, Durer/Celtis; lifest., seas.: Crinitus (De Hon. Disc.), Diog. Laert. 
(VIII.10); lifest., seas., hum., elem.: Hippocrates (Nat. Man VII, Reg. I.33); elem., god: Kingsley (Anc. 
Phil., Mys. Mag.). On all issues related to the elements and qualites, see Opsopaus (Anc. Grk. Es. Doctr. 
Elem.) and the sources cited therein. 
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●     Definition of the Eight Stages of Life 
●     Further Correspondences 
●     Fourfold Division 

Definition of the Eight Stages of Life

life- transi- nom. name & description stage tion age ---------------------------------------- I Young Child (paidion): 
suppleness of body, quick change 1 7 shedding milk teeth (1 X 7) II Child (pais): development of intelligence, 
learning, personality 2 14 puberty (2 X 7) III Youth (meirakion/meirax): maturation, impulse toward love 3 21 full 
growth of body hair, max. height (3 X 7) IV Young Adult (neaniskos/neanis): ambition, mastery & direction over 
actions, increase of strength 4 28 maximum physical strength (4 X 7) V Adult (aner/gune): full vigor, ready for 
marriage, striving for significance, improvement of insight & reason 5 49 perfect age (7 X 7), menopause, ripe in 
wisdom, maturity of reason VI Elder (presbutes/presbutis): perfecting reason, judgement, foresight, moderation, 
honor, dignity 6 56 beginning of old age: perfection of reason & judgement (8 X 7) VII Old One (geron/graia): 
forebearance, gentleness, passions tamed 7 70 natural and of life, the decad (10 X 7) VIII The End (eskhate): 
uttermost, highest, best, last; an extremely old one (eskhatogeros); exercise of wisdom, honor, with no obligations. 

Sources & Notes

I've supplied, in parentheses, the Greek word for each lifestage (male/female when they differ), as given by Philo (De 
Op. Mun. 36). The first seven lifestages, transitions and nominal ages are given by Iamblichus (Theol. Arith.) quoting 
Hippocrates (Hebd. 5), Philo (35-36), who quotes Hippocrates and Solon, Isidore of Seville (De Num. 188c-d), 
Macrobius (Somn. Scip. VI), Martianus Capella (De Nupt. VII), Ptolemy (Tetrab. IV.10); Westcott (Numbers 73, 76) 
was also considered. The ages used here are the same as in Iamblichus/Hippocrates and Philo; the others agree with 
minor exceptions. The eighth lifestage is implied by Macrobius. I take it to be the stage between death and rebirth, 
which is sometimes seen before death in the numinous state of an Ancient Sage. 

The transition ages between lifestages shown above are 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 hebdomads (7s). From Platonic theory we 
might expect 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, which are all the multiples of 2 and 3 (the primal even/female and odd/male numbers) in 



the decad (1 is neither odd nor even, but the source of both, according to the Pythagoreans). Adopting this theory 
drops the V-VI transition age from 49 to 42 (which seems too low). 

In any case, the transition ages should not be taken too seriously; obviously they are heavily influenced by 
Pythagorean theory. See Opsopaus (Lib. de Oct. Mut.) for the universal eightfold structure of cycles. 

Further Correspondences

life- transi- qua- ele- celest. form sabbat season Greek stage tion lity ment sphere of soul season 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 wet Spr Equ I Moon sacrum E Spr early Ear 1 air Mid Spr 
II Mercury gonads L Spr late Ear 2 hot Sum Sol III Venus belly E Sum Theros 3 fire Mid Sum IV Sun heart L Sum 
Opora 4 dry Aut Equ V Mars throat E Aut Phthinoporon 5 earth Mid Aut VI Jupiter brain L Aut Sporetos 6 cold Win 
Sol VII Saturn crown E Win Kheimon 7 water Mid Win VIII Stars supercrown L Win Phutalia 

Notes

Qualities & elements: The four qualities (corresponding to the quarters, the solstices and equinoxes) and the four 
elements (cross-quarters) constitute the eight radii of the wheel of the year. As explained by Aristotle (De Cael. 268-
96, De Gen. & Cor. 329-31), each pair of qualities constitutes the element between them (fire = hot + dry, water = 
cold + wet, etc.), and two adjacent elements share the included quality (e.g. both air and fire are hot). Each quality 
and each element "rules" a quarter (so that their "domains" overlap); that is, the four qualities exhaust the wheel of 
the year, as do the four elements. Thus (1) air rules I-II, (2) hot rules II-III, (3) fire rules III-IV, etc. See Opsopaus 
(Anc. Grk. Es. Doctr. Elem.) for more on the elements and qualities. 

The hot quality is maximized at the summer solstice, and the cold quality at the winter solstice. The wet and dry 
qualities are at the two points of equilibrium between hot and cold, and so correspond to the equinoxes (where light/
dark = hot/cold are equalized). Cold promotes moisture, which fuels heat, which dries things out. Birth takes place 
when fluidity (0 = wet) is maximized, and the discriminating force of heat (2) maximizes structure (3 = dry); 
thereafter the chaotic (4 = cold) processes lead to its dissolution (0 = wet). The resulting correspondence between the 
elements and the four seasons is confirmed by Aristides (De Mus. III.19), Isidore Sev. (De Nat. Rer. 1472), Peyligk 
(Phil. Nat. Comp. 1499), Hippocrates (Nat. Man VII, Reg. I.33) and others. 

Celestial sphere: Ptolemy (Tetrab. IV.10) associates the seven planetary spheres with the first seven lifestages. It 
seems natural, then, to associate the eighth, astral sphere with the eighth, immaterial lifestage. (This also agrees with 
Gnostic ideas of the ascent of the soul.) 

Sabbats and seasons: Varro (De Agri. I.28-36) describes eight seasons of the agricultural year. Their boundaries are 
the quarters (solstices and equinoxes) and cross-quarters that are approximately midway between them. Varro's dates 
for the cross-quarters were determined by astronomical events (e.g. the rising and setting of Sirius and the Pleiades), 
which have shifted over the intervening millennia. Therefore I have normalized them to Feb. 1, May 1, Aug. 1, Nov. 
1. Here are some modern markers with approximate dates (computed from a circular astronomy-sliderule): 

transi-  nom.  astronomical event                                  approx.



tion     date                                                        date
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
1         5/1  Vega on Eastern horizon at Sunset (cosmical rising)   4/29
               (Varro uses the heliacal rising of the Pleiades       5/15)
3         8/1  Sirius on Eastern horizon at Sunrise (heliacal rising) 8/4
5        11/1  Vega on Eastern horizon at Sunrise (heliacal rising)  11/5
               (Varro uses the cosmical rising of the Pleiades      11/15)
7         2/1  Altair on Western horizon at Sunset (heliacal setting) 2/6

Greek seasons:
The Greeks originally had three seasons, then four, and later
seven.  Based on dates and agricultural activities, I have decided that the
Greek Ear (Spring) corresponds to the first two Roman seasons and to the first
two lifestages, though this is not certain.  By looking at their etymology we
can understand the meaning of the Greek seasons (LSJ s.vv. hora and the names 
of
the seasons):

 stage Greek season & meaning
 ------------------------------------------------------
 I-II  Ear = prime flowering (spring)
 III   Theros = summer harvest (summer)
 IV    Opora = youthful ripeness, fruit (late summer)
 V     Phthinoporon = waning of Opora (autumn)
 VI    Sporetos = seed time (corn sowing)
 VII   Kheimon = winter cold & storms
 VIII  Phutalia = planting time (latter part of winter)

Form of the soul:
The bodily loci of the "forms of the soul" (ta eidê psukhês),
which correspond approximately to the chakras.  The "eighth chakra," the
"supercrown," is the divine force, located above the head, from which depends
the embodied soul (Timaeus 90a-b); 
the Stoics (Aetius, Dox. Gr. 4.21.1-4) also
recognized an eighth, transcendant "commanding-faculty" (hêgemonikon) that
united and sustained the other seven parts of the soul.  For more detail and
sources, see 
Opsopaus (Ta Eidê Psuchês).  

Ideally, the lifestages correspond to
a shift of emphasis to the higher chakras (without neglecting the lower ones, 



of
course).

 Fourfold Division 

lifestage  season  sun (dir., qual.) life  (qual.)  humour   element  god
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I-II       Spring  rising  (E, dry)  young   (wet)  blood    air      Zeus
III-IV     Summer  midday  (S, hot)  prime   (hot)  y. bile  fire     Hades
V-VI       Autumn  setting (W, wet)  harvest (dry)  b. bile  earth    Hera
VII-VIII   Winter  night   (N, cold) dissol. (cold) phlegm   water    
Persephone

Notes

There are a number of ways of assigning gods to the elements. That shown above 
is based on the esoteric doctrines of Empedocles, who discovered the four 
elements 
(see 
Opsopaus, Anc. Grk. Es. Doctr. Elem.,

for an explanation). 

Diogenes Laertius (VIII.10) says Pythagoras allotted 20 years to each stage.
Comparing with the nominal ages from the 
first chart

shows only a rough correspondence:

 I-II      1-14   1-20
 III-IV    15-28  21-40
 V-VI      29-56  41-60
 VII-VIII  57-    61-80
 



The four stages are ideally an ascent of emphasis through the four mental
faculties enumerated by Plutarch (Opin. Phil. I.3), 
Theon of Smyrna (Math. Plat. 38) and others:

   lifestage     faculty                      characteristics       (qualities)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I-II      child  sensus (sensation)           fluid, discriminating (wet, hot)
III-IV    youth  opinio (opinion)             discriminating, rigid (hot, dry)
V-VI      adult  scientia (knowledge, skill)  rigid, unifying       (dry, cold)
VII-VIII  elder  mens (understanding)         unifying, fluid       (cold, wet)

This is, in effect, an alchemical rotation through the elements air, fire,
earth, water (also known as Plato's Cycle).

Sources

seas., sun (dir., qual.), life (qual.): Ptolemy (Tet. I.10); 
seas., sun (dir.), hum.: Durer/Celtis (Qua. Lib. Am. 1502); 
seas., elem.: Aristides (De Mus. III.19); 
seas., elem., dir.: Lull (Felix, corr. Yates), Ashmole (Th. Chem. Br. 1652); 
seas., elem., hum.: Isidore Sev. (De Nat. Rer. 1472), Peyligk (Phil. Nat. 
Comp. 1499); 
lifest., sun dir.: Peyligk, Durer/Celtis; 
lifest., seas.: Crinitus (De Hon. Disc.), Diog. Laert. (VIII.10); 
lifest., seas., hum., elem.: Hippocrates (Nat. Man VII, Reg. I.33); 
elem., god: Kingsley (Anc. Phil., Mys. Mag.). 
On all issues related to the elements and qualites, 
see 
Opsopaus (Anc. Grk. Es. Doctr. Elem.).
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                       Liber de Octo Mutationibus

                      The Book of the Eight Changes:
                    Universal Cycles and the Trigrams

                         (c) 1995, John Opsopaus

                                Praefatio

Whenever two opposed forces act upon a thing (unless that thing happens to be at
the place where the forces are exactly balanced), the thing will oscillate
between the extremes (as does a pendulum or weight on a spring).  Such cycles
between opposites are everywhere in the world, from the wheel of the year to the
alchemical rotation of elements to processes of growth and decline.  Chapter I
explains the eight phases of any such cycle, including its shifting balances of
state and energy.  This eightfold structure is based on mathematical principles,
though the presentation here is nonmathematical.  Chapter 2 relates these eight
phases of cyclic change to the trigrams of the I Ching in the sequence of the
Earlier Heaven.  As Heraclitus said,

    Opposition is fitting, and from differences comes the most
    beautiful harmony, and all things come to be through strife.

                          Caput I:  De octo vicibus

                        Concerning the Eight Exchanges

i.  We consider cyclic processes, which unite dualities by bringing each extreme
to its polar opposite.

ij.  We call the opposites High and Low, though they may be any distinguished
pair:  Firm-Yielding, Light-Dark, Active-Passive, Male-Female, etc.

iij.  The extremes mark two distinguished points in the cycle, which we call H
and L (for High and Low).

iv.  There are two paths in the cycle, the Ascending path from Low to High, and
the Descending path from High to Low.

v.  We consider here only non-retrograde motions, i.e., once started in a
direction, they go to the extreme in that direction before reversing.  There is



no Ascending in the Descending path, and no Descending in the Ascending path.
(The motions are pure.)

vi.  There is a point of Equilibrium between the High and the Low; we call it B
= Balance (or E = Equilibrium).

vij.  In each path there is a place of equilibrium where the balance shifts.

viij.  The Ascending Equilibrium, called A, is where the balance shifts from Low
to High.

ix.  The Descending Equilibrium, called D, is where the balance shifts from High
to Low.

x.  High, Low and the Ascending and Descending equilibria mark four
distinguished points in the cycle (L, A, H, D).

xi.  In passing from Ascent to Descent, the process must pause, at least
momentarily, at the High point, and in passing from Descent to Ascent, the
process must pause, at least momentarily, at the Low point.

xij.  The extremes are thus states, or points of stasis, between the opposed
processes.

xiij.  So also the Ascending and Descending points are pure process in
equilibrium between the two extremes.

xiv.  The extremes H and L are pure state; the equilibria A and D are pure
process.  These four points correspond to pure being and pure becoming,
respectively; all other points in the cycle are mixtures of state and process
(being and becoming).

xv.  The possible mixtures are AL = Ascending from Low, AH = Ascending to High,
DH = Descending from High, DL = Descending to Low.

xvi.  Each cycle has at least one natural notion of "energy" (though it may be
hidden and hard to discover), which is conserved (neither created nor
destroyed).

xvij.  This energy is of two kinds:  energy of state (location) and energy of
process (motion), which are converted into each other.  (Energy is the medium of
exchange between being and becoming.)



xviij.  Energy of state has its origin in the tension inherent in the polarity
between the extremes.  (In physical systems, this is potential energy.)

xx.  Energy of process measures the vehemence of the transformation between the
extremes.  (In physical systems, this is kinetic energy.)

xxi.  Since there is no motion at the extremes, there is no process energy at H
and L, and all the energy is invested in the state.

xxij.  At the equilibrium points the extremes are in balance, so there is no
energy of state at A and D.  Therefore, all the system's energy is in the
process, and thus the process energy is at its greatest at the equilibria.

xxiij.  Since all the energy is in the state at the extremes and in the process
at the equilibria, in each quarter of the cycle there must be at least one point
where the process and state energies are in balance.

xxiv.  We shall restrict our attention to processes that are non-retrograde in
this transfer of energy, so that there is only one such balance point in each
quadrant.

xxv.  There are thus four points where the state and process energy are
balanced, which are called L=A, A=H, H=D and D=L.

xxvi.  Thus there are eight distinguished points in the cycle:  L, L=A, A, A=H,
H, H=D, D, D=L.

xxvij.  These eight points define eight segments in the cyclic path, which are
eight phases in any cycle.

xxviij.  The octants adjacent to the extremes are dominated by state and are
comparatively static.

xxix.  The octants adjacent to the equilibria are dominated by process and are
relatively dynamic.

xxx.  The octants are named by their dominant character (Low, Ascending, High,
Descending) and their subdominant character.  In the cycle from Low to High and
back, they are LA, AL, AH, HA, HD, DH, DL, LD.

xxxi.  The High state dominates HA and HD; the Low state dominates LA and LD.

xxxij.  The Ascending process dominates AH and AL; the Descending process



dominates DH and DL.

xxxiij.  Nevertheless, all the octants of the cycle comprise both state and
process (being and becoming), though the quality and quantity of each varies.

                               finis capitis I

                    Caput II:  Clavis illius libri vicis

                        The Key to The Book of Change

i.  In the High quadrant, comprising octants HA and HD, the High state is
dominant.  This corresponds to pure yang, represented by a digram with two firm
lines:  || [drawn from left to right rather than from bottom to top].  This part
of the cycle is called Complete (or Culminating or Climaxing) Yang.

ij.  In the Low quadrant, comprising octants LA and LD, the Low state dominates.
This corresponds to pure yin, represented by the digram with two yielding lines:
::.  This is called Complete (or Culminating or Climaxing) Yin.

iij.  In the Ascending quadrant, comprising the octants AL and AH, the Ascending
process dominates.  It is yang because ascending, but has an admixture of the
yin, which gives it motion, so it is represented by the digram |:, which is
called Incipient Yang (or Lesser Yin).

iv.  In the Descending quadrant, comprising the octants DL and DH, the
Descending process dominates.  It is yin because descending, but has an
admixture of yang, which gives it tension, and therefore motion, so it is
represented by the digram :|, which is Incipient Yin (or Lesser Yang).

v.  In octant AL the Ascending process (|:) dominates, but is tempered by, the
Low state (::), so the Incipient Yang digram (|:) is modified by the upper line
of the Complete Yin digram (::), to yield the trigram |::, called "Thunder."

vi.  In octant AH, Ascending (|:) is tempered by the High State (||); thus  |:
is modified by the upper line of :: to yield |::, "Fire."

vij.  In octant HA, High (||) is tempered by Ascending (|:) to yield ||:,
"Lake."

viij.  In octant HD, High (||) is tempered by Descending (:|) to yield |||,



"Heaven."

ix.  In octant DH, Descending (:|) is tempered by High (||) to yield :||,
"Wind."

x.  In octant DL, Descending (:|) is tempered by Low (::) to yield :|:, "Water."

xi.  In octant LD, Low (::) is tempered by Descending (:|) to yield ::|,
"Mountain."

xij.  In octant LA, Low (::) is tempered by Ascending (|:) to yield :::,
"Earth."

xiij.  This is the sequence of trigrams attributed to Fu Hsi, and called the
sequence of the Earlier Heaven or the Primal Order (literally, the
Before-the-World Sequence).

xiv.  The path of Ascent comprises the octants LA, AL, AH, HA, which correspond
to the forward-moving trigrams :::, |::, |:|, ||:.  The path of Descent
comprises the octants HD, DH, DL, LD, which correspond to the backward-moving
trigrams |||, :||, :|:, ::|.  [TC I.A.2, 4]

xv.  Octant LA is dominated by the Low state, but incorporates the beginning of
the Ascending Process; it is the Low (::) beginning to Ascend (|:), so its
trigram is :::, called "The Receptive" (K'un), with its image Earth.  It is
yielding and the nourishing, sheltering womb of rebirth [SK II.4-5, III.10].
This is the Mother, who seeks the male and gives birth to the Ascending Path,
which seeks Heaven (|||).  Its direction is North.

xvi.  In octant AL the Ascending Process comes into dominance and the state is
moved swiftly toward Equilibrium.  It is the process of Ascending (|:) from the
Low state (::), so its trigram is |::, called "The Arousing" (Chen), with its
image Thunder.  Its character is to incite movement; it awakens the seeds; it is
decisive and vehement.  It is the creative force stirring in Nature's womb.  The
Mother brings forth the Eldest Son.  Its direction is Northeast.  [SK II.4-5,
III.10, 11; TC I.A.3]

xvij.  In octant AH the Ascending Process passes through Equilibrium and moves
rapidly toward the High State.  It is the Ascending Process (|:) striving to the
High State (||), so its trigram is |:|, called "The Clinging" (Li), with the
image Fire.  It is the Lightning presaged by the rumbling Thunder, and it brings
warmth and light (attributes of the High state).  It is the trigram of the Sun;
its season is Spring and its direction is East.  It is the time of rapid growth.



Fire is the Middle Son sought by the Mother.  [SK II.4-5, III.10-11]

xviij.  In octant HA the Ascent slows as it approaches its culmination in the
High State.  Here the High State (||) achieved by the final Ascent (|:), so its
trigram is ||:, called "The Joyous" (Tui), with the image Lake.  This is the
phase of joy and pleasure, for as the High State is reached, relaxation can
begin and the fruits if the Ascent can be enjoyed.  Its direction is Southeast.
Lake is the Youngest Son brought forth by the Mother.  [SK II.4-5]

xix.  In octant HD the the cycle, having reached its extreme in the High State
(||), slowly begins its Descent (:|), so its trigram is |||, called "The
Creative" (Ch'ien), with the image Heaven.  It is strong, governing and
creative.  Its season is Summer and it stands in the South, for in both the Sun
is strongest.  This trigram is the Father, who seeks the female, and sires the
Descending Path, which seeks the Earth (:::).  This path corresponds to the four
elements in order of increasing density:  Fire (Heaven), Air (Wind), Water and
Earth.  Of necessity, the seeds of the Descent are hidden in the High State, as
the Ascent was hidden in the womb of the Low State.  [SK II.4-5, III.10; TC
I.A.3]

xx.  In octant DH the Descent from the High state accelerates as it returns to
Equilibrium.  Since it is a Descent (:|) from the High State (||), its trigram
is :||, called "The Gentle" (Sun), with the images Wind and Wood.  The character
of the Wind is penetration and dispersion, so it is the active process that
brings the rapid dissolution of the High State.  Like the Thunder (|::), which
awakens in the Earth (:::), the Wind (:||) dissolves the icy rigidity of Heaven
(|||); it is the creative force stirring in the Heavens.  In seeking the female
the Father sires the Eldest Daughter.  Its direction is Southwest.  [SK II.4,
III.10-11; TC I.A.3-4]

xxi.  In octant DL the Descent passes through Equilibrium and approaches the Low
State.  Since it is a Descent (:|) to the Low State (::), its trigram is :|:,
called "The Abysmal" (K'an), with the image Water.  This water moves rapidly,
sometimes flowing straight, other times turning, ever seeking to descend to the
depths.  The Wind (:||) descends to become Rain (:|:), which then descends to
the Mountain (::|), and soaks into the Earth (:::) to engender new birth.  As a
rapid plunge into the depths, this phase is dangerous, but it provides necessary
moisture (fluidity).  Water (:|:) corresponds to the Moon, as Fire (|:|) does to
the Sun.  Water is the Middle Daughter Sought by the Father.  Its direction is
West, where the heavenly lights sink into the water.  [SK ii.4-5, III.10-11; TC
I.A.3-4]

xxij.  In octant LD the Descent slows as it nears the Low State.  Here the Low



State (::) is achieved by the Descent (:|), so its trigram is ::|, called
"Keeping Still" (Ken), with the Mountain its image.  Here the process stops, and
the movement rests before starting a new Ascent (and so it balances the Joyous
Lake, ||:).  All things are brought to perfection by Keeping Still; here the
seed is planted for a new beginning.  It is the Gatekeeper to the Earth, where
rebirth takes place.  [SK II.4-5, III.10-11; TC I.A.3-4]

xxiij.  And so we return to octant LA; the depths of the Low State (::) hold the
seeds for a new process of Ascent (|:), which occurs in the Earth (:::), the
receptive Mother, who is in the North.

                               finis capitis II

                     & finis libri de octo mutationibus
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Introduction

This essay resulted from an attempt to find a Greek system of "energy centers" corresponding to the 
chakras of Eastern philosophy. Such a correspondence would help illuminate Greek mysticism and 
reveal some of the foundations of the Western Magical Tradition. This goal might seem to be a shallow 
exercise in analogies, but there are reasons to expect a substantial correspondence. First, the Eastern and 
Greek systems evolved out of a common Indo-European culture, so one would expect genetic 
correspondences; these connections were likely maintained over the millennia, since we know the 
Middle East mediated continual cultural transfer with both the West and East. Second, there is a certain 
degree of objectivity in the system of chakras, as reflected in the physical body, which would lead to 
correspondences even in the absence of cultural contact. The consequence of these two factors is a 
significant uniformity in ideas about the Spirit and its connection to the Body across the Eurasian 
continent, and even beyond, as documented, for example, in Onians's Origins of European Thought. 



How would we know a Greek system of chakras if we saw it? The standard I have used is that (1) they 
should be approximately seven energy centers; (2) they should be approximately located where the 
chakras are located; (3) they should have approximately the same "functions" as the chakras. 

It's worth keeping in mind that the chakra system best known in the West, with seven chakras, is not the 
only system; some have more than fourteen (Eliade, 243-5; Murphy, 156). Therefore, we should not 
expect an exact correspondence of number, since certain energy centers might or might not be counted 
depending on their strength or the "kind" of energy they concentrate. Furthermore, different systems 
differ in their exact placement of the chakras, so likewise we should not expect an exact correspondence 
in a Greek system. Nevertheless, it will be apparent that the Greek system corresponds closely to the 
system of seven chakras. 

My principal source has been Onians, especially Part I and Part II (chh. 1-7), but the overall structure is 
described in Plato's account of the "Parts of the Soul" in the Timaeus (69c-73d), which probably 
embodies Pythagorean doctrine. In the following I've numbered the energy centers from the top down 
with Roman numerals, since this accords better with Platonic doctrine; however, the chakras are 
conventionally numbered from the bottom up, for which I've (appropriately) used Hindu numbers (so-
called Arabic numbers). 

I 

The Crown of the head (Gk. koruphe, Lat. vertex). Plato said the humans stand upright because of the 
connection between the Heavens and the Soul in their brains. People with especially great power in their 
heads were represented with a nimbus, a halo of flames, around their head (attested as early as the 3rd 
cent. BCE in Greece). This center corresponds to Chakra 7 (at the crown of the head), called Sahasrara, 
which means "thousand (-petaled)," an appropriate description of a nimbus. 

II 

The Brain (Gk. enkephalos, Lat. cerebrum), which contains the psuche (Gk.) or genios (Lat.). (I use the 
old Latin spelling "genios" to avoid confusion with the English "genius." The genios is sometimes called 
the anima.) In Homeric times the psuche was taken to be the "Vital Spirit" or Life Principal (the mind or 
consciousness was placed in IV, the chest), corresponding to Skt. asu. The later view, which is found in 
Plato and corresponds better to the Eastern system (cf. Skt. atman), is that the brain is the center of 
rational thought, the Intellectual center. In both Homer and Plato the psuche is considered the immortal 
part of the Soul. The physical substance corresponding to psuche was marrow (medulla), especially the 
cerebrospinal fluid of the brain and spine, but also in other parts of the body (see below). For this reason 
departed souls were thought to appear as snakes, which are all brain and spine. Scalp and facial hair 



were considered physical emanations of the psuche, and so the hair, scalp and chin were considered 
sacred (hence the dedication of locks and the touching of the chin or beard in supplication). This center 
corresponds to Chakra 6 (at the brow), called Ajna, which means "authority or command," an 
appropriate name for the rational faculty, which Plato said "controls and restrains" the lower faculties; 
Onians calls it the Executive function. 

III 

The Neck (Gk. trachelos, dere; Lat. collum), which Plato called the "isthmus or boundary" between the 
Superior, Divine or Immortal Soul and the Inferior or Mortal Soul. He said that it allows communication 
between the two, but prevents the Lower Soul from "polluting" the Higher. This center corresponds to 
Chakra 5 (in the throat), called Visuddha, which means "purgation or purity," that is, "the purging of the 
merely animal, physical system" (Campbell, 165). 

IV 

The Heart and Lungs (Gk. phrenes, Lat. cor), which contain the thumos (Grk.) or animus (Lat.), which is 
the Higher part of the Mortal Soul. In Homeric times the thumos was the Conscious Spirit, the vehicle of 
Thought and Feeling (cf. Skt. manas). Later, it was restricted to feeling, emotion, passion and especially 
spirit, courage and anger - the Affective function. This center corresponds to Chakra 4 (at the heart), 
called Anahata, which means "not hit" (referring to the mystical sound). This chakra is associated with 
prana (Skt.) - vital breath, vital spirit (Campbell, 164), as are the phrenes with pneuma (Gk.) or spiritus 
(Lat.) - breath, spirit. Campbell (164-5) says, "This is the aspiration, then, of spiritual striving," and "the 
birth of the spiritual as opposed to the merely physical life," and likewise the phrenes are associated with 
spirit, as opposed to the lower parts, which are associated with physical needs and desires. 

The "little foyer" (the Red Lotus of Eight Petals with the Kalpa Tree) below the Heart Chakra 
corresponds to the diaphragm, which Plato called the "midriff partition" separating the two parts of the 
Mortal Soul (associated with Spirit and Desire, respectively). 

V 

The Belly (Gk. gaster, Lat. abdomen), between the diaphragm and navel, is the site of the Lower Part of 
the Mortal Soul, which is the Appetitive Soul, which we share with the lower animals and plants; its 
function is nutrition and it is the source of Desire (both Nutritional and, by most accounts, Sexual). This 
center corresponds to Chakra 3 (at the navel), called Manipura, which means "city of the shining jewel," 
and its function is "aggressive: to conquer, to consume, to turn everything into oneself" (Campbell, 159-



60), which is a good description of the Appetitive Soul. 

VI 

The Gonads (Gk. gonades, Lat. genitalia), representing the Procreative function. The "marrow," the stuff 
of which psuche or genios was made, was the Life Essence; Plato says that in it is made "the bonds of 
life which unite the Soul with the Body." This marrow or sap is passed down the spine, concentrated in 
the gonads, and is the source of the life of the offspring. In particular, semen was considered a kind of 
cerebrospinal sap. This center corresponds to Chakra 2, called Svadhisthana, which means "her favorite 
resort," an apt name for "the cakra of sexuality" (Campbell, 144). 

VII 

The Sacrum or Holy Bone (Gk. hieron osteon, Lat. os sacrum), that is, the base of the spine. Because 
this was a center of concentration of the Life Force, Middle Eastern people believed that the entire body 
could be regenerated from this bone, and Onians (p. 208) conjectures that its potency may account for 
"kiss of shame" (osculum infame) of the Witches and Templars (and perhaps the Cathars and 
Waldenses). This center corresponds to Chakra 1, called Muladhara, which means "root base," which 
Campbell (p. 144) associates with "hanging on to life" and a "reactive psyche," so in both cases we have 
the grossest form of the Life Force. 

Similarly, the Spine was called the Holy Tube (hiera surinx), which recalls the Sushumna (Spine), which 
is likewise considered a channel (nadi). Likewise the Egyptian Ded Pillar, which represents the spine, 
was a symbol of Life. I have not, however, found Greeks correspondents to the Ida and Pingala nadis. 

VIII 

The above are the "central" energy concentrations of Greek philosophy, and it is apparent that they 
correspond closely to the familiar seven chakras. The Greeks also recognized "peripheral" energy 
concentrations in the hands, thighs and knees (which have a large concentration of "marrow"). This 
explains the sacrifice of thigh bones, the use of the hand (especially the right hand) to exercise executive 
power, and clasping the knees when beseeching. (The knee - Gk. gonu, Lat. genu - was especially 
associated with the Life Force - genios - and with procreation or "generation"; cf. genital, genetic, 
gonad, etc.) So far as I know, corresponding chakras are not recognized in Eastern thought. 

As a general rule of thumb, Spirit, of one sort or another, is most concentrated where the flesh is thinnest 
(Timaeus 75a), thus, in the head, chest, sacrum, knees and hands. 



Summary

No. English Greek Latin Function Chakra No. I Crown Koruphe Vertex Illumination Sahasrara 7 II 
Brain Enkephalos Cerebrum Intellection Ajna 6 III Neck Trachelos Collum Purification Visuddha 5 IV 
Heart/Lungs Phrenes Cor Affection Anahata 4 V Belly Gaster Abdomen Appetition Manipura 3 VI 
Gonads Gonades Genitalia Procreation Svadhisthana 2 VII Sacrum Hieron Osteon Os Sacrum Basic Life 
Muladhara 1 
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                    THE PENTAGRAM AND THE ELEMENTS
                            John Opsopaus
                            November 1993

INTRODUCTION

In many contemporary Wiccan Traditions, as well as the Golden Dawn and other
schools of ceremonial magic, the elements are associated with the points of
the Pentagram in the following way:

    Spirit
Air      Water
 Earth Fire

I have reason to doubt it, at least from the perspective of the apparent 
Babylonian origins of the Pentagram as well as Babylonian, Egyptian and 
Greek astrology, and, more recently, in Alchemy.

The GD/Wiccan pattern seems to be traceable back to Levi but no 
further.  While I agree with the philosophy, "If it works for you, 
use it," I think that structures of ideas tend to work better to the
extent that they have a high degree of internal coherence -- thus the
importance of understanding the "inner logic" of the Pentagram/Element
connection.  While the GD/Wiccan system has its logic, I suspect it's a
comparatively recent invention, and some of the older systems seem more
comprehensive, to my mind, anyway.  I cannot offer a definite alternative at
this time, but I can show some of the pieces I'm trying to fit together.  If
anyone can help, I would certainly appreciate it.

THE PLANETS THE ELEMENTS AND THE DIRECTIONS

There are (at least) three interrelated systems (evidence cited later)
connected with the Pentagram:  (1) The Five Planets, (2) the Four Elements +
Quintessence, and (3) the Four Directions.  Henceforth,

  Four Directions: NESW
  Four Elements: EAFW + Q
  Five Planets: (K = Saturnus [Kronos], J = Juppiter, M = Mars,
    H = Mercurius [Hermes], V = Venus), plus S = Sol, L =  Luna.

A further complication is that we can go around the pentagram two ways: (1)



circularly, around the outside, and (2) linearly, tracing the "three
interlaced triangles."  If we number the points in a circular circuit 12345,
then the linear circuit (in the same direction) visits them 13524; this is
important when the p.g. represents the stages of a process.

Working backward in time:

An alchemical image of "Man as Microcosm" gives one of the only direct
associations of elements with the pentagram:

   Q
A     F
 W   E

It is reproduced in Godwin (Alchemical Mandala, 11), but I don't know its
original source.  Another alchemical diagram (Godwin, 20; original source 
unknown) gives the following:

F     A
   Q
E     W

There is ancient support (see below) for the center of the square being
equivalent to the apex of the pentagram, so this would correspond to:

   Q
F     A
 E   W

which is a logical arrangement (given the square of opposition of the
elements), but not the usual GD/Wiccan one; it's also the mirror image of the
first p.g. given above.

Other alchemical sources (e.g. Jamsthaler 1625) arrange the planets
pentagonally, typically to represent stages in the alchemical procedure:

 S   L
   H
M     J
 V   K

The Moon (L) indicates the passive ascending process and the Sun (S) indicates
the active descending process (Burckhardt, Alch. 193).  The five lesser



planets (HMJVK) form the pentagram, with Mercury (H) at the apex; a position
which has much ancient support (see below).  Some alchemists (e.g. Valentine,
1659) invert both processes:

   H
V     K
 M   J

Burckhardt shows that another arrangement (Boehme 1628, Stolcius 1624), which
brings Venus and Jupiter together, aligns corresponding steps of the ascent
and descent:

 S   L
   H
M     V
 K   J

The latter arrangement also agrees with the standard association of the
planets with the hand known from palmistry (the p.g. being 1=J, 2=K, 4=H,
palm=M, thumb=V), though it unfortunately reverses S (3) and L (heel).
Despite the confusion, all seem to agree in attaching special significance to
Mercury and in putting Jupiter/Saturn on one side and Venus/Mars on the other.

The pentagrams in Agrippa (De occulta phil., 1533) are associated with the
planets; these are what we find (Lib. II):

   M             L  S  V
V  S  J             J     (the latter not really a p.g., but easily
   L                M      connected with it via the human figure)
 H   K            H   K

He also shows the planetary assignment of palmistry, which seems unrelated to
these others, but matches better some alchemical associations (see above).
The planetary associations can be converted to elementary associations by
means the the Scala Quinarii (also in Lib. II), which gives K/W, J/A, M/F,
V/E, H/M (mixtum), and hence for the first pentagram:

   F
E     A
 M   W

However, I don't have great confidence in his planet/element associations
(though if F and M were switched I'd buy it).



In Lib. III we find the HUGIEIA (Soundness) Pentagram of the Pythagoreans,
with U/G/I/EI/A clockwise from the top over an inverted pentagram.  However,
this doesn't help us with elemental associations, though it falls in a
tradition of writing magic words around pentagrams (e.g. te/tra/gram/ma/ton)
and other pentacles, which dates back to at least the 4th or 5th cent. BCE
(Jewish jar handles from Palestine).  (The pentagram itself goes back to
Mesopotamia -- early 3rd mill. BCE; see below.)

This is what I've found so far on the Babylonian, Egyptian and Greek evidence
on the relation of the Pentagram and the Elements.  It should be considered
work in progress, and any suggestions or other help would be greatly
appreciated.

BABYLONIA:

The Pentagram appears as a sign (UB) in the earliest form of Sumerian
pictographic writing (c. 3000 BCE).  Although such pictographs do not have a
unique meaning, the general sense seems to be "heavenly body."  By the
cuneiform period (say, after 2600 BCE) the pentagram means "region," "heavenly
quarter" or "direction" (Forward Backward Left Right) and is generally used
with the number 4.  It is conjectured that early Babylonians added a fifth
direction (Up) because they believed Heaven ruled the Four Quarters; de Vogel
makes an analogy with the Jewish Prayer of the Night in which Schekina 
rules over the Four Archangels (Michael, Raphael, Gabriel, Uriel).  
In Babylon the Four Directions were ruled, according to de Vogel, 
by the planets Jupiter, Mercury, Mars and Saturn, but he doesn't 
say which ruled which; Venus, the fifth planet, corresponded to the
Queen of Heaven (Ishtar). (De Vogel, Pyth., App. A)

Although I've been unable to find any evidence for a Babylonian theory of the
Elements, there are suggestive indications.  For example in the Babylonian
Creation Myth "Enuma Elish" (before 1000 BCE) and elsewhere Marduk assigns The
Four Worlds as follows:  Luminous Heaven: Anu, Sky: Enlil (Lord Storm), Earth:
Marduk, Watery Abyss: Ea.  Thus we have rather clear elemental associations,
Anu: fire, Enlil: Air, Marduk: Earth, Ea: Water.  Unfortunately only one of
these is a planet: Marduk = Jupiter.  (King, Enuma Elish, xlix, lxxxiv;
Kramer, Sum. Myth., 41; Perry, Lord Four Quart., 75-80)

In anticipation of considering the Greek system I'll observe that there may be
a basic incompatibility between the Babylonian and Greek conceptions of the
elements.  In Babylonia the typical arrangement is (from top down): Fire, Air,



Earth, Water, since the Abyss is under the Earth.  In Greece (at least as
early as Heraclitus, c.500 BCE) the order (from top down) is:  Fire, Air,
Water, Earth, since this is the order of increasing density which forms the
basis of Plato's Cycle, which is fundamental to alchemy.  In both systems,
Spirit (Aether etc.) is above the Four Mundane Elements, but the arrangement
of the latter may ultimately depend on whether you prefer the Babylonian or
Greek scheme.

The preceding gives one correlation between Elements and Planets but,
unfortunately, I've been unable to establish a credible relationship between
the other Planets and Directions in Babylonia.  The Seven Planets correspond
to Gods:  Sin/Moon, Shamash/Sun, Marduk/Jupiter, Ishtar/Venus, Ninurta/Saturn,
Nergal/Mars, Nebo/Mercury (in their canonical order; yes, the Moon originally
had priority over the Sun).  Further, the division of Heaven and Earth into
Four Quarters was a central part of Babylonian cosmology.  Interestingly, when
they assigned things (such as months or days) to the Directions, they did so
in the order SEWN, which is reminiscent of the Cabalistic Tree of Life.  If we
take the Gods Ruling the Four Elemental Worlds and assign them to the
directions in their usual order (Anu, Enlil, Ea, Marduk), then we get:

      N: earth/Marduk
W: water/Ea    E: air/Enlil
       S: fire/Anu

This is certainly a reasonable and familiar arrangement for the Elements, but
since it involves only one Planet, its connection with the Pentagram is
tenuous.

Unfortunately, I've been unable to find other direct associations between the
Planets and the Directions, and indirect assignments (via lists of Gods, or
the Months and their Gods) have produced dubious results; that is, none
associates one Planet with each Direction.  If we assign the planets in their
constant Babylonian order (L/Luna, S/Sol, J/Jupiter, V/Venus, K/Saturn,
M/Mars, H/Mercury) to the directions SEWN, omitting Venus (which is Up), then
we get the following Directional arrangement for the Planets:

   K
J     H
   M

which is reasonable, but has little to support it (and disagrees in its
placement of Jupiter/Marduk, though here He is in the context of a different
rank of Gods).



(see Jastrow, Rel. Bab. Asyr., Ch. 22)

Although the Babylonian system, with the special significance it attaches to
Venus, does not agree with the Egyptian or Greek systems, which distinguish
Mercury, we can perhaps take as a general principal that the distinguished
planet corresponds to Up or Center, and the remaining four to the Quarters.

EGYPTIAN:

I have found no evidence of a specific theory of Four Elements in Egypt,
although, as is common in many cultures, there is informal recognition of
parts of the Cosmos that correspond, more or less, to the elements.  On the
other hand, Egyptian cosmology is based on a system of Four Directions, so
there is some hope of making the connection between the Four Planets and the
Directions.  However, I've not yet been able to do so.  What I've found is the
following:

In Manetho's "Epitome of Physical Doctrine" (fr. 83) we have a system of
correspondences that explicitly associates the Five Elements with Five Gods:

Spirit:  Zeus [= Amon?]
Fire:    Hephaestus [= Phah?]
Air:     Athena [= Neith?]
Water:   Ocean (Nile) [= Nile]
Earth:   Demeter [= Geb?]

In addition, Moon and Sun are associated with Isis and Osiris.  Unfortunately,
there is no connection given between the Directions and either the Gods or
Elements.

Also suggestive is the Ogdoad of Hermopolis, which comprises four male-female
couples.  Two of the four are clearly associated with Elements, but I know of
no directional associations:

Nun & Naunet:    Abyss (water)
Huh & Hauket:    Expansiveness (fire?)
Kuk & Kauket:    Darkness (earth?)
Amun & Amaunet:  Hidden (air)

These Eight are considered the Souls of Thoth = Hermes = Mercury, which is one
instance of the Egyptians, like the Greeks, making Mercury the distinguished
planet/God (rather than Venus, like the Babylonians).



The various Enneads (Heliopolis, Greater, Lesser) are also suggestive (1 + 4
pairs), but I've been unable to find clear elemental or directional
associations.

Though I haven't been able to find
a conclusive association between the Pentagram and the Elements in any Ancient
Tradition, there is quite a lot of suggestive material, and I can do a
reasonable (re)construction.  After summarizing the conclusions from the
Babylonian and Egyptian material, I'll turn to the Greek.

SUMMARY:

The Pentagram originated as a five pointed star in the earliest pictographic
writing in Babylonia, with a meaning something like "a quarter of the
heavens."  Scholars have conjectured that the five points correspond to Four
Directions (originally Front/Back/Right/Left) and Up; they further conjecture
that Up was associated with Ishtar/Venus, the Queen of Heaven, and that the
other Four Directions were associated with the other four Minor Planets
(Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn).

I conjecture that this basic 4+1 pattern was imported into Egypt and Greece
(the latter via Pythagoras), but that they both made Thoth/Hermes/Mercury the
distinguished planet (rather than Venus).  So then, the problem reduces to
associating these Planets or Gods with the Directions, associating the
Directions with the Pentagram, and associating the Elements with the Planets
or Gods.

GREEK EVIDENCE:

First I'll deal with the Four Elements, and then consider the Pentagram and
the Five Elements.  Some of the preliminaries will be very familiar to
everyone on this list.

My major source is Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos (I.4-8, 10, 17, II.3) which gives a
explanation of the associations.  However, I think Aristotle's discussion
(e.g. De caelo 268b11-296a32; De gen. & corr. 329a24-331a6) of the Four
Elements and Four Qualities is much more profound, and is really necessary for
seeing the significance of this analysis.  See also Plato (Tim. 53c-64a).

Ptolemy's (like Aristotle's) is based more on the Four Qualities than the Four
Elements.  The Four Qualities comprise two Dualities: Hot/Cold (active) and



Dry/Wet (passive), usually displayed in a Square of Opposition, thus:

   C
 W   D
   H

(NB:  This does NOT produce the familiar Wiccan/Golden Dawn (for lack of a
better name) arrangement of the Elements, but more on that later.)

The Four Qualities also fall into a Natural Order, which might be called the
Organic Order:  Wet, Hot, Dry, Cold (the preceding circle counterclockwise).
I won't repeat Ptolemy's explanations, but here are some of the
correspondences he derives:

Quality  Age       Season  Moon   Winds
---------------------------------------
Wet      Child     Spring  1st Q. W
Hot      Youth     Summer  2nd Q. S
Dry      Middleage Autumn  3rd Q. E
Cold     Old/death Winter  4th Q. N

Note that this makes the Cold/Wet transition of the Cycle a key Transition
Point:  (1) it represents the Dark of the Moon, (2) the traditional start of
the year (Vernal Eq.), and (3) reincarnation (the passage from death back into
birth).  Note that the Directional associations are made via the Winds
(although there are other Directional assignments based on Government of the
Trines).  I've worried about the Directions, since they are crucial, but have
finally come to accept Ptolemy's assignment.

It's also important to keep in mind another Order, which I'll call the
Physical Order and goes in increasing or decreasing Density (or Subtlety):
Earth, Water, Air, Fire; thus Earth and Fire are the Extremes (Absolute
Heavy/Light) and Water and Air are the Means (Relative Heavy/Light).  The
corresponding order for the Qualities is:  Dry/Cold/Wet/Hot/Dry.  The Physical
Order is also a Physical Cycle, for example in the Circulation of the Elements
in Alchemy.  Thus, in addition to the Organic Transition Point between
Cold/Wet = Water (Vernal Eq.), there is also a Physical Transition Point at
Dry (Samhain).

(In most Greek philosophy -- certainly Aristotle's -- the Physical Order is
also the Cosmological Order:  the arrangement of the Levels (Spheres or
Planes) of the World; note however, that the Cosmological order in Babylonia
and many other places is Water, Earth, Air, Fire, since the Watery Abyss lies



under the Earth.  This is the important arrangement for Shamanic Traveling,
and is expressed more accurately as Abyssal Water, Earth, Air, Celestial
Fire.)

Ptolemy's assignment of qualities to the Five Minor Planets is more complex,
but when all is said and done, it works out fairly naturally.

Planet    Qualities            Element  Dominant Element
--------------------------------------------------------
Mercury   Dry/Wet alternating  *        *
Venus     Wet(Hot)             ~Air     Water
Mars      Dry, Hot             Fire     Fire
Jupiter   Hot(Wet)             ~Air     Air
Saturn    Cold(Dry)            ~Earth   Earth

Note that Mercury, unique among the Planets, is Duplex in displaying an
alternation of opposed Qualities.  The "Element" column shows the Element
corresponding to the pair of listed Qualities, which does not work well.
Therefore, in the "Dominant Element" column, I've associated the Element based
on a direct Element/Quality association (Water/Wet, Fire/Dry, Air/Hot,
Earth/Cold).  Aristotle does something similar, though he takes the other
Quality out of each pair associated with an Element (Water/Cold, Fire/Hot,
Air/Wet, Earth/Dry).  The issue is simply whether the Element is represented
by its clockwise or counterclockwise neighbor in the Square of Opposition:

Water         Earth
       Cold
    Wet    Dry
        Hot
Air           Fire

(NB:  It's traditional to place the Elements at the corners of the Square of
Opposition and the Qualities on the edges.  However, this is not the best
arrangement for, as Aristotle says, the Qualities are absolute and primary,
whereas the Elements are always relative mixtures and secondary.  Therefore
the Qualities should be placed at the corners; then the edges can represent
various proportions of the Qualities constituting an Element, e.g., Earth that
is more Dry or more Cold.)

The associations I've taken seem to work better overall, but the point is
arguable.  Also it's important to keep in mind that in associating an Element
with a single Quality we are making an approximation; the Elements actually
belong *between* the Qualities, and thus *between* the Directional Quarters,



Seasons, Moon Phases, etc.  Be that as it may, when these Elemental
associations are combined with the Qualities, we get:

Quality Age       Season  Moon   Dir. Element     Planet/God
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Wet     Child     Spring  1st Q. W    Water   Venus (Born of Seafoam)
Hot     Youth     Summer  2nd Q. S    Air     Jupiter (Sky God)
Dry     Middleage Autumn  3rd Q. E    Fire    Mars (Burning Red)
Cold    Old       Winter  4th Q. N    Earth   Saturn (Earth/Vege. God)

--      Death     --      --     Up   Spirit  Mercury (Guide of Souls)

The relation of the Five Elements and Four Qualities is neatly displayed by
the Wheel of Heaven:  Draw an equal-armed cross in a circle.  The cross arms
represent the Four Qualities (or the Four Elements).  The center of the Cross
and Circle represents the featureless Substratum, the Prima Materia, wherein
all qualitative difference, all duality disappears (it is, if you like, the
"zeroth" substance).  The bounding Circle represents the Quintessence, the
Aither, the "Sphere of the All" (Aetius), which Plato associated with the
Dodecahedron (a mystic figure, made of Pentagons, and like the Pentagram, used
as a symbol of recognition by the Pythagoreans).  As Plato says, "The God made
the Dodecahedron the Image of the Universe, as being the nearest to the
Sphere."  It is the Spirit governing the Four Mundane Elements.

According to the Timaeus, the Four Elements are the offspring of Concrete
Matter (the Center) and Abstract Form (the Circle).

Now that we have the cyclic arrangement of the Four Elements, we can consider
how they are assigned to the Pentagram.  

                                     * * *

I've previously shown the correspondences between Elements, Qualities,
Directions, Seasons, Ages and Planets that results from Ptolemy's analysis.
Further, I'm operating on the hypothesis that the five points of the Pentagram
correspond to the Four Directions and Up.  Therefore, think of a five-rayed
star as a perspective picture, with the lower cross representing the Four
Directions and the vertical ray representing Up.  Depending on the direction
we're facing, there are four possible arrangements:

  *         *         *         *
N   E     E   S     S   W     W   N
 W S       N W       E N       S E



I will argue that the first arrangement is the correct one.  To this end, I'll
use the Directional Correspondences to label the Pentagram with Elements,
Planets, etc.  For improved readability I'll use:

E=Earth, W=Water, A=Air, F=Fire, S=Spirit
H=Mercury, V=Venus, M=Mars, J=Jupiter, S=Saturn

Elements  Planets

  S         H
E   F     S   M
 W A       V J

To see what's going on more clearly, you might want to draw a Pentagram with a
circumscribed Pentagon.  It will be helpful later if you draw the Pentagram
and Pentagon in contrasting colors.  The the lower trapezoid of the figure is
then a (distorted) Square of Opposition representing the Four Elements EWAF,
Directions NWSE, and Planets SVJM.

First observe that this Pentagram embodies the Physical Order of the Elements;
if we stay on the Mundane level we have EWAF, and we can make it a cycle
counterclockwise (as in the Alchemical Circulation) by returning from F to E
across the horizontal beam of the Pentagram.  Likewise, the Pentagram includes
the Extended Physical Order (the Metaphysical Order), which includes the
ascent to Spirit:  EWAFS by a counterclockwise circuit.  Of course we get the
descent SFAWE by going clockwise.

Also, the Organic Order WAFE = spring/summer/fall/winter is still embodied in
the lower trapezoid, though the Organic Transition Point (Water) is the left
leg of the Pentagram, an undistinguished position.

Notice, too, how Spirit, with its four descending lines, surrounds the Cross
of Opposition with its Form.  (In my previous post I described how the Four
Elements etc. are circumferentially bounded by Form or Spirit.)

According to Ptolemy the two lower planets VJ are "beneficial" and the two
upper SM are "maleficient."  Also, the two left planets SV are nocturnal and
the two right MJ are diurnal.  Thus as is commonly done, we can draw the Moon
(C) on the left side of the Pentagram, and the Sun (O) on the right:

C     O
   H



 S   M
  V J

Mercury/Hermes, as usual, stands apart from these distinctions.  However, as
Psychopomp (Guide of Souls), Hermes shows us the Two Shamanic Paths
represented in the diagram:

C     O
   H
 E   F
  W A

The Left-hand Path, the Path of Darkness (C), takes the Way of Earth (E) down
into the Watery Abyss (W).  The Right-hand Path, or Path of Light (O), takes
the Way of Air (A) up into the Celestial Fire (F).  (There is, however, no
implication here that one Way is Good and the other Evil.)  Hermes (H) stands
as the Master of the all.

Now let's label the corners of the Pentagram with the first letters of Greek
words for the Elements:

U: `Udor = Water
G:  Gaia = Earth
I:  Idea = Form/Idea
Th: Therma = Heat    or    EI: `EIle = Sun's Warmth
A:  Aer = Air

Depending on which abbreviation you like for Fire, you get the following
Pentagrams:

  I          I
G   Th     G   EI
 U A        U A

If you read the letters in order, starting at the Organic Transition Point,
you get UGIThA or UGIEIA, the Pythagoreans' mystical name for the Pentagram.
Readers of my Olympic Banishing Ritual may recall that there are two
labelings, either UGIEIA = hugieia = Soundness, or the somewhat inexplicable
UGIThA, with Theta replacing Epsilon-Iota, which appears at least as early as
Agrippa.  Though the Theta may be explained as a joined Epsilon and Iota, we
see here an alternative explanation, for either is an abbreviation for the
Fiery Element.  Notice how the pattern of the letters, UG/I/EIA or UG/I/ThA,
matches the arch structure of the Pentagram; interestingly the Greek word has



a high-tone accent on the Iota (correponding to Spirit), which seems
appropriate.

By the way, if you think that there are probably enough Greek words for the
Elements to get UGIEIA from many Pentagram arrangements... take my word for
it; there aren't.  If you don't believe me, then get yourself the big Liddell
& Scott and have fun.  But as far as I've been able to discover, this is the
*only* arrangement that generates UGIEIA or UGIThA (let alone both) from
plausible Element names (though another comes close; see below).  Also I
should note that the above Element names are the usual ones that appear, for
example, in Aristotle, except Fire, where Pur is usual; however Empedocles
(who came up with the Four Elements) uses Eelios = Sun, which is described as
Thermos, for Fire (DK 31B 21; see also Kirk, Raven & Schofield 292-3).  Also,
though Aristotle uses Aither for the Fifth Element, Plato clearly associates
it with the World of Forms (Ideai).

This brings us to an interesting property of our Pentacle (the Pentagram with
Circumscribed Pentagon).  In mathematical terminology the Pentagram is dual to
the Pentagon (one is like the other turned inside-out).  To see this draw a
black Pentagram in a red Pentagon, and a red Pentagram in a black Pentagon;
each Pentacle is the dual of the other.  For example, if we number the first
Pentagram clockwise, and transfer the numbers counterclockwise to the second
Pentagram, then our Pentacles will be:

  1         1
5   2     4   3
 4 3       2 5

The second Pentacle has the Even Numbers, which according to Pythagorean
theory are Feminine, on the left, and the Masculine Numbers on the right;
since according to the Pythagorean 1 is Androgynous (cf. Hermes Duplex), it is
appropriate that it is in the middle.

Now label the first Pentacle with the Elements and Planets as described above;
I will call this the Elemental Pentacle.  Next trace the Elemental Pentagram
in Counterclockwise Order (HVMSJ = SWFEA) and lay out these elements in
Clockwise Order around the second Pentacle; they will be arranged as follows
(the Sun/O and Moon/C are left in position):

 C          O
      H/S
J/A        V/W
   S/E  M/F



The resulting Dual Pentacle is interesting for a number of reasons.  First
observe that the Elements are arranged in the familiar Wiccan/Golden Dawn
format, so henceforth I will call this the W/GD Pentacle.  Because this is the
dual of the Elemental Pentacle, tracing the W/GD Pentagram in Invoking Order,
SFAWE, corresponds to circumscribing the Elemental Pentagon in (descending)
Physical order, SFAWE.  The W/GD Pentacle also displays the steps of the
Alchemical Process in order; on the left we have the Lesser Work, Saturn to
Jupiter and culminating in the Moon (C); on the right we have the Greater
Work, Venus to Mars and culminating in the Sun (O).  The entire process is
governed by Mercury (Burckhardt, Alch. XV).  Recall also that the
Planets in the Solar side (V, M) have a Circle in their astrological
symbols, while those on the Lunar side (J, S) have a Crescent; Mercury
(H), of course, has both.

As is well known, Plato associates the Five Elements with the Five Platonic
Solids (Tim. 55c-65c), and Kepler made a similar association between the
Planets and the Platonic Solids.  So let's lay out the Platonic Solids around
the W/GD Pentacle; I'll abbreviate the Solids by their number of faces:

4=Tetrahedron, 6=Cube, 8=Octahedron, 12=Dodecahedron, 20=Icosahedron.

This is the result:

    12
 8      20
   6   4

Notice that the Platonic Solids fall around the circumference in increasing
order of number of faces.  Since the Elemental Pentagram is its dual, we know
that it can also produce the series 4, 6, 8, 12, 20 (by tracing the
Pentagram).

So the W/GD Pentacle also has some interesting Correspondences, though it
loses the Directional and Organic Cycles and especially the Square of
Opposition, which I think is fundamental and essential.

That's all I have to say, for now, about the Elemental and W/GD Pentacles.
Needless to say, they can be profound Mandalas for meditation if fully labeled
with color-coded Correspondences.

                               * * *



I would like to point out a couple interesting properties of another Pentacle,
which preserves the Square of Opposition, Directions and Organic Cycle, but
loses the Metaphysical Cycle.  This is the one we get if we take the view
toward the Southeast (as might have been the norm among the Etruscans):

Directions  Elements  Planets

  *            S         H
E   S        F   A     M   J
 N W          E W       S V

If we trace this Pentagram, starting at the top (Mercury/Spirit) and
proceeding to the Organic Transition (Venus/Water), then we will trace the
Planets in the order HVMJS (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn) -- the
so-called Chaldean Order for the Planetary Spheres, which was commonly used in
ancient Greece (and is of course the modern order for the Five Minor Planets).
 On the other hand, if we trace them counterclockwise around the Pentagon,
then we get HMSVJ, which -- astonishingly -- is the standard Babylonian order
for the Planets (Jastrow, Rel. Bab. Ass. 461n2):

Merc. (Nabu), Mars (Nergal), Sat. (Ninurta), Venus (Ishtar), Jup. (Marduk).

(Actually, the Babylonians would normally reverse this order, but that's just
going around the Pentagon in the opposite direction.  This also gives 5
days of the week:  M/Tues, H/Wed, J/Thur, V/Fri, S/Sat)  In other words, the
Chaldean and Babylonian Orders are duals of each other.  Therefore, I call
this the Planetary Pentacle.

Finally, I'll briefly consider whether the Planetary Pentacle could generate
the Pythagorean UGIEIA/UGIThA.  Taking UGA as fixed we get the Pentagrams:

  Th        EI
?   A     ?   A
 G U       G U

That is:

U:  `Udor = Water
G:  Gaia = Earth
I:  ? = Fire
Th: Thumos = Spirit     or     EI = EIdos = Idea = Form
A:  Aer = Air



Unfortunately there is not, so far as I know, any Greek word meaning Fire (or
Heat or Sun, etc.) that begins with Iota.  (BTW, Ignis is, of course, Latin,
and I'm sure Pythogoras wouldn't have stooped to put a Latin Word in his
formula.)  Another problem with this arrangement is that, although Thumos =
Spirit is reasonable enough in a psychological context, it doesn't work well
in Plato's or Aristotle's metaphysical context.  Finally, we lose the
high-tone accentuation of Spirit in the middle of the arch structure.  So the
Planetary Pentacle is interesting, but ultimately packs less meaning than the
Elemental Pentacle.

APPENDIX:  DRAWING PENTAGRAMS AND PENTAGONS

I've paraphrased the following from Charles W. Benfield, "Constructing a
Pentacle" (_Nematon_, Vol. I, No. 3; Beltane 1974, pp. 12, 14-16):

                           Procedure I

1. Draw a horizontal line, which will be the diameter of the bounding circle.
2. Bisect the line to get its center, and draw a perpendicular through this
   center.
3. Draw a circle around the center with the given diameter.
4. Bisect the horizontal three more times to get its sixteenth part.
5. Mark on the horizontal the point 13/16 from its left end (5/8 of the
   right-hand radius).
6. Use the compass to measure the distance from this point to the
intersection of the vertical and the circle; this is the pentagon's side.
7. With the compass set as described, set off five points around the circle's
   circumference.
8. Connect these points to make the pentagram.

                           Procedure II

1. Construct as before the circle ABCD with vertical diameter AOC and
   horizontal diameter DOB.
2. Bisect OD at E.
3. Set the compass to measure EA.
4. With E as the center, drop an arc AF which intersects OB at F.
5. Set the compass to measure AF; this is the side of the pentagon.
6. Step off the five points and draw the pentagram as before.



                              * finis *



                   THEOLOGIA ARITHMETICA TRIADUM

                  Arithmetical Theology of triads

                          John Opsopaus

Here are some observations, mostly Pythagorean but also Alchemical, about
triads, both theological and musical.

I.  TRIADIC GENESIS

A.  The Monad

The first principle is the Monad or Unit.  It is prima materia (first matter),
an undifferentiated unity, an unstructured wholeness, the principle of
stability.  The Monad corresponds to the first stage of many cosmologies, the
Primeval Waters, the Confused Mass (Massa confusa), Tiamat, etc.

B.  The Dyad

1.  Undetermined Dyad

The second principle is the Undetermined Dyad (aoristos duas), the principle
of change, separation, differentiation, conjunction and mediation.  The
Indefinite Dyad is an active/energetic principle, as opposed to the Monad,
which is passive/material.

2.  The Dyad Itself

The Undetermined Dyad becomes determinate by operating on the Monad.  As the
principle of separation (Separatio) it splits the Monad, so that Chaos (gap)
opens in it.  In this way the Indefinite Dyad creates the Dyad Itself (auto to
esti duas), an actual separation into opposites (Separatio oppositorum).  It
creates a polarity between male/female, form/matter, stability/change, etc.
They are the passive forms of the alchemical Sulphur and Mercury.  The Dyad
corresponds to the second cosmological stage, in which some active agent (e.g.
Marduk, Shu, "Destructive Strife" -- oloios neikos, etc.) opens a gap between
Earth (Gaia, Keb) and Sky (Ouranos, Nut); it's the splitting of the Cosmic
Egg.



C.  The Triad

The Undetermined Dyad operates again, this time as a principle of mediation,
to create a Mean between the Extremes of the Dyad, thus producing the Triad,
which is a Harmonia (joining), a structured unity, the Rebis (Two-thing), a
synthesis of the opposites (Coniunctio oppositorum) of the Dyad.  This is the
Alchemical Wedding, in which the alchemical Mercury attracts alchemical
Sulphur towards itself so that they can be joined be means of the alchemical
Salt; the result is the Living Gold or Philosophers' Stone.  The Triad
corresponds to the second cosmological stage in which some active agent (e.g.
Eros) causes Earth and Sky to mate and beget the Gods.

These are some aspects of the Polarity and its Harmonia in the Triad:

  Male        Female      Androgynous
  Form        Matter      Formed Matter
  Stability   Change      Lawful Change
  Fixed       Volatile    Fixed-Volatile
  Unification Separation  Harmonia
  Emission    Reception   Reciprocation
  Sulphur     Mercury     Salt

D.  Higher Orders

The Undetermined Dyad can operate, through Separatio and Coniunctio, to form
Tetrads, Pentads, and so forth in a cyclic evolution, but the first three are
the most important.

II.  THE SACRED FAMILY (Synchronic Triad)

The Triad can manifest in the Godhead in many different ways, but one of the
most common is as three archetypal genders, masculine, feminine and neuter (or
androgynous).  (Needless to say, they are only loosely correlated with
biological sex.)  Most commonly the Triad appears as a Sacred Family of three
Gods, a Father, a Mother and  Child, whose characteristics often derive from
those of the Triad.

A.  Structure

1.  Father

The Father is the form-providing and matter-forming element of generation, the



seed, and represents stability and rigidity, conscious soul (anima), emission,
creation, and isolation.  His element is Air (or Air and Fire) and His planet
is the Sun.

2.  Mother

The Mother is the matter-providing and form-receiving element of generation,
the womb, and represents change and fluidity, vital spirit (spiritus),
reception, redemption, and the possibility of relation.  Her element is Water
and Her planet is the Moon.

3.  Child

The Child is the formed matter resulting from generation (through the
mediation of Harmonia, the Mean), the offspring, and represents controlled
change, equal exchange, the spirit uniting the soul with the body, the
actualization of relation, resurrection, and balance in all the oppositions of
the Father and Mother.  Its element is Earth (and perhaps Fire) and Its planet
is Mercury.

B.  Examples

1.  Capitoline Trinity:  Jupiter-Juno-Minerva

Note that Minerva (like Athena) is one of the more androgynous Goddesses,
since Her personality integrates both archetypally masculine and archetypally
feminine characteristics.  (Of course, in the Greek version Juno is not Her
Mother, though Juno does provoke Jupiter into begetting Her.)

2.  Egyptian Trinity:  Osiris-Isis-Horus

3.  Wagnerian:  Wotan-Erda-Bruenhilde

Bruenhilde is also androgynous, exhibiting archetypally masculine
characteristics in Walkuere, transforming in Siegfried, and becoming
archetypally feminine in Goetterdaemmerung.

4.  Christian:  Yahweh-Mary-Jesus

5.  Chthonic Trinity:  Hades-Demeter-Persephone (Hecate)

This Trinity requires some explanation, since Hades-Demeter-Persephone do not
fit the Father-Mother-Child pattern.  However, Demeter is Persephone's Mother,



and Hades is Persephone's Uncle (since Zeus is Her Father).  Furthermore,
since Hades represents the World of the Dead and Demeter the World of the
Living, we see that Persephone becomes the Harmonia that joins the two, and
reconciles the two adults; the two realms are "related by marriage."  Hecate
plays an interesting role in the myth, for She is both an Underworld Goddess
and a Moon Goddess and so transcends the divide.  She seems to fill the role
of the Undetermined Dyad, since She is the mediator, first when She tells
Demeter where Persphone has been taken, and second when She becomes
Persphone's guardian during Her time in the Underworld.

III.  THE SACRED LIFECYCLE (Diachronic Triad)

Whereas the Sacred Family is a static relationship within a Triad of Gods, the
Sacred Lifecycle is a Triad in the life of an individual, which manifests as a
Triple God or Goddess; I'll call the stages Virgin, Parent and Sage.  In many
cases these Triads are cyclic.

A.  Structure

1.  Virgin

The Monad corresponds to the first stage of life, the Virgin, and is
characterized by self-centeredness, individuality, lack of discrimination and
ignorance of norms.

The Feminine Virgin is the archetypal Maiden, and the Masculine is perhaps the
archetypal Hero.  The characteristic activity of the Hero is protection; that
of the Maiden is perhaps inspiration.

2.  Parent

The Dyad corresponds to the second stage of life, the Parent, and is
characterized by other-directedness (i.e., caring, supporting,
self-sacrificing), excessive competition or cooperation (interaction with
others), inflexible discrimination, and rigid adherence to norms.

The Feminine Parent is the archetypal Mother, whose characteristic function is
nurturing; the Masculine Parent is the archetypal Father, whose characteristic
function is providing.

3.  Sage



The Triad corresponds to the third stage of life, which integrates the
preceding, and is characterized by balanced devotion to self and others,
balanced competition/cooperation, flexible discrimination, and transcendence
of rules.  It is the synthesis of the thesis and antithesis of the first two
stages.

The Masculine Sage is the Wiseman, whose characteristic function is
"professing" (philosophers, priests, statesmen); the Feminine Sage is the
Crone, whose characteristic function is perhaps healing (counsellors, witches,
healers).

B.  Example

1.  Olympian Cycle:  Dionysus(=Son of Zeus)-Zeus-Kronos

2.  Chthonic Cycle:  Persephone-Hades/Demeter-Hecate

Persephone is the archetypal Maiden engaged in self-centered enjoyment, when
She unwittingly inspires Hades to abduct Her.  Demeter reacts as the
archetypal Mother.  Hades of course is not Persephone's Father, but He does at
least obey the norms of the time by securing Her Father's consent and making
Persephone His legitimate wife and queen; in this sense He fits the Parent
archetype.  Hecate is a archetypal Crone, working for a practical resolution
of the situation.

IV.  GENESIS OF MUSICAL HARMONIA

In this section I'll show how the same triadic structure produces the Harmonia
(tuning) of musical scales.

A.  Triadic Genesis

1.  Unison

The Monad is the Perfect Unison, two sounds of the same pitch (C-C).  The
Perfect Unison is the most consonant interval.

2.  Octave

The Dyad is the Octave, since a string divided in half will sound an octave
above the undivided string (C-c).  Further, if a string is divided in the
ratio 1:2, its parts will sound an Octave apart.  The Octave is the next most



consonant interval after the Perfect Unison.

3.  Perfect Fifth

The Triad is the Perfect Fifth, since if a string is divided in the ratio 2:3,
the parts will sound at the interval of a Perfect Fifth (C-G), which is the
next most consonant interval after the Octave.

B.  Tetraktys

The Tetraktys, a triangle of units in rows of size 1:2:3:4, was a central
mystery of the Pythagoreans:

    "What is the Oracle at Delphi?"
    "The Tetraktys, the very thing that is the Harmonia of the Sirens."
  (Iamb., Vit. Pyth. 18)

The Tetraktys embodies the first three consonant intervals after Perfect
Unison:   the Octave (1:2), the Perfect Fifth (2:3), and the Perfect Fourth
(3:4), e.g. C-F.

Because the interval between the Perfect Fourth and the Perfect Fifth is a
whole tone, it provides the basic unit for constructing a scale.  Ancient
lyres were tuned as follows:  the tonic (hypate), the octave (nete), the fifth
(trite or paramese), the fourth (mese).  The tuning of the remaining strings
would determine the Harmonia (tuning or mode) of the lyre.  (The earliest
music was limited to just the four tones, "the Harmonia of the Sirens.")

C.  Oblong Numbers

The Pythagoreans classified numbers as Triangular (1, 3, 6, 10,...), Square
(1, 4, 9, 16,...), Oblong (2, 6, 12, 20,...), etc., depending on the shapes
into which they could be arranged.  The Oblong numbers are those that can be
arranged in a rectangle one unit wider than it is high; each is twice a
Triangular number.  The Oblongs have sides in the ratios 1:2, 2:3, 3:4, 4:5,
5:6,....  These give the intervals in decreasing order of consonance:  Octave,
Perfect Fifth, Perfect Fourth, Major Third (4:5), Minor Third (5:6), etc.  The
Tonic, Third and Fifth are the basic components of Triadic Harmony.

D.  The Circle of Fifths

The basic process of the Triadic Genesis can be repeated to generate all the
pitches of the chromatic scale:



    i.  The Monad:  Choose a pitch.
    ii.  The Dyad:  Double the pitch and so determine the Octave.
    iii.  The Triad:  Take the (Arithmetic) Mean of the Octave to get the
Perfect  Fifth.
    iv.  Now take this new pitch as the Monad and repeat the above steps.

This will produce that well-known "Circle of Fifths" that will eventually
generate all the pitches of the chromatic scale and return to the starting
point (after 12 cycles):

    C   G   D   A   E
    B   Gb  Db  Ab  Eb
    Bb  F   c

(This will require slight adjustment to correspond to modern equal-temperment
tuning, which replaces the Pythagorean exact ratio 3/2 = 1.5 with the
approximation 2**(7/12) = 1.49831.)

                            *** finis ***



                     Pythagorean Figured Numbers:
                   Oblong, Square, Triangular, etc.
                           John Opsopaus

Here we go on Oblong numbers...

The problem is that they are much easier to explain with pictures, as the
Pythagoreans did, than with words, to which ASCII is suited.  But I'll try to
do pictures.

The easiest to understand are the Square numbers; these are ones that can be
arranged in a square:

 *    **    ***    ****    *****     ...
      **    ***    ****    *****
            ***    ****    *****
                   ****    *****
                           *****
 1     4     9      16       25      ...

Well, they don't look quite square on my terminal; maybe they do on yours!
Mathematicians still call these numbers squares:  1 squared = 1, 2 squared =
4, 3 squared = 9, etc.  There are lots of interesting things about them,
especially from a Pythagorean standpoint, but let's go on to the Oblongs.

An Oblong number can be arranged in a rectangle whose width and height differ
by one unit; for simplicity I'll make them wider than tall.  So whereas the
Square numbers have sizes 1 X 1, 2 X 2, 3 X 3, 4 X 4, etc. the Oblong numbers
have sizes 1 X 2, 2 X 3, 3 X 4, etc.  So the look like this:

  **    ***    ****    *****    ******    ...
        ***    ****    *****    ******
               ****    *****    ******
                       *****    ******
                                ******
   2     6      12      20        30      ...

They also have lots of interesting properties, but the one of relevence here
is that the ratios of their sides give the divisions of the monochord's string
that yield the musical intervals in order of decreasing consonance:

 octave  per.5th  per.4th  maj.3rd  min.3rd  ...



  1:2      2:3      3:4      4:5      5:6    ...

I mentioned that each Oblong number is twice a Triangular number.  The latter
are, naturally, those that can be arranged into an equilateral triangle:

                                       *
                           *          * *
                 *        * *        * * *
         *      * *      * * *      * * * *
   *    * *    * * *    * * * *    * * * * *    ...
   1     3       6        10          15       ...

Notice that twice these are the Oblongs, 2 X 1 = 2, 2 X 3 = 6, 2 X 6 = 12,
etc.  You can also see this geometrically; take the Oblong number 12 and see
how it can be divided into twice the triangular 6:

  * * * / *
  * * / * *
  * / * * *

So there's a taste of Pythagorean number theory.  The triangular number Ten,
the Decad, is very important, since it is the Tetraktys:

     *
    * *
   * * *
  * * * *

"The Power, Efficacy and Essence of Number is seen in the Decad; It is great,
It realizes all its purposes, and It is the Cause of all Effects.  The Power
of the Decad is the Principle and Guide of all Life, Divine, Celestial, or
Human into which It is insinuated; without It everything is undefinite,
obscure, and furtive."  (Stobaeus 1.3.8)

Pythagoreans take an oath by saying,

  "I swear by the One who hath bestowed the Tetraktys to the coming
  generations, source of Eternal Nature, into our Souls."

>From a musical standpoint its ratios (1:2, 2:3, 3:4) generate the octave,
fifth and fourth.

By the way, though Triads are very important in Arithmetical Theology, the



Tetraktys shows us that Dyads and Tetrads are also important, as several other
posters have mentioned.

I hope that's of some use to those not familiar with Pythagorean number
theory, and not to boring for those who are!

Hugieia,
John Opsopaus

P.S. "Hugieia" (well-being, soundness in body and mind) is a Pythagorean
salutation, also used as a talisman when written in the points of a pentagram
so: U/G/I/EI/A (in Greek letters, of course).  -- JO



Objectivity and the Human Sciences 

© John Opsopaus 

To the committed scientist no question is exempt from scientific investigation, and objectivity is the sine 
qua non of truth. Yet members of traditional societies often resent and resist the intrusions of 
anthropologists and other researchers; they may be offended and feel their beliefs are being trivialized or 
even profaned. In this essay I consider the causes of these differences and the role of objectivity in the 
human sciences. My conclusions have implications for our Western scientific society. (A Heideggerian 
undercurrent may be apparent in my remarks.) The characteristic stance of the sciences is to treat their 
subject matter as objects, which is the basis of objectivity. What do I mean by this? 

Consider the relation of a hunter to his knife. He does not view it as an object but as a participant in his 
life, bearing - in some sense - a spirit of its own. In traditional societies the knife may be treated as a 
living thing - named, accorded respect, beautified, given a share in the fruits of its cooperation with the 
hunter, etc. It's imbued with a personality - a significance - that grows through its shared life with the 
hunter. In time it may be "killed," either in the line of duty, or when it has earned eternal rest. 

Even in more materialistic cultures, craftsmen treat their tools with respect; they are in effect sacred. A 
craftsman and his familiar tool are a team functioning with a unitary soul to accomplish a shared 
purpose. The hunter and his knife is on the same continuum with the shepherd and his dog, the rider and 
his horse, and the master and his assistant. 

Such a personal relation - cooperation in a shared life for mutual enrichment - is highly personal and 
subjective. For objectivity, the knife must be treated as an object, which means that it's treated as a thing 
defined by its publicly accessible properties: its weight, shape, hardness, material, structural relation to 
similar objects, appearance (e.g. in a photograph), role in publicly observable actions, etc. etc. 

These objective properties are not directly relevant to the hunter, for he is not so concerned with the 
knife's public face as with its personal relation to him. He wants to know if the knife is eager to help in 
the hunt. Indeed, he might find the objective study of his knife to be rather offensive, as he would if 
some scientist treated his wife as no more than an object for scientific investigation. 

Which brings us to the human sciences, such as anthropology, archaeology, sociology and psychology, 
whose goal it is to study people objectively, that is, to study as objects both people and their lives 
(including rituals, habits, institutions, beliefs, practices, artifacts, bones, etc.). 

Naturally, most people don't like to be treated as objects - as animate slabs of meat. This is especially 
true in traditional (less objective) cultures, which see the spirits in many things. It's certainly demeaning 



for the hunter to be accorded less respect by the scientist than that hunter gives to his knife (or even to a 
friend's knife). 

Certainly, it's sometimes necessary to treat people as objects (at least to a degree). For example, to gain 
the emotional distance necessary to do their jobs, the surgeon and the mortician must treat people as 
objects (to a limited degree). However, we know such objectivity can be carried too far, and patients 
often complain of not being "treated like a person." Objectivity is also necessary in the sciences, and I 
would not deny the important insights that have come from anthropology, archaeology and the other 
human sciences. 

Nevertheless, rampant objectivity is the plague of our age; on every side it seeks to reduce everything, 
including people, to collections of objective properties. A person becomes a conjunction of a name, 
height, weight, race ("pick one of the following six, or Other"), ethnic group, salary, years of education, 
etc etc. The unique personal characteristics and private relationships - participations of lives in lives - of 
a person (let alone a knife!) are passed over as nonobjective and irrelevant. To the extent something is an 
object, it is spiritually dead, and thanks to rampant objectivity, most "civilized" people live in a 
(spiritually) dead world. For them (us), the gods are dead, as are all the spirits. Sad. 

Nevertheless, objectivity has its function; it is proper that each of us sometimes relates to some things as 
objects. But the objective stance is a peculiar one, and definitely secondary to life as lived. The everyday 
life, even of an atheist or materialist, is suffused with spirit. The things which have become an integral 
part of one's life are thereby spiritual. This is the living context in which some things may be treated as 
objects some of the time. 

Objectivity is secondary, and it should be acknowledged as secondary. I do not think objectivity should 
take precedence over life, yet objectivity depends on making things objects, which means killing (or 
banishing) their spirits. Needless to say, I don't think anyone has an unconditional right to go about 
killing, banishing or even insulting the spirits of another person's world. 

We (by which I mean, approximately, "we of European culture"), have banished most of the spirits from 
our world. So naturally we find it hard to understand the concerns of people who live in a world that's 
still alive. That is our limitation. We are the ones who have put out our spirit-eyes. 

My hope for the future of our "scientific" culture, as it spreads to the last corners of the globe, is that we 
will come to see objectivity as a peculiar attitude we may take, for a time, toward some aspects of our 
world, and that we will view it as a kind of killing - spiritual killing - which is sometimes needed, but 
should be accorded the same circumspection we give to biological killing. We kill bacteria, we kill 
insects, we kill dogs, we kill people. Rightly so. But it should never be done mindlessly. So also, I think, 
for the spiritual murder committed by objectivity. When we are considering being objective, we should 
say to ourselves: "I intend to treat this (animal, person, society, etc.) as an object, to a limited degree for 
a limited time, for the purpose of ... Is this spiritual killing or banishment justified? Why do I think so? 
etc." 



With encouragement the spirits may even return to the animals, the plants and the minerals of our world. 

Omnes spiriti vobiscum,
John Opsopaus 
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The Caduceus 

or
Wandering Among the Worlds

John Opsopaus 

i. From time to time Neopagans and other Practitioners of Magic express doubt about whether magic 
really works, and wonder if anyone can give objective, repeatable evidence of it working. Others express 
similar doubts about reincarnation, the Gods, repeatability of Tarot readings, and so forth. These 
important and natural concerns have prompted me to offer my thoughts, which I hope will be helpful. 

ij. In Magic, the sort of phenomena we are interested in are mostly spontaneous - the sudden insight, the 
whisper of the Gods, the significant coincidence, a telepathic contact, the act of creation, the group 
synergy of the circle. Even though we use Art to create an environment conducive to these phenomena, 
they are by their nature unique events, growing out of a particular time and place, and out of the people 
(or animals) producing them. An apparent repetition is no repetition, for these things are unrepeatable; 
the exact circumstances cannot be reproduced. Science says, in effect, that the unrepeatable is not a 
subject for science. True enough. But that doesn't mean these things are unimportant. 

iij. Science, especially when carried to the extreme of "scientism," denies Existence, denies Being, to the 
unrepeatable, to the Unique. Indeed, repeatability - in different places and times, and to different 
observers - is the basis of Scientific Existence. It is all very well to take Scientific Existence to be the 
only kind of of existence; it's a neat, self-contained World. But scientific eyes are by their nature 
incapable of seeing the Unique. The Unique nevertheless exists (existere = to emerge), and students of 
Magic know it is of the greatest relevance. 

iv. Jung understood this well. In his forward to the Wilhelm/Baynes translation of the I Ching (p. xxix) 
he considers whether he should pose a certain question to the I Ching a second time to see if he gets the 
same answer. He concludes: "To ask the same question a second time would have been tactless and so I 
did not do it: 'the master speaks but once.'" Naturally, his attitude would be considered unscientific, and 
so it is - intentionally so. "The heavy-handed pedagogic approach that attempts to fit irrational 
phenomena into a preconceived rational pattern is anathema to me." 

v. To ask the very same question of the Gods a second time, merely for the sake of repetition, and not 
for greater insight or some other genuine need, is to try the Gods' patience. To perform a divination 
under "controlled conditions," without proper ritual and mental attitude, is sacrilegious. Is it any wonder 
that under such circumstances the Gods give misleading answers or no answers at all? 



vi. Once you decide to do things scientifically, you have entered the Scientific World, and all that you 
will see is what exists in that world. To see clearly beyond the Mundane World there is no alternative 
but to step boldly out of it. Thus, as we see in the famous woodcut in Flammarion's l'Atmosphere 
Meteorologie Populaire, which shows a man (with his feet still on the Earth) breaking through the 
heavenly spheres to look upon the Celestial Realm. 

vij. If Orpheus - your spirit - is weak, and you decide to look back "just to be sure," your Eurydice - your 
understanding - slips back from Enlightenment into the gloom of Hades (Haides = a + idein = the 
Unseen or Unknown, the land of no Enlightenment). 

viij. Do not misunderstand me, though. The Scientific World is a very good place to be, and as a 
practicing scientist I spend more time in it than many people. It is a very comfortable place. There are no 
supernatural bogeymen in it - only natural horrors: AIDS, cancer, nuclear annihilation, environmental 
poisoning, mass murderers, etc. etc. 

ix. Certainly, there are many Worlds: the Scientific World, the Magic World, the Druid World, the 
Christian World, the Military World, the Zen World, and so forth. Where should we live? - In none of 
them. In all of them. - In none, because if we reside exclusively in one World, we subject ourselves to 
the limitations of that World; we have only one perspective, and we see things from only one side. In all 
of them, because we can never truly know the merits of a World until we enter it. If we want to see 
things three-dimensionally, from many sides, then we must be willing to change our perspective, and 
move wholly to a new position. (We can, of course, get a limited and distorted view of the other sides, as 
with a mirror, which gives us a limited view of one perspective from another. This is what we do when 
we look into the Magical World from the Scientific World.) 

x. We cannot apply the Laws of Science to the Magic World, nor the Laws of Magic to the Scientific 
World. The Worlds do not have the same standards of Existence, Coherence, or Truth. This does not 
mean that they are forever out of touch with each other, and that there is no way they can be compared. 
We are the ambassadors that tie the Worlds together. We are the travellers that go from one to another 
and can compare the quality of life in each. 

xi. Are there Worlds we should avoid? No doubt. The Nazi World and the World of Jim Jones come to 
mind. But a visit even to these has its value, as does a mundane visit to Auschwitz or Jonestown, and 
there is no danger in stepping wholly into these Worlds, so long as we take with us and keep firm hold 
of the gift that Hermes has given us for travel between the Worlds: the Caduceus, the Sacred Tau, the 
Magic Shaft of the Shaman - which is our awareness that this is not the only World. For then we will 
never forget the limitations of the World we are in and take up permanent residence there, no matter 
what its attractions. 

xij. Though we visit Tartarus, we must never drink of Lethe, the Waters of Forgetfulness. For Lethe is 
also the River of Unmindfulness (Ameles Potamos), which flows round the Cave of Sleep. Unless we 
are mindful of the plurality of Worlds and of the limitations of them all, we will truly be sleepers, lost 



forever in the gloom. We should not undertake lightly a visit to Hades, which has never been free of 
danger, but there is always a way out. 

xiij. Am I advocating that we all be metaphysical vagrants, homeless, ever wandering? Though the life 
of an ontological explorer has its attractions, it would be too trying for most of us. It takes time and 
effort to find the way into a new World and to become at home there; a period of disorientation is to be 
expected. Living all of your life in one house can make you parochial, but moving every week is not a 
lifestyle most of us would choose. So I suggest that, aside from occasional vacations to strange Worlds, 
we pick our moves carefully, so that at any given time we have an assortment of Worlds in which we are 
at home and that serve our purposes well. We favor Worlds with a high quality of life. 

xiv. How can we choose, if we can't really experience the advantages of a World until we have become a 
part of it? Here, observations of other people can help. If a World seems to be working for other people - 
especially people like ourselves - then it may be worth a try. A certain degree of random exploration is 
no doubt also worthwhile. 

xv. 

The Wise One must wander among the Worlds.
If this be Relativism, make the most of it! 

- Apollonius Sophistes (John Opsopaus) 
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The Ancient Greek Sacred Lunar Month

© 1999, Apollonius Sophistes

First Decad - Waxing Moon - Mên Histámenos

1 
Noumênía.
Moon's first 
visibility. 

For Apollo. Holy day.

2 "Changeable Thunder" (indeterminate fortune).

3 Tritomênís. For birth of Athena.

4 Tetrás. 
For Hermes, Aphrodite and Eros. Holy day. Fraught with Fate; avoid 
eating heart out. Start making a ship; start a family. Also for Heracles, 
Poseidon and Apollo.

5 For Horkos (Oath) and Erinyes. Break no oaths. Hard and dreadful.

6 For birth of Artemis. Clever speakers born.

7 First quarter (7-8). For birth of Apollo. Holy day.

8 
For Poseidon, Theseus and Asklepios. Holy day, good for religious 
observations.

9 Holy day, a good day in all ways.

10 Good day.

Second Decad - Middle Moon - Mên Mesôn

11 (1) Good day for mortal works. Spin webs; the Wise reap.

12 (2) The best day for mortal works.

13 (3) For Athena. Avoid sowing.

14 (4) Tame beasts.



15 (5) 
Dikhomênía.
Full moon. 

For Horkos (Oath) and Erinyes. Break no oaths. Hard and dreadful. Perhaps for 
Athena too.

16 (6) For Artemis. Bad for planting.

17 (7) Thresh and cut wood.

18 (8) "Changeable Thunder" (indeterminate fortune).

19 (9) Better toward evening.

20 
(10) 

Eikás. For Apollo. Philosphers born. Best in midday.

Third Decad - Waning Moon - Mên Phthínôn

21 (-
10) 

Best around dawn.

22 (-9) Third quarter (22-23). "Changeable Thunder" (indeterminate fortune).

23 (-8) For Athena.

24 (-7) Fraught with Fate; avoid eating heart out.

25 (-6) 
For Horkos (Oath) and Erinyes. Break no oaths. Hard and 
dreadful.

26 (-5) "Changeable Thunder" (indeterminate fortune).

27 (-4) 
Triseinás.
Crescent barely visible. 

Open jars; launch ships.

28 (-3) "Changeable Thunder" (indeterminate fortune).

29 (-2) Omitted for Hollow Month.

30 
Triakás, Hénê kai Néa.
Moon and Sun in 
conjunction. 

For Hekate and the Dead. Inquire into truth; plan the next 
month.

Remarks

1.  This calendar is intended for those who want to observe the Sacred Month (Mên kata Theion), 
that is, the month according to Moon phase. 



2.  The principal source for the Sacred Month is Hesiod's Days (the last part, ll. 765-282, of the 
Works and Days), and M. L. West's comments thereon (M. L. West, Hesiod Works & Days, 
Edited with Prolegomena and Commentary, Oxford, 1978). 

3.  The ancient Greeks reckoned the day from sundown; that is, Tuesday begins at sundown 
Monday. The first day of the new month (Noumênía = New-Moon/Month) is supposed to 
coincide with the first sighting of the young crescent. This would be early in the evening 
following the 30th day (which is why it's called Hénê kai Néa = Old-and-New). Note that in 
modern almanacs, "new moon" refers to the conjunction of the Moon and Sun, that is, the dark of 
the Moon. For purposes of the Sacred Month, the New Moon (Noumênía) occurs a day or two 
after conjunction. (To appreciate the difficulty of calculating "first visibility" from conjunction, 
see O. Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences in Antiquity, 2nd. ed., Dover, 1969, pp. 106-9.) It may be 
simpler to use the system devised by Solon: the (Greek) day during which conjunction occurs is 
declared Old-and-New, the 30th; the following (Greek) day is then Noumênía, the 1st. That is, 
the first sundown after conjunction begins the 1st of the new month. If this system is followed, 
then the first quarter will fall on the 7th or 8th, the full moon on the 14th or 15th, and the third 
quarter on the 22nd or 23rd, depending on the exact time of conjunction; if the 1st is based on 
"first visibility" (as Hesiod probably did), the moon phases may fall a day earlier. 

4.  For Hollow Months (29 days), the 29th day is omitted, for Full Months (30 days), it's not. The 
30th day is always included. This adjustment is made to ensure that conjunction occurs on Old-
and-New (30th) or first visibility on Noumênía (1st). 

5.  The visible month may be divided into four weeks: 1-7, 8-14, 15-21, 22-28. However the ancient 
Greeks normally divided the month into two halves (Waxing and Waning) or into three decads 
(Waxing, Middle, Waning). 

6.  It will be observed that corresponding days in each decad often have similar deities, fortunes, etc. 

7.  Hesiod recommends different days for different activities (e.g., launching ships). I have included 
the ones that are easy to interpret more generally (e.g., release completed projects). However, if 
you want to know when to castrate your goats, you will have to consult Hesiod's text. As 
expected, the waxing part is better for starting things, the waning part for finishing them; overall 
the waxing half is more auspicious. 

8.  Certain days have special names, which are given after their numbers. In addition to those 
already mentioned, there are Tritomênís = Third-of-month, Tetrás = Fourth, Dikhomênía = Mid-
month (Full-moon), Eikás = Twentieth, Triseinás = Thrice-ninth, Triakás = Thirtieth. Although 
the 15th is officially "full moon," it may occur a day or two earlier. 

9.  Numbers: In the ancient Greek manner, days in the first decad may be specified "the second of 
the waxing (moon)" or "the waxing second," etc. Days in the second decad may be specified 



"middle first" to "middle tenth" or "eleventh," "twelfth," "three and tenth," up to "nine and tenth," 
then "twentieth." The last decad may be indicated by absolute position ("twenty-third") or 
relative position ("waning third," "the third after the twentieth"), but is normally counted down to 
the New Moon (indicated by a negative number in parentheses), "waning eighth." Note that 
"waning third" could be either the 23rd or the 28th (-3); this ambiguity complicates interpreting 
Hesiod's text. When counting down, the "earlier tenth" is the 20th and the "later tenth" is the 21st, 
since the 10th is specified as the "waxing tenth." 

10.  Here are some general guidelines if you follow Solon's system: Look up the time of conjunction 
in an almanac. If it is between midnight and dusk, then Old-and-New (30th) is that calendar day, 
and the full moon is on the 15th (Dikhomênía). Otherwise, if conjunction is between dusk and 
midnight, then Old-and-New is on the following calendar day, and the full moon is on the 14th, 
although it won't be visible until the 15th begins at dusk. If conjunction is between dawn and 
dusk, the month is full, otherwise it's hollow. 
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Axioms of Magic 

© 2001, John Opsopaus 

I think that scepticism about the efficacy of Magic (Mageia, Magikê, Mageutikêe) stems from three 
misunderstandings, which can be called the Fallacies of Dualism, Individualism, and Egoism. These 
remarks are intended to dispel these fallacies from a Neo-Pythagorean perspective, but are based on 
ideas common to most ancient Hellenic philosophies. 

I.

In this context, Dualism is the view that there are two essentially different "stuffs": mind and matter, or 
something similar. Since the modern scientific worldview attaches more reality to matter (or the 
physical) than to mind (or the psychical), there is a tendency to suppose that Magic, which is primarily 
psychical, can have no effect on the physical world. 

On the other hand, Monism is the view that there is one basic "stuff" in the universe, although it is 
experienced in two different ways. When it is experienced from the "inside" it is experienced as 
psychical, as our mental states and processes. When it is experienced from the "outside" it is experienced 
as physical, as material states and processes outside of us. From the monistic perspective, the mental is 
just as real as the material, because it is just the other side of the same reality. 

II.

The fallacy of Individualism is the supposition that each mind is separate from every other mind, that 
we are all individuals. However, many of the ancient philosophies teach that we each possess a spark of 
Divinity and that the divine parts of our souls connect us to the totality of Divinity. The analogy was 
made to a statue of Three-faced Hecate. Like the faces on the statue, each of our Egos looks out through 
a different set of eyes, and supposes that it is a separate being. But at the back of our heads (so to speak) 
we are all joined, we are all one. 

In ancient Greek, Bathus means both high and deep, as does Latin Altus. Therefore, your Higher Mind, 
where you connect with Divinity and, through it, to all other minds, is also your Deeper Mind (the 
Collective Unconscious, in Jung's terms). 



As you move Higher/Deeper beyond your individual Ego, you come to the Gods, who are the same for 
everyone. Pressing further, you come to the Monad, which is the unity of All Things (ta Panta, ta Hola). 
The Flow of The All is the Providence (Pronoia) or Destiny to which all things are subject, even the 
Gods. It is the Providential Flux of The All (though not an immutable predestination). 

III.

By the fallacy of Egoism I mean the assumption that one's conscious Ego is in charge. Rather, the Ego is 
the servant of the Higher/Deeper parts of the soul and, ultimately, the servant of the Gods. The Ego has 
an important role to play, or the Gods wouldn't have created it, but it is important to understand that it is 
a means to the ends of the Gods and Providence, the collective Divine Movement. The Gods have given 
us consciousness and free will so that we might aid in the accomplishment of Their goals and in the 
fulfilling of Universal Destiny. 

Although you think of your Ego as "you," because it is the part of your soul most separated from others' 
souls, it is in fact the lowest/shallowest part of your psyche. Your Deeper/Higher Self, which is the true 
"you," is more closely united with the Deeper/Higher Selves of other people. 

IV.

In true Magic, which is a sacred art, the Magus acts to fulfil the Destiny of The All. Therefore, it is 
important that the Magus be "enlightened," at least to the point that he or she serves the Higher/Deeper 
Self rather than the Ego. That is, as Magus you employ your Ego as a tool for bringing the Will of the 
Gods into conscious awareness so that, by symbolical acts, that Will may be more effectively 
accomplished. (This is, presumably, at least part of the reason the Gods created us.) 

What are these symbolical acts? As in the physical world things affect each other by physical forces, so 
in the psychical world Ideas influence each other by symbols, signs, and sympathies. These are the raw 
materials with which the Magus works. If the basic currency of the physical world is energy, then the 
basic currency of the psychical world is Meaning. By manipulating connections and influences the 
Magus effects change in the psychical world, which is - be it remembered - as real as the physical world, 
by the Principle of Monism. That is, since the psyche is an authentic perspective on Reality, symbolic 
connections, perceived or constructed in the mind, are as real as physical connections. 

Magic works most effectively when the Ego is in service to the Higher Self, which is in service to the 
Gods. Therefore Magic is most effective when it helps to fulfill Destiny. As a consequence, successful 



Magic often appears non-miraculous in hindsight because, in hindsight, the outcome seems probable or 
even inevitable. 

Magic that attempts to thwart Universal Destiny is less successful. It is like trying to row against the 
current of a mighty river; one can do it for a time, but the river wins in the end. So also such Magic may 
create chaotic vortices in the Flow, but the effects are local and dissipate before long. 

The true Magus does not fight the river, but works with it, helping to channel it in its destined direction. 
Therefore successful Magic entails knowledge of Providence and willingness to work with It. 
Fortunately, misguided Magic is usually ineffective. Sacred Magic is made powerful by its cooperation 
with Divine Providence. 

V.

The foregoing remarks do not imply that the true Magus never works Magic for his or her own benefit. 
Rather, you may work Magic for your own immediate good if that facilitates your Sacred Service to 
Providence. For example, you may use Magic to protect yourself from robbers, or to protect your land 
from invaders, if doing so helps you to fulfill your Sacred Charge. Of course, if Destiny is better fulfilled 
by your being robbed or by your land being overrun, then you may find that your Magic is ineffective, at 
least in the long run. 

Practically, the Magus must try to divine the Will of the Gods; thus you may know the ends to which 
your Magic should be directed. Then you should put your Ego in service to your Higher Self and the 
Gods. By leaving the outcome of your Magic in the laps of the Gods, you will ensure that your Art is in 
conformity with Providence, and does not balk it. 

VI.

The foregoing may be summarized in these Axioms of Magic: 

1.  Know that the Universe is Mind
and Matter simultaneously. 

2.  Know that your Higher Selves are all
united in Divinity. 

3.  Thine Ego serves thine Higher Self,



which serves the Gods devotedly. 
4.  Let Signs and Symbols be transformed

to do the work of Destiny. 
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A Summary of Pythagorean Theology

Part I: Introduction

© 2002, John Opsopaus

May Hermes, the God of Eloquence, stand by my side to aid me, and the Muses also and 
Apollo, the Leader of the Muses..., and may They grant that I utter only what the Gods 
approve that people should say and believe about Them. 

-- Julian (Oration IV)

Contents

1.  History
2.  Theogony
3.  Triadic Structure 

History

 This document presents a summary and synthesis of the theology of Pythagoreanism, a spiritual 
tradition that has been practiced continuously, in one form or another, for at least twenty-six centuries. 
But first, a little history. (Note: I will refer to all of the following philosophers and theologians as 
Pythagoreans or Platonists, which is what they usually called themselves, for the terms "Neo-
Pythagorean" and "Neo-Platonist" are modern inventions. This history is of necessity incomplete and 
superficial.)

According to ancient Greek tradition, Pythagoras (572-497 BCE) studied with the Egyptians, 
Phoenicians, Chaldeans, Brahmans, and Zoroastrians, and was initiated into all their mysteries. He is 
supposed to have met with Zoroaster (Zarathustra), but, since scholars now believe that Zoroaster 
probably lived in the second millennium BCE, it is likely that the Greek tradition reflects a meeting 
between Pythagoras and Zoroastrian Magi. In any case, there are many traces of Zoroastrianism in 
Pythagorean doctrine. In particular, there are similarities between the central Duality of Pythagoreanism 
and the dual Gods of Zoroaster (Ahura-Mazda and Ahriman). However, there are also connections to 
Zurvanism, a Zoroastrian "heresy," which placed a primordial God Zurvân Akarana (Infinite Time) 
before the dual Gods. Pythagoras may have learned these ideas from his teacher Pherekydes, whose 



cosmology begins with Aiôn (Eternity), who engenders the Primal Duality (see Theogony below). 
Pherekydes' book, which is reputed to be the first book of philosophy to have been written in prose, 
survives in fragments and is a useful source for reconstructing the Pythagorean system.

When his wanderings were done (c.530), Pythagoras established a society of followers in Croton, Italy, 
where they learned Pythagorean Way of Life (Bios Pythagoreios) and were initiated by degrees into its 
mysteries. He wrote nothing down, but the poem of Parmenides (fl. 495), of which large fragments 
survive, seems to reflect Pythagorean ideas. It apparently describes a "shamanic journey" from the 
illusory world of duality to the One, which transcends apparent duality. Another early Pythagorean was 
Empedocles (c.495-435), who first explained the four Elements, governed by the Powers of Love and 
Strife; he was also a practicing Mage and initiate of the Mysteries of Hekate (see Opsopaus, AGEDE). 
Fragments of his work survive.

Pythagoras transmitted all his teachings orally, and Philolaus (c.470 - 390) is supposed to have been the 
first Pythagorean to present the secret teachings in a book; Plato (427-347) is said to have paid the 
equivalent of 100 pounds of silver for it as soon as it was available. Plato was the most famous 
Pythagorean and turned the doctrine in a more intellectual direction (which is how it is understood by 
many people nowadays), but soon after his death, Pythagoreans revived the old practices, and created 
the traditions that modern scholars call Neo-Pythagoreanism and Neo-Platonism (which I will not 
distinguish in this summary). Plato's Timaeus especially was taken as a source of Pythagorean doctrine, 
but all of Plato's dialogues were venerated. Xenocrates of Chalcedon (396-314), a later head of Plato's 
Academy (339-314), explored the hierarchies of the Gods and other Divine Spirits, work which I have 
used in this summary of Pythagorean theology.

This is perhaps the place to mention the "scriptures" of Pythagoreanism, that is, ancient texts that were 
supposed to have been composed by divinely inspired poet-theologists. Chief of these are the Orphic 
Scriptures, which were attributed to the legendary, semidivine poet-musician Orpheus, known for his 
soul-retrieval of Eurydice (unsuccessful only in the late, romantic telling). Pythagoreanism was closely 
connected to the Orphic Mysteries, and some of the Orphic scriptures are even attributed to Pythagoras. 
A number of the Orphica survive as fragments from the fifth century BCE and later. Other "scriptures" 
are discussed below.

Apollonius of Tyana (first century CE) was a wandering Pythagorean holy man; his miracles and other 
exploits were sufficiently similar to Jesus' to worry early Christian polemicists and to provoke them to 
try to discredit him. Plutarch of Chaeronea (c.46-c.125), known for his parallel Lives of illustrious 
Greeks and Romans, was High Priest at Delphi for his last 30 years. He was a very learned Pythagorean, 
and I have drawn liberally from his voluminous writings in this summary. Nicomachus of Gerasa (fl. 
130) is especially known for his development of Pythagorean numerology. Numenius of Apamea (fl. 
160) compared his very dualistic concept of Pythagoreanism with the ideas of the Brahmans, Chaldean 
Magi, Egyptian priests, and Jewish scriptures. His system also had similarities to the Chaldean Oracles 
and Hermetic Corpus (see below).



Apuleius of Madaurus (born c.125) is best known as the author of the Metamorphoses or Golden Ass, 
but he was also a Pythagorean, an initiate of the Mysteries of Isis and Osiris, and a practicing Mage, as 
we know from his Defense (Apologia) against the charge of using magic to seduce a wealthy widow. In 
addition to the Metamorphoses and Defense, a number of his philosophical works survive. His ideas 
combine Hellenistic, Egyptian, and African elements.

Plotinus' (205-270) writings are collected in his Enneads; he is especially known for his contemplative 
practice, the Ascent to Union with the One, which I'll discuss in Part V of this Summary. Plotinus' 
writings were arranged and edited by his student Porphyry (234-c.305), who also wrote a Life of 
Pythagoras, Philosophy from Oracles, Pythagorean allegorical interpretations of Homer (The Cave of 
the Nymphs), and a polemic Against the Christians, amongst many other works.

Also important as Pythagorean "scriptures" are the Chaldean Oracles, a poem that is dated to the 
second or third century CE. It was given by divine inspiration to Julian the Chaldean and his son, 
Julian the Theurgist. The Oracles, which survive only in fragments, are important for what they teach 
us about spiritual practices such as theurgy (see below), which the Julians perfected; I will quote the 
Oracles from time to time. Julian the Theurgist accompanied the emperor Marcus Aurelius (121-180) 
on his military campaigns, which he aided magically, throwing thunderbolts and calling down rain. 
According to legend, he won a competition with Apuleius and Apollonius to end a plague in Athens, but 
the dates don't seem possible.

As relevant texts I should also mention the Hermetic Corpus, which are not strictly Pythagorean, but 
are closely related in viewpoint, and therefore helpful to our understanding. According to tradition 
(Iamblichus), both Pythagoras and Plato viewed the pillars from which the Hermetic texts were 
transcribed. Gnostic scriptures are also sometimes useful for comparison.

Iamblichus of Chalcis (c.245-c.325) has left us many works, including a Life of Pythagoras and On the 
Mysteries, which is a good source of Pythagorean theology and theurgy. The Theology of Arithmetic 
attributed to him incorporates some of Nicomachus' (otherwise lost) ideas on Pythagorean numerology. 
Iamblichus attached great importance to the Chaldean Oracles and set the future direction of 
Pythagoreanism. The Emperor Julian (331-363) is best known for his attempt to restore the practice of 
Paganism in the Roman Empire, which had been Christianized by Constantine (c.272-337). Julian 
followed the teachings of Iamblichus, and his initiation as a Pythagorean theurgist was in 352 under 
Maximus of Ephesus, a student of Aedesius (died c.355), who was a student of Iamblichus. Maximus 
was a great teacher of theurgy and magic, which Julian eagerly learned from him. Julian's religion was a 
synthesis of Pythagoreanism and Mithraism, which also traces its roots to Zoroastrianism.

Hypatia (365-415) was the most famous female philosopher of the ancient world; she taught 
Pythagoreanism in Alexandria until her martyrdom at the hands of a Christian mob, whipped into a 
frenzy by "Saint" Cyril (then Bishop). "Her flesh was scraped from her bones with sharp oyster shells 
and her quivering limbs were delivered to the flames," in Gibbon's memorable words. Proclus (c.411-
485), who was head of the Platonic Academy, took the ideas of Iamblichus and other Pythagoreans and 



developed them into an elaborate system. In particular he extended the use of the Triadic Principle and 
the Three Phases of Emanation (see below). Many of Proclus' works survive, including his Elements of 
Theology and Platonic Theology, upon which I have based much of this presentation. He also wrote 
commentaries on the Chaldean Oracles.

Another famous representative of the Pythagorean Tradition, who preserved the Orphic theogonies for 
us, was Damascius, who was head of the Platonic Academy at Athens when Justinian closed all the 
Pagan schools in 529. Seeking a more tolerant environment, he departed with six other philosophers for 
the Sassanid court in Persia, but from there they dispersed. One of the Wandering Seven, Simplicius, 
went to Harran, "the City of the Moon God," which remained a bastion of Paganism into the tenth 
century. The Pythagorean school that he founded there continued until the eleventh century, when the 
Seljuk Turks arrived. Over the preceding centuries it had been a fountainhead of Pythagoreanism in the 
East.

One important Pythagorean was Suhrawardî (1152/3-1190/1), founder of the Ishrâqî (Illuminationist) 
Sufis. He was known as a magician and alchemist, and was executed by Saladin, who was afraid that his 
son might be converted to Suhrawardî's heretical beliefs. He was a follower of the ideas of Pythagoras 
and Empedocles, which he learned from the Hermetic and alchemical traditions transmitted through the 
Graeco-Egyptian world.

During 900 years following the ban on teaching Pagan philosophy, Pythagoreanism remained influential 
in the West, although hidden in Christian clothes. For example, another major vehicle for promulgating 
the Pythagorean ideas of Proclus was the fifth or sixth century CE writings attributed to Dionysius the 
Areopagite, which were very influential in Christian mystical traditions. It is unclear whether the author 
was a devout Christian trying to hide the Pagan source of his ideas, or a Pagan forced to hide 
Pythagorean doctrine under Christian disguise. Michael Psellus (1018-c.1081) was another Christian 
follower of Pythagoras and Proclus, but the Church authorities looked with some suspicion on his 
writings about Pythagoreanism, Hellenic philosophy, alchemy, and daimonology, and accused him of 
Paganism. His commentaries on the Chaldean Oracles were especially influential in the later 
Pythagorean Tradition.

An important turning point came with George Gemistos (c.1360-1452), who adopted the Neo-Pagan 
name Plethon. He established in Mistra, near ancient Sparta, a secret Pythagorean practice, which drew 
heavily from the Chaldean Oracles, Proclus, and (his understanding of) Zoroastrianism. After his death, 
his Book of Laws unfortunately fell into the hands of the Christian Empress Theodora and George 
Scholarios (Gennadios), Patriarch of the Eastern Orthodox Church, who destroyed most of it (only 
fragments have survived): "So we caused the book to be committed to the flames." Fortunately, Plethon 
traveled in 1439 to the Council of Florence, which was directed toward a reconciliation of the 
millennium-long schism of the Western and Eastern Christian Churches. There he gave lectures on 
"Platonic philosophy," which were heard by Cosimo de' Medici (1389-1464), who was so taken by 
them that he committed himself to establishing a Platonic Academy in Florence.



This did not happen until 1462 when Cosimo picked the young Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499) to organize 
and run the Academy, where he conducted Neo-Pagan rituals. Even though Ficino eventually reaffirmed 
his Christianity, he was very active in pursuing Pythagoreanism and promoting it by making the first 
translations into Latin of the Chaldean Oracles, the Hermetic Corpus, and many important Platonic and 
Pythagorean texts. However, he got into trouble with the Church on account of the magical practices he 
advocated in his Three Books on Life. Another influential Pythagorean was Ficino's student, Pico della 
Mirandola (1463-1494), who became much more discrete about his magical and cabalistic interests 
after they were condemned by the Pope. Nevertheless, by their promulgation of the Pythagorean 
Tradition, Plethon, Ficino, and Pico were instrumental in precipitating the rebirth of art, literature, and 
philosophy known as the Italian Renaissance.

Another important step in the Pythagorean Tradition was taken by Thomas Taylor (1785-1835), known 
as "the English Pagan," whose English translations of Pythagorean and other ancient Greek texts brought 
them to the attention of many people. His works influenced William Blake (1757-1827) and many other 
important figures of the Romantic movement. His translations and commentaries are still widely read 
and are important as expressions of a continuous Pythagorean Tradition stretching back at least 2600 
years.

Finally, I should mention the influential archetypal psychologist Carl Jung (1875-1961), whose concept 
of collective archetypes is borrowed directly from Platonism, but confirmed by empirical psychology. 
Indeed, the well-known Jungian psychologist James Hillman has called Ficino the "grandfather of 
archetypal psychology."

Theogony

Before discussing the Goddesses and Gods of Pythagoreanism (Parts II and III), it will be helpful to 
begin by placing Them in context with a brief overview of Pythagorean cosmology. However, I must 
begin with a warning. Pythagoreans, Neo-Pythagoreans, and Neo-Platonists differ among themselves on 
many technical points of theology, but I will be ignoring these differences, and presenting something 
like a "synthesis" of the doctrines. This may seem somewhat intellectually sloppy, but in fact I think it is 
a mistake to over-emphasize dogmatic details in a religion that is fundamentally mystical.

We will face one of these issues right off, for the best way to understand the cosmology is through 
theogony, or the birth of the Gods. But Pythagoreans disagree as to whether this is to be understood as a 
historical process, which took place at some point in time, or whether it is a process of emanation, 
which is always taking place. Although I incline to the emanationist view, I will present it as a myth of 
origins, since I think it is easier to understand that way; in fact the two views are difficult to separate, 
because we must deal with the birth of Time Itself. For this reason, I will tell myths in the present tense, 
which you may interpret as the eternal present or the historical present, as you like.



The myth begins with a Primordial Unity, a bisexual Deity, who is sometimes called Aiôn (Eternity). In 
fact, this ineffable Deity is outside of time and transcends all dualities (even that of being and non-
being).

By self-fertilization Aiôn gives birth to, or divides into, two Gods, the First Polarity. These Gods, whom 
we may call Kronos and Rhea, govern the primary dualities, including Male/Female, Father/Mother, 
and Unity/Multiplicity. Among these dualities, Kronos and Rhea rule the Light and the Dark, and by 
Their cyclic alternation create Time as we know it. Kronos is the Abiding, but Rhea is the Proceeding, 
who by Her Power to Change causes Kronos to become Khronos (Time).

Therefore, Plato (Tim. 37D) says that the Father creates Time as the animated Image of Eternity (Aiôn). 
The word here translated "Image" (Agalma) refers especially to divine images set up in shrines and 
temples for veneration. We may see in this an allusion to the theurgic practice of "animating images," 
that is, of invoking a God into a statue.

Kronos is the supreme simplicity of the One Mind as Rhea is the supreme simplicity of Primordial 
Matter (the Universal Foundation of all Existence). Therefore they are both called Bythos (Abyss), for 
They are both impenetrably deep and obscure; but They are also both inaccessibly high, and therefore 
called in ancient Greek Bathos, which (like Latin Altus) means "high" as well as "deep." That is, the 
Greatest Height unites with the Greatest Depth, for They are One. Proclus calls Them "dissimilarly 
alike."

Kronos and Rhea marry, a re-union of the Opposites, and become the Father and Mother of the Gods. 
Since Kronos represents the Monad (the principle of Unity) and Rhea represents the Indefinite Dyad (the 
principle of Plurality), the union of the two engenders a Plurality of Divine Unities (Henads): the Gods. 
Thus They create the Empyrean Realm, the world of the Olympian Gods.

First created are the Regents of the Second Rank of Gods, Zeus and Hera; Kronos and Rhea either give 
birth to Them or by Their union transform into Them; the two processes are hardly different, for Gods 
give birth by creating images of Themselves. Next Zeus and Hera create the Aetherial Realm in which 
dwell the immortal Celestial Beings, the Stars and Planets. Zeus and Hera are the Craftsman (Demiurge) 
and the Nurse, who together create the Material Realm. Zeus thinks the world-defining Ideas, which He 
throws like lightening bolts into the Womb of Hera, who nourishes them with Her Substance, thereby 
giving birth to our world. Thus She is the life-conferring World Soul (hê tou Pantos Psychê, "the Soul 
of The All"), who unites the Ideas with Matter. So much for now on the genealogy of the Gods.

Triadic Structure

 One of the metaphysical principles of the Pythagoreans is called the Triadic Principle or the Law of 
Mean Terms. It is based on the idea that there can be no meeting between opposites, and therefore, for 



there to be a Harmonia, or Union, of the opposites, there must be a Mean Term, which has something in 
common with each of the Extremes. The Mean Term both connects the Extremes, but also keeps them 
separate by occupying the gap between them. Therefore, as we will see, Mediating powers are also 
Separating powers.

By means of this principle Pythagoreans have discovered many triads in the structure of Reality. For 
example, in the Macrocosm the Triadic Principle reveals the World Soul, who embodies the Ideas, 
thereby mediating between Unformed Matter and the Immaterial Forms in the mind of the Demiurge. 
Similarly, in the human microcosm there must be Soul, which unites Mind and Matter.

However, there is a paradox built into the Triadic Principle, for there must be a distinction between the 
mean and each of the extremes. Therefore, another mean is required to unite the original mean with each 
of the extremes. As a consequence, the advancing Pythagorean analysis of Reality discovered an ever-
proliferating family of triads. This is avoided by a more profound version of the Triadic Principle, called 
the Principle of Continuity. It recognizes that there is a continuum or spectrum from one extreme to the 
other. The proliferating triads are simply finer divisions of the continuum. For example, between North 
and West we discover North West as a mean term. But applying the Triadic Principle to North and North 
West reveals another mean term, North North West. The triadic division would continue forever if we 
didn't recognize that there is a continuum of directions between North and West. The Principle of 
Continuity should be kept in mind as we explore the structure of Reality according to the Pythagoreans. 
We will see many triads, but it must be understood that they are simply convenient divisions of a 
continuum. This applies even to the Orders of the Gods.

One of the important triads, which defines the structure of Emanation at all levels of Being between 
One and Matter, is: Abiding (Monê) - Proceeding (Proödos) - Reverting (Epistrophê). It explains how 
an Essence can emanate into more substantial forms, and yet retain its identity. The Essence, or 
unchanging nature, of a thing is Abiding or Remaining; it is the Male Pole. Yet it has the Power or 
Potential (Dynamis) to relate to other things, to move by a continuous flux toward greater 
"participation," that is, toward more substantial embodiment, the direction of greater Multiplicity; this is 
the Female Pole. However, this flowing forth would cause it to lose its definition, so it Reverts or "Re-
turns" (turns back) toward its origin so that it can mirror its Essence. The result is an Activity or 
Actualization (Energeia) of the Potential emanating from the Essence; the Offspring constitutes the third 
Pole. Thus emanation is revealed to be a cyclic relationship. Notice that in terms of Process, Change (II) 
is the Mean between the Beginning (I) and the End (III), but that in terms of Character, the Result or 
Mixture (III) is the Mean between the Extremes or Opposites (I and II).

The Triadic Principle allows us to distinguish three Orders of Creation. In the Empyrean Realm all 
beings are immortal, immaterial and unchanging; it is Olympus, occupied by the Gods. The Material 
Realm, which we occupy, the Earth, is characterized by perpetual change; here, all beings are mortal. 
The Mean between the two is the Aetherial Realm, the Heavens, which is occupied by Celestial Bodies, 
which are immortal, but material and ever-changing (moving). Since the Moon is the Celestial Body 
nearest us, the Material Realm is also called the Sublunary Realm.



The Triadic Principle also defines the Diakosmoi or Orders of Being. Between the Primordial One and 
Primordial Matter there are three orders: (1) the Realm of Forms, corresponding to the Ideas in the Mind 
of the Demiurge, and (2) the World Soul, which mediates by bringing the Forms into (3) the orderly 
Material World.

By the Principle of Continuity we can see that there must be a connection between the "highest" and 
"lowest" realms, between the One and Matter, and connecting all things in between. These are the divine 
Seirai (Chords, Chains, "Processions"), which unite the Orders of Being. Thus we have connections 
with the Celestial Bodies and are influenced by Them, who in turn convey influences from the Gods; 
this is the basis of astrology. We are all connected in the "Great Chain of Being."

This is perhaps a good place to mention an important class of beings, the Daimones (DYE-maw-ness). 
In Homeric Greek the word Daimôn could refer to any Divine Power, from the Nymphs to the Great 
Gods, but in later times it came to be restricted to the Mediating Spirits between Gods and mortals. 
Daimones are thus valuable messengers between the Gods and us, and are useful assistants in our 
dealings with the Gods, especially in divination, magic, and theurgy. "Daimôn" is of course the origin of 
our word "demon," but it should be apparent that the Daimones are not at all demonic; in fact they are 
much more like angels. However, this is enough about Them for now; They will be considered in more 
detail in Part V.

Most of what I have discussed so far sounds like philosophy rather than religion, but the Pythagorean 
tradition is grounded in a number of spiritual practices. One of the best known is the Ascent to the One, 
in which the practitioner, by contemplative meditation, enters into ecstatic union with the One. This is a 
kind of Theurgy ("God-work"), by which the theurgist ascends into the God's presence by using 
symbols, signs, words, sounds, materials, etc. that are supported by the God's Chord, and that are 
provided by the God for that purpose. There are also other, lesser spiritual disciplines preparatory to 
Theurgy and the Ascent.

Continue to Part II
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The Pythagorean Succession

In ancient times mystical and magical traditions were passed on orally from teacher to student. Often 
this involved the teacher ritually adopting the student so that they became Spiritual Parent and Child. 
Thus in ancient texts the teacher is sometimes called "Father" or "Mother," and the student "Son" or 
"Daughter." Such a tradition was called a Succession (Diadokhê, "what has been received from 
another"), and it was commonly traced back to a Divine Ancestor, a God who first divulged the secret 
teachings to a mortal (often His son). Thereafter the Succession was under the guardianship of that God, 
and all its members were said to be in a divine Seira (Chord, Series, Lineage) originating from the God. 
(See Part I, "Triadic Structure" for the Seirai.)

One of the most famous traditions of this kind is the Pythagorean Succession (Pythagoreios Diadokhê), 
which traces it teachings to Pythagoras (572-497 BCE), who was rumored to be a son of Apollo: his 
name refers to Pythian Apollo, and his mother became pregnant after a visit to Delphi, where the 
Pythoness predicted that she would bear a great sage (see in Pt. II). Nevertheless, Pythagoras had his 
own teachers; he studied under Pherekydes and, according to his biographers, was initiated into the 
Mysteries of the Chaldeans, Egyptians, Brahmans, Phoenicians, and Zoroastrians.

As discussed in Part I (History), the Pythagorean Succession includes many of the most famous Sages 
and Philosophers of antiquity, including Empedocles (c.495-435), Plato (427-347), Apollonius of Tyana 
(1st cent. CE), Plutarch (c.46-c.125), Plotinus (205-270), the Emperor Julian (331-363), and Hypatia 
(365-415). When the Pagan schools were closed by Justinian in 529 CE, the Wandering Seven 
philosophers fled Athens for Persia; they remained there for a time and a few settled in the East. In any 
case, after more than a thousand years, the Succession disappeared underground, and it is difficult to 
trace thereafter, although it surfaces from time to time.

Ancient Philosophia

Pythagoras coined the term Philosophos, which means Lover of Wisdom. A new word was necessary 



because, while many people call themselves "wise" (sophos), the truly wise person knows that Wisdom 
(sophia), like Buddhahood, is an ideal that few attain, and then only after many lifetimes. Desire and 
pursuit of Wisdom is the most we should claim.

Modern philosophy often seems like a dry, academic discipline residing in the highest attics of the ivory 
tower, but ancient Philosophia was very different; it was a practical discipline aimed at teaching one to 
live well. This is also the goal of modern teachers of Philosophia. (Better living through Enlightenment!)

In some ways Philosophia is more like medicine than a theoretical subject. Its goal is both Therapeia 
(care, therapy, cure) and Hugieia (health, soundness of mind and body). That is, it aims at alleviating the 
troubles and afflictions of people and at showing them a better way to live.

Since each student in a school of Philosophia is in a different situation, each student is prescribed 
practices suited to their condition. Assessing the spiritual condition and progress of the student is the job 
of the teacher, who may be called Kathêgemôn (Leader, Guide) or Didaskalos (Teacher, Master).

The Teacher often makes use of the Therapy of the Word, which includes incantations and spells, but 
also theological and philosophical discourse. The latter might be true or false to varying degrees or on 
different levels, but their literal truth was not so important as their effect on the mind of the student. Just 
as the doctor may administer different herbs to you at different times, depending on your condition, so 
also the Guide administers different doctrines (verbal therapies) appropriate for your spiritual state. The 
goal is not to build philosophical systems but to cure and care for souls. As Epicurus (c.55-c.135) said, 
"Empty are the words of that philosophos who cures no human suffering."

The Teacher may prescribe other Spiritual Exercises (Askêseis), including meditation, contemplation, 
affirmations, visualization, journal writing, and individual and group examination of spiritual progress 
and problems. More advanced students may be invited to receive training in Spiritual Magic (Theurgy) 
and other mystical practices requiring greater dedication.

Is the Spiritual Guide superfluous in the modern world? On one hand, the threads of the ancient 
Succession are hard to find (although self-proclaimed gurus are everywhere). On the other, much of the 
ancient teaching can be found in books and doesn't have to come from oral teaching. Therefore, solitary 
practice if often the best option nowadays. Nevertheless, a Guide is still useful for being able to assess 
the condition of the student and to prescribe appropriate practices. Furthermore, a Guide is useful when 
the student gets stuck or encounters special problems (especially in the more advanced practices). 
Finally, if a student is psychologically "at risk," a spiritual Guide may steer them away from potentially 
dangerous practices, and aid their healing (perhaps directing them to professional care). In summary, 
although a Guide is by no means necessary, your progress may be easier if you can find a competent, 
honest Teacher.



Mediating Spirits

In ancient Greek, Daimôn (DYE-moan) can refer to any divinity from the High Gods on down, but 
Pythagoreans tend to restrict it to the Mediating Spirits between the Gods and us. Some Pythagoreans 
call the higher orders of Daimones the Angeloi (Messengers), because of Their special role as 
messengers of the Gods; the lower ranks are the Daimones proper and the Heroes. A fourth class 
comprises the Akhrantoi (the Immaculate or Undefiled Ones), who are Perfected Beings (including 
certain Sages), who choose to reincarnate so they can help humanity. All together, Pythagoreans refer to 
the Daimones as our "Betters"(Kreittones).

Daimones have an intermediate nature between humans and Gods. All three classes of beings are 
animate and possess reason. However, the Daimones are like the Gods in being immortal and like 
humans in having emotions. In contrast, the Gods are impassive, and humans are mortal.

Most of the Daimones reside in the Air, which, in cosmological terms, is the intermediate region 
between the earth, where we live, and the heavens, where the Gods reside. The Moon is the boundary 
between the aerial domain and the aetherial heavens, and so that is where Their Ruler, Hekate, has Her 
domain (see "Hekate" in Pt. II). (Recall also that Hades rules the Aerial Daimones.)

As a consequence of Their intermediate nature, Daimones serve as Mediators between the Gods and us, 
and They convey divine Providence (Pronoia) into the sublunary realm. In particular, They interpret the 
Gods' wishes for us and are the agents of divination, oracles, and rituals. They are ministering spirits 
who care for people, and are often called Savior (Sôtêr). (Recall that daimôn is from the Indo-European 
da-, to provide.) Many rituals are directed to Daimones (who have feelings and can be swayed), and 
They are thereby convinced to mediate with the Gods on our behalf.

According to Pythagorean doctrine, the Gods reside in the Noetic Realm, the world of Platonic Ideas, so 
They cannot relate to us as individuals, but only as representatives of the Idea of humankind. The 
Daimones, however, being intermediate, participate in both the Ideal and material worlds, and so they 
interact with us as individuals. They know our personal and family histories, our personalities, and 
often our thoughts.

Each Daimôn is the offspring of a God, who is Their Arkhêgos (Leader, Progenitor, Originator), and 
thus a Daimôn combines the nature of a God with Its own individual characteristics. Therefore the Seira 
(Chord, Lineage) of a God includes His or Her Daimones, as well as the Successions of Sages already 
mentioned. (Nevertheless, all the Daimones are under the rule of Hekate, because Her station at the 
Gate of the Moon is above all the Daimones; She is Daimoniarkhês, Ruler of Daimones.) A God's Seira 
also includes various plants, animals, materials, words, etc. that are symbolically or sympathetically 
linked to the God; these are used in sacred magical operations directed toward the God.



Personal Daimones

Aside from the many Daimones, with Their various offices, we each have a Guardian or Personal 
Daimôn (Idios Daimôn), who knows our innermost thoughts and accompanies us through life and 
through death between lives. Our Highest Self, which Pythagoreans call "the Highest Flower of the 
Soul," is our Inner Daimôn; some think It is the same as the Guardian Daimôn, but others, including 
myself, believe They are different.

We also have with us a Shadow Spirit, the Other Daimôn or Bad Daimôn (Kakos Daimôn), who is 
created from all the beliefs, behaviors, attitudes, and so forth that we have rejected as wrong. The Bad 
Daimôn cannot be banished, and if we imagine we have done so, we only fool ourselves, which 
generally leads to Kakodaimônia: Misfortune, misery, and even madness. It is better to come to know 
your Other Daimôn, so that you can satisfy His or Her needs without compromising your moral 
convictions; to this end, Theurgy is very valuable. (Your Guardian Daimôn and Shadow Daimôn both 
have the same sex as yourself, in most cases.)

We have other Daimones who are particularly concerned with us as individuals, such as Muses, who 
bring us inspiration, and Soul Guides (Psychopompoi, often of the opposite sex to ourselves), but there 
are also other Daimones who may possess us in counterproductive ways; it's best to become acquainted 
with them all, an important goal of Theurgy.

Interaction with Daimones

Of course, daimôn is the origin of the English word demon, but Daimones are neither good nor evil by 
nature. They carry out various offices for their Ruling God, which might or might not be to our benefit. 
Like forces of Nature, They are what They are. However, due to Their intermediate nature, They are 
subject to emotions, feelings, and passions, and in this They are unlike the Gods. Therefore They can be 
more capricious and unpredictable.

As mentioned, Daimones can possess us, other people, and even non-human things. This is not 
necessarily bad, for the Daimones are sources of Divine Power for us; when poets invoke their Muses, 
they are inviting Possession by Them. Nevertheless, unconscious or uncontrolled Possession can be 
undesirable, and so it is important to be aware of the Daimones. (Here, certainly, is one place where an 
experienced human Guide can help.) The Daimones can raise us up or drag us down.

There are various ways of entering into communication with a Daimôn, the simplest being to create 
Sacred Space, invite Their presence, and begin talking with Them.  Later we will explore the more 
powerful methods of Theurgy.  Although Daimones deserve respect, do not forget that we mortals also 
have a Spark of Divinity in us, and so you should never abandon your moral autonomy.



Divine Guides

With a Daimôn as Mediator, we can enter into conversation with the God who is Their Leader 
(Arkhêgos); the Daimôn may either manifest the God or conduct Him or Her into our presence. As 
already remarked, Gods are remote from the mundane world, so we are often better off dealing with the 
Daimones who are Their Ministers, but for some purposes the God must be contacted.

One reason to have a Sustasis (Meeting, Compact) with a God is to learn about the Divine Realm. The 
goal should not be idle curiosity, but to seek Knowledge which can aid our cooperation with, and 
furthering of, Divine Providence. In particular, we can inquire from the Gods Themselves the techniques 
of Sacred Magic and Theurgy.

For example, instead of trying to guess how best to invoke a Deity, or learning it from possibly 
unreliable sources, we can ask the God how They wish to be invoked. (Of course, They might not tell us, 
if They think we're unworthy; indeed, the Chaldean Oracles warn us that if an impure person seeks this 
hidden knowledge, the Gods will punish their presumption with misleading replies.) It is from such 
Divine Meetings that we have Inspired Texts such the Chaldean Oracles, which teach us these Arts.

One of the most valuable things that a God can teach a Mage are the Signs and Symbols (Sunthêmata, 
Sumbola) by which the Deity may be invoked. These are animals, plants, stones, colors, times, and 
especially secret characters and words, which belong to the God's Seira and attune the soul of the 
magician to the God.

Since Hekate is Daimoniarkhês (Ruler of Daimones) and is the Key Holder (Kleidoukhos) and 
Gatekeeper (Propulaia) at the boundary of the Divine Realms (Opsopaus, AGEDE, "Fire"), She is the 
God most closely connected with Theurgic Rites, and so it is from Her we seek instruction in those 
Arts. (Indeed, it is primarily from Her that we have the Chaldean Oracles.) She controls the Daimones, 
who can assist us or impede our progress. However, the Pythagorean Succession as a whole is in the 
Seira of Apollo, for He is the God of Oracles and the Guardian of Truth and Illumination; Pythagoreans 
are in the Solar Lineage (see "Primal Fire" in Pt. III). See also the earlier discussion of Mediating Gods 
("Helios, Eros & Other Mediating Gods" in Pt. III).

Ascent to the One

The Ascent (Anagôgê) to The One is the central spiritual practice in the Pythagorean Tradition (see also 



"The Threefold Way" in "Part IIII"). It is based on the principle that "like knows like." Therefore, to 
know The One, you must become The One. To know the Highest God, you must unify with and become 
the Highest God, a process of Deification (Theôsis). Further, since The One is the principle from which 
all things have their existence, by returning to The One we rediscover and preserve our eternal Essence, 
and thus the Ascent is the principal means of Salvation (Sôtêria) in the Pythagorean Tradition. Through 
Union with the Divine we come to see beyond our individuality and to understand our own roles as 
organs and instruments (organa) of Divine Providence. In a sense that will become clear, the Ascent 
achieves Immortalization.

There are three Paths of Ascent in the Pythagorean Tradition, each correlated with one of the three 
principle Attributes of The One: Its Beauty, Wisdom, and Goodness, and the corresponding connecting 
properties, Love, Truth, and Trust, which are the Chaldaean Virtues. This table summarizes their 
similarities and differences:

Three Paths of Ascent to The One

Attribute of The 
One

Beauty Wisdom Goodness

Connecting Property Love (Erôs) Truth (Alêtheia) Trust (Pistis)

Vehicle of Salvation Erotic Madness Divine Philosophy Theurgic Power

Path of:
Aphrodite

Eros
Athena
Hermes

Hekate
Helios

Stages of Ascent:
  - material
  - aetherial
  - empyrean

Desire for:
  - body
  - soul
  - spirit

Contemplation of:
  - sense
  - reason
  - intuition

Operation by:
  - material rite
  - mental rite
  - unitive rite

 

Pythagoreans differ about which path is better; different approaches seem to be suited to souls with 
different personalities and talents. I will discuss them in order:

1.  Erotic Ascent
2.  Contemplative Ascent
3.  Theurgic Ascent 

Erotic Ascent
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 We may begin with the Erotic Ascent (Erôtikê Anagôgê), in which the power of Love and Desire 
(Erôs), directed toward Beauty, raises the soul toward the Beauty of The One. Naturally, the guides on 
this path are Aphrodite and Eros (both of whom I have already discussed). Erotic Madness is the 
Vehicle of Salvation and draws the Lover and Beloved together, with the ultimate goal of union. It's best 
known description is in Plato's Symposium (209E-212C), where it is put into the mouth of the Priestess 
Diotima (via Socrates); other versions are given by many later philosophers (e.g. Ficino).

The Ascent proceeds through three stages, corresponding to the Material, Aetherial, and Empyrean 
Realms (see "Theogony" in Part I). At the material level, desire is aroused by the beauty of the body, 
which is experienced through the senses. This begins with love of an individual's beauty, but expands 
into love of physical beauty in general. The second stage ascends to desire for the beauty of the soul, 
which manifests in the moral excellences (Justice, Fortitude, Moderation) and the intellectual 
excellences (Prudence, Knowledge, Wisdom). This higher beauty is perceived by the rational mind 
rather than the senses. In the third stage one comes to know Beauty Absolute in the only way possible: 
by uniting with It, This union transcends the duality of subject and object - of Lover and Beloved - for 
the Lover merges into the Beloved.

Images of fire are common at this stage: As the moth is attracted to the candle and is consumed by it, so 
the soul desires and is consumed in Beauty Itself. The soul gives itself as a burnt offering to The One. 
As fire refines gold, so the Holy Fire of Divine Beauty refines the soul, burning away its grosser 
elements and sublimating it. As the smoke ascends to the Gods from the sacrificial fires, so the 
spiritualized soul ascends to union with the Divine. The Lover and Beloved are united in Bliss.

Unfortunately, this union is imperfect and impermanent, for it cannot be sustained while the soul is still 
bound to the body. Although the devotee of Love must return to ordinary life, the transformation of the 
soul is permanent. Much more could be said about the Erotic Ascent, but not in this Summary.

Contemplative Ascent

The second path to The One is the Contemplative Ascent (Theôrêtikê Anagôgê), in which the power of 
Truth (Alêtheia) leads the soul to the Wisdom of The One. The guides on this path are Athena, 
patroness of wisdom, and Hermes, the guide of souls, messenger between Gods and mortals, and patron 
of boundary crossers. (Thus this may be called also the Hermetic Ascent, although "Hermeticism" is 
more theurgic in its operation.) On this path the Vehicle of Salvation is Divine Philosophia, which must 
be understood in the traditional way, as already discussed (see "Ancient Philosophia"). This Way is 
described by Plotinus.

The stages of this Ascent may be understood by reference to the Pythagoean Tetractys as shown in this 
diagram:
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The Tetractys explains, of course, the phases of Emanation as described in Part I "Theogony." However 
it also shows the stages of Ascent back to The One. As usual, the Ascent begins in the material realm 
with the contemplation of the Divine in the objects of sense; this is The Awakening. A further 
prerequisite for the Ascent, which must be fulfilled before progress can be made, is the practice of the 
Four Cardinal Excellences (also called Civic or Social Virtues), as taught by Philosophia: Moderation, 
Fortitude, Prudence, and Justice, corresponding to Earth, Water, Air, Fire.

The second stage is Purification (Katharsis), which brings order to the Soul's Three Faculties (Non-
reasoning, Reasoning, Noetic). This is accomplished by cultivating the Kathartic Excellences, by 
which the soul is turned inward and upward toward The One. The goal is to calm the lower parts of the 
soul, which are more intimately connected with the body, so that the higher parts may ascend. Also, on 
the principle of "like knows like," we attempt to achieve the tranquillity of the Gods and the inner 
unity of The One.

First we must calm the non-reasoning soul, which we share with animals and plants, and which is the 
seat of our appetites and of the faculties of growth and nutrition. Since excessive pleasure and pains can 
disturb the desired tranquillity, the philosopher strives to live healthily, with proper diet, sleep, and 
exercise. (Extreme asceticism may be counterproductive.) The higher (reasoning) soul must learn that 
disturbances arise largely from mental judgements about sensations rather than from the sensations 
themselves. Therefore, by controlling how we think about these things we can diminish the disturbing 
effects of excessive pleasures and pains.

When the non-reasoning soul has been calmed, you next turn your attention to the reasoning soul, 
achieving tranquillity by quieting the inner discourse. The thought of the Divine Nous is neither 



discursive nor sequential in time (see Part III, "The Self-contemplating Nous"), so to become more like 
It we must quiet our own discursive, sequential thinking.

When the reasoning part of your soul has been quieted, all that is left is the noetic part, which is akin to 
the Divine Nous, in its intuitive, direct grasp of the Ideas, but different, for your nous still acts in time, 
for it is part of the individual soul. Nevertheless, if by a non-willful surrender you allow your nous to 
contract inward and be drawn upward, it will be awakened to its true nature and origin, the Divine Nous.

This brings us to the third stage, called Illumination, which ascends above the soul to the Divine Nous. 
Here the divine part of the soul (the individual nous) takes its place in the divine community, for the 
Gods are living, conscious Ideas in a state of mutual, intuitive contemplation. They are separate yet one, 
like interpenetrating beams of light, or the individual colors mixed in white light (see also Part IIII, 
"Pagan Monotheism?"). So also your individual mind experiences itself as separate yet one with the 
others, moving in the divine dance of The All.

To reach this experience of being an integral part of The All in the Eternal Now, you must set aside the 
Non-Being that makes you an individual, for it is Non-Being that separates one thing from another 
(recall the discussion of the Dyad in Pt. II). In this way, your nous forsakes the individual, particular, 
and finite, and ascends to the Universal and Eternal.

To reach this level, you must not think about the Forms, or even contemplate them as other, but you 
must become them and experience their organic, fluent mutual contemplation. In this intuitive flow, 
you are unselfconscious and lose your separate awareness (as in our everyday experience of completely 
absorbed, competent activity).

To achieve the final unification with The One, the nous must transcend even the Divine Nous, for it still 
has the characteristic of Multiplicity, for it contains all the Ideas (even if mutually interpenetrating). The 
Nous contemplates Itself through Its Ideas, and so there is still an element of Duality in It.

The One has proceeded outward into the Nous, but now the Nous must revert back toward The One 
(recall Part I, "Triadic Structure"). In this movement It is motivated by Its Love for Truth and the Good 
(and so we see the convergence of the three paths). It must rise above Form and Idea in the Inebriation 
of Love. Thus you are lost in the direct experience of the Truth. In contemplative union with the eternal, 
immutable Truth, you achieve immortality and deification, a state which persists even after the 
inevitable return to ordinary life (for the contemplative, non-dual state cannot be maintained for long).

Theurgic Ascent

The third path to The One is the Theurgic Ascent (Theourgikê Anagôgê), in which the Theurgic Power 



of Pistis (Trust, Faith) is the Vehicle of Ascent, which leads the soul to the Goodness of The One. The 
guides on this path are Hekate and Helios, both of whom we have seen to be Mediators (see Part III, 
"Helios and Eros the Mediators"; Part II, "Hekate" et seq.; Part V, "Mediating Spirits" and "Divine 
Guides"). Hence this path may be called also the Heliacal Ascent. The Theurgic Ascent is presented 
especially in the Chaldean Oracles and Iamblichus' book On the Mysteries of the Egyptians.

It will be seen that the Theurgic Ascent has much in common with the Erotic and Contemplative 
Ascents, the major difference being the use of rituals involving symbolically meaningful material 
objects (statues, stones, herbs, incense, etc.). Because it makes use of these material aids, theurgy is 
claimed sometimes to be easier or more accessible than the more interior paths through Love and Truth. 
Certainly, as will be seen, the higher degrees of theurgy are less material in their orientation, and so 
theurgy might be viewed as a lower degree than the Contemplative and Erotic practices. However, it 
may be argued also that theurgy reaches higher than those practices. The arguments hinge partly on 
theological disputes about the soul (i.e., whether it "descends completely" in embodiment). Personally, I 
don't think that either of these views are quite correct, and I think it is better to choose a path that fits 
your personality, inclinations, and talents. Ultimately you will make more progress following your own 
destiny than someone else's.

Like the Paths of Love and Wisdom, theurgy seeks the salvation of the soul through Union with The 
One. However, by its emphasis on the necessity of material rites, it focuses on our embodiment and its 
role in the system of the universe. For embodiment is part of the necessary Procession from The One and 
the Manifestation of Love in the universe. Love is a relation between the Lover and the Beloved, and so 
there must be an Other for there to be Love. The creation of the Indefinite Dyad and Her separation 
from the Monad were necessary before Love (Eros), Firstborn of the Paternal Nous, could appear in the 
universe (see Part II, "The Indefinite Dyad" and Part III, "Helios and Eros the Mediators"). This Love 
proceeds outward from the One Mind and is directed toward Primordial Matter. As part of this 
procession, our souls are embodied in human bodies, but the completion of the "Erotic Circuit," which 
binds the universe into one, requires us to turn back toward our essential source, The One.

Thus theurgy uses material objects, which participate in the Eternal Forms, and reorients our souls, into 
which the Ideas have descended, to turn material creation back toward The One, which is its origin. In 
this way theurgists complete the work of creation begun by the Demiurge; they participate in the eternal 
creative work of the Gods and by this participation become immortal and deified themselves. Finally, 
theurgists participate in the Providential Evolution of the universe; in so doing they win Salvation.

Basic Principles of Theurgy

The Gods, which exist as Henads in the Monad (see Part III), proceed outward into manifestation, 
thereby becoming Living Ideas in the Nous of the Demiurge and giving rise to a lineage of Daimones 



and mortal human souls (see "Pythagorean Succession" above). These Ideas descend through the World 
Soul, who births them into time and space to inform the material world. Thus all around us and in our 
souls we find the Forms and Ideas belonging to the Seirai (Chords) of the Gods; they are the material 
and means of theurgy, and our next topic.

Sumbola and Sunthêmata

When things that are enformed by the divine Ideas, whether they are found externally in physical reality 
or internally in psychical reality, are used in theurgy, they are called sumbola or sunthêmata. These 
words are often translated "symbols" and "tokens" or "signs," but we will understand better their role in 
theurgy if we begin by looking at their meanings in ancient Greek.

A súnthêma is something put together or devised (suntithêmi), an agreed upon signal, password, 
passport, indeed any token or sign. More generally, sunthêma may refer to a pledge, covenant, or 
agreement, or to tokens of these relations. Further, it may refer to a communion or connection between 
two parties. Thus, in the context of theurgy a sunthêma is a password or sign, given to us by the Gods, in 
token of and to facilitate our communion with Them. Reread the preceding definition and try to grasp 
the full meaning of sunthêma, for it will help you understand the role of sunthêmata in theurgy.

A súmbolon brings together (sumballein) two things. We may begin with the most concrete meaning: in 
ancient times the parties to an agreement might break an astragalos (small bone), ostrakon (pottery 
shard), or coin into two pieces; the two parts, each retained by one of the parties, fit together like lock 
and key. So also a seal impression in wax or clay, such as made by a signet ring, is a sumbolon, a good 
metaphor (oft-repeated in antiquity) for the impression of the Forms on matter. The Material Form or 
Embodied Idea is the signature or imprimatur reflecting the sanction of the God. The sumbolon is a 
sign of goodwill, and thus in theurgy of a God's goodwill. The signet ring and like sumbola are proofs 
of identity, the passwords and secret signs that allow one to proceed and, in a theurgic context, to 
approach and contact the Gods. Such a password might take the form of signum and responsum, and so 
also in theurgy there is an interchange of signs. The God teaches the Signs; if the theurgist responds 
appropriately, they are admitted. So also, the sumbolon becomes a token of the agreement, treaty, or 
contract between the parties; here, between the God and theurgist. In particular, the sumbolon as secret 
sign leads to its meaning as allegory, omen, portent, or occult sign, and in these meanings we arrive at 
the English word "symbol." Again you should try to grasp the full range of meaning of sumbolon to 
understand the role of sumbola in theurgy.

The sumbola and sunthêmata are in the Seirai of the Gods; they participate in the divine Forms or Ideas; 
they are in the Gods as the Gods are in them. They are found everywhere, as the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 
108) attest:

Paternal Nous sows Sumbola throughout the World;



He thinks the Thoughts, called Beauties Inexpressible.

Literally, the Nous intuits (noei) the Ideas (Noêta). Henceforth, in the context of theurgy, I will use the 
terms sumbolon and sunthêma synonymously.

Examples of Sumbola and Sunthêmata

Once you understand the general principles of sumbola and sunthêmata, you can see that they take many 
different forms: anything in the God's Seira, anything participating in the divine Idea.

A sumbolon may be material. For example, gold and golden colored objects (e.g., the stone citrine) are 
in the Seira of the Sun. So also animals, such as the cock, which welcomes the Sun, and plants, such as 
the heliotrope, which turns toward the Sun. Hot spices, such as cinnamon, are sumbola of the Sun, and 
may be used in ritual food, offerings, or incense. Obviously images of the Sun or of the God Helios 
participate in the Form of the Sun and may be used as sumbola. More abstractly, various kharaktêres - 
secret gestures, figures, and geometric shapes that participate in the divine Form - may be used. Such 
figures may be written, drawn, or engraved, or they may be uttered or otherwise enacted in time.

Sunthêmata need not be so material. For example, a poem or hymn to the Sun may serve as a sunthêma, 
as may various musical modes, melodies, or vocalizations ("magic words") that have occult 
sympathies with the Sun. Indeed, the sunthêmata need not be external at all, but may be constructed or 
imagined in the soul of the theurgist, and contemplated and offered to the Gods upon that most sacred 
altar.

Furthermore, since the Celestial Gods are important mediators by which the Ideas proceed into the 
sublunary world and by which we return to the Gods, so also astrological correspondences are 
important sumbola, and astrological considerations enter into the timing of theurgic rites.

How does one learn a God's sumbola and sunthêmata? Sometimes they have been handed down by 
tradition and can be learned from ancient mythology as well as from more recent magical texts (such 
as Cornelius Agrippa's Three Books of Occult Philosophy), which tabulate correspondences. Such 
sources, however, cannot be accepted blindly: just because it's old doesn't mean it's correct! The more 
recent work of depth psychologists, such as Jung, can also be helpful, as can dictionaries of symbolism.

None of these sources can be accepted uncritically. At very least, they should be tested by your own 
intuition, for your individual nous participates in these same Ideas. (The Gods place the sumbola in our 
souls as well as in the material world.) In the final analysis, we must learn the sunthêmata from the 
Gods Themselves: They teach us the appropriate signa and responsa.

How do we learn them from the Gods? One of the principal ways is by theurgy, which is therefore the 



means as well as the end. By theurgy we learn the rites and sunthêmata for more advanced theurgy. As a 
practical example, the Chaldean Oracles are the result of Julian the Theurgist (2nd or 3rd cent. CE) 
learning theurgical technique from Hekate Herself.

Theurgic Invocation

It is necessary to say a few words about theurgic invocation, for when we invoke the Gods we do not in 
any sense order Them to come to us. Nevertheless, the theurgist's actions, including the invocations, are 
instrumental in the God's arrival. This may be explained by analogy.

We cannot order the Sun to shine, but by uncovering and cleansing our windows we can allow the 
sunlight in. So also, you cannot order a God to come, but by proper theurgic cleansing of your soul, you 
may make it a suitable Receptacle (Dokhê) for the God's presence.

To change the analogy somewhat, light follows its own law and the sunlight contains all the colors. You 
cannot command a certain color to descend from the Sun, but you can put a colored filter over a window 
to admit only one color, bathing everything in that hue. Or you can paint an object or make it of a 
material that reflects only one color; for example a golden object manifests the yellow light in the Sun's 
rays. That is, you can, by appropriately skilled means, create a Receiver (Dokhê) that is "tuned" to a 
particular color like a radio receiver is tuned to a radio frequency.

So also in theurgy. Although all the Gods are everywhere, like the colors in the sunlight, we may arrange 
suitable receivers or receptacles that are tuned to a particular God. This tuning is accomplished by means 
of the God's sumbola. Like one half of a sunthêma, they match and engage the God's energy, causing it 
to resonate and reflect, illuminating the world and our souls with this energy.

Like all analogies, these are imperfect and should not be taken too literally. Nevertheless, it's astonishing 
how much theurgy can be learned from them, and the student will be rewarded for contemplating them 
carefully.

Theurgical Operations

The following are the principal theurgical operations (praxeis):

1.  Telestikê, or Ensoulment 
2.  Desmos kai Eklusis, or Binding and Releasing 
3.  Sustasis, or Liaison 



4.  Anagôgê, or Ascent 

They are of increasing difficulty.

Telestikê, or Ensoulment

 The first theurgic operation (praxis) that I will discuss is called in ancient Greek Telestikê, a vague term 
that means "mystical" or "initiatory"; in this case it refers to a particular mystical art (tekhnê) or science 
(epistêmê). In English the procedure is often called "animating a statue," which might suggest statues 
dancing about unless you remember that anima is a Latin word for soul, and thus animation is literally 
giving a soul to something. In Greek this process is called empsúkhôsis, since it puts a soul (psukhê, 
psyche) into something. Normally empsukhôsis (ensouling) is used to cause a divine or daimonic soul to 
take up residence in a divine image (agalma); thus the soul is given a material vehicle through which it 
may operate. Therefore in this, as in all theurgic operations, the theurgist participates in the creative 
activity of the Demiurge, specifically, in the ensoulment of the material world. Such an operation may 
be used to consecrate a statue (for example, to be the principal divine image in a temple), or to provide 
a medium of communication with a God or Daimôn, or to purify the theurgist's soul by serving as a 
medium by which the individual soul may participate in the divine image.

Needless to say, a God is not ordered or compelled to take up residence in the image. Rather, the 
theurgist prepares the image as a suitable dokhê - receptacle or receiver - for the divine power 
(dúnamis), so that it may actualize its energy (enérgeia) in the material world. It is like preparing an 
object to reflect a certain color of light, but the light must be present already for the reflection to take 
place. This is accomplished by using the sumbola and sunthêmata of the God (or a Daimôn 
representative) in the preparation of the divine image. The more sumbola that are used, the better the 
agalma will reflect the divine energy.

First we may consider the form of the agalma: it may be a statue or other image (e.g., a picture) of the 
God in a characteristic pose, or an image of an attribute associated with the God, such as an animal 
sacred to the God (e.g., an owl for Athena), or the God's instrument (e.g., a lyre for Apollo). The agalma 
may be engraved or otherwise marked with the name (especially the Secret Names) or epithets of the 
God. Esoteric signs or other kharaktêres may be used also.

Often a statue has a receptacle in its back or base into which the God's sunthêmata may be placed. 
These include gemstones, metals, herbs, plants, and animals. This is also a good place to put tokens 
marked with secret names or signs, if the image is to be visible to the public. (If the image is a picture, it 
may be mounted on or placed above a box in which sunthêmata are put.) The agalma may be fumigated 
with incense appropriate to the God and anointed with appropriate oils or perfumes. The theurgist may 
address invocations, prayers, chants, poetry, or other texts to the God, sing hymns, or play music in the 
appropriate modes (harmoniai) for the God. Finally, the agalma will be a better receiver if it is 



constructed or consecrated at a time that is astrologically auspicious for attracting the God's power. The 
general principle should be clear: the more sumbola and sunthêmata that can be combined in the image, 
the better the receiver it will be.

The agalma will become numinous when it is in the energeia of the God or Daimôn. Phenomena of 
light may appear around it: luminous or luciform apparitions (puraugê or phôtoeidê phasmata). When 
this occurs, the energeia of the God will be actualized in the soul of the theurgist, and the image may 
induce prophetic dreams, manifest omens, or deliver revelations (theoparádota), often in response to the 
theurgist's petition. In particular, this is an opportunity for the theurgist to obtain information and 
instructions for theurgic operations.

Desmos kai Eklusis, or Binding and Releasing

 Through the operations of Desmós kai Éklusis (Binding and Releasing) a God or Daimôn is called to 
take temporary possession of a person. The terminology is from traditional magic, but in theurgy we 
must interpret "binding" in the sense already discussed ("Theurgic Invocation"): preparing a suitable 
receiver for the divine energy. In fact, the easiest was to understand Desmos is as Telestikê in which a 
human receiver replaces an agalma (divine image).

But first some terminology. The theurgist, who invokes the God or Daimôn, is referred to as the Klêtôr 
(CLAY-tor, Caller) or Theagôgós (God-evoker), whereas the subject is referred to as the Dókheus 
(Recipient), Theatês (Seer), or Kátokhos (the "Held-down One"). They may be the same person (i.e., the 
theurgist may call the divinity to seize themselves), but this more advanced operation will be described 
later ("Autodesmos") and for now we will treat them as different people.

In Desmos, sumbola and sunthêmata are used in much the same way as in Telestikê (with obvious 
adaptations, some of which are described later). The goal again is to "tune" both the Caller and the 
Receiver so that they are receptive to the divine power (dunamis) and actualize the divine energy 
(energeia). This allows the energy to awaken and shine forth, in the souls of both the Caller and 
Receiver, as well as in the material environment.

The advantage of Desmos over Telestikê is that the Receiver is a human being, and therefore they can 
speak with the divinity's voice. On the other hand, the disadvantage of a human Receiver is that their 
soul may (consciously or unconsciously) contaminate the revelation from the God. Less obviously, 
there is a danger that the Receiver's personal daimones (see "Personal Daimones" above) may seize 
them, rather than their being possessed by the God or Daimôn who was invoked. (Similar problems can 
arise in Telestikê, for the theurgist is human too, but they don't usually directly contaminate the 
receiving image.) This is the reason that naive young boys were often used as Recipients in ancient 
times: they are less likely to put their own ideas and personalities in the way, an their personal daimones 



(especially sexual daimones) are fewer and weaker. They have what theurgists term epitêdiótês 
(suitability, fitness). In general, we can see that the Seer needs to be able to enter a trance state in which 
their conscious mind is quiet; their personal daimones should be pacified and dormant during the 
operation. Then the Seer may become a pure and uncontaminated Receptacle for the divine energy. 
To reflect the divine light clearly, the mirror should be unblemished, clean, and polished.

Needless to say, depending on their psychological state and the activity of their daimones, Seers may be 
better able to bear the God at some times than at others. This must be taken into account before 
attempting Desmos. In what may be a fragment from the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 211), a God complains,

The Recipient's wretched heart supports me not.

Furthermore, an inexperienced Seer may have trouble at first achieving an adequate receptive state, but 
with talented Seers this improves with practice. We say that they acquire the Hieratikê Dunamis 
(Hieratic Faculty).

The Desmos

The Desmos operation begins with the cleansing and purification of both the Caller and Receiver. 
They will take a ritual bath and dress in ceremonial attire: typically a white robe bound with a belt 
bearing the sumbola of the God to be invoked; they may wear also garlands and other divine sumbola as 
appropriate. Next, the Caller, Receiver, and ritual area are purified, typically with salt water and burning 
sulfur (Hólmê kai Theíon: Brine and Brimstone). The atmosphere may be prepared by Atmoí (Vapors), 
that is, incense appropriate to the divinity.

During the operation, the Caller may stand on kharaktêres (esoteric characters and figures) that are 
sumbola of the divinity.

In general, as in Telestikê, the more sumbola and sunthêmata that are used, the better will the Recipient 
be prepared for the arrival of the divinity.  To help the Seer achieve a trance state, it's helpful to provide 
a point of focus, such as an oil lamp (traditional), a candle, or a kharaktêr or other divine sumbolon.  
The state we wish to achieve is called Theophoría (bearing a God), Enthousiasmós (having a God 
within, entheos), Epípnoia (inspired by a God).

There are various signs that the experienced Caller may use to tell if the Recipient has achieved a state 
of Theophoria. These include changes of voice and facial expression. Also, there may be unusual bodily 
movement or rigidity. Levitation has been reported! Often there is insensitivity to pain.  Theophoria is 
often accompanied by luminous visions, which may be perceived by the Seer (called autoptic) or by the 
Theagôgos (called epoptic). In the latter case, the Caller may describe the visions to the Recipient, so 
that they may experience the Enthousiasmos more fully. Both may experience visions.  Sometimes the 



Seer is seized completely by the God, in which case they will be unconscious of what transpires, and the 
Theagôgos will witness epoptic manifestations of the God; the Recipient may have no memory of the 
Theophoria. At other times the Seer will consciously experience the Enthousiasmos; they may feel their 
mind and body to be seized and bearing the God, or they may experience the God externally through 
autoptic visions.  Also, the Dokheus may observe the lamp focus to transform from the ordinary "mortal 
light" to a numinous "strong immortal light."

The experienced Caller can tell from the luminous apparitions what sort of God or Daimôn has seized 
the Seer (some of the rules can be found in Iamblichus' De Mysteriis, Bk. II). This is important because 
some of the lower ranks of Daimones (which are governed more by emotion than by reason) do not 
respond honestly when asked their identity. In any case, you should never accept a divine spirit's 
statements uncritically nor abandon your intellectual and moral autonomy.

Generally, formless luminous apparitions are more reliable indicators of divine presence, since they 
are truer to a God's form than recognizable shapes (see Iamblichus, loc. cit.). Also, the Chaldean 
Oracles (fr. 148) state:

But when you see the very holy Shapeless Fire,
which shines by leaps and bounds throughout the whole world's depths,
attend the Fire's Voice....

In any case, an incorporeal Deity adopts a corporeal form for our benefit. As the Goddess explains in the 
Oracles (fr. 142),

        ... for you these bodies have been bound
upon autoptic apparitions ...

The Eklusis

The operation is usually brought to a close when the Theagôgos perceives that the divinity has departed 
from the Recipient, but it may be terminated also if the Recipient or Theagôgos are becoming too tired 
to sustain the Theophoria. At this time, the Eklusis (Release) removes the burden of bearing the God 
(Theophoria) from the Katokhos (Held Down One).

The Theagôgos bids the divinity to depart (if necessary) and thanks them for their presence:

At last release the Lord; no more the mortal holds the God.

(Chaldean Oracles, dub. fr. 225). Again, in theurgy it is recognized that a God cannot be "banished." 



Rather, this dismissal begins the "detuning" of the Recipient's soul from the divine power and back to 
the material realm, thereby allowing the divine energy to dissipate.

Once the Recipient begins to return to normal consciousness, they should accelerate the process by 
turning away from the focal lamp and turning their attention to mundane matters. Focusing on their 
body (which is probably uncomfortable after the operation) is a good strategy. This process, which may 
happen accidentally if the Seer loses focus, is described in the Oracles (fr. 141):

The sluggish mortal, nodding here, is God’s Release.

That is, if the sluggish (matter-bound) Recipient "nods" or inclines towards the things here (of this 
world), it will result in the God's Release.

The Theagôgos may step off of the God's kharaktêres, if they were used, and extinguish the incense and 
focal lamp. These and other kharaktêres and sumbola of the God may be covered. Finally, the 
Theagôgos and Theatês remove their ceremonial robes and the sumbola of the God. This ends the rite.

Note that the goal is not to sever all contact with the God, but simply to effect the Release (Eklusis) of 
the Held Down One (Katokhos) from divine control. The Theagôgos must be sensitive to any signs that 
the Release is not complete and take measures, if necessary, to restore the Katokhos to himself. This is, 
in brief, the operation of Desmos kai Eklusis.

Autodesmos

As previously remarked, it is possible for the Caller and Recipient to be the same person, an operation 
that we may call Autodesmos, but the preceding description highlights some of the difficulties of this 
more advanced operation. First, since you are acting in both roles, you must be both active and passive 
at the same time: concentrating your mind on the invocations and other sumbola, while surrendering 
your body and soul to the divinity. In practice, the operation goes through stages, from more active 
invocation, to more passive contemplation of kharaktêres or divine logoi (sayings), and finally to 
surrender. Obviously, you cannot surrender completely, or you will not see the (necessarily autoptic) 
visions or here the revelations.

 Finally there is the matter of Release. When you perceive that the God has departed or you have 
become too tired to continue, you must refocus your attention on the material realm, as in ordinary 
Eklusis. Remove your robe and leave the ritual area.

It's worth noting that there is little danger of a trained theurgist getting stuck in a trance. The mortal 
frame cannot sustain a divine spirit indefinitely; eventually it will fatigue, and you will fall asleep. This 
is not necessarily bad, for in this still-inspired state you are likely to have revelatory or prophetic 



dreams. In any case, it's important to know that when you awake there may be lingering effects of 
Enthousiasmos, and so it's still necessary to take definite measure to reground yourself in the material 
world. (Clap, stamp, dance, exercise, have sex, eat, etc.)

Recall ("Goal of Theurgic Ascent") that in theurgy a return to embodiment is an essential part of the 
process, for that is our role in the creation of the universe. Theurgy effects the Epistrophê (Turn Back) 
toward The One, and thus the full actualization of Divine Energeia.

Sustasis, or Liaison

Sustasis is usually translated "meeting" or "conjunction," but again we will get more insight into the goal 
of the operation if we look at the range of meaning of the word. A sústasis (pl., sustáseis) is literally a 
putting-together (from sun-istêmi, to set up or place together). Therefore, in its most basic sense, a 
divine sustasis is a meeting that brings together a mortal and a divinity (Daimôn or God). Sustasis also 
means an introduction or recommendation, by which a mortal and divinity may make each other's 
acquaintance. By extension "sustasis" can refer to a friendship or alliance, and this cooperative relation 
is also a goal of divine sustasis.

Therefore we may say that the purpose of a divine (or hieratic) sustasis is to meet and form an alliance 
with a divinity for the sake of cooperation. By means of such an alliance you can place yourself under a 
God's guidance and protection (tutelage, in the ancient sense), or you may secure the assistance of a 
Daimôn for furthering divine purposes. Such an assistant is called a Paredros, which literally means 
"one who sits beside," and by extension an assistant divinity, a familiar spirit, or a counselor who 
provides magical aid.

Sustaseis with Gods and Their Daimones

As previously discussed ("Mediating Spirits"), Gods exist outside of space and time, and know us 
individually only as representatives of humankind. Therefore it is usually easier, more beneficial, and 
more common to have a Sustasis with a Daimôn, for They exist in time and space and know us as 
individuals. Since the Daimones are intermediate between humans and Gods (recall "Mediating Spirits" 
above), They are ideal mediators and are especially suited as messengers (angeloi, "angels") between 
our material universe and the Noetic Realm of the Gods. We may bring our individual problems to 
Daimones and request Their guidance and aid in our individual lives.

Sometimes it is appropriate to form a Sustasis with a God. This may be when the issue or goal is 



transpersonal (i.e., dealing with humanity as a whole), or when you wish to participate in the 
transcendent energeia of the God. (In the latter case beware, however, since the High Gods, in fulfilling 
Their purposes, may have little regard for the needs, desires, or sensibilities of individual humans. Being 
the instrument of Divine Will may be neither convenient nor pleasant.) Practically, even if your goal is 
sustasis with a God, you should start with a Daimôn. The Gods have created Their Chords or Lineages 
of Daimones as mediators and messengers for us. Therefore, a God is normally approached through 
Their Daimones.

Even if a God is invoked, a Daimôn may appear in Their stead, and you should not be surprised at this. 
Further, if asked to identify Themselves, the Daimôn may claim to be a God. This may not be 
intentionally deceptive (although Daimones are capable of such deception). Rather, the Daimôn may be 
delegated to this purpose by the God, for we are better able to relate to the individual personality of a 
Daimôn than to the transcendent character of a God. Second, as we have seen, names may be duplicated 
at each level of the divine hierarchy; thus, since many Daimones do not have names, They may call 
Themselves by the name of the God who heads their lineage. As previously remarked, there are theurgic 
means for distinguishing divine and daimonic apparitions (see under "Desmos" above), but it is 
probably safer to assume that you are communicating with a Daimôn.

The fact bears repeating that you cannot simply accept that a spirit is who They say They are. How, 
then, can you trust anything They say? You can't! Even if you are confident that you are communicating 
with one of the High Gods, you should not believe uncritically what (you think) They say or blindly 
accept Their advice or commands. Although your ego - your individual conscious mind - should serve 
divine Providence, it was given to you for a reason. Use it! Do not abandon your critical reason or your 
moral autonomy. They are essential to our role, as humans and Magi, in the Divine Order.

Sustaseis with Personal Daimones

As previously discussed ("Personal Daimones"), we all have personal daimones who are assigned to us 
throughout our lives and perhaps beyond. For example, each of us has a Guardian or Personal Daimôn 
(Idios Daimôn), who mediates between us and the God who originates our lineage. In particular, your 
Guardian Daimôn watches over you and strives to guide you according to your destiny; some say that 
this Guardian is your advocate between lives. In any case, your cooperation with your Guardian will be 
facilitated if you make Their acquaintance and form an alliance with Them. Thus a Sustasis with your 
Personal Daimôn (Sustasis Idiou Daimonos) is especially worthwhile; life will go much smoother.

Another personal daimôn is the Evil Daimôn (Kakos Daimôn), which is born from the rejected 
potentials and energies of your soul. That is, everything that you, consciously or unconsciously, whether 
by conscious decision or by cultural and environmental osmosis, take to be bad, all those qualities will 
be the characteristics of your Evil Daimôn.



Such might seem to be the last sort of Spirit one might hope to meet (for It's demonic in the colloquial 
sense), but that is incorrect. For if you ignore the existence of the Other Daimôn, He or She (for its sex is 
the same as yours) will act outside your awareness, possessing you or possessing those with whom you 
deal. For the Other Daimôn wants to live and act, and will find a way to do so.

Therefore it is much better to establish a Sustasis with your Evil Daimôn (Sustasis Kakou Daimonos). 
Become acquainted so that you will recognize Him or Her: whether seizing you or another person, or 
simply hovering in the air. Find out the Kakos' needs, desires, and issues with you, so that you may form 
an agreement that satisfies the Daimôn without sacrificing your personal needs and moral autonomy. By 
this alliance your Other Daimôn, who was created from rejected parts of your own soul, may be 
recruited to work for your higher (divine) purpose. The Kakos Daimôn holds great power, and by a 
proper alliance ("pact"), you may reclaim this power for divine ends. By reclaiming the lost parts of your 
soul, you become more whole.

For many centuries Western culture has rejected and denied the Evil Daimôn, both individual and 
collective (for the collective consciousness of a culture, nation, or religion also creates its Kakos 
Daimôn); this is the reason these destructive powers are rampaging ungoverned around our world. They 
cannot be banished; the only solution is a cooperative alliance in conformity with modern society and 
ethics.

The Operation of Sustasis

Having discussed at length the meaning and purpose of Sustasis, we can describe the operation briefly, 
for it builds on the techniques already discussed (Telestikê, Desmos kai Eklusis). This is because the 
first step is to invoke the Divinity into your presence. This may be accomplished by invoking Them 
into a divine image (agalma) or other prepared and consecrated focus (as in Telestikê), or into a human 
Receiver (as in Desmos). To this end, all the techniques of Telestikê and Desmos are appropriate, so 
long as you have gained experience with seeing visions through practice of these arts. The principal 
difference is that once the Spirit is present, you engage in a dialogue directed toward establishing an 
alliance. This might include vows on your part in thanks for the divine aid, and other agreements on 
Sunthêmata (signs, tokens) by which you may communicate with each other. Standard techniques of 
Eklusis (Release) are used to terminate the Sustasis.

The so-called "Mithras Liturgy" (Betz, PGM IV.475-289; Meyer, 211-21) is a good example of an 
ancient Rite of Sustasis, although it is not purely Pythagorean.

Theourgikê Anagôgê, or Theurgic Ascent



We now come to the last, and most advanced, theurgic operation, the Theourgikê Anagôgê or Theurgic 
Ascent (also known as the Hieratic Ascent).  Although the procedures are similar to the operations 
already discussed, in particular Desmos kai Eklusis, there is a crucial difference between Ascent and all 
the other operations, for in those operations the Divinity is always experienced as "other," but by means 
of the Anagôgê you ascend so that your soul, so far as is possible for a mortal, unites with a God.  In this 
way you experience deification (theôsis).

Thus the goal of theurgic ascent is union (henôsis) with a God.  This may be any God, including even 
the Demiurge and The Ineffable One (an especially difficult operation).  By means of this union you 
may experience your own inherent divinity and your continuity with The One, and thus, by means of the 
union, come to be in better harmony with Providence.  Consciously experiencing your participation in 
Providence gives meaning to life.

The stages of the Theurgic Ascent are essentially similar to those of the Contemplative and Erotic 
Ascents, but the Theurgic Ascent makes more use of ritual (material substances and actions).  Therefore, 
it may be effective when the other, more interior, ascents are not.

By the principle of like knows like, it is the image of The One in your own soul (called the Flower of 
the Whole Soul, Anthos Pasês tês Psukhês) that is able to unite with The Inefffable One.  (See "Personal 
Daimones" above on the Flower of the Soul.)  By means of this "knowledge through identification," 
your individual One comes to participate more perfectly in The One Itself.  This is the turn back toward 
the One (the ultimate source), known as the Epistrophê (Return; recall "Triadic Structure" in Part I), by 
which your soul becomes the energeia actualizing the power (dunamis) of the One.  This is our destiny.

To accomplish the ascent, the parts of your soul that are more like The One must be separated from 
those that are less like It.  This separation is accomplished by a symbolic death: "dying before you die."  
Before describing the procedure it is necessary to explain that the ascent is a cooperative activity beween 
the Initiate (masc. Tetelesménos, femn. Tetelesménê), who makes the ascent, and an Initiator 
(Telesiourgós) or Theurgist (Theourgós), who usually has (human) assistants.  (As for Desmos, it is 
possible, but difficult, for a Theurgist-Initiate to make the ascent on their own.)

Step 1: Purification and Protection

Preparatory to the ascent is the Purification (Kátharsis) of the Soul, its Vehicle (ókhêma), and the 
Body.  The principal goal is to facilitate the ascent by making the initiate as similar to the Gods as 
possible.  Purification of the body may include a ritual bath (as in Desmos), sexual abstinence, and 
dietary restrictions or prescriptions, as appropriate to the Deity.  The bath corresponds to the washing of 
the corpse, and after it the initiate dresses in a khitôn termióeis (funeral robe), which is a loose ankle-



length tunic, white or mostly white in color.  In addition, the initiate is purified by Burning Brimstone 
and is annointed with olive oil and other perfumed unguents.  These preparations also will facilitate 
purification of the soul's vehicle, the goal being to make it "well-wheeled" (eútrokhon) for the ascent.  
Purification of the soul is directed toward quieting the lower parts of the soul, which do not ascend.  To 
this end, the techniques described under "Contemplative Ascent" are appropriate.  Clearly, these skills 
are not developed overnight; some of them require a lifetime of practice.

While, on the one hand, purification is intended to eliminate those influences that may impede the 
ascent, on the other hand we aid the ascent by means of sumbola and sunthêmata appropriate to the 
Deity who is our goal.  Physical sunthêmata may be worn, ingested, or placed in the ritual area.  
Nonphysical sunthêmata, such as hymns, prayers, and chants, will be recited out loud or in the initiate's 
mind as the ascent proceeds.

Intermediate between purfications and sumbola are the apotrópaia, or averting charms, whose purpose 
is to ward off the Material Daimones, known as the Dogs of Hekate, for She is

the Driver of the Dogs of Water, Earth, and Air. (C.O. fr. 91)

(For more on Hekate, see Pt. II, "Hekate" and "Mediating Spirits" above.)  The Material Daimones are 
not hostile, as is sometimes supposed, but it is their function in the Cosmos to carry forth the Ideas into 
material embodiment.  Thus, in the ascent we oppose Their natural activity, and therefore They must be 
placated.

While the Material Daimones are agents of Procession (Próödos), the Heroes are agents of the Return 
(Epistrophê).  Therefore, the Heroes, especially Heracles (see "Examples of Heroization" in "Fire" in 
Opsopaus, AGEDE), may be invoked to keep the Material Daimones at bay and to facilitate the ascent.  
This will be more effective if, through a prior Sustasis, you have recruited the Hero as a Paredros.

An apotrópaion may be a physical charm hung or tied on the initiate (called a períapton, "tied-on 
thing"), or it may be less material: an apotropaic prayer, chant, or hymn.  The principles of sumbola and 
sunthêmata apply.  In this way the initiate is "well-equipped" for the ascent, "all-armored" (pánteukhos) 
in Plato's terms (Laws VII, 796C1).  Using the same word, Hekate Herself sets the example in the 
Chaldean Oracles (fr. 72):

for now, equipped, all-armored, I have come Divine.

Step 2: Symbolic Death and Dissolution



The next step is a symbolic Thánatos Authaíretos 
(Voluntary Death) followed by a Funeral (Kêdeía, 
Kêdos) and symbolic Burial (Entaphiasmós).  The 
procedure derives from an esoteric interpretation of the 
funeral of Patroclus in the Iliad (XVIII.343-53).  The 
initiators (theurgist and assistants) have spread a bier 
cloth (strôma) over the garlanded bier (klínê) on which 
the initiate will be layed out.  (The klinê is a waist-high, 
cushioned platform, but an ordinary bed or mats on the 
floor will work.)  The klinê is oriented with the feet 
towards the (principal) door, if indoors, or towards the 
East, if out of doors, for the dead go to the Otherworld 
feet-first.

For the Próthesis (Laying Out) the initiate lays upon the bier with their head on a pillow (see 
illustration).  The initiators spread the kosmos, a predominantly white funeral mantle, over the initiate; 
the kosmos (or pharos) represents Mother Earth, in which the initate's body will be buried (see Pt. II, 
"The Wedding" on the kosmos-pharos).  The initiators station themselves around the bier, with the 
theurgist at the initiate's head.  When the initiate has prepared themself for the voluntary death, they pull 
the kosmos over their face.  The assistants begin their lamentation, but the theurgist interrupts it, saying 
something like this:

Euphêmeíte!  Keep sacred silence!  "What is this strange outcry?" [Phaedo 117D]  Let 
there be no such lamentation, for [Initiate's name] has chosen die while yet in their body.  
"One's End [teleutê] ought to be in sacred silence" [Phaedo 117D, a Pythagorean precept].

There follows the Anakaluptêria (Uncovering), in which the theurgist uncovers the initiate's face.  The 
initiate's head is uncovered because it is the residence of their immortal nous, which resides in the round 
cranium just as the Divine Nous resides in the Celestial Sphere.  After some additional funerary rites, the 
initiators begin to sing chants and hymns while they process around the bier.

For the Entaphiasmós (Burial) the initiators return to their places around the initiate.  The theurgist 
symbolically buries the initiate by tossing three handfuls of earth on them; the earth prevents the 
initiate's body from polluting the Divine Realms and permits its dissolution and separation from the 
initiate's soul.



Next is a very important operation called Breathing and 
Thrusting Forth the Soul (Anapnoê kai Psukhês 
Éxôsis).  The theurgist grasps the initiate's head on both 
sides (see illustration) and invokes the Winds and Rays 
of the Spheres to fan the fire to separate the initiate's soul 
and body.   Then the theurgist admonishes the initiate to 
shield themselves with Sounding Light and Three-
barbed Strength in preparation for scaling the Rays.  
The thurgist might say: "My child,

    when thou hast donned the Vigor full-arrayed of 
Sounding Light,
    and hast equipped thy nous and soul with Three-
barbed Strength,
    then cast the Triad’s whole Sign in thy breast, and 
haunt
    Empyrean channels, not dispersed, but gathered 
in." (C.O. fr. 2)

The theurgist begins to call forth the initiate's soul, 
invoking the Three-barbed Strength, the Soul Spark born of the Father's Thought, to draw their soul 
forth from their body.  He declares the initiate to be clothed in Shining Raiments, girded by the 
Substance of the Spheres, and bids them to concentrate their nous upon the sumbola and sunthêmata, 
and calls their soul to come forth to scale the Fiery Rays.  The theurgist continues with various magical 
formulas to evoke the soul, and the assistants begin singing chants and hymns to aid the separation.  
While the theurgist calls forth the soul, the initiate focuses on their breath and begins to breathe more 
deeply and quickly, in time with the chanting or music.

Step 3: Ascent Through the Spheres

Through the following stages the assistants, under direction of the theurgist, adjust their chanting, 
singing, or other music to aid the elevation of the initiate's soul.  Henceforth the initiate may breath 
through the mouth and intone the vowel chants, Onoma Barbara, and Voces Magicae selected to aid 
their ascent.

After an initial phase of relaxation, the initiate may experience opposition from the Material Daimones.  
By attention to the Three-barbed Strength and other sunthêmata of The One, and by appeal to the Heroes 
and Kosmagoi (Rulers of the Three Realms) the ascent through the aetherial spheres may proceed.  
(See Pt. III, "Iunges, Teletarchs, and Connectors," on the Kosmagoi.)  In each of the planetary spheres 
the initiate gives up (sacrifices) one of the outer/lower layers of their soul.  Eventually a new peace is 



attained, as the initiate rests at the Gate of the Sun.

Once the initiate has ascended above the aetherial sphere, they should focus on chanting the sunthêmata 
in their mind rather than out loud, for they are ascending through the immaterial empyrean spheres.  
Here the initiate may encounter the Gods, who may assist the ascent.  Visions of the Gods are possible.

Step 4: Unification (Henôsis)

Ultimately the initiate may ascend all the way to The Ineffable One.  At this transcendent pinnacle they 
will be beyond duality, beyond language and conceptual thought, indeed beyond all differentiation and 
change.  In this eternal realm, beyond time itself, this domain of Aiôn, the initiate experiences 
immortality and deification.  (Recall our discussions of Aiôn in Part I, "Theogony," and Part III, "The 
Monad and the Indefinite Dyad.")  Henôsis cannot be described; it must be experienced.

Step 5: Redescent

The Initiate cannot remain in the state of unification for very long, and when they sense its dissipation 
they must begin to redescend and to redon the layers of their outer soul.  The trained theurgist will 
perceive that the initiate is falling from the unitive state and assist their redescent with appropriate 
formulas, chants, songs, prayers, and hymns.  The methods of the theurgic Release (discussed above) 
can be used to help the initiate to re-ensoul their body.

When the descent is complete, the initiate is "unburied" (i.e., the Kosmos is removed) and they rise from 
the bier.  The initiators welcome the reborn initiate with joyous hymns of welcome and praise.

As a result of the ascent, the initiate is transformed, reborn with a new soul.  Although they have 
returned to the material world, henceforth their soul retains roots planted in The One.  With this 
permanent connection to the Transcendent Source of Divinity, the initiate henceforth consciously 
embodies divinity on earth.

The theurgic ascent is a difficult and hence infrequent rite, for which years of preparation may be 
required.  But when it is successful, the initiate is transformed into a Theios Anêr (God-Man), one of the 
Perfected or Immaculate Beings (Akhrantoi), who by Their very presence on earth bring grace to 
humanity and to all of Nature.

This completes our discussion of Theurgy and hence our Summary of Pythagorean Theology.  Vale!
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The Indefinite Dyad

Pythagoreans identify the Monad with the Male Principle and the Dyad with the Female Principle, at 
all levels of Being. The Monad is relatively easy to understand: He is the principle of Unity and 
Constancy. The Dyad, however, is more complex. First, She is the Other; if there were only the Monad, 
there would be no Other; thus She governs Separation. Therefore, Syrianus (fl. 431 CE, died c.437), 
Proclus' teacher, identified the Monad and the Dyad with Love (Philia) and Strife (Neikos), the two 
principal forces in the universe according to Empedocles (for more on them, see "Fire" in Opsopaus, 
AGEDE). The Dyad is called the Goal, because She is that to which the Monad proceeds, and She is 
also called Daring and Change, for She corresponds to Procession in the triad Abiding - Proceeding - 
Reverting. However, because She also carries the Beginning to the End, She is the Mediator as well as 
the Separator.



The Dyad is the number Two, but the Female Principle is a transcendent form of Two called the 
Indefinite Dyad, where "Indefinite" must be understood to mean indeterminate, unlimited, boundless, 
and infinite, all of which are relevant to the Indefinite Dyad. First I will focus on Her property of being 
Unlimited or Indeterminate, which makes Her the opposite of the Monad, who is the principle of Limit, 
Determination, and Definition. Thus the Monad and Indefinite Dyad are the Principles of Limit (Peras) 
and the Unlimited (Apeiria), who operate at all levels of Being, but in a different way at each level.

At the most fundamental level, the Monad is the Primordial One and the Indefinite Dyad is Primordial 
Matter, because Prima Materia is the indeterminate, formless, quality-less foundation of all being; She 
is Sub-stance -- She who stands underneath. Like the One, Primordial Matter is ineffable, obscure, dark; 
therefore They are both called Abyss. Thus, the Goddess of Matter is also called Silence (Sigê), because 
Silence must precede the Word, the in-forming Logos, embodying the Ideas of the Craftsman (see 
below, on the World Soul). Her role as Mediator between the Father of the Gods and the Demiurge is 
confirmed by the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 50):

between the Fathers is Hekate's Center borne.

(Here the Female Principle is called "Hekate," which is pronounced "heh-KAH-tay" in ancient Greek.) 
Primordial Matter is much deeper, more profound, than the matter studied by contemporary physics. 
Hers is Potential Corporeality, not a "stuff," but the unlimited Power to Be.

One of the most common names of the Female Principle is Dynamis, which means Power and 
Potential. This is the aspect of the Indefinite Dyad in which She is Unlimited, Unbounded, and Infinite, 
for Hers is the Infinite Potential to Be. She is Potentiality at all levels of Being, for She dares the Monad 
to Proceed and Become. She is more powerful than the One, which is something, for She is the limitless 
power to be anything; She is all possibilities.

Therefore She is also the prolific, generative source of all creation. She is Multiplying, for without Her 
the Monad would be just One; She leads the Monad to proceed into fruitful plurality and substantial 
manifestation. Thus, on the lower levels of Being She is called Life-Giving (Zôogonos), which brings us 
to our next topic.

The Mother of the Gods

As remarked above, the Dyad, by bringing multiplicity to the One, creates the plurality of Unities 
(Henads), who are the Gods. Thus Rhea becomes the Mother of the Gods by substantiating multiple 
images of the Father, Kronos.

The ancient Pythagoreans called Rhea "The Ever-Flowing" (To Aenaon) and connected Her name with 



Rheô (to Flow) and Rhoê (Flux, Flow, Stream), a derivation confirmed by modern linguistics, which 
traces them all to the Indo-European root sreu- (to flow). This is because Primary Matter is fluid, for it 
has no determinate boundaries, within or without; Matter is ever changing, always in flux.

Another word correctly derived by the ancients from this root is rhythmos, which means Rhythm, but 
also recurring motion, measured motion, and time. This is because the Indefinite Dyad creates 
Otherness, and therefore all the oppositions governed by Kronos and Rhea: Unity/Multiplicity, Light/
Dark, Male/Female, and many others. Whenever there is a tension between opposites there will arise an 
oscillation between them, a cyclic approach to One then the Other. Therefore, Rhea transforms 
measureless Eternity (Aiôn) into determinate Time (Khronos), symbolized by the cyclic alternation of 
Light and Dark. (By creating Time, She also creates Space.) Further, Rhea governs all cyclic processes, 
on Earth and in Heaven; She creates the Universe as a Harmonia of opposites. (See Opsopaus, "Lib. 
Oct. Mut." for universal structures in the tension of opposites.)

However, Rhea Herself exists outside of Time, and thus She governs Motionless Motion. This is because 
She is concerned only with cyclic change, and therefore with the numerical ratios among the rhythms of 
these changes; She governs their Harmonic Relations. (In modern scientific terminology, we could say 
that She oversees the "frequency domain" rather than the "time domain," which is the province of Hera, 
Her daughter.)

The ancients also connected rhythmos to arithmos (Number), but modern linguists trace arithmos to a 
different Indo-European root, rê(i)- (to reason, count), from which we also get such words as reason, 
rational, ratio, rate, and rhyme. Nevertheless, the ancient connection informs us about how Pythagoreans 
understand Rhea's responsibility for Number. This is natural, for the Indefinite Dyad is the principle of 
Plurality itself, which separates one thing from another, but also of the Matter that allows one thing to be 
different from another, by substantiating multiple instances of a Form.

Rhea governs the levels of Being above the Intellect (see Proclus' Seven Levels of Reality, below), 
which explains why a total grasp of Number is beyond our intellectual abilities. (Modern mathematics 
addresses only an impoverished shadow of Number.) The properties of Number fall into two classes, 
corresponding to the two phases of Emanation: Procession and Reversion. For Number comprises both 
the Power to Generate everything but also the Power to Unify everything. In particular, Number 
discriminates the holistic thought of Kronos into the distinct Ideas, the articulate Logos, of Zeus. But 
also, by Reversion, Number redirects and reunifies the Ideas toward the One.

This leads us to the important concept Noêsis, which is usually translated Intellection, but is better 
understood as a process of holistic intuition, especially at this level, which is prior to Time, and therefore 
prior to sequential thought. Rhea, as Mediator, is the intellective (or noetic) process connecting the 
Divine Intellect (Zeus) at the next lower level, with the object of His intellection, Pure Being (the 
Monad), at the next higher.

But Rhea's domain is also the level of Life, and therefore Proclus says, "Life is Intellection" (Zôê 



Noêsis). On the one hand, this means that Life is fundamentally identical to holistic Intuition. On the 
other, it means that the Ideas are themselves living Archetypes (not static concepts). The Chaldean 
Oracles (fr. 56) tell us,

Of Blessed Noerics Rhea is the Source and Stream;
for, first in Power, in Wombs Ineffable all things
receiving, on The All She pours this whirling brood.

(The "Noerics" are Archetypes living in the intuiting Divine Mind, and may be identified with the Gods.)

The etymological connection between Mother and Matter is well-known, but it is worthwhile to look at 
it more closely. The Indo-European root mâter (mother) is the origin of our word Mother, as well as the 
cognate Greek and Latin words (Mêtêr, Mater). The latter is the source of Matrix, which originally 
meant a mother of any species, and by extension the Womb or anything else in which something 
originates, develops, is nourished, or is contained. Matrix, in turn, is the root of Matter and Material, 
which referred originally to an originating, nourishing, or sustaining substance. I will have more to say 
about Mother, Matrix, and Matter below.

We have seen that the Mother is the Life-Giving Goddess, the source of Ever-Flowing Matter. Therefore 
She provides the Quantities (cf. Number) of Matter needed for the sustenance of everything in creation. 
She is the Goddess of the Primordial, Life-Giving, All-Sustaining Earth. Demeter's name means Earth 
Mother (Dê-Mêtêr, from Dê, an alternative form of Gê or Gaia). Pherekydes calls Her Khthoniê, which 
means "She of the Earth"; it is an epithet of Underworld as well as Earth Goddesses (rightly seen, They 
are hardly different, for creation is sustained from within the Body of the Earth Goddess). Indeed, 
Demeter and Persephone are called "The Khthoniai," and Khthôn is a name of the Earth Goddess. Her 
special realm is dark Tartarus, which stands opposite to shining Olympus, ruled by Kronos. Tartarus is 
the hidden region of dark Primordial Matter, the Foundation of Existence. The Black, Dark, Obscure 
Earth (Khthôn or Gaia Melaina) was proverbial in ancient Greek.

The Father and the Mother, having become Two, now must dance to Rhea's Rhythm. And this dance 
will bring Them together again, for the Father has Lust (Orexis) for the Mother's Body, and She desires 
to reproduce His Form. Through Their Conjunction, the Monad is divided by the Dyad, and Matter is 
unified by the One. From Them come the Creator and Creatrix of the Material World. Thus the First 
Generation, Kronos and Rhea, yields to the Second, Zeus and Hera. Indeed, after the Wedding, 
according to Pherekydes, Khthoniê is replaced by Gaia, the Goddess of the Earth as we know it, but that 
is our next topic.

 

Isis and Osiris



Plutarch, who was High Priest at Delphi, presents these ideas in his book Isis and Osiris, which was 
written for the Priestess Clea. Osiris and Isis are the Craftsman and the Nurse, the Creators of the 
world. Their Son, Horus, is the God of the material world, the organized cosmos. Osiris thinks the Ideas 
that give Form to the world, but Isis is the Mediator without whom they could not become embodied or 
substantiated.

We know from the myth that Osiris is torn apart (for the physical world continually renews itself). The 
Ideas still exist in His Soul, but they are transcendent and cannot directly order our world. However, the 
Ideas exist also in His Body, where they are immanent. Therefore Isis unites with Osiris' Body, for She 
desires His Formative Seed and wants to materialize It in Her Body. When She becomes pregnant, She 
becomes the World Soul, the Principle of Nature (Phusis), and Nature is dependent on Her. As the 
Chaldean Oracles (fr. 54) state:

and on the Goddess' back is Boundless Nature hung.

Nature's name, Phusis, comes from phuô, which means to beget, to produce, or to be something or other 
"by nature."

Still the world is not yet material, but only potentially material, for Nature is the principle of order in the 
world, but not the material world itself. This order becomes manifest in Matter only when Isis gives 
birth to Horus. Thus is Primal Matter organized by the Articulated Ideas, the Logos, of the Demiurge 
through the mediation of the World Soul. In this way we get Proclus' Seven Levels of Reality: Unity 
(Aiôn), Being (Kronos), Life (Rhea), Mind (Osiris), Soul (Isis), Nature (Pregnant Isis), and Body 
(Horus).

 

Psychê as Mediator

Soul (Psychê), the principle of Animate Life, is the Mediator between Mind and Body, on both the 
Microcosmic and Macrocosmic levels; therefore the World Soul is the source of individual souls. She 
is the bridge between the Ideas and Matter, for the Ideas are transcendent, outside of time and space, and 
cannot be effective unless they are brought into manifestation. The Goddess Herself speaks in the 
Oracles (fr. 53):

          ... after the Paternal Thoughts,
I, Psyche, dwell, ensouling with My warmth The All.



She is ideally suited to this task, for the Pythagoreans say that soul is "Number moving itself." This 
motion takes place through the powers of Sameness and Otherness (a lower level image of the Monad 
and Dyad), for change presupposes that one Same thing becomes Other (or Different). (Apollo and 
Artemis are the Olympians responsible for Sameness and Otherness, according to Plethon; in the 
heavens, the Sun is always the same, but the Moon waxes and wanes.) Therefore, the World Soul 
mediates between Eternity and Time, bringing the Ideas into manifestation in both time and space.

She numbers the Harmonies that determine the motions of the Celestial Bodies (the "Music of the 
Spheres"), but also of all cyclic processes in Nature. From Limit come the measures of these motions, 
from the Unlimited comes the perpetual change of Nature. Hers is the perpetual motion of Life, for 
although individual lives (bioi) end, Life (Zôê) is eternal. Thus the Oracles (fr. 96):

for Psyche, by the Father's Power a Radiant Fire,
remains immortal, and She is Mistress of Life,
and holds Full-measures of the Kosmos' many Wombs.

In particular, Ideas "move themselves" in discursive reasoning, which is a function of the Soul (as 
opposed to the intuiting Mind, or Nous). More generally, the World Soul is also called Wisdom 
(Sophia) and Thought (Ennoia).

Since the World Soul brings the Ideas into space, the entire world is infused with Soul. Therefore She 
establishes Cosmic Sympathy (Sympatheia), which unites The All into One; hence the alchemical 
maxim, "The All is One" (Hen to Pan). This Sympathy is the foundation of magic, and thus it is not 
surprising that Isis and Hekate (see below) are Goddesses of Magic. As Plotinus (IV.4.40) says,

"But how shall we explain the enchantments (goêteias) of Magic? By Sympathy and by 
the fact that there is a natural Harmony between things that are similar, and an Opposition 
between those that are unlike. ... And the real Magic in The All is the Love in it along with 
the Strife. This [Love] is the first Mage and Enchanter; it was when men observed Love's 
Magic that they started using charms and spells on one another." (adapted from 
translations of Kingsley and others)

We may say that Eros (Love) motivates the desire of Psychê (Soul) to manifest the World. This is well 
known from the story "Cupid and Psyche," which is part of the Metamorphoses (or Golden Ass) by 
Apuleius, the Pythagorean philosopher, mage, and initiate of the Mysteries of Isis and Osiris. Psyche is 
the one who, in pursuit of Her Love, descends into the Underworld at the behest of the Great Mother, 
and who is in turn raised to Olympus by Love.

 



The Wedding

The Father and Mother of the Gods, Kronos and Rhea, the Titanic Regents, engender the Olympian 
Regents, Zeus and Hera, who are wed. Zeus and Hera are emanations of Kronos and Rhea, and so we 
may take them to be children of the Titans or transformed versions of Them, as we like. Therefore, we 
may find the same name being applied to Gods in different stages of emanation, that is, at different 
points in a Chain of Procession (Seira). (Hence, we sometimes find the names Rhea and Hekate 
reversed in the Chaldean Oracles.)

For example, according to Orphic scripture, Rhea takes on the form of a Serpent in a Cave and bids 
Zeus to come to Her. He (taking the role of Kronos) mates with Her, and She bears Demeter, the Earth 
Mother. Demeter recapitulates Rhea's actions with Zeus, and from Their union Persephone is born. 
Finally, according to Orphic myth, Persephone mates with Zeus (in which we see also His role as 
Underworld God) and bears Him Dionysus.

Pherekydes gives the names Zas and Khthoniê to the first Gods after the God of Unending Time. She is 
the Dark Queen of Tartarus, the Goddess of chaotic Primordial Matter; He the King of Olympus, who 
hurls transforming Lightning Bolts. But marriage domesticates Them. Acting as Divine Craftsman, Zas 
weaves a wedding gift, the "Gift for the Unveiling" (Anakaluptêrion), a Variegated Robe (Pharos), 
which is adorned with the ordered world (the Cosmos, for Kosmos means good order, arrangement, 
adornment). After it has covered the bed on Their wedding night, He wraps it around Khthoniê, and thus 
She becomes Gaia, the Goddess of the living Earth. (A lost Orphic scripture is called The Robe.)

Through Their union the Womb of the World Soul is impregnated by the Ideas of the Demiurge, and She 
gives birth to the rotating Planetary Spheres (Kosmoi), which hide the fiery simplicity of the One, but yet 
connect us to It; in the words of the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 34):

from thence the birth of Variegated Matter leaps;
thence sweeping Lightning-Storm obscures the Flower of Fire,
in Coils of Kosmoi leaping; for from thence all things
begin to stretch forth, down below, the wondrous beams.

The "Coils" (Koilômata) may be translated as the Hollows or Womb of the World Soul (but see also 
"Fire" in Opsopaus, AGEDE).

 

The Goddess of the Cosmic Tree



By being enwrapped in the Variegated Robe, Khthoniê also becomes the Winged Oak (Huptopteros 
Drus), which is the Cosmic Tree; Her Roots are in the Underworld and Her Crown is in the Heavens; 
therefore She mediates Heaven and Earth. Her Sandal is Tartarus, the bottomless chasm, the dark depths 
of Matter. (See "Water" in Opsopaus, AGEDE, for more on Khthoniê's Robe and Tree, and see "Fire" 
for Hekate's Sandal.)

We have already considered the etymological connection between Mother and Matter, but there is more 
to say about it. Matrix, as noted, refers to a mother of any species, but also to a Parent Tree; it is also the 
Substance out of which anything grows, and the Womb (literally or figuratively), which nurtures it. 
Further, the original meaning of Materia (which is derived from Matrix) is Wood (the Substance out of 
which grows the Tree), and by extension the Substance of any physical object, that is, Matter. Similarly, 
the root meaning of Greek Hylê (Matter) is Wood. Ancient etymologists connected hylê with Latin sylva 
(i.e., silva = wood, forest), since Greek often has an "h" where Latin has an "s" (compare Indo-European 
sreu- with Greek Rhea, rheô, etc., discussed above). Although modern linguists reject this connection, it 
illustrates the ancient association between Matter and Wood. Wood is symbolic of Living Matter.

Materia also means food and nourishment, which reminds us that the Cosmic Tree is also the Tree of 
Life. She draws up the Sap of Life, the Waters of the Abyss, into Her Roots, and conveys it upward to 
Her Crown, from which Ambrosial Dew drips down like honey to feed immortal souls. Amidst Her 
Roots is the Outflow (Ekroê), the Ambrosial Spring, sought by Orphic initiates. The Goddess of the Tree 
is the Nurse who nurtures souls from Her Ambrosial Breast. (See "Water" in Opsopaus, AGEDE, for 
more on the Waters of Life.)

There are many myths in which Zeus (or another God) weds Hera, Persephone, or another chthonic or 
vegetation Goddess in the form of a Tree, and the Goddess of the Tree was worshipped under many 
different names in ancient Greece and around the Mediterranean. For example, Artemis was called 
Orthia, the Upright Goddess, when She was worshipped as a Tree or Pillar representing the Cosmic 
Axis.

Although it is not well-known, Helenê (that is, the Helen of the Trojan War, Queen of Sparta) is also a 
Tree Goddess; She had temples at Sparta and many other places. In particular, at Sparta there was a 
Holy Plane Tree sacred to Her, which was garlanded and anointed with oil. She was represented also as 
a Pillar Goddess (rather like the Caryatid Maidens on the Acropolis) and was worshipped as "Helen of 
the Tree" (Dendritis) at Rhodes. Helen was born of Zeus and Leda (that is, the Goddess Lada, "the 
Lady"), Herself a daughter of Oceanus (on whom, see below), as told in the myth "Leda and the 
Swan." (The Swan is the bird of Apollo, who is hardly distinguishable from Zeus in this context; see 
"Gods".) She emerged from a blue Egg, which may represent the Celestial Sphere, or Heaven and Earth 
before they were separated.

Her brothers are the Twin Dioskouroi (the "Lads of Zeus": Dios Kouroi), Castor and Pollux. According 
to different accounts, They were born either from the same Egg as Helen, or from a different Egg born 
by Leda. They wore caps shaped like half-eggshells representing the Celestial Hemispheres (or Heaven 



and Earth), since Their stars are never above the horizon at the same time. The Twins are the Faithful 
Servants of the Great Goddess, the Mother of the Gods, whether She is called Rhea, Kybele, or 
another name. For example, the Dioskouroi rescued the adolescent Helen after Theseus abducted Her 
when She was a dancer in the Spartan temple of Artemis Orthia (who is hardly distinguishable from 
Helen). They are often shown standing on either side of a Goddess, such as Helen, Isis, Artemis, Astarte, 
Aphrodite, Hekate, Kybele or Demeter; often She is a Lunar Goddess. Often also She is a Goddess of 
fertility and material generation (corresponding to the third of Dumézil's three functions; Kronos and 
Zeus correspond to the first two).

Castor was mortal but Pollux is immortal. Therefore, Helen's connection with Castor and Pollux may be 
compared with Isis' relation to the Body and Soul of Osiris. If Helen shared the Egg with the 
Dioskouroi, then that would compare with Isis and Osiris sharing the Womb of the Mother Goddess Nut. 
Osiris was killed when he was trapped in a casket around which a tamarisk tree grew; Castor was killed 
while he was hiding in an Oak Tree (or perhaps each brother was in a tree). Immortal Pollux was so 
grieved by His brother's death that He petitioned Zeus that the Twins might share mortality and 
immortality through a cyclic death and rebirth, as Osiris is cyclically torn apart and rejuvenated by Isis.

Simon the Mage, the Gnostic holy man slandered in the Bible (Acts 8.9-24), adopted as his Soror 
Mystica (Mystic Sister) a courtesan named Helen, whom he believed to be a reincarnation of Helen of 
Troy. Therefore he called her the All-Mother, Being, and Wisdom; and he called himself Great Power of 
Zeus. Eventually his disciples raised statues to them, in which they were represented with the attributes 
of Zeus and Athena (as Goddess of Wisdom). Although Simon's claims might seem the height of hubris, 
they nevertheless illustrate his knowledge of the Craftsman and His Mystic Sister.

In Alchemy the Great Work recreates the act of cosmic creation. The Wisdom is provided by the Wise 
Old Man, identified with Saturn (Kronos) or Father Time (Khronos), also called Altus (High, Noble, 
Deep, Secret, Ancient); he has the Ideas, but cannot bring them into manifestation. This is accomplished 
by the Alchemist (Craftsman) in cooperation with his Mystic Sister; a conjunction of the male and 
female powers is necessary to complete the Work. (For more, see Opsopaus, PT, 129-30.)

The Goddess of the Tree is seen often with a Crater, a Bowl out of which She pours the Divine Nectar. 
(See "Fire" in Opsopaus, AGEDE on the special significance of the Crater; one of the Hermetic texts (C.
H. IV) is called The Crater, as was a lost Orphic scripture.) Further, Isis is represented as a Tree with a 
breast from which Horus sucks, and at festivals of Isis at Corinth, milk was poured from a breast-shaped 
golden Bowl. Also, it is written that at a temple of Athena, Helen dedicated an electrum Bowl shaped to 
the exact measure of Her breast. Finally, when Telemachos, during his rite of passage, visited Menelaos 
and Helen (who correspond to the Demiurge and His Spouse), They gave him a Crater and a Robe 
(Pharos). (Menelaos was deified by Helen and transported bodily into Elysium; in later days the pair 
were worshipped as Deities. His name means to Abide or Remain [Menô] and People or Host [Laos].)

The Crater is frequently shown as the recumbent Horns of the Moon, which is certainly appropriate to 
this Goddess. (Helen, Isis, Hekate, Artemis, and even Hera may wear the Lunar Horns.) However, the 



Crescent Moon also symbolizes that She is a Source of Illumination, and so She may be represented 
also by a Star or Torch (especially appropriate to Hekate; see below and "Fire" in Opsopaus, AGEDE). 
(Some mythologists have traced Helenê and Selênê (Moon) - and even Luna - to the same root, helê, 
referring to illumination; the evidence is inconclusive. The name Helenê was given to the Sacred Basket 
carried in certain festivals of Artemis; the word can also mean Torch.)

Of course the Trojan saga has the structure of an initiation: separation, liminal period (trials), and 
reintegration. Pythagoreans associate Ilion (Troy) with Hylê (Matter) and interpret the Trojan War as an 
allegory for the seduction and entrapment of the Soul (Helen) by Matter (Trojan Paris), and Her rescue 
and return home to Her birthplace and to the House of the Mind (Menelaos). Also, I should recall 
Penelope, who awaits Crafty Odysseus, and sits by her Wedding Bed, which is a part of the Tree at the 
center of the palace, where she weaves and unweaves perpetually a Robe, a Winding Sheet. She waits 
while Odysseus seeks. Pythagoreans read the Odyssey as an allegory for the spiritual journey, as will be 
discussed in Part V.

Finally, I should mention the story of Rhea Silvia and her Twin sons Romulus and Remus. "Silvia" is 
from Silva (forest), which, as we have already seen, refers to Wood and Matter. She was also called 
Rhea Ilia because she was supposed to come from Ilium (Troy). She was raped by Mars in His Sacred 
grove, and therefore gave birth to the Twins by a kind of virgin birth. They were set adrift in a cradle (a 
symbolic Arc), and later washed ashore under a Sacred Fig Tree. Because they were suckled (by the 
She-Wolf) under this Tree, it was called the Ruminal Fig (Ficus Ruminalis) or Rumina, from Ruma, 
which mean Teat or Nipple; Rumina is also a Goddess of Suckling. As would be expected of such 
Twins of the Sacred Tree, Remus died (descended to the Underworld), but Romulus became immortal 
and ascended to Heaven.

 

The Dragon in the Waters

Since the Tree is the Cosmic Axis, the Spindle of Necessity (Anankês Atraktos), She is also the Matrix 
of Destiny, and therefore the prophet (mantis), "healer-seer" (iatromantis, "shaman"), and inspired poet 
(entheos poiêtês) all come to the Tree of Knowledge desiring Wisdom (Sophia). They read Destiny in 
the fall of Her Leaves. However, neither this Wisdom nor the Fruit of the Cosmic Tree are easy to win, 
for the Tree is surrounded by Primordial Waters and guarded by a Serpent or Dragon.

The Waters and the Tree represent the unindividualized Power of Universal Life (Zôê), associated with 
the Great Mother (Rhea, Aphrodite, Demeter). These Titanic forces are conquered and superceded by 
the Demiurge and His Mystic Sister, who, by means of Soul, bring Universal Life into manifestation in 
space and time, thus giving birth to Individual Life (Bios), which dwells beside Death (Persephone, Isis, 
Psyche). The Waters are the path of souls into incarnation, but also the Way to immortality.



The Greeks said that the Primordial Waters, which define the boundaries of our existence, were ruled by 
Tethys and Okeanos (Oceanus); She is invoked as the Mother and He as the Origin of the Gods and all 
the World. Strife separated Them and They ceased from mating; thus ended the process of primary 
manifestation, thereby keeping the World in finite bounds.

Typically the Dragon is a hybrid: human (often female) above and a snake or fish below, rather like a 
mermaid. Such a being combines human time-bound consciousness with the eternal, unconscious Power 
of Life.

There are many mythological accounts of the Serpent and the Tree. For example, Mother Earth gives 
Zeus and Hera an Unveiling Gift, a Tree bearing Golden Apples, which is planted in the West, in the 
dark regions beyond Okeanos, where Atlas stretches between Earth and Heaven. This is the Garden of 
the Hesperides, a triad of Goddesses akin to Mermaids or Sirens, who lure mortals to secret rites and 
initiations by Their enchanting music. They are named for Hesperos, the Evening Star, which is sacred 
to Aphrodite, who is sometimes credited with creating the Golden Apples. The Hesperides tend the Tree 
and its Golden Apples, but Hera also has it guarded by the Dragon Ladôn, born of Gaia, who lies hid in 
the dark Hollows of Earth.

In the well known tales of Heracles, one of his Labors was to fetch some of the Apples of the 
Hesperides, but stories differ as to whether he got them by force, slaying the Dragon, or with the 
cooperation of the Hesperides. Thus one may obtain the Fruit by either conquering the Dragon or by 
recruiting the assistance of the Tree Spirit. (Although it may seem surprising, Pythagoreans, Stoics, and 
other Greek philosophers take Heracles as the ideal spiritual hero; this is because they understand his 
Labors allegorically as the spiritual exercises and trials that led to his eventual deification. See also 
Opsopaus, AGEDE, "Fire," for more on Heracles and Heroization.)

Apollo slew (or otherwise conquered) the Dragoness of Delphi, born of Gaia, who was coiled around 
the Laurel Tree at the World Navel there. This Dragon is often called the Pythôn, but this is not correct, 
according to the oldest sources. At Delphi dwelt the Dragon Typhôn (born of Gaia and Tartarus) as well 
as the Dragoness Delphynê, whose name comes from the same archaic root delph- (Womb) as Delphi 
itself. Apollo slew the Dragoness, but the Dragon still guards the Omphalos, the Navel Stone marking 
the Cosmic Axis. The Holy Power of the Sun caused the Body of the Dragoness to Putrefy (Pythô) - that 
is, the Sun reduced it alchemically to Prime Matter - and from this event Delphi received its old name, 
Pythô. As a consequence, the Dragon is now named Pythôn and the Delphic Prophetess is called the 
Pythia. Apollo was required to atone for His deed for one Great Year (eight mortal years), during which 
He was exiled from Delphi.

Pythagoras' name is also traced to Pythian Apollo. When his parents were visiting Delphi, the Pythia 
prophesied that his mother would bear a holy man; Apollonius of Tyana said the Pythian Himself sired 
the child. In any case, Pythagoras certainly belonged to the Procession or Lineage (Seira) of Apollo. 
Henceforth his mother called herself Pythais and named the unborn child Pythagoras.



When Kadmos (whose name recalls Kosmos) had come to the place where he was to found Thebes, he 
needed Water for a sacrifice, but when he approached the Spring of Ares, he found a giant Dragon 
guarding it. (Many vase paintings show the Dragon rearing over a woman, presumably the Spirit of the 
Spring, perhaps Harmonia, who sits beside it.) He slew the Dragon and, under divine guidance, sowed 
its teeth, which sprouted into men called the Sown Ones (Spartoi) or the Golden-Helmed Seed. (We may 
see in this the sowing of the Seminal Ideas into Mother Earth.) In atonement for slaying the Dragon, 
Kadmos was required to serve Ares for a Great Year (as Apollo had been for slaying the Delphic 
Dragoness). After repaying his debt, he was wed to Harmonia, the daughter of Aphrodite and Ares 
(Love and Strife, the Primal Forces that mix and separate the Four Elements, according to 
Empedocles). Harmonia, in ancient Greek, means the binding together of two different things into a 
seamless whole, and so She is the great Mediator; She is a Goddess, who also appears as a Serpent. As 
Unveiling Gifts Kadmos gave Her a Robe and a Necklace. Kadmos and Harmonia were the parents of 
Semele, the deified mother of Dionysos. (See Opsopaus, AGEDE, "Fire," for more on Love, Strife, and 
Harmonia.)

Such stories are common, of course. For example, Theseus won his bride Ariadne (a Goddess closely 
connected with Persephone "Most Pure," Ariagnê) by slaying the Minotaur (born of the Bull from the 
Sea, and Pasiphaê, daughter of the Sun), who dwelt in the Coils of the Labyrinth (see Opsopaus, "Rit. 
Lab." esp. nn.140-3). So also Perseus slew the Dragon from the Sea and released Andromeda, his 
future bride, from the Pillar to which she was bound.

 

Hekate

Hekate has a special role in the Chaldean Oracles as the principal Goddess involved in magical and 
spiritual practices, for She is the World Soul. As such, She is the one who mediates between the 
Empyrean Realm, where the Gods reside, and our world; conversely She is the one who leads our way 
back to the Gods through Theurgy and other spiritual practices.

The Demiurge and Hekate together create the Aetherial Realm where the Celestial Bodies (the Fixed 
Stars and Planets) reside. Since the Celestial Bodies are material, and Hekate must mediate between 
Them and the Olympian Gods (who are immaterial), She is the Goddess at the lowest point of the 
Empyrean Realm, simultaneously separating and connecting the Aetherial and Empyrean orders. In 
other terms, She is the Mediator between Zeus, the Transmundane Sun, who rules the Olympian Gods, 
and the Mundane Sun (Helios, Sol), who rules the Celestial Bodies. She also keeps them apart,

for as a Girdling Mental Membrane She divides
the First and Other Fire, hastening to mix,



as the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 6) say. (The word here translated "Mental" is Noeric, referring to holistic 
Intuition.) This Girdling Membrane (Hymên) enwraps the material world to which She gives birth. In 
another Chaldean fragment (38) the Goddess Herself places Her fiery Girdle at the lower extremity of 
the Noetic Realm: 

The Father's Thoughts are these, and then's My winding Fire.

This "(en)wrapping" or "twisting" of Her Girdle also suggests Her Serpents, on which, more below.

The Womb of Hekate captures the Father's Ideas and births them, through the Fiery Membrane, into the 
material world. Thus in the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 32, ll. 2-3) we may see an allusion to the Demiurge, 
who

      ... is a Worker, Giver of Life-Bringing Fire,
and fills the Womb Life-Giving of Hekate…

(The gender, in Greek, of "Worker" and "Giver" is feminine, suggesting a Goddess, but the sense seems 
to require the Demiurge.)

The Oracles (fr. 35) also reveal that She is an emanation from the One as well as the means to His 
further emanation:

for from Him leap the Thunderbolts Implacable
and Lightning-Storm-receiving Wombs of Radiant Light
of Father-born Hekate, and Girdling Flower of Fire,
and mighty Spirit from beyond the Fiery Poles.

(This divine Spirit (Pneuma) is Hekate in Her role as World Soul.)

 

The Platonic Cross

In the Timaeus (36B-E), Plato tells us that the World Soul has the form of the Greek letter X (chi), and 
Proclus says that an X has been placed at the heart of every individual as an image of the World Soul. 
This X has a very special form, for it represents the way that the World Soul brings the Ideas into 
manifestation in space and time in the Celestial Realm. The two lines meet at 23.5 degrees and represent 
the Circle of the Same (ho Tautou Kyklos) and the Circle of the Other (ho Thaterou Kyklos), which are, 



respectively, under the guardianship of Apollo and Artemis (as mentioned above) and correspond to the 
motions of the mind and the vital soul.

The Circle of the Same is horizontal and outside the other; it corresponds to the Celestial Equator and 
rotates to the Right, from East to West, like the daily movements of the heavens through the Houses of 
the Zodiac and around the Spindle of Necessity (Anankês Atraktos). This is called the Inerratic 
(Aplanês, Non-Wandering, Fixed, Unerring) Sphere, which by its alternation of Day and Night, 
according to Plato, teaches us "the lesson of One and Two." That is, this motion is regular, and is 
governed by the processes of pure thought. This Circle is the Girdle (Zôstêr, Zona).

The Circle of the Other is diagonal and inside the other; it represents the Ecliptic (the Zodiacal Circle) 
and rotates to the Left, from West to East, like the slow movements of the planets through the Signs of 
the Zodiac. The motion is irregular (in fact, split into seven wandering motions) and is subject to 
nonrational judgements, beliefs, and feelings, especially those associated with the body (for the 
Aetherial Realm is the Bodily Vehicle of the World Soul). These are called the Erratic (Planêtai, 
Wandering, Unstable) Spheres, although their motion is lawful. However, of all the Planets, the Circle of 
the Other is most closely connected with the Sun, for it is the motion of the Sun that determines the 
yearly cycles of growth and decay that characterize mortal Life. (The Moon, of course, also exhibits 
cyclic change, but monthly cycles are not so closely connected with Life.) This Circle is the Sword Belt 
(Telamôn, Balteus).

When combined, the two motions create the Helix, which is a symbol of Aiôn (Eternity), the Unity 
preceding the opposites, Sameness and Otherness. The stars spiral though the heavens like a Snake, 
Hekate's Serpent, which represents the World Soul and is symbolized by Her encircling Girdle.

Our commonality with the World Soul, symbolized by the X placed on our hearts, may be represented 
by the Sign of the Platonic Cross (the Crux Platonica or Littera X Platonica): In one form the hand is 
passed diagonally from right to left and then horizontally from left to right A downward diagonal 
corresponds to facing toward Libra so the Gate of the Moon, in the Northern sign of Cancer, through 
which souls descend into incarnation, is on your right, and the Gate of the Sun, in the Southern Sign of 
Capricorn, though which souls ascend to Heaven, is on your left; this is the passage from birth to death. 
This is the normal position of the Greek Sword Belt (Telamôn). An upward diagonal corresponds to 
facing in the opposite direction, toward Aries; this is the passage from death to rebirth. This is often the 
position of the Roman Sword Belt (Balteus), which was, however, sometimes worn like the Greek.

Here is another form of the X: Place your right arm diagonally across your chest, with your fingers 
spread above your heart. This is the Way of the Slant, and places the Gate of the Moon at your Heart, for 
they are both associated with the Soul. The spread fingers represent the division of the Circle of the 
Other into the seven Planetary bands. (If you are bothered by the fact that you don't have seven fingers, 
you can make instead the ancient finger sign for seven: bend the pinky in two and keep the other fingers 
and thumb extended.) As you cross you chest say, "By Sun and Moon." Now place you left arm 
horizontally along your diaphragm, across your right arm, with its fist on your right upper arm. This is 



the Way of the Side, and places your fist, representing the daily motion of the Fixed Stars, near the Gate 
of the Sun. As you make the outer line of the Cross, say "From Night to Day."

The X or Crux Decussata (Divided Cross) is rich in symbolism. It represents any Mediator creating a 
marriage of opposites, including Heaven and Earth, Sameness and Otherness, etc., joined in perfect 
Balance and Harmony. It is the initial letter of Khronos {XRONOS} and Khthoniê {XQONIH}, the 
Primordial Father and Mother, and thus unites Them. The X cuts as well as joins. The Romans marked 
boundaries with X, and so it also marks the boundary (Hekate's Girdling Membrane) separating and 
uniting the Mental and material realms. The X (sesh) hieroglyph means to divide or multiply, and 
therefore also symbolizes union (by the polarity of meanings typical of symbols).

We may also compare the X to the Tiet Knot on the Girdle of Isis, which represents Life and 
Immortality. It is placed on the neck of the deceased and protects the Body of Osiris. Tied, the Knot 
represents the union of body and soul in mortal life. Untied, it represents immortality attained by freeing 
the immortal soul from the mortal soul and body. The Knot cannot be severed (as Alexander cut the 
Gordian Knot), or immortality will be forfeit, but must be carefully untied (as in certain Tantric 
practices). Thus, the Egyptian Book of the Dead exhorts us, "Untie the Knots of Nephthys!"

 

The Moon

Although Hekate resides in the Empyrium, She is, of course, especially associated with the Moon. This 
is because the Moon is the nearest Celestial Body, and therefore the Mediator between the ("sublunary") 
world of mortals and the Celestial Realm and those above it, that is, in Chaldean terms, between the 
material world, on the one hand, and the Aetherial and Empyrean Worlds, on the other. (We have 
already seen that the World Soul is identified with many Lunar Goddesses.)

Because Hekate is the World Soul, She oversees the incarnation of individual souls and their fate after 
death. Plutarch says the Moon is the location of Hekate's Hidden Place (Mukhos), where we go when 
we die. There we enter the uterus-shaped Infernal Coils (Koilômata). Those who have more time to 
spend on Earth go to the dark side of the Moon to await reincarnation; those who have achieved 
enlightenment, pass by way of the light side to the Elysian Fields in the Sphere of the Sun. (See "Fire" in 
Opsopaus, AGEDE, for more on the progress of the soul.)

Because of Hekate's mediating role, She also rules the Daimones and other Mediating Beings (called 
Iunges, Connectors, and Initiators in the Chaldean Oracles). I will defer Their discussion to Part V, in 
the discussion of Theurgy.



 

Other Goddesses

A brief mention must suffice for the other Goddesses of Pythagoreanism. If one supposes that Kronos 
and Rhea did not become Zeus and Hera, but gave birth to Them, then one may wonder what became of 
the Titanic Regents. One answer is suggested by Plethon's statement that Tartarus, where the Titans 
dwell, is ruled by Kronos and Aphrodite (Herself a Titanic Mother Goddess). Since They dwell in the 
depths of Matter, They are responsible (along with the other Titans) for producing mortal creatures, such 
as humans. Kronos is Time (Khronos) and Aphrodite brings Eternity into the mortal world through the 
perpetuation of Forms (Species) in a succession of Bodies (Corpora).

In this creation the Titans cooperate with "the Young Gods," the Celestial Beings (who are also 
material, it will be recalled), under the leadership of the Sun; from the Celestials we inherit planetary 
and astral influences, for They attach our souls to our bodies. The Sun gives mortal creatures their Form, 
the Moon gives them Matter. The Titans rule the mortal parts of our nature, that is, the body (sôma) and 
vital soul (psychê), but the Celestials rule the immortal part, the mind (nous). (They are similarly 
responsible for the ensouling of the Terrestrial Daimones.)

In the context of modern science, it may seem naive or superstitious to treat the Celestial Bodies as 
living beings, so it worth exploring this notion. According to Pythagorean doctrine, anything that is self-
moving is living and has a soul, among which the ancients included the Celestial Bodies. We, however, 
explain their motions by Newton's laws of motion and gravitation. To us, the planets and stars are not 
higher beings, but lower, merely lumps of rock or hot gas moving according to mechanical laws. 
However, this view stems from modern science's limited understanding of reality, and to appreciate the 
Pythagorean view, we must see Celestial Bodies as symbolic entities. Certainly, the Celestials have 
physical bodies (as do we) obeying the laws of physics, but they also have an existence in the world of 
Ideas (as do we), where They are numinous and divine, for They are symbols of divine perfection and 
providence. They exhibit for our wonder and admiration the perfection of luminous spirits, each 
following Its own path, yet all a part of a single divine movement, like a well orchestrated dance.

Therefore Pythagoreans say that each of our souls has a corresponding Star, a Celestial of which each 
soul is the image and to whose Procession it belongs, a Star to which one's Nous (immortal soul) returns 
between incarnations. When you are born, your Nous departs from your Star and acquires characters 
from each of the Planets as it descends through Their Spheres; on death, these characters are given back 
to the Planets as your Nous returns to your Star.

Besides Hera, other Goddesses in Olympus are, according to Plethon, Artemis, Athena, Dione, Hestia, 
and Tethys. As Tartarean Goddesses he lists Aphrodite, Demeter, and Korê (Persephone). In general 
the Goddesses provide Matter to complement the Form that comes from the Gods, and are especially 
associated with the mediate Procession (Power, Life, Mother) phase in each Triad of Emanation 



(Abiding, Proceeding, Reverting).
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Enigmas of the One

I begin with an enigma. The Pythagorean theogony presented in Part I says that the Primordial One, the 



bisexual Aiôn (Eternity), engenders the Primary Duality, the Monad and the Indefinite Dyad, the 
archetypal Male and Female. These two represent all dualities, including Sameness/Difference and 
Being/Not-being, but principally Unity and Plurality. The One, in contrast, transcends and unites all 
these dualities, joining the opposites. Yet by uniting them it must in some sense be a Unity. And if The 
One is a unity, it must stand opposed to a Many, and we are back to the duality of Unity and Plurality.

We may resolve the paradox by observing that The One unifies Being and Not-being, so that It may be 
a unity and not be a unity simultaneously. Nevertheless, we may be left in some doubt as to how The 
One (To Hen), the Monad (Monas), Being (To On), and Existence (Ousia) relate to one another, and all 
these to the Good (T'Agathon). Pythagoreans and Platonists differ among themselves about these highest 
realms of Reality. This is hardly surprising, since we cannot know them directly, and even such 
knowledge of them as we can have is beyond verbal expression.

In this brief Summary of Pythagorean Theology, I will ignore most of these issues. In this part we will 
begin with the Monad, identified with the First God Kronos, Father of the Gods, and then proceed to 
the other Gods. The Indefinite Dyad, identified with Rhea, Mother of the Gods, has, of course, been 
dealt with already in the Part II. The Part IIII will consider The One, also called The All (To Pan).

The Monad and the Indefinite Dyad

Many of the contrasts between the Monad and Indefinite Dyad were presented in the preceding parts 
("Theogony" and "The Indefinite Dyad") and will not be repeated here. However, we may add that 
ancient Pythagorean doctrine (coming perhaps from Zoroaster) associates the Monad with the Light (as 
opposed to Dark), Hot, Dry, Light (vs. Heavy), Swift, and Male; the Indefinite Dyad with the opposite 
qualities. Since Fire is Hot and Dry, we will see that the Monad and His Offspring are especially 
associated with Fire and the Sun.

As mentioned in Part I ("Theogony"), Aiôn (Eternity) is Time both Infinite and Indefinite. Time as we 
know it, Determinate Time is created by the Monad and Indefinite Dyad, for Rhea entices the 
unchanging, self-limiting Kronos to proceed out from Himself, and to become Khronos (Time). As 
explained in Part II ("The Mother of the Gods"), Rhea creates Rhythm, and from the cyclic alternation of 
the opposites (Light/Dark, etc.), Determinate Time is born.

Creation of the Demiurge

According to Pythagorean doctrine, the Essence of Kronos is to Remain (or Abide), but Rhea has the 
Power to cause Him to Proceed beyond Himself. However, He must eventually Revert to His Essence to 



preserve His Identity. (See Part I on "Triadic Structure.") In this way the determining, form-imparting 
power of the Monad emanates outward to inform Matter, but it preserves its form by looking back 
toward its origin. For if this Procession were to continue without Limit, all Form would be lost in the 
dark abyss of indefinite chaotic Matter.

Kronos' essence is to remain Himself, but Rhea has the power to create another, and so from Them Zeus 
is born. Thus the three phases, Remaining, Proceeding, Reverting, create the Tridynamos, the Threefold 
Power of the Triune Godhead - Kronos, Rhea, and Zeus - and we read in the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 26):

The World, which saw Thee, Threefold Monad, worshipped Thee.

This means that the Monad contains the Triad of Father, Mother, and Son.

The Ideas (Forms) exist in unity in the mind of Kronos, for He is the Monad, but Rhea has the power to 
multiply them, for She is the Indefinite Dyad. Therefore in the mind of Their Son Zeus the Ideas are 
distinctly articulated, and become the Logos by which He creates the world. The Forms or Ideas have 
their origin in Kronos, the Father; they multiply without bound by the power of Rhea, the Mother; and 
the Ideas become active in the Mind of Zeus the Son. Thus the Gods of the Tridynamos govern the three 
levels: Being (On), Life (Zôê), and Mind (Nous). Referring to the Monad, the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 4) 
say,

For with Him is the Power, but from Him is the Nous.

(The Indefinite Dyad is also called "Power"; see "Indefinite Dyad" in Part II.)

Creation of Hera

Zeus is the first of the Olympian generation born of the Titanic Regents, Kronos and Rhea; the second is 
Hera, His sister and wife. As explained in Part II ( "Isis & Osiris," and following), She is the World 
Soul, who embodies in matter the articulated Ideas of Zeus.

Pythagoreans differ about Hera's birth, but we may say that Gods give birth by creating images of 
Themselves, by a process of continuous emanation. Pherekydes (fl. 544 BCE), one of Pythagoras' 
teachers, implies that when Kronos and Rhea wed, They transform into Zeus and Gaia (here equivalent 
to Hera; see also "Wedding" in Pt. II). Proclus (c.411-485 CE), however, says that Zeus the Creator 
makes the World Soul (Hera), as will be discussed later ("Craftsman"). In this case She may be seen as 
an image of Zeus in terms of rank and of Rhea in terms of character.

In any case, we have two ranks, Titanic and Olympian, with a God and Goddess in each. The Emperor 



Julian (Caes. 307CD) had a vision in which he saw Them seated upon Thrones: Kronos' was of black 
ebony of "a luster so intense and divine that no one could endure to gaze thereon"; indeed its intensity 
was more intense than the Sun (on which, see below); this is the blinding blackness of the Paternal 
Abyss (see "Self-contemplating Nous" below). Zeus's throne was of brilliant electrum, a union of gold 
and silver. (Êlektron, which may refer to amber as well as to the gold-silver alloy, is from the same root 
as Êlektôr, which is a name for the Sun, on which see below.) Opposite them on golden thrones were 
Rhea nearest Kronos, and Hera nearest Zeus.

Creation of the Other Gods

Kronos and Rhea give birth to the other Gods by a Multiplication of Unity. That is, the Mother, the 
Indefinite Dyad, as the principle of multiplicity, creates a plurality of images of the Monad, the Father. 
She causes separation and unlimited proliferation, but He maintains Their definition by imposing Limit 
on Their identities. (See also "Theogony" in Part I.) The result is a plurality of unities, which are called 
Henads (Units) and correspond to the Gods. In the mind of Kronos They are individual yet 
interpenetrating, like the spectrum of colors in white light. As Proclus says, "All the Henads are in all, 
but each separately." In Zeus's Noetic Realm, however, they become articulated as distinct Divinities.

Pherekydes explains how the various Gods came to have Their characters. He says that Kronos' Semen 
is warm, quickening, and moist, which are the qualities of the three subtler elements, for Fire is warm, 
Air is quickening (since Air, Pneuma, corresponds to Spirit; see "Air" in Opsopaus, AGEDE), and 
Water is moist. These correspond to the components of the tripartite soul: (1) the higher soul, seat of 
the intuitive mind (nous), (2) the rational soul (logistikon), seat of discursive reason (dianoia), and (3) 
the nonrational soul (alogia), responsible for the senses, appetites, and motion.

In order to create the Gods, this Semen must be nurtured in the Dark Womb of the Earth Mother, which 
corresponds to the element Earth and to the Body, house of the soul. The Semen is placed in five 
Craters (Mixing Bowls or volcanic Craters) or Mukhoi (Hidden Places) in the Earth, each 
corresponding to a different Mixture (Crasia) of Mind and Matter. (See "The Cosmic Tree" in Part II 
and "Fire" in Opsopaus, AGEDE, for more on the Crater.) Each such mixture corresponds to one of the 
five Elements, ruled by a God. In the highest place, the Circle of Light, we have Kronos, ruling the 
Fifth Element, the Quintessence or Aithêr. The deepest place, the Dark Earth, is ruled by the Mother, 
who may be called Rhea, Demeter, or Gaia. Between them is the Threefold Sovereignty apportioned 
between Zeus (Fire), Hades (Air), and Poseidon (Water). All three are considered Creators 
(Dêmiourgoi) operating on behalf of the King, Kronos). (The reasons for the traditional Platonic 
association of Hades with Air are discussed below, "The Lower Zeus.")

According to Proclus, some of the Gods acquire their character from the triune nature of The One. The 
three relations of Remaining, Proceeding, and Reverting correspond to three aspects of the One: Peras 



(Limit), Apeiria (the Unlimited), and Pronoia (Foreknowledge, Providence); they reveal the Essence, 
Power, and Activity of Divinity, respectively. Each has a corresponding class of Gods, who manifest its 
character.

Limit leads to Father Gods, who manifest limit, delimitation, definition, form, and law. At the Noetic 
Level (that of Zeus the Demiurge) and below They are often Creators of some sort, for They create by 
imparting form to pre-existing matter. Notable among these is the Solar Series (discussed later).

The Unlimited leads to Mother Goddesses, who manifest the unlimited, indefinite, infinite, multiplying, 
productive, and generative powers. At the Noetic Level and below They are called Life-Giving. (See 
Part II, "Goddesses," for more on Them.)

Pronoia leads to the Perfecting (Teleiôtikoi, Telesiourgoi) Gods, who manifest Foreknowledge and 
Providence by assisting with the reintegration of the soul and its elevation to the Gods. At the Noetic 
Level and below, some of These are called Guardians (Phrourêtikoi), because at these lower levels it's 
necessary to protect the essence of beings by preserving the distinctness of their forms. Others are called 
Purifiers (Kathartikoi) or Liberators because They liberate and elevate the divine part of the soul.

The Self-contemplating Nous

The concept of Noêsis (intuitive thought) was touched upon in Part II ("The Mother of the Gods"), but 
we must consider it in more detail, for both Kronos and Zeus have the character of an Intuiting Mind 
(Nous). Although Noêsis is sometimes translated "intellection," it does not refer to a process of 
discursive reasoning; rather, Noêsis is a direct, intuitive apprehension of the essence of things. In 
contrast to reasoning, which occurs sequentially in time and deals with particulars located in space, 
Noêsis is not bound by space or time (which occurs only at the level of the World Soul and below, for 
reasoning is an activity of the soul).

Nous is timeless in Essence, Power, and Activity; Soul (Psychê), however, is timeless in Essence (for 
She is eternal), but temporal in Activity, for Her Power brings the Archetypes into time. As the Gods 
have Nous, so also Daimones, humans, and animals all have Nous, which is the divine part of their 
souls. That is, as there is a World Nous, so also each of our individual souls has a Nous, the immortal 
divine part within, which understands meaning by means of a direct grasp of the eternal Ideas. 
(Pythagoras is credited with the discovery of the individual Nous.)

Nous has direct knowledge of the eternal Forms or Ideas, because it is of the same nature as them, but it 
cannot know the transient, changing individuals participating in those Forms, or anything that is 
Formless. That is, we might say that the Nous is the Archetypal Mind (in Jung's terms, the Collective 
Unconscious), which has direct knowledge of the Archetypes. (Therefore also, the Gods, who reside in 



the Noetic Realm, cannot deal with us as individuals, but employ the Daimones as intermediaries; see 
"Mediating Spirits" in Pt. V.)

Both Kronos the Monad and Zeus the Demiurge can be characterized as Cosmic Minds (Noi), but of 
different kinds. Kronos is a Self-contemplating Nous, that is, an inwardly directed Mind, eternally at 
rest, for which the thinker and the thought are numerically One. He is utterly simple, because He 
transcends Form, of which He is the Fount or Source. His is the level of Pure Being, and therefore He 
is the only one who has Pure Being as His sole object of thought. Thus Plato (Crat. 396b) suggests that 
Kronos' name means Pure Mind (Koros Nous, from korein, to clean out). He is called the Unmixed 
Nous, the First or Primal Nous, and the Paternal Nous. The Demiurge, in contrast, is an outwardly 
directed Nous, who contemplates the Monad, as will be discussed in more detail later ("Demiurgic 
Nous"). He is called the Demiurgic Nous, the Second Nous, and Nous Proper, for His active Noêsis is 
most akin to our own. The Demiurge is often mistaken for the Father, for His work is more manifest, as 
the Oracles (fr. 7) say,

The Father finished every thing and handed them
to Second Nous, whom you, the tribe of men, call First.

Here "finished" means "perfected," for the Father thinks the Model perfectly.

Kronos, as the Primal Nous, thinks the Ideas, but they exist in an undifferentiated unity, for He is the 
Monad. Therefore these unified Ideas are called Kurioi (Proper, Supreme). The Lords (Kurioi), that is, 
the Gods (the Henads), also lie hidden at this level, and may be compared to the Archetypes, which are 
hidden until They choose to manifest in consciousness.

Rhea, the Indefinite Dyad, has the power to separate the Ideas and cause them to proceed outward from 
the Source. Therefore Her Son Zeus thinks the Articulated Ideas, that is, the Logos. The Monadic 
Totality, the Idea of Ideas (Eidos Eidôn), provides the Paradeigma (Paradigm, Model) of the Universe, 
which the Demiurge contemplates in His articulation of the Ideas and His creation of the world 
according to the Logos (see "Demiurgic Nous" and following sections, below).

The name "Kronos" has been connected to the word Krainô, which means to accomplish, fulfil, or 
bring to pass, but also to reign or govern. This etymology shows Him to be the ultimate Cause and 
Governor of the universe. Krainô comes from the Indo-European root Ker, which means "to grow." 
From it we also get the Latin words Cerus (Maker), Creare (to create, beget, bring forth), and Creator 
(Begetter, Maker). Interestingly, another Indo-European root Ker means Heat or Fire. Thus we further 
understand Kronos as the fiery ultimate Begetter and Creator of the universe.

Kronos' Realm is the Primary Cosmic Order (Prôtos Diakosmos), the level of Essential or Real Being 
(To Ontôs On), and therefore of ultimate Truth. However, because Kronos is identical to the absolute 
unity of His Ideas, 



        ... the Father snatched Himself away,
and didn't close His Fire in Noeric Power. (C.O. fr. 3)

That is, the Supreme (Kurioi) Ideas cannot be known by our unaided minds, for even our Nous can 
comprehend the Ideas only as distinct and separate essences. Therefore the transcendent Monad is called 
Indescribable, Unnamable, Ineffable, Invisible, Hidden, and the Paternal Abyss (see "Theogony" in 
Part I on the Maternal Abyss), for at the levels of Life (Rhea) and Being (Kronos) all possibilities occur 
simultaneously. However, by means of Illumination (Ellampsis) from the Gods, 

who see and know Abyss, Paternal, Hypercosmic

(C.O. fr. 18), we may apprehend the Monad by means of our divine indwelling spirit, the Flower of the 
Nous, as will be explained in Part V of this summary.

The Good

According to Pythagoreans, the Monad is identical to The Good (T'Agathon), as confirmed in the 
Chaldean Oracles (fr. 11):

The Good perceiving, where Paternal Monad is.

The Good is the highest value, the goal of all striving, because The Good saves all things by preserving 
their Unity, and Unity is in itself Good. The Good tends toward Unity, and Nature strives for The Good. 
Therefore, we may identify The Good with Providence (Pronoia) and say that the Cosmos, the orderly 
universe, depends on The Good. As a consequence, the First God is called Good, Blessed, Conferer of 
Blessedness, Excellent, and many similar names.

Primal Fire

We have already seen that the Monad is associated with the Light, the Hot, and Fire. Similarly, the 
Zoroastrians say that the Father exists in Beginningless Light as the Mother dwells in Endless Darkness. 
Therefore we will see that the Sun is the preeminent symbol of the central Gods of Pythagorean 
theology.

First, Kronos is the Lord of Time (Khronos), as is the Sun, who defines Time by the alternation of night 
and day, and who governs Nature through the cycle of the seasons. Therefore, the Chaldean Oracles call 
the First God the Transcendent Fire. And according to Julian (331-363 CE), the First Principle is 



Hyperiôn (He Above All), the mythological Father of Helios (Sun) and Selene (Moon).

The Rays of the Primal Fire emanate throughout the universe, down through its levels, connecting it into 
one whole and harmonizing its parts. As the Oracles (fr. 81) say,

All yield to the Noeric Lightning-storm of the
Noeric Fire and serve the Father's cogent Will.

The "Lightning-storm" (Prêstêr) represents the Ideas or Connectors (see below), the Rays that integrate 
and coordinate the universe.

Each level has a Sun at its center, which unifies that level and bathes the lower levels in Light. Also, 
each level is further removed from the original Source of Light (the Light of Lights) and more admixed 
with the Dark; therefore each level partakes less of Unity and more of Diversity, and there is a 
Hierarchy of Lights. However, it is a mistake to think that the higher levels are better than the lower, 
for the Light and the Dark are necessary complementary Poles of The All. From the One to Prime 
Matter, the universe is an Image of Divinity.

In Part I ("Triadic Structure") I mentioned the Seirai, the multilevel Chords or Chains that emanate 
from the Monad and tie the levels together. The most important of these is the Solar Series (Hêliou 
Seira), the central Axis of Light, which comprises the Monad (Kronos), the Demiurge (Zeus), the 
Transmundane Sun (Apollo), and the Mundane Sun (Helios).

The Demiurgic Nous

We have seen that Zeus the Demiurge is the third member of the Tridynamos, and that He is the 
Activity and Actualization born of Abiding Kronos and Proceeding Rhea. His activity is Noêsis, the 
intuitive thinking of the Ideas articulated as His Logos. Zeus is the Nous Proper, that is, the Nous as 
active, intuitively understanding Mind. The Indefinite Dyad (Rhea) corresponds to Noêsis, the living 
process of intuitive understanding, by which Nous, the subject, is directed towards its object, the 
Noêton, the eternal Monad of Being (Kronos).

The Demiurgic Nous, like all things, has a Triadic Character: Abiding, Proceeding, and Reverting. He 
Abides in Himself, preserving the integrity of the Ideas. But when He Proceeds outward, He creates the 
world, thereby becoming the Demiurge. He provides the Archetypes for the material world, and 
therefore occupies the lowest place in the Noetic Realm. However, His Procession, His Creation, is 
delimited and restrained by the Ideas, which He contemplates in His Reversion. So also the Nous in each 
of us is both contemplative and creative.



The Logos

Logos has a broad range of meanings in ancient Greek, which include word, explanation, argument, 
rational account of any sort, tabulation, and ratio; we may summarize them by saying that Logos is 
Articulated Thought. The Demiurge is called the Logos because He articulates the holistic thought in 
the mind of Kronos. By the separating Power of the Indefinite Dyad He is able to discriminate the Ideas 
and define them by the unifying Essence of the Monad. The Ideas are individually simple and distinct; 
together they are the Model (Paradeigma) for anything that can exist.

Ancient Greek Demiourgos comes from two Indo-European roots, da and werg. Da means to Divide, 
and therefore also to apportion and provide (whence we also get Daimôn, for the Daimones provide for 
us). Werg means to Do and also refers to any Worker. (From Werg we also get Orgia, the secret rites.) 
Thus the Demiurge is the one who Does the Work of Division.

The Ideas are both Transcendent and Immanent. They are transcendent in that they reside 
hypercosmically in the Demiurgic Nous, and beyond that, as Supreme Ideas or Henads in the Monad. 
However, they are also immanent in matter as the organizing Logos of the world. Plutarch (c.46 CE - 
c.125) compares the Immanent and Transcendent Ideas to the Body and Soul of Osiris (see also "Isis & 
Osiris" in Part II). As the Body of Osiris is repeatedly torn apart by Typhon and restored by Isis so that 
Osiris is continually renewed, so also the material world, ordered by the Immanent Ideas, undergoes 
continual dissolution by the power of the Indefinite Dyad and rejuvenation by the World Soul. In 
contrast, the Soul of Osiris is eternal and indestructible, like the Transcendent Ideas in the Divine Nous.

In its transcendent aspect, the Logos is Eternal and independent of Time; it is like the timeless 
Harmonic Ratios (Logoi). However, in its Immanent aspect, the Logos proceeds in Time by sequential 
thinking, like a sequential melody. Thus Logos is both an eternal principle and a sequential narrative. In 
this way the Demiurge creates Time on the model of Eternity (Aiôn) and by means of the cyclic 
measure of Time, which is created by the dance of the Monad and Indefinite Dyad, and which is 
manifested by the motions of the Celestial Beings (stars and planets). The Nous is an activity in Eternity 
(i.e., outside of time), for He contemplates the Eternal Monad, whereas the Soul (Psychê) is an activity 
in Time, for She animates the material world. Since the Demiurge acts outside of Time, His creation is 
not a historical event, but an eternal emanation.

Providence, Fate, and Free Will

The sequential thinking of the Demiurgic Nous is its sequential projection of the Ideas and Forms onto 
matter. Thus the Logos is the Divine Law governing the material world, which creates the Kosmos 
(World Order). Whereas the Monad is the source of Pronoia (Providence, Foreknowledge), the 



Demiurge is the source of Fate (Heimarmenê), which is more manifest and more closely connected 
with a changing physical nature than is Foreknowledge.

Contemplating the Monadic Ideas, which He articulates, Zeus guides the Harmony of the World, 
steering it by means of the Forms (the Logos). However, He is unable to completely order Matter (which 
is subject to the ever-flowing Indefinite Dyad), and so Divine Providence leaves room for Chance and 
Necessity.

Neither Foreknowledge nor Fate implies absolute determinism, however. Rather, as Providence defines 
the context in which Fate is free to act, so Fate delimits and influences, but does not determine, 
Necessity, Chance, and Free Will, which operate within Fate. We may say that Providence encompasses 
Fate, and Fate encompasses Free Will.

Indeed, according to Apuleius (born c.125 CE) there is a hierarchy of Providences, and each governs 
the lower, as the higher parts of the soul govern the lower. The First Providence, which has its origin in 
the Good, is the Model for the Noêsis and Will (Boulêsis) of the Demiurge, and thus for the Logos, 
which governs the Noetic Realm and the Principal Gods dwelling in the Empyrium. Our Higher Souls 
are guided by this Providence by means of the Demiurge. The Second Providence, which corresponds to 
Fate, is governed by the Secondary (or Young) Gods, who correspond to the Planets and occupy the 
Aetherial Realm. During the descent of our souls into bodies, they acquire from the Planetary Gods 
the characters and powers necessary for the survival of our kind. That is, our Lower Souls come from 
the Celestial Spheres, and are therefore subject to Fate and Astral influences. The Third Providence, 
subject to Fate, is governed by the Daimones, stationed in the Terrestrial (Material) Realm and 
delegated by the Planetary Gods as Overseers of human activity.

The Craftsman

Zeus is called Demiurge (Dêmiourgos, Creator), Maker (Poiêtês), and Craftsman (Technitês). His 
office is described in the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 5):

        ... For not in Matter doth
the First Transcendent Fire His own Power clothe
by means of deeds, but by the Nous; for Nous of Nous
is Craftsman of the Fiery Cosmos....

That is, the First Nous (the Transcendent Fire) does not directly clothe His Ideas (Power) in Matter, but 
this is accomplished by the Second Nous (Nous born of Nous, the Craftsman), who creates the 
Empyrean World (the Fiery Cosmos).

To accomplish this He looks towards the Pattern or Model (Paradeigma) to guide His creation of the 



World. In particular, the First Nous is the Model upon which He fashions human souls. As the Oracles 
(fr. 25) say,

These things the Father thought; a mortal was ensouled.

This refers to Noêsis, the intuitive thinking, of the Paternal Nous, the ultimate source of all souls.

By means of the separating Power of the Indefinite Dyad, the Demiurge articulates the Ideas, creating 
the Logos, and beginning the process of multiplication and generation by which the Cosmos is born 
from the World Soul. Like a prism, which separates the colors from white light by bending the rays of 
each color in the same way, but differently from the other colors, so the Demiurge separates the Ideas by 
projecting them in accord with their essences. (This is, according to Empedocles (c.495-435), the power 
of Strife, which differentiates by associating each with its kind and apart from other kinds; Strife is the 
separating power of the Indefinite Dyad. Love, in contrast, draws all things together, regardless of kind; 
it is the unifying power of the Monad. For more on Love and Strife, see "Fire" in Opsopaus, AGEDE.)

The process of emanation is described in the longest surviving fragment of the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 
37):

In Thought with vigorous Will Paternal Nous shoots forth
the Multiformed Ideas, and from one Fount they all
leap out; for from the Father are both Will and End.
They were divided by Noeric Fire and shared
with more Noerics; for before the Cosmos Multiformed
the Ruler placed the vigorous Noeric Pattern, where 
by cosmic track appeared with shape the rushing World,
engraved with Manifold Ideas; their Fount is one,
from which shoot forth divided others, terrible,
which break upon the bodies of the World, and round
the awful Wombs are born like swarms of bees,
which one way, then another, shine around about,
and are Noeric Thoughts from the Paternal Fount,
which oft from sleepless Time's peak pluck the Flower of Fire.
The Father's first and self-perfecting Fount doth gush
forth these Primordial Ideas....

This seems to be the meaning: The Ideas rush with a whooshing sound (associated with the Music of the 
Spheres) from the First God (Paternal Nous) by means of His Thought and Will, which are associated 
with the Son and His Mother, for Thought is closely related to Nous, and Will is closely related to 
Dynamis (Power, Potential). The Fount is the Father, and the Father's Will is also the End (the 
Accomplishment or Perfection). The Ideas must be divided to become articulated; this is accomplished 
by the Second Nous (the Noeric Fire). These Ideas are shared with the "other Noerics," the Ideas which 



inform the material world. The Noeric Pattern (typon) is the Paradeigma, the holistic unity of Ideas in 
the Paternal Nous. The fiery Forms imprint themselves on Primordial Matter, and swarm around the 
Wombs of the World Soul (on which, see Part II). In this oracle, "Time" seems to refer to a Teletarch 
(perhaps Aiôn), rather than Kronos/Khronos, but it's unclear (see below on the Teletarchs).

The following Stages in the Creation (or Emanation) have been identified by Proclus. First the 
Demiurge produces from Himself the "Nous of The All" (Nous Tou Pantos) or World Mind, which 
contains all the Noetic Beings, the Ideas or Forms. Next, with the Crater He creates the World Soul (and 
so, in this account Hera is created by Zeus rather than by Kronos and Rhea; see above). In this way He 
creates the Womb from which the World is born (for more on the Womb see "Mother of the Gods" and 
"Hekate" in Part II). In the same manner He creates all other souls (Celestial, Daimonic, and Sublunary) 
along with their vehicles; they are governed by the Laws of Fate. Finally, in conjunction with Whole 
Nature (Holê Physis) He creates corporeal things, and in conjunction with Necessity (Anangkê) He 
creates the World Body (Sôma Tou Pantos). Thus, from Him emanate by degrees the World Mind, 
World Soul, and World Body.

However, according to Orphic Scriptures and other ancient accounts, the Divine Craftsman opens the 
Cosmic Egg, and the halves of Its Shell become Heaven and Earth. (For more on the Egg, see "The 
Goddess in the Cosmic Tree" in Part II.) And according to Pherekydes, Zeus the Craftsman weaves the 
Variegated Robe, adorned with Creation, as the Unveiling Gift for His Bride, Hera (see "The 
Wedding" in Part II). In many ancient traditions the Craftsman, who may be identical with the Sun, 
weaves the Cosmos by His cyclic activity, binding it together with the Thread of Pneuma (Air or 
Spirit). By His eternal, repetitive working of Forms into the Chords (Seirai), the Harmony of the 
World is created.

Ancient Greek Technitês (Craftsman) comes from the Indo-European root Tek, which means "to 
Weave" and, more generally, "to Fabricate" (hence Architect, from Tektôn = Builder). From the same 
root comes Latin Tela (web, net, warp of fabric) and subtilis (finely woven, subtle), which refers to the 
Thread passing under the warp (sub tela). English "Toil" also comes from this root. The Craftsman 
works at weaving the world with His subtle thread.

The Mediating Dyad

Zeus the Demiurge is called a Dyad, but He must not be confused with the Indefinite Dyad, His Mother 
Rhea. (We might call Him the Definite Dyad.) He is called a Dyad for two reasons. The first is because 
He is Son of Kronos the Monad; they are called the First and Second God, the First and Second Nous, 
the First and Second Fire, the Once and Twice (First and Second) Transcendent, and so forth. 
Second, He is called Dyad because He is a Mediator between the Empyrean (Noetic) and Material 
Worlds. On the one hand, He contemplates the Ideas; on the other, He hurls His formative Lightning 



Bolts into the Wombs of Nature. This interpretation is confirmed by the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 8), 
which say:

        ... beside this one a Dyad sits.
For He hath both: to hold Noetics in His Nous,
to bring Sensation to the Worlds....

That is, he brings Sensation or Sense-perception to the world by planting the Ideas in Matter.

In other terms, we may say that the soul of the Demiurge has two faculties. His Critical Faculty 
(Kritikon) is directed upward toward the Monad of Being, which His Nous can grasp, although ours 
cannot. His Impulsive Faculty (Hormêtikon) results from His Lust (Orexis) for Matter. Therefore He 
sends His Fiery Logos into the Womb of the World Soul to impregnate Her with His Ideas.

Helios and Eros the Mediators

Because of His role as a Mediating Dyad, the Demiurgic Logos is associated with many mediating 
Gods, who are considered identical or closely related to Him. Among them are Helios, Mithras, Attis, 
and Asclepius, all of whom may all be referred to as Middle (Mesê) and Mediator (Mesitês).

As we have seen ("Primal Fire"), each of the Levels of Being has a sort of Sun at its center, which 
governs and harmonizes it, while emanating the next lower level; this is the Solar Series. Therefore, 
various of these Central Deities are called "Helios" (Sun).

First, Helios may refer to the Mundane Sun, who stands in the middle of the Planets, where He causes 
and governs Their motion. This is His position in the Chaldean or metaphysical order of the Planetary 
Spheres: Moon, Mercury, Venus - Sun - Mars, Jupiter, Saturn. Thus He stands midway between the 
Moon, representing the World Soul, and Saturn, representing Kronos, the Monad (also called the Dark 
Sun; recall His ebony Throne). The Sun is also central in the modern view of the solar system, which we 
call "Copernican" (but which Copernicus called "Pythagorean"). Therefore Helios is called "Midmost 
among the Middle Gods" (that is, among the Celestial, as opposed to Olympian, Gods). Since all things 
on Earth flourish and decline as the Sun approaches and retires, He governs our world of Becoming.

Second, as the Mundane Sun rules the Planets and other Celestials in the Aetherial Realm, so Helios as 
the Transmundane Sun rules the Ideas in the Empyrean Realm; thus He is called Noeric Helios. 
("Empyrean," it should be noted, comes from Pyr, Fire.) Here the Transmundane Sun is the Demiurge 
Zeus (called the Noeric God), who mediates between the Mundane World below and the Transcendent 
Monad (the Primal Fire) above, which is the third and highest hypostasis of the Sun.



Hesiod says that Helios is the son of Theia and Hyperiôn (He Above All), whom we have already seen 
to be the First Principle. "Theia" of course means "divine female," but it is also a word for Aunt and 
Nurse; it is synonymous with Têthis, which is connected with Têthys (Goddess of the Abyssal Flux), 
another name for Hyperiôn's bride. Both names are derived from a root meaning "to milk or suckle." 
Theia is obviously the Great Mother Rhea. Hyperion and Theia gave birth to a Triad: the Sun (Helios), 
the Moon (Selene), and the Dawn (Eôs), who comes between the other two. Helios is the World Mind 
and Selene is the World Soul (see "Moon" in Part II); Eôs marks the place where They meet.

Sometimes the Demiurge is distinguished from the Transmundane Sun, in which case the latter may be 
identified with Apollo, who then mediates between Zeus and Helios. Plutarch explains Apollo's name 
(Apollôn) as meaning "Not-many" (A-pollon), which shows His descent from the Monad.

Pythagoreanism was influenced by the doctrines of the Magi, which were traced back to Zoroaster, 
according to which Helios was identical to Mithras, the Savior God of Mithraism. Therefore Julian had 
little difficulty reconciling his Pythagorean and Mithraic beliefs.

Based on Mithraic doctrine, we may say that Helios-Mithras mediates in three domains. Cosmically, 
He mediates between His parents, Kronos and Rhea, that is, between the Monad, the principle of unity, 
and the Indefinite Dyad, the principle of plurality, for His Logos comprises the articulated Ideas, a 
plurality of unities. Theologically, He stands between the Gods, residing in the realm of Eternal Being, 
and humans, residing in the realm of Perpetual Becoming. Morally, He is the Savior by whom humans 
may hope to ascend to the Good. For Helios-Mithras is the Psychopomp, who shows the mystic's soul 
the way to the Gods, and who leads the disincarnate souls of the dead up through the seven planetary 
spheres. Helios-Mithras is the God of Truth and is called the Judge (Kritês) because the Sun sees all 
things (recall: Helios was the only God to witness the abduction of Persephone), and because He judges 
each soul after death and decides whether it should be reincarnated.

Another Mediating God closely related to the Demiurge is Eros (Love), and Pherekydes says that when 
Zeus intended to create (demiourgein), He changed into Eros. The Oracles say that Eros was the first to 
leap from the Paternal Nous (who, it will be recalled, is identified with Love as opposed to Strife). All 
the Gods are born through the agency of Love.

Eros is called the Noetic Archetype of the Sun (which makes Him a Transmundane Sun), and 
therefore He governs the Noetic Realm of the Ideas. As the Noetic Archetype of the Sun, He also 
corresponds to The Good, which is the goal that all things desire. He is the cosmic force who draws The 
All together in Unity. In the words of the Chaldean Oracles (fr. 39):

For, thinking deeds, the self-produced Paternal Nous
in all things sowed the fire-heavy Bond of Love,
so that all things Remain in love through Boundless Time,
nor fall the Webs wove of the Father's Noeric Light.
Through Love the Cosmic Elements Remain on course.



The Hyphasmena (Woven Webs) may also be Robes, recalling the Craftsman's weaving of the 
Variegated Robe (see "The Wedding" in Part II and "Craftsman" above).

Further (as explained in Plato's Symposium), Eros captures souls, and, being Intermediate (Metaxu), 
turns them toward the Beauty of the Monad and leads them upwards toward It. (In contrast, the 
Mundane Sun, by illuminating sensible things, may lead us deeper into the material world and bind us 
to it, unless of course we understand the Mundane Sun as a visible symbol for the Transmundane Sun.)

Helios-Mithras is considered an ally of humanity. He creates and orders the material world, and taught 
us civilized life, including religion, politics, and culture. Therefore His mediation is called Friendly and 
Harmonious. Such a Mediating Logos is necessary for Salvation, for the Monad is beyond the reach of 
our unaided minds, and therefore a mediating power is necessary to join the individual nous with the 
First Nous. Thus we must seek aid from such Gods as Helios-Mithras and Eros, who can help to lift our 
minds to the Apex of Being. The Demiurge is able to apprehend the Monad, and by being allowed to 
merge our own nous with the Divine Nous, we too may approach the Monad. This mystical union is 
effected through the Flower of Nous (Anthos Nou), the highest part of the soul (see Part V on Theurgy, 
for more on this).

Iunges, Teletarchs, and Connectors

There are a number of other Mediating Spirits who occupy the Middle Dyad (Hê Mesê Duas) and are 
essential aids in Theurgic Rites. Since They will be discussed in Part V of this summary, here it will 
suffice to say that They participate in governing the universe by maintaining the channels of influence 
and bonds of harmony emanating from the Nous. 

First (and most important in Theurgy) are the Teletarchs (Masters of Initiation), chief of whom is 
Eros, who binds the Ideas as Craters of the Paternal Fount or Source. In the words of the Oracles (fr. 
42), the Ideas are created

by Bond of wondrous Eros, who from Nous leapt first,
with Fire clothing Binding Fire, so to mix
Source Craters, offering the Flower of His Fire.

That is, before even the Ideas were created, Eros leapt from the Paternal Nous, and mixed the Ideas, the 
Craters (or Mixing Bowls) of the Fount, by means of His Binding Fire clothed in Noetic Fire. ("Binding" 
here refers to the enchantment of a Binding Spell or a Love Charm.) Without His binding power, the 
Ideas could not have been consolidated into the Logos (see also fragment 39, quoted above). (On the 
Craters, see also "Creation of Other Gods" above and "Cosmic Tree" in Part II.)



Three other Teletarchs are the Kosmagoi or Rulers of the Three Worlds (Empyrean, Aetherial, 
Material): Aiôn (not the ineffable God of the same name), Helios, and Selene. Next are the Iunges, who 
empower the Symbolic Ideas, Signs, and Tokens used in Theurgic Rites. Finally, there are the 
Connectors (Synokheis). This must suffice on them for now.

The Demiurge and the World Soul

The Demiurge and World Soul (Zeus and Hera, Osiris and Isis) are called the Second and Third 
Gods, after the Monad (Kronos), the First God. Each level of Being is active with respect to those below 
and passive with respect to those above; therefore the Demiurge and World Soul are relatively active 
and passive, respectively. The Demiurge rouses the World Soul from Her trance-like sleep (karos), so 
that She desires to reproduce His Form in Her Matrix (Womb). She longs for completion by His Logos, 
and desires and seeks the Good through His Love. According to Plethon, the Demiurge's Semen is the 
source of the Form of everything in the World. He creates by projecting His Forms into the Womb of 
Hera, whose Menstrual Fluid provides the Matter and Nourishment for material existence. (See Part II, 
"Goddesses," for more on the World Soul.)

The Lower Zeus

As the Soul and Body of Osiris are distinguished, so Pythagoreans distinguish a Higher (Hypatos) Zeus 
and a Lower (Neatos) Zeus, who may be two aspects of a single God. In any case, it is the Lower Zeus, 
or Body of Osiris, who is most involved with Matter, imprinting the Forms so that they are immanent in 
it.

As previously remarked, the Demiurge has Lust (Orexis) for Matter, which motivates Him to rouse the 
World Soul from Her torpor, but in the heat of His passion, He forgets His Identity, and Proceeding 
forward with too much Power, abandons His Essence. Therefore He is torn apart.

Alternately, consider this analogy: The imperishable Seal (the transcendent Form) may be impressed in 
wax (Matter) and leave its Sign (immanent Form), an imperfect copy of the original. But the wax is soft 
and soon the Image will deteriorate. Therefore the wax must be melted and smoothed (reduced to Prima 
Materia) so that the Seal can be impressed again and its Image restored.

We may compare this with the periodic dismemberment of Osiris by the chaotic Power of Matter 
(Typhon, here equivalent to the Indefinite Dyad), and with His rejuvenation by Isis, Nurse and Mistress 
of Magic. Similarly, according to Orphic Scriptures, Dionysos (the Son of Zeus) was torn apart by the 
Titans but later restored by Athena.



The dismembered God becomes the Patron of Divided Matter, that is, of the distinct material objects 
that occupy the sensible world, and so the killing of the God has been called the "drama of 
individualization." Naturally, this is not a work of evil, but Divine Providence's way of creating the 
material world. Similarly, Mithras, by slaying the Bull, can be seen as the Patron of Divided Matter. 
Therefore, all three of these Gods are very close to mortals, and thus Saviors who mediate on our behalf. 
(We have already seen Mithras as Mediator.)

In the myths of Osiris and Dionysos, the God's Phallus is severed; so also in the myth of Attis (young 
consort of the Great Mother) and in many similar myths. This emasculation symbolizes an end to the 
chaotic generation impelled by the multiplicative Power of the Indefinite Dyad, and a Reversion to the 
Limit imposed by the Monad.

Dionysos is the Son of Zeus and in many respects His Alter-ego; indeed He may be identified with the 
Lower Zeus. This identification is reinforced by Orphic texts, in which Dionysos is closely connected to 
Hades, who is called Zeus Katakhthonios (Beneath the Earth).

Indeed, according to Pythagorean doctrine, as (the Higher) Zeus is the Demiurge ruling the Noetic 
Realm, so the Lower Zeus is the Demiurge ruling the Sublunary Realm, specifically, the Air between 
Earth and Heaven. So also, we may be surprised to find Hades named as the ruler of the Air, but His 
name Aidês was explained by the formless (aeidês) nature of Air. (Thus the Aerial Daimones, who 
occupy Nature, are governed by Hades.)

Therefore we have four Divinities ruling the Elements, as mentioned above. Earth is ruled by Demeter, 
and the Three Brothers Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades - all Sons of Kronos - rule the subtle Elements, Fire, 
Water, and Air, respectively. The Three Brothers correspond to the functions of Abiding, Proceeding, 
and Reverting in each realm of the universe. For example, Zeus is the Father, who creates souls prior to 
generation; Poseidon brings them into generation, for water symbolizes the flux of material existence 
(see "The Mother of the Gods" in Part II); Hades frees souls from generation by showing them their 
origin. Therefore, we read in the Oracles (fr. 27):

In every World a Triad, ruled by Monad, shines.

In particular, in the Aetherial Realm, Zeus rules the Sphere of Fixed Stars, Poseidon rules the Planetary 
Spheres, and Hades rules the Sublunary Sphere. Earth is central to them all.

According to Orphic myth, when the Titans dismembered Dionysos, They cooked and ate the pieces. 
Zeus incinerated the Titans with His Thunderbolt, and from the Ash (containing both Titanic and Divine 
Substance) He made humanity; therefore we are part God, part mortal. As a consequence of our Titanic 
nature, we must spend some time clothed in matter, on earth, in the realm of the Lower Zeus, before we 
return to the Gods. This is our Guard Duty (Phroura), under the command of Dionysos/Hades, and so 
we should execute it well.



Other Gods

I will mention briefly the other Olympian Gods as They are described by Sallustius (fl. 363 CE) in On 
the Gods and the Universe (Bk. VI); these are the Encosmic Gods directly responsible for the cosmos. 
They are in four Orders (Taxeis), each responsible for an Operation (Pragma), with a beginning, middle, 
and end (corresponding to the triadic phases: Abiding, Proceeding, Reverting); therefore there are 
twelve Gods with twelve corresponding Powers (Dynameis). The Creators (Poiountes) are Zeus, 
Poseidon, and Hephaistos; the Animators (Psychountes), who ensoul the world, are Demeter, Hera, and 
Artemis; the Harmonizers (Harmozontes), who unite the world into a Harmony, are Apollo, Aphrodite, 
and Hermes; and the Guardians (Phrourountes), who preserve the resulting Harmony, are Hestia, 
Athena, and Ares. A little contemplation will show the appropriateness of each of these functions.

Sallustius also tells us the Deities responsible for the Elemental and Celestial Spheres: Hestia (Earth), 
Poseidon (Water), Hera (Air), Hephaistos (Fire), Artemis (Moon), Hermes (Mercury), Aphrodite 
(Venus), Apollo (Sun), Zeus (Jupiter), Demeter (Saturn), Athena (Aithêr); the Sphere of Fixed Stars is 
common to Them all. We might expect Kronos to hold the Sphere of Saturn, but since He is the First 
God, the Saturnian Sphere is assigned to His wife Demeter (here equated with Rhea, an identification 
made as early as the fifth century BCE). Also, here we find Zeus as the ruler of the Jovian Sphere rather 
than with Kronos among the Hypercosmic Gods. Finally, Athena rules the Aithêr because it is the 
home of our Nous and She is the Goddess of Wisdom.
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Note: There is much more to say about The One, and this section will be expanded in the future.
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Aiôn, the Primordial God

In the Pythagorean tradition the many individual Gods, such as Zeus and Hera, Apollo and Artemis, are 
understood as offspring of the Father and Mother of the Gods, commonly known as Kronos and Rhea 
(see Part I, Theogony). These two rule all the principal dualities of the universe, including light and 
dark, form and substance, mind and matter, being and becoming, identity and diversity. These dualities 
are all manifestations of Unity (the Monad) and Plurality (the Indefinite Dyad).

However, beyond the Father and Mother of the Gods, most Pythagoreans recognize a primordial 
Divinity who encompasses all Divinities, and indeed all things in the universe. This transcendent Deity 
is sometimes called Aiôn ("Eternity" or "Unlimited Time"), but also The All (To Pan), The Whole (To 
Holon), and The One (To Hen). Indeed, Proclus (c.411-485 CE) says, "The One is God" (To Hen 
Theos). (I will use all these names, as appropriate.)

According to the myths, Aiôn is bisexual and by self-fertilization gives birth to the Father and Mother of 
the Gods. But since Kronos and Rhea together create ordinary (determinate) time and space, Aiôn's 
creation of Them is outside of time, an eternal Emanation. Such a Deity might seem remote indeed from 
our everyday lives, but I will try to explain why, for Pythagoreans, union with The One is the essence of 



a spiritual life.

The One is Ineffable

Heraclitus (fl. c. 500 BCE) says, "God is day night, summer winter, war peace, glut hunger (all the 
opposites, that is the meaning)" (fr. 67). That is, the Whole transcends duality. The All, by definition, 
includes everything; therefore it must include all opposites. The One, by definition, must unify 
everything; therefore it must unify all opposites. Hence, The One is paradoxical and contradictory, and 
the ancients called It Ineffable, Invisible, Unspeakable, Unnamable, and Unknown.

The Whole is simultaneously mind and matter, one and many, stability and change. Indeed, It is and is 
not, for It unifies the opposites Being and Not-being (see "Enigmas of the One" in Pt. III). It 
encompasses not only what actually is, but also all potentialities, all possibilities. This is the foundation 
of Divine Providence (Pronoia), for The All comprehends all that might be, and out of that totality 
manifests what is. Further, because The One is the source and origin of the order and beauty of the 
Cosmos, and because It is the goal towards which everything is striving (the end of all becoming), many 
Pythagoreans identify The One with The Good (T'Agathon).

Is Matter Evil?

However, just because The One is called "The Good" and "The Highest" (To Anôtatô), it should not be 
supposed that It stands above something else (e.g., matter or the physical world), which is evil and 
debased. First, this is impossible, for The One is The All, and so there is no "something else" other than 
The Good. Furthermore, Pythagoreans recognize that transcendent Ideas emanate throughout the things 
of which they are the Essence; for example, Life pervades all living things. Therefore the highest Idea, 
The One, emanates Its Unity and Goodness throughout all things (existing or not existing). That which 
all things have in common, the featureless substrate of everything (existing or not existing), is Primary 
Matter (Prima Materia, Hylê), which is Universal Potential, the ultimate Principle of Receptivity (as the 
living One is the principle of activity). But be careful: Matter is not something different from The One, 
for The One is All; Matter is just The One from a different perspective. Matter is good because The 
One is good, for They are the same. Each of these two apparent opposites is called "The Extreme" (To 
Akron) and "The Simple" (To Haploun). (See "The Mother of the Gods" and "The Goddess of the 
Cosmic Tree" in Part II for more on Matter.)

The Higher Self



In particular, we see that mind and matter are not two mutually exclusive categories; rather, The All is 
Mind and Matter simultaneously. The physical world is familiar (more or less), but the other side of The 
All is the psychical world, the Mind of The All, of which our individual minds are parts.

We are fooled into thinking that our individual minds are separate and independent, but that is because 
we identify ourselves with our ego-consciousnesses. However, the ego-consciousness is just the most 
concrete, material layer of the mind, evolved to facilitate our functioning in the physical world of space 
and time. Deeper or higher (pick your metaphor) than the conscious mind lies the unconscious, the 
Higher Self. (Although it is beyond consciousness, we can learn about it indirectly.) At the furthest 
reaches of our unconscious minds we reach the collective unconscious, which we all share. That is, our 
individual Higher Selves are just organs of the one Highest Self, the Mind of The All. As Empedocles 
(c.495-435 BCE) says, the Divine All (To Theion Pan)

is Mind, both Holy and Ineffable,
through the whole Cosmos darting with swift thoughts. (fr. 134)

Again, the Divine Mind is not separate from the physical universe, for it is the physical universe. Its 
thinking constitutes Divine Providence.

The wisest way to live then, according to Pythagoreans, is in Harmony with Providence; we are a part 
of It, and so to live otherwise is to fight against ourselves. Wisdom is the means by which we attune 
ourselves to Providence. That is, "Wisdom is one thing: to know the Thought, how all things are steered 
through all things" (Heraclitus, fr. 41). It is a lifelong process of Individuation (Holôsis -- making 
oneself whole), including Unification with Divinity (Henôsis -- making oneself one), which eventuates 
in Deification (Theôsis).

The Threefold Way

How can we come to know The One, which is by definition ineffable, unspeakable, paradoxical, and 
contradictory? According to the Pythagorean Tradition, there is a Threefold Way (Triodos).

The first way is Analogy (Analogia): we cannot say what The One is, but we can say what It is like. For 
example, we can say that The One is like the Sun illuminating all things while remaining undiminished, 
and that The One illuminates each level of being in its own way, as each thing reflects or absorbs the 
Sun's rays in its own way.

The second path to The One is by way of Negation (Apophasis). Since The One is "beyond being," we 
cannot say what It is; therefore we must resign ourselves to saying what It is not. This is a Spiritual 
Exercise (Askêsis) that considers each assertion we might make of The One and then rejects it. 



Eventually one reaches a state of Silence (Sigê), awestruck and dumb before The Unspeakable (To 
Arrhêton).

The third way is the Ascent (Anagogê), by which we ascend to union with The All. The other two ways 
are intellectual, and so they must ultimately fail to achieve full understanding and illumination. It is a 
tenet of Pythagorean philosophy that the only way to truly know something is to become it: like knows 
like. Therefore the only way to know God is to become God. This may sound presumptuous, at very 
least! But remember that The All is God, therefore we are already part of Divinity, and thus divine 
ourselves. What we are seeking then is to become conscious -- intuitively, not intellectually -- of 
ourselves as aspects of Deity, and to live accordingly, as organs of divine Providence. An ancient 
Pythagorean said, "People are akin to the Gods... hence also God exercises Providence over 
us" (Diogenes Laertius, VIII.27). (See Part V on the Ascent.)

In order to know The One, you must become One, and so you must unify the opposites in yourself. In 
part this is accomplished by becoming more aware of symbols, for they can have multiple, contradictory 
meanings, and they are the language of the collective unconscious, by which we may communicate with 
the Gods.

Pagan Monotheism?

The foregoing description of The One may seem to verge on Pagan monotheism; indeed, mystical 
Christianity, Judaism, and Islam all borrowed generously from the Neo-Platonic branch of the 
Pythagorean tradition. However, there are significant differences, which are important to observe. First, 
as discussed in the earlier parts of this Summary, Pythagoreans recognize many Gods; in addition to 
Aiôn (The One), there are Kronos and Rhea (the Monad and Dyad), Zeus and Hera (the Demiurge and 
World Soul), and all the other Olympians, as well as a host of lesser Divinities, Spirits, and Heroes 
(deified ancestors). All these Gods are aspects of The One, of course, who is sometimes called simply 
"God," but by this same reasoning we mortals are also aspects of God, as is everything else in the world. 
What this shows is that there is a false dichotomy between monotheism and polytheism. Just as we all 
are parts of The Whole, but nevertheless separate individuals, so also all the Gods are really distinct and 
individual Divinities, but also parts of the Divine One. Like our fingers, They are separate, but parts of 
one Whole. The All is One (Hen To Pan).

Finally, it's worthwhile to make a few remarks on the ancient Greek word Theos (God). First, in the 
oldest stratum of the language Theos may refer to either a God or a Goddess (the separate word Thea for 
"Goddess" was a later innovation). Second, the word is used almost like an adjective meaning Divinity, 
and so when something is called Theos, it means that it has the property of being Divine. This helps 
explain why an ancient Pagan may refer to Theoi ("Gods") in one line and to Theos ("God") in the next 
(as in the quote from Diogenes Laertius above); what he really means is "Divine Beings" (Theoi) and 
Divinity (Theos). The difference is between focusing on the individual aspects of Divinity or on Divinity 



as a whole. (It may also be worth mentioning that ancient Greek did not distinguish small and capital 
letters, so "god" and "God" are the same.)

In conclusion I will observe that the Pythagorean doctrine of The All reveals the full meaning of the 
familiar blessing:

Thou art God! (Theos ei!)

Continue to Part V
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Invocation

I call on Thee, kind Muse, to grant a gift,
to loose a stream of swiftly flowing words,
a spring of inspiration, crystal clear,
to nourish fruit from which to feed the soul,
a rushing stream to cleanse my inner eyes
so I may see the ageless mythic truth.

I ask assistance by these very words.
As I have prayed, so may it be!

I. Purpose

This ritual is an initiation and celebration of new beginnings structured around the myth of Theseus, 
Ariadne and the Minotaur and associated Greek midautumn celebrations, which take place when Apollo 
yields Delphi to Dionysos for the winter months. The High Priestess takes the part of Ariadne and the 
High Priest takes the parts of Dionysos and the Minotaur. The Acolyte (Akólouthos) takes the part of 
Theseus, and undergoes an initiation into a higher level of responsibility by a confrontation with his 
Shadow and by a rebirthing ritual. In the course of this he leads a number of Paides ("youths," spiritually 
speaking), who undergo a lesser initiation and experience of renewal. Thus the ritual is intended for a 
High Priestess (HPs), High Priest (HP), Acolyte and a dozen or so Paides, but variations are given for as 
few as two and even for solitary execution.[1] 

II. Background



The Ritual of the Labyrinth draws from a number of connected or parallel sources.
[2] First, of course, we have the myth of Theseus, Ariadne and the Minotaur, in the 
various forms in which it has come down to us.[3] Second is a series of ancient 
Greek festivals connected with this myth, which occur around November 1 at the 
time of the Moon's first quarter (the Puanepsia, Oskhophoria and Theseia), when 
Apollo yields to Dionysos at Delphi.[4] Third is a connection of the myth with the 
Epic of Gilgamesh.[5] Of course they are both representatives of the Hero's Quest (as in Campbell's 
Hero with a Thousand Faces), but there is a more specific connection. Humbaba (or Humwawa or 
Kombabos), the monster defeated by Gilgamesh and his comrade Enkidu, is traditionally shown with a 
grotesque "furrowed face," taken to represent the small intestines.[6] The entrails are "unicursal" like the 
Cretan Labyrinth (that is, there is a single path), and indeed the number and arrangement of the coils is 
essentially that of the Labyrinth (see Minotaur Mask). Likewise, the Cretan Labyrinth is compared to 
entrails.[7] Furthermore, the Face of Humbaba was used for divination,[8] and the shape and divisions 
of divinatory livers from Babylonia correspond closely to the Cretan Labyrinth (see Labyrinths).[9] 
Humbaba is the guardian of a Sacred Tree, and it does not seem coincidental that we find similar 
"furrowed face" masks in the shrine of Ortheia (the Upright Tree), where there were labyrinthine dances 
involving a defeated monster, a Sacred Tree, and a Sacred Marriage between a Hero and a Goddess (cf. 
Gilgamesh and Ishtar/Inanna).[10] The Goddess Ortheia was most closely associated with Artemis and 
Aphrodite, who have important roles in the Ariadne story.[11] The fourth source is the Mistress of the 
Beasts and Her Consort from Minoan Religion.[12] The final (principal) source is medieval labyrinth 
dancing and other labyrinthine lore that has come down to us.[13] Other themes come from the 
identification of Ariadne with Persephone as Queen of the Underworld (reinforced by Minos' role as 
judge in the Underworld).[14] (More specific sources are given in the notes.) 

III. Timing

This ritual is performed at night in the Midautumn (Samhain) season, ideally at the first quarter of the 
moon around the beginning of November.[15] 

IV. Officials

●     A. Ariadne (A), Lady of the Labyrinth 
●     B. The Worthy Bull = Dionysos (D) & the Minotaur (M) 
●     C. Theseus (T) 
●     D. Athena 
●     E. Paides (P) 
●     F. Modifications for Small Group 
●     G. Modifications for Solitary Ritual 



A. Ariadne (A), Lady of the Labyrinth

The High Priestess takes the role of Ariadne. She has the principal magical responsibility for the ritual, 
although much of it can be shifted to the Worthy Bull (see next). 

B. The Worthy Bull = Dionysos (D) & the Minotaur (M)

The parts of Dionysos and the Minotaur are played by the same person, who is, ideally, a young man, 
virile but not excessively macho. He functions as the High Priest for the Rite and has the secondary 
magical responsibility. (If desired, the parts can be taken by two people.) 

C. Theseus (T)

Ideally, a young man. He has a moderate amount of speaking to do, and must be able to lead the Crane 
Dance. He undergoes the primary initiation in the ritual. 

D. Athena

A simple role with little speaking. Ariadne could double as Athena, by taking on Her attributes (e.g. 
helmet, spear, shield). Alternately, Theseus can speak Athena's part, with appropriate introductory lines 
("And then bright-eyed Athena said to me"). 

E. Paides (P)

The Paides (lit. Youths) are the (spiritually) young people who are undergoing a lesser initiation. Ideally, 



an equal number of males and females (most ideally, seven of each). 

F. Modifications for Small Group

If there are only two individuals, then they take the parts of Theseus and Ariadne (who executes the 
High Priest function as well as the High Priestess function), although the parts for D can be taken by the 
Acolyte on behalf of D. The Minotaur is represented by his Mask hung on the Tree under the Starry 
Robe.[16] His words are spoken by Theseus, with an introduction such as, "Hear the Monster say..." 

G. Modifications for Solitary Ritual

For a solitary execution of the ritual, go through the actions of Theseus, but read and meditate on the 
spoken parts of Ariadne and the others. In effect the ritual becomes a self-initiation. 

This ritual is ©1997, John Opsopaus, but may be used for any nonprofit purpose provided 
the source is credited. 
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The Ritual of the Labyrinth
Ta Hiera Laburinthou 

©1997, John Opsopaus 

VI. Ritual 

Abbreviations: HP = High Priest, HPs = High Priestess, A = Ariadne, T = Theseus, P = Paides 
(Children), M = Minotaur, D = Dionysos. 

Outline

A. Deipnophoría (Meal Carrying) 
1.  Circle Casting 
2.  Quarter Calling 
3.  Instruction & Invocation 

B. Geranos (The Winding Dance) 
1.  Ariadne's Challenge 
2.  Katabasis (Downward Way) 
3.  Agôn, Pathos & Threnos (Confronting the Beast) 
4.  Anabasis (Upward Way) 
5.  Coronation of Theseus 

C. The Calling of Theseus and Ariadne 
1.  Athena & Theseus 
2.  Dionysos & Ariadne 
3.  Hieros Gamos (Sacred Marriage) 
4.  Return of Theseus 

D. Closing Rites for Apollo and Dionysos 
1.  Communal Meal (Puanepsia) 
2.  Quarter Dismissal 
3.  Clearing Temple (Oskhophoria) 



A. Deipnophoría (Meal Carrying)

Participants gather for the procession. High Priestess and High Priest are garbed as Mother and Father (e.
g. shawl for HPs, long robe for HP). They are followed by Theseus and the Paides. After them are the 
Meal Carriers (Deipnophoroi), who have baskets of meat and bread, and the carriers of the basin of 
lustral water (Khernips), four Libation Bearers (Khoêphoroi, bearing milk, water, honey, wine), etc. 

HP/s (HPs or HP)[44] guides participants in a preliminary grounding. 

Circle Casting

HPs and HP lead the procession thrice widdershins (counter-clockwise) around the Labyrinth, starting in 
the North, saying: 

We cast this sacred circle widdershins
to open up a space between the worlds,
a way between the lands of Life and Death.
This season we descend into the depths. 

Participants enter at North and gather around Altar. HP/s faces East, says one or more of these: 

Begone, all that is unholy!
Hékas, hékas, éste 
bébêloi! (Greek)
Procul, o procul, este profani! (Latin) 

HP/s lights the Brand on the Altar fire and thrusts it into the lustral water. 

HP/s uses Brand as aspergill to sprinkle lustral water over Altar etc. 

Participants dip hands in lustral water and dry on white cloth. 

Quarter Calling [3 min.]

HP/s says: 



Silence! 

HP/s says: 

Four rivers flow toward the Underworld,
and mix within in the Crater, Monster's Lake,[45]
beside the all-sustaining Tree of Life,[46]
before descending into Tartaros.[47] 

We start our invocations in the West,
the awesome Portal to the Underworld,[48]
and finish in the dark and frigid North,
the Lunar Portal of Mortality,[49]
where rules the most pure Queen, Persephone.[50] 

The quarters are called by the HPs and/or HP, or by other chosen assistants, the Libation Bearers 
(Khoêphoroi).[51] It is best if North and West are called by a female, and South and East by a male.[52] 
The quarters are called by pouring a Libation (Spondê) while praying. 

West Khoêphoros pours a Milk libation, saying:[53] 

I stand beside the hateful River Styx,[54]
the chilling, black, corrosive stream of oaths.[55]
I beg Thee, Artemis, attend our rites!
Be welcome, Mistress of the Animals!
Accept this Milk, that's from an earth-born beast.[56] 

South Khoêphoros pours a Wine libation, saying: 

I stand beside the Pyriphlegethon,
infernal river blazing like a fire.[57]
I beg Thee, Dionysos, come to us![58]
Be welcome, Worthy Bull and Lord of Grapes!
Accept this Wine, imbued with liquid fire. 

East Khoêphoros pours a Honey libation saying: 

I stand beside the misty Acheron,
slow-moving, grieving, bitter stream of woe.[59]
I beg Apollo to attend our rites!



Be welcome, Master of the Blazing Sun!
Accept this honey, made by airborn beasts.[60] 

North Khoêphoros pours a Water libation, saying: 

I stand beside Cocytus, sickly stream,[61]
the flood of lamentations and of grief.[62]
I beg Thee, Ariadne, come to us![63]
Be welcome, Lady of the Labyrinth!
Accept this Water,[64] flowing like Thy tears.[65] 

HP/s pours libation at Altar, saying: 

Our offerings are born to Tartaros,
to mix and disappear in the Abyss.[66]
I call Poseidon and Athena too,
the bearers of the Trident and the Spear,
who guard our reverent community,[67]
and any other Gods who wish to come. 

HPs burns a little meat and bread in the Altar Fire, saying: 

Be kind! Hílate![68] etc. 

Instruction & Invocation [5 min.] 

[69]

HPs calls T & P to come forward: 

Come forward to the Altar to be blessed. 

HPs, when they are in front of Altar, lifts Holy Water and says: 

I bless you with this Water from Poseidon's realm,
to give you Lady Amphitritê's gifts,
to crown you with Her radient, shining wreath,
and wrap you round with Her protective cloak.[70]



Be welcome in this Temple of the Gods,
and may the Gods preserve you. Blessed be! 

HPs marks invoking pentagram (from top to lower left) on T's and each P's forehead with Holy Water, 
while saying: 

I place on you Great Aphrodite's mark,
the sacred sign She traces in the stars.[71] 

HPs gives a small portion of meat and bread to each P.[72] 

HPs, when the food has been served, may retire from sight to assume role of Ariadne. 

HP moves to the East Gate, to the east of Altar and P; they face him. While P eat food, he says: 

In times long past our people did a deed
against the son[73] of that great king who rules
the kingdom in the center of the Earth[74] -
King Minos he is called - and since that time
we send him dreadful tribute each Great Year,[75]
the flower of our youth, to feed the Beast,
the Monster dwelling in the Labyrinth.
Now you've been chosen to confront the Beast,
to pass the trial that Minos has decreed.
As it is stated in an ancient song:

"Beware the dreadful Minotaur
that dwells within the Maze.
The Monster feeds on human gore
and bones of those he slays;
then softly through the Labyrinth creep,
and rouse him not to strife.
Take one short peep, prepare to leap,
and run to save your life!"[76] 

T stands by HP and says: 

Too long the Minotaur has lain concealed
within his hidden lair beneath the Earth,
devouring all the best of our young souls.
We'll prove our worth by conquering the Beast,



and lift this plague from our community.
"This is our labor and this is our task."[77] 

T, if any of the P are cross-dressed,[78] says: 

A few of you will go to Crete disguised,
and dressed in clothing of the other sex,
so you may give your comrades better help,
for all identities will be confused
when we descend into the Labyrinth.[79] 

A proceeds to West of Altar (behind the P), but faces away from them. She brings the Gifts (Sword, 
Clew, Crown) with her. She silently takes on Ariadne's persona during the following invocation. 

HP invokes Ariadne: 

To Princess Ariadne you must go,
for she's the Lady of the Labyrinth,
the bride of Dionysos, Worthy Bull.[80]
She holds the Labrys, holy Double Axe, 
the sign of sacrifice and life reborn.[81]

Her father is King Minos, son of Zeus,[82]
who as a fair and gentle Bull approached
his mother, called Europa, broad in face,
just like the shining Moon when full,
herself the daughter of Argíopê,
who has a face that's white and shines afar,
and father Phoenix, fiery red in face.
Europa is a child of Moon and Sun.[83]

Now hear of Ariadne's mother, called
Pasíphaê, Illuminating All.[84]
She sprang from Perseis, Mistress of the Moon,
and all-observant Helios, the Sun.

You must seek Ariadne, ask for help.
Her brother is the Minotaur,
who is a hybrid Beast, part man part bull,
because the passion of Pasíphaê
was for a Sacred Beast: Poseidon's Bull.



It's Ariadne's duty to take care
of this strange Beast, the kingdom's hidden shame,
who lies inside the loathsome Labyrinth.
May holy Ariadne aid your quest! 

T steps to Altar and places on it an offering to Apollo (especially an olive branch with wool tied around 
it, also cakes),[85] while praying: 

Great Lord Apollo, You who Shoots Afar,
Connecting the Beginning and the End,
Averting Evil, You who Stirs the Folk,
Bright Savior, Archer, Laurel-bearing One,
Creating Harmony within the World,
whose Lyre is the Radiant Light of Day,[86]
I ask that You will listen to our prayer,
and grant to us the gift that we request:
to lead us through the gloomy Labyrinth,
assist us in our task, to slay the Beast,
and lead us back toward the light of day.
You are a healer, and we ask Your aid
in conquering this Beast, who takes our youth,
because the Monster is a plague to us.
Please help us to fulfill our destinies,
and grant to us success in this, our quest. 

T pours a libation while saying: 

Apollo, Lord of Light, be kind to us!
Hílathi![87] etc. 

HP gives T the Honey Offering, and says: 

Be sure to take this Honey as a gift
to give the Lady of the Labyrinth. 

HP puts his hand on T and says to P: 

Behold your leader; you must follow him,
the fearless stallion son of Lord Poseidon.[88] 

T addresses P: 



Apollo has commanded that I put
my trust in Aphrodite, follow Her,[89]
and seek assistance from Her devotee,
the maid most pure,[90] who tends the Minotaur.
To Princess Ariadne we will go,
and seek her aid in slaughtering the Beast,
for she's the Lady of the Labyrinth.
I know she's wise and skilled in many things.[91]
I pray to Aphrodite that She turn
the heart of Ariadne to our cause.[92] 

A makes gesture of epiphany (hands raised in psi figure).[93] 

HP, while T speaks, retires (probably to the Western Gate) and, out of everyone's sight, removes his 
priestly robe, dons the Minotaur mask, and wraps himself in the Starry Robe so the mask cannot be seen. 
Then he goes unobtrusively to the Tree and crouches down behind it, completely covered by the cloak, 
as though sleeping. During the following speeches by A, he takes on the persona of the Worthy Bull (the 
Minotaur and then Dionysos). 

B. Geranos (The Winding Dance) 

[94]

Note: Ariadne can wait for Theseus outside the Labyrinth or accompany him, in which case she 
illuminates the way with her Crown; both versions have mythological support.[95] 

Ariadne's Challenge [6 min.] 

[96]

T leads P to face West, toward A. T approaches A. 

A, still in epiphany pose, turns to face T & P and says: 

Who dares approach the dreadful Labyrinth? 

T holds clenched left fist to forehead and places Honey Offering on Altar.[97] P may hold hands up in 



front of their faces.[98] 

T crosses arms on chest[99] and says: 

We humbly bring this Honey Gift to you,
an offering for the Lady of the Labyrinth.
We come to kill the Beast who dwells inside. 

A places hands on hips[100] and says: 

Are you naive or stupid? Don't you know
the Minotaur devours all who reach his lair?
You're young, and so you're brave, but also rash,
nor do you know the danger that you face.[101]
Far braver ones than you have been destroyed.
Whatever makes you think you might succeed? 

T says: 

You are the Lady of the Labyrinth,
and you are wise and skilled in many things.[102]
You know the evil nature of this Beast;
you must desire his death as much as we.
If we succeed in conquering the Beast,
we'll take you with us from this Land of Death.[103] 

A says: 

I'm glad to see you're brave but clever too.
It's possible that you might be the one
to cleanse this kingdom of its hidden shame;
we have too long indulged his appetites.
But you must tread a path you cannot know,
and fight a fight like none you've ever seen,[104]
or you'll be murdered by the monstrous Minotaur.
Attend me well and learn what you must know!

The Minotaur is hidden in the depths.
He has the body of a normal man,
both strong and beautiful to look upon,
but - horrible to say! - this mongrel beast



upon its shoulders has a bull's horned head,
a human body governed by a bestial brain!
Far better were he like the Centaur folk,
whose human head and heart are set upon
a stallion's strength and pure virility. 

T says: 

Great Ariadne, we are not afraid! 

A says: 

To pass this trial two tasks must be done well.
The first: you must cut off his bestial head;[105]
the second is to find your way back out.[106]
The monster guards a treasure of great worth:
the holy Tree of Life within the depths.
If you can touch the Tree, you'll win its gift.
But be forewarned: the Minotaur will fight,
and if you're caught, you'll be forever lost!
Are you prepared to undertake this task? 

T says: 

Great Ariadne, we are not afraid! 

A says: 

One secret I'll reveal to aid your quest:
The Minotaur is named the Shining One,
Astérios,[107] and by this hidden name
the Beast may be subdued by mortal strength. 

A takes Sword and presents it to T while saying:[108] 

I gladly give you this enchanted Sword,
a worthy weapon to defeat the Beast. 

T dons Sword. 

A takes Ball of Yarn (Ariadne's Thread),[109] presents it to T and says: 



But it will be in vain if you are lost.
And so, to help you find the light again,
I give you this: a Ball of Golden Thread;
it is your lifeline to the world outside.
First tie it to the threshold of the maze;[110]
unwind it while you wander through its turns;
rewind the cord to find your way back out. 

T takes Clew in left hand. 

A shows Crown to T., saying: 

Another gift I have to guide your way,
this shining Crown, a token of the love
of Dionysos, which He gave to me.[111]
It brings to you the holy Light of Zeus.[112] 

A hangs Crown around T's neck (unless A is accompanying him, in which case she keeps it). 

T turns to P and asks: 

My noble comrades, who have come with me,
are you prepared to help me in this task?
Remember that the one who walks in front
must guard his friends; the one who knows the way
must ward off woeful danger from his friends.[113]
But we must tread a path we cannot know,
and fight a fight like none we've ever seen,[114]
or we'll be murdered by the monstrous Minotaur.
Although we fall, our names will live in fame.[115]
Your helping must be of your own free will.
So if you're not committed to this task,
I bid you to step back, accept your fate.
I wish you well whatever may transpire.

T pauses, in the (unlikely) event that any P want to back out. Then says to remainder: 

Come forward, touch my heart. Do not fear death.
We'll shout together, sound like rumbling drums.
Our thundering will pierce the Monster's heart.[116]



Fear nothing! Be light-hearted in the fight.[117]

My brave companions, form a line behind -
a woman then a man by turns is best[118] -
and grasp the vital Cord in your left hand.[119] 

P form a line behind T, alternating female and male so far as possible, each grasping the Thread in their 
left hands. 

T leads P toward the entrance, stands before it, and says:[120] 

Athena, hear me, Aegis-bearing Maid,
I lift my hands in prayer and walk the path,
and for our souls request that all go well.
Return us safely to the realm of light,
and place your strong protection over us. 

T ties loose end of Thread to Post. 

A, while T is tying the cord, bends her right arm to her chest and extends her left,[121] and says:[122] 

Oh Theseus, may your Goddess bring success,
and let you see the things that you have said,
and open up the path before your feet,
and guide your steps down winding ways,
and show the Labyrinth's inmost heart to you.
And may your Goddess bring what you desire,
as children's wishes are with ease fulfilled,
and may She stand in triumph by your side. 

A, if she is leading T, goes to Labyrinth entrance, otherwise she stays where she is (keeping her right 
arm to her chest). 

T draws Sword, enters Labyrinth and says: 

We start our journey, for this is our fate.
Be fearless, comrades, keep your eyes on me.
We go into the dark where dwells the Beast.
As it was truly said in ancient times,
"The prudent man, with strength that never wanes,
goes on and guards his comrades and himself.



Although they fall, their names will live in fame."[123]
The sturdy rope is woven from three strands,[124]
for each assists the others in their tasks.
So may we also lend each other strength! 

A, as T enters Labyrinth, says: 

With your companions go to meet your fate,
and may your patron Goddess go with you,
and may She stand by you in victory.[125] 

Katabasis (Downward Way)

A cues drums (if used) to beat a slow rhythm (ideally, in triple time[126]); Theseus sets the pace. 
Theseus holds the Clew in his left hand and unwinds it, and holds the Sword in his right hand. If Ariadne 
leads, then she holds the Crown aloft in her right hand,[127] otherwise Theseus wears it hung around his 
neck. The Paides hold the Thread in their left hands. 

A says the following as T&P follow the Labyrinth: 

Turn Northward to the cold part of the Earth.[128]
You'll work your way toward the setting sun,[129]
and then return toward the shining dawn.

But never let the Lifeline leave your hands,[130]
for you cannot escape the hidden depths,
unless you retrace every step again.[131]
The way is hard, but not impossible.[132]

If you succeed, you will achieve rebirth,
returning to the womb of Mother Earth,[133]
for every sacred year the hero seeks
regeneration in the darkest depths.[134]

My father is a just and prudent king,
who passes judgement in the underworld,
demanding tribute from the noblest youth:
that they confront the Monster in the Maze.



This trial takes place just once in each Great Year,
when Minos gets advice from Father Zeus.[135]

The Minotaur devours all who can't
confront the imperfections in themselves.[136]
If you escape the Hall of Daidalos,
then you will learn the secret of yourself.[137]

The Labyrinth's path is never ending like
the everlasting force of Nature's Life.[138]

You're entering the entrails of the Earth,[139]
and must traverse its seven twisting coils.[140]

Like death itself, it's easy to go in
the Labyrinth, but hard to get back out.
"In this the task, the mighty labor lies."[141]

You're walled off from the living world as are
the dead, who've gone down to the Underworld.[142]

The twisting tunnels of the Labyrinth
are like the seven coils of River Styx,[143]
with many turns, but only one true path.[144]

Don't cross the Rivers of the Underworld,
which flow in four directions from the core.
Approach each river; take its hidden gift,
then turn away and start your trek again.[145]

The Beast is hidden inside seven walls,
a temple, house and prison for the Beast,[146]
and you must pass the seven layers of
protection, as Odysseus and his men
once crossed by art the magic walls of Troy.[147]
Just as the Greeks were dragged once through those walls,
amidst the dancing that unwound the charm,
so you are drawn now through the Labyrinth,[148]
to strike the heart of darkness at its core.



Proceed against the Sun and seek your source;
unwind the magic walls that hide the Beast.[149]

Yet deeper, ever deeper you must go,
descending into matter's glowing heart,
and going down through planetary spheres.[150]
At each you loose a power of your soul;
you give them up so you may be reborn.[151]

The Labyrinth connects the outer world
to inner realms, where dwell the roots of life,
but by an indirect and winding path;
thus so each pair of opposites is joined.

You cannot get directly to the core,
for you must travel by the longest way,
if you would reach the center of the maze.[152]

Keep winding, ever winding, like a snake,
for you're the Bearer of the Serpent,[153] of the Rope,
that calls the Goddess to keep harm away.[154]

You must reverse direction seven times,
for you must visit every place inside,
but never tread a path a second time.[155]

Just when you think your journey's at an end,
it turns around and only starts again,[156]
and many times you come near to the goal,
but then are led away from it again.[157]

But never let the Lifeline leave your grip,
for if you do not perish in the depths,
the Line will lead you back into the light.

My father is the king who rules this realm,
and passes judgements fairly from his throne,
and he, within these dismal winding walls,
demands a confrontation with the Beast.

The Monster is a terror, seven-fold.[158]



The Beast protects himself with seven shields,[159]
but now he has just one, the Starry Robe;
the other six will not protect him now.[160]

The Monster is the Bull Prince of the Sun,
and I am called the Princess of the Moon.
He is, like me, a grandchild of the Sun.

The Light of Life is glowing in the dark.[161]
Behold the fierce Celestial Bull inside,
who's shining in the center like the Sun![162]
His term is ended; now he must give way.
So wind around the center, turn your turns,
release our kingdom from his fiery grip,
and bring the Year around to its next part.[163]
This season is the Season of the Moon!

This Sacred Monster,[164] terrible to see,[165]
is full of life, but neither man nor beast,
a noble monster born in hidden depths,
my brother, whom I nurtured like a son.
As he's within, so I'm outside the Maze,
a Lunar princess and a Solar Prince,
the children of the Bull King and his Queen.[166]
Although he is my brother, he must die![167]

The Monster's duty is to guard the Tree,
to frighten and drive off whoever would
profane it, for a Goddess loves the Tree.[168]

Beware, for like a wild and raging bull
the Monster guards the sacred Tree of Life.[169]

When you have penetrated deep within
the womb of Earth and reached the source of Life,
subdue the Beast and hold him in your grip,
for you must master him while still alive.
Step forward, then, and touch the Tree of Life,
and show the Beast that you are not afraid.[170]
Then you will be the Master of the Beast.
And when you have subdued him, grab his hair,



and sacrifice the Monster to Poseidon.[171]

Attend me: don't trust in your strength alone,
make sure your eyes are always open wide;
don't hesitate, but strike with confidence.
Be wary, for the one who walks in front
must guard his friends; the one who knows the way
must ward off woeful danger from his friends.[172]

If you can do this deed and slay the Beast,
you'll prove your worth, and all will call you king.
Your comrades too will prove their noble stuff.[173]

The Minotaur is waking in the gloomy maze,
and terror rises in the comrades' hearts.
His mouth is fire, and his breath is death;
his roar releases aweful raging floods.[174] 

A may repeat the above verses ad lib. until T reaches the center. 

Agôn, Pathos & Threnos 

[175] (Confronting the Beast)

A says: 

Now look upon the sacred Tree of Life,
extending from the Earth to Heaven's height.
Observe its towering crown where dwell the Gods.[176] 

M begins to growl beneath Robe as they approach, and says: 

What footsteps do I hear? Who dares approach?[177] 

M, as T approaches, begins to rise up under Robe (but still concealed) and says: 

Who dares to look upon my frightening face? 

T replies: 



We've heard the Beast is horrible to see.[178] 

M roars and throws off Robe. May threaten T with Thunder Stone (if used).[179] 

T & M engage in short mock battle. 

T stands to M's right (i.e. on the left side as viewed by P)[180] and holds Sword to M's throat, saying: 

Be quick! Come right up to the Beast;
approach the Beast, but don't get caught!
Come, touch the Tree and do not be afraid.[181] 

P come forward one at a time and slap the Tree.[182] 

M, while P are slapping tree, tries to grab them (and may strike them, as appropriate[183]), and says the 
following ad lib.: 

This Hero can't control me with his Sword.
If you come near, you can't escape my grasp,
and if you want to touch the Tree of Life,
you must confront the Monster's hideous face!

Just look inside yourself and you'll find me!

Whereever there is Light, the Shadow may
be found, and in its Blackness you'll find me![184]

You hide your secrets in the darkest depths,
and then suppose that they have gone away.[185]

Although you try to hide me in the dark,
I yet will make my ugly presence known.[186]

Though you imagine that I wear a mask,
it's you that lies concealed behind a veil.
You hide the Beast beneath a human face,
but I appear to you just as I am!
Now which of us is true, and which is false?

If you destroy me, you destroy yourself,



for I'm the raging Force of Life in you![187]

Don't touch the Tree! You haven't got the strength!

You'll never find the way back to the Light,
unless you dare to look me in the face![188] 

T, when all have touched the Tree, says: 

Now you, my friends, have faced the Minotaur.
You've seen the Beast that dwells within the dark,
and touched the Tree wherein the Goddess lives.
Remember this when we return to home.
Now all is done, except to kill the Beast. 

M says: 

Brave hero, let me go and spare my life,
for you will be my master evermore,
and I will be a servant unto you.[189]
I can't be overcome by strength alone.
If you destroy me, you will cripple and
destroy the vital force inside yourself.[190]
To conquer me you must accept me as
your brother, see me as your second self.
So long as I am hidden in the depths,
you will be forced to feed my appetites.[191] 

A says: 

Do not believe the Monster's pleas, for if
a bird is caught and sent back to its nest,
or if a man is caught and sent back home,
then you will never see your world again.[192]
The Beast must be dismembered to achieve rebirth.[193]
Now strike three times to slay the Minotaur![194] 

T steps in front of M so P cannot see exactly what he does.[195] 

M slumps down beside Tree. 



T stands above M and may place his foot on M's head.[196] 

A wails: 

Alas! Alas! The dreadful deed is done!
My brother, whom I cared for, is destroyed!
It was the Monster's destiny to die,
a holy sacrifice before the God,
Poseidon, substituting for the Bull,
his father, which was brought forth in the sea.
I'm filled with grief, but also filled with joy,[197]
because this hero has destroyed the Beast,
who brought a pestilence upon our land.
By slaughtering the Monster you have freed
at last the Lady of the Labyrinth.[198]

Now hear! brave slayer of the Minotaur!
You must decide to turn back to the light,
and turn on your own center to get out.[199]

You've reached the Source of Never-ending Life,
and taken hold of it; now bring it back![200]
The Seed that's shared by every form of life,
the power of the Worthy Bull, is yours.[201]
Before this potent force can live in you, 
you must unite it with a personal soul,[202]
because the spirit of the man must be
united with the woman's soul as one.[203]
But learn this Mystery: souls come from the Moon,[204]
and I'm a priestess of the dark-faced Moon.
In Greek the same word, Psyche, means both Soul
and Butterfly, and by this Double Axe,
the sacred emblem of the Butterfly,[205]
I will conjoin the Spirit and the Soul. 

Anabasis (Upward Way)

T keeps Clew in left hand, picks up Starry Robe and throws over his left arm. As they exit, he uses right 
hand to rewind Thread on the Clew. 



Drums beat a quicker (triple) rhythm for their exit. 

A says: 

By winding your way out, you reinforce
the boundaries of the awesome Underworld.[206]
Return! Return! Reseal the sacred seals,
the veils that hide the holy Tree of Life.[207]

As you rewind the Ball of Golden Thread,
you reconstruct your soul and concentrate
the Light of Life toward the central core,
compacted like the Stone of Alchemy,
for from this seed you will be born again.[208]

Return to me, brave hero, find your way,
ascending through the planetary spheres.[209]
Your journey starts with matter from the Earth.
The urge to passion comes from Venus' sphere.
And Mercury gives ability to speak.
The Moon will give the vital force of growth.
The light of sense and fancy's from the Sun.
And Saturn's gift: an understanding mind.
The power to act is brought by Jupiter.
A bold, courageous spirit comes from Mars.
The Starry Realm embraces All in One.[210]
When you return, the Spirit and the Soul
will be united closely into One. 

Coronation of Theseus [3 min.]

T, when he is out of the Labyrinth, approaches A. 

M, during following dialogue, slips away to West to take off M mask in preparation for his role as D. 

A says: 

This Cord sustained you in your wanderings



to come again into the world of light.[211]
But now the Cord's support is not required;
its job is done; it only ties you down.
Behold I cut the Cord, and you are free! 

A reaches out and cuts the Thread held by T. 

T hands Crown and Clew back to Ariadne, saying: 

We thank you, Ariadne, for your aid,
and give you back this Crown which showed the way. 

A says:[212] 

Brave hero, Theseus, you have won my love,
and now I want to drink your essence in.
I wish you were my husband, I your wife,[213]
for then I'd make for you a chariot
of ivory and gold, with golden wheels; 
from precious amber I would make its horns.
It would be drawn by no mere horses but
by powerful griffins, marvelous to see.
Come in my house, enjoy its fragrant air.
The lords and ladies of this Middle Earth
will come to thee, and bow down at thy feet.
You'll have the fruits of mountains and of plains.
Your goats will bear threefold, your ewes in twos;
in races all your horses will win fame. 

T says:[214] 

What would I give to such a wife as thee?
Would I give balsam to anoint thyself?
Would I give robes in which to dress thyself?
Would I dare give my meat and bread to thee,
who eats the sweet ambrosia of the Gods,
and drinks Their nectar from Their golden cups?
For you we pour libations, honey gifts.
You wear the Sacred Gown and hold the Axe.
We are too far apart for wedded life. 

A says: 



You have a gift of greatest worth that I
would gladly take in token of your love:
the Starry Robe, recovered from the Beast.
I will accept it, if you will consent.[215] 

T hands Robe to her and says: 

Great Ariadne, I will gladly give
the Starry Robe to you, to show my love. 

A takes Robe and holds Crown, saying: 

And I will give to thee this shining Crown,
a gift of Dionysos for my love.
I place this sacred Crown upon thy head
in recognition of thy victory,
a gift in token of my love for thee. 

A places Crown on T's head. He makes a motion to refuse it, but then accepts it. 

T & A lead P to north part of forecourt of the Labyrinth. 

A, if doubling as Athena, slips away to put on Athena's attributes 

T explains: 

And so we swiftly sail away from Crete,
and beach our ship upon this holy isle,
a bit of rock[216] that's sacred to the Moon,[217]
a place of refuge and a little rest. 

C. The Calling of Theseus and Ariadne

Athena & Theseus [1 min.]

T addresses Paides and other participants, saying: 



So please be seated and relax a while.
The two of us will sleep beneath the Robe. 

T covers himself and A with Robe. 

Athena approaches T and says: 

But while the couple were entwined in sleep,
Athena came to Theseus and said:
Awake, my hero, hearken to my call.
Arise and come with me, abandon her,[218]
for you are destined to pursue the Light,[219]
and cannot wed this Mistress of the Moon,
who has a different fate, most marvelous. 

T awakes and says: 

Most awesome Goddess, I cannot say no,
although it breaks my heart to leave her here.[220] 

Athena says: 

Mourn not her fate, for she's been chosen by
a groom whose virtue cannot be surpassed. 

Athena, if she is being doubled by A, steps out of sight to remove Athena's attributes. Returns 
surrepticiously to be sleeping Ariadne. 

T rises, leaving the Crown by the Robe, and addresses P: 

My comrades, hear me, we cannot stay here,
but must sail East to Delos right away. 

Dionysos & Ariadne [1 min.]

D approaches, stands with His left arm folded on His chest and His right extended,[221] and says: 

Then Dionysos with His bull foot came,
approaching from the sea, and cried in wrath:[222]



I call You, Artemis, to witness here
the hateful crime this woman's done to me:
this Crown I gave in token of my love,
but she has passed it to a mortal man,
and takes him as her husband over me!
Far-shooting Artemis, You govern birth,
and may bring death or quick delivery.
Now let her see her action's consequence,
and shoot her with Your arrow; bring her down.[223] 

A makes a small groan. 

D kneels down beside A and says: 

Dear Ariadne, whom I love, for you
a mortal husband is not good enough.
As you deserve, a God will be your groom.
So I'll forgive your crime and take your hand. 

D grabs A by the wrist[224] and says: 

Awaken, Ariadne, hear my call!
From death, as if from sleep, you will awake! 

A wakes up, sees D, gasps, and draws back. 

D says: 

Fear not my face; no harm will come to thee.
Your hero, Theseus, had to go away,
obedient to Athena's spoken word.
But do not fear, for you shall be my bride. 

D. Hieros Gamos (Sacred Marriage) [1 min.]

D picks up the crown, places it on A's head, and says: 

Accept again this crown, which once was yours,
the gift you took when you gave in to me,[225]



and I shall take from you this Starry Robe.
Now take my hand; to Heaven we'll ascend.
You'll dwell on Mount Olympus with the Gods;[226]
your Crown will henceforth shine in Heaven's vault.[227] 

D takes the Robe and helps A to her feet. They move off toward the South Gate.[228] 

T points to D & A and says: 

The sacred couple, bride and groom, ascend
the holy mountain, stand upon its peak.[229]
The golden chariot of the God awaits.[230]
Now Dionysos takes Her by the wrist,[231]
and Ariadne climbs inside by Him.
Behold! Fierce griffins spread their gleaming wings,
soar upward, pull the chariot to the sky.
They disappear, forever joined as One,
eternal Spirit and eternal Soul.[232]

Now Ariadne has departed from our world,
this land of light, and sits upon the throne,
and rules the distant Kingdom of the Night.[233]
Thus Dionysos and Athena saved
me from too close alliance with the realm
of Ariadne, Mistress of the Moon.[234]
And yet there will be peace between our worlds,[235]
a reconciliation of two realms,
opposing principles of Life and Death,
because each needs the other to exist. 

E. Return of Theseus [1 min.]

T moves near East Gate, east of P (so they look east toward him), and says: 

My friends, we sail to Delos, then to home.
On Delos we erect the wooden effigy
of Aphrodite, made in ancient times,
which Ariadne, pious priestess of
the Goddess, brought from Crete and gave to us.[236]



We'll dance the tightly winding Dance of Cranes[237]
in grateful thanks for our deliverance.[238] 

F. Closing Rites for Apollo and Dionysos

Communal Meal (Puanepsia)

T fetches prepared Panspermia and says: 

We come now back to home and offer thanks
to all the Gods who brought us safely home.
We've boiled together beans of every kind,
the only food that we have from our trip.
I offer this to the Immortal Gods,
a simple meal which we may share with Them.[239] 

T makes offering of Panspermia on Altar and gives each P a small amount. 

HP (as Herald) and HPs (as Mother) return while Panspermia is being served. HP carries Herald's Wand 
with garland wrapped around it.[240] They approach T. 

HP says: 

Rejoice! Hurray! The hero has returned!
Accept this garland for your victory,
but hear the woeful story we must tell.
The king, your father, has destroyed himself.
In grief he's thrown himself in that same sea
in which your mother went, from which you're born.
One king has died; another has arrived.[241] 

T says: 

Alas! Alas! What woeful news is this!
I cannot wear this crown of victory,
but you must bear it on your Herald's Staff,
as we, with joy and sorrow both, return
to our own world, to start another year,
in which our people will be joined in peace,



and live their lives in blest prosperity.[242]
The past is gone; the future yet to be! 

HP says: 

This season is the turning of the year,
the final harvest and declining Sun,
the changing of the guard at Delphi's shrine.
For Lord Apollo leaves that sacred site,
and journeys north to Hyperborea,
to spend the winter months, a quarter year. 

HPs takes the Gleukos (Young Wine) and says: 

Within this season, Delphi's seat is held
by Dionysos, called up from the depths,
as is His wine, fermented forty days.
This wine, born prematurely like the God,[243]
is mixed with water from the springs of Earth.[244]
The blood of Dionysos mingles with
His nurse's tears, because she cared for Him.
We pour libation to You, Worthy Bull,
and drink the wine to share in Your delight.
The Worthy Bull has died and is reborn!
Rejoice! Alas! Alas![245]
(or: Eleleû! Ioû! Ioû!) 

HPs, after pouring libation, dispenses wine to T & P. 

HP may also serve Aitharê (Porridge). 

Quarter Dismissal [2 min.]

When all have had their fill, HP/s cues the end of the ritual. 

Khoêphoroi move to their quarters. 

HP/s says: 



We thank Poseidon and Athena too
for Their protection in this rite,
and all the Gods who have been at our rites.
We bid You, Hail and farewell! 

HP/s puts out altar fire. 

HP/s says: 

Your souls have circled round the central core,
like long-legged cranes that circle round a lake.[246]
Just like a monster breathing in and out,[247]
the waters of the Underworld flow in
the Crater, mixing in the Monster's Lake,
beside the Oracles of Moon and Night,[248]
until they turn and flow back out again.

Four rivers flow out from the Underworld,
flow from the Monster's Lake, the central core,
beside the all-sustaining Tree of Life.
The rivers flow in four directions out
toward the rim, where they are joined as one
within the Ocean that surrounds all things.[249] 

North Khoêphoros says: 

Cocytus' waters flow out from the Source,
and they will bring us calm and cautious minds.[250]
We thank Thee, Ariadne, for Thine aid,
and bid Thee, Hail and farewell! 

East Khoêphoros says: 

The stream of Acheron is flowing forth,
and brings us energy, good sense and warmth.[251]
We thank Thee, Lord Apollo, for Thine aid,
and bid Thee, Hail and farewell! 

South Khoêphoros says: 

The stream of Pyriphlegethon flows forth,



and it will bring the flames of passion's fire.[252]
We thank Thee, Dionysos, for Thine aid,
and bid Thee, Hail and farewell! 

West Khoêphoros says: 

The River Styx is flowing from the Source,
and it will bring us introspection's fruit.[253]
We thank Thee, Lady Artemis, for Thine aid,
and bid Thee, Hail and farewell! 

Clearing Temple (Oskhophoria)

HP hands out Eiresionai[254] and says: 

Let each one take a Wand that's Wrapped in Wool,
and hung with symbols of Apollo and
Lord Dionysos; it will bring good luck,
abundance and an end of scarcity
to whom it's given in exchange for gifts,
when it is placed above a house's door.[255] 

HP hands out Oskhoi and says: 

These Branches Bearing Grapes are for the pair,
Lord Dionysos, blessed Worthy Bull,
and Ariadne, Mistress of the Moon.[256] 

HP/s says: 

Combine your voice with mine: Rejoice! Alas! Alas!
(or: Eleleû! Ioû! Ioû!) 

If any of the P are cross-dressed, they should lead the procession; they carry the Oskhoi (Branches 
Bearing Grapes).[257] 

HPs & HP lead three deosil (clockwise) circumambulations beginning in the South. 

HP/s says: 



We circle like the Sun across the sky,
rebinding charms that keep our worlds apart,
but ever tied together into one,
companion kingdoms of the Moon and Sun. 

HP/s, when circumambulations are complete, says: 

When we began this Rite we entered through
the Northern Gate, the Portal of the Moon,
through which our souls did once descend to Earth,
pass through the spheres, and take on mortal form.[258]
But since your deed is done, we exit through
the Southern Gate, the Portal of the Sun,
through which our souls to Heaven may ascend,
to join the Gods in immortality.[259]
In joy we met tonight.
In joy we go our ways.
In joy we'll meet again! 

All depart by the South gate and proceed to the feast hall. 

T or someone else may play the lyre.[260] 

The procession goes to the feast hall, where the P sing:[261] 

The Woolen Wand conveys rich cakes
   and figs and honey in a jar,
     and olive oil
to sanctify yourself, and cups
   of mellow wine, which you may drink,
     and fall asleep. 

P exchange them for gifts or treats. They are hung over the door for good luck in the new year. 
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The Ritual of the Labyrinth
Ta Hiera Laburinthou 

©1997, John Opsopaus 

Notes 

Works cited extensively here can be found among the References. (They are not currently hyperlinked, 
but may be at a future date.) 

1
Maintaining the sexual polarities of the Theseus-Ariadne-Dionysos myth (and the more general 
structure of the Goddess and her two Paredroi or Associates) dictates that the Acolyte be male. 
Certainly a similar ritual could be designed for a female Acolyte (perhaps structured around a 
God and two female Paredroi), but this would have to have a different mythic foundation. 

2
This ritual is synthesized from a large number of sources. Some of them (such as the main 
elements of the Ariadne-Theseus myth) are too obvious to require comment. Many others, which 
are less obvious or more controversial, are listed in these notes (which have been added after the 
composition of the ritual), so the reader may know what sort of warrant they have. I have no 
doubt forgotten other sources, especially those with a more pervasive or less specific effect on the 
ritual; I will annotate them as I remember or rediscover them. 

3
Gantz (pp. 114-6, 259-70) is a good summary. 

4
See Nilsson (pp. 29, 34-5), Parke (pp. 75-82) & Simon (pp. 75-7, 89-92, 107). Plutarch (Theseus) 
notes that Theseus returned to Athens on the Autumn Equinox, the seventh day of Puanepsion. 
The sixth, seventh and eighth days of each lunar month (beginning with the new moon) are 
sacred to Artemis, Apollo and Poseidon. 

5
See, for example, Gardner & Maier (1984) for the Sîn-leqi-unninnî (SLU) version, and Dalley 
(1989) for the "standard" (S) and Old Babylonian (OB) versions. The Gilgamesh Epic also has its 
Apollonian (defeat of Humbaba) and Dionysian (death of Enkidu) phases (Gardner & Maier, pp. 
17, 26, 45n15). 

6



See for example Black & Green (fig. 8, p. 17). In the Epic of Gilgamesh he is said to 
have an "alien appearance" (e.g. Old Babylonian version, tablet III, column v). 

7
Heller (1946, p. 123). 

8
For the divinatory Face of Humbaba, see Black & Green (p. 106 & fig. 8, p. 17) & 
Dalley (fig. 2:5). 

9
For divinatory livers, see Black & Green (fig. 56, p. 69) or Matthews (World Atlas of Div., p. 66). 
The face of Humbaba was also used for protection, like the Gorgoneon (Medusa head), to which 
it is related (Dalley, 323). The Labyrinth is associated with divination by Vergil (Aeneid VI.20ff), 
who places an image of it on the entrance to the Cumaean temple of Apollo by the cave of the 
Sibyl (Knight, MLT 115-6). 

10
Carter (1987, 1988). 

11
On Ortheia: Carter (1987, pp. 378-83); on Ariadne: Kerényi (Gods 270-2) and Plutarch (Thes.). 
The Geranos was connected with Aphrodite and later Artemis (Lawler 1946, 119). 

12
See Marinatos (152-60). 

13
See Doob, Jaskolski, Knight, Matthews, etc. 

14
Kerényi, Heroes 232. 

15
Lawler (1946, p. 115). The night-time ritual implies that it is for chthonic deities (Lawler 1946, 
118). Although the Delian Geranos was danced in Hekatombaion (mid-July to mid-Aug.), at least 
at first (Lawler 1946, 115), the various festivals connected with Theseus were performed around 
the 7th of Puanepsion (late Oct.). 

16
Not uncommon in ancient Greek (especially Dionysian) rituals (Kerényi, Dion. ch. 6; see also 
Carter 1987). 

17
This is consistent with Cook's estimate (vol. I, p. 479) of the Labyrinth in the "theatrical area" of 
the palace at Knossos: 12.94 m. by 9.89 m. 

18
The Crane Dance on Delos was around a sacred olive (Oxf. Class. Dict. s.v. Delos); the palm is 
often the sacred tree in Minoan sanctuaries (Marninatos 181); Humbaba guards the cedar trees in 
the Gilgamesh Epic (e.g. tablet II, column v, line 5 in Sîn-leqi-unninnî version; see Gardner & 
Maier). 

19
The entrance to medieval church labyrinths faces West, so the pilgrim starts from the place of 
death (Jaskolski 68, 73). If Cook's (I.479) reconstruction of the Knossos Labyrinth is correct, then 



its entrance faced West, down the Sacred Way. However, for this Descent to the Otherworld, the 
pillgrim starts in the place of life (East), proceeds towards the Underworld (West) and then 
returns to the place of Life and Dawn. 

20
For Ariadne as nurse/mother of Dionysos/Minotaur, see Kerényi (Dionysos, 121) and Otto (183). 

21
Ariadne is associated with the dark or crescent moon (Kerényi, Dion. 103). These festivals occur 
around the seventh day of the lunar month, that is, the first quarter. 

22
Cook (vol. I, p. 492, fig. 354). 

23
See, for example, the "Chieftan's Cup" (e.g. Marinatos fig. 100). 

24
These are standard attributes of Dionysos, and also reinforce the connection between the Cretan 
Dionysos and Sabazios, the Young Hunter (Kerényi, Dion. 117). 

25
This was a part of the myth of Theseus reflected in the rituals of the Oskhophoria. For cross-
dressing in rope dances (kordakes) similar to the Geranos, see (Knight 1935, p. 104). 

26
Atwood (35). 

27
Cook (vol. I, p. 492). 

28
The Greek terms most commonly used for the Tree associated with the Goddess are dendron (lit. 
tree), alsos (lit. grove) or rhabdos (lit. rod) (Carter 1987, 376-7). 

29
See Marinatos (183) on the sacred tree in Minoan ritual, which may be a potted tree. Tree rituals 
announce a period of renewal, prosperity or fertility. See Carter (1987, 376-7) on the Tree as 
natural or artificial in the Spartan rites of Ortheia and related Phoenician rituals. 

30
See Carter (1988, p. 93) on "robe" as the relevant meaning of pharos (often translated "plough"). 

31
The Pharos is not so much a tailored robe, as a simple rectangular cloth, which might be used as 
cloak, winding sheet or marriage blanket (LSJ). See also Carter (1988, pp. 92-4). 

32
The color of the Robe that Amphitrite gave to Theseus (Carter 1988, p. 94). 

33
The Minotaur is sometimes shown with a body speckled with stars (Jaskolski 16), but is 
argueably more closely associated with the Sun (Cook, vol I, pp. 468-595), as will be discussed 
in more detail later [107]. 

34
There is a famous (but lost) Orphic poem called The Robe (Peplos), which seems to have used 
the robe as a cosmological model. See Cook (vol. I, p. 495) for the Minotaur's connection to 



"celestial lights." 
35

Although a sword is most common, Theseus is found using a variety of weapons, including clubs, 
staffs and his bare hands (Kerényi, Heroes 232). A sword reinforces the theme of penetrating the 
womb of the Earth. 

36
Nilsson (29), Parke (75-7), Simon (75-7, 107). 

37
Jung & Kerényi, p. 135; Plutarch, Theseus. Other sources, however, say the horns are from the 
right side (Cook I.513). 

38
This was probably the form of the Altar around which the Geranos was danced on Crete (Lawler 
1946, 121). 

39
Nilsson (34-5), Parke (77-81), Simon (89-92). 

40
Kerényi, Heroes 232; Gantz (265). 

41
Kerényi, Dion. 86. 

42
The Tree of the Goddess is next to the Altar of the Bull God (Carter 1987, 376-7). 

43
These are the four libations, which Circe told Odysseus to make before entering the Underworld 
(Odyssey X.519f, XI.27f). 

44
In many cases the roles of HP and HPs are interchangeable, and the parts may be allocated to suit 
the skills etc. of the two; all these cases are indicated by "HP/s." In other cases it is more 
important, for mythic, magical or practical reasons, for a part to be spoken by one or the other, 
and these are indicated by "HP" or "HPs." 

45
For the Lake of the Monster, see Cirlot's Dict. of Symbols (249). For the Underworld Rivers 
pouring into the Crater, see Kingsley (127) and Plutarch's Those Whom the God is Slow to Punish 
(De Sere... 566a-c); on the important significance of the Crater in ancient thought see Kingsley 
(passim, but esp. ch. 11); it is crucial that in Greek Crater (kratêr) means mixing bowl as well as 
a crater in the earth (Kinglsey 141). Also, the Orphic poems called the Crater and the Robe are 
closely connected (Kingsley 140). 

46
For the Four Rivers flowing to the Fons Vitae (Font of Life) at the center, by the Tree, see 
Cirlot's Dict. of Symbols (127). They meet at the entrance to the Underworld. Four streams flow 
from Calypso's cave, at the Axis Mundi (Odyssey V.57ff; see also Butterworth, Tree at the Navel 
of the Earth, pp. 8-9). 

47
Kingsley (126-7). 



48
The West Gate is the entry to the Underworld, where chthonic daemons dwell (Porphyry, The 
Cave of the Nymphs ¶13). 

49
Souls descend into mortal life through North Gate, associated with the Moon and the 
constellation Cancer; it is cold because it congeals them and sends them to Earth (Porphyry, The 
Cave of the Nymphs ¶¶11-13). 

50
The North is associated with the Underworld River called Cocytus, which is associated with 
Persephone (Kingsley 96-7, 123, 353-4). Persephone is called "Most Pure" ("Utterly Pure," 
"Untouchable" etc.), Ariagnê, of which Ariadnê is a Cretan variant (Kerényi, Dion. 99). 

51
Thanks to Estara for suggesting an invocation of the Four Rivers in preparation for an 
Underworld journey, although my use of them is rather different from hers. I have relied to Peter 
Kingsley's perceptive and extensive analysis of Underworld geography in ancient thought and the 
association of the Rivers with the Elements and various deities (see his Ancient Philosphy, 
Mystery and Magic). Unfortunately, there is no way that the ancient doctrine of the Elements can 
be squared with contemporary practice in Neo-Paganism and Ceremonial Magic (which has a 
short pedigree). In particular, respect for fundamental polarities requires that Fire be opposite 
Water, and Air opposite Earth. In the following I have tried to deemphasize the differences to 
avoid confusion. 

52
To correspond to the sexes of the Quarter Wards invoked. 

53
There are many logical ways to make the directional associations; I have found those based on 
the "organic cycle," which dates at least back to Ptolemy, to work best (see my "Pythagorean 
Pentagram" and "Pentagram and the Elements"). In this, following the sun and the cycle of life, 
the East is associated with the Moist quality, the South with the Hot quality, West with Dry, and 
North with Cold; this preserves the polar oppositions. According to ancient tradition and 
alchemy, Air is primarily Moist, Fire is primarily Hot, Earth is primarily Dry and Water is 
primarily Cold. Thus we get East = Air, South = Fire, West = Earth, North = Water, which has 
the correct elemental polarities. The Quarter Wards (Air: Apollo, Earth: Artemis, Fire: Dionysos, 
Water: Ariadne) used here are analogous to the oppositions (Air: Zeus, Earth: Hera, Fire: Hades, 
Water: Persephone) given by the elemental associations in the cosmology of Empedocles 
(Kingsley 355). In this ritual, because of its "widdershins character," we reverse the organic 
cycle, starting in the West as the direction of Death, proceeding counterclockwise to North. 

54
Macrobius (Somnium 1.10.11). 

55
Lemprière's Classical Dictionary s.v. Styx. 

56
Damascius associates Styx with the element Earth (Kingsley 123); Artemis is of course Mistress 
of the Animals. 



57
The Pyriphlegethon is associated with fire (Pyri-) and is opposite Cocytus, associated with Water 
(Kingsley 97-8). 

58
Dionysos naturally stands opposite Ariadne (associated with Persephone and Water); they are 
bride and groom in the Sacred Marriage. 

59
Lemprière s.v. Acheron. 

60
Damascius associates Acheron with the element Air, which is misty in ancient thought (Kingsley 
123). Therefore, it is a natural place for Apollo, who thereby stands opposite Artemis. Honey 
would be a typical offering for Persephone/Ariadne, but Her association with water is too 
important to neglect; in any case, honey is traditionally associated with the heat of the Sun 
(Kerényi, Dion. ch 2). The association of the color yellow with the element Air is also common 
in contemporary practice. 

61
Lemprière s.v. Cocytus. 

62
Macrobius (Somn. 1.10.11); Lemprière s.v. Cocytus. 

63
Throughout the ritual there is an implicit connection between Ariadne and Persephone (Kerényi, 
Dion. 103). The Quarter invocations end with Ariadne because She is the central figure in the 
ritual. 

64
Kingsley (96-7, 123, 353-4). The Cocytus is reliably associated with the watery element (hence 
the water libation), the color blue (kuanos) and the Goddesses Demeter and Persephone (hence 
also Ariadne). 

65
Kingsley (354). 

66
The Rivers descend into Tartaros, the bottomless chasm formed at the beginning of time 
(Kingsley 126-7). 

67
Athena and Poseidon are the guardians of Athens (here interpreted as the "Celestial Athens"). 

68
Plural imperative form (LSJ s.v. hilêmi). 

69
The overall structure is that given by van Gennep for initiations: separation (voyage to Crete), 
liminal period (trials in Labyrinth), reintegration (return to Athens) (Marinatos 201). 

70
This is based on Theseus' visit to Poseidon (Kerényi, Heroes 229); it is a preliminary blessing 
corresponding to Theseus' preliminary initiation in the element of water (Jaskolski 59). 

71



The planet Venus traces a Pentagram in Zodiac by its positions as the Morning Star (Liungman, 
Dict. of Symbols 333-4). 

72
As the Athenian children were fed and encouraged by their mothers before their trip to Crete. 

73
Kerényi, Heroes 227-8. 

74
A double-entendre on Mediterranean = Middle of the Earth. 

75
The Great Year is eight years, called Enneatêris (Nine-year) or Enneôros (Nine-season) in the 
Greek inclusive system of enumeration (Kerényi, Gods 138). It is the shortest period that brings 
the lunar and solar years into (approximate conformity), e.g. so that the moon's first quarter 
occurs at midautumn (Frazer/Gaster §192), so it is the period that reconciles the Lunar and Solar 
Realms. As a consequence, eight-year terms for kings were common in the Greek world, after 
which their kingship had to be renewed (Frazer/Gaster §192). Sparta (home of the Shrine of 
Ortheia, Carter 1987, 1988), like Minos, operated on an eight year cycle (Deedes 27n1). The 
Great Year has important connections with Aphrodite, for the Pentagram of Venus rotates back to 
the same position in the Zodiac every eight years (and one day), which is two Sothis Years (1460 
days) according to the Egyptians or two Olympiads according to the Greeks (Liungman, Dict. of 
Symbols, 333-4). Furthermore, Venus's sidereal period (225 days) is eight (lunar) months and it is 
visible as the Morning Star for 245 days and the Evening Star for 247 - each 8 (solar) months. 
Therefore, it's hardly coincidental that Ishtar (identified with Venus) is represented by an eight-
pointed star (Schimmel, Myst. of Numbers, 157-8). It will be seen that the tribute is a sacrifice to 
the Great Mother Aphrodite/Asherah/Astarte/Ishtar. 

76
From an old ballad quoted in Lockridge (p. 40). 

77
Cf. "Hoc opus, hic labor est" (Aeneid VI.126). 

78
An element of the Oskhophoria, based on the Theseus legend, and of rope-dances related to the 
Geranos (Knight, MLT 104). 

79
Part of the liminal phase of initiations. 

80
Kerényi (Dion. 182). 

81
The Double Axe was called the "bull-slaying servant of Dionysos" and the God Himself was 
called "Double Axe" (Pelekus) (Kerényi, Dion. 190-3, Plutarch 2.302a). For more on the Labrys 
as symbol of sacrifice and renewal, including in the Diktaean Cave, see Dietrich (pp. 39-40). 
Arthur Evans suggested a connection with the Egyptian Ankh. 

82
For the geneaology of Ariadne in clear graphical form (with bull, sun & moon associations) see 
Jaskolski (37). 



83
A pervasive structure underlying this mythical complex is the Marriage of the Moon and Sun, 
especially in Minoan religion at Knossos; the Solar Bull mates with the Lunar Cow (Cook, v. I, 
pp. 521-545). We find this with Zeus and Europa, and her parents, Argíopê and Phoenix. The 
theme is later echoed with the White Bull and Pasíphaê (and her parents, Helios and Perseis), and 
with the Minotaur and Ariadne. 

84
The meaning of her name, referring to the full moon (Kerényi, Dion. 116). 

85
For Theseus offering the wool-wrapped olive branch to Apollo, see Plutarch's Theseus. For cake 
offerings at the Altar of Apollo Giver of LIfe, behind the Horn Altar, see Diogenes Laertius 
(VIII.13). 

86
Epithets Hekêbolos, Apotropaios, Laossoos, Phoibos, Paiôn, Toxophoros, Daphnêphoros; see 
also Kerényi (Gods, 149). 

87
Singular imperative form (LSJ s.v. hilêmi). 

88
Horses are used magically to penetrate or seal Labyrinths; the horse, like the Bull, may be a 
fertility symbol at the center (Knight, MSTG 456, MLT 98, 108-9, 120). Horses are associated 
with Poseidon, who sent the Bull from the Sea, the father of the Minotaur; Poseidon is also the 
divine father of Theseus and the guardian of walls (Knight MSTG 452n39). 

89
Plutarch, Theseus; see also Kerényi (Dion., 106-7). Furthermore, Aphrodite was an enemy of 
Pasiphaê. 

90
"Ariadnê" is a Cretan-Greek form of "Ariagnê," which is an intensified form form of "Hagnê," 
and thus means "Most Pure," or "Utterly Pure," a title of Underworld Goddesses (Kerényi, Dion. 
99; Otto 183). 

91
Gilgamesh (SLU tablet III, column i, lines 15-17). 

92
See Kerényi (Dion., 106-7). 

93
E.g. as in Evans' reconstruction of the Corridor of Processions (e.g., Marinatos fig. 41). 

94
The dance that Theseus initiated on Delos, in imitation of the winding path through the 
Labyrinth, was called Geranos. In Greek geranos means crane, and so the dance is often called 
the Crane Dance, and has been explained by reference to the formations in which cranes fly and 
common animal symbolism in initiation rites (Lawler 1946, pp. 115-7; Dowden 181). Euripedes' 
Helen (1478-87), in which the dancing chorus prayes to fly to Sparta as "Libyan cranes" (Lawler 
1946, 116), hints at the Shrine of Ortheia at Sparta. Cook (I.481n9) notes an association between 
bulls and cranes in Celtic iconography. A more likely explanation is that geranos derives from an 



Indo-European root ger- meaning "to wind" (Lawler 1946, 1964a, p. 47; see also Oxf. Class. 
Dict. s.v. dancing); this also accords with the explanation of the Roman name of the Labyrinth, 
Troia, as deriving from a verb truare meaning "to run back and forth" (Heller 1946, p. 129). 
(However, there are alternative explanations of this name, discussed later.) I have hedged my bets 
by weaving both explanations into the text of the ritual. 

95
Kerényi, Heroes 231; Gantz 266-8. The more Minoan practice would be to have Ariadne direct 
Theseus' actions from a stationary, superior and commanding position (Marinatos 187). 

96
This initial meeting between Theseus and Ariadne is inspired by Gilgamesh (SLU version, tablet 
III, columns i-ii, vi). 

97
A Linear B tablet from Knossos records "honey for the Mistress of the Labyrinth (Laburinthoio 
Potnia)" (Kerényi 89-90). According to Porphyry (The Cave of the Nymphs ¶8), honey is a ymbol 
of death; it's also a common symbol of rebirth (Biedermann, Dict. Symbolism s.v. honey; Cooper, 
Illus. Encyc. Trad. Symbols, s.v. honey). Honey offerings are often associated with dancing, and 
the dancing ground "represented the great realm of the mistress" in which the dancers honored 
her (Kerényi, Dion. 98). For honey and the new year, see Kerényi (Dion. ch. 2). 

98
For the gestures of salute of T and the P, see Marinatos (pp. 117, 173, figs. 41, 
42, 83, 173) 

99
Another gesture of salute (Marinatos 117). 

100
A typical Minoan priestess gesture (Marinatos, p. 185, figs. 187, 194). 

101
Gilgamesh (S II.vi, OB III.v). 

102
Gilgamesh (SLU III.i.17). 

103
Kerényi, Heroes 230. Gilgamesh promisses Queen Ninsun that he will kill Humbaba and remove 
Something Evil, hated by Shamash (the Sun), from the land (Gilgamesh, SLU III.i.29-30). 
Gilgamesh goes under the guidance of Shamash, as Theseus is guided by Apollo. For the 
connection between the labyrinth and rescuing a Goddess from the Underworld, see Knight 
(MLT 102-3). 

104
Cf. SLU version of Gilgamesh (tablet III, column i, lines 25-26; cf. col. ii, ll. 13-14). 

105
Enkidu (the companion of Gilgamesh) cuts off Humbaba's head (Gilgamesh, SLU V.vi.47; Black 
& Green 106); also this is a separation of the bestial from the human part, and a taming of the 
primal power of the bestial part, as also occurred when Perseus beheaded the Gorgon Medusa. 

106
On the two great dangers of the labyrinth, in a medieval context, see Doob (126). 



107
Asterios is commonly translated "the Starry One" (Kerényi, Dion. 105). The 
Minotaur is often shown with light colored spots, but there is disagreement 
whether they are stars or the marks on a bull hide (Cook I.493-4). Cook (v. I, 
p. 495) further observes that asterios can also refer to the Sun and Moon 
("stars" in the widest sense), so Asterios may be the God of Celestial Lights. 
More generally, it may mean "glittering," and the root word astêr may lights 
and flames (LSJ). Hence here, the "shining One." Indeed, the Minotaur is a 
Solar Bull (Cook I.468-545), so the Minotaur and Ariadne correspond to the Sun and Moon. 
Various coins from Knossos show an eight-pointed star (or the sun), a crescent moon or a bull's 
head at the center of the Labyrinth (Deedes 10). Interestingly, in the shrine of Ortheia, the 
Goddess's consort, the winged "hero-god of herds and flocks," seems to be named Aristaios, "the 
Best" (Carter 1987, 382), a divinity associated with bees, honey and ritual dances for the turning 
of the year (Kerényi, Dion. 39-40, 77). 

108
Deedes (27). 

109
In some versions, Ariadne is spinning when Theseus comes to her and the use of the thread is her 
idea, not Daidalos' (Kerényi, Heroes 231). 

110
Kerényi, Heroes 231. 

111
The Stephanos (Crown or Wreath) is a typical gift which a groom gives a bride or vice versa; it 
represents the power of Aphrodite: passionate desire (Carter 1988). 

112
The "Light of Zeus" (Dios Phôs) is Dionysos (Kerényi, Dion. 77-8). 

113
Gilg. (SLU III.i.4-5; cf. OB IV.vi). 

114
Gilg. (SLU III.i.25-26). 

115
Gilg. (SLU IV.vi.39). 

116
Gilg. (SLU IV.vi.31-33). 

117
Gilg. (SLU IV.vi.36). 

118
As depicted on the François Vase (Carpenter fig. 248). 

119
As depicted on a seventh-century relief pithos (Kerényi, Dion. fig. 35). 

120
For this prayer, cf. Gilg. (OB III.v; see also Gardner & Maier 124). Athena is often shown 
leading Theseus through the Labyrinth (Gantz 269). 



121
A typical Minoan priestess gesture (Marinatos, pp. 185-7, figs. 188-193) 

122
For this prayer, cf. Gilg. (OB III.vi; see also Gardner & Maier 124-5). 

123
For this proverb, see Gilg. (SLU IV.vi.37-39) and Gardner & Maier (131). 

124
Gilg. (SLU V.ii.24), a traditional metaphor for strength in numbers (Gardner & Maier 137). 
Likewise in medieval labyrinth dances, the canons assist the dean (Doob 126). 

125
Recalling how Athena brings Nike. 

126
The medieval labyrinth dance was typically a tripudium (dance in triple time) (Doob 124). 

127
E.g. as on Munich Cup (Gantz 267). 

128
Cf. "turn round towards the North" in ancient Egyptian dancing ritual (Deedes 26). 

129
Both the north and the setting sun are images of death; the Dance of Death is also the Dance of 
Rebirth, and the Labyrinth represents the circuitous path to the Underworld (Jung & Kerényi, 
133-5). 

130
Kerényi, Heroes 231. 

131
Normally, the only way to leave the Underworld is by exactly the same way by which you enter 
it. 

132
Knight (Cum. Gates 136, MSTG 446) argues that the essential principles of the labyrinth are 
exclusion and conditional penetration. 

133
The Goddess of the Upright Tree (or Post) had close associations with Eileithyia, the Birth 
Goddess (Carter 1987, 379), who has an important cave sanctuary, containing a sacred 
stalagmite, near Amnisos in Crete. 

134
Generalizing from Minos' regeneration every Great Year. The quest is simultaneously a return to 
the womb, a revival of the Divine King, and a satisfaction of love (for Ariadne in this case) 
(Knight, Cum. Gates 147-8). The King-God regenerates himself by contact with the power of his 
ancestors in the Underworld (Deedes 42). 

135
The tribute takes place once each eight years, when Minos returns to the Diktaean Cave (where 
Zeus mated with Europa) to confer with Zeus and seek renewal(Jaskolski 40). 

136
Knight (Cum. Gates 133) says, "the bull may be the monster who devours the ghosts of evil 



men." Psychologically, it's one's Shadow, which devours whoever denies it. Recall also that 
Minos is a judge in the Underworld. 

137
Jaskolski (58). 

138
Cf. Kerényi (Dion. 95). 

139
For the Labyrinth as entrails, see Knight (MSTG 450n30, MLT 105) and Heller (1946, p. 123). 

140
The Cretan Labyrinth (see Labyrinths, below) has seven courses. 

141
"Hoc opus, hic labor est" (Aeneid VI.126), quoted again, here with its original significance: 
escape from the Underworld. 

142
Jaskolski (60). 

143
The labyrinth is associated with the proverbial coils of the River Styx (Knight, Cum. Gates 147); 
it is sometimes said to have seven coils, as here, although more commonly nine. 

144
Jaskolski (161-2n12). 

145
In medieval church labyrinths, revisiting but not crossing the central cross makes it like the Way 
of the Cross (Jaskolski 63); analogously here the blessings of the Four Rivers are acquired. We 
also find medieval labyrinths associated with the Four Rivers of Paradise (Lockridge 37), flowing 
with milk, water, honey and wine. 

146
Jaskolski (16). 

147
The connection with Troy may seem superficial, but it is profound (see e.g. Knight, Cum. Gates, 
chs. 5, 6, Maze Sym., Myths & Leg. Troy; Heller, 1946). Labyrinths throughout Europe are 
called "Troy," "Troy-town" and the like, or sometimes Christianized versions of the same 
("Babylon," "Jerusalem" etc.). In ancient times the Troia was a sacred or magical horse ritual to 
reinforce or penetrate a system of magical defenses (Knight, MSTG 448-9, MLT 98-100). Heller 
(1946, 131-3) describes von Petrikovits' reconstruction of its dressage-like movements along the 
dividing lines of the Labyrinth. Like "Geranos," "Troia" may be related to an obscure verb truare 
meaning "to run back and forth" (Heller 1946, 129) and Ilion seems to some from a similar root 
weilô (Knight, MLT 99n3), which does not contradict the connection to Troy, since the city may 
have acquired this name from its famous magical walls (Knight, MSTG 454). Also, Theseus' son, 
Hippolytus ("Horse-unbinding"), was said to have been a king-god of Troy (Deedes 36); his 
name may refer to a Poseidon cult (Oxf. Class. Dict. s.v. Hippolytus). 

148
Since ancient times (Tryphiodorus, 5th cent. CE) the Geranos has been compared to the dragging 
of the Wooden Horse into Troy and the Trojans to migrating cranes (Knight, MSTG 447n8; 



Lawler 1946, 125n39). For the connection of the Troia with magical dances (for winding or 
unwinding defenses), such as the Pyrrhic and Salian Dances, see Knight (MSTG 448, 451-2), and 
with the Geranos and other rope-dances, in which the rope is compared to that which pulled the 
Horse into Troy, see Knight (MLT 104). These armed dances are also connected with rites of 
fertility and (re)birth (Knight, MLT 107). Cf. also the dance of the Kourêtes at the birth of Zeus. 
Dance was an essential component of all the ancient mysteries (Deedes 25). 

149
The widdershins (against the Sun) motion unwinds the defenses (Knight, Cum. Gates 90); the 
unwinding of the Clew reinforces this. 

150
The eight regions of the Labyrinth (the center and the seven coils), correspond to the Earth and 
the seven planets, and also to the eight years of the Great Year that reconciles the Lunar and 
Solar Realms (Frazer/Gaster §192). 

151
As in the Gnostic Descent of the Soul, and as Inanna gives up Her seven powers in Her Descent. 

152
The longest way: Jaskolski (60). So also, in the Rosarium Philosophorum, the process of 
alchemical transmutation is described as the longissima via - the longest path (Eliade, Forge & 
Crucible, 163). For the general characteristics of a "true labyrinth" see Jaskolski (p. 11). 

153
A reference to the constellation Ophiuchus, the Serpent Bearer, which is next to Corona, 
Ariadne's Crown (Lawler 1946, pp. 119, 127n46); Ophiuchus represents the path of spiritual 
ascent to the Higher Zodiac. 

154
For the Geranos as a snake-dance (later a rope dance), which invokes the Earth Goddess for 
protection, see Lawler (1946, pp. 119, 126-8; 1964a, p. 63; 1964b, pp. 84-5). The dance may 
represent a fight (Geranomakhia) between the Cranes and the Serpent (Lawler 1946, 125n40), 
which is reminiscent of the Myth of Etana (Dalley 190-200), with its battle between the Eagle 
and the Snake, or the Indian legend in which the Garuda Eagle attacks the Nâgas (Snake-people); 
see Butterworth, Tree at the Navel of the Earth, 156-8. 

155
Jaskolski (11, 77). Rebirth requires scrutiny of all the recesses of the psyche. 

156
Cf. Kerényi (Dion. 92). 

157
Cf. Kerényi (Dion. 93). 

158
Gilgamesh (OB III.iv; see also Gardner & Maier 107). 

159
Humbaba is protected by "seven layers of terrifying radience" (Black & Green 106); the 
Minotaur is protected in the seven walls of the Labyrinth. 

160
Cf. Gilg. (SLU IV.v.45-46). 



161
The Minotaur is called Asterios, the Glittering One. Also, some coins from Knossos show a star 
in the middle of the Labyrinth (Sears, Grk. Coins 1, pp. 292-4). The star or rosette is a sign of 
royalty (Deedes 22). 

162
Asterios means "the Celestial One," which seems to be a reference to the Sun (Cook I. 468, 477, 
490-2). 

163
Cook (I. 479, 491-2). 

164
See Jaskolski (56) for the Minotaur as monstrum sacrum. 

165
On Humbaba's "terrible" or "alien" appearance, see Gilgamesh (OB III.v). 

166
Cook (I.491). 

167
Ariadne, like Medeia, is a grandaughter of the Sun responsible for the death of her brother 
(Kerényi, Heroes 230). 

168
Cf. Gilgamesh (SLU II.v.1-2); Humbaba guards the throne of Irnini, a form of Ishtar = Astarte = 
Aphrodite. There is often a Holy Maiden (especially Persephone) at the center of the Labyrinth, 
who is won by the Hero that can find Her and bring Her out. Alternately, he wins the Maiden (e.
g. Ariadne) by bringing back some treasure from the center. She confers the hope of a return to 
the Light. See Knight (MSTG 450n30, MLT 106) and Kerényi (Dion. 118). Pasiphaê, Aphrodite 
and Isis are all aspects of the Mother Goddess associated with the Tree (Deedes 28). In 
iconography, the Tree is interchangeable with the "bare-chested, flouncy-skirted goddess," a 
Goddess associated with Life, Fertility, Love and the Sea (Carter 1987, 377-8). Likewise, Cook 
(I.537-8) argues that Europa was originally an Earth Goddess and a Huntress and only later a 
Lunar Cow Goddess. 

169
Humbaba is like a "raging wild bull" who guards the sacred forest (Gilgamesh, SLU IV.v.47, 49). 
The Tree represents consort of the Bull-God (Carter 1987, 376). 

170
Many adolescent initations involve a confrontation with some animal; see Dowden, Death and 
the Maiden. 

171
Catching by hair and sacrificing to Poseidon: Kerényi, Heroes 231. Poseidon is ruler of the 
oceanic depths, a common symbol for the unconscious psyche. 

172
Gilgamesh (SLU III.i.2-5). 

173
Theseus undergoes a complete initation, proving himself worthy to be king, the others undergo a 
lesser initation into adulthood (Jaskolski, 58-9, 78). 



174
Gilg. (SLU II.v.3). His roar is abûbu, the "flood weapon" (Dalley 317). 

175
These terms, Agôn (Contest), Pathos (Suffering) and Threnos (Lamentation) refer to the primary 
components in the general Passion of the Year-Daimon, of which the Labyrinth Ritual is an 
example (Harrison, Themis 343-4). 

176
Cf. Gilg. (SLU V.i.1-2, 6). 

177
Gilg. (SLU II.v.4). 

178
Gilg. (OB III.v). 

179
For initiations in a Cretan cave by means of the Thunder Stone, see Kerényi (Dion. 86). For a 
stone in the hands of the Minotaur see Gantz (265). 

180
In Minoan iconography the victor usually appears on the left (Marinatos 215). 

181
Cf. Gilg. (SLU IV.v.43-44). 

182
Tree-shaking seems to have been a part of Minoan initiation rituals (Marinatos 185-7); in the 
Geranos on Delos, the participants held their hands behind their backs and gnawed the sacred 
olive tree (Lawler 1946, p. 114; Oxf. Class. Dict. s.v Delos). On Cypriot pots, the Bull may chew 
the Tree (Carter 1987, 378). 

183
Flagellation was a part of the Delian Geranos (Lawler 1946, p. 115; Oxf. Class. Dict. s.v Delos), 
and there was whipping of the ephebes at the Ortheia Altar (Carter 1987, 381). 

184
The Shadow is a necessary complement to the conscious persona. 

185
Repression of Shadow. 

186
Projection of Shadow. 

187
The Unconscious is a source of vital energy. 

188
Because his face is an image of the path through the Labyrinth. Initiation cannot be completed 
without a confrontation with the Shadow. 

189
See the Hittite text in Gardner & Maier (147). 

190
So also in Gilgamesh, the Hero (conscious mind) draws strength from the Shadow (Gardner & 
Maier 28). 



191
The Shadow must be acknowledged and integrated into the personality in order to avoid 
projection or "possession" by it. 

192
The metaphor is from Epic of Gilgamesh (OB IV?; Dalley 148) and the Sumarian Gilgamesh and 
the Land of the Living (Gardner & Maier 145). 

193
The Bull-child/Dionysos must be dismembered (Kerényi, Dion. 116); it is torn apart by the Great 
Mother to nourish new life (Jaskolski 39-40). Deedes (22) compares the dismemberment of the 
bull and the lamentations of Ariadne to Osiris and Isis; in this ritual the Bull is resurrected as 
Dionysos. So also in an alchemical poem attributed to Theophrastus but composed between 700 
and 900 CE, we are told to slay the spotted dragon, dismember it, and cut out of it the brilliantly 
white Stone of Transmutation [C. A. Browne, "The Poem of the Philosopher Theophrastus upon 
the Sacred Art," Scientific Monthly 11 (Sep. 1920): 193-214, pp. 204-5]. 

194
See Gilg. (OB IV?; Dalley 148) and Gardner & Maier (145). 

195
Jaskolski (19). 

196
Gilgamesh and Enkidu pin down Humbaba with their feet (Black & Green 106). In this way the 
Beast is subdued. 

197
For alternating sorrow and bliss as Ariadne's theme, see Otto (182). 

198
The typical result of the Theomachia, for example Perseus/Sea Monster/Andromenda, Kadmos/
Great Sepent/Harmonia and of course Theseus/Minotaur/Ariadne (Carter 1988, 98). 

199
Cf. Kerényi (Dion. 96). A reorientation in the enter of the personality. 

200
Although Gilgamesh and Enkidu cut down the sacred trees (Gardner & Maier 145-7), here 
Theseus and the Paides bring back its power. Alternately, Theseus could bring back the Xoanon, 
the ancient wooden effigy of the Goddess, to Ariadne. This is supported by the fact that Ortheia, 
the Goddess of the Upright Tree, corresponds to Aphrodite (via Asherah and Astarte) (Carter 
1987, 378). 

201
The Worthy Bull is Dionysos, "archetypal image of indestructible life" (Kerényi, Dion. 182). 

202
Kerényi (Jung & Kerényi 123-5, 127-9) discusses Persephone's connection to the uniqueness of 
the individual as opposed to the impersonal force of universal Life (Zôê) represented by Demeter 
and, in our case, the Tree of Life and the Minotaur. Complementary to the "individual beauty" of 
Ariadne is the uniquely monstrous Minotaur. "What we conceive philosophically as the element 
of non-being in Persephone's nature appears, mythologically, as the hideous Gorgon's head, 
which the goddess sends forth from the Underworld and which she herself bore in her archaic 



form" (p. 127). See also Kerényi (Dion. 124): Zôê needs Soul to transcend the seminal stage, 
represented by the Tree of Life. 

203
The Spirit (as Zôê) is masculine, the Soul feminine in the Greek and Minoan traditions (Kerényi, 
Dion. 125). 

204
Kerényi (Dion. 124). 

205
For the Butterfly (and Bee) as symbols of rebirth and its connection to the Double Axe, see 
Dietrich (p. 39). The identification of the Soul and the Butterfly seems to date from the sixth 
century BCE (p. 39n80). See also Kerényi's Hermes: Guide of Souls for more on the Butterfly. 

206
In general, maze dances are protective (Knight, Cum. Gates 73), especially when they proceed 
deosil (sunwise); the rewinding of the Clew reinforces the binding power. With regard to the 
Underworld; the Trojan game is also associated with funeral rites, see Knight (MSTG 456-7). 

207
For the "sacred seals or veils" (hiera krêdemna), see Knight (MSTG 457n63). Likewise medieval 
labyrinth dances restore cosmic harmony through their circling (Doob 125). 

208
Cf. Atwood (pp. 35-6) on Ariadne's golden thread: "the metaphorical 'winding into a ball' aptly 
illustrates the nucleating of the Light diffusedly latent in man under the concentration of his 
spiritual energies to effect an alliance with their source, until at length that Light becomes 
polarized within him, consolidating into a 'philosophical stone,' a quasi-objective substantiality 
destined to become for him a vehicle of consciousness and his new body of regeneration." 

209
The following narration of the Soul's passage through the planetary spheres and the attributes it 
acquires from each is based on Macrobius (Somnium 1.12.14). The spheres are in the normal 
order, from center to periphery: Earth (Monster's Lair), Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, 
Jupiter, Saturn, and the surrounding Fixed Stars (outside the Labyrinth). However, because of the 
winding path through the Labyrinth, the planets are visited in the order Earth, Venus, Mercury, 
Moon, Sun, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Fixed Stars. 

210
In medieval labyrinths the center represents the eighth sphere, the fixed stars (Doob 131), but it it 
belongs at the periphery, with the center representing the descent into matter (the Earth). 

211
In ancient times the birth canal was conceived to be convoluted like the intestines; the child had 
to find its way down it (Jaskolski 45). The Thread of Ariadne corresponds, of course, to the 
umbilical cord (Jaskolski 163n5, Knight, Cum. Gates 106, MLT 111). A connection is made 
between the Khoros (Dance) and Khordê (Gut, Cord) (Knight, CG, loc. cit.). 

212
Cf. Gilgamesh (SLU VI.i.7-20). 

213
Maze dances (widdershins!) were a traditional part of marriage rites, and Evans (Palace of Minos 



III, 74-8) reports that they were still performed in Crete in his time. Often the ritual represents an 
approach to the maiden in the center (Knight, Cum. Gates 132, 137), here represented by the 
Goddess in the Tree of Life, which was also common in ancient Greece (Carter 1987, 1988). 

214
Cf. Gilgamesh (SLU VI.i.24-32). 

215
The Robe, like the Crown or Wreath, is a typical marriage gift; in rituals of this sort it may be 
hung on the Tree dedicated to the Goddess (Carter 1988, p. 93). The Robe, in particular, may be 
used to cover the marriage bed. Carter (op. cit.) makes explicit connections with the Ariadne-
Theseus myth. 

216
Kerényi, Dion. 109. 

217
The name of the island, "Dia," seems to be connected with Latin Dea, Dia and Diana, all 
signifying the light of the Full Moon (Kerényi, Dion. 122). 

218
For Athena ordering Theseus to abondon Ariadne, see Kerényi, Heroes p. 233, fig. 56; Carpenter 
fig. 249. 

219
Theseus was destined to pursue "the light," the full moon: Aigle, Phaidra (Kerényi, Dion. 102, 
Heroes 234). 

220
In some versions of the myth, Theseus' sorrow at having to leave Ariadne is the reason he forgets 
to change the sail, which leads to his father's suicide (Kerényi, Heroes 234). 

221
A gesture of the "Young God" in Minoan iconography (Marinatos pp.171-4, figs. 170-2, 174). 

222
For Dionysos coming from the sea and "raving with His bull foot," see Kerényi (Dion. 182). 

223
On Artemis' "punishment" of Ariadne for her lost virginity (death in childbirth), see Kerényi 
(Dion. 101, 108-9, Heroes 230) and Gantz (115-6). In many ways the story of Ariadne parallels 
that of Koronis (Kerényi, Dion. 103, Heroes 235). Ariadne, Koronis and Aigle (Ariadne's "full 
moon" sister) are all named as nurses of Dionysos (Kerényi, Heroes 235). Ariadne is not 
abandoned, but instead agrees to a Hieros Gamos with Dionysos (Paris, 39-44). 

224
Grabbing by the wrist is an erotic gesture, especially in a Hieros Gamos (Marinatos 190-1). 

225
Kerényi (Dion. 109). 

226
Ariadne is immortalized by the mercy of Dionysos (Kerényi, Dion. 109). 

227
As the constellation Coronis. 

228



The Portal of Immortality (Porphyry, Cave of Nymphs ¶¶12-13). 
229

For the apotheosis of Ariadne, see Kerényi (Dion. 123-4). 
230

Otto (181). 
231

Again, an erotic gesture in the Hieros Gamos (Marinatos 190-1). 
232

Kerényi (Dion. 124-5). 
233

According to some myths, Ariadne became Queen of Crete after Minos' son (Kerényi, Dion. 
102). 

234
Kerényi (Dion. 102). 

235
Theseus made peace with Queen Ariadne of Crete (Kerényi, Dion. 102). Recall that the Eight-
year Great Year reconciles the Lunar and Solar Worlds (cf. Frazer/Gaster §192). 

236
For Ariadne's connections to Aphrodite, see Otto (182-3), who calls her "the mortal Aphrodite." 

237
See Dowden (181) for a possible explanation of Geranos as "Crane Dance." On Delos cranes 
were sacred, probably to Leto, who is associated with the Geranos (Lawler 1946, 117, 123); Leto 
is the Great Goddess, mother of Apollo and Artemis (who together made the Horn Altar). 

238
For the Crane Dance and the worship of Ariadne Aphrodite see Plutarch (Theseus) and Kerényi 
(Heroes 234). 

239
This offering discharges Theseus' vows to Apollo; it was reenacted at the Puanepsia festival 
(Plutarch, Theseus). 

240
Plutarch, Theseus. 

241
Theseus represents a new, more inclusive social order (Deedes 29). The ritual killing of the old 
king (both the Minotaur and Theseus' father Aegeus) is a theme here (Deedes 29-30). 

242
See Plutarch (Theseus) and Thucydides II.15 for his goals of peace and prosperity. 

243
Dionysos is born prematurely (e.g. from Semele's womb), and the Minotaur is a premature child 
of the Underworld. The Man-Beast and the Mistress of the Beasts both represent a transitional 
Life-form, between the Seed (the Tree) and the God in Human Form (Dionysos and divinized 
Ariadne); see Kerényi, Dion. 119-21. 

244
For the calling of Dionysos "in the Marshes" (en Limnais) and the drinking of the new wine 



(gleukos), see Kerényi (Dion. 290, 292). The Marshes are a gateway to the Underworld (loc. cit.). 
At the beginning of November the wine has been fermented 40 days; although the fermentation is 
not complete, it is already intoxicating. Dionysos protects life (like the wine) when it's yet 
unformed and little more than Zôê (Kerényi, Dion. 293-5). 

245
This was the paradoxical cry when the libation was poured at the Oskhophria, in celebration of 
Theseus return (Plutarch, Theseus). We also have woe for the death of the mortal Ariadne and joy 
for the immortal Ariadne (Kerényi, Dion. 123). 

246
For souls as birds flying around the vast central chasm, see Kingsley (137n17). According to 
Macrobius (Somn. 1.12.8) souls pass through the Crater on their way to rebirth. The use of the 
"cranes" simile reinforces the comparison of the long-legged, dancing children to cranes, which 
Dowden (181) (and many others) think is the origin of the term Geranos; see Lawler (1946) for 
an alternate explanation. 

247
For the cyclic "breathing" of the Underworld Rivers, see Kingsley (79, 126, 142); it is also 
mentioned in the Phaedo. 

248
Kingsley (127). 

249
See Cirlot's Dict. of Symbols (127) for the Four River's reversing direction and flowing back out 
toward the circumference to unite in the One. 

250
The North is Cold and associated with Water and the phlegmetic humor (yellow bile), which is 
cautious, calm and cool (e.g. Williams, Ren. Tarot 141). 

251
The East is Moist and associated with Air and the sanguine humor (blood), which is warm, 
energetic and sensible (e.g. Williams, Ren. Tarot 141). 

252
The South is Hot and associated with Fire and the choleric humor, which is passionate (e.g. 
Williams, Ren. Tarot 141). See also Macrobius (Somn. 1.10.11). 

253
The North is Dry and associated with Earth and the melancholic humor (black bile), which brings 
introspection (e.g. Williams, Ren. Tarot 141). 

254
Nilsson (29), Parke (75-7), Simon (75-7, 107). 

255
Plutarch, Theseus. 

256
The Oskhophoria is in thanks to Athena, Dionysos and Ariadne (Kerényi, Dion. 102). See also 
Plutarch's Theseus. 

257
Nilsson (34-5), Parke (77-81), Simon (89-92). 



258
Porpyry (On the Cave of the Nymphs ¶¶11-13). 

259
Souls ascend to Heaven through the South Gate, the Portal of the Sun, associated with Capricorn, 
because heat dissolves them and sends them upward (Porphyry, The Cave of the Nymphs ¶¶12-
13). For completeness, it should be mentioned that the East Gate is associated with the Celestial 
Gods as the West is with the Chthonic Dieties (¶13). 

260
In the myth, after escaping from the Labyrinth, Theseus plays the lyre, and leads the Paides in a 
dance, before Ariadne (Kerényi, Heroes 234) 

261
For the song, see Plutarch's Theseus. 

262
These Labyrinths may be "left handed" or "right handed" - the mirror images of each other. 
Ancient images of the Labyrinth seem to be about equally of the two forms. I have chosen to use 
the left-handed form because (1) it begins with a turn to the north and a widdershins path and has 
a final widdershins approach to the Minotaur, all appropriate to the theme, and (2) it agrees with 
the shape of divinatory livers. The names of the Labyrinths are my own, chosen by Isopsêphia. 

263
Heller 1946, p. 125. 

264
Kerényi, Dion., p. 96. 

265
Jaskolski, pp. 8, 12. 

266
Heller 1946, pp. 129-30. 

267
Nigel Pennick, p. 155. 

268
Heller 1946, pp. 124-5. 

269
Heller 1961; Jaskolski, p. 10; Kerényi, Dionysos, p. 97. 

270
Heller 1961, pp. 60-1, pl. 33 (9-11); Kerényi, Dionysos, p. 97. It should be noted that a Labyrinth 
was central to the most ancient rituals on the Acropolis (Deedes 30). 

271
Heller 1946, p. 126; Matthews, pp. 45-6. 

272
Heller 1946, p. 125. 

273
See Matthews, fig. 70. 



274
See Black & Green (fig. 8, p. 17), Carter (1987, 1988). 

275
Heller (1961, p. 60), Matthews (45). The Labyrinth fresco discovered by Evans 
at Knossos is dark red on a pale yellow backgrouns (Kerényi, Dion. 95). 
Medieval church labyrinths are often black on a yellow ground (Lockridge 35-
6). One of the Christian Roman emperors has a red robe decorated with a golden labyrinth (Cook 
I.482n1). Note also the colors of the Hagios and Thêrion Labyrinths, described above. 

276
Black & Green (fig. 8); Carter (1987, 365, 365n46) 

277
Vergil (Aeneid VI.20ff) hints at this, when he described the Labyrinth on the entrance to the 
Cumaean temple of Apollo by the cave of the Sibyl (Knight, MLT 115-6). 

278
For the lopsided face see Carter (1987, 364-5). 
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The Ritual of the Labyrinth
Ta Hiera Laburinthou 

©1997, John Opsopaus 

V. Preparation 

●     A. Labyrinth 
●     B. Costumes 
●     C. Equipment 
●     D. Food 
●     E. Music: optional 

A. Labyrinth

The Labyrinth can be simple or complex, temporary or permanent, outdoor or indoor. Generally a square 
area at least 23 feet (8 meters) on a side will be required.[17] Detailed construction information is given 
elsewhere (Labyrinths). In any case, the Labyrinth contains in its center a Sacred Tree (ideally an olive, 
palm or cedar[18]) or Pillar. Further, at the entrance to the Labyrinth there is a Post of some sort, to 
which Ariadne's Thread can be tied. Like a typical Greek temple, the entrance faces East.[19] It is 
helpful if there is somewhere in the circle, most probably near the West Gate, where the HP and HPs can 
change their robes without being seen. 

The Altar is near the East Gate, although there should be some space between the two for the HP & HPs 
to stand. The forecourt of the Labyrinth is the area between the Labyrinth and the Altar; it should be 
large enough to accomodate all the participants. 

B. Costumes

1.  Ariadne (A), Lady of the Labyrinth Ideally, Ariadne, the Lady of the Labyrinth, is dressed as a 
Minoan Priestess: flounced dress with a short jacket leaving the breasts bare. (Bare breasts are 
especially relevant for Ariadne as Nurse.[20]) Alternately, any long ceremonial robe will do. It 
should be dark (especially dark blue) in color. It is appropriate if the sign of the Labrys (Double 
Axe) or a Labyrinth pattern appears on her robe or jewelry. Crescent (but not full) moons may 



also appear.[21] The High Priestess also wears a shawl, covering her head and chest, when she is 
not in the role of Ariadne (e.g.,when she takes the role of Mother at the beginning and end of the 
rite). 

2.  Minotaur (M), The Beast The Minotaur wears an elaborate mask (detailed description given 
below, see Minotaur Mask), and the Starry Robe (see below). He may wear a bull's tail.[22] 
Beyond this he is costumed like Dionysos (nude or in a khitôn with kothurnoi, see below). 

3.  Theseus (T), The Man Ideally, Theseus is nude or clothed in a short khitôn (tunic). For a more 
Minoan focus, he may wear a codpiece or a prominant phallus sheath.[23] If the Sword is used, 
then T needs to have a belt in which to put it. 

4.  Dionysos (D), The God Ideally, kothurnoi (tall leather hunting boots), otherwise nude.[24] 
Alternately, Dionysos may be dressed in a short khitôn (tunic), as hunter, or, if a Minoan style is 
preferred, in a loin-cloth with a phallus sheath or prominant codpiece. When the HP is not in the 
Minotaur or Dionysos roles (e.g. when he takes the role of Father at the beginning of the rite), he 
wears a long robe or cloak over the D costume. 

5.  Paides (P) Traditionally, the boys would be naked and the girls would wear robes, but any 
comfortable clothing will do. It is traditional for several of the P to be cross-dressed (i.e. dressed 
as the opposite sex).[25] 

6.  Athena Long robe. If Ariadne is doubling as Athena, then Athena should be identified by Her 
attributes (e.g. helmet, spear, shield). If Ariadne's breast is bare, it should be covered (e.g. by the 
Aegis) for Athena. 

C. Equipment

1.  Prosôpon Minotaurou (The Minotaur's Mask) (See Minotaur's Mask) for details on 
construction. 

2.  Linon Ariadnês (Ariadne's Thread) A clew (ball) of gold[26] or yellow colored yarn, 
sufficiently long to thread the Labyrinth with some to spare, on a spindle from it can be unwound 
with one hand. 

3.  Stephanos Ariadnês (Ariadne's Crown) A glittering wreath for the head, especially gold with 
glittering roses or other solar symbols.[27] (It can be illuminated with a chemoluminescent ring.) 
The Crown has a ribbon by which it can be hung around T's neck. 



4.  Dendron Zôês (Tree of Life)[28] The Tree of Life, which is at the center of the Labyrinth, may 
be an actual Sacred Tree (especially an olive, palm or cedar), or a potted plant, or a wooden 
Sacred Pillar.[29] It may be decorated with lunar symbols or the Horns of Consecration. 

5.  Asteroen Pharos (Starry Robe)[30] The Starry Robe (Cloak, Cloth, Sheet etc.)[31] is a dark 
(esp. purple[32]) with glittering stars,[33] and is large enough to cover a person. It may also be 
decorated with Horns of Consecration or Bucrania (bulls' heads), the Sun and Moon, as well as 
cosmological symbols or diagrams.[34] 

6.  Xiphos Thêseôs (Sword of Theseus) Ideally, the Sword is a Greek-style two-edged short sword, 
or a dagger.[35] 

7.  Eiresiônê (Wool-wand) A wand (preferably of laurel), 2-3 feet long, decorated with fruit and 
pastries in the shape of lyres, cups and vine branches.[36] The ornaments could also be made of 
paper, clay, foil etc. Have at least one for each Pais (Youth). 

8.  Keratôn (Horn Altar) The Keratôn (or Bômos Keratinos) on Delos is normally interpreted as an 
altar made of horns from the left side of the heads of bulls (since the dance goes backwards, in 
the direction of death).[37] However, I think it is more appropriate to have the Horn Altar be in 
the shape of the Horns of Consecration or decorated with them.[38] It should have a place for the 
altar fire as well as space for offerings, incense, libations etc. 

9.  Herald's Wand: optional It should be possible to hang a wreath on it. 
10.  Oskhoi: optional Vine branches with grapes on them.[39] In a pinch, use artificial grapes. 
11.  Keraunos Lithos (Thunder Stone): optional Sometimes the Minotaur is seen fighting back 

with a Stone,[40] which may be assimilated to the Thunder Stone, used to initiate Minos in a 
cave.[41] 

12.  Labrys (Double Axe): optional Preferably a large, Minoan-style Labrys (double axe), which 
Ariadne can hold as an insignia. (It's convenient if it can be set up in a pyramidal base.) 
Alternately, she may wear a small Labrys. 

13.  Horns of Consecration: optional Large Horns of Consecration may stand on an altar near the 
Tree.[42] 

14.  Spondai (Libations): Milk, Wine, Honey & Water[43] There should be a small libation vessel 
of each. In addition, there is a honey offering for Ariadne. 

15.  Standard Equipment Perirrhantêrion (Bowl of Lustral Water), fire on altar or in cauldron, 
brand (ideally a laurel branch), Hudôr Theion (Holy Water), white towel for drying hands, 
incense & censer. 

D. Food

1.  Panspermia (Allseeds) Boiled beans, leguminous vegetables and cereals boiled in the cauldron. 
The more different ingredients, the better. 

2.  Gleukos (New Wine) Get a young, fruity wine. 
3.  Bread 
4.  Meat: optional 
5.  Atharê (Porridge): optional Atharê is a porridge of husked wheat and milk. 



E. Music: optional

1.  Drum 
2.  Lyre 
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VII. Additional Construction Information 

●     A. Minotaur Mask 
●     B. Labyrinths 

 

A. Minotaur Mask

The Minotaur Mask is based on ancient Spartan masks used in similar rituals, as well as on images of 
Humbaba (or Humwawa), the Beast destroyed by Gilgamesh and Enkidu.[274] It is an image of the path 
through the Labyrinth, but is also suggestive of the small intestines, which traditionally symbolize the 
long path to (re)birth. Therefore the "coils" are painted red, pink or some similar visceral color. Many 
ancient labyrinths are red on a yellow ground.[275] 



 The Face of Humbaba 

The Face of Humbaba was connected with Haruspicy (Liver Divination) as it was practiced in the 
ancient Near East,[276] and it would not be surprising if the Labyrinth were similarly used.[277] They 
are also both lopsided.[278] 

B. Labyrinths

All of these Labyrinths have identical paths; they are all the so-called "Classical" or "Cretan" Labyrinth 
and differ only in their size, proportions and manner of construction.[262] The fundamental unit of 
construction is the width of the path, which should be at least 18 inches (1/2 meter). If one step is taken 
per second in the Downward Journey, and each step is one unit long, then the size of the Labyrinth (in 
square units) will equal the number of seconds required for the Journey. For example, the size of the 
"Sacred Labyrinth" (see below) is 284, which will require 4.7 minutes; the times for the other range 
from about 3.5 min. ("The High Priestess") to over 23 min. ("The Crown"). The time for the Upward 
Way is about half that of the Downward Way. The entrance is on the eastern side and the Tree is 
approximately in the middle (although this varies with the different designs). The walls of the Labyrinth 
can be marked with large or small rocks, ropes, chalk marks, lines in sand, shrubbery, fence posts, or in 
many other ways. 

1.  Skotia (Darkness), the Most Ancient Labyrinth 
2.  Ho Stephanos (The Crown) 
3.  Theios Anêr (Divine Man) or Domus Daedali (House of Daedalus) 
4.  Hê Troia (Troy) or Troia Polis (Troy Town), the Labyrinth from Pylos 
5.  The Hagios (Sacred) Labyrinth, from the Parthenon 
6.  Thêrion (Beast), from Pompeii 
7.  Hê Arkhiereia (The High Priestess), a Labyrinth from Knossos 
8.  Epistrophê (The Twisting) or Ophis (Snake), The Arrêtos (Unspeakable) Labyrinth 
9.  The Iakkhos 



10.  The Labrys (Double Axe) Labyrinth 

 

Skotia (Darkness), the Most Ancient Labyrinth

Darkness is a circular Labyrinth such as seen on ancient coins from Knossos dating from the second 
century BCE.[263] Although this is later than the square Labyrinth on Knossos coins (4th cent. BCE), 
Kerényi[264] claims that the circular form is older. Indeed, Skotia is carved in the Tomba del Labirintho 
in Luzzanas, Sardinia, which may date to the third millenium BCE.[265] It also appears on an Etruscan 
vase, dating to the end of the seventh century BCE, where it is labeled TRUI (= Troia, i.e. Troy).[266] 

Pennick[267] describes the construction of this Labyrinth by means of a cord tied with 16 knots 
separated by one-half unit. The circular arcs can be marked by grooves in sand or dirt, or by chalk, flour 
or some similar marking material. It fits in an area 30 knots wide and 27 knots deep, and its largest 
radius is 15 knots. The path comprises 602 knots. The four end-points of the walls define an inner square 
8 knots (4 units) on a side. 



 

Ho Stephanos (The Crown)

The Crown is a minor variant of Darkness, which has a slightly longer entryway, and leaves an 
Untouchable Area (an equal-armed cross) in the center of the inner square. It fits in an area 30 knots 
wide and 27 knots deep. If a knot is one and one-half paces, then the Path comprises 1395 paces. 



 

Theios Anêr (Divine Man) or Domus Daedali (House of Daedalus)

The Divine Man or House of Daedalus is another variant of Darkness, which occupies an exactly 
circular area with a radius of eight units (and thus fits in a square area 16 units on a side). If a unit is one 
and a half paces, then the Path comprises 452 paces. (Unlike Darkness and The Crown, Divine Man 
does not have an inner square, nor is it strucured around a cross.) This Labyrinth is called "Domus 
Dedali" in a ninth century CE manuscript of St. Gall.[268] 



 

Hê Troia (Troy) or Troia Polis (Troy Town), the Labyrinth from Pylos

This Labyrinth comes from a tablet from the palace of Nestor at Pylos (c. 1200 BCE), which makes it 
one of the oldest examples of the Classical Labyrinth.[269] The Troy Labyrinth is structured around an 
equal-armed cross (representing the Four Rivers of the Underworld) and has a stepped face; it fits in an 
area 15 units square. If one and a half paces is the unit, then the Path comprises 490 paces; if the unit is 
two paces, then the Path is 872 (which is the numerical value of LABURINThOS, Labyrinth). 



 

The Hagios (Sacred) Labyrinth, from the Parthenon

The Sacred Labyrinth is structured around a cross (the Rivers of the Underworld) and has an extremely 
stepped face, but fits in an area 20 units wide and 16 units deep; its path is 284 units long. This 
Labyrinth (with slightly different proportions) is inscribed on a tile from the Parthenon and probably 
dates from the beginning of the fourth century BCE; the tile is painted yellow.[270] 



 

Thêrion (Beast), from Pompeii

The Beast is a variant of the Troy and Sacred Labyrinths, which is structured around a cross, has a 
stepped face and fits in an area 17 units wide and 15 units deep; the Path comprises 247 units. It was 
found on a crimson pillar in the House of Marcus Lucretius in Pompeii, where it is labeled Labyrinthus 
Hic habitat Minotaurus (The Labyrinth: Here dwells the Minotaur), thus connecting it explicitly with the 
Minotaur.[271] 



 

Hê Arkhiereia (The High Priestess), a Labyrinth from Knossos

The High Priestess is a rectangular Labyrinth appearing on coins from Knossos after the fourth century 
BCE.[272] It is structured around a cross and has a flat face; as a consequence the passages are not all 
the same width. It occupies a rectangle 15 units wide and 14 deep. Because of its unequal Path width, its 
area, 210 square units, is not equal to its Path length, 204 units. If the unit is two feet, then the 
Labyrinth's area is 840 square feet. 



 

Epistrophê (The Twisting) or Ophis (Snake), The Arrêtos (Unspeakable) 
Labyrinth

The Unspeakable Labyrinth, also known as the Twisting and the Snake, occupies a rectangular area 15 
units wide and 13 units deep. It has a flat face, but not a central cross. If the unit is two paces, then the 
Path comprises 780 paces. The Unspeakable Labyrinth is similar to a Labyrinth known as Caerdroia 
("City of Troy").[273] 



 

The Iakkhos

The Iakkhos is the simplest Labyrinth; since the Path is not marked, it is necessary that Theseus 
memorize it. (The turns are RRLL RRLL.) An equal-armed cross (representing the rivers of the 
underworld) is marked out on the ground; optionally one to three candles or stakes can be used to 
delimit the Labyrinth area. The Labyrinth occupies an area 15 units square. If the unit is two paces, then 
the Path will be about 900 paces long. 

The Labrys (Double Axe) Labyrinth

This is a slight variant of the Unspeakable Labyrinth, used as an insignia because it contains the Labrys 
emblem. 
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Using Ancient Greek Music for Care of the Soul:

Hê Mousikê Therapeia

© 2004, John Opsopaus 

●     Introduction
●     The Modal Glyph
●     Effects of the Modes on the Humors

❍     (1) Dorian & (2) Hypodorian: Phlegmatic Humor
❍     (3) Phrygian & (4) Hypophrygian: Choleric Humor
❍     (5) Lydian & (6) Hypolydian: Sanguine Humor
❍     (7) Mixolydian & (8) Hypomixolydian: Melancholic Humor

●     Performance of Modal Melodies
●     References

Introduction

The ancient Pythagoreans used music as a means of curing and caring for the soul, as we read in 
biographies of Pythagoras (e.g., Iamblichus' Pyth. Way of Life, ch. 25, in Guthrie, 84-5).  In one case, a 
young man was about to burn down the house of an unfaithful girlfriend.  Pythagoras realized that he was 
being agitated excessively by the music played nearby, and so he told the musician to play in a different 
mode, which immediately calmed the young man.  In another case, the Pythagorean sage Empedocles was 
visiting the home of a judge who had condemned a man to death.  The man's son rushed in with a drawn 
sword, intent on killing the judge, but Empedocles sang an enchantment that diverted the son from his rash 
purpose and saved his host.  The Pythagoreans also used music in less extreme circumstances.  For 



example, special melodies were used at night to calm their minds and to ensure peaceful sleep and good 
dreams, and others were used in the morning to bring alertness.  Some of these were wordless "vowel 
chants," as will be explained below.  In general they used enchanting music whenever they needed to alter 
the state of their own or others' souls.  In this article I will show some ways that you can do the same.

The Modal Glyph

Although much 
of the 
Pythagorean 
lore has been 
lost, we can 
understand 
some of the 
techniques for 
using ancient 
Greek music for 
healing and 
magical 
purposes by 
looking at the 
Modal Glyph, a 
diagram that 
summarizes 
some of the 
correspondences 
of the tones and 
modes.  (These 
correspondences 
were given by 
ancient musical 
philosophers 
such as 
Aristides 
Quintilianus and Ptolemy; see Barker 1984, 1989, and Godwin, 1991, 1993.)  First consider the Heptagram, 
the star of seven points connected by red arrows.  Around these points are the letters A-G, which represent 
notes in a C-major scale (CDEFGAB).  (Since absolute pitch is not important for our purposes, these letters 
can represent any major scale; what matters is the pattern of tones and semitones.  Simply place the lowest 
note on the point marked C, and write the rest around in order.  For example, for a D-major scale, instead of 
C D E F G A B we write D E F# G A B C#.)  The boxes beside each note give a number of 
correspondences: on the top line we have a planetary symbol and a Greek vowel ( ), on the 
second line a day of the week, and on the third line either one or two Zodiacal signs.  The inner Heptagram 



represents the cycle of the days of the week and the corresponding planets.  To see this, begin with Sunday 
at the top and follow the line (against the arrow) to the lower left to Monday and continue around the 
Heptagram until it returns to Sunday. 

The outer Octagon represents the eight modes (similar to major and minor scales), the Dorian, Phrygian, 
Lydian, etc.  In ancient times the Greeks recognized only seven modes, which follow the Heptagram in 
order like the week: (1) Dorian, (2) Hypodorian, (3) Phrygian, etc.  (These are the better known medieval 
names; the ancient Greeks used similar names, but in a different arrangement.)  Each mode has a 
corresponding planet and Zodiacal signs, and each sign has a divine guardian (Lat., tutor) (given, for 
example, in Manilius' Astronomica, 2.433-52), which is not shown in the diagram, but will be mentioned 
below. (They are different from the planetary houses.)  The signs are also associated with parts of the body, 
as can be learned from any astrology text (e.g. Manilius, 2.453-465).

In later times an eighth mode was added, giving two for each element, which means that we can increase or 
decrease each of the four humors (as will be explained shortly).  The eighth mode, the Hypomixolydian, 
corresponds to the Fixed Stars, whereas the seven ancient modes correspond to the planets, the Wandering 
Stars, among which the Heptagram cycles endlessly.  Further, clockwise around the Octagon, from the 
Moon, to Mercury, etc., to Saturn and the Fixed Stars, the eight celestial spheres are listed from inner- to 
outermost in the ancient Chaldean order (that is, from fastest to slowest motion).

Each mode is under the patronage of a Muse: Clio, Calliope, Terpsichore, Melpomene, Erato, Euterpe, 
Polyhymnia, Urania (according to the Chaldean order).  The ninth Muse, Thalia is assigned the Terrestrial 
Sphere and governs Silence for, as Ramis says, "Thalia remains silent, like the Earth."  Apollo governs all 
nine Muses, their spheres, and the modes together with Silence.  To remember the correspondences, you 
may use the verses of Agrippa (Three Books Occult Phil., 1651, II.xxvi):

Silent Thalia we to th' Earth compare,
For She by music never doth ensnare;
After the Hypodorian Clio sings,
Persephone likewise doth strike the bass strings;
Calliope also doth chord second touch,
Using the Phrygian; Mercury as much:
Terpsichore strikes the third, and that rare,
The Lydian music makes so Venus fair.
Melpomene, and Titan do with a grace
The Dorian music use in the fourth place.
The fifth ascribed is to Mars the God
Of war, and Erato after the rare mode
Of th' Phrygians, Euterpe doth also love
The Lydian, and sixth string; and so doth Jove.
Saturn the seventh doth use with Polymny,
And causeth the Mixed Lydian melody.
Urania also doth the eighth create,
And music Hypo-Lydian elevate.



(Note that Agrippa is a bit loose with the names of the modes.)

Each mode has a different Form, or pattern of tones and semitones, which determines the character of the 
mode and is of central importance in applying music to therapeia (cure and care) for the soul.  This pattern 
is defined by the Roman numeral at the beginning of the line under the mode’s name, which defines the 
degree of a major scale at which this pattern begins (its Foundation Note), as well as by the arrow, which 
points directly to this degree.  For example, the Form of the Dorian mode is what we find beginning on the 
IInd degree of the C-major scale: DEFGABC; the Form of the Mixolydian mode is given by the Vth degree: 
GABCDEF.  (Remember: absolute pitch is not important; it is the pattern of whole tones and semitones that 
matters.)  Of course, there are only seven tones that can be used as Foundation Notes, so the eighth mode 
must have the same Form as one of the others.  The most useful eighth mode, the Hypomixolydian, has the 
same Foundation and Form as the first mode, the Dorian.

Effects of the Modes on the Humors

With these preliminaries out of the way, we can begin to explore the use of the modes for the therapeia of 
the soul.  This is based on the influence that the modes have on the four humors, the subtle fluids that 
influence our psychical and bodily state, and which must be in harmony for proper mental, spiritual, and 
bodily health.  Their state of balance determines one's temperament (and it is no coincidence the same word 
is used in musicology).  The humors correspond to the four elements, and are called Phlegm or Phlegmatic 
humor (water), (Yellow) Bile or Choleric humor (fire), Blood or Sanguine humor (air), and Black Bile or 
Melancholic humor (earth).

We will see that music in a particular mode amplifies or weakens a humor (indicated on the diagram by +P, 
-P, +C, etc.).  In general, the odd-numbered modes are authentic and increase the corresponding humor, 
while the even-numbered are plagal and decrease it (recall hypo- = less). (Odd and even numbers are 
respectively male and female, according to Pythagoreans.  These mode-humor correspondences are given in 
Ramis de Pareja's Musica Practica, 1482; the qualities or powers of the planets -- warm, moist, etc. -- are 
given by Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, I.5.)

Modes (1) Dorian and (2) Hypodorian correspond to the element water 
(cool and moist) and govern the Phlegmatic humor, which leads to 
sleepiness, lethargy, laziness, slowness, mental dullness, and 
forgetfulness, but also to calm and even-tempered detachment, often 
resulting from a state of internal equanimity; it is connected with the 
etheric body and its well-being.  These modes govern the powers of the 
Sun and Moon (see diagram), the Lamps of Day and Night.  Hence, 
Dorian imparts the fiery Solar power and thereby dries the watery Phlegm, 
which diminishes its tendency to lethargy and leads to calm equanimity 
(more active Phlegm: +P).  Hypodorian, in contrast, imparts the watery 



Lunar power, which reinforces the Phlegmatic tendency, encouraging sleep (less active: -P).  Therefore 
Pythagoreans use Dorian in the morning to awaken and clear their minds, and use Hypodorian before sleep 
to eliminate stress and promote good dreams.  (Ramis says it was Hypodorian that Pythagoras used to 
restrain the young man from burning his girlfriend's house.)

The guardians associated with the Dorian mode are Demeter (Virgo) and Aphrodite (Taurus), but 
Hypodorian has only Hestia (Capricorn).  This is because Capricorn is one of the two Gates; Cancer is the 
Northern Gate, Capricorn the Southern. More specifically, Cancer is the Gate of the Moon (for Cancer is 
her House), the path of moist generation, through which souls descend into incarnation, just as Capricorn is 
the Gate of the Sun by which they ascend to bright Olympus. When a soul is born into earthly life, it 
descends through the signs Cancer, Leo, ..., Capricorn; on death it ascends through Capricorn, Aquarius, ..., 
Cancer. Thus the soul visits the signs in the same sequence as the Sun; in each case it passes through the 
seven planetary spheres. (See Porphyry's On the Cave of the Nymphs, chs. 10-13, and Macrobius' 
Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, ch. 12.)

Modes (3) Phrygian and (4) Hypophrygian correspond to the element fire 
(warm, dry) and control the Choleric humor. It is opposed to Phlegm, and 
therefore its characteristics are boldness, exuberance, and passion; it is 
associated with the ego and will.  When well tempered it leads to courage, 
a quick wit, and leadership, but in excess it produces pride, rashness, 
irritability, and a hot-tempered, violent personality.  Phrygian invokes the 
power of Mars, which is warm and dry, and therefore magnifies the 
Choleric effects (+C), whereas Hypophrygian invokes the power of 
Mercury, which is neutral, and reinforces both good and bad characteristics 
(-C).  In planetary terms, the effects of Phrygian are Martial, for fighters 
wound with weapons, and the effects of Hypophrygian are Mercurial, for flatterers wound with words.  The 
guardians associated with Phyrigian are Hephaistos (Libra) and Athena (Aries), but Hypophrygian has only 
Hermes (Cancer, the Gate of the Moon), which corresponds to its planet (Mercury).

Modes (5) Lydian and (6) Hypolydian correspond to the element air 
(moist, warm) and influence the Sanguine humor, which imparts good 
cheer, optimism, friendliness, and a tendency to laughter, love, and song; 
it is associated with the lively astral body.  The Lydian mode invokes the 
power of Jupiter (moist, warm), which reinforces the Sanguine humor 
(+S), resulting in Jovial happiness.  Hypolydian draws down the power of 
Venus, which is also moist and warm, but more moist than the Jovial 
power; the results are Erotic sadness (-S), and Ramis calls Hypolydian the 
Weeping Mode.  The guardians associated with Lydian are Ares (Scorpio) 
and Poseidon (Pisces), those with Hypolydian are Zeus (Leo) and Apollo 
(Gemini).

Modes (7) Mixolydian and (8) Hypomixolydian correspond to the element earth (dry, cool) and govern the 
Melancholic humor, which is the most complex humor in its effects; it is associated with the physical body.  
Because of its earthy nature, the Melancholic humor imparts solidity, firmness, and steadfastness, but also 



therefore a certain indolence and tenacity.  Mixolydian invokes the power of Saturn (dry, cool), which 
magnifies the effect of the humor (+M), leading to Saturnine melancholy.  This may lead to paralyzing 
depression, but, if well tempered, it may produce (sometimes moody) introspection, artistic genius, good 
memory, a love of scholarship, and the inclination to retire from the world and devote oneself to spiritual 
matters.  Since ancient times Melancholia has been recognized as the dominant humor in many people of 
exceptional ability, for it provides the sensibilities required to experience 
deeply, and thereby to transcend the ordinary (if only the demonic snares 
of melancholy can be escaped).  It may bring all the forms of madness 
(Grk. mania) catalogued by Plato: the frenzies of the philosopher, poet, 
prophet, lover -- and of the insane.  The Hypomixolydian mode is 
associated with the Celestial Sphere, which tempers the Melancholic 
humor (-M).  "More than any other, this mode has an innate beauty and 
loveliness; it is free from all qualities and suitable for every use" (Ramis, 
op. cit.).  It represents the heavenly repose achieved when one has 
ascended the planetary spheres; it is the mode of Celestial bliss.  The 
guardians associated with Mixolydian are Artemis (Sagittarius) and Hera (Aquarius); since 
Hypomixolydian is the eighth mode, it has no specific associated signs or guardians, for it corresponds to 
all the Fixed Stars and to the Thirteen Olympians.

Performance of Modal Melodies

Given these principles you can adjust the temperamental balance of yourself or someone else by composing 
or improvising a melody in the appropriate mode.  For example, you might use a Phrygian melody to 
bolster your courage.  Also, different humors tend to dominate different seasons of the year or seasons of 
life (Sanguine: spring & youth, Choleric: summer & prime, Melancholic: autumn & middle age, 
Phlegmatic: winter & old age), and music can be used to mitigate these effects.  Finally, the modes may be 
used to good effect in combination.  For example, if someone is feeling melancholy, we might begin with a 
melody in Hypomixolydian mode in order to decrease the Melancholic humor, and then modulate to a 
Lydian melody to increase the Sanguine humor and bring about a state of happiness and well-being.  But 
how do you compose or improvise such melodies?

There are many uncertainties about ancient Greek melodic structure, but the following suggestions will 
suffice for esoteric purposes (see Barker II.316nn3, 20; 336n78; Pole 122; Winnington-Ingram 4-9, 34-40, 
46).  The melody should emphasize or focus on the Dynamic Middle (which functions somewhat like the 
tonic of tonal music or the dominant of medieval modal music). The Dynamic Middle always corresponds 
to the note A (think "Apollo") when a mode is transposed to a step of the C-major scale (so A is circled on 
the diagram), but it is never lower in pitch than the scale’s Foundation Note. Thus the Dynamic Middle is 
"a" within the E-d range of Phrygian, and within the D-c of Dorian, but it is the lowest note (Foundation 
Note) of Hypodorian (A-G). For instruments whose primary major scale is not C, the Dynamic Middle is 
the sixth degree of its primary major scale (e.g. B on a D-major instrument).  The melody generally begins 
on the Dynamic Middle, which is therefore called Beginning (Arkhê) or Leader (Hêgemôn), and it typically 



ends on the lowest note of the mode (the Foundation Note), which is therefore called the End (Teleutê) or 
Final Note (similar to a final cadence in medieval modal music). Thus it will end on E for Phrygian and on 
D for Dorian (if C is our major scale).  Once you have found the Foundation and Dynamic Middle of any 
particular mode on your instrument, it is relatively easy to improvise a melody in that mode; let your ear be 
your guide.

The Dynamic Middle occupies the same position within the scale structure (pattern of tones and semitones) 
of each mode, a position associated with the Sphere of the Sun and representing the power of Apollo.  On 
the other hand, each mode begins at a different place around the planetary Heptagram so that a different 
planetary pitch becomes the Foundation Note and therefore the End at which the melody is directed.  The 
initial sounding of the Dynamic Middle, and every repetition of it, invoke the power of Apollo and direct it 
to the End, for example, at the Moon in the Hypodorian Mode, and at the Sun itself in the Dorian. The 
melody creates a pattern of invocation of the planetary powers as it visits their notes.  Since the melody 
ends on the Foundation Note of the mode, it brings into manifestation the qualities of that mode.

If you have been paying attention, you may be wondering how a Hypomixolydian melody is different from 
a Dorian, since these modes have the same Form (scale structure).  The Dynamic Middles are the same, but 
for the End of the Hypomixolydian we use the Foundation of the corresponding authentic mode 
(Mixolydian), that is, G (or in general the Vth degree of a major scale).  Therefore the final resting place is 
the sphere of Venus, the Celestial Bliss of Aphrodite Urania.

There are many ways you can perform your composed or improvised melody in order to achieve its 
intended effect.  Most simply it may be performed as an instrumental solo.  If you have composed words for 
the melody, then it can be performed a cappella or with (unison) instrumental accompaniment.  However, 
an important ancient practice is the vowel chant, in which we intone the Greek vowels corresponding to the 
notes (see Glyph).  The approximate ancient pronunciations are A (alpha): ah, E (epsilon): eh, H (eta): ay, I 
(iota): ih, O (omicron): awe, Y (upsilon): oo (like German ü), W (omega): oh.  (See Godwin, 1991, for much 
more on the vowels, planets, etc.)  Naturally, rhythm, tempo, and dynamics also should be appropriate to 
the intended therapeia.

The effect of a mode may be enhanced by performing the music on the corresponding weekday and/or in 
the corresponding planetary hour, which may be determined as follows: Divide the hours of daylight into 12 
"solar hours" and do likewise for the hours of darkness.  The first solar hour after dawn corresponds to the 
same planet as the day; that is, the first hour of Sunday is the Sun’s, the first hour of Monday is the Moon’s, 
etc.  The remaining hours of the day or night follow in order, counter-clockwise around the Octagon.  Thus 
Sunday’s hours are Sun, Venus, Mercury, etc.; Monday’s hours are Moon, Saturn, etc.

For additional information, including many tables of correspondences, see "Greek Esoteric Music Theory 
Charts" (omphalos.org/BA/GEM).
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Introduction. 

August 24 begins the "five days out of time" when, according to Plutarch (Isis & Osiris, ch. 12), five 
principal Egyptian Gods were born. 

The civil calendar that was introduced in Egypt between c.2937 and c.2821 BCE had 12 months of 30 
days each. Five epagomenal days, "days out of time," were placed between the 30th of the last month 
and the first day of the new year to bring the total to 365. Although the rising of Sirius (Sothis) 
originally marked the new year (Thoth 1), the missing quarter day in the civil calendar caused a 
"wandering year" as the rising of Sirius cycled through the days of the year; it returned to Thoth 1 every 
1461 (civil) years, the Sothic Cycle. (For example, this occurred in 1320 BCE and 139 CE.) When the 
Julian calendar was introduced in Egypt in 22 BCE, New Year was fixed to its date that year, August 29. 
Therefore, in terms of the new, fixed Alexandrian year, the five epagomenal days were Aug 24 - 28. 
However, in terms of the rising of Sirius (Aug 4), they are Jul 30 - Aug 3. Both the Alexandrian and 
Astronomical dates are shown below. 

A Retelling of the Myth 

At the beginning of time, Rhea, the Goddess of the rhythmic flow (rhoe) of Nature, was married to 
Kronos, who is also God of Time (Khronos). But Rhea fell in love with the Sun and coupled with Him, 
and when Kronos discovered this He cursed His wife, saying "You may not give birth in any month of 
the year." In this way He hoped to prevent Her from bringing forth the progeny of the Sun. 



Later Rhea and Hermes fell in love, so He gambled with the Moon and won the seventieth part of Her 
light. He made five days out of this light (for that is a seventieth part of the 29 days of illumination of 
each of the twelve lunar months), and put them together outside of all Her months. In this way Rhea was 
able to bear Her children in these five days out of time. 

On the first day (8/24; 7/30) was born Osiris (whom we call Dionysos), first son of the Sun. 

On the second day (8/25; 7/31) was born the elder Horus (whom we call Apollo), the second son of the 
Sun. 

On the third day (8/26; 8/1) was born Typhon, the son of Kronos, who burst in an untimely way from 
His mother's side. (The Pythagoreans call Him the "Tear of Kronos.") 

On the fourth day (8/27; 8/2) was born Isis (whom some call Demeter), the daughter of Hermes. 

On the fifth day (8/28; 8/3) was born Nephthys (whom we call Persephone), the daughter of Kronos. 

Now Osiris and Typhon are opposed, as are Isis and Nephthys. Osiris and Isis are wedded, as are 
Typhon and Nephthys. 

Isis and Nephthys are birth and death, the two faces of the Moon, for life waxes and wanes like the 
moon. We see this on the sacred sistrum (rattle) used in the Rites of Isis, for opposite from Her face is 
the face of Nephthys. As Osiris coupled with Isis to bring forth Horus, so He also coupled with 
Nephthys to bring forth Anubis. But after Anubis was born, Isis became His foster mother, and so he is 
is like the horizon, which divides what is below the earth (Nephthys) from what is above the earth (Isis). 
For Horus is perfected creation, the celestial sphere, while Anubis is mundane creation, the earthly 
plane. 

Osiris and Typhon are the two faces of the Sun, one vivifying, the other scorching, the two waters: 
nourishing fresh and bitter salt, creation vs. destruction, origination vs. restraint, Spring vs. Autumn, 
moisture vs. drought, plenty vs. scarcity, health vs. fever (typhos), identity vs. difference, reason vs. 
irrationality. In sum, Osiris is Order and Typhon is Chaos; neither can be eliminated. From Aphrodite 
and Ares (Love and Strife) comes Harmonia (who represents structure, which requires both identity and 
difference). 

Osiris and Isis made love while still in the womb of Rhea, and from Them Horus was born. Thus the 
Sun impregnated the Moon. As Osiris is the origin, so Isis is the recipient; as Osiris is the creator, so Isis 
is the preserver; Osiris receives everything that is fair and good, Isis distributes them to the world; He is 
conceptual, He is material. Isis is called "the gentle nurse and all-receptive"; She is the female principle 
of Nature, the Earth, matter, the seat and place of generation, receptive of every form of generation. 

The story is told of how Isis found Osiris hidden in the forest; He could not move because His legs were 



grown together, but Isis separated them and led Him out of the forest. Thus Being is hidden, but 
becomes manifest as Becoming when subjected to the divisive force of Matter and brought into the 
world. 

Therefore Horus, the child born of Isis and Osiris, is called the Perfected Result, the celestial world, the 
image of being in matter. Because matter (and hence becoming) is part of his nature, generation and 
destruction is part of Him; He is not eternal, but is ever reborn. (So Typhon accused Him of illegitimacy, 
saying He was not divine, but Hermes defended Horus with His words, and together They pushed 
Typhon back.) 

Isis is flowing (the power of moisture), while Typhon is hindering (the power of dryness). Osiris, Isis 
and Typhon are the creator, preserver and destroyer. When Osiris and Isis coupled They became the 
androgynous Moon, the mother of the world, and Typhon is the Sun, which two periodically eclipse 
each other. 

Correspondences of The Five Days 

Day Alex. Astr. Egypt. Greek Element Color date date God God 
----------------------------------------------------------- I 8/24 7/30 Osiris Dionysos water black II 8/25 7/31 E. 
Horus Apollo white III 8/26 8/1 Typhon Heracles fire red IV 8/27 8/2 Isis Demeter earth variegated V 
8/28 8/3 Nephthys Persephone [air] 
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                   The Gods Are Not Moral Ideals
                           John Opsopaus

How can one worship Gods who do outrageous things, such as coming to
Leda in the form of a swan?

My first comment is:  Just because some poet or some playwright says Zeus
showed up as an amorous swan doesn't mean that He actually did so.  On the
other hand, just because such an epiphany strikes us as incongruous or absurd
doesn't mean that Zeus didn't, or wouldn't, do it.  After all, Gods aren't
bound by our standards of decorum.  I haven't thought about this particular
story, so I have no opinion one way or the other, but I do on another story,
the myth of Athena's birth from His brow after He "swallowed" Her mother
Metis.  In that case I think I understand why Zeus would do such a thing (see
my Hymn to Athena for a hint), and so the story is plausible to me.

My second comment:  I think it is a characteristic of Polytheism (as opposed
to the major Monotheisms) that the Gods are *not* taken to be Moral Ideals.
Nobody would suppose they would make themselves a better person by emulating
Zeus, or even Athena or Apollo (let alone Hermes or Pan).  (Indeed, aspiring
to be like the Gods is the most obvious form of Hubris, and would invite Their
wrath.)  But this does not mean the Gods are immoral.  The Gods have Their own
morality, and it makes no more sense to apply out behavioral norms to them,
then it would to apply our moral norms to wolves.  Gods, People and Beasts are
three different classes of beings, each with their appropriate morality
(though there may be some overlap).  To take an example I used in a previous
post, Gods may engage in incest, perhaps to achieve some aim, such as
begetting a new God with a specific character, and there is no reason to
suppose that such incest would have any of the disastrous consequences that it
does for people.  Gods are different, both genetically and psychologically,
from people.

Why worship the Gods, if They aren't "Good"?  Well, perhaps it's a different
notion of worship from that in Christianity.  We worship the Gods -- we
respect Them, acknowledge Them -- because They are the Ineluctable Powers of
the Universe, neither good nor evil (because our moral categories are not
appropriate for Them).  (Observe that the GR Pantheon has no Evil God
corresponding to the Devil, that is, there is no God whose purpose is to
mislead people or defeat the Good God.)

Which brings me to my last point, concerning the quarrels and deceptions of
the Gods.  Naturally we put these things into our own terms, but I think that



the myths reflect actual conflicts between these Ineluctable Forces.  I
personally find the universe much more comprehensible when global and personal
history is viewed as partially the consequence of interacting Gods --
sometimes working together, sometimes opposing one another, more often just
going Their own ways, with the inevitable collisions.  To put it another way,
in my view, if *this* world is the orderly unfolding of the Master Plan of One
God, then He (or She) must be schizophrenic.  (Yes yes, I know, I'm just too
feeble-brained to understand the Master Plan.  Well, fine, then I must also be
too feeble-brained to be a Monotheist.)

(Incidently, the Gods taking sides in wars avoids a common embarrassment when
Monotheistic nations fight each other:  We believe that the One God is on
their side because we're Right and Good, and though our enemy believes the
very same thing, they're mistaken, because they're Evil and God is Good.  But
sometimes they win and we lose.)

The Judgement of Paris provides a good example of Polytheism at work.  Paris
is confronted by three Goddesses, Aphrodite, Athena and Hera.  He must choose
the most attractive.  Poor Paris tries to avoid making the decision, but They
will not let him off.  In the traditional story he is offered kingship,
heroism and love, but we may interpret the bribes as wealth, wisdom and love
(still in our day, frequently, mutually exclusive choices).  He picks
Aphrodite's bribe of Love, and the Trojan War disaster is the consequence.
But this is not a moral fable about the Sin of Lust or some such, for we can
see that whichever Goddess he had chosen, the other two would have been
offended.  It is a No Win situation.  And it a characteristic of Polytheism to
confront such situations head on.  There is no supposition that there is a
Right Way, if only we could find it.  It acknowledges that sometimes there is
no way out.  Too bad.

But I'm afraid life is like that.  We must often make irrevocable decisions,
honoring one God but dishonoring another, and we must pay the price to the
offended Gods, in spite of the fact that we couldn't avoid offending them.
Luckily we often have options (analogous to dividing the Apple) that were not
available to Paris, which may mitigate the consequences.  But I think
Polytheism forces us to acknowledge that sometimes there just isn't a One
Right Way.

Is it fair or right for Gods to put mere mortals in such predicaments?

Well, I never said the Gods are good or fair....



                    The Morality of the Gods
                         John Opsopaus

I would like to make an observation about the morality of the Gods, 
namely, that Gods and Mortals are bound by different standards of
morality.  I imagine most readers will accept that humans are bound by
different moral standards than are nonhuman animals.  We don't consider the
lion immoral for killing the gazelle.  And even extreme animal rights
advocates usually exempt insects, if not all nonmamalian animals, from the
right to life, and allow that it may be moral for us to kill them (subject to
norms of responsibility, non-cruelty, etc.).

Morality is relative to a form of life.  So there is no reason to imagine that
the Gods, who are not even biological beings, are bound by the same morality
as mortals.  What is the purpose of an incest taboo if there are no genes to
be recessive or dominant?  Is divine coercion immoral when the forces of
nature are in essence manifestations of the Gods?

To imagine that the Gods are bound by our morality is to denigrate Them to
inflated mortals.  Conversely, to take Them as moral ideals to which we
aspire, is hubris, an attempt to make ourselves Their equal.  It is as foolish
as it would be for us to act like dogs, or to expect dogs to act like people.

When some God couples with His sister, swallows His wife or child, or fries an
innocent mortal, it is silly to be outraged.  It's more illuminating to view
these acts as alchemical operations by which the Gods create and transform the
cosmos.

How then can we relate to the Gods?  One way is by increasing our
understanding of Them and Their norms of behavior. Also, like two alien
cultures, we can meet, establish communication, seek common norms, create
other norms, and thereby create a shared cultural context.  Such meetings are
recounted in myths about the first sacrifice, and this shared activity is
exactly what takes place in sacrifice and other rituals of communion.



The Role of History in Practical Occultism 

John Opsopaus 

I would like to address the issue of history in Occultism from my own perspective, as a practicing 
Occultist, by which I mean someone whose interests in Occultism go beyond the purely intellectual to 
the practical. Although I'm sympathetic to the "if it works, use it" approach (see below), I think accurate 
historical information can be very useful for the Thoroughly Modern Occultist. The reason is that 
Magical Practices have evolved over millenia, and while it is, of course, not true that "if it's older, it 
must be better," I think we shouldn't ignore the generations of experience embodied in traditional 
thought. Thus my interest in tracing back sources as far as possible and getting to their root (e.g. the 
association of the Pentagram and the Elements, the Chakras, the Lesser Banishing Ritual). 

The need for accurate historical information is one reason I prefer to work in the Graeco-Roman 
tradition, with its large corpus of surviving texts and enormous body of scholarship, rather than in 
others, such as the Druid or Wiccan, which have been reconstructed on a few shards of evidence or 
undocumentable oral tradition. (But don't misunderstand me: I really do like some of these 
reconstructions, and actively work in them too.) With the Graeco-Roman tradition, I feel like I have a 
better chance of understanding archaic thought, so that I can make an informed decision about what I 
accept or reject. With many of the others it's nearly impossible to distinguish a practice tested through 
hundreds of generations from one cooked up by someone who had just read The Golden Bough (or The 
White Goddess). 

Such is the value of conventional historical research to the practicing modern Occultist. That said, I will 
now defend the value of unconventional, creative, even crackpot history. I am enough of a post-
modernist to believe that there is no such thing as objective history; all historical texts are stories told in 
a cultural context, with associated biases, axes to grind etc. That does not bother me in the slightest. I 
expect we all acknowledge the value of myth, which embodies profound truth, in spite of its being 
literally false by the standards of "objective" history or science. Similarly, I think the contemporary 
myth of a pre-patriarchal, Goddess-worshipping civilization is beautiful and can do much to heal our 
culture, regardless of whether it is "true" by the conventional standards of archaeology etc. Indeed I'm 
even in favor of constructing "objectively false" histories to achieve desirable ends, whether by 
reinterpreting existing data, or by stitching together fragments that more conservative historians would 
be afraid to use, or by creating history ex nihilo. (Certainly, this creativity can be turned to undesirable 
ends, as the Nazis did with their Aryan Myth, but we will be more sceptical about such "objective 
science" in the future if we recognize that all science is value-laden and creative since underdetermined 
by the data.) 

So it really doesn't bother me if someone thinks that they're practicing like the Druids did in Julius 



Caesar's time, or that their Tarot cards originated in ancient Egypt, or that they've been initiated into a 
Wiccan Tradition stretching back unbroken into the paleolithic. Such ties with the past, whether "true" 
or not, have many beneficial effects: feelings of community and continuity, respect for time-tested 
tradition, etc. 

Certainly, a modern Mystic may construct a ritual that is more authentic than any handed down in 
corrupt and debased form from antiquity. And a speculative historian might take a speck of evidence and 
hit upon historical "truth" through his or her greater intuition and insight into ancient times, though the 
result is unprovable by conventional means and unacceptable to establishment historians. Unscholarly, 
yes, but perhaps very valuable. 

I encourage everyone to invent history. You can't trace your genealogy back more than a few 
generations? Or you can - and you discover you're a direct decendant of the Marquis de Sade or Attila 
the Hun? Who cares? Do like I'm doing, and construct a genealogy for yourself that defines you as you 
want to be. Become the author of your own history. If you think it would be better if you were a direct 
descendant of Merlin or Christian Rosenkreuze, make it so. Of course there's no reason to restrict your 
descent to biology; reincarnation and other factors can also play a role. (I've always been amused by the 
fact that I was conceived in New Jersey about the time Aleister Crowley's ashes were scattered there: his 
literal nigredo in preparation for the next alchemical transformation!) 

I suggest only one limitation to this rampant historical fabrication: be explicit about the rules by which 
you're playing. Say which parts of your history are factual by the standards of contemporary scholarship, 
and which have a different warrant. To avoid confusion about the conventions under which we're 
operating, I suggest we precede our stories by phrases such as the following: 

"History/archaeology tells us that...."
Or: "According to our myth/mythology,...."
Or: "This authentic history was channeled by our spiritual master X in the 1890s." 

In this way we can allow our creativity free rein, yet not confuse recent, perhaps untried, innovations 
with ancient practices, which we're foolish to discard thoughtlessly. 
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Notes 

To the
Olympic Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram

Preface

The following is an adaptation of the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram to the Graeco-Roman 
Tradition, and so it is called the "Olympic Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram." Such a "translation" is 
possible because the LBRP is an enactment in a Qabalistic framework of certain shamanic practices that 
are nearly universal. Once the underlying shamanic cosmology has been identified, it's relatively straight-
forward to reexpress the ritual in the terms of another cosmology, such as the Graeco-Roman. That is, 
many magical operations are evolved forms of shamanic practices that are nearly universal, at least in 
the Europe and Asia, but probably also elsewhere. Therefore, if one can recover the original shamanic 
practice underlying a magical operation, it is relatively straight-forward to "translate" that operation 
between magical systems or between cultural traditions. 

Godwin (Light in Extension, pp. 29-38), on the one hand, recommends against using Greek God-names 
in the LBRP, but on the other gives a Greek analog to the LBRP which makes use of many of the same 
associations as mine. I think Godwin's arguments against constructing a Greek LBRP, based on 
incompatibility of the systems, lose their force once one sees through the ritual to the underlying 
shamanic cosmology and practice. Although, as he says, there is no direct evidence that ancient Greeks 
used anything like the LBRP, it is nevertheless a basic shamanic technique for establishing sacred space 
and the Cosmic Axis (Eliade, Sham., 184-279), which must have been familiar, in some form, to ecstatic 
practitioners in ancient Greece and elsewhere. 

In any case, the present banishing ritual is based on the Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the 
Elements, and so is more in the ancient Hellenic tradition than the older Olympic Lesser Banishing 
Ritual of the Pentagram (OLBRP), which I made available on the internet in 1993. In particular, the 
older ritual made use of assignment of Elements to the Directions that is used in Ceremonial Magic, 
Wicca and many Neo-Pagan traditions. However, in this new ritual, Earth is in the West and Water in 
the North (as opposed to the more familiar Water in the West and Earth in the North). If you find it too 
difficult to adapt to the ancient Hellenic assignments, then you may prefer the older OLBRP. 

The text of the ritual is accompanied by full annotation and references to sources. This information 
should make clear which aspects of the ritual follow from ancient tradition, which come from more 
recent magical traditions, and which are a result of my own speculation or arbitrary choice; such 



information is all too often missing from Neo-Pagan reconstructions. A slightly abridged version of the 
annotated older OLBRP. was published in The Caduceus: The Hermetic Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 1 
(Spring, 1995), pp. 15-34. The original LBRP can be found in Israel Regardie's Complete Golden Dawn 
System of Magic (Vol. III, pp. 68-70, 94-95), in his Middle Pillar (chs. 3, 10), and in many other books. 

I would welcome criticism of this ritual, especially from those who have been using the older version. 
Criticism/correction of my Latin and ancient Greek composition will also be appreciated. Finally, I beg 
readers to forgive the Early Modern English, which I've used to add dignity to the text. 

Gratias vobis ago,
Ioannes Apollonius Opsopaus 
(John Opsopaus)
Opsopaus@omphalos.org 

I. The Opening Tau Cross

i. Close thine eyes, and by thy breathing fan the Fire... 
Breathing exercises (anapnoê) were common in ancient Greek theurgy and related practices of 

mystical ascent. Controlled breathing is one kind of askêsis (practice, training) -- compare the Yoga 
practice of tapas -- which can generate intense internal heat and awaken the Python (Kundalini Serpent). 
The serpent and the eagle are two of the most common spirit guides.  The serpent represents the 
generative life force (the creative warmth), which stirs inert prime matter into activity, while the eagle 
represents the destructive force; together they are complementary aspects of Divine Being.  Thus we 
find Apollo the Destroyer in combat with the Delphic Serpent (see below). (Butterworth, Tree, 77, 88, 
134-137, 198; Edmonds; Eliade, Yoga, 106-111; Eliade, Sham., 412-414; Knight, 13-14, 71-5) 

The connection between Qabalah and Yoga is well documented in, for example, Ponce (Pt. II, Ch. 1). 

On the transformation of the Shaman to the Macranthropos (Giant), see Butterworth (Tree, 178) and 
Eliade (Yoga, 235-6). The Corpus Hermeticum (XI.20b) says: 

"If then thou dost not make thyself equal to the God, thou canst not know the God; for by 
like is like known. Leap thou clear of everything corporeal, and make thyself grow to a 
magnitude like that magnitude which is beyond measure; rise above all time, and become 
eternal; then wilt thou know the God." 

An ubiquitous spiritual practice in the ancient world was adopting the View from Above; it persists in the 
philosophies of Plato, the Epicureans, the Cynics and the Stoics (Hadot, ch. 9). One achieves Greatness 
of Soul (Megalopsukhía) and Inner Peace by mentally projecting yourself off of the earth and beyond 
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the spheres, so one may adopt the viewpoint of the Gods, where one may discover hidden 
correspondences and other secrets of Nature. From this perspective, mundane human affairs shrink to 
insignificance, both literally and figuratively, and one sees the Universe as it really is. This is the first 
step towards bringing the motions of the Soul into Harmony with those of the World Soul. Then, 

he is surely bound to have thoughts immortal and divine, if he shall lay hold upon truth, 
nor can he fail to possess immortality in the fullest measure that human nature admits; and 
because he is ever tending his divine part and fully magnifying that daimôn who dwells 
along with him, he must be supremely blessed. (Timaeus 90C) 

In this way also the Soul is separated from the Body to the greatest degree possible short of death. "To 
Look from Above" (Ánôthen Epitheôreîn) is included among Marcus Aurelius' Meditations (e.g. VII.47, 
48; IX.30, XI.1). Referring to the Stoics, Philo says, 

Their bodies remain on the earth, but they give wings to their souls, so that, rising into the 
ether, they may observe the powers that dwell there... (quoted in Hadot, p. 244) 

Goethe is still very aware of the View from Above: 

And yet at last the god seems to be sinking;
But new impulse awakes, to light
I hasten on, eternal brightness drinking,
Before me day, behind me night,
Above me heaven, and under me the billow.
(Faust I.1084-8, Priest tr.) 

See also Lucian's Icaromenippus, or the Sky-man (Hupernephelos) and Charon, or the Overseers 
(Episkopountes). 

ij. Draw thou down the Fire of Heaven into thy Heart... 

iij. Next guide thou downward the bright Beam... 

iv. Direct thou then the beam out from thy heart through thy left... 

v. Direct thou then the beam out from thy heart again, but to thy right... 

The Four Elements 

The four termini of the cross correspond naturally to the four elements. Their use in this ritual is not 
anachronistic, since the four elements appear already in Empedocles (c.495- 435 BCE), the Greek 
Magician-philosopher who promises (DK 31B 111): 



You shall learn all the potions [pharmaka] that there are for ills and defense against old 
age, since for you alone will I accomplish all this. And you shall stay the force of the 
unwearied winds which sweep over the Earth and lay waste the fields with their blasts; 
and then, if you wish, you will bring back breezes in requital. After black rain you shall 
cause drought for men in due season, and then after summer drought cause air-inhibiting 
tree-nourishing streams. And you shall bring from Hades the strength of a dead man. 

On the Elements, he says (DK 31B 6): 

Now hear the fourfold roots of everything:
Enlivening Hera, Hades, shining Zeus
And Nestis, moistening mortal springs with tears. 

Theophrastus (372-287 BCE) explained (DK 31A 33) that Zeus is Fire, Hera is Air, Hades (Aidoneus) is 
Earth and Nestis is Water (although even in antiquity there was disagreement over which was which). 
Thus, Zeus corresponds to the Heavens, Nestis (Persephone) to the Abyss, Hera to the Way of Air, and 
Hades to the Way of Earth. Elsewhere (DK 31B 17) Empedocles says, 

I shall tell a twofold tale: at one time they grew to be One alone out of Many, at another 
again they grew apart to be Many out of One -- Fire [Pur] and Water [Hudor] and Earth 
[Gaia] and the immense height of Air [Êer], and cursed Strife [Neikos] apart from them, 
equal in every direction, and Love [Philotês] among them, equal in length and breadth. 

(Strife and Love are discussed below.) The Two Oppositions of the Four Qualities (Warm/Cool, Moist/
Dry) also appear in Empedocles (DK 31B 23), and before him in Heraclitus (533-475 BCE), who said 
(DK 22B 126), 

Cold warms up, warm cools off, moist parches, dry dampens. 

There are also allusions to the Four elements in other fragments of Heraclitus (DK 22B 31, 76). In the 
book De Gen. & Cor. (Bk. II) of Aristotle (384-322 BCE) we have the Canonical Doctrine of the Four 
Elements and the Two Oppositions, which persists in the Magical Tradition. So the Doctrine was 
established by the Fourth Century BCE and probably at least as early as the Sixth. (See Kirk, Raven & 
Schofield, Chh. VI, X.) (More on the fundamental potencies of the Elements can be found in my 
"Rotation of the Elements" and "Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements.") 

vi. Feel thou the Sacred Tau Cross that blazeth inside...
For the meaning of the left arm crossed over the right, see The Platonic Cross in the "Summary of 
Pythagorean Theology."

vij. As thou makest this gesture... 



The original form of the Caduceus, Hermes' Wand of Shamanic Travel, was a Tau Cross 
supporting a Solar Disk and a Lunar Crescent, much like the familiar astrological sign for Mercury. See 
also John Dee's description of his "Hieroglyphic Monad," which places the Caduceus on a twofold 
symbol of the world (indeed, his diagram is a schematic of the astral configuration accomplished above). 
Compare also the Ankh. The Tau Cross is Thor's Hammer, His vehicle of travel (recall how He throws it 
and hangs on). The ancient Mexicans called the Tau Cross the Tree of Life, the Tree of Our Flesh and 
the Tree of Nutriment. (Goldsmith, 40-43)  Knight (p. 15) explains that Motion and Life are represented 
by the two asps or serpents that are placed on either side of the winged solar disk in Egyptian, 
Phoenician and Carthaginian emblems. 

At the World's Navel the Sun and the Moon always stand stationary (Butterworth, Tree, 1, 93). 

viij. Thou standest on the Sacred Mountain ... 
ix. Exalted Helen, Leda's buxom Daughter... 

Most of the iconography is from Butterworth (Tree, passim) and Eliade (Sham., 259-279). For a 
description of a very similar scene, see Nonnos (Dionysiaca XL.443-573). 

An appropriate altar is, of course, an Omphalos (in the form of a dome or a truncated cone), which is 
always on a square base representing the four corners of the Earth. It would also be appropriate to have 
this surmounted by a symbol of the Cosmic Tree or Pillar (such as a Caduceus). Since at least the Fourth 
Millennium BCE, two or more concentric rings or dots are a standard symbol for the Omphalos, and for 
the magic power of the Enlightened, who work at the World Navel. Often this symbol is shown with a 
truncated cone, a representation of the Omphalos from the side. For fanfares, use a keras (a goat or ram 
horn trumpet, Hebrew shofar), representing the Cornucopia or Horn of Amaltheia (the goat who nursed 
Zeus); it dispenses the Sacred Sound (see next paragraph). An appropriate ritual chalice is an Omphalos 
Patera [phialê omphalotê], a shallow dish with a nipple in the center; it may be filled from the keras. 
(Butterworth, Tree, Ch. II) 

Butterworth (Tree, 113-114) argues that the Horn above the Cosmic Tree produces the Sacred Sound, 
the Om or Aum of Eastern Traditions, which is the mystic nourishment produced continually by the Sun. 
This sound can be produced by the Horn of Amaltheia. Higgins (I.106-8) traces the connection between 
Sanscrit Om, Greek Omphê (the Voice of God) and Greek Omphalos (the Navel), where oracles were 
delivered. Further, Donnegan (s.v. omphalos) records that some etymologists connect Omphalos with 
Ompê (Fruit of the Earth). Thus we have the navel as the place of mystical communion, in both sound 
and substance. 

On Gnostic gems is found the sacred name IAO [)Iaw] of the Sun, which the Greeks took to be the name 
of the Jewish God, since the Tetragrammaton YHUH (using U for the semivowel wau) was often 
pronounced IAO. The Tetragrammaton has several other interesting connections with Greek religion. 
For example, it has been claimed that YHUH, pronounced YAUO or YAOU, is just IAO with a definite 
article. This in turn is Jove, which is pronounced YOUE (Jupiter is a contraction for Jove Piter = Jove 
the Father). The connection with Zeus (pronounced DZEUS) is harder to see, due to the retention of the 



initial consonant, but it is apparent from the hard pronunciation of J (as in Jehova), which is phonetically 
equivalent to DZH. Thus DZEU (Zeu, voc.) = DZHEU (Jeu) = DZHEUO (Jeuo) = DZHOUE (Jove), 
etc. Finally, consider the ecstatic cry of the Bacchantes, Io Euhoi [i)o\ eu)oi(/], which is phonetically YO 
EUHOI. Dropping the vowels yields YUH, which is three fourths of the Tetragrammaton. The 
Tetragrammaton YHWH could be vocalized Yohewhoi (YO HEU HOI), which is nearly identical to the 
Bacchantic yell. These similarities may reveal a Sacred Sound (a "Secret God-Name") common to many 
cultures. (See also Godwin, Vowels, Ch. 8.) 

The Snake entwined around the Middle Pillar (of three) is seen in Babylonian/Assyrian art. The Serpent 
is a symbol of Life, Sexuality and Sensuality, as anyone will understand who has ever allowed a Snake 
to explore them (see also above on the serpent and eagle); it is associated with both sexes (with males by 
phallic association, with females by earth/water associations). The Snake also represents Wisdom, 
Power and Eternity, and was associated with Athena, Aesculapius, Hygeia and Hippocrates. (Goldsmith 
VI) 

Typhon, the son of Gaia and Tartaros, is obviously a Chthonic figure; he is a Giant, taller than the 
mountains and able to reach from sunrise to sunset, who has snakes for legs and a hundred serpent heads 
on his shoulders. He was defeated by Celestial Zeus, with the complicity of the Chthonic Aigipan (Pan 
the Goat). Similarly, Python was a son of Gaia, who lived in a Cave by a Spring, or wrapped around a 
Laurel Tree (N.B), and was later the Oracular Serpent at Delphi and coiled around the Omphalos there. 
Celestial Apollo slew, not Python, but Delphyne, a female womb-serpent (delphus = womb) also at 
Delphi. (The Kundalini Serpent is also female.) Another Chthonic figure with serpent connections is 
Erichthonios, son of Gaia and Hephaistos, and foster-son of Athena; he stands beside Her shield in 
Phideas' statue. (Kerenyi, Gods, 26-28, 125-126, 135-137) 

Other Goddesses, besides Helen, associated with the Middle Pillar include Artemis, Hecate, Cybele, 
Demeter, Tyche and Athena (Butterworth, Tree, 102-107). 

The image of Three Pillars is common to many cultures, including the Egyptians, Jews, Hindus, Druids, 
Mayans and Incas. Frequently they are associated with a Triad of Gods, and with a Trio of Qualities 
such as Wisdom / Strength / Beauty, or Wisdom / Power / Goodness; recall the Three Pillars of the 
Qabalistic Tree of Life: Might (Geburah or Boaz), Mildness (Shekhinah) and Mercy (Hesed or Yachin). 
Mycenaean art frequently features Sacred Pillars and Trees, often in threes (see Evans, Myc. Tree & 
Pillar Cult). (Goldsmith IV, XIX) 

The "Black Shaman" and "White Shaman," which correspond to the Chthonic (Telluric) and Celestial 
(Uranian) Paths, are known from many cultures; see Eliade (Sham., 184-189) for a discussion. There is 
in general no implication that the Black Shaman is evil and the White Shaman is good. (However we do 
have the Myth of Er in Plato's Republic, 614b & seq., wherein we have two Celestial Openings and Two 
Chasms in the Earth, but the Bad Souls go down to the left and the Good Souls go up to the right.) 
Recall also Raphael's School of Athens, where we see Plato, on the observer's left, pointing to the 
Heavens and Aristotle, on the observer's right, indicating the Earth. Although there is no evidence either 



engaged in ecstatic practices, we still have the distinction between the Celestial and Chthonic Ways. 
Pairs of figures, with one pointing up and the other pointing down, are found in Egypt as early as the 
Sixth Dynasty (Butterworth, Tree, 46-47) 

For the Dioskouroi and Helen see Butterworth (Tree III, V). The Dioskouroi were represented by the 
dokona [do/kona], two pillars connected by two cross-beams (Burkert 213), which could easily 
symbolize the Two Ways on the Tree of Life. Burkert thinks it may have been used as a Gate of 
Initiation. Sometimes the Heavenly Twins are Herakles (Black) and Apollo (White). 

It is interesting to note that in the ancient tradition there is no fixed association between the two sexes 
and the Two Ways. For example, we do not find that Celestial Gods associated with Priests and 
Chthonic Gods with Priestesses; there are numerous exceptions to both. Nor do we find that only women 
tread the Way of the Earth, or only men the Way of the Air. Often the Two Ways are associated with 
two males (the Dioskouroi) or two females (Ashtar and Ashtart = Ishtar). Finally there is an absence of 
association of positive qualities with one Way and negative qualities with the other. This is all in marked 
contrast to the Qabalistic Tree of Life, with its strong gender associations. Of course, we may choose to 
consider the Sun's side male and the Moon's side female, but there seems to be little ancient evidence for 
this in Graeco-Roman antiquity, and it may lead us toward unwarranted gender assumptions. 

x. For learn thou this about the Pathway of Ascent... 
The Shaman Prometheus journeyed to Heaven to retrieve Celestial Fire in a hollow stem, that is, 

He gained the Fiery Heat of Kundalini in the Susumna (Central Nadi). For this accomplishment He later 
suffered by being held to the Pillar on the Cosmic Mountain, which towers over the Abyss, and by being 
tortured by His Guide Animal, the Eagle (or Vulture). These are the Pains of Askêsis, for Mystics must 
often subject themselves to suffering; it may also refer to the difficulty of arousing oneself from trance 
(Butterworth, Traces, 137-145; Tree, 98; David-Neel, 141-166). (See Butterworth, Tree, 47-49, 189, 
201-207; see below for Prometheus' redemption.) 

xi. And learn thou this about the Pathway of Descent... 
The description of Scylla and Charybdis is in Odyssey XII.73-110. The Sacred Fig Tree (ficus 

religiosa) symbolizes Life, and so it is the Tree of Life, the Cosmic Tree. Its three-lobed leaves 
symbolize the male and its fruit the female. The Sign of the Fig, which can be seen as representing either 
the male or female genitalia, is still a common apotropaic (warding) sign around the Mediterranean. 
Recall also that the Buddha meditates, conducts rituals, and is enlightened beneath the Bodhi Tree (Tree 
of Knowledge). I need hardly mention the Serpent-entwined Tree of Knowledge by which both Eve and 
Adam are enlightened (to the displeasure of the ever-jealous Yahweh). 

Prometheus is befriended by Black Shamans: Oceanus and His Daughters and Herakles. Herakles is a 
Black Shaman, as shown by the animal form he adopts: the Lion. We recall also that He replaced Atlas 
(who is a Black Shaman, like His daughter Calypso, who lives at the Navel of the Sea) in His station at 
the Axis Mundi. Herakles' club is a dead limb from the Tree of Life, which grows on the cliff over 
Charybdis, the Way Down. He uses his bow and arrow -- common symbols for ascetic discipline -- to 



slay the Eagle that torments Prometheus. Further, when Herakles went to get the Oxen of Geryon, he 
raised his internal heat by his ascetic practices (tapas), and then took his bow (Mind) and shot his arrow 
(Self) at the Sun (Celestial Illumination). During this same Labor he raised the Twin Pillars (N.B.) of 
Herakles. (Butterworth, Tree, 9-10, 133-134, 201-207) 

Similarly, Tantalus was a Black Shaman stuck in the Underworld (unable to return from trance?) and 
unable to reach the Tree of Life (Butterworth, Traces, Ch. IV). 

The Kuklopes (Cyclopes), who are known as Sons of Poseidon, seem to be like Zen Masters. They see 
from their brow (the Ajna-Chakra) and visit the Underworld. Note that "Cyclops" derives from kukl-ôps 
= wheel-eyed = chakra-eyed; they are Giants (Macranthopoi), like all Shamans. Recall that Odysseus 
visits the Cyclopes after his stop at the Land of the Lotus-Eaters. Odysseus and his comrades are 
unwilling to put up with the "soul-devouring" discipline of the Polyphemus, so they close his brow-eye 
with wine, and extinguish his illumination. When Odysseus called himself "Nobody" (Outis) he may 
have been mocking the Cyclopes practice of uniting their Ego with the World. They made the Keraunos 
(Thunderbolt, cf. vajra), which they later turned over to Zeus; it represents the (originally Chthonic) 
powers symbolized by the "Blazing Blossom" (the Lotus) and perhaps Lightning issuing from the Earth. 
(See below on the Vajra Thunderbolt.)  The Cyclopes were later the assistants of Hephaistos, the Master 
of the Fiery Discipline (cf., tapas). (Butterworth, Tree, 130-133, 172-178) 

When he visits Prometheus, Odysseus takes the Twelve Best of his companions, and Butterworth 
(Traces, 130; Tree, 167, 174-175) observes that a Master with Twelve Disciples is a traditional size for 
covens and other mystical groups. 

Interestingly, Pausanias (II.xxiv.3-4) describes an ancient wooden statue of Zeus at Argos, said to have 
been brought from Priam's Troy, which shows Zeus with a Third Eye in His forehead. Although we 
normally associate Zeus with the Celestial rather than the Chthonic Path, Butterworth (Tree, 170-171, 
177) observes that this figure represents Zeus Chrysaoreus, who rules both the Heavens and the Abyss 
(and so corresponds to both the Olympic Zeus and Poseidon); this deity is equivalent to the mysterious 
Chrysaor, who emerged with Pegasus from the severed neck of Medusa, a shamanic figure. (Pausanias 
suggests that the Three Eyes correspond to the Three Worlds, which we may call Heaven, Earth and 
Abyss.) 

xij. But the Wise One knoweth this great truth... 
At one time the two approaches were in conflict, but they were later reconciled by the Olympian 

Movement (Butterworth, Tree, 130). 

It is interesting that the Bull, Lion and Eagle were all associated with the Serpent Power (Butterworth, 
Tree, 152-153). This association recalls the Four Sacred Animals (Bull, Lion, Eagle, Man) of the later 
esoteric tradition. Perhaps originally the Four Sacred Animals were the Chthonic Bull and Lion, and the 
Celestial Eagle and Winged Horse. 



After 1000 BCE Babylonian amulets are found with a cross indicating the four directions (see below); a 
symbol is in each of the angles (De Vogel, 294). 

Shaman staffs, such as Hermes' caduceus, often have a cross bar. The staff probably symbolizes the Tree 
of Life, and the crossbar its branches (Butterworth, Traces, 150). Hermes is, of course, the 
Psychopompos, the Spirit Guide, and is found in the vicinity of both Calypso's and Circe's caves at the 
Navel (Butterworth, Tree, 118). He visits with equal ease the Heavens and Hades. 

Orphic grave tablets tell the "Child of Earth and Heaven" that to the left and right are both a cypress-tree 
and a well. On the supplicant's left is a white-cypress, associated with day and the Sun; to the right, a 
dark cypress, associated with the Moon. (Butterworth, Tree, 215-216) 

The order of the Tau Cross is: Fiery Pillar (top-bottom, center), Moon (left), Sun (right), back to center. 
Similarly, in meditating on the triangle in the pericarp of the Sahasrara Chakra, the Yogi begins with the 
Fire Bindu in the center, follows the Line of Fire to the Moon Bindu (left), follows the Line of the Moon 
to the Sun Bindu (right), and follows the line of the Sun back to the Fire Bindu (Avalon 490-491). This 
structure is also preserved in the Crucifixion on the back of the Lotharkreuz in Aachen. See Butterworth 
(Tree, pp. 175, 215-223, pll. xxix-xxxi). 

Right & Left 

There is a problem telling the orientation of Right and Left. Butterworth (Tree, 216-7) claims that when 
you look at the Tree, the Moon Path is on the Right and the Sun Path is on the Left, but that taking the 
Tree within you puts the Moon Path on the Left and the Sun Path on the Right. He says this agrees with 
the orientation of Hatha Yoga, which is described from the Yogi's viewpoint and puts the Ida-nadi 
(Moon Channel) on the Left and the Pingala-nadi (Sun Channel) on the Right. (Actually the Sun and 
Moon Channels spiral around Sushumna -- the Spine -- but the Moon Channel terminates at the left 
nostril and the Sun Channel at the right. Kundalini Yoga may have been known in western Asia as early 
as the second or even third millennium BCE; Butterworth, Tree, 166-167, 192) Butterworth also 
supports this orientation with artifacts, including the Lotharkreutz, but admits that other artifacts reverse 
the orientation, and in some cases it's not obvious what is the front and what is the back. 

There are similar problems with Qabalah depending on whether the Tree is faced externally or 
visualized internally. Regardie (III.1) says that to the observer, the Pillar of Mercy is on the Right and 
the Pillar of Strength on the Left, but that when you internalize the Tree, your Right side becomes 
Strength and your Left Mercy. On the other hand, Ponce (137-141) argues that the Tree is properly 
applied to the Primal Man facing away from the observer, so that on the Left is the Pillar of Strength 
(Dark, Passive) and on the Right the Pillar of Mercy (Light, Active). 

In the foregoing I have placed Left and Right so that the system of correspondences is consistent with 
Yoga as interpreted by Butterworth and with the Qabalah as interpreted by Ponce. So in the Tau Cross 



the Moon/Earth Path is on the practitioner's Left and the Sun/Air Path is on the Right. In this way the 
order of the Tau Cross (Heaven, Abyss, Moon/L, Sun/R) agrees with the triangle in the pericarp of the 
Sahasrara-chakra (Fire Bindu, Moon Bindu, Sun Bindu). Fortunately, this orientation also preserves the 
order of the Qabalistic Cross in the Golden Dawn Tradition (Kether, Malkuth, Gedulah/L, Geburah/R), 
since it's from the perspective of an observer facing an altar (Regardie III.94); though Regardie (III.2), 
inconsistently, and other sources gives Geburah/R, Gedulah/L, and still others have Gedulah/R, Geburah/
L. 

Observe that, for most people, the Right is the Active Hand and the Left the Passive Hand, that is, the 
Initiating Sun and the Responding Moon. Further, if we face North, the Ascending Path is in the East 
and the Descending in the West, or if we face East, the Celestial Path is in the (warm, sunny) South and 
the Chthonic Path in the (cold, earthy) North. (On the other hand, the Paduka-Pancaka (v. 4, Avalon 
490-491) puts the Fire Bindu in the South, the Moon Bindu in the Northeast and the Sun Bindu in the 
Northwest.) Finally, this orientation agrees with a Greek tradition that distinguished Left and Right 
Gods; the Left Gods are the Di Inferi (Lower Gods) and the Right Gods the Di Superi (Upper Gods), 
though apparently the Romans followed the Etruscans in reversing the associations (Weinstock 1946). In 
any case, I don't consider the issue settled, and readers should conduct their own experiments; all the 
correspondences stay the same, just switch Left and Right. 

Trivium & Quadrivium 

Images of the Triple Hecate often show Her holding a Serpent (a Earth symbol) on one side and a Sword 
(an Air symbol) on the other. The Romans called Her Trivia, which refers to the threefold meeting of 
paths (Trivium). In Her triple images we can see the Cosmic Tree with its threefold trunk: the central 
Axis flanked by the Way of the Earth and the Way of the Air. Though one can't assume that left and 
right haven't been reversed in reproductions, the images I have of Hecate show Her holding the Serpent 
on Her right side and the Sword on Her left (though some have both on both sides). 

The Trivium represents the three Ways we may go at any given time: the Celestial Way, the Mundane 
Way and the Chthonic Way, which correspond to the Three Planes on which we may move: Heaven, 
Earth and Hades (Overworld, Midworld, Underworld). The Three Ways correspond to the Three 
Principles of Alchemy: Sulphur (Anima), Salt (Corpus) and Mercury (Spiritus), respectively. (In other 
contexts, Mercury is the Active Mediator between Sun and Moon.) 

Each Plane is divided into Four Quarters: the Four Quarters of Heaven, the Four Quarters of Earth, the 
Four Quarters of Hades. A crossroads or fourfold meeting of Paths is called a Quadrivium, and one Path 
leads to each Quarter. So the Trivium and Quadrivium together determine the possible Paths we can 
follow (Seven Ways total giving Twelve Paths in combination). 

Interestingly, the traditional Pagan Curriculum (continued through the Renaissance) comprised the 
Trivium (Grammar, Dialectic, Rhetoric) and the Quadrivium (Arithmetic, Harmony, Geometry, 
Astronomy), yielding the Seven Liberal Arts. Their Planetary Patrons were as follows: Luna: Grammar, 



Mercury: Dialectic, Venus: Rhetoric; Sol: Arithmetic, Mars: Harmony, Jupiter: Geometry, Saturn: 
Astronomy. I will leave it as an exercise for the reader to establish the correspondences to the Worlds 
and Quarters. 

Qabalah divides the Hebrew alphabet into three groups (Ponce I.2): Three Mothers, Seven Doubles 
(Dyads) and Twelve Singles (Monads). The Three Mothers are Aleph, Mem and Sin. These are 
traditionally associated with the elements Air, Water and Fire, respectively. Therefore we have the three 
Cosmic Planes: Fiery Heavens (Sin/Fire), Watery Abyss (Mem/Water) and the Upward Path between 
them (Aleph/Air), though the Downward Path (Earth) is either missing or assimilated with the Upward 
(as the single Axis). Alternately, since Aleph is the Mother of the Aspirates, Mem is the Mother of the 
Mutes, and Sin is the Mother of the Sibilants, we might expect Earth to be associated with a vowel that 
is the Mother of the other Vowels (which the Hebrew alphabet didn't write). 

The shamanic cosmology is better represented by the Seven Dyads, which are: Beth/Gimel = Above/
Below, Daleth/Koph = East/West, Pe/Resh = North/South, and Tau = Center. Thus we have Three 
Planes (Above, Center, Below) and Four Quarters (NSEW), which correspond to the Seven Ways of the 
Trivium + Quadrivium. Interestingly, Tau is the center, as in the Tau Cross. The remaining letters 
comprise the Twelve Monads, which traditionally correspond with Zodiacal Signs, though we may also 
expect them to correspond to the Twelve Paths generated by the Seven Ways. 

We find similar alphabetic correspondences in the Graeco-Roman Tradition.  The Seven Planets 
coorespond to the seven Greek variables AEHIOUW (alpha, epsilon, eta, iota, omicron, upsilon, omega) 
and, by analogy, with the five Roman vowels and their associated semivowels AEIOUJV (Godwin Mys. 
Sev. Vow.; Agrippa I.lxxiv).  The order is generally taken to be Moon - Mercury - Venus - Sun - Mars - 
Jupiter - Saturn, but there is also evidence for the opposite order (which Agrippa uses) and for other 
orders (see Godwin, op. cit., and Agrippa/Tyson, p. 226, for a discussion).  The Zodiacal Signs 
correspond to the Greek simple consonants BGDZKLMNPRST (Roman BCDFGLMNPRST),  in their 
natural order starting with Aries.  The Five Elements correspond to the Greek double consonants 
QCFXY (theta, xi, phi, chi, psi) and to Roman KQXZH (Y is not used, since it is not properly a Roman 
letter); Agrippa assigns them in the order Earth - Water - Air - Fire - Spirit.  Certainly, more research is 
needed, especially to understand these correspondences in the Graeco-Roman Tradition.  (Agrippa/
Tyson I.lxxiv; Dornseiff, 81-4) 

Circulation Through the Tree of Life 

I'll digress briefly on a well-known exercise, the "Circulation through the Tree of Life" (Regardie, III.59-
60), and its relation to the Elements and Ways. Aristotle (De Caelo IV, 311a-b) distinguishes three 
Simple Motions: Upward, Downward and Circular (Celestial Rotation). Upward and Downward Motion 
pertain to the Four Elements (the substance of the Mundane Spheres); Circular Motion pertains to 
Aithêr, the Fifth Element or Quintessence, the substance of the Celestial Spheres. 

Downward Motion follows the sequence Fire, Air, Water, Earth, that is to say, the Practitioner's Head, 



Right Hand, Feet, Left Hand. This is exactly the opposite direction used in the first part of the 
Circulation exercise, which flows from the Head, down the Left Side, around the Feet, and up the Right 
Side. However, it agrees with Plato's Cycle: Fire condenses into Air, Air liquifies into Water, Water 
solidifies into Earth, and Earth sublimates into Fire. In this exercise we are drawing Power from both 
Extramundane Worlds. The circulation draws the Celestial Fire down the Sun Channel into the Way of 
Air, and it draws the Abyssal Water up the Moon Channel into the Way of Earth. Exhalation 
corresponds to drawing down, inhalation to drawing up. It will be helpful to see the Elements going 
through the transformations of Plato's Cycle, with the rotation driven by the streams of Heavenly Fire 
and Abyssal Water. This part of the exercise helps establish the Sun and Moon Channels. Upward 
Motion follows the sequence Earth, Water, Air, Fire, which in Plato's Cycle is: Earth dissolves into 
Water, Water vaporizes into Air, Air rarefies into Fire, and Fire condenses into Earth, known in 
Alchemy as the Rotation of the Elements (Burckhardt, Ch. 6; see also my "Rotation of the Elements"). 
We can make this correspond to the second part of the exercise, if we turn to our Left (North), so that the 
Moon Pillar is in front of us, and the Sun Pillar behind, then the order of circulation is: Chest, Feet, 
Back, Head. Exhalation corresponds to descent, inhalation to ascent. Again, it is helpful to visualize the 
transformations of Plato's Cycle, driven from Above and Below, as before. This further strengthens the 
Sun and Moon Channels, but facilitates the Journey on them (up for Sun, down for Moon), whereas the 
preceding circulation facilitated the Return (down for Sun, up for Moon). 

In the last part of the exercise, the Energy spirals upward around the Body, beginning in front of the 
Right Foot, spiraling to the upper left, until it bursts from the Head to flow down all sides to the Feet. 
This obviously corresponds to Circular Motion and to the Fifth Element (Spirit, Quintessence, Aithêr). 
Some versions do not have the Energy spiral, but simply rise vertically up the Spine, until it bursts from 
the Head, like Athena from Zeus's head. The basic pattern is still Circular (or Spherical), however, since 
the Energy flows back to the Feet on all sides. In both case you draw Sustenance from the Abyss and 
raise the Serpent Power to the Top of the Cosmic Tree, where its Abundance pours down again upon the 
World Navel. 

According to Regardie (III.59-60), the purpose of the Circulation is to build up a three-dimensional Tree 
of Life with Five Pillars. However, as we've seen, the traditional Tree, in Qabalah and elsewhere, has 
three Pillars. Thus I've used the second part of the Circulation to open the opposite directions in the 
Moon and Sun Channels. 

II. Pentagrams of the Quarters

xiij. This is the way to draw the Shining Pentagrams... 
xiv(a). In Greek the Pentagram is called "Hugíeia"... 
xiv(b). In Latin "Salus" is the Pentagram's old Name... 
xiv(c). Although the English labels on the Pentagram... 

The pentagram and hexagram were both used for protection in ancient Greece (V cent. BCE). In 



Babylon, five-, six- and seven-rayed stars were all used. The Pentagram appears in the earliest writing of 
Mesopotamia (precuneiform pictographic writing), c. 3000 BCE, as the Sumerian sign UB. Its meaning 
in the cuneiform period (by 2600 BCE) seems to be a Heavenly Quarter and also the four Directions 
(forward, backward, left, right); the fifth direction was "above." The four directions corresponded to the 
planets Jupiter, Mercury, Mars and Saturn, with Venus the Queen of Heaven (Schekina) above. These 
are the "Smaller Planets" (omitting Sun and Moon). Ishtar (Venus) was represented by the Eight-rayed 
Star (Elam). See De Vogel (App. A) and Black & Green (s.v. Star). 

Pythagoras may have become acquainted with the Pentagram during his sojourns in Egypt and Babylon 
(perhaps 554-533 BCE); in any case Pythagorean Initiates used it as a sign of recognition (Iambl., Vita 
Pyth. XXXIII). They called the Pentagram "Hugieia" [(Ugi/eia], which is usually translated "Health," 
but has more the sense of Soundness or Wholeness. The Pentagram was still used with this meaning in 
Paracelsus' time (c.1493-1541). The Pythagoreans also used "Be sound/whole!" as their greeting 
(Scholia in Aristoph., Nubes 609; Lucian, Pro lapsu 5). In fact Bonner (p. 177) notes that Hugieia is a 
fairly common inscription on amulets, and that Perdrizet thinks it and similar inscriptions are Oriental in 
origin (the word, of course, is Greek). 

The Pythagoreans apparently labeled the points or angles of the Pentagram with the Greek letters 
UGIEIA. Allman (p. 26) shows them on the points arranged counterclockwise from the top thus: U, G, I, 
EI, A. The fact that UGIEIA has six letters is an inconvenience, and Allman 
observes that the Pythagoreans wrote upsilon, gamma, iota, theta, alpha at the 
points, perhaps because an adjacent epsilon and iota look something like a theta. 
Chasles (1875, p. 478-479) likewise lists these five letters, quoting Alstedius 
(Encyc. univ., 1620) and Kircher (Arithmologia, 1665). 

Budge (Amul. & Superst., 232-233), in an exhibition of uncharacteristically 
sloppy scholarship, says that the "shield of Solomon" (i.e. the Hugieia Pentagram) is inscribed with the 
Greek letters IGIRA "meaning something like 'wholesome,' 'good for health,'" though there is no such 
Greek word. Looking at the figure in his book we see an upright pentagram surrounded by two rings; 
between the rings and aligned with the angles between the pentagram's points are Greek letters reading 
clockwise: UGI?A. The mysterious fourth letter is unidentifiable, but the figure is from Agrippa's De 
occulta philosophia (Lib. III, cap. xxxi). The letter is still not entirely clear in editions of Agrippa (Brill, 
1992; Llewellyn, 1993), but its appearance is consistent with a common medieval abbreviation for EI 
(which looks vaguely like a theta, but more like a dollar sign made without lifting the pen). (Francis 
Barrett translates the relevant part of Agrippa in The Magus, Bk. II, Ch. XVII, but does not include the 
figure.) 

So we can conclude that the Pythagoreans labeled the Pentagram with the letters U, G, I, EI, A, reading 
clockwise (or perhaps counterclockwise), placing them on the points starting at the top (Alstedius, 
Kircher), or in the angles starting at the top right (Agrippa). 

Now, of course, when one draws a Banishing or Invoking Pentagram of any kind, one does not visit the 



points in either a clockwise or counterclockwise order. One might suppose that some Great Secret is 
revealed when the Pentagram is labeled as above, but the letters visited in an invoking or banishing 
order. But if that is the case, I have not been able to penetrate the Mystery. The resulting sequences of 
letters do not seem to spell anything, let alone anything interesting. Therefore, I've decided that it's more 
meaningful, in a Banishing or Invoking Pentagram, to call off the sounds in their natural order, but other 
approaches might be worth some experimentation. 

The singing of the sounds, especially the vowel sounds, creates compact entities in the Spectral Realm. 
The longer they are continued, the denser (more compact) their Spectres. Their Power is collocated in 
the Spectral Realm with that of all similar sounds, no matter when they were made, or where. Thus 
connections and causal relations are established across Space and Time. This is a consequence of the 
Mathematics of Harmony (Fourier Analysis). 

When it comes to intoning the name of the Pentagram, HUGIEIA is especially appropriate, since it is 
almost entirely vowels, and the G is easily extended as a velar fricative. The Latin version, SALUS, is 
not as good, but the sibilant S and liquid L are easily prolonged. For the English version, though 
SOUND and WHOLE both have five letters, they do not have five sounds. But WHOLENESS does 
(vowels: O, E; liquid: L; nasal: N; sibilant S), and corresponds better with HUGIEIA and SALUS, being 
a noun rather than an adjective. 

I've kept the usual Earth Banishing Pentagram (lower-left to top) for this "Lesser" ritual, though I know 
of no ancient warrant for the usual association of the Five Elements with the points of the Pentagram.  
See "The Pythagorean Pentacle" and "The Pentagram and the Elements" for a discussion.

xv. Now go thou to the East and make the Pentagram. ... 
Zeus's Keraunos (Thunderbolt) is a complex symbol, nearly identical in shape to the Tibetan 

dorje (Hindu vajra) thunderbolt. The round center represents the World Navel. The radiate branches at 
each end represent the two halves of the World Tree, the upper Branches growing from the Earth up to 
the four quarters of the Heavens, and the lower Roots growing from the Earth down to the four quarters 
of the Abyss. Thus it represents the power of the Twofold Path for Growth and Illumination. The center 
(cf. the Lotus or Bindu) represents the Earthly potential for Growth out of the Void, while the ends 
represent the power of Celestial and Chthonic Lightning, both illuminating and destructive. The 
reconciliation of the Celestial and Chthonic Paths was achieved in the 9th cent. BCE by the Olympian 
Movement (Butterworth, Tree, 130-133), and the Lightning + Flower combination is thereafter common 
is Greek art. The Keraunos was made for Zeus by the Kuklopes (Cyclopes), Underworld Masters of Fire, 
who are Giants who see from their brows (cf. the "third eye" or Ajna-Chakra). (See Butterworth, Tree, 
VI, IX; Goldsmith 100-105, 175.) 

The Growth and Destruction symbolized by the Keraunos is the Law (Logos) of the universe, governed 
by Zeus. As Heraclitus says, "Keraunos steers all things," and Hippolytus explains, "by Keraunos he 
means the Eternal Fire, ... and he calls it Need and Glut" (DK 22B 64, 65). Heraclitus also says (DK 22B 



20), "The World Order -- the same for all -- no one of Gods or people made, but it ever was and is and 
shall be: Fire Everliving, being kindled in measures and in measures being extinguished." He says it is 
the basis of the Cosmos: "All things from Fire arise and into Fire resolve; all things come to be in accord 
with Destiny, and through opposing currents existing things are made a harmonia (structure)" (Diog. 
Laert. ix.7) 

Similarly Empedocles, in a passage previously quoted, makes Strife (Neikos) and Love (Philotês), that 
is, Destruction and Growth, the two great motive forces of the Universe. He also says (DK 31B 17), 

And these things never cease their continual interchange, now through Love all coming 
together into One, now again each carried apart by the hatred of Strife. 

Compare also: Horus the Creator, Set the Destroyer and Shu the Mediator; Brahma the Creator, Shiva 
the Destroyer, Vishnu the Preserver. 

In form and nature the Keraunos is a "Blazing Blossom" or "Fiery Flower," again representing Growth 
and Destruction. In the Second Olympian Ode, Pindar says (Houghton tr.): 

And such as thrice have dared,
abiding either side of death,
To keep their souls aloof from evil doing,
Proceed the road of Zeus to Kronos' tower,
Where 'round the islands of the blest,
the Ocean breezes blow,
And the Blossoms blaze with gold ... 

See Butterworth (Tree, 205, 224-225) on the Keraunos as an "efflorescence of flame." As such it is an 
androgynous symbol, for the Flame (or Jewel) is masculine and the Water (or Lotus) is feminine 
(Goldsmith 8-9). 

Hera's Cuckoo-bearing Sceptre represents the Celestial Spirit nesting on the top of the World Tree. 
(Zeus first came to Hera in the form of a Cuckoo.) 

xvi. Now with thy Staff forge thou the Fiery Ring... 
Hestia's Burning Circle represents the Protection of the Hearth Fire or Camp Fire. The Eternal 

Fire of Hestia / Vesta represents Eternal Life (Oxf. Cl. Dict., s.v. Hestia). 

xvij. Then to the West... 
This is the Torch by which Demeter tried to find Persephone; it illuminated Her odyssey, during 

which She rode in a chariot conducted by winged serpents. 



Hades' name may mean "the Unseen" ["(/Aidhs" < "a) idh/s"]. 

xviij. Then to the North... 
Poseidon's Trident represents the Cosmic Tree, as shown by the crossbar below its prongs 

(Butterworth, Traces, 150), which in turn represent the Tree's three roots: the Sun, Moon and Fire 
Channels (Pingala-nadi, Ida-nadi, Susumna) in which Prana moves (Butterworth, Tree X). 

xix. Draw thou the Fiery Ring back to its beginning... 
The foregoing invokes Deities of the First Olympian Generation: Jupiter, Vesta, Neptune and 

Ceres are all children of Saturn and Ops, as are Pluto and Juno. 

When projecting the Four Weapons through the Pentagrams, the practitioner might find it helpful to 
make an appropriate gesture: as though throwing a dart for Zeus's Keraunos, as though throwing a 
frisbee for Hestia's Burning Ring, as though throwing a javelin for Poseidon's Trident, as though 
throwing a knife for Demeter's Torch. 

III. Wards of the Quarters

xx. Now raise again thy arms to make the Sacred Tau... 

xxi. West: Now focus thine attention to thy back... 
Apollo and Artemis, the "Shining Twins" form a complementary pair for the Wards of the East 

and West. 

xxij. South: Now focus thine attention to thy right... 
Mars was also an Italic vegetation God, and so might be evoked in the North. 

xxiij. North: Now focus thine attention to thy left... 
In addition to being a Vegetation God, Dionysos is associated with the Nether Regions, which are 

in the North. Also, Dionysos was born from Zeus's thigh, much like Athena, the Ward of the South (who 
was born from Zeus's thigh or brow).  Dionysos is male, but with female traits, as Athena is female, but 
with male traits; that is, They are both somewhat androgynous. 

Pan may seem an unlikely Ward, but when Athens honored Him and asked Him to help defend them 
from the Persians, he did so (Herodt. VI.105.2-3). 

xxiv. Direct thy mind to every Quarter in its turn... 
The foregoing invokes Deities of the Second Olympian Generation: Apollo, Mercury, Diana, 



Venus (according to the Iliad), Minerva, Mars, Vulcan, and Bacchus are all offspring of Jupiter and/or 
Juno. Pan is a son of Mercury. For Wards, I've tried to select Deities that are Protectors. On the other 
hand, I see no reason to limit oneself to a fixed set of Wards; there are many Gods and Goddesses that 
might be invoked in particular circumstances; also I would expect the practitioners to call upon any 
Gods with whom they have a special relationship. 

The Gods suggested above correspond approximately to the Archangels usually invoked in the LBRP. 
East: Raphael (air, eagle), who presides over human spirit (cf. Apollo, Hermes). West: Gabriel (water, 
man), who presides over Paradise & Cherubim (cf. Aphrodite, Artemis). South: Michael (fire, lion), who 
is militant, and presides over human virtue (cf. Athena, Mars). North: Uriel (earth, calf), who presides 
over clamor and terror (cf. Pan, Dionysos). See also Spence (Enc. Occult., s.v. Angels), Agrippa (II.7) 
and Barrett (I.ii.xix, p. 112, II.iv, p. 135). 

IV. The Macrocosm in the Microcosm

xxv. Now spread thy arms apart... 

xxvi. Permit the two opposing Serpents to ascend... 
Traditionally the Hexagram symbolizes the Unity of Opposites and the Balance of the Four 

Elements. The Four Elements result from the Opposition of Activity (Fire, Forma, Sulphur, Spiritus) 
and Receptivity (Water, Materia, Quicksilver, Anima). In Alchemical terms, it is the Fluid Fire (Water 
makes Fire nonburning, and so Air-like) and Fiery Fluid (Fire makes Water stable, and so Earth-like). In 
other words, the Celestial Fire stabilizes (draws up) the Watery Abyss to yield the Way of the Earth, and 
the Watery Abyss tames (draws down) the Celestial Fire to yield the Way of the Air. (See Burckhardt, 
pp. 74-75.) 

The Hexagram shining within the Body (Salt) signifies the Perfect Union of Spirit (Sulphur) and Soul 
(Mercury), which is the "Living Gold," the goal of Spiritual Alchemy. That is, the Celestial and 
Chthonic Worlds meet in the Mundane World. 

xxvij. The Pentagram doth signify the Microcosm... 
Kircher (Arithmologia, 1665), quoted by Chasles (p. 478) observes that the pentalpha and 

hexalpha (i.e., the pentagram and hexagram) were the two most common magic sigils. 

V. The Closing Tau Cross

xxviij. Repeat thou once again the Tau Cross...



For the meaning of the left arm crossed over the right, see The Platonic Cross in the "Summary of 
Pythagorean Theology."

Alchemy calls these divisions the Two Seeds, the Three Principles and the Four Elements. The 
goal of Alchemy is the One Fruit, the Tincture or Living Gold (from a 1766 Nuremburg MS).   

xxix. Thou hast secured thyself a Sacred Space... 
Heraclitus says (DK 22B 60), "The way up and down are one and the same." 

finis 
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Lustratio Pentagrammo Olympica

The Olympic Banishing Ritual 
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which is 

The Traditional Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
Adapted to the Hellenic Tradition

©1993, John Opsopaus

(revision ©2003) 

I. The Opening Tau Cross

i. Close thine eyes, and by thy breathing fan the Fire, which awakeneth the Serpent and 
the Eagle. Then allow thyself to grow beyond all bounds of space, until the Universe is 
swallowed in thy soul. Be thou as a Goddess; be thou as a God. 

[Suggested visualization: With each exhalation, feel yourself growing larger and see your surroundings 
shrinking below you. Continue until the Earth has disappeared into the Watery Abyss below you, and 
the brilliant star of Celestial Fire shines high above your head.] 

ij. Draw thou down the Fire of Heaven into thy Heart, and say: 

"From Celestial Fire"
"Ab Igne Caelesti"
"Apò tou Ourániou Purós"
[)Apo\ tou= )Oura/niou Puro/s] 



[Suggested gestures for the preceding step: Raise your arms into a horizontal, cross position, with palms 
up (in Celestial Invocation). Bring them together above your head, palm to palm, and then draw the 
Celestial Fire down to your heart, while saying "From Celestial Fire."] 

[The words to be spoken by the practitioner are given in English, Latin and ancient Greek. In an attempt 
to combine readability and accuracy, I've given the Greek text two ways, in a simple but approximate 
Roman transcription, and in "Beta code," a standard ASCII representation of Greek including all the 
accents, breathings, etc. Beta code transcriptions are enclosed in square brackets. The Beta code 
transcriptions should be reasonably comprehensible with the following information: ")" and "(" represent 
smooth and rough breathing, respectively; "/", "\" and "=" represent acute, grave and circumflex accents, 
respectively; "|" is iota subscript. The Roman transcription is approximate and should be reasonably self-
explanatory with these additional notes: a = ah, e = eh, ê = ay, i = ih, o = aw, u = oo (more like German 
ü), ô = oh; the accented vowel is usually marked (e.g. á or à), otherwise it is generally a circumflexed 
vowel. For a description of more authentic ancient Greek pronunciation, see A Brief Guide to Ancient 
Greek Pronunciation. For ritual purposes, ancient Greek should be chanted sonorously with the full 
range of pitch accent.] 

iij. Next guide thou downward the bright Beam until it stirreth into life the Subterranean 
Seas, the Floods of the Abyss, and bringeth Them its spark; and while so doing, say: 

"To Watery Abyss"
"Ad Aquosum Profundum"
"Eis tên Hudróessan Ábusson"
[)Eis th\n (Udro/essan )/Abusson] 

[Suggested gesture: Keep the palms together and move them down in front of the groin. Then separate 
the hands and hold them to the sides and slightly forward, with palms down (in Chthonic Invocation).] 

iv. Direct thou then the beam out from thy heart through thy left shoulder, till it stretcheth 
to the Moon, and say: 

"By Way of Earth"
"Via Terrena"
"Katà Khthónion Hodón"
[Kata\ Xqo/nion (Odo/n] 



[Suggested gesture: Raise the left hand up to your chest; then extend your arm into horizontal position, 
with the palm down.] 

v. Direct thou then the beam out from thy heart again, but to thy right, until it stretcheth to 
the Sun, and say: 

"By Way of Air"
"Via Aeria"
"Kat' Aithérion Hodón"
[Kat' )Aiqe/rion (Odo/n] 

[Suggested gesture: Raise the right arm to the chest and then into a horizontal position, with the palm 
up.] 

vi. Feel the Sacred Tau Cross that blazeth bright inside thee. Cross thy arms upon thy 
Heart, and say: 

"Abiding always in the Center. So be it!"
"Semper in Medio manens. Esto!" or "Fiat!"
"Omphalôi aeì ménôn" (masc.) or "ménousa" (fem.). "Éstô!"
[)Omfalw=| a)ei\ me/nwn] (masc.) or [me/nousa] (fem.). [)/Estw!] 

[Suggested gesture: Bring your arms together and cross them over your chest, left over right.] 

vij. And as thou makest this gesture see the Greater Lights, the Moon and Sun, rise up to 
stand above thy head, nor will they ever leave their station at the Pole, the Moon above 
the Sun, the Sun above Tau Cross; thou art Caduceus, thou art the Sacred Staff. Behold, 
thou hast become the Center of the World, because the Cosmic Axis runneth through thy 
spine; for on thy left doth stand the Pathway of the Moon, and on thy right doth stand the 
Pathway of the Sun; for far above thee shineth fierce the Cosmic Pole; and far below thee 
lieth the profound Abyss. 

viij. Thou standest on the Sacred Mountain, the World Navel, under which doth hide the 



Watery Abyss. And at thy back doth grow the ancient Tree of Life, which stretcheth high 
above thy head, the Navel Cord, because the Tree and Mountain are the Cosmic Pillar, 
which supporteth the four Quarters of the Heavens. From Calypso's Cave between the 
Tree's deep roots, which penetrateth the Abyss, four springs spill forth, which flow to 
nourish the four Quarters of the World; behold, they run with honey, water, milk and 
wine. And here the Serpent coileth, thrice and half again, around the trunk, the Pillar of 
the Winged Oak. Within its leaves is perched an Eagle, Zeus's Bird, protecting Amalthea's 
Horn, a source of plenty, from which Nectar floweth into the Libation Bowl, the Breast 
most Bountiful, which spilleth, raining Nectar on the World. Ambrosia floweth up the Tree 
of Life's great trunk, a stream sustained and nurtured by the Deep Abyss. Illumination 
cometh from Above and likewise Growth ariseth from Below. The World Tree is the Tree 
of Destiny, Her leaves the Book of Fate, for as they fall, so fall to earth the people's 
winged souls, who sing their lives out in its foliage. 

ix. Exalted Helen, Leda's buxom Daughter, liveth in the fruitful Cosmic Tree, for she's the 
Spirit of the Tree of Life, enwrapped within the florid Marriage Robe. Her Brothers, 
Dioskouroi, Sons of Zeus [Dios Kouroi], All-Shining [Pamphaês], Heavenly, the Twins of 
Leda, rule the Sacred Paths on either side. For Castor, who resideth underground, doth 
know the Lunar Discipline and therefore doth control the Pathway of Descent; and 
Polydeuces, who doth live above, is Master of the Solar Discipline, and thus doth rule the 
Pathway of Ascent. 

x. For learn thou this about the Pathway of Ascent: It lieth in the sphere of Sky-subduing 
Zeus, who giveth fertilizing rain and warming light. He holdeth Lightning Bolts that bring 
Illumination, and His bolts descendeth swiftly from the Sky. The Pathway of Ascent doth 
go up Scylla's Mount, which riseth into clouds and can't be seen. Prometheus or Apollo 
showeth thee the Way. Thy Helpers in this journey are the Winged Horse, kind Pegasos, 
the Soaring Eagle, Dove and Goose. Then do thou penetrate the Heaven's crystal Vault, 
and, climbing the Celestial Pole, ascend the Heavens. For this is the Way of Light, the 
Path by Day, the Solar Way, and thus the Pathway of the Sage. 

xi. And learn thou this about the Pathway of Descent: It lieth in the jurisdiction of 



Poseidon, the Earth Shaker, He who giveth water fresh from springs, but also floods and 
earthquakes. He doth hold the Trident bringing Ecstasy; His lightning leapeth up from 
Earth to Sky. The Pathway of Descent is by the precipice, that lieth opposite from Scylla's 
cliff, which is the lower mountain of the two, and on its slopes the Sacred Fig Tree 
groweth. Climb thou downward from this Tree toward Charybdis; She will draw thee 
downward into the Abyss. There Herakles or Circe showeth thee the Way, the Pathway 
past the Dog and Keeper of the Gate. Thy Helpers in this journey are the Serpent Python, 
and the Raging Lion and the Bull. Then do thou penetrate the Vault of the Abyss and, 
going down the Well, descend its levels. For this is the Way of Darkness, this the Path by 
Night, the Lunar Way, the Pathway of the Mage. 

xij. But the Wise One knoweth this great truth: the Way Up and the Way Down are the 
same, for they are both upon the Cosmic Pillar. One task demandeth that we take the 
upward path, another dictates that we go the downward way. By Night or Day we go when 
Duty calls us forth. So ask thou Hermes for His guidance at the Navel. 

II. Pentagrams of the Quarters

xiij. This is the way to draw the Shining Pentagrams, the signs that wardeth every Quarter 
of the World. The first ray goeth from the lower left to top, and continueth each ray from 
that before. And as thou makest each resplendant burning ray, sing thou a letter of the 
Pentagram's old Name. 

xiv(a). In Greek the Pentagram is called "Hugíeia" [U(GI/EIA], which meaneth 
Soundness, Wholeness, so sing thou the sounds: 

"Huuuuuuu, Gggggggg, Iiiiiiih, Aaaaaay, Aaaaaaah." 

xiv(b). In Latin "Salus" is the Pentagram's old Name, which meaneth Soundness, Welfare, 
so sing thou the sounds: 

"Ssssssss, Aaaaaaah, Llllllll, Uuuuuuuu, Ssssssss." 



xiv(c). Although the English labels on the Pentagram are "Whole" or "Sound," its spoken 
Name is "Wholeness," so sing thou the sounds: 

"Hooooooo, Llllllll, Nnnnnnnn, Eeeeeeeh, Ssssssss." 

[In drawing the Pentagrams and forging the Ring you may use a ritual tool for directing your power (e.g. 
a wand), or use the ancient Egyptian gesture for projecting beneficence: the thumb and first finger 
pointed forward, the other three curled to the palm.] 

xv. Now go thou to the East and make the Pentagram, and when the lines are joined 
together, call: 

"Jupiter" or "Zeus"
"Iuppiter"
"Zeu"
[Zeu=] 

Behold, this place is purified by Air, protected by the Storm God's raging winds. 

[This is the beginning of the banishing proper. See and feel your vicinity being swept clean by Zeus's 
roaring winds.] 

xvi. Now with thy Staff forge thou the Fiery Ring, and draw it from the center of the 
Eastern Pentagram and coiling like a Serpent to the Southern Pole, where thou wilt make 
another Pentagram, but call: 

"Vulcan" or "Hephaestus"
"Volcane" [pron. wol-KAH-neh]
"Hêphaiste" 
[(/Hfaiste] 

Behold, this place is purified by Fire, protected by the Craftsman's blazing forge. 



[See and feel the fire's hot blast burning away all pollution and impurity. 

Also appropriate for the South is: 

"Hecate"
"Hecate" [pron. "HEH-kah-tay"]
"Hekátê" 
[(Eka/th] 

Behold, this place is purified by Fire, protected by Hecáte's burning torch. 

Pluto / Hades is also appropriate for the South, but in Greek He should be invoked under His auspicious 
name Ploútôn: 

"Pluto"
"Pluto"
"Ploúton" 
[Plou/ton] 

Behold, this place is purified by Fire, the furnace in the heart of Hades' Realm. ] 

xvij. Then to the West where thou invokest: 

"Ceres" or "Demeter"
"Ceres" [pron. "KEH-race"]
"Dêmêtêr" [pron. day-MAY-tayr]
[Dhmh/thr] 

Behold, this place is purified by Earth, the Mother who accepts and cleanses all. 

[Imagine all stains being scoured off by earth and sinking into the ground. 

Also appropriate for the North is: 

Juno / Hera
Iuno
Hêra or Hêrê 
[(/Hra or (/Hrh] 



She is also an Earth Goddess.] 

xviij. Then to the North: 

"Persephone"
"Persephone" [pron. per-SEH-faw-nay]
"Persephónê" 
[Persefo/nh] 

Behold, this place is purified by Water, flowing tears of grave Persephone. 

[See and feel all pollution being washed away. 

Also appropriate for the North is: 

"Neptune" or "Poseidon"
"Neptune" 
"Póseidon" 
[Po/seidon] 

Behold, this place is purified by Water, cleansed in every way by rushing streams. ] 

xix. Draw thou the Fiery Ring back to its start, so that it burneth in protection all about, a 
Serpent Ouroboros eating its own tail. Declare thou then: 

"All is One"
"Omne Unum est"
"Hen to Pan" 
[(\En to\ Pa=n] 

The Serpent starts to rotate, slow at first, then ever faster, forging round a Ring of 
Strength. The Ring will then expand above and underneath until thou art surrounded by a 
Glowing Sphere. 



III. Wards of the Quarters

xx. Now raise again thy arms to make the Sacred Tau, and focus thine attention Eastward, 
to thy front, and say: 

"Before, Minerva/Athena"
"Ante, Minerva" [pron. Mih-NER-wah]
"Prósthen, Athênâ" 
[Pro/sqen, )Aqhna=] 

Athena [Minerva] will appear and face thee in Her Glory, bearing Her broad Aegis and 
Her shielding Spear. Then She will turn Her back to watch the Eastern Part. 

[Also appropriate for the East: 

Mercury or Hermes
Mercurie [pron. mer-KUR-ih-eh]
Hermê 
[(Ermh=] 

] 

xxi. West: Now focus thine attention to thy back and say: 

"Behind, Bacchus/Dionysos"
"Post, Bacche"
"Ópisthen, Diónuse" 
[)/Opisqen, Dio/nuse] 

Dionysus will appear behind thee with His Thyrsus, and then turn to watch the Quarter to 
the West. 

[Also be appropriate for the West: Pan [Pa/n] with His Pipes.] 



xxij. South: Now focus thine attention to thy right and say: 

"On the right, Apollo"
"Dextra, Apollo"
"Epidéxia, Ápollon." 
[)Epide/cia, )/Apollon] 

Apollo will appear beside thee in His Glory, Bow in hand, and turn to watch the Southern 
Side. 

[Also appropriate for the South is: 

"Mars" or "Ares"
"Mars"
"Áres" 
[)/Ares] 

(with Shield and Sword). Mars was also an Italic vegetation God, and so might be evoked in the West. 
Vulcan / Hephaestus - Volcane / Hêphaiste [(/Hfaiste] (with Hammer and Tongs), as given before, is 
also appropriate for the South.] 

xxiij. North: Now focus thine attention to thy left and say: 

"On the left, Diana/Artemis"
"Sinistra, Diana" [pron. dih-AH-nah]
"Ep' aristerá, Ártemis" 
[)Ep' a)ristera/, )/Artemis] 

Artemis will stand beside thee with Her Bow. Then will She turn away to watch the 
Northern Side. 

[Also appropriate for the North: 

"Venus" or "Aphrodite"
"Venus" [pron. WEH-nus]
"Aphrodítê" 
[)Afrodi/th] 



arising from the waves and holding Her Zona (Girdle).] 

xxiv. Direct thy mind to every Quarter in its turn, and, at each one, within thee give its 
Ward thy thanks. 

IV. The Macrocosm in the Microcosm

xxv. Now spread thy arms apart, and spread thy feet apart; assume the figure of the 
Sacred Pentagram, that which Pythagoras hath called Hugíeia (Salus, Whole/Sound). And 
when the Pentagram doth flame around thee, say: 

"For around flameth the Pentagram."
"Nam circa flagrat Pentagrammon."
"Perì men gar phlégei to Pentágrammon"
[Peri\ me\n ga\r fle/gei to\ Penta/grammon] 

[Feel your head, representing Spirit, commanding the four Mundane Elements, represented by your 
hands and feet.] 

xxvi. Permit the two opposing Serpents to ascend and, spiraling around thy Spine, the 
Staff of Fire, to meet within thy head, which bears a crown with wings. When this 
Caduceus doth shine within thee, say: 

"And within shineth the Caduceus."
"Atque intra lucet Caduceus."
"Entòs de lámpei to Kêrúkeion."
[)Ento\s de\ la/mpei to\ Khru/keion.] 

[Feel the staff running up your spine. Then feel the two serpents, of complementary colors (gold/silver, 
yellow/blue, or red/green), coil upward around it. When they reach the top, at your nostrils, a hot stream 
of fire shoots up the central staff. When it reaches your head, the fire erupts and golden wings sprout 
from your temples.] 



xxvij. The Pentagram doth signify the Microcosm; the Caduceus doth signify the 
Macrocosm. Thus doth the Macrocosm shine within, and thus Illuminate the Microcosm. 

V. The Closing Tau Cross

xxviij. Repeat thou once again the Tau Cross as it was at the beginning of this Rite. 

[You may want to try the following alternative gestures, which reflect the relation of the Elements. As 
you recite the text of the Tau Cross (ij-vi): (1) begin with arms crossed, left over right, on your chest; (2) 
lower your left arm to the Watery Abyss, (3) raise your right arm to the Celestial Fire, (4) let the Fire 
draw up the Water to yield Earth, by moving your left arm up to your chest and out to the left, palm 
down, the Way of Earth; (5) let the Water draw down the Fire to yield Air, by moving your right arm 
down to your chest and out to your right, palm up, the Way of Air; (6) cross your arms, left over right, 
on your chest, indicating the Reconciliation, Union and Balance of the Oppositions (Bivium), Worlds 
(Trivium) and Elemental Quarters (Quadrivium). ] 

xxix. Thou hast secured thyself a Sacred Space and thou residest at the Navel of the 
World. Ascending on thy Right behold the Path of Light; descending on thy Left behold the 
Darker Path, but yet remember what the One who's Wise doth know: the Upward Way and 
Downward Way are still the same, and joined together they engender Wisdom's Path. By 
words it's said, by practice lived, so be it done. 

finis 
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Orphica
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vel

Conditus Universi Orphicus

©1998, John Opsopaus

* * *

●     I. Preliminaries 
●     II. Khorismos - Separation of the Cosmic Egg 
●     III. Katagôgê - Descent of the Soul 
●     IV. Anagôgê - Ascent of the Soul (forthcoming) 
●     V. Appendix: Harmonic Considerations 



An annotated version of this document is available, which documents its sources and 
provides additional commentary. 

This exercise may be used for any nonprofit purpose provided the source is credited and 
this copyright notice is included. 
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Holodemiurgia 

I. Preliminaries

●     Introduction 
●     Incantations 

Introduction

The Holodêmiourgia (Construction of the Whole) is a contemplative exercise or practice 
(theôrêtikê askêsis) for aligning the energy centers of your soul and infusing Divine 
Energy into them. The first part (Katagôgê, Descent) draws down Heavenly Power; the 
second (Anagôgê, Ascent) draws up Earthly Power. It is similar to the well-known Middle 
Pillar Exercise, but is based on ancient Greek tradition rather than Cabalistic ideas. The 
structure of this particular version is based on Orphic theogonies and Plato's Timaeus, but 
incorporates elements from Pherecydes' Theogony, Middle Platonism, 
Neopythagoreanism, Chaldean Theurgy and the Great Magical Papyrus of Paris (a less 
eclectic group than it may seem). 

The accompanying narrative is intended to make the exercise more comprehensible. It 
may be read to students to help them understand the practice when guiding them through it 
at first. For self-instruction, it should be read through several times before attempting the 
exercise, so that it can be performed without reading. All that needs to be memorized are 
the visualizations and the "intonations" (epôidai, incantations). 

Incantations

In the following, "to intone" means to vibrate or sing the sounds deep in the appropriate 
parts of your body; in some cases a pitch is suggested for the sounds (see also the 
Appendix "Harmonic Considerations"). It is possible to do the exercise with silent or quiet 



intonations, but it is not as effective. Each intonation should be done three times, taking a 
deep breath for each one (several breaths may be necessary for some intonations). 
Meanings (following "=" signs) are given for the intonations, but they should not be 
spoken; they are for information only. The voces magicae (magic words, henceforth "v.
m.") have no literal meaning. I have provided alternative intonations; in general you have 
a choice between voces magicae, God-names and philosophical terms. Experiment and 
decide which works best for you. 

Greek words and voces magicae are given in (approximate) Roman transcription and in 
Beta Code {surrounded by braces}, which is a more exact Roman representation of the 
Greek alphabet. In Beta Code, accents follow the vowel or diphthong to which they apply, 
except they precede capital vowels. The accent "/" means a rising tone, "\" a falling tone, 
and "=" a rising-then-falling tone; the sign "(" means the vowel or diphthong is preceded 
by an h sound, and ")" means it isn't. For purposes of toning, make the change of tone a 
full fifth (e.g. do to so). The vowels are pronounced: a {a} = o (as in "not"), e {e} = ay (as 
in "ray"), ê {h} = (long) eh, i {i} = ee, o {o} = oh, u {u} = ü (German umlauted u, as in 
für, or Spanish y grec), ô {w} = (long) aw (as in "awe"). The consonants th, ph, kh {q, f, 
x} are pronounced as aspirated t, p, k, that is, with an extra puff of breath. (Compare 
Italian c with Scottish or German ch.) Finally, nk {gk} is pronounced ngk, ng {gg} is 
pronounced ngg and ou {ou} is pronounced oo as in "boot." (See A Brief Guide to 
Ancient Greek Pronunciation for additional pronunciation suggestions.) Here is some 
advice from the Greek Magical Papyri on pronouncing the vowels in voces magicae: a {a} 
"with an open mouth, undulating like a wave"; e {e} "with enjoyment, aspirating it"; ê {h} 
"like a baboon"; i {i} no advice; o {o} "succinctly, as a breathed threat"; u {u} "like a 
shepherd, drawing out the pronunciation"; ô {w} no advice. 
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Holodemiurgia 

V. Appendix

Harmonic Considerations

The ancient Greek musical notation was based on the letters of the Greek alphabet, and so 
it is worthwhile to consider the seven vowels aeêiouô {AEHIOUW} from this perspective. 
Unfortunately, there are many uncertainties in our understanding of ancient Greek music, 
but contemporary scholarship suggests that the vowels correspond to the pitches: 
A   E   H   I   O   U   W
D#  D-  C   B   G#  G-  E

where "-" means that the note is flat by a quarter-tone.
By adjusting the pitches for EHI slightly downward, we get a 
correspondence between the vowels and the Cosmic Scale 
constructed by the Demiurge (Timaeus 35B-36B):  the 
vowels aeêiouô  correspond to the pitches 
D# to E in a descending B major scale.  That is:

A   E   H   I   O   U   W
D#  C#  B   A#  G#  F#  E
mi  re  do  ti  la  so  fa

(This is the "movable do" system, that is, 
do is the tonic of the major scale, B in this case.)  
These pitches may be used in singing the various "vowel 
songs" 
in this exercise.  Needless to say, there is much 
uncertainty 
about the absolute pitch of ancient Greek music; the most 
important issue is the descending diatonic scale structure:  
TTS T TTS (T=tone, S=semitone), from mi down to 
mi.  That is, the vowels in order represent a 



descending scale in the Lydian mode.
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Announcing
The Omphalos

Hellenic Neopagan Network

Purpose:

The primary purpose of the Omphalos, at this time, is to maintain the Stele website. 

Membership in the Omphalos is no longer open. The Omphalos was originally founded as a means 
for Hellenic Neopagans to contact one another, in the absence of Internet lists or national groups devoted 
to Hellenic Neopaganism. However, since there are now groups such as Hellenion and Nova Roma, and 
there are innumerable Internet lists devoted to Hellenic Neopaganism, the Omphalos no longer needs to 
fulfill these functions. 

Contact the Omphalos:

info@omphalos.org 

http://omphalos.org/
http://www.hellenion.org/index.html
http://www.novaroma.org/
mailto:info@omphalos.org
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Information
for Omphalos Members 

Note: Membership in the Omphalos is Now Closed. 

Welcome to the Omphalos! This document provides basic orientation information for new members. 

●     The Stele 
●     Submitting Information 
●     Retrieving Information 
●     Networking with Other Members 
●     Let Others Know 
●     Suggestions 

The Stele

The Stele is the World Wide Web page for the Omphalos. It can be accessed through the URL: 
http://omphalos.org 

It currently has some information about publications, organizations and festivals, as well as links to 
some relevant files and to a number of relevant Web sites. The files include rituals, hymns and other 
texts useful to Hellenic Neopagans. The Stele will continue to evolve as more information becomes 
available. 

Submitting Information

http://omphalos.org/


Omphalos is just a clearinghouse, so its depends on you, the members, getting information to me. So 
please forward to me any information you think would be of interest to Neopagans following a Greek or 
Roman tradition: festivals and other announcements, information about magazines and books, rituals, 
interesting Web sites, suppliers of statues and other ritual equipment, etc. Small files can be sent to me 
as email (submit@omphalos.org). For publicly available large files, send me the URL or ftp instructions, 
and I will make a link to it or ftp a copy. If the file is not publicly available, let me know and we'll 
arrange a way to ftp it. 

Retrieving Information

Currently, the best way to access Omphalos information is through The Stele, its World Wide Web page. 
If you do not have Web access, I will send you an index of what's available, from which you can request 
files. 

You can also get the contents of a WWW page by sending email to agora@info.lanic.utexas.edu. 
 The body of your message should be "send URL" where URL is the URL of the page you 

want to view. You will receive the file, with references to the URLs of any links contained in the parent 
URL for followup. For example, so get the main page of the Stele, use the message: 

send http://omphalos.org/index.html

Networking with Other Members

If you want to know email addresses of other members who have agreed to network with those in the 
same area or with similar interests, send a request to Omphalos (info@omphalos.org). In the future I 
plan to send out periodic lists comprising clusters of members in an area or with common interests. 

Let Others Know

The more Graeco-Roman Neopagans who are connected through the Omphalos, the better it will work 
for us all. So feel free to forward the original Omphalos announcement to lists or bulletin-boards where 
it will be seen by Graeco-Roman Neopagans. When in doubt ask me, or send me the information so that 
I can post an announcement. 

Suggestions

mailto:submit@omphalos.org
mailto:agora@info.lanic.utexas.edu
mailto:info@omphalos.org


The Omphalos is always changing, so your comments are valuable. Please send your suggestions and 
help The Omphalos to become a valuable resource for us all! 

Khaire,
John Opsopaus AKA Apollonius
Omphalos organizer
Email: opsopaus@omphalos.org
URL: http://omphalos.org 
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Rites and Rituals 

This page contains rites and rituals with a Graeco-Roman orientation. If you have anything of this kind, 
please send the text or a URL to Omphalos for consideration. 

We have rites and rituals from: 

●     Biblioteca Arcana 
●     Katlyn 
●     Areia Daphnaia 
●     Pat Dunn Jr. 
●     Estara 
●     Bruce Nelson 
●     Marcus Sulla 
●     Neis he Sunarmostes (Mickey Blake) 
●     Cynndara 
●     Lilinah biti-Anat 

●     From the Biblioteca Arcana: 
❍     Lesser Tool Consecration 
❍     Greater Tool Consecration 
❍     Neoclassical Sacrifice (general outline) 
❍     Olympic Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram 
❍     Exercise toward Unity (Tantra LITE) 
❍     Saturnalia Ritual 

❍     Dionysian Meditations: 
■     The Rural (or Lesser) Dionysia (early Jan.) 
■     The Lenaia (late Jan.) 
■     The Anthesteria (late Feb.) 
■     The City (or Greater) Dionysia (late March) 

❍     The Triple Dionysia (Ta Triploa Dionysia) - a Dionysian Spring Equinox ritual 
❍     The Labyrinth Ritual (for the Samhain season) 
❍     Rite of Release for a Pet or Familiar 

mailto:72747.154@compuserve.com


❍     Dawn Devotions, including information about the Goddess of Dawn 

❍     The Orphica Holodemiurgia, a contemplative exercise or practice for aligning the energy 
centers of the soul and for infusing Divine Energy into them. It is similar to the well-know 
Middle-Pillar Exercise, but is based on the Greek tradition rather than Cabalistic ideas. A 
fully annotated version is available, which documents its sources and provides additional 
commentary. 

●     From Katlyn and Desert Moon Circle (mermade@lvcm.com; see also http://www.HeartMagic.
com): 

❍     Artwork 
❍     Spring Equinox Rite 1996 
❍     Summer Solstice 1997 
❍     Autumn Equinox Ritual 1996 
❍     Samhain Rite for Hecate 
❍     Winter Solstice 1997 
❍     Pan Ritual for large group 
❍     Venus Rite 
❍     Miscellaneous rites and invocations (Proserpina, Night, Hecate) 

●     Lost Homeric Hymns from Areia Daphnaia, and some more poems (serious and un-) by Areia. 

●     From Pat Dunn Jr. 
❍     Creating Sacred Space (Circle Casting) 
❍     Phanes, or Dionysus and the Gardener 
❍     Hymns to the Gods 

●     From Estara. 
❍     Strix Circle Casting 
❍     Strix Samhain Ritual 

●     Invocation of Kronos by Bruce Nelson 

●     Secespita, "The Sacrificial Knife", by Marcus Sulla. 

●     Gamelia Ritual by Neis he Sunarmostes (Mickey Blake) 

●     Asclepian Meditation for healing, by Cynndara 

mailto:mermade@lvcm.com
http://www.heartmagic.com/
http://www.heartmagic.com/
http://www.geocities.com/SoHo/2923/
mailto:Estara@aol.com
http://www.cwru.edu/home/mjb27.html


●     From Qadsh Kinahnu - A Canaanite-Phoenician Temple, of Lilinah biti-Anat. 
❍     Hymn to Aphrodite 
❍     Hekate's Supper with Recipes and Special Instructions 

 Return to The Stele 

 Send mail to Omphalos / 72747.154@compuserve.com
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Neoclassical Sacrifice 

Ta Hiera
Sacra

General Celebratory Ritual Outline 

Apollonius Sophistes
© 1994 

●     Ritual 
●     Pronunciation Guidelines 
●     Notes 
●     References 

Ritual 

i. Purpose:

The sacrifice (Grk. ta hierá, hê thusía, Lat. sacra) is a communal meal; through it, Gods and 
mortals are bound together by the ties of guest-friendship.[1] Plato says, "the sole concern of 
every rite of sacrifice and divination - that is to say, the means of communion between Gods and 
mortals - is either the preservation or the repair of Love."[2] 

ij. Garb:

Wash and dress in clean garments, typically an ungirded khitôn (tunic) of white, purple, or white 
with purple borders. Festive adornment is appropriate, including a white woolen band (Lat. 
infula, Grk. mítra) or a garland (Grk. stephanos, Lat. corona) woven from twigs or wreaths of 
flowers, particularly those sacred to the God). Cleanliness is crucial; bathing in running water is 
best.[3] 



iij. Attitude:

During the ritual, stand with a bare head (Greek style).[4] (For Roman style, the Priest works 
with head covered: capite celato.[5]) In general, the worshipper's attitude should be one of trust, 
not humility or fear.[6] In times of extreme need, it is appropriate to grasp the feet of the divine 
image.[7] 

iv. The Sacrificial Offering:

The sacrificial offering (Grk. hiereíon, Lat. sacrificium) should be perfect and have no blemishes; 
white is best for Olympian Gods; it may also be decorated with garlands, white ribbons and the 
like.[8] 

In modern practice, the sacrificial offering is usually meat, fruit, flowers, grain, vegetables or 
cakes (perhaps in the shape of animals sacred to the Gods for whom the sacrifice is made). It is 
especially appropriate to return a token of what the God has given us. Fruit or flowers are usually 
accompanied by incense, burned in a censor or on the altar.[9] In modern Greece candles have 
usually been used instead of meat. Nowadays it is generally inappropriate to sacrifice a live 
animal; even in ancient times, Empedocles, Varro, Seneca and others argued that the Gods do not 
demand blood-sacrifice.[10] 

v. The Altar:

The altar (Grk., bômós, Lat. ara) may be a brick or stone table, pillar, heap of stones, a stack of 
sod cut for the occasion, or simply a pile of the remnants of previous sacrifices. It may be from a 
few inches to several feet high; it may have steps if it is very high. The altar must provide a 
hearth (usually metal) for the sacred fire. The altar should not be moved once it has been used.
[11] 

vi. The Sanctuary:

The sanctuary (Grk., temenos, Lat. templum) is often defined by a rock wall, though that is not 
necessary. The altar may be in the center of the sanctuary, or against the wall opposite the 
entrance to the sanctuary, or in front of the sanctuary temple. If there is a temple, it usually has its 
door facing east and has the divine image at the west end, though orientation may vary. The 
sanctuary may be devoted to more than one God and may contain several altars.[12] 

vij. Iron Taboo:

According to Roman tradition, iron should not be used for ritual implements or for any other 
purpose in the sanctuary; if it must be used, a piaculum (sacrifice made in apology, Grk. 



katharmon) is advisable.[13] 

viij. The Fire:

The altar fire (Grk. hestía, Lat. focus) should be pure and undefiled by death or other pollutions 
(míasma). If the fire has been defiled, then a new fire must be procured from the hearth.[14] 

ix. Pompê (The Procession):

A procession should accompany the sacrifice to the altar, in which, preferably, a maiden (the 
kanêphóros, or basket carrier) bears on her head a basket with the knife (Grk. sphagís, Lat. 
secespita, culter) or other ritual implement concealed under grains of barley or cakes. She or 
another may carry a jug or bowl of lustral water. The procession may be accompanied by music 
(especially music of the aulos, a reed instrument), singing, torches and incense (Grk. libanôtos, 
Lat. tus). (In Roman ritual, the sacerdos (priest/ess) carries the knife in his or her belt.)[15] 

x. Perierkhesthai (To Circumambulate):

The sacred circle shall be marked, and the Priest (Grk. Hiereús, Lat. Sacerdos), Priestess (Grk. 
Hiéreia, Lat. Sacerdos), or whoever is directing the ritual, shall say: 

"Bear the sacred objects round the altar." 

The basket containing the sacred implement and a bowl of lustral water shall be carried to the 
right around the altar, the sacrifice and the other participants. This will delimit the sacred from 
the profane.[16] While the Circumambulation takes place, an invocation such as this may be 
recited: 

We circle round creating sacred space,
invoking from the Heavens holy grace.
We call the Gods to guard our solemn rite,
and ward this hallowed ground with walls of light.
Let sky above and earth below unite,
a bond established by Olympic might.
Let fear and discord leave without a trace,
and peace prevail within this holy place. 

Let word be deed by this decree.
As it is said, so must it be!
(Sit verbum factum hoc decreto.
Ut dictum est, sic statim fiat!) 



The sanctuary is thus consecrated by holy words and becomes a fanum(Grk. hierón). When the 
circumambulation is complete, the priest may declare:[17]

"Hékas, hékas, éste bébêloi!" (Greek)
"Procul, o procul, este profani!" (Latin)
Begone, whatever is unholy! 

All then stand around the altar (in a semicircle, if a circle is not possible). Usually the priest shall stand 
to the right of the altar (from his or her perspective), facing east, with the temple (if there is one) at his 
or her back. An assistant holding the incense box (Grk. thumiatêrion, Lat. acerra, turibulum) may stand 
on the same side; other assistants stand to the left or behind. If the sanctuary is a permanent one, then it 
is better if the participants other than the priest and assistants wait outside the sacred circle until they can 
be purified when they enter (step xij below). [18]

xi. Arkhesthai (To Begin):

The priest shall take a brand from the sacred altar fire and thrust it into the lustral water (Grk. 
khérnips, Lat. aqua lustralis); this consecrates the water, making it húdôr theíon (Greek, holy 
water) or aqua igne sacra inflammata (Latin, water inflamed by sacred fire).[19] 

xij. Kherniptesthai (To Purify by Holy Water):

The worshippers undergo purification (Grk. khérnibes, Lat. lustratio); they may dip their hands in 
the khernips, or it may be poured over the hands of each in turn; they are dried on linen cloths.
[20] Consecrated water should also be sprinkled over the altar, the sacrifice, and those offering 
the sacrifice; for this purpose an aspergillum (Grk. perirrantêrion) or the firebrand can be used.
[21] 

xiij. Katarkhesthai (To Begin the Sacrifice):

Each participant shall take a handful of (roasted) barley groats (oulai, oulokhutai) or salted barley 
corn or bits of salt-cake (Grk. maza, Lat. mola salsa) from the basket (oulokhoeion).[22] The 
priest or crier shall call for silence:[23] 

"Euphêmeíte!" (Greek: Speak no evil! Quiet!):
"Favete linguis!" (Latin: Hold your tongues!):
"Silence!" 

The music, however, can continue.[24] 



If the sacrifice is being done Roman style, the priests shall cover their heads with their hoods or 
folds of their togas.[25] 

xiv. The Prayer (Litê or Preces):

The priest shall turn to the right and face the sacred image of the God (i.e. toward the temple, if 
there is one). For Olympian Gods the priest shall raise his arms to the sky with upturned palms. 
For sea Gods he may stretch out his hands horizontally to the sea. His palms are turned down for 
Gods of the underworld, but there are special measures for Them.[26] The priest shall recite the 
prayer, invocation, wish and vow, which should be done ceremonially and resoundingly.[27] 
When addressing Gods it is common to add Their epithets and conclude with a formula such as 
"or by whatever name it pleaseth Thee to be addressed." This is a typical prayer (Grk. litê, Lat. 
preces): 

"Demeter Chloê (Verdure), Persephone Korê (Maiden), Ye Thesmophoroi 
(Bringers of Treasures) and all Ye Gods, receive these offerings because Ye have 
granted many favors and as an expression of thanksgiving for granting me 
guidance by omens. And I abundantly return You thanks, for I have been sensible 
of Your care and protection, and because, in the course of my prosperity, I never 
was exalted above what becomes mortals. I implore You now to bestow all 
happiness on my children, my wife, my friends and my people; and for myself, that 
I may die as I have always lived."[28] 

The prayer should be recited perfectly; if there is an error (vitium), the whole sacrifice must be 
repeated (called an instauratio), along with a katharmon or piaculum (an additional offering as an 
apology).[29] 

In Roman prayer, especially in extreme need, one places the right hand on the lips, turns 
completely around to the right and falls to the knees or prostrate, grasping the altar or image of 
the God. When out of doors, face east; when indoors, face the sanctuary.[30] 

xv. Oulokhuteisthai (To Throw Barley):

At the conclusion of the prayer, all shall throw their groats onto the altar, sacrifice and earth 
(immolare, to throw the mola). They may say, 

Macte hoc [mola et] vino et ture esto.
Be thou blessed by [barley,] wine and incense. 

while sprinkling wine, incense and barley.[31] 



xvi. Aparkhesthai (To Begin the Sacrificial Cutting):

The sacrifical instrument shall be uncovered, which the priest shall grasp and conceal.[32] 

A small piece shall be cut from the sacrificial object and burned on the fire. A libation (usually of 
wine and water) may be poured on the altar or on the sacrifice from a patera (flat dish) held in 
the right hand with the palm held upward; the patera is tilted forward.[33] 

xvij. Preparation for the Sacrifice:

Silence is again ensured, and the music (especially the aulos) may begin again.[34] 

xviij. The Ololugê (Ritual Cry):

If women are attending the sacrifice, they should raise a shrill cry, like a flute trill, 
"ololololololo... lugAY!" as the cut is made. (This is the traditional cry by which women invoke 
the Gods, and may be an imitation of the cry of a small owl, perhaps recalling the Mediterranean 
witches, the "owl-women" - Greek strix, Latin striga. The Latin word for making the ololugê is 
ululo, which is also the origin of ulula, another word for owl.[35]) 

xix. The Cut:

The cultrarius (knife-holder), if different from the priest, may ask, "Agone?" (Do I strike?). 
When the priest says "Hoc age!" (Strike!), the sacrifice shall be cut with a single stroke. The cut 
should be clean, or the sacrifice is not considered auspicious.[36] 

xx. Presentation on the Altar:

The cut should be made so that the pieces of the sacrifice fall on the altar, or it can also be cut or 
broken in a bowl, which shall then be emptied on the altar.[37] The priest may say something 
such as this [38]: 

Behold! The cut is made!
The grain must be cut down and ground to flour;
the grapes are crushed to ferment into wine;
a beast must die so we may eat its meat.
So life is built on life by Nature's law.
The stuff of life is passed to us from them,
as we return it when our time has come. 

xxi. Inspecting the Sacrifice:



The sacrifice should be inspected to ensure that it is also perfect on the inside; if some defect is 
found (especially in the part to be given to the Gods), the sacrifice must be repeated.[39] 

xxij. Sacrifice to Hestia:

The priest shall say, "We always start with Thee, Hestía" ("Vesta," for Roman ritual), and burn a 
small portion of the sacrifice on the altar fire; cake, incense and wine may be added.[40] 

xxiij. Tasting the Sacrifice:

The remainder of the sacrifice shall be cut up, and the priest and inner circle of participants shall 
taste a bit of the sacrifice.[41] 

xxiv. Offerings:

Parts, especially inedible parts, of the sacrifice may be burned on the altar fire for the Gods, or at 
least held up for the Gods to see. Food offerings, such as cakes, broth, wine and incense 
(especially frankincense) may also be burned at this time.[42] 

The priest and others may say "Hílathi" (Be Thou propitious), "Hílate (Be Ye propitious), or "Be 
kind" as they make their offerings.[43] In Latin one could say "Propitius/a esto" (Be Thou 
propitious) or "Propitii estote" (Be Ye propitious). 

Whenever incense is offered, a prayer such as this may be recited: 

We burn sweet incense to the Gods above,
to carry to Olympos' heights our prayers,
ascending skyward on these fragrant airs.
We ask Their blessings, guidance, strength and love. 

xxv. Libations:

Libations of wine or oil shall be poured on the altar, and it is considered very auspicious if the 
fire flares up, for it is a sign of the God's presence. Libations may be accompanied with cries of 
"Spondê!" (Greek, spon-DAY) or "Libatio!" (Latin, lee-BAH-tih-oh): Drink-offering! Libation!
[44] 

xxvi. Final Libation to Hestia:

The rites are brought to a close by making a last libation to Hestia [45]. The priest says, "We 



always end with Thee, Hestía." 

xxvij. Final Prayer:

The offerings may be followed by a final prayer such as this: 

We thank You Gods for being here with us,
to hold Your rites in perfect love and trust.
Return to Your fair halls, if go Ye must,
or linger here, and share this feast with us.
Blessed be! 

The priest declares the formal end of the sacrfice by saying:[46] 

Hierá eisi téleia. (Grk., The rites are complete.)
Ilicet. (Lat., You may go; it is done.)
The Rites are done. 

xxviij. The Sacred Feast:

The sacred meal (Grk. hestíasis, euôkhía, Lat. epulum) should follow when the altar fire dies 
down. Food may be roasted or boiled, if necessary, on the altar or another fire. The feast should 
be accompanied with joyous music and dance. Normally, all food should be consumed in the 
sacred precincts or left for the Gods. If this is not possible, then the celebrants may take it home, 
leave it with the priests, or give it to poor people.[47] It is also appropriate to have games and 
contests (Grk. agônes, Lat. ludi) of all sorts in honor of the Gods. 

Pronunciation Guidelines 

The Neoclassical Sacrifice includes various words and phrases from ancient ritual practice. In most 
cases these are given in Greek, Latin and English. Each Priest must decide, based on their experience as 
well as the knowledge of the other participants, what balance to use between English, which is 
immediately comprehensible, and ancient words imbued with power through ancient Pagan practice. 
One reasonable compromise is to say the word or phrase twice, in English and in one of the ancient 
tongues. Following are guidelines for reasonably authentic ancient pronunciation. 

Ancient Greek

Contemporary scholarship has established the following pronunciation for Ancient Greek, as transcribed 



here in the Roman alphabet (see also A Brief Guide to Ancient Greek Pronunciation). Vowels: a = o (as 
in "not"), e = ay (as in "bay"), ê = long eh, i = ee, o = oh, ô = long aw (as in "awe"), u = ü (like German 
u-umlaut or Spanish y-grec), au = ow ("cow"), ei = long ay, eu = eh-oo (blended), oi = oy ("boy"), ou = 
oo ("boot"). Consonants: mostly as in English, with the following exceptions: kh (or ch) = aspirated k 
(as in Scottish "loch"), ph = aspirated p (alternately, f), th = aspirated t (alternately, th as in "thigh"), z = 
dz, r is rolled. In many cases the accented syllable (which should be at a higher pitch) is marked (á etc.); 
if it is not, the syllable with the circumflexed vowel (e.g. ê) often bears the accent; this is perhaps the 
best that can be done in a simple Roman transcription of Ancient Greek. 

Latin

Vowels and consonants are in general pronounced as in modern Romance languages such as Italian and 
Spanish. However, note that in Classical Latin c, g, t are always hard (even in "tio"), r is rolled, and v = 
w. Accent is on the second to last syllable (penult) if it is long (or there are only two syllables), 
otherwise on the third to last (antepenult). 

Notes 

1.  Fairbanks 98; Nilsson, Greek Folk Religion 74-5. 
2.  Symposium 188b5-c2. 
3.  Burkert GR 56; Fairbanks 100; Ogilvie 47; Guhl & Koner 285; Ramsay 167. 
4.  Fairbanks 89. 
5.  Ogilvie 48. 
6.  Fairbanks 89. 
7.  Fairbanks 89. 
8.  Burkert GR 56; Fairbanks 100. 
9.  Fairbanks 103; Guhl & Koner 284. 

10.  Lawson, Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion 336-7; Burkert HN 8. 
11.  Burkert GR 87-8; Fairbanks 69. 
12.  Burkert GR 87-8; Laing, Survivals of Roman Religion 191. 
13.  Laing, op. cit. 219-20. 
14.  Fairbanks 100. 
15.  Burkert GR 56; Burkert HN 4; Guhl & Koner 537. 
16.  Burkert GR 56; Burkert HN 4; Fairbanks 100; Aristophanes Peace 956-7; Euripides Iphigen. 

Aulis 1568. 
17.  Ogilvie 47; Guhl & Koner 545; Ramsay 157-8. 
18.  Burkert GR 87; Ogilvie 51; Guhl & Koner 544. 
19.  Burkert GR 77; Fairbanks 100. 
20.  Burkert GR 56, 77; Fairbanks 100; Ogilvie 47; Ramsay 167. 



21.  Burkert GR 56; Fairbanks 100. 
22.  Burkert GR 56; Fairbanks 101; Laing, Survivals of Roman Religion 166; Guhl & Koner 283-4; 

Burkert HN 4. 
23.  Ogilvie 48; Burkert HN 4. 
24.  Ogilvie 48. 
25.  Ogilvie 48. 
26.  Burkert GR 56, 75; Ogilvie 48; Guhl & Koner 283. 
27.  Burkert GR 56. 
28.  Adapted from a prayer attributed to Cyrus in Xenophon, Cyropaedia 8.7.3. 
29.  Ogilvie 48, 51. 
30.  Ramsay 165. 
31.  Burkert GR; Burkert HN 4; Fairbanks 101; Ramsay 167. 
32.  Burkert GR 56. 
33.  Fairbanks 101; Ogilvie 48; Ramsay 167-8. 
34.  Fairbanks 101. 
35.  Burkert GR 56, 74; LSJ s.v. ololugaios, strix; OCD s.v. striga. 
36.  Ogilvie 48. 
37.  Burkert GR 56; Burkert HN 5; Ogilvie 49. 
38.  Burkert HN 45. 
39.  Fairbanks 102; Ogilvie 49. 
40.  Nilsson, Greek Folk Religion 75; Ramsay 167. 
41.  Burkert GR 57; Fairbanks 101. 
42.  Burkert GR 57, 62; Fairbanks 103. 
43.  Lawson, Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion 336. 
44.  Burkert GR 57, 61, 71. 
45.  New Larousse Encyc. Myth. 136. 
46.  Fairbanks 120; Ramsay 167. 
47.  Burkert GR 57; Fairbanks 102; Ogilvie 50; Guhl & Koner 545. 
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The Triple Dionysia
(Ta Triploa Dionysia) 

A Dionysian Spring Equinox Ritual
for small group 

Apollonius Sophistes
© 1997, revised 2000 

●     Preface 
●     I. Equipment & Supplies 
●     II. Preparation 
●     III. Location 
●     IV. Timing 
●     V. Ritual 

❍     Terminology 
❍     1. Circumambulation & Purification 
❍     2. Rite for Kore 
❍     3. Rite for the First Birth of Dionysos 
❍     4. Rite for the Second Birth of Dionysos 
❍     5. Rite for the Third Birth of Dionysos 
❍     6. Rite for the Epiphany of the God 
❍     7. Feast 

●     VI. Notes 

Preface 

The principal goals of this ritual are (1) to experience rebirth through the Divine Child, (2) to welcome 
the dawn of the year, and (3) to acknowledge the importance of balance. For background information, 
see "Eoster: Mysteries of the Resurrected Child." 



I. Equipment & Supplies 

Thyrsus
Salpinx

If possible, use a salpinx, a natural (valveless) brass trumpet. A keras (natural horn, such as a 
shofar), especially from a bull or goat, may also be used. 

Other Instruments
Frame drums, cymbals and natural horns. 

Goblets
Two identical, for potion and wine. 

Picture of Titans
A drawing or other picture on paper, which can be burned, of seven Titans sitting around a 
cauldron. 

Hot-crossed Buns
Bread
Wine

Use a dark red wine. 
Candles

Yellow and green. 
Cauldron

Cauldron in which meat can be boiled, if it is to be done during ritual. 
Brazier

Some vessel in which the meat can be seered, if it is to be done during the ritual. 
Veal or Kid

There should be seven pieces; if ground meat is used, it should be formed into seven "meat-
balls." 

Milk
White Egg

One hard-boiled egg with an unblemished white shell. 
Red Eggs

One hard-boiled egg dyed deep red, or one for each participant. 
Liknon (Winnowing Fan or Basket)

Any shallow woven basket will do. It holds two eggs (e.g., the Red and White Eggs) and the 
Kradía (either a Phallus of Figwood, a small Thyrsus, or other phallic symbol). 

Bowl of Lustral Water
White Linen Cloth
Annointing Oil
Incense
Branch

For aspergill 



II. Preparation 

Robes
Green, and pastel colors, such as lavender, sky-blue and pink, are best.[1] 

Meat
If necessary, the seven pieces of meat can be prepared before the ritual. They should be first 
boiled in milk, then roasted. 

Temenos
Altar, with images (Dionysos, Persephone), censer, incense, candle stick holders & candles. 
Brazier, cauldron. Thyrsus. Liknon. Basket with hot-crossed buns, bread. Two goblets, one with 
wine. Extra wine in jug. 

III. Location 

If possible, perform the ritual outdoors. In some areas it may be necessary to perform the "noisy" energy 
raising indoors. 

IV. Timing 

The ritual may be held any time in the month following the Spring Equinox (the "Festival of Red Eggs").
[2] Moon phase is not especially significant. It is best to perform the ritual at dawn, but in any case 
during the daylight. 

V. Ritual 

●     Terminology 
●     1. Circumambulation & Purification 
●     2. Rite for Kore 
●     3. Rite for the First Birth of Dionysos 
●     4. Rite for the Second Birth of Dionysos 
●     5. Rite for the Third Birth of Dionysos 
●     6. Rite for the Epiphany of the God 



●     7. Feast 

Terminology 

Hiereus/Hiereia (H): 
Priest/Priestess 

Proskunetoi (P): 
Worshippers 

1. Circumambulation & Purification 

The basic ritual structure is given here in outline form; see "Ta Hiera: Neoclassical Sacrifice" for more 
detail. 

H: Say, 

Bear the sacred objects round the altar. 

H & assistants: Circle three times. 

For this festival it is especially appropriate to begin circumambulations in the east, the 
direction of dawn. 

H: Face east, say one or more of these: 

Begone, all that is unholy!
Hekàs, o hekàs, éste bébêloi! (Greek)
Procul, o procul, este profani! (Latin) 

H: Light the brand on the altar fire and thrust it into the lustral water. 

H: Use brand as aspergill to sprinkle lustral water over altar etc. 

P: Dip hands in lustral water and dry on white cloth. 

H: To each P. say, 



I consecrate thee in the names of all the Goddesses and Gods,
and bid thee welcome in Their temple. 

H: Mark invoking pentagram (from top to lower left) on P.'s head with consecrated oil. 

H: Say, 

Sacred Silence! 

H: Do Olympic Lesser Banishing Ritual of Pentagram. (optional) 

2. Rite for Kore 

H: Say, 

We call this season of renewal Easter time,
a time of new beginnings and rebirth.
In olden times in Europe's northern nations
Eoster was the name we gave this month,
a month named for a Goddess of the Dawn. 

O Muse, sing now this glorious Goddess so
that we may learn Her holy offices.
In all the ancient tongues of Europe and
of India there is a word for "shining": Aus.
And so the Goddess of the Dawn, who brings
the shining day, is Eos to the Greeks.
The Romans called Her by the name Aurora,
and She's worshipped mainly at the Dawn.
Eoster's radiant home is in the East,
and so that quarter takes its name from Her.
So too She governs all that's fresh and young,
and rules whatever shines forth new, and so
Her season is the Equinox of Spring,
when Dawn is found directly in the East.
And so in ancient Greek the season gets it name
from Her, for Ear was its olden name. [3] 

The Equinox has come, when light and dark



are equal, now the Day will rule the year.
The world, now poised in balance, waits rebirth,
and all that lives upon it seeks rebirth. 

Today we celebrate two Reborn Gods:
Dionysos and Persephone. 

H: Tell myth:

Attend and hear ye first a mystery:
   Three Goddesses are one,
   and likewise one, three Gods.
Now listen how the Heavens came to be,
for words can mean much more than words can say,
and truth divine is veiled in paradox.
Great Muse, I pray that I might tell the tale! 

The older race of Gods was called the Titans,
great and strong, with faces shining white.
The Titans crafty king was Kronos called,
for ancient sages say His name means "Time."
His Queen was Rhea, Mother of the Gods,
whose name means "Flow." The Romans called the God
Saturnus and His consort Goddess Ops.
The time They ruled was called the Golden Age.
Their child was Zeus, the Sire of Gods and Humans,
He who brought the Gods to Mount Olympus,
seizing Heaven from the savage Titans,
bringing better order to the World. 

But Rhea had a plan and made Herself
a Snake, who sheds Her skin to be reborn,
and hid Herself within a dismal cave,
a tomb beneath the earth, a secret chamber
and a womb within the fertile soil.
She called Her offspring, Zeus, to Her and bade
that He become a Snake and mate with her,
entwining in a knot. From Zeus then Rhea
bore Deméter, Mother of the Grain.
And when the Child was grown then Rhea bade
Her daughter to become a Snake and call
to Zeus from in the Cave, to come into



the Earth and mate, to make another God.
And so They did; Persephone was born,
the Maiden, as She's called. And so there were
the Holy Three, the Maiden, Mother, Crone:
Persephone, Deméter, Rhea, Queens
beneath the Earth and on the Earth and in
the Sky, the Waxing, Full and Waning moons,
three seasons of the year, the Spring, the Summer,
and the Winter times, for in the ancient
calendar the seasons were but three.
And yet again did ancient Rhea speak,
commanding Zeus as Snake to mingle with
Persephone, who bore to Him a child,
the infant Dionysos, Son of Zeus.
But first today we celebrate the Two,
the Mother and the Maid, Deméter and
Her regal daughter, grave Perspehone. 

The story is well known how Zeus the Father
gave His daughter to His brother Hades,
Ruler of the Underworld, and how
Deméter grieved for Her, and all the Earth
was barren, starved, until the Sun and Moon,
bright Helios and Hecáte, guessed Her fate,
and how Persephone was brought back to
the light and Earth rejoiced, but not before
the Maiden ate the fruitful pomegranate,
binding Her forever to the World
Below, and so the seasons come and go,
with light succeeding dark succeeding light.

H: Exhibit the hot-crossed buns and say.

Observe these Cakes made with the Mother's grain
and marked by Solar Cross, the Sun's four rays,
the ever-rolling seasons of the year.
We consecrate them by the Maid and Mother. 

H: Say, 

Deméter and Persephone:
By North and South,



By East and West,
And by You Two,
These cakes are blessed! [4] 

H: Break the buns. 

H: Burn some of the buns on altar, saying 

We always start with Thee, Hestía. 

H: Buns are shared with everyone. Say, 

Whoever knows the secrets of Deméter
will have joy forever in the world to come. 

3. Rite for the First Birth of Dionysos 

H: Tell myth: 

We turn attention now to Dionysos,
to the Thrice-born God, returning from
the Dead and bringing Life to human kind.
This time of year was when Persephone
enmeshed Herself in Love with Father Zeus,
and nine months hence gave birth to Dionysos,
at the Winter Solstice, when the Sun's
reborn and dismal Winter starts to wane.
Then Hera planned destruction for the Child
and sent Kourêtes from the Underworld,
the savage white-faced Titans, sending Them
to kill the Child, enticing Him with toys -
a perfect Ball, a mirror showing Him
Himself, with these a spinning Bull-roarer,
which wails and moans like Beasts from the Abyss -
with toys like these the Neophyte was drawn
within the Cave and in the murky depths.
They sat Him in a Gypsum Throne and danced
around Him, weaving Him in Magic Webs. 



Then They killed the Child. 

And, like a calf or kid, with knives They carved
Him into Seven Parts and boiled them in
a Cauldron, seething Him in Mother's Milk.

H: In the cauldron, seethe seven pieces of meat in milk. 

The Child was soon dismembered and reduced
to smaller parts, dissolving in the Milk,
returning to the Mother, to the Womb.
The savage Titans pierced the parts with spits
and roasted each above their blazing fire. 

H: Roast the spitted meat over the fire in the brazier. Explain: 

The Titans ate the Child God piece by piece,
first one, then two and three, then four and five,
until six parts were eaten, and They said: 

"No longer mortal, you will be a God." 

And each, when He had eaten, made reply: 

"A kid, I've fallen into milk." 

Now also in this Mystery of Life
and Death, like them we eat and speak these words. 

P: Taste the meat (six pieces are used). 

H: Explain: 

The fragrance of the Titans' roasting meat
was carried upward by the outraged Wind,
until it reached Olympus, Zeus's home,
and Zeus immediately knew the Titans' crime.
He threw His blazing Bolt and blasted Them,
and burned the White-faced Titans into ash. 

H: Burn paper picture of Titans. 



H: Explain: 

Now hear this Mystery, a story taught
by Orpheus, the Chanter of the Songs,
who moved the forest animals and plants,
the very rocks, until they danced in rapture,
Orpheus, who went down underground,
to Hades, searching for his new-wed wife
Eurydice, and brought her back to life.
(Ignore those lying tales that say he failed!) 

Now hear the secret doctrine taught by him,
that people were created from the Ash,
and since we're molded from this ancient mud,
our nature is Titanic and Olympian,
savage and sublime, the earthborn Titans
having eaten of the Flesh Divine,
the Flesh of Dionysos, Son of Zeus. 

H: Light green and yellow candles. Say, 

These candles represent our earthly and celestial parts. 

4. Rite for the Second Birth of Dionysos 

H: Tell myth: 

The Titans hadn't eaten everything,
the Seventh Part was left, the Heart of Life,
the Part we say is like that from a Fig.
And so a Goddess sent by Zeus approached;
Athena or Deméter brought it back
to Him, they say, enclosed within a Fan,
a woven fan for winnowing the grain.
And ever since, the women devotees
of Dionysos dance upon the peaks
of mountains, wakening the God who hides
within the ancient fan for winnowing. 



O Dionysos, mystic Twice-born God,
attend the tale of how Thy Father Zeus
prepared a potion, grinding up the Seventh
Part and gave the drink to Sémele,
who would be called "the One Below the Ground."

H: Put the seventh part in the potion goblet. Other sacred ingredients may be added. (Replace it at back 
of altar near wine goblet.) 

H: Tell myth: 

Within her womb the Child was born again
and grew until the Goddess Hera roused
her jealousy and doubt about the Sire.
Consumed by doubt she asked to see the God
unveiled, compelling Him to show Himself.
But know: "Whoever sees the God unmasked
is quickly burned to ash." This was her fate,
but cooling Ivy, wound around her womb,
protected baby Dionysos, saving Him
till Father Zeus had snatched Him from the fire.

H: Show the White Egg and explain:[5] 

Observe this Egg, unblemished, white and round,
a thing that doesn't seem to be alive,
and yet engendered by a living thing,
and bringing forth new life in its own time,
an ancient sign of Self-renewing Life. 

But which came first, the chicken or the egg?
The riddle has been solved by Orpheus,
who said the Universe was first an Egg,
until around the Egg came coiling winds,
the Snake of Nature, squeezing round its shell,
until the Cosmic Egg was cracked in two,
one half becoming Earth, the other Sky.
And from the Egg shone forth a Newborn God
called Love, the Craftsman who created all
that is or was or evermore shall be.
This mystic truth was known by Orpheus,
"For I have seen the Egg before the Hen,



and know the Acorn comes before the Oak."[6] 

Behold the Egg, an ancient mystic symbol
of New Life, an offering for the Dead.
We offer Eggs by ancient custom to
Lord Dionysos, for they mean rebirth.

H: Crack shell for ice melting, peel white for snow melting, to free golden sun.[7] Do this into a dish. 

As Sémele, His Mother, burned away,
so also Springtime's Sun will crack the ice,
and melt away the white, concealing snows,
revealing, glowing in the wintry depths,
the Golden kernel, giving birth to Life.
From Winter's grip the Reborn Sun is freed. 

All: Share the egg. 

5. Rite for the Third Birth of Dionysos 

H: Tell myth: 

O Muse, recount the wondrous plan of Zeus!
He sewed the baby in His groin, a Child
within a man! and journeyed to the East,
to Eos' shining realm, the Land of Dawn,
the Kingdom of Beginnings and New Birth.
Like Grapes plucked from the vine and crushed to pulp,
and put beneath the ground in earthen jars,
like those that hold the ashes of the Dead,
like blood-red grapes that ferment into Wine,
transforming into something nobler, an
Elixir with a fiery inborn Spirit:-
so in Zeus's groin the Child transformed,
and was reborn much better than before.
And when the time approached for His rebirth,
the people called Him forth, and so we call
Him every year, now when the reborn wine
emerges transformed from its earthly grave. 



Circle sunwise now and when I say,
"Invoke the God!" then call Him by these words:
    "Sémele's Son, Dionysos!
    Giver of well-being!" 

All: Begin to circle sunwise. 

H or assistant: Sound trumpet to call D. 

P: Play drums & cymbals. Sound trumpets. Lots of noise! 

H: Periodically call out: 

Invoke the God! 

P: Respond: 

Sémele's Son, Dionysos!
Giver of well-being! 

All: Begin to circle faster and faster. 

If the ritual is being performed partly indoors, the time to go outdoors is when power has 
been raised. H determines the moment and leads the running crowd outside (through a 
previously cut door in the sacred circle). In this case s/he will have to take the wine 
outside, or have previously put it outside for the revelation. 

H: When power has been raised, say: 

Everyone now call the God up from the Earth! 

Everyone pounds or stamps on the ground, while continuing to call the God ("Semele's Son, Giver of 
well-being!" "Bacchus!" etc.), to "raise Him from the dead." 

6. Rite for the Epiphany of the God 

All: Return indoors (unless ritual is conducted entirely out-of-doors). 



H: Say, 

Behold, the God has come! 

H: Reveal wine goblet (perhaps the result of a magical transformation of the "potion"). 

H: Say: 

Behold the Bread and Wine, for these are gifts
and blessings of the Goddess and the God,
two substances transformed to nobler state,
converted by the sacred Force of Life. 

Behold this Egg that's Red, the hue of Blood,
the Vital Force of Life and Nature's Strength.
May Dionysos' Blessings grace this Egg,
and by its Magic might they come to us! 

Circle sunwise now toward the altar,
coming forward each to share the fruits:
Deméter's Bread and Dionysos' Wine. 

If you have seeds or other things to bless,
approach and leave them also on the altar.
While we circle we shall sing our hymn. 

P: Come forward for blessing. 

P: While they are waiting, sing Hymn: 

Dionysos, Hail to Thee,
  Lord of Abundant Clusters!
Grant that we may come again
  rejoicing in this season,
also from this season on,
  for many further years. [8] 

H: As they come forward, give wine to each celebrant for a taste. Say, 

May you never thirst. 



H: Break bread for each celebrant. Say, 

May you always have enough and some to share. 

H: A Red Egg is touched three times to each person's forehead as a blessing. Say, 

"Hugíeia! Zôê!" (Health! Life!), "Phoínix Leukón" (Red White), "Khaire" (Be well), 
"Blessed be," etc. [9] 

P: If there are enough Red Eggs for everyone, then they should be given to the persons blessed by them, 
who may touch each others Eggs together and say, "Our Lord has risen!" and reply "Indeed He's risen!" 
etc. Afterwards the Eggs may be eaten, or the shells and meat thrown in the garden for fertility. 

H: When everyone has been blessed, say: 

Recall: in winter's cold we saved our seeds
enclosed in darkness, buried underground.
But now we bring them out into the Sun,
to see the light and soon return to life. 

H: Tap the seeds three times with the thyrsus and say: 

Now the dark half of the year has passed.
Now the days grow light, the Earth grows warm.
I summon Thee, the Spirit of the Seeds,
which have slept in darkness, safe from harm.
Soon you will be planted in the Earth
to sprout and grow and generate new fruit.
By Deméter and Persephone,
Hear this charge and by it blessed be![10] 

H: Explains: 

When Dionysos had been born again,
He sought His mother in the Underworld,
and found Her, rescued Her, and raised Her to
Olympus' heights, the deathless realm, so making
Her a Goddess, as He is a God.
So Dionysos raises all of us
to Heaven's heights and brings to us rebirth. 



H: Open the circle. Invite celebrants to feast. 

The Rite is done; the Circle opened.
These gifts are dedicated to the Gods,
and we may have our festive feast anon. 

All: Sacred foods (meat, eggs, bread) should be consumed in the sacred precincts or disposed of there, or 
dedicated to the Gods in some other way. 

H: Say, 

The Rite is ended! 

7. Feast 

The energy should be grounded in a feast. Lamb is especially appropriate. After the feast, suggest 
celebrants take a walk to appreciate the beginnings of Spring. 

VI. Notes 

1 Cabot, Celebrate the Earth 117. 

2 Newall, Egg for Easter 210. 

3 For the background on Eoster see Opsopaus, "Eoster" and Newall, App. 2. 

4 adapted from Campanelli, Ancient Ways 46. 

5 For background on the White Egg see Newall, esp. ch. 1. 

6 based on an ancient Breton song (Newall 78-9). 

7 Serith, Pagan Family 125-6. 

8 adapted from Evelyn-White tr. of Homeric Hymn XXVI 



9 for the Red Egg, see Newall, esp. ch. 9. Hugieia Zôê translates the traditional "Healthy Alive," and 
Phoinix Leukon translates the traditional "Red White." Phoinix refers to a deep crimson or purple-red, 
the mystically intensified color called Purpur by Goethe. However, it is also the Phoenix, the bird reborn 
from its own ashes, born like the serpent or dragon from the World Egg (Newall 156-8). And it is the 
color of fire. Leukon is the color white and the quality of being brilliant and clear; it is also specifically 
the white of an egg. As phoinios means "blood-red," so leukon means fair, pale, wan; so they are a 
complementary pair. 

10 adapted from Campanelli, Wheel of Year 54. 
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Rite of Release for a Pet or Familiar

Ritus ad Animal Familiare Liberandum 

Apollonius Sophistes
© 1998 

Equipment and supplies: Sprig of evergreen, grave gifts (food, toys etc. that the animal enjoyed), 
libations (drinks the animal enjoyed in life, especially water), talking stick (optional, to be deposited in 
grave), incense, candles, flowers, etc. as desired. 

We come to bid farewell to ______.
By Nature's sacred law, each life must end,
so others may be born upon the earth.
Each soul is made unique and lives awhile,
before returning to the womb from which
all life is born. Although we all must die,
we're always sad to wish a friend good-bye. 

[Make the Manus Cornuta (Horned Hand: first and fourth fingers extended from fist) with right hand. 
Trace Invoking Pentagram (top to lower left) while saying following.] 

We make the Horns of Nature, wild and fierce,
the crescent moon, to call the Queen of Beasts.
Descend to us from Heaven, this we pray;
allow this soul to speed upon its way. 

Breath deep three times; inhale all Nature's breath,
the cosmic soul, where we return at death. 

[Everyone takes three deep breaths.] 

In your mind's eye now look toward the West,
and see the land where dwell the spirits blest. 

[Point first and middle fingers of right hand to animal's body and say the following.] 

By every holy name, my little friend,
I bid you to accept your short life's end,



and leave behind your spirit's earthly shell,
of no more use, although it served you well.
May Artemis protect you on your way,
from us your friends, and from the light of day. 

[Take up some or all of grave gifts.] 

We bless these gifts, which gave you joy in life,
to speed your way until your journey's end,
so you may venture forth with little strife.
You will not be forgotten, little friend.
Let each remember, or just say good-bye,
in silence or out loud, as they think right. 

[Each person may say what he or she remembers about the animal, just say good-bye, or remember in 
silence. This may be done informally, while depositing the grave goods, or by passing a talking stick, 
which is deposited after all have held it. This is a good time for saying prayers, reading poems, e.g. 
epitaphs from the Greek Anthology (VII.207) or Catullus (3). The Priest speaks last; after personal 
reminiscences, he or she continues as follows.] 

We won't forget the joy you've brought our lives;
though gone from earth, in us your soul survives. 

[Take up sprig of evergreen.] 

Through seasons warm and cold, the evergreen
grows on; through Nature's life and death it's seen. 

[Lay evergreen on grave.] 

Perhaps you too will come to us again,
to share our lives in love, and be our friend. 

For now your soul is free.
Farewell and blessed be. 

[Throw kiss. Flowers etc. may be placed on grave at this time.] 

The Rite is done. 
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Holodemiurgia 

II. Khorismos - Separation of the Cosmic Egg

●     0. Preparation 
●     1. Aiôn - Eternity 
●     2. Ôion - The Egg 
●     3. Khaos - The Separation 
●     4. Anankê - Necessity 
●     5. Huparxis - Existence 

0. Preparation

You may begin with the Olympic Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, or some 
similar protective operation. Stand facing toward the South with your arms relaxed at your 
sides. Close your eyes and relax. 

1. Aiôn - Eternity

Visualize a glowing cloud gathering and spinning clockwise round you. As it swirls 
around, intone: 

Aiôn {Ai)w/n} = Eternity

Aiôn is Khronos: Time, Unlimited Time and Indeterminate Time, Unfathomable Time and 
Sleepless Time. He says, 

"I am the Ruler of Eternity and oldest of Primeval Gods. And my Soul is the 
Soul of the Eternal Gods. And my Embodiment is called Eternity. My Form is 
Everlasting. For I am the Lord of Years, the Ruler of Eternity." 



Other chants: 

Khronos {Xro/nos} = Time

phôgalôa {fwgalwa} (v.m.): Aiôn as "the entire system of the Aerial Spirit"

ieouêôê iaêaiêôêuoei {ieouhwh iahaihwhuoei} (v.m.): Aion 

2. Ôion - The Egg

Behold the glowing Cloud condensing round you like a Shining Robe, solidifying then 
into a Shining Silver Egg. Cross your arms upon your chest and then intone: 

Ôion {)W|o/n} = Egg

Other chants: 

enrôkhesuêl {enrwxesuhl} (v.m.): "great, greatest, round, incomprehensible 
figure of the Universe, heavenly"

3. Khaos - The Separation

See the Wind now spinning quickly round the Egg until it coils around it as the Serpent 
Time; it squeezes tighter. Spread your arms in front of you, your palms turned downward, 
and intone: 

khaos {xa/os} = yawning gap

See the Egg now splitting into two half-shells, above you and below. 

Other chants: 

rôdêru ouôa {rwdhru ouwa} (v.m.): "the One who separated Heaven and 



Earth and covered the Heaven with eternal, golden wings"

4. Anankê - Necessity

Hold your arms in front of you and downward, with your palms turned toward the Earth. 
See the lower half of the divided Egg Shell as a boiling, fuming Bowl (a Crater) sinking 
down into the dark, descending infinitely deep. As it sinks down, intone: 

Anankê {)Ana/gkh} = Necessity

See swirling within it a living chaotic flux of all the Elements and all the Qualities, a 
cauldron seething in the misty darkness. 

Behold the living Matrix and the Matter. Hear Her names: the Vessel, the Receptacle of 
Infinite Becoming, Gentle Nurse, Recipient, prolific Mother of our living world, who's 
called Necessity. 

Know that She's the Manifold Dark Mother of All, the ultimate material foundation and 
the origin of everything, the deepest depth and darkest night, for therein are the roots of 
Primal Matter. 

Other chants: 

Khthoniê {Xqoni/h} = She Underlying the Earth

meremôngga {meremwgga} (v.m.): "the spirit extending from Earth to the 
edge of the Abyss" 

5. Huparxis - Existence

Hold your arms toward the Sky with upward open hands. Behold the upper half of the 
divided Egg Shell as a dome that's filled with glowing gas and rising up into the light, 
ascending infinitely high. As it ascends, intone: 



to On {to\ )/On} = Being

Behold the Father, who abides, the One, the Source, the origin of Limit and the world of 
changeless Being. 

Understand this First Perfection: Eternity, Necessity and Being; for within the wide 
embrace of limitless Eternity all action comes about, because the Father of all Being, He 
who holds the Heavens, acts. No less, the Mother of Necessity, who holds the Earth, is 
acted on. For each is necessary to the other. 

Other chants: 

Ouranos {)Ourano/s} = Heaven

erdêneu {erdhneu} (v.m.): "the spirit extending from Heaven to Earth" 
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Holodemiurgia 

III. Katagôgê - Descent of the Soul

●     0. Nous - Mind 
●     1. Logistikon - Rational Soul 
●     2. Thumoeides - Spirited Soul 
●     3. Epithumetikon - Appetitive Soul 
●     4. Sôma - Body 
●     5. Holon - The Whole 

0. Nous - Mind

Hear: You are the Firstborn Child of She Who Underlies the Earth and Him in Heaven, 
and from Them you have a threefold Soul. Within you is the Seed of the Eternal Gods, and 
you shall be the Maker, Framer of your world, residing in the center. 

Visualize a flashing bolt of fiery lightning that descends from Heaven. But as the Beam 
moves downward, slowly lower both your hands into the sign of prayer before your face. 
When the Ray has reached your crown, it stops and swells into a glowing sphere 
enveloping your head with dazzling radiance like a nimbus or a halo. As it does, intone: 

Nous {Nou=s} = Mind

See your head draw in Celestial Light as would the roots of an inverted Tree of 
Knowledge. For this is the Light of Intuition, Gnostic Sight, by which you understand 
what is. Let the Lightning Bolt become a Golden Chain that links your soul to Heaven. 

Other chants: 

Phanês {Fa/nhs} = Phanês



Erôs {)/Erws} = Erôs (Love)

iôê zanôphie {iwh zanwfie} (v.m.): "the spirit who enters me" 

1. Logistikon - Rational Soul

●     A. Harmonia 
●     B. Sphere of Same 
●     C. Sphere of Other 

A. Harmonia

After several minutes more, the Ray descends down through your head in seven rainbow 
colors: violet, indigo, then blue and green, then yellow, orange and red. As it descends, 
intone the vowels in the pitches of the Lyre's seven strings, singing a descending major 
scale (from mi to fa): 

aeêiouô {aehiouw} (v.m.; see the Appendix "Harmonic Considerations" for 
the best pitches to use): "first origin of my origin" 

The ray illuminates your head until your face shines brightly like the sky, for it's the 
Radiant Vehicle of your soul. Behold: your head is round, an image of the Heaven's starry 
vault. 

Thought must spread out from the star-like center of the Mind, and reach out through the 
Soul into the three dimensions of extended Space. This is a Harmony connecting that 
which is Above and that which is Below. Hear the Harmony of the Heavens. 

Your Intellect resides between intelligible Forms above, which are eternal and 
unchanging, and perceptible objects below, which are both transient and changing. Each 
of these two kingdoms has its own Existence and Identity and Difference, but your 
Intellect can bring the two together, to be objects of your thought and speech. 



When Eros comes into your brain, you seek for immortality, but through the Love of 
Wisdom (Philosophia); therefore let the Shining Ray illuminate your thoughts and lead 
you on to Wisdom, for it is the virtue that resides here. 

Other chants: 

harmonia {a(rmoni/a} = fitting together, harmony

dianoia {dia/noia, dianoi/a} = discursive reason 

B. Sphere of Same

The Ray divides in two Divine Rotations round the Axle of Necessity. One turns 
horizontal and winds clockwise, turning left to right around you. See it now expand into a 
sphere. 

Whenever you exhale, it rotates to the right becoming dark; whenever you inhale, the 
sphere continues to turn right, becoming light. It turns continuously, smoothly, but 
growing light and dark with every breath. Quietly or silently repeat with every breath: 

iepseria {iepseria} (on exhalation): v.m. "dark"

alapie {alapie} (on inhalation): v.m. "luminous" 

Behold the Cyclic Breathing of the Kosmos, that transforms Eternity and makes it 
Measured Time. Unfathomable Eternity is thus enshrined and makes a moving Image for 
our adoration. Thus each pole transforms into its opposite within the turning wheel of 
Time. The Fixed Stars rotate round our Mother Earth each day, and alternating night and 
day instruct us in the laws of One and Two and hence of all the numbers. 

See the Sphere of Same, the sphere in which we recognize, in which we know when this is 
that. By means of it we may achieve true knowledge, certainty and science. Thus we 
rightly think and speak of Being. Feel the Light of Heaven strengthen your ability to know 
what is. 

Other chants: 



Nux {Nu/c} = Night (on exhalation); Hêmera {(Hme/ra} = Day (on inhalation)

Atropos {)/Atropos} = "Inevitable" (one of the Fates). This incantation should 
be done with full intonation while exhaling. 

C. Sphere of Other

When you inhale again, observe the second Ray and see it turn obliquely to the first, and 
wrap around from right to left, or counterclockwise, but within the Sphere of Same. 
Within this band appear the Zodiac's stars. The circle grows into the Sphere of Other, 
carried rightward by the Sphere of Same, and yet still moving slowly to the left across it at 
a slant. Intone: 

adamalôr {adamalwr} (v.m.): "shining with Heavenly Light"

It carries seven fiery Wanderers, who move within the Zodiac and have a spiral path 
created from the twofold motion of the Spheres. These lights are radiant shrines in honor 
of the Gods. Each turns within itself and thinks its proper thoughts. 

Upon the Sphere of Same, which rotates to the right, observe the Seven Wanderers, 
creeping back toward the left along an undulating path; each goes at its own rate and so 
their pattern always changes. 

Most prominent of all the Wanderers is the Sun, and in its yearly spiral rise and fall we see 
the cycle of all living things, which come to be but pass away again. For such is life 
beneath the Moon. See the turning of the Spheres, the spiral motion of the Wanderers, the 
cycles of all life. 

For through the motion of the Sphere of Other, do we learn how to discriminate, to judge 
when this is not that. Thus we form opinion and belief about the things of sense. And 
thereby may we think and speak of all that changes, though such thoughts and words are 
never certain. Feel the Ray enliven your ability to understand the world and life. 

Other chants: 



Klôthô {Klwqw/} = "Spinner" (one of the Fates)

doxa {do/ca} = opinion

rôgueu anami pelêgeôn adapa eiôph {rwgueu anami pelhgewn adapa eiwf} (v.
m.): "revolution of untiring service by the Heavenly Bodies" 

2. Thumoeides - Spirited Soul

Now draw the Light Beam down your spine and through your neck. Know your neck to be 
the Guardian of the Boundary between the mortal soul below and the immortal parts 
above. The part above we share with Gods in Heaven; the part below we share with 
everything that lives, a gift of Earthly Gods. For we cannot survive upon this Earth 
without the lower part. 

The Ray descends down to your Heart, the point of balance, joining what's above and 
what's below. But as you inhale, feel your breath flow like a glowing gas into the branches 
of your lungs. As you exhale it expands into a warmly glowing golden sphere. Lower both 
your hands in prayer position to your heart and then intone: 

iôie êô aua {iwie hw aua} (v.m.): "wind-like"

Here is housed the center of all Feelings and Sensations. The Heart rules in the world of 
life, for it's your Inner Sun, which rules the Fiery Planets of your Soul. Feel this glow 
expanding to take in all creatures living in the Water, Earth and Air. Smell the living 
incense, fragrant Breath of Life. 

When Eros comes into your Heart, you seek for immortality through Fame and 
Reputation. The virtue that He brings is Fortitude or Courage, and this Energy gives 
strength to all our deeds. 

Other chants: 

Lakhêsis {La/xhsis} = "Apportioner" (one of the Fates)

thumos {qumo/s} = heart, spirit, courage



aisthêsis {ai)/sqhsis} = sensation 

3. Epithumetikon - Appetitive Soul

Draw the Ray down yet again, descending down your spine and through your Diaphragm, 
the Fence between your Feeling Soul above and that below, which seeks to love and grow. 

And when the Ray has reached your solar plexus, housed between your diaphragm and 
navel, it expands into a glowing silver sphere. Whenever you inhale it fills your belly, but 
as you exhale the glow spreads out in undulating waves of light. Now lower both your 
hands in prayer position to your navel and intone: 

ôôô aaa eee {www aaa eee} (v.m.): "water of water, the first of water in me"

This Soul we share with plants, who, like us, seek for sustenance to live and grow. And 
your first nourishment came from your Mother through your navel. Taste the Nectar, the 
Ambrosia, the Elixir of all Life. 

The Virtue of this Soul is Temperance, which means the proper mix, as of the wine and 
water. For too little is as faulty as too much; moderation in all things is Lord Apollo's rule. 
This Beam enlivens every healthy appetite. 

When Eros enters here, your love for immortality creates desire for having children. Truly, 
all life comes from the Oceanic Womb. The Heavenly Lightning gathers in this Womb 
before enkindling the Vessel that's within the Earth. 

Other chants: 

Hekatê {(Eka/th} = Hekatê

epithumia {e)piqumi/a} = desire, yearning, longing

phuô {fu/w} = I bring forth, make grow, beget 



4. Sôma - Body

The Ray emerges from the bottom of your spine - the fruit of an inverted Tree of Life - 
and it continues down your legs. Your legs are the foundation of your being, as the 
Elements are the foundation of all Earthly life. Feel the solid substance of your body 
planted on our Mother Earth. Lower both your arms down to your sides, and hold your 
palms toward the Earth. The Ray descends down to your knees and grows into a glowing 
sphere. Intone: 

uê uôê {uh uwh} (v.m.): "earth of earth, the first of the earth in me"

Behold, the Elements are moving chaotically in the Receptacle below, and so Celestial 
Light must yet continue down to balance them and bring them into order, altering 
proportions, ordering the motions in the six directions (forward, backward, leftward, 
rightward, up and down). Just so the Sphere of Same drags round the Sphere of Other and 
its Wanderers, and Heaven's Ray illuminates the churning Crater down below. 

Thus Life exists by Reason and Necessity: for Reason brings some purpose into energetic 
motion. But do not forget that neither is supreme, nor can destroy the other, for some 
Chance and Chaos always will remain. And this is good, because without it Reason would 
be out of touch with life upon the Earth, for Reason may persuade Necessity, but never 
rule Her. Thus Necessity provides the Force of Life, and Reason gives it Purpose. 

Other chants: 

Gaia, Gê {Gai=a, Gh=} = Earth

sôma {sw/ma} = body 

5. Holon - The Whole

Cross your arms upon your chest and stand awhile, maintaining in your mind the shining 
column and the glowing globes on it; continue to observe the motion of the Spheres of 
Same and Other. Then intone: 



uêi aui euôie {uhi aui euwie} (v.m.): "my complete body ... which was formed 
by a noble arm and an incorruptible right hand in a world without light and 
yet radiant, without soul and yet alive with soul"

When you are done, inhale a final, long deep breath, and then allow the light to fade, or 
continue on with the Ascent. 

Other chants: 

holon {o(/lon} = whole, universe
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Holodemiurgia 

I. Preliminaries

●     Introduction 
●     Incantations 

Introduction

The Holodêmiourgia (Construction of the Whole) is a contemplative exercise or practice 
(theôrêtikê askêsis) for aligning the energy centers of your soul and infusing Divine 
Energy into them. The first part (Katagôgê, Descent) draws down Heavenly Power; the 
second (Anagôgê, Ascent) draws up Earthly Power. It is similar to the well-known Middle 
Pillar Exercise, but is based on ancient Greek tradition rather than Cabalistic ideas. The 
structure of this particular version is based on Orphic theogonies and Plato's Timaeus, but 
incorporates elements from Pherecydes' Theogony, Middle Platonism, 
Neopythagoreanism, Chaldean Theurgy and the Great Magical Papyrus of Paris (a less 
eclectic group than it may seem). 

The accompanying narrative is intended to make the exercise more comprehensible. It 
may be read to students to help them understand the practice when guiding them through it 
at first. For self-instruction, it should be read through several times before attempting the 
exercise, so that it can be performed without reading. All that needs to be memorized are 
the visualizations and the "intonations" (epôidai, incantations). 

Commentary

General:
Peter Kingsley, in his illuminating study, Ancient Philosophy, Mystery, and Magic: Empedocles 
and Pythagorean Tradition (henceforth KAP), documents the web of connections between 



Pythagoreanism and, on the one hand, the ancient mysteries of Persephone, Demeter and 
Dionysos; Zoroastrian and Babylonian religion; Orphism and Hekate magic; and, on the other, 
the later traditions of Platonism, Neoplatonism, Neopythagoreanism, Chaldean theurgy, 
Gnosticism, Graeco-Egyptian magic and alchemy. Pherecydes is less well known, but he is 
considered one of Pythagoras' principal teachers. 

Sources:
In addition to the Loeb edition of the Timaeus, I have made extensive use of Cornford's 
translation and commentary on it. For Orphism my principal sources have been West's Orphic 
Poems (WOP) and Kirk, Raven & Schofield's Presocratic Philosophers (KRS). For Pherecydes' 
cosmology I have used Schibli, West (WEGP) and KRS. For Middle Platonism I have used 
Dillon as well as the primary sources cited later. For the Chaldean Oracles I have used the 
edition, translation and commentary by Majercik. The Great Magical Papyrus of Paris is PGM IV 
in the edition of Betz (1992), from which all Greek Magical Papyri (PGM) will be cited. 

Holodemiurgia:
This term (Holodêmiourgia in Greek) is a modern coinage, which means "the Making of the 
Whole." It derives from dêmiourgia, which means "a making" (e.g. at Timaeus 41C), and alludes 
to the Demiurge (Dêmiourgos), the Creator God in Plato's Timaeus. The exercise is not called a 
Kosmogeneia or something similar because "Kosmos" refers to the ordered material universe 
(Peters s.v. kosmos), whereas this exercise creates the entire universe, immaterial as well as 
material. In contrast, although Holon has the literal meaning "the Whole," it can also mean 
Universe and Organism, both of which are especially appropriate for this exercise. Conditus 
Universi has a similar meaning in Latin. 

Incantations

In the following, "to intone" means to vibrate or sing the sounds deep in the appropriate 
parts of your body; in some cases a pitch is suggested for the sounds (see also the 
Appendix "Harmonic Considerations"). It is possible to do the exercise with silent or quiet 
intonations, but it is not as effective. Each intonation should be done three times, taking a 
deep breath for each one (several breaths may be necessary for some intonations). 
Meanings (following "=" signs) are given for the intonations, but they should not be 
spoken; they are for information only. The voces magicae (magic words, henceforth "v.
m.") have no literal meaning. I have provided alternative intonations; in general you have 
a choice between voces magicae, God-names and philosophical terms. Experiment and 
decide which works best for you. 

Greek words and voces magicae are given in (approximate) Roman transcription and in 
Beta Code {surrounded by braces}, which is a more exact Roman representation of the 



Greek alphabet. In Beta Code, accents follow the vowel or diphthong to which they apply, 
except they precede capital vowels. The accent "/" means a rising tone, "\" a falling tone, 
and "=" a rising-then-falling tone; the sign "(" means the vowel or diphthong is preceded 
by an h sound, and ")" means it isn't. For purposes of toning, make the change of tone a 
full fifth (e.g. do to so). The vowels are pronounced: a {a} = o (as in "not"), e {e} = ay (as 
in "ray"), ê {h} = (long) eh, i {i} = ee, o {o} = oh, u {u} = ü (German umlauted u, as in 
für, or Spanish y grec), ô {w} = (long) aw (as in "awe"). The consonants th, ph, kh {q, f, 
x} are pronounced as aspirated t, p, k, that is, with an extra puff of breath. (Compare 
Italian c with Scottish or German ch.) Finally, nk {gk} is pronounced ngk, ng {gg} is 
pronounced ngg and ou {ou} is pronounced oo as in "boot." (See A Brief Guide to 
Ancient Greek Pronunciation for additional pronunciation suggestions.) Here is some 
advice from the Greek Magical Papyri on pronouncing the vowels in voces magicae: a {a} 
"with an open mouth, undulating like a wave"; e {e} "with enjoyment, aspirating it"; ê {h} 
"like a baboon"; i {i} no advice; o {o} "succinctly, as a breathed threat"; u {u} "like a 
shepherd, drawing out the pronunciation"; ô {w} no advice. 

Commentary

Intonation:
In the magical literature, this is often known as "vibrating"; see, for example, Regardie (Complete 
Golden Dawn System of Magic, V.55-8). 

Advice on pronunciation:
PGM V.24-30 (Oracle of Sarapis). 
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Holodemiurgia 

V. Appendix

Harmonic Considerations

The ancient Greek musical notation was based on the letters of the Greek alphabet, and so 
it is worthwhile to consider the seven vowels aeêiouô {AEHIOUW} from this perspective. 
Unfortunately, there are many uncertainties in our understanding of ancient Greek music, 
but contemporary scholarship (Anderson, pp. 204-5) suggests that the vowels correspond 
to the pitches: 
A   E   H   I   O   U   W
D#  D-  C   B   G#  G-  E

where "-" means that the note is flat by a quarter-tone.
By adjusting the pitches for EHI slightly downward, we get a 
correspondence between the vowels and the Cosmic Scale 
constructed by the Demiurge (Timaeus 35B-36B):  the 
vowels aeêiouô  correspond to the pitches 
D# to E in a descending B major scale.  That is:

A   E   H   I   O   U   W
D#  C#  B   A#  G#  F#  E
mi  re  do  ti  la  so  fa

(This is the "movable do" system, that is, 
do is the tonic of the major scale, B in this case.)  
These pitches may be used in singing the various "vowel 
songs" 
in this exercise.  Needless to say, there is much 
uncertainty 
about the absolute pitch of ancient Greek music; the most 
important issue is the descending diatonic scale structure:  
TTS T TTS (T=tone, S=semitone), from mi down to 



mi.  That is, the vowels in order represent a 
descending scale in the Lydian mode.
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Holodemiurgia 

II. Khorismos - Separation of the Cosmic Egg

●     0. Preparation 
●     1. Aiôn - Eternity 
●     2. Ôion - The Egg 
●     3. Khaos - The Separation 
●     4. Anankê - Necessity 
●     5. Huparxis - Existence 

0. Preparation

You may begin with the Olympic Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, or some 
similar protective operation. Stand facing toward the South with your arms relaxed at your 
sides. Close your eyes and relax. 

Commentary

Separation of Cosmic Egg:
The first part of the exercise (Khorismos: Separation of the Cosmic Egg) is based primarily on 
the Orphic Theogonies (see, e.g. KRS 21-33; WOP 70, 103-5, 111-2, 178-80, 198-203). It is, of 
course, a common theme in many ancient cosmogonies. 

Olympic Lesser Banishing Ritual:
See Opsopaus, "Olympic Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram." 

South:
In Middle Pillar Exercises one usually faces East or West. In the Holodêmiurgia you face South, 
since then the celestial sphere turns from left to right around you; that is, it aligns you with the 
Cosmic Axis. 



1. Aiôn - Eternity

Visualize a glowing cloud gathering and spinning clockwise round you. As it swirls 
around, intone: 

Aiôn {Ai)w/n} = Eternity

Aiôn is Khronos: Time, Unlimited Time and Indeterminate Time, Unfathomable Time and 
Sleepless Time. He says, 

"I am the Ruler of Eternity and oldest of Primeval Gods. And my Soul is the 
Soul of the Eternal Gods. And my Embodiment is called Eternity. My Form is 
Everlasting. For I am the Lord of Years, the Ruler of Eternity." 

Other chants: 

Khronos {Xro/nos} = Time

phôgalôa {fwgalwa} (v.m.): Aiôn as "the entire system of the Aerial Spirit"

ieouêôê iaêaiêôêuoei {ieouhwh iahaihwhuoei} (v.m.): Aion 

Commentary

Aiôn:
Aiôn, which may be masculine or feminine in gender, means Eternity (out of Time, as opposed to 
unlimited duration) in philosophical contexts (Peters s.v.). Although this seems quite abstract, the 
original meaning of Aiôn is "life-span," and the association of Time and Life is always in the 
background of Aiôn (Cornford 103; Peters s.v.). 

Khronos:
Khronos (Time) is the primordial God in Pherecydes' theogony. Plato (e.g. Tim. 37d) contrasts 
Khronos as determinate Time with Aiôn (see next), but Aiôn may be identified with Khronos 
when identified as Unaging (Agêraos), Unfathomable (Abussos) and Unlimited (Apeirôn). 

Unaging Time, Unlimited Time etc.:
That Aion or Khronos is Indeterminate distinguishes it from the ordinary Determinate Time that 
emanates from it; Cornford (98, 102-5) has a good discussion of the difference. Indeterminate 
Time is given in the Orphic Cosmogonies (KRS 70; WOP 192-3) as well as in Pherecydes' 



Theogony (WEGP 28-36) and Plato's Timaeus (37C-38C). 
"I am the Ruler of Eternity ...":

This text is adapted from the Egyptian Book of the Dead (Ani Papyrus 85.9-11), which West 
(WEGP 35) quotes to demonstrate the similarities between Pherecydes' Unaging Time and Re` as 
"Lord of Eternity." 

phôgalôa:
PGM IV.1115. Many of the voces magicae are drawn from two prayers to Aion in the Great 
Magical Papyrus of Paris (PGM IV). This vox magica is from the first prayer, which is called the 
Secret Stêlê (Apokruphos Stêlê). 

ieouêôê...:
This is from the second prayer to Aion in the Paris Papyrus (PGM IV.1205-10); an almost 
identical incantation appears in the first prayer (1130). 

2. Ôion - The Egg

Behold the glowing Cloud condensing round you like a Shining Robe, solidifying then 
into a Shining Silver Egg. Cross your arms upon your chest and then intone: 

Ôion {)W|o/n} = Egg

Other chants: 

enrôkhesuêl {enrwxesuhl} (v.m.): "great, greatest, round, incomprehensible 
figure of the Universe, heavenly"

Commentary

Cloud:
In some Orphic Theogonies the Egg is identified with a Cloud (Nephelê) (KRS 23-4). 

Shining Robe:
In other Orphic Theogonies the Egg is identified with a Shining Robe (Argês Khitôn) (KRS 23-
4), and the Robe (Peplos) was the name of an important (but lost) Orphic text. It is connected 
with the Robes (Khitones) - the "vessels" - acquired by the Soul in its descent. The Robe 
similarly symbolizes the living garment of the Earth ("Kosmos" in its primary sense of 
adornment, one might say); this is certainly its meaning in Pherecydes' Theogony, where the 
Variegated Robe (Pepoikilmenon Pharos) is the Marriage Robe of Heaven and Earth (WEGP 17-
18; Pher. fr. 68). Further, the Orphic Poems say that the Earth is the Robe of Persephone (WEGP 



216), who is called Khthoniê (She Under the Earth); see below on Khthoniê. This also connects it 
with the Marriage Robe (Pharos) of the Goddess, residing at the Center, which has an important 
role in ritual and mythology (see citations in Opsopaus, "The Ritual of the Labyrinth"). 

Shining Egg:
In the Orphic "Rhapsodic Theogony" the Shining Egg (which splits to yield Heaven and Earth 
with Phanês between) results from Aithêr and Khaos (see below), which are created from 
Unaging Time. Here, the Egg condenses directly from Aion. 

Silver:
The Silvery Egg (ôeon arguphion) appears in the Orphic Rhapsodies (fr. 70; KRS 24n1). 

enrôkhesuêl:
PGM IV.1135-40 (Secret Stêlê). 

3. Khaos - The Separation

See the Wind now spinning quickly round the Egg until it coils around it as the Serpent 
Time; it squeezes tighter. Spread your arms in front of you, your palms turned downward, 
and intone: 

khaos {xa/os} = yawning gap

See the Egg now splitting into two half-shells, above you and below. 

Other chants: 

rôdêru ouôa {rwdhru ouwa} (v.m.): "the One who separated Heaven and 
Earth and covered the Heaven with eternal, golden wings"

Commentary

Khaos:
The root meaning of Khaos is Yawning Gap, not disorder (as in the English use of "chaos"). In 
the Rhapsodic Theogony of the Orphics, Unaging Time gives birth to Aithêr and Khaos (or 
Khasma, the Chasm); the exercise alters this somewhat, as discussed in the Commentary on the 
next two parts. Further, in the Rhapsodies Aithêr and Khaos unite to form the Shining Egg, which 
the Serpent Time breaks open to reveal Phanês. So, in effect there are two separations, first of 
Unaging Time, second of the Egg, which are collapsed into one separation in this exercise. 



Serpent Time:
In the Rhapsodic Theogony, the Egg is broken by the Serpent Time wrapping around it (WOP 
70); in other versions it is broken by the friction or rubbing of Time (perhaps an allusion to his 
self-fellatio, as in Pherecydes' Cosmogony: WEGP 36). 

Egg:
Many depictions of Phanês show the split Egg above and below; see for example the well-know 
Modena relief (e.g., WOP 253-5, pl. 6). This image is central to the Anagôgê (Ascent) part of the 
exercise (which see). 

rôdêru ouôa:
PGM 1150-5 (Secret Stêlê). The associated text, "the One who separated Heaven and Earth and 
covered the Heaven with eternal, golden wings," suggests Phanês (see below). 

4. Anankê - Necessity

Hold your arms in front of you and downward, with your palms turned toward the Earth. 
See the lower half of the divided Egg Shell as a boiling, fuming Bowl (a Crater) sinking 
down into the dark, descending infinitely deep. As it sinks down, intone: 

Anankê {)Ana/gkh} = Necessity

See swirling within it a living chaotic flux of all the Elements and all the Qualities, a 
cauldron seething in the misty darkness. 

Behold the living Matrix and the Matter. Hear Her names: the Vessel, the Receptacle of 
Infinite Becoming, Gentle Nurse, Recipient, prolific Mother of our living world, who's 
called Necessity. 

Know that She's the Manifold Dark Mother of All, the ultimate material foundation and 
the origin of everything, the deepest depth and darkest night, for therein are the roots of 
Primal Matter. 

Other chants: 

Khthoniê {Xqoni/h} = She Underlying the Earth

meremôngga {meremwgga} (v.m.): "the spirit extending from Earth to the 
edge of the Abyss" 



Commentary

Orphic version:
In different Orphic Theogonies, the lower result of the separation of Unaging Time is either 
Khaos/Khasma or Gê (Gaia, Earth), which is a common mythological idea (KRS 21-44). In other 
cosmogonies it is Hades or Tartaros, which are closely connected (KRS 17-20). In the Rhapsodic 
Theogony, Unaging Times mates with Anankê, from which (perhaps) Aithêr and Khaos were 
born (WOP 70). In this exercise, Khaos is the Gap that separates Heaven and the Underworld. 
Nevertheless, the images associated with Khaos and the Underworld overlap, so that they are not 
inconsistent with the Orphic separation into Aithêr and Khaos. 

Order of Necessity and Being:
The exercise "visits" Necessity below before it "visits" Being above; there are several reasons. 
First, going from Separation into Necessity supports the association of both with Khaos, which 
provides continuity between the two. Second, putting Being after Necessity allows it to lead 
directly into the Descent. Third, in cosmogonies, the dark, chaotic Primal Matter must pre-exist 
so that the organizing Heavenly Light will have something to act upon (see also below on Dark 
and Light). Theogonically, the female precedes the male. 

Palm toward Earth:
A typical ancient Greek gesture of Chthonic invocation. 

Crater:
Ancient Greek Kratêr refers both to a Bowl, such as that used for mixing wine and water, and to 
a volcanic Crater. The connection between the two is essential and profound, for the volcanic 
Crater is the entrance to the Underworld where Fire and Water (like Wine and Water) unite in a 
Conjunction of the Opposites. See Kingsley (KAP ch. 11) for a detailed discussion. The Crater 
(Kratêr) was also the name of an important (now lost) Orphic ritual text. 

Necessity:
Cornford (162-77) has a detailed discussion of Anankê, which is somewhat misleadingly 
translated "Necessity," for it refers to the "necessity" of purposeless motion (rather than to the 
"necessity" of determinate physical law); it is an akosmia (lack of order) (Dillon 207). In contrast, 
Reason, the opposed power (see Existence below), provides purpose. The primordial polarity 
between "Reason and Necessity" is fundamental to Plato's Timaeus. This exercise, like 
alchemical tracts, stresses the positive role of Anankê and Matter more so than do Plato and the 
Neoplatonists (and certainly more so than the Gnostics!). 

Living chaotic flux:
According to Plato, the Receptacle contains all the Qualities (Warm, Cool, Moist, Dry) of the 
Elements in a continually unbalanced, shifting flux (Cornford 181, 198-9). The flux is living 
because soul is the only source of self-motion, but Anankê's motion is intellectually 
incomprehensible (Cornford 208). 

Misty darkness:



In traditional Greek philosophy and mythology, the underworld (and Khaos, the Yawning Gap) is 
dark and misty (WEGP 11-12). The darkness also suggests the Zoroastrian polarity between Dark 
and Light, which is fundamental to much of the Pythagorean tradition (however, the Dark is not 
considered evil as in Zoroastrianism). 

Mother:
We find Triads in a number of related cosmogonies, including the Zoroastrian, Orphic and 
Chaldean (Mead 58, 68-9; Majercik 6-8), typically a Father, Mother and Child. The Father and 
Mother are created from a pre-existing Unity (Unaging Time, the Egg) and unite to engender a 
new Unity (Phanês); the process may then repeat at a further stage of emanation (Mead 68-9). 
Although the Father and Mother are created simultaneously by division, this exercise, as 
explained above (Order of Necessity and Being) visits the Mother first. The Mother proceeds (as 
opposed to the Father, who abides) and is associated with Life, Chaos, Power (Dunamis) and the 
Multiplicity of the World of Becoming (Dillon 45-6; Mead 58, 68-9). Plutarch associates Her 
with Isis, the Receptacle, Matter, Wisdom (eidêsis, phronêsis), World-Soul, Dikê (Justice) and 
Rhea, the Mother of the Gods (Dillon 204- 6). (In this scheme, of course, Osiris is the Father and 
Horus is the Demiurgic Child: Immanent Logos and World Soul unite to engender the sensible 
Cosmos.) Plato associates the Father with the Model or Form, the Mother with the Recipient 
(Dekhomenon) or Receptacle, and the Child with Becoming (Cornford 185). 

Matter:
For Khthoniê as the ultimate material foundation (hulikê arkhê) and the origin of everything 
(arkhê pantôn), see Pherecydes (fr. 77). Plato never calls the Receptacle "Matter" (Cornford 181), 
but the connection is made in later Platonism. 

Receptacle of Infinite Becoming:
Necessity is the Receptacle (Hupodokhê) of Becoming, and without it Reason would be unable to 
produce the visible world (Cornford 102-3). See also Peters (s.v. genesis 11, hypodochê) and 
Cornford (177) on the Receptacle as Nurse of Becoming and its connection with Matter. The 
Receptacle is the Necessary ground of existence for the Qualities, which cannot exist without 
Matter (Cornford 177). 

Khthoniê:
Khthoniê, which means "She Beneath the Earth," is the Female Pole of the duality that emerges 
from Unlimited Time in Pherecydes' Theogony. (This is an epithet of Underworld Goddesses, 
especially Persephone.) After Her marriage, in which She receives the Variegated Robe (see 
above on the Robe), She becomes Gaia, the Living Earth. (WEGP 15-20) 

meremôngga:
PGM IV.1120 (Secret Stêlê). 

5. Huparxis - Existence

Hold your arms toward the Sky with upward open hands. Behold the upper half of the 
divided Egg Shell as a dome that's filled with glowing gas and rising up into the light, 



ascending infinitely high. As it ascends, intone: 

to On {to\ )/On} = Being

Behold the Father, who abides, the One, the Source, the origin of Limit and the world of 
changeless Being. 

Understand this First Perfection: Eternity, Necessity and Being; for within the wide 
embrace of limitless Eternity all action comes about, because the Father of all Being, He 
who holds the Heavens, acts. No less, the Mother of Necessity, who holds the Earth, is 
acted on. For each is necessary to the other. 

Other chants: 

Ouranos {)Ourano/s} = Heaven

erdêneu {erdhneu} (v.m.): "the spirit extending from Heaven to Earth" 

Commentary

Heaven:
In the Orphic Theogonies, the upper result of the separation is Ouranos (Heaven) or Aithêr 
(originally, the luminescent upper air, later the Element associated with the Heavens); see KRS 
(21-44). 

Palm toward sky:
A typical ancient Greek gesture of Celestial invocation. 

Father:
As explained above (Mother), the Father and Mother are created simultaneously, but the exercise 
visits the Mother first. In contrast to the Mother, the Father, who abides, is associated with Unity, 
Existence (Huparxis), Aithêr (the Celestial Element) and the World of Being (Mead 58, 68-9). 

erdêneu:
PGM IV.1115-20 (Secret Stêlê). 
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Holodemiurgia 

Anagôgê - Ascent of the Soul

Forthcoming...  Under construction! 
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Holodemiurgia 

III. Katagôgê - Descent of the Soul

●     0. Nous - Mind 
●     1. Logistikon - Rational Soul 
●     2. Thumoeides - Spirited Soul 
●     3. Epithumetikon - Appetitive Soul 
●     4. Sôma - Body 
●     5. Holon - The Whole 

0. Nous - Mind

Hear: You are the Firstborn Child of She Who Underlies the Earth and Him in Heaven, 
and from Them you have a threefold Soul. Within you is the Seed of the Eternal Gods, and 
you shall be the Maker, Framer of your world, residing in the center. 

Visualize a flashing bolt of fiery lightning that descends from Heaven. But as the Beam 
moves downward, slowly lower both your hands into the sign of prayer before your face. 
When the Ray has reached your crown, it stops and swells into a glowing sphere 
enveloping your head with dazzling radiance like a nimbus or a halo. As it does, intone: 

Nous {Nou=s} = Mind

See your head draw in Celestial Light as would the roots of an inverted Tree of 
Knowledge. For this is the Light of Intuition, Gnostic Sight, by which you understand 
what is. Let the Lightning Bolt become a Golden Chain that links your soul to Heaven. 

Other chants: 

Phanês {Fa/nhs} = Phanês



Erôs {)/Erws} = Erôs (Love)

iôê zanôphie {iwh zanwfie} (v.m.): "the spirit who enters me" 

Commentary

Child:
The Child, who returns, is born of the Father who abides and the Mother who proceeds. The 
Father is the Definite Monad, the Mother is the Indefinite Dyad, and the Child is the Mixed 
Triad. The Father is One, the Mother is Many, but the Child is All. The Father is Existence, the 
Mother is Power, and the Child is Mind (Nous). See Mead (58, 68-9) and Dillon (358). The Child 
corresponds to the Soul acting as mediator between the World of Being as the ground of Stability 
and source of Ideas (the Father), and the World of Becoming as the ground of Change and source 
of Power (the Mother) (Dillon 29-30). Heraclitus (fr. 52) says, "Aiôn is a Child playing pesseia, 
the Kingdom is the Child's" (pesseia is a game like checkers). 

Phanês:
In the Orphic Theogonies, Phanês emerges from the Egg. "Phanês" ("He who Appears") is a 
comparatively late name; He is also called Protogonos (First-Born) and Erôs (Love) (WOP 70, 
203). 

Maker:
In the Timaeus, the Demiurge (Dêmiourgos, Maker, Craftsman) constructs the Cosmic Soul and 
defines the pattern for mortal souls; therefore this exercise imitates His "Making" (Dêmiourgia). 
Cornford (34-9) notes that the tendency of some modern commentators to interpret the Demiurge 
as a monotheistic Creator God is an anachronism and inaccurate. The Maker or Craftsman God 
emerging from the Egg is a common mythological idea in the Middle East (WEGP 29, 34, 54). 

Threefold Soul:
An important idea in the Timaeus, which provides much of the structure of the Descent. The three 
parts are Logistikon (Rational part), Thumoeides (Spirited part) and Epithumetikon (Appetites) 
(different technical terms are used in different sources; see also Dillon 174-5). In Fludd's 
harmonic analysis, the soul comprises two octaves: the upper sixth is the Rational part, the 
middle interval of two fifths is the Spirited part, and the lowest sixth is the Appetitive part 
(Godwin/Fludd fig. 50). 

Dazzling light:
Characteristic of Phanês; in later times He was equated with the Sun (WOP 206). 

Nous:
The Higher Mind. See Peters (s.v.). 

Celestial Light:
The exercise is based in part on a correspondence between the parts of the soul and the Five 
Elements. Nous, since it stands above the normal faculties of the soul, is associated with the Fifth 
Element or Quintessence, often identified with Aithêr. In the Chaldean Oracles, Nous is 



associated with the "spark of the soul" and the "monad in the soul" (Majercik 43); it is the 
Celestial Light. The remaining Elements are ordered by decreasing subtlety as follows: Fire = 
Reason, Air = Spirit, Water = Appetites, Earth = Body; the reasons for them will be given when 
they are discussed. 

Inverted Tree:
The Divine Power suspends the head and Root (Rhizê) of us from that place "where the 
generation of Soul first began" (Tim. 90A-B), that is, from the Crown (Koruphê); the Soul is 
compared to a plant whose Roots are in Heaven rather than Earth (90A). In this way it can draw 
in Spiritual Sustenance by contemplation of Heaven (Cornford 353-4). From at least the third 
century BCE people of great spiritual power were shown with a nimbus around their crowns 
(Onians 155-67). This corresponds to the seventh chakra, Sahasrâra. (See Opsopaus, "The Forms 
of the Soul" for more on correspondences between the parts of the soul and chakras.) The Cosmic 
Tree born of Heaven and Earth, which is wrapped with the Robe of Gaia, is also an important 
element in Pherecydes' Theogony. 

What is:
In the Timaeus (35A), the Demiurge mixes the Cosmic Soul (and, later, mortal souls) from three 
ingredients: Existence, Identity and Difference, the three intelligible notions of Being (Cornford 
60-6). Nous is associated with the first of these, Existence (what is). 

Golden Chain:
The Golden Chain from Heaven to Earth is an important symbol from Homer down to our own 
time, especially in Orphism (WOP 237-8). 

iôê zanôphie:
PGM IV.1125 (Secret Stêlê). 

1. Logistikon - Rational Soul

●     A. Harmonia 
●     B. Sphere of Same 
●     C. Sphere of Other 

A. Harmonia

After several minutes more, the Ray descends down through your head in seven rainbow 
colors: violet, indigo, then blue and green, then yellow, orange and red. As it descends, 
intone the vowels in the pitches of the Lyre's seven strings, singing a descending major 
scale (from mi to fa): 



aeêiouô {aehiouw} (v.m.; see the Appendix "Harmonic Considerations" for 
the best pitches to use): "first origin of my origin" 

The ray illuminates your head until your face shines brightly like the sky, for it's the 
Radiant Vehicle of your soul. Behold: your head is round, an image of the Heaven's starry 
vault. 

Thought must spread out from the star-like center of the Mind, and reach out through the 
Soul into the three dimensions of extended Space. This is a Harmony connecting that 
which is Above and that which is Below. Hear the Harmony of the Heavens. 

Your Intellect resides between intelligible Forms above, which are eternal and 
unchanging, and perceptible objects below, which are both transient and changing. Each 
of these two kingdoms has its own Existence and Identity and Difference, but your 
Intellect can bring the two together, to be objects of your thought and speech. 

When Eros comes into your brain, you seek for immortality, but through the Love of 
Wisdom (Philosophia); therefore let the Shining Ray illuminate your thoughts and lead 
you on to Wisdom, for it is the virtue that resides here. 

Other chants: 

harmonia {a(rmoni/a} = fitting together, harmony

dianoia {dia/noia, dianoi/a} = discursive reason 

Commentary

Sevenfold division:
The Demiurge divides the primordial cosmic soul-stuff (comprising Existence, Identity and 
Difference; see below) into seven parts, in proportions determined by Pythagorean number 
theory, which determines both musical harmony and the harmony of the planetary spheres 
(Cornford 66). The numerical progressions allow the Monad to emanate into the three dimensions 
of space by progressing to the third powers; this is accomplished through the Pythagorean 
Tetraktus by Multiplication (Cornford 68). 

Seven colors:



Of course the spectrum is continuous, and different cultures have different numbers of "basic 
colors." However, in ancient times Plato (Rep. 616B-617), Aristotle and others sought to find 
correspondences between the colors and the planets, etc. (John Gage, Color and Culture 12-13, 
227-8). Similarly, the seven colors of the rainbow (or white light spectrum) are a result of 
Newton applying Pythagorean principles to align the colors with the tones (Gage, op. cit. 171, 
232, fig. 134 p. 171). 

Lyre:
The Cosmic Lyre is a very important symbol, especially in the Pythagorean and Orphic 
traditions, for its strings are taken to correspond to the Cosmic Spheres (e.g. WOP 29-30). 

Descending major scale:
The cosmic scale constructed by the Demiurge is descending since the numbers are increasing 
and thus correspond to longer wavelengths (e.g. string lengths). The specific scale is (T = tone, S 
= semitone): TTSTTTS (descending), that is, F major. See Cornford (69, 72) and the Loeb 
Timaeus (70-1). 

aeêiouô:
PGM IV.485-90. These are the seven vowels of the Greek alphabet in order. They occur in many 
magical contexts (see, for example, Joscelyn Godwin's Mystery of the Seven Vowels in Theory 
and Practice, Phanes, 1991). They are associated with the planets as well as with the notes of the 
octave (see the Appendix for a hypothetical correspondence; see also Godwin). In this case the 
vowels sequence is the first of a number of incantations taken from the "Mithras Liturgy" in the 
Great Magical Papyrus of Paris (PGM IV.475-829). 

Round head:
The human head is round like the heavens (Celestial Spheres) and contains the two Divine 
Rotations; the lower parts of the soul contain the six rectilinear motions (Cornford 150-1). 

Radiant Vehicle:
The "vehicle" of the intellectual faculty of the soul (in the head) is the Radiant Body (Augoeides 
or Astral Body, Astroeides). Therefore, it is associated with the element Fire, which is Warm and 
Dry, because the intellect is discriminating and "informing" (form imposing). The notion of the 
Vehicles (Okhêmata) of the Soul is found in the Neoplatonists and Chaldean Oracles (Peters s.v. 
ochêma; Majercik 30-2) 

Hear the Harmony:
Five of the stages of the Descent are associated with the Five Senses. Plato (Cornford 152) 
distinguishes two senses - hearing and seeing - because they allow perception of the Divine 
Harmony (by hearing musical harmony and by seeing celestial harmony). Therefore, the 
Harmonia is heard at this stage (with its musical imagery), and is seen in the next stages (Spheres 
of Same/Other), with their astronomical imagery. Plato says that the remaining three senses are 
inferior, because they are needed "merely" for survival (Cornford 152). Be that as it may, they are 
connected with the next three stages by means of their Elemental associations. 

Discursive Reason:
As opposed to the Mind (Nous) and Intuitive Knowing (Noêsis) of the Crown, the brain 
represents Discursive Reason (Dianoia) and Rational Knowledge (Epistêmê). See Cornford (94-
7) on Timaeus 37A-C and Peters (s.v. noêsis 9-10). The "rational soul" in the head, which 
controls and restrains the lower souls (Tim. 70A), corresponds to the Âjnâ chakra in the brow, for 



âjnâ means "authority or command." 
Existence, Identity and Difference:

These are the three kinds of Being (senses of "is") represented by the immortal soul in the head 
and from which this soul is mixed (Cornford 60-6). This soul is an intermediary between the 
world of indivisible Forms and the world of divisible things (Cornford 58-60). The soul 
experiences both the things that are (exist eternally) and the things that become (change) 
(Cornford 63). 

Eros in Brain:
The Brain and spinal column are taken to be the seat of the immortal part of the soul; the mortal 
parts are merely linked to them (Cornford 293). Therefore the Spine is called the Holy Tube 
(Hiera Surinx) and corresponds to Shushumna, the vehicle of the Kundalini force in yoga 
doctrine. The "spinal marrow" is the ultimate source of the reproductive seed (see the 
Commentary on Sôma below). However, according to Diotima in Plato's Symposium (207ff), 
Eros brings a desire for immortality, which can manifest indifferent ways in different parts of the 
soul. The lowest manifestation is the desire to procreate; the highest manifestation, which takes 
place in the Brain, is the Love of Wisdom (Philosophia, a term coined by Pythagoras). See 
Cornford (292). 

Wisdom:
The virtue associated with the Higher Soul is Wisdom (Sophia, Sapientia). 

Harmonia:
In ancient Greek, harmonia means more than simply "harmony." Its fundamental meaning is the 
joining together of different things into a unified whole. Mythologically, Harmonia is the 
daughter of Aphrodite and Ares, who represent Love and Strife, the fundamental opposed forces 
of the universe, according to Empedocles. Thus She represents the Conjunction of Opposites 
(Coniunctio Oppositorum). 

B. Sphere of Same

The Ray divides in two Divine Rotations round the Axle of Necessity. One turns 
horizontal and winds clockwise, turning left to right around you. See it now expand into a 
sphere. 

Whenever you exhale, it rotates to the right becoming dark; whenever you inhale, the 
sphere continues to turn right, becoming light. It turns continuously, smoothly, but 
growing light and dark with every breath. Quietly or silently repeat with every breath: 

iepseria {iepseria} (on exhalation): v.m. "dark"

alapie {alapie} (on inhalation): v.m. "luminous" 



Behold the Cyclic Breathing of the Kosmos, that transforms Eternity and makes it 
Measured Time. Unfathomable Eternity is thus enshrined and makes a moving Image for 
our adoration. Thus each pole transforms into its opposite within the turning wheel of 
Time. The Fixed Stars rotate round our Mother Earth each day, and alternating night and 
day instruct us in the laws of One and Two and hence of all the numbers. 

See the Sphere of Same, the sphere in which we recognize, in which we know when this is 
that. By means of it we may achieve true knowledge, certainty and science. Thus we 
rightly think and speak of Being. Feel the Light of Heaven strengthen your ability to know 
what is. 

Other chants: 

Nux {Nu/c} = Night (on exhalation); Hêmera {(Hme/ra} = Day (on inhalation)

Atropos {)/Atropos} = "Inevitable" (one of the Fates). This incantation should 
be done with full intonation while exhaling. 

Commentary

The Ray divides:
Plato (Tim. 36B-C) describes how the Demiurge divides the harmonically structured band 
lengthwise into two bands to form the Circle of Same (ho Tautou Kuklos) and the Circle of Other 
(ho Thaterou Kuklos). 

Axle of Necessity:
Plato's Republic (617A) says the Celestial Spheres rotate around the Spindle of Necessity. 

Clockwise:
The Sphere of the Same, which carries the Fixed Stars, rotates from east to west once every 24 
hours. Cornford (72-93) explains in detail the motion of the Spheres of the Same and of the 
Other. 

Expands into Sphere:
Plato talks about the Circles (Kukloi) or Revolutions (Periphorai) of Same and Other, but it is 
clear that they refer to the Heavenly Spheres (Cornford 74-6). Here, the term Sphere recalls a lost 
Orphic text called The Sphere (Sphaira). 

Dark then light:
The rotation begins with the dark and exhalation (rather than with the light and inhalation) 
because in cosmogony the Night always precedes the Day; this is especially true in Orphism, 



where Night is one of the oldest Deities and sometimes the oldest of Them (KRS 22-3). She is 
called the Grandmother and Supreme Goddess (Kerényi, Gods of Greeks 116). 

iepseria & alapie:
PGM IV.1145 (Secret Stêlê). The intonations are done quietly or silently due to the difficulty of 
doing a full intonation while inhaling. 

Cyclic Breathing:
The Pythagoreans take the Universe to be a living being; by inhaling the Unlimited (including 
Unlimited Time), it puts Limits into it, reduces it to Number and thereby creates the Determinate 
Time of our world (Peters s.v. chronos 4). According to Heraclitus, we become wise by breathing 
in the Divine Logos (Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math. vii.129). 

Measured Time:
See Cornford (103-5) and Peters (s.v. chronos 5) on how the Celestial Rotation transforms 
Indeterminate Time (Aion) into Determinate Time. 

Moving Image:
This is the famous statement by Plato (Tim. 37D) that "Time is the moving image of Eternity," 
but Cornford (99-102) points out that agalma, the word translated "image," properly refers to an 
image (a statue) enshrined as an object of veneration in a temple. Thus we might more accurately 
translate "the moving icon of Eternity"; in the exercise Time is "enshrined in a moving image for 
our adoration." Interestingly, the image of "moving statues" recalls both the robots of Hephaistos 
(Iliad 18.417-21) and Daedalus (Cornford 101) and the animated divine statues of Chaldean 
theurgy (Majercik 26-7). This is appropriate, because for Plato the Universe is a living and self-
moving organism created by the Craftsman (Demiurge). 

Cycle between Poles:
One of the fundamental Laws of the Universe is how the tension between Opposites leads to 
oscillation - a Cycle between the Poles - and thereby to Harmony. For example, Heraclitus said 
(with intentional ambiguity), "They don't comprehend how differing with itself agrees: back-
turning harmonia as of bow and lyre" (my transl.; KRS fr. 209). (See also Opsopaus, "Book of 
Eight Changes.") 

Mother Earth:
Plato calls Gaia (Earth) the most venerable of Gods and Our Nurse; She is the Maker and 
Guardian of Night and Day because She stands still while the Celestial Spheres rotate round Her 
(Cornford 120-1). 

Laws of One and Two:
Plato (Epinomis 978D-979A, Laws 818) explains how the alternation of Night and Day leads to 
the fundamental intuition of Number (Cornford 91n1, 115). 

This is that:
The Sphere of Same corresponds to the second of the three primary senses of Being: Identity and 
judgments of Identity (Cornford 78). 

True knowledge etc.:
The Sphere of the Same is associated with knowledge of Being (epistêmê), which is certain and 
eternal, because this Sphere has a single, circular motion, the motion of measured Celestial Time 
(Cornford 83, 95, 103). 

Atropos:



According to the Rhapsodic Theogony, Gaia (perhaps in conjunction with Ouranos) gave birth to 
the Moirai (Fates): Atropos, Klôthô and Lakhêsis (WOP 71), but Plutarch makes Them daughters 
of Necessity (Dillon 215). According to Nicomachus (Dillon 356) They govern divine and mortal 
activity through three processes: emission (proesis), reception (hupodokhê) and recompense 
(antapodosis), which correspond to the Father, Mother and Child (see "Mother" above). The 
Fates are associated with the Spheres in various ways, from Plato on, but most commonly 
Atropos corresponds to the highest sphere, associated with the Fixed Stars; thus we find Her in 
Plato (Laws 960C), Xenocrates, Plutarch and Calcidius (Dillon 30, 214-5, 322). For example, 
Calcidius (cxliv) explains that Her name means "Inevitable" and that the Fixed Stars do not bend 
or turn aside from their paths (as do the Wanderers, i.e. the planets). The Fixed Stars are the 
Inerratic Sphere, that is, the non-wandering or unerring sphere; therefore they are associated with 
knowledge that is certain (epistêmê). Plutarch (Conviv. Quest. IX.14.745ff) associates Atropos 
with Hupatê, the highest string (lowest in pitch) on the lyre (Anderson 200). 

C. Sphere of Other

When you inhale again, observe the second Ray and see it turn obliquely to the first, and 
wrap around from right to left, or counterclockwise, but within the Sphere of Same. 
Within this band appear the Zodiac's stars. The circle grows into the Sphere of Other, 
carried rightward by the Sphere of Same, and yet still moving slowly to the left across it at 
a slant. Intone: 

adamalôr {adamalwr} (v.m.): "shining with Heavenly Light"

It carries seven fiery Wanderers, who move within the Zodiac and have a spiral path 
created from the twofold motion of the Spheres. These lights are radiant shrines in honor 
of the Gods. Each turns within itself and thinks its proper thoughts. 

Upon the Sphere of Same, which rotates to the right, observe the Seven Wanderers, 
creeping back toward the left along an undulating path; each goes at its own rate and so 
their pattern always changes. 

Most prominent of all the Wanderers is the Sun, and in its yearly spiral rise and fall we see 
the cycle of all living things, which come to be but pass away again. For such is life 
beneath the Moon. See the turning of the Spheres, the spiral motion of the Wanderers, the 
cycles of all life. 



For through the motion of the Sphere of Other, do we learn how to discriminate, to judge 
when this is not that. Thus we form opinion and belief about the things of sense. And 
thereby may we think and speak of all that changes, though such thoughts and words are 
never certain. Feel the Ray enliven your ability to understand the world and life. 

Other chants: 

Klôthô {Klwqw/} = "Spinner" (one of the Fates)

doxa {do/ca} = opinion

rôgueu anami pelêgeôn adapa eiôph {rwgueu anami pelhgewn adapa eiwf} (v.
m.): "revolution of untiring service by the Heavenly Bodies" 

Commentary

Sphere of Other:
Cornford (72-93) explains in detail the motion of the Sphere of Other (Circle of Difference). The 
two intersecting Circles, representing the Eternal Celestial Realm and the Temporal Mundane 
Realm, are fundamental archetypes, as explained by Marie-Louise von Franz in her Number and 
Time (Northwestern Univ. Pr., 1974) and On Divination and Synchronization (Inner City Books, 
1980); synchronicity occurs where these Circles intersect. Von Franz also discusses the 
archetypal rhythmic structure of Number, defined by the Harmony of the Spheres. 

adamalôr:
PGM IV.1145 (Secret Stêlê). 

Zodiac and Wanderers:
The Demiurge first makes the Circle of the Other, which is the Zodiac arranged around the circle 
of the ecliptic. Later He divides it into seven parts to accommodate the Seven Wanderers - the 
Planets (Cornford 76). The Planets move to the east relative to the Zodiac, which is moving to the 
west with the Sphere of Sameness, so their overall motion is still westward (Cornford 84). The 
order of the Spheres is Moon, Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn (Cornford 105). 

Shrines of Gods:
In Greek thought the Planets are not Gods, although they may be associated with Gods or dear to 
Them; here the Planets are shrines in which the Gods may reside. The Timaeus (38D) mentions 
the Demiurge "enshrining" the Planets, and Proclus (ii, 5 27) explains that the Planets were 
established "as shrines of the Gods who together accomplish the perfect year"; a metaphor that is 
connected with Time enshrined as the "moving icon" of Eternity (Cornford 101, 105). 

Turns within itself:
The only motion (activity) of a celestial (vs. mortal) soul is thinking, and circular motion is the 



only motion proper to the celestial realm; since the Planets rotate on their centers within 
themselves, they eternally think their own proper thoughts. However they also move outside 
themselves on the Circles of Same and Other. See Cornford (119). 

Sun & the cycle of living things:
Although all the Planets move in the Circle of Other, they move at varying rates, but the Sun 
defines the basic rate, for it turns with the Sphere of Other. Therefore, this Sphere rotates once 
each year, which is the basic cycle of waxing and waning in the living world (obviously plants, 
but also animals). Although the Planets take their part in defining all Determinate Time, they are 
especially involved in Life, the natural motion of which is cyclic. See Cornford (103). 

See the turning of the Spheres:
As explained previously (under Harmonia), the five senses are associated with stages in the 
descent. Here the Divine Harmony is perceived visually. The associated Element is Fire, since 
Light is necessary for vision. (There are many, mutually inconsistent ancient correspondences 
between the senses and the Elements, no doubt caused in part by the inconvenient fact that there 
are five senses but only four mundane Elements. Since hearing has been used (with Harmonia), 
the remaining senses have straight-forward correspondences: Fire = sight, Air = smell, Water = 
taste, Earth = touch.) 

Spiral motion:
Since the Planets move eastward with the tilted Circle of the Other against the Zodiac, which 
rotates westward with the Circle of the Same, their overall motion is a spiral (Cornford 90). 
Spiral motion is a duality combining Rotation, the characteristic motion of the Celestial World, 
with Linear movement, the characteristic motion of the Mundane World. Thus it is a union of 
Above and Below, Heaven and Earth. It reflects application of the Rational Faculties to the 
World of Sense, a union of Being and Becoming. The spiral motion is associated with Life, as 
opposed to the linear motion of inanimate matter below and the circular motion of the celestial 
world above. Aristotle says that the Circle of Other causes all coming-to-be and passing-away by 
its twofold motion (Cornford 83). 

This is not that:
Cornford (78) explains that the Sphere of Other (or Difference) corresponds to the third sense of 
Being, Difference, when this is not that, and to judgments of Difference. 

Opinion and belief:
The Sphere of Difference is associated with opinion (doxa) and belief, that is uncertain 
knowledge, because it is the lowest sphere above the earth, and so it looks down to the World of 
Becoming. Its knowledge is uncertain because it combines two motions (the Spheres of Same and 
Difference), which lead to the wandering motion of the Planets. See Cornford (76, 83-4, 95), 
Dillon (194) and Johnston (Hekate Soteira 13-7). The "opinable" (doxaste) is thus a composite of 
the intelligible (Sphere of Same) and the sensible (Sublunary Sphere, associated with lower parts 
of the soul) (Dillon 30). 

Klôthô:
The second of the Fates, most commonly associated with the planetary sphere, known as the 
Erratic or Wandering Sphere (e.g. in Plato, Laws 960C, Calcidius, Plutarch; see Dillon 214-5, 
322). Hence it corresponds to opinion (doxa) and belief rather than certain knowledge (epistêmê). 
Calcidius (cxliv) observes that the planets turn and spin and "Klôthô" means "Spinner" (as in 



"spinning the Thread of Fate"). Plutarch (Conv. Quest. IX.14.475ff) associates Klôthô with Mêsê, 
the middle string on the lyre (Anderson 200). So also Plutarch (Face in Moon, 945CD) associates 
Klôthô with the soul (psukhê) as an intermediate between Mind (Nous), associated with Atropos, 
and the Inanimate (Apsukhon), associated with Lakhêsis (see below). 

rôgueu...:
PGM IV.1125-30 (Secret Stêlê). 

2. Thumoeides - Spirited Soul

Now draw the Light Beam down your spine and through your neck. Know your neck to be 
the Guardian of the Boundary between the mortal soul below and the immortal parts 
above. The part above we share with Gods in Heaven; the part below we share with 
everything that lives, a gift of Earthly Gods. For we cannot survive upon this Earth 
without the lower part. 

The Ray descends down to your Heart, the point of balance, joining what's above and 
what's below. But as you inhale, feel your breath flow like a glowing gas into the branches 
of your lungs. As you exhale it expands into a warmly glowing golden sphere. Lower both 
your hands in prayer position to your heart and then intone: 

iôie êô aua {iwie hw aua} (v.m.): "wind-like"

Here is housed the center of all Feelings and Sensations. The Heart rules in the world of 
life, for it's your Inner Sun, which rules the Fiery Planets of your Soul. Feel this glow 
expanding to take in all creatures living in the Water, Earth and Air. Smell the living 
incense, fragrant Breath of Life. 

When Eros comes into your Heart, you seek for immortality through Fame and 
Reputation. The virtue that He brings is Fortitude or Courage, and this Energy gives 
strength to all our deeds. 

Other chants: 

Lakhêsis {La/xhsis} = "Apportioner" (one of the Fates)

thumos {qumo/s} = heart, spirit, courage



aisthêsis {ai)/sqhsis} = sensation 

Commentary

Neck as Guardian:
Plato describes the neck as the "isthmus and boundary" between the divine soul above and the 
mortal soul below (Tim. 69DE). It corresponds to Visuddha, the throat chakra, whose name 
means "purgation or purity" (Campbell 165). 

Point of balance:
In Fludd's harmonic analysis of the soul, the Heart is the point of balance corresponding to the 
Sun in the center of the sequence of planets (Godwin/Fludd fig. 49; see Inner Sun below). It 
divides the upper octave of the soul from the lower and has the musical interval of a fifth below 
the neck and a fifth above the diaphragm; it stand an octave below Nous (Mens, Mind) and an 
octave above Sôma (Corpus, Body) (fig. 50). 

Air in lungs:
The thumos or spirited soul resides in the phrenes, which may be loosely translated "breast," but 
refers to the heart and lungs (Onians Pt. I chs. 2, 3, Pt. II ch. 3). The thumos exists in the phrenes 
as pneuma, which means breath but also spirit (like Latin spiritus). Its vehicle is the Spirit Body 
(pneumatikon) or Aerial Body. (The term "Etheric Body" is ambiguous, having been used for 
both the Radiant Body and the Spirit Body.) Naturally it is associated with the element Air, 
which is Warm (discriminating) and Moist (conforming), qualities associated with feeling and 
sensation (see below). The Radiant Body, Spirit Body and Physical Body correspond to 
alchemical Sulfur, Quicksilver and Salt. The Phrenes correspond with the chakra called Anahata, 
which is connected with prâna, the vital spirit. 

iôie êô aua:
PGM IV.1140-5 (Secret Stêlê). 

Feelings and Sensations:
Plato places the Passionate Soul and Sensitive Faculty, the upper part of the mortal soul, in the 
heart (Cornford 282-6; see also Peters s.v. psychê 15-17). 

Inner Sun:
Fludd associates the heart with the Inner Sun since it stands in the middle of the traditional 
sequence of planets (Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn), which correspond to 
the components of the psyche, and it corresponds to the Central Fire in Pythagorean doctrine. 
Fludd also makes it the middle between the spiritual and material octaves of the soul. See 
Godwin/Fludd figs. 45, 48-50, 91. 

Creatures living in Water, Earth, Air:
The three kingdoms of creatures were created by the Planetary Gods (whom we may associate 
with Fire), who were already created by the Demiurge (associated with the Quintessence) 
(Cornford 117-8). Animals lack the higher soul (logistikon), but have the lower (thumoeides, 
epithumetikon) (Cornford 358). 



Smell:
The Phrenes (heart and lungs) are associated with Air and therefore with the sense of smell, 
which is conveyed predominantly by the air. Also, smell is the most primitive sensation and 
therefore represents the basic faculty of sensation. 

Eros in Heart:
According to Diotima (Symp. 207ff), when Eros enters the Heart, the love of immortality 
manifests itself in desire for Fame. 

Fortitude:
The virtue associated with the Spirited Soul is "fortitude" (Andreia, Fortitudo), which means 
"strength, vigor and courage" (Tim. 70A). 

Lakhêsis:
The third of the Fates, most commonly associated with the Sublunary Sphere or Earth (e.g. in 
Plato, Laws 960C; Calcidius, Plutarch; see Dillon 214-5, 322). Hence She corresponds to 
sensation, whereas the other Fates correspond to knowledge and opinion. More properly, She 
corresponds to the whole lower portion of the soul (the mortal portion), comprising the spirited 
and appetitive parts. Calcidius (cxliv) observes that "Lakhêsis" means "Apportioner," and She is 
therefore the one who determines a mortal's lot in earthly life. It is said that each of Fates conveys 
and transforms the Heavenly Power (Energeia), but it is Lakhêsis' role to synthesize the energies 
from Her sisters and transmit them to Earth (Dillon 321-2). According to Plutarch (Face in Moon 
945CD), She is associated with the Inanimate (Apsukhon), whereas Atropos is associated with 
Mind (Nous) and Klôthô with Soul (Psukhê). Further, Plutarch (Conv. Quest. IX.14.475ff) 
associates Lakhêsis with Neäte (or Nêtê), the lowest string (highest in pitch) on the lyre 
(Anderson 200). 

3. Epithumetikon - Appetitive Soul

Draw the Ray down yet again, descending down your spine and through your Diaphragm, 
the Fence between your Feeling Soul above and that below, which seeks to love and grow. 

And when the Ray has reached your solar plexus, housed between your diaphragm and 
navel, it expands into a glowing silver sphere. Whenever you inhale it fills your belly, but 
as you exhale the glow spreads out in undulating waves of light. Now lower both your 
hands in prayer position to your navel and intone: 

ôôô aaa eee {www aaa eee} (v.m.): "water of water, the first of water in me"

This Soul we share with plants, who, like us, seek for sustenance to live and grow. And 
your first nourishment came from your Mother through your navel. Taste the Nectar, the 



Ambrosia, the Elixir of all Life. 

The Virtue of this Soul is Temperance, which means the proper mix, as of the wine and 
water. For too little is as faulty as too much; moderation in all things is Lord Apollo's rule. 
This Beam enlivens every healthy appetite. 

When Eros enters here, your love for immortality creates desire for having children. Truly, 
all life comes from the Oceanic Womb. The Heavenly Lightning gathers in this Womb 
before enkindling the Vessel that's within the Earth. 

Other chants: 

Hekatê {(Eka/th} = Hekatê

epithumia {e)piqumi/a} = desire, yearning, longing

phuô {fu/w} = I bring forth, make grow, beget 

Commentary

Diaphragm:
Plato (Tim. 69E-70A) compares the diaphragm to a partition between two rooms, which separates 
the two parts of the mortal soul (Cornford 286-90). It corresponds to the "Little Foyer" below the 
heart chakra. 

Love and grow:
The Appetitive Soul is the origin of desire and nourishment (Peter s.v. psychê 15-17, epithymia). 

Solar Plexus:
The belly is the seat of the Appetitive Soul (Cornford 286-90); it corresponds to the Manipûra 
chakra (cf. Campbell 159-60). 

ôôô aaa eee:
PGM IV.490-5 ("Mithras Liturgy"). 

Plants:
Plato says that plants have the third form of soul (appetitive/nutritive) and that they have a kind 
of consciousness, because they are sensitive (Cornford 302-3). 

Nourishment from Mother:
In Pherecydes' and other cosmogonies, the Mother Goddess, especially Khthoniê, who becomes 
Gaia (see above on Khthoniê), is associated with the World Tree, the source of the Nektar of 
Immortality (WEGP 55-68). 



Taste the Nectar:
The Element corresponding to the Appetitive Soul is Water (see below), which is naturally 
connected with the sense of taste, which is mediated by water. Nektar is found in the spring 
around the roots of the Cosmic Tree (WEGP 56-60). 

Temperance:
Mêden Agan ("Nothing too much") is the famous inscription on Apollo's temple at Delphi. This is 
the meaning of "Temperance" (Sôphrosunê, Temperantia) in the Pagan tradition. 

Wine and Water:
The mixture of the cool Water with the fiery Wine is a traditional Greek symbol of the Golden 
Mean and the Unification of Opposites. 

Water:
Nourishment is associated with the element Water, which is Moist and Cool, which are the 
Powers that loosen form and unite. Therefore Water permits the dissolution and reorganization of 
structure, which is essential to nourishment and growth. (See Water in Opsopaus, "The Ancient 
Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements.") 

Eros in Belly:
According to Diotima (Symp. 207ff), when Eros enters the Belly, the love of immortality 
manifests itself in desire for procreation. 

Womb:
One of the important roles of Hekatê as Cosmic Soul in Chaldean Theurgy is to serve as the 
"Lightning-receiving Womb," who absorbs the Heavenly Lightning conveying the Ideas from the 
Monad, and infuses them into the material world (Johnston, Hekate Soteira 16-7, 49-58). 

4. Sôma - Body

The Ray emerges from the bottom of your spine - the fruit of an inverted Tree of Life - 
and it continues down your legs. Your legs are the foundation of your being, as the 
Elements are the foundation of all Earthly life. Feel the solid substance of your body 
planted on our Mother Earth. Lower both your arms down to your sides, and hold your 
palms toward the Earth. The Ray descends down to your knees and grows into a glowing 
sphere. Intone: 

uê uôê {uh uwh} (v.m.): "earth of earth, the first of the earth in me"

Behold, the Elements are moving chaotically in the Receptacle below, and so Celestial 
Light must yet continue down to balance them and bring them into order, altering 
proportions, ordering the motions in the six directions (forward, backward, leftward, 
rightward, up and down). Just so the Sphere of Same drags round the Sphere of Other and 



its Wanderers, and Heaven's Ray illuminates the churning Crater down below. 

Thus Life exists by Reason and Necessity: for Reason brings some purpose into energetic 
motion. But do not forget that neither is supreme, nor can destroy the other, for some 
Chance and Chaos always will remain. And this is good, because without it Reason would 
be out of touch with life upon the Earth, for Reason may persuade Necessity, but never 
rule Her. Thus Necessity provides the Force of Life, and Reason gives it Purpose. 

Other chants: 

Gaia, Gê {Gai=a, Gh=} = Earth

sôma {sw/ma} = body 

Commentary

Fruit of Tree of Life:
We saw above ("Inverted Tree") that the spinal column is viewed as an Inverted Tree with its 
roots in Heaven where they can absorb Spiritual Sustenance. The fruit of this Inverted Tree is the 
Procreative Seed, which is derived from the spinal marrow at the base of the spine (Cornford 
357; Onians 108-10, 119-22). The gonads correspond to the Svâdhisthâna chakra (cf. Campbell 
144). The base of the spine itself, known in Greek and Latin as the Holy Bone (Hieron Osteon, 
Os Sacrum), corresponds to the Mûlâdhâra chakra, the base chakra, which forms the foundation 
for all the rest (Campbell 144); it establishes the connection to the physical existence of the body. 

Feel solidity of body:
The body is associated with the element Earth (see below), which corresponds to the sense of 
touch, which depends on solid contact. 

Earth:
Inanimate matter is associated with the element Earth, because it is Cool and Dry, that is to say, 
joining and rigid. (See Earth in Opsopaus, "The Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the 
Elements.") 

Palms to Earth:
As before, a gesture of Chthonic invocation. 

Knees:
The knee (Grk. gonu, Lat. genu) is an important locus of divine power (genios) in the body; it is 
therefore associated with generation (cf. "genital," "genetic," "gonad," etc.) (Onians Pt. II ch. 4). 

uê uôê:
PGM IV.495 ("Mithras Liturgy"). 



Balancing chaotic motion:
Mind orders the chaotically moving Qualities and Elements in the Receptacle (Cornford 37, 199). 

Altering proportions:
The Demiurge orders the Elements by geometry, number and proportion (Cornford 198, 223). 
Nevertheless, like any Craftsman, He must conform to the constraints of His material, which is 
Necessity (Cornford 223). 

Six Directions:
These are the natural motions of inanimate matter (Cornford 151, 210). 

Spheres of Same and Other:
Proclus makes the analogy between the two Spheres and Reason and Necessity (Cornford 208). 

Chance and Chaos remain:
There can be no Kosmos without both Reason and Necessity; therefore the Kosmos is neither 
entirely intelligible nor entirely chaotic (Cornford 159-60, 223). 

Reason persuades Necessity:
Necessity is a sovereign Goddess and cannot be coerced, so Reason and Necessity cooperate to 
create the visible world, which reflects both their contributions (Cornford 159-61, 209, 223). 

5. Holon - The Whole

Cross your arms upon your chest and stand awhile, maintaining in your mind the shining 
column and the glowing globes on it; continue to observe the motion of the Spheres of 
Same and Other. Then intone: 

uêi aui euôie {uhi aui euwie} (v.m.): "my complete body ... which was formed 
by a noble arm and an incorruptible right hand in a world without light and 
yet radiant, without soul and yet alive with soul"

When you are done, inhale a final, long deep breath, and then allow the light to fade, or 
continue on with the Ascent. 

Other chants: 

holon {o(/lon} = whole, universe

Commentary



uêi aui euôie:
PGM IV.495-500 ("Mithras Liturgy"). 

Holon:
Its meanings include Whole, Universe and Organism, all appropriate for this exercise. 
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        Spring Equinox Rite 1996

    by Bob Gratrix and Katlyn Breene

Invocation Of Faunus 
(based on a text by Morning Glory Zell)

All wild creatures hear thy cry
upon the haunted wind.
Hear our call great Horned One
Return to Earth again!
Together we shall manifest
The magick of the Man,
And falcons soar from out the sky
To perch upon thy hand.
The Serpent's wisdom thou shall teach from tip of forked tongue;
The fleetness of the white stag's flight in starlight or in sun.
Lord of Light and Lord of Shadow - Keeper of the Key
Which unlocks the Door of Dream whereby all come to thee. 
Cernunnos, Tane, Herne, and Pan:
By name we set thee free!
Oh Shepherd of the Wild Wood
May we be One with Thee.

Invocation to Flora

Lady of the flowering field
Maiden of green and grain
Within thy heart the gift of Love
Return to earth again!
Together we shall manifest 
The dreams of our desire
Our bodies long to feel thy touch
And fill with holy fire
Nature's wisdom thou shall teach in leaf and bud and flower
In dark rich earth and gentle rain each seed shall feel thy power

Lady of light, Lady of Joy - Fair and fertile maid
The Lord unlocks thy secret door where sacred seeds are laid
Flora, Venus, Persephone, Diana:
By name we set thee free!



Goddess of the earth's delight
May we be one with thee!

       * * *

        LOVE OF GODDESS
SPRING EQUINOX - DESERT MOON CIRCLE

Priest:
Eostara,  Spring Equinox !
The waxing Maiden Moon lies Crescent like  a silver cup of light.
Persephone Emerges from the Underworld,
The way blossoms reach forth to celebrate the Sun.
Life returns from death and dormancy like shape shifting water spirits
escaping their frozen forms.
The Wheel of the Year turns, and life renews itself in a miraculous cycle,
Eternally fresh, the never ending circle.
We join together and celebrate in this great Mystery-
Where our view of the natural world can depend on how we view ourselves.

Priestess:
The natural world exists with out cliche or fatigue, it renews itself... It
is the nature of  Goddess, timeless, yet urgent,
And yet within Her Mystery the simple can become ineffable and sublime, The
physical in divine dance with the spiritual.
Goddess teaches us through the physical world, 
through our surroundings to understand ourselves more deeply- 
And realize our unity with Her divine Nature.
Goddess is the Soul of the World.
The soul in which we are all a sacred part.
She holds each of us dearly, and forgives our forgetfulness.
 Her beauty reaches out to remind us each Spring, 
That we are all one with  Her and with each other.

Priest:
Every individual will has the potential and the right 
To act as a divine force within the Universe.
Sadness and regret, ambition and anger 
are transformed through Her,
Granting the gift of new vision. 
New ways to see our world and all the life that shares it with us.
To know the Goddess is to experience the fulfillment of desire.
She  reveals the power to create within ourselves Foundations,



Upon which we can build a world where 
true beauty, joy and meaning can exist in every heart.
To connect with Goddess is to touch a deeper reality.
To reach a new understanding that all things in the natural world
are inherently Sacred.

Priestess:
The Night is as sacred as the Day,
The Predator as sacred as the Prey.
All  of heaven and earth, every natural element
are sacred and a part of Her body
All are divine, and share in the Soul of the World.
Each person is a manifestation of Goddess,
Even if they have obscured this truth from themselves.
To connect with Her is to deny no part of creation.
In living this reality and acting upon our belief, 
Love is allowed to flow through us, without reserve, without fear.
Truth is then experienced in all of Nature and 
Love revealed as the essence of creation.
To Love is to dance with She from whom life sprang.

Priest:
To act out of love is to embrace Goddess, Flow in the now of passing time.
Each of us is unique within time and the entire universe, and can act as the
consciousness of Earth, of Goddess.
We can be all that the Soul of the World has made us.
When we love ourselves we love Her, and should strive with all our hopes and
energies to discover our true nature and real needs.
Goddess asks so little of us....



DESERT MOON CIRCLE
SUMMER SOLSTICE 

Needed:

●     branches, wreaths 
●     large fire ring for altar, wood chips 
●     Sacred Flame, lit from the noon day sun, to start altar fire 
●     Sun wheel (large Wicker wreath) 
●     Cords for each man 
●     Birch bark for prayers- markers 
●     Small candles for each woman 
●     rosemary, sage 
●     mead, tray & glasses 

INTRODUCTION - 

"The Sun God is seen as split between two rivals: the God of light and his twin or 'other 
self', the God of Darkness who is devoid of any ill wish or evil. They are Gawain and the 
Green Knight, Llew and Goronwy, the Holly King and the Oak King, etc. Often they are 
depicted as fighting seasonal battles for the favor of their Goddess/Lover, such as 
Creiddylad or Blodeuwedd, who represents Nature. 

The God of Light is always born at the winter solstice, and his strength waxes with the 
lengthening days, until the moment of his greatest power, the Summer Solstice, the 
longest day. 

And, like a look in a mirror, his 'shadow self', the Lord of Darkness, is born at the Summer 
Solstice, and his strength waxes with the lengthening nights until the moment of his 
greatest power, the Winter Solstice, the longest night. So Midsummer is a celebration of 
the Sun god at his zenith, a crowned King at the height of his power. However, at the very 
moment of his greatest strength, his dark twin, the seed of his ritual death, is born - just as 
the days begin to shorten." 

INVOCATION TO LLEW
BY BOB GRATRIX 

The shadow of the Young Lord
Now lays long upon this land



And here betwixt the worlds we wish
For Llew to join this band.

Join us Llew, the Sun Faced One,
Your Beltane plantings quickly come,
And wise ones here with ease discern

That You have planted plenty.
Come Green Man, celebrate this turning,

Soon Harvest comes, another journey.
We'll miss you when the light retires,

The seed of rebirth born in fire
Of the One, the end of all desire.

Welcome Llew ! Now You are here!
Blessed Be Llew!

Cast the Circle:

Draw the Circle Purify Circle w/ salt & water 

"By salt which is the body of the Earth, and by water through which life flows, I do purify 
and consecrate all this circle may hold. Mother, Be thou adored." 

Purify Circle w/fire & incense 

"By the power of air and fire I do purify and consecrate all this circle may hold. Father, Be 
thou adored." 

(Call the Quarters and Guardians) 

Invocations:

Prt:

"I call unto the Sun God!
Great one of heaven, secret center of the sun!
We give honor to you on this the longest day when your power is supreme - 
Join us in this sacred circle listen and attend our prayers!
We call upon you by your ancient names
Lugh - Helios - Herne - Sol
Apollo - Baal - Ra!
Shining one we call and invoke thee!" 



(Samina lights God candle while invocation is made) 

Prsts:

"I call unto the Earth Mother
Great one of Earth, Soul of Nature!
We give honor to you in this time when the earth heavy with new life and the harvest is at 
hand.
Join us in this sacred circle - 
Listen and attend our prayers!
We call you by your ancient names
Isis - Demeter - Astarte - Juno - Freya - Gaia!
Lady of Abundance we call and invoke you!" 

(PRST. lights Goddess candle as invocation is made) 

"Join hands breathe the breath that makes us one. (Cone of Power)
We are between worlds." 

Serve mead and toast the Sun King and Mother Earth while Priestess hands out birch bark and markers 
and says: 

"Birch is a lovely pale, fine-grained wood that has long been associated with fertility and 
healing magic. Birch twigs were used to bestow fertility on cattle and newlyweds, and 
children's cradles were made from its wood. Birch is one of the first trees to grow on bare 
soil and thus it births the entire forest."

"By birch and flame do we petition God and Goddess to bear allegiance to our cause. If 
our wish is like a single tree on bare soil, may an entire forest one day stand, thick and 
verdant. May life grow from what we dream." 

(places rosemary and sage on Fire ring as an act of purification. Birch strips are put into the wicker sun 
wheel on the altar,) 

"The Holly is the Underworld Sun God, He is Evergreen, holding life force, heat and light 
within himself. He is the sacred fire of inspiration and intuition, the lightening of 
illumination! He breaks old patterns and calls for internal revolution. Where lightening 
strikes change is at hand! "

"At Midsummer, the Sun has reached the height of power. In this strongest moment the 
Oak King acknowledges the challenge of the Holly King who will bring about the end of 
his reign. The story of death and rebirth within the turning of the Wheel of the Year goes 



on unbroken. Every turn is made in honor of the Goddess. Love inspires the actions of the 
Oak King, which permits the understanding of his potential and the acceptance of the 
Wheel of Rebirth. The Gods have chosen that each of us know the essence of Life in a 
way that is unique and original. To that end we dedicate this sun Wheel, Let us turn the 
Wheel and manifest our prayers and the divine potential within ourselves. We are one 
with the Gods!" 

All:
"Blessed Be the Circle of Life

Blessed Be the Wheel of Rebirth" 

(Wheel is then rolled around circle 3 times.) 

Prt:

The Ballad of the Oak and Holly

Harken to the ancient story
Filled with Solar magick's glory 

Of Oak and Holly is it told
About those sacred Lords of Old 

One of the season of the light,
the other dark, now out of sight 

Even now the circle turns
as the high Sun brightly burns 

"Of all the trees there in the wood"
The Oak and Holly are most good 

But at this quarter of the round
The "Holly now shall wear the crown" 

Eager are the Lords to meet
in combat, to gain heaven's seat. 

The eternal cycle of the Sun
pauses not till it is won. 



As the drama does now unfold
The Goddess guides her Lord so bold 

She in her aspects white and red
The hunter now becomes hunted. 

Meet they on this earthly sphere
Sense the change is almost here! 

Build we high the solstice fire
For the Oak King, light the pyre! 

Like Herne around the tree of peace
May the circle never cease. 

Holly king take up the spear,
become the Green Knight, and draw near. 

At midsummer and round to Yule
The Lords do fight the Solar duel. 

Greet them now with fire and drums
The old King passes the new LORD comes! 

Build we high the solstice fire
For the sun wheel, light the pyre! 

Like warriors around the tree of peace
May the circle never cease. 

Ill luck we banish from the year
Now bring the solar wheel here!" 

(PRST presents solar wheel before Priestesses) 

Prsts:-

(touching Solar Wheel) 

"Blessed be the Sun God whose love for Goddess makes light and Life" 



Prst:-

"The rays of the Sun reach to the World. I ask all men of our circle, men of good heart, 
men who know and love Life to connect a ray to the Sun Wheel with the cord I pass to 
you. As you receive the cord to tie on the rim of the wheel proclaim: 

"Hami hon mor!- 
I am one with the Great God!" 

(After cords are passed, all men are invited to come forward to tie long cords onto the rim 
of the sun wheel, forming rays extending out to circle) 

"It takes all of us to keep the Sun Wheel high as we chant-" 

(Sing while wheel is turned by the men 8 times around over fire ring) 

Wheel chant: 

"May all Ill luck be burned away
Peace and abundance here to stay!" 

(PRST. lights fire in ring from Solstice flame)
(Wheel is lowered onto central flames in fire ring - ) 

As the wheel burns all sing:

"We all come from the Sun God
And to him we shall return

Like a spark of flame
Rising to the heavens"

(Men return to the circle) 

Prsts:-

"Women come forward and take a candle, light them off the Solstice flames, circle around 
and bless each man in the circle with your Candle light and with the heart light from your 
eyes - show each man willing to see, the Goddess in you..." 

(Prsts. lights a candle from the fire ring and lights the women's candles from them) 

All chant:



(As women circle and bless the men by looking deeply into their eyes) 

"We all come from the Goddess
And to her we shall return-

Like a drop of rain,
Flowing to the ocean...." 

Prst: 

"Let us all now receive the blessings that Goddess sends. Let us be complete and whole in 
the love of Goddess. Blessed Be!" 

Closing:

Prst:-

"We thank you mighty Sun God for all you are,
all you give. As we complete our circle we
wish you Hail and Farewell, Blessed Be!" 

Prsts:-

"We thank you great Earth Mother for all you are,
all you give. As we complete our circle we
wish you Hail and Farewell, Blessed Be!" 

Release Quarters

Hail and Farewell!



              Autumn Equinox 1996
              Desert Moon Circle
                 Katlyn Breene

OPEN CIRCLE, Greek Pentagram
Raise Energy, Prietess says:

"Take hands and Close your eyes, Breath deeply and naturally, relax and let
your mind be at ease, release the outside world.  Be completely present in
this moment, all is at peace,  for in this moment we are uniting with the
sacred  - Minds and hearts joined in this circle of spirit, creating harmony.
We are creating the space where the sacred may enter,
Love and trust now bring us together.  Let judgment and doubt be gone.
Breathe deeply and naturally, the breath unites us, the breath makes us one,
the breath unites us, the breath makes us one!
Now, Let your body connect with the earth -
Feel Earth beneath you, your feet firmly planted, rooted - feel the Earth's
grounding balance thoughout your body. The earth will take all you do not
need.
Release tension, Release Fear.  They  have no place here.
Feel the stars and moon above you, breath deep
Let each breath take in their beauty.
Breath in their light and breath out all negative thoughts
Let thoughts of worry fly away,
Let your mind be at peace, 
Your heart filled with the breath of life-
The breath unites us, the breath sets us free!
Between heaven and earth - body and breath
Between light and darkness, the Equinox
Let All our hearts now beat as one
Our energy creates the circle, let it flow through you
From right to left let the energy flow in a circle-
It passes through  you and to you...
What we call in our hearts goes forth everywhere....echoing
Beyond the stars themselves
And we have no doubt that we are heard!
We are Creating harmony, We are creating the a space where the sacred may
enter, We are between the worlds....

"So mote it be!"

Prt:



"Let us now invoke the God of the vine, Dionysos! (Priest raises arms with
grapes to invoke the God)

Prt:
"Dionysos! Bearer of the vine-
Thee I invoke to bless these rites divine-
Come joyous and rich with fruit of great delight
To please the Goddess this moon lit night.
With  wild steps, the dance do lead,
To celebrate the harvest, the reaping of the seed.
God of delight, desired by all-
Come now at thy Priestess's call!
Raging with thy leafy rod
Bless us now ecstatic God!
Dionysos, Dionysos, Dionysos!"

Dionysos enters circle:
"I have come to you against sorrow, against weariness, against they that seek
to enslave you.
I pour you spiritual wine, that gives delight both at sunset and at dawn.
Come with me, and I will give you all that is desired upon the earth. Because
I give you that which Earth and its pleasures are but shadows.
They flee away, but my joy endures even unto the end.
I have hidden myself beneath a mask:  I am the God of Great Mysteries."
With courage conquering fear shall ye approach me: 
But the first kiss of love shall be radiant on your lips; 
and all  darkness and terror shall turn to light and joy.
Only those who fear shall fail.  
Those who have bent their backs to the  false and become as slaves. I ask you
to sacrifice nothing at my altar; I am the God who gives joy. Light, Life,
Love; Force, Fantasy, Fire; these do I bring you:  There is joy in the
planting; there is joy in the tending; there is joy in the harvest, give
thanks to heaven and earth!"

(Dionysos then holds up grapes on the tray and places them on altar)

Prsts: "Let us invoke the Triple Goddess"

"Maiden we call, the moon bowed and crescent ,
Artemis, Kore, divine daughter, be present!
Love of spring and  fairest flower, 
Strength most pure, and beauty's power!



(Maiden enters and stands with arms raised holding large shell filled with
water, she is veiled in white)

"Maiden Moon, we invoke thee!
Maiden, Huntress, sounding sea
Thou art the meadows green fertility!
Thou art love- 
And to thy beauty souls are drawn-
Like the chalice, the stag, and the raidiant dawn!
We invoke thee, Goddess art thou,
The star of light upon the brow,
The flame and fuel within each breast
Thou art the bowed Moon, Enraptured and possessed!
Flow into us and bless this place,
Bear the  vessel of life and grace!

Maiden holds up large shell and touches it to her heart and womb-  Saying:

"Blessed be the vessel of love, the waters of life, the rose and dove!" She
then stands before the altar.

Prts. calls the Mother:

"Mother we call,  fertile bounty of Earth,
Demeter, Ceres, divine Mother of birth!
We call thee Great Goddess of verdant field, 
A full and bountiful harvest yield!"

(mother enters, veiled in red, holding loaf bread like a child)

O Goddess Full, of Gods and men the source,
Filled with fertile, all-renewing force;
Full Moon, abundant, whose prolific powers,
Produce a store of beauteous fruits and flowers,
From whose rich womb, as from an endless root,
Fruits, many-formed, mature and fertile shoot.
Deep-bosomed, radiant, pleased with grassy plains,
Sweet to the senses, and with prolific rains.
With seasons round, eternal and divine,
Whose body with fertile skill and wisdom shine.
With the  Harvest in thy train, draw near,
And with loving heart thy children hear.
Come blessed Goddess, listen to our prayer,



And make love and  life thy constant care!

(She  stands center of altar, holding loaf of bread- she touches it and
raises it to heaven, saying:

"Blessed be the Earth and Sun, 
The Unity of all as one!
The Seed, the Harvest, blessed be - 
Mystery of Mystery!"

Prts. then calls the Dark Mother:

"Wise one, Crone, Dark Goddess Hecate!
In the heart of night we call and invoke thee!
Bring thy keys and  mirror of night,
Let the darkness dance with the light!
HEKAS, HE KAT,  HECATE,
Mother of Magick, faces three!
HEKAS, HE KAT, HECATE!
To the center we now call thee!
HEKAS, HEKAT, HECATE!
Come to us in cauldron dark
Grant to us thy wisdom's spark.
Transform, transmute, and ring us in!
Tis' the hour to begin!
Wisdom now to us reveal
Of the turning of the wheel.
HEKAS, HEKAT, HECATE!
HEKAS, HEH KAT, HECATE,
Grant  the  ancient sorcery!
HEKAS, HE KAT, HECATE,
Come and make the Goddess three!

(Hecate now enters with staff and turns in 3 circles)

HEKAS, HEKAT, HECATE!
HEKAS, HEKAT, HECATE!
HEKAS, HEKAT, HECATE!
HEKAS, HEKAT, HECATE!

(Hecate raises black mirror and staff-   saying:

"Now thy feet have born thee here



from weary wheel and circling year,
into Hecate's inner mirror..."
"Blessed Be the blood of earth, 
Mirror of night and key of birth"

(Triple goddess complete, They stand in tableau - Then sit on thrones, Mother
center)

Meditation  of the Maiden  - Light incense

(Priest  hands out small silver mirrors to all )

Prts:
"Look into the silver mirror, gaze into your own eyes, see the reflection of
your true yourself - You are beautiful and the Gods shine in your eyes - You
are unique within time and the entire universe, and can act as the
consciousness of Earth, of the Goddess.
Every individual will has the potential and the right 
To act as a divine force within the Universe.
You can be all that the Soul of the World has made you.
See the power within yourself, realize the gifts you have been given. The
Goddess  reveals the power to create within you Foundations, Upon which we
can build a world where true freedom, joy and beauty can exist in every
heart.

 Strive with all your hopes and energies to discover your own true will.
Within Nature's Mystery the simple can become ineffable and sublime, the
physical in divine dance with the spiritual. The Goddess teaches you through
the physical world  to understand your selves more deeply- And realize our
unity with  Divine Nature.

When you love yourself you love the Gods.  When you love yourself you can
truely love others.  When you love your self you have begun to become one with
all..

Prsts says: "The  Maiden speaks:"

Maiden says:
"I am the Gracious Goddess who gives the gift of youth unto the heart of
mankind, let there be beauty and strength - power and compassion- honor and
humility - mirth and reverence within you.  And if it harm none, do what thou
will!"



Maiden raises shell and says: 

"Let us share the waters of life!"

(She serves all water from shell, pouring it in their hands.  Western Quarter
assists her,  carrying extra water.) 

Meditation of the Mother - light incense

"All take hands.  Listen now to the words of the Mother, as you listen look
into the faces of your brothers and sisters in the circle.  Look into their
eyes and see the God and Goddess within them, see in each face the divine
presence!

The Goddess is the Soul of the World.
The soul in which we are all a sacred part.
She holds each of us dearly.  Her beauty reaches out though Nature to remind
us That we are all one with Her and with each other.
In living this reality Love is allowed to flow through us, without
judgement, without fear.
All are divine, and share in the Soul of the World.
Each person is a manifestation of the God and Goddess, even if they have
obscured this truth from themselves.
Truth is expressed in all of Nature and Love is revealed as its  heart - the
center of creation.
To Love is to dance with She from whom life sprang.
To act out of love is to embrace the Goddess, To exist fully in the present
moment.
When the heart is full, fear and distrust, jealousy and anger are transformed,
Granting the gift of new harmony and vision- 
A New vision of  our world and all the life that shares it with us.  To know
the Goddess is to experience the fulfillment of desire.

Priestess says: "The Mother speaks!"

Mother says:"My law is love unto all beings."

Mother now raises bread, and says:

"The Autumn's grain is Spring's seed, eat of the life that never dies!"

Dionysos says:
"Share in the harvest fruit, the divine ecstasy of the spirit!



(Mother now serves bread and Dionysos serves grapes to all)

Meditation of the Crone, light incense

Prsts.:
"Place your hands upon your closed eyes, become one with the blessed
darkness.
The Night is as sacred as the Day,
The Predator as sacred as the Prey.
All  of heaven and earth, every natural element
are sacred.
To connect with the Goddess is to deny no part of creation.
She brings us the wisdom of the darkness.
She is the revealer of the great Mysteries-
Her wisdom manifests in the close and holy night,
in roots and wombs, within our shadow selves, under the earth, and in between
one another. 
Darkness is essential, Darkness is filled with life and idea waiting to be
born
Seeds need light and darkness to grow.
Sometimes we must close our eyes for thoughts to germinate and grow,
Darkness is for reflection, for looking within, for healing and renewing -
the blind are often the greatest seers.
Sound travels better in the dark and stars only share their wisdom at night.
In the shadows are the keys of transformation and inner knowing, When we
release fear we begin to know the mysteries of the cycle of rebirth, we
become free...

Prsts: "The Dark  Mother speaks"

Hecate says:
"I reveal unto you a great mystery.  
Ye stand at the year's crossroad
 Between the light and dark.
 In each awaits you a Companion; 
And that Companion is Yourself."

"I who am beyond Wisdom and Folly,
 arise and say unto you:  
Tread the spiral path, know the sacred cycle!
Let the darkness dance with the light!
Achieve the balance within!
"KNOW THYSELF!"



And you who seek, know that your searching and yearning will avail you not,
unless you know this Mystery- 
If that which you seek, you find not within yourself, you will never find it
without.  For behold, I have been with you from the beginning, and I am that
which is attained at the end of desire."

Priestess now says:
"Let the darkness dance with the light! When the body dances the spirit
trances!  Dance to the drums until you hear the gong, then drop to the earth
and give her thanks for the harvest and the healing energy we have raised.
Let the  dance begin!" 

Dance and chant begins.  Drums pick up, dance until energy is complete, then
all drop (at gong from priestess) giving healing to the earth and to
themselves.

Give thanks to the Gods and close circle



                     SAMHAIN 1995

INTRODUCTION - PURPOSE OF RITE
HAVE ALL PLACE PHOTOS  OF LOVED ONES PAST OVER AND OFFERINGS ON ALTAR.
- PURIFY AND OPEN CIRCLE, LIGHT PUMPKINS
- CALL HECATE, SPEAK OF THE LORD OF UNDERWORLD
- HECATE  BRINGS FORTH THE  BASKET OF APPLES
(POEM READ) AND  SHE PASSES THEM OUT
EACH PLACES APPLE BEFORE PHOTO AND SPEAKS ALOUD THE NAME AND 
RELATIONSHIP OF
THEIR LOVED ONE
- PRIESTESS GIVES POMEGRANATE SEEDS TO EACH AT ALTAR FOR PASSAGE INTO THE
UNDERWORLD AND THEN LEADS DESENT JOURNEY:

- ALL HOLD HANDS AND BEGIN DESCENT, CIRCLING COUNTERCLOCKWISE 
- HECATE LEADS SPEAKING WITH DEAD MEDITATION
- RETURN TO THE LIVING
- HECATE'S CIRCLE DANCE, WILD DRUMS!
- GROUND ENERGY, GIVE IT TO GAIA - CLOSE CIRCLE
- SUGGEST DUMB SUPPER, SHARING FOOD WITH THE DEAD

                 THE CALL TO HECATE

HECATE!
COME, THE MOON'S PATH OPENS BEFORE THEE-
FROM THY SECRET REALM DARK AS MIDNIGHT SEAS 
APPROACH THE CROSSROADS WITH THY WILD WOLVES
THOU THAT RUNS WITH THE FIERCE, RUN NOW WITH US-
GUIDE TO THE UNDERWORLD - SHE OF THE ANCIENT WISDOM
BLACK AS NIGHT, RED AS BLOOD!
WISE AS TIME, EVER LASTING...
LEAD OUR HEARTS TO THOSE BELOVED WHO HAVE PASSED ON
LEAD THIS SACRED CIRCLE OF NIGHT BEYOND THE VEIL!
GUIDE US IN WISDOM AND LET OUR HEARTS SPEAK TRULY!
HECATE! 
WHO ART THE SOUL'S MIRROR AND THE KEEPER OF THE KEYS-
COME, CALM ALL OUR FEARS ...
IN THE SILVERED SILENCE OF THE MOON!
IN THE HOWLS OF THE WILD!
FROM THE REALM OF TRANSFORMATION!
SHOW US THE REALITY OF RE-BIRTH!



HECATE GRANT US THY PRESENCE!
COME, GUIDE US, SO THE LIVING SPEAK WITH THE DEAD!

    HALLOWS HECATE CHANT

"AS THE DARKNESS NOW DRAWS NEAR,
SEE THE CYCLE OF THE YEAR-
AS THE LIGHT NOW GOES WITHIN ,
LET THE HALLOWS DANCE BEGIN!"

           CHANT:

(ALL CHANT) - "HEKAS, HEKAS,  HECATE !"
(Hey-kas, hey-kas, hey-ka-tee)
Come to us in cauldron dark
Grant  to us thy wisdom's spark.
Transform, transmute, and ring us in!
Tis' the hour to begin!
POWER now to us reveal
Of the turning of the wheel.

"HEKAS, HEKAS,  HECATE !"

Mother of Magick, faces three!

"HEKAS, HEKAS, HECATE!"

To the dance we now call thee!

"HEKAS, HEKAS, HECATE!"

Grant the ancient sorcery!

"HEKAS, HEKAS, HECATE,"

 Join with us SO MOTE IT BE!

"HEKAS, HEKAS, HECATE!"

               Descent Meditation



The drum begins to beat again (VERY SOFTLY) 
Make sure all have placed their photos on the altar!
Have each place apple on altar before photo and speak aloud the name of the
loved one they wish to speak to and who they were. When all are done and back
in circle, instruct all to turn to left,  place their right hand on the
shoulder of the person in front of them- LEAD SLOW  CIRCLE  PROCESSION

PRIESTESS:  Begin to walk to the beat of the drum, move slowly in a circular
widdershins path, Trust the circle, walk with small sure steps to the beat of
the drums.  Know that you are turning back in the universe to visit places
and times gone from this realm.  Each step takes  you further from this world
and into another.  The place you seek is not of this plane.  As you move
slowly, know that your step must be steadfast.  Now close your physical eyes
and concentrate all vision to your Spiritual Eye.  Continue to walk slowly,
moving with the rhythm of the drum and sense our descent into the realm of
the Shades.  Rest any fears you might have.  The circle has been purified,
blessed and consecrated.  This is sacred space.  (PAUSE)  

As you descend deeper and deeper into the realm of the Dead, do not stop, do
not let go of one another; pay no heed to other voices...talk to no one.
Feel the sensation of  entering  another realm, of passing through the veil
of life and death. Be strong, have no fear - do not dwell on what lost
spirits say. (PAUSE)

Drums beat a bit faster, Circle moves faster, drums stop! (all stop where they
are)

"Stop!" We have arrived!  You are now in the Spirit World!  Here in this
place between the worlds, those who have passed over, live in our hearts and
minds in shadow form! (PAUSE)

In a moment you will open your eyes...but be mindful that you are still in
the Realm of the Shades.  Be diligent, be respectful.  Now open your heart
and hear the words of your Guide HECATE!  

                   Speaking With the Dead Meditation

Guide speaks:  

"Welcome!  Make yourself comfortable...sit or lie down.  Now close your
eyes... and begin to  breathe... slowly and deeply -  notice your breath -
and begin to engage your whole body in it's process.  As you inhale, do so



with every fiber of your being - it is as if every pore in your skin were
taking in the cool night air.  Feel the oxygen replenish your life's blood,
bringing you clarity of mind.  Now as you exhale, notice the calming
peacefulness which surrounds you.  Feel the stillness in that moment before
you next choose to inhale.  As you engage in this Magickal inner exchange of
Life Force and Spiritual calm, be aware that both hold equal lodging in this
cavernous space called the Shadow Realm.  Here...we shall find all that has
died. Now once again, concentrate on your breath,  and as you inhale,
concentrate the Life Force in Spiritual Vision. As you close your eyes, think
of one who was dear to you, remember a most special one, perhaps even a lost
feeling that has passed into this realm.  This may be a relative , a lover or
a friend, a companion most loved who you would like to speak to. Now is your
chance to honor them, send them your love and respect. Do you need to
complete unfinished matters with your loved one?   In their departure had
you not yet said to them what must be said?  You know that you must say to
them now what you did not have a chance to say in life.  Bring this treasured
one to mind, be open and relaxed - see them near.  

Now once again notice your breath...and as you draw in the Life Force, send
its essence to your heart...for it is there that the voice to be heard in
this world abides.  Feel your heart, breath into your heart. Now as you
exhale, send the message from your heart to that beloved one, speak the
things to them that you could not speak of before.  (pause)

Now you may listen,  allow the voice of your loved one  to speak back to you.
Say what they could not speak  before.  Listen carefully and remember all
that is said.........(let several minutes  go by).

When you feel that your communion is complete and you are ready, at your own
pace, come back to the world of the living. Come back to your body and know
your message has been heard, your offering received. When you are complete,
Open your eyes and give thanks...

KATLYN BREENE 1995



Desert Moon Circle
Winter Solstice 1997 

Introduction - Prst.:

"At Yule we honor the power of the night, it is a time of reconciliation, renewal and 
peace, forgiveness and hope, release and deep physical rest. We allow ourselves to 
imagine and dream of the possibilities within the Wheel of the Year. Yule is the first 
spoke of the Wheel and marks the conception of the Divine Child, the beginning of the 
return journey of the Sun to our World. 

"I invite you to participate with your inner peace and calm in our celebration, in which we 
have sought to honor the gift of the night as a dream. We pray this will help lead to our 
realization of that which is new and divine within ourselves, and what qualities we might 
conduct into the World." 

Cast Circle

"I conjure thee, Desert Moon Circle, both radiant and bright
and trace the boundary 'tween the world of man and the realms of light.
Be thou cleansed and prepared from rim to center,
Where Gods invoked may deign to enter.
All harm and fear from this place be banned,
A circle blessed, within we stand.
Be charged by the powers of the Old Ones!
So mote it be!" 

Purify circle w/ salt & water

By salt, the body of the Earth, and water through which life flows I do consecrate and 
purify all that this circle may hold. Mother be thou adored. 

Purify circle w/ fire & incense

By Fire and Air I do consecrate and purify all that this circle may hold. Father be thou 
adored. 

Call Quarters



Invoke God

Prst: 

"I do choose and welcome the God of the Vine, Dionysus, who has tasted the joys of Life, 
to speak within our dream-" 

Dionysus:

(He enters carrying a jug of wine and walks among all as he speaks) 

"Oh, How I dream of the world filled
With joy and laughter and light,
The pleasures that our sweet Lady brings,
The company of life, and the paradise I once held! 

I now dream of how I have touched the perfection of glory
With shining images in contrast to this season of repose.
I dream of a life in which I frolicked-
Running strong, free and wild through a
Pulsing world of emerald forests, and sunny glen. 

Behold, I am in the wine. The vines once tended with care
And pride now twist barren, fruitless, stark and alone. 

Where is the harm in remembering the fullness on the vine,
When we, clad in the cloak of golden sunbeams bathed in the streaming light of Summer? 

Pray join me in a dream, and revel in the silver moments of sheer pleasures of your life! 
Pour for each other and so you will serve yourself." 

(The wine is passed by Dionysus to the first person in the circle, who in turn serves the person next to 
him) 

Dionysus (served last) toasts to golden joy and rememberance of glory!

Prsts Invokes Hecate

"I do choose and welcome the Great Goddess of the Night,
Hecate of the Crossroads, to speak within our dream." 



Hecate Speaks :

"Thy feet have borne thee from the world of light,
Here dreams are wings for travelers on this longest night.
Know ye the way and expanse of the darkness?
Know ye thyself? 

Take caution, for the illusion of time
is a confusion to your desires!
Hold here until you are at last free to dream,
and find your own true will. 

This is a place of letting go, and picking up.
Keep only what you can bear and make use of-
Only fools and cowards carry that which is useless!
If it be dead, then bury it here,
If it twinkles for you- then possess it!
But take not one step, nor fly from this dark time
Lest ye know the shape and form of the destiny and direction you do choose. 

Your dreams are like a bird uncaged,
Hunt your true dream else it elude you!
Wealth? Talent? Pleasures? Respect? Love? Wisdom?
Dream that which you must to fulfill your becoming. 

Dread not, and tarry not within the luxury of this divine, protected slumber that you sleep.
This night is an ebony cradle, rocked by my unseen hand,
Slumber here, and dream immaculate and golden,
Here safe with me until you awaken anew with the light.
Beneath your pillowed heads, place these
then fly in dreams divine!" 

Recieve now the charm of true dreaming. 

Prst. & Prsts Invoke the Divine Child in unison:

"We do choose and welcome the Divine Child, conceived on this longest of nights, to now 
speak within our dream." 

Divine Child: 



(in white with gold robe, enters carrying a golden bowl, a light shines up from within it, He is smiling). 

"Follow my voice to find me,
I cannot be without you,
And have waited an eternity. 

The world has never seen what I might be,
and none would dream how great a gift I bear,
But through you.
My radiance might illuminate a world,
I might change everything, I might change little things,
I await within a dream. 

Born out of the night,
I am a reflection of a longing within you,
I sparkle in a grand fountain of your innocence.
I am eternal, I am pure beyond compare, and I am new. 

Know me as the Child that becomes the Sun-
the Child that grows to become the Lover,
I am the One who will come.
I await to emerge from these shadows, seek me here.
My light will seduce heaven and Earth like a reunion of
the separated lovers that they have become.
I am a golden ring spinning, suspended at center of your forehead,
and I am a rainbow that encircles the Earth.
I beckon you bear me passage to your world,
I am the Truth that can reconcile all things and bring Peace.
Pray show me your world,
And carry me upon your expression.
Guide me to the threshold
Of the palace of of your soul,
the heart where your dreaming begins and ends. 

I bring you each a candle to take with you,
for you to celebrate our union
when you find me within your dreams." 

(Divine Child distributes candles)

Prsts:



"We now awaken, partners in a dream, partners in a circle, partners in a world we love. 
We can heal, we can change, we can be complete. Let us bless this world that is our 
partner and visualize a sphere that holds the joys that are within us. Concentrate on every 
precious moment that has been given to us, bring to this sphere our collective love and 
desire for harmony and healing, see the light return to the earth!" 

"Close your eyes and sense a sphere of energy created within this circle. We now open our 
hands and touch this sphere, holding it with hands at hip level." 

"We can heal, we can change!"
(together chant) "We can heal, we can change!" 

Now we bring the sphere higher with skyward palms raising it to our shoulders! 

"We can heal, we can change!"
"We can heal, we can change!" 

Prepare to release our heart's prayer on magick wings towards the very soul of the World 
with thanks, hope, and healing for all life! 

"Release!" "We can heal, we can change!"
"We can heal, we can change!" 

Prst:

All men here of good cheer and hope, help us run the Yule log and so bless all within this 
house, and its lands, and each other. The count is three, now off and out we go and greet 
the sweet, brisk air of night!!! 

(Men carry Yule log outside and run all the way around the house or property 3 times to bless and 
protect it, Women cheer them on!) 

Prsts:

Let us all help to turn this Wheel of the Year and so by change in measure to the time and 
season! Let us have a hand in the cycle of the World and the mysterious ways of Goddess! 

Prsts. reads Yule log blessing 

(Prst. places log in fire. All watch log begin to burn while songs are sung) 



Yule Log Blessing

As the old Yule log is consumed, so is the Old year.
May our regrets be forgotten, as the fire warms our hearts
Let the past be blessed for its lessons, and left there-
As we move on to the New year.
With this blazing hearth we welcome the returning Sun and its promise of prosperity and 
joy. 

As the new Yule log is kindled, so is the new year begun.
From the ashes of the dying sun a new one is born.
As our ancestors did,we celebrate the returning light in this fragrant fire,
Every ending is a new beginning.
Blessed be the Yule fire! 

May the Yule log burn so bright
May all good enter with the light
Prosperity and peace on earth
We welcome with the suns rebirth.
Yule Fire blaze! Yule log burn,
As the Year Wheel now does turn!
Blessed Be! 

Close circle.

After feasting, Gifts are exchanged and special children's stories read



                PAN RITUAL FOR LARGE GROUP
                         BY KATLYN

          VERSES FROM DION FORTUNE AND CROWLEY

                         THE RITE 
                          OF PAN

                  1991 - FRIDAY NIGHT

(LISTEN FOR THE DRUM PROCESSION AFTER DARK)

ancient ways- KATLYN

"PAN IS ALL, ALL IS PAN,
COME, OH GOAT GOD, COME AGAIN!
IO PAN!"
EVOE, HO! IACCHE! HAIL, O HAIL!

- PLEASE BRING CHALICE OR WINE CUP, 
- AN OFFERRING TO PAN, 
- OBJECTS TO BE CHARGED UPON THE ALTAR
- DRUMS, RATTLES, MASKS
- PLEASE WEAR LOOSE GARB 
SUITED FOR THE WILD DANCE

All participants gather in another area and join in a procession lead by a
torch bearer and drummers  to meet at the site. The participants should all
bring Wands and offerings to Pan*. When all are settled around the altar, 
The drumming quiets .... A pan pipe is heard playing in the distance 

-GREETINGS-

PRIEST:
 Welcome to the Rite of Pan!
 Let us open our hearts to the Wild -
 Bring thy offerings and objects to be charged with 
 energy of  life to the altar of the Goat Foot God.
 We call to the wild wood, we call to Earth, 
 We call to Pan to bless us with his presense!
(DRUMS BEGIN TO PLAY SOFTLY AS THEY BRING FORWARD OFFERINGS)



 

OPENING  INVOCATION  ROUND (CUE FROM PRIESTESS)

NORTH - RETURN TO EARTH O GREAT GOD PAN!
 COME AT OUR CALL - SHOW THYSELF TO MAN-

EAST - OPEN THE DOOR THAT HATH NO KEY
 THE DOOR OF DREAMS, WE CALL TO THEE-

SOUTH - SHEPARD OF GOATS ON THE WILD HILLS WAY
 LEAD THY FLOCK FROM DARKNESS TO DAY-

WEST - PAN IS ALL AND ALL IS PAN.
 COME, OH GOAT GOD, COME AGAIN!

PRIEST RECITES "HYMN TO PAN" PRIESTESS DANCES 

SECOND INVOCATION ROUND- (CUE FROM PRIESTESS)
 
NORTH -  HARKEN NOW, FOR THE VEIL IS RENT 
 SENSE PAN'S PRESENSE, CATCH HIS SCENT- 

EAST -  PAN APROACHES, PAN IS NIGH 
  WITH CLOVEN HOOF AND GLEAMING EYE

SOUTH - EACH BREATH HE FILLS WITH LUST AND LIFE
  CARRIED AWAY FROM WORRY AND STRIFE

WEST -  LISTEN NOW AND HEAR HIM PRANCE
  HE WELCOMES US TO JOIN THE DANCE!

PRIESTESS-
 "LORD OF THE WILD, LORD OF EARTH
  DANCING HOOFS BRING JOY AND MIRTH
  GOAT FOOT GOD COME PLAY THY TUNE
 LORD OF THE MOUNTAIN, LOVE OF THE MOON
 
 PAN IS ALL AND ALL IS PAN.
 COME, OH GOAT GOD, COME AGAIN!
 
 PAN IS ALL AND ALL IS PAN.



 COME, OH GOAT GOD, COME AGAIN!

 PAN IS ALL AND ALL IS PAN.
 COME, OH GOAT GOD, COME AGAIN!
 EVOE!, IO PAN! IO PAN! IO PAN! 
 (ALL JOIN IN)

"OPEN THINE HEARTS AND YE SHALL SEE THE PRIEST OF PAN-"

 PAN ENTERS WITH SATYRS AND NYMPHS AND SHOUTS:
"WHO DRINKS WITH ME?"
 ALL SHOUT: 
"WE DRINK WITH THEE!"

-PAN APPROACHES PREISTESS, 
"WHO DRINKS WITH ME?, 
"WE DRINK WITH THEE!"

-PAN THEN APPROACHES THE CENTER 
 THE QUARTERS RESPOND, "WE DRINK WITH THEE!"

SATYRS AND MAENADS ENTER DANCING AND "FOLLICKING" IN A LUSTY MANNER, 
SATYRS
CASTING ROSE PETALS AND PERFUMES UPON THE CROWD- MAENADS BEARING 
CHALICES OF
MEAD TO SHARE WITH ALL- THEY ENCOURAGE ALL TO DANCE AROUND THE FIRE -
DRUMMING AND MUSIC BUILD! 
     IO PAN!!! 

TO CLOSE (IF REQUIRED)

PRIEST AND PRIESTESS SIGNAL THE BACCANTAE TO GATHER AROUND THE ALTAR, ALL
SPRAWL TOGETHER IN JOYOUS EXHAUSTION-

PRIEST:

 PAN IS ALL AND ALL IS PAN.
 WE THANK THEE GOAT GOD, COME AGAIN!
 
 PAN IS ALL AND ALL IS PAN.
 WE THANK THEE GOAT GOD, COME AGAIN!



 PAN IS ALL AND ALL IS PAN.
 STAY WITHIN THE HEARTS OF MAN!

PAN RETREATS BACK INTO THE WOOD, AND GIVES HIS BLESSING...MAENADS AND 
SATYRS
FOLLOW-

ALL SHOUT:  IO PAN!



                           VENUS RITE

(Venus is concealed by a cloak of sea blue, after she is revealed she begins
to dance to ancient Greek music, "--- " indicates pauses for the dance)

THOU ART VENUS- (CLOAK OPENS, CONCH BLOWS)
AND FROM THY ESSENCE ARE FED
ALL STARS AND STREAMS, THE LIVING AND THE DEAD,
ALL SHOWERS AND SUNS,MOON-TIDES THAT WAX AND WANE;
(ACOLITE TAKES CLOAK)
THE MYSTERIES EARTHLY, OF PLEASURE AND PAIN.---

THOU ART THE MAIDEN AND THE MOTHER!
THOU ART THE SPEAKING SEA!
THOU ART THE EARTH AND ITS FERTILITY!
LIFE, DEATH, LIGHT, DARKNESS, RETURN TO THEE--

TO THEE!---

THOU ART LOVE, 
AND TO THY BEAUTY SOULS ARE DRAWN
LIKE THE CHALICE, THE STAG AND THE RAIDIANT DAWN,
ALL GLORIES OF THE UNIVERSE TO THEE BOW DOWN,
LIKE THE FLOWER BLOSSOM AND MAIDEN BLUSH, DO THEE WEAR CREATION'S 
CROWN.---

THOU ART THE PRIESTESS, THE SACRIFICE, THE SHRINE,
THOU ART THE SACRED FIRE AND LIFE OF THE DIVINE!---

GODDESS ART THOU,
 THE STAR OF LIGHT UPON THE BROW
THE FLAME AND FUEL OF THE BREAST;
THOU ART THE MOON, ENRAPTURED AND POSSESSED.---

HIDE THEE SWEET RIVER; WELCOME TO THE SEA,
OCEAN OF LOVE THAT ENCOMPASS THEE!
BLESSED BE VENUS APHRODITE!
(VENUS STEPS FORWARD TO SPEAK- ACOLITE BLOWS CONCH)

 VENUS SPEAKS:
"OF EARTH -THE FAIREST FLOWERS ARE GIVEN UNTO THEE"



(MAIDEN HANDS VENUS BASKET, SHE TOSSES FLOWER PETALS)
"OF WATER - THE  SHELL,THE WOMB OF THE SEA"
(ORATOR HANDS LARGE CLAM SHELL TO VENUS, SHE PASSES COWRY SHELLS TO ALL)
"OF FIRE - SWEET SMOKE TO INSPIRE PASSION  AND LOVE"
(MAIDEN HANDS CENSER AND INCENSE TO VENUS,HOLDS CENSER WHILE VENUS PUTS 
ON
INCENSE AND FANS IT)
 "OF AIR - HEAVEN'S MESSENGER,THE WINGS OF THE DOVE..."
(ORATOR BRINGS FORWARD THE BASKET WITH THE LIVE DOVE AND HANDS IT TO
VENUS, ALL WALK OUTSIDE, START CHANTING AND DRUMING-"WE ALL COME FROM 
THE
GODDESS")
(VENUS ANNOINTS DOVE WITH ROSE WATER AND RELEASES IT TO FLY AWAY)
SAYING:
"BLESSED BE THE GODDESS OF LOVE'S FERTILE POWER-
HEIROS GAMOS! THE MYSTIC BOWER"
ACCEPT THEE NOW THIS OFFERING OF LOVE
RECEIVE OUR PRAYERS ON THE WINGS OF THE DOVE!
SO MOTE IT BE!

PROPS:

- FIRE FAN - INCENSE - CENSER - CHARCOAL
- CLAM SHELL - COWRIES - CHALICE - ROSE WATER AND SALT
- LARGE BASKETS (2) AND ROSE PETALS 
- BASKET FOR DOVE
- DRUMS FOR CHANT AND PROCESSION
- VEIL OR CLOAK TO REVEAL VENUS
- SCRIPTS - MUSIC TAPE

COSTUMES:

- VENUS IN TRANSPARENT BLUE/GREEN TUNIC, BEADED SHELL KETIS GIRDLE AND 
ROSE
HEADDRESS, 
- WOMAN ORATOR IN WHITE TUNIC WITH ROSE WREATH 
- MAIDEN IN WHITE TUNIC HOLDS TORCH



                       OTHER INVOCATIONS AND RITES

                           CALL TO PROSERPINA
                     (introduction to Snake Dancer)

Proserpina, Pluto's bride, of spirit realms divine,
Guide us through thy underworld and wisdom serpentine.

All life and death through thee doth flow-
Infernal queen deep seeds do sow,
That we may dream unfettered flights
and soar within thy starless nights.

All dark shades do thee command
in shadows rich in Hades land.
Now Bring us to thy serpent dance 
that turning, twining, causes trance.

Proserpina, Pluto's bride, of spirit realms divine,
Guide us through thy under world and wisdom serpentine
EVOE Proserpina!

                  THE CALL TO HECATE

COME, THE MOON'S PATH OPENS BEFORE THEE-
FROM THY SECRET REALM DARK AS MIDNIGHT SEAS 
APPROACH THE CROSSROAD OF WOLVES, THY WILD MINIONS
THOU THAT RUNS  WITH THE FIERCE, RUN NOW WITH US-
DRIVE OUR FOES INTO THE DENSE IMPASSABLE FORESTS- 
COME LIKE A FIRE BLAZING AS HIGH AS IF THE FIRMAMENT
WERE KINDLED BY THE WIND'S GREAT POWER 
 THEY WILL BE CALMED BY THE CALLING OF THY NAME!
GUIDE OF THE UNDERWORLD- OF THE ANCIENT WISDOM
BLACK AS NIGHT, RED AS BLOOD
WISE AS TIME, EVER LASTING...
 HECATE! 
WHO ART  THE SOULS MIRROR AND THE KEEPER OF THE KEYS
ENTER THERE UPON THE CHAMBER WHERE INFIDELS
BEAR ALOFT THEIR WEAPONS OF WAR
STRIKE THERE WITH THINE EYE WHICH PENETRATES ALL DARKNESS



AND RELEASE THOSE WHO PROFAIN THE BLESSED NIGHT!
COME, CALM ALL FEARS OF THOSE WHO ARE THY CHILDREN.
IN THE SILVERED SILENCE OF THE MOON
IN THE CRIES OF ALL PASSION
IN THE HOWLS OF THE WILD 
HECATE GRANT US THY PRESENCE!
COME, MAY THE DARKNESS DANCE WITH THE LIGHT!

CHANT:
"AS THE DARKNESS NOW DRAWS NEAR
SEE THE CYCLE OF THE YEAR
AS THE LIGHT NOW GOES WITHIN 
LET THE HALLOWS DANCE BEGIN-"

                  TO NIGHT (ADAPTED FROM ORPHIC HYMN)

Now let us sing of Mother Night!
Come, thou whose circle is endless flight
She whose body from celestial stars is made,
upon whose breast are souls are laid
Mystery, black as midnight's heaven far,
yet brilliant as the silver star.
Thy realm is the void primordial skies,
light and life in thy hand  lies.
Dreams and soft ease attend thy train
lead drifting sleep to Orphic strain.
Nikta, decked with starry light
Rests deep silence,indwelling  ebon night.
Goddess of phantoms, of shadow plays
whose body divides the sun lit days.
She from whom  all Gods and men were born
She we seek when the veil is torn...
Be present Goddess with mysteries abound
let the dark's wisdom by mortals be found!



Lost Homeric Hymns 

(c) 1995, Areia Daphnaia 

1.  To Artemis (I) 
2.  To Iris (I) 
3.  To Hebe (I) 
4.  To Hebe (II) 
5.  To Selene (I) 
6.  To Ares (III) 

Lost Homeric Hymn to Artemis (I)

Great Goddess Artemis, Maiden Huntress,
Magnetic sharer of the crescent moon,
Grant me understanding of all that is Wild and Natural,
Grant me the power of chastity,
Grant me the loving force of the Mother,
Grant me transcendation from the ordinary.

You are She who Roams the Woods Alone,
Never afraid to face the dangers of the unknown,
Instill in me this sense of pride
In the naked face of the God Phobos.
I revel in the silvery shafts of your bow and arrow,
O Kynthia, Phoebe, Daphnaia, Korythalia,
Member of the true Holy Trinity,
Spread Your Wisdom to those who will not listen,
Or let me continue your legacy for You,
O Howling Huntress, O Moon Maiden.

Lost Homeric Hymn to Iris (I)

Sing, Muse, of the Great Goddess Iris the fleet-footed,
Protectress of the Rainbow, guardian of secrets.



Sing of her magnificent wings of many colours,
And Her radiant, all-encompassing beauty.
Good, gracious Goddess, grant me 
Temperance, sensitivity, and understanding, O swift messenger.
I will be sure to remember You in another song,
Whether or not You remember me.

Lost Homeric Hymn to Hebe (I)

Note: I don't see Hebe in the traditional fashion. She has always struck me as an underappreciated, 
dissatisfied Goddess--the Goddess of Annoyed Adolescence, not carefree youth. The following hymns 
reflect this. 

Sing to me, Muse, of the rosy Goddess Hebe, 
Crowned with blooming violets and daffodils,
And other buds of Spring.
She of the Lovely Ankles, 
Bringer of Youth,
Sympathiser to adolescents,
She never ages, but stays forever a teenager.

Light-footed Hebe,
Who carries the golden plates
Through the halls of mighty Olympos.
Skilled waitress, devoted Lady in Waiting, 
Patroness of petty household chores galore.

Her golden hair bounces 
As She crosses the fields of the sky,
Hebe, who has a heavy heart,
Daughter of Hera and Zeus,
Sister to skilled Hephaistos,
Eris, Eileithyia, and violent Ares.

She has had to do the dishes
For over 2,000 years,
Still Her complaints go unanswered,
But I shall remember you,
O Great Goddess Hebe,
I shall sing of you in another song.



Lost Homeric Hymn to Hebe (II)

Remind me, O Muse, of the Goddess Hebe,
Keeper of the sacred nail file!
Hebe, who has many jeebies,
Makes Her way amongst the Proud Twelve,
Muttering and sighing as She picks up debris.

Hebe, who married strong Herakles,
Yet who was not even mentioned
In His A&E television biography last week.

Hebe, who possessed great ingenuity,
Yet reads the Olympian Enquirer cover to cover.

Hebe, whose Nordic golden hair
Frames Her annoyed, lovely face
And reminds all who look upon Her
That She is still the Goddess of Eternal Youth,
And needs to be appreciated.

Lost Homeric Hymn to Selene (I)

I'll start the singing By invoking the Bright Goddess the beautifully tressed Selene Hyperion's child 
Daughter of brightness I praise you infinitely, She of the Lovely Hair That streams behind you as you 
ride Your four milky-white mares through the stream of the sky Divine patroness of becoming a full and 
complete nymph a recognised woman Divine ruler of Night Puller of the silver strings Of Poseidon's 
mighty tides Magnet of all life Surveyor of Gaia's fertility Whose green grass Grows wild and free 
Under my maiden's feet Goddess to whom I'm singing this song to whom I shall always be singing For 
though you are not of the Twelve there you ride nontheless I bid thee safe journey, Bright One And I 
will remember you in another song 

Lost Homeric Hymn to Ares (III)

Note: For this one, first look at the real Homeric Hymn to Ares, because this is a direct parody of it. 



Ares, raging force,
Ares, chariot breaker,
Ares wears tarnished helmet,
Ares has broken heart,
Ares, shield-stabber,
Ares, destroyer of city,
Ares has armour of hate,
Ares has blood-covered arms,
Ares is always tired of life,
Ares, cruel with spear,
Ares, outcast of Olympos,
Ares, distant from Nike,
Who Herself is distant from Him,
Ares, devoid of Justice,
Ares is hated by both sides,
Ares, leader of most angry men,
Ares abuses staff of manhood,
Ares twists His fiery death cycle
Among the seven-sgned tracks
Of the aether, where bloodthirsty chargers
Bear Him with passion
Over the forgotten Third Orbit!
Hear me,
Bane of mankind,
Dispenser of youth's unbridled energy,
Scream down from up there
Your crimson light
Into our peaceful lives,
And your martial ardour,
So that I can embrace in
Cruel cowardice
In my head,
And encourage the delicious rush 
Of my spirit, and incite
That shrill voice in my heart
That provokes me
To enter the chilling din of battle
You, ferocious God,
Give me mercilessness,
Let me linger
In the fierce dance of war,
And thus embrace
The battles with enemies



And the fate of a violent death.
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 Under construction! 

Miscellaneous Verse by Areia Daphnaia 

●     Light Verse 
●     Those Who Call 
●     For Hera 
●     Haiku 

Goofy Hymns to the Immortals

(written one very silly night) -To The Twelve- I love you guys, I think you're swell! I seek you as a 
Frenchie Would seek the Pimpernel. -To Dionysos- You swingin' cat, You're so divine! (I sing this 
though I don't drink wine.) -To Persephone- O, groovy chick, Your hair's so pale, And your head is 
covered With a dark black veil. But you look pretty good In your sparkling gems And I get the feeling 
You and Hades are--friends! -To Ares- Hey, Big A, You're outta sight! So, where have you planned 
Your next big fight? -To Aphrodite- Let's all now praise Our good friend 'Dite, 'For She goes off with 
Ares To spend the nightie. 

Those Who Call

(inspired by a lovely card I have) Beneath Her place so high and mighty, Along the shore lies Aphrodite, 
And as She bathes in deep sea water, She is, again, the ocean's daughter. Above Her, magnets pull the 
tides And silver-white Selene rides And to her left the Huntress waxes While waning Hekate, right, 
relaxes. Below her, speeding through the waves, The grand Earthshaker misbehaves. But soon He calms 
His wild domain And nymphs disperse like gentle rain. 

For the Glory of Hera

(Note: This poem has a lot of eighteenth-century references, so beware!) (Part I) I must strive to be a 
better poetess, And today I do so for the glory of Hera. Herakles may be that by name, but not by nature. 
He denies the peacock's eyes While I, I take the white arm and Place it gently between my hands. So 
lovely and bejeweled, white arms intertwined With ingenious snakes, golden scales and ruby eyes, 



Mouths that open and snap shut. Circling around The model of queenliness, they twinkle with 
knowledge. Glorious rings, clinking bracelets, diadem, and magnificent Necklace-- all the work of the 
Divine Smith, who now Enjoys the true Mother-Love. His brother never will. (Part II) The poem shall 
not end there. It does not give Her full credit. No-one ever does, And nothing is ever enough, for the 
Granddaughter Goddess Granddaughter of Gaia, the abundance of earth, the warm heart often spent, 
often exhausted by men. Regal always, the spirit of royalty, The very dilution of an aristocrat. She is 
wary of Kypris, the young coquette. Flitting in Air, She laughs. She walks beside Her in a delirium, A 
precious Rococo fantasy. Rustling peach silk brocades, ruffled petticoats Collapsable panniers, frothy 
engengeantes, Echelles and pearls and lace and love, Little pretty shoes for flirting with nature. How 
different a figure She makes beside the Baroque matron! Velvet and voluptousness, richness and 
darkness. Still beautiful, but a grave sarabande And not a sprightly badinerie. But Mother Hera still 
sparks the flame, Of desire, of anger, of passion, of spirit. The cool marble never hides the copper bursts. 
The formalities ease Her countenance. 

Some Select Haikus

-For Ares- The bloody ragings Of You, the lonesome War God Haunt me to the depths -For Artemis- 
The Maiden Huntress Now hitches up Her chiton And joins the dancing -For Aphrodite- Foam of the 
bright sea Echoes in Her laughing eyes And Her caresses. -For Hebe- Cold, gray stone Goddess yet still 
crowned with daffodils clean another dish -For Hermes- God on the mountain Through the blooming 
pasture flies Bringing nymphs His charms 
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                 DEFINING SACRED SPACE

                     Pat Dunn Jr.

I.  Erecting the Temple

Censor is lit, and a brand therefrom is dipped into water to make 
Khernips.  See the prayer of the Flame and the Khernips.  [below]

Cup and Dagger are taken up in the left and right hands.  Priest shouts:

Hekas Hekas Este Bebelloi!

He or she then says:

"Let these Holy Instruments be carried about the Bomos."

on the first Circumambulation.  (Opening circumambulations are
clockwise.)

On the second circumambulation:  "With Will I cleanse this Temple and 
define the Sacred Precinct."

On the third circumambulation:  "With love I cleanse this temple and 
define the sacred precinct."

A circle of protection should be visualized.

The precinct is sprinkled with Khernips and fumed saying: "I purify with 
water" and "I sanctify with fire."

The temple is closed by the Priest walking counterclockwise once about 
the Bomos, then knocking on the Bomos with the hilt of the dagger, saying 
"I now declare this temple duly closed."

I.  Prayer of the Flame

Prometheus, who brought this flame to Earth
Was bound for it, and tortured daily for
An eagle eats his liver: by this use



We set Him free.  All holy things hold heat,
All living things are flame, the flame of love
Of sex, of war, of anger: these all burn
As this flame burns, a doorway to the Gods,
A path up high Olympus, which we climb
To offer gifts to all the Deathless Gods.
We light a flame to guide us to the Truth,
We light a flame to warm our frigid hearts,
We light a flame to honor ancient Gods.

II.  Prayer of the Khernips

Into the water let the fire plunge!
We wash our hands together, one by one,
And purify ourselves, we wash our hands
Of hatred, pain and jealousy, of fear,
Of enmity and cowardice, of lies,
We wash our hands together: we are one
Before the Gods, we stand together, One.



        Phanes
        or
        Dionysus and the Gardener

        by Pat Dunn Jr.

        

Oh Sacred Muse, I ask that You should grant
Your secrets, whispered soft, and tell of him
Who with the holy twice born God once walked
And what they said, those two, upon their talk
Through gardens where asphodel spread its blooms.

The hand of Spring had lit upon the world,
Had touched the grass, and teased the bud to burst
In spiraled, tender leaves, which daily stretched,
With silent groans, to touch the wind-whipped sky.
And through a garden walked a shirtless youth,
His carmel skin well-oiled with drops of sweat,
His breast twin swells of muscle, cleaved between
And capped with rosy buds, and downy hair.
He knelt before a plant and touched its sprout
As he would touch a friend.  He licked his lips
And swept his dark and flowing hair away
From hazel eyes, which peered to better see
If any blight upon the plant had struck.
A hand then fell upon his naked back
And startled him; he jumped and turned to see
A man in modern dress, who held a rod.
"Who are you?" asked the youth, his heart athrob.
"Why are you here?  Are you a friend of hers?"

"Of whose?" spoke he, with voice that shook the sky,
"Of hers?  Of she who owns this land?  I am
A friend to everyone who walks on Earth,
To tree and man and woman, am I a friend.



To deer and wolf and dog, am I a friend.
I drink with every stupid fool at night,
And sing in every song that's ever sung,
I cry with those who drown their lives in wine,
I sing with those who celebrate their joys."

"What is your name?" the youth now asked, quite full
Of fear that this strange man might be insane.

"Dionysus is a name I've had, but there
Are many others, such as Zagreus,
Or Phanes, when the world was newly made
And I was all the Light that Chaos spewed.
Of titles I have had more than my share,
The Twice-Born God, or He Who Loves The Vine."

The youth stepped back.  "How can it be that you
Are some dead God, long dead, and yet stand here?"

"It's true," said He, "I am insane, you know
Though every God and Man is also mad."

"You are no God.  Remove yourself from here,
Before I call for help."
                                        The youth broke off.
The Holy stranger raised his pine-tipped rod,
And all the garden trembled, tenderly,
As if in ecstasy it quivered, then
Up sprang the vines and covered all the land,
They climbed the trees, and swarmed upon the fence,
Encased the house, and wriggled up the path;
And then, upon the vines the fruit burst forth,
Rich grapes, of red and gold they burst, and hung
Upon the vines, where Phanes plucked a few
And squeezing them, let fall their juices ripe
Into his mouth.  He smiled, and raised his hand,
His hand, with purple stained, his hand, of might.
"I am He," He said, "who moves your heart,
I am He who pleasure brings to you
And terror too, for true it is, not false,
That fear the greatest gifts of Tyche bring."

The youth fell down, upon his dirty knees,



"My God!" he said, "How wrong have we all been!"

"Oh youth, oh beauty, stand.  I am a God
Who loves to see the other Gods well loved.
No jealousy within My Heart can hide,
Or I will root it out, as if a weed
Had grown amid the vines that make the grapes."
He stretched his hand out to the supine youth
And helped him up.  The touch of Holy Flesh
Sent shocks of pleasure through the mortal frame,
And some of it, mortality, did waste
And turn to God, as grape juice turns to wine.

"Why are You here?" in awe the youth asked him,
"Why me, of all the people who live on Earth?"

Then Phanes took the youth's hard calloused hand
And led him down the path; the vines all rolled
Like ocean waves before the prows of boats,
Or air around a swiftly running horse.
"My friend," the God began, "I came to tell
The Will of Zeus, My Father, Who on high
Has ordered life and death, has cut and bound
The wills of humans.  I will bring his Word,
And mix with Mine the truth of deathless Gods."

"Then speak!" said he whom Gods had blessed, "then speak,
And I will listen close, and take good note
Of all You say, for now I must believe
That You speak truth, yet I will judge Your words.
They say a tree that gives a sickly fruit
Cannot be good, and he who works for ill
Is truly ill, and this seems wise to me."

"So wise it is," said Phanes, "wise and true,
And I will speak, and give you full account
Of why I came to Earth, of hymns to sing,
Of works to do, and gifts to give to Gods,
Of what you are, and what you once will be,
And even what We are, the Gods who dwell 
In endless bliss above your mortal heads."

"Above our heads?  Can this be so?  To dwell



Within the sky, as if You were a bird?"

"Not quite.  The Gods dwell everywhere, and are
Within your body, in the boundless sky,
And here upon the stony sands of Earth
At once, for We are bodiless, and can
In many places dwell, and move as fast
As wind, or thought, or light that spears the night.
Now listen, youth, and hear the birth of Gods
Within the sprouting seed, or on the wind.

"The Deathless Gods are twelve," Bright Phanes said,
"And they are numbered thus, now take good note:
All Holy Zeus is first, and Hera too
Then all the rest, with Hestia let us start,
Then Hermes swift, and bright Apollo, Lord
Of Pythia, His sister chaste, the sweet
Queen Artemis, Who rules over hunts,
And Aphrodite, She who sows the seeds
Of lust in brave and bloody Ares' chest,
Though She to Craft's Hephaestus is a wife.
Demeter then, the Goddess of the corn,
And Poseidon, Who rules on the waves.
Athene brave and wise will humbly step
To show Herself, in wonderful array."

"Then why," the youth replied, "are You a God
When Your own list does not Your name take count?"

"These twelve are greater than the other Gods,
And dwell in bliss, but there are other Gods,
Like Hades grim, Who keeps the dead a bit,
And Pan of Forests Dark, Who roams and pipes,
And Nyx, the Queen of Dark, Whom all Gods fear,
And Eris, Discord's Queen, a Goddess Who
Makes jokes and strange coincidence to come.
And then there are the Daemons, flying swift
To do the deeds of Gods, and do them well.
Like Iris, riding rainbows through the sky,
Or Morpheus, delivering the dreams
That warn or scare or sooth the sleeping one.
And Me, the God of Pleasure, standing here."



"Oh, Lord," the youth replied, "You speak of things
I cannot understand.  Are You within 
My mind alone?  Or do You stand and talk
As I should swear I see You do.  Pray tell!"

"Oh, Youth, I kiss your lips, and whisper this:
I am within, as lovers dwell within,
I am without, as lovers dwell without,
I am a figment of a maddened mind,
I am the signet of a sane man's brain,
I am the woman's breath upon your cheek,
I am the man's rough kiss upon your neck,
I am in every friend your arms embrace,
I am in every cup you drain in joy,
I am the grape you press into the vat,
I am the wine you pour into your glass,
I am the drunk's quite mad and wild tirade,
I am the compliments of learned men."

Upon his knees again the youth quick fell,
Though not because he wished to worship Him,
But for the strength of knees, which flowed away
At hearing all the words that Phanes said.

"Oh, be more strong, My Youth, My prince, My friend
For only weak and vain men need to kneel,
And My own priest is neither weak nor vain!"

He struggled to his feet, and spoke these words:
"My Holy Lord, forgive the weakness here.
I am but mortal -- "

                                "Hsst!  You speak half truth.
Know this, My Youthful One, and know it well
For never has the truth been granted you,
To man or woman, child or elder one:
You are a God, a God in seedling stage
Who grows through many winter storms, and like
The vines that grow around our feet, will lose
Your gorgeous leaves, will drop them to the mulch,
Will bear much fruit, from which we Gods will drink:
Your songs are fruit, your works of art, your lives
The lips you kiss, the enemies you make



And yet in spring your vines grow higher still
To reach the peak upon which Gods can dwell.
I know, for I have been a Man, and dwelt 
With you upon the Earth's bare breasts, and died
Like you will do, when winter's bite blows south.
But listen close:  If you should seek to be
A God today, before the time is right, 
We'll prune the vines you make to reach the sky,
And cut them back, that you might learn to pace."

The youth then stood and looked within the eyes
Of Holy Phanes.  They were deep, and black, 
And in them Chaos spun the world anew
And Cosmos struck Him down, and They contend.
The youth gasped back a scream, of joy or fear
He did not know, nor could he ever know.
The awe rose up in waves, like ocean spume
And drowned him in its ancient, horrible depth.

"Faint not, My priest, faint not, fear not, My priest
I come to you with words of Joy, and Song
And blessings poured like offerings from a cup.
Now that you have come to former strength,
Oh hear how worship of the Gods proceeds!"

"Oh, yes, I wish to know the holy rites
Now that the Gods have come and shown me
They are not fiction, I should like to give
Them many gifts, and seek Their favor, too."

"The rites are simple; complexity pollutes.
There are your prayers, and offerings to make.
These two: these simple two, well done will grace
Your life with peace, your heart with love, and give
Your mind a clear and graceful place to grow.
So hear: when you shall pray, you'll kneel down not,
But raise your arms to heaven, sing aloud,
Or if you pray to Sea, then stretch them out
Embracing Sea, and all that's held therein.
Or if you pray to Earth, or deepest Chthon
Then let your arms stretch down, and stamp your foot
Then speak the words in low and humble tone.



"Now offerings are simple too, and they 
Should be of perfect foods, or flowers gay
Or wines of crystal vintage, juices same, 
Or honey cakes, or incense on a flame.
Before you give the gifts, let water run
Upon your hands, that they may clean themselves
And wash your head, the back of neck, and face,
Then pour the cup upon the ground, then sip,
And slice the sacrifice, and taste, then burn
Or bury it beneath the sacred ground.
Then you will share the food you've won with Gods
Who will sit down and dine with you, as friends."

"The rites are simple," said the youth, amazed,
"No complex laws, no doctrinal decrees.
But say, what moral laws do Gods approve,
What conduct's right?  What's wrong?  What shall I do?"

"The Gods are deathless, They have seen it all,
And They condemn no actions made by you:
It is your place, as humans on the Earth,
To make your laws, and rules for living right.
No God will do it for you; this is Wrong
By laws which We decree among Ourselves.
But virtue is a constant, and includes
All Kindness, Honesty, and Gentle Words.
Here is a key by which you may yourself
Judge right or wrong: would you do similar
To one of Us, if We should come to you?
For what you do to you, you do to Us,
As every human hides an unborn God."

"I see," the gardener replied, "But then
You'll tell to me the purpose for our lives?"

"The Purpose?  What should make you think that We
Should have a thing to do with such a thing?
It is your life.  Why should the Gods decide 
What purpose it should have upon the Earth?"

"Then tell me, Phanes, Twice Born God of Life,
What else You feel a man like me should know
About the Gods, or Human life, or death,



About the wars, the fighting and the hate,
The fears of living, passions of our hearts
And everything a Priest of Yours should know!"

"I say to you, My gorgeous prince and friend
That there is pleasure: this is Our own gift
And while there's pain, you may in pleasure dwell
As We, the Deathless Gods, are said to do.
Hear me!  Before the sun has dropped beneath
The compass of the Earth, horizon's rim,
I'll show to you the bliss of Holy Gods,
And teach to you how pain is run away.
But first I'll tell My tale, now listen close,
For this is how it happened, how I came
To stand before you now, and speak these words.
When Chaos spun out light and Cosmos moved,
When roaring filled the skies, and lava hissed
Across the land like dragons, flowing swift,
When smoke belched forth from Earth, and stained the day
In misty blots of color, black and gray,
Then came I forth, and Phanes was My name!
I brought the light, and gave Dark Nyx Her birth,
I moved the lands, and swept the oceans down,
I brought the rains and then, the Gods did war
Upon the Titans old, the Ancient Ones,
Which I was then, and I was taken in
And swallowed whole by Zeus, the Holy One.
Now He gave me in seed to Kore sweet,
And I was born.  My name was Zagreus.
And I came forth, the Holy God's own spawn,
But Titans took My life, devoured Me.
And Zeus -- His wisdom is eternal -- struck
Them down, and from the ashes took my heart
And ate it up, thus giving rise to life,
For humans sprang therefrom, and took the Earth,
And thus the Titans lost Their rulership.
And Zeus slept with the Holy Semele
And She gave birth to Me, and called My name
Lyseus.  This is how I am the one
Born twice."

                In terror cast the youth about
And asked, "Bright God, where have we walked, and where



Do we now stand?"  The sky was red as steel
When bathed in heat.  No sun shone forth a light
Yet all was glowing, and along the banks 
Of some strange river, grew asphodel in
A thick and fragrant carpet, rich with life
Yet quiet, birdless, still and windless too.

"This River," said the God, "is Styx, and this
Is Hades' realm, where we now walk and speak,
But have no fear, I have been here before,
And I will comfort you, and keep you safe."
He rested then His hand upon the neck,
His arm along the back, and led the youth
Along the bone-white path, which many tread.

"Why am I here?" he asked, "Have I then died?"

"Bright youth, no such a thing!  You are alive
And will be hence for many, many years.
But mankind thinks that death's a mystery,
And so you're here, to prove them wrong, and see
That fear is nothing more than ignorance.
With knowledge dies all fear, and thus it's said
That knowledge brings along the gift of strength.
Yet true it is, you'll never conquer fear,
Nor should you.  If you fear, then do that thing
You fear, and if you die, then you are here
And life of fear is worse than death, by far."

"My Lord, I see you're right, for while it's strange
I have seen worse, and will, no doubt, again.
Tell me, since I'm here, may I converse
With those who've come before, the ancient ones?"

"The Heroes that have died?  You surely can
If they are here; for no one ever stays
In one place all the time.  They often go
Up to the Earth, or further, down below
Where Tartarus holds Titans, bathed in wrath."

"Why go there then, if Titans rule that land?"

"Because, my loved friend, they sometimes must.



For growing needs all times, both cold and hot,
Both winter's needed, summer's needed, both
Must be there or the seed will never sprout.
Now here's someone of whom you may have heard,
A Hero strong and brave, a man of war
Whom Homer wrote about, Achilles, friend
Has come before your face, now speak to him."

A warrior approached, in armored plates,
And holding up a spear, its point agleam.
"I am Achilles, victor over Troy
And man of wrath.  Why seek you here for me?"

The bloody gleam of brass upon his breast,
The calloused hand that gripped the sharp tipped spear,
And eyes of darkest black had caught the youth.
The youth could make no sound; his throat had seized.
His carmel skin becoming tender peach.

Achilles smiled then, "My dearest friend
You walk with Him I Love, and that is all
I need to know you are a godlike man.
So speak, and tell this warrior, myself,
What you should wish to say, to ask and know."

"Oh brave and noble man!  With what you know
Of life beyond the gates of sunset's tint,
Tell me, what would you change of life, if you
But could to life return, what would you change?"

"Young gardener, I would change not a thing,
I hold quite dear my errors, made beside
The things that I did right, for hear me now:
No life is made of 'rights' and 'wrongs' and such,
But 'done' and 'failed to do' will be your song
When you past life have moved into this realm."

Achilles then upon his heel turned, 
And with farewells dissolved into the mist.
The youth stood, shaking, pale of face and dry
Of mouth.  He licked his lips, then spoke to Him
And said, "My Lord, I must return to life
And do those things undone, must kiss and touch



The world.  Oh, Lord, how can it be that I 
Have gone for twenty years, and grasped no flames,
Have ridden over not a single fear, 
Or spoke no word of wonder at the sky,
And failed to speak the truth, to friends I loved,
And did not dance when music played, when wine
Was poured, I did not drink, when others sang
I held my tongue in fear I'd sing off-key.
I saw a sunset on the sea, and yet 
I did not paint it.  When I fell in love 
I wrote no sonnet, never told the one 
Who held my heart and now -- " he choked and gasped.
He wept, and in immortal Phanes' arms 
He laid his head, until the God said:
                                                        "Hush!
What sound is this, have you now sobbed for love,
For sunsets left unrendered, cups undrunk,
For life unlived while here you stand by Styx?
And why?  Because you were afraid to do
And so did not, and now you know you've missed
The chances life provides, and death cannot.
So dance!  If you are horrible, and trip
Then trip and fall with joy and ecstasy
And if the ones who watch you laugh and jibe
Then laugh right back, with louder, stouter laugh
And drain another cup of Life."
                                                
                                                "My God,
You speak the truth.  But may we see again 
The rising sun, the tumbling clouds, the grass
And all the bright and holy things of life?"

"Then dry your eyes, and look about you, boy,
For here we stand again upon your world."

The youth relaxed to see his land again
And that he stood within the garden, where
The God Who Loves the Vine appeared and spoke.

"Then tell me," said the Youth, "what else You say
And where else shall we go, to learn the truth?"

"What I should say?  Nay ask what you should say!



For truth is spoken both by Gods and Men --
The hand that grasps a friend in warm embrace,
The eyes that wink with drowsy, fuzzy sleep,
The breath that shapes the words of truthful love,
Or hate or fear or any other truths,
These things are holy too, not just My cup."

"What to avoid, though. . . what will lead astray?"

Great Phanes rumbled then, grew tall and gruff
And spoke as if the Youth had spat on Him:
"You ask what to avoid?  You want a list?
A line of thou-shalt-nots, like ants will sting
And bite and tear at all the beauty here:
Will strangle action, bite the head off youth
And pour like sluggish slime of mold from out
Our sacrificial cups.  My Dearest Priest,
Hear Me, for now I speak, and say to you,
Not 'do not kill' but 'love life and its joys.'
Not 'have no sex,' but 'pleasure pass in turn,'
Not 'do not lie,' but 'know truth is your gold.'
Not 'thou shalt not,' but 'do and do and do!'"

"But evil men," the youth replied, "will twist
Your words to evil ends, will say, 'I act
By Holy Phanes' Law, which is to do
And this excuses me from evil deeds.'"

"Yet I say not, do only good, for that
Is for all men and women to decide:
If they do ill, then they will live with ill,
If good they do, then good they will attract.
This is not God ordained, but simply so.
If evil men or women use My name 
To make excuse for evil deeds, then they
Are simply liars, this is all they are,"

"No answer that," the Youth did mutter low
"Yet I will keep it, hoping for the light
Of inspiration to illuminate
The depth of it, and teach me what it means."

"Quite wise," the God replied, to Youth's surprise



For he had never guessed the God could hear
What he had muttered, quiet, in the wind.
"Now you have asked what else I have to teach:
But one thing more, and this is happiness,
For all the gifts I give are nothing else
And would be worthless if it brought not joy
Along with wisdom, peace along with strength."

"Is happiness the goal of life to seek?"

"You seek it, do you not?"  The God then laughed.
"But some will no doubt say that happiness
Is sacrificed to duty, grim and grey,
But this is hardly so: for those who do
Burn happiness to fuel duty's flame
Do so with gritty joy, and love to say
How they have traded happiness for will.
This is a soldier's happiness, and grim
And dark and mortal.  We have other joys.
We dwell in bliss undying, where the winds
All blow with honey scent, and music sings
Unendingly.  Come to Olympus high
And meet the other Gods, and speak with Them
Then learn the key to Our Eternal Joy
That you may bring it back, like flame was brought
Yet without stealth you'll bring this flame to Earth
And thus shall suffer not the wrath of Zeus."

"My Holy Savior, I await the trip!"

"It's done," the God, all smiling, said, "we're here.
Olympus, where the Gods all dwell in bliss,
Now come, the Gods await us in this hall,
If you are ready, open then the doors."

The Gardener waged a war within himself:
To fling the doors or wait a moment more,
Those golden doors, with words all worked in brass,
In language strange, yet he could read them all:
"Know first Thyself," said one, another said
"All things in moderation"  Written there 
Were words of wisdom, keys to holy things,
Like "Seek yourself by standing still," and like



"Experience was why the Gods made Life."
The Youth let rest his hands upon the doors,
Which seemed to pulse with life beneath his palms.
He flung them wide, and light came streaming out,
And laughter, music, singing, with the scent
Of something strange and sweet, that made him stand
More tall, more bright, more beautiful and strong.
His shirtless chest like ripened fruit swelled out,
And all the dirt upon his knees and thighs
Was like an ornament.  He did not know
How Gods beheld him then, though if he did
He might have wondered at it, thinking odd
That Gods should find such beauty in a thing
Such as himself, of flesh and blood and bone
With sweat that carved a map of rivers down
His dirty back and arms, and stained his pants
A darker shade of brown.  He closed his eyes
Against the rushing light, then blinked and stared
At Gods all sitting round him in a ring.
At center there sat Hera, Zeus beside.
The Goddess Hera's belly swelled with life,
And in Her hand She held a round red fruit.
Her other hand did rest with fingers round
A scepter of the wood of cypress trees,
And crowning it, a bird that sang a song
That never ceased, save when the Goddess spoke.
Her hair was crowned with light, that flowed in rings
About her kind and lovely head, which dipped
In greeting to the mortal who now stood,
His knees both weak, before the deathless Gods.
Beside Her, Zeus sat up, upon a throne
Made out of gold.  He lifted up His hand
In gentle greeting to the gardener.
Blue flame shot back and forth from thumb to palm,
Between His fingers danced the crackling heat.
His hair in random breezes stirred and shook
For every hair that moved, a nation died,
For every hair, a mountain fell or rose,
And suns exploded in the Great God's eyes!
Yet love from out of Him flowed ceaselessly.
Sat to His left Athene, armor bound,
And holding up a spear, in calm salute.
An owl round Her head did flap and whirl,



Yet Her grey eyes, like polished slate both shone
And focused on the youth who trembled there.
And silently, Her stern composure fell
And She, with wisdom, smiled at the Youth,
Thus putting him at somewhat greater ease.
The Goddess Artemis then bowed Her head
In gentle tribute to the mortal youth.
This chaste and holy Goddess held a bow
And arrows too, and in Her eyes shone all
The moon surveys, the limpid lakes and glens
Where deer fly swift, escaping hunters' aims.
She wore a sash, this Sacred Goddess chaste,
Inscribed with words, "For hunters pray," it read.
She bowed Her Holy, silver lighted head.
Beside Her sat Her brother, Lord of Light
Apollo sat, and strummed a lyre while
Nine maidens in the corners sang their songs.
His eyes were black as coal, yet in them shone
Bright flecks of golden light, that swam and dove
Within the depthless depth of shining eyes.
Next Hermes raised His hand in light salute,
His body lithe and quick, and whirled round
With thoughts as swift as He.  His lips revealed
A flashing grin, so swift it came and went
That telling if it had been truly there
Was made impossible.  The God held up
A staff entwined with living serpents, crowned
With wings, that tore the humming air to shreds.
And then did Hestia rise and bow Her head
And sit again.  Around Her hovered rings 
Of flaming light, and in Her hand She held
A glowing torch, that wrapped Her in a shawl
Of peace and comfort.  She was motherly,
With long dark hair that flowed upon Her breasts
And wrapped in warmth and light, She smiled soft.
Then Poseidon's hand went up to greet
The gardener.  His eyes, as green as sea
And twice as deep did fix upon the youth,
And saw straight through to deepest depth of heart.
He held a triton, spear of triple teeth,
And in His other hand, He held a bowl
Of polished brass, on which small navies warred.
It was the sea, for fish as small as gnats



Leapt up and into tiny fishers' nets.
With every breath He took, the earth would shake
And tremble underneath the awe of Him.
Then Aphrodite, nude and innocent,
Let part Her lips, and uttered just a moan
Yet in that moan was wrapped the world tight,
A purple heat descended on the Youth
And Aphrodite smiled, creamy thighs
Fell wide apart, invitingly, and yet
Within Her face a deeper wisdom grew
And from Her eyes flowed Agape and Lust
In equal measure.  In Her hand She held
A girdle belt, upon which skillful hands
Had picked out letters, spelling "Love is Law".
Beside Her sat Hephaestos, strong and bare
Of chest, with leather apron gathered round
His craggy thighs.  He held aloft His tools:
A hammer and a pair of tongs to grasp
Hot metal when it met with hotter flame.
Beside Him stood a woman made of gold
And out of silver, stood a man, and they
Held dishes for the God to sample from.
And then, not sitting down, stood Ares firm
A sword within His hand, a sword that burned
With scarlet light and licking flames of pain.
He glanced at him, the Youth, and dipped His eyes.
His chest was bare of armor, shined with sweat
And muscles bulged at skin enwebbed in scars.
His face was locked in grimace. Those who loved
This hearty God were brave, for He gave war
And all contention, fighting, energy.
Yet when He loved, His love made harmony.

The Youth stepped back and bowed quite low to Them.
"They will not speak.  Have I done something wrong?"

Dionysus smiled.  "No, my Priest, 
They speak, and always spoke, to you, and all
The mortals on the Sacred Orb of Earth,
Yet mortals rarely listen, sad it is,
That they deny the truths We give to them."

The Youth then felt a feeling in his heart,



A swelling up, a growing forth, and knew
The Gods were speaking to him.  He would hear
In times to come, and sooner than he hoped.

"Now come," the God called Phanes said, "and hear
What else I have to give, the keys to joy,
That you might make your life a poem, and live
Instead of wait to die, as most men do."

And when the youth had turned his head around
The hall was gone, the sacred Gods, the songs
And music, gone.  Instead the garden grew
Around the youth, as he remembered it.
"A dream?" he said, but no, for Phanes stood
Upon the path, and in His hand He held
A single grape.  
                        "Now hear My words, oh Priest,
For now I tell you plain, the key to joy:
You share in you the Godly nature, which
Must dwell in bliss, in bursting joy, in all
That whirls, spins, or throws itself about
And says, I am I was I will to be,
And IS.  But this is mystery, and I
Will tell you plain.  Tell Me this first, My Priest:
What do you share with Us, what faculty?"

The youth thought hard, and spoke what came to mind,
"With Gods?  We think, and reason, too, and this
Is surely rare and strange."
                                        
                                        "My Youth, it's so,
But this is not what I should seek of you.
I ask again: what do you share with Us?"

"Besides our thoughts?  Our love of lovely things;
This must be it."

                        "That's so," Lord Phanes said
"But not the thing I sought.  Again, what do
You mortal humans share with deathless Gods?
In what diversion do the Deathless Gods
Pass aeons, ages, centuries.  Now think."



The youth fell silent, strained against the reins
Of mortal thought, and pushed his mind beyond
The range of reason, logic's pastures sere
And listened silently, his mind well drained
Of every thought, until he heard a voice
Like silent thunder underneath his brain.
His mouth fell open: echoes tumbled out.
He could not hold them back; he spoke these words:

"Creation, Sacred Phanes, Zagreus, 
Semele's Son, You Deathless God of Wine!
Oh Purple One, Creation is the key."
His eyes grew wide and wild, like a horse
That scents a mare, he rolled them in his head
And said again: "Creation is the key!"

"Indeed, I see that you have understood,
Creation makes a mortal man a God:
To plant a seed, or write a poem, or sing
Or dance or paint a scene: it matters not
Exactly what, but that you do, and make
A Poima for the Gods.  We do not grudge
This gift to you, We give it happily.
For one who tries to climb Olympus, him
We knock to Earth, but one who rides a song
We welcome there.  The key to bliss is this
Which you have heard from Us: now take your hand
And with it shape the Earth, with love and will
Plant seeds and bid them grow, and gentle be
With every living thing you chance to meet.
Now come, for I must go, and kiss My lip
For some ambrosial taste may linger there.
Then take, and drink this juice, which I shall squeeze."

The gardener stepped up, and kissed the God
Then from His hand drank wine, that poured in streams
Of purple, gold, and red, and in his mind
A quiet inspiration whispered soft,
And like wind tossed petal, whirled round,
Or like a downy seed, that skips, then lights
Upon a grassy sprig of fertile Earth.

The flow of wine had ceased.  The Youth looked up



To see the garden empty, though upon
The furrowed ground a pine-tipped wand lay near
A sprouting vine.

                        The Youth turned round and plucked
A ripe red apple from a bough nearby.
He lay it near the wand, then raised his arms
And spoke these words aloud, and felt within
A fluttering and tingle, overspread
His chest and limbs and face, until the hairs
Upon his neck stood up and waved.  He said:

"My Holy God, my Dionysus, Lord
Who dwells within me, I have drunk Your wine
And kissed Your lips, now hear these words I pray.
Oh Sacred Twice-born God of Wine and Joy
I give to You and to the Deathless Gods
A life of bliss, a garden and a song
Which I shall sing unendingly, I make
My life a poem, my heart a tuneful lute.
Oh make me strong, my Deathless Lord of Joy
And all You Deathless Gods, and grant me this:
That I should never fear, to live the life
You've given me, to dance when music plays,
To sing along, to tell the truth to those
I truly love, and give to every man
And woman, happiness, and honor too,
As if they were a God, for that they are.
I thank the Gods for hearing what I pray,
And offer Them this fruit in sacrifice.
Thus may it be propitious unto Them."
The Youth then took a bite, and left to lay
The offering beside the growing vine.
He stood in silence for a moment, then
Picked up his spade and turned back to his work:
To plant a seed, and make a garden grow.



Hymns
by Pat Dunn Jr.

        To the King and Queen of Heaven and Earth

It was no good mind of man that came
Forth with thunder, riding the wind,
But the breast of God, the brow subtle flesh
It was, and Goddess too, Lord and Lady together,
Friends of humans, They, and in Their hands
Holding aloft the Fruits of Plenty and the Bolts of Law.
Hail unto you!  God of Gods and Goddess of Goddesses!
All-father, All-mother, creator and destroyer
Unto you is the glory of the Earth complete,
Unto you is all praise given, whether known or not,
And unto you, all sacrifices find their eventual way.
Lord and Lady, Zeus and Hera, Father, Mother
I sing the praises of Your Holy Names today!
         
        To Lord Apollo

Oh, Pythian, Oh Delphian
Oh, far shooting Apollo, whose arrows
Span the entire World with Light and Truth
I am your devout Priest today, and I sing
Your praises in this song, that You may hear
How Your glory is spread about the Earth,
Like a blanket, the bright folds of it pulled tight
That we may rest in your beauty and song,
Oh, Golden Lyre, strike with Your Golden Fingers
And play for us, Bright God, a song of truth,
For we are thirsty for Your ministrations,
God of all Beauty, of Men and Healing,
Give us a dose, Holy Lord, of the medicine
Which will cure us of our lethargy!
You, Great God, we sing of today,
Let it be said that you are great among the cities
And in the country, among mountains and trees,
We sing Your songs, there are no other songs
But Yours, dear well-loved and radiant Lord!
Hail to you, Apollo! 
 



To Artemis

You, Sister of the Far Darter, You,
Born of Leto along with Your brother,
In a place where Light Never Shines,
I sing to you now, and ask for You
To listen to my song, oh Lady
Who loves the arrows of the hunt,
You who darts in and out, killing
All kinds of animals for their meat,
You, the chaste, the holy and the pure,
I sing of.  Lady of the moonlight,
Beyond the reach of Aphrodite, foam born.
I sing to you, Holy White Goddess,
That You may grant us fruitful hunting,
For those things we chase through the wilderness
Of life, and a good aim, with the darts of our minds,
That we may strike things clearly,
Thus do I sing to You, and know you hear,
Hail, Artemis, Lady of Moonlight!
         
        To Ares

Oh, brave, oh Manly, oh Ares
Of the bare limbs, of the tight iron,
Of the chest plate and clanging sword,
Holy God of terrible War, I sing to you
God of strength, god of courage, all things
Need the power of Your might,
And thus I sing, saying, come unto us
And give unto us the manly courage of war,
The brazen throated cry of victory,
The unshaven valor of struggling men,
Oh, sweat, oh blood, oh God,
To you the glory of victor belongs,
Warlike one, with terrible brute force you fight
And win against all kinds of foes.
Hail, Ares, though You make us tremble,
We do homage unto You!

         
        To Athene



You, protectress of the Cities, we do worship,
That you come and grant unto us victory in Battle,
For such is Your office, bright Queen
Of Wisdom and Strategy, You who struck
The mighty Ares a brazen blow with spear,
And parried not with shield, You, Athene,
We call upon, that You come and help us here,
Where we sing of You, of Olympians the Goddess
Whose Wisdom and War is known 
all over the world, by many names.  
Come, oh head born Goddess,
Whom no man bore, but woman only,
You, immaculate, terrible, come and hear
As we pray unto you, Bright Goddess,
Hail, Athene, of Olympus we sing!
 
Hephaestos

Skillful clanging, deep within the Earth,
Hephaestos!  You make and bend and craft
All things the Gods use and the heroes too!
I sing to You, and pray, let me craft my songs
With an echo of your clanging skill, Smith,
Let my words be as Your net, which caught up 
The Goddess in the arms of Ares, for all
To see and make sport of, come Lord!
Grant me this gift; grant me this request,
I ask it in the names of the Gods, and praise
Your name beyond all endings!
Hail, Hephaestos, flaming God of craft!
         
To Aphrodite

Oh milk-limbed Lady, Ares' lover
Wife of stout Hephaestos, come and hear
The songs I sing of You.  You burn up men
And women too with inner fire,
You bend and twist the wills of those
Who think they cannot love, and laugh
The laugh of wind in tree limbs at their joy.
You, with Your zona, embrace the Earth
And give us love and pleasure tonight,
That we may sing Your name in ecstasy.



Philotes follows You, and Eros too,
Called love and lust, these two,
These holy two, come join and dance
With us tonight, and fold the Earth
In love for everyone, Oh Goddess
I clasp Your knees and kiss
The roundness of Your thigh.
Hail Aphrodite!

        To Hermes

You swift and clever God, like wind or thought
You whirl round the Earth on wings of light,
I sing to You, and ask that You should grant
A boon to us, a clever tongue, a safe traverse, 
A quick and ready wit.  You youthful God,
Who as a child stole Apollo's calves, and made
Them to walk backwards, just to fool the God,
I call to You, because I love Your name, 
And need Your aid, oh come, and join me here.
I sing to You, Swift Footed God,
Hail Hermes!

        To Demeter

Oh gentle goddess, I whisper awe of You,
You walked the Earth in sorrow, yet gently gave
Your mysteries to us, in sorrow generous,
We sing to You, Mother of the Earth,
And all thereon, oh lady of the corn, we sing.
Nourish us, encircle us, and make 
Our bodies strong, that we might learn your keys
Which you once gave, then took away.
Demeter, grave and gentle lady, we sing your praise.
Hail Demeter!

        

        To Poseidon

Earth shaker!  City breaker!  Rumbling God
Of oceans deep, You strike 
The land with Your triton, and shake



The Earth beneath us.  Emotions
Boil like the sea You own, oh God
Of deep and hidden depths, we sing!
We do adore You, Terrible Ancient God,
One moment calm, the next enwrapped in wrath.
How can a human, so like that, not love
The God that we all mirror, though with flaws,
For we in wildness might shake our house,
While you in wildness will crack the land.
All Hail Poseidon!

        To Hestia

Calm and silent Goddess, 
I see you sit
Before a fireplace
And calmly knit
You sing a song of warmth,
Of peace and joy
And all around your feet
A girl and boy
Play games that children love,
You set aside
Your work and join their games
They smile wide.
And round about the room
A circle glows
With gentle warmth of home
It blocks out woes.
Hail Hestia Sweet,
We adore You,
We sleep within Your arms,
O Hail to You!

        To Zeus, Breaker of Mountains

Your hoary head will nod, and hairs will wave
To crush the mountains down, and nations test,
While suns shine in Your eyes, O ancient God,
Of ancient force, to You we sing this hymn.
Your power is so great, a single breath
May raise a valley, knock a mountain down,
May smash a nation, bless a joyous house,



May give us fear, or awe to be beloved
Of You, so great a God.  The World Hails!

        To Hera, Queen of Gentle Rains

I hold an apple up, and sing Your praise,
The mystery hereof, is clasp within, and shines
A star -- within each seed, You dwell, my Queen.
How can I sing aright Your modesty and power?
How can a human bard reveal the love he feels
For You, oh Ancient Goddess, Immortal, fresh
And pure!  We sing Your praise, for life you give
And always gave; how can we take from You,
And not give back our love, My Queen?
All Hail Hera, of the Gentle Rains, we sing!

        To Mark

All hail, Hero of my Heart, Brother's Hero, you
Who through a thick and poison fog breathed life,
Yet breathed it well, my Brother, Hero, Friend, I hymn
That you, in Hades' realm, might hear!
I offer honey, friend, and fruit full red and ripe,
I cut and lay beneath your sacred tree, and say:
Give me your strength of will, your purpose, love
And honor too, my Brother, Hero, Ancestor, while I
Water your Memory's Tree with tears, that you 
Might be more nourished there, in the wraps you earned,
My Brother, Friend, and Hero, to you I hymn!
Chaire Mark!

        To Julian the Blessed

Amid the Gods you dwell, well-wise pontiff
Of all the pagans, to you I sing and offer voice
That you might bless endeavors, give to pass
The will of Gods, that we not perish thus,
That worship returns and is complete, as once
It was beneath your scepter, Emperor Julianus,
To you this enagisma, and a song besides!
Hail Julian!



                         STRIX CIRCLE CASTING

                              by  Estara

Notes on the Circle Casting:

This assumes a basic familiarity with the usual Wiccan conventions, such as
the Charge of the Goddess and the Great Rite.  Those who lack this
familiarity can easily find it elsewhere, as there are now several (!) circle
casting techniques in print.  

The format assumes a single priestess, so as to be usable by solitaries and
those who do not have a "matched set" of priest and priestess.  The tasks
assigned the priestess can be  given to a priest or divided between her and a
priest as the group sees fit.

Resources and inspirations for this method include, in no particular order:
De-Anna Alba, Raven Grimassi, Doreen Valiente, Agrippa, Janet and Stewart
Farrar, the Orphic hymns, Apollonius Sophistes, Ed Fitch, Empedocles, and my
own training and personal work.

STRIX CIRCLE CASTING

1.  Bathe and dress in a chiton.  In a group, all members should bathe at
home.  At the site, all members pour blessed water over their hands after
dressing.

2.  Drink a ritual tea, allowing this time to move you into a mild meditative
state.  Center yourself.

3.  Proceed to the altar in an orderly fashion, led by the priestess.
Special tools or decorations may be set out at this time.  If concentration
is held, the entire altar can be assembled now.

4.  Priestess lights the center candle or Spirit cauldron (a flame-resistant
bowl with a small amount of alcohol), saying:  "We begin with you, Hestia.
Let the light of the Divine fill our circle.  Blessed be."  Incense is lit,
as are quarter candles if they are used.

5.  Priestess rings a bell once over each corner of the altar, clockwise, and
once in the center, then puts it down and says:



 "I call Earth to bind my spell;
  Air to speed its travel well;
  Bright as Fire it shall glow;
  Deep as Water it shall flow.
  Count the elements fourfold:
  In the fifth the spell shall hold.
  So mote it be."

6.  Priestess touches her wand to the bowl of water.  "Blessed be, creature
of water."

She touches the wand to the bowl of salt.  "Blessed be, creature of earth."

She puts down the wand and holds her hands over the two bowls.  "Salt and
water, inner and outer, body and soul, be cleansed.  Cast out all
imperfection by the grace of Apollo.  So mote it be."  She places three
pinches of salt in the water, saying, "Blessed be, creature of magic."  She
stirs three times with her fingers or a bay asperger.

7.  Priestess holds up the water for a moment, feeling the blessing of Apollo
descend into it.  She sprinkles herself, then the altar, then the coveners,
moving clockwise.  She takes up the incense and charges herself with a solar
cross, then the altar, then each of the coveners, moving clockwise.

8.  Priestess touches the tip of her athame to the Spirit flame.  She moves
to the Eastern quarter and casts the circle, saying, "In the sight of the
Gods, I conjure this circle to be a place set apart, between the worlds."
She sprinkles the boundary of the circle with water, saying, "In the sight of
the Gods, I purify this circle and seal it.  Hekas, este bebeloi."

She charges the boundary with incense, saying, "In the sight of the Gods, I
charge this circle as a vessel of power."

These three tasks can be divided between three people, which will make it
quicker.

9.  Priestess, or whomever does the quarter calls, takes the bell to the
Eastern quarter and rings it three times.

"Eurus, Guardian and messenger of the East, we ask you to witness and protect
this rite.  Come join us now.  So mote it be."

This is repeated in the South for Notus, in the West for Zephyrus, and in the



North for Boreas.  The priestess takes the bell and rings it once in the
center of the circle, saying, "The Gods of Heaven keep watch above us, and
the Gods of Earth below.  We are between the worlds."

10.  An anointing oil is passed around the circle.  Each covener may pray to
their own patron while anointing.

11.  Priestess assumes the star pose (legs apart and arms lifted) and invokes
the Goddess(es) of the rite.  When she feels the presence of the Goddess(es),
she gives the Charge of the Goddess, followed by other messages if any are
given.

12.  Priest (or priestess) assumes the god pose (arms crossed on the chest)
and invokes the God(s) of the rite.  When he feels the presence of the
God(s), he gives the Charge of the God, followed by other messages if any are
given.

13.  Ritual observances appropriate to the occasion are now held.  Discussion
of the occasion, ritual drama or dance, and journeying are suggested.

14.  Magic, if any is worked, is done now; or it may be blended with the
ritual observance if this is appropriate. 

15.  The Cone of Power.  This may involve any combination of dance, drumming,
chant, and controlled breathing.

16.  The Great Rite (symbolic).  The priestess lowers her athame into the
chalice, saying, "It is the balance of Love and Strife that creates all
things.  In their union, there is Harmony."  She holds up the chalice.  "Let
this sacred drink be filled with the essence of that harmony, that it may
reawaken in us the spark of our own divinity.  But first, we make libation to
the Gods, who are first in all things.  Sponde!"  After the libation into the
offering bowl, the cup is passed, and all drink once.  (It may be passed
again after the offering.)

17.  Priestess holds up the cakes.  "Blessings on this meal, which is as our
own body--for without this, we would starve and die.  Blessings on the grain,
which as seed dwelled in the Earth and heard Her secrets.  As it flowered and
grew, it was initiated into the realm of all the elements.  It was bathed in
the light of the sun, moon, and stars, fed by divine light and blessed by the
spirits of Nature.  And so, through this grain, may we take in these
blessings, and gain understanding of the mysteries hidden within."  A cake is
placed in the offering bowl, and the rest are passed around the circle.



The priestess adds any other offerings into the bowl, and recites over it the
Orphic hymn honoring all the gods.  The rest may be done either now or after
the circle is opened:  she divides the total offering into two portions,
burning one and burying the other.

18.  The priestess thanks the gods with a closing prayer appropriate to the
rite.

19.  At each quarter, the bell is rung three times.  "Boreas (Zephyrus,
Notus, Eurus), Guardian and messenger of the North (West, South, East), we
thank you for attending our rite, and bid you return in peace and friendship
to your own realm.  Hail and farewell.  Blessed be."  Priestess rings the
bell once in the center of the circle.

20.  With the athame, the priestess undraws the circle counterclockwise,
drawing in the energy.  She touches the edge of the blade to the Spirit flame
to return it.

21.  Priestess rings the bell over the altar corners counterclockwise to
release control of the elements.  The Spirit flame is allowed to go out on
its own--but if a candle is being used, it is extinguished with thanks to
Hestia.

22.  "The circle is open but unbroken.  May the love of the Gods go in our
hearts.  Merry meet, and merry part, and merry meet again.  The rite is
ended.  Blessed Be."  The coveners may now feast, socialize, and engage in
other appropriate post-ritual activities.



                             STRIX SAMHAIN 
                               by Estara

Notes on the Samhain ritual:

1.  This ritual is based in large part on information about the Greek 
holidays posted by Apollonius on The Stele.  I have eliminated Theseus 
and added in such Wiccan symbology as the "death" of the Sun and the 
concept of Summer and Winter Kings.  In the system I use, Apollo is 
the Summer King and Dionysus is the Winter King.  Ariadne is treated 
as a goddess, and Apollo and Artemis are invoked in guises associated 
with the Sun and Moon.  The ritual itself follows a roughly Wiccan format.

2.  Although I usually use the Winds for the four directions, in this case 
I have used the rivers of Hades.  Their elemental attributions are from 
Agrippa.

3.  The "Wake, Dionysus" verse is from "Orphic Hymns" by R. G. Hogart.  
Other verses are original (please be kind).

STRIX SAMHAIN by Estara

The circle is cast in whatever way is normally used.  

For the calling of the quarters, the invoker stamps the earth and calls, 
"Cocytus (Phlegethon, Styx, Acheron), river of Air (Fire, Water, Earth); 
we ask for your blessing and safe passage through the Underworld.  
Witness and protect this rite.  Be here now.  So mote it be."

Invokation of the Goddesses:

Bright Artemis, whose silver light alone
remains to guide your children through the darkness
despite your brother's immanent descent,
oh brilliant keeper of the Celestial way;
and Ariadne, dancer serpentine
encrowned by stars, the labyrinth's guardian,
bright-eyed awakener of the Winter King
and lady of the Cretan mysteries;
Come lead us in your aspects dark and bright
and lend your blessings to this sacred rite.



Invokation of the Gods:

Apollo golden, summer's sweet delight
though winter-born, your half-year reign is ending,
with Samhain as a final backward glance
upon your mourning children and their lands.
Come, Dionysus!  Stir to consciousness
within your barren otherworldly hall
to tend the Earth now in your brother's stead,
awakening the winter's deeper way;
Come lead us in your aspects dark and bright
and lend your blessings to this sacred rite.

The priestess (or solitary) speaks:

"Apollo, bright one, we have come to bid you farewell for the dark half 
of the year.  Linger a short time with us, beautiful god, as we make your 
charm, the Eiresone.  With it we promise to remember you and to hold a 
place of honor for your return, and we ask you to keep your ancient promise, 
that by this charm your blessings will remain with us throughout the coming 
year."

The Eiresone is now made, either a single one for the covenstead or 
(more probably) one for each person.  It consists of a stick or branch, 
ideally laurel or olive, wrapped with red wool yarn and hung with nuts, 
leaves, and symbols made of clay.  These should represent Apollo and the 
blessings desired.  Examples are suns, lyres, images of food (prosperity), 
or pentagrams (protection).  When finished, the charm is charged in the 
usual way and presented to Apollo.

Now the Journey begins.  The circle is reformed (or the solitary returns 
to the altar), the coveners put on veils, and the priestess speaks in a 
mournful voice:

"Thank you and farewell, Summer's Beloved!  We shall walk Thee to the gate."  

She now leads a slow spiral dance widdershins.  The dancers move with heads 
bowed, dragging one foot behind the other, allowing the movement to move 
them into a trance state.  (I used "Set Sail" from "Let It Begin Now" by 
Starhawk and Reclaiming as the accompanying music; anything else of a 
similar mood should do.)  As the dance ends, the dancers sink down into 
a sitting position.  Time is allowed for Underworld journeying.  If a 



specific meditation is desired, use the following:

Now you have entered the world of the dead.  They offer you their food 
and a drink from their well, but you do not take it, knowing that this 
would lead to forgetfulness.  You leave them behind for now, moving behind 
the great palatial home where the gods of this world live.  On the other 
side of this estate there is a second well, where a woman stands alone 
and greets you.  She asks you why you have come to her.  You reply, 

"I am a child of Earth and starry Heaven, but my race is of Heaven.  You 
know this, for I have been here before.  Please give me a drink."  

She smiles and dips a cup in the water for you.  As you drink, your senses 
become clearer, for this is the Well of Memory.  Memories of your true self 
or of past lives may come to you now.  (Pause)

You look again at the keeper of the well and realize that she is Ariadne.  
She invites you to accompany her for a tour of this realm.  (Pause)

Now she asks you to join her in awakening Dionysus, so that he can take 
his place as the king of the dark season.

GROUP PROCEDURE FOR THE DANCE:

The priest lays down before the altar and calls Dionysus into himself 
while the coveners are recovering from their journey (still in a light 
trance state).  The priestess stands before him and aspects Ariadne.  
She speaks:

"Wake, sleeper in Persephone's hall.
Wake for the sacred feast.
Wake the nymphs sleeping at your feet.
They will dance and sing, wild with the joy of life.
Wake, Dionysus who gave us the vine.
Accept our incense.
Care for us."

The accompanying music or drumming should be a good bellydancing speed, 
not too slow or too fast but definitely catchy.  Ariadne begins a sensual, 
serpentine dance as the coven watches.  Gradually, Dionysus rises and 
puts on his crown (most likely some kind of vine wreath).  He then joins 
Ariadne's dance, and the pace quickens.  After a few minutes, the two begin 
to pull the remaining coveners to their feet and into the dance until all 



are dancing.  Ariadne stops the dance at what she feels to be the appropriate 
time.  Either she or Dionysus may give additional insights at this time.

SOLITARY PROCEDURE FOR THE DANCE:

In this case the solitary will become either Dionysus or Ariadne, "imagining" 
the role played by the other deity.

PROCESSION TO EARTH:

The priestess (Ariadne) speaks:

"The Summer King has left us, but the Winter King has awoken!  Therefore 
let us proceed to the world of men both mourning and rejoicing."

She and Dionysus lead a spiral procession clockwise, chanting 
"Eleleu!  Iou!  Iou!"

At "Eleleu!" they take two steps forward (deosil).  At "Iou!  Iou!" they 
take one step back (widdershins).  They make seven rounds, gradually chanting 
louder and moving faster--the rejoicing element is gradually overtaking the 
mourning.  At last the priestess comes to the altar and throws up her arms, 
casting off her veil and revealing the signs of Ariadne (that is, taking 
the "serpent goddess" pose). 

The coveners also cast off their veils, and the great rite proceeds as usual.

Devokation of the gods:

Bright Artemis, who is the greater light
in winter months, who lit our guarded path;
Sweet Ariadne, priestess of dark places,
ensuring the safe turning of the Wheel;
The fair Apollo, well departed friend
whose rebirth we will celebrate at Yule;
and Dionysus, newly ascended King
of winter, our ecstatic guardian;
We thank you all for your attendance here--
The circle fades, but you are always near.
Blessed Be.

The elements are dismissed by stamping the earth and calling, 



"Acheron (Styx, Phlegethon, Cocytus), river of Earth (Water, Fire, Air), 
we thank you for granting us safe passage in your realm.  As our two worlds 
part again, we bid you hail and farewell.  Blessed be."

The Eiresone should be hung over a doorway, where it will bless those who 
pass through it.  Setting out a plate of food for ancestors and divination 
are common post-ritual activities for this time.  The after-ritual feast 
should include a soup, stew, or chili with beans, as they are both a food 
of the dead and a traditional meal to honor Apollo at this time.



                    Invocation of Kronos

                   (c) 1995, Bruce Nelson

                Kronus, ancient god of wisdom
                You fill the whole expanse of space
                Your spirit stretches from heaven to earth
                And to the confines of the abyss
                Your mysteries penetrate yet elude us
                Darkness beyond darkness
                You enlighten the world
                Earthly, windy, moist, full of fire
                The elements rise and fall in your presence
                Firstborn of heaven, God of the ages
                Ruler of eternity, we honor you
                May your kingdom flourish in our hearts forever
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Oh Heavenly Muses, help me explain the unspeakable with a few lucid shining
words, while the breeze wafts through the boughs of the Tree.

Praecepta
        
        This little book presents the Religio Romana,  the religion of classical
Rome in a form usable today.
                 The Old Gods have not perished, they sleep in great stones, waiting for
the words and sacrifices heralding the Awaking.
        This manual contains very old thoughts, practices, and stories.  The style
is often sparse, because great care has been excercised to keep
interpretation to a minimum,  at the price of literature.
        If these words do come alive in you, the reader, than once again, the Old
Gods live.                      

        The Augurs

        The Augurs in ancient times were the holy men that kept the calender, and



advised the rulers  about omens and portents.  Their function was an
official state position, originally established by Romulus, and as time
progressed, their numbers increased until they formed a Collegium.              

A World View

        Sitting on a high place, facing east, the augur sees the world
differently.  The  earth is a coagulation,  like whey of the milk of chaos.
This earth is teaming with power, which they referred to as numen.  This
power swirls down from the Godhead and it has the potential to change not
only the course of human events, but also the very fabric of creation.
These whirlpools of numen, are the earthly manifestations of the Gods.
        There is divinity in many natural objects.  Springs, rivers, groves, even
rocks and trees, have numen flowing through them and may require occasional
respect.
        Man is separate from the animals, for two reasons.  Firstly, Man was
created not by the Gods, but by Prometheus, a Titan.  Then,during the
golden age, the Gods freely coupled with mortals and planted in man a spark
of divinity.  Unfortunately, the Gods have been sleeping for about two
millennia, so we cannot honestly blame them for the present mess of the
world.  As Pandora discovered, man does have free will, and we must live
with the consequences of our actions.

FAS

        There is such a thing as Natural Law.  This is the natural,  proper order
of  all things.  If something was inherently, naturally right, it was
referred to as fas.  Likewise, something that is heinous, wrong,
out-of-kilter is nefas.  These concepts stand above the written laws of
man.

The Day

        From our high place, we watch the sun rise and set.  Each day has 24
hours: twelve hours of night, and twelve hours of day.  We tell time with a
sundial with twelve even demarcations.  Thus in the summer when the days
are longer, the daytime hours are longer, and the nighttime hours are
shorter.  When the sun rises, it is the first hour.  When the sun is at its
zenith, it is the sixth hour.  The sun sets at the twelfth hour.  The night
is divided into four watches of three hours each.  This was more practical
because the sundial does not work so well at night.



The Month, and it's Parts

        The month consists of around thirty days, but it is not divided into
weeks.  Rather there are three days to which all other days are calculated.
These are the kalends, the nones, and the ides.  First, some explanation.
        Far back in the mists of time, cultured people told time by the moon.  the
phases of the moon were ready sign-posts to what day it was. The Kalends
would indicate the first day of the month, the night that the first sliver
of the new moon was seen.  The nones were the night of the first quarter.
The ides were the first night of the full moon.  This works if the demands
of your life style give you three or four weeks leeway on getting things
done, and for several thousands of years, this was fine.  But with the
advent of what some people call progress: trade, manufacturing, organized
agriculture; greater precision became advantageous.

The Solar Year

        The lunar calender was adapted to the solar year.   It has been known for
a very long time that the sun spins around the Earth in a 365 day cycle,
give or take a few hours.  The moon rotates around the Earth in a 28 day
cycle.  It does not take an Aristotle to figure out that 28 does not divide
evenly into 365.  Therefore the wise ones began a series of compromises
that continues today.
        The greatest compromise is the adoption of the solar year.  The lunar year
has about thirteen months compared to the twelve months of the solar year.
It is obvious that the month as we know it is an adaptation of the period
of a lunar cycle.  The word month is even related to the word moon.'
        The Babylonians had the good sense to set up twelve months of thirty days.
This left only a few days left over at the end of the year.  The advantage
of this is that all the months are  a consistent length, and each day
corresponds closely to a degree in the 360 degrees of a circle.  Each night
at the same time, a star moves one degree to the west.  A star map and a
transit are all an augur requires to tell exactly what day of the year it
is.
        But since it is not compatible with modern life to give up a week at the
end of the year,  and certain wise ones will go to extremes to make nature
fit the theory, we now have some months of thirty-one days so we can use up
those extra days, and a leap year every four years to lap up every last
hour.
        I will make no comment about the insanity of the present modern system.  I



am sure it makes excellent sense to start the day in the middle of the
night, and the year in the middle of the winter.  It is just in my present
state of old age that I just do not understand the logic.

The Center

        Is  the the sun is in the center of the universe?  This was a radical
departure from the universe of Ptolemy, who taught that the earth was the
center of the universe.  A sun-centered, heliocentric, universe is no
better that an earth-centered universe.  What is different between them is
merely the point-of-view.  Albert Einstein"s  radical concept about
relativity was that time varies according to your point of view.  Stasis is
a very victorian, anal-retentive concept.  The augurs know that things
change constantly.
        Nevertheless,  calculating and predicting the movements of heavenly bodies
is infinitely easier if the sun is used as a reference point.  When you use
the earth as the reference point, planets tend to move back and forth
across the sky in messy tracks.  This is very understandable if these
planets are manifestations of  capricious divine power,  but embarrassing
if you try to explain their movement with mass, gravity, and velocity.
        An augur, sitting on a high place, sees the heavenly bodies slowly spin
around him, and I am perfectly satisfied to maintain this point-of-view.

The Shape of the Earth

        Likewise, I will not lower myself to argue the shape of the earth.  Most
people today consider the world a huge sphere, yet photographs taken from
high altitudes do lend credence to a disk shaped world floating in space.
This topic plainly begs further unbiased research.

The Four Quarters of the Year

        From simple observation, we know that the day is longer in the summer, and
shorter in the winter.  In the summer, the sun rises higher than in the
winter.  On two days a year, the equinoxes, 'equal nights',  the day is as
long as the night.  Likewise, in early winter there is a day with the
shortest day and in the summer there is a day with the longest day.  This
is called a 'solstice' because it appears that the sun stands still.  The
25th  day of the month is traditionally associated with the solstices and
equinoctes.  This imprecision would be anathema to a modern scientist, but
it has elegance.  All these four points are associated with festivals and



the seasons.

AUC

        The years are recorded in one of two ways.  First, since  consuls were
elected yearly, the Romans could just talk about the consulship of Bill and
Al, and everyone would know which year was referred to.
         They also tabulated their years from the founding the city of Rome.  The
"City" was Rome, and AUC. , "Ab Urbe Condita", means "from the founding of
the city."  To convert our AD reckoning to AUC, just add 753.

Time

        I will not even profess to know the secrets of time.  The first spirits
before all else  were Time, Chronos, and Earth, Rhea.  From this coupling,
arose all the other divinities.  Thus time is most elemental, and
mysterious.  The gods do not  experience time like man does, which is part
of the gulf between us.  Those who See, know that in Truth, time and
distance are irrelevant, and are mortal impediments.

        
The Sacrifice

        Roman paganism  revolves around the rites of sacrifice.  The word itself
means to make holy, as the act of sacrifice takes an object and by means of
a rite, gives it to the immortales.  Certain actions please the gods, and
it is these actions that we refer to as worship.  What worship does is
attract the Numen and its effects, both positive and negative, onto the
participant.
        A pius man in Rome respected the Gods and lived a moral and honorable
life.  Pius was a high complement when used to describe a man.
        Respect for the Gods is exhibited in several ways.  Firstly, do not scorn
or speak a God's name in a disrespectful way.  Any time that something must
be said that might offend a God, an apology or epithet must be used.  By
naming a God, the numen of that god is evoked, and the power of that god
flows through you.  The Greater Gods all have many epithets, and a pius man
should always speak respectfully.
        The act of sacrifice also pleases the Gods.  Sacrifice occurs in many
forms and rites, but there is a distinct pattern.  That which is sacrificed



must be pleasing to the god, and each divinity will have his own
preference.  The stories often reveal particular tastes.  For example,
laurel leaf is particularly attractive to Apollo, because Daphne was
transformed into a laurel tree before He could take her.  A burning of some
laurel will clearly attract the attention of the Shining One.
        The actual sacrifices will involve several things.  Food and drink are
probably the most common.  It is often good to pour wine onto the earth and
bury a crust of bread.  If the offering is to a celestial, than burnt
offerings are more appropriate.  A fire is set on the altar, and the food
and drink is placed on the fire.  The fire consumes the offering and the
smoke is pleasing to the Gods.
        On a more daily basis, incense should be burned on the altar.  This can be
a very simple and efficient way to appease the gods, since sweet odors are
so attractive to them.  A pius man who burns a cone of incense in the
morning before work will surely have a good day.
        Some gods, such as Mars, revel in the smell of blood, and blood sacrifice
is appropriate.  Chickens, goats, lambs, veal, and any animal can be
offered so long as the animal is clean and undiseased.  Any pain and
suffering of a victim in nefas and will anger the god.
        People will wonder about the sacrifice of humans.   Sometimes in history,
the gods have demanded human blood, but it has been rare.  Normally, a
human should never be sacrificed lest the wrath of gods and Man is to be
evoked.  Even the lowliest slave is worth more to the gods as a worshiper
than as a sacrifice.
        The act of sacrifice has three parts.  First the altar must be
consecrated.  Then the participant must be purified.  Finally, the
sacrifice is offered.  This can be a major festival lasting days, or it can
be done in seconds with a few words and the lighting of some incense.  Big
is not necessarily better.  If the action pleases the god, then things will
go well and it will be good for all.
        The principle here is "Do ut des,"  I give to you, so that you may give to
me.  The Gods, though sometimes inscrutable, will favor the pious.

                                                                   Purification

        Prior to sacrifice,   the devotee must rid him/herself of impurity.  An
impure devotee will only anger the God.  There are several ways to purify
oneself for sacrifice:
Wash your hands in clean spring water.
Asperge yourself with holy water.
Bath.
Make a holy sign.
Prayer.



Abstain from sex.
Walk barefoot.
Strip naked.
Wear special garb.
Fast.
Deprive sleep.
Incantation.
Sound or singing.
March in a parade.
Flagellation.
Wear flowers or garlands.

The Sacrifice

        Many actions please the Gods.
It is pleasing to burn incense.
It is pleasing to pour libations of milk, honey, wine, or other drinks.
It is pleasing to bury offerings.
It is pleasing to let birds and other animals devour offerings.
It is pleasing to burn plants that are dear to the God worshiped.
It is pleasing to offer cakes of wheat and honey in special shapes.
It is pleasing to slay on the alter an animal, and burn its blood and entrails.
It is pleasing to cut the flesh and offer fresh blood to the fire.
It is pleasing to offer pain, and be whipped upon the alter.
It is pleasing to release seed onto the alter.
It is pleasing to receive seed on the alter.
It is pleasing to receive the spiritus, and speak oracles.
It is pleasing to receive the spiritus, and to offer seed to the faithful.
It is pleasing to receive the spiritus, and receive seed from the faithful.
It is pleasing to cut off the testicles, and offer them to the fire.
It is pleasing to offer your throat to the knife.
It is pleasing to throw men into the river.
It is pleasing to burn the heads of captives.
It is pleasing to fight gladiators on the sand in the God's honor.
It is pleasing to perform plays.
It is pleasing to have races and contests in the honor of the God.

The Language of the Holy

Basic consecration:
        Consecrato aram.  I consecrate this altar.
Avocation:
        Voco te.   I call you.



Sacrifice:
        Dono tibi.  I donate (give formally) to you.
        Benedicas me.  Please bless me.
Latin is pleasing and familiar to the Gods, but English is perfectly
suitable.  Just as a poppy head may substitute for a human head, the Gods
hear the piety, and not the individual words.  The complexity of ritual, of
course, can and will grow far beyond these few words.
The Life of Man Under the Gods

        Perhaps man was created as a joke, and man's trials and tribulations are
solely for the amusements of the Gods.  Life begins with the copulation of
the sexes.  Sex is not a bad thing. On the contrary, Juppiter spent much of
his time copulating with mortal women, much to the anger of Juno and the
detriment of the woman.  Modern moralists are abhorred at the willingness
of the gods to copulate with anything that strikes their fancy.  Ganymede
is an excellent example of a pretty pet that displaced Hebe.  Therefore,
from the example of the gods themselves, homosexuality cannot be condemned
as nefas.  Though same sex unions do not produce children, the stories make
it clear that they often have product of a different coin.
        Sex in the City can be bought for only a couple copper coins.  This is
like purchasing a tryst for 50 cents.  Promiscuity was frowned upon, but
not forbidden.  Certain religious rites involve wanton sex, and this is
acceptable.  But also note that the Bacchanalia created a public nuisance
and was forbidden by the senate.  Though sex was easy, it is a very bad
thing to copulate with a married woman.  If you are caught, the husband's
slaves will hold you down and he will take a knife and with the force of
law disarm you.  It is not a pretty sight.
        It is the matron's duty to service her husband, bear sons for posterity,
and manage the household frugally.  If the husband dallies with the slave
girls, it is to be expected.  It is perhaps a blessing, because it
increases the estate and saves the wife the burden of too frequent
pregnancy.  Likewise, eunuchs are highly prized attendants of the roman
matron.  A eunuch, or spado, was created by crushing or cutting off the
testicles.  This leaves the poor slave hurting, but still sexually capable.
I suppose the roman husband is not too jealous as long as there is no
residue left when the wife is done.
        When a child is born, the father raises it over his head and proclaims
that he accepts it.  If he does not do this, then the baby is thrown out
onto the street.
        Unwanted or deformed babies are regularly exposed.  Slave hunters often
pick them up, or if they are lucky, the dogs eat them.
        Infants are named on their ninth day, girls on their eighth day.  (See the
god Nondinus)



        Baby boys are not circumcised.
        Of course, infants are nursed, what else could you do?
        Young boys are sent to schools for education.  Girls are taught household
skills by their mothers.
        Young boys are given a "bulla", which is a talisman.  The bulla is given
up when achieving adulthood at age thirteen.
        If illness strikes, it is customary to sleep in the temple of Asclepius,
and therefore the spirit of Asclepius can come and cure.
        Life is hard, short, and precious.
        When a soul, does leave this world, it is sad.  The Fates weave the thread
of life, and the time inwhich they snip the thread, is totally up to them.
Even mighty Jove cannot keep a soul in the land of light beyond its fated
day.  When that thread is cut, Mercury, or sometimes Iris comes and takes
the hand of the soul and leads it down into the Land of the Dead.
        The body should be washed, a coin is placed in the mouth, and it is sown
into a shroud.  A vigil is held, because if watch is not made, larvae or
lemurs  can come and possess the body.  The body is taken from the City,
and with  procession, prayers, sacrifices, the body is placed on a pyre and
burned.  The ashes are placed in an urn and kept in the family mausoleum. A
death mask of plaster, silver, or gold is sometimes placed in the tomb.
All burials are performed outside of the City.
        If the body is properly buried, and the correct rites sung, the soul is
lead peacefully away.  The soul of an unburied body wanders in this world,
an unhappy ghost.
        Mercury will lead the soul down into the Land of the Dead.  It lies down
deep in the bowels of the Earth, on the far shore of the River Styx.  The
passage down is guarded by Cerberus, the three headed dog. A divine word
can calm this animal, a mortal is torn apart.  Mortals are not allowed in
the Underworld.
        A crowd of souls stand at the shore of the river Styx.  They await the
ferry man Charon.  He rows back and forth in a rickety boat.  Those souls
with a  coin, go right across.  Those souls with no toll must wait twenty
years for a passage.
        The Land of the Dead has a reputation of not being a pleasant place.
Those souls that offended the gods in their life times are sometimes
condemned to eternal torment.  The Elysian Fields are a reasonably pleasant
place and this is reserved for good people.  You should never forget that
the Gods have long memories.
        Some people will devote themselves to a God.  This is fine.  If someone
has the time to seek, he will find.  There are many mysteries that can only
revealed to the initiates of those gods.   The religions of Orpheus,
Cybele, Mithras, and Bacchus were involved, passionate, and ecstatic.
Unfortunately, they are far beyond the scope of this manual, but their



numines do still flow from the godhead.
        The working man must often be content with respecting the Lares and
Penates, and offering sacrifices on festival days.   In the event of a
crisis, a sacrifice to an involved god can often restore balance.
        A pius man will do what he can and the gods will be pleased.  It is more
pleasing to the gods for a poor man to give what little he has without
reservation, than for a rich man to erect a presumptuous gilded temple.
The gods can be benevolent and merciful.  They can also be capricious and cruel.
        All men have masters. This is a hard fact.  In the time of the City,
people were bound by law, obligation, debt, and servitude.  Today, people
are bound by law, obligation, and debt.  The effect is the same, although
in today's world the masters have no obligation to their lessers.  They
have  created a system where they extract incredible amounts of labor from
people and then discard them, and they are not even required to feed them.
The modern moralists decry the lack of the value of life in the City, but
they do not look carefully at our world.  In today's world, you can buy a
life for $4.25 an hour.  There are lessons to be learned here.

Sacrifice Today.

        The sacrifice in today's world is a complicated matter.  Many localities
have ordinances that forbid blood sacrifice, or even the keeping of animals
necessary for the rites.  Therefore, a devotee will have to make many
concessions.
        Once an altar is consecrated, sacrifice should be simple, as long the
altar in not defamed.  If you are looking at a bad day at work, and you
need some  help, you would do something like this.   In the morning, wash
your hands.  Approach the altar, ring a bell, say , " O Lares and Penates,
come and accept this offering, and bless this day." Light a cone of incense
one the altar, and continue on with day.  If  this does not help, then
perhaps a more intense ritual will be required.
        The altar should ideally be placed outside, where a charcoal brazier can
be safely lit.  The size, decoration, and construction are all variable.
Ideally, the altar would be built in a walled garden where rites could be
conducted in privacy.  Neighbors would probably not appreciate the killing
of animals, burning of entrails, nudity, drunkenness, and sexual activity
under their kitchen window.  Never condemn the unfaithful!  The religio
accepts all Gods, and it is not  profane to drink the blood and eat the
body of the Christ on the Easter holiday.
        Though the religio was practiced openly two millennia ago, it must be
practiced as a mystery today and conducted in secret.
        There is no reason that festivals cannot be celebrated just as we all do
the Saturnalia.  Other than a sacrifice at the altar, the celebration to



Saturnus could be performed without change.   You would deck the Halls,
exchange gifts, and have a joyous holiday season.   The offering of milk
and cookies by children to Santa-Father Christmas is a pagan sacrifice,
conducted with the same reverence as it was in the ancient city.
        A pagan community  may be necessary for the complete restoration of the
religio, but remember that a temple is always built one brick at a time.

Further Study

        This is not a book of cute stories.  There are hundreds of books on
mythology, and very few of them deal with the religiosity of the stories.
I advise bypassing all these, and going directly to the primary sources.
Harvard Heinemann publishes the Loeb classical series which has the Latin
on one page and a generally good translation on the facing page.  The
primary  "bible" of  the religio is without doubt Ovid's Metamorphoses.
His Fasti is a close second.  The lyric poets Horace, Tibullus, and
Catullus are crammed with divine references that offer a tremendous amount
of diffuse detail.  The histories have far less, but have more comment
about the place the the religio in roman society.
        There is no one source that puts down on paper all the beliefs and
rituals.  The Romans would have thought it unnecessary since the Gods were
independent and changing in importance and demands.   Therefore, what
remains we have today seem to be contradictory in some cases and
fragmented.  Thus this little book is just a rough attempt to assemble a
few small parts.        
The Names of the Gods

        The following is a list of the Gods.  Some extra information is included
on obscure names, but the major Gods  are just listed, with the meaning of
the name.

        

        

Consentes Dii



Vesta-
        Hearth
        
Minerva-
        Wisdom
Ceres-  "Grain"
Diana -"Goddess"

Venus- "Beauty"

Mars, Camulus
        War

Mercury- "merchant"
        Messenger

Jove- "god"
        Father Sky

Neptune- "nephew"
        Sea
        
        
Vulcan
        Smith
        

Apollo
        Sun

Also:
Saturn- "Sower"
        

Pluto & Proserpine(Brimo)
        Death
        Pluto= wealth

The Indigites:



Adeona, Abeona-  "to, from going"
        The goddess invoked on a journey.

Adonis- "man"
        The beloved of Venus, Apollo, and Bacchus.  A demi-god.
Agenoria, Ageronia
        Agenoria is a goddess of industry and silence.

Agonius- 'perhaps from word for sacrifice'
        Patron of the actions of men.
        Refers to Janus
Aius Locutius- 'god f. aiser? speaking'
        

Albunea, Albuna- "the white"
        A grove goddess, residing in a spring at Tibur.
Amburbia
        
Ancaria
Angerona
        Angerona is the goddess of suffering and silence.
        Goddess, Dec 21 Angeronalia

Anna Perenna-  'mother? or pass a year every year'
        This goddess is the bestower of the returning year.

Anteros
        God of mutual love and tenderness; avenger of slighted love; a kind of
amethyst.

Antevorta- "turn mind before"
        The goddess who knows  and reminds man of things past.  She is also called
Porima.

Asclepius
        - Son of Apollo, god of healing. A demi-god.

Ate, Discordia- "ater, black; not harmony"
        A daughter of Nox, goddess of all evil, exiled from     heaven by Jove. She
was sister to Nemesis, the Parchae, and Death. She appears as a ghastly
woman with torn garments, fiery eyes, and holds a concealed dagger.  Her
head is crowned with serpents and she is attended by Bellona.  She is the
cause of all the murders, quarrels, wars, and conflict on earth.



        

Attis
        Consort of Cybele

Averruncus- "to avert, remove"
        God of averting; perhaps associated with Robigus;

Bacchus- God of the fertile vine.
        Agriona, a Boetian festa

Bellona- "war"
        She is the goddess of war, the sister of Mars. Her festivals were March
24, and June 3;  She is an attendant to Mars and prepares his chariot; she
appears as a woman with wild hair and carries a whip into battle to incite
the warriors.
        The temple of Bellona was without doors.  At the door to the temple was a
column called the column of war.  Whenever war was declared, a spear was
thrown over the column.  The priests of Bellona mutilate themselves and
offer their blood to the goddess.

Bibesia- "drink"
        Bibesia is the goddess of beverages.

Bona Dea- "good goddess"
        - The Good Goddess: The Great Mother; This goddess was worshiped by only
women and was so modest that her festivals were celebrated at night.

Bonus Eventus- "good event"
        The god who rules over the fortune of single events, and not the course of
human life.  He is signified by a handsome man who holds a cup and a sheaf
of grain.

Bubona- "Cow"
        Bubona is the protectress of cattle.

Caca- "Shit"
        Caca is the goddess of excrement and ministered to by the Vestals.

Carna, cardinea- "hinge; formerly Crane"
        Carna is goddess of door hinges, entrails, and secret parts of the body.
She was originally a virgin huntress whom Janus violated.  He then made her
protectress of the exterior of houses and the power for removing pesky



birds.

Carmenta
        Carmenta is one the of the Carminae, mother of Evander, and a demi-goddess
of  prophecy.  She was known for her wild possessed look when speaking
oracles.  She was received by King Faunus in Italy 60 years before the
Trojan war (550 years before the founding of the City.).

Castor and Pollux
        Castor and Pollux are the twin sons of Jupiter by Leda. White lambs are
the favored sacrifice.They rode winged horses and ruled victories,
commerce, weights, and measures.

Charon
        - Ferryman to the underworld

Concordia- "with the heart"
        Concordia is the goddess of  peace and harmony. She appears as a beautiful
woman, crowned with garlands, holding a cup, or scepter, or cornucopia.
She is evoked to promote the peace and harmony of families and individual
citizens.

Clementia- "cle -mind"
        -Goddess of tolerance and mercy

Cloacina, Cluacina Venus- "Sewer"
        -The purifier; the Romans purified themselves by her statue with myrtle
during the Sabine war.

Comus
        -God of feasting and revelry, and nocturnal carousing; During his feast,
man and women cross-dress.  He is represented by a handsome young man
crowned with flowers and holding a torch.

Consus- "council"
        Consus was the god of advice and council.

Copia- "Plenty"
        Copia is the goddess of plenty.  She is represented by a young virgin
crowned with flowers, and holding the cornucopia.

Cotytto
        Cotytto was the goddess of debauchery, and her priests were the Baptae.



She was worshiped in Greece and Sicily, and is perhaps a manifestation of
Proserpine or Ceres.

Cupido- Lust: the God of Physical Love; son of Venus; at pretty boy with a
bow and arrow.

Cybele

Dis- "The godhead"

        Dis is Pluto, the god of the Dead. Dis= wealth.

Discordia- See Ate

Duelliona- See Bellona

Edesia- "eating"
        Edesia is the goddess of food.

Epona- "Horse"
        Epona is the protectress of horses.

Empusa-
        Empusa was a monster sent by Hecate to frighten travellers.

Erebus-
        A deity of Hell, son of Chaos and Caligo; He married Nox, by which he had
Lux and Dies.  He signifies the infernal regions.

Fascinus-
        The protector of witchcraft, sorcery, and demons.

Fabulinus- "little story"
        The god of the first words of children.

Fama- "fame"
        Fama is a goddess represented by a woman blowing a trumpet.

Fatua-
        The goddess known as Fauna.

Faunus-Also called Lupercus; An Italic Pan; The Horned God. Ruler of flocks



and farms, apiary,fishing, orchards, gardens, animals, fertility, Nature,
woods, music, dance . He has the power to incite terror in mortals.

Fauna, Consort of Faunus- A fertility goddess with a mystery in early december.

Faustitas- "favored"
         A goddess which rules over cattle.

Februus- "fever"
        God of Purification

Fessonia- "Weary"
        Goddess of the weary.

Flora- "flower"
        Goddess of Flowers; signified by a woman crowned with flowers and holding
the cornucopia.

Fides- Faith
        She is represented by a young woman crowned with an olive branch, with a
cup or turtle, or a military ensign in hand.  She wears a white veil or
stola; her priests wear white; Numa first instituted the worship of this
divinity and her temple was on the capitoline hill.

Fidius Dius-  faithful God
        Fidius is the divinity by which oaths are sworn;  also known as Sanctus
Sabus and Semipater.  Some suppose that he was Hercules, and others the
first king of the Sabines.

Fornax- "oven"
        The goddess of baking bread.

Fortuna- "luck"
        The goddess of Luck; Her signs are the wheel, the sphere, the ship's
rudder and prow, and the cornucopia.  She rules oracles, fate, chance; She
is a protectress of married women.

Fraus- "fraud"
        The daughter of Orcus and Nox; she was signified by a beautiful woman with
hidden deformities, terminating in a spotted serpent.



Furina- "theft"
        The goddess of thieves.
        

Fulgora- "lightning"
        Fulgora is the goddess of lighting and storms.

Gratiae- "grace"
        The Graces, also known as the Charites, are the daughters of Venus by
Juppiter or Bacchus.  They rule over all kindness and benevolence.  They
are signified by three young virgins, naked, holding hands.  They are the
constant attendants of Venus.

Hebe-
        The cup bearer of the gods before being replaced by Ganymede.  Hebe was
signified by a beautiful woman.  She married Hercules and effected the
reconciliation between Juno and Hercules.

Hecate-    also known as Trivia- "crossroads"
        Diva Triformis, Tergemina, Triceps
        The Witch form of Diana; ruler of magic,vengeance, expiations, riches
victory, wisdom , and choices.  Hecate is signified by a woman with three
faces.  Dogs, lambs, and honey are particularly favored by her.

Honor- "honor"
        God of honor.

Horae- "hours"
        The horae are three sisters, born of Juppiter and Themis who are the
seasons of Spring, Summer and Winter.

Horta, Orta
        Hersilia was the sabine wife of Romulus, who was deified by Juno.

Ilithyia- Juno Lucina

Iris- "rainbow"
        Iris is the messenger of the gods.  Her duty was to cut the thread of life
of those expiring.  She is signified by a beautiful woman with irredescent
wings.  She is an attendant to Juno.



Juventas, Juventus- "youth"
        Juventas was the roman form of Hebe, the beautiful cup-bearer of Juppiter.

Lara, Larunda-
        An Etruscan goddess.

Lares-
        The Lares are the household gods.

Laverna-
        Goddess of thieves

Levana- "light"
        Levana is the goddess who oversees the acceptance of a new-born by his
father when he lifts it up and declares its paternity.

Libera- See Proserpine.

Liber- "Free"
        Liber is the god of wine, and some think a manifestation of Bacchus.

Liberalitas- "freely"
        Liberalitas is signified by a woman holding a cornucopia, or distributing
money with the other.
        

Libertas- "Freedom"
        Libertas is the goddess of freedom and manumission.  She is signified by a
woman holding a rod and a slave's cap.  Cats are dear to her.

Libitina-
        Libitina is the goddess of funerals.  The register of the dead is kept at
her temple.

Lua-  "purified"
        The goddess who rules over things purified by rite.  She is perhaps a
manifestation of  Ops.

Lucina- "lux"
        Lucina is the daughter of Juppiter and Juno, and rules over labor and
childbirth.

Luna-  "moon"



        Luna is a manifestation of Diana.

Maia-Mother Earth,

Mania, also Lara
        Mania is the mother of the Lares, and the Manes; probably she is Etruscan
in origin;  She is evoked at festivals honoring the Lares, and sacrificed
to with poppy-heads or garlic.

Matuta-  "mother"
        Dawn, Mater Matuta
        See Bona Dea

Mens Bona- "good mind"

Momus-
        Momus is a god of pleasantry; he was one of the gods that were driven from
heaven.

Molae- "grindstone"
        Daughter of Mars, worshiped by millers

Moneta- "warn"
        Moneta is a manifestation of Juno.

Mors- "death"
        

Muses
Muta- "change"

Nemestrinus- "grove"
        God of the Groves mentioned only by Arnobius

Naenia-
        Naenia was the goddess of funerals; her temple is by the gates of the
City, and songs to her are sung to at funerals.  Burials are never within
the walls of the City.  The tombs line the roads leading from the City.

Nemesis-
        Goddess of vengeance and reward of virture.

Nondina, Nundina- "nine day"



        The goddess that presides over the rite inwhich infants are named.  This
occurs nine days after birth for boys, and eight days for girls.  The child
is carried around the altar, and is then asperged with water.

Nocturnus- "night"
        Perhaps the same as Vesper or Nox, Nocturnus is a god of the night.

Nodinus- "knot"
        Nodatus is the god of the knots of riping barley.
        

Nodatus- "Knotted"

Numeria-  "number"
        Goddess of numbers

Novensiles- "new"
        Novensiles is the name given to foreign gods that were not originally Italic.

Nortia, Nurtia-
        Etruscan Goddess of Fortune.  Probably related to the word for wet-nurse,
nutrex.

Nox- "night"

Nursica-
        Etrurian Goddess; see Nortia, this is  probably the  same word with a
descriptive particle inserted.

Nyads-

Nymphs-

Occator- "harrow"
        Occator is the god of harrowing, that is the cutting of the soil for
planting.
        

Ops- "wealth"
        Ops is the daughter of Sky and Earth and wife of Saturn, and mother of
Jove.  She is signified by a matron with helping hand extended and holding



a loaf of bread in the other.    She is often considered to be a
manifestation of other matron goddess such as Cybele, Bona Dea, Proserpine,
and Juno.

Orbona- "orphan"
        Goddess of Orphans

Orcus (Quietalis)-  "hell"
        Orcus is a chthonic deity, perhaps a manifestation of Pluto.  The word is
also used to signify the Land of the Dead.

Orpheus & Eurydice

Pales-
        Pales is the goddess of sheep and pastures.  She is perhaps a
manifestation of Vesta or a male deity.

Palici, Palisci-   (Same root as Pales)

Pallor
        Goddess of Paleness

Pan-

Panacea-

Panda-
        Goddess' of openings of roads and towns

Parcae-
        Nona
        Decima
        Morta

Pavor-

Paventia-

Pax- "Peace"

Pellonia-

Penates-



Pertunda-
        Goddess of Consummation.

Peta- "Seek"
        The goddess of prayer.

Picumnus-

Pilumnus-

Pomona- "fruit"
        
Portumnus- "harbor"
        Portumnus is a god of harbors and the sea.

Porus-

Postverta- "Turn back"
Potina- "Drink"
        Potina is the goddess of drink.

Priapus-
        Gardener

Prosa, Prorsa-

Prudentia-

Pudicitia-
Puta-

Quies, Quietus Fanum
        Tranquility

Robigo-"reddening?"
        Rust

Rumia, Rumina- "pap"
        Goddess of the breast.

Runcina-



Salus- "Health"
        Health, represented by the serpent.

Sarritor- "hoeing"
        God of hoeing or weeding
Satyr- "sower(?)"

Segestia, Segetia-
        Crops
        Ruler of standing crops

Seia- "seed"
        Sower
        Ruler of Sowing

Semo, Semonia  -"Seed"
        Seed

Silenus-

Silvanus- "forest"
        God of the forest.

Somnus-"Dream"

Stimula- "incitation"

        Goddess who incites to action or pleasure.

Strenia, Strenua-
        Goddess who presides over New-Year's gifts.

Suada, Suadela- "Persuasion"
        Goddess of persuasion.

Tellus, see Terra
        Goddess of the earth.
        Represented by a woman with many breasts; crowned with turrets; sceptre in
one hand, a key in the other; a lion at her feet.



Tempestas- "Storm"

Terminus-  "boundary"
        God of bounds and limits, and to punish the theft of land.  Represented by
a head (unable to move.) A temple on the Tarpeian rock.

Terra (see Tellus)- "earth"
        Goddess of the earth.
        Wife of Coelus, Mother of Oceanus

Terror- "terror"
        Attendant to Mars and Bellona.

Vacuna- "empty"
        Goddess of repose and leisure.  Festival in the month of December and she
had a famous Sabine temple.

Vallina, Vallonia- "valley"
        The goddess of valleys

Veritas- "truth"

Vertumnus-
        Changing Seasons
        Ruler of Trade and Produce

Victoria- "victory"

Virginensis- "virgin"
        Goddess of virginity; honored the bridal chamber.

Virtus- "virtue"
        
Viriplaca- "Pleasingly Strong"
        Goddess of domestic peace; families reconciled at the   temple on the Palatine.

Vitula-

Volendo-

Volutas-

Voluptas, Volupia- "lust"



        Goddess of sexual pleasure.
        A Beautiful woman, enthroned with Virtue at her feet.

Voltumna, Vulturna
        Goddess of the Etruscan confederation.
        Goddess of kindness and good will.  Same as
        Volumna, Etruscan.
Vulturnus-

Volumnus, Volumna-
         Well-wishers, gods of new-born infants.
        Gods of the Will, invoked often at weddings.

Volta-
        Etruscan name of a monster among the Volsinians.

Volutrina-

Vulturnus-
        God of the Tiber.

Fasti



        A few comments:  following is a calender of the Roman year; I utilize the
standard form of months of thirty and thirty-one days.  The second number
after the date is the degree of the sun from March 1.  By ignoring the
dates of 31, the calender easily fit into the 360 degree circle.  The
harmony of the dates and degrees makes this arrangement attractive.  You
might notice that I am missing a degree at the end.  The elegance of this
far overrides the science.  The length of the day is also stated, since
this changes each day.  Divide this period by 12 to get the length of the
Roman hour for that day.
        F is a lawful day, N (nefastus) is an unlawful day, NP is a half day
(nefastus parte), or EN (endotercisi) when business may be conducted at
midday.
        The first number is the day of the month; then there is the degree of the
sun from the first day of the year; finally there is the length of
daylight on that day; finally, Roman calendar nomenclature describing the
day.

i. March
        March is the first month of the year.  This makes good sense, because the
earth is finishing with winter, and life begins to grow again. This month
is the begining of the eternal cycle of life and death.
        March is named after the divine Mars, the patron of Rome.       Therefore, the
old Mars, Mamerius Veturius, is driven from the City on the day preceding
the 1st day of the full moon.

        1-1  11:14  D NP
 Matronalia: A festival inwhich flowers were offered to Juno, and Mars is
venerated in commemoration of the Rape of the Sabines, and the
reconciliation of warring parties. OF
        Flowers are offered.
        There are garlands of flowers.
        Hair is loosened and there is prayer.
        The Salii carry their shields and chant "mamurius."
        Marriage is not propitious on this day.
        Hair is left unkempt by pointy capped flamines.
        



        
        2-2 ater 11:16  EF
 Festival of Mars: continuation of the Matronalia.

        3-3  11:19  FC
        4-4  11:22  GC
        5-5  11:24  HC
        6-6  11:28  A NP  hoc.die.caesar.pontif.maxim.fact.est
 Compitalia: The festival venerating the Lares.
         Small images of men and women are placed at cross-roads;
         lamps are burned to honor the gods;
        doorways are  decorated and wreathed;
        the Pater Familias sacrifices to the Lares.
        Tarquin offered heads to the Lares, but  Brutus thought it proper to offer
poppy heads and straw men after the expulsion of the Tarquins.
        Slaves minister the celebration, and during this time they are treated as
free men.
        Incense is burned to Vesta.
        
        7-7 Nones  11:31 B F
The temple of Vejovis was consecrated.
        8-8 ater  11:33  CF
        9-9  11:36  DC
        10-10  11:39  EC
        11-11  11:42  FC
        12-12  11:45  GC
        13-13  11:48  H EN
Quirinalia: The festival of Romulus deified.
        
        14-14  11:50   A EQ NP
        Equiria- Annual horse race in honor of Mars.

        15-15 Ides  11:53  B NP
        A white lamb is sacrificed to Jove.
        Festival of Anna Perenna:
        The faithful sit in the sun and drink on the river bank with a partner;
        they sing and dance indecently and as they parade home, they are
pronounced "fortunate."
        Drink as many cups of wine as years you wish to live.
        16-16 ater  11:56  C F

        17-17   12:00  D LIB NP
         Liberalia: The festival of Bacchus;



        Boys assume the toga virilis on this day;
        Slaves are allowed to speak freely.
        Cakes with honey are offered.
        Cymbals are rung.
        The thyrsus rules.
        All is garlanded in ivy,  because ivy conceals.
        A procession carries a phallus to the fields, where it is wreathed.

        18-18  12:02  EC
        Quinquatria, fest of Minerva, on days 18, 19, 20, 21, 22;
        This begins as a bloodless festival celebrating the birth of Minerva.

        19-19 12:05  QUIN N

        20-20  12:08  GC
         On this day , blood is shed in the arena.

        21-21 12:10  HC
         More blood is shed for Minerva.
         The feast of Cybele and Attis, 21,22,23.

        22-22  12:13  AN
         More blood is shed for Minerva.
        
        23-23  12:16  B TUBIL NP
        Tubilustrium: The ritual purification of the trumpets used at sacrifices.

        24-24  12:20  C Q REX C F

        25-25  12:22  DC
         Hilaria,  (Vernal Equinox)
          -Statue of Cybele purified at Almo
        Festival of the Mater Magna.
        This festival lasts several days.
        There is a sumptuous procession.
        Sorrow is suspended.
        Dress however.
        Bacchanalia

        26-26  12:25  EC
        27-27  12:28 F NP
        28-28  12:31  GC
        29-29  12:33 HC



        30-30  12:33  AC NP

        31-X   12:40  CC
        Sacrifice to Luna.

ii. April
        The month of April is probably named after a form the the word Aphrodite.       
        1-31 kalends 12:43  CK NP
        There is a sacrifice to Juno.
        Veneralia: a festival for Venus Verticordia and Fortuna Virilis is celebrated.
        Women only.
        Remove ornaments from the holy idol and wash it.
        Offer flowers, especially roses.
        Garland the temple in Myrtle
        All must be nude.
        Incense is offered.
        A potion of poppy, milk, and honey.

        2-32 ater  12:45  D F
        3-33  12:48  EC
        4-34  12:51  FC ludi.matr.mag
        Ambarvalia: This is the festival of the Magna Mater.
        Cymbals, flutes and drums sound.
        Eunuchs parade with self-mutilation.
        She delights in noise.
        The idol is carried in procession around the fields three times.
        Fresh flowers are scattered.
        A heifer innocent of work and mating is sacrificed.
        A white haired priest in a purple robe washes the idol.

        5-35 nones 12:53  G ludi
        The temple of Fortuna is consecrated  on the Quirinal.
        Games are conducted.

        6-36 ater  12:56  H NP ludi
        Games are conducted.

        7-37  12:59  AN ludi



        Games are conducted.

        8-38  13:02  BN ludi
        Games are conducted.

        9-39  13:05  CN ludi
        Games are conducted.
        
        10-40  13:08  DN lud.in.cir
        there is a procession of the idol in the Circus.
        Horses are raced.

        11-41  13:10  EN
        This is the festival of the Ludi Cereales.
        Ceres taught man to eat grain rather than acorns.
        Spelt and salt are pleasing to her.
        Incense is burned to her.
        Pure things appeal to Her.
        Pigs are sacrificed-- a yokable animal is not pleasing to Ceres.
        White is pleasing to Ceres: wear white.
        Decorate with garlands of grain.

        12-42  13:13  FN  ludi.cereri
        Ludi Cereales continue.

        13-43 ides 13:16  G NP ludi
        A white lamb is sacrificed to Jove.
        A Temple of Jove was dedicated on this day.
        Libertas is honored on this day.

        14-44  ater  13:18  HN ludi

        15-45  13:21 A FORD  NP  ludi
        The Fordicia
        A pregnant cow is sacrificed and the calf is offered.
        The ashes are saved for the Palilia.

        16-46  13:25  BN ludi

        17-47  13:27  CN ludi
        18-48  13:30  DN ludi

        19-49   13:32  E CER N lud.in.cir



        Ludi Cereales: Horse races
        Foxes are released with torches tied to their backs.
        Offerings of spelt and salt
        Libations of milk,honey, wine.

        20-50  13:35  FN

        21-51  13:37  G PAR NP
         Palilia:  This is a Feast of the Flocks, honoring Pales.  On this day
Romulus began the building of the City.  The celebration consists of:
        leaping over bonfires;
        there is no formal sacrifice, but horses' blood is burnt and the ashes of
a fetal calf and the ashes of beans offered.
        Sulphur, olive, pine, laurel and rosemary are burned in offering.
        Also cheese, wine, and cakes are offered to the fields and flocks.
        Ashes of calf and bean stalk are offered.
        Jump over three fires set in a row.
        Asperge with a laurel branch.
        Fumigate  Vesta's alter with horse blood, and calf ash, and bean stalk.
        Sweep and asperge the temple grounds.
        Purify the sheep at twilight.
        Deck the sheepfolds with wreathes and garlands.
        Burn sulphur, olive, pine, juniper, and laurel.
        Offer millet cakes and millet.
        Offer a pail of milk.
        Face East, wash hands with running water, say four times...
        Offer crater with milk and grape must.
        Jump over the fires.

        22-52  HN

        23-53  13:42  A VIN NP
        This day is holy to Jupiter.
         Vinalia, or Veneralia:  The Vinalia in this month is in honor of Venus;
        wine is offered are the temple of Venus
         prostitutes come an offer Her roses, myrtle, mint, and incense.:
        Wine must is offered to Venus.

        24-54  13:46  BC

        25-55  13:48  C ROB NP
        Robigalia-  The Festival of Robigus
        Dress in white.



        A flamen entered the grove of Robigus to offer the dog entrails and sheep
to flame.
        Offer incense,
        wine,
        sheep entrails and dog entrails.
        The dog symbolizes the Dog Star.

        26-56  13:51  DF
        27-57  13:53  EC

        28-58 13:56  F NP  lud.flor
        Floralia- The festival of Flora.
        This festival extends past the Kalends.
        Flora has thousands of multi-colored flowers.
        Great licentiousness.
        This day is holy to Vesta and Apollo.
        29-59  13:58  GC  ludi
        30-60   14:01  HC  ludi
        Laurentalia, last day

iii.  May
        This month is sacred to Maia.

        
        1-61 Kalends 14:03  A NP ludi
        Festa of Bona Dea, the Maiama.
        A sacrifice is made to Juno.
        The Floralia continues
        with bawdy shows in the the theatre, and horse races.
        Garlands of flowers.
        Lots of wine.
        Perfumed hair.
        Honored by prostitutes.
        This is considered a rustic holiday.

        Maiama
        Sacrifice a pregnant sow.



        2-62 ater  14:05 BF ludi
        3-63  14:09  CC lud.in.cir
        4-64  14:11  DC
        5-65  14:13
        6-66  14:16 FC
        7-67  nones  14:18  G N
        8-68 ater  14:20  HF

        9-69  14:22  A LEM N
        Lemuria- Festival of the Spirits.
        Offerings to the spirits.
        Done at midnight.
        bare feet.
        Makes a sign of the fig.
        Wash hands with spring water.
        Throw beans over the shoulder.
        Say, "these I let fall, with these I ransom me and mine." nine times
without looking back.
        The temples are closed.
        Marriage is not allowed.

        10-70  14:24  BC
        11-71  14:26 C LEM N
        Lemuria- continued.
        12-72  14:29  D NP lud.mart.in.circ
        13-73  14:31 E LEM N
        Lemuria - continued.

        14-74  14:33  FC
        A procession led by the Vestals is led through the City;
        straw men are thrown from a bridge into the river.
        In times of old, men were thrown into the river instead of dolls.

        15-75  ides  14:35  G NP
A white lamb is sacrificed to Jove.
This day is holy to Mercury.
        Take water from a spring holy to Mercury, in a purified pitcher, asperge
articles of business with  the laurel leaves.
        
        16-76  ater  14:38  HF
        17-77  14:40  AC
        18-78  14:42  BC



        19-79   14:44  CC
        
        20-80  14:46  DC

        21-81  14:47  E AGON NP
        Agonalia-  The festival of Janus
        A ram is sacrificed.

        22-82  14:48  FN

        23-83  14:50  G TUB NP
        This day is holy to Vulcan.
        Tubilustrium-  Festival of the Trumpets.
        trumpets are ritually purified.
        24-84  14:52  HQ R C F
        25-85  14:54  AC
        26-86  14:55  BC
        27-87  14:57  CC
        28-88  14:59  DC
        29-89  15:00  EC
        30-90  15:02  FC
        31-X  15:03   GC

iv.  June
        This month is sacred to Juno.
        Marriage is not propitious before the Ides.  Afterwards it is.

        1-91 Kalends  15:04  H N
         Fabaria-  festival of Carna:

The first day is dedicated to Carna, the goddess of the hinge:
With her spirit she opens the closed, and closes the open.

        on this day beans are offered to Carna.
        eat pork, barley, and beans.
        Asperge doors posts thrice.
        Set piglet entrails out in the open.
        beseech the Daimons to leave the children be;



Do not look at the entrails.  Place a white thorn rod of Janus in the
window, and evil spirits will be kept at bay.
           Matronalia, Fest of Juno
        A sacrifice is made to Juno.
        A temple was consecrated to Juno Moneta by Camillus.
This same day is a festival of Mars.
        The temple to Tempestas was consecrated on this day.
        This day is holy to Concordia.

        2-92 ater  15:05  AF
        3-93  15:06  BC
hac sacrata die Tusco Bellona duello dicitur et Latio prospera semper adest.
        On this day a temple was dedicated to Bellona.  In times of war, a spear
was thrown over a column that stands in front.
        4-94  15:07  CC
        This day is holy to Hercules the Guardian.

        5-95 nones  15:09  D
nomina terna fero....  Fidius, Sancus, Pater Semo
        A solemn festival to Fidius Dius. Sancus-Fidius-Semo, a sabine God.
        6-96 ater  15:10  EN

        7-97  15:10  FN
        Festival of Tiber, especially dear to fishermen; games are held on the
Campus Martius.

        8-98  15:11  GN menti.in.capit
Mens quoque numen habet.  The mind also has numen.
On this day a temple to Mens was consecrated.

        9-99  15:12  H VEST fer.vestae
        Vestalia-
Vesta, fave!  Vesta, favor me!
(in prece totus eram: caelestia numina sensi, laetaque purpurea luce
refulsit humus.)
I was totally in prayer: I sensed the divine numen, and the happy earth
shone with purple light.
Vesta eadem est et terram... Vesta is the same as the earth...
        Banquets are prepared.
        Meat is sent to the Vestals to be offered.
        Millstones are decked with garlands.
        Asses are decked and paraded.
        Ladies parade barefoot to the temple.



        Jupiter Pistor.  An alter was consecrated to Juppiter pistor.

        Rite of Vacuna.   mos erat et mensae credere adesse deos; nunc quoque, cum
fiunt antiquae sacra Vacunae, ante Vacunales stantque sedentque focos.

        10-100  15:13  AN

        11-101  15:14  B MATR N
        Matralia-

        12-102  15:14  CN
        13-103 ides  15:15 D N
        A white lamb is sacrificed to Jove.

        14-104 ater  15:15  E EN
        15-105 15:16  F Q ST D F
        16-106  15:16  GC
        17-107  15:16  HC
        18-108  15:17  AC
        19-109  15:17  BC
        This day is holy to Minerva.
        20-110  15:17  CC
        21-111  15:17  DC

        22-112  15:17  EC
        23-113  15:17  FC
        24-114  15:17  GC
Fortunalia,  festival  of  Fortuna, Venus  (Summer solstice eve)
        Much drinking
        Garlands on boats
        Nods to slaves.
        Groups of young men.
        25-115  15:17  HC
        Bacchanalia
        26-116  15:16  AC
        27-117  15:16  BC
        28-118  15:15  CF
        29-119  15:15  DF
        30-120  15:15  EC



v.  July   (Quintilis)
        This month is named after Julius Caesar.  It was originally called
Quintilis meaning the fifth month.

        1-121 Kalends  15:14
        Sacrifice is made to Juno.
        2-122  ater  15:14
        3-123 15:13
        4-124  15:12
        5-125  15:11
        6-126  15:10

        7-127 nones  15:09
        Matronalia, Fest of Juno;
        The Games of Apollo are on this day.

        8-128 ater  15:08
        9-129 15:07
        10-130 15:06
        11-131  15:05
        12-132  15:03
        13-133  15:02
        14-134  15:00
        15-135  ides  14:59
        A white lamb is sacrificed to Jove.
        16-136 ater  14:58
        17-137  14:56
        18-138  14:54
        The Festival of Aius Locutus.
        19-139  14:53
        20-140  14:51
        21-141  14:49
        22-142  14:48

        23-143  14:46
        Neptunalia- The festival of Neptune.
        Neptune as protector of the water supply is celebrated.
        24-144  14:44
        25-145  14:42
        Furinalia-  festival of Furina
        26-146 14:41



        27-147  14:39
        28-148  14:37
        29-149  14:34
        30-150  14:32
        31-X  14:30

vi.   August (Sextilis)

        This month is named after Augustus Caesar.  It was originally called
Sextilis, the sixth month.

        1-151  Kalends 14:28
        Sacrifice to Juno.
        2-152 ater 14:26
        3-153 14:24
        4-154 14:22
        5-155 nones 14:19
        Annual sacrifice to Salus.
        6-156 ater 14:17
        7-157  14:15
        8-158 14:13
        9-159  14:09
        Festival to Sol Invictus
        10-160  14:07
        11-161  14:04
        12-162  14:02
        13-163  14:00
        Festival of Diana at Nemi
        Vertumnalia-  The festival of Vertumnus
        Holy to Hercules Victor
        Holy to the Gemini
        Holy to Hecate
        Holy to Flora
        Holy to Camenae

        14-164 ater 13:57



        15-165  13:55
        16-166  13:52
        17-167  13:50
        Portunalia: This is a festival of Portumnus;
        This is a solemn rite;
        Keys are thrown into a fire.
        18-168  13:47
        19-169   13:45
        Consualia- This is the festival of Consus.
        The altar of Consus  is dug up and a mule is sacrificed.
        Beasts of burden are freed from labor.
        Games are sponsored.
        Finally, the altar is recovered for another year.
        Vinalia-
        20-170  13:42
        21-171  13:40

        22-172  13:37
        23-173   13:35
        Volcanalia, Festival of Vulcan
        Fish are thrown in a fire.
        24-174  13:32
        25-175  13:29
        26-176  13:26
        27-177   13:23
        Volturnalia
        28-178  13:21
        29-179  13:18
        30-180  13:15
        31-X     13:13

vii.  September

        This month's name simply means the seventh month.

        1-181  Kalends  13:10
        2-182  ater 13:07
        3-183  13:04



        4-184  13:02
        5-185  12:59
        Ludi till the 19th
        6-186  ater  12:56
        7-187  12:54
        8-188 12:51
        Opiconsiva
        9-189  12:48
        10-190  12:45
        11-191  12:43
        12-192  12:40
        13-193  ides  12:36
        14-194 ater  12:33

                Festival of Vesta
        15-195  12:31
        Circenses Ludi, in honor of Consus, 15-20
        16-196  12:28
        17-197  12:25
        18-198  12:22
        19-199  12:20
        20-200  12:17
        21-201  12:14
        22-202  12:11
        23-203  12:08
        24-204  12:06
        25-205  12:03
        Bacchanalia
        26-206  12:00
        27-207  11:57
        28-208  11:54
        29-209  11:51
        30-210  11:48

        
viii.  October

        This month's name means the eighth month.
        



        1-211  11:45
        2-212  ater  11:43
        3-213  11:40
        4-214  11:37
        5-215  11:34
        6-216  11:32
        7-217  nones 11:29
        8-218  ater 11:25
        9-219  11:23
        10-220  11:20
        11-221  11:17
        12-222  11:15
        13-223  11:12
        Fontinalia
        14-224  11:09
        15-225   ides  11:06
        Sacrifice of a horse to Mars; A purification of the City
        16-226  ater  11:03
        17-227  11:01
        18-228  10:58
        19-229  10:56
        Armilustrium-  Festival of polishing the weapons.  Holy to Mars.
        20-230  10:53
        21-231  10:50
        22-232  10:47
        23-233  10:45
        24-234  10:42
        25-235  10:40
        26-236  10:36
        27-237  10:34
        28-238  10:31
        29-239  10:29
        30-240  10:26
        31-X     10:23

ix.    November

        November means simply the ninth month.



        1-241  10:21
        2-242 ater 10:19
        Hilaria
        3-243  10:16
        4-244  10:13
        5-245  nones 10:11
        6-246  ater  10:09
        7-247  10:06
        8-248  10:04
        9-249  10:02
        10-250  9:59
        11-251  9:56
        12-252  9:54
        Epulum Jovis in Capitoli
        13-253  ides 9:52
        14-254  ater  9:50
        15-255   9:48
        Feronia, feast of Ferona
        16-256  9:46
        17-257  9:44
        18-258  9:42
        19-259  9:40
        20-260  9:38
        21-261  9:36
        22-262  9:34
        23-263  9:32
        24-264  9:31
        25-265  9:28
        26-266  9:27
        27-267  9:25
        28-268  9:24
        29-269  9:22
        30-270  9:21

        

x.     December

        December means the tenth month.



        1-271  9:20
        2-272  ater  9:18
        3-273  9:17
        Feast of Bona Dea, Fauna
        4-274  9:16
        5-275  9:15
        6-276 ater  9:14
        7-277  9:13
        8-278  9:11
        9-279  9:10
        10-280  9:10
        11-281   9:09
        Brumalia
        12-282  9:08
        13-283  ides  9:07
        14-284  ater 9:07
         Consualia
        -Lararia
        15-285  9:15
        16-286  9:06
        Saturnalia, 16-23
        17-287 9:05
        18-288 9:05
        Eponalia, Feast of Epona
        19-289 9:05
        Opalia, 3rd day of Saturnalia
        -Compitalia, festival of the dead, Lares
        20-290  9:05
        21-291  9:04
        22-292  9:04
        23-293   9:04
        Laurentalia
        24-294  9:05
        25-295  9:05
        26-296  9:05
        27-297  9:06
        28-298  9:06
        29-299  9:06
        30-300  9:07
        31-X     9:08



xi.  January

        January is the month sacred to the divine Janus.

        1-301  Kalends 9:08  AKF
        2-302  ater 9:09  BF
        3-303  9:10  CC
        4-304  9:11  DC
        5-305  nones 9:12  E F
        6-306  ater  9:13  FF
        7-307  9:15  GC
        8-308   9:16  HC
        Day of Justicia
        9-309  9:17  A AGON
        Agonia, Festival of Janus
        10-310  9:18  B EN
        11-311   9:19  C CAR Np
        Carmentales
        12-312   9:21  DC
        Compitalia
        13-313 ides 9:22  E EID NP
        14-314 ater 9:24  F EN dies.vitios.ex.s.c
        15-315  9:25  G CAR
        Feast of the Ass, Feast of Vesta
           -Carmentalia, Feast of Goddess of Childbirth
        16-316  9:27  HC
        17-317  9:29  AC
        18-318  9:30  BC
        Theogamia, Feast of Juno
        19-319  9:32  CC
        20-320  9:34  DC
        21-321  9:36  EC
        22-322  9:38  FC
        23-323  9:40  GC
        24-324  9:42  HC
        25-325  9:44  AC
        26-326  9:46  BC
        27-327  9:48  CC
        28-328  9:51 DC
        29-329  9:53 EC
        Feast of Concordia



        30-330  9:55  F NP
        31-X  9:58 GC

        
xii.   February

        February is last month of the year, indicating the time of warming.

        1-331  kalends  10:00  H  N
        2-332 ater  10:02  AN
        3-333  10:04  BN
        4-334  10:07 CN
        5-335  nones 10:09  D
        6-336 ater 10:11  EN
        7-337  10:14  FN
        8-338  10:17  GN
        9-339  10:19  HN
        10-340  10:22  AN
        11-341  10:24  BN
        12-342  10:27  CN
        13-343   ides 10:29  D NP
        Parentalia, fest of Mania and Vesta, 13 (to 18)
        14-344 ater 10:32 EN
        15-345 10:35 F LVPER NP
        Februa, Fest of Purification
            Lupercalia- Fest of Pan for protecting the flocks.
        16-346  10:37  G EN
        17-347  10:41 H QUIR NP
        18-348  10:43  AC
        19-349  10:45  BC
        20-350  10:48  CC
        21-351  10:51  D FERAL F
        22-352  10:54  EC
        23-353  10:56 F TER NP
        Terminalia- Fest of boundaries
        -Lucaria, feast of the grove
        -Fugalia: The celebration of the exile of the Tarquins
        -Day of Tacita, The day of the silent Goddess,Lara.       20
        -Fornacalia, 17



        -Feralia, 17 or 21 for 11 days
        -Charistia, feast of reconciliation, 20
        24-354  10:59  G REGIF N
        Refugium
        25-355  11:02  HC
        26-356  11:05  A EN
        27-357  11:08 B EQ NP
        28-358  11:10  CC



                  Gamelia ritual

              by Neis he Sunarmostes

I.  Equipment and Supplies
II.  Preparation
        A.  Tool Consecration
        B.  Theagamia
III. Ritual
        A.  Purification / Concentration
        B.  Consecrating the Bomos / Defining the Sacred Space
        C.  Hymn to the King and Queen of Heaven and Earth
        D.  Hieros Gamos of Hera and Zeus
                1.  Hymn of praise to Hera
                2.  Hymn of praise to Zeus
                3.  Preparation / Narration of the Hieros Gamos
                4.  Symbolic Union / Conception of Ares
                5.  Entheos of all present
                6.  Hymn of praise to Ares
        E.  Closing the circle

________________________________________________________________________

I.  Equipment and Supplies
        sword
        bowl
        incense and burner
        salt
        candle
        matches
        altar cloth
        apple
        post-ritual munchies
        *duct tape
        *dark bedsheet

*Specific to the place we're holding the ritual.

II.  Preparation
   A.  Tool Consecration

Needed:



Salt, water, incense, candle or altar fire.

Procedure:

     1.Prepare altar.
     2.Have tools to be consecrated on or near altar.
     3.Cast circle.
     4.Consecrate Salt and Water (if not already done as part of circle
       casting).
     5.For each tool to be consecrated, do the following:
     6.Hold up the tool and pray:

              Hera, hear!  Zeus, hear!
              I call on You and all the other Gods!
              I dedicate and consecrate this bowl/sword to You.
              If ever I've fulfilled my vows and pleased Your hearts,
              now cleanse this bowl/sword of every taint and all corruption.
              Purify it for my use and for Your service.

     7.Meditate on the tool, on its history and construction, on the
       purposes you intend for it; send it purifying energy.
     8.Sprinkle it with salt (representing Earth).
     9.Sprinkle it with consecrated water (representing Water).
    10.Pass it through the incense smoke (representing Air).
    11.Pass it through or over the candle or altar flame (representing Fire).
    12.Hold the tool aloft, point to it, and command:

              I charge thee by the powers of the Goddesses and Gods,
              by Sun and Moon and Stars,
              by Fire, Water, Earth and Air,
              to serve the Goddesses and Gods through me.
              I consecrate thee by the names:
              Hera!
              Zeus!
              By the names of all the Gods and Goddesses!
              Esto!
    13.Repeat for each tool.
    14.Open the circle.

  B.  Theagamia



Clean the bathtub well.  Draw a bath and scent it with an appropriate oil.
The priestess should bathe herself thoroughly and recite the following
prayer:

        "By the power of the Gods, I present myself as Hera's humble servant.
        Through me may she be cleansed, and reclaim her sacred virginity.
        By the powers of the Gods, all things are possible;
        Mother becomes maiden, to become mother once more.  Esto!"

The priest should also cleanse himself in a ritual bath, but can forgo such
a prayer.

III.  Ritual
   A.  Purification / Concentration

The priest or priestess should lead all present in a relaxation / guided
meditation, focusing on draining away all ill thoughts and purifying the
mind and soul.

   B.  Consecrating the Bomos / Defining the Sacred Space

I.  Erecting the Temple

Censor is lit, and a brand therefrom is dipped into water to make
Khernips.  See the prayer of the Flame and the Khernips.  [below]

Cup and Dagger are taken up in the left and right hands.  Priest shouts:

Hekas Hekas Este Bebelloi!

He or she then says:

"Let these Holy Instruments be carried about the Bomos."

on the first Circumambulation.  (Opening circumambulations are
clockwise.)

On the second circumambulation:  "With Will I cleanse this Temple and
define the Sacred Precinct."

On the third circumambulation:  "With love I cleanse this temple and
define the sacred precinct."



A circle of protection should be visualized.

The precinct is sprinkled with Khernips and fumed saying: "I purify with
water" and "I sanctify with fire."

I.  Prayer of the Flame

Prometheus, who brought this flame to Earth
Was bound for it, and tortured daily for
An eagle eats his liver: by this use
We set Him free.  All holy things hold heat,
All living things are flame, the flame of love
Of sex, of war, of anger: these all burn
As this flame burns, a doorway to the Gods,
A path up high Olympus, which we climb
To offer gifts to all the Deathless Gods.
We light a flame to guide us to the Truth,
We light a flame to warm our frigid hearts,
We light a flame to honor ancient Gods.

II.  Prayer of the Khernips

Into the water let the fire plunge!
We wash our hands together, one by one,
And purify ourselves, we wash our hands
Of hatred, pain and jealousy, of fear,
Of enmity and cowardice, of lies,
We wash our hands together: we are one
Before the Gods, we stand together, One.

  C.  Hymn to the King and Queen of Heaven and Earth

To be recited by one of the worshippers in attendance.

"It was no good mind of man that came
North with thunder, riding the wind,
But the breast of God, the brow subtle flesh
It was, and Goddess too, Lord and Lady together,
Friends of humans, They, and in Their hands
Holding aloft the Fruits of Plenty and the Bolts of Law.
Hail unto you! God of Gods and Goddess of Goddesses!
All-father, All-mother, creator and destroyer



Unto you is the glory of the Earth complete,
Unto you is all praise given, whether known or not,
And unto you, all sacrifices find their eventual way.
Lord and Lady, Zeus and Hera, Father, Mother
I sing the praises of Your Holy Names today!"

   D.  Hieros Gamos of Hera and Zeus
      1.  Hymn of Praise to Hera

To be recited by the priest.

"I hold an apple up, and sing Your praise,
The mystery hereof, is clasp within, and shines
A star -- within each seed, You dwell, my Queen.
How can I sing aright Your modesty and power?
How can a human bard reveal the love he feels
For You, oh Ancient Goddess, Immortal, fresh
And pure! We sing Your praise, for life you give
And always gave; how can we take from You,
And not give back our love, My Queen?
All Hail Hera, of the Gentle Rains, we sing!"

      2.  Hymn of praise to Zeus

To be recited by the priestess.

"Your hoary head will nod, and hairs will wave
To crush the mountains down, and nations test,
While suns shine in Your eyes, O ancient God,
Of ancient force, to You we sing this hymn.
Your power is so great, a single breath
May raise a valley, knock a mountain down,
May smash a nation, bless a joyous house,
May give us fear, or awe to be beloved
Of You, so great a God. The World Hails!"

      3.  Preparation / Narration of the Hieros Gamos

The consecrated bowl is filled with water or wine.  The bowl and the
consecrated sword are placed on the Bomos with the sword to the right and
the bowl to the left.  The priest faces east across the Bomos, and the
priestess faces west.



The priest assumes the Olympic attitude of prayer (standing, feet
slightly apart, arms outstretched to the sky, palms up.  Face is bent
slightly upward), and recites the following.

"Forth from the clouds springs Zeus, the God of Storm
Who with His lightning blasts all things he will,
And spreads his silver seed upon the Earth.
He came to Hera, Queen of Heaven,
Ere they took themselves to the summit of Mount Ida,
Where shrouded in a golden cloud
They were joined one to another
In the holiest of holy unions."

The priest takes up the sword.  The priestess assumes the Olympic attitude
of prayer and recites the following.

"Ah, yes, it's true that Zeus came forth, and with
A terrible thundering, made love to the formidable Hera,
And blessed His Queen with His love,
And she was willing, true, for Zeus
Had at long last wood Her to Her liking,
And as she drew the trembling sparrow
To her breast, so did she draw the great
Heaven-shaker within her body, and thus she received
The Will of Zeus, to mix with Hera's love!"

The priestess takes up the cup.  The priest holds aloft the dagger and says:

"O Eimi Dios, in the Storm I come,
My shadow comes, and swallows buildings down,
My breath breaks mountains, lightning springs and blasts
The Roots of Earth, oh Wild and Free I come,
The God of wind, rushing might, and force,
I come, an Eagle's shadow follows Me."

The priestess then holds aloft the cup and says:

"O Eimi Hera, from the Sky I come,
From the stomach of Kronos I claim my second birth,
Released by my brother-bridegroom, thou, Zeus,
King of Heaven, whom I reign beside.
I hold in My hands the power of Heaven and Earth,
Of Birth and Death, of Love and Jealousy.



Fitting it is that two so powerful as We
Should be joined in body and spirit.
So come, and in My arms I'll have the God
And make a Child from They who rule the sky!"

       4.  Symbolic union / conception of Ares

The priest and priestess raise a charge of Dunamis by chanting
"erkhometha".  All in attendance should join in to generate as much Dunamis
as possible.  When the energy is at its highest peak, the priest places the
sword in the bowl, so the point thereof breaks the surface of the liquid.
He pushes the energy raised through the sword, while the priestess pushes
the energy she has raised into the liquid.  When the two energies are
commingled sufficiently, the sword should be removed from the bowl.

The priestess then holds the bowl on high and says:

"Behold, Ares is conceived!  Here is the womb of Hera!"

She takes the cup to each of the participants, who drink and say "Ego eimi
Ares.  Khaire!"  The priest then drinks half of the remaining liquid, and
the priestess the rest.

      5.  Hymn of praise to Ares

The priestess recites:

"Oh, brave, oh Manly, oh Ares
Of the bare limbs, of the tight iron,
Of the chest plate and clanging sword,
Holy God of terrible War, I sing to you
God of strength, god of courage, all things
Need the power of Your might,
And thus I sing, saying, come unto us
And give unto us the manly courage of war,
The brazen throated cry of victory,
The unshaven valor of struggling men,
Oh, sweat, oh blood, oh God,
To you the glory of victor belongs,
Warlike one, with terrible brute force you fight
And win against all kinds of foes.
Hail, Ares, though You make us tremble,
We do homage unto You!"



The priest recites:

"Thus we have created entheos, and within is a God.
The strength and courage of Ares infuses us
With godly vigor, and we shake off the sluggish
Doldrums of winter."

All sing:

"Winter still a time for sowing
Secret seeds for future growing
Life within your dream of what will be"

The chant song is repeated over and over, and the priestess sings the
descant:  "Winter's secret life!"

              Winter Still  (D minor)

D       A                       A       G
Win-    ter's                   Se-     cret

A       D       D       E       F       F       E       D
Win-    ter     still   a       time    for     sow-   ing

A
Life!

A       D       D       E       F       F       E       D
Se-     cret    seeds   for     fu-     ture    grow-   ing

D       A                       A       G                       A
Win-    ter's                   Se-     cret                    Life!

A       D       D       E       F       F       E       D       D
Life    with-   in      your    dreams  of      what    will    be.

   E.  Closing the circle

The temple is closed by the Priest walking counterclockwise once about
the Bomos, then knocking on the Bomos with the hilt of the dagger, saying



"I now declare this temple duly closed."

_____________________________________________________________

Lesser tool consecration (c) 1996 Apollonius Sophistes
Hymns, Defining Sacred Space, and parts of Hieros Gamos (c) Pat Dunn
Gamelia Ritual (c) 1997 Neis he Sunarmostes



Asclepian Meditation 

by Cynndara 

[This meditation is oriented to pneumonia, but can be adapted to any condition.] 

First, clear your mind. Imagine, if you would, that I am 
speaking to you, and this lighted screen is the power of 
my mind and my words reading out to yours. Close off 
your outer senses, and immerse yourself in the 
working. Breathe deeply if you can. I know that isn't 
easy right now. You don't want to override necessary 
automatic responses in your body like coughing, and 
the pain is there to tell you something. But remember 
also that pain is the body's fear. It's that part of 
yourself warning you that you are in danger, but 
sometimes you have to walk through the danger rather 
than away from it. So breathe as deeply as you can, 
and listen carefully to what your lungs have to say to 
you. Become aware of the degree of congestion, the 
fluid in your pleural spaces, the swelling inside your 
tissues. Feel the nature of the infection, and come to 
grips with both the organism invading your breathing 
space, and your own body's reaction to that organism. 
Listen to your heartbeat, and how it meshes with your 
breathing. Acknowledge your condition; accept it. 
Understand it. 

Now turn your attention inward, and away from the body. Concentrate on a point of light 
between your eyes, and believe that you are walking through it into a tunnel, a passage 
between Time and Space. There are an infinite number of doors from this passage (you 
have probably been here before). You might need to walk for a while before you get to the 
one we are looking for. Wait until you feel comfortable that you have the right door, and 
open it out onto a grassy field planted with blooming hyacinths, narcissus, and wooly 
sage. A path of marble stepping stones leads to a copse of oak trees on your right, and a 



small Temple on your left. Pick three hyacinth blossoms and take the path to the right. 
You will go down a short slope under the trees and find yourself before a clear spring. By 
the side of the spring is the statue of a young woman with clear grey eyes. She is Hygeia, 
Health, and She is the patron of this water. Drop your hyacinth blooms in the water and 
dip your hands into the spring. Pour water over your head, flick a spray over each 
shoulder, and then take a long drink from your cupped hands. Address the Goddess with 
your prayer for health and well-being. Vow to Her an appropriate sacrifice on your 
recovery. 

Now bow and step backwards from the 
spring, and take the path back to where 
you began. Pick three narcissus flowers 
and a sprig of sage. Turn to your left and 
approach the Temple. You will see the 
bomos as you approach, and an image of 
Asclepius with His snakes is recessed by 
the doorway. There is a fire already on 
the altar. Put your narcissus in the bowl, 
saying, "Hail, Asclepius, Son of the Sun 
and healer of men. I beg Your help in 
my life's need, and promise to serve You 
faithfully in recompense." Enter the 
Temple. Inside you will find that there 
are many high windows casting a soft 
light onto a rectangular, boxy stone altar, 
behind which stands a massive image of 

the God. There are pillows and soft blankets arranged there, and a smoldering tripod 
brazier beside it. Cast the sage into the brazier, and breath the fumes deeply. It's okay to 
cough. Remember, a productive cough helps to move infected matter out of your lungs. 
Breath the fumes, making any additional prayers you think might be necessary, and stretch 
out on the altar. Now close your eyes, forget about reading this, and fall asleep at the 
God's feet. 

The ritual isn't perfectly authentic, but it should attract Their attention. Be well. 

`ygeia su 



 Return to The Stele 

 Send mail to Omphalos / OmphalosNet@compuserve.com

Last updated: Sun Mar 15 18:54:52 EST 1998 

mailto:OmphalosNet@compuserve.com
mailto:OmphalosNet@compuserve.com


Hymn to Aphrodite

by Luna Sea

Aphrodite!
You step forth from the waves

onto the beach.
Born of water

from the union of sky-and-earth,
You ignite!
the flames!

of our passions! 

Aphrodite!
Weightless as seafoam,

moving in
sensuous
rhythm,
no haste. 

Goddess of the joys of sex and love,
the pleasures of sensuality,

the evanescent orgasm. 

Remind us of our origins,
for we are all products of sexual union.

Remind us of our origins.
for all life on this planet

arose
from the seas. 

At Your favored hours of dawn and dusk
You appear.

Lovingly, You brush the earth with dewy kisses
as day-joins-night 



Renew us in Your sacred bath:
the fluids of our own bodies,

the moisture of the sea,
the moisture of our passion,
the moisture of the womb,

the moisture of the ocean of life. 

Let us feel the flood
of desire

and be awash with
Your-flowing-energy.

And as the current of emotions begins to circulate
and our tensions and inhibitions ebb away,

let us dissolve ourselves
into You! 

The power of Your beauty
is more than pleasing to the eye.

It is spiritual power,
springing from our depths,

transmuting physical pleasure
into ecstasy! 

Pleasure is not the end.
It is the means

to mystical union with You,
Aphrodite! 

In You
we find equilibrium

between natural and cultural,
cultivating ephemeral beauty

through blossoms,
through perfumes,

through adornments. 

Let us reflect Your divinity



in our own selves. Thus
we anoint ourselves with scented unguents,

we bedeck ourselves with flowers,
with jewels, with lustrous embroidery. 

Yours is a magic which enhances all natural beauty,
yet which makes hidden beauties evident

through art and artifice,
for it is the magic of imagination

which is Yours! 

Joy-creating
shining magic,

brilliant and smiling,
the mystery of love that begets life,
the love that creates something new

when what were two
are now

One. 

O!
Aphrodite!

&#;169 Luna Sea/Lilinah biti-Anat 1990-1997 
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Back to The Gateway to Qadash Kinahnu, a Canaanite-Phoenician Temple 
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Hekaté's Supper

By Luna Sea

First Performed on August 14, 1985

First published in Circle Network News, 1986
a version by another group, incorporating much of my text, was worked August 13, 1988, at the 
MoonStone Circle of the Aquarian Tabernacle, in Washington state and published in Panegyria, 
the journal of the Aquarian Tabernacle Church
Rewritten by me for use on August 14, 1992
Rewritten by me for the Web, June 1997

This version incorporates actual Greek material, elements from two of the traditions in which i have 
been trained (NROOGD & Feri), and bits from the Aquarian Tabernacle ritual (in the san serif 
typeface) 

This ritual is best performed on August 14, Hekaté's sacred day. It is especially wonderful if it is a dark 
moon.

DRAMATIS PERSONAE

One person, well familiar with this ritual, could lead it, but it would be easier with at least two. If there 
are two, split up the parts marked Leader between you. It is also good if there is a Priestess into whom 
Hekaté will be invoked.

THE ALTAR

At Center: 5 candles arranged in this order: silver, black, sapphire or indigo, black, silver 

At each Quarter: 
North - Earth: "graveyard dirt" - a blend of the herbs: vetiver, patchouli, and mullein
West - Water: willow water (willow bark soaked in water)
South - Fire: Hekaté incense (see recipe); incense burner; matches
East - Air: bell; Dream Pillows (see instructions)

No votives in quarters; No figures on the altar, unless it is a statue of Hekaté or her symbol. 

http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/OM/hekaterecip#incense
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/OM/hekaterecip#pillow


OTHER TOOLS:

Aspergillum: lavender flower stalks; flowering allium stalks; fresh mint, rosemary & myrtle

Dish of Sweet Water Drum

hand-sized round, black stone medium-size bowl of salt water hand-towel

Staff or wand Dish of Salt Pentacle Sword or athamé

FEAST:

hard cooked eggs, halved, on a plate & salt water in a large bowl
honey & pollen in separate dishes
pomegranate wine and/ or blended berries
crescent dark moon cookies (see recipe, below)
garlic - garlicy sesame seed butter spread on flat bread would be good
almonds; pine nuts; sesame seeds
dates & figs
Libation Bowl

OFFERING:

honey

The Ritual

1. Process in

All participants form a line - if only one Leader, s/he asperses them, then leads the group into the ritual 
space and forms a circle.
If two leaders, then Leader1 at the head of the line leads the group into the ritual space, where Leader2 
is waiting - as participants pass Leader2, s/he asperses them. 

Leader: 

Now is the ending before the beginning, the time of death before new life.
As ebbtide reveals the secrets of the shoreline,
so now is the depth of the night sky revealed.
Now we may read the fates and know the mysteries in the vast and silent stillness.

http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/BA/OM/hekaterecip#crescent


All is possible. This is the time when we may touch the deep power of the dark.

(adapted from Nor Hall, The Moon and the Virgin)

2. Cast the Circle

Purify the space counterclockwise - moonwise, womanwise - using the four elements from the altar, 
"graveyard dirt," willow water, incense, and bell, going round the circle one time with each, if one 
leader. If two, they each take one element around the circle, thus going around twice.

The worshippers chant softly to a low drumbeat, repeating it over & 
over until Leader completes the casting: Heh-kah-tay, Heh-kah-tay, 
Heh-kah-tay.

Leader: 

The circle is cast by air and fire,
The circle is charged with water and earth.
What is within the circle is between the worlds,
what is between the worlds affects all worlds.

Leader: 

O Night, faithful preserver of mysteries,
and bright stars whose golden beams with the Moon succeed after 
the fires of day;
Thou, three-formed Hekaté, who knows our undertakings and comes 
to our aid,
whose spells and arts that wise ones use, to Thee we dedicate 
this rite!

3. Invoke of the Quarters

North

Hekaté! Come! with your ravening wolves,
your hounds of hell, eyes glowing red,
hurdling out of the cavern of earth.
we hear your howl deep in our bones,
within the marrow of our souls.
Teach us to listen to your deep silences



so we may learn the secrets of our bodies
and the ever-changing cycles of life and nature.
share with us your focus and patience.
Unleash the foundation of our instincts to grow this night.
Join our circle and guard our northern gate.
O, Come and be our altar.

West

Hekaté! Come! on your great slithering serpent,
your dragon rising from the watery abyss,
Pouring out visions and prophetic dreams
We feel your damp spray in our blood,
in the waves that roar within our hearts.
Teach us to understand that joys & sorrows
ebb and flow like the rhythmically turning tides,
So our emotions may deepen like the oceans.
Share with us your intuition and inspiration this night.
Join our circle and guard our western gate.
O, Come and be our Cauldron.

South

Hekaté! Come! with your pride of passionate lions,
your blazing wild cats of intensity and desire,
Burning in a whirlpool of liquid fire.
We hear your roaring along our nerves,
dancing in flames that leap in our will.
Teach us to move with justice and courage
So we may accomplish our goals.
Ignite us with the spark of creativity,
Share with us your power and transforming energy this night.
Join our circle and guard our Southern gate.
O, Come and be our sword.

East

Hekaté! Come! on your mysterious owl,
with your ravens of spirit-speech,
Flying on the wind that whirls between the worlds,
We Hear your whispering with each breath,
in the Murmuring magic in our minds,



Blow clear our thought patterns.
Teach us to gather and use our knowledge
so we may be inspired by truth.
Share with us your wisdom and clarity this night.
Join our circle and guard our Eastern gate.
O, Come and be our staff.

Center

Hekaté! Guide to the secrets of the soul,
Keeper of the invisible mysteries of the spirit.
Nine-fold lady who whirls without motion,
Ebbs and flood of the inward ocean,
Burns untouched in flower flames,
Star-born light about the circle spin,
The night without, the bright within.
Join us in our circle,
In the center of the widening gyre.

Invocation of the Mighty Dead

Said in the center of the circle: 

Ancient and Mighty Dead
who once lived in the Lady's name,
Who once worked what we continue here,
Come dance and feast with us again,
We who are kin in spirit and in heart.Leaderthen lights the candles on the altar, and says: 

I do bless and consecrate this altar
in the name of Hekaté the ancient one,
venerated even before the ancient Greek civilization arose.

4. Cleansing of Negative Energy

Leader asks all to be seated, and then will give out a hand-sized round, black stone; a bowl of salt 
water; and a towel (for a larger group, use 2, 3, or 4 of each and them distribute equidistantly around the 
circle).

Leader then says: 

We will pass the stone counterclockwise. As you hold it, fill it with your pain, your anger, your 



negative energies, voicing them if you wish, while everyone is chanting: "Heh-kah-
tay, Heh-kah-tay."When you have poured it all into the stone, bathe it in the cleansing 
and purifying salt water, and dry the stone with the towel, then pass it on. When each of you has 
done this, place the stone in the water, cover the container with the cloth and place it near the 
altar.

The items are passed around the circle. When they are returned to the center, Leader makes a gateway 
in the Northwest and says: 

Let all negativity be cast out of this circle, and from each of 
our lives as it has been washed out of these stones. I banish it 
intothe earth, to be carried away from here and away from our lives, 
to be transformed and purified by the cycles of nature, just as 
this salt water will be made again fresh.

Leader takes bowl, exits circle, and if outdoors, pours water into the earth. If indoors, take bowl and 
pour water either into sink or toilet.

5. Visualization: A Trip to Tartaros

Leader:
Now we will journey to the Underworld to ask a boon of the chthonic Hekaté. Sit comfortably, breathing 
in and out slowly and at ease. Close your eyes and feel your center.

Three faced one, patroness of the 9 wild muses, Torch Bearer, Star-crown wearer,
Mother of ghosts who prophesize in the form of bee, serpent, mouse, or bat.
She of 3 heads: mare, dog, serpent; or lioness, mare, dog;
or lioness, dog, serpent; or yet, heifer, lioness, serpent.
Dog-star of summer. Brazen sandled one, Whose Magic mists are raised by willow spells.
Thessalian witches, followers of Hekaté, Cerdo the weasel, shapeshifters & spellspinners.

Turn west. There lies the opening to Tartaros, the Underworld, in a grove of black poplars, sacred to Her 
whom we honor. The purpose of the visit is to learn something, perhaps of the future. Often this was 
done through mantiké, inspired prophecy through possession by the deity, enthusiasmos, the deity within 
us. Don't forget to give a coin to Charon, the ferryman over the River Styx. [pause]

We've reached the other shore. Beware Cerberus, the three-headed dog; his job is to prevent hapless 
ghosts from fleeing and the living from entering. But tonight we are under the protection of Hekaté 
Chthonia, Hekaté Ourania, and he, her servant, lets us pass. Do not tarry in the cheerless Asphodel 
Meadows where weary shades wander, purposelessly, twittering like bats. 

Look ahead: there lies Erebus, the palace of Hades and Persephoné, She who was tutored by Hekaté; 



now She is in the world above for it is summer.

Perhaps we will catch a glimpse of the three Erinnyes, the Furies, who live in Erebus. There is no 
mistaking them, who punish those who break those of deservedly guilty conscience. They are aged, with 
snakes for hair, dogs' heads, coal black bodies, bats' wings, and bloodshot eyes. In their hands they carry 
brass-studded scourges.

To the left is Lethé, shaded by Hekaté's white cypress - do not drink of its waters, for it is the Spring of 
Forgetfulness, for common souls of the dead awaiting rebirth, and we yet live.

Instead, approach Mnemosyné, the Pool of Memory, shaded by white poplars of Persephoné. This pool 
is for initiates. Kneel down and sip its cool waters and see a vision there. [pause]

6. Invoke the Goddess

Leader continues:
Tonight the Moon has darkened, just as silver turns black with age, we honor the Goddess in Her Dark 
forms:

HEKATÉ, the Distant One, Lady of the Underworld, Dea Triformis,
with 3 heads - serpent, horse, & dog - carrying a torch & wearing a glittering crown of stars;

TRIVIA, guardian of the 3 paths, standing at the crossroad;
LEUKIPPÉ, the nightmare; CIRCE, sorceress, death bird, bird of wisdom, the owl;

LILITH, the yoni-lily, seducer in the night;
black-faced KALI MA, Dark Mother, dancer in the sea of blood;

VEILED ISIS; BLACK MADONNA;
MANIA, mother of ghosts; MACHA with her twin-headed ax;
ERESHKIGAL, black-haired & naked in her lapis lazuli palace

surrounded by rainbow gardens in the wilderness at the world's end;
MAYAHUEL, patroness of hallucinations & intoxications, on a throne of tortoises & snakes;

the Egyptian HEQIT, whose head is a frog's, symbol of the foetus,
midwife to the birth of the Sun,

mistress of the magic power of the Word,
holder of the reins of the ancient sacred spell.

She is the Crone; the Grandmother; spinner, teacher, prophetess, gossip, midwife, healer, avenger, 
shapeshifter; the guardian of the unconscious; deathbringer; mistress of subterranean spirits; she who 
stands between the pillars of the gateway to another world; ruler of the untamed forests of the human 
psyche, of poetry & lunacy, sleep & transformation; Giver of Visions. Within each of us lie her 
mysteries - at the still center to which all must return as a prelude to rebirth. This is the most secret face 
of the Goddess.



Many mortals fear her, for Her wrath can be destructive. But some long to learn from Her. On the night 
of the Dark Moon, She appears before them, Her hair a nest of writhing snakes, constantly transforming. 
And among the lessons She teaches is:

Without Birth there is no Life;
Without Life there is no Death;

Without Death there is no Rebirth;
As Darkness gives birth to Light,

And Light to Darkness,
Each needing the other.

Oh, Dark Goddess!
Bring us the Knowledge of the Silver Wheel of Death & Rebirth!

Grant us the Power and the Wisdom to use it rightly!

7. Offering of Honey:

Leader: 

Lady of mystery, shrouded in time, lady of earth and heaven and 
sea,
who makes the earth bring forth abundantly.
At whose word bitches whelp, and mares foal.
Thou, honored of Zeus, holder of the torch of light, bearer of 
the scourge.
Pale Queen of ghosts whose suppers are laid where three ways 
meet, 
lunar goddess light and dark, mistress of magic, of wisdom, 
watcher over secret meetings and wild places. Silent one.
Hekate! Queen of night, I call thee into the body of this, thy 
priestess!
Speak to us, O Hekaté!

Priestess seats herself in Hekaté's throne, and speaks. She declaims, 
slowly and deliberately: 

I am the old one who is maid, mother, and all, the threefold 
goddess.
I will teach you to read pebbles cast, the black pool, and the 
human hand.
I will teach you the stars, and how to make the smoke that 
brings dreams.



I will send visions.
Remember, anything is possible
after you find the courage to admit that nothing is certain.

She rises from the throne, takes a step forward and gestures: 

Ye who call me here, your feet treading the ancient round, hear 
me:
the spiral dance is danced over the abyss, always.
So dance and form your vision of the boon you dare ask of me!

Hekaté Chant

Done antiphonally (that is, Leader says a line, then ALL repeat it), best if outside where three roads 
meet: 

Come, infernal, terrestial, and celestial Bombo,
Goddess of the broad roadways, of the cross-road,
Thou who goest to and fro at night, torch in hand,
Enemy of the day, friend and lover of darkness,
Thou who dost rejoice when the hounds howl and warm blood is spilled,
Thou who wanderest amid the phantoms in the place of tombs,
Thou whose thirst is blood, Thou who dost strike chill fear into mortal heart,
Gorgo, Mormo, Moon of a thousand forms,
Look favorably upon our sacrifices!

The worshippers then are led in the spiral dance, twice inward and twice outward to the starting point. 
ALL chant: "Heh-kah-tay, Heh-kah-tay" during the dance.

After the dance is concluded, the Leader says: 

Now we may ask of Glorious Hekaté a boon, for the ancient power which she has ever enjoyed is 
that of bestowing on mortals, or withholding from them, any desired gift. As we make our 
offering of honey, we must cast our eyes downward, and leave the place of offering without 
looking back.

One at a time, each participant goes to the appointed place, offers honey, asks boon silently, then returns 
to circle space without looking back, to await the others. While one is offering, the rest may dance freely 
while awaiting their return.

In the 1992 performance of this ritual, we poured honey into the holes of a "manhole" 
cover over an underground stream, which was in a crossroads of two streets over which an 



electric commuter train ran - three roads, and in 3-dimensions, subterranean, terrestrial, 
and aerial!

If you don't have a safe outdoor space to perform this, each participant may pour a drop honey into a fire 
in a fireplace or a "fire-cauldron" - see instructions. This makes the "don't look back" warning a bit more 
difficult to accomplish. If possible, have the offering place set up in another near-by room.

8. Feast of Hekaté

Pass the food around one plate at a time, reading the section for each as it begins around. Different 
worshippers can read the descriptions if they have been written out ahead of time on index-cards.

a. Hard-Cooked Eggs, halved, and a bowl of Salt Water into which to dip 
them

The egg, unbroken, is the perfect form, symbol of unity. It is both seed and womb. It is the world, the 
universe. Within are the white and yolk, silver and gold, moon and sun. The Feminine Essence was often 
represented as containers and jars in bird and egg forms in the most ancient days. By dipping the egg in 
salt water, we purify it in the liquid of our tears, the amniotic fluid, the oceans, the source of life and 
wisdom. Eating the egg, we give birth to ourselves.

b. Honey & Pollen

This is the food of the Thriae, the most ancient Delphic prophetesses, who wove golden tissues of words 
of truth or madness. They sang the thriambos, a honey-intoxicated bee song, in honor of the flowering 
pollen-producing rod, the magic wand of the phallic God, reunifying nature and spirit. Honey is the 
substance of resurrection, used in Asia Minor in embalming fluid, the sacred essence of the Great 
Goddess. It was sometimes mixed with menstrual blood, which it also represented, and drunk as a sacred 
elixir. Souls were seen as bees. It was believed that bees were begotten of bulls, which were also sacred 
to several Eastern Mediterranean Goddesses, and a bull was sometimes sacrificed so that bees would 
come and nest in its head.

c. Pomegranate Wine -or- Pureed Mixed Berries

(strawberries, raspberries, & boysenberries) in the first version of this ritual, which was alcohol-free)

This is the blood of the Mother Goddess, of all women, of life. As babes in blood we are born; as 
maidens with blood women flow; as mothers in blood women birth; with age comes the ending of blood 
and the shadow of Death we know. (paraphrased from Shekinah Mountainwater)
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d. Homemade Crescent Cookies with Black Poppy Seeds (see recipe)

These are the horns of the Moon, as waxing it reappears in the sky. This is the shape of the fallopian 
tubes above the uterus, and the shape of the horns on the bull's head, over which devotees of the Serpent 
Goddess leaped with joy in ancient Crete.

e. Other Foods

garlic spread & sesame seed butter on flat bread; almonds; pine nuts; dates & figs (dried is fine); honey-
sesame candies

f. The Cross-Road Offering

Be sure to set aside a small packet containing a bit of each ritual food to be left in a crossroad tonight for 
Hekaté. We wrapped the food in black paper napkins.

9. Farewell to Hekaté

Priestess: 

I am the spirit of eternity. I was before manifestation.
To question beyond my origin is not to understand me. I am the 
moving center.
Out of me all things come into being, it is in my spell that 
everything remains,
and unto me all must return.

Leader: 

Hekaté, Dark Mother!
We thank you for your presence here tonight
in this circle cast in your name, here at your shrine,
and as you depart, we bid you hail and farewell. 
Forget us not, and in this coming year grant each their boon. Go 
in peace.

10. Grounding and Dismissal of the Quarters

North:
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Farewell, Guardians of the North, place of security,
Altar of deep structures, the Earth which is Her fertile Body
We thank you for your presence in our circle tonight.
May there be harmony between us now and forever.

West:

Farewell, Guardians of the West, place of deepening,
Cauldron of visionary dreams, the Water which is Her living Blood
We thank you for your presence in our circle tonight.
May there be harmony between us now and forever.

South:

Farewell, Guardians of the South, place of movement and energy,
Shining Sword of flaming light, the Fire which is Her quickening Spirit
We thank you for your presence in our circle tonight.
May there be harmony between us now and forever.

East:

Farewell, Guardians of the East, place of new beginnnings,
Magic Staff and sacred word, the Air which is Her vital Breath
We thank you for your presence in our circle tonight.
May there be harmony between us now and forever.

Center:

Star-spun Center! Essence of the Mysteries,
Our rite is over, it's time to leave.
What was woven, now unweave!

Leader, carrying salt on pentacle, sprinkles salt around circle widdershins: 

Around, around,
it shall go to ground,
and not rebound.

ALL grasp staff and say: 

Let the power pass from me



to end where it was begun;
As I will so mote it be;
chant the spell and be it done.

Leader takes sword and says: 

All from air, into air, let the misty curtain part

Leader cuts circle and says: 

and moonlight shall not turn against us.

Leader goes to East with staff and says, holding staff horizontal: 

It shall end in the beginning: The circle is open.

...then turns staff vertical and draws line across circle and says: 

Merry meet, merry part.

ALL: Merry meet, merry part, and merry meet again.

End of Ritual

Additional Sources

Books:
Nor Hall, The Moon & The Virgin: Reflections on the Archetypal Feminine 

Links:
Hekaté Recipes: Incense, Dream Pillows, Dark Moon Crescent Cookies, Fire-Cauldron

●     Back to the Neo-Pagan Table of Contents 
●     Back to Qadash Kinahnu Canaanite-Phoenician Temple Directory 
●     Links to other Hekate sites
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Hekaté's Supper:
Recipes and Special Instructions

By Luna Sea

Directory of this Page:

1.  Dream Pillows
2.  Hekate Incense
3.  Dark Moon Crescent Cookies
4.  Making an Indoor Cauldron-Fire

Dream Pillows

Makes about 9 pillows

In connection with the Dark Moon Feast of Hekate, I made these Dream Pillows for stimulating the 
intuitive and psychic centers. I mixed the following herbs in a wooden bowl and left them on my altar 
overnight. The next day, I stuffed the pillows. I found cotton cloth of dark blue scattered with colored 
stars, but another dark rich color, such as maroon, purple, indigo or even black, would be suitable. 
Velveteen would be lovely, if you can find a large enough remnant on sale. 

Ingredients and what they're good for:
2 oz Mugwort - Prophetic Dreams
1/4 oz. whole Cloves - keep away hostile forces, add energy

1/2 oz. each of the following: 

Bay Leaves - Dreams , visions, clairvoyance, healing, purification, protection
Chamomile Flowers - Induce restful sleep
Hyssop - Blessings, purge of negativity
Lavender Flowers - Peace of mind
Marigold Flowers/Calendula - Clairvoyant dreams, protection while sleeping
Orange Blossoms - Calm, peace of mind
Peppermint Leaves - Relaxation, healing, help falling asleep
Rose Buds, Pink - Calm, clairvoyance, love
Vervain - Freedom from nightmares, purification, protection
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Directions:
I cut the cloth in long rectangles, twice the length of the finished pillows; mine were approximately 8" X 
16". Fold in half, inside out, so measures 8" X 8", and sew around 2 and 1/2 of the open sides - i left 1/2" 
hem allowance. Turn right side out, pushing cloth through unsewn half-side opening. Using a wide neck 
funnel, a wooden spoon, and your fingers, pour the herbal blend into the pillows; i filled each one with 
about 1/2 cup of herbs, then went back and evenly divided the remainder among the pillows. Top-stitch 
the openings, folding the raw edges to the inside. 

The pillow were placed under the altar table during the ritual to charge them and then were distributed 
afterwards during the discussion period. For more pillows, just multiply ingredients as necessary.

Hekate Incense

Place in a small blender jar (used only for non-edible processing), a bowl, or a pestle, several 
tablespoons of each of the following 5 ingredients:

Bay Leaves Dittany of Crete Dried Mint Dried Thyme

And a tiny teeny weeny pinch of Asafoetida Powder (also called Hing in Indian Markets)

Mix until almost powdered (or crumble by hand or with mortar & pestle). 

Stir in one tablespoon of each of the following 4 ingredients: 

Dragon's Blood Resin Frankincense Resin/Tears

Myrrh Resin/Tears Black Poppy Seeds

Moisten with: 

Cypress Oil - 5-10 drops Camphor Oil - 2-3 drops

Mix well. Let age at least one week before using, storing in a tightly sealed container in a dark place 
(under your altar?) and shaking occasionally. Burn on self-lighting charcoal. This is NOT at all sweet-
smelling, but it is a powerful visionary incense, to help take you through the gateway.

Dark Moon Crescent Cookies

The Nine Ingredients:



1-1/2 cups unbleached wheat flour 1/2 tsp baking soda 1/2 tsp. salt

1/2 cup softened butter 1/2 cup honey 1 egg

1 tsp vanilla extract 1/2 tsp. almond extract

2 Tbs. black poppy seeds 1 tsp. anise seeds

Directions:
Sift together the first three dry ingredients, flour, salt, and soda. Cream together butter, honey, and 
egg. Blend dry and wet mixtures. Stir in extracts, then seeds. Shape in very thin crescent moons. The 
dough is quite soft and will spread in baking. Place at least 2" apart on cool oiled baking sheet. Bake at 
350 F. for about 12 minutes, until lightly golden at the edges.

NOTE: the honey, almonds (in extract), black poppy seeds, and anise seeds are sacred to Hekate. 
Personally i'n not fond of anise, so i leave out the anise seeds.

Making an Indoor Cauldron-Fire

To make a fire in a cauldron for magical and ritual work, you will need the following ingredients: 

●     Cast-Iron Cauldron - mine is quite small, about 4" in diameter 
●     Epsom Salts - easy to find at the supermarket or pharmacy 
●     Rubbing Alcohol - 70% isopropyl (safer) or 90% isopropyl (hotter) 
●     Fire-Proof surface, preferably not heat conductive 
●     Long Wooden Matches

Directions:
It is best to use a cast-iron cauldron, since one won't be too hard to get and it can withstand the heat. 
Don't use aluminum, since it sometimes melts or can even catch on fire. Never make an indoor fire in a 
cauldron that is painted, since burning or even very hot paint will produce dangerous fumes.

Some practitioners recommend half Epsom salts and half rubbing alcohol by volume (not by weight), for 
example, 1 cup of each. 70% isopropyl alcohol will burn, and it doesn't burn as hot as 90% isopropyl, 
which can be a very important consideration indoors for both safety and comfort. I just cover the bottom 
of my cauldron with a layer of epsom salts about 1-1/2 knuckles deep, then pour in the alcohol so that 
it's a little deeper than the salt. To ignite, light a long match, and hold it just above the surface of the 
alcohol. The fire will burn birghtly at first, then the flames will seem to skim the surface of the liquid.

This fire is safer for indoor use than one made of charcoal. Its by-products are carbon dioxide and water 
vapor, whereas charcoal will produce smoke and dangerous carbon monoxide. Nonetheless, it is 



important to make sure the room is adequately ventilated - crack open a door or window.

Always put the cauldron on a fireproof surface (such as a hearth, other tile surface, hot-plate, trivet, etc.). 
Make sure that there are no flammable items nearby (like floaty cloth) and that the only nearby objects 
are reasonably heat-resistant. Taper candles will bend or even melt, if too close. Votives and other kinds 
of candles in glass holders are o.k. 

You can burn small pieces of paper in the cauldron, if you toss them in one at a time. Larger pieces or 
several at once often won't burn, or won't burn completely. If the fire is really hot, however, you might 
get pieces of glowing ash floating around the room, so use caution. 

Be sure to keep a large box of baking soda handy, as well as a lid large enough to cover the cauldron 
completely. If the fire should get too hot or flare dangerously, dump in the baking soade and slap down 
the lid. Don't touch the cauldron with your bare hands. Leather all-purpose work gloves might be good 
to have, too. It's also a good idea to keep a bucket of water nearby in case things get out of hand. 

Let the cauldron burn out by itself. How long this will take depends on the size of the cauldron and how 
much fuel you have put into it. Wait until it's cool, and then fill the inside with water to loosen the 
grayish mass of salts that've been fused together by the fire. If you put the water in soon after it is cool 
enough to handle, and let it soak overnight, it won't be too hard to clean. 
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Frequently Asked Questions
On Hellenic Neopaganism

(Graeco-Roman Neopaganism) 

edition of Tue Nov 28 17:49:06 EST 2000 
by Apollonius Sophistes 

1.  What is Neopaganism? 
2.  Why Hellenic Neopaganism? 
3.  What Gods Do You Worship? 
4.  Isn't Graeco-Roman Mythology One of the Causes of the Patriarchy? 
5.  Are You Witches? Gnostics? Satanists? 
6.  Do You Have Sacred Texts? 
7.  What is the Basis of Your Religious Practice? 
8.  How Old is Hellenic Neopaganism? 
9.  Do You Have an Ordained Priesthood? 

10.  What Organizations Are There?  
11.  What is The Omphalos? 
12.  Where Can I Find More Information? 

What is Neopaganism?

Neopagan religions are modern forms of ancient Pagan religions, which may have been evolving since 
ancient times, or may have been recreated in modern times. Neopagan religions are usually polytheistic, 
nature-oriented, non dogmatic, and oriented toward personal growth through direct interaction with the 
Gods and Goddesses. 

Why Hellenic Neopaganism?

Hellenic Neopagans worship the Gods and Goddesses of ancient Greece and Rome. Although some of 
us are Greek or of Greek descent, many of us come from other ethnic backgrounds, yet we consider 
ourselves Hellenic (or Graeco-Roman) Neopagans. The first reason is that Graeco-Roman culture is one 
of the foundations of Western culture and even of modern world culture; therefore from a cultural 
standpoint, as Shelley said, "We are all Greeks." The second reason is that in the early years of the 
Christian era, the term "Hellene" was used to refer to any Pagan, regardless of their ethnic background, 



so in this FAQ I will use "Hellenic Neopagan" to refer to a modern follower of any of the Greek or 
Roman traditions. (Some us refer to our religion by names such as Olympianism, Classical 
Neopaganism, etc.) 

What Gods Do You Worship?

Most of us worship at least the Twelve Olympians, in either Their Greek or Roman forms, as well as 
other divinities (e.g. Gaia, Persephone, Pan, the Nymphs). Some of us emphasize certain individual 
Deities over others, or the Goddesses over the Gods, etc. Some of us prefer to approach the Deities in 
Their Etruscan forms, or through the Minoan or other pre-Hellenic religions of the Mediterranean. 
Further, in the eclectic spirit of ancient Paganism, some of us include in our worship the Deities of other 
pantheons (Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Celtic, etc.). 

Isn't Graeco-Roman Mythology One of the Causes of the 
Patriarchy?

Graeco-Roman mythology is remarkably gender balanced, although superficial interpretations might 
lead one to think otherwise. For an insightful analysis of gender issues in Greek mythology, I 
recommend Ginette Paris' books Pagan Grace and Pagan Meditations (Spring Publications). Certainly 
Greek society and, to a lesser extent, Roman society were very patriarchal, but the mythology and the 
religion seems to embody a more balanced understanding of gender. In general, Graeco-Roman 
Paganism honored the Goddesses at least as much as the Gods, and we Neopagans continue that 
tradition. 

Are You Witches? Gnostics? Satanists?

Some of us are Witches, and some of us are initiated into one or more Witchcraft traditions (Gardnerian, 
Dianic, etc.), since the worship of the Graeco-Roman Gods is not incompatible with the practice of the 
Craft. Also, some of us practice religions derived from the ancient Orphic, Gnostic or Hermetic 
Traditions. Like the ancient Graeco-Roman Pagans, many of us are eclectic in our worship: we realize 
the Gods can appear in many forms and are given many names, so we are tolerant of others' beliefs and 
practices, and are willing to adopt them when they seem right for us. Thus some of us include in our 
worship Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Celtic and other deities, as well as rituals from many religious 
traditions. However, although there is an exception to every rule in Neopaganism, I think it is safe to say 
that none of us are Satanists, since Satan is a figure from Judeo-Christian, not Graeco-Roman 
mythology, and there is no wholly-evil God or Spirit comparable to him in our pantheon. Such a figure 
does not fit into the world view of most of the Neopagans that I know. 

Do You Have Sacred Texts?



Hellenism is not a "religion of the book"; it does not have a sacred text, comparable to the Torah, Bible 
or Koran, purporting to reveal theological truths. We do have texts that we hold in very high regard, 
such as the works of Homer, Hesiod, Virgil and Ovid, the Greek plays and the Homeric Hymns. But 
although we believe these may have been inspired by the Muses, we recall that Hesiod told us that the 
Muses do not always tell the truth; They may exercise poetic license! So we try not to be dogmatic about 
what these texts say, venerable though they be. How then do we find out about the Gods, if we don't 
have a book to tell us what to believe about Them? By studying the opinions of ancient Pagans, and 
evaluating them through our personal experience of the Gods, through meditation, divination, rituals, 
visions and mystical experiences. 

What is the Basis of Your Religious Practice?

To the extent practical, we follow the ancient religious practices of Greece and Rome, updated 
appropriately for the modern world and supplemented by practices from other Neopagan traditions. That 
is, while we respect and honor ancient practice, we are not bound by it. (In ancient times, also, practices 
evolved with the times.) Fortunately, there is a vast amount of historical information about the Graeco-
Roman religions, so the historical basis for our practice is less conjectural than that of many Neopagan 
religions. 

How Old is Hellenic Neopaganism?

Although there is considerable evidence that many Graeco-Roman religious practices continued into 
modern times under a thin veneer of Christianity, most of us do not claim to be following a continuous 
tradition dating back to ancient Paganism. Although we can point to a number of Hellenic Neopagans (e.
g. Julian the emperor; Plethon [George Gemistos], who inaugurated the Renaissance by his embassy to 
Cosimo de' Medici; Richard Payne Knight; Thomas Taylor "the English Pagan"; Walter F. Otto the 
classicist; Robert Graves) and sympathizers (e.g. Ficino, Swinburne, Wordsworth, Isadora Duncan) 
throughout history, our tradition has been dormant for something over a thousand years. For most of us 
this is a reconstructed and recreated religion, which means that we have consciously combined our 
understanding of ancient practice with more recent insights to create a religion for the 21st century and 
beyond. 

Do You Have an Ordained Priesthood?

In ancient Graeco-Roman Paganism, Priests and Priestesses generally had the responsibility for worship 
at a particular temple or shrine; in many cases these were civil offices or hereditary positions. On the 
other hand, ancient Pagans never felt the necessity of clergy interceding with the Gods on their behalf. 
Anyone who knew the proper rites could lead a sacrifice and prayer to the Gods, and the Gods often 
appeared to mortals and intervened in their lives. Nowadays many Neopagans take a similar view, and 
we work to come into direct communion with the Gods, without the need for clergy. Nevertheless, we 
value the skills and experience that comes from training for the clergy, and some of us are ordained in 



one or more Neopagan traditions. Further in the spirit of eclecticism, we often welcome the Priests and 
Priestesses of other Neopagan traditions to officiate at our ceremonies. 

What Organizations Are There?

New groups are forming all the time. Those interested in Hellenic "reconstructionist" Paganism should 
contact Hellenion, which has been recently (2001) incorporated and is now accepting membership 
applications. Those more interested in Roman Paganism might contact Nova Roma. Others are The 
Julian Society There are also several small organizations with members scattered around the world, and 
several active local groups. One purpose of this list and of the Omphalos (see below) is to help us get 
together to organize larger groups. In the meantime many of us express our spirituality in the context of 
established (but non-Hellenic) Neopagan organizations, such as the Church of All Worlds. 

What is The Omphalos?

The Omphalos is a networking service intended to foster the development of Hellenic Neopaganism by 
providing a central contact point for Neopagans interested in the Greek and Roman traditions. It 
provides a way for Hellenic Neopagans to contact others in the same geographical area or with common 
interests, and it provides a central location for the collection and dissemination of information of interest 
to Hellenic Neopagans, including festivals (e.g. the Nashville Panathenaia), organizations, publications, 
goods, services, rituals, and reference material. For information on this free service, send email to: 

info@omphalos.org 

See also a more detailed description of the goals of The Omphalos. The Omphalos runs The Stele, a 
World Wide Web page with information of interest to Hellenic Neopagans (see below). 

Where Can I Find More Information?

The URL for The Stele, the homepage of the Omphalos Hellenic Neopagan Network, which contains 
considerable additional information, is: 

http://omphalos.org 

See also Apollonius' essay on Hellenic Neopaganism from Green Egg. 
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Books of Interest to Graeco-Roman Neopagans 

This page contains information on books of especial interest to Neopagans following a Greek or Roman 
tradition. 

●     General background books on the Greek and Roman religions  
●     Paris: Pagan Meditations and Pagan Grace 
●     Kingsley: Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic: Empedocles and Pythagorean Tradition 

 

●     Books and Videos on Greek and Roman Dress  

General Background 

One of the most informative discussions of the spirit of Greek religion is Walter F. Otto's Homeric Gods 
(Pantheon, 1954); he was a Neopagan in attitude and in fact. (His Dionysos: Myth and Cult is also 
worthwhile.) Other sympathetic surveys are Thaddeus Zielinski's Religion of Ancient Greece (Ares, 
1975), which must be read critically, and Charles Seltman's Twelve Olympians (Crowell Co., 1960; orig. 
prod. by Pan Books Ltd). 

Walter Burkert's Greek Religion (Harvard, 1985) is a good, reasonably up-to-date survey of Greek 
religious belief; His Home Necans contains important insights into the nature of Greek sacrifice, tracing 
it back to ancient hunting rituals. Also informative are his Creation of the Sacred, Ancient Mystery 
Cults, Lore and Science in Ancient Pythagoreanism. 

For an insightful retelling of the myths I recommend Carl Kerenyi's Gods of the Greeks (Thames & 
Hudson, 1951), which has a Jungian slant, but has excellent citations for the sources of the myths. Also 
worthwhile are his Heroes of the Greeks, Dionysos, Eleusis, Hermes, Prometheus, Goddesses of the Sun 
and Moon, etc. etc. 

M. L. West's books: Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient, The Orphic Poems, Theogony, have a 
wealth of scholarly information if you want to delve deeper into the roots of Greek religion. 

- Apollonius 

Paris: Pagan Meditations and Pagan Grace 



I highly recommend Ginette Paris' books, Pagan Meditations: The Worlds of Aphrodite, Artemis, and 
Hestia (Spring Pubs., 1986) and Pagan Grace: Dionysos, Hermes, and Goddess Memory in Daily Life 
(Spring, 1990). Although Professor Paris' concern is social psychology rather than religion, her 
understanding of the Gods is deep and profound. She seems to be very Pagan-sympathetic. 

Kingsley: Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic: Empedocles 
and Pythagorean Tradition

A very important book. See my review for more information. 

Books on Greek and Roman Dress 

Patterns for Theatrical Costumes

The most comprehensive source I have found for Greek and Roman dress (tunics, dresses, robes, togas, 
etc.), including information on how to drape them, is Katherine Strand Holkeboer's Patterns for 
Theatrical Costumes; it also includes patterns for later periods (through the 19th century). 

Older Studies

Other helpful (scholarly) sources are Ancient Greek Dress (Chicago: Argonaut, 1964), edited by Marie 
Johnson, comprising studies by Ethel Abrahams and Lady Evans, and Thomas Hope's Costumes of the 
Greeks and Romans (New York: Dover, 1962; previously published as Costumes of the Ancients, 1812), 
which also includes costumes from other people who came in contact with the Greeks and Romans 
(Egyptians, Parthians, Persians, Phrygians, etc.). This is a book of line drawings, most of which are 
based on ancient art. 

The World of Roman Costume

For an up-to-date discussion, see The World of Roman Costume, edited by Larissa Bonfante and Judith 
Lynn Sebesta (Univ. of Wisconsin Press). It is the result of the NEH Summer Seminar held at the 
American Academy in Rome in 1988 directed by Larissa Bonfante, and it contains articles by all of the 
participants: Shelley Stone writing on the toga, Laetitia LaFollette on Bridal Costume, Norma Goldman 
on Footwear, Rick Gergel on military costume, Ann Stout on jewelry. There is a last chapter on 
reconstructing the costumes with patterns by Norma Goldman. 

Let's Wrap video



Norma Goldman's videotape, "Let's Wrap" (catalog number V1) is available for $19.95 from: 

American Classical League
Teaching and Resource Center
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio 45056

Tel: 513-529-7741
Fax: 513-529-7742 

They take credit card orders. 
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Greek and Roman Music 

 

●     Recordings 
●     Books 
●     Instruments 
●     Pagan Music Sources 

Recordings 

●     Music of Ancient Greece by Christodoulos Halaris 
●     Music of the Ancient Greeks by De Organographia 
●     Sappho de Mytilene by Angelique Ionatos and Nena Venetsanou 
●     Earth, Sun and Moon: The Voyage of the Black Madonna 

Music of Ancient Greece by Christodoulos Halaris 

Music of Ancient Greece by Christodoulos Halaris. Includes Pindar's First Pythionic Hymn, a chorus 
from Euripedes' Orestes, a chant to Apollo, and a hymn to the Holy Trinity (based on ancient Greek 
musical theory). Includes 80 pp. booklet. $18.95. Available from Classics, P.O. Box 64502, St. Paul, 
MN 55164-0502; 1-800-949-9999, and no doubt other vendors. You might also contact the producer, 
Orata Ltd., Export Dept.: CBC, Athanassiou Diakou 8, 152 37 Filothei (Athens) GREECE; Tel (1)



6813168 - Telex 218344 IBS GR, Fax (1)7249508. 

Music of the Ancient Greeks by De Organographia 

Music of the Ancient Greeks by De Organographia (Gayle Neuman, Philip Neuman, William Gavin). 
"Ancient Greek music from 500 BC to 300 AD performed on voice and copies of ancient Greek 
instruments including kithara, lyra, aulos, syrinx, seistron, tympanon, pandoura, trichordon, photinx, 
salpinx, kymbala, and others." $15 + $2 shipping. Send check payable to "Gayle Neuman" to 

Music of the Ancient Greeks CD
De Organographia / Gayle & Philip Neuman / Pandourion Records
17850 S. Edgewood St.
Oregon City, OR 97045 

You can contact Philip Neuman by email at neuman@up.edu. 

Also available from De Organographia, Music of the Ancient Sumerians, Egyptians and Greeks, 
comprising 24 tracks. 

Sappho de Mytilene by Angelique Ionatos and Nena Venetsanou 

Sappho de Mytilene by Angelique Ionatos and Nena Venetsanou. Poems of Sappho sung in ancient and 
modern Greek by two female vocalists. The music is composed by Ionatos, and sounds very Greek 
(using both ancient and modern instruments). Modern Greek versions are by Nobel laureate Odysseus 
Elytis. $18.98 from Ladyslipper. 

Earth, Sun and Moon: The Voyage of the Black Madonna 

Earth, Sun and Moon: The Voyage of the Black Madonna is a Southern Italian folk opera, composed by 
John La Barbera to lyrics by Alessandra Belloni and Dario Bollini. A wonderfully energetic, very Pagan 
piece of music. (Very true to the medieval Paganism and the legends of Virgil the Magician.) 

Virgil, a poet and healer, is searching for the knowledge to save the world from self-
destruction. He meets the Sibilla Cumana [sic], the prophetess of the Underworld, who 
forsees the destruction of the Earth and the return to a new Golden Age. She tells Virgil 
that the only way to find the true knowledge is through purification, and to call for the 
Universal Mother to help him through his voyage of initiation.... 

Cuts include "Song of Aphrodite," "Rising Sun Chant," "I am Black but Beautiful" (to the Black 
Madonna), "Virgil's Prayer to Demeter" (from Apuleius' Golden Ass), "Song of Isis," "Dance of the 
Moon," "Chant of the Black Madonna of Freedom," "Song of Hecate," "Chant of the Black Madonna of 

mailto:neuman@up.edu


the Sacred Mountain Montevergine" (temple of Cybele/Gaia), three tarantellas, and some very erotic 
Neapolitan drumming! 

Lyrichord LYRCD 7427. I special-ordered my copy through Ladyslipper. 

Books 

●     Barker: Greek Musical Writings 
●     Anderson: Music and Musicians in Ancient Greece 
●     Pohlmann: Denkmaler Altgriechischer Musik 

Barker: Greek Musical Writings 

Greek Musical Writings by Andrew Barker (Cambridge University Press, 1984), in two volumes, is the 
source on ancient Greek music. It's not cheap. 

Anderson: Music and Musicians in Ancient Greece 

Warren Anderson's Music and Musicians in Ancient Greece (Cornell University Press, 1994) is a good, 
up-to-date, brief history of ancient Greek music. An appendix includes three examples of ancient Greek 
music in original notation and modern transcription (the Leiden fragment, the Orestes fragment and the 
Song of Seikilos). 

Pohlmann: Denkmaler Altgriechischer Musik 

Egert Pohlmann's Denkmaler Altgriechischer Musik (Verlag Hans Karl, 1970) collects all the fragments 
available before 1970, and gives them in ancient and modern musical notation, with accompanying 
commentary (in German). Includes scholarly apparatus (alternate readings, etc.). 

Instruments 

●     Lark in the Morning 
●     The Ethnic Musical Instruments Co. 

Lark in the Morning 



Many authentic Greek, Middle Eastern and other traditional instruments are available from Lark in the 
Morning. They even accept email orders (larkinam@larkinam.com) and their page has lots of good 
information about folk instruments. 

The Ethnic Musical Instruments Co. 

The Ethnic Musical Instruments Co. (Mid-East Mfg., Inc.) sells a variety of folk instruments, including 
frame drums and lyres. You can order their products or catalogs over the Web. 

Pagan Music Sources 

●     Ladyslipper 
●     Serpentine Music 

Ladyslipper 

Ladyslipper has a wide collection of Pagan/Wiccan music, as well as Celtic, world music and many 
other genres (mostly by women). 

Ladyslipper
P.O. Box 3124
Durham, NC 27715

1-800-634-6044 (orders, M-F 9-8, Sat 11-5 EST)
1-919-383-8773 (information). 

You can email them at info@ladyslipper.org. 

Serpentine Music Productions 

Serpentine Music specializes in Pagan music (chants and devotional; folk, ballad & acoustic; Pagan rock 
& dance; books & videos). Contact them by email at SerpenMuse@aol.com or at 

Serpentine Music Productions
P.O. Box 2564
Sebastopol, CA 95473

707-823-7425
FAX 707-823-6664 

http://www.mhs.mendocino.k12.ca.us/MenComNet/Business/Retail/Larknet/larkhp.html
http://www.mhs.mendocino.k12.ca.us/MenComNet/Business/Retail/Larknet/larkhp.html
mailto:larkinam@larkinam.com
http://www.mid-east.com/
http://www.ladyslipper.org/
mailto:info@ladyslipper.org
mailto:SerpenMuse@aol.com
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A drawing based on an Ancient Greek vase painting of a kithara player, one of the sources the Neumans 
used for the reconstruction of this instrument. 

De Organographia

De Organographia / Gayle & Philip Neuman / Pandourion Records
17850 S. Edgewood St.
Oregon City, OR 97045

phone: 503-631-2973 

You can contact Philip Neuman by email at neuman@up.edu. 

De Organographia performs the music of Ancient Greece on a myriad of faithful reproductions of 
period instruments. Their concerts are informative and entertaining presentations using period text and 
song to bring to life the musical art of the distant past. The ancient Greek repertoire of De 
Organographia is brought alive in an improvisatory style based on precepts preserved in the writings of 
antiquity. 

De Organographia performs on a collection of instruments of their own making: aulos (double reed 
pipe), lyra (Lyre), kithara (the ornate lyre of the professional musician), syrinx (panpipes), syrinx 
monokalamos (vertical flute), trichordon (small 3 stringed lute), psythirã (rattle), tympanon (drum), 
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kymbala (cymbals), and salpinx (trumpet). 

Music of the Ancient Greeks is the title of their CD released in 1995 that includes virtually all of the 
extant music, an amazing group of diverse pieces dating from 500 BC to 300 AD. Included are two 
choral ode fragments from "Orestes" and "Iphigeneia in Aulis" by Euripides, "Hymn to the Sun", "Hymn 
to Nemesis" and "Invocation of Calliope and Apollo" by the Cretan composer Mesomedes, and the two 
most extensive pieces which are paeans from Delphi. They were both performed there in 126 BC at the 
same occasion and were found carved onto the walls of the Athenian Treasury at Delphi. 

Ancient Greek music is unlike anything heard in concert today. The 50 or so surviving pieces range 
from exotic dramatic choruses written in tunings that employ microtones (musical intervals smaller than 
a half step) to almost modern sounding instrumental melodies. Many are written in odd meters such as 
5/4 and 15/8 (expressed in modern time signatures) which are also found in some of today's eastern 
European folk music. There are hymns and invocations to various gods, a skolion or drinking song, and 
the earliest christian hymn that survives with musical notation. 

Music of the Ancient Sumerians, Egyptians and Greeks, comprising 24 tracks, was released in 1999. 

The Neumans have presented concerts, workshops, clinics and lectures throughout the United States, 
Europe and Asia since 1978, and have been featured on numerous television and radio programs, 
including National Public Radio's "Performance Today". De Organographia recordings include "Bicinia 
Sacra et Profana" and "Music of the Ancient Greeks". The Neumans have lectured and performed 
ancient Greek music for such prestigious institutions as Oberlin Conservatory, Case Western Reserve 
University, and the Cleveland Museum of Art, and have written for the British journal "Didaskalia: 
Ancient Greek Theatre Today". 

Philip Neuman, winds and kithara, is the conductor of the Oregon Renaissance Band and teaches 16th 
century counterpoint at the University of Portland and recorder and Renaissance wind classes at 
Portland's Community Music Center. He is an internationally known maker of early woodwinds. He has 
performed with the American Bach Soloists and Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra. 

Gayle Stuwe Neuman, voice and strings, is the director and vocal soloist of the Oregon Renaissance 
Band and teaches recorder at Portland's Community Music Center. She builds early woodwinds and 
reeds for an international market. She has performed with The Whole Noyse and Magnificat. 

"You greatly enriched the understanding of ancient music among musical people in academic 
communities all over Cleveland. They were universal in singing your praises. You are articulate, 
talented, and passionate. And we salute you for your accomplishments and thank you for helping us to 
present a first class program!" 
- Cleveland Museum of Art 



"The concert was one of those magical moments I'll always remember." 
- Sheehan Gallery 

"Gayle Stuwe Newman has a lovely voice- beautiful tone, and a wonderfully accurate and steady 
intonation. " 
- Martin West, author of "Ancient Greek Music", recognized as the world's leading authority on 
ancient Greek music 

"Phil Neuman's spoken commentary was at once a delight, scholarly and hilarious." 
- The Oregonian 

"Gayle Neuman dispatched the florid coloratura with accuracy and rhythmic elan." 
- The Oregonian 

"Your concerts were captivating, humorous, musically exciting and geared towards your changing 
audiences. You were able to reach out and communicate your enthusiasm to many different people, and 
they certainly are responding! Thank you, thank you. " 
- Water Music Festival 

De Organographia

Ancient Greek Music
Philip Neuman - Gayle Stuwe Neuman
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Anecdota de Vergilio

The Secret History of Virgil
by Alexander Neckam

said to be based on a
History by Gaius Asinius Pollio

From a Manuscript in Old Royal Library in the British Museum 
Edited and Translated

By Joannes Opsopoeus Brettanus
(c) 1996

 

Praefatio ad Lectorem (Preface to the Reader) 



1.  Ortus Vergilii Mirabilis (The Miraculous Birth of Vergilius) 
2.  Niger Taurus & Initiatio Vergilii (The Black Bull and Vergilius' Initiation) 
3.  Musca Magica (The Magic Fly) 
4.  De Vergilio & Gnomais (On Vergilius and the Gnomes) 
5.  Vergilius & Dea Venatus (Vergilius and the Goddess of the Chase) 
6.  Cicero et Templum Ruinosum (Cicero and the Ruined Temple) 
7.  Necromantis Lac Petens (The Necromancer Begging for Milk) 
8.  Tela Incantata (The Enchanted Loom) 
9.  Ovum Incantatum Neapolis (The Enchanted Egg of Naples) 

10.  Ossa Vergilii (The Bones of Vergilius) 

(More legends will be included as they are edited and converted to electronic form.) 

Bibliography 
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Praefatio ad Lectorem 

(Preface for the Reader) 

An old Chronicle from the Austin Friars at York [now in the collection of the Earl of Arundel, 6 fol. 
135v] informs us that Alexander Neckam was born in September A.D. 1157 at Sanctus Albanus [St. 
Alban's] on the same day as Richard [Coeur-de-Lion] was born at Windeshore [Windsor], and that 
Alexander's mother Hodierna ["She of Today"] suckled Alexander at her left breast and Richard at her 
right. Alexander was educated in the abbey school at S. Albanus and later at the University of Paris, 
where he had become a professor by 1180. He returned to England in 1186 and later became a professor 
at Oxford, where he lectured on the Song of Songs to anyone who had a mature mind and sublime 
intelligence [maturi pectoris & sublimis intelligentie]. 

Writing under the name Albricus (or Albericus, suggesting whiteness ) Londoniensis [of London], he 
described all the gods in the book called Liber Ymaginum Deorum [Book of the Images of the Gods - 
codex Vat. 3413]. This book was based on the Pythagorean Doctrines of Ambrosius Theodosius 
Macrobius [c. 400 CE], a Hellene [i.e., Pagan] who wrote about Vergilius and the Saturnalia, and of 
Martianus Capella [fl. 410-30 CE]. In his account of the gods he also relied on manuscripts from Servius 
[c. 400 CE] and Donatus [mid 4th cent.], who both knew many things about Vergilius. 
[Servius'commentary on the first six books of the Aeneid survives, as does Donatus' Life of Vergilius. 
Also extant are Macrobius' Commentary on the Dream of Scipio and Martianus' Marriage of Mercury 
and Philology.] Based on these ancient books he attempted to set down the true meanings of the Images 
he described. In this way Albricus brought the Olympians back to Europe, and made possible the 
Renaissance. When the star exploded and burned for six months [the supernova of 1181], the Sardae 
Sagae [Wise Women of Sardinia] took Albricus to their subterranean temple and initiated him into the 
fuller meaning of the Secret Images [Imagines Arcanae]. [The Sagae are, presumably, the Gianae and 
the temple in question is their Ta Rat'.] 

(The images were also used to hide the teachings of the followers of Peter Waldo (the Waldenses), the 
"Poor Men of Lyons," for the barbe, their preachers, began to preach after A.D. 1176, when Albricus 
was in Paris. Already in A.D. 1179 Pope Alexander III had forbidden the preaching of the Waldenses, 
and in A.D. 1184 the corrupt Pope Lucius III declared the Poor Men to be heretics because they 
advocated the simple life of the country dwellers [pagani]. This was an evil time, for 80 Poor Men were 
burned at the stake in Stassburg in A.D. 1211, beginning the centuries of witch hunting; the following 
year, in the Children's Crusade, 30 thousand children from France and Germany were killed or sold into 
slavery.) 

Because he practiced Nigromantia [Necromancy], Alexander was called Nequam [Bad], although we 
now write his name Neckam. Late in life he renounced Nigromantia and planned to join the Benedictine 



order at S. Albanus, until Abbot Garinus replied in a letter that he if Alexander was Nequam [Bad], then 
he didn't want him, therefore Alexander went instead to join the Augustinian monks at Cirencester, 
where he became Abbot in A.D. 1213. He also picked Cirencester because of his old friendship with the 
Bishop of Worcester, who had accompanied him to Italy. The mark of the Augustinian order is 
moderation in all things; "Nothing in excess" [Ne quid nimis; in Greek: mêden agan] as Apollo said at 
Delphi. (Nevertheless they say Alexander was an ardent worshipper of the Rites of Bacchus.) In his later 
years he wrote vigorous diatribes against the dualism of the Cathars (e.g., the Speculum Speculationum) 
and had very little to say about the Nigromantia of Vergilius in his De Naturis Rerum [On the Nature of 
Things], Bk. II, ch. 174. Magister [Master] Alexander Nequam died March 31, A.D. 1217 at Kempsey (a 
manor of the Bishop of Worcester, near Worcester); he was buried in Worcester Cathedral. 

In the same year in which Alexander died, Kessanus M'Lenane went to Michael Scottus [Michael Scot, 
1175?-1234?], who was in Paris translating astrology manuscripts from Arabic, and recruited him for the 
Schola Obscura [Hidden School] in Salamanca, where he learned Nigromantia. When Michael had 
learned this Craft, Kessanus gave him the Images of Albricus, but he chose to modify them, on the basis 
of the Picatrix (i.e., the Gyâha), a magic book which he had translated from Arabic, although it was 
written by Hippocrates. The Necromancer said these images were more authentic, for they came directly 
from depictions of the gods of Babylonia, which were preserved among the Haranite Sabeans. He did 
this book for Emperor Frederick II, for whom he was court astrologer. In the years that followed, 
Michael and Kessanus often worked together in the service of Frederick, and Kessanus assisted Michael 
in his secret return to England A.D. 1231. 

Francesco Petrarca [Petrarch, 1304-74], who wrote the Trionfi, knew the Images of Albricus, and even 
saw the Sardinian cave, which he described [Africa, Canto III, 140-262] as the Hall of King Syphax (but 
he hid its location by placing it in Numidia). These descriptions were collected into a little book about 
the Images of the gods [i.e. the Libellus de Imaginibus Deorum, c. 1400], which was also put under the 
name Albricus. 

Then Parrasio Michele of Farrara [d. 1456] put together these Images, and they were later used by Pope 
Pius II and Cardinals Bessarion and Nicholas of Cusa at the council in Mantua (Vergilius' birthplace) 
that lasted from June A.D. 1459 to January A.D. 1460, but the cards were not well received by them, for 
they were considered Heretical or even Pagan. In later times this series of images were called the 
Tarocchi del Mantegna [Tarot of Mantegna], after the Paduan painter Andrea della Mantegna [1431-
1506], or the Carte di Baldini [Cards of Baldini], after Baccio Baldini [fl. 1460-85], for these artists also 
illustrated the Trumps [Triumphi]. Ludovico Lazzarelli made them into a book, De Gentilium Deorum 
Imaginibus [On the Images of the Gods of the Gentiles, c. 1471 CE, codex Vat. Urb. 716]. 

Returning to the work at hand, Magister Alexander wrote his Anecdota de Vergilio during his youth 
while he was teaching at Paris, at the same time he wrote his Fabulae [Fables] and his Commentary on 
Martianus Capella; he wrote under a Celestial Sign, an exploding star [1181]. He apparently worked 
from manuscripts, available to him there, the Histories of Pollio, and from other secret books [e libris 
arcanis]. I first learned of this manuscript from my father-in-law Daniel Stibar, who is remembered as 
the Würtzburg city councilman who assisted Magister Georgius Sabellicus, known as the younger 



Faustus, the great Necromancer from the Sabine Hills, a place famous for its sorcerers, when he was 
fleeing officials who feared his power. Since I will not have this history printed, I offer you a manuscript 
copy. 

The time is right; there have been many signs. I began this manuscript when the Celestial Fire appeared 
in the heart of the Sea Monster [the supernova in Cetus started in 1592] and completed it during the year 
it burned. Soon we will come to the end of a Great Year, for in A.D. 1599 the Dog will rise again on the 
Longest Day [the end of a Sothic Cycle], which it has not done since Antonius Pius was Emperor (A.D. 
139). Shortly thereafter a Starry Sign will show the Path of the Sepent-bearer, which will open 
[presumably the supernova in Ophiuchus, 1604]. Then shall be the time to reveal the first secrets of the 
Dew and Cross [Ros et Crux]. But by that time I shall have departed this world. 

Bene vale. August. anno a Christo nato quingentesimo nonagesimo sexto supra millesimum. 
[Farewell. August, in the one thousand, five hundred and ninety-sixth year from the birth of Christ.] 

- Joannes Opsopoeus Brettanus 
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General Description

This is the first description of the subterranean temple of the Giane of Sardinia, which they respectfully 
refer to as Ta Rat' ("this holy thing" in Etruscan).[1] It is an especially large (32 X 20 m.) artificial 
cavarn, rather like the Domus de Janas or Domus de Gianus (Fairy Houses), as the Sardinians call the 
ancient rock-cut tombs which permeate Sardinia and date from the Copper Age (2000-1100 BCE). 
However, this underground temple (tmia), is more in the style of an Etruscan tomb (t'aura), such as the 
well-known Tomba del Cardinale and the (now lost) Tombo dei Ceisinie (both in Tarquinia). Ta Rat' is 
buried in the heart of the highest peak in the Gennargentu massif. 



 Plan of Ta Rat' 

The roof the subterranean temple is supported by a number of pillars (3.5m. tall) decorated with colorful 
relief sculptures (described below). A central group of sixteen pillars is flanked by a trio of pillars on 
each of the eastern and western ends of the cavern. The sixteen pillars are arranged in two groups (east 
and west) of four pairs. In general, each of these pairs of pillars has a corresponding goddess and god, as 
shown by their reliefs. The four rows of four (each comprising an east pair and a west pair) are spaced 
evenly across the width of the temple (from north to south). 

Each of the four pillars in the northernmost row has a built in censor, which is kept smoking by the 
Giane priestesses. The pillars in the next row to the south each have a small basin of water, rather like a 
baptismal fount. The third row is decorated with semiprecious gems and polished metal. The pillars of 
the southernmost row have oil lamps, which the priestesses keep burning. 

In the middle of these sixteen pillars is a hearth built around an seemingly bottomless fissure in the rock 
floor, and above it in the ceiling is a smoke hole, through the great length of which a bit of the sky can 
be seen. The Giane call the fissure Chaos Profundum (Abyssal Chaos) and the chimney Spiraculum 
Aeternitatis (Air Hole of Eternity). 

We entered through a hidden opening on the slopes of the mountain and went through a long passage to 
the temple entrance, which the Giane called the Eastern Portal. As will be described later, there is also a 
Western Portal at the other end of the temple. I also noticed slabs in the center of the northern and 
southern walls, which may have closed northern and southern portals, but my guides evaded my 
question about these. Finally, there are four tunnels which lead diagonally from the corners of the 
temple, and I was taken into these first. They are called the Quadrivia (Four Ways). 

The Four Ways

The Four Ways lead off from corners of the cavern, to the northeast, northwest, southwest and southeast, 



and each is named after a river in the Underworld. They all have a common structure: Fourteen large 
steps or landings lead upward to a shrine at the end of the passage. Each step is carved with an abstract 
emblem, the emblems increasing in complexity as one goes from the shrine toward the central temple. 
The emblems appear to be structured around the numbers one through ten, although the last four (the 
eleventh through fourteenth) are more complex. I was shown each passage in turn. 

Northeast: Acheron

The northeastern passage is called "Acheron of Ever-flowing Grief and Melancholy." The walls of the 
tunnel are painted reddish brown, which has flaked off to create a dry, brown dust on the floor. The 
shrine at the end of the tunnel is a fissure in the living rock, which my guides described as a "bottomless 
pit," and so it seemed to be. They said it went into the very bowels of Cel Ati (Mother Earth). Into it the 
Giane pour libations of wine. 

Northwest: Styx

The northwestern passage is called "Styx, the Hateful and Bone-chilling." Indeed, the tunnel seemed 
very cold, partly because it is painted black and partly because of an inky stream which ran its length 
from the shrine, a spring flowing from a cleft in the rock. Into this stream the Giane pour libations of 
water for Nethuns (Neptune). It runs out into the main temple and vanishes into an opening in the floor 
at the base of one of the pillars, which has been displaced to accommodate it (see below). 

Southwest: Cocytus

The southwestern passage, which has green walls and a white floor, is called "Cocytus, which Shrieks 
and Wails," as indeed it does, for a terrific blast of hot, humid wind blows continually from an opening 
at the wall at the end of the tunnel. I imagine this opening must eventually lead above ground, but I 
could see no light and it was pitch dark. The Giane say that the winds converge on the shrine from the 
four corners of the earth. The shrine is dedicated to Uni (Juno), to whom they pour libations of milk. 

Southeast: Pyriphlegethon

The southeastern passage, which is golden colored, is called "Pyriphlegethon, which Blazes like Fire." 
Indeed, the heat in the tunnel was almost unbearable, for at the shrine is an eternal flame, which seems 
volcanic in origin. Into this flame they pour honey libations for Tinia (Jupiter). 



The Relief Sculptures on the Pillars

After exploring the Four Ways, we returned to the Eastern Portal, whence I was taken from pillar to 
pillar in a definite order, which was indicated by a letter of the archaic (7th cent. BCE) Etruscan 
alphabet above the relief on each pillar.[2] I will describe the reliefs in this alphabetic order, and mention 
the corresponding Etruscan letter, below. For my benefit, a Giane was waiting by each pillar and, when I 
came to it, she recited an enigmatic Latin verse, which was apparently intended to illuminate the relief. 
(I've translated these verses below.) These Giane are responsible for their pillars (repairing the reliefs 
and restoring the paint), are dedicated to the deities represented, and are experts in their mythology. 

1. Fufluns (A)

The first pillar, which is directly in front of the Eastern Portal, shows Fufluns 
(Bacchus), dancing with his thyrsus. He wears a green cloak and is accompanied by a 
snake and a panther. The Giane responsible for this pillar, who is aptly named 
Panthera (Panther), recited this verse: 

Behold! the Holy Idiot, lost within
A private world. He'll have the chance to win
New freedom from confining rules. Rejoice
The madness! For it brings another choice.

Let Satre's holy festival begin! 

She added that the entire temple is in some sense devoted to Satre (Saturn) and Ops (or Venus Genetrix, 
whom they usually call Turan Ati). The letter on this pillar is A, which represents, I was told, the Gods 
(Aisar), Being (Am), the Father (Apa), the Mother (Ati), the Ape (Arim) and the months Anpile (May) 
and Acala (June). Next, Panthera led me to each of the other pillars in their proper order. 

2. Turmus (C)

Next we went south to the second pillar of the eastern trio. I could see that it represents Turmus 
(Mercury), since the figure holds a caduceus, wears his broad-brimmed hat, and is accompanied by his 
rooster. He is depicted as a mature man, dressed in a red and green tunic and mantle. He stands behind a 
table on which there are two dice and other paraphernalia; a Gorgon mask hangs on the wall behind him. 
Serpens (Serpent) announced that Turmus is called the "Lord of Chance" and then recited this verse: 

A touch of the Wizard's Wand: a word,
A sight, a sound, a gift by chance conferred,



Transforms your life, and leads the soul beyond
Accustomed bounds, if only you respond.
Attend the Guide whene'er the call is heard! 

This pillar is labeled with the letter C, which stands for Ritual (Cec'a), Direction (Cel), the Son (Clan), 
the numbers Three (Ci) and Eight (Cezp), and the month Celi (September). 

3. Uni (E)

We temporarily skipped the third pillar in the eastern trio, and came to the pillar in the southeast corner 
of the central sixteen. It depicts Uni (Juno) crowned and seated in her throne, which has emerald lions 
for armrests; she is attended by her peacock and holds a sceptre topped by a dove or cuckoo. Green is 
the most common color on this relief. Pavo (Peacock)[3] intoned: 

Eternal Mother, mistress of the grain,
Sustaining growth with either milk or rain,
Engulfs again her children, whereupon
The self-consuming wheel of life goes on.
Within her womb we all descend again! 

This pillar's letter is E, which means Sacrifice (Esvis'). 

4. Tinia (V)

Next, we moved west to the fourth pillar, which forms a pair with the third; naturally, it depicts Tinia 
(Day, i.e., Jupiter), the husband of Uni (Juno). In bold reds it shows him in a classic pose: seated on his 
throne and attended by his eagle. He holds a thunderbolt in one hand and in the other a sceptre topped by 
a golden orb. Aquila (Eagle) said, 

The Mighty Father makes the laws that bind
The elements, the plants, and every kind
Of beast - but people too. He strives to feed
The folk, defending them by word and deed.
Observe the judgments fathered by his mind! 

The letter is V, which stands for Fire (Verse) and the month Velcitna (March). 

5. Ves'na (Z)



We moved north to the next pair, starting again with the eastern pillar, which depicts 
Ves'na, an Etruscan lunar spirit, in dark blues. She is slim, with short hair, a ten-rayed 
crown, and also a lunula - an upward lunar crescent - on her brow. She wears shoes, a 
studded belt and a full-length tunic, with a sort of vest made from a Bacchic panther 
skin with the head attached. She holds a sistrum in her right hand and a vase in her 
left. She sits under a canopy in a chariot drawn across the sea by a black horse and a 
white horse. A Giane named Canis (Dog) recited: 

The Shining Queen, who rules the velvet night,
And nurtures nascent growth, concealed from sight,
Transforms and changes, light and dark by turns,
And seeks the Sun to sire the spark that burns
Within the water, newborn Child of Light. 

The letter on this pillar is Z, which means Rite (Zeri), Book (Zic'), Leader (Zil) and the number Two 
(Zal).[4] 

6. Usil (H)

Paired with the preceding pillar is one depicting Usil (Helios), the Etruscan sun god. He is shown as an 
old, but clean-shaved, winged man with a radiate crown, and holding a pruning saw in his right hand and 
a vase in his left. He wears a long tunic, revealing his bare feet, sleeves to elbows, with a belt. He rides 
in a golden chariot drawn by two hippocampi (one black, one white). The dominant colors are red and 
gold. Lupa (She-wolf) recited: 

The Sun obscured by night, the heavens' fire,
Inflaming lunar waters, looks to sire
The Child, and purify the world with scorn
Severe, that scorches errors earthly born.
He holds the heights to which we all aspire. 

The letter H stands for the Phallic Statue (Herma), Children (Husar), the number Six (Hut') and the 
month Hermie (August, originally the sixth month). 

7. Ac'vizr (T')



We progressed to the third pair of pillars, the first of which depicts two nearly naked 
figures, apparently Aplu (Apollo) and Aritimi (Diana), facing each other in a forest 
clearing. In the sky above them hovers Ac'vizr (Cupid?), a barefoot, naked, winged 
child (of unclear sex) holding a downward pointing dart in his right hand and a dish in 
his left. The colors are red and white. Columba (Dove) explained, 

Desire draws the Moon and Sun to hold
Each other; hid in darksome depths, the bold
Embrace of sibling spirits joined in love

Unites the world below with sky above.
Unasked, the Dart of Passion strikes; be bold! 

The letter on this pillar is T', which represents the Cup (T'afna), the Dawn (T'esan), the number One 
(T'u) and the month T'ucte (?). 

8. Alpan (I)

Paired with Ac'vizr is a pillar showing Alpan (Gift, Harmonia), a winged girl, naked but for sandals and 
a multicolored mantle over her left arm and wrapped around her legs. Her hair is piled up and she wears 
a necklace, ear rings and a tiara with a gem in the middle of a six-pointed star. She pours from a vase in 
her right hand into a dish in her left. In the background a dart flies upward into a rainbow between the 
twin peaks of a mountain. Gold and silver dominate the colors. This verse was recited by a Giane named 
Iris: 

The Child Divine was born of Moon and Sun.
She tempers wine with water, never done
With mixing, and her rainbow joins the poles,
For she's the messenger and guide of souls.
Accept her cup, and let the two be one. 

Her letter is I, representing the making of prayers or offerings (Ilu). 

9. Maris Apa & Mean (K)

Finally we came to the northernmost of the four eastern pairs of pillars. The more eastern one shows 
Maris Apa (Marspiter, Father Mars) driving his triumphal chariot drawn by a red horse and a blue horse. 
He sits naked but for a cloak draped over his left shoulder, and is beardless, with short, red hair. He 
holds a long lance in his right hand, and holds the reins in his left. He wears bronze greeves and a 
Phrygian helmet. Beside him is a figure-eight shield decorated with a bronze apple surmounted by a 



spread-wing Victory. Red is the dominant color. 

Mean (Victoria) flies above Maris, bringing victory. She is winged and naked but for a purple mantle 
over her left arm, wrapped back around her legs and flung again over her left arm. She wears ear rings 
and sandals, and Her hair is done up; she holds a laurel wreath in her hands. Ursa (She-bear) stated, 

The Hero crowned by Victory drives the car
Of triumph, seeking still to venture far,
Accepting every challenge. He commands,
And masters mighty steeds with skillful hands.
Our eyes are dazzled by the Hero's star! 

The letter on the pillar is K, which represents Making (Kar), the Son (Klan) and the month Karpe 
(April). 

10. Lasa (L)

The pillar paired with Maris depicts Lasa, a martial goddess, as young woman, who wears a thin, saffron 
tunic, above her knees, with simple boots and bracelets on her left arm. Her hair is fastened up, and she 
wears ear rings. She appears to be forcing open with her bare hands the jaws of a lion, wreathed with 
roses, who sits beside her. An unused sword or dagger lies on the ground nearby. Leaena (Lioness) sang, 

With gentle hand and eye she charms the beast
And teaches him the time to speak. Released
From fear of one another, freedom grows
For each, a bond that blossoms like the rose.
It's love, not fear or hate, that tames the beast! 

This pillars is marked L, which represents Lasa, Lion(ess) (Leu), Family (Lautn), and Giving (Al, cf. 
Alpan). 

11. Cilens (M)

Having visited the first quadruple of pairs, Panthera took me back to the third of the eastern trio of 
pillars, which we had skipped earlier. It depicts Cilens (Fortuna) in the center of the "wheel of fortune." 
She wears a long, heavy, coarse mantle of varying hue over a tunic, and has bracelets on her arms. She 
holds the cornucopia in her left hand and a ship's rudder in her right. Four small figures are on the rim of 
the wheel, a young man to the left, a mature man on top, an old man on the right, and a decrepit man at 
the bottom. Amalthea said Cilens is the "Lady of Chance" (thus complementing Turmus, the Lord of 



Chance), and then she recited: 

The Wheel of Fortune turns; while one declines
Another is upraised, but she assigns
The fate who holds the axle pin,
For Cilens is the drama's origin.
Ensure each turn of life the soul refines! 

The letter M on the pillar means Being (Am), the Ego (Mi), the Ancestors (Mani), the number Five 
(Mac) and the month Masan (?). 

12. Satre (N)

The next pillar in order was one of the western trio, in the southwest corner of the temple. It depicts 
Satre (Saturn) as an old man carrying a sickle in his right hand and in his left an hour glass filled with 
black sand. The dominant colors on the relief are black, brown and white. Pica (Magpie) introduced him 
as the "Lord of Necessity" and then chanted: 

No power impedes the measured step of Time,
Which eats away from everything its prime,
For nought endures for long. Yet passing years
May grant us peace and wisdom, free from fears.
Attend the tread of Time: stark, yet sublime. 

The letter N represents the Diviner (Haruspex, Netsvis'), the Dead One (Nes), the Grandson (Nefs'), He/
She (An) and the number Nine (Nurf). 

13. Prumat'e (P)

After visiting Satre, we returned to the southeast corner of the western quadruple of pairs of pillars. The 
pillar there depicts Prumat'e (Prometheus) suffering his punishment on the peak of Mt. Caucasus. There 
we see him suspended upside down, hanging by his left leg from a tree, on which a snake climbs 
towards him. Red is the dominant color: Promet'e has red hair and is naked and sun-scorched; blood runs 
from a wound where the eagle of Jupiter daily tears his liver. A burning brand lies on the ground nearby. 
Ferula (Fennel) explained, 

Desiring revolution, he betrayed
His world; by choice the painful price is paid.
Hanging above the Abyss by Heaven's chains,



He calmly waits for freedom from his pains.
Who dives within the womb will be remade! 

The letter P on the pillar means Promet'e (Prometheus), the Grandfather (Papa) and the Wife (Puia). 

14. Eita (S')

Paired with Promet'e to the west is a pillar depicting Eita (Hades). He is horrifically depicted in blacks 
and whites, for he wears skeletal armor and stands in the midst of severed body parts. He holds an empty 
dish in his right hand and an (apparently) empty cornucopia in his left. In the background is a 
Mycenaean beehive tomb flanked by a white cypress on the left and a dark cypress on the right. Menta 
(Mint) intoned, 

The Lord of Death is paid in bitter coin
For dissolution, hoping he'll rejoin
The scattered parts, far better rearranged,
For callous Death's decrees cannot be changed.
"Accept thy fated end," he doth enjoin. 

The letter S' on the pillar represents the Dead (S'an), Establishing (S'at'e) and the numbers Four (S'a) and 
Ten (S'ar). 

15. Set'lans (Q)

The next pair of columns to the north begins with a depiction of Set'lans (Hephaestus). He is attractive, 
sports a goatee, and has long ringlets descending from his navy-blue Phrygian cap (which has golden 
ram's horns on it). He wears a short green tunic, to mid thighs and mid upper arms, and has a pendant 
around his neck. He holds a large hammer in his left hand and raises his right in an odd salute (the 
fingers divided in two groups of two). He wears elaborate sandals and leggings, almost up to his knees, 
which leave the forward half of his feet exposed. We can see that his legs are crippled in some way. 
Set'lans stands on an anvil, to the base of which two small figures (male and female) are chained. They 
do not look quite natural, and may be effigies or Hephaestus' "robots." Flamma (Flame) recited: 

The Master of the melting blaze creates
Material things, and draws together mates
In hot embrace. He works from depths obscure;
To bring him to the Light, the only cure.
Reveal and seize the force he radiates! 



The letter on Set'lans' pillar is Q, which means Vessel (Qutun). 

16. Fanu Frontac (R)

Paired with Set'lans is the first pillar that does not depict a deity; it shows Fanu Frontac (The Sacred 
Place of Lightning), that is, the Omphalos Mundi (World Navel) blasted by heaven. Specifically, a 
conical tower with seven stories (like a ziggurat) stands on a small island in the midst of the ocean. Four 
rivers (blue, white, yellow and red) flow from the base of the tower into the sea. A lightning bolt has 
struck, knocking the conical top off the tower. Two small figures (male and female), apparently blasted 
out of the tower, are falling to earth. Fire is everywhere, showing through seven openings in the side of 
the tower, and raining down on the island from the tower. The color scheme is primarily structured 
around the quadruple blue, green, yellow and red. Semele chanted this: 

The lightning bolt destroys the outworn walls.
Two characters are overthrown; each falls,
Returns to Mother Earth. The Sacred Mound
Is quickened; there the spark of life is found.
Accept the holy blast that overhauls! 

The letter on the pillar is R, which stands for the Sacred Thing (Rat'), the Brother (Ruva) and Moving 
(Er). 

17. Turan Ati (S)

When we had finished at the pillar depicting Fanu Frontac we returned to the western trio, to the 
northernmost of the three pillars. It is displaced approximately a meter to the south of where it should 
be, in order to accommodate a pool or basin filled by the stream from the Northwest Way (which, it will 
be recalled, flows from the spring in its shrine). This pool empties into a drain in the floor of the temple. 

Turan Ati (Mother Venus, Venus Genetrix) is depicted as a young woman, with copper-colored skin, 
naked but for a tiara, shoes laced up her calves and her kestos (embroidered magic girdle); she kneels by 
the side of a pool. From a gold drinking horn in her left hand she pours water onto the ground, from the 
silver horn in her right she pours water into the pool. In the background is a beehive tomb flanked by 
white and dark cypresses, similar to those on the fourteenth pillar. A eight-rayed star blazes above, 
which is surrounded by seven smaller stars. This symbol shows that Turan is also Aphrodite Urania 
(Heavenly Venus). Spes (Hope) announced that Turan is the "Lady of Necessity," and then sang, 

The Child of Earth and Starry Heaven waits,
Attending to decrees of Stars and Fates,



While through her hands the waters ebb and flow
In Cosmic Rhythm, then descend below.
She marks the time, and Destiny creates! 

The letter on this pillar is S, which stands for the Mistress (Maid or Female Companion, Snenat'), the 
Daughter (Sec), Alive (Sval) and the number Seven (Semp'). 

18. Aritimi (T)

After Turan's pillar we returned to the northwest pair of pairs, starting at the pillar in the southeast 
corner, which depicts the Moon (Tiv), ruled by Aritimi (Diana). A young crescent moon shines above a 
desolate scene at the beach: two canines (black and white) bay at the moon while some sort of 
crustacean emerges from the water. The twin towers of a walled city are visible in the distance. The dark 
blue of the sky and ocean is the dominant color. The Giane called Phoebe said, 

The Nascent Moon controls the sunless skies,
And offers wisdom for whoever tries
To cross the desert. Guardians must be
Appeased to make the passage from the Sea.
Approach the dreadful Dark with insight's eyes! 

The letter on this pillar is T, which stands for the Moon (Tiv), the Boundaries (Tular), the Grandmother 
(Teta) and the month Turane (July). 

19. Aplu (U)

Paired with the Moon is a pillar depicting the Sun (Usil), ruled by Aplu (Apollo). A brilliant solar disk 
shines above a walled garden in which a boy and girl dance, arm in arm. Panthera explained that the 
children represent Castur (Castor) and Clutmstra (Clytemnestra) among mortals, and Pultice 
(Polydeuces) and Elinai (Helen) among the immortals. "Golden drops of sunshine" seem to be falling 
from the solar disk; yellow and gold are the dominant colors in this sunny scene. Pythias recited: 

The holy place where dawn is never done,
The garden wherein rebirth is begun,
Is where the children dance the Dance of Life,
With Love and Logic, reconciling strife.
Enjoy the sacred Garden of the Sun! 

The letter U on the pillar stands for the Sun (Usil) and Noontime (Uslane). 



20. Turmus & Atunis (S`)

The scene is dominated by Turmus (Mercury), who flies in the air, sandals strapped to his legs, naked 
but for a blue cloak clasped over his shoulders. He is young, clean-shaved, and on his head is a broad, 
red, winged hat. In his left hand he holds a long caduceus, with two snakes wound tightly on the top; his 
right holds to his mouth a long golden trumpet, from which hangs a banner emblazoned with an equal-
armed cross. Below him, on a small island in the midst of the ocean, is a green sarcophagus, in which 
stands Atunis (Adonis) as a naked, young child. The sarcophagus is flanked by two figures, Turan Ati 
and Maris Apa (Mother Venus and Father Mars). Chloe (Young Green Shoot) gave the verse: 

The trumpet sounds; the Herald calls the Child
To rise and be rewarded - or reviled.
Reborn from ash that roasted in the Arc,
His spirit body bears the golden mark.
Arise, and let the poles be reconciled! 

The letter S` is on this pillar; it represents the Wind Player (S`uplu), the Tomb (S`ut'i) and the Dead One 
(S`ians). 

21. Menrva (P')

Menrva (Minerva) is seated on a throne, and holds scales in her left hand and an upright sword in her 
right; a helmet with a red horse-hair fringe is pushed back on her blond hair. She wears a green mantle 
over a blue robe; on her chest is a red aegis with the Mask of the Gorgon in the center. The four primary 
colors, red, blue, green and yellow, are balanced in the picture. Noctua (Nightowl) intoned loudly: 

A balance holds opposing forces, bound
But separate. Herein Harmony is found,
The child of Strife and Love. The keen-edged blade
Divides acutely, truth with wisdom weighed.
By balanced deeds the cosmic mind is crowned. 

This pillar's letter is P', which mean a Mask (P'ersu). 

22. Ana & Ane (F)

This completed our viewing of the paired columns in the center of the temple, so Panthera brought me to 



the last, westernmost pillar. It depicts a figure with two faces like Janus, except that one is female and 
the other male. Indeed, Panthera explained that the figure represents the magical unification (as 
recounted in The Janid) of Jana and Janus, who the Giane say are the same as Diana and Dianus. 
Moreover, she said that in their oldest language (Etruscan) they are called Ana and Ane, which may be 
translated She and He.[5] This androgyne, whom they call Ana-Anec (Ana-and-Ane, She-He), is dancing 
in an oval formed by two dragons, who bite each other's tails. Outside this oval, in the corners of the 
relief, are four heads: an old man's, a calf's, a lion's and an eagle's. The colors red, blue, green and 
yellow dominate the image, although Ana-Anec is draped in a violet, Y-shaped scarf. Gold and silver 
rods are in the androgyne's hands. Virga (Staff) recited the verse: 

The Dancer looks both ways, and holds the keys
That show the rising, falling vortices.
Her dance expands within the world, and takes
The world within; in her the world awakes.
Unreal divisions yield to unities! 

The letter on this pillar is F, which means Divinity (Flere), Heaven (Falatu) and Sacred Place (Fanu). 

I was shown the Western Portal in the wall behind this pillar, but I was not allowed to go through, for I 
was told that this led to the Sacrum Sacrorum (Holy of Holies), which is off-limits. Therefore we 
returned to the Eastern Portal and left the subterranean temple. 

Notes

1 In Etruscan words throughout this document, C', P' and T' represent aspirated C, P and T; S' and S` are 
S-like sounds. Z is pronounced TS. 

2 The Giane are an oral culture, but use the Etruscan alphabet for numeration. As used by the Giane, the 
alphabet comprises letters that are transliterated: 

A C E V Z H T' I K L M N P S' Q R S T U S` P' (C') F. 
The Giane received this alphabet when the first Sardinian settlers came from Etruria, and the Etruscans 
may have got it from the Greeks at Cumae. According to The Janid, the Giane origin epic, at the end of 
the second millenium BCE, western Luvian (Lydian or Lycian) colonists, who called themselves the 
Rasna (Etruscans), including "the Sibyl" and "the Daedalus," stopped at Sardinia before colonizing first 
Cumae and later Etruria, and they may have brought the alphabet to the Giane at this time. 

3 Many of the attendant Giane had names appropriate for the gods to whom they were dedicated; I 



wondered whether they had chosen, or been given, these names when they had dedicated themselves to 
their gods, or whether they had been intended for a particular god from birth. I never found out; they did 
not seem to see much of a distinction. 

4 The Etruscan letter transliterated "Z" is pronounced TS. 

5 These names have the form of feminine and masculine proper noun endings (-a, -e) applied to the 
gender-neutral pronoun an (s/he). 
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Domus de Janas

The "Houses of the Fairies"
of Sardinia 

●     Anghelu Ruju 
●     Sant' Andeia Priu 
●     Pimentel 

Anghelu Ruju 

  

See also Le Domus de Janas di Anghelu Ruju in Riti Funerari nel Mondo Prenuragico. 

Sant' Andeia Priu 

http://alberti.crs4.it/didattica/QuaderniArcheologici/riti/f2.html
http://alberti.crs4.it/didattica/QuaderniArcheologici/riti/f0.html


   

Pimentel 

entrance 
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Etruscan Tombs 

●     Tomba del Cardinale 
●     Tombo dei Ceisinie 
●     Tomba dei Rilievi 
●     Tomba delle Onde marine 
●     Tomba del Tifone 
●     From a Family Tomb in Volterra 
●     Tomba dell' Orco 

Tomba del Cardinale

 18th century drawing

 today

Tombo dei Ceisinie



 18th century drawing

Tomba dei Rilievi

   

Tomba delle Onde marine

Tomba del Tifone



From a Family Tomb in Volterra

Tomba dell'Orco

Geryoneus, Persephone & Hades (Orco II) 



Kharun (Orco I) 

Tukhulkha (Orco II) 
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THE JANID 
(c) 1995, John Opsopaus 

The following is Apollonius the Adept's description of a performance of "The Janid," the sacred history 
of the Gianae of Sardinia. 

Cantos I - XII are currently available. 

●     Prologue: The Sybil 
●     Canto I: Convocation of the Twelve 
●     Canto II: Convocation of the Seven 
●     Canto III: Circuit of the Sixteen Heavens 
●     Canto IV: The Phoenix 
●     Canto V: The Old One Destroys the Ogres 
●     Canto VI: The Bull, the Seven, the Hired Man, and Aritimi 
●     Canto VII: The Great One, the Carp-goat, Pabilsang, the Scorpion, and the Scales 
●     Canto VIII: Phersipnei's Furrow and the Lion 
●     Canto IX: The Mixture of Mortals 
●     Canto X: The Settling of Sardo 
●     Canto XI: Chronos the Cruel 
●     Canto XII: The Invocation of Turm's 
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                              The Janid
                                  --
                       Historia Sacra Janarum
                                  --

    [The performance was given by group of Gianae, who were called
    "The Daughters of Calliope" (Kalliopedes).  They sat on the
    raised mound, facing the audience, who surrounded them on
    three sides.  The Giana called Luscinia (Nightingale), a
    lovely soprano, stood at the front and sang.]

              PROLOGUE:  THE SIBYL

Thou gracious Muse, Calliope, inspire
My epic song, and set my words afire,
To tell the noble tale of parents brave
That came before, but now are in the grave,
But start with those that to this isle had come
Two generations ere the Greeks razed Illium.*     [*i.e., c. 1250 BCE]

In Lycian land across the eastern sea,
In good King Hatys' land, a people lived,
And Rasna was the name they called themselves.
Full eighteen years the drought had parched the soil,
And famine brought the mighty kingdom down.
Though long he waited for the rains to come,
At last King Hatys knew with heavy heart
The land could not support but half the folk.
And so he gave Tyrrhenus, faithful son,
The task of leading half the people forth
To start in some far land a colony,
And ne'er again to see the motherland.
Tyrrhenus picked the strongest men he knew,
And fearless women, too -- and one young girl,
Symmachia, Hippotensis' daughter dear,
Who was a Sibyl, wise in many ways.
And to Erythrae on the coast they came,
And launched their many ships into the sea.
Along the way they met a Daedalus,
A clever craftsman skilled in many arts,
And he came too, in flight from tyranny.



Their journey brought them to this very isle,
Fair Sardo*, lo! those many years ago.      [*Sardinia]
They mixed their seed with us, the Janae race,
And Sibyl told the future of our isle,
Before they went to the Cumaean land.
A thriving colony they started there,
And Aplus'* temple built that Daedalus.      [*Apollo]
The Sibyl led a band not far away,
To Baiae, where they found Avernus Lake,*
    [*mod. Lago Averno, a water-filled volcanic crater]
Exhaling hellish airs in gloomy woods,
A lake whose roots reach down to Tartarus.
A giant cavern, Orcus' maw, they took
As their abode, a dark and sunless realm.
The people, called Cimmerians, put therein
Their smithies, forging famous wares of bronze,
And orgullae* they named their buried homes.
    [*an obscure word that may refer to earthen or clay pots]
Where flow the vapors and the waters black
From Aita*, there the Sibyl placed her shrine,      [*Hades]
Delivering oracles with raving mouth.
Aeneas and Odysseus, wandering each
From Illium, saw the crone, much shrunk with age*.
    [*c. 1175 BCE; she would have been in her 80's]

But when she told her prophecy to us,
The holy nymph* was hale in face and limb.
    [*most likely "young woman" in this context]
With heaving breast and wailing words she spoke!

    [Luscinia tousled her hair and pulled it forward so that it
    hung over her face and down to her knees.  After a moment of
    silence she parted her hair and stared out at us with wild
    eyes.]

              THE PROPHECY

"In Italy when many years have passed
Ariseth a destructive leader there,
Who will deny the Ancient Gods their due.
And when no one is left who loves the Gods:
Oh Curnos*!  Sardo!  Then with savage storms      [*Corsica]



Of winter cold and blast of angry Gods,
Beneath the waves ye sink; the people drown.
Aeee!  How many virgins Aita weds!
How many beardless boys now sink below!
Aeee!  The infant babes are crushed by brine!
Though, Sardo, thou art happy yet, the time
Will come in ages ten when thou art not
An island, but to ashes art reduced.
In vain will sailors seek beneath the waves
For thee, fair Sardo, thee who will not be,
And Halcyons shedding tears will mourn thy end!

"But if ye Janae would this fate forestall,
Forget ye not the Sacred Gods of Yore!

"The truth I sing!  If this be so, then let
Me chew unharmed the sacred laurel yet,
And stay a virgin pure, nor e'er beget!"

    [Luscinia then fell to her knees, her hair covering her face.
    Two other Gianae stood and sang.]

And though the world without hath scorned the Gods,
Still here the Janae and Silvani hold
The Rites and give the Ancient Gods their due.
And so remember we our parents' Gods.



                  The Aisar*
         [*Aisar = Gods (Etruscan)]

     Canto I:  Convocation of The Twelve

[The chorus stood and began to sing.]

Now come, ye Janae, sing the tale of old!
When Jana* wedded Jan'e**, now unfold!
    [*cf. Dyana (Diana), pron. Dzhah-nah;
     **Dyanus (Dianus) or Janus, pron. Dzhah-neh]
For Jana is the Mother of our race,
The Goddess of the Night with shining face,
And Jan'e is our Father, brother dear
Of wife, and glowing face of day severe.
And so became the Twofold Godhead, famed
Throughout the world, and still in no way shamed.

The Shining Twins were trapped by Turan's* snares,      [*Venus]
And came to Uni*, Heaven's Queen, who shares      [*Juno]
The throne with Father Tin'*, whom also they      [*Jupiter]
Beseeched to bless and set the wedding day.
The Regents bent their heads in grave assent,
And Tin' called Turm's*, the messenger, who went      [*Hermes]
Among the Gods and called Them to the feast,
And ere They all had heard, He never ceased.

First Turmus called the Gods who're named The Twelve,
Excepting Uni, Tin' -- and Velchans* too,      [*Vulcanus]
Who was invited by great Tin' Himself;
But we will sing the names of all The Twelve.

[The following verses was sung by different Gianae, solo or in small ensemble.
 Aquila (Eagle), contralto, and Cinxia (Bride's Girdle), soprano, sang first.]

Great Tinia is the Lord of Thunderbolts,
The God of Heaven and the shining sky.
And Uni is His sister and His wife,
The Goddess of fertility and light,
Who guardeth marriages, the wedding night,
The child in womb, at birth, or suckling still.



[The following verse was sung by Charis (Grace), a red-haired soprano.]

Velchans is the Father of the Earth,
Most ancient of the Gods, the Lord of Plants.
He throweth thunderbolts, and ruleth flames
That helpeth man or hurteth -- ev'ry kind.

[Glauce (Bright Eyes), an alto, sang next.]

With Tin' and Uni, Mera* maketh Three;      [*Menrva = Minerva]
Her Gift is Prudence and Intelligence;
Protecteth she industrious people, schools,
And ev'ry kind of commerce in the land.

[The next was sung by Maia.]

With facile tongue, resourceful always, Turm's
Protecteth trav'lers, all interpreters,
And guardeth homes and flocks, and ruleth trade;
These offices both Turm's and Mera share.

[The next two verses were sung as a duet by Lupa (Wolf) and Volpes (Fox), twin
Gianae.]

Two glowing glorious Twins command the Sky,
The Lord called Aplus* and the Lady Bold,      [*Apollo]
Swift Aritimi*, shining Queen of Night,      [*Artemis]
The Goddess of the forests and the chase.
This Moonchild overseeth all travail,
And yet may bring to women Sudden Death.

Bright Aplus is the Sunchild, King of Day,
Who bringeth many useful gifts to man:
Divining and the Art of Prophecy,
And building famous cities, saving crops,
And how to cultivate the living land.
He teacheth Music and the other Arts,
Protecteth also from disease and pests,
But bringeth plague and Sudden Death to Men.

[Columba, a tall, blond alto sang the next verse.]



Bright Turan* is the Queen of Dusk and Dawn,      [*Venus]
The radient Mistress of Desire and Love,
In all their aspects, pure and impure both;
She bringeth Fruitfulness and flow'ring Spring.
Fair Ornitrices* care for all Her needs.
    [*analogous to Graces, also Bellariae]

[The next verse was sung by Pica (Woodpecker), a Giana with fiery red hair.]

Strong Maris* is the God of Fruitfulness,      [*Mars]
Of all the Growing Things, of fertile Spring.
He ruleth War and Conflict of all kinds,
Protecteth nature, fields, and marriage too,
And taketh souls down into Eita's gloom.
His Consort beeth Ati* Turan, Dam      [*Mother]
To Sire, so Apa* Maris is he called,      [*Father, Marspiter]
And Conflict now with Concord hath been joined.

[The next verse was sung by two brown-haired, pregnant Gianae, Vacca (Cow) and
Scrofa (Sow), one of Aranea's daughters.]

The Father and the Mother of the Earth:
Tellumo*, the Inseminating God,      [*Terrae Pater]
And lush Tellurus*, Goddess Nurturing,
    [*Terra Mater, related to Ceres]
Are called Tellustres, Spirits of the Earth.

[The following verse was sung "di gusto" by Hinnulea (Fawn), Hedera (Ivy) and
Ficus (Fig).]

Carousing lusty Fufluns*!      [*Bacchus]
Truly He
        Is Lord of Grapes,
Intoxication too,
        And of delights
        Of thriving Life,
All kinds!
Delights
        Of loving Life!
        Ih Oh!  Heu Hoi!
With Ves'na* danceth He      [*a lunar spirit]
        In Moon's pale light,
Aye!  danceth naked He!



        Ih Oh!  Heu Hoi!

[From behind the others, Umbra (Shadow) sang this quietly in her dusky
contralto.]

Majestic Nethuns* ruleth all the Waves;      [*Neptune]
He governeth the Ocean's murky depths,
The Sea's Abyss, the Psyche's hidden core.

[After a silent moment, the full chorus sang.]

And thus invited were the Twelve High Gods
To celebrate the Wedding of the Twins,
Great bosomed Jana, forest nymph, the wife
To husband Jan'e, merging in one Life.

                    * * *



                Canto II:  Convocation of The Seven

Next summoned Turms The Seven -- Gods on high,
Who're not among The Twelve; we sing Their names.

[The following verse was sung -- grimly -- by Rapina, one of Aranea's
daughters.]

Three brothers rule the World:  the first is Tin',
The second Nethuns; Eita is the third.
Protecteth He the Dark Abode of Death,
With Phersipnei*, His fair unwilling wife.      [*Persephone]

[Cerasus (Cherry-tree) sang this.]

The foremost Rasna God is Voltumne*,      [*Vertumnus]
And He controleth Vegetation all,
But most of all the trees that bear us Fruit.
While shifting shapes He wooed Pomona, loath
To wed, but soon, convinced, He won Her troth.

[Aquila, a nursing Giana, lifted her engorged breasts while she sang the
following verse.]

We call the fruitful Earth our Ati Cel*.
    [*Ati = Mother; Cel is analogous to Demeter or Persephone]
Her ample breasts are bountiful; she hath
The Apple, and the Punic Apple* too.      [*Pomegranate]

With Tin and Jan'e ranketh Satre* sage,       [*Saturn]
The God of the abundance of the fields,
Pursued by Tin', Lord Jan'e took him in.*      [*in Italy]

[The next couplet was sung by Capra (She-goat).]

The Evil-Jove is Vetis*, Lord of Death
    [*Vejovis, Vedjovis, Vedius]
And Devastation; He judgeth mortal souls.

Of Chance the Mistress, Cilens*, Lady Luck,      [*Fortuna]
Is She who bringeth welcome Victory,
But also dread Disaster, crushing us.



Before Her, brisk retreateth even Tin'.

[The entire chorus sang together.]

Among the Seven also is the Groom.
Of Entries and of Exits, He's the Lord.
Controlleth He Departures and Returns;
Of Endings and Beginnings He's the God.
Protecteth He the bold initiative,
And aideth He communication too.
Of Jan'e, Father of our Race we sing!

                    * * *



  Canto III:  Circuit of The Sixteen Heavens

[The Gianae divide the sky into quarters in two different ways , the Quadrants
(N, E, S, W) and the Parts (NE, SE, SW, NW), leading to eight area, which are
further halved to yield sixteen "templa" (precincts), also called "regions."
In the following I've indicated the direction of the centerline of each region
(e.g., North-northwest for I), as explained by my informants.]

To Heaven's quarters four went Turms; in each
He came within four Templa* to beseech          [*Precincts]
The Gods that dwell therein that They'd obey,
And see the union of the Twins that day.

                   I (NNW)

[The chorus then turned toward the north-northwest and raised their hands.]

Forthwith flew Turm's toward the Janid* Hall,      [*Jana and Jan'e]
Which is the circuit's start and finish both,
And there He hailed Nocturnos, Northern Ward.
The Seven Sisters' Quadrant* starteth here,        [*Northern Q.]
The Quarter dearest to Celestial Gods,
For Father Tinia is its Governor,
And in its Precincts He hath fortresses,
Where ruleth He by Weapon, Word and Wealth.
Here also dwell His Brothers, Triple Kings,
Who jointly oversee the World's Three Planes*.
    [*Lower, Middle, Upper Worlds]

From this first Precinct Tin' dispenseth Law,
And Order for the Cosmos and for Us,
And hence Destroying Lightning sendeth Tin',
Unless the Veiled Superior Gods* forbid.   [*Di Involuti & Superiori]
Not in the least ignoreth Tin' Their word;
Covert and cruel, Their names He telleth not.
This Precinct likewise is the Home of These,
The Ruling Spirits* of His Parents' House.      [*Lars]
This Region holdeth too the Janid Hall,
Nocturnus' Home, and Cilens' Domicile.
Swift Turmus soon had visited them all.



Come, turn we now the circle's sixteenth part,
And sing the Gods that have their homes therein.

                    II (N)

[The chorus advanced around the mound a little, clockwise and downward, and
stretched out their hands to the North.]

The most hath Tin' of anything of worth,
And so He hath another fortress here,
Where He commandeth Martial might and means,
For from this Region sendeth Tin' the Bolts
Which do the folk some Good as well as Harm,
But only if Advisors Twelve* agree,               [*Di Consentes]
Six Goddesses, Six Gods, who turn the stars.
The Bolts are brought to Earth by Tinia's Nine*,  [*Di Novemsilis]
Obedient Gods, who also herein dwell.

About the Earth are wrapped the Triple Spheres,
Commanded by a Holy Trinity,
Comprising Uni, Tin and Menerva;
And Tin commandeth Incandescent Air*.             [*aether]

Another hall resideth in this realm,
Where Tinia, Maris and Quirinos sit
As Patrons of the Peoples' classes three:
Who either Pray, Protect or else Provide.

What others in this Fearful Precinct dwell?
Avenging Goddess, Fury, Thufltha,
Inflicteth punishment for Tin', Her Sire.

The second World-commanding brother here
Resideth, Eita, Gloomy Orcus' king.
Ancestral Spirits of His House attend,
Sedition seeding, Discord dealing Lars.

The Boundary Ward* of this Most Fearful Part**
    [*Tutor finium, **Pars Maxime Dirae]
Is Tin', so Turms the Happiest Part* had reached.    [*Summa Felicitas]

[The chorus continued, moving clockwise and downward for each region.]



                   III (NNE)

He spied the Citadel of Aquilo*,                [*NNE Wind]
Which signaleth arrival in the first
Of Precincts in the Happiest Part of All*.      [*NE Part]
Here Tin' hath yet another station strong,
Whence sendeth He the Gentle Lightning Bolt
That warneth Mortal Folk from foolishness;
This action taketh Tin' without advice
Of any Councellor; Sovereign is His Choice.

As in the prior Precincts ruleth Tin'
By Word and Weaponry, so here it be
By way of Wealth and Productivity.

The second of the Holy Trinity
By whom the Spheres are ruled resideth here --
Resplendant Mera, Mistress of the Moon.

The Earthly Planes belong to Brothers Three,
And Nethuns* here the Middle governeth,      [*Neptune]
Wherein He is a Tin' of Second Rank*,        [*Tin' Secundanus]
And dwelleth close to Tin' and Eita too.
Beside Him live His Lars, sage counsellors
Who are the Wards of Springs and Waters all.

When all were told, swift Turmus left this place.

                   IV (NE)

A shining Hall hath Uni Astere*     [*Astarte, pron. As-teh-reh]
Within the closest Precint, whence She throws
Her Bolts of Lightning; also here She rules
The Sphere of Air*, the Third Dominion round       [*aer]
The Earth, which finisheth the Holy Trinity.
The Phoenix holdeth Uni's youthful heart,
And She hath suckled Hercle*, though He's grown.   [*Hercules]

Her Consort, Ma'e*, Uni keepeth here,              [*Maius, pron. Mah-eh]
Who is fair Maia's brother, Gods of Growth.



Unclothed doth Uni sport in summer time
With Ma'e, naming thus the growing months*.        [*May and June]

And onward Turm's proceeded in His task,
Which took Him from the Seven Sister's zone*,      [*N Quadrant]
Where dwell the Gods Celestial, ruled by Tin',
And came He to Creation's Place*, controlled       [*E Quadrant]
By Nethuns, who doth move the depths of Minds.

                    V (ENE)

There dwelleth Tec', the Shining Answerer
Of all concerns, the stalwart Friend of Kings.
And Turm's went on when Tecum He had called.

                    VI (E)

The Precint of the Rising Sun was reached,
Where Velchans hath his home, and from its halls
He giveth Mankind Fire, friendly Flames
To cook the food and warm the people's homes,
And He is Vegetation's Father too.

With Goddess Lusa shareth He this place,
For ev'ry Field and Forest ruleth She,
And so in thanks we bring our crops to Her
In Ma'e's Month*, the twentieth is the day.       [*May]
But Lusa is the Happiest Region's Ward,
And so, departing Her, came Windborn Turm's
Into a sadder place, yet Happy* still.      [*Felicitas, SE Part]

                   VII (ESE)

By Eurus'* stately hall He reached the place      [*ESE Wind]
Whence Sethlans* teacheth Man to harness Fire     [*Hephaistos]
And other Natural Forces for his Needs;
He is the Guardian of all Artisans
And of their Arts, for Fire produceth all.



Creators Universal, Sire and Dam
Of all that lives, Tellustres, Royal Pair --
They here reside, but Turm's had summoned Them
And Pluvial Nethuns, likewise living here.

                   VIII (SE)

Then Turm's espied the palace shimmering
Where Ati* Catha, Daughter of the Sun,       [*Mother]
Directeth sudden Dawnings and swift Starts.
Her Father, crown'ed Usil*, bearing Bow      [*Sun]
And Wreath, resideth here -- His Breast uncloaked.
Within She keepeth here Her Consorts Two,
The Pales; of Farming They're the Guardians.
The Ruthcwa* and the Luthcwa* go with Her
    [*unknown groups of divinities]
To pick the Solar Eye, the Chamomile.

When Turm's had done His Task, to Catha's Friend
He went, the Moon, who dwelleth next to Her;
So came He from the Quadrant ruled by Neth'*,      [*Nethuns]
Creation's Quarter*, into Auster's** Realm,
    [*E Quadrant, **S Wind]
Where Letham overseeth Nature's ways.

                   IX (SSE)

In Auster's realm the region that is first
Is Liberating Fufluns'; crowned with Rays,
He roams the Night and travels through the Gloom,
Because He is the son of Vesuna,
The Queen who's crowned with Rays and Crescent Moon,
And wears the Panther skin; who turns the Wheel,
And whom we're prone to call our Sacred Tiv*.     [*Moon, Month]

Within this House is found Betrayal's Queen,
Deceiving Spirit*, sly and treacherous,      [*Fraus]
The daughter born of Orcus and of Nox*.      [*Night]

                     X (S)



Swift Turm's the Midday's Precinct* next approached;  [*S Precinct]
The Lord of Forests, Selvans* dwelleth there,      [*Silvanus]
With Consus, Overlord of Animals,
Who overseeth Sowing of the Seed.

Although for children Selvans is a bane,
And He afflicteth Women giving birth,
Men call on Him to grant His leave to clear
The Land for cultivation of the crops.
Men know Him as Protector of the Fields,
Companion of Tellures Mother Earth,
And comrade true of Maris -- allies strong
of Satre, vegetation's verdant God.

In this rich region Turmus Selvans spied
Approaching naked but for hunting boots
And torque about His neck, His lance in hand;
Each hailed His friend and Turmus told the news.
His task completed, Turmus flew from this,
The Happy Part, and entered Regions Dire*.
    [*Regiones Dirae, SW Part]

                   XI (SSW)

The light began to fade and Turmus knew
He'd reached the Dire Part, and yet within
He found the Queen of Hospitality*,      [*Juno Hospita]
The Wife of Nethuns; here She hath a Home.

Her faithful Squire Letham standeth near;
Though dwelleth He in Eita, instantly
He cometh for to shield His Kindly Queen,
Or aid His Neighbor Selvans, dealing Death.

                   XII (SW)

The Precinct next approached by Turm's contained
A second hall where sit the Bounteous Pair,
Tellustres, Parents of the Populus.



He also summoned Semo Sancus hence,
Protector fierce of promises and oaths,
The God of honest folk, good faith and trust.

The Helpful Lares also dwelleth here,
And happily they heard the nuptial news.

Then wing'ed Turm's took flight, left Auster's Realm*  [*S Quart.]
In Letham's care, and sought Favonius*.      [*W Wind, W Quart.]

                   XIII  (WSW)

With dread did even Turm's alight within
The Twilight Land, the kingdom of Favonius,
The doorstep of the joyless Dead's domain.

The Lady Cel, Deep-breasted Fruitful Dame
Presideth over Evil Lares here,
Who vengeance cruel inflict for crimes upon
The Earth, and punish in the Black Abyss.

                    XIV (W)

Next Turm's arrived in Satre's somber realm,
The final refuge of the God deposed.
His Court He holdeth here, within which is
His faithful Wife, Celestial Spiritess*.      [*Juno Caelestis]
This also is the home of other Gods,
The Culs-Gods*, Alpan* and Bellariae**,
    [*see below;  **Graces or Hours, also Ornitrices]
And Lusa hath a Station, Velchans too.

The gift of Alpan*, Turan's handmaid, is      [*Harmonia]
Consent that's freely given to desire;
Assisteth She whoever's making Love.

Two Culs-Gods* guard the boundary twixt Two Worlds,      [*Culscva]
Above is one, the other is below.
In sunlight Culsans shieldeth city gates,
Protecting houses, graves and all the folk.
But waiting on the Gate's infernal side,



The demon Goddess Culsu broodeth grim,
Expecting milk and honey, mercy's price.
The Fearful Regions'* Guardian of Gates,      [*SW Part]
She standeth watch within the Western Wall,
And by Her leave swift Turmus passed without.

                   XV (WNW)

Reluctantly alighted Turm's within
The Regions of the Greatest Fearfulness*,
    [*Regiones Maxime Dirae, NW Part]
Where Howling Corus* drives the dismal rain.      [*NW Wind]
Resideth vulgar Methluns here, who is
In rustic realms the Chief of Spirit Throngs,
Of Fauni, Panes, and the Sprites of Springs.
The mellow quarter of Favonius*,      [*W Quarter]
The Sun's repose, is His; within it lives
The Walkers on the Earth, the Godly Dead,
Who kindly care for us who yet remain.

Destroyer Vetis also dwelleth here,
Whence Maris taketh into Eita Souls.

His task here done, fleet Turm's the zone
Approached that's last in Methlum's dark domain.

                   XVI (NW)

Descended Turm's, accustomed to the Clouds,
Until He reached the Heavens' deepest part,
The furthest reach of Methlum's realm forlorn,
Which lieth under Night's* obscuring hand.      [*Nocturnus]

The Destiny of cities, nations, kings,
And all the people Cilens doth decide,
And send from here or from the following*.      [*Reg. I]

But these two Gods already had been called,
So Turm's informed the others living here,
The troup of Earthly Deputies* of two      [*Ianitores Terrestres]
Resplendant Gods, our Noble Ancestors;



The Janid Twins, the blessed bridal pair!
The goal achieved, He soared toward the Stars.

                    * * *

[The chorus returned to the top of the mound.]

When Wing'ed Turm's perceived the shining spires
Of Tinia's Halls, He knew He had returned.
Approaching Tin', He said the deed was done,
But Tinia gave Him one more task to do:
Invite the Gods that work not in one place*.    [*Azonoi]
He called them too, and now we sing Their Names:

[This verse was sung by Columba.]

Her nakedness concealed by wings alone,
The Queen of Love and Insight, Lasa fair
Proclaimeth prophecy on Tin's behalf,
Assisteth Him, and guardeth boundaries.

[The following was sung by Aquila.]

Success doth Me'an* bring in Fight by Arms,
    [*Victoria, Nike, pron. Meh-an]
Protecting Fields, in Striving of all kinds.

[Next Tigris (Tigress) sang.]

Like His Companion Maris, Hercle* is      [*Hercules]
A God of Strength and Martial Valor, who
Protecteth Families, their Belongings too.
He is a God of Water, Springs and Sea.

[Then Volpes sang.]

Protector of the Fields is Laran, who,
With Maris and with Letham, guardeth Homes.

[Sus (Sow) sang next.]



We call the God of ev'ry Boundary Tul*,      [*Terminus]
Protecteth He like Letham, Laran, Mar's.

[This was sung by Rapina.]

Of Death the Foulest Demon, Tuchulcha!
A Beast with writhing snakes and vulture's beak,
Enormous tongue, long ears and lipless snarl!
He draggeth into Eita frightened folk.

[This verse was sun by Lacerta, another of Aranea's daughters.]

Ah, Leinth!  We sing no Thankful Song to Thee,
For truly Thou art Dreaded Death itself!

[The following was sung quietly by Serpens (Snake),
 a dark-haired contralto.]

Of Resurrection Thou art Goddess, Tvath*,
    [*Demeter or Aphrodite Epitymbia]
And of the Love that lingers for the Dead.

[The entire chorus sang.]

With Thee
        This song of Sacred Memory
Is done;
        We sing next how our Land was won!

           [Here endeth Canto III]

                    * * *



             Canto IV:   The Phoenix

[The following verse was declaimed by Cinxia is a loud voice.]

Come sing the song of Tinia's glorious gift
Bestowed upon the newly wedded pair,
The glowing God and Goddess joined as one,
Long-bosomed Jana, Queen of Starry Night,
And Jan'e, Face of Day, who burneth bright.
For Tinia granted to our Ancestors
This island for the Janid Family,
Eternal Sardo, refuge for our Race.

[The entire chorus sang the following.]

He stood upon the Ramparts of the Sky
        And raised the burning Thunderbolt on high.
It split the ground in Sardo's western part,
        And filled the Earth with Fire from the dart.
His Seed was planted in the Earth, which swelled
        With Child, a prodigy unparalleled.
The Mountain Arci* burst with blazing flame,      
    [*Monte Arci, a Sardinian volcano]
        And from Her Womb arose a wondrous bird
With eagle's form, the Phoenix is Her name;
        Her shriek of joy around the world was heard.
Emerging from the glowing womb, She spread
        Her wings, which flashed with crimson, purple, gold,
And to the City of the Sun* She sped,      [*Heliopolis]
        So that Her splendor Wisemen might behold.
From this occasion number they their days,
        And number they their years.  The Star ablaze,
The Dog, within his home records the place,
        For when returneth he, and done his race,
In nearly thrice five hundred years, then neigh      
        The time the Phoenix goeth home to die.*

    [*1461 years, the Sothic Cycle, or Great 
    Year, during which time the heliacal 
    rising of Sirius takes place on 1 Thoth, 
    the first day of the Egyptian Wandering 
    Year.]



Then Arci, sacred Mother Mountain, dear
        To us, awaketh, breathing pungent fumes,
And in the flames, for knoweth She no fear,
        The Phoenix landeth, whom the blaze entombs.
By roaring blast is scorched the heavens' height,
        The Ancient Bird consumed and lost to sight.
For thrice three days the roaring stoppeth not, 
        But on the ninth the blaze recedeth back
Within the Mountain's Womb, whence is begot
        A Phoenix, rising from the billowing black.
Unfoldeth She Her shining wings and proud,
        And breaketh rocks when croweth She aloud
A clarion call beginning each new Age.
        Aloft She soareth, telling ev'ry Sage.

The Ages past, ye Janid Bards now tell!
        Now seven times the Dog hath run the round,
And seven times the Phoenix bade farewell,
        Yea, seven times reborn from underground!
The Phoenix' age is now three hundred years,
        And one and ninety more.  Before rebirth
We wait another thousand, say the Seers,
        And sixty-nine, ere joineth She the Earth.*

    [*Since this was sung in 1990, by this   
    reckoning the Phoenix must have been 
    created in 8621 BCE (on July 19, Julian 
    calendar, the start of the Sothic Cycle).]

            Such is our Land's antiquity,
            And such our Race's pedigree!

From ages past Thy Story we have heard;
        Watch over us Thou Brave and Ancient Bird!

                    * * *



                     Canto V
         The Old One Destroys the Ogres

    [Luscinia, soprano, sang loudly.]

So now ye Sisters, sing the song that tells
The tales of old, our history,
The age-old story of our Race and those
Who came before the Janid Clan.  Recall
To mind that ancient time, near lost in mists
Obscuring, yea, so long ago that all
The Gods Consenting* stood Their watch.  For know   [*Di Consentes]
That Tin's Advisors Twelve, the Couns'lors, take
Their turns to rule our World, for each accepts
The Pillar, bears the Carrier of the Sun,
Where it resides upon the year's first day.*      [*Vernal Equinox]

    [The rest of the chorus joined in, singing quietly.]

Our memory recedes away from this
Our time, and stretches back into the past,
As far as we can go, until we call
To mind the Reign of Two Great Twins, a Pair
Of Culs-gods, Lugalirus, Mighty Lord
Who guards the Left, and Meslamteo, He
Who's at the Right.  In ancient times, when these
Two Gods the Pillar held, the land was cloaked
In ice, and food was nowhere to be found.
Then also roamed the world another kind
Of people, Ogres, vicious in their ways.*      [*Neanderthals?]
They preyed on us like game, and soon in sooth
They would have killed us, each and every one.

Now sing the miracle that happened then,
The changing of the Epoch.  Happily
A Hero came to save us, Vetis;* He's           [*Vejovis]
The Ancient One who bears the Crook, which first
Appeared above the world and quickly caught
The Ogres by their necks.  Then came the Old,
The Ancient Man Himself, and scattered He
Our tormenters. And He by younger help
Was joined, the Shepherd True, descending from



The Sky.  These two destroyed the Beasts, by cold
And by the help and wits They gave to us.
For full five hundred years They fought against
The Ogres.  Fin'lly though They'd weakened them
With wind and frost, and so the Ogres died.

                    * * *



                  Canto  VI
The Bull, the Seven, the Hired Man, and Aritimi

    [An ensemble of Charis (soprano), Ovis
     (mezzo) and Columba (alto) began to sing.]

And since the wilderness had been made clear
Of Demons, then the Shepherd and the Old,
The Ancient Man did give the Pillar to
The Bull of Heaven, He who takes the turn
That followeth the Mighty Twins, and near
Two thousand years the Bull of Heaven reigned.

Succeeding Him there came the Seven Gods,
The Children of the Goddess Turan,* Queen       [*Venus, Aphrodite]
Of Twilight and the Queen of Dawn, who held
The Watch four hundred years until it could
Be taken by Our Teacher, whom we call
The Hired Man.  A penetrating blast
Upon a hollow ram-horn heralds His
Arrival; He's the one we see with horns
Upon His head.  He taught us much, to fire
The clay to make our beads and pendants, so
We could adorn ourselves, and guard ourselves
From danger.  Yet, the skill to use the clay
for pots, this He declined to teach to us,
And many lifetimes passed before we learned
To make clay pots.  Another gift He gave
Was making marks in bones to keep account
Of things, no matter whether counting our
Possessions meagre or our years.   His reign
Would be two thousand years, except it fell
Two hundred short; such was the Hired Man.

    [Aquila (soprano) and Lupa (mezzo) sang.]

Now hear our song!  The Watch that's next belongs
To Aritimi,* Childbirth's Goddess, She        [*Artemis, Diana]
Who is the Patroness of Pregnancy.
She showed our people how to dance, to make
Both drum and flute from bones of animals
And skin, and how to mark them, even make



Them fair to see.  Another gift of Her,
Of Aritimi, was the needle, bored
To pull the thread to knit together skins.
She also taught our people how to make
Her pregnant image out of clay, with long
And swollen breasts and ample buttocks.  When
Her Watch was almost done, She sent to us
The Swallow of Her Love, and It appeared
To us at just the time before when stood
The Pillar in the place where it is now,
An Epoch when the year's first Sun arose
Along the path it now repeats.*  So She

    [*Since the Janid was performed in 1990 and a complete
     cycle of the precession of the equinoxes takes 25,780.783
     years, this event can be dated to about 23,800 BCE.]

Announced the changing of the Watch,  Her Reign
Had lasted then two thousand years, and so
She heralded the Great One's* swift approach,        [*Magnus]
As She does now, in this our time, for yet
Again the Great One comes.  The Time is nigh!

                    * * *



                    Canto VII
          The Great One, the Carp-goat,
     Pabilsang, the Scorpion, and the Scales

[The chorus sang.]

The snow and ice began to disappear,
But oh!  So slowly.  Still, throughout this time
Our ancestors were taught to hunt wild beasts
And gather berries.  Learning these we passed
The Great One's Reign, which lasted fully half
Five thousand years.  He ceded then the Watch
To Carp-goat, reigning seven hundred past
A thousand years; of Him we say no more.

[Venatrix (Huntress), an alto, declaimed the following.]

The next to take the Tillar of the World
Was Pabilsang, so-called, the Centaur son
Of Tinia,* known as Apa Maris** to
                          [*Jupiter, **Mars-piter, Father Ares]
Our folk.  His Reign was short, for it was just
One hundred-twenty years beyond the time
It takes the Dog to come back home,* but in       [*c.1580 yrs.]
That time He taught us many things: to make
Strong rope, and lances long and straight; nor must
We throw them with bare hands, because he showed
Us how to make spear-throwers.  Nor there stopped
He, but He also taught us how to bend
A bow with sinew stretched, to launch our swift
And deadly arrows - such His welcome gifts
For hunting and defense.  Not these alone,
For Maris also showed to us the skill
Of crushing berries, or of grinding rocks
In water, all for making marks upon
The walls of caves to show our thoughts, and show
The paths to places sacred and to us
Important - sources bountiful of food
And drink.  And lastly Pabilsang the Wise,
The Centaur, showed us how to make a notch
Each day in bone to mark the passing of
The nights until the Moon's full light returns,



And so to count the months.  But when His Watch
Was done, the Carrier was yielded to
The Hard-shelled Minister of Turan, He
Who creepeth low upon the ground; with Him
We passed two thousand years, before again
Another pair of thousands passed away,
These latter weighed upon the Balanced Beam.

                    * * *



                 Canto  VIII
      Phersipnei's Furrow  and the Lion

[The Chorus sang.]

Rejoice!  Rejoice the change that happened then!
For Phersipnei,* the Furrow's Queen, returned       [*Persephone]
From out the Kingdom of the Dead, and so
Was ended that Great Winter that so long
Oppressed us.  Though in those so distant days,
We didn't know the fruitful Furrow's ways,
The Earth still flowered thick with verdant growth,
And bright with vibrant green, and so our lot
Was happy, and we lived well satisfied.

[Colona (Country-woman), soprano, sang quietly.]

We stayed within the friendly Furrow for
Three thousand years, but after them within
Two hundred more the Pillar of the Sun
Was passed on to a fiercer warden, He
Who is the Lion, He who's sacred both
To Satre* and to Turan.  Though no friend          [*Saturn]
Of mortals, yet we learned from Him the skill
Of hunting well, to track our game and bring
It swiftly down.  We also learned to take
The Dog inside our house and make him friend
And family, and in return he joins
The chase with us, and also shares the prize.
Eventually we also trained the goat
And sheep to stay with us, and so we had
Their wool and milk, and when at times there were
Too many, they became our cherished meat.
The Lion taught us how to make the wheat
And barley grow, so it would always be
Available, around our houses, so
We learned to plant our crops.  For this we notched
Our counting bones, and marked the passing of
The days to know the phases of the Moon.
This fiercest Lion also brought the bright
And flaming Sun of that, the Greatest Spring
And under it we fired our clay to make



Strong bricks, and these were stacked to make our walls,
And so we left our caves to live in homes.

[The chorus sang again.]

And it was in the Lion's Watch, it was
Six hundred years before its end, when that
Fierce Beast did hold the Pillar of the Sun,
That Jane first began to hunger for
The arms of Jana, and that She began
To want to lie with Him.  Within that Reign
Did Tin approve the Sacred Union of
Them, splitting with His Thunderbolt the head
Of Sardo, letting loose the Holy Bird,
The Phoenix.  Sardo was His Wedding Gift;
He gave it to our Ancient Ancestors,
The Janid Twins.  Now sing ye sisters!  Sing,
Callioped'es, how our Parents came
And settled in this land, and won Their fame!

                    * * *



        Canto IX:  The Mixture of Mortals

[The following was sung by Luscinia  in a kind of plainsong, with long melodic
lines.]

The Phoenix took to flight, Her very first,
Her wings reflecting in the Setting Sun.
So Jana, newly joined with Jan'e, came
To Sardo, future Janid home, but then
Deserted, uninhabited by Gods
Or Mortals, though it had abundant game.
They picked themselves a comfortable cave
To make Their home, and Jan'e hunted game
In forests thereabouts, and fished lagoons,
And at the seashore He collected shellfish,
While Jana gathered nuts and berries, roots
And leaves; in such a way They ate full well.

The Shining Twins, the wife with husband and
The brother with His sister, burned with love,
And nought delighted them like laying in
Each other's arms and sharing ecstasies
Provided by Their bodies.  Greatly pleased
They were with one another's company
For seven years, but then They wished to have
A family.  Thus did Jana leave off Leaf
Of License* chewing; soon Her womb was great
         [*contraceptive herb]
With growing child.  And so it went, until
Were born six children, when decided They
That They had done enough, and so had earned
Thereafter full unburdened carnal bliss.

And when Their oldest daughter, who was called
Kallisto, Her maturity had reached,
Then Jana brought Her to Her Jan'e, and
He lay with Her, for couplings of this kind
Are not amiss when made by Gods.  And so
Did Jan'e mate with all His daughters in
Their time.  When Arkas, firstborn boy, did come
Upon His power, Jana did invite
Him to Her bed, and taught Him all delights



Of Love, until by Him Her womb with Life
Was quickened.  By Her sons She bore but three
Attractive children, for of bearing She
Had had enough, and so encouraged She
Her boys and girls to play together 'til
They too bore children.  Thus our family grew,
The First of Sardo's Families, Holy Janid clan.

For these Their Children, and Grandchildren and
Their Great-grandchildren, caves were newly found
And Janid folk lived happily and dwelled
Together, eating what the Bountiful Estate,
Our Sardo, had unbidden granted them.

[In the following, Aquila (contralto) and Cinxia (soprano) took the speaking
roles of Jan'e and Jana.]

Upon a quiet night came Jana to
Her husband and Her brother.  Worried brows
Betrayed Her cares.  With true concern She was
Received, and so He asked, "Why art Thou so
Distressed, my Moonchild Jana, Consort Twin?"
She thought a quiet moment and replied,
"The figures of Our children do concern
Me, likewise those of children they have sired."
Now Jan'e was surprised and, anxious, asked,
"What is there that Thou couldst not like about
Them, for They are the image of Us both,
Like Gold and Silver alloyed into rare
Electrum."  "Aye, too much like us by far!"
She answered quickly and emphatically.
"Wouldst Thou have them unlike Us?" Jan'e asked,
Confused.  Then Jana said, "Hast Thou not looked
On Kuren'e?  What thinkst Thou of Her form?"
Then Jan'e thought on Her, who was a great-
Great-granddaughter, and answered, "She is wise,
Attractive, also healthy; She enchants
The hearts of all our boys - and also me.
I like Her breasts the best of all the wives',
Save Thine."  Then Jana laughed and said to Him,
"I doubt it not at all, but for our race
It isn't good.  Doth Thou not see that each
And ev'ry generation is like Us,



Yet more so?  Like unto a tea, the more
We steep in Our own juices, so the more
We strengthen Our own flavor and Our hue
Doth darken - thus increase the bitter and
The sweet together.  Though the sweet is good,
In time the bitter will destroy our race."

[Aquila and Cinxia stepped back, and Luscinia finished the canto as a solo.]

Then Jan'e saw the truth was spoken by
His wife, and so the foll'wing day He called
Together there a party of His kin,
All strong and healthy in their youth, and sent
Them to recruit some settlers, picking them
To come and mate with holy Janid folk.
They traveled first to Curnos*, then they crossed      [*Corsica]
Turrhenum Mar'e* to Etruria**.       [*Tyrrhenian Sea, **Tuscany]
They there enticed adventurous boys and girls
To come with them, and then returned they back
By way of Curnos.  So the Janids first
Accepted Mortal Men and Women in
Their family, alloying the Bronze with Gold
And Silver.  Thus they made their substance strong
And durable - untarnished to this day!

                   * * *



         Canto X:  The Settling of Sardo

[The following verse was sung by a quartet:
 two sopranos, alto and contralto.]

The Moon's return is nineteen years*, and thrice    [*Metonic Cycle]
She ran the course, and half again She went*,       [*i.e. 66 years]
When Jan'e sent the holy boys and girls
Across the Sea to seek for mortal mates.
Within the Wombs Divine of Janae Girls,
The mortal lads soon sowed their welcome seed,
And Jani Boys enflamed the waiting wombs
Of mortal maids with sacred sap, the strong
And fiery marrow of the Gods.  And so
On Sardo swelled the Janid family's size,
A race of heroes bred both brave and strong.

[The chorus sang.]

These Mortal newcomers, with Janid wives
And husbands, lived in many well-formed caves,
Which were their homes, and feasted they on fish
From the lagoons and shellfish from the sea,
And hunted they wild game, including these:
The rabbits, hares, and deer, the oxen, pigs,
Wild boar, and horses, sheep, the foxes, dogs,
And goats.  Anon our people also learned
To capture these same animals, and ways
Of making pens and making cages for
Them all.  Thereafter had we milk and cheese
In plentiful supply, and also had
We meat to eat, when'er we slaughtered them,
And pelts and horn and bone with which to work.

[Astaca (Lobster), a mezzosoprano, sang next.]

The steadfast Carrier of the Sun was still
The Lion, and the Moon resumed Her place
Another thirty times* ere yielded He        [*30 Metonic Cyc. = 570 yrs.]
The Pillar to another guard, for He
Had reigned then twice a thousand years and still
Eight hundred more. The Watch was taken by



The Armored Soldier of the Deep, who seized
The Pillar, holding it in Hands enclosed
By gauntlets.  Thus, the Heavens turned again.

[The chorus again.]

Within the Waddling Warden's watch we folk
Of Sardo learned to mix the finest clay
And shape our pottery; which we then smoothed,
And decorated well with lines and bands,
With angles, hatch-filled triangles, indeed
With every geometric shape, applied
By pressing* into it the edges of             [*Impresso Ware, presumably]
The cockleshells, and these we gathered at
The shore.  This was the time when first we learned
To put on bowls the ears with holes, so that
They can be hung in caves and over fires.

We went these happy ways for centuries,
Throughout the Phoenix' new and blessed life.

                    * * *



           Canto XI: Chronos the Cruel

  [The chorus sang the following verse.]

Now sing ye!  Sing ye, sweet-voiced Janae!  Tell
The story of the time when first the Dog
Completed that long circuit starting with
The wedding gift of Sacred Sardo to
Our Parents.  Though the Dog doth never age,
Because He liveth there among the Lights
Celestial, ev'ry other thing that on
The Earth doth walk, or flyeth through the skies,
Or swimmeth in the Deep, doth sorely feel
The ravages of Time, the drying of
The Sun, and soon the scythe of Satre*, He           [*Saturn]
That cutteth off the life of everything
That liveth.  Even thus the Phoenix feels
The years, and knoweth when the time is nigh,
When once again She cometh back to here,
To Sacred Sardo, seeking to alight
Upon the mountain peak that gave Her birth,
The dread volcano Arci.  So She first
Returned; in sooth the Armored Soldier of
The Deep had held the Watch eight hundred years
And forty when the Dog approached His home.*         [*7160 BCE]

  [For the remainder of the Canto, Aquila
  (contralto) took the part of Jan'e and
  Cinxia  (soprano) took the part of Jana;
  Luscinia (soprano) sang the narration.  The
  three stepped out of the chorus, forming a
  tableaux in the foreground.]

It happened in the springtime of that year;
A certain day did dawn when Jana and
Her Jan'e both awoke and greeted there
The morning Sun and then saluted one
Another.  Aye, they hugged each other, as
They did most ev'ry morning time, and when
They'd kissed, then Jana smiled and shyly asked
Him, "Dost Thou love me yet, my Jan'e Dear?"



He stroked Her cheek and spake these words to Her,
"My Jana, Goddess, Sister Twin and Wife,
Why art Thou worried?  Know My love's secure."

"Alas, We're very old," She answered, "and
The Dog will soon return to That Place where
He was when first we came upon this isle,
Our Sacred Sardo.  Knowest Thou how long
That's been?  One full millennium and near
To half another.  Canst Thou truly love
A one so ancient, now a withered crone?"

So Jan'e, hugging Jana's shoulders, said,
"Then Know it to be so, My Sister; Time
Hath not decreased My ardent love for Thee."

"Indeed, I wish it to be so," she sighed,
"But I can scarce believe it, knowing now
The ravages of life upon this Earth.
My eyesight now is weakened so I'm spared
The sight of mine own shriveled form, though what
I see confirms the message of my hands:
My hair becometh thinner all the time,
My skin is wrinkled, dry and leathery,
And hangeth loose upon my bones.  This womb,
Which nurtured all our children, hangeth like
An empty purse; there is no need to wear
A leather cover to conceal my lips
Below, for Time hath made of mine own flesh
A flap to hide my furrow from the folk."

"I too have aged," said Jan'e.  I have not
The strength that once was Mine.  No longer do
My arms at all what once they did with ease.
And Thou art well aware that never now
I walk without the stick.  And even what
The smallest child can do, to chew his food
Himself, will soon be far too much for Me,
For few the number of the teeth still tight
Within My jaws.  But these infirmities
Change not My love for Thee, My Holy Wife."

"For that I'm grateful," Jana smiled and spake.



"And these My breasts, that Thou didst love so much,
I feel them hanging limp against My waist.
I hold them now, and in My hands they seem
Like empty leather sacks -- like Me, outworn
With use.  They were so full then, when with them
My children were contented; likewise well
Contented with My ample breasts wert Thou,
But nowadays they're barren, ugly, dry..."

Then Jana took Her breast, the left, within
His hand and stroked it gently, "Nay, that is
Not true, for yet your bosom stirreth up
My blood, till surging swiftly through my veins,
My body burneth hot, consuming me."

She chuckled.  "Sayest Thou the young girls' breasts
Are not enchanting, holding not Your eyes?"

"No, truly, that I would not say.  But Thou
Dost know as well as I the games We've played
With Thine, for many hours We've entertained
Each other, finding places they will reach
For fun and pleasure, either Thine or Mine."

Now Jana burst out laughing, and to Her
She pulled Her Jan'e, saying words like these:
"Indeed, you speak the truth, we have not lacked
For fresh ideas.  But if My breasts can still
Inflame Thee so, then tell Me why it is
Thou wishest not to couple.  Though We sleep
Together, yet Thou doth not lie on Me
As once Thou didst, for then I knew Thy love."

Then Jan'e turned from out His Wife's embrace,
And darkly looked away, until He spake:
"That is no fault of Thine, my Jana Dear,
For it is cursed Time, who robbed my strength."
He turned again toward His Goddess Wife,
And, sadly looking down, within His hand
He held His member, speaking angry words.
"This wretched Snake, He rarely waketh from
His winter sleep.  No fault of Thine, dear Wife,
For though I feel desire, My heart is not



As strong as once it was, and waketh not
The Serpent from its slumber.  Knowest Thou
The many times I've wanted Thee, but could
Not coax the Snake to go inside His hole.
Though Thou hast not complained, I know full well
It leaveth Thee still wanting, just as much
As I still hunger.  Ah this wretched age!"

Then Jana stroked Her partner's hair and took
The Serpent from His hand.  He sadly sighed
And quietly they sat a while in thought,
Caressing one another.  Then She spoke:
"We've been on Sacred Sardo many years,
And many children have We raised, so now
The island thriveth well.  But ruthless Time,
He driveth on, and all I see ahead
Is more decay; I think this earthly life
Will never be again a boon to us."

Then Jan'e turned to Jana, asking this:
"But what is it Thou thinketh we should do?"

The Goddess thought awhile and then She spoke:
"My Husband, Dost Thou think Our Parents and
The other Gods, would welcome Us again,
Would let Us once again ascend the Sky
To Heaven, there to dwell again with Them?"

"Thus would We slip the snare of Time," He mused.
"Indeed, I think our task on Sardo is
Complete; perhaps the time hath come to leave
It to Our Children.  Wife, if truly this
Is what Thou dost desire, accept Thou, then,
This My consent and hear My plan.  The Gods,
Our ancestors Divine shall be invoked,
And We will tell Them what We wish, and if
They do agree, then soon We'll be with Them,
Immortal, ageless.  If, however, We're
Denied Our wish, then, surely as the day,
We'll crumble into dust upon this isle."

                    * * *



       Canto XII: The Invocation of Turm's

  [The chorus sang.]

Now, Janae, tell the ancient tale of how
Our Parents called upon the Gods who dwell
Among the Stars Celestial.  Now, with skein
Of song, ye sisters, weave the hoary words
Together, well relating how the spell
Was caref'lly cast, and what transpired next.

  [Luscinia again sang the narration.]

The ceremony's time was set by Jan'e, who
Had counted back the days until the Moon,
The Magic Lantern, held its greatest Strength,
Then having waxed to full.  Upon that day,
At Twilight did the Holy Shining Twins,
The Glowing Queen of Night, fair Jana, and
Her husband Jan'e, the resplendent Face
Of Day, together take Themselves unto
An Ancient Oak that They had planted in
That year when first They came unto the Isle,
To Sardo.  Underneath its twisted roots,
Descending deep, there was a Sacred Cave,
A cubicle within the Earth, and there
The Rite was done.  Before the Moon had shown
Her face above the lip around the Earth,
Then when the dark-dyed veil of Night was thick,
They went within the Cave, and face to face
They sat; the little altar stood between.
They gathered in Their Spirits, 'till subdued,
Their Souls had settled softly in Their Hearts.
Then Jana did intone in Hoary Words:

  [The words of Jana and Jan'e were again sung
  by Cinxia and Aquila, respectively.]

  "Tura mat`ec rac`ti!
  Sat`ec tular eisnar!"*

  [*apparently Etruscan:



  "Ready Thou the Mead and Incense!
  Make Thou too the Sacred Boundaries!"]

A glowing coal, which had been taken from
The Holy Hearth and carried in a bowl,
Was used to light the Incense, crumbled leaves
Of Blessed Herbs, which sputtered, spreading smoke
And pungent fumes throughout the chamber,
Exhaling clouds, concealing every sight
And feature of the Cave, nor could They see
Outside it.  Jan'e tilted then a dish
Of Holy Nectar from the Mountain Bees,
Fermented long and purified, and spilt
A little down the cleft that opened in
The floor, inviting aid from Gods who dwell
Within the Mother's bowels; and He inscribed
A Sacred Circle 'round Them both, the Worlds
Dividing, guarding Holy from Profane.
Together They began the Sacred Spell:

  "Incense now is thickly smoking,
  Into Earth the Wine is soaking!

  Turmus! Turmus! Turmus! Hear Us!
  Since Thou art Our Friend, come near Us!
  Never failing nor forsaking,
  Help Us now, this message taking
  Swiftly to its destination,
  Bringing Our communication!

  Gods of Earth and Gods of Heaven,
  Twelve Immortals, Sacred Seven,
  Roving Gods and all the Wardens
  Of the Quarters Bounding Cordons,
  Hear Our call, Ye Gods Immortal,
  Open wide the Sacred Portal!
  High Ones, hear Our grave petition,
  To the Heavens, grant admission!
  We beseech Ye, ask Your favor,
  From Our task to grant a waver!
  Send to Us the Gods' Magician!
  Show to Us the Apparition!



  Holy Herald,
    Turmus, hear Us!
  Holy Herald,
    Come Thou near Us!
  God Immortal,
    Hear Us hailing,
  Show the Portal,
    Sky unveiling!
  Herald, hear Us,
    God Immortal!
  Come Thou near Us!
    Show the Portal!"

And so They chanted in the Ancient Way
Until the Spell was cast with perfect Skill.
He brought it to completion with these words:

  "Now We hail the Holy Herald,
  Calling Him with Ancient Accents:

  Turmus hat`urt`i!  T`unts!
  Turmus esults!
  Turmus mini tes, cits!
  T`ui srenar tev Turm's!*

  [*Turmus once, be kind!
  O Turmus twice!
  O Turmus thrice, assist Me!
  Show us, here and now, the signs, Turm's!]"

The smokey clouds of pungent incense swirled
Around the Two, as from the earthly realm
The Cave was lifted.  Suddenly a round
And shining face of orange appeared above
The far horizon, shedding ruddy light
Within the cave; it was the rising Moon,
Ascending 'till upon the earthly rim
She perched, and bathed the Aged Twins with Light,
With Moonbeams, potent with their Magic.  Swift
A Shadow slid before the Moon and hid
Her face, a figure, stepping through the clouds,
Appeared within the cavern's mouth:  a young
And handsome man approached Them, naked save



Alone a fine himation* thrown across                      [*cloak]
His arms, and well-made sandals strapped around
His ankles, and -- by this They knew Him -- on
His head a Helmet, wide and sporting wings.

"Hello, Turm's!" Jana cried, and Jan'e raised
His hand in greeting.  Likewise Turmus raised
His Staff in solemn salutation, then
Unto the God and Goddess, Turmus spake:

  [Turmus' words were sung by Serpens, a contralto.]

"Ye Shining Twins, My Dearest Jana and
My Comrade Jan'e, Greetings!  Know Ye that
The Glorious Gods on High have heard Your grave
Petition.  Anxiously They wait for Your
Arrival, eager for to look upon
Your faces, longing for the company
Of kin much missed for many years.  Ascend
We now the Sky, and Ye may have with Tin
An audience."  The Wife and Husband stood
And followed Turmus from the Sacred Cave,
And stepping through the swirling clouds, They looked
Upon the Ancient Oak, the Linchpin of
The Earth and Sky, to which are often hitched
The Holy Horses.  Upward turning then
Their eyes to Heaven, far above the Tree
They saw the Moon suspended to the left,
But on the right the Sun was also there,
For in this Magic Place, the Navel of
The World, the Orbs are always overhead,
Astride the Pole, nor do they ever move.

  [Aquila, Cinxia, Luscinia and Serpens sang together.]

The Holy Herald out to Jana held
His hand, the right, and Jana took it in
Her left, and likewise offered She Her right
To Jan'e.  When They all were linked, then Turm's
Upraised His wand, and with His spoken Word
The Snakes did writhe around it, hissing.  Swift
The Trio soared into the Sky's dark depths,
Ascending through a tunnel formed of smoke,



Which swirled around the Oak Tree.  Higher up
They flew, ascending ever higher, up
Toward the Central Axle of the Sky,
The Pole Star, shining ever brighter at
The Zenith.  Coming closer, soon the Pole
Became a vast and brilliant Portal, whence
Divine Illumination, raining Light
And Splendor, shineth everywhere on Earth.
The Trio flew within its blazing Heart,
And entered Tinia's throne-room clad in gold,
And came within the presence of the Gods.

                    * * *



Ortus Vergilii Mirabilis

(The Miraculous Birth of Vergilius) 

Vergilius was born in Andes, a pagus (village) a little south of Mantua, the capitol of New Etruria, in 
Gallia Cisalpina (Transpadana) north of the River Po. Both his parents came from Gallia and were of the 
Celtic race. 

His father was called Stimichon (or Istimicon) and also bore the names Vergilius and Maro, both of 
Etruscan origin. He was a Magus (Magician) and Astrologus (Astrologer), but also a Medicus 
(Physician); indeed he was of the class of Druidae (Druids). He was also called Figulus (Potter or Seal-
maker), but the reason for this is a Mystery. (However, we may say that a Figulus is one who fingit: 
shapes, molds, creates and transforms - whether in matter, word or imagination.) 

He worked for a courier of the state named Magius or Magus [Magician], and fell in love with his 
daughter, Magia Pollia (or Polla), also called Maia. Now the name Magia means "She Who has Power" 
or "Magic," and Maia means "She Who is Great," and it is said that Vergilius' mother was named for the 
Goddess Maia, or was descended from Her, or was the Goddess Herself, or one of the Fates (Fata, 
Fairies) or a Dryad. (See also, "Tela Incantata, The Enchanted Loom," below.) 

Maia was very beautiful and before she married Stimichon her father kept her locked up in his villa. But 
Jove, who is called Maius (He Who is Great), saw her and fell in love. So He changed Himself into a 
shower of flakes of gold-leaf, which blew in through the window and settled in the wine that Maia held 
in a cup in her hand. She thought it was very beautiful, and thinking on what she knew of the alchemical 
Aurum Potabile (Drinkable Gold), that it would transform her life, she drank it quickly. Suddenly a 
tingling sensation filled her stomach, but then concentrated in her womb. Like a volcano that explodes 
and sends out streams of incandescent heat across the countryside, just so Maia's belly exploded in a 
burning pleasure that flowed out across her body. She writhed in agony and ecstasy until she was 
exhausted and fell asleep. 

When she awoke, she knew she was pregnant. She confided what had happened to Stimichon, who was 
her doctor, and through astrology and other means he discovered the miracle that had occurred. 
Although he was already in love, now he was convinced to propose marriage so the two, Magus and 
Magia (i.e. Stimichon and Maia), might care for the child. 

Throughout her pregnancy Maia had many strange dreams and visions, which Stimichon interpreted, but 
as she came near full term, she had a dream they could not understand: she dreamed that she gave birth 
to a laurel twig (virgula laurea), and that as soon as it touched the ground it sank roots into the soil, and 
quickly grew up into a tree, upon which appeared fruit and flowers in great profusion. Aetherial music 



accompanied the birth, and all the earth and all the Gods rejoiced. 

They went to the famous poet and philosopher Titus Lucretius Carus, who is said to have been Maia's 
brother, and asked him the meaning of her dreams. He said, "You will soon bear a son; he will not be a 
ruler, but will become famous as a poet or artist, for these are the gifts of Phoebus Apollo. After he is 
born, take him to the most famous poets for his education. It is appropriate that he be called 'Virgilius' 
after the laurel branch (virgula laurea)." 

Shortly thereafter, on the Ides of October [70 BCE], when Maia was traveling with Stimichon Medicus, 
she felt in her belly that the child was coming, so they turned off the road and went into an open ditch. 
She leaned with her right hand on a terebinth tree, and the infant came quickly, not crying like an 
ordinary child, and his birth was accompanied by many signs. Thus flowers bloomed where he first 
touched the ground and he walked immediately. His inner divinity was shown by a golden star on his 
forehead. That he was destined to be a Divine Man (Divinus) was apparent because he was born with 
teeth (a fact carefully concealed until he was grown, for otherwise he would not have lived), and because 
of his dark complexion. Three Dryads, including the Queen of the Dryads attended to the mother, and 
the Queen made a cradle of roses for the baby and a warming fire of laurel twigs, which crackled 
auspiciously. The three Dryads and the four Elements heaped blessings on the wondrous child. As was 
the custom in their region, the parents presented the child to the Gods and planted a poplar branch, 
which grew much more quickly than an ordinary tree, and became known as the Tree of Vergilius 
(Arbor Vergilii). 

So the magician Vergilius was born of Maius and Maia as Mercurius had been born of Maius (Jove) and 
Maia (the Goddess), and the Magus and Magia (Stimichon and Maia) saw to his education as Lucretius 
had directed. 

Magus and Magia named Publius Vergilius Maro in this way: "Publius" from his devotion to the state (a 
publica re) and "Puplius" from his large knee (a poplite grandi), for he was sturdy even as a child. And 
"Virgilius" from the laurel twig (virgula laurea), and because he was as modest as a virgin (virgo), for 
which reason he was also called Parthenos (Gk. Virgin); and "Vergilius" from Vere Gliscens, which 
refers to the fruitfulness of the Spring, because of his great learning. And "Maro" because of his 
eloquence or swarthy complexion. 
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Tela Incantata

(The Enchanted Loom) 

Geia was a young farm-girl who was ejected from her land after her parents died. Although she was very 
poor, she was also very good, and she lived as best as she could by washing for others. One day she met 
an old woman at the river who offered to let her live with her. The woman, who was called Nuntia 
[Messenger], taught Geia to use her ancient loom, which was magical, but Geia didn't know that, since 
she was quite ignorant about nearly everything. This loom allowed them to weave the richest fabrics out 
of the poorest wools, and so Nuntia and Geia were able to live comfortably enough and they began to 
save some money. All went well for several years, until Nuntia died, but before she died she made Geia 
promise that she would never give the loom away. 

As time passed, Geia made friends with other young people and they all marvelled to see her working at 
the enchanted loom. But one young girl, Erigone [Child of Strife], was jealous of Geia and wished to get 
the loom from her, for she could see it was magical. So she convinced Geia to dress herself in finery and 
live like a rich person in hopes of attracting a rich husband. But especially she convinced her to move 
out of old Nuntia's house and to get rid of the old furnishings, including the loom. At first Geia refused 
to part with the loom, because of her promise to Nuntia, but eventually Erigone convinced her to give it 
to her along with the other old things. However, Erigone could not get the loom to work at all, because 
she couldn't enchant it. 

Now Geia did not find a husband for, although she was beautiful, they all discovered that she wasn't 
very wealthy, and so the only result for Geia was that she wasted the money that she and old Nuntia had 
saved, and before long she wished she had the old loom back so she could make some fine fabric to sell. 
She tried weaving on a new loom, but there was nothing exceptional in the cloth she made. When she 
went to Erigone to buy back her old loom, the latter said that it had been broken up and burned, although 
this was a lie. So Geia was forced to leave her expensive house and move into an abandoned hut in the 
woods, where she gathered and grew herbs as Nuntia had taught her; these she sold as medicines, and in 
this way managed to survive. 

One day when she was gathering herbs, she heard a groaning and discovered an old woman who had 
injured her ankle. Geia chewed into a paste some of the herbs she had picked and placed them on the 
ankle while uttering an appropriate spell. Soon the woman's leg was well enough for her to walk and 
Geia brought her back to her hut. Although Geia sought no payment, the woman said that as a reward 
she would recover anything that had been lost, and Geia said that she wanted the old loom but that it had 
been destroyed. The woman said "No, it existeth yet," and sang a spell to bring it back. 

Instantly the air in the room began to swirl in a dark spiral around them, and in a moment they were 



back in Nuntia's old house, and the enchanted loom was there too. Thereupon the crone underwent a 
transformation, and turned into Nuntia. 

"I have returned," she said, "to recover thy loom. For this loom was made by Virgilius, after the plan of 
the Great Loom of his mother Maia [see above, "Birth of Vergilius"]. On Her Loom Maia weaveth the 
tapestry of the world, for Her name is Magic (Magia) and She weaveth together the warp and woof of 
reality and illusion, thus creating the world. For many years I have held the Loom, but thou, Geia, shalt 
be the new Weaver. Thou art now the Keeper of the Loom." 

This said, Nuntia vanished, and then Geia knew that she was a Daemon of some kind or one of the Fata. 
Geia had become much wiser and weaved on the Loom for many years before passing it on. 
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Niger Taurus & Initiatio Vergilii

(The Black Bull and Vergilius' Initiation) 

By the age of seven, Vergilius' body was hairy, even between his legs, which further proved him to be a 
Divine Man (Divinitus). One day shortly after his seventh birthday he went out into the field where his 
maternal uncle (avunculus) was working. "Will you help me, Avuncule, in the coming battle?" His 
uncle, who knew Vergilius had been born with teeth, shuddered at what was to happen, but agreed. 
Vergilius told him, "When the Black Bull comes, you must strike it with your Staff (Virga) and continue 
striking it, for if I win, our land will be prosperous. After that I will have to go away for seven years, and 
nobody, not even my parents, can know where I've gone; after I have been initiated I shall return. But 
you must tell no one what has happened." The uncle agreed. 

Soon an inky black cloud appeared on the eastern horizon and came blowing quickly toward them. The 
earth darkened around them, and amid crashes of thunder and blasts of lightning the cloud disgorged a 
giant Black Bull that charged them. In a flash Vergilius changed into a White Bull, which rushed the 
black. The two collided and engaged their horns while, true to his promise, Vergilius' uncle scourged the 
Black Bull. The storm continued while they fought and tore up the earth with their hooves. Suddenly the 
cloud descended around them, and the bulls, sprouting wings, ascended into the cloud, where their battle 
continued amid deafening thunder and blinding lightning. The cloud closed around them and blew 
quickly away to the west. Vergilius' uncle was alone; there was no sign of the boy. Indeed, he was not 
seen again for seven years - some say he had been studying with the wise man Lucretius - but nobody 
could find him until he returned on his fourteenth birthday. 

And when Vergilius initiation was completed, in his fourteenth year, he was sent to an ancient ruined 
temple on a quest for visions. After much fasting and prayer, he fell asleep, and a voice came to him, 
which claimed to be that of a Daemon imprisoned in an urn hidden under the stone on which Vergilius 
had placed his head. He awoke immediately and indeed found an urn under the stone. When it was 
opened, a beautiful Daemon, female in form, appeared and told Vergilius that there was also a Black 
Book of Spells (Volumen Nigrum Incantatorum) and a magic wand in the urn, which were Vergilius' 
reward. So he took them, and thus came into his maturity as a Magus. It was not long after, on the very 
day of his fifteenth birthday, when Vergilius assumed the toga virilis and entered into his manhood, that 
the great philosopher Lucretius died by his own hand [15 Oct. 55 BCE]. 
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Musca Magica

(The Magic Fly) 

Marcus Claudius Marcellus [42-23 BCE] was the only son of Gaius Claudius Marcellus and Octavia, the 
sister of Augustus; he married Julia [25 BCE], the only daughter of Augustus. A man of the highest 
character, he was adopted by Augustus and expected to succeed him, but he died in his twentieth year. 
And so Vergilius laments him in the Sixth Book of the Aeneid [ll. 860-86]. 

Now, once the Mantuan Seer [Vates Mantuanus, i.e. Vergilius] asked Marcellus, for he was the 
Magician's student, whether he would prefer a bird that killed other birds or a fly that caught other flies. 
Marcellus requested leave to ask his uncle, the Emperor, who replied, wisely, that the fly was better, 
because flies had long been a plague in Neapolis [Naples] at that time; they covered the walls until they 
were black, and they ruined the meat. When Vergilius heard the decision, he applauded its wisdom and 
began apply his art. 

First Vergilius ordered that a Golden Fly as large as a frog be made according to astrological principles. 
(To hold no secrets: he made it while the Second Aspect of Aquarius was in the Ascendant; Cecco 
d'Ascolo, who revealed this, was burned at the stake in Florence in A.D. 1327.) And after preparing the 
Fly magically, he prayed over it to Muiagros (Fly Catcher), whom the Greeks call Apomuios (Averter of 
Flies), the God of Flies (Deus Muscarum). Who is this god? Zeus was called on by this name to drive 
the flies away, and the people of Elis call on him to expel the flies from Olympia. But we also hear 
Hercules called Apomuios, for he had himself called on Zeus Apomuios to keep away the flies when he 
was offering sacrifice at Olympia, and so to this day no flies enter the Temple of Hercules in the Cattle 
Market at Rome. Yet others say that Muiagros is a Syrian god (even Baal ze Bul, the Lord of Flies, 
Beelzebub). The Magic Fly was then placed atop a column at the city gate, and after that flies did not 
trouble the citizens of Neapolis. 

The spell for creating this Fly was passed down to the wizard Apollonius Tyaneus [of Tyana], of the first 
century of our era, who also made a brazen Fly (Muia) and Gnat (Kônôps); for it is said the Vergilius 
also made a Gnat (fecit et Culicem). Many years later Apollonius' Fly, his Gnat and other amulets were 
taken to Konstantinoupoleos [Constantinople], were they could still be seen at the beginning of this 
millenium [i.e. c.1000 CE; they are mentioned in the anonymous Patria Kônstantinoupoleôs]. However, 
by then they had been broken by the Christian priests and were no longer efficacious. In later years 
Albertus Magnus also made a Magic Fly according to the formula of Vergilius. 

(Writing in A.D. 1211, Gervasius Tileburiensis [of Tilbury] tells us that two churches were protected 
from flies by this art, and that he knows this by his own investigation. One of these churches was near 
Arles, were Gervasius spent his last years. ) 

http://the-tech.mit.edu/Classics/Virgil/aeneid.vi.html


It may also be that Vergilius' poem De culice (i.e. Culex, The Gnat) describes something that happened 
to him, not some shepherd, for it relates how a Gnat saved the Master's life, by bothering him until he 
awoke and saw a snake about to strike. In this way, Vergilius may have learned the Knowledge of the 
Flies. 
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De Vergilio & Gnomais

(On Vergilius and the Gnomes) 

In the course of their education Vergilius gave his apprentices Gnômai: which is Greek for proverbs or 
sentences (proverba, sententiae), which he said would help when they were are their own. What he did 
not tell them was that by learning these sentences and repeating them, they were calling on spirits 
(daemones), the Gnomai, who would come to their aid, for each Gnômê is a female spirit of wisdom. 
They are said to have come from Gnossos [=Knossos] in Crete, where the most famous was Ariadne, 
called Gnosis . They were said to dwell in the labyrinthine passages of the earth, and so Paracelsus said 
(De Nymphis) their name means "Earth-dweller" (Gê-nomos). (Even in English, the word Gnome means 
both an Earth Elemental and a Proverb.) Vergilius taught the dictum (itself a powerful Gnômê): 

Gnosce Gnosidem Gnômên Gnoscentem! 
Know the Knowing Gnome of Knossos! 

Furthermore, to empower a Gnômê he gave them this spell (incantamentum), for he said that if a Gnômê 
were to live, the Spiritus (Breath) must be made to move through it: 

Tu Spirite Gnomes!
Te infigere precor
Accurate Gnomen
Semper in mentem meam.
Adiutare precor
Ut sit talis semper
Sic felicitatis causa. 

Thou Spirit of the Gnome!
Impress, I pray to Thee,
The Gnome with accuracy
Forever on my mind.
I pray that Thou wouldst help
That it might always be
A cause of true felicity. 

A close friend of Vergilius was Gaius Asinius Pollio [76 BCE - 4 CE], whom he called Pullus [= a 
sprout, recall "Virgilius" from virgula = a shoot]. Pollio was knight (eques) and later the governor of 
Cisalpine Gaul, a friend of the republic, and a wise man, who founded the first public library in Rome 
and wrote many books, especially in history. He was a friend of Vergilius (see especially his Fourth 



Eclogue) and introduced him to the Emperor [Octavius]. Earlier he had convinced M. Antonius to 
restore to Vergilius his farm, which had been confiscated [41 BCE]. In earlier days Pollio was a student 
of Vergilius, who gave him a Gnômê: 

Ne respondeas tu sine
certe auscultato fine.

Reply thou not before
the end is surely heard. 

Some time after, when Pullio was traveling alone to Florentia [Florence], he was passing through a 
forest he discovered a stone on which the following letters were carved: LEVE [LIFT]. He raised it and 
found a golden ring engraved with many magical signs, which he put on his right hand. Proceeding 
further, he came at dusk to a granary (horreum), and found therein a place to sleep behind a partition. 
But soon thereafter two brothers came in, but didn't see him. The first one said, "On the one hand, 
brother, it is very good that before he died, our father Gyrinus [Tadpole] told us he had hidden his ring 
under a stone marked LEVE, but on the other it is very unfortunate that he died before he could tell us 
where it might be found." The other agreed and suggested they continue searching at daybreak. 

Pullus heard this and was about to call out that he had found the ring, when Vergilius' Gnômê came to 
him, and reminded him that he should listen to what else they might say. Then the first asked the second 
what he would do with the ring, and the second replied, "I would use it to change my teacher (magister) 
into an ass, so that I could beat him into pulp, because he punished me for getting drunk." Then the first 
said, "Well I would use it to turn that beautiful daughter of the Comes ("Count") into a bitch in heat, 
because she spurned my attentions. Then I would beat her and violate her and keep her as a dog until she 
consented to my wishes." 

They both had a good laugh, but Pullus thought it was just as well he had obeyed the Gnômê and kept 
silent. After the brothers had left, he returned to the stone and placed under it a tablet saying that the ring 
had been taken into the custody of an Earth-spirit (Gnomus), who would bring the evil brothers what 
they deserved. 

Some time later Pullus was travelling to Verona to visit Gaius Valerius Catullus [c. 57 BCE] and 
encountered a magician (magus) named Dianus, who displayed great skill. Eventually they came to the 
villa of a rich Senator (eques), where they offered to show him what they could conjure. The Senator's 
daughter was very attracted to Pullus, as he was to her, and they shared long, hungry glances. Although 
the Senator was satisfied with their magic, he was nevertheless unhappy, for he explained that he had 
been promised a lion by a prince of Byzantium, and had in turn promised it to his Praetor (Governor), 
but it had never been delivered. Now the Praetor thought he had lied, which is what the Senator's 
enemies were telling the Praetor. Pullus offered to help the Senator, who said that if he were successful, 
he could have whatever he wanted. Pullus said that it would be sufficient reward if could please the 
daughter, whereat the Senator promised his daughter as wife if she were willing (for he had seen how 



they looked at each other). Indeed, his daughter smiled happily when she heard his promise. 

Therefore, Pullus had the Senator invite the Praetor to come and receive his lion. When he had arrived 
with all his retainers, Pullus asked the Senator to show him all his enemies, which he did. Then Pullus 
used the magic ring to change Dianus into a lion, who was led into the Praetor's presence. Suddenly the 
lion broke loose and, jumping the wall that protected the spectators, tore the Senator's enemies limb 
from limb. Then he ran off into the woods and was never seen again (for Pullus later restored Dianus to 
his proper form). Thus the Praetor was forced to admit that the Senator had not lied, and the Senator was 
relieved of his enemies. Pullus was allowed to marry the daughter, and they were very happy. 
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Vergilius & Dea Venatus

(Vergilius and the Goddess of the Chase) 

There was an old, distinguished family that had fallen on hard times; although they maintained their 
elegant villa, they were often short of food. In their gardens was a statue of Diana, dressed in a short 
tunic, running with a hound. Once, when the children, a boy and a girl, had collected a bouquet of spring 
flowers, they thought that the Goddess should have some of them, so they placed an offering at Her feet 
and wove a garland for Her head. Vergilius, who was passing by at the time, was very pleased by their 
piety, and taught them this prayer: 

Bella Dea arci!
Bella Dea sagittarum,
venatus et canium!
Tu vigilas cum stellis
quando Sol obdormivit,
Tu cum Luna in fronte,
venas de nocte melius quam die
cum Tuis Nymphis ad sonum
cornus - Tu Regina
Venatorum,
Regina Noctis!
Tu ipse venatrix
potentissima omnibus
venatoribus - Te precor
ut cogites paulo de nobis! 

Bella Dea arci caelestis,
stellarum et Lunae!
Regina potentissima
venatorum et noctis.
Ad Te decurrimus
et petimus Tuum auxilium
ut Tu des
semper bonam fortunam! 

Si nostrum cantum
auscultaveris,
et bonam fortunam nobis dabis,



unum signum nobis dabis!

That is, 

Beautiful Goddess of the bow!
Beautiful Goddess of arrows,
of hunting and of dogs!
You watch with the stars
when the Sun has gone to sleep,
You with the Moon on Your forehead,
hunt by night better than by day
with Your Nymphs to the sound
of the horn - You Queen
of Hunters,
Queen of the Night!
You Yourself the huntress
most powerful of all 
hunters - to You I pray
that You think a little on us! 

Beautiful Goddess of the rainbow,
of stars and of the Moon!
Most powerful queen
of hunters and of the night.
To you we run
and seek Your help
that You might give us
good fortune always! 

If ever our spell
You hear,
and will give us good fortune,
then give us a sign! 

They had it memorized soon, and after Vergilius left, they told their parents what they had learned. The 
next morning, the family found a freshly killed deer at the foot of the statue, and thereafter never lacked 
for food. For many generations the family was well provided in this way, for they never forgot the 
Goddess. 

Many years later a Christian priest was passing down their street and saw the gaily garlanded statue. He 
became furious to see the Old Religion was still practiced, and began to curse and scream, calling it a 
foul idol of a demon; then he picked up a rotten cabbage from the road and threw it at Diana. The earth 



rumbled, and from it came a stern voice which said, "As you have given, so shall you receive!" - Ut 
dedisti, dabitur tibi! 

The priest became very frightened and ran back to his home, where he was kept awake by guilt and 
shame into the small hours of the night, until he finally dropped into a nightmare-haunted sleep. Before 
long he awoke again and felt something heavy on his chest, which rolled off when he got up. Groping 
about in the dark he found it, and holding it up in the moonlight saw a half-decayed human head. The 
priest was dead within a week. 
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Cicero et Templum Ruinosum

(Cicero and the Ruined Temple) 

For a time, Vergilius was the teacher of Marcus Tullius Cicero [b. 65 BCE], who was the son of the 
orator and Terentia. After the murder of his father [43 BCE], Cicero had begun to wish he had his 
father's rhetorical skill, so he eventually made his way to Vergilius, who taught him the poetic arts and 
then sent him on his way. 

One day at dusk he was in a desolate area when he began to look for a place to sleep, but he came upon a 
ruined temple. However, light flickered from the adytum and he heard voices. When he came inside he 
found five men and two women reclining around a table and enjoying a wonderful feast, which they 
invited him to join. They were all dressed in elegant robes and very handsome, but one of the women 
was the most beautiful Cicero had ever seen. In addition to this golden-haired beauty, there was a 
distinguished old greybeard and a mature, regal man with a dark beard; there was a young man and a 
young woman, who looked like brother and sister; the remaining two looked like a soldier and a 
diplomat. 

After the meal and much witty conversation, the beautiful woman asked Cicero his favorite day of the 
week. He replied that it was Friday, because it was the day dedicated to a most welcome Goddess, 
Venus. The woman praised his good sense and eloquence, and asked his opinion of the other days. 
Cicero replied that they were all sacred, since they were all dedicated to Gods and Goddesses, and that if 
he were ever wealthy enough, he would build a temple to all the Gods and Goodesses who oversee the 
days of the week. At this, they all were pleased, and the woman said that if Cicero kept his vow, they 
would all give him gifts, and he would never lack money, for they were the very Deities of which he 
spoke. Then She promised to place 100 aurei [about 2 lbs. of gold coins] under his pillow every Friday, 
and that They would hear his prayers whenever he called on Them. As soon as She had said this, Cicero 
fell into a deep sleep, and when he awoke, it was morning and They were all gone, but there was a bag 
under his head containing 100 aurei. 

Soon Cicero had enough money to build the temple, and he did so, placing in it statues of the seven 
Gods for whom the days of the week are named: Dies Saturni (Saturday), Dies Apollinis (Sunday), Dies 
Dianae (Monday), Dies Martis (Tuesday), Dies Mercurii (Wednesday), Dies Jovis (Thursday), Dies 
Veneris (Friday). In this way he received the gifts of each god, for Saturn brings the highest gift, 
Wisdom (Sapientia), and Apollo brings the power of the Sun, which is Fortitude (Fortitudo), and Diana 
the power of the Moon, which is Humility (Humilitas), and Mars gives Purpose (Consilium), and 
Mercury, Piety (Pietas), and Jupiter's gift is Understanding (Intellectus), and Venus grants Serenity 
(Serenitas). 



Some years later Cicero saw a woman of stunning beauty go out of a house near his own, and he fell 
completely in love with her. She also turned to stare at him and soon they spoke, confessing their love to 
one another. Sadly she told him that she would have to leave the city the very next day unless he could 
do something to prevent it. So, going into the Temple of the Seven, Cicero prayed to Them, reminding 
Them of Their promise of help, and asked that They win this woman for him. A voice came from the 
depths of the temple and said that, since he had fulfilled his vows, his request would be granted. It also 
said that the woman he loved was a divine enchantress and a priestess of Venus, even born of the Divine 
Loins of the Goddess. And it said that as much as Venus loved her daughter, She had caused Her 
daughter to love Cicero, and that they should marry, which they did. The two of them later went to 
Syria, where Cicero was governor and procosul over Asia. 
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Necromantis Lac Petens 

The Necromancer Begging for Milk 

Vergilius was called a Necromantis (Necromancer) because he was learned in Necromanteia, but he did 
not practice divination or other magic by means of the Dead. Nevertheless, every seven years he 
followed a practice of the Necromanteis, which included subsisting for a long period almost entirely on 
curdled milk (lac coagulatum), but also cottage cheese and eggs. At these times he would disguise 
himself as a poor Wandering Scholar (Doctor Vagus), putting on an old, tattered black paenula [hooded 
traveling cloak of Celtic origin], and go from house to house begging milk. Wise people know the 
Necromanteis beg milk in this way, and so they offer milk to any stranger who requests it! In this way 
they honor Jovis Hospitalis, that is, Jupiter, who protects strangers needing food or shelter. Also, while 
the Necromantis sits to drink his milk and converses with his hosts, he often reveals the future or other 
secrets of value to his benefactors. 

Vergilius knew through his divination which houses had extra milk and which didn't, and he visited only 
those houses with plenty of milk. When he was refused milk, he read from his Black Book (Volumen 
Nigrum), which all Necromanteis had, for which reason they were rightly called Nigromanteis (Black 
Seers). So he would open out this book, which no one else could read, and read from it backwards; then 
a hail storm would come and devastate the property of the one who refused him milk. 

On the other hand, Vergilius rewarded those people who were generous with their milk, although these 
rewards could be their own undoing. Once, Vergilius had been treated well at a certain house for several 
weeks, where the master always sent out a Gallic slave with a cup of milk for him when he came 
begging. Although the master never came to speak with Vergilius, the Nigromantis enjoyed talking with 
the slave, who was well educated. Vergilius decided to reward those who deserved it, and so on his last 
visit he sent a message to the master that if he dug in a certain place three cubits below the ground, he 
would find a box of money. But he warned him not to think about what he planned to do with the money 
before he was done digging, or he would die. 

So the man got his brother and the slave, whom he brought to do the digging, and they went to the place. 
The slave began to dig, and sure enough, three cubits down he came upon a large chest with three 
handles. The brothers tried to pull it out while the slave pushed from below. They almost had it out when 
the master said, "We'll each have half of this, for the slave gets none." Instantly the two brothers 
collapsed onto the ground. The chest slid back into the hole, and the earth opened under it. As the chest 
disappeared into the chasm it dragged the slave with it, for he still held on. 

The chest and slave slid down a long passage deep into the earth and finally came to rest in a small 
chamber. As the slave felt around the sides of the chamber, he felt a door on one end, and he could hear 



merry voices behind. So he banged hard on the door and called out for help. The door scraped open and 
he found himself looking into a brightly lit underground room. Vergilius was there with some of his 
students. They helped the slave through the door and dragged the chest in after him. Vergilius and his 
friends has been having a Symposium (Drinking Party) while they were waiting for the slave (for they 
knew the brothers' fate); now the slave was invited to join them, and they encouraged him to open the 
chest and see the treasure that was now his. Later this slave became a wise and powerful Nigromantis. 
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Ovum Incantatum Neapolis

(The Enchanted Egg of Naples)

 
Contents of this Book: 

●     i. Neapolis Condita (The Founding of Naples) 
●     ij. Incantamentum Ovi (The Enchantment of the Egg) 
●     iij. Castrum Ovi (The Fortress of the Egg) 
●     iv. Ovum Postea (The Egg in Later Years) 
●     v. De Struthione (On the Ostrich) 
●     vi. De Ovo Sacro (Concerning the Sacred Egg) 
●     vij. Serpentes Murales (The Snakes in the Walls) 

i. Neapolis Condita (The Founding of Naples)

The first ones to come to Cumae were the Rasna, whom we call the Tyrrheni [Etruscans] because they 
were led by Tyrrhenus; they were fleeing a famine in their homeland Lycia, and this was two 
generations before the Trojan War. A Sibyl, Symmachia daughter of Hippotensis, departed with them 
from Erythrae. (This is told by the Janae of Sardo [Sardinia], where the Rasna stopped on their journey.) 
After that great war, Ulysses came to consult her, and she led Aeneas down to Tartarus, as Master 
Vergilius tells in Book VI of the Aeneid. (These words of Neckam confuse the Erythraean and Cumaean 
Sibyls, as is shown in my book Sibyllina Oracula.) 

In later times [c.740 BCE] Euboean Greeks were led to this place by a dove sent by Apollo Archagetes 
[The Founder], where they established at Cumae on the Tyrrhenian Sea the first Greek colony in Italy. 



One of their first actions was to build a Temple of Apollo on the acropolis overlooking the Crater [Bay 
of Naples]; Vergilius says it was built by Daedalus himself, who was then in flight from a certain Minos 
of Crete [a quodam Minoe Cretico]. The Cumaean Sibyl established herself in a cave under this temple, 
for Apollo is the principal God of Prophecy. Vergilius calls her Deiphobe, daughter of Glaucus (the Blue 
Man), and says she was a priestess of Hecate and Apollo, who are both guides through the infernal fires 
of Tartarus. 

Parthenope [Naples] was founded by Cumae and often protected refugees from its mother city. It is said 
that Vergilius founded the city a.d. V Id. Jul. [July 11] in 551 B.C., but that is stupid to say. What they 
mean is that it was founded at that time, but that long afterwards Vergilius reconsecrated [resacruit] it to 
free it from a curse; perhaps that is when it was first called Neapolis (New City). For when they needed 
to reconsecrate the walls of Neapolis, they called on Master Vergilius, who knew the rites by which 
Romulus and Remus consecrated the walls of Rome. He said that they would need what is called a 
Griffin's Egg (Ovum Grypos), but for it they should get the Egg of an Ostrich (Ovum Struthocamelinum). 

ij. Incantamentum Ovi (The Enchantment of the Egg)

And this is how Master Vergilius directed that the Griffin's Egg be constructed. First a line was made 
around the Egg, dividing it left and right. Then half the Egg was clad in gleaming yellow bronze, the 
other half was colored dark blue [complementary colors]; in these are the extremes, the hottest and 
coldest colors. A golden image of the Sun was placed on the bronze half, and a silver image of the Moon 
on the blue half. 

Next, Vergilius the Magus consecrated the Egg, so that a spirit (spiritum) would dwell in it. He intoned 
over the Egg these words from Aristophanes' Aves [The Birds 692]: 

"In the beginning of Things, black-winged Night
Into the bosom of Erebos dark and deep
Laid a wind-born Egg, and, as the seasons rolled,
Forth sprang Love, gleaming with wings of gold,
Like to the whirlings of wind, Love the Delight -
And Love with Chaos in Tartarus laid Him to sleep;
And we, His children, nestled, fluttering there,
Till He led us forth to the light of the upper air." 

Circling like the Sun [i.e. clockwise], he carried the Egg around the walls of the city with a thuribulum 
[censer] of burning sulphur. Then he brought the Egg back to the castle and fumigated it in the vapors of 
the burning sulphur, while he spoke the spell: 

Though many live and die, the Egg remains,



The twofold Egg that turns through night and day.
Its shell contains the Force of Life within
Protected from the Chaos that surrounds.
So also this our home shall be secure
However long the Egg is kept intact. 

iij. Castrum Ovi (The Fortress of the Egg)

Since the fate of the city was bound to this egg, it was enclosed in an ampulla (a glass vessel with a 
narrow opening), and by Hermetic Incantations the ampulla was sealed (Ampulla Incantamentis 
Hermeticis obsignata est). In this way the shell of the Egg remained inviolate, so that likewise the city 
walls would never be violated. Then the Hermetic Flask (Vas Hermeticum) was suspended by ribbons of 
silver in an iron frame or cage. (This cage is still to be seen in our day.) In the same way the Sacred Egg 
is suspended by ribbons in the temple of the Dioscuri in Sparta, which is said to be the Egg that Leda 
laid and from which Castor and Pollux, twins of the day and the night, of life and death, were born. They 
say this Egg contains some daemon. (And to this day Enchanted Eggs are suspended in this way in 
mausoleums, and even churches and mosques.) 

Vergilius said, "This Sacred Egg will be supported by the Four Pillars of the Heavens, which are the 
Four Elements." Therefore the Egg, in its cage, was placed upon four columns on a round pillar of 
carven bronze. This is the way it has been done from time immemorial. "The Corpse-Eaters 
[Sarcophagi] show fourfold columns supporting Sacred Eggs within the Sacred Circles [Circi 
Sacri]." (So we know from Roman reliefs that Eggs were placed on steles in the Circus.) 

Vergilius warned that if 
ever the Egg were broken, 
Neapolis would fall or sink 
into the sea. Therefore the 
Egg was carefully guarded, 
and the Stele of the Egg 
was hidden in a secret 
room (cella arcana) in the 
basement of a castle on the 
island that Pliny calls 
Megaris [in the Bay of 
Naples]. On this account 
the fortress became known 
as the Castrum Ovi [Castle 
of the Egg] (and in later 
times as the Castello 



dell'Ovo, which is the name by which Plutarch knew it, c. A.D. 1360). Since the castle grows out of the 
Neptunian element, the Salty Sea [see below concerning Salt], it is also called the Castrum Marinum 
[the Sea Castle] (and now the Castello Marino). 

Finally, when the Egg was properly consecrated and established in the Castrum Ovi, then Vergilius 
worked other wonders to protect Neapolis, for he caused all the serpents to be confined beneath the 
walls near the gate (either the Ferrean gate or the Nolan Gate). 

Again, Vergilius warned that if ever the Egg fell or broke, the castle would sink into the sea and so also 
the city would be destroyed. And indeed, whenever the Egg was moved, the whole city shook. (Some [e.
g. Adenès li Rois in his Roman de Cléomadès, c. 1285] say that Vergilius founded two cities on two 
Eggs, each guarded in a castle; one city still stands, but the other sank into the sea when a disbeliever 
dared to test Vergilius' warning; this sunken city was called Ys.) Therefore the Sacred Egg of Neapolis 
is carefully guarded. 

iv. Ovum Postea (The Egg in Later Years)

The Egg had protected Neapolis for more than a thousand years when Neckam wrote the foregoing, but 
by then the Castrum Ovi had become a ruin. Therefore, in A.D. 1154 William I, the Norman king of 
Neapolis, reconstructed the castle according to a design by a Venetian named Buono. He made it on an 
oval plan like the Egg. An embankment and bridge connected it to a spur of the Hill of St. Elmo. The 
castle was enlarged and beautified in many ways by Charles I of Anjou, the King of Neapolis [1266-
1286], for he often enclosed himself in it. He had captured the crown by killing King Manfred at the 
Battle of Benevento and imprisoning his wife, called Sibylla. Dante Alighieri wrote about Manfred in 
that work in which Master Vergilius guides him through Hades to Heaven [Purg. III.110]. 



A most wonderful era began in A.D. 
1309, for then Robert Duke of 
Calabria, the third son of Charles II, 
he who is called "Robert the Wise," 
ascended the throne of Neapolis 
[1309-1343]. He was a true friend of 
scholars and had them always at his 
court. They called him a Second 
Solomon and he had an 
unquenchable passion for books. 
Then, once again, the Greek tongue 
flourished in Neapolis and Hellenic 
wisdom was widely studied. 

Robert kept company with those 
scholars who knew the most hidden 
truths. He was a friend of Francesco 
Petrarca [Petrarch], who wrote about the images of the Trionfi (see my Preface), and together they 
worshipped at the Tomb of Vergilius, about which I will write more later, in ""Ossa Vergilii (The Bones 
of Vergilius)." When the time came for Petrarca to receive the Laurel of Apollo, it was King Robert who 
examined him, and he would have accompanied him to Rome had he been able. Later Robert summoned 
Giotto di Bondone, a friend of Dante, from Florence, for this was the advice of Giovanni Boccaccio, to 
come to Neapolis to be his court painter [1329-1333]; as such he painted the glorious frescos in the 
Shrine [Sacellum] of the Castle of the Egg. 

Then a great calamity fell upon Neapolis during the reign of Queen Joanna I [1343-1381], 
granddaughter of Robert, who succeeded him and was as foul as he was good. Some say this happened 
when Ambrogio Visconti, the bastard son of the Duke of Milan, was imprisoned in the Castrum Ovi and 
escaped from it in 1370, for he cracked the Sacred Egg, and the walls of the castle crumbled to the 
ground. But I think it was at an earlier time that the Egg was damaged, because famine and plague killed 
one hundred thousand Neapolitans in the years 1345 to 1348, and the people lived like barbarians. In any 
case, when Joanna had the castle rebuilt, because she knew the castle's name, she repaired the Egg and 
enclosed it in a more subtlely wrought frame. There is an inscription [no longer present] on the arch, 
which leads from Santa Lucia to the castle's bridge: 

OVUM (IN) VITRO NOVO NON SIC TURBABOR (AB) OVO.
DORICA CASTRA CLUENS TUTOR, TEMERARE TIMETO. 

After Joanna was killed [1382], Charles III placed himself in the Castrum Ovi, where he was besieged 
by Louis of Anjou. This prompted the chronicler Jean Froissart [c.1333-c.1404] to write that the Castle 
is "situated as it were by Enchantment in the sea, so that it is impossible to take it but by Necromancy or 
by the Devil's aid." And so it stood until Ferdinand II severely damaged it late in the last century [the 



15th] when Charles VIII was Master of Neapolis. Therefore it has been repaired again in recent years 
[mid 16th cent.]. 

But that is enough about the Castle of the Egg. 

v. De Struthione (On the Ostrich)

Now I shall explain the Secrets of the Enchantment of the Egg [Arcana Incantamenti Ovi]. 

Why Vergilius specified an Ostrich Egg: First, as the Physiologus explains, the ostrich is a giant bird 
with cloven-hoofed feet like a camel's, which lives around Alexandria; it does not lay its eggs until, near 
the month of June, it looks to the heavens and sees the Vergiliae, that is, the Seven Sisters (the Pleiades). 
Then it buries its eggs in the sandy Earth, where the Sun warms them until they hatch. The Male ostrich 
broods by night, but the Female by day. Thus we see the pair of the birds, one looking up to the Sun, the 
other down to its three Eggs. Therefore, the Ostrich Egg is nurtured by the combined virtues of the Earth 
and the Sun, and the Male and the Female watch over it, and by their twofold gaze they hatch the Egg. 
Therefore also is the Ostrich Egg called Vigilia (Vigilance), for it is as a lens that focuses and 
concentrates the vigilance of its parents, which guard by day and night. There are a people in hidden 
caves in the Hombori Mountains in Africa (the Dogon), who say that the Ostrich combines the forces of 
Light and Water; the light because of the way their eggs are incubated, and water because of the fluid 
undulation of the birds when they run. 

vi. De Ovo Sacro (Concerning the Sacred Egg)

Thus the Ostrich Egg contains in itself the essence of creation, life, resurrection, and vigilance, which is 
why the Greeks, the Chaldeans and many others hang Ostrich eggs in their tombs. 

Orpheus said that the Primordial Egg is the formless matter that is the Mother and Nurse of the 
Elements; it is Being itself; so it is called the Beginning of Creation (Archê Geneseôs). Therefore an 
Orphic Initiate will not eat an egg because it is the principle of life itself; so also in the Bacchanalia, 
eggs are offered to Dionysus because the Egg is the source and mother of all things. 

Therefore in the Fourth Dictum of that ancient book of Pythagorean Lore called Turba Philosophorum 
(The Gathering of Sages) we read that the Egg is the Vessel in which the Alchemical Birth takes place. 
The Shell (Testa) is Earth and the Membrane (Hymen) is Air; this is the Conjunctio Oppositorum Minor 
(Lesser Conjunction of Opposites). The White (Album) is Water and the Yellow (Luteum) is Fire; this is 
the Conjunctio Oppositorum Major (Greater Conjunction of Opposites), formed in the Abyssal Water 



and Central Fire of Tartarus. The Chick is the Point of the Sun (Punctus Solis) where all the Opposites 
unite and the Opus Magnum (Great Work) is accomplished. 

Thus for purification we combine, as Husband and Wife, two holy things, first Sulphur, which the 
Greeks call Theion, which means Holy, and second the Unbroken Egg, for its intact shell protects inside 
the twofold Mercurial Spirit, for the Ostrich Egg is illumined by the Mother's and Father's gazes, and 
incubated in its White Ark (Arca Alba) by the Earth and Sun. 

For this reason the Ovum Orphicum (Orphic Egg) is half light and half dark, for the halves are Heaven 
[light] and Earth [dark], the aetherial power of the Male and the material power of the Female; though 
now separated, they always yearn to be reunited. The hot beam of Father Sun seeks to enter the body of 
Mother Earth. Thereby the Egg is incubated. But now the fiery god Mars, whose color is red and who 
wields the force of Eris (Strife), couples with the sea-born goddess Venus, whose color is green and who 
wields the force of Eros (Love); from their union Harmonia is born. So also Jove, who is called Maius, 
mates with Maia, who bears him Mercurius, the Twofold God [see also "The Birth of Vergilius" 
regarding Maius and Maia]. 

In this way, according to the alchemists, the Solar power of Sulphur unites with the Earthly power of 
Salt to yield the Mercurial power of Quicksilver, for quicksilver gets its mobility from sulphur, which it 
hot and mobile, and it gets its coolness from salt, which is cool and immobile. So also we may say that 
the Moon borrows its active power from the Sun (as Quicksilver does from Sulphur), and it borrows its 
materiality from the Earth (as Quicksilver does from Salt). Therefore nature exists on three planes: the 
Terrestrial, the Lunar and the Celestial, for the Moon is the most heavenly of earthly bodies, and the 
most earthly of heavenly bodies, for indeed it partakes equally of both realms. 

Therefore it is truest to say that the Moon is a Hermaphrodite, having both male and female aspects, 
Lunus and Luna, who are like Eros and Psyche [Love and Soul], or Animus and Anima [masculine and 
feminine words for Soul]. Therefore also the Moon is as a female to Heaven and as a male to Earth, for 
it is a Mean between the Extremes, for the Moon unites Heaven and Earth, as Psyche [Soul] unites Soma 
[Body] and Nous [Mind], that is, as Quicksilver unites Salt and Sulphur. 

And so the Sun as Celestial Father sees everything below as a twofold feminine potency, revealing the 
two aspects of matter: the lower, which is of the Earth, and the upper, which is of the Moon. The Saline 
lower realm is ruled by Venus, whose gift is pure generation, which is the wild, chaotic power of Maia, 
goddess of the earth and spring (May is named for her). The Mercurial upper realm exists through 
disciplined creation; it is the gift of Ceres, who gave us cultivation, of Athena, who weaves the warp and 
woof, of Psyche, who sorts the seeds. 

Conversely, Earth the Mother sees the Sky above as a twofold masculine potency, for this force, which 
is generative, life-awakening, and fructifying, has two forms: its Solar aspect is hot and active (the 
power of Sulphur), the common characters of Fire and Air (the gods Helios and Jove), but its Lunar 
aspect is cold and passive (the power of Quicksilver), the common characters of Earth and Water (the 



gods Consus and Neptune). Earthly fertility results from the infusion of the twofold masculine potency, 
the fiery solar and moist lunar powers, into the feminine earthy matter, that is, by the action of Sulphur 
and Quicksilver on Salt. 

Sulphur is hot and causes separation, but Quicksilver is fluid and causes amalgamation; together the two 
forces cause separation and union, that is Eris and Eros (Strife and Love) in the matter which is the Salt. 
Therefore the elements continually separate and rejoin, creating an endless cycle of formation and 
dissolution in the material world. Wherefore there is hê Genesis kai hê Phthora, that is, Coming-to-be 
and Passing-away (Generatio & Corruptio), as Aristotle explained in his book De generatione et 
corruptione. 

The two colors of the Sacred Egg reveal to us this Fundamental Law of Earthly Life, manifesting the 
Fatum [Fate, Destiny, Divine Will] inherent in Feminine Matter. The dark and light colors depict the 
continuous rotation of Night and Day, and the passage from Death to Life and back again, cycling 
between two poles. 

So also Mercurius' hat is half light and half dark, for he crosses the boundary between Life and Death. 
So also the Dioscuri, born from the same Egg, who alternate in life and death; and the sons of Oedipus, 
who rule in alternation; so also the Moliones, Velian [Elean] brothers born from a single Egg, sons of 
Actor, who together drive their chariot through the cosmos; one lashes the horses, the other holds the 
reins at leisure. The one on the right aims straight ahead, the one on the left turns back, so together they 
circle endlessly. Death is conquered when it is joined with Life in a Cycle like the Serpent Uroborus. 

Life exists in Death and Death in Life; eternal destruction permits eternal rejuvenation. Indeed, Death is 
the helpmate of Life, for one cannot exist without the other, as a magnetic pole cannot exist without its 
opposite. As Plutarch wrote to Apollonius [Cons. ad. Apoll. 10.106F], "The ever-flowing stream of birth 
will never stand still, nor will the contrary stream of destruction." These contrary streams are the essence 
of Material Existence, for, as Heraclitus said, the eternal identity of the river lies in its continual change, 
and in the Earthly realm all change is coming-to-be and passing-away. 

So much for the Egg. 

vij. Serpentes Murales (The Snakes in the Walls)

Now I will explain why Vergilius confined the snakes beneath the walls near the gate, for this was 
necessary to complete the protection of the city, just as one's home is protected by the Serpent in the 
foundations as well as by Fortuna at the hearth. 

The Egg and the Serpent are as Woman and Man, for the Egg is the feminine principle of Nature, which 
is one and undivided until the Serpent coils around it (as we see in the Orphic Egg), and breaks it in 



halves to release the Life within. But the Life that issues forth is twofold, preserved and rejuvenated by 
the twofold masculine potency of Genesis and Phthora (Coming-to-be and Passing-away). For the Egg 
is the material substrate of Life, but the Serpent creates Life in its developed form; the Egg is the bounty 
of Nature, the Serpent is energy and domination; the Egg is immobile and conserving, the Serpent seeks 
acquisition, augmentation, and both offensive and defensive activity. Therefore, while the Egg is the 
Life Source of the city, the Serpent creates its boundaries and protects them. 

Further, the Egg, which is the primordial feminine matter, is called Hieron by the Greeks, which means 
Holy (Sanctum), for it is untouchable; but the Serpent, which is the masculine transformative power, 
brings the matter into the realm of light, and makes it Hosion, which means Sacred (Sacrum) in Greek. 
The Wall is the child of the Earth, rising from the womb when it is awakened (excitare) by the male 
power. In this way the masculine Wall (Murus), like the Phallus, rises to the Heavens but is rooted in the 
Earth. (This is why the Phallus is protective and why it is carved on the Wall.) Therefore the Wall is 
Sanctum because it arises from holy feminine matter (the Egg), and Sacrum because it is erected by the 
male potency (the Serpent). It is Sacrum (and therefore protected) by its consecration to the Celestial 
Gods of Light; it is Sanctum (and therefore inviolable) through no act of mortals, but because it is born 
from the Womb of Mother Earth. 

This, then, is why Vergilius made the Griffin's Egg as he did, and why he put the Snakes in the Walls. 
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Ossa Vergilii 

(The Bones of Vergilius) 

Contents of this Book: 

●     i. Mors Vergilii (The Death of Vergilius) 
●     ij. Oppugnatio Neapolis (The Siege of Neapolis) 
●     iij. Inquisitio Ossium Vergilii (The Quest for Vergil's Bones) 
●     iv. Ossa Postea (The Bones in Later Years) 

i. Mors Vergilii (The Death of Vergilius)

In the year 19 B.C. the Emperor Augustus was visiting Athens, and consulted with Master Vergilius, 
who was also there. Because of the Emperor's need for Necromancer's aid, the two departed for Rome, 
but Vergilius became ill and died at Brundisium a.d. XII Kal. Oct. [Sept. 20], when he was 51 years old. 
But the Master had directed that his Bones and Ashes be taken to Neapolis and placed in a Tomb, which 
he had already prepared there (for he knew when his life would end). His Tomb is between the first and 
second mile markers from Neapolis on the Via Puteolana [road to Puteoli]. 

The Tomb was in the shape of a small temple, in the center of which the jar [orca] containing his Bones 
was supported by white marble columns. By the Poet's direction, the jar had been inscribed: 

Mantua me genuit, Calabri rapuere, tenet nunc
Parthenope, cecini pascua, rura, duces. 

Mantua bore me, Calabria siezed me, now
Parthenope holds me; I sang of flocks, fields, generals. 

A century later, the poet Tiberius Catius Silius Italicus [25/6-101 CE], who had been Proconsul of Asia, 
purchased the villa and Tomb of Vergilius, so that he might devote his life to the Master's worship, for 
Vergilius had become a Hero. In addition to caring for the Shrine, he instituted yearly sacred rites on the 
birthday of Divine Vergilius. However, the Tomb was neglected by the Barbarians, and by the first 
Millennium after our Savior's death, its location had been lost. 



ij. Oppugnatio Neapolis (The Siege of Neapolis)

Now this is the story of how the Bones were found and removed from the Tomb in recent times [12th 
cent.]. In A.D. 1061 the Norman Roger Guiscard [c.1031-1101] had invaded Sicily and by 1091 he had 
driven out the Saracens [Saraceni] and therefore was made Count by his brother Robert. Later, in A.D. 
1130, his son Roger II became Sicily's first king, crowned by the Antipope Anacletus II. After defeating 
Pope Innocent II in A.D. 1139 Roger II was granted all the Norman kingdoms of Southern Italy. 

Although Neapolis had never been subdued by force of arms, Roger II was very powerful, and so 
Sergius, the Magister Militum [Master of the Soldiers] of Neapolis, submitted to him. However, the 
ancient city rebelled in 1132, and although King Roger ravaged all of Southern Italy, he was unable to 
conquer Neapolis. Indeed, thanks to the Enchanted Egg and Walls, the city was able to repel Roger's 
fleet of 60 ships, but the countryside was so devastated that Neapolis again petitioned for peace. In the 
spring of 1135 she rebelled again and Roger laid siege to the walls of the city, but through Necromancy 
[cf. "The Magic Fly"] the people sent pestilence and a plague of flies against the soldiers, and so Roger's 
army was forced to withdraw. He attacked again in the summer, by land and also bringing an enormous 
naval fleet, but it was scattered by a magical tempest. Thus Neapolis remained undefeated, but 
blockaded throughout 1136. 

iij. Inquisitio Ossium Vergilii (The Quest for Vergil's Bones)

Because of his defeats, King Roger realized that Neapolis had 
supernatural protection, and that its source was the hidden Bones of 
Vergilius, the city's patron. For in his opulent coronation ceremony in 
Panormus [Palermo], he had learned that that city was protected by a 
Hero. For Panormus possessed the Bones of Aristoteles [Aristotle], which 
were held in a vessel hung in mid-air in a sanctuary that had originally 
been a Pagan temple, but was later a Christian church, and then a mosque. 
The people prayed to these relics for many reasons, but chiefly for 
protection. For Aristoteles was the Hero who protected Panormus, just as 
Orestes' Bones gave victory to the Spartans, and Alcmene's Bones 
guarded Thebes; so also other cities are protected by the Bones of 
Orpheus, Pelops, Antaeus, Hector, Hesiod, Plato and others. 

Now King Roger supported learning of all kinds, but especially of the Saracens, including their secret 
lore; and he was acquainted with many scholars and professors. Therefore he sent Ludowicus, an 
English scholar of the Stoic School, who had exiled himself to Apulia [the region around Naples], to 
obtain Vergilius' bones through trickery. For this philosopher had told him that after many vigils and 
fasts he could locate Vergilius' Bones, which he wanted to take to France. Therefore King Roger gave 



him a letter granting permission to seek the Bones. 

Indeed, through his secret arts Ludowicus quickly found the Bones in a grave mound in the midst of a 
mountain near the city. Beneath Vergilius' skull he found a book, the Master's Ars Notaria, as well as 
other Secrets [alia Arcana]. When Ludowicus had taken these things from the Tomb, the Neapolitan 
people became frightened that the city would suffer some disaster, so Sergius, the Magister Militum, 
gathered a great number of people and, in spite of Roger's plotting, they took the Bones from the 
Englishmen. 

Although Ludowicus protested that he wanted the bones for only 40 days, 
and that he hoped that by means of them the whole of Vergilius' Magic 
would be revealed, his request was denied, and in the end he was granted 
only the book. Later, Joannes Neapolites [John of Naples], who was a 
Cardinal in the time of Pope Alexander, showed some parts of it to 
Gervasius Tileburiensis [Gervase of Tilbury, fl. 1200; see also "The 
Magic Fly"], who tried the spells and found them to be most efficacious. 
(Gervasius, in turn, has passed them on to me, Alexander Neckam, and I 
too shall shortly pass them on, whatever parts of the Ars Notaria have 
been preserved.) 

Then the people put the Bones in a leather bag [culleus] and took it to the 
Castrum Ovi [the Castello dell'Ovo or Castle of the Egg] and placed them for protection in a wooden 
Ark [Arcus ligneus] in the Shrine of the Egg [Sacellum Ovi]. (Others say that the Castle of the Egg was a 
ruin at that time, and that it was Robert the Wise [1309-43] who took the jar [orca] containing Vergilius' 
Bones, some columns and small statues from the ruined Tomb and placed in the Castle, which had been 
rebuilt by William I in A.D. 1154. -- J.O.) 

In spite of Roger's thwarted attempt to obtain the Bones, in 1139 Neapolis again sought peace, and the 
following year he was allowed to make his triumphal entry into the city, although the price for this 
triumph was many favors for the Neapolitan nobles. 

iv. Ossa Postea (The Bones in Later Years)



So much from Alexander Neckam. The Bones continued to protect the 
Neapolis, for when in A.D. 1191 Henry VI of Germany marched from Rome 
and attacked the enchanted Walls, his army was destroyed by a devastating 
plague, and he was forced to retreat. He returned in 1194, bringing Conrad of 
Querfurt, chancellor to the emperor, who knew the secret of the Bones and 
through Necromancy neutralized their protection of the Walls. (Conrad had 
been selected to be Henry's tutor by his father, Frederick Barbarossa, which is 
why Henry was so well schooled in ancient learning; Conrad was later elected 
Bishop of Hildesheim.) Thus Neapolis fell to Henry, and when Conrad 
inspected the city's Palladium [i.e. the Egg], he discovered that there was a 
minute crack in the glass Ampule, breaking its Hermetic Seal, and it was this 
flaw that had allowed Conrad's Necromancy to enable Henry's conquest of the city. 

When Francesco Petrarca [Petrarch] returned to Neapolis around A.D.1360, he visited again the Tomb 
of Master Vergilius, where he had first paid homage with Robert the Wise, and he planted a laurel, 
sacred to Apollo; many have come since to take a cutting from this holy tree, and the Laurel Twigs 
[Virgulae Laurea, a pun on Virgil] have travelled to many lands. His friend Giovanni Boccaccio also 
visited. We know that this place is the authentic Shrine of Divine Vergilius, for at the end of the 
sixteenth century the Bishop of Ariano still had ancient documents to prove it. 

To this day Vergilius' Bones can be seen in the Castle, where they are protected by an iron cage. When 
the Bones are exposed, the wind wails and the sea is whipped into a frenzy, and this tempest continues 
until the bones are restored to their resting place. Many reputable people have verified this, including 
Conrad of Querfurt. 
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Greek and Latin Language Resources 

 

Note: Unfortunately, my email volume is much too high to permit me to answer requests to translate 
texts to or from Latin and ancient Greek. Please don't ask! I suggest you consult a Latin teacher at a 

nearby highschool. 

●     General 
●     Ancient Greek 
●     Latin 

General 

●     Images of Orality and Literacy in Greek Iconography. A nice collection of images, mostly from 
pottery. 

●     FLTEACH - Foreign Language Teaching Forum 
●     Schoenhof's Foreign Books. A great source of Ancient Greek and Latin literature and reference 

material. 
●     Focus Publishing (R Pullins Company) has many books useful to the learner of Greek or Latin. 
●     Classical Salutations and Closings in Greek and Roman Letters, Adapted to Electronic Mail 

Ancient Greek 

http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/awiesner/oralit.html
http://www.cortland.edu/www_root/flteach/flteach.html
http://schoenhofs.com/
http://www.pullins.com/
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/OM/CSC.html


●     Searchable Liddel-Scott-Jones Greek Lexicon ("Great Scott") from the Perseus project; citations 
link you directly to primary source texts. The Intermediate Liddell-Scott ("Middle Liddell") is 
also available. 

●     English-to-Greek Word Search Tool from the Perseus Project. 
●     Morphological analysis of Greek forms from the Perseus Project. 
●     Searchable Woodhouse English-Greek Dictionary  
●     Beta-codes for the ASCII transcription of Greek 
●     Ancient Greek spellings of the names of some Gods 
●     Useful Ancient Greek Phrases 
●     Greek Alphabetic (Milesian) Numerals 
●     Display Greek, a system for displaying ancient Greek. See an example (requires Java, may be 

slow). Unfortunately, most browsers will not let you print the Greek text. 
●     A User-Friendly Guide for Reading Ancient Greek 
●     A Brief Guide to Ancient Greek Pronunciation 

Latin 

●     Lewis & Short Latin Dictionary from the Perseus Project. 
●     English-to-Latin Word Search Tool from the Perseus Project. 
●     Morphological analysis of Latin forms from the Perseus Project. 
●     Allen and Greenough's New Latin Grammar online. All you could want to know about Latin 

grammar! In the future, visit the version in progress from the Perseus Project. 
●     Directory for Latin Practice Software (lquiz). Practice forms of nouns and verbs. 
●     (Medieval) Latin Grammar Aid. Text file that you can search for an example of, e.g., dative of 

interest. 
●     (Medieval) Latin Wordlist. About 5000 words with meanings. Long (215K) ASCII file. 
●     Project Libellus (ftp directory) has many classical authors online (e.g. Ovid, Vergil, Apuleius) as 

well as commentaries and learning aids. 
●     Council of Remiremont. Some naughty nuns discuss what they like in men (12th century CE). 

Text and commentary. 
●     Latin Manuscripts, Paleography, Codicology. Information on catalogs, collections, etc. 
●     Latin Grammar Aid, Dicionaries and Wordlists from Notre Dame 
●     Latin Wordlists  

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/lexindex?entry=fe/rw
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/midlid?entry=fe/rw&display=Latin+transliteration
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/enggreek?
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=Greek&display=Latin+transliteration
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/efts/Woodhouse/
http://132.236.125.30/numcode.html
http://www.java.utoronto.ca/~brucerob/DisplayGreek/
http://kenwoodward.ne.mediaone.net/greek/template/xample13.htm
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/resolveform?lang=Latin
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/enggreek?lang=Latin
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=Latin
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/jod/AG/allgre.contents.html
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/text?lookup=ag+gram.+toc
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
ftp://ftp.u.washington.edu/pub/user-supported/libellus/aides/lquiz/unpacked/
http://kufacts.cc.ukans.edu/ftp/pub/history/Europe/Medieval/aids/latgramm.aid
http://kufacts.cc.ukans.edu/ftp/pub/history/Europe/Medieval/aids/latwords.aid
ftp://ftp.u.washington.edu/public/libellus
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/jod/remiremont.html
http://www.georgetown.edu/labyrinth/subjects/mss/mss.html
http://www.nd.edu/~archives/latgramm.htm
http://207.43.80.3/flc/latin/latin.html
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Greek Names of the Gods 

(c) 1996, Apollonius Sophistes 

The following two tables give the usual Greek spellings of the names of a number of the Gods, in both 
the nominative and vocative cases, suitable for use on amulets and in prayers, invocations, etc. You will 
need a graphics-capable browser to see Greek letters, but a text-only version is also available. 

Directory 

●     Names of Olympian Gods 
●     Names of Non-Olympian Gods 
●     Notes 

 



 

Notes 

Note that the classical Greeks used only upper case letters without accents or breathing, so for the 
purposes of amulets and they can all be ignored. 
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Greek Names of the Gods 

(c) 1996, Apollonius Sophistes 

The following two tables give the usual Greek spellings of the names of a number of the Gods, in both 
the nominative and vocative cases, suitable for use on amulets and in prayers, invocations, etc. 

Outline 

●     Names of Olympian Gods 
●     Names of Non-Olympian Gods 
●     Notes (on Beta-code Translitteration) 

Names of Olympian Gods 

nominative vocative ---------------------------------------------- Aphrodite *)AFRODI/TH *)
AFRODI/TH Apollo *)APO/LLWN *)/APOLLON Ares *)/ARHS *)/ARES Artemis *)/
ARTEMIS *)/ARTEMIS Asklepios *)ASKLHPIO/S *)ASKLHPIE/ Athena *)AQH/NH 
or *)AQHNA= *)AQH/NH or *)AQHNA= Demeter *DHMH/THR *DHMH/THR 
Dionysos *DIO/NUSOS *DIO/NUSE Hephaistos *(/HFAISTOS *(/HFAISTE Hera *(/
HRA or *(/HRH *(/HRA or *(/HRH Hermes *(ERMH=S *(ERMH= Hestia *(ESTI/A *
(ESTI/A Poseidon *POSEIDW=N *PO/SEIDON Zeus *ZEU/S *ZEU= 

Names of Non-Olympian Gods 

nominative vocative -------------------------------------------- Dike (Justice) *DI/KH *DI/KH 
Eirene (Peace) *)EIRH/NH *)EIRH/NH Erinues (Furies) *)ERINU/ES *)ERINU/ES Gaia 
*GAI=A or GH= *GAI=A or *GH= Hades *(/AIDHS *(/AIDH Hecate *(EKA/TH *
(EKA/TH Helios (Sun) *(/HLIOS *(/HLIE Herakles *(HRAKLH=S *(HRAKLE/ES 
Kirke (Circe) *KI/RKH *KI/RKH Kronos *KRO/NOS *KRO/NE Muse H( *MOU=SA 
*MOU=SA Muses AI( *MOU=SAI *MOU=SAI Nemesis *NE/MESIS *NE/MESI Pan 
*PA/N *PA/N Persephone *PERSEFO/NH *PERSEFO/NH Selene (Moon) *SELHNH/ 
*SELHNH/ 



Notes 

Beta code transcriptions of Greek are fairly obvious, except: Q = theta, C = xi, X = chi, Y 
= psi, W = omega. The * precedes an upper case letter, the parens )( represent smooth and 
rough breathing, and /\= are the acute, grave and circumflex accents. Accents and 
breathing follow lowercase letters but precede upper case letters. 

Note however, that the classical Greeks used only upper case letters without accents or 
breathing, so for the purposes of amulets and the like, *)(/\= can all be ignored. 
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Ancient Greek Phrases

©1996, Apollonios ho Sophistês

The Greek is shown below in Roman transliteration; see the notes for the orthographic conventions. The 
translation is available in the Greek alphabet on the following pages: 

1.  "Come" to "Hurry" 
2.  "In haste" to "No" 
3.  "Not" to "Yes" 

Blessed be! 
Maka'rios e'soio (sg) / Maka'rioi e'soisthe (pl)!
Ma'kar e'soio (sg) / Ma'kares e'soisthe (pl)! 

Come! 
I'thi, ei'a! Deu'ro (sg) / Deu'te (pl)! Bas'ke! Fe're! Hu'page! 
Come along!

He'peo prote'rô! 
Come, ...

Ei d' a'ge (sg) / a'gete (pl) [usually with nun (now), dê (indeed), moi (me), etc. and a 
following imperative]. 

Excuse me.
Sungignô'ske moi. 

Go!
Bask' i'thi! 

Good-by!
Khai're (sg) / Khai'rete (pl)! E'rrôso! 

Health!
Hugi'eia! 
I drink health (to you)! 

Filotêsi'an propi'nô [soi (sg) / humin' (pl)]! Or simply: Propi'nô [soi (sg) / humin' (pl)]! 
To Hell.

Eis/Es Hai'dou. A'idos'de. 
Go to Hell!

Es Hai'dou bas'ke. 
Hello! 

Ou'le (sg) / Ou'lete (pl)! Khai're (sg) / Khai'rete (pl)! Me'ga khai're (sg) / khai'rete (pl)! 
Help!



How can I help?
Ti d' ou me'llô? 

How?
Pôs? 

Hurry!
Speu'de (sg) / Speu'dete (pl)! 
In haste.

Spoudê'. 
In all haste. 

Pansoudi'a. Pansoudi'ên. Pansoudei'. 
Interjections

Ha! (surprise or suffering)
Papai'! 

Oh Ye Gods!
Ô sunte'leia! 

By the Gods, ...
Pros Theôn' ... 

I entreat you by Olympian Zeus,... 
Lis'somai Zênos' Olumpi'ou, ... 

Be kindly disposed to me! 
Prosphilôs' moi e'khe (sg) / e'khete (pl)! 

Ah! (grief, angerm surprise, admiration)
Feu! 

Enough!
Pax! 

So be it!
Es'tô! 

Joy
I wish you joy!

Kharan' le'gô soi (sg) / humin' (pl)! 
Luck.

Tu'khê. (usually good) 
Good luck to you! 

E'khe (sg) / E'khete (pl) tu'khê agathê'! 
Oh! My ill luck!

Tês tu'khês! 
Never!

Ou'pote! 
No.

Ou. Hê'kista. 
No indeed, no truly. 

Ou men'toi. Ou dê'ta. Ou men. Ou men dê. 
Not by Zeus!



Ma ton Di'a ou toi'nun! Ou'toi ma ton Di'a! 
No thank you. 

Ma'llista. Epainô'. Genai'os ei. Kalôs'. Kal'lista. Pa'nu kalôs'. 
Silence!

Sigê' nun! Eu'stom' e'khe! Eu'phêma phô'nei! Koi'mêson sto'ma! 
Thank you. 

Eukha'ristos eimi'. Kha'ris soi (sg) / humin' (pl). 
When?

Po'te? 
Where?

Pou? 
Who?

Tis? 
Why?

Ti? 
Why not?

Ti mên? Ti gar? 
Woe!

Oa'! 
Woe's me!

Oi moi! Ta'las! Tlê'môn! 
Yes.

Nai. Naikhi'. Ma'lista. Kai ma'lista. Tau'ta. Tau'ta dê. 
By all means, of course. 

Pan'tôs gar. Dê'pou. Pa'nu ge. Pa'nu men oun. Pôs gar ou. 
Doesn't it seem so to you? Yes it does. 

Ê ou soi dokei'? Emoi'ge. 

●     Accent marks (') indicate that the preceding syllable is stressed. 
●     Pairs of vowels (oi, ou, eu, etc.) are pronounced as diphthongs. 
●     See A Brief Guide to Ancient Greek Pronunciation for additional pronunciation suggestions. 
●     The abbreviations "(sg)" and "(pl)" follow the singular and plural plural forms of words, the 

proper choice depending on whether a one or more people (or Gods) are addressed. 
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Example of Greek Display 

Display Greek, a system for displaying ancient Greek, such as this: 
(Greek text) 
. Unfortunately, most browsers will not let you print the Greek text. 
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Sources for Simulacra:
Images of the Goddesses and Gods 

The following companies sell images, classical and contemporary, of the Goddesses and Gods of the 
Greek and Roman Pantheons that are suitable for devotional use and altar pieces. (Note: I have not 
included vendors of jewelry or other sacred art, unless they sell statues.) 

If you know of other sacred images, please send me mail. Thanks! 

●     Mythic Images 
●     Sacred Source (JBL Devotional Statues). 
●     Goddess Gallery Online.  
●     Orlandi Statuary. 

●     Statue.com. 
●     Design Toscano.  
●     Seven Wonders. 
●     The Great Goddess Collection (Star River). 

Mythic Images

Mythic Images sells both traditional and contemporary images of the Goddesses and Gods, including 
Aphrodite, Artemis, Persephone, Pan. Also images from other traditions. 

Mythic Images
POB 982
Ukiah, CA 95482

1-707-485-7787
info@mythicimages.com

Sacred Source (JBL Devotional Statues)

Sacred Source (JBL Devotional Statues). Inexpensive statues and jewelry ($9 and up), including Hestia, 

mailto:info@omphalos.org?subject=simulacra
http://www.mythicimages.com/
mailto:info@mythicimages.com
http://www.sacredsource.com/


Medusa, Pan, Aphrodite, Artemis, Athena, Ariadne, Hermes, Hecate, Demeter, Persephone, Dionysos, 
Baubo, Isis, Venus, Cybele, Attis, Diana, Bachus, Neptune, Mithras; also, Minoan Goddesses, Sumerian 
deities, Babylonian deities, Celtic deities, Egyptian deities, Norse deities, Hindu deities, Mesoamerican 
deities, Orishas, Buddhist images, etc. Also, books, boxes, notecards, bookmarks, etc. 

Sacred Source
P.O. Box 163WW
Crozet, VA 22932

1-434-823-1515 (9-5 EST, Mon-Fri)
1-800-290-6203
Fax: 1-434-823-7665
spirit@SacredSource.com 

Goddess Gallery Online

The Goddess Gallery Online carries many statues of Greek Gods and Goddesses, including Apollo, 
Artemis/Diana, Athena, Dionysos, Hades & Kore, Hecate Triformis, Hermes & Dionysos, Medusa, Nike 
and Pan. There is a separate collection containing Aphrodite/Venus, the Graces, Eros and Hebe. Prices 
range from about $7 to $170. They also carry Egyptian, Chinese and Buddhist statues. 

The Goddess Gallery
3288 SE Hawthorne Blvd.
Portland OR 97214

1-888-MYTHICL (698-4425)
503-239-7458
FAX: 503-233-6469

goddessg@spiritone.com 

Orlandi Statuary

Orlandi Statuary carries moderately expensive images of several Gods and Goddesses in a variety of 
sizes and finishes.

mailto:spirit@sacredsource.com
http://www.goddess-gallery.com/%7Egoddessg/
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ORLANDI
1801 North Central Park Avenue
Chicago, IL 60647

Phone: 773-489-0303 (M-F 8:30-4:30)
Fax: 773-489-2159

info@orlandicollections.com

Statue.com

Statue.com has a wide selection of classical statues for home and garden, including many reproductions 
of museum works.

Statue.com, Inc.
100 N. Main St.
Edwardsville, IL 62025

1-877-675-2634
1-618-692-1121
gloria@statue.com

Design Toscano

Design Toscano carries moderately expensive images of several Gods and Goddesses in a variety of 
sizez and finishes. Currently available are Venus, Themis, Ariadne, Psyche, Flora, Mercury, Nike, 
Heracles, Diana, the Graces, Apollo & the Muses. On a lighter side, they have images of such new 
divinities as Caffeina, Faxus, Hernia and Stressus, and an expensive ($248) chess set based on the Greek 
pantheon. They also carry a wide selection of gargoyles as well as other images from the European 
tradition. 

Design Toscano
1400 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove, IL 60007

1-800-525-5141 (orders, 7 AM - Midnight CST, Mon-Fri; 8 AM - 6 PM CST, Sat-Sun)
1-800-525-5141 (customer service, 8 AM - 6 PM CST, Mon-Fri)

mailto:info@orlandicollections.com
http://www.statue.com/
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http://designtoscano.com/


Fax: 1-847-952-0305 

Seven Wonders

Seven Wonders sells moderately-priced to expensive statues, vases and frescoes. Statues start at about 
$80, vases at about $50, frescoes at about $40. Among the Gods represented are Aphrodite/Venus, Hebe, 
Psyche, the Graces, Apollo, Diana, Nike, Zeus, Pluto & Persephone. Images, from classical to modern, 
are based on museum collections. 

Seven Wonders
719 Gabardine Avenue
Portage, MI 49002

Phone: 1-800-569-6633 (24 hrs., 7 days/wk.)
Fax: 1-616-327-4024

Great Goddess Collection

Nancy writes, 

My company Star River Productions, The Great Goddess Collection is no longer in 
business. However, I do have 690 pieces of jewelry left in my inventory. If anyone is 
interested or if I can post this info, let me know. I've decided to focus on teaching, writing 
and gardening. I was interested in selling my company so that's also an option. I do miss 
my wonderful and loyal customers but running a business, writing and teaching were way 
too much. The wise Goddess within said, Whoa. If anyone wants to contact me I can be 
reached on email at nblair652@earthlink.net. 

Many Goddess Blessings To You All,
Nancy Blair 
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The Stele
Homepage of the Omphalos

supports the Dromenon Web Ring. 
Click for the: 

[ Previous 5 Sites | Skip Previous | 
Previous | Next | Skip Next | Next 5 Sites | 

Random Site | List Sites ] 

Click here for information. 

drom-e-non. - n. [ <Gk. drae. to do, to act, to make, to accomplish; dromenon, something 
to be acted or performed -- cf. "drama", dramatic movement, from the same root]

●     Ancient Gk: a ritual pattern of dynamic expression, a therapeutic dance rhythm in 
which participants experience second birth into a higher order of consciousness 
and community; esp., an initiation rite of Spring. 

●     Medieval: a dance movement of turning through a maze pattern on the floorstones 
of such cathedrals as Chartres; a "therapy in stone" whose turning and stretching 
stimulate motor-perception and inspire profound kinesthetic intuition; 
"remembering" of the original pulse [cf. religio. to bind back]. 

●     Modern and Post- 
❍     a: a metaphor of the accelerating evolutionary growth of consciousness with 

a new vision of the possible human; creative orchestration of mental 
processes; expansion from local to ecological awareness in preparation for 
unpreceented challenges facing future "Planetary Woman / Man." 

❍     b: a center for change founded by Drs. Jean Houston and Robert Masters 
offering contemporary people the opportunity to move beyond conditioned 
capacities toward creative development of their potential 

We invite sites fitting into "The Universal Dance -- The Dromenon, --" to join this Web 
Ring.

http://www.jeanhouston.org/labyrinth/dromenon.html
http://http//www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/OM/
http://http//www.cs.utk.edu/~mclennan/OM/
http://www.jeanhouston.org/labyrinth/dromenon.html
http://www.webring.org/cgi-bin/webring?ring=dromenon;id=12;prev5
http://www.webring.org/cgi-bin/webring?ring=dromenon;id=12;sprev
http://www.webring.org/cgi-bin/webring?ring=dromenon;id=12;prev
http://www.webring.org/cgi-bin/webring?ring=dromenon;id=12;next
http://www.webring.org/cgi-bin/webring?ring=dromenon;id=12;skip
http://www.webring.org/cgi-bin/webring?ring=dromenon;id=12;next5
http://www.webring.org/cgi-bin/webring?ring=dromenon;random
http://www.webring.org/cgi-bin/webring?ring=dromenon;list
http://www.jeanhouston.org/labyrinth/dromenon.html
http://www.jeanhouston.org/labyrinth/dromenon.html
http://www.jeanhouston.org/labyrinth/dromenon.html


Dromenon made possible by 
the Webring and New Dream 

Network. 
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Join the Blue Ribbon Anti-Censorship Campaign! 
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Hê eis Hen Askêsis
Exercitatio ad Unitatem

Exercise for Unity
Or:

Tantra LITE

(c) 1995, Apollonius Sophistes 

●     Instruction 
●     Practice 

Instruction

Empedocles was a Greek shaman (iatromantis) of the fifth century BCE and one of the founders of 
Greek philosophy (he discovered the four elements). Empedocles explained that there are two great 
living forces in the universe, which he called Love (Philotês) and Strife (Neikos) and assigned to 
Aphrodite and Ares. According to Hesiod, the Goddess Love and the God Strife, offspring of Night 
(Nux), were ancient dieties, predating the Olympians. The original golden age was the Reign of 
Aphrodite, when all things were united and Love permeated the length and breadth of the well-rounded 
cosmic sphere. But Strife, as the River Styx surrounding the Sphere, broke its Unity, and cleaved the 
One into Many. It divided the four elements, which ever since combine and separate under the opposing 
actions of Love and Strife to produce the changing world with its manifold objects and qualities. As 
Heraclitus said, "Through Strife all things come into being." Into the world with Strife came dualism and 
the tools of discrimination (for good or ill): oaths (sworn on the Styx), bargains, justice, weights and 
measures, science. 

Empedocles said that Strife also divided the one immortal soul of Love into many individual souls, each 
comprising both Love and Strife in some proportion; these immortal souls are reborn time and again into 
mortal bodies, which are animated by mortal souls compounded from the four elements. 

In this day now we have come from the apex of the Reign of Aphrodite to the nadir of the Reign of Ares. 
We have come from the solidarity of the tribe to the strife of group against group and individual against 
individual. For Neikos is the attraction of like for like, which separates the four elements and divides 
people from those unlike them; Ares works through jingoism, racism, bigotry and selfishness. 

Aphrodite was called Pandemos - the Goddess of All People - for, like Philotes, She draws together 



everything, both like and unlike, into One. To return to the Reign of Aphrodite we must invite Philotes 
into our lives, for Aphrodite does not demand that we be passionate, sexual lovers of everyone else; it is 
sufficient that we be united by Philotes, whose name means Affection and Friendship as well as Love. 
She comes when Strife is banished, and whenever we dissolve the divisions between us, we take a step 
back to the "well- rounded sphere permeated by Philotes," which was the cosmos of the golden age. This 
is based on Empedocles' Hymn to Her: 

Philotes, Thou whose arms surround the world,
embracing all together, joined as one,
we contemplate Thee, who cannot be seen,
and feel Thee dwelling in our mortal limbs.
We call Thee Friend, for Harmony's Thy gift,
and Joy Thou'rt named, and Aphrodite too.
When people gather, You arrive unseen;
in lofty clouds You circle like a dove,
and draw us close in bonds of common Love.
Hail, fair Goddess! Khaire! 

The following "Exercise toward Unity" is one step in this direction. 

Practice

This exercise aims to dissolve interpersonal boundaries by encouraging openness, trust, compassion, 
kindness, connection, respect, affection and love. These attitudes are encouraged if the participants wear 
little or no clothing, but that's not necessary. After creating sacred space, banishing Strife and invoking 
Love, participants are paired up randomly, and a simple counting device ensures that eventually each 
participant is paired with each other participant. (Since sexual intimacy is not a specific goal, but 
dissolving inhibitions is, no distinction is made between different- sex and same-sex pairings.) Each pair 
works through three activities, Admiration, Praise and Touch, which may overlap or blend into each 
other. Central to all three is experiencing the embodied divinity in the other -- "Thou art God. Thou art 
Goddess." The work of each pair begins with the partners saluting each other. 

(1) In Admiration, each partner admires the other as embodied divinity and each accepts the admiration 
of the other as that befitting a divinity. Every characteristic of the other is seen as a manifestation of this 
divinity, and therefore worthy of praise. This is a kind of meditation, in which the goal is for your 
awareness to zoom in and focus on the partner in the here-and-now; your partner should fill your 
consciousness, so that it begins to merge with the divine other. Allow your heart open to your partner 
and feel the boundaries begin to dissolve. 

In this first activity the partners connect primarily through their eyes and the sense of sight, secondarily 
through the sense of smell. 



(2) In Praise each partner compliments the other, and the hearer strives to accept the praise as the 
adoration that a devotee owes a divinity. This is not a time for lies, but for honest admiration of the 
other, for whatever their appearance may be, they are embodied divinity and therefore praise-worthy; 
giver and receiver should each accept it in this way. 

The partners connect through the sense of hearing. 

(3) In Touch each partner treats the other as a divinity to whom they owe the pleasure of touch, and by 
whom they expect to be blessed by touch. They may touch each other in whatever ways are acceptable 
to them both; caressing, hugging, kissing and licking are typical. Partners may feed each other fruit, 
candy etc. Sexual contact is fine, if mutually agreeable, but the limited time during which partners are 
paired (5-10 min.) will preclude serious sex. The attitude of each to the other is as a devotee to a God/
dess; each strives to honor and expects to be honored. 

In this activity the partners connect through the senses of touch and taste. 

The three activities together allow the partners to relate through all five senses. (The activities 
correspond loosely to the second and third sacraments of the Liturgia Philotetos; the first sacrament is 
also included if each participant engages in self-admiration, (silent) self-praise and self-touch - 
essentially honoring their own divinity.) 

At the end of a pair's time together, they salute each other with some words such as "Thou are God/
dess." After all pairs have connected, the Goddess is thanked and the circle is opened. 

finis 
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Liturgy of Love

The Liturgia Philotetos of Epaphroditus

(Promulgatio de Ordine Philotetos)

"The Liturgy of Love" by Epaphroditus
(Proclamation of the Order of Philotes)

(c) 1994

Children of the future Age,
Reading this indignant page;
Know that in a former time,
Love! sweet Love! was thought a crime.

- William Blake
"A Little GIRL Lost" (Songs of Experience) 
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I. Prologue

[1] Ye Muses, hear! 
For I, Epaphroditus, Hellene, call! 
I beg You! Hear, and grant that I may tell 
my story well! Begin when first appeared
the Goddess, when she came and spoke to me, 
Philotês*, Aphrodite's daughter.    [*fih-LAW-tays]

[2] Wretched in my loneliness I called 
the Gods on high to help me, hungering 
for human contact after many months 
sequestered for my sacred work, 
the magnum opus, still unfinished. 
Earnestly I asked the Gods why love is rare, 
for even when we banish Strife, dispel 
the fearful force that separates, yet still 
the distance is maintained, and Love does not 
rush in to fill the vacuum. Thus throughout 
the night I burned the sacred incense, poured 
libations, pleaded for an answer... 

[3] Becoming drowsy in the deepest night, 
I dozed - just a moment. Startled from 



my sleep I turned, and saw a woman close
beside me, standing quiet by my side.

"I am Philotes." This was spoken softly,
answering the question still behind 
my lips.
    "Your name means 'Love'," I mused out loud.

"Thou speakest truth," she said, "Dost thou not know 
that I'm a goddess? That affection, love 
and friendship all are mine, the gifts I give?"

[4] She didn't look to me to be a goddess. 
She was rather short, and had more flesh
than fit her bones. Her breasts were barely seen 
beneath the rustling drapery of her robe. 
Nor were her clothes divine or rich. She wore 
a simple cotton dress of salmon hue. 
No jewelry adorned her, but a wreath 
of brightly colored flowers ringed her hair, 
of tawny hue, which hung around her neck.

[5] "Is this a love goddess?" I thought again.

Philotes laughed, for she had read my mind. 
"My beauty's not so great as some expect."

I blushed at having thus offended her - 
a goddess! But she smiled and said, "No need 
to fear offense, for vanity is not 
my vice, although some other gods have felt
its poisonous sting, and suffered from its bite!

[6] "Attend my words, my friend, for I am not 
the same as Aphrodite, she who is
the fountainhead of beauty, charm and grace. 
Although she is my mother, it was not



my lot to have a form that ravisheth. 
Nor am I like my brother Eros. 
He inherited my mother's beauty and 
her passionate heart. He thinketh hardly long
enough to blink before he throweth darts 
with wild abandon. Anyway, I think 
that you're acquainted long ago with them!"

[7] I laughed and said, "In truth I know them well. 
In other times they've sent me many gifts,
such pleasant gifts - and not so pleasant too!"

She smiled and answered, "Thou wilt find my gifts
are different; rarely have they been regretted. 
Never would I say those other's gifts 
are bad, but those who know me, also taste 
my gifts, my tender fruit, subdued but sweet."

"What gifts are these?" I asked.

    Philotes said,
"Attend my words, and thou shalt know them all."

II. Instruction

[8] "Abundant gifts I offer thee,
but know that they come not for free.
To earn them thou must honor me;
the acts reward the devotee.

[9] Attend! Four Sacraments are mine,
the first and second, third and fourth are mine.
For these are holy acts by which thou honorest 
me, but in so doing thou wilt win 
my warmth and friendship; thou wilt gain my gifts 
each time thou celebratest these my rites. 
Attend and learn my Sacraments of Love."



The First Sacrament

[10] Philotes led me to the mirror, placing 
me in my own view; she stood aside 
where she could not be seen and spoke these words:

[11] "The Sacrament of Self is always first.
For know that thou art god and goddess both.

[12] I call for thee to think upon thy form - 
Perhaps my mother, Golden Aphrodite 
gave to thee a share of her own splendor, 
the gift of turning heads, of charming hearts,
igniting passions. Gift or curse is this? 
Nought cometh free; each blessing is a curse, 
each curse a blessing in disguise, at times.

[13] Whatever portion hath been given thee 
of beauty, know that thou art yet a god 
and goddess. Look upon thy holy body; 
learn to love it. It's a gift of gods 
and goddesses to thee. Whatever form 
thy gift doth take, yet know it hath been given 
thee for thine own pleasure, and for love 
of others. Truly, some have been made large 
and others small, in whole or in their parts.
And some have coal-dark hair, and others like 
the sun, and some have voices sweet to hear, 
and others have a forceful tone. The skin 
of some is cloaked by copious hair, while some 
like infants go, with skin both smooth and bare.
Whatever characters are thine, are sacred. 
Enjoy thine own peculiarities, 
and strive to take enjoyment in thyself.

[14] Again, I say to love thyself! 
If thou wouldst love another, or wouldst have 



another be in love with thee, then heed
my words, for thou must learn to love thyself.

[15] Now look upon thy hands, thy arms, thy chest, 
thy belly. Feel thy hair, thy fingers, yea,
thy lips, thy breast, thy thighs. Enjoy the feel 
of thine own touch.

Now look upon thy limbs and thy soft parts, 
and see them as a font of pleasure and 
excitement, for I dwell in everyone. 
Thou needest only seek for me, and I'll 
enflame desire!

[16] Now let thy fingers comb thy hair; 
enjoy its tangle, thick and soft!

Now gently, light as feathers, touch thy lips, 
and feel my power tingling through thy flesh!

Now lightly stroke thy breast, so soft beneath 
thy palm, and feel thy nipples swell with joy!

Now lightly rub the mound of thine own belly, 
core of thine existence. Let thy fingers 
barely touch the hair between thy legs.

Now listen! Touch (oh barely touch!) thy sex, 
for now is not the time for greater pleasures. 
Let thy hand just graze thine inner thigh, 
and crack the gates of pleasure. - Enough!

[17] All this thou knowest well, if only thou 
wouldst care to often love thyself, and lose 
thyself in every tiny ecstasy, 
for then I am with thee!"



The Second Sacrament

[18] "Attend and hear my second sacrament, 
the Sacrament of Sight.

[19] To feast thine eyes upon another's form, 
to savor their sweet scent, and listen in 
delight, devouring their voice, these too 
are sacraments, the pleasures of two people, 
giving and receiving. Thus is Love 
released within the world.

[20] Whatever form another person hath, 
it hath inherent value. Learn to look 
and see it. Though in vulgar thought their beauty 
and attractiveness might never be 
remarked, yet it is there. The more unique 
their form, the more it offereth uncommon 
interest, food for thine appreciation.
If thou canst not perceive it, then 
the loss is thine.

[21] The image of another human being, 
in sight or sound, or any other way - 
this is a gift from me, but thou must learn 
to value it. For then the thought or presence 
near of any other person will 
become a source of welcome joy to thee.

[22] Thou also art a source of joy to others 
in my Order, those who honor me.
Whatever form the gods have given thee
is holy; it's a gift from them, through thee, 
to other people wise enough to see.

If thou wouldst hold the Sacrament of Sight 
and worship me, thou shouldst accept the praise 



another granteth thee, by eye or ear 
or any other way. For I am found 
in shared appreciation, joy, affection 
and desire one showeth to another.

[23] The quick exchange of glances, locking eyes, 
the intimate exchange of words, or simply 
being near - in little ways like these 
I am invoked, and come to stand between 
you both, and ye shall feel my warmth, a gift 
of me, Philotes, Aphrodite's daughter."

[24] The goddess moved where I could see her, and she said:

"Now look on me, though I have not the gifts 
of Aphrodite, fair in face and form. 
But look at me, and see how now I look 
at thee - and feel the power grow!
Attend and feel me dwelling in thy flesh.
Now feel my glow throughout thy limbs and loins.
Yes, feel the serpent deep within thee, stirring 
from his torpor. Feel his primitive warmth 
that spreadeth through thy roots, and feel him stretching 
long and hard, and feel him burrowing deep 
within thy belly! From the snake take strength 
and fortitude. Accept the serpent's gift, 
and let the power of life and love increase 
within thy loins. The Force between us burneth!

[25] If thou wouldst honor me, 
then learn to give and also take 
the Sacrament of Sight!"

The Third Sacrament

[26] Philotes stepped toward me, drawing close, 



and placed her fingers lightly on my cheek.
She said, "Now hear the sacrament that's third, 
the Sacrament of Skin.

"Touch in My Name" 

[27] It's touch that joineth one soul to another;
learn to touch each other in my name!

[28] The baby cradled, gently held against 
its mother's breast, to drink warm milk and dream. 
Hear: this is in my name.

[29] The child doth gladly wrap his arms around 
another child in close camaraderie. 
And this is in my name.

[30] A woman or a man doth hug their child, 
each winning comfort from the other's love. 
For this is in my name.

[31] Two lovers lightly touch each other's flesh 
and kiss; and if in rapture one doth take 
the other in their mouth or belly, this, 
this too, is in my name.

[32] For it is I who bringeth each one to 
another, trading tenderness and care, 
to recognize a bond of common kind, 
and join in holy unity."

"Be Thou Like a Cat" 

[33] Philotes put her milk-white arm around 
me, bringing me to where my cats sat close 
together, grooming one another. "Look,"
she ordered, and we sat beside them.



[34] "Be thou like a cat -
For cats it is enough to lie with other 
cats, enjoying their caresses, kissing, 
licking more for pleasure than for cleanliness, 
for thus all cats are bound together.

[35] Be thou like a cat - 
The cat delighteth rubbing by another. 
It will place its head upon a lap 
and sleep, and gratefully accept the stroking - 
but just so much as pleaseth it!
So, be thou like a cat!"

The Fourth Sacrament

[36] Philotes took me by the hand, and sitting 
on the bed, she pulled me down beside 
her. Gazing deeply in my eyes she said:

[37] "Of course, I'm happy in the bed where lovers 
wrestle; also I'm delighted when 
they let their loving partners enter them. 
These pleasures too are mine, the sacrament
that's fourth, the Sacrament of Sex.

[38] Now close thine eyes and turn thy mind toward 
my hands, and feel their warmth against thy skin.

[39] Behold the sacred serpent dwelling in 
the roots within thy trunk. I will awake
the serpent! Feel the serpent waken! Feel 
his muscles tighten, and his thickness swell
and harden. Now uncoiling from his place 
of rest, he reacheth out, both long and hungry. 
Upward climbing, reaching ever higher, 



the serpent stretcheth skyward for his goal. 
His rigid length he driveth up the sacred 
Tree of Life along the trunk, to find 
its bushy foliage, dense and thick with vigorous 
verdant growth. Now high within the leaves 
he climbeth, thrusting deep between the limbs, 
and stretcheth through their moisture, darkness which 
absorbeth, holdeth Sun's life-giving warmth.

[40] These gifts I share with Aphrodite and 
with Eros, for they are my kin, but there's 
a difference. Those who tangle limbs in bed 
at my request, cement the bonds of people, 
even if they never meet again.

[41] The first one groweth closer to the next, 
the second to a third, and so the first 
and third grow closer, for each loving act 
that's taken in my name, it draweth tight 
humanity in mutual affection.

[42] Now hear this charge I give my devotees, 
my family, the members of mine order:

'Do not forget Philotes name!
Invoke Her through each Sacrament:
of Self, and Sight, and Skin aflame,
and Sex. To each we give assent!'

III. Initiation

[43] "Thou knowest now my gifts for every mortal 
and for thee. When separating Strife 
hath gone I'm always willing to arrive, 
and draw whomever wishes into warm 
embraces of each other - but only if 
I'm welcome. Those with whom I'm always 



welcome, those I call my loyal Family. 
They receive my blessings all the time.

[44] These are the gifts I offer thee, the boons 
of all who join mine Order. Ask thyself 
if this could be thy way; think well if thou 
wouldst give thy heart to live this way. If it's 
thy choice, thou shalt be welcomed to mine order."

[45] She spoke no more, but turned her back and bowed 
her head and waited there. Though overjoyed 
by what I'd heard, I kept myself from quick 
assent, and pondered the commitments of 
her order, which she called her Family...

[46] At last, when I had clearly seen that there 
was nothing in her Order contrary 
to my convictions, I announced my choice.

[47] "Philotes, Goddess, I've decided. 
Priceless are the gifts you offer. Gladly 
do I promise to attempt to follow 
your advice and lead my life thereby."

[48] Philotes turned and smiled; she said, "Well chosen 
my companion. Listen now and hear
the Sign and Seal by which mine Order's joined:

May Love's embrace encircle thee.
I welcome Love; so let it be!

Remember these, the sacred Sign and Seal!

May Love's embrace encircle thee.

This is the Sign by which thou mayest seek 
my devotees, for they will know the Seal.



I welcome Love; so let it be!

This is the Seal, and by it thou acceptest 
others in the bond of Love; you'll love 
each other as is pleasing to you both.

[49] If thou art firm in thy decision still,
repeat mine Order's Sign and Seal with me:

May Love's embrace encircle thee.
I welcome Love; so let it be!

Thou hast the Sign and Seal, and knowest thou 
their meaning. Use them well, and use them in 
my name."
    She looked me in the eye and asked,
"Art thou prepared to be initiated?"

I answered, "Yes, fair Goddess, I'm prepared."

[50] Philotes smiled and loosed the rope around 
her robe, which hung unfastened, open down 
her right-hand side from arm to floor. The fabric 
fluttered as she walked toward me, and 
I thrilled to glimpses of celestial beauty.

Then, smiling kindly, calmly she unloosed 
the shoulder clasp, and down around her feet 
the saffron robe collapsed in rustling waves. 
Dumb-struck I stood before her majesty, 
uncertain what to do, or what to say.

[51] "The time hath come to make our troth, for which 
I ask the Fivefold Kiss: first feet, then knees, 
then sacred sex, and then my breast and lips."

[52] I trembled as I followed her instructions. 



Gently then she stroked my hair and softly 
touched my cheek. Becoming more relaxed 
I smiled at her. She answered with a smile 
and warmly whispered, "Welcome to my family."

"My Goddess, please accept my thanks," 
I answered, bowing in respect.

She smiled again and, pointing to her robe, 
politely asked, "If thou wouldst be so kind..."

I draped the simple robe around her sacred 
shoulders, and attached the golden clasp. 
I stooped and lifted up the rope that was 
her belt, and offered it to her, which she 
accepted, wrapped around her waist, and knotted.

IIII. Celebration

[53] Philotes spoke: "The time hath come for thee 
to meet some others of mine Order."

With her hand upon my upper arm she turned 
me round and I beheld a golden door 
with flanking marble columns, glowing white. 
As we approached, the golden door swung in. 
She brought me through the threshold; there I saw 
a dozen other people, women, men, 
of every age and color. They stopped -
They hesitated, looking questioningly. 

[54] I stood perplexed until a woman came 
to me; she looked into my eyes and said:

"May Love's embrace encircle thee."

With sudden comprehension I replied:



"I welcome Love; so let it be!"

She sweetly laughed and gently touched my face. 
Uncertain what to do, I stroked her hair; 
she stood upon her toes and kissed my cheek.
I looked around and nowhere could I see 
Philotes. 
    "Where's the Goddess gone?" I asked.
The woman laughed and said, "She's everywhere!"

[55] A slender, grey-haired man approached and said, 

"May Love's embrace encircle thee."

And I replied with quickly growing trust,

"I welcome Love; so let it be!"

He put his arm around my shoulders, led
me, guiding me toward the others, most 
of whom then came and made the sacred Seal.

[56] I saw a shapely woman, standing all 
alone, her golden hair cascading to 
her hips. Approaching her, I said,

"May Love's embrace encircle thee."
"I welcome Love; so let it be!"

she answered with a smile, and so we hugged 
in greeting. We admired each other and,
exchanging words, became acquainted well. 
And feeling suddenly between my thighs 
a motion, I caressed her hair and moved 
my lips to hers, but she withdrew from me. 
She smiled at my concern, explaining gently,



"The kiss of men is not what I desire; 
my lips I'd rather join with my own sex."

I said I understood, apologizing, 
but she said there was no need. We spoke 
a while some more, and hugged and went our ways.

[57] I felt a touch upon my shoulder and 
I turned to see a dark-haired woman, plump 
with Nature's bounty. Doubtfully she spoke,

May Love's embrace encircle thee.

Philotes stirred my heart and I replied,

I welcome Love; so let it be!

We smiled and hugged and I discovered I 
enjoyed her soft embrace. Surprising one 
another at our friendship, long we talked, 
and touched, and sometimes kissed. And once when we 
embraced, I felt my manhood quickly swell
and stiffen, reaching out to touch her. When 
she felt it too, she happily laughed and touched 
it softly, sending shudders through my limbs, 
and I replied in kind. We traded joy
and pleasure for awhile and went our ways.

[58] A man my age approached and made the Sign;
I made the Seal in answer and embraced
in greeting. Talking to each other I
soon noticed that his touches had become
too intimate for me. I told him so
politely; he apologized for his
mistake, and we continued talking for
a while, and parted with another hug.



[59] I turned and saw a woman watching me; 
our eyes were locked, and neither she nor I 
allowed our gaze to shift before I reached her.

"May Love's embrace encircle thee."
"I welcome Love; so let it be!"

[60] Though some might call her features plain, she glowed
with sensuality. She was the first 
to unlock eyes, but only to devour 
by sight my body's every part, and thereby 
I felt free to do the same, and thrill 
my mind with everything I saw of her. 
We spoke in whispers, drawing closer, so 
we felt each other's breath, and brought our lips 
within a hair's breadth. Tentatively hand 
touched hand, but soon we pressed our bodies tight 
together, savoring every strong limb 
and every softness. Though we'd never met 
before and no doubt never would again, 
we wrestled all the more for that, enjoying 
every pleasure like it was the last.

V. Epilogue

[61] A spry old woman, laughing, silver haired, 
and holding hands with some much younger man, 
addressed the crowd and said:

[62] "Arise ye followers of Philotes!
Join me in this holy hymn,
so we may praise our goddess.
Come, for we're Philotes' Family!"

[63] We sang a song that praised Philotes, fair 
Affection, written by Empedocles, 
a Sage, now gone for many hundred years. 



The hymn we sang is this:

Empedocles' Hymn

[64] "Philotes, Thou whose arms surround the world,
embracing all together, joined as one,
we contemplate Thee, who cannot be seen,
and feel Thee dwelling in our mortal limbs.
We call Thee Friend, for Harmony's Thy gift,
and Joy Thou'rt named, and Aphrodite too.
When people gather, You arrive unseen;
in lofty clouds You circle like a dove,
and draw us close in bonds of common Love.
Hail, fair Goddess!*    [*cf. frag. 17]

[65] "In Love all come together, 
desiring one another."*    [*cf. frag. 21]

[66] We sang, and nestled in another's arms, 
I fell asleep, a dreamless bliss.

[67] Much later I awoke; how long I'd been 
asleep I cannot tell, but everything 
was gone, and I was back within my house.

[68] It's true, I woke! But this was not a dream, 
for what Philotes said is surely true, 
and since that time our numbers steadily grow, 
and we cement our bond with Sign and Seal, 
and build our Family as the goddess said.

May Love's embrace encircle thee!

finis 

Revised September 22, 1998.
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Exercitatio ad Unitatem
Hê eis Hen Askêsis

"Tantra LITE"

Detailed Instructions

(c) 1995, Apollonius Sophistes 

The following are detailed instructions for the facilitator of the "Exercitatio ad Unitatem"; however, they 
should be considered suggestions, not a rigid framework. This information is made available in the hope 
that the Exercitatio will be more widely practiced, to the betterment of humanity; use it wisely. 

Outline

1.  Goal 
2.  Instruction 
3.  Preliminaries 
4.  Establish Sacred Space (Casting Circle) 
5.  Pairing 
6.  Opening Salutation 
7.  Admiration 
8.  Praise 
9.  Touch 

10.  Closing Salutation 
11.  Opening Sacred Space 
12.  Final Instruction 
13.  General Notes 

Goal

The goal is to experience unity through openness, trust, compassion, kindness, connection, respect, 
affection and love. (The exercise is not authentic Tantra, but it is inspired by Tantra and based on 
Tantric ideas.) 



Instruction [5 min.]

Tell about Empedocles, Love and Strife: 

1.  Empedocles: a Greek shaman (iatromantis) of 5th cent. BCE, one of founders of Greek 
philosophy (discovered the four elements). 

2.  E. explained: two great living forces in universe: Love (Philotês, fih-LAW-tays) and Strife 
(Neikos, NAY-kos) = Aphrodite and Ares. Affinity and Separation might be better translations. 

3.  Hesiod: Goddess Love and God Strife, offspring of Night (Nux), were ancient deities, predating 
Olympians. 

4.  E.: original Golden Age was Reign of Aphrodite; all things were united and Love permeated the 
length and breadth of well-rounded cosmic sphere. 

5.  But Strife, as River Styx surrounding the Sphere, broke its Unity; cleaved the One into Many; 
divided four elements, which ever since combine and separate under opposing actions of Love 
and Strife to produce the changing world with its manifold objects and qualities. Pythagoreans 
say that the World Soul breathed in the surrounding Unlimited oand thereby created Limit. 

6.  Heraclitus: "Through Strife all things come into being." 
7.  Into the world with Strife came dualism and tools of discrimination (for good or ill): oaths (sworn 

on the Styx), bargains, justice, weights and measures, science. 
8.  Empedocles: Strife also divided the one immortal soul of Love into many individual souls, each 

comprising both Love and Strife in some proportion; these immortal souls are reborn time and 
again into mortal bodies, which are animated by mortal souls compounded from the four 
elements. 

9.  From the apex of Reign of Aphrodite we have come to nadir of the Reign of Ares, from solidarity 
of the tribe to strife of group against group and individual against individual. 

10.  Neikos is attraction of like for like; separates four elements and divides people from those unlike 
them; Ares works through jingoism, racism, bigotry, intolerance and selfishness. 

11.  Aphrodite called Pandemos - Goddess of All People; like Philotês, She draws together 
everything, both like and unlike, into One. 

12.  To return to Reign of Aphrodite: invite Philotês into our lives, for Aphrodite does not demand we 
be passionate, sexual lovers of everyone else; it is sufficient to be be united by Philotês = 
Affection and Friendship as well as by Love. 

13.  She comes when Strife is banished. Neikos is the absence of Philotês. 
14.  Whenever we dissolve divisions between us, we take a step back to the "well-rounded sphere 

permeated by Philotês," which was the cosmos of the Golden Age. (Unless there is something 
specific dividing us, there is no reason why we cannot be united.) 

Preliminaries [11 min.]



1.  Explain the Practice in brief: 
1.  Create sacred space, banishing Strife and invoking Love 
2.  Participants are paired up randomly, and a simple counting device ensures that eventually 

each participant is paired with each other participant. 
3.  Since sexual intimacy is not a specific goal, but dissolving the inhibitions that separate us 

is, no distinction is made between different-sex and same-sex pairings. 
4.  However, no matter what our sexual orientation, all human contact is charged with sex - 

whether as potential lovers or potential rivals. 
5.  Each pair works through three activities, Admiration, Praise and Touch, which may 

overlap or blend into each other. 
6.  Central to all three is experiencing the embodied divinity in the other - "Thou art God. 

Thou art Goddess." 
2.  Explain in detail (see below). 
3.  Openness is facilitated if participants wear little or no clothing, but that's not necessary. 
4.  Allow those uninterested to leave (leaving later will disrupt the ritual). 

Establish Sacred Space (Casting Circle) [4 min.]

Setup

1.  Have a small table or cloth in center for Keraunos, Keraunia Kôdôn and counting charts/devices. 
2.  "Many of you are familiar with these Tantric instruments, but they were also used in ancient 

Greece, where this [the vajra sceptre] was called the Keraunos or Thunderbolt; Zeus often holds 
one (as does the Hindu God Indra, who corresponds to Zeus), which He uses to dispel malevolent 
forces." 

3.  "This [the ghantha or vajra bell] is the Keraunia Kôdôn, or Lightning-bell. It corresponds to the 
lotus (Gk. lôtos, Rom. lotos or lotus), which was sacred to Aphrodite (an attribute She inherited 
from Isis)." 

4.  (In Tantra, the vajra sceptre represents skillful means & compassion, and the vajra bell 
represents the wisdom necessary to unite the means and compassion. They are the yang and yin, 
or active and passive elements, by which enlightenment is attained.) 

Banishing Neikos

1.  Use Keraunos (dorje/vajra sceptre) or sign of fig. 
2.  Do Olympic LBRP or a shorter banishing: 

Neikos, Brother of Philotês, Thou who rulest with Her,



Thou creator of the Elements and shaper of the Cosmos,
We request Thee to depart from here; commit us to Thy Sister,
Taking with Thee all divisive forces. Neikos, yield Thou to Philotês!

Begone, Strife, Begone!
Procul, O Procul (es) Neikos! [can do in each quarter] 

Inviting Philotês

1.  With hands open in celestial invocation, recite Invocation (based on "Empedocles' Hymn"): 

Philotês, Thou whose arms surround the world,
embracing all together, joined as one,
we contemplate Thee, who cannot be seen,
and feel Thee dwelling in our mortal limbs.
We call Thee Friend, for Harmony's Thy gift,
and Joy Thou'rt named, and Aphrodite too.
When people gather, You arrive unseen;
in lofty clouds You circle like a dove,
and draw us close in bonds of common Love.
Hail, fair Goddess! Khaire! 

2.  Use Keraunia Kôdôn (ghantha or vajra bell) or hands cupped together (sign of yoni). 
3.  "Although we may have never met before, during this brief time we will try to share the perfect 

trust and perfect love of an ideal coven." 
4.  Participants may disrobe. 
5.  Now an invocation from a poem at least 1500 years old, The All-night Vigil of Venus: "As an 

ancient poem says," 

Cras amet qui numquam amavit, quique amavit cras amet!
[CRAS aMET qui NUMqu^aMAwit // QUIqu^aMAwit CRAS aMET]
Let those love now who've never loved,
Let those who've loved, love yet again.
(Pervigilium Veneris, after tr. Coventry Patmore) 

Pairing

(1) Even number of participants (counting facilitator): use the Pairing Device (0 = facilitator). Use the N 
wheel for N besides facilitator. (The wheels are named for their circumferences: 3, 5, 7,...) 



(2) Odd number of participants: (a) The leader may either sit out, so that an even number are active; in 
this case another participant is given number 0. Use the N-1 wheel for N besides F. (b) Another 
individual may sit out on each round; the most systematic way is to leave out the person whose number 
corresponds to the round (#1 on the first round, #2 on the second, etc.; in this case 0 is paired with the 
one who sits out). Use the N wheel for N including F. 

(3) If there are too many people for everyone to be paired (e.g. more than 6-10 for an hour session), then 
the following randomization process may be used. Everyone is given a token marked with a number and 
each person remembers their number. For each round, all the tokens are put in a pot; they are drawn out 
two at a time to determine the pairs. If two people are chosen who have already been paired, then a new 
partners are drawn for each until unique pairs are formed (any unused token are then returned to the pot). 

The pairings of the first round will probably make a bigger impression than those of later rounds. 

Opening Salutation [2 min.]

1.  The partners sit (e.g. cross-legged) facing each other, close but not touching. (Each to other's 
right also works.) 

2.  Make sure everyone is comfortable. 
3.  Close eyes. 
4.  Picture a magical setting, such as a temple or a sacred grove. 
5.  Ring the Keraunia Kôdôn. 
6.  At the sound, imagine your partner is a divinity descending from the heavens in a golden cloud, 

or materializing from a spring, a tree or the earth. Thus you have no doubt of their divinity, but 
you should also have no doubt of your own divinity, and so you should strive to visualize the 
divinity within yourself. 

7.  Open your eyes when the sound seems to have died away. (This will tend to impart a numinous 
glow to your partner and the surroundings.) 

8.  When both partners have opened their eyes, each partner salutes the other in a simple way, such 
as a nod, smile, praying gesture, etc. 

9.  A Greek gesture would be to open the palm upward to one's partner, as though to a Divinity. 
10.  When you see your partner's eyes open and look at you, feel the bliss of being noticed by a deity, 

and a smile of joy come to your lips, for as long as comfortable. Absorb the beneficient gaze of 
your partner (don't worry about projecting your own). 

Admiration



1.  Each partner admires the other as embodied divinity and each accepts the admiration of the other 
as that befitting a divinity. 

2.  This is a kind of meditation, in which the goal is for your awareness to zoom in and focus on the 
partner in the here-and-now; your partner should fill your consciousness, so that it begins to 
merge with the divine other. Allow your heart to open to your partner and feel the boundaries 
begin to dissolve. 

3.  Knowing that you are in the presence of divinity, perhaps for this one time only, you desire to 
drink in and immerse yourself in every detail of the experience. 

4.  Completely experience both yourself and the other in the present moment, as though you and 
your partner are all that exists in the world. 

5.  Every characteristic of the other should be as a manifestation of this divinity, and therefore 
worthy of praise. 

6.  Look into each other's eyes - don't strain them though, and make sure to observe all the 
particulars of your partner. 

7.  Maintain deep, slow breathing; let it synchronize with your partner's if that seems natural. 
8.  Become aware of the energy flowing through your partner's chakras, and see the interpenetration 

of both of your auras. 
9.  Be prepared to see your partner's many faces, for he or she is a shape-shifting spirit. 

10.  In this phase the partners connect primarily through their eyes and the sense of sight, secondarily 
through the sense of smell. 

Praise

1.  Each partner compliments the other. Each says why they find the other attractive, perhaps by 
starting with "I am attracted by your ..." 

2.  The hearer strives to accept the praise as the adoration that a devotee owes a divinity. 
3.  This is not a time for lies or empty compliments, but for honest admiration of the other, for 

whatever their appearance may be, they are embodied divinity and therefore praise-worthy; giver 
and receiver should each accept it in this way. 

4.  The goal is to see the other as attractive and come to understand the many ways that you may be 
attractive. 

5.  You may quietly sing (i.e. hymn) your praise of your partner. 
6.  Take turns to some extent, but go with the flow. 
7.  The partners connect through the sense of hearing. 

Touch

1.  Each partner treats the other as a divinity to whom they owe the pleasure of touch, and by whom 



they expect to be blessed by touch. 
2.  The attitude of each to the other is as a devotee to a God/dess; each strives to honor and expects 

to be honored. 
3.  Think of a healing or blessing touch, or a gesture of empowerment. 
4.  It may be helpful to close your eyes. 
5.  You may want to shift your positions, moving closer or to each other's right sides. 
6.  The deity may invite touch, or the devotee may request contact with the deity. It is a blessing to 

touch divinity. 
7.  Some quiet words are OK (especially to request or grant permission for various forms of touch), 

but try to keep conversation to a minimum. 
8.  Touch your partner like a delicate flower; progress slowly. 
9.  They may touch each other in whatever ways are acceptable to them both; caressing, hugging, 

kissing and licking are typical. 
10.  Sexual contact is fine, if mutually agreeable, but the limited time during which partners are 

paired (5-10 min.) will preclude serious sex. 
11.  Partners may feed each other, e.g., grapes, lychees, small chunks of fresh pineapple, chocolate 

mints. Have toothpicks handy for feeding. 
12.  In this activity the partners connect through the senses of touch and taste. 

Closing Salutation

1.  Finish by hugging, holding each other and breathing together for a few moments. 
2.  Say, "Thou art God/ess" or something similar. 
3.  Everyone gets up and stretches before being re-paired. 
4.  This is a good time to exchange a few words with your partner about the experience. 

Opening Sacred Space [1 min.]

Final Purification

1.  The facilitator may stand; others may stand with him. 
2.  The Keraunia Kôdôn is struck, and allowed to die out. 

Thanks to Goddess

1.  With hands in celestial invocation, he says, 



By Thee, Philotês, we were drawn together;
For Thee we saw, we spoke, we touched each other.
Blessed be." 

2.  Other versions: 

By Thee, Philotês, we were drawn together;
For Thee we saw, we spoke, we mingled limbs. 

Return

1.  Two quick claps, and some declaration such as "The rite is done!" or "the circle is open!" 
2.  This could be followed by a group "amoeba hug." 

Final Instruction [1 min.]

●     Participants may be introduced informally to the Sign and Seal. 
●     There may also be some general discussion of everyone's experiences, if time permits, but often it 

is better to leave these things unsaid, until the experiences have been digested. 

General Notes

●     There is about 25 min. of "overhead," that is, instruction or ritual beyond the rounds of pairing. 
●     Although the facilitator suggests times to move from each phase to the next, there should be no 

rush: effortless flow with the moment is more important than goals. 
●     The facilitator should point out that it's not unlikely that the practice will provoke tears, and this 

is no cause for concern. 
●     It is probably a bad idea for the facilitator to give a demonstration, since his or her partner may be 

uncomfortable; the exchange between the partners is essentially private. However, if one of the 
participants is experienced in the practice, the facilitator may arrange to do a demonstration with 
him or her. 

●     The three activities together allow the partners to relate through all five senses. 
●     The activities correspond loosely to the second and third sacraments of the Liturgia Philotêtos. 
●     The first sacrament is also included if each participant engages in self-admiration, (silent) self-

praise and self-touch - essentially honoring their own divinity. 
●     Have an out-of-the-way, private location, so as not to be disturbed during the practice. It should 

be large enough so that pairs are not distracted by each other. 



●     Have participants bring a blanket or something to sit on. 
●     Try to do during daylight for numinous effect; if at night, make sure participants' faces are 

illuminated. 
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Astrapsoukos' Spell for the Favor of Hermes [1] 

© 1999, John Opsopaus

1.  Preparation 
2.  Spell 
3.  Notes 
4.  References 

Preparation

Make from olive wood a small statue of a dog-faced baboon with Hermes' winged 
hat on its head. There should be a box in its back with a lid to close it. Write with 
myrrh ink on papyrus the following name of Hermes: 

Phthoron Phthionê Thôuth.[2] 

You may add the following Great Names: 

Iaô Sabaôth Adônaie[3]

Ablanathanalba[4]

Akrammakhamarei[5]

365 

Give Thou: business, favor, elegance, prosperity,

to [a certain one][6] and to his/her work.
Now! Now! Quickly! Quickly!

Nun! Nun! Êdê! Êdê! 



While you do so, pray for what you want. Put the papyrus in the statue and put on the lid. Burn incense 
before it and recite the following spell. 

Spell

Come to me, Lord Hermes,

  just as fetuses come into Women's Coils.[7]

Come to me, Lord Hermes,
  gathering the sustenance of Gods and men.
Come to me, Lord Hermes,
  to [a certain one], and give me:
  sustenance and grace, fair face, charm, good living,
  victory, and strength of every man and woman. 

Hear Thy names in Heaven:[8] 

Lamphen Ouôthi : Ouasthen Ouôthi : Oamenôth : Enthomoukh 

for these names are in the Quarters of the Heavens.

Yes, I know Thee, and I know what are Thy Shapes:[9] 

  in the East Thou hast the figure of an Ibis;
  in the West Thou hast the figure of a Dog-baboon;
  in the North Thou hast the figure of a Snake;
  in the South Thou hast the figure of a Wolf; 

and I know Thy Plant: the Grape that is an Olive;
and I know Thy Wood, for it is Ebony.
Yes, I know Thee, Hermes, who Thou art and also
  where You're from, which town: Hermopolis. 

Come to me, Lord Hermes,
  Many-named One, knowing secrets under Earth and Sky.
Come to me, Lord Hermes, to [a certain one].



Kindly help me, benefactor of our world.
Hear me! 

[Make me pleasing to all forms throughout the world;
open for me hands of all who may grant gifts;

make them give me what they're holding in their hands.][10] 

Yes, I know Thee and Thy Names Barbarian: 

Pharnathar : Barakhêl : Khtha. 

For these are Thy Names Barbarian! 

And whenever Isis, Greatest of the Gods,
  hath invoked Thee, Yea! in every crisis,
  and in every place, 'gainst people, Gods and daimons,
  and what lives beneath the sea and on the land,
She hath held Thy favor and had victory
  over Gods and men with every creature in the world.
Therefore also I, [a certain one], invoke Thee! 

For[11] this reason, give me beauty, form and grace. 

Hear me, Hermes, Helper, who invented drugs;
be Thou easy to converse with and attend;
Thou hast done all things shaped like Thine Ethiopian
  dog-baboon, the Lord of Daimons Underground.
Calm them all and give me strength.

  Make [add the usual][12] 

[Let them give me gold, silver, endless sustenance.
Save me always and through all eternity --
from deceits, all slander, poisons, evil tongues;
from possession, hatred of both Gods and men.

Let them give me favor, victory and wealth.][10] 



Inasmuch as Thou art I, and I am Thou,
and because Thy name is mine, and mine is Thine,
and because of this: I am Thine effigy. 

If perhaps some evil should occur for me,
any time this year or month or day or hour,
it will happen to the Great God  (Akhkhemen Estroph);
thus the prow of the most holy ship is carved. 

Thy True Name is graven on the Sacred Stêlê,
set up in the Shrine at Thy birth-place Hermopolis.

Thy True Name:  (Osergariakh Nomaphi),[13]

for this is Thy name of fifteen characters,
and the number of the days the Moon doth rise;
and Thy second name doth have the number seven,

corresponding to the Ones who Rule the World.[14]

Truly:  (Abrasax).[15]

  Yes, I know Thee, Hermes, and Thou knowest me;
  I am Thou and Thou art I.
Therefore, do Thou everything for me I ask;
with Good Fortune and Good Daimon turn to me.
Now! Now! Quickly! Quickly!

Nun! Nun! Êdê! Êdê! 

Notes

1.  From London Papyrus 122 (PGM VIII), a magical handbook dating to the fourth or fifth century 
CE, lines 1-63. It is a kharistêrion (spell for favor) written in Greek (except for one phrase in 
Coptic written in Greek letters). It is attributed to Astrapsoukos, which is perhaps supposed to be 
"Astrampsukhos," a name of at least one Persian magician (Betz 145n1). The spell is syncretic, 
but this is an authentic aspect of ancient Greek magic, which invokes Gods through Their 
Egyptian names, attributes, etc. because they are alien. This is part of creating the correct frame 
of mind for effective magic (see also note 8, below). For the same reason I have put the spell in 
verse, although the original is prose. The first 27 lines of the spell are in my translation. 



2.  Thoth, identified with Hermes. 
3.  Obviously, Hebrew God-names. 
4.  A common magical palindrome, generally used for beneficial purposes, which may derive from 

Hebrew (Betz 331). 
5.  A common magical name, generally used for beneficial purposes, which may derive from 

Hebrew (Betz 332). 
6.  Fill in the beneficiary's name, usually in the form "[name], son/daughter of [mother's name]." 
7.  "Women's Coils" refers to the uterus, but also alludes to the Coils of the Underworld and the 

Cosmic Womb of Hekate through which manifestation takes place. (See "Fire" in my "Ancient 
Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements.") Thus, Hermes is to come to the magician as a soul 
enters a mother's womb (Graf, Mag. Anc. World, p. 299n28). 

8.  According to Iamblichus (Myst. Eg. VII), these are the earliest names of the Gods and especially 
dear to Them (Graf, Mag. Anc. World, 219-20). 

9.  The Ibis is Thoth, the Dog-(faced) baboon (Kunokephalos) is Anubis (often in the West), the 
Snake is Uto (often in the North), the Wolf is Anubis (often in the South). (Betz 145n4) 

10.  Of course you can replace these rather servile requests with a more enlightened petition. 
11.  The remainder of the spell is adapted from E. N. O'Neill's translation (Betz 145-6). 
12.  Fill in what you want. 
13.  Contrary to the following statements, the full name has 16 (Greek) letters, rather than 15 (the 

extra seemse to be in the first name), and six letters in the second name, rather than seven (unless 
he is referring forward to . I will leave corrections to the reader. 

14.  The seven planets. 
15.  As is well-known, the numerical value of  (Abrasax) is 365. 
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Preliminaries 

i. Introduction:

The following is a general framework for a Neopagan Hellenic Magical Rite (Greek: magikê 
teletê, Latin: ritus magicus) derived from ancient sources. The general structure derives from the 
Neoclassical Sacrifice: General Celebratory Ritual Outline, which contains full annotation of its 
sources; only the specifically magical aspects are annotated in the following. The purpose here is 
to set out Hellenic practice, not to discourage or disparage deviation from this norm. Also, this 
document is limited to the structure of the ritual and does not cover the principles of spell 
construction. 

ij. Preparation:

The entire ritual should be memorized; it is not effective to read during a magical operation. 



(Memory is part of the basic training of a Magos [see magos]; there are also spells for memory 
improvement [e.g. PGM I.232-47, II.16-21, 40-2].) 

Cleanliness is crucial; bathing in running water is best. You and your assistants (Grk. sunergoí, 
Lat. adiutores) should dress in clean garments, typically an ungirded white linen robe or toga 
(Grk. himátion); avoid wool and leather, which are ritually impure. Your hair should be unbound 
except for a white woolen band or a wreath (especially of a plant dear to the God, such as laurel 
or olive). Participants may be barefoot and anointed. (All this is typical. Specific operations may 
require you to be skyclad, to wear a black garland, to be girded with palm fibers from a male date 
palm, etc.) The Hellenic Magos occasionally uses a magic wand (Grk. ho magikòs rhábdos, Lat. 
magica virga) or may hold a virgula divina (divine sprig, e.g. of laurel or olive; Grk. thallós), 
amulet or fillet, as needed by the working [wand]. Sometimes preparatory sexual abstinence (for 
24 hours., 3 days, or 7 days) is appropriate (to build libido), as well as either dietary restrictions 
(no meat, uncooked food, or wine) or fasting. Before the operation you should prepare any 
amulets, phylacteries, substances, etc. that you will need. [preparation] 

In general, your attitude should be one of good cheer (eúphrôn), trust and self-respect, not 
humility or fear; think of a Homeric hero seeking aid from a superior. However, it is foolish to 
attempt to compel a Divinity. 

iij. Timing and Location:

Magic is best performed at liminal times and places, that is, on the cusp of change, neither here 
nor there, neither now nor then. For example, places include crossroads, roofs, hearths, 
boundaries, thresholds, the shores of bodies of water, as well as consecrated sanctuaries. Times 
include the new moon, full moon, dawn, dusk, midnight, moonrise, the solstices and equinoxes. 
These general considerations aside, the specifics of a working and astrological considerations 
may dictate the particular time and place. [liminal] 

iv. The Altar:

The altar (Grk., bômós, Lat. ara) may be a wooden, brick or stone table, pillar, heap of stones, a 
stack of sod cut for the occasion, or anything else that can accomodate the equipment, the sacred 
fire (see The Fire, below), and perhaps an image of the God to be invoked. The altar may be 
portable or permanent, but it is most convenient if it is at least waist-high. An indoor altar should 
be covered with a clean linen cloth. [altar] 

v. The Sanctuary:

The sanctuary (Grk., témenos, Lat. templum) is often defined by a wall, although that is not 
necessary; indeed it may be defined just for the working by the Circumambulation. Also you may 



define a temporary sanctuary by unfolding a sufficiently large white linen cloth.[cloth] If the 
sanctuary is permanent, it is usually entered from the east. An indoor sanctuary should be swept 
clean, especially by a besom (ritual broom, especially made of laurel). [sanctuary] 

vi. The Fire:

A permanent altar may have a large built-in hearth in which wood (e.g. grapevine, laurel, juniper) 
or charcoal can be burned. On the other hand, one or more candles or oil lamps (filled with olive 
oil, never red in color) can suffice for an altar fire, unless other substances are to be burned, in 
which case a brazier will be required. The fire is lit before the start of the working. [fire] 

vij. Lustral Water:

Fill a portable lustral bowl (khernibeíon) with pure (preferably spring) water for purification. 
(Ordinary tap water can be purified by the addition of a little previously consecrated water, salt or 
natron.) The lustral water should be discarded (as impure) after the working. [water] 

viij. Incense:

Incense may be burned on the altar fire or in a censer. Censers may be lit before the operation is 
begun, but additional incense is normally burned during the working. The most commonly used 
incenses are frankincense, myrrh, styrax and kyphi. Incense is most commonly prepared by 
grinding the ingredients and combining them into small pellets (pítura), although uncut incense 
may be burned. Sulphur may be burned for purification. [incense] 

ix. Other Offerings:

Magical workings usually call for libations of (unmixed) wine, honey, milk, water or oil, and 
food offerings such as fruits, vegetables, bread, cakes and broth (most often in units of seven). 
Solid food offerings may be burned on the altar fire or brazier; otherwise they are put in an 
offering dish for later dedication. Liquid offerings may be poured on the ground, the altar fire (for 
flammable liquids), or into an offering dish. [offerings] 

x. Verbal Performance:

Ancient magic differed from ordinary religious ritual in that spells were silent or murmered (Lat. 
susurrus magicus, Grk. ho magikòs psithurismós), as opposed to ordinary prayers, which were 
normally spoken out loud. There seem to be two reasons for this. First, spells are often concerned 
with private matters, for which even ordinary prayers might be silent or murmured. Second, 
magic often inverts ordinary practice as a way heightening consciousness (hence the use of 
archaic words, foreign languages and pantheons, inverted rituals, etc.).[verbal performance] On 



the other hand, audible incantations can help to entrain your assistants with your intentions. 

For greatest effectiveness, certain spells or parts of spells (vowel chants, etc.) - the spells proper 
(Grk. epôdaí, Lat. carmina) - must be sung or recited sonorously, if circumstances permit. In any 
case, all ritual actions should be accompanied by appropriate verbal formulas, in the mind (by 
attentive imagination) if not out loud. [verbal performance] 

The Working 

i. Circumambulation:

Normally you enter the sanctuary from the right and approach the altar from the east. Carry the 
Khernibeion (bowl of lustral water) to the right around the altar three times, which delimits the 
sacred from the profane. (If you have assistants, they follow you to the sanctuary, but proceed 
directly to the altar, so that you encircle them with the altar.) [circumambulation] 

While circumambulating you may recite an invocation such as this [pronunciation]: 

I circle round creating sacred space,
invoking from the Heavens holy grace.
I call the Gods to guard this solemn rite,
and ward this hallowed ground with walls of light.
Let sky above and earth below unite,
a bond established by Olympic might.
Let fear and discord leave without a trace,
and peace prevail within this holy place. 

Let word be deed by this decree.
As it is said, so must it be!

Érgon ho lógos genésthô tôde múthô.
Háte legómenon toûto êdê éstô! (Grk.)

Sit verbum factum hoc decreto.
Ut dictum est, sic statim fiat! (Lat.) 



More briefly you may say: 

I circle round [the altar].

Periérkhomai [ton bômón]. (Grk.)
[Aram] circumeo. (Lat.)

The sanctuary is thus consecrated by holy words and becomes a fanum(Grk. hierón). When the 
circumambulation is complete, take your position facing the altar in the direction appropriate to the 
working (normally you face to the east) and place the bowl on the altar.[direction]You may declare: 

Begone, whatever is unholy!

Hekàs, ô hekàs, éste bébêloi! (Grk.)
Procul, o procul, este profani! (Lat.)

ij. Consecration:

Take a burning brand from the sacred altar fire and thrust it into the lustral water (Grk. khérnips, 
Lat. aqua lustralis); this consecrates the water, making it húdôr theíon (Grk., holy water) or aqua 
igne sacra inflammata (Lat., water inflamed by sacred fire). You may say something like the 
following during this consecration: 

Cool Water from the Earth below,
Bright Fire from the Air above,
Opposed, give birth to all we know,
United now in perfect Love.

By Harmony thus unified,
May all our Arts be purified. 

iij. Purification (Khérnibes):

For purification (Grk. khérnibes, Lat. lustratio) dip your hands in the lustral water; your 
assistants purify themselves the same way. Everyone's hands are dried on a white linen cloth. 
Sprinkle lustral water over the altar, the offerings, the sacred area around the altar, and all the 
participants. While doing so, you may say: 

Be purified!

Kherníptomai! (Grk.)



Lustror! (Lat.)

For this purification you may use your right hand, an aspergillum (Grk. perirrantêrion), a sprig 
(especially of laurel or olive), or the firebrand. [lustration] 

iv. Beginning (Katárkhesthai):

If others are present, call for silence: 

Sacred silence!

Euphêmeíte! (Grk.: Speak no evil! Quiet!)
Favete linguis! (Lat.: Hold your tongues!)

Then begin to offer incense; you may make libations of wine (or other liquids as appropriate to 
the Deity) and burn food offerings, such as cakes and broth, at this time. 

v. Invocation (Klêsis):

While continuing these offerings, recite the prayer of invocation. You may also stretch out to the 
God your hands holding any wand, virgula or other instrument you may be using. The typical 
prayer has three parts (invocatio, narratio, preces), but they may be treated flexibly: the last two 
may be inverted, and all three may be repeated more than once.[prayer] 

a) Invocatio (Grk. Epíklêsis):
The purpose of the Invocatio (invocation proper) is to get the God's attention, so He or 
She is invoked by name, epithet and special qualities (aretalogía) appropriate to the 
operation. For this purpose you should be familiar with the God's mythology. Thus you 
might say such as the following: 

I offer Thee this spice, O (name),
(names and epithets)

Attend my prayer and come Thou here to me,
(names and epithets)

Hail, my Lady/Lord, (and) hear Thy epithets:
(names and epithets)

Or by whatever name is Thy delight,
Approach and come Thou to this sacred rite.



The following may be repeated ad lib. with offerings to attract the Divinity: 

Hear me!

Klûthi mou! (Grk.)
Exaudi me! (Lat.)

Come to me!

Elthé moi! (Grk.)
Adveni me! (Lat.)

Hither, Blessed One!

Deûro Mákar! (Grk.)
Huc, Beate/a! (Lat.: masc./fem.)

To all of these may be added the God's name (in the vocative case). 

b) Narratio (Grk. Aphêgêsis):
In the Narratio you establish your qualifications in seeking the presence of the Deity, often 
by displaying esoteric knowledge. Typically this takes three forms: First is the invocation 
of the God by secret names (so called "barbarian names"). Second is the recitation of 
previous situations in which the God has helped you or others in similar situations, for 
which you may mention relevant myths. Third is the recitation of instances in which you 
have fulfilled your vows and obligations to the God. Here are some examples: 

I know Thee and I know Thy secret names:
(secret names)
I've said Thy symbols, signs and secret key,
which Thou, O Master/Mistress, hath divulged to me,
(your magical name), born of (mother's name).

If ever I've fulfilled the vows I've made,
Then hear me now and grant to me Thine aid. 

The formulas of invocation("Come to me!" etc.) may be used here also. 

c) Preces (Grk. Déêsis):
In the Preces or prayer proper you state your request. 



Accomplish now this deed, and as I pray
Give heed to me, and to these words I say:
(state request)

Since the Gods are wiser than we are, it is often advisable to add an "escape clause" such as this: 

Or if this may not be, then what is best. 

The petition may be finished by: 

Now! Now! Quickly! Quickly!

Nûn! Nûn! Êdê! Êdê (Grk.)
Nunc! Nunc! Iam! Iam! (Lat.)

Some or all of the prayer is repeated seven or (less commonly) three times; other numbers may 
be appropriate for specific workings. Each repetition is accompanied with further libations and 
burnt offerings of incense etc. [repetition] 

Libations of wine or oil may be poured on the altar fire, and it is considered very auspicious if the 
fire flares up, for it is a sign of the God's presence. Libations may be accompanied with cries of: 

Be kind! Be Thou propitious!

Hílathi! (Grk.)
Propitius/a esto! (Lat.: masc./fem.)

vi. Working (Prâxis):

When you perceive the God's arrival, begin the working proper (prâxis). It may involve 
additional operations (e.g., consecration of tools or amulets, healing, divination) which can be 
conducted now that the cooperation of the God has been secured. This may include sonorous 
incantations (Grk. epôdaí, Lat. carmina), chanting or singing of secret names and magic words 
(Grk. magikoì lógoi, Lat. voces magicae), as well as libations and other offerings. You may 
repeat the "Now! Now!" formulas after any petitions. 

vij. Thanks Offerings:

When the operation is complete, you (and your assistants) may make additional thanks offerings 
of incense, wine, etc.; with them you may say: 



Drink-offering! Libation!

Spondê! (Grk., spon-DAY)
Libatio! (Lat., lee-BAH-tih-o)

viij. Release (Apólusis):

The thanks offerings may accompany or be followed by a release such as this:[release] 

Depart, O Master/Mistress, to Thy Realm,
To Thine own Palace, to Thy Throne.
Restore the Order of this World.
Be gracious and protect me, Lord/Lady.
We thank Thee for Thy presence. Go in Joy!
Farewell! 

The formulas 

Depart, my Lord/Lady! Hence! Farewell!

Ápage, O Kúrie/Kuría! Hekás! Khaíre! (Grk.)
Apage, O Domine/Domina! Procul! Vale! (Lat.)

may be repeated until the God is perceived to have departed. It is appropriate to "blow a kiss" to the 
departing Deity: kiss your palm and then stretch out your arm. 

If you have assistants, declare the formal end of the working by saying: 

The Rites are done.

Teletaí eisi téleiai. (Grk., The rites are complete.)
Ilicet. (Lat., You may go; it is done.)

ix. Closing:

You and your assistants step backward out of the sacred circle (which opens it), turn around to 
the right, and leave without looking back. If your assistants are unfamiliar with the practice, you 
may say something like: 

Step backward through the sacred circle, turn
toward your right and do not look behind.



Depart and keep your silence till we're gone. 

The working will be most efficacious if you and your assistants have no converse with one 
another or with other people before retiring for the night (or at least no sooner than removing 
your ritual robes). [closing] 

Pronunciation Guidelines 

This rite includes various words and phrases from ancient magical practice. In most cases these are 
given in Greek, Latin and English. Each Magos must decide, based on his experience as well as on the 
knowledge of his assistants, what balance to use between English, which is immediately 
comprehensible, and ancient words imbued with power through ancient magical practice. One 
reasonable compromise is to say the word or phrase twice, in English and in one of the ancient tongues. 
Following are guidelines for reasonably authentic ancient pronunciation. 

Ancient Greek

Contemporary scholarship has established the following pronunciation for Ancient Greek, as transcribed 
here in the Roman alphabet (see also A Brief Guide to Ancient Greek Pronunciation). Vowels: a = o (as 
in "not"), e = ay (as in "bay"), ê = long eh, i = ee, o = oh, ô = long aw (as in "awe"), u = ü (like German 
ü or Spanish y-grec), au = ow ("cow"), ei = long ay, eu = eh-oo (blended), oi = oy ("boy"), ou = oo 
("boot"). Consonants: mostly as in English, with the following exceptions: kh (or ch) = aspirated k (as in 
Scottish "loch"), ph = aspirated p (alternately, f), th = aspirated t (alternately, th as in "thigh"), z = dz, r 
is rolled. In many cases the accented syllable (which should be at a higher pitch) is marked (á etc.); if it 
is not, the syllable with the circumflexed vowel (e.g. ê) often bears the accent; this is perhaps the best 
that can be done in a simple Roman transcription of Ancient Greek. For magical purposes an acutely 
accented syllable should be a full musical fifth higher than the other syllables, and a grave accent should 
be a major third higher; the circumflex accent rises and falls. (See A Brief Guide for more on the pitch 
accent.) 

Latin

Vowels and consonants are in general pronounced as in modern Romance languages such as Italian and 
Spanish. However, note that in Classical Latin c, g, t are always hard (even in "tio"), r is rolled, and v = 
w. Accent is on the second to last syllable (penult) if it is long (or there are only two syllables), 
otherwise on the third to last (antepenult). 

Notes 



[magos]
For "magician" I use the term Mágos (Lat. Magus), which can refer to a man or a woman [LSJ, s.
v.]. (For convenience I use the masculine pronoun for both male and female Magoi.) 

[wand]
The Hellenic Magos does not generally use an athame (ritual knife); if he uses a knife, it is 
usually for the sacrifice. In addition to the magical wands and sprigs mentioned in the text, it is 
worth noting that Egyptian magicians sometimes used bronze serpent-wands, perhaps 
representing the Goddess Weret Hekau [MAE pp. 11, 78, fig. 3]; She may correspond to Hekate. 
Protective circles were inscribed in the dirt with a boomerang made of hippopotomus ivory 
decorated with apotropaic symbols [MAE pp. 40-1, 78, figs. 19, 20, 38, 70]. Also, magic rods 
were sometimes used as instruments of authority [MAE pp. 78-9]. Although these are Egyptian 
practices, it must be recalled that the Greek magical papyri have much in common with Egyptian 
magical practice. 

[preparation]
For examples, see for general preparation: PGM I.54-7, III.691-2; for ritual garb: PGM I.38, II.70-
2, III.305-6, 619-20, IV.174-5, 214, V.452-4, AM pp. 80, 82, 87-8, GTM p. 48, MAE p. 77, 
MAW p. 116; for girding with a male date palm: PGM III.613-19, IV.905, 1341-4; for 
annointing: PGM II.74-5, V.235-6; for abstinence: PGM I.291-2, III.303-4, IV.26, 52-6, 735-6, 
784-5, 898-9, IV.3210. 

[liminal]
GTM pp. 46-7, MAW p. 116, e.g. PGM IV.28-30, 56-60, 700. 

[altar]
See, e.g., PGM III.295-9, 304-5, IV.2190, XIII.1010-12. 

[cloth]
See for example PGM IV.171-2 and MAW p. 116. 

[sanctuary]
MAE p. 77, MIAS p. 228. 

[fire]
E.g. PGM IV.910, 919. On the red-taboo see PGM I.278, II.57, IV.1391-2, VII.595, xiv.120-1; 
red is an inauspicious color in Egyptian magic [PGM p. 336, MAE p. 81]. 

[water]
For the use of natron (a natural compound of sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate), see e.g. 
PGM IV.2970, xiv.119-20. On salt and water see MIAS pp. 226-7, 229. 

[incense]
MAW p. 179, e.g. PGM IV.215, 1309-16, 2678-84. 

[offerings]
E.g. PGM I.289, IV.1393-4, 2191, V.230-4, XII.21-3, xiv.65-8. 

[verbal performance]
See GTM pp. 57-8, MAW pp. 82-3, RMAP pp. 25-8. The so-called "Mithras Liturgy" [PGM 
IV.475-829] contains good examples. On singing and chanting in Egyptian magic as a way of 



distinguishing it from ordinary speech, see MAE p. 68. 
[circumambulation]

See, for example, PGM IV.2970-2. See also MIAS p. 295 and AM p. 152 = Lucian Philopseud. 
12. The circumambulation may be three times for the Three Worlds (Sky, Sea, Underworld), 
seven times for the Seven Planetary Spheres, or nine times for the Nine Rings of Ocean [CGDS s.
v. circumambulation]. 

[direction]
See, for examples, PGM III.310, 325, 692, IV.261, 1096, 3195, VII.600, XII.213-15, XIII.8, 641-
6, 824-42, 855-70. 

[lustration]
See LSJ, s.v. kherniptomai; Aeneid II.279, MIAS pp. 20n7, 228. 

[prayer]
See "Prayer in Magical and Religious Ritual" by Fritz Graf in MH (ch. 7). For examples see 
PGM III.30-41, 494-610, IV.261-85, 489-537, 2520-2567, 2785-2879, V.400-21, VI.6-45, 
VII.668-85, 756-94, VIII.1-26. For offerings with the prayer see e.g. PGM II.25. For the use of 
magical virgulae see e.g. PGM I.72, 264-5, II.30, III.704, IV.905. On "escape clauses" see RMAP 
p. 23. The prayers are in heroic hexameters, translated here as iambic pentameter. 

[repetition]
See PGM passim (e.g. IV.209, 539, 986 for three, IV. 908, 959, 1271 for seven); see also MAW 
p. 74. 

[release]
Based on PGM IV.3120-4, V.41-52, xiv.86-7; see also PGM I.94-5, 185, 342-7, II.176-83, 
IV.1061-5, VII.334. Voces magicae for release include 

[PGM IV.920]and or , which is the Coptic word for "depart" [PGM IV.1066 & note]
[closing]

E.g. PGM I.38-9, IV.43-5, 2491-2, VII.440-2, MAW p. 115. 
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Introduction 

The following is an authentic Greek alphabet oracle, which is from an inscription in Limyra, a city in 
ancient Lycia. Although many modern Pagans are familiar with rune-casting and similar systems, the 
divinatory use of the Greek alphabet is less well known. Each letter of the alphabet has a corresponding 
oracle, and the first word of the oracle (in Greek) begins with that letter. In the following translation, the 



Greek word (in its dictionary form) is enclosed in {curly braces} and follows the corresponding English 
word or phrase. There are at least three methods of consulting the alphabet oracle. 

The first is take a box of 24 stones or potsherds, each inscribed with a letter of the alphabet, and to pick 
one from the box. This method is similar to the use of rune stones (and it's interesting that most systems 
of rune casting use 24 runes). Stones used in this way would be called psêphoi in Greek (calculi in 
Latin); inscribed or painted potsherds are ostraca in Greek testae in Latin). 

 (see alphabet chart) 

Second, five astragali (knuckle bones, tali) may 
be cast (or one astragalus five times). Since each 
astragalus has four "sides," traditionally given 
the values 1, 3, 4 and 6, there are 24 possible 
total values: 5 to 30, excepting 6 and 29. 
Heinevetter (p. 36) argues that the highest cast 
would be associated with Alpha and the lowest 
with Omega (so Alpha = 30, Beta = 28, Gamma 
= 27, ..., Psi = 7, Omega = 5). The astragalus-
values are given in the parentheses following the 
letter by the number after the hyphen. (See also the photo of astragali.) 

Third, five dice (cuboi, tesserae) may be cast, with 26 possible total values, 5 through 30, which are 
associated in decreasing order (Heinevetter, p. 36) with the Greek letters, including the archaic 
Digamma (Wau) and Qoppa (so Alpha = 30, Beta = 29, Gamma = 28, ..., Psi = 6, Omega = 5). The 
Limyran table does not give oracles for Digamma and Qoppa, however, and so the corresponding casts 
(25 and 13) are uninterpretable by it. (The practical solution is to recast.) The dice-values are listed 
before each hyphen. 

Interestingly, both 13 and 25 are uncanny numbers, associated with transgression of cycles or 
transcendence over them (e.g. 12 months, 24 hours). They are often associated with sacrificed and 
resurrected Gods (e.g., Dionysos was the Thirteenth Olympian). The wholly negative interpretation of 
13 is no older than the middle ages, and 25 has always been accompanied by connotations of perfection 
(since it is the square of 5). (A. Schimmel, Mys. Num. pp. 203-8, 237) 

The third number in the alphabet chart, following the semicolon in the parentheses following the letter, 
is the traditional numerical value of the Greek letter, which may be used in isopsêphia (Greek gematria); 
it is included for convenience. For example, by isopsephia, my name, Apollônios, is 1341. 



The Limyran Oracle can be compared with the original I Ching, which was just a set of figures and 
corresponding oracles phrases. Over the centuries this austere divinatory system was extended with the 
commentary of the Ten Wings. In the same way I have supplemented the original Limyran oracle with 
interpretive aids. First, since oracles are characteristically ambiguous, the literal translation of the oracle 
(in quotes) is followed by alternative translations of significant words; a Greek reader would be aware of 
these, but they are not otherwise apparent from the translation. All the foregoing is reasonably objective, 
but I have also added my own interpretations of the oracles, which I hope will aid their application in 
various circumstances. Of course, my commentary should not be considered final or definitive. 

The following invocation is adapted from a similar alphabet oracle found on the top of a mountain at 
Adada in Pisidia (Heinevetter, pp. 33-4): 

Apollo, Lord, and Hermes, lead the way!
And thou, who wanders, this to thee we say:

Be still; enjoy the oracle's excellence,
for Phoebus Apollo has given it to us,

this Art of Divination from our ancestors. 
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The Limyran Oracle with Interpretations

Select a letter to go directly to interpretation: letter (astragali-dice; isopsephia) 

●     Alpha (30-30; 1) 
●     Beta (29-28; 2) 
●     Gamma (28-27; 3) 
●     Delta (27-26; 4) 
●     Epsilon (26-25; 5) 
●     Zeta (24-24; 7) 
●     Eta (23-23; 8) 
●     Theta (22-22; 9) 
●     Iota (21-21; 10) 
●     Kappa (20-20; 20) 
●     Lambda (19-19; 30) 
●     Mu (18-18; 40) 
●     Nu (17-17; 50) 
●     Xi (16-16; 60) 
●     Omicron (15-15; 70) 
●     Pi (14-14; 80) 
●     Rho (12-13; 100) 
●     Sigma (12-12; 200) 
●     Tau (10-11; 300) 
●     Upsilon (9-10; 400) 
●     Phi (8-9; 500) 
●     Khi (7-8; 600) 
●     Psi (6-7; 700) 
●     Omega (5-5; 800) 

Alpha (30-30; 1) "The God [Apollo] says you will do everything {Hapanta} successfully." Do: achieve, 
bring about, effect, accomplish, make, manage, negotiate, transact, practice, fare; successfully: 
prosperously, luckily, with good fortune. Your entire project will turn out well and you will meet all 
your goals. You will have good luck in all your activities, or prosperous business transactions and 
negotiations. 

Beta (29-28; 2) "With the help of Tyche [Fortune], you will have an assistant {Boêthos}, the Pythian 
[Apollo]." Assistant: helper, auxiliary, one who hastens (theo) to the battle cry or other call for help 



(boê). You are at a critical point, but if you are fortunate, Apollo the Far-shooter will help you if you call 
on Him. Even with luck, the God will only assist; ultimate responsibility is yours. "Pythian" refers to 
Apollo as the God at Delphi (which was in Pytho), one of the most important oracular sites. Therefore 
the help to be expected might be of a prophetic nature. 

Gamma (28-27; 3) "Gaia [the Earth] {Gê} will give you the ripe fruit of your labors." Ripe: complete, 
final; fruits: produce, returns, profits, results. You will have a successful harvest, or you will reap all 
your profits from the Earth. The Mother of All will bring your labors to a fruitful conclusion. Gaia will 
give you your just deserts. 

Delta (27-26; 4) "In customs inopportune strength {Dunamis} is weak." Customs: rules, laws, 
allotments; inopportune: ill-timed, unreasonable, importunate, undue, not kairos (fit, in due measure, 
exact, at the appropriate or critical time, etc.); strength: power, ability, authority. Ill-timed force will be 
ineffective; act with precision; timing is everything. Knowing where and when to strike is more 
important than strength; misapplied ability is disability. Blind conformity to customs is spineless; 
overstrict adherence to rules is self-defeating. Unreasonable or undue force will defeat itself; a tyrant 
must fall. 

Epsilon (26-25; 5) "You desire {Eraô} to see the offspring of righteous marriages." Desire: love, are in 
love with; offspring: seed, sowing; righteous: fitting, well-balanced. This is a statement of fact, not a 
command or prediction. The obvious meaning is that the querent wants children or grandchildren from 
suitable marriages. However, it can also mean he or she is in love with seeing this, that is, obsessed by 
the idea. The "rightness" of the marriage admits many interpretations; it could be a terrible marriage if 
that was fitting and righteous (i.e. deserved). The oracle may also refer to seeds, other than children, 
sown by the marriage (e.g. family alliances, marrying into wealth or influence). Finally, marriage may 
be taken metaphorically to refer to any alliance or union. 

Zeta (24-24; 7) "Flee the very great storm {Zalê}, lest you be disabled in some way." Storm: surge, 
distress; disabled: hindered. Don't make a sea-voyage in bad weather. It is futile to fight the force of the 
ocean; likewise, bucking the inevitable will weaken you and hinder your progress. Avoid raging storms 
of any kind; save your energy for when it can be effective. Sometimes flight is wiser than fight. 

Eta (23-23; 8) "Bright Helios [Sun] {Hêlios}, who watches everything, watches you." The life-giving 
Sun will care for you. Helios is an enforcer of oaths and promises, and He knows the deceit in your 
heart. 

Theta (22-22; 9) "You have the helping Gods {Theoi} of this path." Helping: propitious, defending; 
path: road, course, way. The "way" may be a concrete road, a plan of action, a spiritual path, a way of 
life, etc. In any case, the Gods who oversee this way will help and defend you, so you may go forward 
with confidence; you are under divine care because you are following your destiny. 

Iota (21-21; 10) "There is sweat {Hidrôs}; it excels more than everything." Sweat: gum, exudation of 



trees; excels: is superior to, outlives, remains in hand, is a result, is around. There will always be hard 
work; work is never done. Hard work is the surest means of success. When you have lost all other 
possessions, you still have your labor as an asset. The oracle recommends elbow-grease. 

Kappa (20-20; 20) "To fight with the waves {Kuma} is difficult; endure, friend." Waves: swells, floods; 
difficult: hard to bear, do or deal with, painful, grievous, dangerous; endure: delay. In time, the force of 
ocean waves can grind down anything; they can be a metaphor for repetitive, unstoppable processes. It is 
difficult, dangerous and painful to try to resist them; the sensible thing to do is to wait until they abate, 
or if that is impossible, then to endure the inevitable with courage. 

Lambda (19-19; 30) "The one passing on the left {Laios} bodes well for everything." Passing: going 
through; bodes: shows, indicates, gives a sign, signifies, declares; well: rightly, happily, fortunately. 
Since the left is traditionally the sinister side, the oracle may mean that an apparently sinister thing or 
event may be a blessing in disguise. The left is also associated with the unconscious, lunar mind, and so 
unconscious processes or intuition may signal a favorable outcome. A promising sign comes from an 
unpromising quarter. 

Mu (18-18; 40) "It is necessary to labor {Mokhtheo}, but the change will be admirable." Labor: be 
weary, distressed; change: exchange; admirable: fair, beautiful, good, noble. Through toil and distress a 
change will be made for the better. Hard work will result in a good return. 

Nu (17-17; 50) "The strife-bearing {Neikêphoros} gift fulfils the oracle." Strife-: quarrel-, abuse-; gift: 
anything given; fulfils: confirms, perfects, brings to an end. Something will be given (to you, by you, or 
from one to another) that brings strife with it; this will discharge the force of the oracle. The import 
seems to be that this gift will be the answer to the question asked of the oracle. So, for example, if the 
querent asked when something will happen, the gift is the sign that it's immanent. 

Xi (16-16; 60) "There is no fruit to take from a withered {Xêros} shoot." Fruit: produce, return, profit, 
result; withered: lean, harsh. There is no good to be gained from an angry young man or woman. The 
frayed end of a good line. Harshness and stinginess will achieve nothing. You can't get blood from a 
turnip; you can't get water from a stone. Don't polish a turd. 

Omicron (15-15; 70) "There are no {Ou} crops to be reaped that were not sown." Crops: fruit-trees, corn-
fields, crop-lands; reap: mow, cut off; sown: engendered, begotten, scattered. What we spread about, 
comes back to us. What goes around comes around. You must plan ahead in order to achieve anything. 

Pi (14-14; 80) "Completing many {Polus} contests, you will seize the crown." Contests: struggles, trials, 
dangers; crown: wreath, garland. If you persist in your struggles, after many trials you will succeed. 
Perseverance through adversity. 

Rho (12-13; 100) "You will go on more easily {Rhaion} if you wait a short time." Go on: live, continue; 
easily: willingly, recklessly, thoughtlessly; wait: stand fast, remain, stay. If you will hold your ground 



for only a short time, you will be able to proceed (more easily or with greater cooperation). You will go 
faster by waiting than by going now; on the other hand, delaying too long may provoke reckless action. 
By standing fast you live recklessly. By remaining where you are, you live life thoughtlessly. 

Sigma (12-12; 200) "Phoibos [Apollo] speaks plainly {Saphôs}, `Stay, friend.'" Plainly: distinctly, 
certainly; stay: wait, stand fast, remain. Neither advance nor retreat; wait or hold your ground, as 
appropriate; the best action is inaction. "Phoibos" refers to Apollo as Bright and Pure, which also 
characterizes His advice in this oracle. 

Tau (10-11; 300) "You will have a parting from the {Tôn} companions now around you." Parting: 
release, deliverance; companions: those accompanying. This may be an unwelcome parting from friends 
or a welcome release from enemies; in either case they are now around you. This may also mean a 
growing apart or forced separation of a person from his or her family, peers or fellow travelers on the 
path. 

Upsilon (9-10; 400) "The affair holds a noble undertaking {Huposkhesis}." Affair: deed, act, issue; 
holds: involves, implies, gives cause for, holds fast, hinders, guides, steers; noble: high-born, high-
minded, excellent, notable; undertaking: engagement, promise, profession. There is some issue to be 
resolved, or some deed is under consideration; it involves high-mindedness, either in commitment, deed, 
or professional pursuit. The oracle may tell us that the affair is admirable due to this noble element, or 
that the situation may guide us to seek the appropriate noble undertaking or profession. The hero's quest. 
On the other hand, the oracle may mean that the situation hinders this fine undertaking. Thus you should 
try to understand the situation: does it demand an excellent undertaking or impede it? 

Phi (8-9; 500) "Having done something carelessly {Phaulos}, you will thereafter blame the Gods." 
Done: caused, accomplished, made, managed, negotiated, transacted, practiced, fared; carelessly: 
thoughtlessly, indifferently. Take responsibility for your actions (or inactions); don't blame the Gods (or 
the universe, or fate, or society, or nature) for your own failings. The Greeks said, "Hermes will help 
you get your wagon unstuck, but only if you push on it." 

Khi (7-8; 600) "Succeeding, friend, you will fulfil a golden {Khruseos} oracle." Succeeding: gaining 
your end, hitting the mark, meeting someone; fulfil: bring to pass, cause, accomplish. "Golden" may be a 
metaphor for rich, noble, excellent, etc. This admirable oracle will be fulfilled by you attaining your 
ends, or a mere chance meeting could constitute the golden event. 

Psi (6-7; 700) "You have this righteous judgement {Psêphos} from the Gods." Righteous: just, fitting, 
meet, fair; judgement: resolve, decree. Literally, a psephos (Lat. calculus) is a stone used for voting, 
counting and similar purposes, so this oracle refers to collective judgement rather than individual 
judgement. This implies that the majority of the Gods concur in this judgement, and that this judgement 
is appropriate, fair and righteous, though there is no implication that the result is that desired by the 
querent. 



Omega (5-5; 800) "You will have a difficult {Ômos} harvest season, not a useful one." Difficult: cruel, 
rough, untimely, unripe; harvest season: fruit-time, autumn, summer bloom, bloom of youth; useful: 
suitable, apt. Concretely, there will be a poor harvest, or autumn will be difficult; the harvest will be too 
early, before the fruit is ripe. More abstractly, too early grasping of the fruits of your labor (whether 
voluntary or necessary) will yield a poor return; the rewards will not be suitable for their purpose. Your 
youth will be rough; you will have to grow up before your time. 

Keywords and Images

Alpha Everything {Hapanta}

Beta Assistant {Boêthos}

Gamma Gaia [the Earth] {Gê}

Delta Strength {Dunamis}

Epsilon Desire {Erôs}

Zeta Storm {Zalê}

Eta Helios [Sun] {Hêlios}

Theta Gods {Theoi}

Iota Sweat {Hidrôs}

Kappa Waves {Kuma}

Lambda Left {Laios}

Mu Labor {Mokhthos}

Nu Strife-bearing {Neikêphoros}

Xi Withered {Xêros}

Omicron There is Not {Ouk esti}

Pi Many {Polla}

Rho Easily {Rhaion}

Sigma Plainly {Saphôs}

Tau From the Companions {Tôn Parousôn}

Upsilon Undertaking {Huposkhesis}

Phi Carelessly {Phaulos}

Khi Golden {Khruseos}

Psi Judgement {Psêphos}



Omega Difficult {Ômos}
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                     A Greek Alphabet Oracle
                 (c) 1995, Apollonius Sophistes

Although many modern Pagans are familiar with rune-casting and similar
systems, the divinatory use of the Greek alphabet is less well known.
Therefore I'm providing the following translation of a Greek alphabet oracle,
which is from an inscription in Limyra, a city in ancient Lycia.

Each letter of the alphabet has a corresponding oracle, and the first word of
the oracle (in Greek) begins with that letter. In the following translation,
the Greek word (in its dictionary form) is enclosed in {curly braces} and
follows the corresponding English word or phrase. There are at least three
methods of consulting the alphabet oracle.

The first is take a box of 24 stones or potsherds, each inscribed with a
letter of the alphabet, and to pick one from the box. This method is similar
to the use of rune stones (and it's interesting that most systems of rune
casting use 24 runes). Stones used in this way would be called psephoi in
Greek (calculi in Latin); inscribed or painted potsherds are ostraca in Greek.

Second, five astragali (knuckle bones) may be cast (or one astragalus five
times). Since each astragalus has four "sides," traditionally given the values
1, 3, 4 and 6, there are 24 possible total values:  5 to 30, excepting 6 and
29.  Heinevetter (p. 36) argues that the highest cast would be associated with
Alpha and the lowest with Omega (so Alpha = 30, Beta = 28, Gamma = 27, ...,
Psi = 7, Omega = 5). The astragalus-values are given in the parentheses
following the letter by the number after the hyphen.

Third, five dice may be cast, with 26 possible total values, 5 through 30,
which are associated in decreasing order (Heinevetter, p. 36) with the Greek
letters, including the archaic Digamma (Wau) and Qoppa (so Alpha = 30, Beta =
29, Gamma = 28, ..., Psi = 6, Omega = 5). The Limyran table does not give
oracles for Digamma and Qoppa, however, and so the corresponding casts (25 and
13) are uninterpretable by it. (The practical solution is to recast.) The
dice-values are listed before each hyphen.

Interestingly, both 13 and 25 are uncanny numbers, associated with
transgression of cycles or transcendence over them (e.g. 12 months, 24 hours).
They are often associated with sacrificed and resurrected Gods (e.g., Dionysos
was the Thirteenth Olympian). The wholly negative interpretation of 13 is no
older than the middle ages, and 25 has always been accompanied by connotations
of perfection (since it is the square of 5). (A. Schimmel, Mys. Num. pp.



203-8, 237)

The third number, following the semicolon is the parentheses following the
letter, is the traditional numerical value of the Greek letter, which may be
used in isopsephia (Greek gematria); it is included for convenience. For
example, the isopsephos of my name, APOLLWNIOS, is 1341.

The Limyran Oracle can be compared with the original I Ching, which was just a
set of figures and corresponding oracles phrases. Over the centuries this
austere divinatory system was extended with the commentary of the Ten Wings.
In the same way I have supplemented the original Limyran oracle with
interpretive aids. First, since oracles are characteristically ambiguous, the
literal translation of the oracle (in quotes) is followed by alternative
translations of significant words; a Greek reader would be aware of these, but
they are not otherwise apparent from the translation. All the foregoing is
reasonably objective, but I have also added my own interpretations of the
oracles, which I hope will aid their application in various circumstances. Of
course, my commentary should not be considered final or definitive.
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               The Limyran Oracle with Interpretations



Alpha (30-30; 1) "The God (Apollo) says you will do everything {Hapanta}
successfully." Do: achieve, bring about, effect, accomplish, make, manage,
negotiate, transact, practice, fare; successfully: prosperously, luckily, with
good fortune. Your entire project will turn out well and you will meet all
your goals. You will have good luck in all your activities, or prosperous
business transactions and negotiations.

Beta (29-28; 2) "With the help of Tyche (Fortune), you will have an assistant
{Boethos}, the Pythian (Apollo)." Assistant: helper, auxiliary, one who
hastens (theo) to the battle cry or other call for help (boe). You are at a
critical point, but if you are fortunate, Apollo the Far-shooter will help you
if you call on Him. Even with luck, the God will only assist; ultimate
responsibility is yours. "Pythian" refers to Apollo as the God at Delphi
(which was in Pytho), one of the most important oracular sites. Therefore the
help to be expected might be of a prophetic nature.

Gamma (28-27; 3) "Gaia (the Earth) {Ge} will give you the ripe fruit of your
labors."  Ripe: complete, final; fruits: produce, returns, profits, results.
You will have a successful harvest, or you will reap all your profits from the
Earth. The Mother of All will bring your labors to a fruitful conclusion. Gaia
will give you your just deserts.

Delta (27-26; 4) "In customs inopportune strength {Dunamis} is weak."
Customs: rules, laws, allotments; inopportune: ill-timed, unreasonable,
importunate, undue, not kairos (fit, in due measure, exact, at the appropriate
or critical time, etc.); strength: power, ability, authority. Ill-timed force
will be ineffective; act with precision; timing is everything. Knowing where
and when to strike is more important than strength; misapplied ability is
disability. Blind conformity to customs is spineless; overstrict adherence to
rules is self-defeating. Unreasonable or undue force will defeat itself; a
tyrant must fall.

Epsilon (26-25; 5) "You desire {Erao} to see the offspring of righteous
marriages."  Desire: love, are in love with; offspring: seed, sowing;
righteous: fitting, well-balanced. This is a statement of fact, not a command
or prediction. The obvious meaning is that the querent wants children or
grandchildren from suitable marriages. However, it can also mean he or she is
in love with seeing this, that is, obsessed by the idea. The "rightness" of
the marriage admits many interpretations; it could be a terrible marriage if
that was fitting and righteous (i.e. deserved). The oracle may also refer to
seeds, other than children, sown by the marriage (e.g. family alliances,
marrying into wealth or influence). Finally, marriage may be taken
metaphorically to refer to any alliance or union.



Zeta (24-24; 7) "Flee the very great storm {Zale}, lest you be disabled in
some way."  Storm: surge, distress; disabled: hindered. Don't make a
sea-voyage in bad weather. It is futile to fight the force of the ocean;
likewise, bucking the inevitable will weaken you and hinder your progress.
Avoid raging storms of any kind; save your energy for when it can be
effective. Sometimes flight is wiser than fight.

Eta (23-23; 8) "Bright Helios (Sun) {Helios}, who watches everything, watches
you."  The life-giving Sun will care for you. Helios is an enforcer of oaths
and promises, and He knows the deceit in your heart.

Theta (22-22; 9) "You have the helping Gods {Theoi} of this path."  Helping:
propitious, defending; path: road, course, way. The "way" may be a concrete
road, a plan of action, a spiritual path, a way of life, etc. In any case, the
Gods who oversee this way will help and defend you, so you may go forward with
confidence; you are under divine care because you are following your destiny.

Iota (21-21; 10) "There is sweat {Hidros}; it excels more than everything."
Sweat: gum, exudation of trees; excels: is superior to, outlives, remains in
hand, is a result, is around. There will always be hard work; work is never
done. Hard work is the surest means of success. When you have lost all other
possessions, you still have your labor as an asset. The oracle recommends
elbow-grease.

Kappa (20-20; 20) "To fight with the waves {Kuma} is difficult; endure,
friend."  Waves: swells, floods; difficult: hard to bear, do or deal with,
painful, grievous, dangerous; endure: delay. In time, the force of ocean waves
can grind down anything; they can be a metaphor for repetitive, unstoppable
processes. It is difficult, dangerous and painful to try to resist them; the
sensible thing to do is to wait until they abate, or if that is impossible,
then to endure the inevitable with courage.

Lambda (19-19; 30) "The one passing on the left {Laios} bodes well for
everything."  Passing: going through; bodes: shows, indicates, gives a sign,
signifies, declares; well: rightly, happily, fortunately. Since the left is
traditionally the sinister side, the oracle may mean that an apparently
sinister thing or event may be a blessing in disguise. The left is also
associated with the unconscious, lunar mind, and so unconscious processes or
intuition may signal a favorable outcome. A promising sign comes from an
unpromising quarter.

Mu (18-18; 40) "It is necessary to labor {Mokhtheo}, but the change will be



admirable."  Labor: be weary, distressed; change: exchange; admirable: fair,
beautiful, good, noble. Through toil and distress a change will be made for
the better. Hard work will result in a good return.

Nu (17-17; 50) "The strife-bearing {Neikephoros} gift fulfils the oracle."
Strife-: quarrel-, abuse-; gift: anything given; fulfils: confirms, perfects,
brings to an end. Something will be given (to you, by you, or from one to
another) that brings strife with it; this will discharge the force of the
oracle. The import seems to be that this gift will be the answer to the
question asked of the oracle.  So, for example, if the querent asked when
something will happen, the gift is the sign that it's immanent.

Xi (16-16; 60) "There is no fruit to take from a withered {Xeros} shoot."
Fruit: produce, return, profit, result; withered: lean, harsh. There is no
good to be gained from an angry young man or woman. The frayed end of a good
line. Harshness and stinginess will achieve nothing. You can't get blood from
a turnip; you can't get water from a stone.  Don't polish a turd.

Omicron (15-15; 70) "There are no {Ou} crops to be reaped that were not sown."
 Crops: fruit-trees, corn-fields, crop-lands; reap: mow, cut off; sown:
engendered, begotten, scattered. What we spread about, comes back to us.  What
goes around comes around. You must plan ahead in order to achieve anything.

Pi (14-14; 80) "Completing many {Polus} contests, you will seize the crown."
Contests: struggles, trials, dangers; crown: wreath, garland. If you persist
in your struggles, after many trials you will succeed. Perseverance through
adversity.

Rho (12-13; 100) "You will go on more easily {Rhaion} if you wait a short
time."  Go on: live, continue; easily: willingly, recklessly, thoughtlessly;
wait: stand fast, remain, stay. If you will hold your ground for only a short
time, you will be able to proceed (more easily or with greater cooperation).
You will go faster by waiting than by going now; on the other hand, delaying
too long may provoke reckless action. By standing fast you live recklessly. By
remaining where you are, you live life thoughtlessly.

Sigma (12-12; 200) "Phoibos (Apollo) speaks plainly {Saphos}, 'Stay, friend.'"
 Plainly: distinctly, certainly; stay: wait, stand fast, remain. Neither
advance nor retreat; wait or hold your ground, as appropriate; the best action
is inaction. "Phoibos" refers to Apollo as Bright and Pure, which also
characterizes His advice in this oracle.

Tau (10-11; 300) "You will have a parting from the {Ton} companions now around



you."  Parting: release, deliverance; companions: those accompanying. This may
be an unwelcome parting from friends or a welcome release from enemies; in
either case they are now around you. This may also mean a growing apart or
forced separation of a person from his or her family, peers or fellow
travelers on the path.

Upsilon (9-10; 400) "The affair holds a noble undertaking {Huposkhesis}."
Affair: deed, act, issue; holds: involves, implies, gives cause for, holds
fast, hinders, guides, steers; noble: high-born, high-minded, excellent,
notable; undertaking: engagement, promise, profession. There is some issue to
be resolved, or some deed is under consideration; it involves high-mindedness,
either in commitment, deed, or professional pursuit. The oracle may tell us
that the affair is admirable due to this noble element, or that the situation
may guide us to seek the appropriate noble undertaking or profession. The
hero's quest. On the other hand, the oracle may mean that the situation
hinders this fine undertaking. Thus you should try to understand the
situation:  does it demand an excellent undertaking or impede it?

Phi (8-9; 500) "Having done something carelessly {Phaulos}, you will
thereafter blame the Gods."  Done: caused, accomplished, made, managed,
negotiated, transacted, practiced, fared; carelessly: thoughtlessly,
indifferently. Take responsibility for your actions (or inactions); don't
blame the Gods (or the universe, or fate, or society, or nature) for your own
failings. The Greeks said, "Hermes will help you get your wagon unstuck, but
only if you push on it."

Chi (7-8; 600) "Succeeding, friend, you will fulfil a golden {Khruseos}
oracle."  Succeeding: gaining your end, hitting the mark, meeting someone;
fulfil: bring to pass, cause, accomplish. "Golden" may be a metaphor for rich,
noble, excellent, etc. This admirable oracle will be fulfilled by you
attaining your ends, or a mere chance meeting could constitute the golden
event.

Psi (6-7; 700) "You have this righteous judgement {Psephos} from the Gods."
Righteous: just, fitting, meet, fair; judgement: resolve, decree. Literally, a
psephos (Lat. calculus) is a stone used for voting, counting and similar
purposes, so this oracle refers to collective judgement rather than individual
judgement. This implies that the majority of the Gods concur in this
judgement, and that this judgement is appropriate, fair and righteous, though
there is no implication that the result is that desired by the querent.

Omega (5-5; 800) "You will have a difficult {Omos} harvest season, not a
useful one."  Difficult: cruel, rough, untimely, unripe; harvest season:



fruit-time, autumn, summer bloom, bloom of youth; useful: suitable, apt.
Concretely, there will be a poor harvest, or autumn will be difficult; the
harvest will be too early, before the fruit is ripe. More abstractly, too
early grasping of the fruits of your labor (whether voluntary or necessary)
will yield a poor return; the rewards will not be suitable for their purpose.
Your youth will be rough; you will have to grow up before your time.

                                finis
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Introduction

1.  History 
2.  Ancient and Modern Practice 

History

"Haruspicy" is a method of divination that was practiced by the ancient Etruscans, who had an advanced 
civilization in Italy before the Roman Empire. In fact the Romans learned much of their culture and art 
from the Etruscans (or Rasna as they called themselves). They also brought the art of writing to Europe: 



the Latin alphabet is mostly derived from the Etruscan, and Runes are based on a northern Etruscan 
alphabet. Although the Etruscans have been called The People of the Book, very little of their writing 
survives. Their language is mysterious, being non-Indo-European and apparently unrelated to all other 
languages in the area; it has been only partly deciphered, and that quite recently. 

The principles of haruspicy were contained in the Libri Tagetici, a collection of books dictated by Tages, 
who was said to be a childlike being unearthed in a field by Tarchon, a Tarquinian peasant. After 
teaching the art of haruspicy to the Lucumones (high priests) of the twelve Etruscan tribes, Tages 
disappeared as suddenly as he had appeared. 

"Haruspices" (diviners) from Etruria were consulted privately throughout the history of the Roman 
Empire. The Roman Senate also held haruspicy in the highest regard and consulted haruspices before all 
important state decisions. The emperor Claudius was a student of Etruscan language and learning, and 
created a "college" of 60 haruspices that existed until the beginning of the fifth century AD. In 408 they 
offered their services to Pompeianus, the Prefect of Rome, to save the city from the Goths; Innocent, the 
Christian bishop, reluctantly agreed, so long as the rites were kept secret. It is likely that in the end the 
rites were not performed; in any case Rome fell. The open practice of "The Etruscan Discipline" 
continued into the sixth century, but disappeared after that. 

Ancient and Modern Practice

In ancient times the 
haruspex (diviner) 
interpreted the divine will 
by inspecting the entrails 
of a sacrificial animal. 
First the animal was 
ritually slaughtered. Next 
it was butchered, with the 
haruspex examining the 
size, shape, color, 
markings etc. of certain 
internal organs, usually 
the liver (hepatoscopy), 
but also the gall, heart 
and lungs. (One bronze 
"instructional liver" (the 
Piacenzi liver) has 
survived from Etruria, but 

there are also a Hittite (Boghazkeui) and a Babylonian version.) Finally, when the animal had been 
butchered, the meat was roasted and all the celebrants shared a sacred meal. 



Nowadays, few of us slaughter our own livestock; it is done in a factory where we don't have to see it. 
Also, entrails are offensive to modern sensibilities and most of us would prefer not to examine them. 
Fortunately there is a form of haruspicy, called "ooscopy", that is quite compatible with the modern 
world. Ooscopy substitutes an egg for the sacrificial animal and inspection of the opened egg for 
examination of the entrails. This works just as well as the ancient procedure, and perhaps better. Ancient 
haruspices didn't use it because you can't make a great public celebration out of the cracking of an egg. 
Ooscopic divination is described in the following. 

Procedure

1.  Preparation 
2.  Part I 
3.  Part II 
4.  Sacred Meal 

Preparation

i. In order that Haruspicy be effective, the Haruspex must be mentally prepared and have the proper 
attitude of Respect for the Gods. He [or she] must be Sober. He must have bathed and wear clean, 
festive clothes. [Special robes are not necessary; any clean, neat clothes will do. On the other hand, a 
special robe helps delimit the sacred from the profane. In ancient times a Haruspex wore a fringed 
mantle and a tall, conical hat with slightly concave sides. This is perhaps the origin of the stereotypical 
sorcerer's costume.] 

ii. The Haruspex should fast for at least twelve hours before the Rite; three days is best. During this time 
the Haruspex may meditate on the Question that is the object of the Divination. 

iii. The Egg must be pure white and unblemished; it should be cleaned of all defilement. Otherwise the 
Haruspex has created a Vitium [defect in the ritual]. [It is not necessary to use a fertile egg.] 

iv. A Patera [plain, white saucer], a Vessel of Water and a candle or other Flame should be brought. 

v. Music, especially Flute music, may accompany the Ritual. 

Part I 



1.  The Sacrifice 
2.  The Inspection 
3.  The Parts 
4.  Regions of the Templum Albi Exterioris 
5.  Regions of the Templum Albi Interioris 
6.  Regions of the Templum Vitelli 
7.  Regions of the Templum Embruou 

The Sacrifice

i. Say "TULAR EISNA SATH!" [Make the Divine Boundaries!] and carry the Egg and the Water in a 
Circle around the Altar, thus delimiting the Sacred from the Profane. Say "TA SACNI!" [This is the 
Sanctuary!] 

ii. Say "AC EISI NERICN VACL!" [Offer the Water as a Libation for the Gods!] and pour out some of 
the Water to wash the Celebrants' hands. 

iii. The Haruspex faces South, stretches out his hands, and in a loud voice implores the Gods to give 
Omen, with an invocation such as this: 

"APLU! Phoebos! Apollo! Delian! Pythian! Lord of Delphi! Guardian of the Sibyls! Or by whatever 
other name You wish to be called, I pray and beseech You that You may by Your majesty be propitious 
and well-disposed to me, for which I offer this Egg. If I have worshiped You and still do worship You, 
You who taught Mankind the Art of Prophecy, You who have inspired my Divination, then come now 
and show Your Signs that I might know the Will of the Gods! I seek to know (say the Question) THUI 
SRENAR TEV! [Show Signs, here, now!]." 

[APLU is the Etruscan name of the god of prophecy; you may of course call him by other names, 
Apollo, Hobal, Shamash, Horus, Mont (Menthu), etc.] 

iv. The Assistant (if there be one) says, "FLERCHVA RATUM TUR!" ["Carry out the sacrifice 
according to the Law!"] 

v. The Haruspex uncovers the Knife, with a single blow cracks the Egg, and then carefully opens and 
empties it onto the Patera. If the Yolk breaks, it is a Vitium and the Haruspex must begin again. 

vi. The dedication is completed by all Celebrants saying: "IKAN NETSVIS ALPNU APLUS 
TURUCE." ["The Haruspex has given this as a gift to APLU."] 



The Inspection

i. The Patera is turned so that the place where the Fibra Umbilicata [umbilical cord] leaves the Vitellus 
[yolk] and connects to the Embruon [embryo] is in the Southeast direction. 

ii. The shape of the Album [egg-white] should be definite and firm; if it runs then the Gods have refused 
to give clear Signs. Some Vitium may have been committed. 

iii. The Album should divide naturally into two parts, the thicker Album Interius around the Vitellus, 
and the thinner Album Exterius around that. If these are not distinct, then the Signs cannot be clearly 
read. 

iv. The Vitellus should be uniform and bright of Color and regular of Shape; not being so is an Ill Omen. 
The Sacrifice should be repeated. 

v. Blood in the Vitellus is a Frightful Omen. 

vi. The Album should be moderately clear, except for a Bubbles and Pale Features. 

vii. The Egg is divided into Parts, Templa, Quadrants and Regions [see below], and the Haruspex must 
note carefully the Position and Character of every Mark, Bubble or other Feature, and their Number and 
Configuration. [A little practice will help distinguishing normal features of eggs from those that are 
significant.] 

viii. If the Fibra crosses the Vitellus, it indicates a connection of the Regions crossed. 

ix. The Haruspex should also note if any Region is excessively large, or diminished in size or absent. 

x. A Monstrum [disfigurement] in a Part, Quadrant or Region is an especially Significant Sign and an 
Evil Omen. 

The Parts



 Look at the chart. 

i. The Cardo [North-South axis] divides the Egg into East and West Parts. 

ii. To the Haruspex's Left is the East, and this is the Pars Familiaris [Friendly Part]. 

iii. To the Haruspex's Right is the West, and this is the Pars Hostilis [Enemy Part]. 

iv. The Decumanus [East-West axis] divides the Egg into North and South Parts. 

v. Behind the Haruspex is the North, and this is the Pars Postica, which is the Home of the Gods of 
Heaven and Light and is ruled by USIL [the Etruscan Sun god], the King of Day. 

vi. In front of the Haruspex is the South, and this is the Pars Antica, which is the Home of the Gods of 
Earth and Nature and is ruled by TIV [the Etruscan Moon goddess], the Queen of Night. 

vii. Many of the Gods have Dual Aspects, depending on the Part or Quadrant in which they Dwell. Thus 
the Meaning of a Sign is determined both by the Part in which it occurs and by the Region in which it 
occurs. 

viii. Reading the Signs begins in the Southeast, and proceeds to the South [i.e., clockwise] around the 
Regions. The Outer Regions are inspected before the Inner Regions. 

Regions of the Templum Albi Exterioris



i. The Album Exterius is a Templum, which is divided into Regions wherein dwell the Gods, and these 
Regions are grouped into four Quadrants, Southeast, Southwest, Northwest and Northeast. [A Templum 
is an area in which the haruspex observes omens.] 

ii. These are the Regions and Quadrants and their Meanings. [It is very helpful to make a diagram of the 
following Regions and Quadrants. Also the gods are identified below by their Etruscan names and 
annotated with Graeco-Roman or other equivalents, where they exist. The significance of the deities is 
merely indicated below; supplement with your own interpretation.] 

[SE] 

Going to the East of the Fibra the Regions are: 

CATHA 

CATHA, Daughter of the Sun, governs quick beginnings, sudden dawnings. 

NETHUNS [Neptune, Poseidon] 

NETHUNS is Lord of the Sea, and governs the Depths of the water, and of the Psyche. 

Going to the South of the Fibra the Regions are: 

FUFLUNS [Dionysus, Bacchus, Liber, Soma] 

FUFLUNS is Lord of the Grape and Intoxication, and of the Delights of Vitality of all kinds. 

SELVANS [Silvanus] 

SELVANS is Lord of Forests and of their clearing for cultivation. He is bad for children and for women 
in labor. 

SELVANS is also a Tutor Finium [guardian of boundaries] and so terminates the Southeast Quadrant, 
which is known is Felicitas [Good Fortune]. 

[SW] 

Continuing West from SELVANS the Regions are: 

LETHAM 



LETHAM: he protects like MARIS [Mars], but dwells in EITA [Hades]. 

TLUSCVA 

The TLUSCVA are Tellus and Tellumo, the Nurturing and the Inseminating, the Earth Mother and the 
Earth Father. 

CEL [Gaia] 

ATI CEL [Mother Cel], the Deep-Breasted, the Fruitful Earth. 

CULSU & ALPAN [Libens, Harmonia, Concordia] 

Willing Consent is the gift of ALPAN, handmaid to TURAN [goddess of love]. 

The Infernal Demon CULSU, Goddess of Gateways, is a Tutor Finium, and so terminates the Southwest 
Quadrant, which is known as Regiones Dirae [The Fearful Regions]. 

[NW] 

Continuing North from CULSU the Regions are: 

VETIS [Vedius, Vejovis] 

Evil-Jove, Lord of Death and Destruction. 

CILENS [Tyche, Fortuna] 

CILENS is Lady Luck, Mistress of Chance, bringer of Victory or Disaster. 

TIN [Zeus, Jupiter, Tiu] & CILENS 

TIN [or TINIA], Lord of the Thunderbolt, is a God of Heaven and Light. From this Region TIN sends 
Destroying Lightning, but only if the Di Involuti [Veiled Gods] concur. [For CILENS, see above.] 

TINS THUFLTHA [Punishment of TIN] 

THUFLTHA, the Fury, inflicts punishment for TIN, her Father. For from this Region TIN sends the 
Lightning which does some Good as well as Harm, but he does so only if his Council concurs. 

TIN is also a Tutor Finium, and so terminates the Northwest Quadrant, which is known as Regiones 



Maxime Dirae [The Most Fearful Regions]. 

[NE] 

Continuing East from TINS THUFLTHA the Regions are: 

TINSTH NETHUNS [NETHUNS in TIN's Region] 

From this Region TIN sends Gentle Lightning as a Warning to Mankind, and He does this without 
consultation. [For NETHUNS, see above.] 

UNI [Juno, Astarte, Ishtar, Inanna, Dione, Lucetia, Lucina] & MAE 

UNI, Goddess of Light and Fertility, is Sister and Wife of TIN. Uni oversees Marriage, the Wedding 
Night, Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Nursing. She also protects the State and her Rulers. . . . . [MAE is 
unknown, but may be Maius, a Jupiter-like consort of UNI. We get our month names May and June 
from Maius and Juno.] 

TECVM [Tikamne Iuvie] 

APA TECUM [Father TECUM] is the God of the Ruling Class. 

LVSA [Dea Dia or Lynsa silvestris?] 

LVSA: Goddess of Field and Forest. 

LVSA is also a Tutor Finium, and so terminates the Northeast Quadrant, which is known as Summa 
Felicitas [Greatest Good Fortune]. The Circle is complete; it has returned to the Region of NETHUNS. 

Regions of the Templum Albi Interioris

i. The Album Interius is a Templum, which is divided into Regions wherein dwell the Gods, and these 
Regions are grouped into four Quadrants, Southeast, Southwest, Northwest and Northeast. 

ii. These are the Regions and Quadrants and their Meanings. 

[SE] 

Going to the East of the Fibra the Regions are: 



HERCLE [Hercules, Herakles] 

HERCLE is God of Water, Springs and the Sea. He is also, like MARIS, a God of Strength and Martial 
Valor, and so protects Families and their belongings. 

TVATH [Demeter or Aphrodite Epitymbia?] 

Goddess of Resurrection, and Love for the Dead. 

Going to the South of the Fibra the Regions are: 

CILENS 

[See above.] 

SELVANS 

[See above.] 

[SW] 

LETHAM 

[See above.] 

TLUSCVA 

[See above.] 

TLUSCVA 

[A second region for the TLUSCVA.] 

LVSA & VELCHANS [Velchanos, Mulciber, Volcanus] 

VELCHANS, Most Ancient of the Gods, is Father of the Earth and God of Vegetation. VELCHANS 
throws the Thunderbolt and governs Fire in all its Forms, both Helpful and Dangerous. [For LVSA, see 
above.] 

[NW] 



METHLUM 

. . . . of the Rural Districts. 

MARIS [Mars, Ares, Mares] 

MARIS is God of Fertility, of all Growing Things, of Spring. MARIS is a Protector, and governs War 
and Conflict of all kinds, and takes Souls into EITA. APA MARIS [Father MARIS, Marspiter] is the 
Consort of ATI TURAN [Mother TURAN, goddess of love], they are Conflict and Concord. 

TLUSCVA 

[See above.] 

TINSTH NETHUNS 

[See above.] 

[NE] 

THUFLTHA 

[See above.] 

TINS THUFLTHA 

[See above.] 

LETHAM 

[See above.] 

TUL [Terminus] 

TUL is God of Boundaries, and completes the Templum Albi. 

Regions of the Templum Vitelli



i. The Vitellus is a Templum, which is divided into Regions wherein dwell the Gods, and these Regions 
are grouped into four Quadrants, Southeast, Southwest, Northwest and Northeast. 

ii. These are the Regions and Quadrants and their Meanings. 

[SE] 

Going to the East of the Fibra the Regions are: 

TURAN [Venus, Aphrodite] 

ATI TURAN is Goddess of Love and Desire in all its Aspects, Pure and Impure. She brings the Spring 
and Fruitfulness. 

MEAN [Victoria, Nike, Vacuna] 

MEAN, a very Ancient Goddess, brings Success in Armed Conflict, in Protecting the Fields, and in 
Striving of all kinds. 

Going to the South of the Fibra the Regions are: 

ARITIMI [Artemis, Hecate, Artio, Britomartis, Diana] 

ARITIMI, Queen of the Moon, is Goddess of the Chase and of Forests. She oversees Childbirth, but may 
bring Sudden Death to Women. 

VOLTUMNE [Vertumnus] 

Dius Etruriae Princeps [Chief God of the Etruscans]: He is master of all Vegetation, but especially Fruit 
Trees. 

[SW] 

TURMS [Mercury, Hermes, Sarameya] 

TURMS, Facile of Tongue, always resourceful, Protector of Travellers and others who must Interpret. 
He also governs Commerce and protects Homes and Flocks. 

TUCHULCHA 

Foul Demon of Death, a Beast with writhing snakes and vulture's beak, he drags his terrified Victims 



into EITA. 

SETHLANS [Hephaistos, Agni, Yavishtha] 

SETHLANS teaches Man to harness Fire and other Natural Forces for his Benefit. He is guardian of all 
Artisans and of their Arts. 

SATRE [Saturnus] 

SATRE is God of the Abundance of the Fields. 

[NW] 

LETHAM 

[See above.] 

MARIS 

[See above.] 

APLU [Apollo, Hobal] 

APLU brings many Useful Gifts to Man: Divination and Prophecy, the building of Great Cities, relief 
from Disease and Pests, cultivation and protection of Crops, Music and the other Arts. But APLU may 
also bring Plague and Sudden Death to Men. 

CATHA 

ATI CATHA [Mother CATHA, see above] 

[NE] 

FUFLUNS 

[See above.] 

MENRVA [Minerva, Athena, Sarasvati] 

The Etruscan Trinity: TIN, UNI and MENRVA. Her Gift is Prudent Intelligence, and she protects 
Industrious People, Commerce, and Schools. 



LASA 

LASA, an assistant to TIN, is a Goddess of Love and Insight. 

ANE [Janus] 

ANE is God of Entries and Exits, Departures and Returns, Beginnings and Endings. He protects 
Initiative in any activity, and helps Communication of all kinds. 

Regions of the Templum Embruou

i. The Embruon is a Templum, which belongs to the Pars Familiaris and is divided into Regions wherein 
dwell the Gods. 

ii. Beginning from the Fibra and going towards the end of the Embruon these Regions are: 

NETHUNS 

[See above.] 

LETHAM 

[See above.] 

MARIS & LARAN [Lar] 

LARAN is Custos Agri [Protector of Fields], and, with MARIS and LETHAM, watches over the 
Household. [For MARIS, see above.] 

TVATH 

[See above.] 

Thus is completed the Reading of the Regions wherein dwell the Gods. 

Part II 



i. Part II of the Procedure is not to be performed by all, as it requires greater Skill and Experience on the 
part of the Haruspex. 

ii. Say "VERS RACHTI!" [Prepare the Fire!], and light the Flame. 

iii. Heat the Vessel until the Water just begins to boil; remove it from the Flame. 

iv. Intone a Prayer such as this: 

"I beseech You, TURMS, Hermes, Trismegistus, Argephontes, Diactoros, Mercurius, Thoth, Lord of 
Holy Words, Opener of the World Egg, Djehuti, The Elder, Taaut, or whatever other name it pleases 
You to be called, fly to me, touch me with Your Caduceus [wand] and inspire me with the True Will of 
the Gods! I seek to know (say the Question). I pray that you show me the Images and Forms, for which I 
offer this Egg. TURMS HATHRTHI! THUI MUR TEVC SRENARTN! [Be kind Hermes! Stay here 
and show the Images!]" 

v. Tilt the Patera so that the Egg slides into the Water, saying: 

"TURMS THUNZ: SUTH! TURMS ESLZ: ZICH! TURMS CIZ: MINI TES!" [Hermes once: stay! 
Hermes twice: write! Hermes thrice: help me!] 

vi. The Album will arrange itself into significant Forms and Shapes. The Haruspex must observe the 
Album in all ways, looking for Forms and Images that are relevant to the Question. 

vii. In general, parts of the Album that float are connected with the Sky and the Sky Gods; those that 
sink are connected with the Earth and the Earth Gods. 

viii. Be especially observant of any Letters or other Characters that appear in the Sky. 

ix. Beyond this little can be said on Interpretation; practice is required; invoke TURMS and APLU for 
aid. 

Sacred Meal

i. When the Divination has been completed, all say: "NETSVIS SACCE! ZERI UTU RATUM! EISAR 
IPA LUCAIR THUI UTICE!" [The Haruspex has carried out the Sacred Act! The Rite is legally done! 
The Gods who rule have withdrawn from here!] 



ii. The Egg may be removed from the Water and eaten by the Celebrants as a Sacred Meal. 

Theory

The documented practical application of haruspicy goes back 3000 years, so it may seem pointless to 
seek an explanation of its efficacy in modern terms. Nevertheless, modern quantum theory does provide 
one explanation of why it works. This theoretical explanation may not be right, and in any case is 
unnecessary to the proper practice of The Art. It is largely a matter of taste: do you prefer the ancient 
mysticism of the pagans or the modern mysticism of physics? 

Quantum theory tells us that the state of a system is indeterminate so long as it is unobserved, and so the 
innards of the egg are indeterminate; this means they have no definite configuration. Cracking the 
eggshell and observing its contents causes a "collapse of the wavefunction," in other words the egg 
enters a definite state. So what the haruspex observes is in no way determined by simple mechanical 
laws, but the probabilities of its configurations can be influenced by the past, present and future. 

Quantum theory also tells us that the wavefunctions of all objects extend infinitely in all directions. 
More accurately, the wavefunctions of objects (such as the egg) are just pieces of the wavefunction of 
the universe, which means that the interior of the egg is connected with everything else in the universe: 
the macrocosm is reflected in the microcosm. Thus the egg may reflect any other condition in the 
present universe. 

That it can also reflect the past and future is shown by relativity theory, which tells us that whether 
something occurred in the past, present or future is a matter of point of view: what is past for one 
reference frame is future for another. The wavefunction exists in a space-time continuum, and so is 
connected to the past and future as well as the present. Thus the past and the future condition the shape 
of the wavefunction of the inside of the egg, and thus the probabilities of its configurations when it is 
observed. 

The microcosm of the egg contains the macrocosm of the universe, but the skill of the haruspex is 
required to ensure that the configuration of the egg is relevant to the question at hand. This is because 
the wavefunction of the haruspex's mind is also connected to that of the egg and the rest of the universe. 
Thus the concerns, questions, purposes, attitudes and intentions of the haruspex can influence the 
collapse of the egg's wavefunction by causing its wavefunction to couple with the relevant aspects of the 
past, present or future wavefunction of the universe. It also couples with the wavefunction of the skilled 
haruspex's mind, with the result that the signs are interpretable. The art of haruspicy, if performed with 
care, accomplishes this coupling. Do not forget, however, that the state of the egg is not determined; all 
the haruspex can do is influence the probabilities; there is no guarantee that the procedure will work. 

The simpler theory of haruscipy is that by proper prayer and ritual we may influence the gods to send us 



a sign, though they may choose not to do so, either through caprice or to suit their larger plan. But when 
they are willing, they can project the Macrocosm into the Microcosm and embody in the egg signs 
which answer our needs. 

Pronunciation Guide

The pronunciation of Etruscan is well understood. There are four vowels: A = ah, E = eh, I = ee, U = oo. 
The consonants are the same as in English, except: C = k, V = w and Z = ts. Thus CIZ is pronounced 
kits. In addition, CH, PH and TH are aspirated C, P, T (like the initial sounds of kin, pin, tin). The 
consonant clusters are pronounced by vocalizing L, M, N, R (as in castle, bottom, button and butter). 
The accent (stress) is always on the first syllable. 

Terms related to The Art: haruspicy = ha RUS pi sy, haruspex = ha RUS pex, haruspices = ha RUS pi 
sees, etc. (This is English convention; Latin would be: harupicium = ha rus PIK i um, haruspex = HA rus 
pex, haruspices = ha RUS pi kays, haruspicina = ha rus pi KEE na, etc.) 
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                   Example  Divination
                  By Ooscopic Haruspicy

                      John Opsopaus

Note:

The art of haruspicy, an ancient Etruscan method of divination, is 
described in the file Har.txt, as well as in Harvest, Vol. 11 
(1991), Nos. 4-6.

                      Introduction

I have prepared this example divination to help those that are 
learning the process of ooscopic haruspicy.  It illustrates the kinds of 
signs that should be observed and presents an interpretation of the 
signs in the context of a specific question, in this case, whether a 
certain person should accept a possible promotion.

The first sacrifice resulted in a vitium (broken yolk), but a more 
careful attention to procedure and a more sincere invocation led to 
the success of the second sacrifice, which produced very clear signs.

                      Observations

(These are normally announced by the Haruspex and recorded by the 
Assistant, if there is one, during the ritual.)

                         Part I

Album Exterius

SELVANS is extended and TLUSCVA is restricted in size.
There is a moderate bubble in VETIS.
All the other regions are about balanced in size.

Album Interius

The Reg. Dirae are somewhat extended.
Many pale features in  both regions of TLUSCVA and in the region of 
  LVSA & VELCHANS.
The P. Postica is somewhat restricted, especially in the regions of



  TINS NETH. and THUFL.
A medium-large bubble in TVATH in contact with a large bubble in TUL.
The Sum. Fel. quadrant is somewhat extended.

Vitellus

The bubbles in the A. Int. also overlap the Vit.  In particular the 
  medium-large bubble connects TVATH to MEAN, and the large 
  bubble connects TUL to ANE.

Embruon

The Emb. is quite small, especially in the regions of TVATH, MARIS & 
  LARAN and LETHAM.

                           Part II

Overall, there is very little in the "sky" compared to what is onÒearth.Ó
A question mark in the sky, which dissolves.
A tiny "o" or capital omega in the sky.
Large initials (of the questioner) in the sky.
A small boot on the earth.
An arm with a hand on the end, reaching from the sky down to the earth.
A large, open smile on the earth.

                        Interpretation

(Interpretation normally takes place after the ritual is completed.)

The initials in the sky indicate the person may "soar to the stars"
provided he keeps his feet on the ground (the boot), and always 
"reaches back to the earth" from his exalted position.

A large bubble connects the region of TUL, who governs 
boundaries, with that of ANE, who governs initiative, beginnings and 
endings.  This is contiguous with the smaller bubble that connects 
TVATH with MEAN (success).  The entire complex seems to mean 
that success will result from terminating old activities and through 
initiative in new ones.  Also all this occurs in the quadrants of good 
fortune (Felicitas) and in the "friendly part."

There are many indications that the promotion would be bad for 
family life:  SELVANS is bad for children, and his region is enlarged.  



Also, there is a diminished region for the two TLUSCVA (the 
nurturing and inseminating), which doesn't bode well for either 
present or future children.  This is also supported by the diminished 
regions for LETHAM, MARIS and LARAN, all protectors of the 
household.

It is difficult to understand how this promotion could impact 
TVATH's domain (affection for the dead), but her correspondence 
with Demeter suggests a negative impact on the marriage and 
fruitfulness, which would be consistent with the other signs.

In the A. Int. the extension of the R. D. (fearful regions) is 
balanced by the extension of S. F. (greatest good fortune), perhaps 
reflecting the ambivalence of the opportunity.

An ominous indication is the moderate bubble in the region of 
VETIS.  Although generally considered a god of death and 
destruction, he was not well understood even in ancient times; some 
saw him as Evil-Jove, others as Young-Jove.  He may also have 
governed atonement and the making of amends, and may have been 
a protector of those who had committed some wrong.  Perhaps the 
interpretation is that this person should ask VETIS's help in making 
amends to his family.  In any case, it would be worthwhile to 
investigate the will of VETIS through further divination.

                           Conclusions

Overall the conclusion seems to be that the promotion could lead to 
great success, provided he doesn't let it "go to his head" and makes 
an effort to stay grounded in "earthly" things.  Nevertheless, he can 
expect the promotion to have an adverse impact on his family and 
home.  Further divination of the will of VETIS is indicated.



 

A Hymn to Athena 

by
Apollonius Sophistes 

Inspire me, Muse, and fill my mind with song,
So I may praise Athena, worshipped long
Ago, but not forgotten through the years
Of dark denial; the world's two hemispheres
Beseech the Bright-eyed Maid to grant Her grace
And let us gaze again upon the face
That urged the heroes long ago to strive
For noble deeds and glory still alive.

I sing how first Athena came to view,
A wondrous sight for Gods, and mortals too.
The story starts with Metis, Ocean's child
By Tethys, ancient Titans both, and wild
Primordial Gods. Resourceful Metis was
The wisest of the Gods - the Glorious
Producer of the drug that did unloose
From Kronos' cavernous maw Almighty Zeus.



She lay in love with Brontes `neath a bough,
An Ancient One who seeth from His brow,
A Cyclops skilled in Subterranean ways,
Who made for Zeus the lightning bolt ablaze.
A seed was formed that mixed both skill and thought,
And grew inside Her belly round and taut.
With dread heard Zeus of Metis' pregnancy,
Because He feared a grave catastrophe:
His blazing lightning bolt would lose the fight,
Defeated by a greater tool of light.
So Zeus the pregnant Goddess tried to woo,
And strove to plant His seed in Metis too.
She fled from Him by shifting form and shape,
First fish then fowl, and desperate to escape.
But finally Metis, though in form a goose,
Was mounted by a swan - almighty Zeus.
The Thunderer had mixed his seed of Will
With Metis' Council and with Brontes' Skill.
Because He craved Her council as His own,
With wiley words He won Her over; thrown
Inside His Belly, Metis was received
By Zeus, and thus Athena was conceived.
But when approached Athena's birthing time,
Arose She from His hips and climbed His spine,
Her presence filled His head; He roared in pain
As Insight from Athena stretched His brain.
Commanded He to cleave His brow apart
Hephaistos, Master of the Fiery Art.
The Holy Axe the Crippled Craftsman whirled;
A blast enlightened Zeus and shook the world,
While from His head Athena leaped, severe
In blazing bronze and brandishing a spear.
The Gods were routed by Her savage cry,
But then She laughed, a twinkle in Her eye,
And put aside Her helmet, shield and spear,
And so the Gods recovered from Their fear.
Delighted, each admired the full-grown maid;
Her eyes are large and owlish; none evade
The vision of the Maid of Many Plans,
The wisest counsel of th' Olympians.

Hephaistos, Fire's Master, asked a wage
As Zeus's midwife, wanting to assuage



His rage at Aphrodite, and His shame
When Hera dashed Him down and made Him lame.
The Father, hoping to restore His pride,
Agreed the Bright-eyed Maid would be His bride.
Athena, though a friend of men, abhored
The mother's life, and fled the Fire's Lord.
They flew across the ocean, land and air,
Until Hephaistos cornered Her, and there
He thrust His eager sword between Her thighs,
But swift She turned before He claimed His prize.
Although He sprayed His seed, He missed the mark,
And on Her belly fell His vital spark.
Outraged, with wool she wiped, to His chagrin,
The burning sap from off Her silky skin,
and let the kerchief fall on Mother Earth.
The Craftsman's fiery seed descended far
Within the womb of Gaia. Singular
The offspring: cryptic Erichthonius,
A Serpent-Man, in form ambiguous.
Enclosed within his crib the serpent slept,
For there Athena bade that he be kept
Unseen. When nurses looked and died of fright,
Athena raised him to the Heaven's height.
She bared Her breast and nursed the Serpent-Man,
But hid him from the Gods Olympian.
When he was grown She made him Athens' king,
Who makes his way on serpent legs; to bring
The worship of Athena was his test,
The first Panathenaea, his bequest!

And since that time whene'er we want to please
Her heart, we pray to Her in words like these:

"Athena, hear me, Aegis-bearing maid,
Thou daughter of the Mighty Father, aid
In every bold endeavor, standing by,
Companion on whose guidance I rely.
Thou knowest I've forfilled my every vow,
So please, I pray, be friendly to me now,
And hold thy hand above my works and give
Success on this and all the days I live."

So hail to Thee, Athena, Wisdom's child,



The source of thought and action reconciled,
The bright-eyed bringer of abundant wit,
Effective action's first prerequisite.
And hail to all the Goddesses of yore,
To all the ancient Gods that we adore!

Perhaps my song hath pleased thine ears; if so,
Thou might on me thy fruitful gifts bestow.

SOURCES:

1.  Apollodorus III.xiv.6; 

2.  Hesiod, Theogony 881-900, 924-929t; 

3.  Homeric Hymn XXVIII; 

4.  Hyginus, Fabulae CLXVI; 

5.  Hyginus (attrib.), Poetica Astronomica II.13; 

6.  Nonnos, Dionysiaca XIII.171-179. 

The preceding is (c) 1993, by Apollonius Sophistes, but may be 
reproduced for nonprofit purposes, provided this notice is 
included. 
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 Hymn and Invocation of Aphrodite

by

Apollonius Sophistes

Oh Muse!  With visions Thou hast filled my soul,

     With visions overpowering, for Thou

     Hast shown me Golden Aphrodite; now

The blaze emboldens me; like coal

     To brighter burning fanned by Breath Divine,

The Cyprian enflameth me with words,

     Seductive sounds, which swiftly would entwine

My soul, as lime-twigs trap unwary birds.

An Ancient Poet* spake the truth; he said

When Cypris cometh swift, high-spirited



Just like a Hero - irresistible

Her onslaught, nor may anyone annul

Her summons; flouting Her is arrogance,

A failure to respect the difference

`Tween Gods and Mortals; nor can even They

Resist Her Power.  She is held at bay

By only three:  Athena, Bright-Eyed Maid,

And Artemis, who haunts both wood and glade,

And Hestia reject the Paphian's Dove,

For They alone deny delights of Love.

The Cyprian's summons is a challenge.  Be

Thou brave and answer it, for verily

A God hath willed it; surely stinging grief

Will be refusal's price, so seek relief,

Conforming to the Paphian's Will.

So spake the Poet Truths he would instill.

Far-shining Aphrodite, hear our prayer!

     Thou Laughter-loving Lady, Paphian,

     Well-girded, Golden, Sea-born, Cyprian,

Companion, Tender-hearted, or howe'er

It pleaseth Thee to be addressed, attend,



We ask, our words of praise, and send

Thy Grace, because Thou art the source of all

That's charming, graceful, all that doth enthrall

In word or deed, in action, figure, face.

For Thine is the allure that doth enlace

Our hearts as one, for as the charmed is bound,

So also is the charmer quickly found

Surrendering, with yearning undisguised,

The compromiser gladly compromised!

But irresistible is even this,

Seducer falling to seduction; bliss

Repaid is twofold bliss, drawing tight

The bonds about them both, in shared delight.

Now I call in ancient sounds:**

Aphroditê Khrusostephane Glukumeilikh' Ô hê

Kalligloute Thea Pandême Hetaira su Morphô,



Or whatever name doth please Thee,

Hear!  If ever I've appeased Thee,

Now attend my prayer beseeching,

See my hands toward Thee reaching,

Know my love is everlasting!

Lady, grant the gift I'm asking

And appear before us, whether

Now sojourning deep in Nether

Regions with the Queen of Hades,

Or in Heaven with Thy Ladies,

Founts of all allure, the Graces,

Fair Their form and fair Their faces!

I request Thee, leave Thy station!

Grant to us a visitation!

Show to us Thy face delightful!

Let us worship Thee as rightful,

Shapely form that's Thine adoring!

Hear our voices now upsoaring



To the Heavens from our chorus!

Please, we ask Thee, stand before us!

Queen of Twilight, Queen of Morning!

Deeds just done or now aborning

Are Thy favorites; prized the clever

Warrior of the bold endeavor!

Dear to Thee the Sun that's rising,

Thou reward for enterprising

Souls, Thou prize of tasks completed,

Thou in rivalry entreated

To bestow Thy grace, advising,

Bold advances galvanizing!

Such Thy gift and such Thy favor,

Bounty for the bolder, braver.

Source of charm in words and faces,

Propagating species, races,

With desire their hearts entwining,

Thou in starry splendor shining,

Aphrodite, hear us calling!

Show to us Thy Form enthralling!



Golden Goddess, we beseech Thee,

Stretch our arms, and long to reach Thee!

Shining Star of Heaven, hear us!

We implore Thee, come Thou near us!

Hear our holy hymn rejoicing

And Thy praises loudly voicing!

Shining Star of Heaven, hear us!

We beseech Thee, come Thou near us!

See our faces toward Thee turning!

Feel the flames within us burning!

Shining Star of Heaven, hear us!

We beseech Thee, come Thou near us!

Show Thy features!  Hold us Spellbound!

Come Thou Lady, Goddess, Gold-crowned,

Merciful and Mighty,

Laughter-loving Aphrodite!

A shining star!  It's streaking through the skies,



Descending earthward, dazzling to my eyes.

A vision riseth, showing through the glare,

A scene of beauty, overwhelming, rare.

I see Her temple standing by the shore

Of Cypris, glistening marble walls and floor

Reflected in the rippling water, stark

Against the sacred grove's deep green, and dark

The columns flanking there the open door,

Through which, in the serene interior,

I see Her Holy Harlots, standing there,

Devoted to their Goddess, eagerly to share

The Gifts of Aphrodite; there's no shame

To sharing Love's embraces in Her name.

Below the sea appeareth now a light

That gloweth green, as when a candle bright

Behind an emerald burns.  The sea is churned

With froth and foam; a figure is discerned

Arising from the depths, a Form Divine,

The Cyprian, approaching on the brine.

She cometh quickly, skimming over wave

And water; such a scene we would engrave



Upon our hearts forever.  Steppeth She

From off the cockle shell; our earnest plea

Was heard.  Now look upon the Golden One,

Attractiveness without comparison

Is Hers; embodied beauty is Her gift,

Whatever form doth most the heart uplift.

O gracious Muse, bestow on me, I pray,

The words to do Her justice, nor betray

The Goddess of all Beauty, Charm and Grace,

Whate'er attracts in action, word or face!

Before us, confident in Her control,

She standeth proudly, bright eyes piercing, soul

Enflaming, nor denying Her allure,

In Works of Love unbashful and secure.

Our admiration's obvious; a smile

Doth part Her lips, and turneth She awhile

Before our gaze - but slippeth now Her gown,

The strap upon Her shoulder falling down

So naked now from nape to arm we see

The swelling of Her chest, that like the sea



Doth rise and fall in measured rate,

And both the heart and eyes doth captivate.

As She approacheth with a careful stride

I see a tremor that doth coincide

With ev'ry step, beneath Her gossamer

Attire, a motion unmistakable,

A lure She knows is inescapable.

The Paphian, stopping in our steady gaze,

With insolent eyes accepteth all our praise.

Her hip out-thrust, She standeth there,

Her brazen posture an unspoken dare

To us.  I watch Her naked arm draw back

The folds, exposing bare Her side, no lack

Of satin skin to see, so taut around

Her hip; transfixed by this, I'm held spell-bound.

Far more than mortal eyes can comprehend

Are sights like these I see.  A friend

Indeed is Aphrodite, showing us

Embodied beauty, a gift most generous.

A drifting cloud now comes across the scene;



     The vision fades, dissolving into mist.

But though the Goddess can't be seen,

     We feel Her presence; having once been kissed

By Her and gazed in rapture at Her face,

We know the worth of Elegance and Grace,

Nor ever will forget it; t'ward Beauty too

We're urged, and Joy that doth the Soul renew.

We thank Thee Goddess for Thy welcome gifts,

For pleasures and delights, all that lifts

Us up to Ecstasy, for they are Thine.

We pray Thy liberal Love may always shine

On us, may always rouse our spirits, spur

Us on to seek whatever's lovelier.

And if my poem hath appealed to Thee,

I pray that kindly would Thou look on me.

The foregoing is dedicated to Aphrodite and may be used for any nonprofit purpose, provided 
that credit is given. 



Notes:

* Euripedes, Hippolytus: 443, 474.

** Ancient Greek pronunciation guidelines: If unaccented syllables are the tonic (say, C), then 
the acute accent is a rising fifth (C-G), the grave accent is a falling third (G-E), and the 
circumflex is a rising-falling fifth (C-G-C). These intervals are approximate, and would be less in 
everyday speech. 

The letters chi (X), phi (F) and theta (Q) should be pronounced as aspirated k, p and t, 
respectively. Trill the rhos (R). 

See 

A Brief Guide to Ancient Greek Pronunciation for more information. 

© 1993, Apollonius Sophistes
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Liturgy of Love Executive Summary 

I realize it's presumptuous of me to expect many people to wade through 600 lines of turgid blank verse, 
so here is my "executive summary" of the Liturgy of Love: 

I. Premiss: It's a good for us, as individuals and as a race, to look, listen, caress, kiss, and make love to 
one another, according to our mutual inclinations in a given situation, and not just to our SOs, however 
many we may have. 

II. "May Love's embrace encircle thee!" sounds like some kind of meaningless, newage greeting or 
benediction, but to those who know, it's an invitation to greater intimacy. 

III. "I welcome Love; so let it be!" accepts the invitation, with the scope and limits of the encounter to be 
determined by mutual consent. Any other response should be interpreted as "Say what?" -- a failure to 
connect (at least in this efficient fashion). 

IV. The acceptance ("I welcome Love; so let it be!") is in turn acknowledged by the first speaker to 
show that the acceptance is understood. He or she may repeat back part of the acceptance (e.g., "I also 
welcome love" or "Let it be"), or, most simply, respond by initiating some intimacy. 

V. These "passwords" are not supposed to be any big secret, so there is no reason the "code" cannot be 
explained to a "noninitiate." However, it is important that the response (III) not become debased by 
common use, and that it retain a definite meaning: an informed "yes." 

So, fellow nestlings, that is the Liturgy in brief. 

Grow closer! 
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Sophia Abscondita 

The Month of the Fishes
A Parable of Our Times 

by Apollonius Sophistes
© 1994 

[1] Ye Muses, hear my call! Inspire my song with truth, and let me tell about the time when all the Gods 
- save one - were absent from the world; but most of all the Goddesses were missed, and most of these 
Athena, long neglected font of Holy Wisdom. 

[2] It happened when the Great Month of the Ram was near its end, a month of striving heroes, building 
nations, sharpening wits and words, and winning high achievement. Then the Great Year's wheel 
revolved and came within the Fishes' Sign. 

[3] The Month of Fishes is so called because this was the time that Aphrodite and Her Son, the infant 
Eros, fled the vengeful God, and garbed themselves in fish skins to escape. All know the Sign of Fishes 
to be treacherous, a source of dread; an ancient scholar [Pliny] said a portent in this sign foretells 
religious strife, long war and pestilence. And so it was. 

[4] For in the Ram's Month came a God called Iao, the Father of the Armies [Ialdabaoth], from the 
desert near Phoenicia, but the Muse has not revealed to me His parents. Iao was jealous of all other 
Gods, and He asserted that He was the only God. He claimed to be the only source of Righteousness and 
Justice, and threatened to withhold the rain and nourishment from those who didn't worship Him and 
Him alone. 

[5] The Dwellers on Olympus found this thought amusing; nothing so preposterous had ever been 
asserted, not by any other God. The lies of Iao the Jealous caused Them no concern, for few had even 
heard of Him. 

[6] But Iao desired Zeus's throne and thought that He could get it by becoming wise Athena's husband, 
for it was foretold that Zeus would be deposed, and by a son more mighty than Himself. And therefore 
long ago, when Zeus had lain with Metis, Wise Council, and She was pregnant, the Sky God, fearful of a 
son, then joined with Her, and Zeus gave birth, as though a woman, to Athena, Ever-virgin Goddess, 
known as Divine Wisdom. 

[7] Though this Iao was not a son of Zeus, He thought that if Athena bore His son, the child could do 



what He could not, and topple Zeus. 

[8] So Iao came riding on a donkey and approached Athena, wooing Her with words like these: "It is not 
right that You should stay a virgin; bearing children is the proper function of all women, even if they're 
Goddesses. So come Athena, be My wife and bear My child. With him I'll topple these false Gods, and 
there shall be no other Gods but Me." 

[9] "What foolish thought is this!" Athena said. "Revolt against our Father Zeus is pointless. Gods above 
and mortals on the earth live better now than any other time. And they'll live even better soon, for Zeus 
has heard My council, promising that in the Month of Fishes I may take His place and try My plan. With 
wisdom and compassion, I will bring another Golden Age. We've shown the mortals signs that it is 
coming, and in oracles We've told them to expect the Virgin's Reign. Why wreck what We've created 
with this madness?" 

[10] Iao grew angry, scowled, and shook His finger. "Mark Me well! Though I'll destroy the other Gods, 
if You'll obey Me, You'll be spared, and though you'll be no Goddess, the honor will be Yours to be My 
wife. Reject Me, though, and You will perish with the rest!" 

[11] Athena, font of prudence, laughed, and though She offered Him Her Wisdom, all He wanted was to 
lie with Her in bed, still hoping to beget a son to conquer Zeus. And so Athena left Him to His own 
devices, nor thought She more of Iao, the jealous God, riding in the desert on an ass. In later times, 
chagrined and shamed, this very vain God lied and told His followers that He had lain with Her, with 
virgin Wisdom. 

[12] Thus Iao's advances were rejected by Athena, for He valued Her as nothing but a means to 
overthrow the Son of Kronos. Spurned by Her, the Jealous God appeared before a mortal maiden called 
Maria; dazzling Her with Heavenly Fire, He won Her over, siring a son called Iesous, mortal child of Iao 
and mortal maiden. 

[13] Even then this Iao grew angry hearing Iesous called Maria's son, for Iao insisted that His Seed had 
passed right through Maria, just like water through a pipe, and that the boy was His alone. 

[14] Next Iao commanded Iesous, when he'd come of age, to woo Athena, hoping once again to bring 
into the world a child of Zeus's blood, to pull the Thunderer down so Iao might rule supreme. 

[15] And Iesous wooed the Bright-eyed Goddess, speaking words like these: "Thou Radiant Maiden, I 
have come and will confer my favor, for the God above, the Mighty Iao, would have You be my wife 
and bear my son. So come now, and adorn yourself as does a bride to please her bridegroom, for You 
will be my bride. We'll join ourselves as one, and Iao's holy seed will pass through me to You, and 
thereby You'll receive His gift, and by embracing me, you'll also be embracing Him, the one and only 
God." 



[16] Athena laughed again at Iao's designs, but pitied Iesous, innocently drawn within the web. In gentle 
tones She spoke these words: "This whole past month, the Ram's Great Month, we've quarreled, Gods 
and mortals both. We've had enough, we want the Month of Fishes to be calm and peaceful. If mortals 
will continue working with the Gods, We'll make another Golden Age for them. And now you talk 
revolt? Why sacrifice virginity to throw the world in chaos and destruction? No, it's wiser to cooperate, 
and work for change through peace and love; We've had enough of fighting." 

[17] Quickly then the Bright-eyed Goddess left, and Iesous sat and contemplated every word She'd said. 
In later years, though Iesous yet proclaimed his father Iao to be the only God, Her Wisdom had come 
into him, and he taught peace, instead of war against the Gods, so Iao became enraged and turned 
against him, stirring up His priests to punish Iesous. In the end they killed him, so he might by dying aid 
his father's plan. 

[18] When Iesous died the ones who followed Him became enraged and rampaged through the land, 
destroying temples, desecrating sacred sites, dishonoring the Gods because their God had died. The 
Gods on High Olympus watched this sacrilege to see when it would end, but it continued well within the 
Month of Fishes. Even Gods grow angry though, and as They watched They saw the people, swayed by 
priests of Iao and Iesous, say there were no Gods besides these two. The Olympians held a council, 
questioning each other what to do. 

[19] The first to speak was Hera, who complained to Zeus in words like these: "Iesous' followers, misled 
by Iao, commit great crimes; they desecrate the temples, tear them down, dissuade the people from 
honoring the Gods." 

[20] Zeus inquired, "Who's this Iesous who incites such sacrilege? Do any of you know of him?" 

[21] Arising, Hermes spoke: "The followers of Iesous mock Me in his name, calling him the Shepherd, 
and they say it's he that leads away from earth the souls of those who've died, although he's only mortal." 

[22] "Is this Iesous still among the living?" Zeus inquired. 

[23] Athena spoke these words in answer: "As the Ram's Month ended he was killed by followers of Iao 
who thought he was a fraud, yes, murdered by his father's priests. 

"I tried to warn him once, coming as a mortal woman dear to him, called Mariam. While caring for his 
feet, I told him he would be destroyed, advice that he ignored. He fancied he was like the Holy Shepherd 
Attis, or Adonis, and would be reborn; he even called himself Adonai - Lord. He prayed that I would 
bring my Holy Wisdom to his followers, and I agreed if only they would listen, which they haven't done. 
But He preferred to die, for Iao had promised everlasting life beyond the grave." 

[24] Then Zeus exclaimed, "But that's a boon that only I bestow!" 



[25] "I know it well," She answered, "but this proud God usurps authority and claims the offices of all 
the Gods, including Yours." 

[26] Then Zeus, His eyebrows raised, addressed the Herald Hermes, saying, "Tell Us what You know of 
Iao, since You bring news from every corner of the world." 

[27] The Herald stood before the Goddesses and Gods assembled there, and spoke: "The priests of Iao 
assert that He has all the virtues of the Gods, of all the males that is; the Goddesses are all denied, for 
Iao holds worthless all that's Theirs alone: Athena with Her Wisdom, Gaia Mother of All, and especially 
You, laughing Aphrodite, the source of generation, font of fair attraction." 

[28] "With overweening pride this God lays claim to every earthly good; His priests insist that 
everything He does is out of love for mankind." 

[29] "But if He claims to be the only God, how can He shirk the blame for all the ills afflicting mortals?" 
Zeus inquired. 

[30] And Hermes said: "When things go not His way, He says that He's been thwarted by a Foe, some 
Demigod of Error He's imagined. All His own mistakes He blames on this convenient fiction, for His 
followers say He cannot ever err." 

[31] "I've also learned," the Herald said, "that Iao demands the adoration of His Phallus, the symbol of 
His sovereignty, for it is not to Him the Sign of Sacred Generation, but the bludgeon of His power." 

[32] Moving closer to His father, Hermes spoke in quiet tones: "This God requires His devotees to cut 
away their foreskins." 

[33] Zeus's eyes grew wide in horror; whispering he asked, "In truth?" 

[34] "I know it to be so!" affirmed the Herald. 

[35] "However can He make them do such things?" the Son of Kronos wondered. 

[36] "Promises," said Hermes swiftly, "promises and hopes of everlasting life." 

[37] "He says He'll make them Gods?" asked Zeus. 

[38] "Or some such," Hermes shrugged, "the subtleties warrant no attention." 

[39] Astonished Zeus exclaimed, "Olympus won't be big enough to hold them all!" 



[40] The glorious Gods and Goddesses laughed, then sat awhile in silence. 

[41] Shining Hera asked, "Has this Proud God never asked another God for aid?" 

[42] "I helped Him once," Athena said, "but not again. He said I'm not a God, but just His breath, and 
male to boot!" 

[43] Apollo spoke: "I see this God foolishly drives off these wise Goddesses." 

[44] "He is not like Me," replied the Thunderer, "for well You know that I surround Myself with 
Goddesses and always hear Their councils. First was Themis, then the Mother of Wise Council, Metis, 
then Athena, offspring of My very spirit. And surely Aphrodite holds Her sway with Me, inserting Her 
decrees within My breast. And not the least art Thou, My wedded wife, bright-shining Hera." 

[45] She shook Her head and said: "I do not understand this Iao. Why would He want to do everything 
Himself?" 

[46] Demeter nodded: "Though We often disagree among Ourselves, We know the ruling of the world 
requires many hands, of Gods and Mortals both, for even We can be too single-minded." 

[47] Lost in wonderment They shrugged, the Gods and Goddesses of High Olympus. 

[48] Regal Hera spoke: "If mortals are so foolish, I say let them have their wish, and let this jealous God 
try managing the world, bereft of council and cooperation." 

[49] All the Gods chuckled, nodding grimly. 

[50] Then Athena softly spoke: "There was a time the world was ruled by just a single God, We know 
His name: Chaos. To let it be again would be the end; the World would end in Chaos as it started." 

[51] "And it would serve them right!" fair Aphrodite shouted, "for these mortals have dishonored Me, 
and I would like for them to learn how well they'd fare without Our aid, depending only on their Iao!" 

[52] "And I would too," the Owl-eyed Goddess said, "for they have also denigrated Me. But utter and 
complete annihilation is too much, because the folk have been misled. Though they have erred, the fault 
is not entirely their own, and they do not deserve complete destruction." 

[53] Zeus agreed: "With Wisdom speaks Athena; Chaos will not reign again, for We'll ensure from time 
to time that things go not too afar awry." 

[54] Then Zeus, the Thunderer, inclined His head in token of decision made, proclaiming: "They will 



have to pay the price and learn their folly. Come, let Us withdraw form here, and let this God discover 
even He may err through hybris. Come, We'll take a rest from striving, each with the other, to reach the 
best decision, leaving all the worldly cares upon the head of that most willing steward." 

[55] And so the Gods retired from Olympus' heights and closed Their doors to Earth's affairs. They 
dwelt in northern lands, in Hyperborea, with Dryads and with Nyads, free from cares. 

[56] Soon Iao came raging in a deluge, stormed the citadel, Olympus' heights, but when He'd broken 
through the gates, He found the holy halls deserted, Gods and Goddesses had all retired to the North. So 
Iao sat proudly on the throne of Zeus and through His priests proclaimed Himself the only God. And so 
it was throughout the Month of Fishes. 

[57] Rejected by the followers of Iao and Iesous, Pan and Aphrodite sought for vengeance, showing to 
these mortals that although They were denied, these Gods existed yet. Though They were not respected, 
neither could They ever be ignored. 

[58] From time to time swift Hermes travelled gathering news and bringing it to Zeus. With furrowed 
brows the Thunderer, consulting with the other Gods of High Olympus, designated one of Them to go 
and keep at bay fierce Chaos. Even Aphrodite and Athena were persuaded, though They worked 
invisibly, and were insulted still by priests of Iao and Iesous. Thus the World was ruled for one Great 
Month, the Month of Fishes, by the Jealous Iao and Iesous. 

[59] In the middle of the month, some followers of Iesous called the Spirit of Wisdom to return to them, 
but they were killed by those who thought no other God could share the sovereignty of Iao. 

[60] And so, when half the month had past, and all humanity was crushed by ignorance, despair and 
poverty, then wise Athena called the herald Hermes to Herself and said, "Come, Thou God of Learning, 
God of Letters. The people have forgot what they once knew. Nourished by My wisdom, they will learn 
again the seven arts from which all others are descended." Thus Athena for a time did walk again upon 
the earth, though in disguise, and called Herself the Love of Wisdom, fair Philosophia. And Hermes 
followed Her, teaching many arts, and brought to mortals ancient, long neglected books. But to a few the 
secrets of the pagans were revealed. With just this much assistance Hermes and Athena once again 
withdrew. 

[61] As the Great Year approached the Second Fish, the people turned away from Iao, and looked again 
on Nature. Thus the secrets of the world were learned, and useful arts invented, but without Athena's aid 
they could not rightly use what they had learned. 

[62] Bereft of female wisdom, grinding hunger and disease soon came upon the people. Crying out in 
anguish and despair, some mortals even thought again upon the Gods that once had held Olympus. Even 
though they held their rites in secret, vengeful priests, the minions of the Prince of Peace and Iao, 
discovered them, and burned the living flesh from off their bones. 



[63] The Goddesses and Gods reluctantly observed the wrecking of the world by Iao. Hephaestus, 
though, in anger seething at the Goddesses because they had rejected Him, contrived to help the jealous 
God and Iesous, and to have revenge on all the Goddesses. They formed a pact, for Iao had seen that He 
could not administer the world alone. The Craftsman said He'd make the lot of mortals easier, so Iao 
would win their gratitude. 

[64] Hephaestus showed the people how to make machines to ease their burdens. Then He made for 
them the instruments of war, and gave them to the followers of Iesous. Soon they'd spread around the 
world, proclaiming Iao's dominion, slaughtering whoever dared resist the henchmen of the jealous God. 

[65] Deceived by His own pride, too late discovered Iao that folk preferred Hephaestus' comfort over 
Iao's stern authority. Though still in name the only God, He saw Hephaestus was the one who was 
obeyed. As the Great Month of the Fishes grew old, the sovereignty slipped away from Iao, although His 
priests still preached His name. Indeed, throughout the last Great Week of this month, the Jealous God's 
authority declined to nil. The Craftsman, burning still with anger, had usurped the throne. 

[66] But as the Fish advanced and yielded to the Waterboy, the gentle Mother Earth groaned under the 
Tongs and Hammer of Hephaestus, still resenting that He'd been so long denied the love of Laughing 
Aphrodite, lawfully His wife, and of the other Goddesses. 

[67] On earth the mortal women raised their voices loud to wise Athena and to Artemis, to all the long 
neglected Goddesses. They begged release from their oppression. 

[68] Gaia, Mother Earth, complained both long and hard to Zeus: "The people whom I nurture now 
dishonor Me. This Iao has taught them not to love Me; He says I'm foul and base, and all My creatures 
are their chattel." 

[69] Artemis the Huntress said, "The forests are destroyed, and poisoned by the rain, which is their 
rightful food." 

[70] "My priestesses they burn alive like corpses on a pyre," Hecate complained. 

[71] But Pan complained most bitterly of all: "They say that I'm the most outrageous thing, a God whose 
only goal is working mischief in the world! Yes Me! who makes the flocks grow strong and saves the 
shepherd. Their priests imagine that they're shepherds, but know nought of husbandry. Though I've 
played some tricks from time to time, I don't deserve this blame." 

[72] Then Zeus stood up and spoke with thundering voice: "This game has gone too far. The time has 
come to seize the reins from this God's grip before, like Phaethon, He's burned the world to cinders." 

[73] The Gods all gathered; coming as a whirlwind from the North, flashing bright like burnished 



bronze, the Gods ascended High Olympus. When They stood outside its gates, the Thunderer addressed 
the Owl-eyed Goddess, and He said: "Athena, wise child of My brow, since You combine the best of Me 
and of Your mother Metis, wisest of the Gods, I pass to You the scepter. For I need a rest, and Your 
direction of the world has been too long delayed; this victory belongs to You, and to Your sisters." 

[74] The Goddesses conferred and made Their plans, a way that Iao might be evicted from the Holy 
Halls. Fair Aphrodite first approached the brazen doors, speaking sweetly: "Hear me Iao, for I'm of the 
seed of Kronos, sister (one might say) to Zeus. Who better to beget the God who's destined to unseat the 
Son of Kronos?" 

[75] Iao, inflamed by Aphrodite's beauty, grew more jealous of His rival. Down He stepped upon the 
marble floor and strode up to the door. Enraptured by the Paphian, He gazed with hungry eyes and drew 
the bolt. With graceful moves She stepped across the threshold, loosing from Her shoulders the gown, 
which fell in silky waves around Her feet. Impotent before the force of this attack, the Jealous God was 
paralyzed. The Goddess swiftly wrapped Her glistening girdle round Him, binding Him with Her own 
special strength. 

[76] Around the corner Artemis appeared and urged Her barking dogs upon the staggering God. 
Escaping from the Golden Girdle, Iao in panic fled the Hall, chased by the pack, which nipped His heels. 

[77] Abruptly Iao stopped, stumbling at the edge of high Olympus. He turned to face the Goddesses, and 
from Their midst Athena stepped before Him, growing tall and shining in Her glory. Raising high Her 
spear, She spoke these words: "Why have You boasted in this way, denying Us and saying You're the 
only God, and claiming You're the father of all things. Behold, You are but one of many." 

[78] Then Athena raised Her spear and aimed it at His heart. In fear He tumbled backwards over the 
edge and fell from High Olympus. Nine days He fell before He reached the earth, and nine days more 
He fell before He sank into the gloom of Tartarus. Imprisoned under Mother Earth, He dwells with other 
Gods of overweening pride. 

[79] For it was true in ancient times, and still is true and evermore shall be: that there is just one God, no 
matter what He's called, who dares to rule alone, despising aid and council of the other Gods; just one, 
and Chaos is His name. 

* * * 
[80] I sing of things that have already happened in our time: the Goddesses and Gods already have 
reclaimed Olympus; now They set affairs aright. But more - the sweet-voiced sacred Muses speak, and 
grant a glimpse of future times. I will not swear that it will come to pass, for Muses sometimes joke, 
instead of telling truth, but this is what I've seen: 

[81] Though Zeus's thought will be to throw Hephaestus into Tartarus with Iao, Athena then will beg for 
mercy for the Smith, who'll be forgiven. Then there'll be a wondrous marriage, for Athena also loves the 



crafts, and She will wed the Crippled Smith Hephaestus. In a mystic union the Ever-virgin Goddess will 
absorb the Craftsman, bearing in Her womb His child. In little time a Goddess will be born, emerging 
from Athena's heart: a Maiden, glorious to behold. She'll show the way to wisdom in the crafts, and how 
to wisely use machines. Indeed, She'll bring to mortal folk the Gods' ambrosia, the holy draught of life. 

[82] The Wise Child will sing, in sounds as sweet as honey: "Come, let's pour out ambrosia for the 
mortals, wet their dry and dusty spirits, quench their thirst, and wash away their discontent. With 
wisdom, people will cooperate with Us, for Gods and mortals both are Gaia's children. Mortals, come, 
drink deep the holy draught of wisdom." 

[83] This will come to pass, the Muses say, and so my song is done. 

finis 
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The Yew-Demon 

by Apollonius Sophistes © 1995 

Ominous shapes erupted from the ground and loomed over Penelope, stretching their twisted arms over 
her head. She knew they were just the shadows of stalagmites compelled to dance and sway while 
Lucius lit the torches. Nevertheless, nothing could be taken at face value in the circumstances. Her 
mooring line to reality was already frayed, for in a few moments she, a sane and sober woman, would 
descend into the depths of a cavern to engage in sorcery. But she now understood that the priest Tomas 
sucked away more of her soul each day, and that he must be defeated in the Shadowland, where, as 
Lucius said, "the invisible becomes visible and everything shows its true form." 

In the flickering light Penelope considered again the man to whom she'd turned for help. He was tall, 
and his dark brown hair brushed the cave's ceiling; his intense concentration inspired her confidence. 
Lucius in turn observed his comrade. Her shoulder-length, light brown hair framed the straight line of 
her mouth, which mixed determination with the worry evident in her eyes. Her shorter stature permitted 
her to stand erect in the dim chamber and emphasized her resolve. 

A few dozen paces through the low passage brought them to a circular chamber, ten paces across. Water 
dripped slowly from a large stalactite. 

"This is Magga, the Center, the Navel," said Lucius; "This is where we will work." 

Penelope watched him as he unpacked his paraphernalia, which included a gnarled stick, a laurel wreath, 
a censor and two leather pouches, a blue one, which he placed on the floor, and a red one, which he hung 
around his neck on a long cord. Squatting on the floor, he instructed her to sit facing him with her knees 
touching his. 

"I asked you to bring a blade of special significance to you," Lucius said seriously. "Do you have it?" 

"This was all I could think of," Penelope said, and unwrapped a small flint arrowhead. "It's not exactly a 
knife, but I found it as a child and it's always been very special to me. Everyone else thought it was silly. 
But I still love it." 

"That should be perfect. Are you ready to begin?" 

After she nodded, Lucius emptied the blue pouch into the censor, which smoked thickly after he lit the 
charcoal. "This is Pangha; it will summon the helpers for our voyage." 



Next he put out the torches, and in the dim light of a single candle he put the laurel wreath on her head, 
saying, "From now on you are Kirkay, Avenging Falcon, and I am Zamolxis, Smoke Walker." 

Lucius pulled up his hood to hide his face and began a slow chant in time with the dripping of the 
stalactite. They sat with their knees touching, and each put their right hand in the left of the other. After 
a few minutes Lucius was silent and only the rhythmic drip was left. The smoke from the censor filled 
the air until Penelope could see nothing, and her world contracted to the insistent drip. 

After an indeterminate period of hazy awareness, Penelope saw the smoke to her left swirling. It spiraled 
away until it seemed to form a long tunnel. Lucius appeared beside her in an elaborate costume. "Where 
had it come from?" she wondered. He held a smooth wooden staff terminated by a cross bar and a gold 
sphere surmounted by a silver crescent. 

"Kirkay, it is I, Zamolxis." He pointed to a shining sword on her lap; its pommel was like his staff in 
miniature. "Follow me," he whispered and, holding his staff forward in both hands, flew quickly down 
the smoke tunnel. Without delay Kirkay - for so she thought of herself - grasped her sword and flew 
after Zamolxis. 

The walls of the tunnel changed from smoke to rock and arched deep into the earth. Occasionally the 
passage branched, but Kirkay followed Zamolxis effortlessly, though she sensed cold eyes glaring out of 
the other tunnels. They flew at an accelerating rate until, after rounding a corner, they saw a glowing 
disk of light; the two slowed and landed at a walk. The disk of light was the mouth of the tunnel, where 
it opened into a rocky ravine. Zamolxis led Kirkay out onto a desolate hillside covered with dull brown 
rocks. Few plants were visible, and the scarce trees were dry and leafless. 

Kirkay observed that Lucius had been transformed. His simple robe had been replaced by an elaborate 
coat with many tassels and decorated with disks of fiery copper. In his left hand he held a shining shield, 
also copper-clad, and in his right hand his wand had been transformed from a gnarled stick into polished 
wooden scepter with a bar, sphere and crescent. His hood had been replaced by an unusual leather cap 
with snakelike tassels dangling down to his eyes. All that remained of his original outfit was the red 
leather bag still hanging from his neck. 

Looking down, Kirkay saw that her apparel had changed from Penelope's. The robe had been replaced 
by a short sleeveless tunic of green linen fastened with a wide leather belt; sandals were laced around 
her calves. On her left arm was a small round shield, polished bronze with a central boss of reddish 
copper. Her right held the two-edged sword by which she had flown down the tunnel; from its shape she 
realized that it was her flint arrowhead transformed. Her hand confirmed that the heavy weight on her 
head was a winged helmet. 

Looking more closely at Zamolxis, Kirkay realized that he seemed different physically as well as in 
dress. He was taller, more erect, stronger - altogether more virile. Astonished, she felt a sudden hunger 
for him. 



Zamolxis saw her staring and said, "You've changed too." 

Kirkay knew that she felt more optimistic and energetic than she could remember, but now she also 
noticed that her skin has acquired a healthy tan, which replaced the pallor resulting from a year of 
depression. Zamolxis noticed with appreciation her lithe strength and her fresh face. The bags had 
disappeared from her eyes, which now burned with determination. 

"Let's find our nemesis," Zamolxis said. "Here in the Shadowland his name is Torq' Madah. To restore 
your happiness we must free the Yew-Demon." 

"Who's that?" Kirkay asked. 

"She is kin to your soul. The priest has imprisoned her in the Tree of Death, a yew tree that stands on 
Turan's Hill, at the Mouth of the Abyss. We must cross Sumen, the Bridge of Desires, to get to it. I'll 
handle the magic, but you must take care of the fighting." 

Zamolxis and Kirkay left the mouth of the cave and proceeded down the hill through a forest of lifeless 
runt trees. As they paused at the bottom to observe the valley ahead, Kirkay brushed against a dried 
branch, which suddenly tightened around her upper arm. With a gasp she looked and saw a withered 
hand gripping her arm; the voice of Torq' Madah whispered in her ear, "I never expected you to deliver 
this devil worshipper to me. Thank you." She wrenched her arm free and spun around, but there was 
only a twisted tree beside her. 

She asked with a shudder, "Was that my imagination?" 

"Everything is your imagination here - and nothing. He knows we're here. We can't delay any longer. 
We must ask the gods for strength." 

As Zamolxis had instructed her, Kirkay lifted the helmet off her head and held it in front of her at chest 
level, intoning, "I call on thee, Atanna, shield-bearing, steel-eyed goddess! Protect me! And I call on 
thee, blood-spilling Marish, mighty warrior! Ye gods, grant me strength and will for the coming battle!" 

Then Zamolxis kneeled before her and held his wand upright between them. "Come to me Turm, thou 
spirit guide, lead us on this journey through the Shadowland! And thou, moon queen, Aritimi, patron 
goddess of sorcerers, grant me skill in wizardry and wisdom in its use!" 

Then, as Zamolxis slowly raised his wand into Kirkay's helmet, the two chanted together, 

"Ye ancient goddesses and gods,
Existing from the birth of time, 
Divinities all powerful 



And all pervasive, grant us strength 
And will and wisdom to accomplish this 
Our righteous task! So be it!" 

As Zamolxis lowered his wand from the helmet, the sphere and crescent flashed as though reflecting the 
midday sun. Kirkay solemnly replaced the helmet on her head, Zamolxis returned to his feet, and they 
walked resolutely into the valley between the hills. 

The final approach was at the end of a long ravine; stretching away from them, a gash in the earth 
revealed a deep pit, its sides wet and slippery. A natural bridge of delicate-looking stone stretched across 
the chasm to the base of the mound dedicated to the goddess Turan. Zamolxis stepped in front of Kirkay 
and issued a formal challenge: 

"Torq' Madah! Priest of the Dour God! Minion of Tookhulkha! Poisoner of dreams! You 
who slay the souls of men and women! Tyrant of the Abyss! Emasculator of men! 
Tormenter of Women! Minister to Fear! I call you to stand and fight! You cannot evade 
our summons!" 

A hissing echoed deep in the Abyss but quickly ascended to the mouth, bringing with it a stench that 
made their stomachs lurch. The opening filled with a substance that looked like boiling blood, and which 
extended like a finger over the lip on the far side. Suddenly the finger subsided back into the pit and left 
Torq' Madah facing them across the pit. 

The priest was short, red haired and of a ruddy complexion. He had never seemed attractive to Penelope, 
but in the Shadowland he had become a horror. His hair and mustache hung in orange, stringy ropes, and 
his face was covered with warts and running sores. His clothes were black, as they were in the mundane 
world, but he bore a vicious-looking hooked staff, toothed on both sides with razor edges. 

Torq' Madah raised his staff, and sneered, "So I am challenged by the Queen of Filth and her friend, the 
Demon Sorcerer. Though you deserve to be in this foul pit, I am the Guardian of this Gate of Hell and 
am obliged to keep you from it. Therefore, I accept your challenge, and my hosts will meet it. Come, ye 
Devils of the Abyss!" He extended his staff toward the chasm. 

The fluids in the pit bubbled again, and soon dozens of shrieking figures were climbing out of it, and 
running toward the Kirkay and Zamolxis. Most looked like shriveled old men and women in tattered 
clothes, but they had sharp fangs and claws. When they came within striking range, Kirkay spun into 
action, hacking on all sides. Yet in spite of her many well-placed cuts, the fiends were not stopped. 
When she sliced off an arm, the creature continued to menace her with its bloody stump; when she 
whacked off a head, the headless devil spun like a dervish, lacerating anything within reach. 

Zamolxis also fought to repel the creatures with his wand, but it was not in his power to destroy them. 



As the horde pressed in tighter around them, Kirkay despaired of keeping the monsters more than a 
sword's length away. And soon, far sooner than she expected, she felt her arms growing stiff and tired; 
the sword became heavy and hard to control. 

With growing panic she called, "Zamolxis! There're too many!" 

Torq' Madah laughed, but over the howling din Zamolxis called back to her, "I'll keep them at bay, but I 
can't destroy them. Only you have the power to kill them; know that your blow is fatal!" 

"But I'm getting weak!" 

"No!" Zamolxis shouted back. "They're drawing their strength from you. You have to destroy them 
while you have the strength!" 

With this information Kirkay turned on a particularly cadaverous fiend that leapt toward her. "I deny 
thee my strength!" she yelled, and split its rib cage with her sword. The demon crumbled to bones and 
dust while its howl still echoed down the ravine. 

Kirkay felt a surge of energy fill her limbs, and she laid into her tormenters with renewed determination. 
Soon the devils were falling dead around her, and as each was slain her strength increased. 

But just when hope had returned, she heard a frightened yell. The demons had pulled Zamolxis down 
and were dragging him toward the Abyss. She fought her way toward him, but as she swung her sword 
to cleave the creature that held him, she saw that it was her father. The she-devil on her other side had 
become her mother. And her brother was there too, and other people she loved. 

Though obviously an illusion, Kirkay hesitated to hack into those familiar figures, which allowed the 
demons to drag Zamolxis out of her reach. She had almost reached him again when a beautiful toddler 
stepped into her path. As she prepared to strike down even this illusion she heard, as much in her head as 
from its mouth, "I'm that baby you didn't have." Her mind reeled, and she stood frozen, until Zamolxis 
called "Look!" and, illuminating the baby with his wand, showed it to be no more than a shadowy will-o'-
the-wisp. A moment later Kirkay's sword sliced downward and the phantasm vanished into a fading cry 
and a cloud of vapor. 

But it was too late. The fiends pulled Zamolxis into the festering pit. As he disappeared into the fluid, 
Torq' Madah raised his staff and yelled, "I have you!" He instantly changed into a reddish gob that slid 
over the edge into the Abyss. 

"Zamolxis! Hold on! I'm coming!" she called after her friend, but he was already gone. In anger and 
despair Kirkay howled and whirled like a tornado into the demon horde. "You will be avenged, 
Zamolxis!" With her determination more than her sword, she willed the fiends to die. As she hacked and 
stabbed them, they boiled off in steam, or melted away into the ground. Soon the few survivors fled back 



to the pit and jumped into the filth, which was sucked into the depths with loud gurgling. 

When Kirkay realized they were all gone, she rushed to the edge of the pit, but could see nothing in its 
depths. All that was left was Zamolxis' red leather pouch, which had slipped off his neck, and his 
scepter, which now looked dull and lifeless. She slumped to the ground in exhaustion and cried for her 
friend. 

As Kirkay sat in sad contemplation, she was startled by something soft against the back of her neck. 
Turning, she saw that a large she-bear had nuzzled her. It stared at her for a long moment, and then 
walked slowly to the edge of the forest. Obeying her intuition, Kirkay picked up Zamolxis' wand and 
pouch, and followed the she-bear. 

In a few moments they came to a clearing in which there was a small shrine carved with lions, stags, and 
bears. Around its base were figures of young dancers, the girls with baskets on their heads, the boys with 
antlers. The she-bear slipped quietly into the woods as Kirkay approached the altar. She stretched out 
her hands palms up and, looking into the tall trees, prayed. 

"Hear me Aritimi, Goddess most beautiful, Thou protector of women, mistress of wild 
things and unspoiled wilderness. If ever I have helped those dear to Thee or danced in Thy 
honor, then help me now. Give me strength and wit to defeat Torq' Madah, sworn enemy 
of Nature Herself, and to avenge the destruction of Zamolxis, and even to return whole to 
mine own world." 

Closing her eyes and slowly dropping her hands to her sides, Kirkay became dizzy and felt as though she 
were sinking through water. When she opened her eyes again, she knew that she had become a peregrine 
falcon. She stepped quickly out of the tunic lying in folds on the ground about her. With a wild shriek 
she took flight. 

Leaving the forest, Kirkay circled three times over the Abyss and then plummeted into its mouth. The 
bottom of the pit opened into the natural chimney of an illuminated underground cavern. Near the mouth 
of the chasm was a huge fig tree with a spring flowing from its roots; Zamolxis hung from its lowest 
branch, upside down, by one leg, unconscious and naked. Torq' Madah stood in front and pressed the 
sharp teeth of his staff against Zamolxis' belly, while he wailed: 

"Mistress Kubeibay, hear thy worthless slave! Accept from me this blood sacrifice! A man 
was he born but a man he'll be no more. Let man's blood soak thy altar and run in rivers to 
thy satisfaction. Such is thy hard law, which I humbly obey, with hope that thou might 
look kindly on me, wretched though I am." 

Kirkay swooped down on him, dug her talons into his neck, and stripped his scalp with her beak. Torq' 
Madah screamed and tried to beat her off with his staff, but she continued to shred his flesh. He 
stumbled to the rock wall and tried to dislodge her by beating his head against it. When he slumped 



unconscious to the ground, she released him and flew back to Zamolxis. Torq' Madah soon came to, 
grabbed his staff, and slipped surreptitiously into a side passage. 

Kirkay landed on the ground near Zamolxis and stretched her wings up toward him. She felt herself 
growing taller until she could reach the noose around his ankle. She was a woman again - though quite 
naked now - and with her arms she held him against her chest until she had loosened the noose. 
Awkwardly but gently she lowered him to the ground. With her hands she dipped water from the spring 
and washed his face. 

Zamolxis squinted several times and slowly opened his eyes, which took a moment to focus on Kirkay 
sitting beside him. When she saw him staring at her, she held one hand over her breasts and waved the 
other about. "I was a falcon. I chased Torq' Madah away; he was going to kill you." 

"Ah... Thank you," Zamolxis said, still a bit groggy. "Where did he go?" 

"I don't know, I left him over there." She pointed toward the wall. 

"I suppose he's gone to guard Sumen, the Course of Love, and that's where we must defeat him." 

When Zamolxis pushed himself into a sitting position he realized that he too was naked. He smiled at 
her and said, "I see he also got Toerax - that's my spirit armor - I can do without it, as he'll discover. 
Let's go." 

Grasping the rope he walked up the trunk of the tree and climbed onto the lowest branch. Kirkay pulled 
herself up next, and together they climbed from branch to branch until the tree disappeared into the roof 
of the cavern. They emerged from the ground among the branches of a large bush near the edge of the 
Abyss. They stepped out of it, and looked across Sumen, the narrow bridge that led to Turan's Hill. The 
thin, almost translucent stone looked fragile as glass. Halfway across Torq' Madah stood facing them, 
his staff held in readiness. 

A quick glance at a clank behind them revealed their sword, scepter and leather pouch lying on the 
ground; the she-bear was trotting back toward the forest. Without taking their eyes off Torq' Madah they 
armed themselves. Kirkay stepped forward and called: 

"Here me, Torq' Madah, Thrall of Kubeibay, Destroyer of Happiness, Foul Demon of 
Death, Bringer of Emptiness. Stand aside or be prepared to fight! Nor am I afraid of any 
priest of the Lord of Slaves, the Master of the Will-less. The Dour God has no hold on 
me!" 

They started across the delicate bridge but stopped within several paces of Torq' Madah, who announced 
grimly, "Since the Minions of Fear didn't deter you, you shall be destroyed utterly. What is your sword 
called?" 



"Joy." 

He held up his staff and said, "Well, then, this is Joy-slayer!" 

He swung it down and charged Kirkay. Although she jumped and spun to the side, he tore her belly, and 
one of the razor teeth broke off in the wound. Kirkay, gasping, pressed her hand over the gash and blood 
ran out between her fingers. While she fought the pain the priest raised his staff for the death blow. 
Zamolxis aimed his wand at the weapon and called, "By Mother Turan, be thou powerless!" Torq' 
Madah's staff went limp as though it were made of rubber, and struck Kirkay harmlessly. With a cry of 
dismay he repeatedly whacked her with it, but it was ineffective. 

In disgust, Kirkay swung her sword and cleaved the priest's staff in two. He crumpled screaming to the 
ground as a steaming pus ran from its end. 

With yelps and howls the devils began climbing out of the Abyss and onto the bridge. Kirkay, who was 
hanging on Zamolxis' shoulder, tried to raise her sword in defense, but he said, "Save your strength. He 
made them, and they have no power except over him. For us the Abyss holds no devils." The two 
watched as the fiends formed a circle around Torq' Madah. He tried to fend them off with his broken 
staff, but its potency was gone. As the demons realized this they came closer, striking and kicking him. 
Suddenly they swarmed over him, and while he shrieked in terror they twisted and pulled his limbs as 
though to rip him apart. In this way they pulled him into the pit, and his screams faded slowly into the 
cavern. 

After Torq' Madah had vanished into the roiling vapors of the Abyss, Zamolxis helped Kirkay across the 
bridge, which was beginning to crumble. Just as they reached the far side, the bridge shattered like 
crystal and fell into the chasm, which then became quiet and peaceful. 

Kirkay fainted from pain and blood loss, and Zamolxis lowered her gently to the ground. He bent over 
the wound in her stomach and sucked on it until the steel tooth came out. He spit it on the ground and it 
vanished in a flash of fire. "So be thou purged of unnatural intrusions." Next Zamolxis took two small 
vials out of the red leather bag hanging around his neck. He poured a sparkling powder on the wound 
from one vial. "So burneth the Spirit Taming Gold." From the other he poured a thin, glowing liquid. 
"So floweth the Water of Life." Then he cupped his hands over the wound and blew into them. "Accept 
into thy body the essence of the Shadowland. Be thou alive! Be thou reborn!" When he removed his 
hands, the gash had been replaced by a small scar. 

Within moments Kirkay revived and sat up. Zamolxis gave her a drink of the Life Water and she 
glanced at her wound. She touched the scar and looked at Zamolxis. "It feels hot inside." 

"Don't worry about it. Part of you was destroyed by Torq' Madah's staff, but I have replaced it by Spirit 
Taming Gold. You are now partly of the Shadowland. See I have the Mark too." And he pointed to his 



thigh, where there was a small scar of gold hue. 

"Henceforth you are under the special protection of the gods. Through me they have given you the gift 
of walking in shadows whenever the need arises, for your own sake or another's." 

Zamolxis stood and stretched his hand to Kirkay. "Come. We still have to reach the top of Turan's Hill 
and release the Yew-Demon before our task is completed." 

She took his hand and got to her feet. Above them a golden glow was visible at the top of the hill, which 
was now covered with luxuriant green grass. Together they climbed the steep hillside till they came to a 
ledge. After catching their breaths they continued to the next higher ledge. As they reached successively 
higher levels, the glow grew in brightness. 

At the apex of Turan's Hill they saw an ancient yew tree, its roots in flames. "Thrust your sword into the 
trunk," said Zamolxis. Kirkay held it over her head with both hands and rammed it into the wood. A 
loud crack stunned them as the trunk split open and fell to either side, revealing a beautiful naked 
woman, with pale skin and long, golden tresses. Awestruck, the two gazed at the goddess, who bowed 
her head in gratitude. 

The goddess looked up, smiled, and instantly transformed into a multicolored column of fire, which 
ascended into the sky with a roar. The two looked up to see where it went, and were instantly 
transformed into birds - Kirkay a falcon and Zamolxis an eagle. Together they flew straight up into the 
clouds, which swirled around them until they could see nothing in the white glare. They dissolved into 
oblivion. 

* * * 
As Penelope's head cleared, she noticed a new, but familiar, scent in the air; it was Pangha, the incense. 
Although her eyes were closed, she was certain they had returned to the upper world. She sat, breathing 
quietly, feeling the sweat trickle down her back and between her breasts. She thought to herself that it 
had been a hard battle, but they had defeated the priest and his hosts, and she had freed her soul from his 
clutches. She knew she had nothing to fear from him any more; he was powerless over her. A smile of 
satisfaction widened her lips, and she slowly opened her eyes. Lucius was watching her quietly. She saw 
that they sat with their knees touching, hand in hand, as they began - but now they were stark naked. 

She followed his eyes to a small scar on her stomach. 

The End 
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Vaticinatio de Cometae 

ab Apollonio Sophiste 

In the light of the 1994 collision of a comet with Jupiter, I thought the following text might be 
entertaining. The most appropriate time to chant the hymn is, of course, during the seven days from first 
collision (4:15 PM EST, July 16). Thereafter, it may be chanted as one wishes. 

Vaticinatio de Cometae 

[1] Aieee! What portents I've foreseen! Attend and listen to this dream of future times, a vision that hath 
filled my mind; these things I saw as clear as though awake: 

[2] With heavy heart for all the insults suffered by Her Children and Herself, the Mother Gaia hath 
resolved that Jove must be recalled, for Jupiter and all the other Gods who dwell upon Olympus have 
resided in the Sixth, the Jovian, Sphere, in which They've stayed for one Great Year [approxiamtely 
2000 years]. 

[3] Therefore Gaia calls Kometes, once a Lapith man, but brought by Jove to Heaven after he was killed 
in battle with the Centaurs. She sends him on a mission: gathering Her great-granddaughters, the 
Nymphs who're called Atlantides, for They're the daughters of the Titan Atlas, He who holds aloft the 
Heavens. Thrice seven is Their number, for They're born by consorts three, the mothers: Aithra, Pleione 
and Hesperis. 

[4] From Pleione, the Pleiades were born: Asterope, Taugete, Maia, Merope, Alkuone, Kelaino and 
Electra, then Asterope. 

[5] From Hesperis, Hesperides were born: Hesper[ia] <...> [Ar]ethusa, Aigle, Erutheia. 

[6] The Huades were born from Aithra, and They're called: Phaio, Phaisule, Coronis and Ambrosia with 
Eudore, then Poluxo and Dione. 

[7] Kometes crosses through the Four Quarters of the Heavens, summoning the Nymphs; he brings 
Them from the Outer Spheres with utmost speed until he reaches the Jovian Realm. 

[8] He turns toward the banded golden walls and drives the horses hard toward the moat. They leap, and 
chariot and horses arc across the watery divide, but at the apex of its flight, the shining car dissolves in 
incandescent mists. Kometes and his horses vanish; the Atlantides, the three times seven Nymphs, are 



gently born on glowing gas across the moat, alighting in the Jovian precincts. 

[9] Garbed in glorious robes of white, with silver hair unbound, that streams behind Them in the wind, 
They form a proud procession, winding round the walls with stately grace, to Jupiter's bronze-barred 
door. 

[10] Now each with awesome blaze doth cross the threshold of the Gods, for as the portal opens, there 
shines forth Olympian splendor, light that doth announce each Nymph's arrival. 

[11] Earthbound Mortals raise their voices to the Heavens, heralding the Nymphs' appearance, 
celebrating with their songs events auspicious for the future. Seven days they chant a hymn to summon 
Jupiter and all the other Gods and Goddesses. Listen to our song! 

[12] Jove our Savior, Jove our Father,
Thy contentment we must bother!

[13] See the shining Nymphs approaching!
Hear Their words without reproaching!

[14] One by one They proudly enter;
Holy Mother Earth hath sent Her
Sacred Messengers to carry
Her appeal, and never tarry.

[15] Gods of Earth and Gods of Heaven,
Listen to the Threefold Seven!

[16] Hear our messengers' petition!
Let Them tell Their sacred mission!

[17] Gaia's ravished by our cities;
Earth's afflictions no one pities.

[18] Lead the clan of the Immortals
From Thine hall through noble portals!

[19] Let Them take again dominion,
And defy the folks' opinion.

[20] We beseech You, take Your places!
Show to us Your radiant faces!



[21] Let Olympus' gates be parted,
For the Gods' new reign has started!

[22] We invoke the Gods Eternal!
Grant to us Your Grace Supernal!

[23] Gods below and Gods above us,
We implore that You will love us!

(repete ad. lib.) 

[24] Behold! The Sky is split by bolts of lightning, and in burnished bronze the Gods depart the Jovian 
Sphere. They speed in flashing flames toward us. Soon They shall arrive! 

[25] Ahhh! The vision fades! No more! No more! No more! ... 

finis 
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Select Homeric Hymns 

(c) 1997, Apollonius Sophistes 

●     VI. To Aphrodite 
●     IX. To Artemis 
●     X. To Aphrodite 
●     XI. To Pallas Athena 
●     XII. To Hera 
●     XIII. To Demeter 
●     XIV. To the Mother of the Gods 
●     XVI. To Aesculapius 
●     XX. To Hephaistos 
●     XXI. To Apollo 
●     XXII. To Poseidon 
●     XXIII. To Kronides Most High 
●     XXIV. To Hestia 
●     XXV. To the Muses and Apollo 
●     XXIX. To Hestia 
●     XXX. To Earth, Mother of All 

VI. To Aphrodite 

Demure and lovely Aphrodite, crowned in gold,
I praise, who holds the battlements of Cyprus, sea
girt, where the humid blowing breath of Zephyrus
propelled Her o'er the tumbling rumbling ocean waves
in gentle foam, and golden-diademed Hours received
Her willingly, and wrapped Her 'round with clothes divine.
Upon Her deathless brow They placed a well-wrought crown,
both fair and golden; into Her pierced ears They put



adornments made of orichalc and costly gold;
around Her tender neck and breasts as white as snow
arranged They necklaces of gold, like those with which
the golden-diademed Hours adorn Themselves to tread
the charming dance of Gods, or walk Their father's halls.
And when She'd been adorned with every finery,
They led Her to the Gods, who saw and welcomed Her
with outstretched hands; and each implored that She
might be His lawful wife and come into His house;
They gaped at violet-diademed Cytherea's form.

Hail, Thou sweetly winning one, with fluttering eyes; 
and give the victory to me! Enhance my song!
For I remember Thee and yet another song. 

IX. To Artemis 

Oh Muse, hymn Thou Far-shooter's sister, Artemis,
the arrow-pouring maiden, with Apollo reared,
who waters horses there in Meles deep in reeds,
through Smyrna swiftly drives Her chariot, solid gold,
to vine-rich Claros, where Apollo with His Bow
of Silver sits and waits who shoots Her arrows far. 

In song I greet Thee and all other Goddesses;
but first of Thee and with Thee I begin to sing,
and, with Thee started, I turn to another song. 

X. To Aphrodite 

I sing of Cytherea, Cyprus-born, who grants
all tender gifts to us; on Her alluring face
are always smiles; on Her allure the flowers dance. 



Greetings, guardian goddess of well-built Salamis
and sea-girt Cyprus! Grant us an alluring song!
For I remember Thee - and yet another song. 

XI. To Pallas Athena 

I start to sing of Pallas Athena, City Guard,
the fearsome, who with Ares cares for warlike deeds,
the sack of cities and the battle-cry of war;
She saves the soldiers as they come and go away. 

Be welcome, Goddess, give me fortune and good cheer. 

XII. To Hera 

I sing of gold-throned Hera, Rhea born,
Immortals' Queen - Her form outshineth all -
the sister of loud-thund'ring Zeus, and wife,
sublime; the Bless'd on Bless'd Olympus' peak
revere and honor Her as much as Zeus. 

XIII. To Demeter 

Of grave Demeter, rich in hair, I sing,
of Her and of Her girl, most fair Persephone. 

Hail, Goddess; keep our city safe and guide my song. 

XIV. To the Mother of the Gods 



The Mother of all Gods and mortals, laud
Thou clear-voiced Muse, Thou daughter of great Zeus.
The din of drums and rattles, shriek of flutes,
delight Her, like the call of bright-eyed wolves
and lions, heard through hill and wooded stream. 

So hail to Thee, and all the Goddesses! 

XVI. To Aesculapius 

I start to sing of Aesculapius, healer of ills,
Apollo's son, the one divine Koronis bore
in the Dotian field, King Phlegyas' girl,
a great delight to people, soothing evil pangs. 

So hail to Thee, Lord; I beseech Thee with my song. 

XX. To Hephaistos 

About Hephaistos Famed for Skill, O sing sweet Muse,
who with Athena, Bright-eyed One, in splendid crafts
instructed people on the earth, who long ago
in caves in mountains used to make their homes like beasts.
But through Hephaistos Famed for Art those taught the crafts
now easily live their lives through the entire year,
and without any cares, in their own homes. 

Be kind, Hephaistos; give me excellence and bliss. 

XXI. To Apollo 



Phoebus, of Thee the swan sings clearly with his wings,
alighting on the bank beside the whirling stream
Peneus; and the singer with his clear-toned lyre
sweet-sounding, first and last doth always sing of Thee. 

So hail, O Lord, I seek Thy favor with my song. 

XXII. To Poseidon 

About Poseidon, the Great God, I start to sing,
of Earth the mover, and of the unfruitful sea,
Aquatic, He who holds wide Aegae, Helicon.
Earth-Shaker; double roles the Gods allotted Thee:
to be a Tamer of Horses, and a Savior of Ships. 

So hail, Poseidon, Earth-upholding, Dark-haired One,
And, Blest One, with a kindly heart help those who sail. 

XXIII. To Kronides Most High 

Of Zeus, the chief of Gods, I sing, the Greatest One,
Far-seeing, Master, Finisher; to Themis, toward
Him leaning, by Him sitting, He says sayings wise. 

Be kind, Far-seeing, Greatest, Noblest, Kronides! 

XXIV. To Hestia 

Hestia, Thou who tends the holy house
of Lord Apollo, Pythian, Shooting Far,
Thou having hair that drips with silky oil,



approach this house and enter, of one mind
with All-Wise Zeus; and for my song grant grace. 

XXV. To the Muses and Apollo 

I start now with the Muses, Zeus, Apollo too;
For through the Muses and Apollo, Shooting Far,
there're singers on the earth, and players of the lyre,
and kings through Zeus, and blest are they the Muses give
Their love; and sweet the speech that flows out from their mouths. 

So welcome, progeny of Zeus, exalt my song;
for I'll remember You and yet another song. 

XXIX. To Hestia 

Thou, Hestia, in ev'ry lofty home
of deathless Gods and folk who walk the Earth,
hath gained a seat eternal, honor grand;
Thy prize is fair and noble; lacking Thee,
feast not we mortals, if both first and last
we offer not sweet wine to Hestia. 

Thou, Argus-Slaying Zeus' and Maia's Son,
Gods' Herald, giving goods, with rod of gold -
be kind, You two, and help us, awed and fond.
Inhabit this fair house as mutual friends;
for You, who know the noble deeds of folk
who walk the earth, sustain their wit and youth.
Hail, Kronos' Child, and Hermes with the rod!
I will remember You and one more song. 



XXX. To Earth, Mother of All 

Of Gaia sing I, Mother firm of all,
the eldest one, who feedeth life on earth,
whichever walk on land or swim the seas,
or fly; sustaineth She each from Her Wealth.
Through Thee the folk are blest in child and fruit,
O Queen, who giveth and reclaimeth Life
of mortals; rich whoe'er it pleaseth Thee
to honor; all abundance is for them;
their fertile land is fruitful; through the fields
their flocks do thrive; their house is filled with goods.
They rule well-ordered states with women fair,
and ample wealth and riches follow them;
their sons exult with youthful merriment;
their daughters play in dances flower-strewn
with happy heart, and skip through fields abloom.
Such givest Thou, Holy Rich Divinity. 

So hail, God-Mother, Starry Heaven's Wife;
repay my song with pleasing sustenance!
Of Thee I'm minded - and another song. 
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An Ancient Greek Hymn to the Muse 

© 1995, John Opsopaus 

●     Introduction 
●     References 
●     Hymn in Modern Musical Notation
●     MP3 Files

Introduction

Comparatively little ancient Greek music survives. Although the oldest examples date to the third 
century BCE, they are fragmentary. Most of the examples complete enough for performance were 
composed in the Graeco-Roman period by Mesomedes, the court musician for Hadrian (reigned 117-138 
CE). He was born in Crete and a freedman of Hadrian; he composed lyrics and epigrams for Hadrian and 
the Antonines. 

The following "Hymn to the Muse" by Mesomedes is in the Lydian mode (soft or round Lydian, since 
the B is flatted), which was the most popular mode at that time. The style is intentionally archaic. 

The original text is reproduced in Pohlmann (14-15), including the music in ancient notation and a 
transcription into modern notation. I have transposed the music to D major, which is more convenient 
for recorders, tin whistles, and similar instruments; transposing to other keys is left as an exercise for the 
reader! I have also translated the Greek and set it as well as I can to the music, for which I've taken the 
original setting as a model. (I claim no skill as a songsmith, however.) 

The hymn is addressed to Calliopeia, often considered the Muse of epic poetry.  The Delian child of 
Leto is of course Apollo, and "Paean" refers to Him as Savior. 
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1.  Pohlmann, Egert. Denkmäler Altgriechischer Musik: Sammlung, Übertragung und Erläuterung 
aller Fragmente und Fälschungen. Nürnberg: Verlag Hans Carl, 1970. See pp. 14-31 on 
Mesomedes and his hymns. 



2.  Anderson, Warren D. Music and Musicians in Ancient Greece. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
1994. See pp. 220-4 for a little about Mesomedes. 

Hymn in Modern Musical Notation

●     Click for full-size pdf score
●     Click for full-size png score 

Oh Muse, Thou dear one, sing to me,
Commence and order my song.
Cool breezes blowing from Thy groves
Inspire my breast and rouse my heart.

Calliopeia Thou wise
Principal of the Muses delightful,
Thou too, wise mystery guide,



Leto's child, Thou Delian Paean,
Be propitious and stand by me.

MP3 Files

In order to improve appreciation of Mesomedes' Hymn, I have provided three MP3 files containing 
performances (synthesized with Melody Assistant 6.4.4).  For greater authenticity, the performances use 
Pythagorean tuning.

●     Instrumental performance on lyre (brisk tempo) [820KB].
●     Instrumental performance followed by (synthesized) tenor accompanying himself on lyre 

[2.1MB].  (This is perhaps the closest to an authentic performance.)
●     Above followed by choral performance with lyre, flute, and organ accompaniment [3.3MB].

Expert and authentic (human) performances of Mesomedes' Hymn can be found on De Organographia's 
CD Music of the Ancient Greeks (tracks 5 & 6).

Copyright

All the material on this page is copyrighted, but may be used for any nonprofit purpose, provided that 
the source is acknowledged.
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Oh Muse, thou dear one, sing to me, com mence and or der my song.
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Cool breez es blow ing from thy groves in spire my breast and rouse myheart.
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Cal li o pei a thou wise prin ci pal of the Mus es de light ful,
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thou too, wise mys ter y guide, Le to's child, thou De li an Pae an ,
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be pro pi tious and stand by me.

Mesomedes’ Hymn to the Muse

©1995, John Opsopaus            





  Selections from the Carmina Gadelica

      translated and "reheathened"
           by John Opsopaus
               (c) 1995

   Hymn for the Nascent Moon

Whene'er I see the Nascent Moon,
  With upturned eyes I sing this Rune,
And bend my knee upon the ground,
  And bow my head in thanks profound.
For Thee my praises, Guiding Light,
  That Thee I've seen this very night,
That Thee, the Nascent Moon, I've seen,
  Thou glorious Guide on whom I lean.
I think on those who've left us, too,
  'Tween now and last the Moon was new,
While in the earthly realm I've stayed,
  Thou Moon of Moons and Holy Aid.

       * * *

      Ora Teor
[Prayer for the Trine]

Thou ever wert and art
And evermore shall be
  With us, Goddess Trine!

All that ebb, all that flow,
  Bless them, Goddess Trine!

And as they ebb and flow,
  Bless us, Goddess Trine!

          * * *

    Obi ri Droch Shuil
 [Spell for the Evil Eye]

Here beeth Morrhigan's Spell for the Eye,



  Given to Beautiful Brighid.
Use it for Earth and for Sea,
  And for Fire and Wind.
Use it for Talon and Wing,
  And for Tooth of the Wolf.

Let he who laid the Eye on thee,
By selfsame Eye have Curses three:
His Flock decreased, his House destroyed,
His ev'ry Wile for nought deployed!

By Awesome Strength destroy the Eye!
Deflect from thee the Burning Dart,
The Triple Doleful Tongues of Death,
  Descending to the Bowels,
  The Naval, and the Breast!

  From Brighid's Heart,
  From Cailleach's Heart,
  From Danu's Heart!
                      So be it!

           * * *

         Am Mothan
 [The Mothan (a magical herb)]

Now I pick the Sacred Mothan,
As did Mapon macc Matrona,
In the Holy Name of Dagda,
  And of Brigit, Lugh and Danu.

Though in Field of Furious Fighting,
Where no Bounds are known to Anger,
Be Thou Happiness and Comfort,
  Mighty Morrighan's Protection!

          * * *

     Righinn nam Buadh
     [Queen of Grace]

With gentle Hand,



And Visage grand,
She walks with Grace,
And fair her Face.
With singing Voice,
Her Eyes rejoice.
With shining Hair,
And Shape so fair.
With loving Eyes,
How sweet she Sighs!
Her swelling Bosom lifts her milk-white Breasts,
As Gulls are born on gentle ocean Swells.

The Holy Mother, golden Hair awry,
In mountain Valley hides the helpless Babe,
No Food in sight beneath the boundless Sky,
No Shelter safe from Storm or Knave.

But Mabon's Word is Food enough for her,
For Mabon is his Mother's Steadfast Shield,
And Mabon guides her Thoughts and shows the Way, 
Along the Path by shining Star revealed.

For her the darkest Nights are bright as Days,
And shining Days bring Gladness to her Heart,
For Mother Danu dwells in ev'ry place,
And Seven Blessings shine about her Head,
  Seven Blessings shine about her Head.

                 * * *



Ariel Psychopompos 

John Opsopaus
(c) 1997 

For weeks the peasant folk have prayed for rain,
parading sacred icons through the streets,
for respite from relentless, withering heat.
In answer now the thickening clouds descend,
a somber gray and green-tinged leaden lid,
the airtight seal of a sarcophagus,
that traps inside the suffocating air.
With silent dread we sail our ship and watch
the inky tendrils drooping to the sea.
In flight before the storm we meet the fog,
which wraps us close in hot and humid air.
Base matter buoys us up; we glide across
the smooth dark sheet that covers the abyss.
Concealing night descends before its time;
the howling wind and pelting rain arrive.
Confined within this dismal catacomb
of wind and water, through the dark we grope,
through elemental chaos, seeking light.
Sudden lightening strikes and splits the gloom;
the cracks of thunder echo through our cave.

This bark of souls is driven through the seas;
we seek to plumb the depths while yet we live;
we scorn the trembling throngs who never give
themselves to sail in tempests such as these!

Our eyes are dazed by portents in the air:
the Hermes Fire hovers round the mast,
and peacock feathers shimmer on the sheets.
The air is charged with scintillating sprites;
two hundred sparks are dancing on the yards.



Like living snakes my hairs begin to stir
and rear to strike; they writhe within a crown
of lurid lights, of flames that do not burn.
Uncanny Light of Nature, was it you
who raised the tempest o'er the silent sea,
who bore the waters that are poured on us?
Perhaps you are some sentient aerial sprite,
a sylph who rules the element of air.
Quicksilver spirit of the incandescent sky,
you flit and dart before the bow to guide
us like an angel over unknown seas,
and drink the air before you as you fly.
Like howling Harpies, winds assault our ship.
I fancy hearing some angelic voice;
a wailing spectral sound, that's neither male
nor female, sings its Siren song to me.
This spirit talks according to the sense
and sympathy of those who question it.
Mercurial sprite, you are a mystery!
Can any know exactly who you are?
Although you are but air, I ask your name!

I am the Valiant One, the Earth's Great Lord,
and rule the Lion of Midsummer Nights.
They called me Angel when I first was born,
in craggy heights, and suckled by a hind.
The Old Man of the Mountain came to see;
in wisdom he renamed me: Ariel.

Thou trickster spirit, minister of fate!
I know thee Ariel, eternal child;
though born of earth, you're more akin to air.

I am at home in all the elements.
A year of years I've lived inside a tree,
imprisoned in the pine as in a grave;
now I am free among the elements.



But you were bound this self-same span of time:
one year to be released from dogma's chains,
ten years of dedication to the Muse,
one year since godlike Adonais died,
in which to find a soul to be admired.

Infernal angel of unwelcome death,
you come to lead my living soul away.
Are thirty years to be my destined lot?
I knew you'd come to draw me to the depths,
although the water's freed me twice before.
Yet now I'll solve the greatest mystery.

It is my charge to wed the Sun and Moon,
a daring spirit and a wondrous soul.
I lead you to come forth on golden sands,
for you are bound to that Antigone
you loved too well in lifetimes long ago.
From life to life I guard your happiness
and lead you through the watery abyss.

A fire glows within the ocean's depths;
but look: the flame is cold, the water dry.
The soul of Adonais blazes like a star
and summons you to his eternal realm.

I weep for Adonais - he is dead!

Mourn not for Adonais; he is safe.

The bloody altar where he died is thine!
Slaughtered in the City of Peace, so called,
though more in thrall to thee, a god of war!
Although you're named the Lion of the Lord,
you yet deny him just as much as I;
now you recruit me to your atheist crew.
I weep for Adonais, for my lord,



whose words are never distant from my heart.

Mourn not your lord, for soon you'll be like him,
transmuted to a nobler form of life.
Come, kiss the wild waves! Heed their tempting call!

The call must be obeyed, and soon I see
the leaden waters closing over me.
I'll plummet, sinking many fathoms down
to plumb the depths to where the truth is found.

I always knew the waves would be my grave,
and through a shipwreck I would be reborn.
With valor I will drown my proper self,
and vanish in the never-sated sea.

Abandoning this vessel of my soul,
I plunge into the caustic foaming bath,
and taste the biting salt on those wild lips,
the fiery spirit burning in the sea.
For first I met the Spirit of the Air,
but now must pass by Water, Earth and Fire.
Infused by salt I suffer some sea-change,
transmuting into something rich and strange.

In golden sands below a vault of blue
I'm buried now to bake beneath the sun.
Dissolved by acid and by alkali,
I am reduced to base material,
till purple hues appear among the black.

With fragrant frankincense and biting salt,
and bathed in wine and oil, I wait the light.
The much sought fire bakes me in its glow,
consuming every corporeal part.
The words of Adonais are aflame
and close beside my heart escape in clouds.



My fevered brain begins to seethe and boil;
behold my heart laid bare for all to see!
At last will all the dross be burned away,
till nothing but the heart of hearts remains.
A quintessential essence, I escape,
an evanescent vapor to the sky. 

finis 
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I. The Cumaean Sibyl

According to tradition, the Greeks were led by a dove sent by Apollo Archagetes (The Founder) to 
Cumae, where they established on the Tyrrhenian (Etruscan) Sea the first Greek colony in Italy (c.740 
BCE). One of their first actions was to build a Temple of Apollo on the acropolis overlooking the bay; 
Virgil says it was built by Daedalus, who was fleeing Minos of Crete. 

The Cumaean Sibyl established herself in a cave under this temple, for Apollo is the principal god of 
prophecy. Virgil calls her Deiphobe, daughter of Glaucus ("Blue Man"), and says she was a priestess of 
Hecate and Apollo, both guides through the infernal fires of the underworld (see below). She probably 
came from the Near East, also the origin of many of the prophetic and divinatory arts of Italy. 

Indeed, the earliest Sibyl is supposed to have come from Erythrae (on the coast of Asia Minor) or from 
Trojan Mt. Ida, where her cave was discovered near a sanctuary of Apollo in 1891. Also, "alphabet 
oracles," in which each Greek letter is associated with a prediction, are known from Near Eastern 
temples of Apollo (see, for example, my translation of a Greek Alphabet Oracle from Limyra in Lycia); 
many of these temples had dice or knucklebones for consulting such oracles on a table inside the 
sanctuary. Since the Greeks who founded Cumae are said to have brought the alphabet to Italy with 
them, they may have brought alphabet oracles too. Furthermore, the well-known Etruscan practice of 
haruspicy (liver-reading) is known from the Old Babylonia, where instructional livers have been found 
that are essentially the same as those found in Etruria; such divinatory arts were gifts of Shamash, the 
Babylonian sun god (corresponding to Apollo); they both "bring the truth to light." Indeed, according to 
ancient tradition (e.g. Herodotus 1.94), the Etruscans (Tyrrhenoi) themselves came from the East, from 
Lydia. 



The Cave of the Sibyl was rediscovered in May 1932 by Amedeo Maiuri. It is a trapezoidal dromos or 
passage over 131 meters long running parallel to the side of the hill and cut out of the volcanic stone. 
The 5 m. high tunnel is reminiscent of Mycenaean and Etruscan rock-cut tombs and appears to be of 
Greek workmanship. Along the passage are many small openings which look over the ocean and once 
had wooden shutters: the "hundred gateways and hundred wide mouths" (aditus centum, ostia centum) 
from which the Sibyl's words (voces) emerge (Aen. VI.43-44). Branching off the side of the main 
passage are three small bathing rooms for ritual purification. At the end of the passage is the Adytum, the 
Penetralia, the Oikos Endotatos, the Inner Sanctum, where dwelt the Sibyl; it is called the Thalamos 
Hypogeios, "subterranean chamber," but the term Thalamos also means a marriage chamber. There, 
seated on a throne, the prophetess pronounced her oracles. 

Virgil (Aen. III.444ff) says that the Sibyl sings the fates and entrusts signs and symbols to leaves 
(foliisque notas et nomina); she arranges the inscribed leaves and keeps them in her cave, but when a 
wind blows through an opened shutter and scatters the leaves, she lets them go without reassembling the 
verses. Interestingly, the term (folia) used by Virgil (and Juvenal) for the "leaves" of the Sibyl can also 
refer to thin sheets of metal, especially gold-leaf. Whether metal or not, the use of these leaves hints at 
something like rune-casting; certainly metal leaves inscribed with the letters of the alphabet can be used 
to consult alphabet oracles such as those found in sanctuaries of Apollo. 

According to the tale told by Ovid (Met. XIV) Apollo promised the Cumaean Sibyl any gift in exchange 
for her love, and she requested as many years of life as in a heap of sand. She forgot to ask for eternal 
youth as well, but would have been granted it had she not spurned Apollo in spite of his gift. As a result 
she was destined to wither away to a negligible weight, until only her voice (vox) would be left. It is 
tempting to see this as a metaphorical way of saying that all that would be left of her would be her words 
(voces), that is, the inscribed golden leaves preserved in her cave. (Pausanias mentions that a small stone 
pot containing her bones was kept in the sanctuary of Apollo at Cumae.) 

II. The Crater

Nearby Cumae is Lake Avernus, a volcanic crater filled with dark, muddy water. Hellish vapors rise 
from its depths, which kill any birds that fly over the lake. Impenetrably deep, its roots are said to reach 
into Tartarus. Although archaeologists put the Sibyl's Cave at Cumae, popular tradition places it in the 
"Grotto of the Sibyl" on the shore of Lake Avernus. Indeed, according to Strabo there was an oracle of 
the dead at Lake Avernus before the arrival of the Greeks. This is not surprising, because volcanic 
craters are places of power and prophecy, for they are entrances to the Underworld. As the new oracle at 
Cumae was associated with Apollo and the Sun, so the old one at Avernus was associated with the Moon 
and Night. 

In any case, by the shore of Lake Avernus are the "black jaws of Orcus," the "doors of gloomy Dis," 
which lead into the depths of Tartarus. Thus Odysseus came to Avernus to descend into the Underworld, 



and the Sibyl led Aeneas down by the same way, as described in Book VI of Virgil's Aeneid. To make 
the descent Aeneas had to find the ever-renewing "bough golden in leaves" (aureus foliis ramus) sacred 
to Persephone, whom Ovid (Met. XIV.114) called Avernal Juno (Iuno Avernae). By presenting this 
offering to the Queen of the Underworld he might hope to return to the living. Perhaps these golden 
leaves were the same ones inscribed by the Sibyl with the oracles she brought back from the 
Underworld. 

Peter Kingsley has done much to illuminate the Mysteries of Persephone, which were celebrated around 
volcanic craters in Sicily and many other places. According to the Pythagorean and Orphic doctrines that 
grew out of these mysteries, there is a Central Fire within the Earth, a hidden Sun burning in the heart of 
darkness. This dark sun is the wellspring of life and source of all the light of the heavens and upper 
world; according to the alchemists it is the innate warmth of the Womb of Nature, which brings about 
alchemical transformation. 

However, Tartaros, the deepest part of the Underworld, is also a paradoxical place where opposites 
merge, where fire and water unite to engender the quintessence. There are hints of this Conjunctio 
Oppositorum to be seen around volcanic craters, with their rivers of fire and boiling hot springs. These 
are common around the crater of Lake Avernus, and Kingsley shows the parallels between Avernus and 
descriptions of Underworld geography. 

Indeed, as Kingsley explains, the ancient Greek word crater primarily refers to a mixing bowl, but also 
to the bowl-shaped volcanic crater. The crater had great symbolic significance for the Greeks, because 
they mixed in it the cool water and the fiery wine to achieve the balance necessary for cosmic order. It is 
hardly surprising that an important, but sadly lost, esoteric Orphic poem was called The Crater. 
Significantly, the Bay of Naples itself was known as the Crater. 

The waters of Lake Avernus are described as kuanos (dark blue), a term especially associated with the 
Mysteries of Persephone. According to one myth, she was dragged into the Underworld through a spring 
named Kuane, and carried by Hades through the hollows and coils (koila, koilomata) under the Earth. 
These are the fiery coils of the serpent Typhon, stretching from Naples to Sicily, but also connecting 
other places where the Rites of Persephone were observed. (Koila and koilomata are the same terms 
used to describe the coils in the womb of Fire-bearing Hecate, who holds the keys to the Underworld.) 

According to Strabo (v.4.5), when Odysseus needed to visit the Underworld, he journeyed to the land of 
the Cimmerians (Kimmerioi), who lived near Avernus, to make his descent. The Cimmerians were a 
mysterious people, said to have come from the furthest boundaries of the earth (historically, from 
southern Russia), who dwelt in gloomy caves on the coast around Cumae. "Cimmerian gloom" is 
proverbial, for their ancestral practice was to live in darkness, coming out of their caves only at night. 
They were smiths and miners, alchemists in fact, for Mircea Eliade (Forge & Crucible) has shown that 
the first alchemists were smiths, who combined magic, religion and metallurgy, skilled in fiery 
transmutations. Gnome-like midwives of the metals, they were the dwellers in the fiery coils of the 
womb of Mother Earth. (The Cimmerians can be compared with other dwarfish divine smiths, such as 



the Cabiri, Dactyls, etc.) 

The subterranean dwellings of the Cimmerians were called argillai or orcullae. The obscure word 
orculla seems to mean a small orca, which is a narrow-necked earthen jar, but also suggests Orcus, a 
name of the Underworld; orcullae were also used like a dice-cup for throwing dice and knucklebones, 
perhaps for divination. The Latin word orca appears to derive from Greek urkhê, a jar especially used 
for storing pickles. (We are reminded of the story of how Glaucus restored to life the son of Minos, who 
had been pickled in a jar of honey.) 

(See my "Ancient Greek Esoteric Doctrine of the Elements" for more on the Central Fire, Persephone, 
Hecate, etc.) 

III. The Miraculous Birth of Virgil

We tend to think of Virgil as the most famous epic poet of the Roman empire, but we would hardly 
consider him supernatural. Therefore it is surprising to see him treated in ancient times as a semidivine 
hero, and to be viewed in the Middle Ages as a powerful magician and (pre-Christian) saint. Perhaps this 
is less surprising when we recall the semidivine Orpheus, an earlier poet who also charted the 
Underworld, performed miracles and founded the Orphic Mysteries. 

Virgil's parents were of Celtic descent; Stimichon, his father, was a Magus (Magician) and Astrologus 
(Astrologer), who worked for a man named Magius or Magus. This suggests that he may have been 
Apprentice Mage to the latter. Stimichon fell in love with his master's daughter, who was called Magia 
(Magic) or Maia (She Who is Great). The latter name is suggestive, for Mercurius' (Hermes') parents 
were Maia and Jove, who is also called Maius (He Who is Great). Thus in some ways Virgil appears as a 
mortal double of Mercurius. 

Indeed, according to a folktale recorded by Leland, Maia became pregnant when she drank flakes of 
gold-leaf (Jove in disguise), which had blown in her window and settled in her cup of wine. That is, she 
ingested the alchemical Aurum Potabile (Drinkable Gold). We can see Virgil's mortal parents working 
as an Alchemist and his Soror Mystica (Mystic Sister) to accomplish the Great Work of the Poet's 
incarnation. 

Many miracles attended Virgil's birth, which Leland compares to stories of the Buddha's birth. For 
example, Maia had dreams and visions that she would give birth to a laurel twig, so they consulted her 
brother, the famous philosopher Lucretius. He informed them that the child had been blessed by Phoebus 
Apollo and should be named Virgilius after the laurel twig (virgula laurea). (Lucretius later committed 
suicide on the very day that Virgil put on the toga of manhood, 15 Oct. 55 BCE.) 



It is said that Virgil was born while Maia leaned against a terebinth tree, and that flowers bloomed when 
he touched the ground. There were other signs of his supernatural gifts: he had a golden star on his 
forehead, walked immediately, had all his teeth and was very hairy. The Dryads attended his birth. All of 
this suggests that Virgil was not so much an ordinary poet as a traditional Divine Man (Divinus, Theios 
Anêr), an explorer of the unseen realms, like Orpheus, Empedocles, Pythagoras and even Heracles. 

IV. The Legend of the Enchanted Egg

About 600 BCE the Cumaeans founded Neapolis (Naples) about 10 miles away from Cumae on the Bay 
of Naples ("The Crater"). Although the legend that Virgil founded Naples is chronologically impossible, 
it may refer to the story that he secured the city's boundaries magically, which may have been when it 
became "Neapolis" (New City), for its original name was "Parthenope." 

Virgil ordered that a Griffin's Egg be constructed, one half shining yellow bronze, the other midnight 
blue (i.e. kuanos). He consecrated the egg, invoking a spirit into it, and carried it with a censer of 
burning sulphur around the borders of the city. This act of purification combined the male sulphur with 
the female egg in an alchemical union. The egg was placed in an ampule (ampulla) and sealed with 
Hermetic incantations, thus making it a Hermetic Flask (Vas Hermeticum). The ampule in turn was 
placed in an iron cage which was supported by silver ribbons from four columns on a pillar of carved 
bronze. The Castel dell'Ovo (Castle of the Egg) was built on a promontory in the Bay of Naples, and the 
egg and its ampule were installed in a secret room in its basement. (In ancient times similar eggs 
supported on columns were displayed in the Roman circus, and nowadays ostrich eggs are suspended in 
tombs, churches and mosques.) 

Virgil said that so long as the ampule and egg were intact, the city walls could not be violated, and 
indeed it is said that the city trembled whenever the egg was disturbed. (Around 1285 Adenes li Rois 
claimed that Virgil had protected two cities in this way. When some skeptic tested Vigil's claim by 
dropping the other city's egg, that city sank into the sea; it was called Ys. The Castel dell'Ovo is still in 
the Bay of Naples, although it was reconstructed in the late fourteenth century by Joanna I; the earlier 
castle had crumbled when the ampule was damaged.) 

It may be that the "Griffin's Egg" used by Virgil was an ostrich egg, for they are commonly used for 
protection. The medieval bestiaries tell us that the male ostrich broods by night and the female broods by 
day; by their twofold watchful gaze they bring to term the egg incubating in the hot sands. Therefore the 
ostrich egg is called Vigilia (Vigilance) and is used for protection. (Also, the Dogon people, who live in 
the caves of the Hombori Mountains, say that the ostrich combines the forces of fire and water.) 

Virgil also caused all the snakes in Naples to be confined in the walls near the city gate. From Bochofen 
we can understand the reasons for this. First there is the tradition of the House Snake, which protects 
one's home; ancient Greeks considered it a manifestation of Zeus: Zeus Ktesios (Acquirer). Second, 



when occupying the walls the snake represents male potency, and has the same meaning as a protective 
phallus on a wall or a phallic herm in front of a house. (In other contexts the snake is female, a 
representative of Mother Earth, or even bisexual, as when it appears as the self-impregnating 
Ouroboros.) The egg is the primary source of life, but the serpent is the differentiating force, which 
allows the life to manifest in a definite form. Therefore the egg represents of life of the city while the 
serpent defines the boundaries and protects them. Thus in the Orphic mysteries the Serpent coils around 
the Cosmic Egg and cracks it open to reveal the Child God, the twofold Mercurial Spirit, the Divine 
Androgyne (see Jung's Spiritus Mercurii; recall also that Mercury is born of Maius and Maia.) The 
halves of the Orphic Egg become Heaven and Earth, and therefore they have opposing colors: bright 
gold and deep blue (the eternal cycle of day and night). 

Virgil's Egg is reminiscent of the Egg of the Dioskouroi, which protected Sparta in ancient times. Leda 
had laid this egg after mating with Zeus disguised as a swan; from the egg were born Helen (of Troy) 
and the twin Dioskouroi ("Lads of Zeus"). The silver egg was suspended from ribbons in the Temple of 
the Dioskouroi in Sparta. The Dioskouroi are the Twins (Gemini) of Life and Death, of Day and Night. 
They wear the halves of the egg-shell as their helmets, which we find united in the two-colored cap of 
Mercury. The Dioskouroi as protectors of the walls were often associated with snakes, which were 
shown coiling around twin amphoras or around the beams of the dokona (their characteristic sign, 
representing a house frame and similar in shape to the astrological sign for Gemini). 

Bachofen and Harrison do much to illuminate Virgil's use of the egg. Thus, the Orphics say that the 
Primordial Egg is the mother and nurse of the elements, the source of creation; therefore eggs are 
offered to Dionysos in the Bacchanalia. The egg as mother unites with the father: with sulphur for 
purification, with the serpent for protection. Also, an alchemical manuscript, the Turba Philosophorum 
(Gathering of Philosophers), which has preserved much ancient lore, demonstrates that the egg is an 
image of the esoteric Earth and of the alchemical vessel. The yolk corresponds to the Central Fire, and 
the embryo to the Point of the Sun (Punctus Solis) at its very center. 

V. The Legend of Virgil's Bones

When Virgil died at Brundisi in 19 BCE, he asked that his ashes be taken back to his villa just outside of 
Naples. There a shrine was created for him, and sacred rites were held every year on his birthday. In 
other words, he was given the rites of a Hero, at whose tomb the devout may find protection and counsel 
(as from Orpheus' oracular head). Virgil's tomb became a place of pilgrimage for many centuries, and 
even Petrarch and Boccaccio found their way to the shrine. 

Eventually the tomb fell into ruin and its exact location was forgotten. It is said that a certain English 
scholar Ludowicus, acting secretly for the Norman king Roger II (c.1136 CE), who was trying to 
conquer Naples, came looking for Virgil's bones and book of magic. Through his secret arts he found 
them, but the people of Naples prevented him from taking the bones, which protected the city, although 



he was allowed to take the book, the Ars Notaria. (John of Naples showed parts of this book to Gervase 
of Tilbury around 1200.) The bones were placed in an ampule (ampulla) in the Castel dell'Ovo, where 
they guarded the city. (Many cities were similarly protected by Heroes; for example Aristotle's bones 
guarded Palermo, and other cities were protected by Orpheus, Hesiod, Alcmene, Plato and others.) Other 
sources say that it was Robert of Anjou who placed Virgil's bones there. 

Virgil's Bones protected Naples for many years, and attackers usually suffered from plagues of flies. (It 
is interesting that one of the legends of Virgil has him constructing a Magic Fly to control the 
Neapolitan flies. Like the hero Heracles, he appealed to Zeus Muiagros, or Fly Catcher. Gervase of 
Tilbury knew of two churches that used Virgil's spell to control flies.) Eventually, in 1194 Henry VI of 
Germany, who was well-schooled in classical lore, was able to conquer Naples, for it had been 
discovered that there was a minute crack in the ampule. Thus the Hermetic seal was broken, and Naples 
fell by force of arms for the first time in a thousand years. 
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Preface

When someone recently asked, "What would you put in a Necronomicon?" I became intrigued by the 
question. Since it's been some years since I've read Lovecraft, I really don't remember how much he said 
about the content of the Necronomicon. Nevertheless, the following is a preliminary outline, mostly spun 
out no more than the name Necronomicon. However, whereas Lovecraft's Necronomicon was fabricated, 
mine is real! That is, it's entirely based on ancient texts (all predating the supposed date of Lovecraft's 
Necronomicon) - and this is only the tip of the iceberg. 

In any case, the Ancient Ones turn up often enough, in mythology and personal experience, that I expect 
they are a reflection of some archetype of the collective unconscious. Thus we can expect the Greek and 
Roman tradition to tap the same currents as Lovecraft, whatever his source. The following is offered in 
(and to) the spirit of HPL. 

- John Opsopaus 

Introduction 



Necronomicon is a Latin spelling of a word from Greek roots meaning "a/the thing relating to or 
conforming with the law(s)/custom(s) of the dead" (nekro- + nomikon); it does not refer to the names of 
the dead (which could be Necronomina in mixed Greek/Latin). Thus I take the Necronomicon to be a 
book, coming through the Greek or Roman tradition, which gives something relating to the laws of the 
dead. By the way, Greek nekros means primarily corpse, but secondarily a dead person; it does not 
directly refer to ghosts, shades, spirits, souls, demons, or death as an abstraction. Hence we must 
suppose that the Necronomicon deals primarily with The Dead, and not with these related ideas (though 
it may do so indirectly). The Dead Ones in question are, presumably, Lovecraft's Ancient Ones, a race 
predating humanity. 

I. The Ancient Great Ones, Now Dead 

●     A. Their Character 
●     B. Their Names 
●     C. The Ephesia Grammata 

A. Their Character 

The Ancient Great Ones were a divine race of Alchemists and Sorcerers, who came to dwell in caves; 
They were in several tribes: Kabeiroi, the Great Gods of Samothrace, Korubantes, Kouretes, Idaian 
Daktuloi, Telkhines. Strabo [10.3.19-21] said They were Demon Ministers to the Gods and were Gods 
Themselves; They were the Ancient Gods, Beings of Incalculable Age who lived before the Gods we 
know, but now are Dead. Even so, Their Power has not been extinguished. 

Some of the Ancient Ones were Giants, others were Dwarfs. The Dwarfs were called Orculi because 
They dwell in Orcus, the infernal Land of Death. (Some say the Orcades [Orkneys] take the name from 
the Mouth of Hell hidden in their cliffs.) To this day, their descendants, who dwell unseen in the caves 
that riddle the body of the Earth like wormholes, are called Orculli (the Dwarfs) and Orchi (the Giants) 
in northern Italy. 

According to Plutarch [Cess. Or.] it was the Ancient Gods who spoke through the Oracles, and with 
Their death the Oracles have become quiet. Goethe was familiar with the Ancient Ones and named them 
in Faust Part II. Schelling was obsessed by Them and devoted a monograph to them. 

B. Their Names 



i. We speak first of Those whom the Samothracians call Great Gods, and whom the Books of the Augurs 
call the Mighty Gods, for they did not dare to mention Their terrible names. Indeed, their awful-
sounding names were kept secret for untold ages, until they were revealed by Mnaseas: Axieros, 
Axiokersa, Axiokersos and Kasmilos (or Kadmilos). Isopsephia gives the numbers of Their names: 986, 
1007, 1276, 571 (or 375). Some say the first three are a Holy Triad, Father, Mother and Daughter; others 
say They are two Gods [Axieros, Axiokersos] attendant on a Goddess [Axiokersa]. The fourth is the 
Messenger, who completes the Quaternity; He carries the unmentionable Basket, into which only 
Initiates may peer and retain their sanity. Servius says Kasmilos' name is Etruscan, others say it is 
Hittite. 

ij. Nigidius Figulus, who knew the gorey secrets of Etruscan soothsaying and magic, swore that it was 
sacrilege to reveal Their unhallowed story, but some say the Great Ones came to earth in a flaming star, 
which shattered the rocks when it crashed into the island of Samothrace; there the Great Gods made 
Their home. They are Lords of the Terrifying Tempest. Their dance is the bedlam of spears rattled 
against oxhide shields. 

iij. Those who are initiated into the Mysteries of the Great Gods are granted the Purple Sash and the 
Magnetic Iron Ring. In this way Initiates stay in contact with the Great Gods. Artemidorus said that 
these same Mysteries are held on an island near Britain. 

iv. The Romans were under the protection of the Great Gods, for the Romans were descended from 
Aeneas, who came from Troy, and the Trojans were descended from Dardanos, who came from 
Samothrace. Dardanos brought sacred images of the Great Ones with him, and these same images were 
taken to Rome by Aeneas; this was the origin of the Roman Great Gods, the Penates, who protected the 
state for more than one thousand years. 

v. The Samothracian priests who celebrated the frenzied rites of the Great Ones were called Sai, but 
Servius said that when their cult was brought to Rome, the maniacal dancers for the Great Gods were 
named Salii. These, twice twelve in number, donned ancient armor and the peaked Phrygian cap. On 
their left arms they held the mysterious figure-of-eight shields that had fallen from heaven; their right 
hand held the sacred staff, which they beat against their shields, performing inscrutable ritual gestures. 
They sang the Carmen Saliare, the incomprehensible syncopations of which were unintelligible to even 
the earliest Romans; all but a few maddening fragments of these unholy verses have been consigned to 
the flames. 

vi. Some say the Kabeiroi are the same as the Samothracian Great Gods, but They are Chthonian Crab-
Beings said to be descended from Hephaistos, who was raised in an undersea grotto, and from Kabeiro, 
who was a daughter of Proteus. Some say They are Demons who serve Rhea. The principal Kabeiroi are 
Kabeiros and Kabeiria, from whom came the three male Kabeiroi, who with Kabeiros are the Astral 
Semina (Star Seeds), and three female Kabeirides, who with Kabeiria are the Elemental Semina 
(Material Seeds); together They continually recreate the world. Philo Byblius, who called Them the 
Children of Sudek (or Saduk), says They were the first scribes of Thoth, and recorded the dark secrets 



He divulged to Them. 

vij. Their unutterable names are dark and potent; the youngest He-demon was named Esmounos 
(Isopsephia = 1035). These Crabs [Karkinoi] walk cockeyed like their father, and like Him live in the 
sea as well as on land; their claws are like tongs for working metal [karkinoi]. 

viij. Though Cambyses destroyed the unspeakable sanctuaries of Their worship in Memphis and other 
places, Strabo said They were still worshipped in desolate areas, the Corubanteion in Hamaxitia and the 
Korubissa in Skepsia. Nonnus told of two Kabeiroi, Alkon and Eurumedon, transformers of metal, who 
stood upon the terrible fire-sprouting rock of Lemnos and brandished blazing bolts; streams of sparks 
issued from Their eyes, like the smokey, ruddy glow of Their father's furnace. 

ix. The Idaian Daktuloi are Alchemists and Sorcerers (Goetes), especially skilled in Drugs and Musical 
Magic, who dwell on Crete and serve Adresteia of the Mountains (who is Rhea). They are in two tribes, 
the thirty-two of the Left, who are evil Sorcerers, and the twenty of the Right, who banish Spells. Names 
of the Daktuloi include Kelmis, Damnameneus and Akmon. They dwell with Rhea, the Mother of the 
Gods, some say in the region of Troy; from Her They learned to transform metals [i.e., alchemy], and 
She entrusted Zeus, Father of Gods and Men, to Their care. 

x. They are associated with the Kouretes, who danced to protect Zeus and hold the bottomless Cretan 
cave where Zeus was born. They came from Their cave in Mt. Ida in Phrygia to the Cave on Mt. Ida in 
Crete, for the two are connected. Some of the Kouretes and Karikines (Kabeiroi) came with the 
Phoenicians to Brittany, whence They spread like a plague to Cornwall and Iberia. The rural folk still 
fear these dwarfs, and call Them the Korreds or The Old Ones. They have deep-set, red eyes and shaggy 
dark skin, and They brought the Dolmen Stones to these lands. They still dance in circles so ferociously 
that the grass ignites beneath Their feet. They live in various caverns and caves, but always below sea-
level. 

xi. Likewise the Koroubantes made a sound so hideous and danced so demonically that even the Titans 
were driven away from this cave. Tzetzes says They are Demon Attendants of Rhea, who established 
their foul grotto on the Samothracian mountain called Saon. There, in an infernal cave, dwells 
Zerunthos, a gargantuan, abominable serpent, splotched in color, with scales horny like the fingernails of 
a shriveled corpse. Therein dogs are slaughtered to fulfill obscene rites. 

xij. The Telkhines are seal-people descended from Tartaros and Nemesis (Damnation and Vengeance) 
and were great Sorcerers, especially skilled in the Evil Eye, by which They could transform anything, 
and They were experts in Craft and Alchemy. Rhea gave Them Poseidon to be raised, and They made 
His barbed trident as well as the viscous sickle by which Ouranos was so cruelly unmanned. They 
fought the Gods and were so repugnant to Zeus that He blasted Them with His thunderbolt, submerging 
and overturning Their island. They also inhabited Rhodes before there were people. 

xiij. The Telkhines are related to the Bakkhulides and those most frightening Dead Ones, the Keres, 



those completely Evil Spirits, shaped like unearthly birds of prey, who pollute everything and bring 
blindness and other terrifying diseases; They inflict horrible death and disaster. 

xiv. No Demon is more frightening than Him whom the Etruscans called Tukhulkha, a Beast with 
writhing snakes, vulture's beak, enormous tongue, long ears and lipless snarl. He pursues poor wretches 
even after they have died. 

xv. Kharun was the Etruscan name for another hideous demon, who has a 
hooked nose, obscene pointed donkey ears, flaming eyes [in Greek, kharon 
means Bright- or Fierce-eyed], a goatee, vicious wolf-fangs, a monkey face, 
revolting greenish-grey skin, wings (sometimes) and terrifying serpents for 
hair. He uses his mallet to smash the skulls and splatter the brains of the dead 
and dying. There are several Kharuns (whom the Italians call Caronte), 
including Kharun Khunkhulis and Kharun Hut's. Kharun and Tukhulkha 
(whom we see on the walls of the Tomba dell'Orco in Tarquinia), both have 
winged feet, which shows they are Angels of Death. 

xvi. Do not forget the Dioskouroi. 

xvij. The Kimmerioi (Assyrian Gimirri), upon whom the Sun never shines, likewise dwell around foul-
smelling, bottomless Lake Avernus, which is a Gate to the land of the Dead Ones. In Book I of The 
Janid of Apollonius the Adept we read: 

The Sibyl led a band not far away,
To Baiae, where they found Avernus Lake,*
[*mod. Lago Averno, a water-filled volcanic crater]
Exhaling hellish airs in gloomy woods,
A lake whose roots reach down to Tartaros.
A giant cavern, Orcus' maw, they took
As their abode, a dark and sunless realm.
The people, called Kimmerioi, put therein
Their smithies, forging famous wares of bronze,
And Orgullae* they named their buried homes.
[*an obscure word that may refer to earthen or clay vessels]
Where flow the vapors and the waters black
From Aita*, there the Sibyl placed her shrine, [*Hades]
Delivering oracles with raving mouth.
Aeneas and Odysseus, wandering each
From Illium, saw the crone, much shrunk with age*.
[*c. 1175 BCE; she would have been in her 80's] 



C. The Ephesia Grammata 

These are the Ephesia Grammata, great words of power, which were darkly hinted at by Apuleius the 
Magician, and in the Greek Magical Papyri, and in the Testament of Solomon, and on a Cretan Spell 
Tablet, and by many others, but which no one before Hesychius and Clement of Alexandria dared to 
name: 

Askion, Kataskion, Lix, Tetrax, Damnameneus, Aisia (or Aision). 

Here are their numbers as calculated by Isopsephia: 351, 672, 100, 766, 796, 222 (or 341). They are 
inscribed upon the Sceptre of Artemis-Selene, the Ephesian Queen of the Moon Magic, for Epeshu 
means "to Bewitch" in the Babylonian tongue. Some say these are the Secret Names of the Idaian 
Daktuloi and come from Phrygia. If thou be daring, invoke Them for benefit and protection. 

Aisia Lix Tetrax - the Howling Whirlwind Demon born of the Great One - causes fever and burning, but 
if it feels kindly toward you, will refresh you with cool breezes and lead you to refuge. Damnameneus, 
called Woman-mad and Tamer, is a great Idaian Magician (Goes) and said to be one of the Telkhines as 
well as of the Daktuloi. 

II. Calling Upon the Dead Ones 

i. Circe's loathsome rite, which summons the bloodless Dead Ones with a pit filled with the hot gore of 
beheaded sheep, is described in Book 11 of the Odyssey [vv. 12-224]. 

ij. Virgil, who was called a great magician, describes in Book VI of the Aeneid the horrendous spells and 
ritual by which the Cumaean Sibyl, who dwells in the Cavern with One Hundred Mouths, opened for 
Aeneas the black Jaws of Orcus, the Gate to Dis, the Land of the Dead Ones, which is at Lake Avernus, 
the Birdless Place. She tells him the savage ritual by which, with bowls of steaming blood and blazing 
entrails, he must invoke Hecate, Queen of Heaven and Erebus, and call upon Chaos and Phlegethon. 

iij. In The Persians [vv. 607-99], Aeschylus describes a shocking Persian ritual to raise the Dead. 

III. The Geography of the Land of the Dead Ones 

i. Virgil [ Aeneid, Book VI] tells of the Woods girded by Cocytus, the Stygian Marsh, Black Tartarus - 
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and of the Golden Bough, the Key to the Gate, which must be sought. He shows the way to the Throne 
of the Queen of the Dead. 

ij. In Book X of his Description of Greece [28.1-29.1] Pausanius describes the monumental painting by 
Polygnotus that depicts the Land of the Dead in all its horror; from it was copied the faded fresco in the 
gloomy tomb of Orco II of Tarquinii. We see the foul river Akheron and Kharon the cruel ferryman. We 
even see the loathsome demon Euronomos, with blue-black skin like gluttonous charnel flies, who sits 
upon a vulture skin and hungrily devours the rotting flesh from corpses newly buried. 

IIII. What is Lawful 

i. The Dead Ones, especially when they are on this side of the Styx, may be called up to answer 
questions. 

ij. A truly courageous one may travel the harrowing path into the Land of the Dead Ones, so that its 
residents can be interrogated, and with skill and strength the return can be made to the light. This is 
permitted so long as nothing is taken from the Land of the Dead Ones, for then thou art beholden to the 
Dead. 

V. What is Not Lawful 

The Dead Ones must not be brought back to life; such blasphemy is punished by Zeus's bolt. Such a 
thing was done by Erichtho, a sorceress so foul that our mind refuses to recount her hideous habits or 
revolting rites. If you have the courage to read them, Lucan, the nephew of Seneca, tells the disgusting 
details in Book VI of his Pharsalia [413-830]. 
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Biography of 
Apollonius Sophistes 

(John Opsopaus) 

●     Brief biography 
●     Full biography 

Brief Biography

Apollonius Sophistes is a life-long Pagan dedicated to the Gods of the Greek, Roman and Etruscan 
pantheons; his fiction, nonfiction, poetry and translations have appeared in a number of Pagan 
publications. He lives in a remote area, on a tor almost completely surrounded by the waters of a very 
deep lake, where his (corporeal) companions include goats, cats, dogs, birds and snakes. On his father's 
side Apollonius traces his descent to one of the Blue Man of the Minch, who live in caves under the 
waters between the Hebrides and the Scottish Highlands. His mother's family name reflects their status 
as hereditary tenders of the Beall Fire and priestesses of Hyperborean Apollo. 

Full Biography

Apollonius Sophistes is a life-long Pagan dedicated to the Gods of the Greek, Roman and Etruscan 
pantheons; his fiction, nonfiction, poetry and translations have appeared in a number of Pagan 
publications. He lives in a remote area, on a tor almost completely surrounded by the waters of a very 
deep lake, where his (corporeal) companions include goats, cats, dogs, birds and snakes. 

Apollonius was born on the first day of Thoth, the ancient Egyptian new year, when Sirius, the Sacred 
Star of Isis, rises with the Sun. He was born at the stroke of the Chime Hour of the Nighttide, a time 
considered auspicious for the Second Sight (Dha Shealladh). 

On both sides, Apollonius is descended from the Boreads, the priests and priestesses of Hyperborean 
Apollo. The ancestors of his maternal grandfather were named "Beall-tein," because they were 
hereditary tenders of the Fire of Beall, for that is the name by which the Hyperboreans knew Apollo (cf. 
Belenos). 



One of these ancestors was the Boread Henry de Beletun, from Dunbar (Scotland), who knew the secrets 
of spirit flight passed down from Abaris, his ancestor, and taught them to the sorcerer Michael Scot. In 
1231 Henry deeded his land in Kingside to Melrose Abbey for the sorcerer's use when he returned to 
Scotland. Later he assisted Michael in compiling his grimoire, the Liber Potestatis, until Michael died in 
1235, and was buried on the Abbey's grounds. (The Liber Potestatis was not buried with him.) 

Henry was descended from Apollonios ho Tuaneus, a great wizard, wiseman and healer, born in Tuana 
in 4 BCE. Apollonios was known to later ages as Belinus, Bolemus, Belenius, Balinas, Bellus and 
Bonellus. 

Late in life Apollonios decided to journey to Lebadeia (in Boiotia) to visit the shrine of Trophonios, a 
Son of Apollo, as he was. The shrine is a cave in the hill above the temple, and people go down into it to 
receive an oracle from the God. When Apollonios arrived, the priests informed him that he could not 
enter the cave at that time, which was a lie, for they had told the people there that they would not allow 
such a wizard into the shrine. So during the day he spoke at Herkune Spring about the origin of the 
shrine, but at night went to the cave with his disciples. There he pulled out four of the standing stones 
that blocked the entrance, and was drawn down in a sitting position, as was usual. He was clothed in 
white, as was the custom, and took honey cakes to appease the Guardians of the Cave. As he went down, 
he prayed, "Tell me, O Trophonios, what do you consider to be the most complete and purest 
philosophy." 

Trophonios was so pleased with Apollonios' arrival, that He 
later appeared to the priests and chastized them for their deceit. 
He further instructed them to go to Aulis, where Apollonios 
would emerge from the earth. (Those who descended to 
Trophonios always emerged at some distance, usually beyond 
Locri or Phokis, but none had ever emerged so far away as 
Aulis.) Indeed, in seven days (longer than anyone else had 
stayed underground), Apollonios emerged bearing a large book. 
He said that he had come to Trophonios' image (phantasma), 
which held the book, and had taken it from His hands. The book 
contained the teachings of Pythagoras, and was in answer to his 

prayer. Later the book was given to Emperor Hadrian, along with some of Apollonios' correspondence, 
and the book was kept at the Emperor's palace at Antium, where it was inspected by many scholars over 
the years. Part of the book has come to be known as the Tabula Smaragdina (Emerald Tablet), on 
account of the book's color. [In ancient times, the term "emerald" (smaragdus) could apply to any green 
stone, or even to green glass.] 

This Apollonios was descended from Abaris, who was a Boread born in the Caucasus. Abaris was also a 
iatromantes (healer-prophet, or shaman), famous for curing many people and preventing plagues, who 
traveled in many lands and used the golden arrow of Apollo to fly in the spirit world. He initiated 
Pythagoras, son of Mnesarchus the amulet-maker, at Massalia in the sixth century BCE and, in 
exchange, was allowed to bring back to Hyperborea the secrets of Pythagoras, which came from his 



travels among the Phoenicians, the Chaldeans, the Magi, and the Minoans, who also brought him to the 
Orculi (Dactyls) in the Idaean cave. Abaris also preserved what Pythagoras had learned from 
Pherecydes, a man of Syros (Lesbos), and from Hermodamas of Samos, a descendant of Creophylus. 
Later Pythagoras brought the worship of Hyperborean Apollo to Croton and Metapontum, where he 
went into a hidden cavern to learn from the Orculi and Janae magicians (i.e. the Gianae of Sardinia). 
Eventually Pythagoras married a student, Theano (daughter of Brontinus of Croton), who was also a 
Janae sorceress from Metapontum. Abaris married Damo, the daughter of Pythagoras, who inherited her 
father's grimoir, which he had instructed should never leave the family, and so it has not. 

The modern Apollonius is descended through his maternal grandmother from Sicinius Pontianus, the son 
of Aemilia Pudentilla, a famous witch who lived in Tripoli in the second century CE and married the 
sorcerer Lucius Apuleius of Madaura (Africa), who was a descendant of the striga (owl-witch) Pamphile 
(the wife of Milo of Hypata) from Thessaly (famous for sorcery), and of Lucius of Patras, whom she 
seduced with her magic, and about whom there are many strange tales. 

Pamphile was descended from Sagana, a Janae sorceress of the first century BCE who came from 
Cumae by Lake Avernus to live with others of her kind in Rome on the Suburra, the Avenue of Witches. 
Sagana was a descendant of Janus (it is said) and Crane, a striga of the Marsi, an owl-witch celebrated 
for her craft, which saved the infant Procas, who became king of Alba Longa, the most ancient town of 
Latium (early in the first millenium BCE). She was from the tribe of Janae (said to be descended from 
the gods Janus and Jana, i.e., Dianus and Diana), who have lived in caves in the mountains of Sardinia 
for ten thousand years (as recounted in their epic, The Janid). 

Apollonius is descended through his paternal grandfather from Joannes Opsopoeus (1556-1596), who 
collected and edited the Sibyllene Oracles and other prophetic writings of his ancestors; he was son-in-
law to Daniel Stibar, a city councilman of Wurtzburg, who assisted (c. 1536) Master George Sabellicus, 
known as the younger Faustus, a great magician from the Sabine Hills, a place famous for sorcery. 

Through his paternal grandmother, Apollonius is descended from Logan, called Gille Fhinnein, slave to 
St. Finnian, in fifteenth century Scotland. He was the son of the Hunchback (Crotair) son of Giolla-
Gorm, who was one of the "Blue Men" (Na Fir Ghorm), who were called "fallen angels." They live in 
caves under the waters of the Minch, the channel through the "Charmed Islands" (Na h-Eileinean) of the 
Hebrides. Crotair learned the magical arts from his mother Kerling, a priestess of Dana (Diana), who 
was taken captive after Giolla-Gorm was killed, and whose people lived in Kintail and the lands around 
Ben Attow and Loch Ness. She had become skilled in the Craft of the Blue Men, which she learned from 
Giolla-Gorm, her husband. [See Glaukidai: A Myth of the Blue Men for more on Giolla-Gorm.] 

Kerling was descended from Sir Robert Logan, who in 1329 went with Sir James Douglas to take the 
heart of Robert Bruce to Palestine. Since Lord Douglas died in Spain, Sir Robert returned with the heart, 
which was buried in Melrose Abbey. He placed it in a lead cone and buried it under the Chapter House 
floor. 



Sir Robert was descended from Kessanus M'Lenane, a master of the ways of the underworld. In 1217 
Kessanus recruited Michael Scot in Toledo, where he was translating Arabic astrology texts, and 
brought him to the subterranean Schola Obscura in Salamanca, where he became acquainted with the 
Janae and the Orculi (Dactyls). After Michael's training was completed in 1220, Kessanus brought him 
out through Hades' Mouth at Lake Avernus (Italy), and took him to Bologna to be presented to Frederick 
II of Sicily. Thereafter the two performed occult services for Frederick, accompanied him on his 
peaceful crusade (1228-9), and assisted him in liberalizing Sicily's laws. Kessanus also introduced 
Michael to Theophilus, a Saracen leader in Tunis, who assisted the sorcerer in his translations. In 1231 
Kessanus returned to Scotland to make further arrangements for Michael, who was back in Paris 
teaching. Later he led Michael back through the caverns that connect to the Mouth of Hades in Scotland, 
where he was met by Henry de Beletun. 

Kessanus was descended on his father's side from Amurechach, great-grandson of Murechach 
(Murdock), grandson of Donnchach (Duncan), son of Nicail, son of Gillaagamnan, son of Cormac, son 
of Airbertach, son of Murechach, son of Fearchair (oig), son of Mic Beathaidh (Macbeth), son of 
Finlaeic, son of Fearchar the Tall (died, 697 CE) of Clan Lorn (one of the "Three Powerfuls"), who had 
been King of Dalriada (Scotland), and was the son of Fearadaig, son of Fergusa, son of Coluim, son of 
Boetain, son of Echdach, son of Muredaig, son of Loarn, son of Erc, King of the Dal Riata (Ireland), 
who came from Ireland in 498 CE. 

Through his mother Kessanus was descended from Gebeleizis, who was called Zamolxis (Bear-spirit), 
of the Thracian tribe of Getae. He was apprenticed to Pythagoras in the sixth century BCE, where he met 
Abaris, and the two agreed to work together in the service of Apollo and the other Gods. Thus the two 
Boread lines, the Zamolxids and Abarids, established a link which has continued for two and one-half 
millenia. When Gebeleizis returned to the Getae, he became a smoke-dancer (kapnobate) and vanished 
into a cavern for three years, after which his people came to him to be cured by music and other means, 
and to be initiated into his mysteries. 

The truth! What is the truth? One's private truth?
The mythic truth, which time and place transcends? 
Perhaps poetic truth? The psyche's truths?
Or last, the petty truth of public facts?
But this account partakes of all of these!

-- Apollonius Sophistes 
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1.  The Story of Glaukos 
2.  The Blue Men of the Minch 
3.  Gille-Gorm, the Boy Blue 
4.  Sources 

I belong to Clan MacGilligorm (later called MacGillinnion, MacGill'innein etc.), and our family traces 
our descent to Crotair MacGilligorm (1372-1405), the hunchback (Crotair) son of Gille-Gorm (Blue-
Lad), one of the "Blue Men," who live in caves under the waters of the Minch, the channel through the 
"Charmed Islands" of the Hebrides. Some say the Blue Men are fallen angels, but they are actually 
descendants of Glaukos Pontios (the Blue One of the Sea), a son of Pasiphaê (daughter of the Sun) and 
the Minôs who ruled Crete in the fourteenth century BCE. This is the story. 

 

I. The Story of Glaukos



The story begins two generations before the Trojan War when the child Anthêdôn (Rejoicing in 
Flowers) was born to the Minôs (Ruler) of Crete (who had come from Skuthia, i.e. Scythia) by bull-
loving Pasiphaê (All-illuminating), a daughter of the Moon and Sun (that is, Hêlios, also called 
Phaethôn, Illuminating). One day the child went into a cave used to store hydromel (mead), which was 
the sacred drink before Dionysos gave us wine. In innocent ignorance he drowned himself in the liquor, 
but nobody knew what had happened to him. 

Therefore the Minôs sent for the Kourêtes (Curetes), who were known as great seers (manteis), and they 
told him that whoever could best describe Minôs' miraculous cow would be able to restore Anthêdôn 
alive to him. This cow changed colors every four hours: from the black of chaotic night, to the pure 
white of day, to the vital red of blood, then back to black again. So Minôs had all the diviners in the land 
brought together, and the Kourêtes judged the best description to be that of a certain iatromantis (healer-
seer, i.e. shaman) from Corinth called Poluidos ("Much Knowing"), the son of Koiranos, the son of 
Abas, the son of Melampous (Blackfoot) the Egyptian, the most famous iatromantis in Greece, who 
knew the language of snakes and woodworms. Poluidos said that the cow was like the ripening mulberry 
(batos), which is first pure white, then vibrant red, and finally a rich dark purple (i.e. black). (These are 
also the colors of the alchemical Great Work.) 

Therefore, Poluidos was entrusted with finding Anthêdôn, and by divination he came to a place where 
the Owl (Glaux) was driving away the Bees (Melissai) from a cave (for Bees reveal the presence of 
prophetic Goddesses). Looking inside he found the drowned boy, and brought him to Minôs. 

However, the grief-stricken Minôs was not satisfied, because the Kourêtes had said that the iatromantis 
would restore his living son to him, so he ordered that Poluidos be shut up with the boy's body in a 
beehive-shaped tomb, until he brought Anthêdôn back to life. This was beyond Poluidos' (or any 
mortal's) power, and so he prayed to the Gods for help. After a while, as his eyes became accustomed to 
the dark, he saw a snake approaching the corpse. On an impulse he killed the snake, because the idea 
had come into him that it would nibble the corpse. Shortly thereafter a second snake came forth and 
discovered the body of the first. Then it went away and came back holding in its mouth the twig of an 
herb (called Dios Anthos, the Flower of Zeus) with three blue-green (glaukos) leaves. [Graves thinks it 
was mistletoe, the Druidic Herb of the Sun.] The second snake laid this herb upon the first snake, which 
immediately came to life and left with its companion. Poluidos was astonished, but quickly took the 
serpent's branch and applied it to the boy while repeating a prayer three times. Like the snake, the boy 
immediately returned to life. (This is the very same herb that Asclepius later used to resurrect 
Hippolytus.) 

Anthêdôn had a shiny blue-gray scar over his heart where the branch had touched him, and so he was 
thereafter called Glaukos (Blue-Grey) or in their language Glas (Gaelic, "Grey"). Poluidos explained to 
the boy that a part of his mortality had been burned away and replaced by divine substance, as shown by 
the scar. In this way he was reborn as a iatromantis (healer-seer), and he was called Antitheos (Godlike). 
Moreover, he later discovered that from the serpent-staff he had acquired power over snakes, as have his 
descendants to the end of time. 



Minôs gave Poluidos many gifts, but then ordered him to teach Glaukos all his arts, especially 
divination; because Glaukos (or Glas) was an eager student, he became known as Gathêlos Glaukos or, 
in their language, Gaodhal Glas, from Gaoith-Dil (Lover of Learning). His magical craft, the Glaukou 
Tekhnê (Art of the Blue Man), became so famous that the ancients would say, "It doesn't take the Art of 
the Blue Man to do so and so" when they meant "It doesn't take a wizard to do so and so." 

Eventually Minôs gave Poluidos leave to return home, but before he did so, the seer bade Glaukos to spit 
in his mouth. Ovid is wrong in claiming that by so doing Glaukos lost all power of divination and that in 
this way Poluidos reclaimed the gift he had been compelled to give. If this were true, how could Glaukos 
have become the famous seer that he did, eagerly sought for his prophecies by people throughout 
Greece? What really happened is that Poluidos also spat into Glaukos' mouth; in this way a sacred 
covenant was forged between the two seers. Thus also Glaukos was called Gnôstês (Soothsayer). (This 
name is also equipotent with the Antitheos Euplokamos, the Godlike One with Fair Locks) 

After returning home, Poluidos fathered Eukhênôr (who accompanied his father to Troy and was killed 
by Paris in the war), Astuktatia and Mantô (a famous prophetess). 

When Glaukos got his beard, he went to live on the shores of the Euboicum Mare (Euboean Sea) at the 
place in Euboia that is now called Anthêdôn in his honor. He felt a strong attraction for the sea and used 
to fish with both nets and rod and line. 

One day he came to a rocky place, with the waves on one side and on the other a meadow of grassy 
herbs, never touched by sheep or goats, nor frequented by bees, nor cut by people. He spread out his nets 
and lines on this grass to dry, and was counting the fish that were still on his hooks, when he observed 
the strangest thing: one of the fish nibbled a certain blue-green or gray grassy herb (glaukê poia) and 
suddenly became rejuvenated and jumped back into the water. In this way all the fish escaped back into 
the water. (This herb, which some call Glaukiskos, had been sown by Kronos in His Golden Age.) 

Glaukos was curious about the nature of this Undying Grass (Danaia Poia), and so he picked some of it 
and chewed it. Immediately his heart began to pound and he felt the irresistible call of the sea. He cried, 
"Farewell Earth, to which I shall never return!" and jumped into the depths. He was immediately 
surrounded by schools of sea-divinities, who called on the all-encircling King and Queen, Okeanos 
(Ocean) and Têthus, to accept him in Their domain. The Seirênes (Sirens) sang a magic purification 
song to him thrice three times, and told him that he had to bathe in the Hundred Streams. 

When Glaukos did so, his mind became confused as in a dream and was so transformed that he could not 
even clearly remember his earlier life. Through his delirium he discovered that he had a thick green 
beard, and bluish skin, and feet like the tail of a fish. Thus he became Glaukos of the Sea (Pontios or 
Thalassios), a Pontomedôn (Lord of the Sea) and came to rule a kingdom under the waters near Dêlos. 

To the prophetic art he had learned from Poluidos, he added the art of the wise Old Man of the Sea, 



Nêreus the Truthful, son of Earth and Sea (Gaia and Pontos), who was his friend, and thereafter Glaukos 
Gnôstês (Soothsayer) delivered oracles, coming once a year to the seamen in each port and island of 
Greece. 

Not long after Glaukos' transformation, Skulla (Scylla), a beautiful Nêreid (daughter of Old Man 
Nêreus), came down to the seashore at night. There she disrobed and refreshed herself in a shallow pool. 
In the moonlight she saw a beautiful boy floating with his chest and arms out of the water. She pulled 
her long hair over her breasts and called to him, "What are you looking at?" 

"The most beautiful nymph," he replied, and they bantered for a time, with ever increasing mutual 
attraction. 

"Come closer so that I can see you," she called, but when he got close she saw that his thick hair, which 
covered his back, was green and that his skin was blue, for he was Glaukos. When Skulla saw that he 
became a fish at his groin, she shrieked, jumped from the pool and ran to the top of an overhanging cliff. 
Regaining her confidence, she called "What sort of monster are you?" 

Godlike (Antitheos) Glaukos replied, "Fair nymph, I am not a monster, but a Sea God and more 
powerful than every Sea Lord (Pontomedôn) around here. But I cannot walk on land, and beg you to 
come back to the shore, so that we may share our love." 

When Skulla saw that she had nothing to fear from Glaukos, she returned to the shore, still naked but for 
her long hair, and stood above him. 

"Come down into the water with me," he pleaded and stroked her calves. 

"You are not so powerful if you cannot come to me," she laughed, slipping from his hands and going a 
few feet away to recline in the pool. With signs she invited him, and Mighty (Krateros) Glaukos 
struggled out of the water, using his strong arms to pull himself across the sand to the pool. He flopped 
up next her and reached for an embrace, but she jumped to her feet and kicked him, shouting "You are a 
mongrel thing, half fish and half man, and out of place in both kingdoms!" Then she grabbed her robe 
and ran away laughing. 

Great-Hearted (Megalêtôr) Glaukos was furious, but burning with love for her, and grief at her 
treatment. Slowly and painfully he dragged himself back into the sea and swam quickly from Euboia to 
Aiaia, a mysterious island near Sicily [Monte Circei?], which is the home of many beasts, who live on 
hills green with herbs. It is a paradoxical place, where the Sun rises and sets, and the hidden kingdom of 
Potnia Kirkê (Mistress Circe), divine sorceress and daughter of the Sun (Hêlios) and Persê, a Moon 
Goddess (perhaps Hekatê Herself) born of the Ocean; thus Kirkê was the sister of Pasiphaê, the mother 
of Glaukos. He came up through a submarine cave that opens into her halls (megara). There he called 
for audience with the queen and explained that he was filled with passion for a nymph. He begged, 
"Theia (Aunt) Kirkê, Polupharmakos (Knowing Many Potions), master of the magic of Love, grant me 



this favor and sing a spell or brew a potion - for I know the magic power of herbs - but not one that will 
cure me! Rather, turn her heart so that she burns with as much passion as me." 

The regal and powerful enchantress, Kirkê Euplokamos (Fair-haired), replied, "Ah, Godlike Glaukos, 
my dear young Sea Lord, it would be far better if you loved someone like me, who knows what it is to 
burn with passion, than that frivolous nymph." Then with many words and actions she won his heart, so 
that he felt the same lust as her. In a shallow pool in her halls they tangled their limbs, hers soft and 
white, his glossy and blue, and spawned like fish. 

Then Crafty (Doloessa) Kirkê taught him arts and incantations that would allow him to take the form of 
a mortal man, and accept her love in this way too. And through the night they enjoyed every pleasure 
afforded by their bodies and their craft. 

In the morning Glaukos begged Kirkê Audêessa (Speaking Mortal Speech) for forgiveness, saying, 
"Gracious Goddess I have misled you. Although you have shown me every kindness and we have joined 
in passion, I cannot stop loving Skulla. Indeed seaweed will grow on the tops of the mountains, and trees 
will grow in the depths of the sea, before I will stop loving her." 

(Kirkê is called Euplokamos - Fair-haired - because that name is equipotent with Audêessa Leaina 
- the Lioness who Speaks the Speech of Mortals - her secret nature.) 

Mistress Kirkê was furious and would have destroyed Glaukos, but she loved him already and knew he 
was a powerful Sea Lord. Therefore she turned her wrath toward Skulla, circling like a sparrow hawk 
and saying to herself "Very well; you want her desiring you like a bitch in heat, and so she shall." She 
stormed into the dark forest and gathered secret herbs and pulverized them into a pungent powder while 
she sang a spell taught to her by Hekatê. When she was done, she wrapped her azure robe around her 
fair shoulders and went out through her court, where her familiar animals fawned about her (for she is 
Potnia Thêrôn - Mistress of the Beasts). By magic arts she skimmed across the waves to Rhêgion 
(modern Reggio di Calabria), opposite the rocky coast of Zanklê (mod. Messina), and to that pool where 
Skulla was accustomed to refresh herself. She poured her potent potion into the water as she circled it, 
intoning over it a complex spell thrice nine times. 

At her usual time Skulla came to the pool, loosened the peplos (robe) from her shoulders, and folded it 
on a rock. When she had waded waist deep into the pool she felt something churning in the water around 
her thighs; suddenly the water around her waist erupted with snarling dogs' heads. She jumped from the 
pool to escape them, but discovered in her horror that they were her: her legs were covered with shaggy 
hair and shaped like dogs; each of her beautiful buttocks had become a yapping dog head, and her place 
of love had become a snarling dog. Such was the revenge of Kirkê Polupharmakos (Skilled in Many 
Potions). 

Kirkê brought Great-Hearted Glaukos to see what she had done to Skulla, hoping that she would then 
have all his love, but he was horrified that she could do such a thing and fled from her into the ocean's 



depths. 

Skulla Deinê (the Terrible) went to hide in a cave by the shore, where she would show her beautiful 
torso to lure sailors into her cave. When they came to lie with her, her lustful hunger was satisfied by the 
ravening dog-heads, for this was the only way they could be fed (although they could be placated 
somewhat by stroking). She also revenged herself on Kirkê by devouring as many of Odysseus' 
companions as she was able. Skulla Petraia (Living on Rocks) stayed in this place for many years, until 
she was mercifully turned to stone. 

In ten months - the period of divine gestation - Kirkê bore a daughter from the seed of Glaukos Gnôstês 
(Soothsayer), whom she named Sibulla (Sibyl). When the girl was grown she traveled in many lands, 
and so she was called Phoitô (Wanderer). First she went to live in Eruthrai (Erythrae), where she 
achieved much fame for her prophecies, for when the Achaeans were on the way to Ilion, she told them 
that Troy would fall and that a Poet (i.e. Homer) would tell lies about the war. Later she went with the 
Kimmerioi (Cimmerians) to Sardô (Sardinia), where she prophesied to those long-breasted mountain 
Nymphs (Numphai oreskôoi dolikhomazoi) who call themselves Dianades or Ianades (i.e. the Janae, 
daughters of Jana), who in turn taught her many secrets, including the ways through the Underworld. 
[This meeting is described somewhat differently in The Janid, the mythic history of the Janae.] Then 
they traveled to Lake Aornos (Lk. Avernus, near Naples), the Mouth of the Underworld, where they 
established a home in the Great Cave (near Baiae) and she founded the oracular shrine later moved to 
Kumê (Cumae); among the Cimmerians she was consulted by Aeneas and Odysseus after they left Troy. 
Finally she went to the City of the Nymphs (Astu Numpheôn) on Samos, where she lived many years, 
prophesying from the Cave of the Nymphs there [probably the Spiliani cave]. Later prophetesses were 
called Sibyls (Sibullai) after her. 

Her name Phoitô reflects her parentage, for it is equipotent with Audêessa (Speaking Mortal 
Speech) and Kouros (Lad), that is, Kirkê and Glaukos. She was called Hêrophilê (Beloved of 
Hera) on Samos (where the Goddess is especially honored) because that name is equal to 
Gathêlos Aitherios (Ethereal), and she lived for a thousand years because Hêrophilê Aitheria is 
equipotent with Aiôn (Aeon). She was called Dêiphobê because that name is equal to Skotia 
(Darkness). She was known by this name as a priestess of both Apollo and Trioditis, a name for 
Artemis as the Threefold Goddess of the Road. This is all I will say about this Sibulla for now. 

After leaving Kirkê, Godlike Glaukos came in human form to Iasôn (Jason) and used his arts to 
construct the ship Argô; he himself became an Argonaut, in fact, the ship's first steersman. He traveled 
with Iasôn and the other Argonauts in quest of the Golden Fleece of Kolkhis (Colchis), into Aia [that is, 
Gaia, the Earth], his family's origin, whose king, called Aiêtês, was blood-brother of Kirkê and Pasiphaê 
and father of Mêdeia (Medea). (He is a king of the Underworld like Aidês [Hadês].) In the battle 
between Iasôn and the Turrhênoi (Etruscans), Glaukos protected himself by jumping into the sea and 
taking on his fish form; he was the only Argonaut to escape unscathed. Having revealed himself as a Sea 
Lord, he subsequently helped the Argonauts in many ways. All this took place in the generation before 
the Trojan War. 



Although he never forgot Skulla, Great-Hearted Glaukos had many wives. For example, he loved 
Ariadne when she was on Dia, but she and Dionysos preferred each other, and Glaukos had to give her 
up. 

Gathêlos also went to Egypt, where he used his craft and bravery to help the Pharaoh to defeat the 
Ethiopians. In gratitude the Pharaoh offered him his daughter Skotia (Darkness) as wife, and they were 
married. They lived happily in Egypt until the Pharaoh [perhaps Akhenaten, 1367-1350 BCE] 
introduced a new religion that was hostile to the practices of Druids (Druidôn). Therefore, Mighty 
Gathêlos took Skotia his queen and a large number of followers to seek the land that had been 
prophesied for them. 

(We know that Anthêdôn Gathêlos was destined for Skotia, because Gathêlos and Skotia together 
equal Anthêdôn.) 

First they went to Gotthia, where Carthage was later built. Then Gathêlos led them on to found a colony 
in Galicia in Spain, which is called Brigantia (near modern La Coruña) after the Goddess Brigintis 
(Brighid), and from there they went to Iernê (Ireland). Here Gathêlos was crowned king and his 
followers took the name Skotioi (Dark Ones, Scots) after the name of their queen. Some say that the 
entire Gaelic clan (Clan-na-Gael) is named for Gaodhal Glas (Gathêlos Glaukos), who led them into 
these places. Eventually the Skotioi came to the land of Hyperboreans, to Caledonia in the northernmost 
parts of Albion (England), where they settled. They founded the Kingdom of Skotia, also named for 
Gathêlos' queen. 

 

II. The Blue Men of the Minch

In time, Glaukos returned to live in the sea, where he was most at home, and spawned the race of 



Glaukidai (Descendants of Glaukos), or Hoi Glaukoi (the Blue Men), who live in caves beneath the 
waves. Although there are now Glaukidai in many parts of the world, their largest number are in 
Scotland, where Glaukos went after leaving the Mediterranean. The Highlanders call them the "Blue 
Men" (Na Fir Ghorm) because, like Glaukos, the Blue Men have glossy bluish (gorm) skin, a long gray 
(glas) face with curly green hair and beard. Their eyes tend to be small, their noses flat, and mouths 
large. Their arms are long and their legs are like fish-tails. They are the size of a full-grown man, and 
very strong. 

Some say that the Glaukidai are Gathêlos' descendants by Kirkê, for the plural Glaukidai is 
equipotent with Gathêlos and Kirkê [i.e. GLAUKIDAI is numerically equal to the sum of 
GAQHLOS and KIRKH], which is confirmed by the singular Glaukidês (Descendant of 
Glaukos), which is equipotent with Aiaiê (She Who Dwells in Aiaia) and Antitheos (Godlike, an 
epithet of Glaukos), and also equipotent with Doloessa Leaina (The Lioness Who Speaks with 
Mortals), that is, Kirkê. 

People who have seen the Blue Men know that they are not the same as the Selkies (Seal-people), but 
they often cooperate and accompany each other. Since most of the uneducated folk don't know the origin 
of the Blue Men, they say that they are fallen angels that were not so guilty as to be thrown into Hell, or 
that they were people suffering under some punishment or spell. 

Most of the Blue Men live in caves under the waters of the Minch, the channel through the "Charmed 
Islands" (Na h-Eileinean) - Lewis and the Shiants - of the Hebrides; indeed this channel is called the 
Stream of the Blue Men (Sruth nam Fear Gorm). It is also called the "Current of Destruction," because 
they say the Blue Men stir up the waves by their incessant swimming. Sailors often observe Blue Men 
floating from the waist up in the water and know that storms often follow their appearance. 

The Blue Men may attack ships or sailors who have mistreated the Selkies and other Seafolk. Sometimes 
an attack can be averted by engaging the chieftain of the band of Blue Men in a rhyming contest; if the 
chieftain is sufficiently impressed by the captain's wits, he will leave the ship alone. Although innocent 
sailors have little to fear, they nevertheless often sail around the Shiant Islands to avoid the Blue Men's 
Stream. They sing: 

"Oh, weary on the Blue Men, their anger and their wiles!
The whole day long, the whole night long, they're splashing round the isles;
They'll follow every fisher - ah! they'll haunt the fisher's dream -
Where billows toss, oh, who would cross the Blue Men's Stream?" 

The Blue Men can help mortals in many ways. Therefore, during Hallowtide (the Samhain season), the 
people light a candle by the sea and pour a libation of new ale into the water, while they pray that the 
Blue Men will leave seaweed on the beach, which they use for fertilizer. After the ritual, the candle is 
carefully extinguished. 

Like their Great-Hearted ancestor, the Blue Men have a lusty disposition, and often seek love from 



mortal women. (There are Blue Women - Na Tè Ghorm, hai Glaukai - as well, who are not so often 
seen, but are just as famous for their amorous inclinations.) The dark-complexioned offspring of these 
unions often have webs between their fingers, which become horny crusts after the midwives cut them. 
By this evidence we know that there is considerable Blue Man blood flowing in Highland veins. 

III. Gille-Gorm, the Boy Blue

In fourteenth-century Kintail (Ross-shire, Scotland), Hugh Fraser, later the Laird of Lovat, had a 
daughter Kerling, who was very attractive, and independent in thought as well as action. She was a 
devotee of the Goddess Dana (Danu) of the Three Ways, which was their name for Artemis, and was 
well-schooled in magic. 

For her lover she had chosen her father's barn-man (skallag), who was very handsome, but she knew she 
would not be permitted to marry below her station. So she disguised her love and bided her time, until 
she was able to leave home, at which time she boldly told this barn-man her intentions, and married him, 
much to the dismay of her relatives and the gentry. However, this man had married her for her wealth 
and didn't love her, so she found little satisfaction in her husband and decided to find herself a leannan 
sìth (fairy lover). 

Early one morning Kerling went down to the shore by the Sound of Sleat and climbed a rock at the high-
tide mark. Then she shed exactly seven tears into the sea and sang: 

Hear me, Blue Man, hear my call!
Seven tears I have let fall.
Salty ocean, salty tears:
Come to me, I have no fears!
Stormy ocean, stormy hearts:
We shall play our destined parts! 

When the first light of dawn turned the waters gray, she saw an attractive Blue Man emerge from the 
waves and swim toward her. When he reached her rock, he asked, "What is thy will with me, fair 
dame?" and she replied that she wanted a lover. He was agreeable and told her that he would come at the 
seventh stream (spring tide), which is the time when Blue Men can take on human form and live above 
the waves. 

He came that first time and many times thereafter, and often they were seen together after their trysts, so 
he became known to the townspeople, who called him Gille Gorm (Blue Lad, also Gilligorm etc.) from 
his complexion, which was not entirely hidden by his human form. Nevertheless, he was considered 
very handsome; oral tradition described Gille-Gorm: 



He was the tallest of them all,
The broadest in the shoulders too,
With feet as small as they could be. 

Many in our Clan, from that day to this, have denied this liaison, which they consider shameful, but the 
truth has never been suppressed completely. Eventually Kerling had a child from Gille-Gorm, and as a 
result even today a few clan members have the blood of the Blue Boy in their veins. Her father Hugh, 
Lord Lovat, never forgave her. 

(Gillegorm's ancestry is shown by his name in Greek Glaukokouros - Blue-Lad, which is 
equipotent with Leaina - the Lioness, that is, Kirkê - and Megalêtôr - the Great-Hearted One, that 
is, Glaukos.) 

During their years together, Gille-Gorm taught Kerling the Glaukou Tekhnê (Art of the Blue Man), 
which he had learned from his ancestors, and she taught him the arts she had learned as a Priestess of 
Dana. 

Eilean Donnan Castle 

Eilean Donnan Castle (on St. Donnan Island) had been built in 1266, under order of King Alexander III, 
by a son who had been given the Second Sight by his father, the chief on the island, for he gave his son 
his first drink out of a raven's skull. This castle became a key factor in the conflict between the Lord of 
the Isles and the Earl of Ross. 



Acting under orders from Thomas Randolph, Earl of Moray and Guardian of the Kingdom, Earl Hugh of 
Ross, captured the castle and later apprehended Coinneach (Kenneth) na Sroine, the Constable of the 
castle, imprisoning him at Inverness. Therefore the Allied Clans chose Gille-Gorm to be Constable of 
Eilean Donnan Castle and thus Over Chief of the Allies of the West. 

Later, while William, Sixth Earl of Ross, was away, Gille-Gorm led his troop of "mountain men" on a 
diversionary invasion. First they sacked and looted the territory around Tain and Chanonry, then they 
proceeded southeast to the muir that lies between Kessock Ferry and Munlochy Bay. They said they 
would burn Inverness to the ground unless the Provost would free Coinneach and pay a ransom. The 
Provost said he would consider their demands and sent barrels of whisky to Gille-Gorm's soldiers as a 
show of good faith. In the meantime, Kerling's vengeful father, Hugh Fraser, who was the Crown's 
Lieutenant in the North, and his vassals joined the troops of Earl William of Ross, coming from 
Inverness, at Kessock Ferry. 

In the morning they attacked at Drumderfit (Blair na Coi), where Gille-Gorm's band was camped. Under 
this onslaught by much superior numbers (and, some say, because of the effects of the whiskey!), Gille-
Gorm's troops were forced to retreat, and many of the clan were killed. They retreated to the Druim nan 
Clavan (Ridge of Cairns), where most of the remainder were cut down; it has been called Druim nan 
Deur (Ridge of Tears) ever since, and that has become our War Cry. 

The Earl of Ross followed with a series of vicious reprisals and so the survivors of the Battle of 
Drumderfit left Kintail; thus was our clan scattered from its ancient homeland, and, for generations after, 
the women of our clan remembered a curse: 

Oh curst be the Fraser,
and curst be his Clan,
each Hag in her Hovel,
each Child and each Man! 

(Needless to say, the time for such animosities has long passed!) 

Chief Gille-Gorm died with his men. Kerling, who was with him at the Final Battle, tried to save her 
husband by applying the Flower of Zeus, which she kept in an ivory chest, but before she could get it, 
she was captured by the Frasers. 

Kerling was pregnant when she was captured, and in time gave birth to a boy. The Frasers had originally 
intended to kill the infant, but, because Kerling was the daughter of the Laird of Lovat, they were 
satisfied in the end with breaking his back so he would be deformed and therefore disallowed from 
becoming Chief and avenging his father. Thus he came to be known as Crotair (Hunchback, also Croter, 
Crotach etc.), for his given name was kept secret from the captors. 

When it was time for Crotair to leave home, his mother whispered into his Ear the Coistrig Mathar 



[Mother's Consecration] for his protection, as is the custom: 

May the Dagda rest upon thy Shoulders
And protect thee coming or departing;
By thy Heart be Mapon macc Matrôna;
May the Lady Brigit flow upon thee -
O may Wise Brigintis always bathe thee! 

Then she went up to the Five Sisters (mountains in Kintail) and cut the Sacred Mothan [Flower of 
Zeus?], saying as she did the incantation called Am Mothan [The Mothan]: 

Now I pick the Sacred Mothan,
As did Mapon macc Matrôna,
In the Holy Name of Dagda,
And of Brigit, Lugh and Danu.
Though in field of furious fighting,
Where no bounds are known to anger,
Be Thou happiness and comfort,
Mighty Mórríghan's protection! 

She sewed the herb into Crotair's vest under his left arm, in accord with her Craft and thus protected him 
in his many travels. 

Crotair was schooled at Beauly Priory where he took Orders. Later the 
Hunchback of Beauly Priory returned to Kintail where he was pastor of 
Kilichoinen in Glenelg and of Kilmore in Sleat. Further, because Crotair was of 
the Celtic Church he took no vow of celibacy and so he fathered a son, who was 
called Gille Fhinnein [Servant of St. Finnan]. And so was born Clan Mac 
Gill'innein (the Sons of the Servant of St. Finnan). (By naming themselves after 
this saint - a common practice in the 14th century - they hoped to disguise their 
descent from Gille-Gorm, the Blue Man; other descendants kept the name 
MacGilligorm.) 

Chief Gille-Gorm was buried under a large stone cairn, which was visible as late 
as 1785 (the largest among the Cairns of Drumderfit raised to the slain). A 
wooden idol of the Chief was erected near the House of Drumderfit, the estate of 
some of his descendants, the Lobans of Drumderfit in Easter Ross; it perished 
when a band of Munros and Sutherlands destroyed the estate during the Jacobite 
uprising of 1715. Now we say: 

Bonnie Boy Blue, come blow your horn,
The wolf's in the meadow and prowls through the corn.



But where is the Brave Boy who guards his sheep?
He's under a hillock, fast asleep.
Will you awake him? No, not I,
For if I do, the wolf will die! 

Principal Sources
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                          *  *  *

               Selections from Magical Papyri 
                     by John Opsopaus
                          Book I

    Shall we write about the things not to be spoken of?
    Shall we divulge the things not to be divulged?
    Shall we pronounce the things not to be pronounced?
               - Julian, Hymn to the Mother of the Gods

                        INTRODUCTION

Origin of the Magical Papyri

    Although most of the magical papyri were discovered 
in Egypt the nineteenth century and brought together as 
part of the Anastasi Collection, they were not completely 
published until 1925.  In fact, the first complete 
translation into English had to wait until 1986 (Betz).  
It is quite likely that many of the papyri come from a 
single source, perhaps a tomb or temple library, and it 
is commonly supposed that they were collected by a Theban 
Magician.  In any case, they are one of the best sources 
of Greco-Egyptian magic and religion, comparable to the 
Qumran scrolls for Judaism and the Nag Hamadi library for 
Gnosticism.  We are extremely lucky that they have 
survived, since magical books and scrolls were often 
systematically burned (Acts 19:19; but not just by the 
Christians:  Augustus ordered 2000 to be burned).

Contents

    Here are the translations of a few spells, prayers, 



etc. that I thought might be useful or interesting.  The 
information in [brackets] following each indicates the 
collection (PGM = Papyri Graecae Magicae, PDM = P. 
Demoticae M.), the papyrus number and the lines where the 
spell can be found.  The source for these translations is 
Hans Dieter Betz (ed.), The Greek Magical Papyri in 
Translation Including the Demotic Spells, Chicago:  The 
University of Chicago Press, 1986.

    The spells, prayers, etc. are organized by category:

    I.   Protection
    II.  Divination and Visions
    III. Self-Improvement
    IV.  Health and Healing
    V.   Craft
    VI.  Miscellaneous

Pronunciation of Magical Names

    In general, most of the "voces magicae" (magical 
names) are written in Old Coptic, which used Greek 
letters, so you will do best if you think Greek.  Thus, Y 
sounds between English "u" and "y", something like German 
umlauted "u".  Pronounce CH as in German "ach" or Scotch 
"loch".  The symbol E' represents eta, so pronounce like 
a long "a"; O' represents omega, so pronounce like a long 
"o".  The diphthong "OU" is pronounced like English "oo".  
The symbols PH (phi) and TH (theta) probably should be 
aspirated "p" and "t", but may have been pronounced like 
English "f" and "th" by the time the papyri were written.

    The symbol "NN" in a spell means "fill in the blank," 
generally with the name of the one on whose behalf the 
spell is cast (thus, "NN" or "the NN man"), or with the 
question or problem to which the spell is addressed 
(thus, "the NN matter").

                       I.  PROTECTION

i.  Protective Spell



Taking Sulfur and Seed of Nile Rushes, burn as Incense to 
the Moon and say, "I call on You, Lady Isis, whom Agathos 
Daimon permitted to rule in the entire Black Land [i.e., 
Egypt].  Your name is LOU LOULOU BATHARTHAR THARE'SIBATH 
ATHERNEKLE'SICH ATHERNEBOUNI E'ICHOMO' CHOMO'THI Isis 
Sothis, SOUE'RI, Boubastis, EURELIBAT CHAMARI NEBOUTOS 
OUE'RI AIE' E'OA O'AI.  Protect me, Great and Marvelous 
Names of the God (add the usual [i.e., the protection you 
seek]); for I am the One Established in Pelusium, 
SERPHOUTH MOUISRO' STROMMO' MOLO'TH MOLONTHE'R PHON 
Thoth.  Protect me, Great and Marvelous Names of the 
Great God! (add the usual)

"ASO' EIO' NISAO'TH.  Lady Isis, Nemesis, Adrasteia, 
Many-named, Many-formed, glorify me, as I have glorified 
the Name of Your Son Horus! (add the usual)"  [PGM 
VII.490-504]

ii.  Restraining Spell

Write on a Tin Lamella with a Bronze Stylus before 
Sunrise the Names "CHRE'MILLON MOULOCH KAMPY CHRE' 
O'PHTHO' MASKELLI (formula) ERE'KISIPHTHE' IABEZEBYTH."  
Then throw it into River or into Sea before Sunrise.  
Also write on it, with the others, these Characters:  
"[six symbols, see below] Mighty Gods, restrain (add the 
usual, whatever you wish)."  [PGM VII.417-22]

[The six symbols are:  (1) an X in a circle; (2) a 
backwards capital E; (3) a Z with a small circle at the 
end of each line segment (four in all); (4) draw a 
capital E on its side with the legs pointing down, add 
small leftward pointing feet to the first two legs, add 
two upward tick marks from the back between the second 
and third legs, extend the back to the left a little, and 
the first leg up a little to make a backwards L at the 
top-left corner, extend this upward from the left end to 
make a small |_| sign, then write a tiny U nested inside; 
(5) an X with a small circle on the end of the right leg; 
(6) a small epsilon or set membership sign.]

iii.  Spell for Restraining Anger



If you want Someone to cease being Angry with you, write 
with Myrrh this Name of Anger:  "CHNEO'M" [probably 
Egyptian Khnum].  Hold it in your Left Hand and say:  "I 
am restraining the Anger of all, especially of him, NN, 
which is CHNEO'M."  [PGM XII.179-81]

iv.  Against Every Wild Animal, Aquatic Creature and 
Robbers

Attach a Tassel to your Garment and say:  "LO'MA ZATH 
AIO'N ACHTHASE MA . . . ZAL BALAMAO'N E'EIOY, protect me, 
NN, in the Present Hour!  Immediately, immediately!  
Quickly, quickly!"  [PGM VII.370-3]

v.  Charm of Hekate Ereschigal Against Fear of Punishment

If He [i.e., a punishment daimon] comes forth, say to 
Him:  "I am Ereschigal, the One holding Her Thumbs, and 
not even one Evil can befall Her!"

If, however, He comes close to you, take hold of your 
Right Heel and recite the following:  "Ereschigal, 
Virgin, Bitch, Serpent, Wreath, Key, Herald's Wand, 
Golden Sandal of the Lady of Tartaros!"  And you will 
avert Him.

"ASKEI KATASKEI ERO'N OREO'N IO'R MEGA SAMNYE'R BAUI (3 
times) PHOBANTIA SEMNE', I have been initiated, and I 
went down into the Underground Chamber of the Dactyls, 
and I saw the Other Things Down Below, Virgin, Bitch, and 
all the rest!"  Say It at the Crossroad, and turn around 
and flee, because it is at those Places that She appears.  
Saying It Late at Night, about what you wish, It will 
reveal it in your Sleep; and if you are led away to 
Death, say It while scattering Seeds of Seseme, and It 
will save you.  [PGM LXX.4-19]

vi.  Indispensable Invisibility Spell

Take Fat or an Eye of a Nightowl and a Ball of Dung 
rolled by a Beetle and Oil of an Unripe Olive and grind 
them all together until smooth, and smear your Whole Body 
with it and say to Helios:  "I adjure You by Your Great 



Name, BORKE' PHOIOUR IO' ZIZIA APARXEOUCH THYTHE LAILAM 
AAAAAA IIIII OOOO IEO' IEO' IEO' IEO' IEO' IEO' IEO' 
NAUNAX AI AI AEO' AEO' E'AO'!"  And moisten It and say in 
addition:  "Make me Invisible, Lord Helios, AEO' O'AE' 
EIE' E'AO', in the Presence of Any Man until Sunset, IO' 
IO' O' PHRIXRIZO' EO'A!"  [PGM I.222-31]

                II.  DIVINATION AND VISIONS

vii.  Direct Vision Spell

"EEIM TO EIM ALALE'P BARBARIATH MENEBREIO ARBATHIAO'TH 
IOUE'L IAE'L OUE'NE'IIE MESOMMIAS, let the God who 
prophesies to me come and let Him not go away until I 
dismiss Him, OURNAOUR SOUL ZASOUL OUGOT NOOUMBIAOU 
THABRAT BERIAOU ACHTHIRI MARAI ELPHEO'N TABAO'TH KIRASINA 
LAMPSOURE' IABOE ABLAMATHANALBA AKRAMMACHAMAREI!"

In a Bronze Cup over Oil.  Anoint your Right Eye with 
Water from a Shipwreck and the Left with Coptic Eyepaint, 
with the same Water.  If you cannot find Water from a 
Shipwreck, then from a Sunken Skiff.  [PGM V.54-69]

viii.  Request for a Dream Oracle

Take a Strip of Clean Linen and write on it the following 
Name.  Roll it up to make a Wick, pour Pure Olive Oil 
over it and light it.

The Formula to be written is this:  "HARMIOUTH LAILAM 
CHO'OUCH ARSENOPHRE' PHRE'U PHTHA HARCHENTECHTHA."
In the Evening then, when you are about to go to Sleep, 
being Pure in every respect, do this:  Go to the Lamp, 
say 7 times the following Formula, extinguish the Light 
and go to Sleep.

The Formula to be spoken is as follows:  "SACHMOUNE 
[i.e., Sakhmet] PAE'MALIGOTE'RE'E'NCH, the One who 
Shakes, who Thunders, who has Swallowed the Serpent, 
Surrounds the Moon, and Hour by Hour Raises the Disk of 
the Sun, CHTHETHO'NI is Your Name.  I ask You, Lords of 
the Gods, SE'TH CHRE'PS:  reveal to me concerning the 



Things I wish."  [PGM VII.359-69]

ix.  Spell for Revelation

[Addressed to Ursa Major (Great Bear)]:  "KOMPHTHO 
KOMASITH KOMNOUN You who shook and shake the World, You 
who have swallowed the Ever-living Serpent and daily 
raise the Disk of the Sun and of the Moon, You whose Name 
is ITHIOO' E'I ARBATHIAO' E', send up to me, NN, at Night 
the Daimon of This Night to reveal to me concerning the 
NN thing."  [PGM IV.1323-30]

x.  Saucer Divination of Aphrodite

Having kept oneself Pure for 7 days, take a White Saucer, 
fill It with Water and Olive Oil, having previously 
written on Its Base with Myrrh Ink:  "E'IOCH CHIPHA 
ELAMPSE'R ZE'L A E E' I O Y O'" (25 letters [in Greek]); 
and beneath the Base, on the outside:  "TACHIE'L 
CNTHONIE' DRAXO'" (18 letters).  Wax over with White Wax.  
On the outside of the Rim at the Top:  "IERMI PHILO' 6 
ERIKO'MA DERKO' MALO'K GAULE' APHRIE'L I ask" (say it 3 
times).  Let It rest on the Floor and looking intently at 
It, say "I call upon You, the Mother and Mistress of 
Nymphs, ILAOCH OBRIE' LOUCH TLOR; Come in, Holy Light, 
and give Answer, showing Your Lovely Shape!"

Then look intently at the Bowl.  When you see Her, 
welcome Her and say, "Hail, Very Glorious Goddess, ILARA 
OUCH.  And if You give me a Response, extend Your Hand."  
And when She extends It, expect Answers to your Inquiry.

But if She does not listen, say, "I call upon the ILAOUCH 
who has begotten Himeros, the Lovely Horai and You 
Graces; I also call upon the Zeus-sprung Physis [Nature] 
of All Things, two-formed, indivisible, straight, foam-
beautiful Aphrodite.  Reveal to me Your Lovely Light and 
Your Lovely Face, O Mistress ILAOUCH.  I conjure You, 
Giver of Fire, by ELGINAL, and by the Great Names 
OBRIE'TYCH KERDYNOUCHILE'PSIN NIOU NAUNIN IOUTHOU THRIGX 
TATIOUTH GERTIATH GERGERIS GERGERIE' THEITHI.  I also ask 
You by the All Wonderful Names, OISIA EI EI AO' E'Y AAO' 
IO'IAIAIO' SO'THOU BERBROI AKTEROBORE GERIE' IE'OYA; 



bring me Light and Your Lovely Face and the True Saucer 
Divination, You shining with Fire, bearing Fire all 
around, stirring the Land from afar, IO' IO' PHTHAIE' 
THOUTHOI PHAEPHI.  Do it!"

Preparation:  having kept yourself Pure, as you learned, 
take a Bronze Drinking Cup, and write with Myrrh Ink the 
previously inscribed Stele [charm or amulet] which calls 
upon Aphrodite, and use the untouched Olive Oil and clean 
River Water.  Put the Drinking Cup on your Knees and 
speak over it the Stele mentioned above, and the Goddess 
will appear to you and will reveal concerning what Things 
you wish.  [PGM IV.3209-54]

                     III.  SELF-IMPROVEMENT

xi.  Memory Spell

Take Hieratic Papyrus and write the Prescribed Names with 
Hermaic Myrrh Ink.  And once you have written them as 
they are prescribed, wash them off into Spring Water from 
7 springs and drink the Water on an empty stomach for 
seven days while the Moon is in the East.

This is the Writing on the strip of papyrus:  "KAMBRE' 
CHAMBRE SIXIO'PHI HARPON CHNOUPHI BRIONTATE'NO'PHRI-
BRISKYLMA ARAOUAZAR BAMESEN KRIPHI NIPTOUMI CHMOUMAO'PH 
AKTIO'PHI ARTO'SE BIBIOU BIBIOU SPHE' SPHE' NOUSI NOUSI 
SIEGO' SIEGO' NOUCHA NOUCHA LINOUCHA LINOUCHA CHYCHBA 
CHYCHBA KAXIO' CHYCHBA DE'TOPHO'TH II AA OO YY E'E' EE 
O'O'."  After doing these things wash the Writing off and 
drink as is prescribed.

This is also the composition of the Ink:  Myrrh 
Troglitis, 4 drams; 3 Karian Figs, 7 pits of Nikolaus 
Dates, 7 dried Pinecones, 7 piths of the single-stemmed 
Wormwood, 7 wings of the Hermaic Ibis, Spring Water.  
When you have burned the Ingredients, prepare them and 
write. [PGM I.232-47] 

xii.  Another Memory Spell



Take a Silver Tablet and engrave it [with the Uzait Horu, 
or "Sacred Eye of Horus"] after the God [i.e., Helios, 
the sun] sets.  Take Cow's Milk and pour it [or, perhaps, 
heat it].  Put down [into?] a Clean Vessel and place the 
Tablet under [it]; add Barley Meal, mix and form Bread:  
twelve Rolls in the Shape of Female Figures.  Say [the 
formula] three times, eat [the rolls] on an Empty 
Stomach, and you will know The Power.

[The formula]:  "BORKA BORKA PHRIX PHRIX RIX O' . . . 
ACHACH AMIXAG OUCH THIP LAI LAI LAMLAI LAI LAM MAIL 
AAAAAAAA IIIY E'I AI O'O'O'O'O'O'O' MOUMOU O'YIO' NAK NAK 
NAX LAINLIMM LAILAM AEDA . . . LAILAM AE'O O'AE' O'AE' 
E'OA' AO'E' E'O'A O'E'A, enter, Master, into my Mind, and 
grant me Memory, MMM E'E'E' MTHPH!"

Do this monthly, facing the Moon, on the First Day [of 
the month].  Prostrate yourself before the Goddess [i.e., 
Selene, the moon], and wear the Tablet as an Amulet.  
[PGM III.410-23]

xiii.  Spell for Strength

"PHNOUNEBEE' (2 times), give me Your Strength, IO' 
ABRASAX, give me Your Strength, for I am ABRASAX!"  Say 
it 7 times while holding your two Thumbs.  [PGM LXIX.1-3]

xiv.  Your Great Name, for Favor

"Everyone fears Your Great Might.  Grant me the Good 
Things:  The Strength of AKRYSKYLOS, the Speech of 
EUO'NOS, the Eyes of Solomon, the Voice of ABRASAX, the 
Grace of ADO'NIOS, the God.  Come to me, Kypris, every 
day!  The Hidden Name bestowed to You:  THOATHOE'THATHO-
OYTHAETHO'USTHOAITHITHE'THOINTHO'; grant me Victory, 
Repute, Beauty toward all Men and all Women!"  [PGM 
XCII.1-16]

xv.  Business Spell

Take Orange Beeswax and the juice of the Aeria Plant and 
of Ground Ivy and mix them and fashion a Figure of Hermes 
having a hollow bottom, grasping in his left hand a 



Herald's Wand and in his right a small Bag.  Write on 
Hieratic Papyrus these Names, and you will see Continuous 
Business:  "CHAIO'CHEN OUTIBILMEMNOUO'TH ATRAUICH.  Give 
Income and Business to this place, because Psentebeth 
lives here."  Put the Papyrus inside the Figure and fill 
in the hole with the same Beeswax.  Then deposit in a 
wall, at an inconspicuous place, and crown Him on the 
outside, and sacrifice to Him a cock, and make a Drink 
Offering of Egyptian Wine, and light for Him a Lamp that 
is not colored Red.  [PGM IV.2359-72]

xvi.  Spell for Assertiveness

"Greetings, Lord, You who are the Means to obtain Favor 
for the Universe and for the Inhabited World.  Heaven has 
become a Dancing Place for You, ARSENOPHRE', O King of 
the Heavenly Gods, ABLANATHANALBA, You who possess 
Righteousness, AKRAMMACHAMAREI, Gracious God, 
SANKANTHARA, Ruler of Nature, SATRAPERKME'PH, Origin of 
the Heavenly World, ATHTHANNOU ATHTHANNOU ASTRAPHAI 
IASTRAPHAI PAKEPTO'TH PA . . . E'RINTASKLIOUTH E'PHIO' 
MARMARAO'TH!

"Let my Outspokenness not leave me.  But let every Tongue 
and Language listen to me, because I am PERTAO' [ME'CH 
CHACH] MNE'CH SAKME'PH IAO'OYEE' O'E'O' O'E'O' 
IEOYO'E'IE'IAE'A IE'O'YOEI, Give me graciously whatever 
You want."  [PGM XII.182-189]

           IV.  HEALTH AND HEALING

xvii.  Fever Amulet

   "ABLANATHANABLANAMACHARAMARACHARAMARACH
     BLANATHANABLANAMACHARAMARACHARAMARA 
      LANATHANABLANAMACHARAMARACHARAMAR  
       ANATHANABLANAMACHARAMARACHARAMA   
        NATHANABLANAMACHARAMARACHARAM    
         ATHANABLANAMACHARAMARACHARA     
          THANABLANAMACHARAMARACHAR      
            ANABLANAMACHARAMARACHA       
             NABLANAMACHARAMARACH        



              ABLANAMACHARAMARA         
               BLANAMACHARAMAR          
                LANAMACHARAMA           
                 ANAMACHARAM            
                  NAMACHARA             
                   AMACHAR              
                    MACHA               
                     ACH                
                      A                 

"O Tireless One, KOK KOUK KOUL, save Tais whom Taraus 
bore from every Shivering Fit, whether Tertian or Quartan 
or Quotidian Fever, or an Every-other-day Fever, or one 
by Night, or even a Mild Fever, because I am the 
ancestral, tireless God, KOK KOUK KOUL!  Immediately, 
immediately!  Quickly, quickly!"  [PGM XXXIII.1-25]

xviii.  Spell for Coughs

In Black Ink, write on Hyena Parchment:  "THAPSATE 
STHRAITO'" - or as I found in another:  "TEUTHRAIO' 
THRAITEU THRAITO' THABARBAO'RI [symbol:  an X in a 
circle] LIKRALIRE'TA - deliver NN from the Cough that 
holds him fast."  [PGM VII.203-5]

xix.  Spell for Migraine Headache

Take Oil in your Hands and utter the Spell:  "Zeus sowed 
a Grape Seed:  it parts the Soil; He does not sow it; it 
does not sprout."  [PGM VII.199-201]

xx.  Spell for Scorpion Sting

"OR OR PHOR PHOR SABAO'TH ADO'NE SALAMA TARCHEI ABRASAX, 
I bind you, Scorpion of Artemisia, three-hundred and 
fifteen times, on the fifteenth day of Pachon . . ."  
[PGM XXVIIIa.1-7]

xxi.  A Contraceptive, the Only One in the World

Take as many Bittervetch Seeds as you want for the Number 
of Years you wish to remain Sterile.  Steep them in the 
Menses of a Menstruating Woman.  Let them steep in her 



own Genitals.  And take a Frog that is alive and throw 
the Bittervetch Seeds into its Mouth so that the Frog 
swallows them, and release the Frog alive at the place 
where you captured him.  And take a Seed of Henbane, 
steep it in Mare's Milk; and take the Nasal Mucus of a 
Cow, with Grains of Barley, put these into a Leather Skin 
made from a Fawn and on the outside bind it up with 
Mulehide Skin, and attach it as an Amulet during the 
Waning of the Moon in a Female Sign of the Zodiac on a 
Day of Kronos or Hermes [i.e., Saturn or Mercury].  Mix 
in also, with the Barley Grains, Cerumen from the Ear of 
a Mule.  [PGM XXXVI.320-32]

xxii.  A Prescription to Stop Blood

Juice of "Great-Nile" Plant together with Beer; you 
should make the Woman drink it at Dawn before she has 
eaten.  It stops.  [PDM xiv.953-5]

xxiii.  The Way to Know it of a Woman Whether She will be 
Pregnant

You should make the Woman urinate on this Plant, above 
[i.e., "Great-Nile" plant], at Night.  When Morning 
comes, if you find the Plant scorched, she will not 
conceive.  If you find it green, she will conceive.  [PDM 
xiv.956-60]

                       V.  CRAFT

xxiv.  Spell for Picking a Plant

Use it before Sunrise.  The Spell to be spoken:  "I am 
picking you, such and such a plant, with my Five-fingered 
Hand, I, NN, and I am bringing you home so that you may 
work for me for a Certain Purpose.  I adjure you by the 
Undefiled Name of the God:  if you pay no Heed to me, the 
Earth which produced you will no longer be watered as far 
as you are concerned - ever in Life again, if I fail in 
this Operation, MOUTHABAR NACH BARNACHO'CHA BRAEO' MENDA 
LAUBRAASSE PHASPHA BENDEO'; fulfil for me the Perfect 
Charm!"  [PGM IV.286-95]



xxv.  Procedure for Obtaining Herbs

Among the Egyptians Herbs are always obtained like this:  
the Herbalist first purifies his own Body, then sprinkles 
with Natron and fumigates the Herb with Resin from a Pine 
Tree after carrying it around the Place 3 times.  Then, 
after burning Kyphi and pouring the Libation of Milk as 
he prays, he pulls up the Plant while invoking by Name 
the Daimon to whom the Herb is being dedicated and 
calling upon Him to be more effective for the Use for 
which it is being acquired.

The Invocation for him, which he speaks over any Herb, 
generally at the Moment of Picking, is as follows:

"You were sown by Kronos, you were conceived by Hera, you 
were maintained by Ammon, you were given birth by Isis, 
you were nourished by Zeus the God of Rain, you were 
given growth by Helios and Drosos [Dew].  You are the Dew 
of all the Gods, you are the Heart of Hermes, you are the 
Seed of the Primordial Gods, you are the Eye of Helios, 
you are the Light of Selene, you are the Zeal of Osiris, 
you are the Beauty and Glory of Ouranos, you are the Soul 
of Osiris' Daimon which revels in Every Place, you are 
the Spirit of Ammon.  As you have exalted Osiris, so 
exalt yourself and rise just as Helios rises each day.  
Your size is equal to the Zenith of Helios, your Roots 
come from the Depths, but your Powers are in the Heart of 
Hermes, your Fibers are the Bones of Mnevis [i.e., Mr-wr, 
the holy bull of Heliopolis], and your Flowers are the 
Eye of Horus, your Seed is Pan's Seed.  I am washing you 
in Resin as I also wash the Gods [i.e., the cult statues] 
even as I do this for my own Health.  You also be cleaned 
by Prayer and give us Power as Ares and Athena do.  I am 
Hermes!  I am acquiring you with Good Fortune and Good 
Daimon both at a Propitious Hour and on a Propitious Day 
that is effective for all things."

After saying this, he rolls the Harvested Stalk in a Pure 
Linen Cloth (but into the place of its Roots they threw 
seven Seeds of Wheat and an equal number of Barley, after 
mixing them with Honey), and after pouring in the Ground 
which has been dug up, he departs.  [PGM IV.2967-3006]



xxvi.  Interpretations of Herbs and Other Ingredients

Which the Temple Scribes employed, from the Holy 
Writings, in translation.  Because of the Curiosity of 
the Masses they [i.e., the scribes] inscribed the Names 
of the Herbs and Other Things which they employed on the 
Statues of the Gods, so that they [the masses], since 
they do not take Precaution, might not practice Magic, 
[being prevented] by the Consequence of their 
Misunderstanding.  But we have collected the explanations 
from many Copies, all of them Secret.

Here they are:

  A Snake's Head:  a Leech.
  A Snake's Ball of Thread:  this means Soapstone.
  Blood of a Snake:  Hematite.
  A Bone of an Ibis:  this is Buckthorn.
  Blood of a Hyrax:  truly of a Hyrax [probably the rock   
    hyrax, Procavia capensis].
  Tears [Sleep Sand] of a Hamadryas Baboon:  Dill Juice.
  Crocodile Dung:  Ethiopian Soil.
  Blood of a Hamadryas Baboon:  Blood of a Spotted Gecko.
  Lion Semen:  Human Semen.
  Blood of Hephaistos:  Wormwood.
  Hairs of a Hamadryas Baboon:  Dill Seed.
  Semen of Hermes:  Dill.
  Blood of Ares:  Purslane.
  Blood of an Eye:  Tamarisk Gall.
  Blood from a Shoulder:  Bear's Breach [probably 
    Acanthus mollis L. or Helleborus foetidus L.].
  From the Loins:  Camomile.
  A Man's Bile:  Turnip Sap [probably Brassica napus L.].
  A Pig's Tail:  Leopard's Bane [probably a variety of
    leopard's bane in the genus Boronicum, or one of the 
    heliotropes].
  A Physician's Bone:  Sandstone.
  Blood of Hestia:  Camomile.
  An Eagle:  Wild Garlic [Trigonella foenumgraecum, but
    the reading is doubtful].
  Blood of a Goose:  A Mulberry Tree's Milk.
  Kronos' Spice:  Piglet's Milk.



  A Lion's Hairs:  Tongue of a Turnip [i.e., the leaves 
    of the taproot].
  Kronos' Blood:  . . . of Cedar.
  Semen of Helios:  White Hellebore.
  Semen of Herakles:  this is Mustard-rocket [probably 
    Eruca sativa].
  A Titan's Blood:  Wild Lettuce.
  Blood from a Head:  Lupine.
  A Bull's Semen:  Egg of a Blister Beetle.
  A Hawk's Heart:  Heart of Wormwood.
  Semen of Hephaistos:  This is Fleabane.
  Semen of Ammon:  Houseleek.
  Semen of Ares:  Clover.
  Fat from a Head:  Spurge.
  From the Belly:  Earth-apple.
  From the Foot:  Houseleek.
  [PGM XII.401-44]

[Similar lists can be found in De succedaneis transmitted 
among the works of Galen, Claudii Galeni Opera Omnia 
(Kuehn, ed.), vol. 19, 721-47; adapted version in Paul of 
Aegina, Paulus Aegineta, Corpus Medicorum Graecorum IX/2 
(Heiberg, ed.), vol. II, 401-8; and in Dioscorides' 
Materia Medica.]

                    VI.  Miscellaneous

xxvii.  Prayer to Selene for Any Spell

[Since several aspects of this ritual are contrary to 
modern Pagan and Wiccan ethics and practice, I had some 
misgivings about including it in this collection, but 
decided to do so, because the hymn is so beautiful, so 
moving and so empowering.  It has been discussed by K. 
Kerenyi, "Die Goettin Natur," Eranos-Jahrbuch 14 (1947), 
39-86.]

  "Come to me, O Beloved Mistress, Three-faced
  Selene; kindly hear my Sacred Chants;
  Night's Ornament, young, bringing Light to Mortals,
  O Child of Morn who ride upon the Fierce Bulls,
  O Queen who drive Your Car on Equal Course
  With Helios, who with the Triple Forms



  Of Triple Graces dance in Revel with
  The Stars.  You're Justice and the Moira's Threads:
  Klotho and Lachesis and Atropos
  Three-headed, You're Persephone, Megaira,
  Allekto, Many-Formed, who arm Your Hands
  With Dreaded, Murky Lamps, who shake Your Locks
  Of fearful Serpents on Your Brow, who sound
  The Roar of Bulls out from Your Mouths, whose Womb
  Is decked out with the Scales of Creeping Things,
  With Pois'nous Rows of Serpents down the Back,
  Bound down Your Backs with Horrifying Chains
  Night-Crier, Bull-faced, loving Solitude,
  Bull-headed, You have Eyes of Bulls, the Voice
  Of Dogs; You hide Your Forms in Shanks of Lions,
  Your Ankle is Wolf-shaped, Fierce Dogs are dear
  To You, wherefore they call You Hekate,
  Many-named, Mene, cleaving Air just like
  Dart-shooter Artemis, Persephone,
  Shooter of Deer, night shining, triple-sounding,
  Triple-headed, triple-voiced Selene
  Triple-pointed, triple-faced, triple-necked,
  And Goddess of the Triple Ways, who hold
  Untiring Flaming Fire in Triple Baskets,
  And You who oft frequent the Triple Way
  And rule the Triple Decades, unto me
  Who'm calling You be gracious and with Kindness
  Give Heed, You who protect the Spacious World
  At night, before whom Daimons quake in Fear
  And Gods Immortal tremble, Goddess who
  Exalt Men, You of Many Names, who bear
  Fair Offspring, Bull-eyed, Horned, Mother of Gods
  And Men, and Nature, Mother of All Things,
  For You frequent Olympos, and the broad
  And boundless Chasm You traverse.  Beginning
  And End are You, and You Alone rule All.
  For All Things are from You, and in You do
  All Things, Eternal One, come to their End.
  As Everlasting Band around Your Temples
  You wear Great Kronos' Chains, unbreakable
  And unremovable, and You hold in
  Your Hands a Golden Scepter.  Letters 'round
  Your Scepter Kronos wrote Himself and gave
  To You to wear that All Things stay steadfast:



  Subduer and subdued, Mankind's Subduer,
  And Force-subduer; Chaos, too, You rule.
  Hail, Goddess, and attend Your Epithets,
  I burn for You this Spice, O Child of Zeus,
  Dart-shooter, Heav'nly One, Goddess of Harbors,
  Who roam the Mountains, Goddess of Crossroads,
  O Nether and Nocturnal, and Infernal,
  Goddess of Dark, Quiet and Frightful One,
  O You who have Your Meal amid the Graves,
  Night, Darkness, Broad Chaos:  Necessity
  Hard to escape are You; You're Moira and
  Erinys, Torment, Justice and Destroyer,
  And You keep Kerberos in Chains, with Scales
  Of Serpents are You dark, O You with Hair
  Of Serpents, Serpent-girded, who drink Blood,
  Who bring Death and Destruction, and who feast
  On Hearts, Flesh Eater, who devour Those Dead
  Untimely, and You who make Grief resound
  And spread Madness, come to my Sacrifices,
  And now for me do You fulfill this Matter."
  [Tr.:  E. N. O'Neil]

Offering for The Rite:  For doing Good, offer Storax, 
Myrrh, Sage, Frankincense, a Fruit Pit.  But for doing 
Harm, offer Magical Material of a Dog and a Dappled Goat 
(or in a similar way, of a Virgin Untimely Dead).

Protective Charm for The Rite:  Take a Lodestone and on 
it have carved a Three-faced Hekate.  And let the Middle 
Face be that of a Maiden wearing Horns, and the Left Face 
that of a Dog, and the One on the Right that of a Goat.  
After the Carving is done, clean with Natron and Water, 
and dip in the Blood of One who has died a Violent Death.  
Then make Food Offering to it and say the same Spell at 
the time of the Ritual.  [PGM IV.2785-2890]

xxviii.  Love Spell

Aphrodite's Name, which becomes known to No One quickly, 
is NEPHERIE'RI [i.e. Nfr-iry.t, "the beautiful eye", an 
epithet for Aphrodite/Hathor] - this is the Name.  If you 
wish to win a Woman who is beautiful, be Pure for 3 days, 
make an offering of Frankincense, and call this Name over 



it.  You approach the Woman and say it seven times in 
your Soul as you gaze at her, and in this way it will 
succeed.  But do this for 7 days.  [PGM IV.1265-74]

xxix.  To be Able to Eat Garlic and Not Stink

Bake Beetroots and eat them.  [PGM VII.173]

xxx.  To Let Those Who Have Difficulty Intermingling 
[i.e. Socializing] Perform Well

Give Gum mixed with Wine and Honey to be smeared on the 
Face.  [PGM VII.179-80]

xxxi.  To be Able to Drink a Lot and Not Get Drunk

Eat a baked Pig's Lung.  [PGM VII.181]

xxxii.  To be Able to Copulate a Lot

Grind up fifty Tiny Pinecones with 2 ozs. of Sweet Wine 
and two Pepper Grains and drink it.  [PGM VII.184-5]

xxxiii.  To Get an Erection When You Want

Grind up a Pepper with some Honey and coat your Thing.  
[PGM VII.186]

xxxiv.  Love Salve

. . . Hawk's Dung; Salt, Reed, Bele Plant.  Pound 
together.  Anoint your Phallus with it and lie with the 
Woman.  If it is dry, you should pound a little of it 
with Wine, anoint your Phallus with it, and lie with the 
Woman.  Very Good.  [PDM xiv.1155-62]

                   ***    FINIS    ***



  E C L O G A   E X   P A P Y R I S   M A G I C I S

               a Johanne Opsopoeo

                    Liber II

                     * * *

         Selections from Magical Papyri 
               by John Opsopaus
                    Book II

  'Tis true : There's Magicke in the web of it:
  A Sybill, that had numbred in the world
  The Sun to course, two hundred compasses,
  In her Prophetticke furie sow'd the Worke:
  The Wormes were hallowed, that did breede the Silke,
  And it was dyde in Mummey, which the Skilfull
  Conserv'd of Maidens hearts.
            -- Shakespeare, Othello, III.iv.70

                  INTRODUCTION

Contents

    This is the second book of spells, charms, prayers, 
rituals etc. from the Greek magical papyri and 
Demotic spells.  I have selected items that seem 
interesting and useful.  Unfortunately, many of the 
papyri are very fragmentary and incomplete, and 
others make use of complicated magickal symbols and 
figures that are hard to represent in ASCII, so I have 
had to omit some otherwise worthwhile spells and 
charms.  For these I suggest consulting Betz (below), 
which contains nearly 600 spells, charms, prayers, 
invocations, etc.

    The information in [brackets] following each 
selection indicates the collection (PGM = Papyri 
Graecae Magicae, PDM = P. Demoticae M.), the papyrus 
number and the lines where the spell can be found.  



The source for these translations is Hans Dieter Betz 
(ed.), The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation 
Including the Demotic Spells, Chicago:  The University 
of Chicago Press, 1986.

    The spells, prayers, etc. are organized by category:

    I.    Protection
    II.   Divination and Visions
    III.  Self-Improvement
    IV.   Health and Healing
    V.    Craft
    VI.   Miscellaneous

Pronunciation of Magical Names

In general, most of the "voces magicae" (magical 
names) are written in Old Coptic, which used Greek 
letters, so you will do best if you think Greek.  Thus, Y 
sounds between English "u" and "y", something like 
German umlauted "u".  Pronounce CH as in German 
"ach" or Scotch "loch".  The symbol E' represents eta, 
so pronounce like a long "a"; O' represents omega, so 
pronounce like a long "o".  The symbols PH (phi) and TH 
(theta) probably should be aspirated "p" and "t", but 
may have been pronounced like English "f" and "th" by 
the time the papyri were written.

    The symbol "NN" in a spell means "fill in the blank," 
generally with the name of the one on whose behalf 
the spell is cast (thus, "NN" or "the NN man"), or with 
the question or problem to which the spell is 
addressed (thus, "the NN matter").

                 I.  PROTECTION

i.  Charm to Break Enchantment

Taking a Three-Cornered Sherd from a Fork in the 
Road -- pick it up with your Left Hand -- inscribe it 
with Myrrhed Ink and hide it.  [Write:]  "ASSTRAELOS 
CHRAELOS, dissolve every Enchantment against me, 



NN, for I conjure You by the Great and Terrible Names 
which the Winds fear and the Rocks split when they 
hear it."

[There are seven Symbols to be written on the Sherd; 
they look like this: (1) a Greek capital upsilon (like a 
Y with sagging arms), with small circles at all three 
ends; (2) an X with small circles on the ends; (3) a 
squared-off U with small circles at the ends of the 
arms; (4) a line inclined to the right, with a small 
right-angle bend to the right at the end, small circles 
at both ends; (5) a line inclined to the right, small 
circles on ends, but slightly to the left; (6) arc or 
rounded L from upper left to lower right, circles on 
ends; (7) An A with circles on its feet.  The whole 
sign looks something like this:

                Y X U /` ) L A

] [PGM XXXVI.256-64]

ii.  Charm to Restrain Anger and Charm for Success

(No Charm is Greater, and it is to be performed by 
means of Words Alone.)  Hold your Thumbs and repeat 
the Spell 7 times:  "ERMALLO'TH ARCHIMALLO'TH stop 
the Mouths that speak against me, because I glorify 
Your Sacred and Honored Names which are in Heaven."

To Augment the Words:  Take Papyrus and write thus:  
"I am CHPHYRIS [i.e., the god Khepri, the scarab].  I 
must be successful!  MICHAE'L RAPHAE'L ROUBE'L 
NARIE'L KATTIE'L ROUMBOUTHIE'L AZARIE'L IOE'L IOUE'L 
EZRIE'L SOURIE'L NARIE'L METMOURIE'L AZAE'L AZIE'L 
SAOUMIE'L ROUBOUTHIE'L RABIE'E'L RABIE'E'L 
RABCHLOU ENAEZRAE'L, Angels, protect me from every 
Bad Situation that comes upon me!"  [PGM XXXVI.161-
77]

iii.  Spell To Catch a Thief

[Although this spell is coercive, I have included it 
because it is fundamentally defensive.]  Take a Plant 



Chelkbei and Bugloss, strain them, burn what you 
strain out, mix well with Juice, and write "CHOO'" 
with it on a Wall.  Take Gallows Wood and carve a 
Hammer.  With the Hammer strike the Eye [see below] 
while saying the Formula:  "I conjure You by the Holy 
Names!  Hand over the Thief who made off with it!  
CHALCHAK CHALKOUM CHIAM CHARCHROUM ZBAR BE'RI 
ZBARKOM CHRE' KARIO'B PHARIBOU, and by the 
Shudderful Names:  A EE E'E'E' IIII OOOOO YYYYYY 
O'O'O'O'O'O'O'!"

[This is the figure to strike:]
                                   A
      O'        [draw the         E E
     Y Y        Uzat-Eye,        E'E'E'
   I I I I      the Eye of      I I I I
  E'E'E'E'E'    Horus, here]   E'E'E'E'E'
 E E E E E E                  E E E E E E
A A A A A A A                A A A A A A A 
IAO'     O'IA   IO'A  AE'O'  E'O'A    O'AE'

"Hand over the Thief who Stole it!  As long as I strike 
the Eye with this Hammer, let the Eye of the Thief be 
struck, and let it Swell Up until it betrays him!"  
While saying this, Strike with the Hammer.  [PGM 
V.70-95]

         II.  DIVINATION AND VISIONS

iv.  Inquiry of Bowl Divination and Necromancy

Nephotes to Psammetichos, Immortal King of Egypt.  
Greetings.  Since the Great God has appointed you 
Immortal King and Nature has made you an Expert 
Magician [Sophistes], I too, with a desire to show you 
the Industry in me, have sent you this Magical 
Procedure which, with Complete Ease, produces a Holy 
Power.... 

Whenever you want to Inquire about Matters, take a 
Bronze Vessel, either a Bowl or a Saucer, whatever 
Kind you wish.  Pour Water:  Rain Water if you are 



calling upon the Heavenly Gods, Sea Water if Gods of 
the Earth, River Water if Osiris or Sarapis, Spring 
Water if the Dead.  Holding the Vessel on your Knees, 
pour out Green Olive Oil, bend over the Vessel and 
speak the Prescribed Spell.  And address whatever God 
you want and ask about whatever you wish, and He 
will reply to you and tell you about Anything.  And if 
He has spoken dismiss Him with the Spell of 
Dismissal, and you who have used this Spell will be 
Amazed.

The Spell spoken over the Vessel is:  "AMOUN 
AUANTAU LAIMOUTAU RIPTOU MANTAUI IMANTOU 
LANTOU LAPTOUMI ANCHO'MACH ARAPTOUMI, hither to 
me, O NN God!  Appear to me this very Hour and do not 
Frighten my Eyes!  Hither to me, O NN God, be 
Attentive to me because he [probably should be "I"] 
Wishes and Commands this ACHCHO'R ACHCHO'R 
ACHACHACH PTOUMI CHACHCHO' CHARACHO'CH CHAP- 
TOUME' CHO'RACHARACHO'CH APTOUMI ME'CHO'CHAP- 
TOU CHARACHPTOU CHACHCHO' CHARACHO' PTENA- 
CHO'CHEU" (a Hundred [Greek] Letters).

But you are not unaware, Mighty King and Leader of 
Magicians, that this is the Chief Name of Typhon, at 
whom the Ground, the Depth of the Sea, Hades, Heaven, 
the Sun, the Moon, the Visible Chorus of Stars, the 
whole Universe all Tremble, the Name that consists of 
100 Letters.  Finally, when you have called, whomever 
you called will appear, God or Dead Man, and He will 
give an Answer about anything you ask.  And when you 
have learned to your Satisfaction, dismiss the God 
merely with the Powerful Name of the Hundred 
Letters as you say, "Depart, Master, for the Great God, 
NN, wishes and commands this of You!"  Speak the 
Name, and He will depart.  Let this Spell, Mighty King, 
be transmitted to You Alone, Guarded by you, 
Unshared!

There is also the Protective Charm itself which you 
wear while Performing, even while Standing:  onto a 
Silver Leaf inscribe this Name of 100 Letters with a 
Bronze Stylus, and wear it strung on a Thong from the 



Hide of an Ass.  [The ass is the animal associated 
with Seth/Typhon.]  [PGM IV.154-160, 222-260]

v.  Vessel Divination

To inquire opposite the Moon:  You should do it as a 
Vessel Inquiry alone or with a Youth.  If you are the 
one who is going to Inquire, you should equip your Eye 
with Green Eye-Paint and Black Eye-Paint.  You should 
stand on a High Place on the Top of your House.  You 
should speak to the Moon when it fills the Sound-Eye 
on the 15th Day, you being Pure for Three Days.  [The 
Sound-Eye is Uzait Horu, the wdz.t-eye or Sacred Eye 
of Horus; the Moon fills the Sound-Eye when it is full.]  
You should recite this Spell opposite the Moon seven 
or nine times until He [the Moon (masculine in 
Egyptian)] appears to you and speaks to you:  "Hail, 
SAKS Amoun SAKS ABRASAKS, for You are the Moon, 
the Great One of the Stars, He who formed them!  
Listen to these things which I said!  Walk in 
accordance with the Words of my Mouth!  Reveal 
Yourself to me, THAN THANA THANATHA, this is my 
Correct Name!"  Nine times of saying it until She [the 
Moon] reveals Herself to you.  [PDM xiv.695-700]

vi.  Method of 29 Letters for Receiving an Omen

"Great is the Lady Isis!"  Copy of a Holy Book found in 
the Archives of Hermes:  The Method is that 
concerning The 29 Letters [of the Coptic alphabet], 
through which Letters Hermes and Isis, who was 
seeking Osiris, Her Brother and Husband, found Him.

Call upon Helios and all the Gods in the Deep 
concerning Those Things for which you want to 
receive an Omen.  Take 29 Leaves of a Male Date Palm 
and write on each of the Leaves the Names of the 
Gods.  Pray and then pick them up Two By Two.  Read 
the Last Remaining Leaf and you will find your Omen, 
how things are, and you will be answered clearly.  
[PGM XXIVa.1-25]

vii.  Charm of Solomon's Collapse



[That is, Solomon's Charm to produce a trance.]  
(Works on Boys and on Adults):  I swear to you by the 
Holy Gods and the Heavenly Gods not to share the 
Procedure of Solomon with anyone and certainly not 
to use it for Something Questionable unless a Matter 
of Necessity forces you, lest perchance Wrath be 
preserved for you.

Formula to be Spoken:  "OURIO'R AME'N IM TAR CHO'B 
KLAMPHO'B PHRE' PHRO'R PTAR OUSIRI SAIO'B TE'LO' 
KABE' MANATATHO'R ASIO'RIKO'R BE'EINO'R AMOUN O'M 
ME'NICHTHA MACHTHA CHTHARA AMACHTHA AOU ALA- 
KAMBO'T BE'SINO'R APHE'SIO'R PHRE'PH AME'I OUR 
LAMASIR CHE'RIO'B PITRE'M PHE'O'PH NIRIN ALLANNA- 
THATH CHE'RIO'CH O'NE' BOUSIRI NINOUNO AMANAL 
GAGO'SARIE'R ME'NIAM TLE'R OOO AA ETNE' OUSIRI 
OUSIRI OUSIRI OUSIRI ME'NE'MB MNE'M BRABE'L 
TNE'KAIO'B.  Hear me, that is, my Holy Voice, because I 
call upon Your Holy Names, and reveal to me 
concerning the Thing which I want, through the NN Man 
or Little Boy, for otherwise I will not defend Your 
Holy and Undefiled Names!  Come to me, You who 
became Hesies and were carried away by a River; 
inspire the NN Man or Boy concerning that which I ask 
You:  BARBE'TH MNO'R ARARIAK TARE'RIM O'AR TE'RO'K 
SANIO'R ME'NIK PHAUEK DAPHORIOUMIN LARIO'R 
E'TNIAMIM KNO'S CHALAKTHIR KRO'PHE'R PHE'SIMO'T 
PRE'BIB KNALA E'RIBE'TIM GNO'RI!  Come to me through 
the NN Man or Little Boy and tell me accurately since I 
speak Your Names which Thrice-Greatest Hermes [i.e., 
Hermes Trismegistos] wrote in Heliopolis with 
Hieroglyphic Letters:  ARBAKO'RIPH ME'NIAM O'RAO'B 
ABNIO'B ME'RIM BAIAX CHENO'R  PE'NIM O'RA O'RE'SIOU 
OUSIRI PNIAMOUSIRI PHRE'OUSIRI HO'RIOUSIRI NAEI- 
O'ROUSIRI ME'NIMOUSIRI MNE'KOUSIRI PHLE'KOUSIRI 
PE'LE'LOUSIRI O'NIO' RABKOUSIRI ANIO'BOUSIRI AME'A- 
OUSIRI ANO'ROUSIRI AME'N'PHE'OUSIRI AME'NIOUSIRI 
XO'NIO'R E'OUROUSIRI!  Enter into him and reveal to me 
concerning the NN Matter!"

After you have Purified the Designated Man by keeping 
him from Intercourse for 3 Days, you yourself also 



being Pure, enter together with him.  After you have 
taken him up to an Open Place, seat him on Unbaked 
Bricks, dress him and give him an Anubian Head of 
Wheat and a Falcon-Weed Plant so that he will be 
protected.  Gird yourself with a Palm Fiber of a Male 
Date Palm, extend your Hands up to Heaven, toward 
the Rays of the Sun, and say the Formula 7 times.  
Next make an offering of Male Frankincense after 
pouring out Wine, Beer, Honey or Milk of a Black Cow 
onto Grape-Vine Wood.  Then say the Formula 7 times 
just into the Ear of the NN Man or Little Boy, and right 
away he will fall down.  But you sit down on the 
Bricks and make your Inquiry, and he will describe 
Everything with Truth.  You should crown him with a 
Garland of Indigenous Worm-Wood, both him and you, 
for the God delights in the Plant.

Dismissal of the Lord:  Into the Ear of NN:  "ANANAK 
ARBEOUE'RI AEE'IOYO'!"

If He tarries, sacrifice on Grape-Vine Charcoal a 
Sesame Seed and Black Cumin while saying:  "ANANAK 
O'RBEOUSIRI AEE'IOYO', go away, Lord, to Your Own 
Thrones and protect him, NN, from all Evil!"  You 
learned thoroughly; keep it Secret.

The Awakening is as follows:  Stand away from the 
Boy or Man, having your Palms spread on your 
Buttocks, your Feet together on the Ground, recite the 
following often until he is moved either toward the 
Right or toward the Left:  "AMOUN E'EI ABRIATH 
KICHO'P O'TEM PITH."  Then as a Dog [i.e., presumably, 
bark like a dog].  [PGM IV.850-929]

viii.  Spell for Revelation

Keep yourself Pure for 7 days before the Moon 
becomes Full by abstaining from Meat and Uncooked 
Food, by leaving behind during the prescribed days 
exactly Half of your Food in a Turquoise Vessel 
[probably faience, i.e., blue-green glazed pottery, 
rather than actual turquoise], over which you are also 
to Eat, and by abstaining from Wine.  When the Moon is 



Full, go by yourself to the Eastern Section of your 
City, Village, or House and throw out on the Ground 
the Left-Over Morsels.  Then return Very Quickly to 
your Quarters and shut yourself in before He can get 
there, because He will shut you out if He gets there 
before you.  But before you throw out the Morsels, fix 
in the Ground at a Slight Angle a Verdant Reed that is 
about Two Cubits long, tie some Hairs from a Stallion 
about the Mid-Section of a Horned Dung Beetle, and 
suspend the Beetle from the Reed by them.  Then light 
a Lamp that has not been used before and place it 
under the Beetle in a new Earthen-Ware Dish, so that 
the Heat from the Lamp barely reaches the Beetle.  
Stay Calm after you have thrown out the Morsels, gone 
to your Quarters, and shut yourself in; for the One you 
have summoned will stand there and, by threatening 
you with Weapons, will try to force you to release the 
Beetle.  But remain Calm, and do not release it until 
He gives you a Response; then release it right away.  
And every day during the Period of Purification when 
you are about to Eat and to go to Bed, speak the 
following Spell 7 times (you are to say them again 
when you return to your Quarters after throwing out 
the Food).  Keep it Secret:  "You with the Wooden Neck, 
you with the Clay Face, come in to me, for I am 
Sabertoush, the Great God who is in Heaven!"

The Phylactery [charm worn for protection] for the 
foregoing:  With Blood from the Hand or Foot of a 
Pregnant Woman, write the Name given below on a 
Clean Piece of Papyrus; then tie it about your Left 
Arm by a Linen Cords and wear it.  Here is what is to 
be written:  "SHTE'IT CHIEN TENHA, I bind and loose."

The dismissal:  When you release the Beetle, say:  
"Harko, Harko is my Name; Harko is my True Name!"

Guard these Instructions well!  The Rite:  an Onion.  
[Probably means:  Use the Procedure involving an 
Onion.]  [PGM IV.52-85]

ix.  A "God's Arrival" of Osiris



[I.e., an Invocation of Osiris for a Revelation]  "O Isis, 
O Nephthys, O Noble Soul of Osiris Wennefer, come to 
me!  I am Your Beloved Son, Horus.  O Gods who are in 
Heaven, O Gods who are in the Earth, O Gods who are in 
the Primeval Waters, O Gods who are in the South, O 
Gods who are in the North, O Gods who are in the 
West, O Gods who are in the East, come to me tonight!  
Teach me about Such and Such a Thing about which I 
am asking.  Quickly!  Quickly!  Hurry!  Hurry!"

Formula:  On a Phoenix written with Myrrh Water and 
Juniper Water.  Put a Pellet of Gum on your Right 
Hand; recite these Writings to it in the Evening while 
your Hand is stretched out to the Moon, while you are 
going to Sleep; and leave your Hand before you.  Very 
Good.  4 times.  [PDM Suppl.130-38]

            III.  SELF-IMPROVEMENT

x.  Prayer to Helios:  A Charm to Restrain Anger and
    for Victory and for Securing Favor

(None is Greater):  Say to the Sun (Helios) 7 times, and 
anoint your Hand with Oil and wipe it on your Head and 
Face.

Now the Prayer is:  "Rejoice with me, You who are set 
over the East Wind and the World, for whom all the 
Gods serve as Body-Guards at Your Good Hour and on 
Your Good Day, You who are the Good Daimon of the 
World, the Crown of the Inhabited World, You who 
arise from the Abyss, You who Each Day rise a Young 
Man and set an Old Man, HARPENKNOUPHI BRINTANTE'- 
NO'PHRI BRISSKYLMAS AROURZORBOROBA MESINTRIPHI 
NIPTOUMI CHMOUMMAO'PHI.  I beg You, Lord, do not 
allow me to be Over-Thrown, to be Plotted Against, to 
receive Dangerous Drugs, to go into Exile, to fall upon 
Hard Times.  Rather, I ask to obtain and receive from 
You Life, Health, Reputation, Wealth, Influence, 
Strength, Success, Charm, Favor with all Men and all 
Women, Victory over all Men and all Women.  Yes, 
Lord, ABLANATHANALBA AKRAMMACHAMARI PEPHNA 



PHO'ZA PHNEBENNOUNI NAACHTHIP... OUNORBA, 
accomplish this Matter which I want, by means of 
Your Power."  [PGM XXXVI.211-30]

xi.  Prayer

"I call upon You who have All Forms and Many Names, 
Double-Horned Goddess, Mene, whose Form no one 
knows except Him who made the entire World, IAO', 
the One who shaped You into Twenty-Eight Shapes of 
the World so that they might complete every Figure 
and distribute Breath to every Animal and Plant, that 
it might Flourish, You who grow from Obscurity into 
Light and leave Light for Darkness" (beginning to leave 
by Waning).

"And the First Companion of Your Name is Silence,
  the Second a Popping Sound,
  the Third Groaning,
  the Fourth Hissing,
  the Fifth a Cry of Joy,
  the Sixth Moaning,
  the Seventh Barking,
  the Eighth Bellowing,
  the Ninth Neighing,
  the Tenth a Musical Sound,
  the Eleventh a Sounding Wind,
  the Twelfth a Wind-Creating Sound,
  the Thirteenth a Coercive Sound,
  the Fourteenth a Coercive Emanation from Perfection.

"Ox, Vulture, Bull, Beetle, Falcon, Crab, Dog, Wolf, 
Serpent, Horse, She-Goat, Asp, Goat, He-Goat, Baboon, 
Cat, Lion, Leopard, Field-Mouse, Deer, Multi-Form, 
Virgin, Torch, Lightning, Garland, a Herald's Wand, 
Child, Key.

"I have said Your Signs and Symbols of Your Name so 
that You might hear me, because I pray to You, 
Mistress of the Whole World.  Hear me, You, the Stable 
One, the Mighty One!  APHEIBOE'O' MINTE'R OCHAO' 
PIZEPHYDO'R CHANTHAR CHADE'ROZO MOCHTHION EOT- 
NEU PHE'RZON AINDE'S LACHABOO' PITTO' RIPHTHAMER 



ZMOMOCHO'LEIE TIE'DRANTEIA OISOZOCHABE'DO'PHRA" 
(add the usual).  [PGM VII.756-94]

            IV.  HEALTH AND HEALING

xii.  Phylactery for Fever, Phantoms, Daimons, etc.

"I, Abrasax, shall deliver.  Abrasax am I!  ABRASAX 
ABRASICHO'OU, help little Sophia-Priskilla.  Get hold 
of and do away with what comes to little Sophia-
Priskilla, whether it is a Shivering Fit -- get hold of 
it!  Whether a Phantom -- get hold of it!  Whether a 
Daimon -- get hold of it!  I, Abrasax, shall deliver.  
Abrasax am I!  ABRASAX ABRASICHO'OU.  Get hold of, 
get hold of and do away with... what comes to little 
Sophia-Priskilla on This Very Day, whether it is a 
Shivering Fit -- do away with it!  Whether a Daimon 
-- do away with it!"  [PGM LXXXIX.1-27]

xiii.  Spell for Dog Bite

To be said to the Bite of the Dog:  "My Mouth being full 
of Blood of a Black Dog, I spitting out the Redness of a 
Dog, I come forth from Alkhah [Egyptian `rq-hh 
(Alxai), a sacred place at Abydos, the cemetery where 
the mummy of Osiris was buried].  O this Dog who is 
among the Ten Dogs which belong to Anubis, the Son 
of His Body, extract your Venom, remove your Saliva 
from me also!  If you do not extract your Venom and 
remove your Saliva, I shall take you up to the Fore-
Court of the Temple of Osiris, my Watch-Tower.  I 
will do for you according to the Voice of Isis, the 
Magician, the Lady of Magic, who Bewitches every-
thing, who is Never Bewitched in her Name of Isis, the 
Magician."

You pound Garlic with Gum, put it on the Wound of the 
Dog Bite, and speak to it Daily until it is Well.  [PDM 
xiv.554-62]

                    V.  CRAFT



xiv.  This is the Consecration for All Purposes:  Spell 
    to Helios

"I invoke You, the Greatest God, Eternal Lord, World 
Ruler, who are over the World and under the World, 
Mighty Ruler of the Sea, rising at Dawn, shining from 
the East for the Whole World, setting in the West.  
Come to me, Thou who risest from the Four Winds, 
benevolent and lucky Agathos Daimon, for whom 
Heaven has become the Processional Way.  I call upon 
Your Holy and Great and Hidden Names which You 
rejoice to hear.  The Earth flourished when You shone 
forth, and the Plants became fruitful when you 
laughed; the Animals begat their Young when You 
permitted.  Give Glory and Honor and Favor and Fortune 
and Power to this, NN, Stone which I consecrate today 
(or to the Phylactery [charm] being consecrated) for 
[or in relation to] NN.  I invoke You, the greatest in 
Heaven, E'I LANCHYCH AKARE'N BAL MISTHRE'N MARTA 
MATHATH LAILAM MOUSOUTHI SIETHO' BATHABATHI 
IATMO'N ALEI IABATH ABAO'TH SABAO'TH ADO'NAI, the 
Great God, ORSENOPHRE' ORGEATE'S TOTHORNATE'SA 
KRITHI BIO'THI IADMO' IATMO'MI METHIE'I LONCHOO' 
AKARE' BAL MINTHRE' BANE BAI(N)CHCHYCHCH OUPHRI 
NOTHEOUSI THRAI ARSIOUTH ERO'NERTHER, the Shining 
Helios, giving Light throughout the Whole World.  You 
are the Great Serpent, Leader of all the Gods, who 
control the Beginning of Egypt and the End of the 
Whole Inhabited World, who mate in the Ocean, PSOI 
PHNOUTHI NINTHE'R.  You are He who becomes Visible 
each Day and Sets in the Northwest of Heaven, and 
Rises in the Southeast.  

In the 1st Hour You have the Form of a Cat; Your Name 
is PHARAKOUNE'TH.  Give Glory and Favor to this 
Phylactery.  

In the 2nd Hour You have the Form of a Dog; Your Name 
is SOUPHI.  Give Strength and Honor to this 
Phylactery, or to this Stone, and to NN.  

In the 3rd Hour You have the Form of a Serpent; Your 



Name is AMEKRANEBECHEO THO'YTH.  Give Honor to the 
God NN.  

In the 4th Hour You have the Form of a Scarab; Your 
Name is SENTHENIPS.  Mightily strengthen this 
Phylactery in this Night, for the Work for which it is 
consecrated.

In the 5th Hour You have the Form of a Donkey; Your 
Name is ENPHANCHOUPH.  Give Strength and Courage 
and Power to the God, NN.

In the 6th Hour You have the Form of a Lion; Your Name 
is BAI SOLBAI, the Ruler of Time.  Give Success to 
this Phylactery and Glorious Victory.

In the 7th Hour You have the Form of a Goat; Your 
Name is OUMESTHO'TH.  Give Sexual Charm to this Ring 
(or to this Phylactery, or to this Engraving).

In the 8th Hour You have the Form of a Bull; Your Name 
is DIATIPHE', who becomes visible everywhere.  Let 
all Things done by the use of this Stone be 
accomplished.

In the 9th Hour You have the Form of a Falcon; Your 
Name is PHE'OUS PHO'OUTH, the Lotus Emerged From 
the Abyss.  Give Success and Good Luck to this 
Phylactery.

In the 10th Hour You have the Form of a Baboon; Your 
Name is BESBYKI.  [Prayer for gift omitted?]

In the 11th Hour You have the Form of an Ibis; Your 
Name is MOU RO'PH.  Protect this great Phylactery for 
Lucky Use by NN, from this Present Day for All Time.

In the 12th Hour You have the Form of a Crocodile; 
Your Name is AERTHOE'.  [Prayer for gift omitted?]

You who have set at Evening as an Old Man, who are 
over the World and under the World, Mighty Ruler of 
the Sea, hear my Voice in this Present Day, in this 



Night, in these Holy Hours, and let all done by this 
Stone, or for this Phylactery, be brought to 
fulfillment, and especially NN matter for which I 
consecrate It.  Please, Lord KME'PH LOUTHEOUTH 
ORPHOICHE ORTILIBECHOUCH IERCHE ROUM IPERITAO' 
YAI!  I conjure Earth and Heaven and Light and 
Darkness and the Great God who created All, 
SAROUSIN, You, Agathon Daimonion the Helper, to 
accomplish for me everything done by the Use of this 
Ring or Stone!"

When you complete the Consecration, say, "The one 
Zeus is Serapis!"  [PGM IV.1596-1715]

xv.  How to Say the Magical Sounds

the "A" [alpha] with an Open Mouth, undulating like a Wave;
the "O" [omicron] succinctly, as a Breathed Threat;
the "IAO'" [iota alpha omega] to Earth, to Air, and to Heaven;
the "E'" [eta] like a Baboon; ...
the "E" [epsilon] with Enjoyment, aspirating it;
the "Y" [upsilon] like a Shepherd, drawing out the Pronunciation.

[This description, taken from a longer spell, does not 
specify the pronunciation of "I" (iota) or "O'" (omega).] 
[PGM V.24-30]

             VI.  MISCELLANEOUS

xvi.  Bear-Charm which Accomplishes Everything

[The Bear is the constellation Ursa Major, which 
represents the soul of Typhon.]  Formula:  "I call upon 
You the Greatest Power in Heaven, appointed by the 
Lord God to turn with a Strong Hand the Holy Pole, 
NIKAROPLE'X.  Listen to me, Helios, Phre [i.e. Helios-
Pre]!  Hear the Holy Prayer, You who hold together the 
Universe and bring to Life the whole World, THO'ZO-
PITHE' EUCHANDAMA O'CHRIENTHE'R OMNYO'DE'S 
CHE'MIOCHYNGE'S IEO'Y" (perform a sacrifice) 
"THERMOUTHER PSIPHIRIX PHROSALI KANTHIMEO' 
ZANZEMIA O'PER PEROMENE'S RO'THIEU E'NINDEU 



KORKOUNTHO EUMEN MENI KE'DEUA KE'PSE'OI" (add the 
usual).

Petition to the Sun at Sunset.  Formula:  "THE'NO'R, O 
Helios, SANTHE'NO'R, I beseech You, Lord, may the 
Place and Lord of the Bear devote Themselves to me" 
(while petitioning, sacrifice Armara [for recipe, see 
"Offering", below].  Do it at Sunset).

Charm of Compulsion for the 3rd Day:  "ANTEBERO'-
YRTO'R EREMNETHE'CHO'R CHNYCHIROANTO'R MENE-
LEOCHEU E'ESSIPO DO'TE'R EUARE'TO' GOU PI PHYLAKE' 
O'MALAMINGOR MANTATONCHA do the NN Thing."

The First Formula in a Different Way:  "THO'ZOPITHE', 
Bear, Greatest Goddess, Ruling Heaven, Reigning over 
the Pole of the Stars, Highest, Beautiful-Shining 
Goddess, Incorruptible Element, Composite of the All, 
All-Illuminating, Bond of the Universe AEE'IOYO' 
(square [probably means arranged in lines forming a 
square:

  A E E'I O Y O'
  E E'I O Y O'A 
  E'I O Y O'A E 
  I O Y O'A E E'
  O Y O'A E E'I
  Y O'A E E'I O 
  O'A E E'I O Y

]), You who stand on the Pole, you whom the Lord God 
appointed to turn the Holy Pole with Strong Hand:  
THO'ZOPITHE' (formula)."

Offering for the Procedure:  4 Drams of Frankincense, 
4 Drams of Myrrh, 2 Ounces each of Cassia Leaf and of 
White Pepper, 1 Dram of Bdellion, 1 Dram of Asphodel 
Seed, 2 Drams each of Amomon, of Saffron, or Tere-
binth Storax, 1 Dram of Wormwood,... of Vetch Plant, 
Priestly Egyptian Incense, the Complete Brain of a 
Black Ram.  Combine these with White Mendesian Wine 
[i.e. from city of Mendes in Nile Delta] and Honey, and 
make Pellets of Bread.



Phylactery for the Procedure:  Wear a Wolf Knuckle-
Bone, mix Juice of Vetch and of Pond-Weed in a 
Censer, write in the Middle of the Censer this Name:  
"THERMOUTHEREPSIPHIRIPHI PISALI" (24 [Greek] 
letters), and in this Way make an Offering.  [PGM 
IV.1275-1322]

xvii.  Powerful Spell of the Bear which Accomplishes 
    Anything

Take the Fat of a Black Ass, the Fat of a Dappled She-
Goat, the Fat of a Black Bull, and Ethiopian Cumin, mix 
all together and make an Offering to the Bear, having 
as a Phylactery Hairs from the same Animals which 
you have plaited into a Cord and are wearing as a 
Diadem around your Head.  Anoint your Lips with the 
Fats, smear your whole Body with Storax Oil, and 
make your Petition while holding a Single-Shooted 
Egyptian Onion.  Speak concerning whatever you wish.  
Gird yourself with a Palm Fiber of a Male Date Palm, 
kneel down, and speak the following Formula:

"I call upon You, Holy, Very-Powerful, Very-Glorious, 
Very-Strong, Holy, Autochthons, Assistants of the 
Great God, the powerful Chief Daimons, You who are 
Inhabitants of Chaos, of Erebos, of The Abyss, of The 
Depth, of Earth, Dwelling in the Recesses of Heaven, 
Lurking in the Nooks and Crannies of Houses, Shrouded 
in Dark Clouds, Watchers of Things Not To Be Seen, 
Guardians of Secrets, Leaders of Those in the Under-
world, Administrators of the Infinite, Wielding Power 
over Earth, Earth-Shakers, Foundation-Layers, Ser-
vants in the Chasm, Shudderful Fighters, Fearful 
Ministers, Turning The Spindle, Freezing Snow and 
Rain, Air-Transversers, Causing Summer Heat, Wind-
Bringers, Lords of Fate, Inhabitants of Dark Erebos, 
Bringers of Compulsion, Sending Flames of Fire, 
Bringing Snow and Dew, Wind-Releasers, Disturbers 
of the Deep, Treaders on the Calm Sea, Mighty in 
Courage, Grievers of the Heart, Powerful Potentates, 
Cliff-Walkers, Adverse Daimons, Iron-Hearted, Wild-
Tempered, Unruly, Guarding Tartaros, Misleading Fate, 



All-Seeing, All-Hearing, All-Subjecting, Heaven-
Walkers, Spirit-Givers, Living Simply, Heaven-
Shakers, Gladdening the Heart, Those Who Join 
Together Death, Revealers of Angels, Punishers of 
Mortals, Sunless Revealers, Rulers of Daimons, Air-
Transversers, Almighty, Holy, Unconquerable AO'TH 
ABAO'TH BASYM ISAK SABAO'TH IAO' IAKO'P MANARA 
SKORTOURI MORTROUM EPHRAULA THREERSA; do the NN 
matter!"

Then write on a Piece of Papyrus the Hundred-
Lettered Name of Typhon, curved as a Star, and bind It 
in the middle of the Core with the Letters showing.

This is the Name [Greek letters]:  ACHCHO'R ACHCHO'R 
ACHACHACHPTOUMI CHACHCHO' CHARACHO'CH CHAP-
TOUME' CHO'RA CHO'CH APTOUMIME' CHO'CHAPTOU CHA-
RACHPTOU CHACHCHO' CHARA CHO'CH PTENACHO'-
CHEOU.  [PGM IV.1331-89]

xviii.  To Keep Bugs Out of the House

Mix Goat Bile with Water and sprinkle it.  [PGM 
VII.149-50]

xix.  To Keep Fleas Out of the House

Wet Rose-Bay with Salt Water, grind it and spread it.  
[PGM VII.150-4]

               ***    FINIS    ***
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Contents

This is the book of love spells, charms, prayers, rituals etc. from 
the Greek magical papyri and Demotic spells.  They are not suitable
for public consumption.

The information in [brackets] following each selection indicates the 
collection (PGM = Papyri Graecae Magicae, PDM = P. Demoticae M.), 
the papyrus number and the lines where the spell can be found.  The 
source for these translations is Hans Dieter Betz (ed.), "The Greek 
Magical Papyri in Translation Including the Demotic Spells," 
Chicago:  The University of Chicago Press, 1986.

Pronunciation of Magical Names

In general, most of the "voces magicae" (magical names) are written 
in Old Coptic, which used Greek letters, so you will do best if you 
think Greek.  Thus, Y sounds between English "u" and "y", something 
like German umlauted "u".  Pronounce CH as in German "ach" or Scotch 
"loch".  The symbol E' represents eta, so pronounce like a long "a"; 
O' represents omega, so pronounce like a long "o".  The symbols PH 
(phi) and TH (theta) probably should be aspirated "p" and "t", but 
may have been pronounced like English "f" and "th" by the time the 
papyri were written.

The symbol "NN" in a spell means "fill in the blank," generally 
with the name of the one on whose behalf the spell is cast (thus, 



"NN" or "the NN man"), or with the question or problem to which the 
spell is addressed (thus, "the NN matter").

                           SPELLS

i.  Love Spell

Aphrodite's Name, which becomes known to No One quickly, is 
NEPHERIE'RI [i.e. Nfr-iry.t, "the beautiful eye", an epithet for 
Aphrodite/Hathor] -- this is the Name.  If you wish to win a Woman 
who is beautiful, be Pure for 3 days, make an offering of 
Frankincense, and call this Name over it.  You approach the Woman 
and say it seven times in your Soul as you gaze at her, and in this 
way it will succeed.  But do this for 7 days.  [PGM IV.1265-74]

ij.  Love Spell Which Acts in the Same Hour

Take a Seashell and write the Holy Names with the Blood of a Black 
Ass.

Spell:  "I adjure you, Shell, by Bitter Necessity, (MASKELLI 
formula) [i.e., MASKELLI MASKELLO' PHNOUKENTABAO' OREOBAZAGRA 
RHE'XICHTHO'N HIPPOCHTHO'N PYRIPE'GANYX] and by those who have been 
placed in charge of the Punishments, LAKI LAKIO' LAKIMOU MOUKILA 
KILAMOU IO'R MOUO'R MOUDRA MAXTHA MOUSATHA: attract her, NN, whom NN 
bore" (add the usual, whatever).  "Do not be stubborn, but attract 
her, OUCH OUCH CHAUNA MOUCHLIMALCHA MANTO'R MOURKANA MOULITHA 
MALTHALI MOUI E'IE'I YYY AE' AIE' YOO' AE'I AE'I AE'I AO'A AO'A AO'A 
IAO' O'AI O'AI AIO' O'AI IO'A IAO' O'AI, attract her, NN" (add the 
usual).  

As the Moon waxes in Aries or in Taurus [add the usual, whatever you 
wish]. [This line may belong to another spell.]  [PGM VII.300a-310]

iij.  Love Spell

For Love say while kissing passionately:  "I am THAZI N EPIBATHA 
CHEOUCH CHA I am I am CHARIEMOUTH LAILAM" (add the usual).  [PGM 
VII.405-6]



iv.  To Appear in Someone's Dreams

If you wish to appear to Someone at Night in Dreams, say to the Lamp 
that is in daily use, say frequently:  "CHEIAMO'PSEI ERPEBO'TH, let 
her, NN, whom NN bore, see me in her Dreams, immediately, 
immediately; quickly, quickly!" (and add the usual, whatever you 
wish).  [PGM VII.407-10]

v.  Excellent Love Charm

Inscribe by scratching on a Tin Lamella.  Write and lay it down, 
walking over it.  And what is written is this:  "I adjure you by the 
Glorious Name of Bacchios" [i.e., Bacchus] (add the usual, whatever 
you wish).  [PGM VII.459-61]

vi.  Excellent Love Charm

Inscribe by scratching on a Tin Lamella the Characters and the 
Names, and after making it Magically Potent with some Magical 
Material, roll it up and throw it in the Sea.

The Characters are these:  "[omitted]ICHANARMENTHO' CHASAR, cause 
her, NN, to love me" (add the usual).  Write with a Copper Nail from 
a Shipwrecked Vessel.  [PGM VII.462-66]

vij.  From "The Diadem of Moses"

Take the Plant Snapdragon and hold it under your Tongue while lying 
asleep.  And rise early and before you speak to Anyone recite the 
Names, and you will be Invisible to Everyone.

But when you say them over Drinking Cups and give them to a Woman, 
she will love you, since this Spell has Power over Everything:  
"ARESKILLIOUS THOUDALESAI KRAMMASI CHAMMAR MOULABO'TH LAUABAR 
CHOUPHAR PHOR PHO'RBAO' SACHI HARBACH MACHIMASO' IAO' SABAO'TH 
ADO'NAI."

For what you wish, say:  "Get her, NN, for me, NN" (add the usual, 
whatever you wish).  [PGM VII.619-27]



viij.  Cup Spell, Quite Remarkable

Say the Spell that is spoken to the Cup 7 times:  "You are Wine; You 
are not Wine but the Head of Athena.  You are Wine; You are not 
Wine, but the Guts of Osiris, the Guts of IAO' PAKERBE'TH SEMESILAM 
O'O'O' E' PATACHNA IAAA."  (For the spell of compulsion:  
"ABLANATHANALBA AKRAMMACHAMAREI EEE, who has been stationed over 
Necessity, IAKOUB IA IAO' SABAO'TH ADO'NAI ABRASAX.").

"At whatever Hour You descend into the Guts of her, NN, let her love 
me, NN, for all the Time of her Life."  [PGM VII.643-51]

ix.  Love Spell

In Conversation, while kissing passionately, say: "ANOK 
THARENEPIBATHA CHEOUCHCHA ANOA ANOK CHARIEMOCHTH LAILAM."  [PGM 
VII.661-63]

x.  A Good Potion

Take a piece of Hieratic Papyrus and write on it:  "IAO' O' 
ESTABISASE' TOUREO'SAN ATHIACHIO'OUE'NOU ACHE'MACHOU.  Let her, NN, 
whom NN bore, love me, NN when she has drunk this Drink.  [PGM 
VII.969-72]

xi.  Love Spell of Attraction

Purify yourself from Everything for ... Days and say this Spell at 
Sunrise:  "Helios ... but come here to me, Mistress AKTIO'PHIS 
ERESCHIGAL PERSEPHONE'; attract to me and bind her, NN, whom NN 
bore, to the Man who is pining away with Passion for her; at this 
very moment, inflame her that she fulfill the Nightly Desires of NN, 
whom NN bore.  Aye Lord NETHMOMAO' Helios, enter into the Soul of 
her, NN, whom NN bore, and burn her Heart, her Guts, her Liver, her 
Spirit, her Bones.  Perform successfully for me this Charm, 
immediately, immediately; quickly, quickly!"  [PGM VII.981-93]



xij.  Love Spell

"ARMIOYT SITHANI YTHANI ARIAMYSI SOBRTAT BIRBAT MISIRITHAT 
AMSIETHARMITHAT, bring NN, whom NN bore, out of her Abodes in which 
she is, to any House, any Place in which NN, whom NN bore, is while 
she love him and craves him, she making the Gift of his Heart at 
every moment!"

You should write this in Myrrh Ink on a Scrap of Clean Byssus and 
put it in a Clean New Lamp, which is filled with Genuine Oil, in 
your House from Evening until Dawn.  If you find the Hair of the 
Woman, put it in the Wick!  It is good!  [PDM xiv.1063-69]

xiij.  Love Spell of Attraction

"I adjure You, Evangelos, by Anubis and Hermes and all the Rest Down 
Below; attract and bind Sarapias whom Helen bore, to this Herais, 
whom Thermoutharin bore, now, now; quickly, quickly!  By her Soul 
and Heart attract Sarapias herself, whom Helen bore from her own 
Womb, MAEI OTE ELBO'SATOK ALAOUBE'TO' O'EIO ... AE'N. Attract and 
bind the Soul and Heart of Sarapias, whom Helen bore, to this 
Herais, whom Thermoutharin bore from her Womb now, now; quickly, 
quickly!"  [PGM XXXII.1-19]

                       ***    FINIS   ***



                        Interpretationes

                 Herbarum Aliorumque Magicorum

                   e papyro graeca magica XII

Interpretations

Which the Temple Scribes employed, from the Holy Writings, in 
translation.  Because of the Curiosity of the Masses they [i.e., the scribes] 
inscribed the Names of the Herbs and Other Things which they employed 
on the Statues of the Gods, so that they [the masses], since they do not take 
Precaution, might not practice Magic, [being prevented] by the 
Consequence of their Misunderstanding.  But we have collected the 
explanations from many Copies, all of them Secret.

Here they are:

A Snake's Head:  a Leech.
A Snake's Ball of Thread:  this means Soapstone.
Blood of a Snake:  Hematite.
A Bone of an Ibis:  this is Buckthorn.
Blood of a Hyrax:  truly of a Hyrax [probably the rock hyrax, Procavia capensis].
Tears [Sleep Sand] of a Hamadryas Baboon:  Dill Juice.
Crocodile Dung:  Ethiopian Soil.
Blood of a Hamadryas Baboon:  Blood of a Spotted Gecko.
Lion Semen:  Human Semen.
Blood of Hephaistos:  Wormwood.
Hairs of a Hamadryas Baboon:  Dill Seed.
Semen of Hermes:  Dill.
Blood of Ares:  Purslane.
Blood of an Eye:  Tamarisk Gall.
Blood from a Shoulder:  Bear's Breach [probably Acanthus mollis L. or 
  Helleborus foetidus L.].
From the Loins:  Camomile.
A Man's Bile:  Turnip Sap [probably Brassica napus L.].
A Pig's Tail:  Leopard's Bane [probably a variety of leopard's bane in the 
  genus Boronicum, or one of the heliotropes].
A Physician's Bone:  Sandstone.
Blood of Hestia:  Camomile.
An Eagle:  Wild Garlic [Trigonella foenumgraecum, but the reading is doubtful].



Blood of a Goose:  A Mulberry Tree's Milk.
Kronos' Spice:  Piglet's Milk.
A Lion's Hairs:  Tongue of a Turnip [i.e., the leaves of the taproot].
Kronos' Blood:  . . . of Cedar.
Semen of Helios:  White Hellebore.
Semen of Herakles:  this is Mustard-rocket [probably Eruca sativa].
A Titan's Blood:  Wild Lettuce.
Blood from a Head:  Lupine.
A Bull's Semen:  Egg of a Blister Beetle.
A Hawk's Heart:  Heart of Wormwood.
Semen of Hephaistos:  This is Fleabane.
Semen of Ammon:  Houseleek.
Semen of Ares:  Clover.
Fat from a Head:  Spurge.
From the Belly:  Earth-apple.
From the Foot:  Houseleek.
[PGM XII.401-44]

Notes

This list (slightly adapted) is from Hans Dieter Betz (ed.), The Greek 
Magical Papyri in Translation including the Demotic Spells, Univ. Chicago 
Press, 1986 167-169.  Similar lists can be found in De succedaneis 
transmitted among the works of Galen, Claudii Galeni Opera Omnia 
(Kuhn, ed.), vol. 19, 721-47; adapted version in Paul of Aegina, Paulus 
Aegineta, Corpus Medicorum Graecorum IX/2 (Heiberg, ed.), vol. II, 401-8; 
and in Dioscorides' Materia Medica.
                                                  -- John Opsopaus



    G O E T H E ' S   P A G A N   P O E T R Y

Goethe, a genius with unmistakable Pagan sympathies, 
excelled as a poet, dramatist, novelist, essayist, 
philosopher and scientist (his works occupy 140 
volumes!).  Here are several of his Pagan poems, 
including his ballade "The First Walpurgis-Night," in 
which the Pagans score a Discordian victory over their 
oppressors.  (I'm sure Goethe now dwells happily among 
the Pagan Gods.)  The ballade has been set to music by 
Mendelssohn (Die Erste Walpurgisnacht), which is quite 
good, but not suitable for small group performance.  
Perhaps the Muses will help some modern Pagan to 
compose a version for contemporary witches' sabbats.  
Although only the God (Allvater) is mentioned, I've 
left Goethe's text unchanged; it's easy to substitute 
"Mother" for some or all of the "Father"s if you like.
                        -- John Opsopaus

    THE FIRST WALPURGIS-NIGHT
    Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

            A DRUID.

    Sweet smiles the May!
    The forest gay
  From frost and ice is freed;
    No snow is found,
    Glad songs resound
  Across the verdant mead.
    Upon the height
    The snow lies light,
  Yet thither now we go,
There to extol our Father's name,
  Whom we for ages know.
Amid the smoke shall gleam the flame;
  Thus pure the heart will grow.

         THE DRUIDS.

Amid the smoke shall gleam the flame;



Extol we now our Father's name,
  Whom we for ages know!
  Up, up, then, let us go!

     ONE OF THE PEOPLE.

Would ye, then, so rashly act?
Would ye instant death attract?
Know ye not the cruel threats
  Of the victors we obey?
Round about are placed their nets
  In the sinful Heathen's way.
Ah! upon the lofty wall
  Wife and children slaughter they;
And we all
Hasten to a certain fall.

      CHORUS OF WOMEN.

Ay, upon the camp's high wall
  All our children loved they slay.
  Ah, what cruel victors they!
And we all
Hasten to a certain fall.

         A DRUID.

    Who fears to-day
    His rites to pay,
  Deserves his chains to wear.
    The forest's free!
    This wood take we,
  And straight a pile prepare!
    Yet in the wood
    To stay 'tis good
  By day till all is still,
With watchers all around us placed
  Protecting you from ill.
With courage fresh, then, let us haste
  Our duties to fulfil.

    CHORUS OF WATCHERS.



  Ye valiant watchers now divide
  Your numbers through the forest wide,
    And see that all is still,
    While they their rites fulfil.

        A WATCHER.

Let us in a cunning wise,
Yon dull Christian priests surprise!
With the devil of their talk
  We'll those very priests confound.
Come with prong and come with fork,
  Raise a wild and rattling sound
Through the livelong night, and prowl
  All the rocky passes round.
Screech-owl, owl,
Join in chorus with our howl!

    CHORUS OF WATCHERS.

Come with prong, and come with fork,
Like the devil of their talk,
And with wildly rattling sound,
Prowl the desert rocks around!
Screech owl, owl,
Join in chorus with our howl!

         A DRUID.

    This far 'tis right,
    That we by night
  Our Father's praises sing;
    Yet when 'tis day,
    To Thee we may
  A heart unsullied bring.
    'Tis true that now,
    And often, Thou
  Favorest the foe in fight.
As from the smoke is freed the blaze,
  So let our faith burn bright!
And if they crush our olden ways,
  Who e'er can crush Thy light?



  A CHRISTIAN WATCHER.

Comrades, quick!  your aid afford!
All the brood of hell's abroad:
See how their enchanted forms
  Through and through with flames are glowing!
Dragon-women, men-wolf swarms,
  On in quick succession going!
Let us, let us haste to fly!
  Wilder yet the sounds are growing,
And the arch fiend roars on high;
From the ground
Hellish vapors rise around.

 CHORUS OF CHRISTIAN WATCHERS.

Terrible enchanted forms,
Dragon-women, men-wolf swarms!
Wilder yet the sounds are growing!
See, the arch fiend comes, all-glowing!
From the ground
Hellish vapors rise around.

     CHORUS OF DRUIDS

As from the smoke is freed the blaze,
  So let our faith burn bright!
And if they crush our olden ways,
  Whoe'er can crush Thy light?

    [Bowring translation]

  THE CONSECRATED SPOT

When in the dance of the Nymphs, in the   
    moonlight so holy assembled,
Mingle the Graces, down from Olympus in secret 
    descending,
Here doth the minstrel hide, and list to their 
    numbers enthralling,
Here doth he watch their silent dances' 
    mysterious measure.



    [tr. Bowring]

     THE MAGIC NET

Do I see a contest yonder?
See I miracles or pastimes?
Beauteous urchins, five in number,
'Gainst five sisters fair contending, --
Measured is the time they're beating --
At a bright enchantress' bidding.
Glittering spears by some are wielded,
Threads are others nimbly twining,
So that in their snares, the weapons,
One would think, must needs be captured.
Soon, in truth, the spears are prisoned;
Yet they, in the gentle war-dance,
One by one escape their fetters
In the row of loops so tender,
That make haste to seize a free one
Soon as they release a captive.

So with contests, strivings, triumphs,
Flying now, and now returning,
Is an artful net soon woven,
In its whiteness like the snow-flakes,
That, from light amid the darkness, 
Draw their streaky lines so varied,
As e'en colors scarce can draw them.

Who shall now receive that garment
Far beyond all others wished-for?
Whom our much-loved mistress favor
As her own acknowledged servant?
I am blest by kindly Fortune's
Tokens true, in silence prayed for!
And I feel myself held captive,
To her service now devoted.

Yet, e'en while I, thus enraptured,
Thus adorned, am proudly wandering,
See! yon wantons are entwining,
Void of strife with secret ardor,



Other nets, each fine and finer,
Threads of twilight interweaving,
Moonbeams sweet, night-violets' balsam.

Ere the net is noticed by us,
Is a happier one imprisoned,
Whom we, one and all, together,
Greet with envy and with blessings.
    [tr. Bowring]

     From the ROMAN ELEGIES

These few leaves, O ye Graces, a bard presents, 
    in your honor,
  On your altar so pure, adding sweet rosebuds 
    as well,
And he does it with hope.  The artist is glad in 
    his workshop,
  When a Pantheon it seems round him forever to 
    bring.
Jupiter knits his godlike brow, -- hers, Juno 
    uplifteth;
  Phoebus strides on before, shaking his curly-
    locked head;
Calmly and dryly Minerva looks down, and Hermes, 
    the light one,
  Turneth his glances aside, roguish and tender 
    at once.
But towards Bacchus, the yielding, the dreaming, 
    raiseth Cythere
  Looks both longing and sweet, e'en in the 
    marble yet moist.
Of his embraces she thinks with delight, and 
    seems to be asking:--
  "Should not our glorious son take up his place 
    by our side?"
    [tr. Bowring]

    THE GODS GIVE EVERYTHING

The gods give everything, the infinite ones,



To their beloved, completely,
Every pleasure, the infinite ones,
Every suffering, the infinite ones, completely.
    [tr. Spender]

          MY GODDESS

Say, which Immortal
Merits the highest reward?
With none contend I,
But I will give it
To the ay-changing,
Ever-moving
Wondrous daughter of Jove,
His best-beloved offspring,
Sweet Phantasy.

For unto her
Hath he granted
All the fancies which erst
To none allowed he
Saving himself;
Now he takes his pleasure
In the mad one.

She may, crowned with roses,
With staff twined round with lilies
Roam through flowery valleys
Rule the butterfly people,
And soft-nourishing dew
With bee-like lips
Drink from the blossom:

Or else she may,
With fluttering hair
And gloomy looks,
Sigh in the wind
Round rocky cliffs,
And thousand-hued,
Like morn and even,
Ever changing,
Like moonbeam's light,



To mortals appear.

Let us all, then,
Adore the Father!
The old, the mighty,
Who such a beauteous
Ne'er-fading spouse
Deigns to accord
To perishing mortals!

To us alone
Doth he unite her,
With heavenly bonds,
While he commands her
In joy and sorrow,
As a true spouse
Never try to fly us.

All the remaining
Races so poor
Of life-teeming earth,
In children so rich,
Wander and feed
In vacant enjoyment,
And 'mid the dark sorrows
Of evanescent
Restricted life, --
Bowed by the heavy
Yoke of Necessity.

But unto us he
Hath his most versatile,
Most cherished daughter
Granted, -- what joy!

Lovingly greet her
As a beloved one!
Give her the woman's
Place in our home!

And, oh, may the aged
Stepmother Wisdom
Her gentle spirit



Ne'er seek to harm?

Yet know I her sister,
The older, sedater,
Mine own silent friend;
Oh, may she never,
Till life's lamp is quenched,
Turn away from me, --
That noble inciter,
Comforter, -- Hope!
    [tr. Bowring]

           PSYCHE

The Muses, maiden sisters, chose
To teach poor Psyche arts poetic;
But, spite of all their rules aesthetic,
She never could emerge from prose.

No dulcet sounds escaped her lyre,
E'en when the summer nights were nigh;
Till Cupid came, with glance of fire,
And taught her all the mystery.
    [tr. Aytoun]

          TO LUNA

Sister of the earliest light,
Type of loveliness in sorrow,
Silver mists thy radiance borrow,
Even as they cross thy sight.
When thou comest to the sky,
In their dusky hollows waken,
Spirits that are sad, forsaken,
Birds that shun the day, and I.

Looking downward far and wide.
Hidden things thou dost discover,
Luna! help a hapless lover,
Lift him kindly to thy side!
Aided by thy friendly beams,



Let him, through the lattice peeping,
Look into the room where, sleeping,
Lies the maiden of his dreams.

Ah, I see her!  Now I gaze,
Bending in a trance Elysian,
And I strain my inmost vision,
And I gather all thy rays.
Bright and brighter yet I see
Charms no envious robes encumber;
And she draws me to her slumber
As Endymion once drew thee.
    [tr. Aytoun & Martin]

          COPTIC SONG
  [makes a good drinking song!]

Howe'er they may wrangle, your pundits and sages,
  And love of contention infects all the breed,
All the philosophers, search through all ages,
  Join with one voice in the following creed:
  Fools from their folly 'tis hopeless to stay!
Mules will be mules, by the law of their mulishness;
Then be advised, and leave fools to their foolishness,
  What from an ass can you get but a bray?

When Merlin I questioned, the old necromancer,
  As halo'd with light in his coffin he lay,
I got from the wizard a similar answer,
  And thus ran the burden of what he did say:
  Fools from their folly 'tis hopeless to stay!
Mules will be mules, by the law of their mulishness;
Then be advised, and leave fools to their foolishness,
  What from an ass can you get but a bray?

And up on the wind-swept peaks of Armenia,
  And down in the depths, far hid from the day,
Of the temples of Egypt and far Abyssinia
  This, and but this, was the gospel alway:
  Fools from their folly 'tis hopeless to stay!
Mules will be mules, by the law of their mulishness;
Then be advised, and leave fools to their foolishness,



  What from an ass can you get but a bray?
    [tr. Aytoun & Martin]

[All selections from "The Poems of Goethe," New York:  
John D. Williams, 1882.]

                finis



                  WOTAN'S INVOCATION OF ERDA

This excerpt is Act 3, Scene 1 of "Siegfried," the music-drama 
for the third night of Richard Wagner's Ring Cycle (The Ring of 
the Nibelung), a religious/theatrical/musical festival in the 
ancient Greek tradition.  This scene is Wotan's (Odin's) 
invocation and dismissal of Erda, the Earth Mother.  

Here is some background:  Long ago Wotan established his 
authority by means of a spear made from a branch ripped from 
the World Ash Tree; the tree has since begun to wither and die.  
At a later time, Wotan seduced Erda and fathered on her the 
eight Valkyries, the wisest of whom is Brunnhilde, whom he 
has put into a "magic sleep" for her disobedience.  Erda has 
previously told Wotan that his reign is doomed by its internal 
corruption and contradictions, but he has tried to forestall the 
inevitable.  Brunnhilde is fated to be the goddess who will bring 
about a new, free world, cleansed by fire and water.  In the 
process, Brunnhilde will return to Nature the magic Rhinegold, 
which was wrested from Nature by the Nibelung Alberich, and 
which, by cursing Love, he made into a Ring of domination.

Note:  The Old High German word "Wala" (Norse, "Volva") means 
wise-woman, witch, or prophetess; it is used here as a title for 
Erda (Norse, Jord).

The scene opens at the foot of a rocky mountain.  It is night, 
and there is a lightening storm with violent thunder.  The 
thunder ceases after a while, but lightening continues to flash 
through the clouds.  Wotan enters, dressed as The Wanderer:  he 
wears a long dark-blue cloak and a wide, round-brimmed hat 
pulled low over his face.  He strides resolutely to a vault-like 
cavernous opening in a rock and stands there, leaning on his 
spear, while he calls towards the mouth of the cave.

WOTAN:
  Waken, Wala!
  Wala, waken!
  From lasting sleep
rise and appear at my call!
  I summon Thee forth!
  Arise!  Arise!



  From earth's hidden caves,
where prisoned Thou sleepest, arise!
  Erda!  Erda!
  Deathless woman!
  From silence and darkness
soar to the day!
  With song I rouse Thee;
  arise and answer.
  Thy slumbering wisdom
  I would awake.
  All-Knowing One!
  Wisdom's Guardian!
  Erda!  Erda!
  Deathless Woman!
  Waken, waken,
  Thou Wala!  Awaken!

(The cavern begins to glow with a bluish light.  During the 
following Erda rises very gradually from the depths.  She 
appears to be covered with hoarfrost; her hair and garments 
throw out a glittering shimmer.)

ERDA:
Loud is the call;
mighty spells have roused me.
  From Wisdom's dream
  awakened am I.
  Who scares my sleep from me?

WOTAN:
  The Sleepbreaker am I;
  with Spells I stir Thee
  that waken surely
what slumber's fastness holds.
  O'er Earth I wandered,
  far have I roamed
  knowledge to win me,
world-wisdom's redes ever seeking.
  No one on Earth is wiser than Thou;
  Thou knowest all
  that the deeps do hide,
  what hill and dale,
air and water do hold.



  Where Life doth wake,
  moveth Thy Spirit;
  where brains are brooding,
  you stir their thoughts.
  All things, men say,
  known are to Thee.
That I may win me Thy council,
Thee I wake from Thy sleep!

ERDA:
  My sleep is dreaming;
  my dreaming, brooding;
my brooding, working of Wisdom.
  But while I sleep
  the Norns are waking;
  they wind the rope
and truly weave what I know:
the Norns will give Thee answer.

WOTAN:
  In thrall to the World,
  thus do the Norns weave,
and nought their knowledge maketh or mendeth.
  To Thee I come to
  learn of Thy Wisdom,
how to hinder a rolling wheel?

ERDA:
  Deeds of Men
have beclouded all my thoughts;
  my Wisdom itself
once felt a conqueror's force.
  A Wishmaiden
  I bore to Wotan:
  at his command
brought she heroes to Walhall.
  Bold is she
  and wise as well:
  why wak'st Thou me
  and seek'st not council
from Erda's and Wotan's child?

WOTAN:



  The Valkyrie mean'st Thou,
  Brunnhild' the maid?
She flouted the Lord of the Tempests
when in truth he himself had subdued:
  What the Ruler of Fights
  in fervent longing,
  thwarting his wishes,
  forbore to achieve,
  Brunnhilde proud,
  rashly defiant,
in fire and fury of battle,
strove for Herself to perform.
  Warfather
  punished the maid:
he closed her eyelids in sleep;
on the fell she slumbers fast:
  the Holy Maid
  will waken alone
that She as wife may mate with a Man.
What then can be learned from Her?

(Erda has become absorbed in thought, and replies after a 
considerable silence.)

ERDA:
  Dazed am I
  since I awoke:
  wild and strange
  seems the World.
  The Valkyrie,
  the Wala's Child,
lay in fetters of sleep,
while her all-knowing mother slept?
  Doth then pride's teacher
  punish pride?
  He who urged the doing
  punish the deed?
  He who rules by right,
  to whom truth is sacred,
  striketh at right,
  reign by falsehood?
Hold me longer not here!
Sleep enfold now my Wisdom!



WOTAN:
Thou Mother, shalt not go free,
for I wield the magic with might.
  All-wise One,
  care's piercing sting
  by Thee was planted
in Wotan's fearless heart:
  with fear of ruin,
  shameful downfall
  you filled his spirit,
by words of warning and doom.
  If You are the World's
  wisest of women,
  say to me now:
how a god may conquer his care?

ERDA:
  Thou art not
  what Thou hast said!
Why cam'st Thou, stubborn and wild one,
to trouble the Wala's sleep?

WOTAN:
  Thou art not
  what thou hast dreamed.
  All-mother's wit draws
  near its ending.
  At war with my Will
  Thy Wisdom waneth.
Know'st Thou what Wotan wills?

(There is a long silence.)

  Thou Unwise One,
  learn what I will,
then carefree You may sleep in peace!
  The Eternals' ending
  gives me no anguish;
since it works my Will!

What in my spirit's fiercest anguish
despairing once I resolved,



  freely and gladly
I shall now bring to pass.
Once I decreed in my loathing
the Nibelung might claim all the World;
  today to the Walsung
I have bequeathed my realm.
  One who knew me never,
  though chosen by me,
  a youth of dauntless daring,
  all untaught by my council,
has gained the Nibelung's Ring.
  Free from hate,
  gladdened by love-dreams,
  that youth is not harmed by
  Alberich's Curse,
for he knows nought of fear.
  She whom Thou hast borne,
  Brunnhild,
wakes to that hero's kiss.
  Then Thy wisdom's
  child will achieve
a deed to set free the World.
  Then slumber Thou now,
  close fast Thine eye-lids;
dreaming behold my ending.
  What e'er shall befall them,
  to the ever young
in gladness yieldeth the god!
  Away then, Erda!
  All-mother Fear!
  All-sorrow!
  Away!  Away,
  to endless sleep!

(Erda has already closed her eyes and begun to gradually 
descend; she now disappears entirely.  The cavern has again 
become quite dark; the Moon lights the scene; the storm has 
quite subsided.)

                   End of Scene 1.

The translation is based mostly on those by Frederick Jameson 
(1896) and Andrew Porter (1976), with bits and pieces from 



that by Frederick and Henrietta Corder (c. 1882).

                                    -- Johann Opsopaus
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Rydumy Pronunciation and Orthography

John Opsopaus

December 1995

 

Rydumy phonology is well understood, and its phonemes may be represented by the following Roman 
letters:

a b c d e g i j k l m n o p r s t u v w x y z

The Roman letters f, h and q correspond to Rydumy characters that are used only in transcribing foreign 
words, although sometimes q is used for the sound usually transcribed ng (and sounding like English 
ng). (The Lenymu, the speakers of Rydumy, believe the f sound is holy, because made by snakes, so 
they do not use this sound in their language.)

Letters have approximately continental European pronunciations, but the following should be observed: 
vowels may be long or short (tense or lax), but they are not distinguished in writing; j is pronounced like 
English y; y is pronounced like German ü; x is pronounced like ks; g is always hard; the rare letter c is 
pronounced ts. The digraphs eu, iu, oi, ou and yi are usually pronounced as diphthongs.

The accent is apparently variable, falling on the second or third syllable from the end of the word.



      From a Stele--
 Apparently a List of Gods

* Wime * Mobdimiz * Numoljy * Jomiz * Yberre * Nolgiluiz *
* Wibbudol * Goloz * Jirgymiz * Nylz * Tuymy * Jozdy *
* Pygxiz *



E VELDIMY

E Veldimy
jorid rimy
  zdydi jyluypuruz,
zonbol glozguz
yid toglozguz;
  judy todozdypuruz
mimg eptilyd
od dimg gilyd
  rite nomduz yguon;
okozdydon
bedozdydon
  tuzzerjud id kryguon.

Zelz unnymuz,
od umymuz
  ledy di jeripuruz,
zdydiz nyriz,
jymy zyriz
  zonbol tuzzeripuruz,
epinplydy
od jorydy
  nuxu gjegjo mudoluz;
mimg bol ritin
telzin mitin
 vole diu zgoroluz.

Zelz zyriduz
od juldiduz
  nuxu mimg gemdlyluy;
ozd yvvogdiz
od tovogdiz
  zonbol um ymkyluy.
Hyg um sely
zumo nely
  gelto birzin dymkudo;
gjet bol zeldon
zdolmud veldon
  nogin enmoz brymkudo.



     A Papyrus Literary Fragment

gjy klozzin ogzdirolyn, lob..................
epzoljydy zogjel bol megdon od...............
Hellel ipugjo ymune, zunir ubzy zuro.........
Umto tenin, zu veldo boton, zu veldo diruzzod,
no lovole: umliolymd Tymyu, od dogdin enmo domopymd.
Urugod ukmuz otygz zinny yt vyzdukuy jomde
jerjudil; ogzzibolymd vrynnyo, vilud yozdiz yt yilyz.
Blegote od Bluynu zotoz ylgongjo lojuze.
Od uyn beldugupiz jygiuz Uimemuz yzare
gizdetoz rogdu Pseumugz od tuliz Irugzoz
blyotyn ytzoljypymd.  Hig imtugjo Dleuy kycy
umgomzuz olobdy ytaduz, nomzy.............
glydolozgjo yile zerutu, gybdujygjo jo....
gemkoludil; biolu od byjutyo remke eltumo nydloz
zdymd gulgin.

Yiziz gjum oduyn jegoz uygdylo bol inplyn
unbroju grynelo...yz, nyozdizgjo Gloizyn
mogjugjyn umko.....z udolingjo udolingjo jegyju.
Gjyolomdu od dogduz ilpuz zumo vumo vilomdu
umvorugz zuniryglin ydgjo ubzuiz inply Gloizyo
juzy nusu ymdo egirez od medy nyuel unyke.
Epzdubiu, zdodolimdgjo genyo od jegz vyigupiz syozud.
[Din zug ytvylu od gilyz suz tonolo tugduz :]
`Gjut dymdin umzyme uijyd umtirkolo terelu,
E tirguz gemuimgz?  Mem syog zumo minumo tujen
ojomuimd; mog do sumg genudon yzbeldylo Gloizyn
vyz, yid urro zumud zibolu lokmydel Eranbu.
Remky dupu ogzzuruy, od jyzdin nyluz yogjel ylymtin,
od dollyn Hozboluyn jomuoz, ipu Ratuiz yljy
..dol ebuny julin romu vriud yknumo Tsapluz:
...ug loz ryodyo lokmingjo od lokuy gemuimgz
..ldy dupu.  Ryglunyz turogdyo borro Gloizyo.
Mem oke Nalnutemin zotoz Terebinjo zibolpyz
yzbuguyn, yid Klyuuz zoljudin nydlupiz upe,
Tyltymuz, od tujyo Jomoluz miliz.
.....o nykmy toin komodlugz suz todumod eluz:
.............od mydu zoljy gennimuz ynelon.'
...............totud, ryglunymdon od nirdy jeromdon



.......................gjo logozzud um yilyz.



     From a Wax Tablet--
 Apparently a School Exercise:

  sypoe  sypoz  sypod  syponiz
    sypoduz sypomd
sypoel sypoluz sypodil syponil
 syponumu sypomdil

  yitue yituz  yitud
  yituniz yitduduz
    yituimd

  zin oz ozd ziniz ozduz zimd

 ole oluz olud oluniz oluduz olimd

ylgymin ylgymin ylgymu ylgyme 
  ylgyme ylgymy ylgymy ylgymelin 
    ylgymuz ylgymuz

 seg etu  seg etu   seg nygzuno etu



  From a Wax Tablet,
Apparently a Letter in Verse

Jujyniz, noz Rozpuy, ydgjo ynoniz,
linelozgjo zomin zojoluelin
enmoz imuiz yozdunoniz yzzuz.
Zeroz eggutolo od lotulo bezzimd:
mepuz gin zonor eggutud plojuz rigz,
megz ozd bolbodiy imy telnuomty.
Ty nu pyzuy nurro, toumto gomdin,
toum nurro yrdoly, toum zogimty gomdin,
toumto izgjo yrdoly nurro, toumto gomdin,
toum, gin nuruy nirdy vogoluniz,
gemdilpypuniz urry, mo zguyniz,
yid mo gjuz nyriz umjutolo bezzud,
gin dymdin zguyd ozzo pyzuelin.

  GYDIRRU GYLNOM GJUMDIN



        YOMOUT RUPOL ZOGIMTIZ

...........enmoz, umdomdugjo ely domopymd.

............... Yomoyz zug elziz yp yrde:

...................

........................lomejylo terelon,

........................mdypuro lokmin

..................yogjo ubzo nuzolluny jutu,

.............z nykmy viu.  Gjuz dyruy vymte

......emin Terebinjo yid tilu nuroz Irugzu

...bolod y ryglunuz?  Od uyn megz inuty gyore
blyogubudyd, ziytomdgjo gytomduy zutoly zenmez.
Zot zu dymdiz ynel gyziz gekmezgolo mezdlez
od plojudol Dleuyo ziblonin yitulo rypelon,
..yngjyn ymuniz nonumuzzo sellod, rigdigjo lovikud,
....buyn.  Vlygdu porre vyduzgjo lobirzu
..gdeloz Tymyin, ded uyn rypomdupiz ymmuz,
umzdyl nemduz ogjin tujumy Byrrytuz yldo
yotuvugymd, zogdygjo umdogzimd ypuodo gezdyz:
jedin ble lotudi zunirymd; oy vyny jykydil.
Sig torogdy julin zeldudu gelbely vildun
umgritimd gyoge rydolu, bomudizgjo gyjolmyz
umkomduz idolingjo ylnyde nurudo genbromd.

Ozd um gemzbogdi Domotez, meduzzuny vyny
umziry, tujoz ebin, Bluynu tin lokmy nymopymd,
mimg dymdin zumiz od zdydue nyro vuty gylumuz:
sig zo blejogdu tozolde um rudelo gemtimd.
Mez ypuuzzo lydu od jomde boduuzzo Nagomyz:
olke enmuz remke zerjud zo Doigluy rigdi;
bymtimdil beldyo; uijyd ulo od Telugy gyzdly
tozoldezgjo jutolo regez rudizgjo lorugdin.
Sug Terebin nymiz, sug zyojiz domtopyd Yxurroz;
gryzzupiz sug regiz; sug yguo goldylo zeropymd.
Bylz zdibod ummibdyo temin ogzuduyro Numoljyo,
od neron nulymdil ogju; blunizgjo Tsaneudoz
tigu umdly nilez seldydil od ylgo regylu,
zujo tere, zoi uyn Dleuyo zug vydy volopymd.
Yd Gybaz, od gjelin noruel zomdomduy nomdu,
yid boryke Tymyin umzutuyz zizbogdygjo temy
blyogubudylo uipomd, zipuogduzgjo ilolo vrynnuz,
yid doloplylo gyjyz idolu od donbdylo rydoplyz.



Zgumtudil umgoldin zdituy um gemdlyluy jerkiz.

Bluniz upu ymdo enmuz, nykmy genudymdo gydoljy,
Ryegeem yltomz zinny togillud yp ylgo,
od blegir: `E nuzolu, gjyo dymdy umzymuy, gujoz?
Glotuduz yjogdez sezduz?  Yid irry bidyduz
temy gylolo teruz Tymyin?  Zug mediz Irugzoz?
yid seg umgrizu rukme eggirdymdil Yxuju,
yid syog um mezdlez vyplugydy ozd nyxumy nilez
umzbogdily tenez jomdilygjo tozibol ilpu,
yid yrugjuz rydod ollel; ogje mo glotudo, Doiglu.
Gjuggjut ut ozd, dunoe Tymyez od temy volomduz.'
Zug vydiz, jyrutuz umkomdon julupiz syzdyn
um rydiz umgjo volu giljyn genbykupiz yrjin
gemdelzud: zdodud urry dlonomz, idolegjo logizze
umzemiolo gyjyo konudingjo totolo gyjolmyo.
Od, zu vydy toin, zu nomz mem ryojy viuzzod,
unbirolyd volle Ylkerugyz veutylo rydoplyz,
Dleuygjo, mimg zdyloz, Bluynugjo ylgz yrdy, nymoloz.

Oggo, nymiz uijomon umdoloy bezd dolky lojumgdin
byzdeloz nykme yt lokon grynelo dlysopymd
Tyltymutyo, gju zo ukmedin jomuomdupiz irdle,
seg ubzin id zdliolod Dleuyngjo ybolulod Yxujuz,
epdirolyd, vutomz ymunu ydgjo um idlingjo bylydiz,
zoi jolzylo terez, zoi goldyo egginpolo neldu.
Imtugjo juzomtu zditue Dleuymy uijomdiz
gulginvizy liud, goldymdgjo umritolo gybde.
Yggubo mimg Tymyin umzutuyz, od glunumo yp ime
tuzgo enmoz.

Myngjo id gemzbogdi um notue dilpydiz, umolnuz
gemzdudud ydgjo egiruz Pslakuy yknumy gulginzbogzud:
`Soi, gjyo mimg dorriz' umgjud `gjyo no yogjely bezzimd
yggubolo?  Yid gjut uyn nuzole nusu tomugjo lozdyd,
giu mogjo ybit Tymyez izgjyn regiz, od zibol ubzu
Tyltymutyo umvomzu beumyz gin zymkiumo bezgimd?'
Gje konudi gemjolzu ymunu, genblozziz od enmuz
unbodiz.  Seldynil vylu; gje zymkiumo glodiz,
gjutjo volyd, nonelod, gjyo zud vutiguy gybde.
[Urro syog, tobezudy dymton velnutumo, vydil:]

`Gimgdy ogjuton dupu, Logz, violud gjetgingjo, vydopel



joly, umgjud; mogjo no Ylkerugy to komdo mokype:
seg blunin; mog, zu nuzolin Veldimy Zumemon
vumgzud, jymin oduyn nomtygongjo unblepy vumkod.
Vymte yrugjet zu veldo diyz boljomud yt yiluz
Porutyo menom Byrynotuz od umgridy vyny
kreluy, gjon vyrzy zip bletuduemo Boryzku
umzemdon umvymte umtugue, gjuy porry jodypyd,
tonuzolo mogu, mimg gyzzin rinumo rikomd.
Urru no genudon od gemzymkiumudydo blebumgjin
byibol um ylny bydol blunuz sig nuzud yp ymmuz,
tin zdypyd lokme umgerinuz lokingjo jukopyd
gemzuruuz, od mez yrugjet menomgjo togizgjo
kozzuniz.  Umjutuy bezdgjyn borryguz Irugzu--
syit ukmedy regjel--ziboluz gemgozzud yp eluz,
ytvrugdiz judyn um domopluz rigdigjo dlysopyn,
od gyzin umzemduz nogin umtukmypyl ynugu.
Mog dygiu tonomz, od no, velz zu gjy diruzzod,
zu bydluez ingjyn lonoyzzon jugdel yt Ylkez,
blenuzu irdelon, od jolpuz etuy yzboly neju.
Sumg nusu bluny nyru rypoz, sumg zonbol Irugzoz
glunumupiz dollolo mejuz, sumg zbylkolo jegoz
um jerkin ynpukiyz, od gjyololo gemzguiz ylny.
Mog logjuojud omun, temog, Gyrxymdo numuzdle--
zot gjut oke syog yidon mogjugjyn umklydy lojerje?
Gjutjo nelel, zu enmuz ime eltumo sypoduz Yxujez,
utgjo yitulo zyd ozd?  Uyntitin zinudo beumyz,
seg Utsygiz jorud, od nykme nolgomdil Ydlutyo.'

Din jole yltoniz zgudylu od gjyololo gyizyz,
ukmylu zgorolin dymdelin ylduzgjo Boryzkyo.
Blezogjudil byjudymz, od vugde bogdelo vydil:

`Zyobo vikyn Tymyu Dleuy gibuolo lorugdy
nerulu, od remke vozzu tuzgotolo porre;
voguzzomdgjo idumyn!  Zyobo urrez yzboly bemdu
umdolgrizud suonbz, od dolliud Yizdol oimduz.
Blyogubio, gin uyn sug dlypupiz gemdogzdiz ygolmuz
zdylod ogjiz, dede zemiolimd yotsolo munpu.
Zizbomzu Oilabarin zgudymdon elygiry Pseupu
nudduniz, uzgjo ytaduz syog dluzduy tugdy lobeldyd:
``Zymkiumo brygyzduz jomdez od julkumo gyozy,
gin blunin Uruygyz, Tymyu, jomuzduz yt elyz;
zymkiumo gjyolomtu lotudiz, ymunygjo rudymtin



Ylkerugy.'' Jerku gjyo jegz id jomud yt yiluz,
epzdubiolo ymunu, korutizgjo bol uny gigillud
ezzy dlonel, giu vydy bylomd, gjon bezgyd Yberre.

`Sug Utsygiz jydon nykme Gyrxymdy dinirdi
bledlysud um notuez; gjyo zumd oy minumy tujen,
vrykudyd; od nusu uyn nirdu glitoro gymopymd
ylduvuguz zgoriz, od dygudu jomdily jutopymd.
Puz gjumez zurod urro tuoz, dogdizgjo logizyd
bletolo jego ziy gjongjyn yid ebbemolo neldu.
Jugz dymton, nykmuz Utsygu grynelupiz ygdiz,
genbezude linbud jegon, od no tozdumyd ylyo.
Ytzomzolo enmoz, od, gjyo zupu gjuzgjo dunopyd,
imuiz um nuzolu ogzuduin gemjolzy dirolo.
Uyngjo tuoz umvymty ytolyd; nusu zygly bylylu,
od zyrzyo vlikoz, od gulgin donbely juddyo:
olubiu, vydoel, rode no, od jumgiry libu,
runezegjo rygi bol megdon epzgiliz um irjy
torudiu, tin jory tylomd, zu veldo totuzzomd.
Mog nusu uyn bydluyn ymdugjyn zboz irry jutomtu,
mog tirguz mydez ogzebdydingjo bylomdon;
gjez urru velz od beumyz ep mezdly lobezgomd
ovvikuy, od girbyn symg nuzolelin neldo buypimd.
Gjet do bol zibolez od gemzguy minumy jolu,
bol zu gjy ozd gjyo lozdod ytsig neldyrupiz izgjyn
umdonolydy vutoz, ele, nuzololo rypelin
dymdelin, nuzololo ymunu mem tukmy volomduz.'

Suz ryglunuz judyn tyniz, od nuzolozguniz irdle.
rbzo jule bluniz nymugyz ydgjo yldy rojylu
jumgry uipod Bluyniz, tugduzgjo udy vydil ynuguz:
`Gjuzgjuz oz, ynuzzez sumg uyn eprujuzgolo Klyuez;
mezdol oluz, nusugjo syog otuzzolo joly lekymdu:
Gje neron symg unnymuz ogju zdydiolo?  Gjuz yigdel?
Gjutjo bodimd?  Gjyo lorukue, yid gjyo nyxumy porru?'
Tugzolyd.  Urro, teruz umzdligdiz od yldo Boryzky,
zizdirud ogzidyz jumgruz yt zutoly byrnyz:

`Jez, yodolmu ukmoz, od mem juerypuro jozdlin
dozdel minom' yud `jez ylyo omzozgjo movymtu,
gjez viku, juddyogjo toin, gjyz sezduy kozzu:
vyz nusu Klyuelin zyglydy lozerjolo uily,
vyz etuzzo julez, ydgjo enmuy vollo zip yilyz,



zu gjy dokimd; domoel bydluyo mog rokupiz irruz.
Di nete blenuzzuz nymoyz, zoljydygjo zoljoz
Dleuy vuton, zu joly volyn, zu nykmy lobomtyn.

`Enmuz zboz Tymyin od geubdu vutiguy porru
Byrrytuz yigzuruuz zonbol zdodud.  Unbuiz ogz gje
Datutoz zot omun zgorolingjo umjomdel Irugzoz,
vydyro ytklozzu zyglyde yjorrolo donbre
Byrrytuin, gyozuz zinnyo gizdetupiz ylguz,
gellubiolo zyglyn ovvukuon, nymupizgjo gliomduz
julkumoyz yizu tujyo gemdumkolo juddyz;
ogz urre vriolo yg lodle ziprybzy lovollu
zboz Tymyin, vlygdyo juloz, yjolzy toyo nomz.
Mog tipuuz oy zukmy totud Dludemuy nemzdluz.
Jugz bezudin gyzdluz zuniryglin, ylzolo gelizgyo
rinumupiz vrynnyo yllogduz, zyrzizgjo bol yldiz
zitel uud, dolgjo ubzy zere--nulypuro tugdi--
onugiud, bylnyngjo volomz syzdyngjo dlonomdon.

`Ogzdonbre donbdymty viky gymud yogjely Gyrxyz,
mog bezzo Ylkeruguz ogzzgumtu Bolkyny doruz,
enumy mu lobodymd Ylkuz, minomgjo lotigymd,
gjet boryke od giljuz zogin yjogzolo gylumuz.
Od mimg, gjet bydluyz jomde boduolo Nagomyz,
ylny toezgjo bylymd genudoz, borykegjo lonomze
unblejuzu ytolimd: udy tukolud enumy Gyrxyz.
Symg ble Byrrytue nemudu, ble minumo ryoze
ovvukuon zdydiolo, movyz gjyo dluzdo buylod.
Symg dynom unnomzyn Gyrxyz ydderrolo neron
lepelupiz dogzduz gyoregjo otigolo uizzud,
mo logubu belduz, yid tigu um neumuy bezzud,
moi bebirin ymdugjy zip lorukuemo diolu.
Myn zu jozdly nymiz jueryzzod temy Numoljyo,
din nykmin ogzuduin (gjet tu bluiz enom um ubzin
gemjoldymd!) Bluynu unbolue Pslakupizgjo vidilin;
zum nymupiz jozdluz jozdlyn yzgomtuzzod um ilpon,
irdle Yzuyn nykme Boreboy yt neumuy porre
jomdilyn, od mezdlez oy vydy nymolo mobedoz.'

Dyrupiz umzutuuz boluilugjo yldo Zumemuz
glotudy loz, gybdugjo teruz ryglunuzgjo geygduz,
gjez mogjo Datutoz, mog Ryluzyoiz Yxurroz,
mem ymmu teniolo togon, mem nurro gylumyo.



Sug yruit nyuiz nuzoluz nirdegjo dlonomtin
epugudil nykuz, ydgjo unblejuty bogdely dilpyd.
Ryegeem, tigdiz Mobdime zeldo zygoltez,
zerronmuz dyilin umkomdon nygdypyd yt ylyz.
Oggo yidon konumu y Domote dlymgjurry bol yrdy--
sellozge lovolomz--unnomzuz elpupiz ymkioz
umginpimd boryke, byludolgjo yt rudely domtimd;
bogdely gjelin umdol vrigdiz yllogdy uipyogjo
zymkiumoyo zibolymd imtyz; bylz godoly bemdin
bemo rokud, zumiydgjo unnomzy jerinumo dolky.
Vud zemudiz zbinymdo zyre; uyngjo yljy domopymd,
yltomduzgjo egirez zivvogdu zymkiumo od ukmu,
zupury rynpopymd rumkiuz juplymdupiz ely.
Tuvvikuniz juzi ogzzymkioz: urru yknumo golde
Ryegeemdy bodimd; od blunin byljy tielin
gelbely mydelin zolbomz ynbrogziz idolgjo
unbrugyd, od nuzolez nelzi tobyzgudil yldiz;
bezd ubzin yigzurue zipoimdon yg dory volomdon
gellubuimd, zbuluzgjo rukymd umkomdupiz; od uyn
puz notuin ynbrogzu, puz gerre zgjynoy gulgin
dolky tydu, zibolymd gybudo od goljugupiz yrduz.
Urro zunir nymupiz domtud tujorrolo metez,
bolviziz zymuo juddyz ydlegjo jomome,
gryneloz zunir sellomtez yt zutoly derrud:
gjyroz nikudiz, vikud gin zyiguiz ylyn
dyiliz, od umgoldyn ogzgizzud goljugo zogilun.
Yd konumu rybzi toriply yt zinny tlygemoz
ovvikuimd zyojyogjo bodimd Dludemutuz ylgon,
zip botupizgjo toyo grubougjo zip elpo dokimdil.
Din jole dlonovygdy mejiz bol bogdely gimgduz
umzumiyd byjel, od zgoriz ogzbomtuzzo nolomdon
Ryegeemdy volimd, zyglin gju gizbuto lepil
ryozolud, od dolke zgorolydyn umdelzolud syzdyn.
Tigomtin yt zotoz zuniryglin elymtygjo tujyo
minumy gemgrynymd.

Tujutuniz nilez od neumuy bymtuniz ilpuz.
Yggumkimd enmoz ebolu, botupizgjo ledylin
zipuguimd rybziz, od zdibboy jumgiry gerre
umdomtimd: zgymtud vydyruz nyxumy nilez,
vody ylnuz.  Biolu gulgin ummibdyogjo biorryo
zygly gymimd, vimongjo nymi gemdumkolo kyitomd.



Urry zipud, notuyogjo numymz umrypudil ilpu.
E bydluy, E tujen teniz Uruin, od umgridy porre
neumuy Tyltymutin, gjydol ubze um runumo beldyo
zipzdudud, ydgjo idole zemudin gjydol ylny totolo:
umzdyniz dynom umnoneloz gyogugjo vilelo,
od nemzdlin umvorugz zyglydy zuzduniz ylgo.
Dimg oduyn vyduz ybolud Gyzzymtly vidiluz
ely, tou uizzi mem ingjyn glotudy Doigluz.
Mez toriply toin nuzolu, gjupiz irduniz ozzod
urro tuoz, vozdy joryniz vlemto bol ilpon.

`Joldudil umdoloy gyorin od liud egoyme megz,
umjerjomz inply nykmy dollyngjo beringjo
Nalnutemingjo terez; vizu bol neumuy Doiglu
gemdugiolo, zebel vozzez genbrogdudil yldiz:
od uyn Ylkujy psyrymgz umzdligduz myjupiz upyd
y Domote dygudyo bol ynugy zuromduy rimyo
rudely medy bodomz, vrynnyz gin lokuy bibbuz
ogzdirolyd, vyduzgjo toin tovomziz umugjuz
umgrizez idole Tymyez od bumoy vildun
rygzyd gryizdly Zumem.  Urrez bydovygdiz yt yilyz
lottud ogjiz, ryodugjo gyje zo lepelo blenimd
Tsozzymtliz Ztsomorizgjo tigoz, od tuliz Irugzoz,
tonuzzin rybzu bol vimon, Ygynyzgjo, Tseyzgjo,
Borutozgjo Moebderoniz, blunizgjo Nyxyem,
od Nomoryiz, od ubzo teru vyplugydel Oboez.
Umjytimd ilpon zenme jumegjo zobirdyn;
gyotimdil jukuroz, belduzgjo bydomdupiz enmuz
yggubuimd zeguez ydgjo yknumy gemzguy uimkimd.

Donbiz olyd, gje bluny gjuoz neldyrupiz yokluz
umgubud, od teme tujen klyduzzuny zolbud.
Um zenmuz, oggo, ymdo egirez nyozduzzuniz Sogdel
juziz ytozzo nusu, rylkezgjo ovvimtolo vrodiz,
lybdydiz pukuz, id gjemtyn, ydolgjo gliomde
birjolo, bolgjo botoz dlyuogdiz rely dinomduz.
Ou nusu, gjyruz olyd, gjymdin nidydiz yp urre
Sogdelo, gju lotud ogzijuyz umtidiz Yxurru,
jor Tymyin Pslakuez uygirydiz bibbupiz ukmuz,
zgjyromdon pylpyn od gemglodez zymkiumo glumuz
jermolygjo urry kolomz, gjyo gulgin briluny nilez
yggobud bydluez.  Irdle vromz ubzo jutopyl
Genborrylo julin od nyozdyz ogzblenolo jegoz:



`E rigz Tyltymuyo, zboz E vutuzzuny Doiglin,
gjyo dymdyo domiolo nelyo?  Gjupiz Sogdel yp eluz
ogzzbogdydo jomuz?  Id do bezd nirdy dielin
vimoly, bezd jyluez senumingjo ilpuzgjo rypeloz
tovozzu yzbuguniz!  Gjyo gyizy umtukmy zolomez
veutyjud jerdiz?  Yid gil syog jermoly golme?'

Urro musur, mog no gjyolomdon jymy nelydil,
zot klyjudol konudiz une to bogdelo tigomz,
`Soi viko, mydo toy, dogjo suz, yud, olubo vrynnuz.
Sezduz sypod nilez; liud yrde y girnumo Dleuy.
Zyd bydluyo Bluynegjo tydin: zu Bolkyny togzdly
tovomtu bezzomd, oduyn syg tovomzy viuzzomd.
Zygly ziezgjo dupu gennomtyd Dleuy bomyduz:
sez gybo vydelin genudoz, suz neumuy gjyolo
nykmy, bolollyde zdydioz gjyo tomugjo bemde.'
Zug yud, od nymupiz juddyz Jozdyngjo bedomdon
yodolmingjo ytaduz ovvold bomodlyrupiz ukmon.

Tujolze umdoloy nuzgomdil neumuy rigdi,
od nykuz ydgjo nykuz, gjyngjyn zoglody bylomduz
Ymxuzyo teniz ylpelupizgjo epdogdy logozzud,
grylozgimd zemudiz, ylnelingjo umkliud sellel.
Ogzgiduel zenme, od zinnu vyzdukuy dogdu
yzgomzi zibole, ydgjo yllogduz yilupiz ytzde:
um zokodon joridu gin vrynny vilomdupiz yizdluz
umgutud, yid lybutiz nemdyme vrinumo dellomz
zdolmud yklez, zdolmud zydy ryody peingjo rypeloz,
blyogubuduzgjo dlysud zurjyz, zdibod umzguiz yrde
yggubuomz zemudin zygzu to joldugo byzdel.
Din jole nymuvozdy vutoz, Tymyingjo bydozgimd
umzutuyo.  Uyn Toupsepu totud ynbry liumyn
Jergyme zibolymdo teniz; uyn blegziniz yltod
Igyrokem; Zukoy ukmu vlody rydy lorigomd.
Ogzeludil grynelgjo julin grymkelgjo dipylin.
Ylny ynomz gybue; mog zyd lyduemuz um ylnuz,
zot krenolylo nymin porre od gemgillolo um ylgon
gin zeguuz yltomd ymunu; vilel ulygjo nomdon
blyogubudymd, birxlingjo nelu ziggillud um ylnuz.

Oggo yidon doruz Bymtsiz orybziz Yxujen,
Bymtsiz Etslaytoz, ylguz Pseupugjo zygoltez,
zygly nymi jugdezgjo toez byljingjo mobedon



ubzo dlysud, gilzigjo ynomz yt runumy domtud.
`Gje loz zinny, rege, Bymtsi?  Gjyn blomtuniz ylgon?'
Jugz oy vydiz olyn, konudi gin dyruy lottud:
`Jomud zinny tuoz od umorigdypuro donbiz
Tyltymuyo: viuniz Dleuz, viud Uruin od umkomz
kreluy Doiglelin; voliz enmuy Uibbudol Ylkez
dlymzdirud; umgomzy Tymyu tenumymdil um ilpo.
Yltiiz ylnydez notuuz um neumupiz ytzdymz
vimtud ogjiz, jugdelgjo Zumem umgomtuy nuzgod
umzirdymz; belduz yruu pubydomdupiz ytzimd,
nuruy gjed nykmuz ingjyn jomolo Nagomuz;
epzotolo yruu doruz ymkizdy juylin
ebbezudu; zdyd vollu yguoz niglemo gelizge
zdlugdy, bylydy mogu; jugz blunu bleuruy donbdymd
beldylin jukuroz, od gyoge Nyldo lozuzdimd.'

Dyrupiz Etslaytyo tugduz od minumo tujen
um vrynnyz od um ylny volel, gje dluzduz Olumaz,
irre vlonudiz jegyd od ziprydiz yt yotsoly grynel.
Yttimd zo zeguez Lsuboiz od nygzuniz ylnuz
Obadiz eprydu bol rimyn Sabymuzgjo Tanyzgjo,
od rydolu ytkrenolymd mezdle, uijomuzgjo Geleupiz,
Naktemutoz: urruz yt Dleuyn veldo tuopiz
jomolyd, umzyme Gyzzymtlyo umgomziz ynelo,
od komol yigzuruin Bluyne Pslakupizgjo volopyd,
umvorugz, gju mem zbemzyo blyogobdy vilomduz
yituolud.

Gjez ipu gemvoldez yitolo um bleuruy jutu,
umgubue zibol suz: `Uijomoz, velduzzuny vlizdly
bogdely, zu jepuz yitomdon ogzdlony gibute
goldy zogju, gjyo zud lopiz veldimy jutoduz:
ogzgozzolo enmoz, ytaduz yluzgjo lorugduz,
tu, gjupiz unboluin seg zdodolyd; ziggilluduz ilpu
umgomzyo; neluynil od um notuy ylny liyniz.
Imy zyriz jugduz, mirryn zbolylo zyridon.'

Zug ymunuz uijomin vilel yttudiz: umto, ribu goi
lybdeloz ydly um mopiry, gjez unblepy jomdluz
ogzokud gyogez lypuoz, gydirugjo lorugdu
vyigupiz ogzzbogdymd zugguz, bol dory, bol sezduz
jytuniz syit tipuyn um neldon, notuyogjo domoniz
ilpuz udol; megz ydly gyjy gulginjeryd inply.



Gjuz gryton urruiz megduz, gjuz vimoly vymte
ogzbrugod, yid bezzud ryglunuz yogjylo rypeloz?
Ilpz ymdugjy liud, nirdez tenumydy bol ymmez;
briluny bolgjo juyz zdolmimdil umolduy byzzun
gelbely, bolgjo tenez od lorukuezy toelin
runumy.  Mog zeru beumyz tymd zymkiumo Doiglu;
gjemtyn oduyn jugduz lotud um blyogeltuy juldiz
jugdelozgjo gytimd Tymyu: glitoruz ipugjo
rigdiz, ipugjo byjel, od briluny nelduz unyke.

Bluniz zo, Tymyin nykmy genudymdo gydoljy,
Ymtlekoez evvold mepuz, zeguy yknumy glotomz
umzguiz, ydgjo irdle jolpuz genborryd ynuguz:
`Vozdumydo, julu: myn gjyo dyn zoly nelydil
zokmuduoz?  Yruu lybuimd umgomzy volimdgjo
Bolkyny; jez gorzuz mimg blunin y myjupiz uduz.'
Tugzud, od ogzdonbre, mogjo omun lozbemzy typymdil
vuty zyduz, zomzud notuez torybziz um sezduz.
Epzdubiud, lodlegjo boton gin jego loblozzud:
umblejuzin yzbluz joridu gju zomdupiz ymkion
blozzud sinu mudomz, dlobutizgjo lobomdo lovikud
ydderromdon ulyz od gyoliry gerry dinomdon;
syit zogiz Ymtlekoez juzi dlonovygdiz ypupyd.
Umliuniz, tomzuz od gulginvimtunil ylnuz,
ukmylezgjo regu byzzun od velnutumo gybdez
zdolmuniz: ytzbulyd blune veldimy rypelu.

Ydgjo sug ziggozzi ogzzirdymz ymunuzgjo Geleupiz,
`E zeguu, gjy bluny' umgjud `veldimy zyriduz
nemzdlyd udol, gjegjo ezdomtud zo togzdly, zogjynil
nidoniz gruboez, Tymyingjo umzukmuy mepuz
ybdoniz: teriz ym juldiz, gjuz um sezdo logjulyd?
Ylny typimd ubzu.' Zug vydiz, toumto genymdon
Ymtlekou kyroyn grubougjo umzukmo togelin
umtiudil, rydolugjo Ylkujin yggennetyd omzon.
Seg Lsuboiz, seg ubzo Tanyz enmuzgjo uijomdiz
ryody vygud; zberuuz zo gjuzgjo logomdupiz ylnyd.
Jytuniz unnugzdu Tymyuz syit minumo mezdle,
nirdygjo bol gyogyn gemklozzu bleuruy megdon
gemzoluniz, nirdez Tymyin tonudduniz Elge.
Tuvvikuimd yruu yt myjuz, od rudely gilzi
vuty bodimd: bylz umkomdon velnutumo dilbu
zgymtimd lilziz ogjin od medy gemtimdil um yrje.



Soi musur umjuduz vyz gjongjyn vutolo tujuz!
Oggo dlysopydil byzzuz Bluynouy julke
glumupiz y donbre Gyzzymtly ytaduzgjo Numoljyo,
yt gyorin domtomz yltomduy rinumy vlizdly,--
rinumy, myn domolyz ylgopymd jumgiry byrnyz.
Mem dirud symg zboguon viluydy nomdo Geleupiz,
od zozo notuin umuogud boludiliz um yknom.
Gemzogjunil gimgdu od tomzuz umgilluniz ylnuz.

Sug blunin ogz yrde toriplu girnumo doruz
mezdlelin epliunil, eludilgjo nuzolluny gyotoz
ylnelin vyguo od Klyuylin ollelo uipylin.
Din Tymyu konudi ydgjo olobdyo julkumuz uly
imtugjo gerrogdu umjytimd, ygolluniz Yuygz,
od konumu Ydlutyo, Terebingjo ogzolgudiz enmuz;
ytjolzu libde goi gjemtyn dilpumo jomdu
gemvrukimd, Copsalizgjo Medizgjo od ryodiz Oeuz
Oiliz ogjuz; zdlutimd zurjyo, zyojudgjo dlutomdu
zbinoiz ydgjo une Moloiz guod yogjely vimte.
Urru oduyn, zu gjez epzgily megdo bol inplyn
vituniz umzutuuz dedygjo ykudyjuniz ilpo,
ybbylomd; blunu gruboez nomdudygjo dory
ytkmezgimd, ydgjo ely zeme tuzgeltuy zukmymd.
Urugod epliunil minole; blunizgjo Geleupiz
Bomorou togzdly tujyo ylnubedomduz yt ylyn
bleginpud; gytud od Lsuboiz, uizduzzuniz imiz
gju viud um Doigluz od zoljymduzzuniz yogju:
tuz yrudol juzin; boloimd Sabymuzgjo Tanyzgjo
gemvugzu y zeguuz; mog do diy briluny, Bymtsi,
rypomdon buodyz mog Yberrumuz umviry dogzud.
Uruygu gumoloz od vrynny ogzdlony noelin,
dozdel, um eggyzi jozdle mog dory mog irryz
judyjuzzo jugoz Tymyin, od, zu vydy viuzzomd
id gytolon, noliuzzo nymi.  Tujorrunil umto,
Upsudiz od Boruyz nogin, gjelin Upsudiz yoje
uyn klyjuel, Boruyz od jermolo dyltiz Irugzu;
bledumiz yt zotoz Bluynu grynelo jegydu.

Sug jole umkomdon bikmyn, goi godoly mizgjyn
porry velomd, mirru dedy nelolomdil um ilpo.
Zug Nyldon umtenudin, Tymyezgjo yt dogdy liomduz
golmuniz, epzozzingjo ygdy dozditumo runom.



Syolomd byluodupiz zgyryo, bezduzgjo zip ubzez
mudimdil klytupiz, gruboezgjo yt dory zumuzdluz
bledogdu epuguimd, blomzymd vyzdukuy togzdluz.
Tyltymutyo gemdly dilluz yg dedy tenelin
girnumy gemjorrimd; suz zo, gjymte irduny golmimd,
ogzdlony uyn um neldo bylymd tovomtolo doruz;
yilydyzgjo dlypoz, jodolin togely yrdy bylomdin,
tojerjimd; yruu zdlugduz niglemupiz unyz
epzotolo veloz; syz zoljymd yknumo tomze.
Umzdyilydu ymunu, lokuz ziggillolo dogduz,
yigzuruegjo rojylo julez, jungjo yttolo jugduz.

Runom olyd gyogyogjo veloz od boljuiz iziz
dogdelin umdol zo Bluynu, bezdozgjo lorugdu
y dolke, umvorugz gjy zo, tin lokmy nymopymd,
zyobuiz Ymtlenyxo vollo umgenudydy zeropyd
yt zegolez, od yje biolin Yzdaymygdy dlysopyd.
Ojyte yt zinnu vyzdukuy girnumuz, imto
dory nymi nuzolu uygdypymd umludy Doiglu.
Dillun um blyogubudu zdymdon zinnuzgjo zip yzdly
otigdyn dogduz, imto enmuz Dleuy jutolu
od Tymyin zerudyo myjoz od Yxyuy gyzdly,
ytklozzu volle gulgin, gjy zinny rypymduz
uimgdilyz dypirydy typymd, gemjorruniz yrduz
zotupiz, unbirunizgjo; oy rybzy lobomdo liumyn
gin zemudi dlysud od Tymyin zibol yknumy rydo
umgutud: yzd yruu zipoimd, mog zygzy, mog irrin
dorelin umdoloy gozzyd komiz.

Jozdupirin ymdo ubzin blunegjo um runumo Ballsiz
ogzzirdyd, doruz od rigo gelizgiz yomy;
gjyruz ipu um rigon geripol nyry klynumy byzdiz
vlukuty zip dolly dinutin gjon pliny dokopyd,
mimg, bezuduz mejiz ogzijuuz mudutizgjo uijomdy,
riplugy gemjerjud zipryde bogdelo dolky
yltiiz yt zeron, od rumkiuz nugyd elo dluzirguz.
Imy umkomz Bolupsyz od ogjelin ykudydel Yxurruz,
ylnukol Yidenotem, imy enmuz Zgaluy bipoz
ziggotimd dogde, od vrynnyz yt girnumy uygdymd.
Ubzo umdol blunez gellobdy tily pubommu
runumy bollinbud, bezduzgjo y gyltumo jorrud
yolydez; uyngjo ogzguzy dlypo vulny gyjyjud
lepely, od umkomdon ryde totud elo vomozdlyn.



Ytbylod teniz umdiz, od ydluy remky bydozgimd;
ytbylomd Bluynu od jodolin bomodlyruy lokin,
ylnydezgjo jutomd zdymduz um runumo blune.

Yd teniz umdoluel konudi nuzolegjo dinirdi
nuzgodil, bomudizgjo gyjyo brymkelupiz yotoz
vonumouz irirymd; volud yiloy zutoly grynel.
Din byjutyo dogduz nydloz umkomdupiz ollymd;
ynbrogzyogjo domomd bezduz ydgjo ezgiry vukimd.
Umzdyd ju bydluy Ballsiz; mog gryizdly, mogjo ubzu
gizdetoz zivvollo jyromd; rypyd yluodo glople
uymiy, od onedu bleginpimd gyltumo bezdoz.
Vud juy ju; linbimd ytudiz, blunezgjo dligutymd
unnuzzu Tymyu, od rydo regy nurudo genbromd.
Mem zug, ykkolupiz libduz gin zbinoiz ynmuz
ogzuud, ebbezudyzgjo ojugud kilkudo neroz,
voldil um yljy vilomz ginire, gynbezgjo bol enmuz
gin zdypiruz ylnomdy dlysud.  Jutu ubzo vilomdon
gyoto Moebderonin konumezgjo um runumo Ydlutyz;
jutu Sogipyn gomdingjo miliz, Bluyningjo bol ylyz
zymkiumo veutymdon, gjez ubzo zyglyjolyd, ukmuz.
Gjumgjykumdy urru tsyrynu, zboz dymdy mobedin,
pylpyluge bezdoz yile zberuuzgjo zibolpu,
blegipiolo; domomd Tymyu, gjy tovugud ukmuz.

Velzudym od Bluynu violumd gjyo vydy logjulyz.
Ilpuz idu gybdyo gyzin gemjerzygjo jutud
runumy dogdelin od notuin um bomodlyrupiz sezdon,
ylny tui zomuel toziody dlonomdupiz yoje
gulgintyd mogjugjyn inoluz, od umiduro vollin
gumkudil, yg tomzez voldil neludiliz um sezduz.
Yotupiz um notuuz mitegjo zip yotsoluz ygzo
umkomz yly viud uigzdygjo jodolluny ryiliz,
umginpomz ylyo ydgjo inply genbrogzy Bomyduz.
Sug Sogipy od mydyo mogjugjyn yrdyluy gulgin,
blyogubudoz ydly goi donbozdydo gerinpyo,
gemtomzyo od tujen ynbrogzyo zunirygly zotopymd.
Ubzin yidon zinbduz Bluynin uijomyrupiz ylnuz
id jutud, `Gjyo nomz dyn tuly, nuzolluno gemuimgz,
unbirud suz gumku doruz?  Yid gje liuz?' umgjud;
`Mem dyru yigzurue mog tovomzelupiz uzduz
donbiz okod, mem, zu ubzo noiz mimg ytvelod Sogdel.
Sig dymton gemgoto; syog yly diopudil enmuz,



yid neluolo zunir.' Zug elo ovvydy logobud
yt zozo od zygly remkyojin um zoto regyjud.

Oggo yidon orybziz Ballsu to gyoto Berudoz,
imiz mydelin Bluynu, bol dory, bol sezduz
beldugupiz remkuz vikud, od jygiy ydluy rizdlyd
zyiguiz: urrin yltomz umvozde jermolo Ballsiz
umzogjudil, uyn uyngjo nymi domod od blonud syzdy.
Id dymton ymdo egirez ojyzud od ely bylomdin,
gemgutud, yg nirde judyn gin zymkiumo vitud.
Sug Bluyniz, gjyngjyn um notuy uyn neldo domodil,
mem dynom ypzdumiud, mog jegu ulyogjo bobolgud:
`Yd dupu ble zgorolo,' ogzgrynyd, `ble dyrupiz yizuz,
tu, zu gjy ozd gyore buodyz, gjyo dyruy gilod,
bolzerjymd klydoz tukmyz od blyonuy lottymd
topudy, gju mydu gelyn no golmolo rodin
voguzdu od bydluez veutyzdu vimolo jerdiz.
Yd mem urro, zydin gje do nomduluz, Yxurroz
dyruz um sezdo viud Bluyne; zot uily vutongjo
zibbruguz olipiud, gelbizgjo ogzzymkio zobirxle
lottutud Sogdeloin, nogjo um noy lokmy lonuzud.'

Zug vydiz zomuel, doringjo unporro zumo ugdi
gemuogud, lyige gjet bledumiz yolo lobirzin
o zinne grubou mogjugjyn inpemo bobomtud.
Giu Ballsiz: `Lovoloz olke syog od mimduiz upuz
Borutyo komudelu; urru noy dluzduy vygdy
tokomolongjo Moebderonin myllylo nonomde.
Mimg nelolo.' Seg tugomz yrdyluy yt ubzy dlonomdon
dlygzud od um nirde rybzymdon zymkiumo mydu,
unbrugiudgjo genyn ryojy, togzdlygjo gelizgin
ogzdirud, yg rydolu gybire domiz yptutud omzon.
Syog vumuz Bluynu vydelin; sug ogzudiz urrin
zeldo dirud, Dleuyn umgomzyn od blerybzy jutomdon
Bolkyny, ded gjemtyn bebiruz dolluzgjo zibolpin
lokmydelon Yzuyo.  Uygod umkomz rudelo dlimgiz,
yjerzingjo inoluz gybid, od zumo menumo gelbiz.

Yd no din blunin zyojiz gulginzdodud sellel
Epzdubiu; zipuud gylu komudeluz unyke,
id lokon yogjyojin glitoru jermolo jutu
judyn ogzsyrymdon; zipuud tozoldy Gloizy,
od tulobdy teniz, od bylju gyziz Uiru.



Lozbugue, od gjyo zud no gulgin gebuy rizdle.
Tozoliolo enmoz tovozzu, od gelbely zyrdi
yt dollyn nuzolo yid ukmupiz yokly totolo.

[Uyngjo ytoe zibol imiz olyn, gin runumy Jozdyo
zoljymdon od dygudyn zoglody um zoto rydomdon
Damtyluty yzbugue: tymd gryly umgomtuy rigon
ollymdu byzzungjo egirez bol gimgdy volomdu.
Urry zupu umvozdez ojolzy ep Bolkyny Doiglez
od beumyz Tymyin od tozoldu gemuikuz ulyz
blyonodiomz, Dleuyo od bydluyo gennimuz Olumaz,
yptutolyd zozo ydgjo yluz umjuzy zotopyd.
Ogzylzolo ukmoz ymune; zipud uly gytomdon
irguzgu bydluyn od zgorolydyz zinolo beumyz.
`Zgurugod syog Zbyldyn umgerinuz bydluyzgjo Nagomyz
yzbuguod, byldegjo upud lokumy dluinpse,
gemuikuingjo, teningjo, bydloz, mydezgjo jutopud,
Uruytin dilpy od Pslakuuz genudydy numuzdluz?
Eggutolud volle Bluyniz, Dleuy ylzolud ukmu?
Tyltymuin deduomz zitylud zymkiumo rudiz?
Mem udy: myngjo odzu mirrin nonelypuro menom
vonumoy um beumy ozd, mog sypod jugdeluy ryiton,
ogzdumgzuzzo movyz dynom od zinbzuzzo nolomduz
ryitypel beumyz, ymuningjo ogzbrozzo uijypud
irdluguz vrynnyo, od gumoloz zyduyzzo noelin.'

Dyruy uygdypyn, od viluydy nomdo volopyl :]
gin nusu zo, mem ymdo egiruz dyn gryly, jutomtyn
epdirud od bily bol megdon um rigo lovirzud
yrny bylomz, gemvozzy toyn, gjyruzgjo jutolu
gyorugeruz od gjymdy zerod, togzdlygjo blosomzin
gemdumiud, lezoegjo syog umzibol yttutud elo:
`Mydo, gjuz umtenudyz dymdiz terel ogzgudyd ulyz?
Gjut viluz, yid gjemyn mezdlu dupu gily logozzud?
Mem bluiz yzbuguoz, ipu vozzin yodydo bylomdon
rugjoluz Ymxuzom; zibolod gemuimgzmo Gloizy,
Yzgymuizgjo biol?  Gjez enmoz imtugjo Klyuyo
gulgin ollymd yguoz, od, mu noy gily lozuzdyd,
uyn vrynnyo dirolumd umunugiz od syizolud omzuz.
Mem dupu Damtylutuz vyguoz umjuzy Rygyomyo
girbydizjo Byluz: tujen umgronomduy, tujen,
syz ojoldud eboz zdolmudgjo y girnumo Dleuyn.
Yzbugo--myngjo enmon, gjyo mimg eptigdy diomdu



neldyruz sopodyd juziz dupu od inuty gulgin
gyrukyd, mipon olubuyn; di mo gjy bylomduz
uizzy duno, moi blyogobduz bylolo logizy:--
sug, ipu tuzuogdyz neroz yjerzygjo zygzuz
zygzy jutoz nugzdegjo imtymdon birjolo vinin.
Mobdimiz nilez nykmegjo onedy dlutomdu
vimtynomdy gjydud, dedyngjo y zotupiz ilpon
oliud; sug Uime Zgyoyz zyojuzzuny beldyz
bluny domod, zeguingjo vilomz y myjupiz yknom
volle yggumgdy jegyd.
Uyn zinnyz ylgoz Dludemuy, lozbugo, Byrryz
umzotud, munpe ovvirkomz od Kelkemo zyojy.
Ubzo bydol Tymyuz ymunez julozgjo zogimtyz
zivvugud, ubzo toez um Tyltymy zizgudyd ylny.
Olubo, mydo, vikyn, vumongjo unbemo rypelu.
Mizgjyn ypole, od didin bydlue do runumo zuzdyn.'
Tugzolyd, od zbuzzuz megduz zo gemtutud inpluz.
Ytbylomd tulyo vyguoz umunugygjo Dleuyo
minumy nykmy toin.

Din jole enmo nusu juzin gemzutolo um ukmuz
Uruin od ogz une joldu Mobdimuy Dleuy;
yg joridu zinnuz ymdugjyn um nemdupiz elmin
gin volle ygguzyn glopluzgjo pubommupiz umzdymd
oliolo yklugeryo goldydun,--urry izgjo numydil
od dlonovygdy genyn gemgizze joldugo midyd,
jermolupiz temog byirydun ojugdy, ziblonin
gemkoniud, dlygzudgjo uikuz yjerzy liumyn.
Tozgomte, yg tigomdo toe vrynnyn umdol od sezduz
ogzbotuel; tymd dory regin, vrynnyogjo logotimd.

Ydgjo ipu uyn bydluyo boljomdin yt runumy zotuz
ymdugjyzgjo tenez, komudel, gjon derrolo um yrdez
ebdypyn blunin nemduz bluningjo bodopyn,
ypmokyd ogzguzy judyn bletigolo Dleuy
ogzzuruingjo bydu.  `Jez E, gjupiz umdokol yoju
zymkiuz,' yud `zerutyogjo zie zdymd lepelo juloz,
jez ykudydo vikyn:
no zu gyorugeryo jeriuzzomd tigolo judyn,
syz nusu zoljyzzomd zotoz.  Zyduz imy zibolgjo
jutuniz ogzzgutuy od gybdyo zibolyjuniz ilpu.
Zug E, zug bezudin ytvydu tuzgotudo gelbiz.
Ubzo nymi neldon umjomuyn; nuzolopudil sezduz



ogzijuyzgjo bodod; vyguruz uygdily zobirglu.
Uyn bluton umjuziz tujuz od umiduruz ymmez
tonelel, ogz gje no tujen bydol ydgjo senumin logz
virnumuz ytvryjud jomduz od gemdukud ukmu.'

Dyruy bolzdypyd nonelymz, vugzizgjo nymopyd.
Mez gemdly ovvizu ryglunuz, gemuimgzgjo Gloizy
Yzgymuizgjo enmuzgjo teniz, mo joldolo zogin
gimgdy bydol vydegjo ilkiomdu umginpolo jorrod.
Ypmokyd, umgobdegjo od zotupiz syolod um uzton.
Lilziz um ylny volel, neldongjo nuzolluniz ebde:
myn gjet gemzuruin yid gjyo uyn veldimy typydil?
`Nomo ovvollo boton, komudel, do bezzo lorugde
zbolyzdu, dymdingjo movyz bydlue ogzgutud elo?
Zu musur ogz dymdy Ziboluz brygod ilpo lorumgju,
od zotod seg ymune, boludilyogjo yttolo Dleuyo
dogjo diezgjo uijyd, bydod uzdu uymiy rode,
uyngjo ytolud nirde Bluynu to zymkiumo Ballsiz,
mydin ymdo ely bydluz, bydlon gju epdlimgyd yt ylyz.
Seg olyd, yrny bylomz, gjet no bol dory, bol ukmuz
olubuz, id notuuz sezdon um bomodlyrupiz, idgjo
Yzgymuin bydlongjo noin uigzdygjo Gloizyn
yrdolin um yrdoluiz nygdydez zymkiumo golmyn?
Ylny, julu, voldo ylny; jegyd rigz irduny jugdez.
Lottudo no Tymyuz; zumudo umzdyilydy lojuzyn
bleuruy: Mingjyn enmoz setuo neluonil umirdu.'

Sumg volle yggumkel lilziz gruboegjo zumuzdlyn
umzoldypyn ybdymz, nogjo ogzdly dogdy volopyn.
Oggo yidon genbrogzy botoz um runumo gemuimgz
syolopyd, byljingjo bydlu domtopyd Uirin:
`Zu boludiliz ypuz, od mez lybo um enmuy dogin;
zum yrugjyn ogzboldiz zinbduz zbon bemuz um ylnuz,
symg blunin didylo tenin.  Giu byljiz Uiriz,
giu bydol od gemuimgz gjemtyn diy tugdy lorumgjel?'

Dyruy jeguvolymz konudi dogdin enmo lobropyd,
gin zipudin tugdigjo eludil nulypuro nemzdlin.
Myngjo nymiz umdol nyozdelingjo ely bylomdin
oggo rojuz zinne to joldugo juziz Uiru
vimtolo rinom ybogz, dygdigjo ummegzuy nerruz
rynpolo vrynny genyz od gulgin donbely byzgu.
Mez byjutu dlobutylo nodi, glumongjo vryklymdon



ogzgidolo od zymgdez lozdumkiolo vemdupiz ukmuz.
Yd bydol Ymxuzoz egirez yt zutoly ryodiz
ogzdirud, od gyore byrnyz gin jego dodomtud:

`Uibbudol enmubedomz, blogupiz zu vrogdoluz irruz,
yzbugo mez; seg dymdin, od, zu buodydo nolonil,
ty toumto yigzuruin, bydol, ydgjo syog enumy vulny.'
Jugz oy vydiz olyd zomuel, zipudegjo vlykelo
umdemiud ryojin, od to gyore rybzy bol inplyz
zdorry vygon tigomz nirdy gin rigo gigillud.
Urryn, zinny zibol rypomdon girnumy dogdu,
golmuniz Utyoy grylyn zo gemtolo zurjy
zukmymdongjo juyz; din remke runudo zirgiz
tyd rigon, od rydo gulgin regy zirpsilo vinymd.
Sug jole jugdiz komudel zo derrud yt yilyz,
ytvydilgjo toez od zymgdin zutiz ytelyd.
`Uyn uyn mirry nely ozd; zogjel od gjy tiguduz ytzin.
Tu bydluu, zoljydo tenin, zoljydo mobedon.
Jozdlin seg yikiluin, jozdlegjo um minumo Dleuy ozd.
Gote ogjuton, mog, mydo, dupu genoz ulo logize.'

Tugzolyd urro; od uyn bol neumuy gryluel ukmuz
yitudil, blebuizgjo yozdiz umgomtuy jerjimd.
`Olke yko, gylo bydol, goljugu unbemolo mezdlyo;
ubzo zipupe inoluz, mog no rypel uzdo klyjypud:
gje loz gingjo gytomd, imin od gennimo bolugrin,
imy zyriz ynpepiz olud.  Nusu byljiz Uiriz
zud genoz, od remko zoljod jozdukuy gemuimgz:
jez, vyniru, gjyo tugyn, ymunuz ytjoldudo jozdluz.
Ozd ilpo oklozzuz diniriz donbringjo jodizdin
tozoldyo Gololuz, uigzdygjo ymdugjy giblozziz
lorukuemo bydlin nirdez zoljydy bol ymmez.
Symg ogz tujolze zoton jomuoniz um imyn.
Di, komudel, gybo zygly nymi bydluezgjo Bomyduz;
no, porre o dymde tuklozzin od gyoto logomdu,
yddlogdylo movyz, temog no vrinumo juje
ypriole.'

Syog vydiz, rydez inolez zipuogdygjo gerry
jozdo zibol virjugjo umzdolmel borro roemuz,
ziggotegjo emolu; togzdlyo zo byljiz Uiriz
unbrugiud zogjudilgjo bydlon mem byzzupiz yogjuz;
bemo zipud gemuimgz: volunil bol ebygy regelin;



od no, gjon titin mem irry umuogdy nejopymd
dory mogjo ytjolze krenolydu ogz yknumo Klyu,
mimg enmoz dollomd yilyo, zemiz ogzgudyd enmuz
zizbomzin od byludol genudugjo emolugjo dunomdon.

Uyngjo blebumgjypyn belduz, enmongjo jutopyl
ojyzuzzo juyn, zipude gin glopol yt yiluz
juziz ytozzo botin zemudiz, komudelgjo bol inplyn
blezbuguomz; `Mydo' ogzgrynyd, `viko mydo, blebumgjymd.
Yltomduz gruboez ydgjo yoly nugymduy golme!'--
Sug nusu mozgue gjet dlobute nyro minom ynugin
gemvizyn olubiud nomdon.  Myngjo yjuy gilzi
tin zogjel, od medy ogzgote lokuemo juylin,
soi, nuzole gemuimgz vydemo olobdy Gloizy
zipzdudud, ollyjudmo juy, zoi ryzzy lozotud,
umgoldin; mog bezd egiruz ozd lottudy mezdluz.
Mog bluiz ynuzzyn lozbogzu ymuningjo lovrogzu,
gjyn dinirin ymdugjyo Gololuz zotongjo zyglydyn
jomuniz; sug tonin gerrogduz enmupiz imy
toviud, od genudoz mydingjo julingjo vovorrud.
Gjon mem umgizyju ynomz senumingjo toelingjo,
yid gjut um ojolzy jutu glitoruiz ilpo?
Yzgymuin Ymxuzomgjo bydlon Doiglezgjo Bomyduz
gennomte zeguuz od giljy jyrro logemte;
ubzo ilpon lobode od gumkel virkomdupiz ylnuz.
Zdyd gyziz lomejylo enmuz, enmongjo lojoldu
bol Dleuyn, od lilziz gybid epuogdylo bolugruz.

Blumgubue nilez epzgilygjo runumy beldyo,
gjy klozzin ogzdirolyn, lobode, od jozdukuy lodle
epzoljydy zogjel bol megdon od rinumo rizdle.
Sellel ipugjo ymune, zunir ubzy zuromduy dollomd.
Umto tenin, zu veldo boton, zu veldo diruzzod,
no lovole: umliolymd Tymyu, od dogdin enmo domopymd.
Urugod ukmuz otygz zinny yt vyzdukuy jomde
jerjudil; ogzzibolymd vrynnyo, vilud yozdiz yt yilyz.
Blegote od Bluynu zotoz ylgongjo lojuze.
Od uyn beldugupiz jygiuz Uimemuz yzare
gizdetoz rogdu Pseumugz od tuliz Irugzoz
blyotyn ytzoljypymd.  Sig imtugjo Dleuy kycy
umgomzuz olobdy ytaduz, nomzyogjo toelin,
glydolozgjo yile zerutu, gybdujygjo jozduz
gemkoludil; biolu od byjutyo remke eltumo nydloz



zdymd gulgin.

Yiziz gjum oduyn jegoz uygdylo bol inplyn
unbroju grynelo juyz, nyozdizgjo Gloizyn
mogjugjyn umkonumym......ingjo udolingjo jegyju.
Gjyolomdu od do............... vumo vilomdu
umvorugz z.......................inply Gloizyo
juzy....................................e.
Epzdubiu.........................egz vyigupiz syozud.
.............................................
.....................................erelu,
E.............................umo minumo tujen
ojomui...................udon yzbeldylo Gloizyn
vyz, yid.............ibolu lokmydel Eranbu.
Remky dupu ..................n nyluz yogjel ylymtin,
od dollyn.......................Ratuiz yljy
umdol ebuny ........................Tsapluz:
urrug loz ryodyo lo............okuy gemuimgz
byldy dupu.  Ryglunyz........o borro Gloizyo.
Mem oke Nalnutemin zotoz...rebinjo zibolpyz
yzbuguyn, yid Klyuuz zol.udin nydlupiz upe,
Tyltymuz, od tujyo Jomoluz miliz.
Zot no nykmy toin komodlugz suz todumod............
uyngjo jyro, od mydu zoljy genn....................
Syog ipu tugdy totud, ryg..........................
tugolo tozoliud, dom.............................
Dol gemydiz .....................................
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The Cave of the Centaur

© 1997, John Opsopaus

[This report was written in the fall of 1997 after a visit to sacred sites in Greece.]

As you requested, I did some checking on centaurs during my recent trip to Greece. I found out much 
more than I expected. I'm sorry it has taken me so long to write it down, but I've had to sort through my 
notes and make sense out of what happened.

When I got to Athens I called a contact I had been given; he goes by the name "Skorpios" on the 
Internet. I walked through the busy Plaka to the corner of Hermes and Athena Streets, where we had 
arranged to meet. Soon a serious-looking young man in his 20s approached, walking quickly with a 
lurching roll, which I attributed to leg braces. "Iyia, my friend," he said abruptly (I recognized the 
modern Greek form of the ancient Pythagorean greeting). "Let's go where we can talk." He flagged one 
of the cabs (most of which seemed uninterested in stopping for us) and shouted and gestured at the 
cabby. We roared off and careened through a sea of cars, in which jubilant Athenians honked horns and 
waved flags, because earlier that evening (Sep. 5) they had learned that they would host the 2004 
Olympics.

After paying the cabby, Skorpios led me up a rather seedy looking street (I was beginning to wonder 
what I had gotten into) and turned into a tiny alley filled with tables. This was the restaurant. Only the 
kitchen was indoors; everyone ate in the alley. We squeezed between the celebrating Athenians and 
wedged ourselves around a tiny table. The waiter came and after a few animated words with Skorpios, 
threw the blank order pad on the table in front of him. That was fine with Skorpios; he filled in his 
favorite dishes and handed it back to the waiter next time he passed. I don't know what he ordered, 
which is probably just as well. I was enjoying some spicy sausages, when he pointed at them and said, 
"bulls' balls."

Our conversation was somewhat chaotic, following Skorpios' serpentine stream of consciousness. Here 
are some snippets:

"These beastly legs are my karma. I did some very bad things in my last life. You know I found an altar 
to Pan in the woods on Mt. Lykaion; I made a blood sacrifice and met him there. Now I know my task 
for this life."

"We Greeks have forgotten the ancient ways! All this," sweeping his arm to indicate Athens, "is just a 
way of getting tourist money." He was getting vehement. "We shit on the altars! I'm telling you we do!" 
He was almost in tears.



"But one of my Cabirian Brothers is very high up in the church; they don't even know he's one of us. We 
invoked Eris and now they are in chaos, fighting each other for money. They make their own reality."

"You are 4=7, right?" he asked with no explanation. I wasn't sure what I should say, so I shrugged and 
he seemed to accept that for an answer. I quickly turned the conversation to centaurs. Soon Skorpios was 
off and running.

"Cheiron learned his arts from Apollo and Artemis, the secrets of the sun and moon, you see? You know 
there are two centaurs in the sky; he put Sagittarius there to show the way to the golden fleece.

"Cheiron was so wise because he combined the best of man and beast. This is higher than the alchemical 
union of male and female, because it unites animal vitality with human wisdom and compassion: a 
human head and heart united with a stallion's libido! This union will come in the new aeon, a revolution 
in heaven as well as earth. That's why Uncle Al" (he means Aleister Crowley) "called it 'lust'. He knew 
these things; too bad he was so fucked up! Remember this about Cheiron: to grasp him you must 
embrace his body as well as his mind!

"This is also why Cheiron is the vehicle for Faust to meet Manto, his Soror Mystica; Cheiron is always 
moving, circulating, but Manto is motionless; they unite the opposites, you see?

"Manto was the Thessalian Sibyl, the psychopompos who initiated Faust into the mysteries of 
Persephone in the underworld, so he could complete the mystical union with Helene. She leads him to 
the world axis where sun and moon stand still. Goethe wanted to tell what he knew about the mysteries, 
but he could not, so he wrote about them under a veil. So he tells us about Homunculus, a fiery spirit 
looking for a body. He follows that nymph, Galatea, on the shell of Aphrodite, and they submerge in the 
salt sea. It's the alchemical union of fire and water by Eros, right? All life comes from the sea! Goethe 
was a good alchemist! Let him be your guide!"

I showed Skorpios a photo of the centaur skeleton and told him what we know and suspect. He became 
very excited and said, "You must go to the centaur's cave. Not the big one at the foot of Pelion; that is 
garbage. And not to Cheiron's cave between Pelion's peaks. Go to the cave near Anilio on the east face. 
It's not so high as Cheiron's cave; you will have to climb down to it. The bastards keep it locked now. 
You will have to get the key from the museum in Anakasia. You must find the kleidouchos, the key 
holder, of the cave. Don't mention my name or you will never get it. Here, Skorpios will help you find 
the centaur." He began writing directions on a napkin.

By the time he was done, it was well after midnight so we paid our bill and squeezed back out through 
the alley. Skorpios snared a cab to get me home (he lives near the restaurant).

I thanked Skorpios for his help and he replied, "Good luck in Volos. You know, that is the place where 
wild Eris came to the wedding of Thetis of the silver feet." Then he shouted, "Hail Eris!" which made 
me shudder. As I climbed into the taxi he wagged his finger at me: "Never forget to invite Eris!"



I think she was not far away, since I had another hair-raising cab ride through downtown Athens, this 
time with a cabby who swerved to try to hit every dog that ventured near the street!

Although my visit with Skorpios had left my head spinning, the next day I rented a little Fiat and drove 
up the coastal highway to Volos. As soon as I was settled in my room I called the Theophilos Museum 
in Anakasia and tried to make them understand that I wanted to get the key for the Anilio cave. After 
being passed from one non-English speaker to another, a woman named Alexandra came on the phone 
and she understood what I was asking,

"You will have to make application to visit the cave," she explained. "How long will that take?" I asked.

"One week, maybe two."

"That's no good," I said, "I must leave for Mykonos the day after tomorrow."

"It is impossible then; I'm sorry."

"But I have come all the way from Tennessee to see this cave," I pleaded. "Have you heard about the 
centaur skeleton at the University of Tennessee?"

There was a moment of silence, and she said, "Be at the museum by 2 o'clock," and hung up. It was 
already 1:30, so I jumped in the Fiat and screamed up the road that winds northeast from Volos to 
Anakasia.

When I got to the museum I had to run the gauntlet of guards and others who couldn't understand me. I 
didn't have much luck explaining what I wanted, so I kept asking for Alexandra. Eventually they took 
me back to her office and I said that I was the one who had called. I handed her my business card 
(hoping she wouldn't notice that it had nothing to do with archaeology), and she led me to the director's 
office. He glanced at my card and handed it back to her while they spoke in Greek. It didn't look 
promising.

He turned to me. "Why do you want to go in this cave? There is nothing for the public."

"Because it's said to be a centaur cave and I have a special interest in centaurs. You know, there is a 
centaur skeleton at the University of Tennessee," I said.

"Yes, I know of that hoax!" he laughed.

"Yes," I laughed along with him, "it's a rather silly joke, but I still would like to visit the cave." 
Impulsively I added, "A*** said I should see it."



He stopped laughing and stared at me for a moment; then he wrote two phone numbers on a slip of paper 
while he spoke to Alexandra. She moved to lead me out, but I asked, "What about the application?"

"No application is necessary," he said without looking up from his papers.

It turned out that the first number was for a certain Dr. Mavrogenous, who would show me the cave, and 
the second was for her friend, where she was often to be found after 4 PM. There was no answer at the 
first number, and the man who answered at the second knew no English and couldn't comprehend my 
attempts at Greek. But I said "Mavrogenous" often enough that he got the idea and put Mavrogenous on. 
Fortunately she spoke some English, and I said the director had told me that she could take me to the 
cave; I judge she had already heard this from the director himself, because she said, "Be at the 
Antiquities Office at 10 tomorrow morning."

When I arrived at the office the next day I found it deserted but for a young woman, in khaki shorts and 
shirt, wandering among the ruins and spraying something - an herbicide? protection for the stones? - 
from a spray bottle. She looked up at me and said, "Five minutes!" so I sat down while she finished her 
rounds.

When she was done she disappeared into the office and returned with a flashlight; she waved me toward 
her car. She offered her hand and said, "I am Manto Mavrogenous." She must have seen my startled 
expression, because she explained, "Yes, I was named for the Greek patriot; she was a pirate, you 
know." I haven't a clue who she was talking about! But I noticed that her left boot had a brass frame over 
it, some sort of brace I suppose.

As we drove away she asked, "Do you have a light?" and I admitted I didn't, so she stopped in front of 
small store and said, "Go get a light and batteries." Thus equipped we roared up the narrow, winding 
road that ascends Pelion's western face.

I thanked Manto for being my guide and told about my difficulties finding the key holder of the cave. 
"You grasp beyond your reach; that is good," she commented enigmatically. When I pulled out the photo 
of the centaur skeleton and showed it to her, she went pale and said, "I have heard of this thing."

Soon we left the olive groves and fruit orchards behind, as Mediterranean plants yielded to mountain 
varieties, and we entered forests of pine, cypress, and plane, interrupted by magnificent views of Volos 
Bay. Eventually we cleared Hania Pass and began careening down the wildly twisting road that descends 
Pelion's steep eastern face. Now extraordinary views of the Aegean Sea alternated with dense forests of 
beech and chestnut.

We came to the hamlet with the forbidding name Anilio (Sunless), which is perched on the side of a 
crevasse of breathtaking depth, and Manto turned onto a narrow road - hardly more than a bridle path - 
that wound down the face of the mountain into an impenetrable forest. She parked at an unmarked place 
and we climbed out. She remotely armed her car alarm, which seemed anachronistic and redundant in 



this wilderness.

We picked our way down the steep, rocky slope, Manto going ahead and showing me step by step where 
to place my feet. Soon we were deep in the dense woods: mostly beech and chestnut, but also plane, oak 
and cypress. We frequently encountered rippling brooklets and splashing waterfalls. The forest's damp, 
cool, quiet twilight made it seem an alien environment far from the clear, bright Mediterranean sky. 
Manto stopped from time to time, looking ahead, as though gathering her strength, or perhaps praying.

We seemed utterly alone on earth, yet Manto stopped by a low, flat stone, pulled a small package from 
her backpack, unwrapped a piece of baklava and placed it on the stone. Although I watched without 
comment, she explained, "I always bring a gift for Pamphile, the old woman in these woods."

Manto swept her arm around. "This is the Forest of the Pheres. That is the old Thessalian name for 
centaurs. It is said they lived here before they were driven off to Mt. Pindos."

It was high noon and getting warm when we came to a spring running from a crack in the rocks. Manto 
washed her face and arms in it and suggested I do the same. In fact, as I recall now, she was quite 
insistent about it. However, I needed little encouragement and the water was exceptionally revitalizing.

Just beyond the spring we came to a small clearing, bathed in sunlight, in which an ancient fig tree grew 
from a cleft in the rocks. "This is it," she announced, "the Cave of the Pheres."

I looked into the pit between the rocks. Behind the gnarled trunk of the fig was the mouth of the cave, 
which was closed by a rusty iron gate. I watched from above as Manto climbed into the pit and pulled 
the key from her pocket. It was much larger than I expected - about 6" long - and looked very old. 
Before she put it in the lock she did an odd thing; she stamped her brass boot three times!

Manto seemed to be struggling with the key and after a few minutes climbed out and handed it to me. 
"Please, you must unlock the gate; it must be your dynamis" (strength?). That was OK with me, so I took 
the key and saw immediately how unusual it was. It had two obliquely intersecting rings for its wards. 
She watched me inspect it and asked, "Do you know the Timaeus?" I said, "Not well," and she smiled 
but said no more.

I climbed into the pit, fit the key into the lock, and turned it quite easily, although it made a scraping 
sound. I was surprised Manto had experienced so much trouble, but perhaps she got it in crooked.

I pushed the gate open and looked up to her for guidance, but she said, "Go ahead; take the key with 
you." I took it from the gate and stepped into the twilight of the cave mouth. A moment later Manto 
joined me.

Just inside was a large stone carved with a Gorgon, presumably for protection. Manto surreptitiously 
slipped something under its edge. An offering? On the floor I noticed many roots and sprigs of herbs, 



some quite fresh, apparently put through the gate as offerings.

With Manto leading the way, we made our way past the Gorgon into the depths. Although our 
flashlights were on, the dark was oppressive, and I could not help thinking that I was descending into the 
maw of Orcus.

The floor was littered with pot shards and figurines, and even I could tell that they dated to every period 
from the neolithic, through the Mycenaean, up to the Hellenistic and Roman. In an open area there were 
modern (but not recent) excavations in the floor, and I wondered if this was the place where the skeleton 
was found. The size seemed about right.

Then Manto retreated to a dark corner, leaving me to explore on my own. Further back in the cave, as I 
turned the flashlight toward the right-hand wall, I saw painted images of centaurs that reminded me of 
the cave paintings in Les Trois Freres.

When I turned my flashlight to the left, my hair stood on end as the light revealed a large double 
stalactite reaching to the floor. It made such a perfect, life-sized image of a centaur that one might 
believe that here Cheiron had met the Gorgon Medusa. It even had a crystalline phallus. The stalagmites 
around the centaur's feet were smooth from the touch of the hands of a thousand generations.

In front of the image a circular hole was broken through the 3 cm. thick crystalline floor; it exposed a 
deep well filled to the brim with water of perfect transparency. I could not look in it for long, because its 
great depth made me dizzy. Bestial faces seemed to glare from the depths!

I was a bit disoriented when Manto came, and led me down into a deeper part of the cavern. "This place 
is for the Three: Persephone, Demeter, and Hecate," she whispered. There was a sudden blaze of light in 
our flashlight beams: a shining tripod, made of gold I suppose. In its basin was a fat candle, which 
Manto lit, and soon strange fragrances filled the air. I remember her saying, "Look through the smoke," 
which swirled into almost recognizable shapes. I thought I heard her say, "Take the key. Strike the tripod 
of fire." I remember hearing it ring with a strange tone, but that is all.

I must have been overcome by the fumes in the closeness of the cave, as my recollections are very 
confused. I remember waking up and finding a cloth over my head. I think I tried to pull it off, but 
someone stopped m, and I thought I heard Manto say something about a veil protecting me from the 
Gorgon. The first clear thing I remember is lying on the cave floor with Manto watching over me. She 
helped me to my feet and we made our way back to the mouth of the cave, me in the lead. As I came to 
the gate she said something in Greek, which sounded like, Teliosate tin ierin teleturyian; apodoste ton 
sto ieron fos - "Complete the highest ritual; restore him to the sacred light."

I stepped out into the sun, and it was so bright it blinded me. When my eyes had adjusted to the glare, I 
thought to look back for Manto, but a strange reluctance stopped me from doing so. Soon she was at my 
side. I looked up out of the pit toward the towering summit of Pelion, which was crowned with snowy 



cumulus clouds. As I watched, they seemed to take the form of a resplendent queen in her throne. Beside 
me Manto said, in a hush, "Ixion will be with white-armed Hera tonight."

There is not much more to tell. On the way back I was too confused and overwhelmed to try to talk, and 
Manto seemed occupied with her own thoughts anyway. The next day I drove back to Athens and caught 
the 4:50 PM Olympic flight to Mykonos.

I hope this rambling account is of some help. Let me know if you have any further questions about what 
I learned in Greece.

Best wishes,

John
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A Review of Walter Burkert's

Homo Necans 

The Anthropology of Ancient Greek Sacrificial Ritual and Myth 

(c) 1997, John Opsopaus 

Burkert, Walter: Homo Necans: The Anthropology of Ancient Greek Sacrificial Ritual and Myth. 
University of California Press, 1983, pbk. 334pp, 9 B&W plates, indices. 

I highly recommend this study to anyone interested in ancient Greek religion. By tracing sacrificial ritual 
back to its roots in hunting ritual, Burkert illuminates the structure of many Greek rituals and throws 
light on an astonishing number of myths. Burkert is well known for his scholarly works, including Greek 
Religion, The Creation of the Sacred and Ancient Mystery Cults, which are definitive in the field. 
Although scholarly and very well-documented, his books are generally well-written and readable; Homo 
Necans is no exception. In the following I will summarize its major theses, but the book offers much 
additional information, as well as a wealth of supporting documentation. 

Chapter I (82 pp.) is devoted to the anthropology of hunting rituals and draws on comparative material 
from around the world. He traces sacrificial ritual back to the ambivalence inherent in hunting and, later, 
in the slaughter of livestock. The hunter understands that his quarry is alive like himself, and even sees it 
as a brother. Therefore the hunter must steel himself to the necessary act of killing and nevertheless must 
feel guilt for his action. Yet the slaughter provides sustenance, which brings pleasure, so the killing is 
celebrated as a renewed affirmation of life. 

According to Burkert, sacrificial ritual derives from the practices of hunting brotherhoods. Hunting is 
primarily a male activity because it is based on a redirection toward the quarry of the aggression of 
mating fights among male primates. Humans are not by nature predators (we do not have the claws, 
large muscles etc.); it is a behavior acquired and retained by culture. Thus the archetypal psychologist 
Wolfgang Giergerich, building on Burkert, has observed that humankind created its own soul be 
learning to kill in order to hunt. As Burkert says (p. 212), "Nourishment, order and civilized life are born 
of their antithesis: the encounter with death. Only homo necans can become homo sapiens." (Although 
Burkert doesn't discuss it, it's worth noting that the establishment of dominance among men is closely 
related to testosterone levels, both as cause and effect. In women testosterone levels do not seem related 
to dominance behavior.) This redirection involves a preparatory renunciation of male sexuality. 
Therefore, before the hunt, hunters may abstain from sex or there may be a (real or mock) maiden 
sacrifice; after the hunt, there is often a compensatory period of sexual license (as part of the celebration 



of life reborn). 

As a result, the basic structure of the sacrifice is triadic: (1) sacralization in preparation for the act, (2) 
the "unspeakable act" itself, and (3) joyous reaffirmation of life (often involving a sacred feast, and 
symbolic reconstitution of the victim through trophies etc.; so skulls or horns are displayed in the 
sanctuary, the thigh bones are wrapped in fat and fur, etc.). This basic pattern of sacrifice is later 
transferred to non-hunting ritual. For example, the basic structure of an agricultural festival is: (1) 
preliminary renunciation (plowing, sowing, etc.), (2) aggressive act (cutting, grinding, pressing; cutting 
or breaking bread), (3) gratification (eating). 

After the sacrifice comes the Agôn (contest), in which aggressive instincts are directed back toward their 
primary biological function: establishing dominance for purposes of mating (perhaps the reason that 
married women, but not maidens, were prohibited from attending the Olympics). Also integral to the 
ambivalence surrounding sacrifice is a "comedy of innocence," by which the victim is made responsible 
for its own death, or at least willing to die. (Thus the victim chooses itself by wandering into a sacred 
precinct, or it must go willingly to the sacrifice, or nod its head in assent.) 

So far the emphasis has been on hunting brotherhoods, but Ch. II (52 pp.) begins to explore the 
complementary role of women. The hunter is well aware that he depends on the rebirth of the prey if his 
hunting is to continue - another source of ambivalent feelings, and part of the reason for rituals that 
reconstitute the victim. Women however are seen as the source of new life, and the Lady of the Beasts 
must be propitiated to ensure the return of the prey. Therefore women's rites, concerned with birth and 
the nurturing of new life, commonly parallel men's rites, which focus on killing and slaughter. In this 
way the circle of life is completed and sealed by the complementary powers of men and women. The 
dread of death complements the certainty of continuing life. 

Young men must be initiated into this fundamentally unnatural practice of killing (necessary in both 
hunting and warfare), as women must be initiated into the mysteries of birth; both are essential to the 
continuation of the community. Thus we learn why there was an initiatory transformation of young men 
into "werewolves" at the Lykaia and of young women into bears at Brauron. We also learn the 
significance of the tripod kettle (e.g. at Delphi) and of the symbolic cannibalistic dissolutions that take 
place in it (e.g. Pelops, Thyestes, Dionysos). Ultimately sacrificial rituals transcend the gender roles 
based in human biology: the whole community must atone for its collective guilt in slaughtering the 
victim, and the whole community must cooperate in the restoration of nature. 

The triadic pattern of the sacrifice reappears in New Year celebrations (discussed in Ch. III, 78 pp.), 
where we find triples of festivals (preparation, unspeakable act, restitution), each with its own triadic 
structure. Thus we may have three sacrificial festivals: renunciation (e.g. symbolic sacrifice of a 
maiden), savage act (e.g. symbolic regicide, parricide or infanticide), and renewal (e.g. celebration of the 
younger generation). For example, in Athens there are the Arrhephoria, Skira/Buphonia and 
Panathenaia. 



These triads of festivals reflect the dissolution of order at the end of the old year and its re-establishment 
at the beginning of the new. As in hunting rituals, the "maiden sacrifice" is anticipatory, to ensure 
victory in creating a new order. The period of dissolution typically involves exceptional, abnormal 
practices: separation of the sexes, abstention from ordinary foods, no sacrifices, no hearth fires, no 
working, closed temples, etc. This abyss between old and new is often celebrated in nocturnal festivals, 
so rebirth comes as inevitably as the new dawn. 

Renewal may be accomplished by symbolically punishing the guilty one - driving him out of town as a 
scapegoat or stoning him. Thus Hermes was "stoned" (with voting pebbles) by the other Gods to punish 
Him for committing the "primordial crime": killing Argos (who had himself incurred guilt by killing the 
bull to wear its skin). Hermes expiated His guilt by accepting the Gods' judgment. The old power 
(Argos) must be destroyed, but only after expiation can the new power be established. The killing is 
necessary but terrible, therefore the stain must be removed before ordinary life can resume. 

The sea plays an important role in the renewal of life: the "unspeakable sacrifice" often disappears into 
the sea, which, as a symbol of the womb, reestablishes purity and innocence. Therefore the God often 
returns from the sea (e.g. Dionysos' arrival on the ship-chariot), and there are many "fish advents" in 
mythology. After restitution, the scapegoat may return as a Hero or God. 

Chapter IV (35 pp.) is devoted to the Anthesteria, an important Dionysian festival. In it the "bloody 
sacrifice" takes the form of sacramental drinking of wine, and restitution takes the form of a sacred 
marriage, in which the victim (Sacrificed God) is appeased by being given a woman (the queen) and is 
revitalized by her embrace. The well-known but poorly understood sacred idol, in which the mask and 
clothing of the God are hung on a cross, is a symbolic restoration, analogous to the bull-skulls hung in 
the sanctuary. As is common in rites of restitution after the sacrifice, the people enjoy a panspermia 
(boiled whole vegetables and grains), since it requires no "aggressive" acts (killing or grinding). There 
are also contests, in which young men take the largest role, because establishing the new order is the 
responsibility of the younger generation. 

The final chapter (V, 50 pp.) is the most enlightening I have read on the Eleusinian Mysteries, but I can 
mention only the highlights. We have the usual triad: preliminary renunciation (the maiden's tragedy: the 
abduction of Persephone), nocturnal "unspeakable rites" in the Telesterion, and subsequent celebration 
of rebirth (enjoying the gifts of Demeter). Rebirth complements sacrificial killing: "Side by side with the 
peril of death and blood we find the miracle of new life in birth" (p. 289). The Great Goddess gives birth 
to the Child as the earth engenders the grain. The Child God, like the blade of wheat, arises and, like it, 
is cut down again (cf. Attis, Dumuzi, Dionysos, Triptolemos). "The collective experience that life and 
nourishment result from terror, the encounter with death and destruction, binds the mystai together and 
adds a new dimension to their lives" (pp. 291-2). 
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